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National Conventions 

Cause gains momentum on many fronts 

AFRICA 
Benin-"14th Convention Benin 

with 45 delegates ... Happy presence 
Counsellor Ekpe." 

Burundi-"Assembly elected in at
mosphere love and unity." 

Cameroon-"Deeply grateful in
spiring RiQvan message. Delighted lis
ten taped comment Amatu'l-Baha Ru
ryiyyih Khanum bringing closer link 
Holy Land." 

Central African Republic-" 1 0 1 
participants express sympathy and sup
port to Universal House of Justice." 

Chad-"Second Convention Chad 
great success (in) Samandari Insti
tute. " 

Ethiopia-" Addis Ababa permeated 
with spirit recent International Con
vention ... Special prayers behalf val
iant believers Cradle Faith." 

Gambia-"Highlights year, contacts 
prominent people, women children ac
tivities, translations, youth potential." 

Ghana-"Thankful hearts ... 
stimulating consultation, useful recom
mendations bright hopes future vic
tories. " 

Ivory Coast and Mali-"Enkindled 
House message. Firm pledge to achieve 
remaining goals." 

Kenya-"Rejoice achievements con
veyed message ... 20th Convention 
honored presence Counsellor Vuyiya." 

Lesotho-"Hearts united, entry by 
troops ... 57 Local Assemblies con
firmed more awaited." 

Liberia-"National Assembly mem
bers to lead teaching teams throughout 
country. " 

Madagascar-"Successful Conven
tion ... Assembly elected presence 
Counsellor Samandari." 

Malawi-"194 friends ... attended 
National Convention ... Spontane-
ous universal contribution Baha'i 

Fund. " 
Mauritius-"High spirit Conven

tion ... 71 delegates 142 friends ... 
Profoundly deplore persecution Iran
ian friends greatly admire courage ... 
Special prayers offered." 

Nigeria-"Elated election to new 
Assembly, two women ... Fifty dele
gates, 88 observers from 16 states Ni
geria. " 

Reunion-"We notice new determi
nation following your inspiring and 
stimulating message." 

Rwanda-"Happy 12th Convention 
... greatly inspired by message Su
preme Body." 

Senegal-" Delegates promising to 
arise accomplish remaining goals ... " 

Seychelles-"Pledged change resi
dential section National l:ia~iratu'l
Quds to Baha'i Institute immediately 
for training Army of Light for con
quest goals. " 

Sierra Leone-"Ninth National 
Convention held, great spiritual capa
city ... " 

South and West Africa-"Rejoice 
news establishment permanent Seat 
God's Holy Mountain ... " 

Southwest Africa/Namibia-"Third 
National Convention rejoices radiant 
spirit participation ... nine locali
ties. " 

Swaziland-" Highlight Convention, 
dedication Hospitality Youth Center 
memory John (and) Val Allen, Knights 
Baha'u'llah. " 

Tanzania-"Pledge achieve all goals 
second phase and self-sufficiency 
funds." 

Togo-"Most varied and represen
tative participation ever attained ... 
out of 25 regions, 22 contributed to the 
Fund." 

Transkei-"Recent Holy Land trip 
reports captivated friends. Deepening 

sense belonging world community 
Baha'u'llah. " 

Uganda-"High spirits 20 delegates 
28 visitors blessed presence Counsellor 
Oule." 

Upper Volta-"Seventh Convention 
Upper Volta ... Ask prayers protec
tion Faith, spiritual enrichment." 

Zambia-" 17th National Conven
tion coinciding National deepening 
conference, special emphasis inner 
spiritual development." 

Zimbabwe-"1l5 friends gathered 
14th Convention ... 67 delegates 
voted, all ballots valid." 

THE AMERICAS 
Alaska-"High level excitement 

generated report NSA members return
ing Holy Land. Upcoming exchange 
visit 'Trail of Light' team will spark en
listment youth, lead fulfillment 'Ab
du'l-Baha's prophecies ... " 

Argentina-"Newly elected Assem
bly distinguished election Toba (tribe) 
member. . . . Friends pledge 25 per 
cent national budget." 

Barbados-"Happy loving spirit In
ternational Convention radiating (to) 
friends. " 

Belize-"Present from all districts 
... 55 Assemblies formed." 

Bermuda-"Inspired with news of 
world victories ... and awesome dig
nity Seat of Universal House of Jus
tice. " 

Bolivia-"We feel uplifted by the 
government approval of Radio Baha'i 
and subsequent purchase of land in 
Caracollo, with its implications for the 
teaching and the education of the peo
ple. In spirit of unity and service we 
promise to renew our efforts in mass 
teaching and launch a program of tu
torial schools in the villages." 

Brazil-"Largest participation his
tory Brazil Baha'i. 550 participants 
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from all Brazil. Of 92 delegates ... 85 
voted. First LP (record) Brazilian Ba
ha'i music released. Four new books 
published. " 

Canada-"Canadian Convention 
blessed presence beloved Hand Cause 
John Robarts, dear wife, Audrey, 
Counsellor Lloyd Gardner, five mem
bers Auxiliary Board, inspiring, chal
lenging message beloved Hand Cause 
William Sears. Convention enriched by 
participation indigenous and French
speaking believers. Account persecu
tion brethren Iran by widow Mr. Ma
vaddat inspired Convention raise level 
service Cause." 

Chile-"Delegates, two of which 
Pehuenche (tribe) for first time and 108 
visitors ... reaffirm love and loyal
ty ... " 

Colombia-" Joyful Colombian 
Convention ... moved by your mes
sage. " 

Costa Rica-"Hearts united suppli
cation Almighty beloved brethren Iran 
at beautiful memorial program. 
Special participation indigenous com
munities. " 

Dominica-"Happy announce for
mation National Spiritual Assembly 
Dominica. Presence Hand Cause Kha
dem, Counsellor Pringle, Secretary 
parent NSA, first pioneer Dominica, 
Bill Nedden ... Fund started acquisi-

. tion National l:Ia~iratu'I-Quds." 
Dominican Republic-"Deeply 

grateful message showering light Do
minican community. Elevated spirit 
faith, joy reigns Convention." 

Ecuador-"Goal adopted establish 
three Tutorial schools." 

EI Salvador-"Majority delegates 
voted ... arrived from all parts coun
try despite conditions. Optimistic 
spirit. " 

French Antilles-"We are happy in 
the realization that this is indeed the 
Day of God." 

Guatemala-"33 delegates met 
elected National Assembly spirit unity, 
vitality. " 

Guyana-" All regions represented 
80 per cent delegates voting ... mov
ed by report of achievements World 
Centre. " 

Haiti-"Successful election ... 60 
friends attending, 35 delegates all 3 
Auxiliary Board members." 

Jamaica-"Delegates well repre-
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sented. Ri<;lvan message warmly re
ceived. " 

Leeward Islands-"Host of friends 
inspired by your Ri<;lvan message ... 
40 Local Assemblies elected Ri<;lvan." 

Mexico-"161 attending ... 43 
delegates, 14 Mayans, 2 Zapotecs. 
Great desire to teach, spirit of unity 
and love." 

Nicaragua-"23rd National Con
vention. Presence member Auxiliary 
Board Rodrigo Tomas (from Costa 
Rica). 25 delegates, 12 mailed votes, 58 
visitors. Strong feelings unity, love." 

Panama-"Near completion ma
jority goals. Recent increase 716 new 
believers and marked progress Guaymi 
project. " 

Peru-"Successful election more 
than 390 LSAs ... personal offers 
delegates to open 19 Provinces and 61 
Districts arising to challenges of 
vast ... expansion ... Friends ap
plaud appointment Mr. Khamsi ... " 

Puerto Rico-"Gathered friends 
promise immediate action National 
Community ... in partial recompense 
suffering Iranian Baha'is." 

St. Lucia-"Eleven assembled dele
gates first National Baha'i Convention 
St. Lucia, honored bounty indepen
dent National Assembly. All progress 
due your unfailing guidance. Success
ful spirit-filled Convention, result pres
ence Hand Cause Khadem, represen
tative your august Body." 

·St. Vincent and Grenada-"Eleven 
delegates ... assembled beautiful set
ting restored l:Ia~iratu'I-Quds send lov
ing greetings ... first National Con
vention fresh division Windward Is
lands ... Grateful presence Counsel
lor Pringle, new Auxiliary Board mem
ber, distinguished representatives out
going National Assembly." 

Suriname and French Guiana
"Sixty participants ... of which Bush 
Negroes formed largest share. Univer
sal outpouring contributions. " 

Trinidad and Tobago-"Large 
number non-delegates including youth 
and children, hearts gladdened by mes
sage. " 

Uruguay-"Convention decided on 
financial self-sufficiency. Formed 42 
LSAs leaving 3 for remaining years of 
Plan. " 

United States-" I ,500 believers at
tending ... We are astonished and 

grateful for recent events which have 
propelled us on to the world stage ... 
Convention enriched by presence Hand 
Cause William Sears ... Counsellors 
Velma Sherrill, Sarah Pereira." 

Venezuela-" ... privileged with 
presence Counsellor Donald Witzel. 38 
delegates ... strengthened by reading 
message of the Universal House of Jus
tice and with spirit of faith and en
thusiasm shared by delegates returned 
from International Convention." 

Virgin Islands-" Delegates and 
guests spiritually invigorated ... pre
paring enrollment desperate multitudes 
utilizing powers released by Baha
'u'li<ih including sacrifice our Persian 
family. Please God we may achieve." 

ASIA 
Bangladesh-"43 delegates with 

Counsellor Afshin ... rejoice holding 
11 th National Convention after gap 
one year ... " 

Burma-"Successful Convention 
May 26-29 including Silver Jubilee 
NSA, women's school & conference at
tended by 400." 

Hong Kong-"Election 10th Na
tional Assembly, first with majority 
Chinese, first with all 19 delegates 
voting ... With 35 in attendance, 
Convention goal of 20,000 HK dollars 
exceeded first day, supplemental goal 
of 10,000 exceeded second day, rec
ommended triple annual contribution 
goal. " 

India-"Friends deeply moved RiQ
van message also spirit generated Inter
national Convention conveyed to 
us ... " 

Japan-"Counsellor Suzuki, four 
Auxiliary Board members, 42 dele
gates, 75 in attendance ... Good start 
made this year with recent increase of 
believers and Local Assemblies. This 
has encouraged all believers to strive 
harder and 31 have already volunteered 
to participate in national projects, in
cluding travel teaching in West Caro
line Islands." 

Korea-"20th Convention vivified 
by spirit of Holy Land conveyed by re
turning international delegates ... 
Convention distinguished by election 
one woman for first time in many 
years. " 

Laos-" 19 delegates present plus in
vited Baha'is from few provinces. Key 
teachers and delegates attended Na-
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Members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Sikkim elected at Riqvdn 
1983 are shown with Counsellor Shirin 
Boman (fifth from left). They are (Jeft 
to right) Nar Bahadur Gajmer, K.N. 

tional Teaching Conference. All 
friends present elated. Fellowship re
newed. Ever grateful Baha'u'llah con
firming efforts surmount all obstacles 
to have this memorable gathering come 
to reality." 

Malaysia-"On occasion 20th Con
vention, presence Counsellor John 
Fozdar ... Launching 10 month plan. 
Special emphasis child education." 

Pakistan-"27th annual Convention 
commenced 22 May Hyderabad. Mes
sage House recited. Delighted progress 
Faith ... Special prayers friends 
Cradle Faith." 

Philippines-"Total 340 represent
ing 48 Provinces, cities attending I 9th 
National Convention jubilantly con
vened birthplace Baha'i Faith Philip
pines, Solano, Nueva Viscaya (Lu
zon). " 

Sikkim-"Presenc:e Counsellor Mrs. 
Boman, 28 delegates ... volunteered 
accomplishment goals. Beseeching 
prayers Holy Shrines success Faith 
Himalayan country." 

Sharma, P. G. Mazi, M. C. Mathur, 
Counsellor Boman, Rezwan Menezes, 
Damber Singh Lama, Ram Prasad 
Upretti, George Menezes, N. Krishnan 
N. All but three members of the Na-

Singapore-' 'Successful Convention 
... Spirit International Baha'i Con
vention permeates gathering over 50 
participants including Counsellor John 
Fozdar. " 

Sri Lanka-"Giving thanks Baha
'u'llah 22nd Convention in progress 
graced presence Counsellor Nagarat
nam ... 46 delegates 55 observers." 

Taiwan-"Honored presence be
loved Counsellor Van Kee Leong, first 
pioneer Taiwan, Mr. Suleimani ... 26 
delegates 60 friends participated .. . 
special supplications offered be
leaguered brethren Iran. Redoubling 
efforts assure Taiwan's special role 
take Faith Baha'u'llah to Chinese." 

Thailand-"Convention success
fully held presence Counsellor Sun
dram ... Two-day teaching Institute 
follows. " 

AUSTRALASIA 
Australia-"Exhilarated news ap

pointment Counsellor Khan Interna
tional Teaching Centre ... extremely 
mmed by reports of members attend-

tional Assembly are natives of Sikkim. 
Mr. and Mrs. Menezes and Mr. Krish
nan N. are pioneers from India who 
are working at the Bahd'{ school of 
Tadong. 

ing International Convention. Special 
devotions held memory martyrs." 

Fiji-"Loyal Fiji community de
lighted successful International Con
vention and your occupation new Seat 
Mount Carmel ... Counsellor Maka, 
over 70 friends Convention ... pray
ing speedy emancipation beleaguered 
friends Iran." 

Hawaiian Islands-' 'Convention 
stirred by news media report of re
jection ... President Reagan's plea 
for mercy for 22 valiant souls Cradle 
Faith. Responsibility taken to heart by 
delegates ... pledge strive harmo
niously, vigorously, efficiently to be 
light in Spiritual Axis ... 'Aloha nui 
loa' to servants on God's Mountain." 

Mariana Islands-"Overjoyed re
port formation 14 Assemblies, majori
ty second phase goals accomplished. 
Enthusiastically preparing ... 35 
years Faith Marianas commemora
tion. " 

Marshall Islands-" Unprecedented 
representation outer atolls ... hearts 
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now permanently anchored Holy Land 
through inspiring presence one of our 
members International Convention." 

New Caledonia and Loyalty Is
lands-"Encouraged presence Coun
sellor Hancock. Determined arise over
come delay accomplish goals Plan." 

Papua New Guinea-"All Baha'is 
eager carry out plans House Justice." 

Samoa-"Participation exceeds 200, 
including Counsellor 'Ahi'i ... ef
forts friends in Samoa to make us wor
thy to be recipients of first Mashriqu'l
Adhkar of the Pacific ... Hearts 
deeply touched receipt of red rose be
half NSA Iran." 

Solomons-"Joyfully report attend
ance 75 friends ... Evidence increas
ed women's activities ... immediate 
dispersion 5 overseas travel teachers, 
forthcoming women's conference West 
Solomons ... Vigorous spirit assis
tance Abha Kingdom evidenced com
munity since Canberra Conference, re
sulting upsurge teaching, deepening." 

Tonga-"We share with you our joy 
in receiving your inspiring message 
which will help us in progress of our 
work ... in service to His Kingdom." 

Tuvalu-"From Third National 
Convention, Baha'is Tuvalu have 
elected new NSA. Convention sends 
warm Baha'i greetings." 

EUROPE 
Austria-"50 friends gathered har

monious atmosphere joyous com
memoration 70th anniversary visit 
'Abdu'l-Baha Vienna ... " 

Cyprus-"Community amazed to 
witness the sparkling results of 5th In
ternational Convention as radiant 
faces and dancing hearts have tried to 
tell us of the experience of our Na
tional Assembly as they met under the 
shadow of the Universal House of Jus
tice ... Our delighted and delightful 
Counsellor Betty Reed has helped 
greatly to give our enthusiasm some 
practical expression." 

Denmark-"Pledge year 140 (to) 
children and youth, continue spirituali
zation, and implement last phase Seven 
Year Plan." 

France-"Hand Cause Ugo Gia
chery, Counsellor Agnes Ghaznavi 
... over 200 participants ... En
kindled, encouraged by RiQvan mes
sage, moved by exhortation to action 
by Hand Cause." 
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Members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Hawaiian Islands elected 
at the National Convention last May 
are (left to right) Tracy Hamilton, 
Elizabeth Hahn Haberman, Dr. Mo-

Germany-"Assemblage of 600 
friends, grateful for presence of Coun
sellor Grossmann ... Overwhelming 
Fund contributions DM 250.000, de
clared intention of II illumined souls 
to take up pioneer posts, and 32 travel 
teachers . . ." 

Greece-"The 7th National Conven
tion of Greece ... attended by Coun
sellor Louis Henuzet, two Board mem
bers, 17 delegates and 50 believers of 
the Greek community ... " 

Iceland-"Rejoicing victory Faeroe 
Islands. All goals second phase Seven 
Year Plan completed." 

Ireland-"Over 200 friends gather
ed ... Dublin ... Counsellor Fer
raby and 3 Board members ... Feel 
new energy now vibrating Baha'i 
world. Desire seize chance fulfill des
tiny cherished wish George Town
shend. Heartening response local l:fa~
iratu'I-Quds fund. 10,000 Irish Punts 
pledged and contributed." 

Italy-"Spiritual and joyful atmo
sphere during 22nd National Conven
tion. Inspiring participation Counsel
lor Adib Taherzadeh." 

Luxembourg-' 'Counsellor Nieder
reiter, over 60 delegates ... greatly in-

han Narula, Dr. Duane Troxel, Samieh 
Labib-Wood, Rick Labib-Wood, Brice 
Taylor, Elizabeth Hollinger, and Gary 
Morrison. 

spired spirit International Convention, 
thrilled news development Interna
tional Teaching Centre." 

Netherlands-" Presence Counsellor 
Betty Reed, Auxiliary Board members 
... increasing understanding signifi
cance wonderful national plan. Dele
gates return home with new insight 
purpose social role communities Most 
Great Name." 

. Portugal-"NSA elected. Launch
ing new plan spiritualization commu
nity. Deep love from all. Please pray. " 

Spain-"Honored presence Coun
sellor Ursula Miihlschlegel. Devotional 
atmosphere in consultations remem
bering Iran's Baha'is." 

Switzerland-"With joyous hearts 
... 170 attendants ... determined 
through intensified spiritualization and 
personal teaching campaign, fulfill nu
merical goals." 

United Kingdom-"Over 560 dele
gates, friends gathered ... deeply 
moved throbbing spirit International 
Convention which permeated this 
gathering conveyed by NSA and mem
bers visiting NSAs, Counsellor Fer
raby. " 



Nepal 

'New path' to truth replaces old ways 

"At five o'clock every morning my 
father washes himself in the river be
fore visiting the temples and stupas; 
then he returns home to meditate for 
several hours. He repeats the ritual in 
the evening, as he has done all his life, 
and as each of my forefathers has done 
for almost 400 years." 

Nem Bajracharya leans back in his 
chair and reflects on how best to de
scribe his father, living some 12,000 
miles away in Kathmandu, the capital 
city of the mountain kingdom of Ne
pal. 

For 15 generations the tradition of 
his family has dictated that the eldest 
male child should follow his father into 
the Buddhist priesthood. 

"My father," Nem says, "gave me a 
mantra when I was a boy, and he want
ed me to keep our traditions. 

"Although he is now retired from 
many activities, he still serves as priest 
to several communities of believers. He 
is called 'Guruju,' which means teach
er, and even our family name, Bajra
charya, translates as 'Buddhist priest' 
in the Sanskrit language. 

"My mother's father was chief li
brarian of the National Archives in 
Kathmandu, but he also was trained as 
a priest. We are known in Nepal as a 
family of priests." 

However, in 1975 Nem met David 
and Penny Walker, a meeting that re
directed his life and changed the course 
of a centuries-old family tradition. The 
Walkers had come to Nepal from the 

As in most Asian countries, tradition 
plays an important role in the daily 
lives of the people of Nepal, a remote 
mountain kingdom whose customs and 
way of life are little known to Western
ers. But some Nepalese traditions are 
changing, as this article by Gail Meyer 
Selcuk illustrates. 

'We were attracted to (the 
Walkers) because they lived 
simply, yet seemed to have 
everything. . . . When we were 
in their home we felt we all be
longed to the same family-and 
it's not often we get that feeling 
in Nepal!' 

United States as Baha'i teachers and 
pioneers. 

"Foreigners living in Nepal always 
complain about our poor conditions," 
Nem explains. "Even many Nepalese 
themselves complain and want no re
sponsibility for their difficulties." 

The Walkers, he says, were differ
ent. 

"David and Penny not only took an 
interest in our troubles, they also look
ed on conditions in Nepal as their own 
and talked about our problems as their 
problems. This impressed me very 
much." 

Even before he met the Walkers, 
Nem's life had shown signs of follow
ing a different path. 

After graduating early from high 
school, he won a government scholar
ship to study in Japan and left home at 
17. After five years of study in another 
language, he was graduated with a de
gree in electrical engineering from 
Kyoto University, one of the most 
prestigious schools in Japan. 

While there, he met and married Yo
shiko, a union that was opposed ini
tially by both of their families on the 
grounds of cultural differences. 

Nem returned to Nepal in 1973 with 
his Japanese wife, who decided that 
she wanted to study English. That's 
when the Baha'i pioneers came into 

their lives. 
Says Nem: "Both Penny and David 

taught English to my family. We were 
attracted to them because they lived 
simply, yet seemed to have everything. 

"They told us it's not just the ma
terial things in life that make one hap
py. When we were in their home we felt 
we all belonged to the same fam
ily-and it's not often we get that feel
ing in Nepal!" 

Now working in California, where 
he recently earned a master of science 
degree in yet another language, Nem 
and his wife declared their belief in 
Baha'u'lhih early this year. 

"I was greatly attracted to the idea 
that mankind is one," says Nem, "not 
just by what I read in books, but be
cause when I was with the Baha'is I 
could see that they actually think that 
way." 

Comparing the Buddhist and Baha'i 
faiths, he says, "In spiritual matters 
they are the same. The idea of cere
mony is different, but the reason be
hind that ceremony is the same. 

"The difference is that I could not 
relate Nepalese Buddhism to my every
day life, but in the Baha'i Faith what 
we do and what we believe are closely 
related. " 

The Walkers are still living in Nepal, 
while the Bajracharyas, with their chil
dren, Rika and Emina, are enjoying 
California. 

Nem's father still washes daily in the 
river. It's the same river, but slowly, 
imperceptibly to most, its course is 
changing. 
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Biography 

Agnes Alexander: 70 years of service 

First of three parts 

"Had this respected daughter found
ed an empire, that empire would not 
have been so great! For this sovereignty 
is eternal sovereignty and this glory 
everlasting glory. "-'Abdu'I-Baha, 
Tablets of the Divine Plan, pp. 13-14 

• 
In May 1832 a young missionary 

couple strained at the horizon for their 
first glimpse of land in months. Out of 
the sapphire deeps arose "the loveliest 
fleet of islands that lies anchored in the 
ocean"-the Kingdom of Hawaii. 

In time the family of these newly
weds would become synonymous with 
the establishment of Christianity in 
Hawaii. Here they would raise nine 
children. And among their many 
grandchildren would appear a timid, 
sickly child who would in time be prais
ed by 'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi 
and the Universal House of Justice. 
She would become the first Baha'i of 
Hawaii and the Pacific. 

Agnes Baldwin Alexander was born 
July 21,1875, during the reign of King 
David Kalakaua (1874-91), the young
est of five children born to Professor 
William DeWitt and Abigail Charlotte 
Alexander. I 

By Agnes' own account, she was 
raised a Christian. "My father and 
mother were real Christians," she said. 
"And we always had family prayers 

The first of a three-part series on the 
life of the Hand of the Cause of God 
Agnes Baldwin Alexander was wrirren 
by Duane Troxel, an assistant profes
sor of educational technology at Lou
isiana State University, Baton Rouge. 
Dr. Troxel, who has a PhD. in educa
tion from Temple University in Phila
delphia, served from 1979-83 as a 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'/s of the Hawaiian 
Islands. 
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Agnes Baldwin Alexander in a photo
graph taken in December 1901. 

every day. But I felt that something 
was wrong with me, because Christ 
said we must be born again, and I had 
never experienced anything like that. 
So I thought something was wrong 
with me. It didn't trouble my friends or 
my sister." 2 

Shy and sensitive, Agnes was more 
at ease with cats or horses than with 
people. Some of her happiest child
hood memories were of summer stays 
with her Aunt Em and Uncle Henry on 
the neighboring island of ;vlaui. There 
she would ride on horseback into 11I~h 
tropical \alleys, inhaling the balmy air 
and listening to the distant surf boom 
against the white sand beaches. But her 
heart was never completely at rest, for 
she had not been "born again." 

In 1890 she was graduated from Pu
nahou School, the oldest college prep
aratory school west of the Rockies. 
That fall she entered Oahu College, 

graduating in a class of seven students 
in 1895. Her graduation essay, "Our 
Poor Relations," urged fellow Chris
tians to show kindness toward animals. 

From 1895 to 1897 Agnes studied 
education at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley and at Oberlin Col
lege in Ohio. But she did not take a de
gree. Instead, she returned home to 
Honolulu where she lived with her par
ents and her sister, Mary Charlotte 
(1874-1961). For the next two years 
(1898-1900) Agnes taught elementary 
school at her alma mater. 

The turning point in her life came in 
May 1900. A party of islanders was go
ing on a tour of the mainland U.S. and 
Europe. Although she was not well, 
and her mother felt she was "hardly 
strong enough" for "such a rushing 
trip," 3 Agnes wanted badly to go. But 
who would buy the ticket? At this 
point kindly Aunt Em and Uncle 
Henry intervened with words of en
couragement and a steamship ticket. 

The journey did not begin aus
piciously. Upon arriving in England, 
Agnes learned that her youngest 
brother, Henry (1868-1900), chronic
ally ill since childhood, had died some 
days before in Napa, California. She 
wrote home: "We should all rejoice 
that Henry is at rest and living in para
dise ... " 4 

By October 1900 Agnes had visited 
England, France and Switzerland and 
was en route to Rome, the "eternal 
city." As the train approached Rome, 
she later wrote, "a thrill passed 
through me, as though I had attained 
my goal." < While staying at a pension, 
she felt herself irresistab1y drawn to a 
radiant American woman, Mrs. Char
lotte Dixon, and her two daughters. 

Overcoming her shyness, Agnes ap
proached Mrs. Dixon in the elevator. 
Taking the woman's hand, she asked 
her "what it was she had." Mrs. Dixon 



invited Agnes to meet her in the back 
parlor after supper. 

"That evening, as I sat listening to 
her," Agnes said later, "my heart was 
touched and tears came to my eyes. She 
gave me a prayer copied in longhand, 
for printed Baha'i literature was then 
very scarce. The prayer seemed to an
swer all the longings of my heart. After 
that we met for three successive even
ings. She was endeavoring to prepare 
me for something which was to come, 
but did not tell me of the Coming of 
the Promised One. In those early days 
of the Cause in America the Baha'i 
Message was considered too great to be 
conveyed at once. As teachers were 
few, God revealed His Message in 
strange and wonderful ways. The third 
evening after meeting with Mrs. Dixon, 
when I retired to my room, sleep did 
not come. 

"That night (November 26, 1900) an 
overwhelming realization came to me, 
which was neither a dream nor vision, 
that Christ had come on the earth. 
When morning came, I met Mrs. Dix
on as she came from breakfast, and to
gether we entered my room. There I 
turned to her and said, 'Christ is on 
this earth!' She replied, 'Yes, I can see 
by your face that you know it.' In a 
Tablet which I later received from 'Ab
du'l-Baha, He wrote: 'By God, the 
Truth, the Spirit of Christ from the 
Supreme Concourse doth in every time 
and aspect announce to thee this Great 
Good News.' " 6 The Dixons caution
ed Agnes to "tell only the thirsty" but 
she felt that such wondrous news must 
be told to everyone. 7 

Prophecies 'unfolded' 
After the Dixons left Rome, Agnes 

did not meet another Baha'i for three 
months. One Sunday she attended 
church services with her Italian cous
ins, and afterward told the minister 
about 'Abdu'I-Baha. He took up the 
Bible and read to her from the Scrip
tures to show her that she was misled. 
Agnes said, "As I did not know the in
terpretation myself, I could not answer 
him. In my heart though, I had the as
surance I was right." 8 

Taking God for her Teacher, Agnes 
bought a Bible. Before reading she 
prayed for understanding. "Little by 
little the prophecies of the coming of 
the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l
Baha were unfolded to me." 

Above: Agnes Alexander's parents, 
Professor William DeWitt Alexander 
and Abigail Charlotte (Baldwin) Alex-

ander. Below: Agnes (left) with her 
uncle Henry and sister Mary in a 
photograph taken around 1884. 
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At last she felt she must find others 
who believed as she did. It was then 
that she found the address of a Baha'i 
in Paris that Mrs. Dixon had given her. 
"From the depths of my longing heart 
I wrote," she later recalled, "asking if 
she could tell me more of the wonder
ful Message. The heavenly letter which 
came in reply was so permeated with 
divine love that my heart was filled 
with assurance." 9 

January 28, 1901 
"My precious Sister! 
"Praise be to God that He has en

lightened your heart in these wonderful 
days of the Coming of His Kingdom, 
and that He has in His Mercy guided 
you to the Truth. 

"Please God we may soon welcome 
you in our midst in Paris and that you 
may then receive the full Revelation, 
and much help and instruction .... 

"My Lord appeared to me in a vis
ion twice, two years before I heard the 
Great Message, and when, by the great 
bounty of God, and without regard to 
my unworthiness, I was permitted to be 
among the first Americans to vi~it 
'Akka-I beheld my dear Lord, I knew 
Him by my visions .... 

"I feel by your beautiful letter that 
God has chosen you to be a servant in 
His blessed Vineyard, and that you will 
be greatly blessed. 

8 October 1983/Bahci'j News 

"I am longing with great love to see 
you, to greet you in the Truth, that you 
may enter with your brothers and sis
ters in this city into the full joy and 
peace .... 

"I am your loving and devoted sister 
in the love and service of our Lord. 

(signed) May Ellis Bolles" 10 

Agnes traveled alone to Paris, ar
riving March 14, 1901. She quickly 
made her way to 100 rue de Bac and 
anxiously knocked on the door. A 
woman answered. Agnes embraced her 
warmly, thinking she was May, but the 
woman did not respond. The awkward 
silence that followed was at last broken 
by a statement to this effect: "I think 
you want to see my daughter." II 

'Spiritual mother' 

Meeting May Bolles was one of Ag
nes' most precious memories. "From 
that day she became my spiritual 
mother, and through all the years her 
tender mother love" became "a guid
ing star in my life." 12 May "was then 
very slender and seemed like an angel 
of light. She gave me some pressed 
violets which had been given to her by 
the Master in 'Akka, and a photograph 
taken of Him when He was a young 
man ... The feelings which came over 
me as I gazed on the photograph can
not be described-in it I beheld my 
Lord." 13 

Above: Agnes Alexander, circa 1895. 
Left: Agnes (second from left) with 
college friends in Honolulu in the late 
1890s. 

The first time Agnes entered the 
studio where the Baha'is of Paris l4 

gathered, someone asked, "Is she a be
Iiever?" Another replied, "Look at her 
face!" "As I looked around the 
room," Agnes said, "I saw the same 
look of peace and light on the faces. 
They had found their Lord and were at 
rest ... Such an atmosphere of pure 
light pervaded the Paris meetings that 
one was transported, as it were, from 
the world of man to that of God." 15 

One of the great blessings of her stay 
in Paris was the coming of Mirza 
'Abu'I-Faql, sent by 'Abdu'I-Baha to 
teach the Baha'is in Paris before going 
on to America. Agnes said, " ... he 
was the most gentle and humble per
son" she had ever met. He told her, 
"I f in the future there are five believers 
in the Hawaiian Islands, you will have 
done a great work." 16 

During Agnes' stay in Paris a rela
tive from Honolulu, Clarence Hobron 
Smith, came for a visit. Agnes was 
eager to teach him the Faith, but the 
proper words wouldn't come. Unable 
to hold back, she blurted: "Christ has 
come!" The next day he came to tell 
her that "the power of the spirit had 
been so great" when she spoke the day 
before "that he had believed at once," 
thus becoming Hawaii's second Ba
ha'f.I" 

When it came time to leave Paris, 



Agnes received a Tablet from the 
Master advising her to be "a divine 
bird; proceed to thy native country; 
spread the wings of sanctity over those 
spots and sing and chant and celebrate 
the Name of thy Lord, that thou may
est gladden the Supreme Concourse 
and Llake the seeking souls hasten unto 
thee as the moths hasten to the lamp 
and thus illumine that distant country 
by the Light of God." 18 

En route home Agnes spent two 
months as the guest of Sarah Farmer l9 

at Green Acre in Eliot, Maine. There 
she met more of the friends and further 
deepened her understanding of the 
Faith. 

'Strange feelings' 
On the morning of December 26, 

1901, the S.S. Peru neared Honolulu's 
wharf. On board, Agnes said she felt 
"strange feelings" come over her
"alone I was to stand there, the first 
Baha'i to touch that soil. The youngest 
of my family and hitherto extremely 
timid, God raised me up to carry His 
Message to these islands of the 
Pacific." 20 

After her return Agnes continued to 
live at home. Letters written to her dur
ing this period hint at household ten
sions her new beliefs must have pro
voked. In one a Baha'i promises to be 
cautious in sending her letters. 21 Never
theless, Agnes was determined to let 
her actions speak for her: "I had to 
show through my life and not by 
words, the great happiness that had 
come into my life." 22 Undoubtedly, 
she reached some accommodation with 
her parents, for she lived at home until 
they died, and correspondence between 
them remained warm and affectionate 
to the last. 

Two months after her return to 
Hawaii Clarence Smith came home. 
Through his efforts, and a visit by 
Helen and Ella Goodall, Miss Eliza
beth Muther (1858-1940) became, in 
1902, the first on Hawaiian soil to em
brace the Faith. Through Miss Muther, 
Kanichi Yamamoto (1879-1961) be
came the first of his race to declare his 
belief in Baha'u'U<ih. In fact, he ac
cepted Baha'u'llah so quickly that Miss 
Muther was somewhat taken aback. 
Asked how he knew, Mr. Yamamoto 
solemnly placed a hand over his heart. 

Having no place to hold their meet
ings, Hawaii's first four Baha'is took 

the trolley to a lookout above Hono
lulu where they said their prayers. The 
group included a gardener, a gover
ness, a clerk and a school teacher. 

Virtually no public mention of the 
Faith was made in Hawaii for the next 
eight years.23 Agnes and her fellow Ba
ha'is taught quietly, patiently, person
to-person. In November 1909 that was 
changed by the visit of two traveling 
teachers-Howard Struven of Balti
more and Charles Remey of Washing-

Above: Thomas Break well, the first 
English Baha'i, with May (Bolles) 
Maxwell in Paris, France. 

Paris Baha'is in a photograph taken in 
1901: (1) Marie L. '\lcKay; (2) H. Emo
gene Hoagg; (3) May Bolles; (4) 

ton, D.C. 'Abdu'l-Baha had sent the 
two men on a global teaching trip, the 
first of its kind. The day they landed in 
Hawaii, Agnes persuaded her father to 
let them deliver their first address on 
his lanai (porch). "Would Unite Man
kind" ran the headline in the Pacific 
Commercial Advertiser. Professor 
Alexander was not amused. He re
sponded with a critical editorial, 
"What the Baha'i Movement Really 
Is." 24 

Despite her father's opposition, 
many people were attracted to the 
Cause. The influx of new believers en
abled Honolulu to form its first 
Spiritual Assembly ih 1910 with Agnes 
Alexander as its chairman. 'Abdu'l
Baha sent them a message: "From 
afar! From afar! I entertain the great
est love for them. Because they are so 
far away, but yet they have promul
gated the word of God there. They 
have heard it from afar, therefore I am 
attached to them and bear my greetings 
to all of them." 25 

Professor and Mrs. Alexander both 
succumbed to old age early in 1913. 
Agnes said 'Abdu'l-Baha's words rang 
in her ears: "I have a lamp in My hand 
searching through the lands and seas to 
find souls who can become heralds of 
the Cause. Day and night I am engaged 
in this work." 26 She prayed that His 
lamp might find her. 

That fall she sailed to the mainland, 
and from there proceeded to Montreal 

Charles Mason 
Hopper. 
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to stay with her spiritual mother, :'vlay 
Bolles Maxwell. Then it was on to New 
York City to spend the winter with rel
atives. While there she received a Tab
let from 'Abdu'l-Baha promising her 
"Divine confirmations" if she were to 
travel' 'toward Japan." 27 She sailed to 
Europe in the spring of 1914. As Italy 
was "toward Japan," she decided to 
visit her Aunt Lottie and Uncle Guilio 
in Milan. Two days before she left Italy 
a Serbian terrorist assassinated the 
Archduke Francis Ferdinand in Sara
jevo, precipitating World War I. 

Agnes was in Switzerland when the 
doors of Europe began to close. She 
couldn't cash her bank drafts. The 
trunk containing her clothing and 
other personal effects was in Germany. 
Her money was running out. And 
everyone advised her to stay put ... 
except One. The Master wrote: "It is 
now more advisable for thee to depart 
directly to Japan and while there be 
engaged in the diffusion of the fra
grances of God ... Today the greatest 
of all divine bestowals is teaching the 
Cause of God for it is fraught with 
confirmations. " 28 

She requested passage on the only 
available ship to Japan, the Miyazaki 
Maru, which was sailing from London 
and would make one European stop at 
Marseilles, France. Unfortunately, all 
accommodations on the steamer were 

Agnes Alexander (seated at right) with 
Sarah Farmer (standing) at Green 
Acre, July/August 1902. 
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taken. Desperate, Agnes wrote to a 
steamship agent in Marseilles saying 
she would accept anything if he could 
only get her on board. No answer. As 
she was reciting the "Remover of Dif
ficulties" someone knocked on the 
door. The telegram that was handed to 
her said there was a space if she would 
come immediately. 

Riding in a third class coach with 
two wounded soldiers, she crossed war
stricken France, arriving safely at Mar
seilles where the Miyazaki Maru waited 
at the dock. The ticket agent explained 
that he was giving her a German wo
man's place on board. Since France 
and Germany were at war he could 
have the woman arrested if she showed 
up. Only one other passenger em
barked at Marseilles-Mme. Casulli, a 
Frenchwoman. Coincidentally, she be
came Agnes' cabin mate, and before 
disembarking at Hong Kong she be
came a Baha'i!29 Unquestionably, "di
vine confirmations" were attending 
Agnes' every step. 

The Miyazaki Maru steamed cau
tiously toward Japan, running without 
lights at night to evade the dreaded 
German battle cruiser Emeden, which 
was responsible for sinking many 
ships. After five perilous weeks Agnes 
disembarked safely at Kobe, Japan, on 
November I, 1914. Unfortunately, the 
ill-fated Miyazaki Maru was sunk on 
its very next voyage. 30 

Next: From Japan to Haifa. 1914-
1937. 

NOTES 
I. Professor Alexander (1833-1913) was one 
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terson and Mary Ann Alexander who were 
in the fifth company of missionaries sent to 
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Mrs. Abigail (Baldwin) Alexander 
(1833-1913) was the daughter of another 
famous missionary couple, the Rev. Dr. 
Dwight and Abigail Charlotte Baldwin. She 
was born in a grass hut on Hawaii and 
reared on Maui. As a young woman she ac
companied her father on horseback to the 
villages where she would help in his minis
trations to the Hawaiians. In 1850 she sailed 
to the U.S. with her brother where she 
studied at Oberlin College. Ten years later 
she was married to William DeWitt Alex
ander. 

.\1lr:;d Abu '/-Facj/ (1844-1914) 

2. Audio recording of Agnes Alexander in 
:'vlenlo Park, California, 1961. "Legacies of 
Service" tape, Baha'i Publishing Trust, 
Wilmette, Illinois, 1980. 
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6. Ibid. 
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the wife of Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, the 
Guardian of the Baha'i Faith (1921-57). 
• Abdu'l-Baha once said of May Maxwell: 
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soul." (Quoted in Star oj the West, 10: 13, 
p. 247). She died in 1940, only a month 
after reaching her pioneering post in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina-the second 
American to be designated a martyr by 
Shoghi Effendi (the first was Keith Ran
som-Kehler). 

II. Alexander, Forty Years, p. 8. 
12. Audio recording of Agnes Alexander in 
Honolulu, Hawaii, April 1964. National 
Baha'i Archives, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
13. Ibid. 
14. The Paris Baha'i community of 1901 
was the spiritual heart of Europe-the fa
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grims" (God Passes By, p.259) recently re
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hd'{ World, Vol. XIII, pp. 878-79). 
15. Alexander, Forty Years, p. 8. 
16. Ibid. 
17. Ibid. 
18. Ibid., p. 9. 
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Above: Hawaii's first Baha'{ Group 
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1909. (1) is Agnes Alexander; (2) Eliza
beth Muther; (3) Howard Struven of 
Baltimore, Maryland; (4) Charles 
Mason Remey of Washington, D.C.; 
(5) Dr. Augur. 
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The world 

Nigeria: Baha'i funeral proclaims Faith 

A Baha'i funeral last June 3 in Ohio
Offot, Nigeria, proclaimed the Faith to 
more than 500 people who came to pay 
their last respects to Pius Etim Udoh 
who was known as Chief Etiaba and 
was the secretary of the Spiritual As
sembly of Obio-Offot. 

The funeral service began with songs 
by the Baha'is and a talk about the 
Faith which was broadcast to the large 
crowd through a loudspeaker system. 

United Kingdom 

Dr. lain Palin (left), chairman of the 
Spiritual Assembly of Londonderry, 
Northern Ireland, presents books on 
the Faith to Councillor Len Green 
(right), the mayor of Londonderry, 
during a meeting August 5 at the may
or's office. Also present were Kevin 
Proudman (second from right), sec-

A tree-planting ceremony in memory 
of the recent Baha'i martyrs in Iran 
was held last March 26 in Aberga
venny, Gwent, Wales. 

The tree was planted by the mayor of 
the town after a brief ceremony that 
was attended by Baha'is from three 
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When the Baha'is were ready to give 
the microphone to others, the chief's 
family asked them to continue, so the 
Baha'i program went on into the night. 

Participants at the burial the fol
lowing day included Baha'is from 
neighboring communities and Counsel
lor Friday Ekpe who spoke about the 
Faith to a crowd that again numbered 
more than 500. After the casket was 

retary of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Londonderry, and Councillor John 
McNickle, the deputy mayor. Fol
lowing the discussion, the mayor pub
licly condemned the persecution of Ba
hdYs in Iran and extended his sym
pathy to the Bahd'i community. 

nearby towns and a local newspaper 
reporter. 

After the ceremony, the mayor and 
his wife spent several hours at the 
home of a Baha'i and showed interest 
in a presentation of Baha'i subjects in
cluding slides of a pilgrimage. 

put in place, the Prayer for the Dead 
was recited. 

Referring to the funeral, one of the 
Baha'is who took part said, "In this 
way the Baha'i Faith became well 
known to the area and to many people 
who had traveled from far places. It 
was the first time for many Baha'is to 
witness a Baha'i burial. This had a 
strong effect on all the Baha'is." 

Dominican Republic 

About 75 people, most of whom 
were non-Baha'is, attended a public 
meeting July 29 in the city hall of San 
Juan de la Maguana, Dominican Re
public, that marked the first day of a 
three-day Baha'i National Teaching 
Conference. 

The conference was begun with a 
picnic outing sponsored by a nearby 
Baha'i community. Using the theme 
"What Every Baha'i Can Do," the 
conference classes dealt with prayer, 
meditation, teaching, service, and sac
rifice. 

Publicity for the conference was ob
tained on all three local radio stations. 

* * * 
A national conference on children's 

education organized by the National 
Children's Committee of the Domini
can Republic was held last May 13-15 
in Santo Domingo. 

The conference began with a public 
talk on "Ideal Education" at the Na
tional Public Library. Conference 
speakers were professionals in edu
cation or psychology, and their talks 
focused on the psychology of learning, 
music, art, science in the c1assroom r 

and manual arts. 



Japan 

The first Bahd'i wedding in Kyushu, 
Japan, took place last May 15. The 
bride, Hiroko Goto (front row, third 
from left) and two other young women 

Cape Verde Islands 
The search continues for suitable 

Temple land near Praia, Cape Verde 
Islands, seat of a new National Spiri
tual Assembly to be formed during the 
Seven Year Plan. 

Progress has been made toward rec
ognition of the Faith by the govern
ment of that small nation, which is 
made up of 10 volcanic islands in the 
Atlantic Ocean off the west coast of 
Africa near the continent's "bulge." 

A National Center was acquired last 
April, and one of the Cape Verdean 
Baha'is has donated a parcel of land as 
the first national Endowment. 

The islands, assigned to Senegal un
til their development to National As
sembly status, have been visited this 
year by a series of traveling teachers 
whose efforts have resulted in 114 new 
Baha'is since last January. 

declared their belief in BaM'u 'lldh that Goto, are members of the BaM'i com
evening. BaM'is and seekers make up munity of Chikushino City, where Mo
the rest of the group shown here. The toko Power, a pioneer from the United 
newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Hidemitsu States, is now living. 

South Africa 
William Masehla, a member of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors in 
Africa, died July 17 in Johannesburg, 
South Africa. Mr. Masehla was ap
pointed a Counsellor in Southern 
Africa on March 12, 1976, and was re
appointed in 1980 when the scope of 
the Board was widened to embrace the 
entire continent. On the day of his 
passing, the Universal House of Justice 
sent the following message to all Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies in Africa: 
'Deeply mourn loss outstanding pro
moter Faith William Masehla. His long 
record devoted services sheds imperish
able lustre annals Faith southern Af
rica. Praying Shrines progress his no
ble soul Abhd Kingdom . .. " 
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Ecuador 
Asghar and Marzieh Naziris (center), 
pioneers to Banos, Ecuador, from the 
United Kingdom, are shown here with 
some of the 22 youth they have 
brought into the Faith in Banos. Mr. 
and Mrs. Naziris were married in Eng
land only four years ago. They pio
neered to Ecuador in February 1981 
and have been successfully teaching the 
Faith there since then. 

Dr. Duane Troxel (right), a member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of the 
Hawaiian Islands, is interviewed by a 
reporter from KHON- TV in Honolulu 
during the Baha'I' National Convention 
last May 28. The interview, conducted 

Hundreds of residents of Hawaii 
honored the recent Baha'i martyrs in 
Iran during the Japanese Bon Dance 
festival July 23 in Haleiwa. 

During the evening, participants in
cluding about 12 Baha'is placed lit 
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at the Baha'I' National Center in Hono
lulu, focused on the persecution of Ba
ha'I's in Iran and followed President 
Reagan's statement in support of the 
Baha'IS in that country. 

candles inside paper lanterns and set 
them asail in the Pacific Ocean. 

The Baha'is had written on the lan
terns in English and Japanese that this 
symbol was in honor of our Baha'i 
brothers and sisters martyred in Iran. 

A lengthy article about Radio Baha'i 
in Ecuador appears in the May 15 issue 
of "Frequency," the official newsletter 
of the World Conference of Commu
nity Oriented Radio Broadcasters. 

The informative article stresses the 
Quechua-Ianguage programming of 
Radio Baha'i which, from the be
ginning, made up 35 per cent of the sta
tion's programming and has now in
creased to 50 per cent with a goal of 80 
per cent by 1985. 

It also emphasizes the staff's indi
genous personnel and says that a recent 
survey shows a remarkable listener fig
ure-94 per cent of the potential au
dience in the region, despite the fact 
that 30 stations can be heard in Ota
valo. 

* * * 
New shortwave and medium wave 

(AM) antennas for Radio Baha'i were 
installed in May and June. 

According to where he lives, a Ba
ha'i in Ecuador can tune in the pro
grams on shortwave from Monday to 
Saturday on the 6O-meter band at a fre
quency of 4.990 kHz. Or, in the north
ern part of the country, in the valleys 
of Cayambe and Imbabura, the other 
signal can be heard daily on AM radio 
on a frequency of 1.420 kHz. 



Bophuthatswana 

A six-member delegation represent
ing the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Bophuthatswana was received last May 
6 by His Excellency Kgosi L.M. Man
gope, president of the Republic of 
Bophut'latswana. 

Also present were three ministers of 
religion, one of whom is the country's 
Minister of Internal Affairs. 

The Baha'is brought the president 
up to date on the status of the Baha'i 
community in Bophuthatswana, out
lined briefly the teachings of the Faith, 
and presented him with a copy of 
Baha'u'lIah's Proclamation to the 
Kings and the book A Crown 0/ Beau
ty. 

The Baha'is also detailed for the 
president the present situation with 
regard to persecutions in Iran and 
sought recognition for the Faith from 
His Excellency. 

The president responded to the ef-

Finland 
A statement was submitted by the 

Baha'i International Community last 
April 26 to the United Nations Com
mission on Human Settlements in Hel
sinki, Finland. 

The Baha'i paper draws on the Writ
ings to endorse the preparations being 
made for the International Year of 
Shelter for the Homeless to be ob
served in 1987. 

Giovanni Ballerio of the European 
office of the Baha'i International 
Community presented the statement 
during the Helsinki meeting. 

Mr. Ballerio alluded to the "par
ticipatory approach to community de
velopment" characteristic of thous
ands of Baha'i communities through
out the world, adding that our ex
perience shows the practical uses of 
consultation-listening to the hopes, 
thoughts and feelings of others, and 
balancing individual needs and social 
good. 

In applauding the work of the Habi
tat Conference in Helsinki and the con
structive work toward the solution of 
global problems via conferences, com
mittees, commissions and projects 
sponsored by the UN, the Baha'i rep
resentative assured the Commission of 
support for its efforts from the 100,000 
Baha'i centers in 165 countries. 

fect that the Baha'is had no right to 
feel that they were not recognized. He 
explained that the constitution allows 
for freedom of worship, adding that 
the Baha'is have every right to "carry 
on as any other religion in Bophu
thatswana. " 

The Faith was formally introduced 
to the president in 1979 by the Hand of 
the Cause of God H. Collis Feather
stone. 

United States 

* * * 
Sixty youth from six countries par

ticipated June 26 in an International 
Baha'i Youth Conference in Bophu
thatswana. 

The youth represented South Africa, 
Namibia, Lesotho, Swaziland and 
Botswana as well as the host country. 
All took part enthusiastically in dis
cussions of marriage, chastity, teach
ing, and sacrifice. 

Members of the Baha'{ Youth Work- the annual 'Juneteenth' celebration in 
shop from Los Angeles perform during Phoenix, Arizona. 

Nearly 100 Baha'i youth from multi
racial backgrounds including Hispanic, 
black, Asian and white participated 
June 15 in the annual "Juneteenth" 
celebration in Phoenix, Arizona. 

Juneteenth is observed by that city's 
black community as the day on which 
the Emancipation Proclamation reach
ed the slaves in Texas, making them 
free citizens. 

Members of the Baha'i Youth Work
shop from Los Angeles, California, 
presented a show entitled "I Gotta 

Try," about alternatives to drug and 
alcohol use, written and choreo
graphed by a professional actor from 
Los Angeles. 

Stu Gilliam, a black Baha'i from Los 
Angeles who is a professional enter
tainer, was asked to be grand marshal 
for the annual event. 

The program's sponsors presented 
Mr. Gilliam and the Youth Workshop 
with wall plaques in appreciation for 
their participation. 
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New Zealand 

Baha'is from a wide range of cul
tural backgrounds in New Zealand 
joined the community of Maoris (in
digenous New Zealanders) last May for 
a national Baha'i "hui" (gathering) 
held on the Marae, a traditional meet
ing place of the Maoris in Kaltupeka. 

The gathering was opened by Maori 
elders, after which a Persian Baha'i 
spoke about the life of Baha'u'llah. A 
Saturday evening concert included 
music by a local Maori cultural group, 
Samoan songs, a Samoan "slap 
dance, " and songs in Hebrew. 

On Sunday, Baha'i speakers made 
presentations on life after death and 
the power of the Baha'i Teachings to 
overcome hatred and prejudice. A 
delegate who recently returned from 
the Baha'i International Convention in 
Haifa, Israel, spoke about the unity of 
God's Messengers. 

The hui ended with a lunch, farewell 
speeches, and more songs. 

A favorable al;..ticle about the Baha'i 
hui was published May 5 in the Tamu
arunui Gazette. 

Portugal 
The first acquisition of land for the 

Faith in Portugal since the time of the 
Guardian was completed in January. 

A local Baha'i Center will be con
structed on the property in Elvas, ful
filling part of a goal of the Seven Year 
Plan to acquire five local Centers by 
the end of the Plan. 
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Switzerland 
The official opening of the Baha'i 

Center of Landegg was announced last 
June in a cablegram to the Universal 
House of Justice from the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Switzerland. 

The Supreme Body replied in a cable 
which expressed the hope that the Lan
degg Center might develop "into a 
beacon for the Cause of God in (the) 
heart of Europe." 

The Center is located on the south
ern shore of Lake Constance near Ror
schach, not far from Austria, Ger
many, and the Principality of Liech-

Left: Mrs. Rihi Barrett, a Maori Bahd'{ 
from North Island, New Zealand, 
stands at the centerpost of the meeting 
hall at Kaltupeka and calls visiting Ba
hd '{s into the ancestral Maori court
yard last May for the 'hui' (meeting) 
that brought together people from a 
variety of cultural backgrounds. 

Below: Jean Simmons, a Bahd '( from 
Auckland, New Zealand, teaches 
Maori children a Bahd '( prayer during 
the Bahd'{ 'hui' (meeting) last Mav on 
the Marae at Ka/tupeka. Mrs. Sim
mons wrote out prayers for the child
ren, stressing the importance of prayer 
and an awareness of God's bounties. 

tenstein. 

One hundred seventy-five Baha'is 
from 14 countries participated in the 
tv,·o-day inaugural program with rep
resentatives of local government, ec
clesiastical and other groups. 

Last June, the National Spiritual As
sembly of Switzerland prepared a 
schedule of events for the summer 
months at the new facility that includes 
six summer school sessions and classes 
in German, Italian, English and French 
along with a special summer session for 
children. 



Norway 

One hundred-fourteen people at
tended the annual Norwegian Baha'i 
Summer School held July 9-17 in 
Gausdal, north of Oslo. 

The school's theme was "Turning 
Point." Speakers included the Hand of 
the Cause of God Ugo Giachery and 
Counsellor Betty Reed. 

Included were workshops, role play
ing, and separate classes for youth and 
children. 

A Baha'i wedding was held during 
the school session, and the event at
tracted cm'erage from local and na
tional newspapers. 

* * * 
Sixty-two people attended the fifth 

Baha'i Summer Camp last June 26 at 
Svolvaer, Norway, above the Arctic 
Circle. Participants included Baha'is 
and their guests from Norway, Sweden 
and Finland. 

Speakers included Polin Rafat, a 
member of the Auxiliary Board in Nor
way; and Lisa Oja, an Auxiliary Board 
member from Finland. 

The theme of the camp was "The 
magnets that the Baha'is have to call 
on spiritual power: prayer, reading the 
Writings, living the Baha'i life, and 
teaching by words and deeds." 

Consultation was held on the mes
ages from the Universal House of Jus
tice to the Dublin conference and to the 
Baha'i youth of the world. 

A strong appeal was made to youth, 
expressing faith in their unique ability 
and strength to spread the light of the 
Faith. 

Italy 
Italy's national tele\ision news ser

\'ice recently featured a three-minute 
report on the persecution of Baha'is in 
Iran. 

Describing Baha'u'llah as "l\1essen
ger of the Omnipotent" and referring 
to "His Holiness the Bab," the report 
~ho\\ed the demolished House of the 
Bab in Shiraz. 

A photograph of the recently com
pleted Seat of the Uni\-ersal House of 
Justice also \\as shown, while Baha'i 
~tati~tics on belie\er~ and institutions 
in Ital\ and \\orld\\ide \\ere quoted. 

Th l ' ,'omment,H\ showed l!reat 5n11-

f'ath\ I\)! the per,~cuted Baha'is .. 

Mexico 

Some of the 40 children who attended a 
Baha'{ Winter School last February 
25-27 at the Martha Root Institute in 
Muna, Yucatan, enjoy a workshop for 
them on the institute's spacious back 

Zaire 
Two Baha'i women sing songs about 

the Faith in a 45-minute film made for 
tele\ision by the director of TV pro
duction in Kivu, Zaire. 

The quality and subject matter of the 
film drew favorable comment during 
its first showing in Zaire last May 3. 

More than 1,300 people in Uvira, 
Zaire, attended a recent showing of the 
film "The Green Light Expedition" 
which is about a South American 
teaching trip by the Hand of the Cause 
of God Amatu'l-Baha Rul:Jiyyih 

Canada 
The Baha'i community of Guelph, 

Canada, was one of four sponsors of a 
"continuing forum" on women's po
tential that was held during a four
week period last \lay and June at the 
Uniwrsity of Guelph. 

Four of eight lectures relating to the 
theme "Releasing Women's Potential" 
were deliwred by Baha'is. 

The topics and speakers were "Alti
tude: The Imisible Chain," by Dr. 
Phyllis Perrakis, lecturer in English 
literature at the Cni\ersity of Ottawa; 

porch. More than 100 people from 
seven states in Mexico attended the 
school. The children were taught by 
four volunteers. 

Khanum. 
The present ion, made during 

"Teaching Week" in Kivu, was fol
lowed by another showing of the film 
for an audience of 300 including gov
ernment authorities and thought 
leaders. 

A slide presentation on the Faith was 
shown recently in Sange to an audience 
of 500. 

As a result, a good relationship was 
established with the Cooperative of 
Sange, an organization that joins to
gether thousands of peasants. 

"Women as the Main Builders of 
Peace," by Dr. Hossain B. Danesh, as
sistant professor of psychiatry at the 
Uniwrsity of Ottawa ~\'ledical School 
and chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Canada; "The Equality 
of \1en and Women," by Carol Bowie, 
an Auxiliary Board member and 
former newspaper columnist and tele
\'ision hostess; and "The History of 
Women," by professional actress 
Paisley Glen. 
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A CHAMPION BUILDER BOOK 

same size as the hardcover edition 
28 photographs 
foreword by Glenford E. Mitchell 
includes notes and index! 
inexpensively priced for 
personal and group deepening 
ideal for Bahti '( school classes 

Read the book 
that is stirring the hearts and 

challenging the minds oj 
the American Baha'i community-

The life story 
_ of the first black 

Hand of the Cause of God, 
To Move the World is more than a biography of Louis ~ 
George Gregory. It also explores the social and racial :, 
forces at,lwork in the United States during his lifetime 
(1874-1951) and the dynamics of the Baha'i Faith that 
were shaping a community unequivocally committed to 
the oneness of mankind and the elimination of racial 
prejudice. 

Louis Gregory's story presents a rich tapestry that 
invites deep-and thoughtful study. He was a lawyer, one 
of the "talented tenth"; yet he gave up a promising 
career to devote his energies full-time to spreading the 
teachings of the Baha'i Faith in the South and through
out the United States. He knew and associated with 
virtually all of the black leaders of his day and many 

leading whites as well. He was repeatedly ';.,. • ...,i.¥;..;; 

national Baha'i office by a predominantly 
bership. He was widely known as a lecturer, 
on racial unity and a variety, of other< 
principles. ,. c" , 

But whether as writer, lecturer, or 
Louis G. Gregory stood in the forefront 
gle the American Baha'is made to ' ' 
ity. Today, some thirty years after his ". 
Gregory still stands as a beacon and a tow~r 
who bequeathed a legacy showing how it 
eliminate racial prejudice from our lives 
doing, to move the world. ;; 

GAYLE MORRISON is an edtl_Ol~1f~~~~~ . 
Sojtcover edition 
Catalog No.}32-073 $ 7 0 0 

0i'': business-woman, and an historian • 
published a guide to books on ~lltllC~~:~ 
history, a number of articles on a VA1"iiMfl', 

topics, and has served on the Editorial 

*valid only in the United States. All others write for 
prices and ordering and shipping instructions. 

World Order magazine. She lives with 
husband and two children in Hawaii., 

AvaiiablejroTfl ' 
Bahiff Publishing 1TusI 

415 LINDEN AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 60091 
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World Centre 

Iran deals 'sorely tried' friends heavy blow 

SORELY TRIED COMMUNITY GREATEST NAME 
IRAN HAS IN RECENT DAYS SUSTAINED YET 
ANOTHER CRUEL BLOW OPENING NEW CHAPTER 
ITS TURBULENT HISTORY. ON 29 AUGUST IN UN- 
PRECEDENTED MOVE REVOLUTIONARY GOVERN- 
MENT THROUGH STATEMENT ISSUED ATTORNEY 
GENERAL ANNOUNCED BAN BAHA'I AD- 
MINISTRATION, RECITING USUAL FALSE ACCUSA- 
TIONS STATING EXISTENCE ADMINISTRATION OF- 
FICIALLY CONSIDERED TO BE AGAINST LAWS 
CONSTITUTION COUNTRY. HOWEVER STATE- 
MENT SAID BAHA'IS MAY PRACTICE BELIEFS AS 
PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS PROVIDED THEY DO NOT 
TEACH OR INVITE OTHERS TO JOIN FAITH, THEY 
DO NOT FORM ASSEMBLIES OR HAVE ANYTHING 
TO DO WITH ADMINISTRATION. SERVING IN 
BAHA'I ADMINISTRATION NOW SPECIFIED AS 
CRIMINAL ACT. THIS LATEST ONSLAUGHT DE- 
FENSELESS COMMUNITY CLEARLY DEMON- 
STRATES IMPLACABILITY FANATICAL ELEMENTS 
IN THEIR DRIVE SUPPRESS LIGHT GOD'S INFANT 
FAITH IN LAND ITS FIRST GLEAMING. 
IN CONFORMITY PRINCIPLE LOYALTY OBE- 

DIENCE GOVERNMENT NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AS- 
SEMBLY IRAN IMMEDIATELY TOOK ACTION DIS- 
SOLVE BAHA'I ADMINISTRATION THROUGHOUT 
COUNTRY THUS UPHOLDING INTEGRITY COM- 
MUNITY DESPITE HEAVY YOKE CRUELTIES 
BORNE BY ITS MEMBERS FOR SEVERAL GEN- 
ERATIONS. CONFIDENT THAT STEADFAST TRIED 
AND DEVOTED FRIENDS THAT LONG-AGITATED 
LAND WILL FACE NEW SITUATION WITH RA- 
DIANT FORTITUDE. AT SAME TIME BAHA'IS 
ELSEWHERE ENJOYING FREEDOM PRACTICE 
FAITH ACUTELY CHALLENGED TO VINDICATE BY 
THEIR RECONSECRATION TO IMMEDIATE 
SACRED TASKS UNABATED SUFFERING THEIR 
GRIEVOUSLY WRONGED IRANIAN BRETHREN. IN- 
DEED ALL NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES URGED TAKE 
STEPS STRENGTHEN FOUNDATION BAHA'I INSTI- 
TUTIONS THEIR COUNTRIES AS TRIBUTE SAC- 
RIFICES COURAGEOUSLY ACCEPTED MEMBERS 
COMMUNITY BAHA'U'LLAH'S NATIVE LAND. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1983 
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Biography 

'Spiritual victories' in Japan, Korea 

Second of three parts 
Agnes Alexander traveled to Japan 

six times-twice at 'Abdu'l-Baha's re- 
quest and four times at the bidding of 
Shoghi Effendi.' Altogether, her pio- 
neering services there totaled some 32 
years, spanning more than half a cen- 
tury. 

Shortly after her arrival in Japan in 
November 1914 she traveled to Tokyo 
where she joined forces with another 
Baha'i from Hawaii, Dr. George Au- 
g ~ r . ~  Together they began the first Ba- 
ha'i meetings in that land. 

The first Japanese to embrace the 
Cause in Japan itself ' was an 18-year- 
old schoolboy. A school teacher had 
attended a Baha'i meeting and told his 
class that a woman in Tokyo was 
teaching a new religion. When Kiku- 
taro Fukuta heard this, he felt instantly 
that it was the truth and began at- 
tending the meetings. In broken Eng- 
lish he worded this touching petition to 
' Abdu'l-Bahh: 

"0 my Master 'Abdu'l-Bahd! How 
great mercy and benevolence that Thou 
hast descended upon us through an Annes Alexander in a ~hotonrauh 
apostle Alexander! Though I am a base. 
and poor youth in this world, I am be- 
ing awakened and bathed in the ocean 
of Thy mercy, so happy that I pity the 
king and the prince who are wandering 
about in the dream of temporal vari- 
ance. Accept, 0 Master, my deep 

The second in a three-part series on 
the life of the Hand of the Cause of 
God Agnes Baldwin Alexander was 
written by Duane Troxel, an assistant 
professor of educational technology at 
Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge. Dr. Troxel, who has a PhD. in 
education from Temple University in 
Philadelphia, served from 1979-83 as a 
member of the National Spiritual As- 
sembly of the Baha'is of the Hawaiian 
Islands. 

- .  
ta'jcen in Japan around 1914. 

thankfulness from the bottom of my 
heart. I am very sorry when I think of 
our fellowmen who take no thought 
about real happiness and do not rely 
upon the warm hand of Thy love. 0 
my Lord! Water me forever with'the 
fountain of mercy; I will never refuse 
Thy command whatsoever it may be. 
Forgive my sins, and allow me to 
awaken my fellow men." 

Not long after her arrival, Agnes 
joined the Universal Esperanto Asso- 
ciation. Through it she met Vasily Ero- 
shenko, a blind Russian youth. He be- 
came the "door through which a new 
world opened to the Japanese blind 
through the Esperanto language." He 

taught Agnes Braille in English and Es- 
peranto. Using the medium of Braille, 
she was able to communicate the Ba- 
ha'i Teachings to those who possessed 
spiritual insight. In 1917 she wrote "A 
Letter to the Blind Women of Japan," 
which was translated into Japanese 
Braille. This was Japan's first Baha'i 
publication. 

'Spiritual brotherhood' 
In July 1915 Agnes was visited by a 

Miss Martha Root who was making a 
"journalistic trip around the world" to 
see for herself "how the Baha'i Teach- 
ings were really uniting into one great 
spiritual brotherhood the diverse races 
and religions." Agnes and Martha in- 
stantly forged a deep spiritual attach- 
ment to one another. Martha Root was 
Agnes' inspiration to begin writing for 
the Cause. Throughout the rest of her 
life she wrote of the Faith in books, ar- 
ticles, radio scripts, and press releases. 
For a time she was a contributing edi- 
tor to the Baha'i magazine Star of the 
West. 

When Martha left Japan, Agnes said 
she left behind a brighi spot "and cer- 
tainly sowed many seeds for the 
Cause." ' 

Every teaching trip Agnes embarked 
upon in those days was important in 
one way or another. But of all the trips 
she took, the one to Ejiri in the sum- 
mer of 1916 brought her the greatest 
joy, for it was on that trip that she gave 
the Message to a blind student, Toku- 
jiro T o r i 8  He later said there came to 
him one day "a messenger of the King- 
dom of Abha and lifted up the veil of 
my soul. . . . Every word she spoke to 
me was wonderful and luminous. It 
dispelled the darkness from my soul, 
brought fragrances to my heart like the 
breeze from the green fields, and made 
my inner sight keener and fresher than 
ever." 
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Miss Alexander left Japan in 1917 
after receiving an urgent cable from 
home. She spent the next two years in 
Hawaii and on the U.S. mainland. 
While staying with an aunt in Mont- 
clair, New Jersey, she received a Tablet 
from 'Abdu'l-Baha containing this as- 
tonishing opening: "0 thou daughter 
of the Kingdom! Although your letter 
has not yet been received, yet we do an- 
swer it." He advised her to "hasten 
back to Japan, for in Japan you will be 
assisted and exalted." lo  

Before returning to her post, Agnes 
attended the 1919 U.S. Convention, 
held that year at the McAlpin Hotel in 
New York City." It was there that 'Ab- 
du'l-Baha's Tablets of the Divine Plan 
were unveiled for the first time. In 
them He said this: "Consider ye, that 
Miss Agnes Alexander, the daughter of 
the Kingdom, the beloved maidservant 
of the Blessed Perfection, traveled 
alone to Hawaii and now she is gaining 
spiritual victories in Japan!" l2 Agnes 
returned to  Japan in August 1919. 

A~~~~ always awaited inspiration be- Agnes Alexander with Vasily Ero- peranto, thus opening 'many doors' to 
fore carrying out any activity for the shenko, a blind Russian youth who the Faith. The photograph was taken 

cause. one day in 1920 she was pray- taught her Braille in English and Es- in Tokyo in 1915. 

ing, "Then suddenly, like a flash of 
light, a great joy filled my heart. The 
inspiration which came was entirely ~lnexpected. It was that I would go to try," and she was "thrilled with the 

Korea and take His Message." l3  realization that it was virgin land where 
In the fall of 1921 she became the 

first Baha'i to set foot in Korea. Be- 
cause the activities of foreigners were 
then closely scrutinized by the Korean 
police, Agnes decided to obtain per- 
mission to carry out her teaching plans. 
She went to the official in charge and 
explained the purpose of her visit. She 
also presented him with a translation 
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's advice to another 
pioneer, Fanny Knobloch of South Af- 
rica. Some of the Master's words were: 
"It may be that the government of 
those regions will check thee. Thou 
shouldst say, 'I am a Baha'i and a 
friend with all religions and nations. I 
consider all to be of one race and count 
them as my relatives. I have divine love 
and not racial and sectarian love.' " l 4  

The official was so delighted with the 
Master's words that he gave Agnes 
three letters of introduction to im- 
portant officials in that country-one 
of whom was the governor of Korea. 

En route to Seoul, Agnes said she 

the soil was pure and ready for seed 
sowing. " l 5  

While in Japan she had met a Ko- 
rean named Mr. Oh who told her she 
should go one day to Korea because the 
people there were "thirsty for true re- 
ligion." l6 Since then her link with Mr. 
Oh had been severed. Now she turned 
to 'Abdu'l-Baha in prayer, supplicat- 
ing Him to bring them together. Short- 
ly afterward she was riding in a street- 
car when she felt someone grasp her 
hand. She looked up to see Mr. Oh! 

From that point on he became her 
guide and interpreter. Together they 
planned Korea's first Baha'i public 
meeting. With only one day's lead 
time, they advertised the talk in the 
local paper. When they reached the 
meeting place they were astonished to 
see about 900 Koreans patiently wait- 
ing! Agnes spoke to them simply, hold- 
ing aloft a photograph of 'Abdu'l- 
Baha. Afterward, she invited seekers 
from that meeting to a Baha'i feast. . - 

Dr. George Augur, fhe firsf Bahci'i felt as though she were "going to my Each one who came was asked to write 
1 from Hawaii to pioneer overseas. family instead of to a strange coun- his sentiments and name on a card ad- 
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dressed to the Master. These are a few 
of their comments: "Just now I found 
the brilliant light of Baha." "The uni- 
versal supreme mountain of Truth." 
"Oh freedom! Oh Baha'i!" l7 

After a month of successful procla- 
mation and teaching in Korea, Agnes 
returned to Tokyo. She then received a 
Tablet from 'Abdu'l-BahA (delivered 
posthumously) praising her efforts in 
Korea. Although they never met, her 
attachment to 'Abdu'l-BahA was great. 
Throughout the remainder of her life 
she would turn to Him for help in times 
of need. The strength of her conviction 
is revealed in her response to His pass- 
ing. Instead of dampening her ardor, 
the event seems to have inflamed it still 
further. In letters written to a Baha'i 
friend at that time she says: ". . .let us 
be very near to each other in spirit in 
these great days. 

a Tablet for the new friends of Korea 
and one to me. Pray dearest sister, that 
I may fulfil His Hope in Korea and 
may be selfless at His Door." l8 

". . .I wish you were here with me in 
this little house, because with united 
hearts we could spread a great bouquet 
of love. We could sacrifice all in love to 
Him. 

'Herald of Truth' in Japan 
"It seems I must always stand alone, 

but dear, He does not forsake His 
children. We know His Love-that is 
all we must seek." l9 In a Tablet to a 
Japanese Baha'i, written in the last 
year of His life, 'Abdu'l-BahB called 
Agnes "the herald of Truth in Japan. 
Rest assured that she will be confirmed 
and assisted." In later years the 
Guardian assured her, "The Master is 
watching over and blessing your his- 
toric services." '' 

Upon the Master's passing in 1921, "In His great love and mercy He left 

Shoghi Effendi Rabbani (1897-1957) 
became Guardian and head of the Ba- 
ha'i Faith. His first letter to the Baha'is 
of Japan was sent in care of Agnes. In 
it he recalled a statement of 'Abdu'l- 
BahB's concerning Japan, saying: 
"These were His very words, that still 
keep ringing in my ears:-'Japan will 
turn ablaze! Japan is endowed with a 
most remarkable capacity for the 
spread of the Cause of God!' " 22 

Rock-firm in the Covenant, Agnes 
had no difficulty accepting the Mas- 
ter's successor, Shoghi Effendi, as 
"the sign of God on earth." Of the 
first personal letter received from him 
she wrote, "The words penned by his 
hand at the end of the letter so affected 
me that, for several days my heart was 
filled with joy and inspiration, and a 
realization came to me of the power 
with which God had endowed him." 23 

She was one of those who in later years 
cheered his heart when disunity and 

Martha Root (seated second from left) Miss Root) in Tokyo, 1915. Seated at Japanese to embrace the Cause in 
and Agnes Alexander (standing behind the left is Kikutaro Fukuta, the first Japan itself. 
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Covenant-breaking drove him into se- 
clusion in Switzerland. He wrote that 
"her glorious service in Japan" had re- 
joiced his heart and strengthened his 
"confidence in the future glories of 
that far eastern land." 24 

'Two weeks in Heaven' 
Martha Root2' arrived in Tokyo in 

April 1923. Indefatigable Martha! 
Agnes arranged a full schedule of 
teaching activities for this remarkable 
BahB'i. Martha spoke to schools, uni- 
versities, Esperantists, peace societies, 
YMCA groups and the blind. When 
the time came for her departure for 
China she wrote in Agnes' guest book: 
"I have spent two weeks in Heaven 
with my precious sister, Agnes. Ya 
Baha El Abha!" 26 

Agnes was in Tokyo on September 1, 
1923, when a stupendous earthquake 
rocked Japan. "It shook Tokyo as a 
terrier does a rat, at noon when all the 
luncheon fires in the city were lit, and 
within a few seconds the city was 
ablaze from end to end." 27 Agnes 
said, "As soon as the first tremor sub- 
sided, I rushed into the house and pro- 
cured my hand bag in which I carried 
the Prayer for protection revealed by 
'Abdu'l-Baha. . . .When the earth be- 
gan again to tremble, I read the Prayer 
aloud. Three times this occurred, and 
each time quiet came after the read- 
ing." 28 

When it was over, Tokyo, Yoko- 
hama and the neighboring villages were 
utterly destroyed. The death toll ex- 
ceeded 150,000; more than 100,000 
others were injured. From throughout 
the BahB'i world Agnes received letters 
of concern and consolation. One 
precious letter came from Bahiyyih 
Khanurn, the Greatest Holy Leaf:29 
"The Lord has surely kept you safe 
amid the crumbling walls of that great 
city of Japan, that you in turn might 
accomplish the task that lies before you 
and I never doubt that you are surely 
worthy of His Grace." 30 

Homeless, Agnes traveled to Korea 
and then to China where she joined 
Martha Root. Only four years earlier 
'Abdu'l-BahB had told some pilgrims, 
"New China has awakened." " The 
white faces of Agnes and Martha were 
a curious novelty to many Chinese. 

Travel was sometimes difficult and 
dangerous. Seated on the wooden floor 
of a springless, donkey-drawn cart, 
they traveled for miles in bitterly cold 
weather. On another occasion they en- 
countered 13 freshly decapitated heads 
hung from the gate of a city, pro- 
claiming to all the fate of Chinese ban- 

Mr. and Mrs. Tokujiro Tori; with 
Agnes Alexander (center), circa 191 6. 

Agnes Alexander, the first to take the try in a photograph taken in September 
Faith to Korea, is shown in that coun- or October 1921. 
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Agnes Alexander (seated second from 
left) and Martha Root (seated to her 

dits who are caught. It could not have 
been a reasurring sight to three middle- 
aged women traveling without escort 
(Agnes' sister, Mary Charlotte, who 
was not a Bahh'i, accompanied them 
on the trip).32 

After three months Agnes left China 
to return home to Honolulu. It is sur- 
prising to learn that she did not plan to 
make her home in Japan. "In the fu- 
ture," she wrote, "I will return to 
China & Korea and of course pass 
through Japan, but I don't think I will 
live there again." She intended to visit 
Korea and make an indefinite stay in 
China.33 

Shoghi Effendi praised her efforts in 
China, but reminded her of "the 
sacred interests of  the Cause in 
Japan," saying, "you are that radiant 
herald who has raised the Call of Sal- 
vation in its very heart and to whom it 
owes a great debt of gratitude." 34 On 
another occasion he wrote, "I feel that 
your destiny lies in that far-off and 
promising country (Japan) where your 
noble and pioneer services future gen- 
erations will befittingly glorify and 

left) with students and faculty during a 
visit in 1923 to Keio University in 

thankfully remember." j5 And, "Your 
name will forever remain associated 
with the rise of the Faith and its estab- 
lishment in Japan, and the record of 
your incessant and splendid endeav- 
ours will shed on its annals a lustre that 
time can never dim." 36 

Agnes accomplished some notable 
firsts during her Hawaiian sojourn, 
1924 to 1928. In May 1924 she com- 
pleted the maiden travel teaching voy- 
age to the island of Hawaii, traversing 
the largest island in the Hawaiian 
archipelago. She spoke in churches, 
Buddhist temples, YMCAs and 
schools. Her talks were published in 
both the English- and Japanese-lan- 
guage press. In July she sailed for 
Kauai where she gave the premier pre- 
sentation of the Teachings to that is- 
land. In 1927 she began a Bahh'i child- 
ren's class "under a spreading 
monkeypod tree . . ." 37 Nevertheless, 
she had not forgotten the Guardian's 
wish that she return to Japan. Before 
returning she collected, and had pub- 
lished, 'Abdu'l-Bahd's Tablets to 
Japan. 

Japan. 

Agnes Alexander in a photograph 
taken in New York City in 1919. 

-- - - - 
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Agnes' third visit to Japan began on 
January 24, 1928. She landed in 
Tokyo, now completely rebuilt since 
the catastrophic quake five years ear- 
lier. Always thrifty in her habits, 
Agnes had decided not to ship her car 
from Honolulu: "This is not the place 
for a lady to drive an auto. The streets 
are bad & there are many bicycles & 
disorder. One can hire an auto within 
the city for 1 yen fixed price, so it is 
very convenient. There are 2 men to 
manage the taxi. One drives, & the 
other jumps out to inquire the way." 38 

She later found the drivers quite reck- 
less and often resorted to squeezing her 
eyes shut whenever things looked dan- 
gerous. 

Once-timid Agnes continued her 
public talks, employing a technique 

1 gleaned from Martha Root. Before de- 
1 livering a talk she wrote everything 

out, keeping as close to 'Abdu'l-Baha's 
words as she could. When she finished 
talking she would hand out copies of 
the address to the newsmen in attend- 
ance, thereby assuring the best chance 
for full and accurate reporting. 

The year of Agnes' return to Japan 
coincided with the coronation of Em- 
peror Hirohito who succeeded his 

"he 'indefatigable' Martha Root in a 
thotograph probably taken in China 
round 1923-24. 

Agnes Alexander in her room in Tokyo 1928. The photograph was taken on 
shortly after her return to Japan in December 26 of that year. 

father, Yoshihito, two years earlier. He 
was presented with seven specially 
bound Baha'i books along with a mes- 
sage from Shoghi Effendi: "May the 
perusal of Baha'i literature enable your 
Imperial Majesty to appreciate the sub- 
limity and penetrative power of Bahh- 
'u'llah's Revelation and inspire you on 
this auspicious occasion to arise for its 
worldwide recognition and  tri-  
umph." 39 Aside from Queen Marie of 
Rumania, the Emperor was the only 
sovereign addressed by the Guard- 
ian. @ 

Triumphant pilgrimage 
At 54, Agnes climbed Mt. Fuji, 

Japan's highest peak (elevation 12,365 
feet), in the company of Buddhist pil- 
grims. Climbing throughout a moonlit 
night, she joined her companions at 
dawn for prayers. "All stood in rev- 
erence with heads bared while from 
under the clouds the glorious sun rose 
illuminating the mountainside. . . . 
Looking down the mountain, as far as 
the eye could see, there was a con- 
tinuous white-robed procession as- 
cending the winding trail. . . ." 4' 

Martha Root, fresh from a triumph- 
ant pilgrimage through Persia, re- 
turned to China in September 1930. 
Agnes left Tokyo and rendezvoused 
with her in Shanghai. The Baha'i pio- 
neers residing in that city warmly wel- 
comed the energetic duo. A major tri- 
umph of the trip was the spontaneous 
offer by Dr. Tsao, the president of 
Tsing Hua University, to translate 
Baha"u'1la'h and the New Era into Chi- 
nese. Martha was so touched by his of- 
fer that her eyes filled with tears of 
gratitude.42 

Returning to Japan, the two plunged 
into an exhausting round of speaking 
engagements. The crowning event was 
Martha's talk over Tokyo radio station 
JOAK on "The Progress of the Baha'i 
Movement in the Five Continents." 
The talk was later published in the 
Japan Times.43 

Inspiration guided Agnes Alex- 
ander's life. On many occasions she 
anticipated by some mysterious intui- 
tion spiritually significant events. One 
of these was the visit to Japan of Keith 
Ransom-Kehler 44 in June 193 1. Agnes 
had never met Keith: ". . . I had only 
known her through her writings, yet 
even before the cable reached me tell- 
ing of her coming, an expectant joy 
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filled my heart-a joy which came 
from an unseen source and was not 
connected with the world about 
me." 45 Keith's intellectual and 
spiritual brilliance dazzled Agnes and 
all others who heard her. Agnes 
credited her with laying the foundation 
for the formation of Japan's first Ba- 
hB'i Assembly-a goal Shoghi Effendi 
had set for Agnes. One day Keith came 
into Agnes' room and read aloud to 
her an article she had just written on 
"The Station of Martyrdom." "How 
significant it now seems," Agnes later 
recalled, "when she herself has at- 
tained this high distinction among the 
American believers and become their 
first martyr." 46 

'Exemplary devotion' 

The year 1932 was one of victories 
for Agnes. On March 13 she awoke 
with the inspiration to form Japan's 
first BahB'i Assembly. Eight days later 
she cabled the Guardian: "NAW RUZ 
GREETINGS TOKYO ASSEMBLY." 
He replied, "LOVING REMEM- 
BRANCE SHOGHI." 47 That Decem- 
ber, the long-awaited translation of 
Bahd'u'lldh and the New Era into 
Japanese came from the printers. 
When copies reached the Holy Land, 
Shoghi Effendi placed them with his 
own hands alongside 14 other versions 
at Bahji, where they would be "a con- 
stant reminder" of Agnes' "persever- 
ance," "magnificent efforts" and "ex- 
emplary devotion to the Cause of 
God." 48 

A death in the family in June 1933 
prompted Agnes to return to Hawaii. 
By May 1935 she was back at her post 
in Japan. The fledgling Assembly she 
had helped form was scattered. It ap- 
peared that the Cause had not pro- 
gressed during her absence; but this did 
not trouble her. She was confident that 
"His guiding power" was leading the 
way .49 

A tragic event during this time was 
the Toriis' loss of their only son, 
17-year-old Akira, whose name means 
"shining light.'' Instead of despairing, 
however, they were happy, and sensed 
that he was spiritually near. As a 
memorial to Akira, Mr. Torii trans- 
lated Bahd'u'llah and the New Era into 
Japanese Braille. Perhaps it was a ful- 
fillment of 'Abdu'l-BahB's wish, ex- 
pressed in a Tablet to Akira's parents 

at the time of his birth: "Akira, whose 
name may be ever blessed for it is quite 
an appropriate one. . . ." 

Next: Further triumphs, 1937-1971. 
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Keith Ransom-Kehler ( l e f t )  with Agnes at Keio University, Tokyo. The photo- 
32. ~et tdr '  from Mary C. Alexander, Jan- Alexander and Mr. K.  Sudo, a student graph was taken in 1931. 
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India 

Youth Academy growing, succeeding 

The Baha'i Youth Academy was es- 
tablished June 27, 1982, in Panchgani, 
India. 

Its aim was to establish a permanent 
institution for Baha'i scholarship as 
well as to provide a national center for 
deepening and training Baha'is from 
all parts of India who, armed with 
new-found knowledge and skills, could 
then return to their home states and set 
up similar programs and "permanent 
training institute activities9'-as called 
for in the second phase of India's 
Seven Year Plan-for deepening the 
friends in their local language. 

Since its inception the Academy has 
held three successful courses, each with 
a different emphasis. 

The first course, of six weeks' du- 
ration, was a general one for youth and 
drew 36 participants. It was held simul- 
taneously with a similar course in Per- 
sian for 99 Persian pioneers from India 
and abroad. 

The second course was lengthened to 
seven weeks to include a week-long 
"spiritualization" element, and was 
designed specifically for the members 
of State Teaching Committees. The 
course focused on the functions and 
administration of these vital and 
unique State institutions. 

The third course, three weeks long, 
was for Baha'i women and included 
special classes on the role and station 
of Baha'i women in the community 
and the family as well as a class on 
famous women in Baha'i history. 

To date (March 1983), 162 students 
from 16 States in India, the Andaman 
Islands, and the neighboring countries 
of Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka 

This article on the Baha'i Youth 
Academy in Panchgani, India, is re- 
printed from the March 1983 issue of 
Baha'i News India. 

e JUNE 
PANC 

have completed courses at the Aca- 
demy. 

Each of the courses, though having 
its own unique character and emphasis, 
follows the same basic outline: six 
classes per day, each class one hour 
long, for six days each week. 

Each class has its own daily assign- 
ments, and most of them have final ex- 
aminations at the end of the course. 
The core subjects covered in every 
Academy course are: 

Baha'i administration 
Laws and ordinances 
Baha'i history 
The Covenant 
Opposition to and protection of 

the Faith 
Baha'i education 
Baha'i principles 

Additional classes have so far in- 
cluded: 

Teaching the Faith 
Selected chapters from Some An- 

swered Questions 
Progressive Revelation and the his- 

tory of religions 
The station of women and famous 

Baha'i women 
Women in Baha'i administration 
Organizing Baha'i activities 
Family life 
Spiritualization course on The 

Seven Valleys 
In addition, an extracurricular 

course in black and white photography 
and darkroom techniques has been a 
regular and popular feature of each 
course. 

It will be readily recognized that the 
courses are both rigorous and thrilling. 
As Baha'u'llah tells us: 

"Immerse yourselves in the ocean of 
My words, that ye may unravel its 
secrets, and discover all the pearls of 
wisdom that lie hid in its depths." 

Within the first day or two of a 
course, students at the Academy find 
themselves fully immersed in the vast 
ocean of Baha'u'llhh's Revelation. 
Within the first week, they catch the 
first glimmerings of the immensity, 
majesty and power for transformation 
of the Holy Writings, while their 
teachers observe in them a new sense of 
belonging to a Cause far more mighty 
than they had realized before. 

Usually, about halfway through a 
course, the students begin to feel 
"drowned" in the ocean of assign- 
ments, wondering whether it is really 
necessary to cover so much material in 
so short a time; but by the last week, 
most of them request that the Academy 
"extend the course for one more 
week," having come to realize that no 
matter how many weeks they've had to 
devote solely to Baha'i studies, they 
have only skimmed the surface of that 
vast and limitless ocean of BahA- 
'u'llah's words. And when their exami- 
nations are over, the students' usual 
sense of relief is tempered by a desire to 
know more, and a hunger and thirst to 
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nent establishment of theSahb'i Youth place in a ceremony in June 1982. As  pleted courses at the Academy. 

delve even more deeply into the Revela- 
tion. 

Teachers at the Academy come from 
the highly qualified cadre of profes- 
sional educators in the Panchgani Ba- 
ha'i community-including the prin- 
cipal, counsellor and staff members of 
the New Era School-and from those 
Baha'is from other parts of India who 
are distinguished for their knowledge 
of the Faith and their ability to teach. 

This group of visiting teachers has 
included Counsellors, Auxiliary Board 
members and members of national 
committees in India, and will in future 
include distinguished Baha'i teachers 
from abroad. Most of the teachers use 
the methods of discussion and question 
an answer, thus involving the students 
actively in the learning process rather 
than requiring them to listen passively 
to a lecture. 

The Academy was conceptualized by 
the National Youth Committee of In- 
dia through consultation with Coun- 
sellor Burhani'd-Din A f a i n  in March 
and April 1982. Since' that time, it has 
grown in gradual stages. 

When planning was begun for the 
first course, the Academy had only one 
full-time staff member-the director. 
An assistant director was needed, and 
was promptly added. After the first 
course, the staff grew to five, with the 
new members being the head of the li- 
brary and correspondence courses, and 

the head of the department of physical 
arrangements (including housing, 
food, purchasing, finance) and his 
assistant. 

During the third course, the Aca- 
demy expanded once again: an office 
assistant and accounts assistant were 
added to the already existing depart- 
ments, and the audio-visual depart- 
ment, with a staff of three, was form- 
ed. This newest department is con- 
cerned with producing films and video 
tapes for use in the classroom and in 
villages. Thus, in the short space of 
nine months the Academy grew from 
one staff member and one department 
to 10 staff members, all working on a 
voluntary basis, and four departments. 

A design is now being made for the 
building that will house the Academy 
and its departments in the area known 
as Kanga Hills, Panchgani. Funds con- 
tributed during the opening and closing 
conferences of the first course will 
enable the Academy to begin construc- 
tion of a building that will ultimately 
include offices for the various depart- 
ments, dormitories and dining space 
for around 60 students, one or two 
classrooms, a conference hall, a library 
and darkroom. Construction is to 
begin as soon as the master plan for the 
entire Kanga Hills site, which will in- 
clude buildings for the New Era Junior 
College and the Institute of Rural 
Technology, has been completed. 

Before the completion of its first 
year of courses, the Academy will hold 
three more courses: a five-week course 
for students at the New Era School to 
help prepare them for their pioneering 
services to all parts of the world; a 
course for graduating students at the 
Rabbani Baha'i School; and a course 
for youth, especially State and Local 
Youth Committee members. 

Through numerous tests and diffi- 
culties, through the dedicated efforts 
of a close-knit staff, through the sup- 
port of its parent institutions, the Na- 
tional Spiritual Assembly and National 
Youth Committee of India, through 
the unstinting cooperation, encour- 
agement and assistance of the Coun- 
sellors residing in India, through the 
selfless services of knowledgeable 
friends who have sacrificed their time 
to teach at the Academy, through the 
confirmation, encouragement and 
prayers of the Universal House of Jus- 
tice and the International Teaching 
Centre, through the ever-present and 
keenly felt showers of blessings from 
the Ancient Beauty, and because of the 
crying need for such an institution in 
this vast and receptive country, the 
Academy, though still young, has al- 
ready grown into a viable institution 
and an effective instrument for service 
to the Cause of God. 

-- 
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United States 

Marriage institute 'breaks new ground' 

The Marriage Institute held August 
14-20 at the Louhelen Baha'i School 
near Davison, Michigan, broke new 
ground in the application of Baha'i 
teachings on marriage in daily life, ac- 
cording to Mrs. Mary Kay Radpour, 
one of the research assistants working 
under Dr. Hossain Danesh, who con- 
ducted the institute. 

"For the research assistants," said 
Mrs. Radpour, "the week was a peak 
experience professionally and in terms 
of Baha'i deepening and service. We all 
feel as though we are seeing the world 
with new eyes." 

Dr. Danesh is a professor of psy- 
chiatry and family medicine at the Uni- 
versity of Ottawa and chairman of 
both the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Canada and the executive committee 
of the Association for Baha'i Studies. 

He has been studying marriage from 
the point of view of the Baha'i 
teachings and has done scientific re- 
search for several years with the aim of 
developing a scientific model for a 
healthy marriage. It was this work he 
drew upon in conducting the institute. 

Also serving as faculty members 
were two other members of the Na- 
tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada, 
Dr. Glen Eyford and Mrs. Ruth Ey- 
ford. 

The institute was attended by about 
30 married couples and five single peo- 
ple, and by about 35 children who, to- 
gether with staff, faculty and research 
assistants, filled Louhelen to capacity. 

The program included a keynote talk 
each day by Dr. Danesh, followed by 
afternoon discussion groups. 

In the evenings, spouses wrote letters 
to each other on the subject for the 
day, and separately filled out question- 
naires on the next day's topic which 
they compared before turning them in. 

One of the objectives was to stim- 

ulate a spirit of inquiry within the 
North American Baha'i community 
about marriage. 

"I was pleased with the response of 
the participants," said Dr. Danesh. 
"They showed a high degree of interest 
and enthusiasm, as well as a lot of 
earnest self-examination, which is 
necessary if people are to improve the 
way they relate to each other." 

The institute was sponsored jointly 
by the Association for Baha'i Studies 
and the Louhelen Baha'i School Coun- 
cil. 

"The Association is making an im- 
portant contribution to the intellectual 
and spiritual development of the Ba- 
ha'i community," said Dr. Geoffry 
Marks, Louhelen's director of aca- 
demic affairs, "and we look forward 
to collaborating further with the Asso- 
ciation in holding similar programs in 
the future." 

Another note: There was an excel- 
lent mixture of Americans and Cana- 
dians at the institute. Out of about 100 
people who participated, roughly 45 
were Canadian. 

Subjects covered included an over- 
view of Baha'i marriage, com- 
munication in marriage, love in mar- 
riage, sex in marriage, and anger and 
crisis in marriage. 

Dr. Eyford, a professor of com- 
munity development and education at 
the University of Alberta and a mem- 
ber of the Association's executive com- 
mittee, served as evaluator of the pro- 
ceedings and commented daily on the 
process the faculty and participants 
were following. 

An evaluation of participants will 
also be conducted six and 12 months 
after the session to assess whether the 
institute has had an impact on their 
marital behavior and attitudes. 

Among the research assistants were 

Shown are tnuny of /he par/icipanfs in 
a marriage instilute held August 14-20 
at the Louhelen Baha'i School near 
Davison, Michigan. The week-long in- 
stitute was conducted chiefly by Dr. 
Hossain Danesh (seated in foreground 
closest to camera), who is a professor 
of psychiatry and family medicine at 
the University of Ottawa and chairman 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Canada. 

Mrs. Eyford, a therapist; Dr. Sam Mc- 
Clellan, a psychiatrist;and Mrs. Rad- 
pour, a family therapist. 

Other research. assistants were 
counselors, educators and graduate 
students pursuing careers in mental 
health, medicine, education, or social 
services. 

- -~ 
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The world 

More than 5,000 declare in Honduras 

+ More than 5,000 residents of Hon- 
duras declared their belief in Baha- 
'u'llah as a result of "Operation Badi- 
Azar," a teaching campaign last July 
7-August 7 that involved a teaching 
team of 10 to 20 members and the sup- 
port of more than 50 other Baha'is. 

The first two weeks were centered 
near Cortes, where 14 communities 
were visited. The teaching work in- 
cluded evening proclamation meetings 
that featured music, talks, games and a 
slide presentation. 

Thousands of pamphlets and prayer 
sheets were given to local residents, 
and team members were interviewed by 
a television station and two radio sta- 
tions. 

The last half of the campaign was 
focused in the area of Atlantida, where 
a special consolidation team met with 
new and veteran Baha'is and with 
members of Local Spiritual Assem- 
blies. Meanwhile, the teaching work 
reached 13 towns in that area. 

The campaign, encouraged by the 
Continental Board of Counsellors and 
supported by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Honduras, was dedicated 
to the memory of the martyrs and 
friends in Iran. It was organized by the 
National Teaching Committee of Hon- 
duras. 

The National Assembly points out 
that the 5,109 new believers raised uv is 

Shown with seekers are Baha'is who campaign in Honduras in which more 
participated last July and August in than 5,000 people declared their belief 
'Operation Badi-Azar, ' a teaching in Baha'u 'llah. 

The program included presentations Youth from several countries shared 
on the Covenant, spiritual enrichment, their songs, while others performed na- 
the Baha'i Funds, the reality of man, tional dances or presented plays. The 
and topics of special concern to youth most popular evening program was a 
including love, engagement, and mar- showing of the film, "The Pilgrim- 
riage. age." 

Windward Islands 
"a vivid reminder that the blood of ihe 
martyrs is not shed in vain and that the More than 50 BahB'is and their among the activities offered each af- 
victories are waiting to be won." guests participated last August 15-20 in ternoon. 

the first Baha'i Summer School held in Teams of BahB'is visited local be- + + +  
More than 160 youth from 10 coun- 

tries attended a Baha'i International 
Youth Conference last March 3 1-April 
2 in Siguatepeque, Honduras. 

Among the participants were Coun- 
sellors Hedi Ahmadiyyih, Artemus 
Lamb and Ruth Pringle, and members 
of the Auxiliary Board from Guate- 
mala and Honduras. 

Dennery, St. Lucia, Windward Is- 
lands. 

Separate classes were held each 
morning for children, pre-teens, youth 
and adults. Classes focused on pro- 
gressive revelation, the relationship of 
the Faith to Christianity, and living a 
Baha'i life. 

Music, crafts and swimming were 

lievers inviting them to join the Sum- 
mer School activities. Friends and rela- 
tives were told about the Faith, re- 
sulting in the enrollment of 18 new be- 
lievers during the school session. 
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Switzerland 

Shown is the new Landegg Baha'iCen- and conferences that is under the aegis tre, which was dedicated the weekend 
tre near Rohrschach, Switzerland, a of the National Spiritual Assembly of of June 4-5, 1983, appeared in the Oc- 
facility for European schools, seminars Switzerland. A n  article about the Cen- tober issue of Baha'i News. 

Vanuatu 1 Ecuador 
As a result of successful teaching in 

the Lenakel area of Vanuatu, there are 
now BahA'is in inland villages around 
Sidni. 

There are 11 new believers in Wai- 
sisi, and children's classes are being 
held in six localities. 

Two young girls joined a traveling 
teacher who recently visited eight Local 
Spiritual Assemblies in a two-week 
period. The girls made the teaching trip 
during their holiday from secondary 
school. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Vanuatu is preparing a booklet of 
prayers and Baha'i writings in the Tan- 
nese language. 

Canada 
An International Baha'i Youth Con- 

ference will be held August 24-28, 
1984, at the University of Western On- 
tario in London, Ontario, Canada. 

The campus is two hours from 
Detroit, ~ i c h i ~ a n ,  and is serviced by 
major national airlines. There is space 
for 2,500 youth ages 14-24. The con- 
ference is open to non-Baha'i youth. 

Villagers in Mataje, Ecuador, line a ject ' in the country's Esmeraldas Pro- 
river bank awaiting the arrival last vince. Mataje is the farthest town ur  
April of a teaching team that was par- the Mataje River visited by the team q 
ticipating in the 'Enoch Olinga Pro- Baha'is. 
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About 110 people were enrolled in 
the Faith last July 9-31 in Trinidad and 
Tobago during the nationwide "New 
Dawn-breakers Teaching Project." 

The campaign, dedicated to "the 
martyrs of our time," was supported 
by Baha'is all over the country and by 
visits by Baha'is from other countries. 

One of its primary goals was to visit 
the new Baha'is and to help deepen 
them and teach members of their fam- 
ilies. 

Among the participants were Coun- 
sellors Peter McLaren and Donald 
Witzel and Auxiliary Board member 
Frank Mann from Venezuela. 

The effort was begun simultaneously 
in the eastern and southern areas, then 
proceeded to Tobago for teaching 
work in Mt. Grace and Mason Hall. 

The last six days were devoted to 
teaching in the northern area of 
Trinidad. 

About 50 Baha'is participated in the 
campaign in Tobago, while more than 
50 carried out the successful effort in 
the northern area of Trinidad. 

+ + y r  

Twenty-two people attended the 
"First Nine-Day Full-Time Spirituali- 
zation Institute" August 5-14 in San 
Fernando, Trinidad. The institute was 
coordinated by Jenabe Caldwell, a Ba- 
ha'i from Hawaii. 

Study sessions focused on prayer, 
The Hidden Words of Bahd'u'llfh and 
The Seven Valleys and the Four Valleys 
by Baha'u'llah. 

The final two davs were devoted to 
studying the prereq;isites for teaching 
as outlined by Shoghi Effendi in The 
Advent of Divine Justice. 

Correction 
In the July 1983 issue of Bahd'i 

News, the Saderat Bank in Kerman-. 
shah, Iran, was mistakenly identified 
as the "Saderak" Bank. Also in that 
same article, the name Shidrokh 
"Dagha" should read "Bagha." Mrs. 
Bagha was not a member of the Spiri- 
tual Assembly of Tehran, as we re- 
ported, but was hostess at a meeting of 
that Assembly when she was executed 
with six of its members in December 
1981. 

Baha'is Gregory Paul from Europe form during a 22-day teaching cam- 
(left) and Frank Mann, an Auxiliary paign last July in Trinidad and To- 
Board member from Venezuela, per- bago. 

Patricia Coward (at microphone) paign last July in Trinidad and To- 
speaks during a public meeting that bago. 
was part of a 22-day teaching cam- 

Shown are delegates and guests who at- May 21-22 at the district Haqiratu'l- 
tended the 13th Baha'i National Con- Quds in Palmyra, Trinidad. 
vention of Trinidad and Tobago last 
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Tanzania 
One hundred fifty-eight people de- 

clared their belief in Baha'u'llah dur- 
ing a recent three-week teaching cam- 
paign in the Same District of Tan- 
zania's Kilimanjaro region. Most of 
the new Baha'is are members of the 
Pare tribe. 

Three new localities were opened i o  
the Faith, six administrative com- 
mittees were formed, and one new 
Spiritual Assembly was elected in the 
village of Kirinjiko where 30 people 
became Baha'is. 

Nepal 

The eight-member teaching team in- 
cluded local Baha'is, pioneers, and two 
children. 

Films were shown and the Faith pro- 
claimed to audiences of more than 200 
at the Same Secondary School, Same 
Agricultural College, Same Maternal 
and Child Health Training School, and 
the town center. There are now 42 be- 
lievers at Mmbaga Manka Secondary 
School. 

Deepening sessions were held for the 
new Baha'is, most of whom enrolled 

France 
Four years of contact with the Espe- 

rantists by one of the members of the 
Baha'i community of Nantes, France, 
has resulted in his sharing with the 
25-member Assembly of the Esperanto 
Association copies of the "white pa- 
per" on the plight of Baha'is in Iran. 

That body then decided to distribute 
the booklet to every family and indi- 
vidual in the association. Friendly 
meetings have taken place between Ba- 
ha'is and members of the group, and 

for further study in the national cor- 
respondence course. 

The Faith was also proclaimed to 
teachers and students at two primary 
schools, and at one of them the head- 
master and five teachers became Ba- 
ha'is. 

Alaska 
Counsellors for the Americas Lau- 

retta King and R a ~ l  Pav6n attended a 
presentation last March in Anchorage, 
Alaska, of an award for service to  hu- 
manity given by the Baha'is of An- 
chorage to an Inupiat Eskimo healer, 
Della Keats, in memory of Honor 
Kempton, an  outstanding Baha'i 
teacher. 

Also present were local and state of- 
ficials and media representatives. 

+ + +  
Delegates representing 50 Spiritual 

Assemblies joined some 200 other Ba- 
ha'is May 27-29 at the 27th Baha'i Na- 
tional Convention of Alaska in Ancho- 
rage. 

Special guests were Counsellor Lau- 
retta King and Auxiliary Board mem- 
bers Fletcher Bennett, ~ u d r e ~  Rey- 
nolds and Hal Sexton. Also present 
were 14 assistants to the .Auxiliary 
Board. 

Members of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Alaska elected during the 
Convention are Tod Jones (chairman), 
Georgia Heisler (vice-chairman), 
Becky Murphy (secretary), Hugh Gray 
(treasurer), Donald Anderson, Eugene 
King, John Kolstoe, Robert Putnam 
and Charlotte Siverly. 

pictured are delegates and guests at the eluded the Hand of the Cause of God the has been 
1983 Bahd'i National Convention held H. Collis Featherstone (third row, with more the Baha'i Writings. 
last May 29 in Nepal. Special guests in- right of center) and his wife, Madge. 
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Dominican Republic 
Shown are delegates and guests at the 
Bahii'i National Convention held last 
May 28-30 in Santiago, Dominican Re- 
public. 

Germany 
Pictured are Bahii'iyouth from Frank- 
furt, Germany, and nearby communi- 
ties who are members of the Bahd'i 
Football Club (BFC) of Frankfurt that 
was organized in 1982. The club is su- 
pervised by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Frankfurt and plays against teams of 
Bahd'is and teams from various 
schools. Team members are (standing 
left to right) Sharoch Danechjou, Ho- 
mayoun Hadji (coach), Hamid Per- 
eschkian, Farza Bahremand, Johnny 
Bidardel (captain), Vahid Aminian, 
Peyman Hadjian, and (seated left to 
right) Amin Berdjis (manager), War- 
qha Enayati (president), Erfan Ena- 
yati, Siamak Roshanai, and (fore- 
ground) Alexander Gothmann (goal- 
keeper). 

Shortly after the executions last June 
of 16 Bahh'is in Shirhz, Iran, un- 
precedented happenings occurred in 
Germany. 

For example, one morning not too 
long after the executions, nationwide 
radio networks in Germany began to 
broadcast news of the executions and a 
report of the appeal by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Germany to hu- 
man rights and women's organiza- 
tions. This news was broadcast across 
the country every hour. 

That same afternoon, the national 
television network joined in by broad- 
casting reports of the executions during 
its national news programs. As a re- 
sult, millions of Germans heard of the 
Faith. 

Non-Bahh'i residents in Langenhain, 
a village near Frankfurt which is the 
site of the Mother Temple of Europe, 
spontaneously went to the House of 
Worship where they prayed for about 
an hour for the relief of Iranian Ba- 
hh'is. 

Malaysia 
In resDonse to a reauest that Chi- 

nese-speaking ~ a h a ' i s -  in Malaysia 
spend their school holidays visiting 
Chinese communities, two members of 
the International Chinese Teaching 
Committee made a recent trip to Chi- 
nese communities in Ipoh, Jenjarom, 
Subang New Village, Machap Umboo, 
Bemban, Tangkak and Bukit Mer- 
tajam, Malaysia. 

In each community, the two travel- 
ing teachers conducted deepening 
classes and spoke at firesides. As a 
result, six people declared their belief 
in Bahh'u'llah. 

- - 
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An intriguing novel f or all ages- 
the story of Tdhirih 

\ the foremost heroine 
\ of the Bdbi era 

retold in a manner that brings alive 
questions we have all secretly pondered: 
What would it have been like to have been 
alive in the time of Christ? to have foond 
yourself one of the first followers of the 

Bab? 
Caroline Smith, a young woman from 

North America, had thought often about 
the fortunate first disciples of Christ. By 
strange, but fortuitous circumstances, she 
finds herself living a part of history she 

thought would never be repeated. 
Caroline becomes a member of Tahirih's 

household and an intimate of that 
remarkable woman as she seeks-and 

finds-the Promised Qh'im. 
New flashes of understanding (along with 

the suspense and drama of a gripping 
story) accompany the familiar outlines of 

TBhirih's life 

I W her discovery of the writings of 
Siyyid Kaqim 

W her recognition of the Bhb and her 
enrollment as the 17th Letter of the ' 

Living 

W her heroic championing of the new 
religion 

her captivating presence that drew 
others to her and to the Bib's 

by teachings whether she was free or 
m T ~ ~ ~ E N  JEWSON D~~~~ imprisoned 

\ W her casting aside her veil as a - symbo1 of a new day of equality for 

1 - ACTUAL SIZE women and men 

So ftcover pocket-sized edition W her triumphant martyrdom 

121 pages, What you will find astonishing is 
list of characters, that From Behind the Veil is not 
glossary . - dry-as-dust history. It evokes what 

KATHLEEN JEMISON DEMAS Catalog No. 332-1 08 it is like to encounter that which is 
is an English teacher, a wife, and more real than the physical objects 
a mother of two. She has $250* about you, whether 2,000 years 
published several articles and a ago, 140 years ago, or yesterday 
play in Child's Way. 

when you found the BahA'i 
Faith-of what it is like to see, but 

Available from not from behind a veil. 

'Valid only in the United States. AII orhers write for Bahaz'Publishing E U S ~  
prices and ordering and shipping instructions. 415 LINDEN AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 60091 
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Biography: Agnes Alexander 

Golden years of service to the Cause 

Last of three parts 
In 1937 Agnes Alexander recei\ed 

:he following message: "I would be 
pleased to meet you face to face at this 
Holy Spot. Your true brother, 
Shoghi." I 

Her dream had finally come true. As 
far back as 1914 'Abdu'l-Baha had 
given her permission to visit the Holy 
Land, but world war had prevented it. 2 

Shortly after the invitation arrived, 
Agnes receiwd another cable from the 
Guardian asking her to "extend assis
tance" to Saichiro Fujita's mother who 
was ill. Although she had no address, 
Agnes was confident she would be as
sisted to find the woman. And of 
course, she was: "I know this is always 
true when we arise in His service and 
respond to His call." ,1 Mrs. Fujita's 
hearty laughter explained much to 
Agnes about the joyous nature of her 
son. 

En route to Haifa, Agnes' ship stop
ped at Port Said, Egypt, where two ex
cited Baha'is came aboard with sur
prising news: "The Guardian is mar
ried. and you'll ne\-ef guess to whom." 
Without hesitating A.gnes am\\ered. 
"\1ary \1axwell," \\hidl \\as nact!\ 
right. 4 Her answer is all the more extra
ordinary when one considers that no 
one had the slightest intimation that 
the Guardian \\a~ rlanning to marr: at 
all. 

The lasr of a rhree-parr series on rhe 
Izfe of rhe Hand 0/ rhe Cause of God 
Agnes Bald\\'in A lexander was wrirren 
by Duane Troxel, an assisranr profes
sor 0/ educarional rechnolog), ar Lou
isiana Srare L·nirersir.\'. Baron Rouge. 
Dr. Troxel, II'ho has a PhD. in educa
tion from Temple Unil·ersir.\' in Phila
delphia, sen'ed from /979-83 as a 
member of rhe -"arional Spirirual As
sembly of rhe Bahd'/~~ qf rhe Hall'aiian 
Islands. 

Agnes Alexander (right) in Haifa, Is
rael in April/.Hay 1957 \\'irh Saichiro 
Fujira and ,\liss A delaide Sharp. The 
phorograph 11'05 faA-en by rhe Hand of 

Saichiro Fujita met Agnes at the 
train station in Haifa and drove her to 
the Western Pilgrim House where she 
was greeted by her "spiritual mother," 
\1ay \1axwell, now a member of the 
Holy Family through her daughter's 
marriage to Shoghi Effendi. 

Agnes was a favored pilgrim. The 
Japanese scroll she brought as a gift 
was graciously accepted by the Guar
dian and hung in a place of honor at 
Bahji. She was able to listen to his 
melodic chanting in the Shrine of the 
Bab. "In his voice there was a power 
\\hich was different from all others," 
she said.' 

The Guardian told her, "The im-

the Cause of God William Sutherland 
Maxwell, husband of Agnes' 'spiritual 
mother,' May Maxwell. 

mediate future in Japan is very dark. 
Japan is going to suffer. 6 The time is 
not now for great headway. The Pa
cific will become a great storm center 
in the coming war-great suffering. 
What we require in Japan is the recog
nition of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah 
and of His station." -

On the first night of her pilgrimage 
the Guardian asked Agnes to record 
her Baha'i experiences. As a result, 
"Forty Years of the Baha'i Cause in 
Hawaii: 1902-1942" and "History of 
the Baha'i Faith in Japan: 1914-1938" 
were completed during World War II 
and copies were gratefully received by 
Shoghi Effendi. (These manuscripts 
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were not published until the 1970s.) 
Agnes was away from Hawaii when 

Martha Root arrived in Honolulu in 
June 1939. For 20 years the Faith's 
"leading ambassadress" had taught at 
a pitch exceeded only by the Master 
Himself during His journey to the 
West. Cancer had all but eaten the life 
out of her wasted frame, but her spirit 
was indomitable. From her deathbed 

Agnes A lexander (left) and .Way 
(Bolles) AIaxwel1 in a photograph 
taken in 1934. (Courtesy National Ba
hd'{ Archives of Japan) 

2 December 1983/Baha'j News 

Left: A passport photo of Martha L. Root's resting place in Honolulu, 
Root (1872-1939). AbOl'e: .Wartha Hawaii. 

she wrote: 
"I am so near the shore of eter

nity ... I do not speak, so late tonight 
of the glorious side of life after 
death ... I am glad to go through this 
terrible agony, for if it came it must 
have come for a purpose ... I four 
love for each other has been deepened, 
if this servant has been able to witness 
for her Lord, if the ties between India, 
Australia, New Zealand and the Ha
waiian Islands are strengthened, then I 
have not come in vain." ; In her final 
delirium she repeated often over and 
over, "Shoghi Effendi, Shoghi Ef
fendi." 9 

Martha Root is buried in Honolulu 
where she died-a symbolic spot where 
East meets West, and an appropriate 
resting place for one who devoted her 
life to the cause of world unity. 

When Agnes learned of \lartha 
Root's passing she wrote the friends in 
Hawaii: 

"She (Martha) was near and dear to 
me ever since 1915 when she first came 
to Japan and we met there .... Sho
ghi Effendi said to me when I left 
Haifa, 'Keep in touch with \lartha', so 
eternally I pray we may all be in touch 
and helped by her spirit. 

"I long, though, from the human 
point, to once more "peak \\ ith her. It 
is eight years now since we parted, or at 
least it will be the last of December. 

"Blessed \lartha, the whole world 

of Baha'is mourn her!" 10 
On March 1, 1940, Agnes' spiritual 

mother, May Maxwell, cabled her hus
band from Buenos Aires, Argentina: 
"SEVERE NEURITIS. BEG PRAY
ERS." II A few hours later she was 
dead. It was scarcely more than a 
month after she had arrived at her pio
neering post. 

'Kindled with divine flame' 
May, whose tender love had been "a 

guiding star" to Agnes;l" whom Keith 
Ransom-Kehler called "a gift and evi
dence lent me by the Master";13 whom 
'Abdu'I-Baha described as "pure in 
heart and attracted in soul," was now 
"gathered into the glory of the Abha 
Kingdom." I~ 

Agnes penned a tribute to May Max
well which is at once luminous and 
soul-stirring. These are some lines 
from it: 

"From the time May met her Lord in 
'Akka in 1899, and 'beheld the King in 
His Beauty,' her whole being was 
kindled with the divine flame .... 
Countless are the souls who have been 
ignited through her divine love. In 
every land which had the blessing of 
her presence they are to be found .... 
A precious gift from God to May was 
exquisite speech. One was always con
scious that what ever she said was the 
truth. She had true spiritual humility 
and reverence which increased as she 

I 
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Agnes Alexander in a photograph taken around 1945. 

became a member of the Holy House
hold .... 

"A thousand lcwing hearts are no\\ 
turning toward South :\merica, and 
Buenos Aires, in longing to attain the 
spot (at) which our rrecious mother is 
laid to rest and there to surplicate her 
intercession for us all." ;' 

Agnes returned to Honolulu in June 
19.+1. That same year, on the anniver
sary of the Birth of the Bab, she took 
part in the dedication of the first Ba
ha'i-owned Center in the Pacific. 

Forty-eight days later, on December 
7, the Japanese attackl'd Pearl Harbor. 
Fortunately, neither Agnes, the 
friends, or the Center \\as hurt in the 
suprise attack. "Shoghi Effendi', 
thoughts, and mine too," wrote Arna
tu'l-Baha Ru!:Iiyyih Khanum, "were 

with you at the time of the raid on 
Hawaii." 16 

An indication of the Guardian's 
close contact with and love for Agnes is 
revealed in a letter she received from 
the Archives and History Committee 
of the U.S. and Canada in 1944, ack
nowledging receipt of 69 of Shoghi Ef
fendi's letters. 

When the guns of war were finally 
silenced in the fall of 1945, pleas for 
help were heard-and Agnes answered. 
From Japan, Mr. Torii wrote: "Dear 
spiritual mother! Thank God, your 
heavenly presents reached me safe
ly ... Opening the sugar sack \1rs. 
Torii doubted her eyes; at first \\hat 
the white thing is and she tasted it. ho\\ 
sweet it was~ Thank you, thank you, 
thank you so much for your hearty 

kindness." 1-

From Germany came thanks for 
some Baha'i books: "0 dearest, I 
know you can duly appreciate what 
this now means to me ... It is like 
entering a garden in spring and breathe 
(sic) the fragrance of the most exquisite 
flowers and feel the cool and refreshing 
waters watering that garden directly 
from the Source of Life itself." 18 

Enforced absence 
After an enforced absence of 13 

years, Agnes returned to Japan in May 
1950. Incredibly, her entire Baha'i li
brary, which "included hundreds of 
copies in Japanese of Dr. Esslemont's 
book, was found intact in a ruined part 
of Tokyo." 19 She transferred her resi
dence from Tokyo to Kyoto, which 
abounds in magnificent temples and 
quaint gardens. 

In the midst of this splendor Agnes 
continued her habit of living simply. In 
her tiny apartment "she cooked and 
served meals to her guests in a kitchen 
no larger than a closet, and often on 
trips to Tokyo would astonish visitors 
by opening up a large suitcase filled 
with pots, pans, dishes and a hotplate" 
and proceed "to cook them a meal." ~o 
Another Baha'i recalls how Agnes once 
wore two suits of clothing aboard an 
airplane flight to avoid paying an ex
cess baggage fee. Though moderate 
and thrifty in all that pertained to her 
personal life, she was quite generous 
where the Faith was concerned. 

In 1950 she was 75 ... old chrono
logically, but not spiritually or men
tally. She wrote to a friend at that time, 
"You will see that I must take time off 
to learn to use my (new) typewriter. 
The trouble is I am always in a 
hurry!" "I 

The Guardian instructed Agnes to 
lay special emphasis on the Covenant 
in her teaching. ~~ Instantly she directed 
the friends to focus on its living em
bodiment, Shoghi Effendi: " ... We 
have to strive to make them (every be
lie\'er) understand and come closer to 
our belowd Guardian, as he is 'the ark 
of safety for ewry believer'." ~) 

At Ri<;lvan 1954 the Guardian in
structed the 15 Hands of the Cause re
siding outside the Holy Land to ap
point Auxiliary Boards. Agnes was one 
of se\en appointments for Asia."4 
Three years later, in a cable announc
ing the passing of the Hand of the 
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Agnes Alexander in December 1957, 
the year she was named a Hand of the 
Cause of God. 

Cause of God George Townshend, the 
Guardian added this: 

"Agnes Alexander, distinguished 
pioneer (of the) Faith, elevated (to) 
rank (ot) Hand (ot) Cause. Confident 
(her) appointment will spiritually rein
force teaching campaign simultaneous
ly conducted (in) North, South (and) 
heart (ot) Pacific Ocean. 

"Haifa, March 27, 1957 
Shoghi" 25 

She wrote of her appointment to a 
close friend, Auntie May Fantom, the 
first of Hawaiian blood to embrace the 
Cause: 

"Probably you have heard by now 
that a great new spiritual life has come 
to me, that is, to be a Hand of the 
Cause. It is something I could not have 
dreamed of, but God works in mys
terious ways, and this is His Plan, or it 
could not come, so I leave all and turn 
to our beloved Guardian; knowing that 
he will guide me, and if I keep in the 
right direction, I cannot fail with his 
prayers. It makes the beloved Guar
dian seem so much nearer now." 26 

Just eight months after Agnes' ap
pointment as a Hand of the Cause 
came the shocking news that Shoghi 
Effendi was seriously ill. Agnes wrote, 
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Above: Agnes Alexander with the Zen- grandchildren.' Below: With Governor 
imoto baby, May 1960. Another John Burns on the eve of the election 
photo, showing the Zenimoto family, of Hawaii'sfirst National Spiritual As
is signed by Agnes: '.\1y children and sembly, April 24, 1964. 

,....,..,.....-.......,.., 

"How all the hearts of his lovers fly to 
Haifa in prayers for our glorious and 
'sacred' Guardian! whom God in His 
mercy ... has bestowed on us!" 2-

The beloved Guardian passed away 

on November 4, 1957, and some days 
after he was buried in London's Great 
Northern Cemetery, Agnes joined 25 
other Hands of the Cause in the Holy 
Land for a conference. The Guardian's 



widow, Amatu'I-Haha Rul)iyyih 
Khanum, told the Hand, of his last 
days. On No\ember 19, they wellt to 
the \1ansion of Baha'u'lIah'at Bahii. 
They were in the aby~s of de~pair. Tile 
Guardian had not left a \1 ill. nor had 
he appointed a succes~or. Acne, Ila' 
one of those who realized tha-t Sho1!hi 
Effendi could ha\'e no will. "as th~re 
was no one the beloled Guardian could 
appoint in his place as Guardian ,)1' the 
Faith." ~, 

In April 1957 she lIas deL'ted to the 
first National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Baha'is of North Eaq A~i~l.· and 
sen'ed as a member for ,i\ lear" dur
ing which time she shuttled back and 
forth between Japan and meetinc, of 
the Hands in the Holy Land. -

Propheq fulfilled 

In 1963, at the culmination of the 
Ten Year Crusade, Agnes participated 
in the long-awaited election of the Lni
\ersal House of Justice. 1\ hich \\a, 
held on Mount Carmel in Haifa, Israel. 
The nine members of that body were 
introduced to 7,000 jubilant Baha'i, 
who were gathered at the Royal Alhert 
Hall in London. Agnes lIas present for 
that ewnt, which gloriomly fulfilkd 
Daniel's ancient prophecy of the "1335 
days. " 

The follol\ing year, at the age of 88. 
she represented the nt'll Lniler,al 
House of Justice at the formatil)l1 or 
the first National Spiritual :\s,embly 
of Hawaii. On the e\e of that eb:tion. 
Hawaii's gmernor paid tribute w the 
Baha'is and presented .-\gne, Ilith the 
traditional flower lei and a ki". 

It was indeed a bles,ing f,1r Baha
'u'lIah's "herald of the P~h:ifi,:" tu 'ee 
her spiritual progen~ grl)\1 frl1m i,u
lated Groups to Lo~'al .. \,semblie<;. and 
now to form the first '\ati(1!1al Spiri
tual Assembly of the Baha'i, of the 
Hawaiian Islands. 

From each of the six major islands in 
the archipelago the 19 delegate, 
came-Hallaiians, Chinese. Japanese. 
Samoans, Filipinos. Portuguese, and 
Haole (whitel-all united by Bah~l
'u'llah through the dfort, of Hi, 
herald, Agnes Alexander, the Spiritual 
\10ther of the Pacific. 

During the Conwntion she looked 
backward some 63 years 10 reminisce 
about that day in 1901 II hen. as a timid 
26-year-old, she had returned home tl) 
the Paradise of the Pacific-a, it, firq 

Baha'i. \\'hat feeling, muq ha\ e surc
ed within her heart that day~ Tl~e 
photographs taken at the COl1\ention 
portray a supremel\ happy, confident 
and radiant soul. 

After the COlllention. Agne, re
turned to Japan. In late July 1965. a., 
she \\as preparing to attend the \\'orld 
Congress of Esperantists in Tokyo, she 
fell and broke her hip. For the next two 
years she I\as confined to a hospital 
bed ill Tokyo; but e\'en in this calamity 

...Jgnes Alexander (seated third from 
left 1 lrirh The firST Sarional Spirillial 
. ..Jsselllbly of The Baha '(s of The Ha
II'uiiali Islands. April 1964. To .\liss 

~he percei\ed His pro\idence: "Dearie, 
nothing happens by chance," she 
Ilrote 10 a friend. "It is my great hope 
and prayer that through this accident 
the hearts of all the Baha'is in all Japan 
shall be so united and love each other 
I\ith such deep lme. it will be felt by all 
those around us. Then will the words 
of the \laster be fulfilled. that Japan 
II ill turn ablaze." :' 

God's \\'ill was not a metaphysical 
abstraction to which Agnes paid lip 
senice. It was to her as real and bank
able as gold coins. \\'hat for others 
1\ ere frustrating and unexpected turn~ 
l)f el ents \1 ere to her opportunities to 

bring oneself into closer harmony \Iith 

the I n finite. 

"It's God's Plan," was her confi
dent response to all the vagaries of life. 
A young Baha'i in Honolulu who tried 
to help her cross a street was told, 
"Dearie. do you think mv Lord does 
not guide my' step?" Jll A~d when His 
inscrutable Will snatched "the beloved 
of all hearts" from this plane, she said, 
"Our belo\'ed Guardian is now freed 
from his cares and is yerv near to us 
all ... As for myself, I know that I 

Alexander's righT is Velma Sherrill, 
now a Counsellor in The Americas, who 
represenTed The U.S .. VaTional Spiritual 
Assembly aT The eleCTion. 

am here because it is God's Plan. And 
when He so wills, then the next step 
will be shown, so I ha\e no care but to 
'turn' and do my best to serve." JI 

On September 10, 1967, Agnes was 
brought back to Hawaii by her nephew 
and was housed in an apartment in the 
Arcadia Retirement Residence. Ironi
cally, from her \\indow she could look 
dOI\ n on the site of her birth. 

Liying in a retirement home did not 
stifle her sense of humor. On the oc
casion of her 93rd birthday a young 
Baha'i couple yisiting from Africa 
presented her with a hand-carved 
ebony cane. She took the cane and 
eyed them sharply. "\\'ho is this for?" 
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she asked. 
"W-why, it's for y-you," one of 

them stammered. 
Agnes threw back her head and 

laughed. "Hah! As soon as I'm well," 
she said, "I'll be running up and down 
the hall!" 

Somewhat later the young man in
quired as to whether she ever had any 
dreams of 'Abdu'I-Bah,L 

Preoccupied with teaching 

"No," said Agnes, "I am not a 
dreamer." And she smiled sweetlyY 

Most nonagerians are preoccupied 
with medicine and hot water bottles, 
with rocking chairs and reminiscences. 
Not so Agnes Alexander. Teaching was 
her preoccupation. And deepening. At 
the age of 94 she told a visitor that she 
tried to read the Tablets of the Divine 
Plan as often as she could because 
"they are full of spiritual food." 34 

Shoghi Effendi once told her, "Your 
reward is indeed great and glorious in 
the world to come for all your en
deavors and exemplary services to the 
sacred Threshold." 35 At I p.m. on 
January 1,1971, the "cage" was 
broken, and the spirit of dear Agnes 
Alexander winged its long-awaited 
flight to the Abha Kingdom. She was 
95. 

But the story does not end there. It 
was the desire of Miss Alexander's 
family to have her interred in the 
graveyard of Kawaiahao Church, Ha
waii's Westminster Abbey. Many of 
the most distinguished missionaries in
cluding Agnes' grandparents are 
buried there. Unfortunately, space was 
at a premium, and the officials decreed 
that her remains could not be buried in 
the family plot unless they were cre
mated-a condition unacceptable for a 
Baha'i burial. 

Faced with this dilemma, Hawaii's 
National Spiritual Assembly cabled the 
Universal House of Justice to ask for 
guidance. Meanwhile, Assembly mem
bers invited the friends to join them in 
an all-night prayer vigil at the grave of 
Martha Root. Clustered beneath um
brellas, the friends prayed at the unlit 
grave throughout a dark and rainy 
night. 

Early the next morning a long-dis
tance call from the House of Justice· 
advised a direct appeal to the executors 
of ~1iss Alexander's estate. The appeal 
outlined her exemplary services to the 
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Faith and described the esteem in 
which she was held all (wer the \\orld. 
This approach prO\ed ~ucce'isful. and 
dear Agnes \\as laid to rest onlv a fe\\ 
miles from her belO\ed spirituai siqer. 
Martha Root. 

From the Holy Land. the Uni\ersal 
House of Justice cabled: 

"Profoundly grie\e passing illumin
ed soul Hand Cause Agne~ Alexander 
longstanding pillar Cause Far East fiN 
bring Faith Hawaiian Islands. Her long 
dedicated exemplary life senice de\ 0-

tion Cause God anticipated by Centre 
Covenant selecting her share \lay 
Maxwell imperishable honor mention 
Tablets Divine Plan. Her unrestrained 
unceasing pursuit teaching obedience 
command Baha'u'llah exhortations 
Master guidance belo\ed Guardian 
shining example all followers Faith. 
Her passing se\'ers one more link 
Heroic Age. Assure family friends ar
dent prayers holiest Shrine progress ra
diant soul request all National Spiritual 
Assemblies hold memorial meetings 
and those responsible hold senices 
Mother Temples." .'-

Agnes Alexander's 70 years of certi
tude to the Threshold of Baha'u'llah 
are almost without parallel in the West. 
In her memory, the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Hawaii inaugurated, in 

. Who's the cane for?' .Hiss Alexander 
sal'S, laughing, in (/ pho{(}graph {akell 
A ;1.f5ust 15, 1968, in her room (/f (/ HOIl-

197 .'i, the .. :\.gnes Baldwin ,-\.lexander 
A\\ard for Senice to Humanity." To 
date, ,i\ oUhtanding citizens Llf the 
qate hine received this prestigious 
award at a banquet held annually on 
December 26, the anniversary of her 
arrival in Hawaii as a Baha'i. 

The Baha'is of Hawaii and the Pa
cific, of Korea, Japan and China, and 
all others whose spiritual inheritance 
deri\es from the senices of Agnes 
Alexander are the denizens of that 
"spiritual empire" spoken of by 'Ab
du'I-Baha: "Had this respected daugh
ter founded an empire, that empire 
would not have been so great! For this 
sovereignty is eternal sovereignty and 
this glory everlasting glory." 
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Mexico 

Teaching campaign reaches village areas 

Baha'is from Oaxaca, San Lorenzo 
Cacaotepec, Vera Cruz and Mexico 
City, Mexico, participated last July 
5-August 14 with three traveling teach
ers from the United States in a teaching 
campaign in the state of Oaxaca that 
was carried out under the auspices of 
the National Teaching Committee of 
Mexico. 

The purpose was to deepen Baha'is 
in that area of Mexico and to reach 
their friends and family members with 
the Message of Baha'u'llah. 

Training session 
The campaign's organizational 

phase included a training session con
ducted by members of the National 
Teaching Committee which provided 
an opportunity for pioneers and travel
ing teachers to improve their Spanish
language skills. A part of the session 
was spent practicing the use of the 
Spanish version of the orange teaching 
booklet. 

The team's first stop was the village 
of San Pedro, nestled in the high Sier
ras, a two and one-half hour walk from 
the road. The friends stayed in the 
home of an indigenous family, many 
of whose members are Baha'is. 

During their five-day stay in San 
Pedro, team members helped in teach
ing and by organizing an observance of 
the Nineteen Day Feast. 

"Baha'is and non-Baha'is alike were 
impressed by the fact that we didn't 
just come and go, but lived and ate 
with these indigenous people, most of 
whom are of the Zapotec tribe," said 
one traveling teacher who was a mem
ber of the team. 

"The diversity of our team aroused 
curiosity," he added, "and many con
versations about the Faith were opened 
by our being asked what we were doing 
there. " 

The team visited San Pedro Nesicho 
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A group of Baha'I' and non-Baha'I' Elwin Howard, a traveling teacher· 
children in Tehuantepec, Mexico, with from the United States. 

for two five-day periods. While there, 
they presented a slide program and 
held deepening sessions for local be
lievers. 

"The visual presentation was a real 
attraction because most of the pueblo 
dwellers have radios, but hardly any of 
them have television," said Donald 
Boone-Wallis, a traveling teacher from 
Euless, Texas. 

Before the team left San Pedro ;\;es
icho, villagers were asking them how to 
conduct their own Feasts and ho\\ to 
hold children's classes. 

The village of Santo Domingo To
maltepec was \isited each Sunday for 
several weeks. Deepening sessions \\ere 

held there with Baha'i youth whose 
questions were challenging and re
flected deep thought. Children's 
classes in San Lorenzo Cacaotepec 
were well-received; the youngsters en
joyed singing and guitar playing. 

The Baha'i teachers visited several 
other \·illages in the Oaxaca vallej' in
duding San Pablo Etla, Guejovela, 
Guelatao, Laion Zapata, and La 
Union. In Ishtepece, about an hour's 
walk from San Pedro Nesicho, they 
met with the village president and re
cei\ed his permission to return to offer 
residents a slide program. 

In Tehuantepec, slides and books in 
Spanish were used in children's classes 
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and deepenings for older Baha'is. One 
deepening session included a simulated 
Spiritual Assembly meeting. 

A popular activity among the local 
Baha'is was a trip to the beach with 
their \·isitors. 

At least one \'illage was opened to 

the Faith during the nearly six-week
long teaching campaign, and it is 
hoped that two Local Spiritual Assem
blies that had not been functioning will 
be doing so by Ric;lvan as a result ;f the 
efforts put forth in this campaign. 

A group ojyoung men in Tehuamepec, 
Mexico, is sllo\\'n perusing a Bahd '( 
teaching booklet. Tehuantepec was one 
oj several villages that were visited by 
Baha'IS last July and August during a 
six-week teaching campaign in Oaxaca 
state. 

Panama 

A delegation of Bahd'is paid a counes." 
call lasl Augusl 10 on Ricardo de la Es
priella (second from left), rhe presidenr 
of Panama. The Ba/ui "s are (Idt to 

right) Bonijacia Fuenres, a member of and Rachell Conslanle, a member oj 
rhe Sarional Spiriwal Assemb!.\' of Pa- rhe ,\ariol1al Spirirual Assembly oj 
llama: Counsel/or ,\fas'lid "':ham5I, Panama, 
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Tribute: Joy Munson 

A shining example of steadfastness 

HEARTS SADDE:\ED PASSI:\G FAITHFLL STEADFAST \tAIDSERVA:\T 
CAUSE JOY MUNSON WHO THOUGH ADVA:\CED 1,\ YEARS RE
MAI,\ED AT POST IN DEDICATED SERVICE BLESSED BEACTY. SCP
PLICA TING HOLY SHRINES PROGRESS HER RADlA:\T SOUL. 

Joy Munson was 73 years old when 
she arrived in I ndia in 1976 as a BaM' i 
pioneer from the United States. 

She was, as she said, beginning "one 
of the most exciting adventures" of her 
life. 

At first glance one might think, what 
could this tiny woman do in a country 
such as India? At home, she could be 
close to her family and children, well 
cared for and comfortable in her old 
age. But alone, and in a strange coun
try ... 

What a surprise was in store for the 
Baha'is as this strong-willed and deter
mined woman settled in and estab
lished herself in the goal town of 
Sangli, Maharashtra State. 

Her first stop was the Baha'i Na
tional Center in Delhi where she walk
ed straight into the office of the sec
retary, R.N. Shah, introduced herself 
(they had been expecting her), and 
said, •• I've come to pioneer, and will 
settle any place that the NSA wants me 
to-and here's my will." She made no 
mention of living accommodations, 
language, climate, and so forth. 

The National Assembly suggested 
either Sangli or Miraj, also in Maha
rashtra State. Joy was then asked to 
travel to Panchgani to meet with its 
Assembly which would act as a 
"mother" Assembly to guide and ad-

This tribute to Joy Munson, who 
pioneered to India ar the age of 73 and 
passed away recently ar her post, was 
wri((en by a former pioneer to that 
country. LaNelma Johnson of Har
desty. Oklahoma. 
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vise her. Panchgani was a six-hour 
journey by bus from Sangli. 

From the time of that first meeting it 
was evident that Joy viewed the Panch
gani Assembly as her "parent" and 
made no decision without first inform
ing the Assembly or consulting with it. 
She always did her utmost to carry out 
the wishes of the Assembly and was ab
solutely obedient in every way. 

What a shining example Joy became 
to all-young and old alike. She was a 
radiant spirit, always smiling, happy 
and uncomplaining. Joy was truly a 
"joy" to everyone. 

She visited our family on many oc
casions, and became like a family 
member and "grandmother" to our 
three children. She had a wonderful 
sense of humor that everyone loved. 
Many times, especially at the dinner 
table, she would have everyone laugh
ing. She was so well-read that she could 
converse on almost any topic. Her 
mind was unbelievably sharp, and she 
read almost constantly, sometimes as 
many as five Baha'i books at a time, 
taking notes from each one. \\,hi Ie 
reading those books she was also 
studying Persian and \larathi, and 
almost always had those books with 
her too. She loved trees, flowers and 
birds, and at times would sit on our 
patio for long periods drinking in the 
beauty of nature. 

Largelv through JO\"S efforts a new 
Baha'i C~nter \\~s pur'chased in Sangli, 
a Spiritual Assembly was established, 
and children's classes with more than 
100 youngsters attending were held reg-

ularly. Joy was named an assistant to 
Auxiliary Board member \1. Jawn
mardi, and in April 1983 \\as elected 
chairman of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Sangli. 

Joy's only real concerns during her 
stay in India were an inability to com
municate as well as she would have lik
ed (she communicated with love), and 
a desire to be buried in a Baha'i ceme
tery. She often spoke of this, to which I 
would say jokingly, "Joy, if you ever 
feel you are going soon to the next 
world, just get on a bus and come to 
Panchgani. We have a lovely cemetery 
here for you." She would laugh and 
reply, "That's a fine idea." 

Joy Munson was a living example of 
the fact that love and steadfastness can 
alone win souls to this Faith. That is 
precisely what happened to her, and 
the waiting souls did indeed come 
knocking on her door. She would lov
ingly invite them to the Center, prepare 
a cup of tea for them, and give them 
literature about the Faith in their own 
language. She was the essence of a true 
loving spirit in that whatever hap
pened, and with whomsoever she came 
in contact, she always saw the beauty 
and the good qualities and overlooked 
poverty, disease, and flaws in char
acter. 

As the years passed Joy came to love 
the New Era Baha'i School in Panch
gani, its staff and its students. One 
day, as we strolled across the campus, 
sh~ said to me, "Oh, I love this school 
and the children so much! I wish I 
could do something for them." 

As it happened, a second floor dor
mitory was to be built, but funds were 
not a\·ailable. That evening, we dis
cussed the matter with my husband, 
Ray, who was principal of the school. 
Joy became quite excited, and left early 
the next morning for Sangli, saying she 
would return in a few days. Checking 



her bank account. she found to her dis
may that she had onl~ se\eral thousand 
rupees there. The following day, ho\\
e\'er, a letter arri\ed from her son, "ie'
tor, who \\a, li\ing in California. 
"\lom." he \\Tote. "you haye SI2,OOO 
just sitting here in the bank. \\'hy don't 
you put ,he nll)ne~ tu t:\.)\.)J u~c ~orne

where? .. 
Again. Joy's prayer, had been an

s\\ered. She arri\ed in Panchgani the 
next day. her face beaming. and said, 
"\\"ell. it's all set. Let', write to Victor 
right no\\ and explain about the ne\\ 
dorm." Within a few \\eel\> S 10,000 
was recei\ed and work \\as begun on a 
new girls' dormitory. \Iunson Hall. 
which was opened in September 19R3 
for 30 girls. 

In February 1983 Joy returned to the 
L'.S. to see her four children, and the 
\Iunsons held a family reunion in Cal
ifornia. :\fter \isiting for t\\O month' 

with her children, grandchildren and 
great-grandchildren, Joy boarded a 
plane for Bombay, arrived there un
announced, and tra\eled eight hours 
b~ bus to Panchgani to be with her 
friends there. 

\ly son, Kirk, and I \\ere pleased to 

\\dcome Joy as a guest in our home for 
10 days until we left India to return to 
the States on \lay 10. Two days after 
\\e left. she fractured her hip and un
derwent surgery in Poona. The opera
tion was a success, but on \1ay 26 Joy's 
heart failed and she passed away. She 
\\as 81 years old. 

Joy spoke often of her death, and 
looked forward to that glorious jour
ney. She passed away at her pioneer 
post, had a 100ely funeral. and \\as laid 
to rest in the beautiful Baha'i cemetery 
at Poona. 

Tho,e \.1f u' \\ 1111 \\ c'rc' fc)rtllnatc 
enough t\.1 1;11\.1\\ .1,1\ \111lb\.1Jl \\cr\.' 

Joy ,\1unson, who pioneered fa India 
in 1976 af fhe age of 73, wifh fhe Hand 
of fhe Cause of God Abu 'I-Qdsim Fai~( 
af fhe ,Yew Era Bahd'/ School, Panch
gani. 

deeply influenced by her example of 
total detachment, sacrifice and stead
fastness, and will miss her greatly. 
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The world 

Nearly 100 in Thailand camp declare 

As a result of teaching initiated by 
t\\'o Baha'is, the number of Baha'is in 
Thailand's Phanat Nikhom refugee 
camp now stands at close to 100. 

The two Baha'is who work at the 
camp are employed by humanitarian 
organizations. With their help, four 
other Baha'is were given permission to 
visit the camp last July 31 to observe 
the Feast of Kamal. 

The visitors found a surprising de
gree of personal and community devel
opment among the new Cambodian 
Baha'is in the camp. 

The first to become a Baha'i there, a 
Cambodian student who came to Thai
land about eight years ago, was told by 
fellow refugees that his ideas resembled 
those of the Baha'i Faith. After a long 
search, he finally found the Faith 
through an English teacher at the 
camp. 

After enrolling he began to teach 
others, and, as he later learned, on the 
same day last June that the martyrs 
were hanged in Shiraz, Iran, 50 of 
those he was teaching suddenly decided 
to become Baha'is. 

The Cambodian Baha'is in the camp 
began visiting another camp across the 
road, and by last August there were 
eight new Baha'is there, most of whom 
are Laotians in the process of re
settlement to other countries. 

Similar developments have been re
ported in another refugee camp for 

World Centre 

On June 27, the Universal House of 
Justice announced through its Secre
tariat the appointment of four new 
members of the Continental Boards of 
Counsellors. They are: 

In Africa-Mr. Gila Michael Bahta, 
\Ir. Kassimi Fofana. In the Amer
icas-\Ir. Shah poor \Ionadjem. In 
Australasia-\lrs. Joy Stewnson. 
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Laotians in nonhea.'ltern Thailand. In 
three months, the number of Baha'is 
there reached 80 in spite of the fact that 
there are no Baha'i workers at that 
camp. 

The Faith is being taught instead by 

Pictured are some of rhe 263 people 
who were enrol/ed in rhe Fairh be{\l'een 
A1av and Augusr 1983 ar rhe Phan(J{ 
Nikhom refugee processing ccmer in 
Chonburi, Thailand. The firsr ro be
come a Bahd'{ in rhe ('([mp II'(lS a Cam
bodian srudenr Il'ho learned of rhe 
Faith from Francis .\1a/lsley. an Amer
ican II'ho teaches English rhere. This 
led ro 263 enrol/me!1rs in afc II ' /1/(}!1rh,. 

Transkei 
On \Iay 27, the Dailr Disparch of 

Umtata, Transkei, published a nells re
lease from the International Com en
tion with a photograph of the eight 
members of the :\ational Spiritual A,
sembly of Transkei II ho attended. 

the new Baha'is themseh·es. Also, ~Ir. 
Kana, a former pioneer to Laos from 
~Ialaysia who is now an Auxiliary 
Board member, visits the Baha'is in the 
camp and works with them. 

Sow, there are Nineteen Day Feasts, 
deepening classes, and daily classes on 
r\\'o levelsfor children, while groups of 
Baluj '{s are working on the translation 
and publication of Bahd'/ writings. In 
Seprember, the National Spiritual 
.-issembly of Thailand authorized the 
election of a Local Spirirual Assembl.v 
ar rhe camp. 

The article mentions the 174 local
ities and 50 organized Baha'i com
munities in Transkei. The National As
'iembly says that, to the best of its 
kno\\ ledge, this is the first mention of 
the Faith in the Transkei newspaper. 



Austria 

Fifteen hundred Bahd'( youth from 40 
counrries garhered lasr July 23-26 in 
/nnsbruck, Austria, for a ElIrop!!an 
Youth Conference \\'hosc special rZII!!st 
speaker was the Hand of thc Calise of 

h'ory Coast 
Rouhaniyyih Tirandaz, a tral cling 

teacher from France, lisited h ory 
Coa~:, Guinea and \Ial! la'[ .JU!lc· a,k: 
July :oliol\ ing Zt prc1du,::1\ c three-II ech. 
\isit in \Iay to Lpper \·,llta. 

In \Iali, \Ir~. Tirandaz and Dal id 
Rhody, a long-time pioneer from Ca
nada, lisited Segoa 1\ here they held an 
institute for youth, a meeting for 
women, and made indilidual contacts 
\\ith non-Baha'is. 

In \Iali's capital j[y, Bornako, \11',. 
Tirandaz conducted deepening ,'!a'~e' 
each afternoon for 10 day,. 

There \\ere deepening session, (c) I' 
nel\' Baha'is each afll'rIlllc1n during a 
week-long stay in Guinea, and a clne
day institute \\as presented for all o( 
the friends. 

\\'hile \Ir<;. Tiranda7 \\a' in\t'id
Jan, hL1ry eoa,!' that Cc1UIllry', '\d-

God Amatu'I-Bahd Rul](yyih Khdnum. 
Other participants included seven 
members of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in Europe. Ten youth de
clared their belief in Bahd 'u 'Ildh dur-

tional Spiritual Assembly asked her to 
I'isit the western area of the country for 
t \\ 0 II' ee k , . 

In the I illage of \Ian, she conducted 
an institute attended by people who 
\\ere iI1lited from nearby lillage, 
where there are Spiritual Assemblies. 
She also I'isited the go\,ernor-general 
and his deputy, presenting them with a 
book about the Faith. 

In Bangolo, \1rs. Tirandaz spent a 
\\ee].. lisiting lillages where there are 
Spiritual Assem blies and cond lll.:t i ng 
elening classes. 

She stayed three days in Daloa, 
meeting \\ith Baha'is and seekers. An 
important elemeIll of her I i,it to Daloa 
lias a meeting I\ith members of ih 
Spiritual As,embly. 

ing the conference while 36 offered to 
travel to international pioneering 
posts. Th!! conji!rcncc themc Iras 'Set
ting Agloll' thc Hearts .. 

~icaragua 

About 160 people attended an In
ternational Day of Peace program Sep
tember ~O in \lanagua, '\icaragua. The 
program \\ as ,ponsored by the Na
tional Spiritual :\ssembly of ~ica

ragua. 
Speakers ilh:luded (ile men promi

nent in the fields of education, law, 
medicine and politic.,. The lone Baha'i 
panelist \\as Rodrigo Tomas, an Aux
iii ary Board mem ber from Cos ta Rica, 

TI\O unsolicited newspaper articles 
announ~'ed th~' elent along \\ith a paid 
ad placed in a leading new,paper by the 
:\ational Spiritual Assembly. 

Follo\\ing the meeting, another arti
cle appeared in a leading ne\\spaper. 
..... 11 articles meI1lioned that the Peace 
Day program \\ as sponsored by the 
'\atiLlnal Sl'irilual -\',embll' of ~ica
ragua. 
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New Zealand 
When the Baha'i community of 

Whangarei City, New Zealand, asked 
Han Hanh, a Vietnamese Baha'i who 
lives in Christchurch to visit their city 
to establish contact with the 50 Viet
namese who are now living there, he 
took a leave of absence from his job to 
carry out the request. 

Invitations in Vietnamese to attend a 
special fireside were sent to nine fam
ilies in Whangarei. The 30 guests who 
attended said later it was the first 

Canada 
The Tahirih Choir, composed of 

Iranian Baha'is now living in southern 
Ontario, Canada, is working to revive 
early songs inspired by the Faith. 

The choir has sung at several large 
Baha'i functions including the annual 
Conference of the Association for Ba
ha'i Studies which was held in No
vember 1983 in Chicago, Illinois. 

The choir hopes to be used as a ve
hicle for teaching the Faith while serv
ing its other purpose of preserving the 
classical Persian music that is now for
bidden in Iran, 

Baha'is participated last June in the 
annual convention of the Associated 
Countrywomen of the World in Van
couver, British Columbia, Canada. 

Baha'is from Vancouver took part in 
an interfaith service during the con
vention, while a Baha'i from Transkei 
served as a delegate. 

The organization works at promot
ing rural living and creating opportu
nities for country women to become 
better informed through women's in
stitutes that are operated in Canada 
and 68 other countries. 

Dominica 
Sixteen people who were attending a 

week-long Baha'i Summer School last 
August in Dominica declared their be
lief in Baha'u'llah. 

One of the new Baha'is was the min
ister of an important church on Do
minica. He is a dynamic young man 
who had studied the Faith for more 
than two years. 

Dominica is the site of a new Na
tional Spiritual Assembly in the Carib
bean. 
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meeting they had gone to in ;\;ew Zea
land that was conducted in their natin: 
language. Each guest who wanted one 
was given a Baha', prayer book. 

For three days, \Ir. Hanh visited 
Vietnamese and Polynesian families in 
the area. At a potluck supper for Viet
namese who wished to learn more 
about the Faith, a talk in English was 
translated by :\Ir. Hanh. Local Baha'is 
then answered questions, with \1r. 
Hanh translating the answers into Viet-

Hawaii 

People of several ages and ethnic back
grounds ride the Bahd'L'-sponsored 
float in rhis year's A/oha Days parade 
in Honolulu, Hawaii. The floar, bear-

The Hawaiian Baha'i community's 
float in the 1983 Aloha Week parade 
held September 24 in Honolulu re
ceived the Mayor's Award designating 
first place in the non-commercial di
vision. 

Baha'is from many communities on 
the island of Oahu, and some from 
other islands, worked throughout the 
night preceding the annual parade to 
prepare the !loat, which was covered 
with more than 40,000 flowers. 

The Baha'i-sponsored float included 
a large model of the famous Aloha 

namese. 
Some Vietnamese families now at

tend Baha'i Holy Day observances, 
and some of their children are at
tending Baha'i classes. 

In reporting the activity, the Whan
garei Baha'i community says, "Han's 
warm personality, knowledge of Bud
dhist background and Vietnamese cul
ture, and his devotion to the Cause ig
nited the spark of investigation in the 
local Vietnamese people ... " 

ing the words 'Bahd't' Faith' on its 
front, was covered with more than 
40,000 flowers. 

Tower, and replicas of the Koolau 
\lountains and a waterfall. 

Fourteen people of various ethnic 
backgrounds, ranging in age from six 
to 80 years and dressed in colorful 
costumes, rode on the float. 

This marked the 17th year in which 
the Baha'is of Hawaii have entered a 
float in the Aloha Week parade. So 
far, they have received 15 awards. 

Aloha Week is observed each year in 
Hawaii to recall the days when it was 
ruled by kings and queens. 



India 
Some 2,219 women in 187 localities 

in Uttar Pradesh, India, declared their 
belief in Baha'u'liah last July during a 
teaching campaign aimed especially to
ward women. 

Most of the new believers are the 
wives, daughters or mothers of Ba
ha'is. 

The Uttar Pradesh Teaching Com
mittee, helped by Auxiliary Board 
members, has begun a deepening pro
gram in which selected Baha'i women 
from the Kanpur, Farrukhabad and 
Etawah districts, where the enroll
ments took place, receive instruction in 
conducting special deepening classes. 

That teaching committee also inten
sified activities in five districts of the 
eastern zone with a three-week pro
gram in which several new Spiritual 
Assemblies were established and 1,852 
new Baha'is were enrolled. 

Forty villages in Uttar Pradesh have 
been chosen as sites for establishing 
tutorial schools. 

.y. .. .. 

Vocational training for rural women 
was begun last February at the Faizi In
stitute in Indore, Madhya Pradesh, In
dia. 

From 10 to 20 village women at a 
time are being trained in eight voca
tional areas during their approximately 

Pictured are members of a sewing class 
in the village of Nagalur, Tamil Nadu 
State, southern India. Karin Ferguson, 
a traveling teacher from Canada, is 
standing second from left. Miss Fer
guson, who visited India last February, 
described the Nagalur Baha'I' com-

Women from villages near Indore, In
dia, are seen attending a Baha'f voca
tional training class at the Faizf In
stitute in Indore. Classes range from 
mat weaving to soap-making and in
clude basic hygiene and health care. 
They are designed to provide village 
women with some economic assistance 

two-week stay at the Institute. 

Counsellor Zena Sorabjee, who was 
present at the February inauguration 
of the program, reports that 23 women 

munity as an active one with daily 
classes for 40 children, a women's 
deepening group, regular meetings of 
the Spiritual Assembly, Nineteen Day 
Feasts, and observances of Baha'{ 
Holy Days. 

through cottage industries and to give 
them hygiene training to help their 
families and villages. It is hoped that 
these women, who also learn Baha'f 
concepts, teachings, prayers and songs 
at the institute, will be able to train 
village children as well. 

were trained in candle and soap mak
ing during the first two sessions. They 
came from 12 villages. and some 
brought their children. 

Skills to be taught in future sessions 
will include sewing, shelling and pack
ing ground nuts, poultry farming, and 
mat weaving. 

Basic health and child care informa
tion is also a part of each training ses
sion. Instruction for the first two 
groups was giwn by a local Baha'i who 
is a medical student. 

Baha'i community development is 
being sen'ed by the participants' in
creased knowledge and sense of self
worth. It is expected that women so 
trained can be a basis for the education 
of children in their \'illages. 

* * * 
The Illustrated Weekly, the most 

popular English-language magazine in 
India, published a two-page article in 
June on the Baha'is in Iran. 

Written by Counsellor Zena Sorab
jee, the article refers to Baha'is as "the 
untouchables of Iran." 
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Alaska 
"Clarire3 Coffeehouse," begun last 

.I3nllar\ by a group of young adult Ba
ha',,, in ..... nchorage, ..... Iaska, has be
come rhe most 'lucce,sful teaching ef
t'l)f[ undertaken this year by the Baha'i 
community of ..... nchorage. 

"Clarirea" refers to darity of mind 
and em'ironment, and the coffeehouse 
was begun as an alternative to night 
spots that serve alcoholic beverages. 

Brazil 
Two hundred-thirty youth from 38 

communitie, in Brazil attended a :\a
tional Youth Conference last July 
15-17 in Sahador. 

Special guests at the con ference were 
Shah poor \lonadjem and Raul Pa\()n, 
members of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in the Americas. 

The youth and their guests paid 

Fourteen Baha'is and non-Baha'is 
attended the first evening at Claritea. Mexico 

tribute to Leonora Armstrong, the 
",pirirual mother of South America," 
by \isiting her resting place. 

-\ music fesri\al presented 1.+ new 
,ongs inspired by the Faith. The con
ference \\as followed by a two-week in
stitute for 30 teachers and pioneers 
from many parts of Brazil. 

Six months later, the typical audience ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

was better than 100, more than half of 
whom were not Baha'is. 

:'-Jearly every well-known local musi
cian has now performed or is scheduled 
to perform at the coffeehouse, and sev
eral declarations have resulted from 
the activities at Claritea. 

Publicity includes monthly paid ads 
in the Anchorage Daily News and pub
lic service announcements on local ra
dio stations. 

Kenya 
At Kenyatta University College in 

Nairobi, Kenya, a Baha'i professor on 
the faculty of education has been in
vited to give a course in the department 
of philosophy and religious studies to 
candidates for the M.A. degree who 
are training to be tutors in Kenya's 
teachers colleges. 

The course will run for a full year 
and consist of 52 lecture hours divided 
into 10 segments. After segments on 
eight earlier religious traditions, units 9 
and 10 will deal with the Babi and Ba
ha'i Faiths. 

EI Salvador 

One hundred twenty-five people in
duding 80 non-Baha'is attended a 
special conference for prominent per
sons last May 23 in San Salvador, El 
Salvador. The event was sponsored by 
the National Baha'i Public Relations 
Committee. 

The conference and reception had as 
a theme "The Door of Hope-The Ba
ha'i Faith on Mount Carmel." 

Its main purpose was to make the 
Faith known to distinguished citizens. 
The program included prayers, talks, 
music, and slides of the Holy Land. 
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Five of Mexico's 60 tribal groups were 
represented last June 16-19 at that 
country's first-ever Indigenous Council 
held at the Martha Root Institute in 
Muna, Yucatan. Participants are 

Malaysia 

Baha'is in Kuching, Borneo, \la
laysia organized a "red crescent" 
blood donation drive for Baha'is all 
over Malaysia during Ramadan, the 
Muslim month of fasting. 

A photograph of a group of Baha'is 
with a banner that reads "Blood 
donors save lives" was published in the 
July 11 issue of The Borneo Post. 

The Baha'is were reported as saying 
they hoped to compensate in some 
measure for the loss of blood to blood 
banks during the Ramadan period. 

shown here during a visit to Uxmal 
(background), a famed site of the an
cient Mayan culture. The indigenous 
peoples represented were Cathimi, 
Kami, i\{ayan, Otomi and Zapateca. 

The blood dri\'e served a second pur
pose. It commemorated, through a hu
manitarian service, the anniversary 
July 9 of the martyrdom of the Bab. 

Argentina 

A new Local Spiritual Assembly that 
was recently formed in Villa Angela, 
Argentina, is composed entirely of Ba
ha'is from the Mocovi tribe whose 
members first embraced the Faith dur
ing the Seven Year Plan. 



South Africa 

Shown are many 0/ the more than 100 
international and home/ront pioneers, 
Auxiliary Board members, and mem-

United Kingdom 
On June 26, The Observer of Lon

don published a six-column report 
about the murder June 18 of 10 Baha '\ 
women in Iran under the headline: 
"Baha'i Women Die for Their Faith." 

The moving account, accompanied 
by photographs of two of the young 
martyrs, details other recent events in 
Iran and presents a highly sympathetic 
picture of the beleaguered community 
and the quality of their faith which 
enables them to withstand cruel tor
tures. 

* * * 
"Ealing Unity Day," sponsored last 

June 2 by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Ealing, a borough of London, had 
good attendance including the deputy 
mayor and chief inspector of police. 

The name for the occasion, which 
was the fifth of its kind, was inspired 
by the borough motto, "Progress with 
Unity. " 

Replying to a Baha'i speaker, the 
deputy mayor expressed her admira-

pioneering committees who 
participated August 20-21 in the third 

tion for Baha'i principles, especially 
that of the equality of men and 
women. 

The other guest speaker, the chief in
spector of Ealing police (Southall sta
tion), noted the similarities between his 
work and the aims of the Baha'i com
munity in the elimination of all forms 
of prejudice and in working toward 
building a better society. 

Ghana 
The Timonde Tutorial School, es

tablished two years ago by the Spiritual 
Assembly of Timonde, Ghana, has 
been absorbed into the public school 
system of the area's educational dis
trict. 

"We have therefore the first Baha'i 
primary school in the country at Ti
monde in the Upper East," reports the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Ghana. 

Mariana Islands 
A national teaching conference Sep

tember 3-4 in the Mariana Islands in
cluded presentations by Ben Ayala and 
Richard Benson, both members of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors in 
Australasia, and Auxiliary Board 
member Marian Johnson. 

The conference, sponsored by the 
National Teaching Committee of the 
Mariana Islands, featured presenta
tions on using the mass media and on 
youth involvement in mass teaching 
campaigns. 

Spain 
More than 200 Baha'is from 45 com

munities in Spain attended a "spiritu
alization conference" April 6 in Liria. 
The event was sponsored by the Na
tional Teaching Committee. 

A regional spiritualization confer
ence in the Canary Islands was at
tended by 60 Baha'is fro'm nine com
munities. 
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Now available-a new "Champion Builder Book" about a great Bah6'f;t'~ ~fBl'h1>''';;;~ 

HAROOT· 
~abtlu?~, 

bYM. R. GARIS ' 
a highly readable biography of 

greatest teacher and the foremost Hand of the,~,~ -J#UfJ~-'f\'''~. 
, raised up by }tbdu'I-BoJui's. wiN in th~ 
---first BoJui'i century -----

-
R4l1r .. r~tn Root s motivation: 

. response to 54bdu'I-Bah6:'s 
,--.l .. i Her goal: to ,devote her 

fall~nts to bringing the message oj Bah6'u'1I6h to 
" ' > ' 

1f}w';?:l:!;;':u\'":~:, 'in 1 909 Martha'Root~ a respededPittsl)Urgh journalist.'b ecabie?a' 
_ the, world. She traversed the globe five times • spoke to, nllD.arec 

'millions through her newspaper articles mid radio broadcaSts 
kings. and maharajas • befriended a queen • tirelessly supported 
conferences. arranged for translations of Baha'i writings into many 

And she won the admiration of countless Baha'is and non-Baha'is . 
Root died, Shoghi Effendi wrote that her death was the heaviest blow 

. ' .. :~bd.u'l-Baha's passing. Today she still sets the pace for all who arise 

, , xv + 496 pages. notes. index to places. general index. 70+ photographs 

Hardcover Catalog No. 331-105 S2000* 
Softcover Catalog No. 331-106 SII00* 

0ii'lY In the United States. AU others write for 
and ordering and shipping Instructions. 

Available from 
Baht:i'i 
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World Centre 

New Social, Economic Office created 

To the Baha'fs of the World 
Dear Bahd'f Friends, 

The soul-stirring events in Baha'u'llah's native land and 
the concomitant advance into the theatre of world affairs of 
the agencies of His Administrative Order have combined to 
bring into focus new possibilities in the evolution of the Ba
ha'i world community. 

Our RiQvan message this year captured these implications 
in its reference to the opening before us of a wider horizon 
in whose light can dimly be discerned new pursuits and 
undertakings upon which we must soon embark. These por
tend our greater involvement in the development of the so
cial and economic life of peoples. 

From the beginning of His stupendous mission, Baha
'u'llah urged upon the attention of nations the necessity of 
ordering human affairs in such a way as to bring into being 
a world unified in all the essential aspects of its life. 

In unnumbered verses and tablets He repeatedly and vari
ously declared the "progress of the world" and the "de
velopment of nations" as being among the ordinances of 
God for this day. 

The oneness of mankind, which is at once the operating 
principle and ultimate goal of His Revelation, implies the 
achievement of a dynamic coherence between the spiritual 
and practical requirements of life on earth. 

The indispensability of this coherence is unmistakably il
lustrated in His ordination of the Mashriqu'l-Adhhir, the 
spiritual center of every Baha'i community round which 
must flourish dependencies dedicated to the social, hu
manitarian, educational and scientific advancement of man
kind. 

Thus, we can readily appreciate that although it has 
hitherto been impracticable for Baha'i institutions generally 
to emphasize development activities, the concept of social 
and economic development is enshrined in the sacred 
Teachings of our Faith. 

The beloved Master, through His illuminating words and 
deeds, set the example for the application of this concept to 
the reconstruction of society. Witness, for instance, what 
social and economic progress the Iranian believers attained 
under His loving guidance and, subsequently, with the un
failing encouragement of the Guardian of the Cause. 

Now, after all the years of constant teaching activity, the 
Community of the Greatest Name has grown to the stage at 
which the processes of this development must be incor
porated into its regular pursuits; particularly is action com
pelled by the expansion of the Faith in Third World coun-

' .... although it has hitherto been impracticable 
for Baha'i institutions generally to emphasize de
velopment activities, the concept of social and 
economic development is enshrined in the sacred 
Teachings of our Faith.' 

tries where the vast majority of its adherents reside. 
The steps to be taken must necessarily begin in the Baha'i 

community itself, with the friends endeavoring, through 
their application of spiritual principles, their rectitude of 
conduct and the practice of the art of consultation, to uplift 
themselves and thus become self-sufficient and self-reliant. 

Moreover, these exertions will conduce to the preserva
tion of human honor, so desired by Baha'u'llah. In the pro
cess and as a consequence, the friends will undoubtedly ex
tend the benefits of their efforts to society as a whole, until 
all mankind achieves the progress intended by the Lord of 
the Age. 

It is indeed propitious that systematic attention be given 
to this vital sphere of Baha'i endeavor. We are happy, there
fore, to announce the establishment at the World Centre of 
the Office of Social and Economic Development, which is 
to assist the Universal House of Justice to promote and 
coordinate the activities of the friends throughout the world 
in this new field. 

The International Teaching Centre and, through it, the 
Continental Boards of Counsellors are poised for the special 
responsibilities which devolve upon them to be alert to pos
sibilities for extending the development of social and eco
nomic life both within and outside the Baha'i community, 
and to advise and encourage the Assemblies and friends in 
their strivings. 

We call now upon National Spiritual Assemblies to con
sider the implications of this emerging trend for their re
spective communities, and to take well-conceived measures 
to involve the thought and actions of Local Spiritual Assem
blies and indi\'iduals in the de\ising and implementing of 
plans, within the constraints of existing circumstances and 
available resources. 

Progress in the development field will depend largely on 
natural stirrings at the grassroots, and it should receive its 
driving force from those sources rather than from an im
position of plans and programs from the top. 

The major task of National Assemblies, therefore, is to 
increase the local communities' awareness of needs and pos
sibilities, and to guide and coordinate the efforts resulting 
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from such awareness. 
Already in many areas the friends are witnessing the con

firmations of their initiatives in such pursuits as the found
ing of tutorial and other schools, the promotion of literac\. 
the launching of rural development programs, the incepti~n 
of educational radio stations, and the operation of agri
cultural and medical projects. As they enlarge the scope of 
their endeavors other modes of development will un
doubtedly emerge. 

This challenge evokes the resourcefulness, flexibility and 
cohesiveness of the many communities composing the Ba
ha'i world. 

Different communities will, of course, perceive different 
approaches and different solutions to similar needs. Some 
can offer assistance abroad, while, at the outset, others 
must of necessity receive assistance; but all, irrespective of 
circumstances or resources, are endowed with the capacity 
to respond in some measure; all can share; all can partici
pate in the joint enterprise of applying more systematically 
the principles of the Faith to upraising the quality of human 
life. The key to success is unity in spirit and in action. 

We go forward confident that the wholehearted involve
ment of the friends in these activities will ensure a deeper 
consolidation of the community at all levels. 

Our engagement in the technical aspects of development 
should, however, not be allowed to supplant the essentials 
of teaching, which remains the primary duty of every fol
lower of Baha'u'llah. Rather should our increased activities 

Belgium 

in the development field be viewed as a reinforcement of the 
teaching work, as a greater manifestation of faith in action. 
For, if expansion of the teaching work does not continue, 
there can be no hope of success for this enlarged dimension 
of the consolidation process. 

Ultimately, the call to action is addressed to the indi
\'idual friends, whether they be adult or youth, veteran or 
newly enrolled. 

Let them step forth to take their places in the arena of ser
vice where their talents and skills, their specialized training, 
their material resources, their offers of time and energy and, 
above all, their dedication to Baha'i principles, can be put 
to work in improving the lot of man. 

Mayall derive enduring inspiration from the following 
statement written in 1933 by the hand of our beloved Guar
dian: 

"The problems which confront the believers at the pres
ent time, whether social, spiritual, economic or administra
tive will be gradually solved as the number and the resources 
of the friends multiply and their capacity for service and for 
the application of Baha'i principles develops. They should 
be patient, confident and active in utilizing every possible 
opportunity that presents itself within the limits now neces
sarily imposed upon them. May the Almighty aid them to 
fulfil their highest hopes." 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 

The Universal House of Justice 
October 20, 1983 

Shown here are Bahd'is from Wal
court, Belgium, two municipal magis
trates, and three members of the (Own 
council who attended a reception last 
June 25 in the Walcourt Town Hallfor 
Baha'i traveling teacher Meherangi:; 

Munsiff (seated at left in front row). 
Mrs. Munsiff presented the Burgo
master of Walcourt, who is seated to 
her left. with a copy of the "white 
paper" on Iran. the book Call to the 
Nations. and a press kit on the Faith. 

She is holding a ceremonial cup of the 
town that was presented to her. Mrs. 
Munsiff visited 11 towns in Belgium 
during a five-week teaching trip that 
also took her to France, Corsica, Sicily 
and Malta. 
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Iran 

An 'open letter' from National Assembly 

On August 29, 1983, the Revolu
tionary Prosecutor General of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran, Siyyid Hu
sayn lvlz/sad Tabr{~/; declared in a 
press interview that Bahd'{ religious 
organizations were illegal and partici
pation in them was a criminal act. The 
decree outlawed the National Spiritual 
Assembly, governing body of the Iran
ian Bahd'{ community, and 400 local 
Spiritual Assemblies, as well as their 
committees and subsidiary institutions. 
In conformity with the teachings of 
their Faith, the Baha'i's of Iran dis
banded all their organizations. 

The dissolution of organizations that 
the Baha'i's call administrative institu
tions means much more than those 
who are unfamiliar with the role 
Spiritual Assemblies play in a com
munity that has no clergy may imagine. 
The Spiritual Assemblies collectil'ely 
perform the work of priest, teacher, 
adviser, trustee of funds, and keeper 0.1 
records. They admit to membership, 
witness marriages, supenise the relig
ious education of children, se{{le dis
putes among individuals, grant relig
ious divorce, encourage good deeds 
and censure bad behavior. Thus Spin
tual Assemblies are central to the hfe 
of the Baha'i' community. 

The document presented here is a leI
ter written by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'I's of Iran in re
sponse to the statement of the Pros
ecutor General outlawing Baha'I' ad
miniSTraTive instiTutions. One will rea
lize the degree of courage it Took The 
members of The Satianal SpiriTual As
sembly Thus TO address The Islamic gOl'
ernment when one recalls That 17 of 
Their predecessors on the ,Vational As
sembly had been either abducted or 
executed by the same regime. 

The letter, delivered to some 2, 000 
government officials and prominent 
personages in Iran, eloquently test(fies 

How could students, housewives, 
innocent young girls, and old 
men and women, such as those 
blameless Baha'is who have 
been recently delivered to the 
gallows in Iran, or who have be
come targets for the darts of pre
judice and enmity, be 'spies'? 

to the heroism of its authors and the 
peaceful nature of the community they 
led. IT exemplifies also the confidence 
and pride of those who firmly believe 
that the One unknowable God has de
creed the ultimate triumph of truth and 
justice. 

• 

who is unblinded by malice. The au
thorities are the refuge of the people; 
the judges in pursuit of their work of 
examining and ascertaining the truth 
and facts in legal cases devote years of 
their lives to studying the law and, 
when uncertain of a legal point, spend 
hours poring over copious tomes in 
order to cross a "t" or dot an "i." 

Yet these very people consider them
selves to be justified in brazenly bring
ing false accusations against a group of 
innocent people, without fear of the 
Day of Judgment, without even believ
ing the calumnies they utter against 
their victims, and having exerted not 
the slightest effort to investigate to any 
degree the validity of the charges they 
are making. "Methinks they are not 

The Banning of Bahd'i' Religious Institutions 
An open letter (translated from Persian) 
September 3, 1983 

Recently the esteemed Prosecutor 
General of the Islamic Revolution of 
the Country, in an interview that was 
published in the newspapers, declared 
that the continued functioning of the 
Baha'i religious and spiritual ad
ministration is banned and that mem
bership in its is considered to be a 
crime. 

This declaration was made after cer
tain unjustified accusations were level
ed against the Baha'i community of 
Iran, and after a number of its mem
bers-ostensibly for imaginary and 
fabricated crimes but in reality merely 
for the sake of their beliefs-were 
either executed, or arrested and im
prisoned. The majority of those who 
were imprisoned have not yet been 
brought to trial. 

The Baha'i community finds the 
conduct of the authorities and the 
judges bewildering and lamentable-as 
indeed would any fair-minded observer 

believers in the Day of Judgment." 
(l:lari~, a 14th century Persian poet) 

The honorable Prosecutor has again 
introduced the baseless and fictitious 
story that the Baha'is engage in es
pionage, but without producing so 
much as one document in support of 
the accusation, without presenting 
proof in any form, and without any ex
planation as to what is the mission in 
this country of this extraordinary num
ber of "spies": what sort of informa
tion they obtain and from what 
sources? Whither do they relay it, and 
for what purpose? 

What kind of "spy" is an 85-year
old man from Yazd who has never set 
foot outside his village? Why do these 
alleged "spies" not hide themselves, 
conceal their religious beliefs and exert 
every effort to penetrate, by every 
stratagem, the government's informa
tion centers and offices? Why has no 
Baha'i "spy" been arrested anywhere 
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else in the world? 

How could students, housewives, in
nocent young girls, and old men and 
women, such as those blameless Ba
ha'is who have been recently delivered 
to the gallows in Iran, or who have 
become targets for the darts of pre
judice and enmity, be "spies"? How 
could the Baha'i farmers of the villages 
of Afus, Chigan, the Fort of Malak 
(near I~fahan), and those of the village 
of Nuk in Birjand, be "spies"? What 
secret intelligence documents have 
been found in their possession? What 
espionage equipment has come to 
hand? What "spying" activities were 
engaged in by the primary school child
ren who have been expelled from their 
schools? 

Groundless accusations 
And how strange! The honorable 

Prosecutor perhaps does not know, or 
does not care to know, that spying is an 
element of politics, while non-inter
ference in politics is an established 
principle of the Baha'i Faith. On the 
contrary, Baha'is love their country 
and never permit themselves to be 
traitors. 'Abdu'l-Baha, successor of 
the Founder of the Baha'i Cause, says: 
"Any abasement is bearable except be
traying one's own country, and any sin 
is forgivable other than dishonoring 
the government and inflicting harm 
upon the nation." 

All the other accusations made 
against the Baha'is by the honorable 
Prosecutor of the Revolution are sim
ilarly groundless. He brands the Baha'i 
community with accusations of sub
version and corruption. 

For example, on the basis of a mani
festly forged interview, the falsity of 
which has been dealt with in a detailed 
statement, he accuses the Baha'i com
munity of hoarding, an act which its 
members would consider highly rep
rehensible. The Prosecutor alleges that 
the Baha'i administration sanctioned 
the insensible act of hoarding, yet he 
subtly overlooks the fact that with the 
proceeds that might be realized from 
the sale of unusable automobile spare 
parts whose total value is some 70 mil
lion tumans-the value of the stock of 
any medium-size store for spare 
parts-it would be impossible to over
throw a powerful government whose 
daily expenditures amount to hundreds 
of millions of tumans. If the Pros-
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ecutor chooses to label the Baha'i ad
ministration as a network of es
pionage, let him at least consider it in
telligent enough not to plan the over
throw of such a strong regime by 
hoarding a few spare parts! 

Yes, such allegations of corruption 
and subversion are similar to those 
hurled against us at the time of the 
Episcopalian case in I~fahan when this 
oppressed communi tv was accused of 
collaboration with fo'reign agents, as a 
result of which sewn innocent Baha'is 
of Yazd were executed. Following this 
the falsity of the charges was made 
known and the Prosecutor announced 
the episode to be the outcome of a 
forgery. 

Baha'is are accused of collecting 
contributions and transferring sums of 
money to foreign countries. How 
strange! If \1uslims, in accordance 
with their sacred and respected 
spiritual beliefs, send millions of 
tumans to Karbala, Najaf and 
Jerusalem, or to other Muslim holy 
places outside Iran, to be spent on the 
maintenance and upkeep of the Islamic 
sacred shrines, it is considered very 
praiseworthy; but if a Baha'i- even 
during the time in which the transfer of 
foreign currency was allowed-sends a 
negligible amount for his international 
community to be used for the repair 
and maintenance of the holy places of 
his faith, it is considered that he has 
committed an unforgivable sin and it is 
counted as proof that he has done so in 
order to strengthen other countries. 

Accusations of this nature are many 
but all are easy to investigate. If just 
and impartial people and God-fearing 
judges will only do so, the falsity of 
these spurious accusations will be re
vealed in case after case. The Baha'i 
community emphatically requests that 
such accusations be investigated openly 
in the presence of juries composed of 
judges and international obsen'ers so 
that, once and for all, the accusations 
may be discredited and their repetition 
prevented. 

The basic principles and beliefs of 
the Baha'is have been repeatedly pro
claimed and set forth in writing during 
the past five years. Apparently these 
communications, either by design or by 
mischance, ha\e not received any at
tention, otherwise accusations such as 
those described abow would not have 

been repeated by one of the highest and 
most responsible authorities. This in 
itself is a proof that the numerous com
munications referred to were not ac
corded the attention of the leaders; 
therefore, we mention them again. 

The Baha'i Faith confesses the unity 
of God and the justice of the divine Es
sence. It recognizes that Almighty God 
is an exalted, unknowable and conceal
ed entity, sanctified from ascent and 
descent, from egress and regress, and 
from assuming a physical body. 

The Baha'i Faith which professes the 
existence of the invisible God, the One, 
the Single, the Eternal, the Peerless, 
bO\vs before the loftiness of His 
Threshold, believes in all divine ~Iani
festations, considers all the Prophets 
from Adam to the Seal of the Prophets 
as true divine Messengers Who are the 
Manifestations of Truth in the world 
of creation, accepts Their Books as 
having come from God, believes in the 
continuation of the divine outpour
ings, emphatically believes in reward 
and punishment and, uniquely among 
existing revealed religions outside 
Islam, accepts the Prophet Muham
mad as a true Prophet and the Q~r'an 
as the Word of God. 

The Baha'i Faith embodies indepen
dent principles and laws. It has its own 
Holy Book. It prescribes pilgrimage 
and worship. A Baha'i performs 
obligatory prayers and observes a fast. 
He gives, according to his beliefs, 
tithes and contributions. He is required 
to be of upright conduct, to manifest a 
praiseworthy character, to love all 
mankind, to be of service to the world 
of humanity and to sacrifice his own 
interests for the good and well-being of 
his kind. He is forbidden to commit 
unbecoming deeds. 'Abdu'l-Baha says: 
"A Baha'i is known by the attributes 
manifested by him, not by his name; he 
is recognized by his character, not by 
his person." 

Virtue a requirement 

Shoghi Rabbani, the Guardian of 
the Baha'i Cause, says: " ... a person 
who is not adorned with the ornaments 
of virtue, sanctity, and morality, is not 
a true Baha'i, even though he may call 
himself one and be known as such." 

He also says: "The friends of God 
... are required to be virtuous, well
wishers, forbearing, sanctified, detach
ed from all except God and free from 



worldy concerns. They are called upon 
to manifest divine attributes and 
characteristics. " 

The teachings and laws of the Baha'i 
religion testify to this truth. Fortu
nately, the books and writings which 
have been plundered in abundance 
from the homes of Baha'is and are 
available to the authorities, bear wit
ness to the truth of these assertions. 

Baha'is, in keeping with their spiri
tual beliefs, stay clear of politics; they 
do not support or reject any party, 
group or nation; they do not champion 
or attack any ideology or specific po
litical philosophy; they shrink from 
and abhor political agitation. 

The Guardian of the Baha'i Cau~e 
says, "The followers of Baha 'u 'liah 
under whatever state or government 
~~ey reside should conduct thermeh e~ 
with truthfulness, fidelity, trustwor
thiness and absolute \'irtue ... The\ 
neither thirst for fame nor clamor fo"r 
leadership. They neither indulge in 
flattery, nor practice hypocrisy, nor 
are they impelled by selfish ambition or 
the desire to accumulate wealth. They 
are not anxious to attain high ranks 
and positions, nor are they the bond
slaves of titles and honors. They abhor 
every form of ostentation and are far 
removed from the use of such method, 
as would entail violence or coercion. 
They have detached themseh'es from 
all else saw God and ha\'e fixed their 
hearts upon the unfailing promises of 
their Lord .... They ha\'e become for
getful of their own selves and have 
dedicated themselves to that which \\il! 
sen'e the interests of humani!" 
... They unhesitatingly refuse such 
functions and posts as are political in 
nature. but wholeheartedly accept 
those that are purely administrati\C in 
character. For the cardinal aim of the 
people of Baha is to promote the in
terests of the whole nation .... 

"Such is the way of the follo\\ers of 
Baha, such is the attitude of the spiri
tually-minded, and \\hatsoe\w else is 
but manifest error. .. 

Also, Baha'is, in accordance with 
their exalted teachings, are duty bound 
to be obedient to their government. 
Elucidating this subject, Shoghi Rab
bani says: "The people of Baha are re
quired to obey their respective gO\ern
ments, and to demonstrate their truth
fulness and good will toward the au-

thorities .... Baha'is, in every land and 
without any exception, should... be 
obedient and bow to the clear instruc
tions and the declared decrees issued bv 
the authorities. They must faithfull~' 
carry out such directives." -

Baha'i organizations have no aim ex
cept the good of all nations and do not 
take any steps that are against the pub
lic good. 

Contrary to the conception it mav 
create in the mind because of the simr-

'Many are the pure and innocent 
lives that have been snuffed out; 
many the distinguished heads 
that have adorned the hang
man's noose; and many the 
precious breasts that have be
come the targets of firing 
squads. ' 

larity in name, it does not resemble the 
current organizations of political par
ties; it does not interfere in political af
fairs; and it is the safeguard against the 
involvement of Baha'is in subversive 
political activities. Its high ideals are 
"to improve the characters of men; to 
extend the scope of knowledge; to 
abolish ignorance and prejudice; to 
strengthen the foundations of true reli
gion in all hearts; to encourage self
reliance, and discourage false imita
tion; .. , to uphold truthfulness, au
dacity, frankness, and courage; to pro
mote craftsmanship and agricul
ture; '" to educate, on a compulsory 
basis, children of both sexes; to insist 
on integrity in business transactions; to 

lay stress on the observance of honesty 
and piety; .. , to acquire mastery and 
skill in the modern sciences and arts; to 
promote the interests of the pub
lic; ... to obey outwardly and inwardly 
and with true loyalty the regulations 
enacted by state and government; ... to 
honor, to extol and to follow the exam
ple of those who have distinguished 
themselves in science and learning .... " 
And again, " ... to help the needy from 
every creed or sect, and to collaborate 
with the people of the country in all 
welfare services." 

In brief, whatever the clergy in other 
religions undertake individually and by 
virtue of their appointment to their po
sitions, the Baha '\ administration per-

forms COllectively and through an elec
tive process. 

The statements made by the esteem
ed Prosecutor of the Revolution do not 
seem to have legal basis, because in 
order to circumscribe individuals and 
deprive them of the rights which have 
not been denied them by the Constitu
tion, it is necessary to enact special 
legislation, provided that legislation is 
not contradictory to the Constitution. 

It was hoped that the past recent 
years would have witnessed, on the one 
hand, the administration of divine jus
tice-a principle promoted by the true 
religion of Islam and prescribed by all 
monotheistic religions-and, on the 
other, and coupled with an impartial 
investigation of the truths of the Baha'i 
Faith, the abolition or at least mitiga
tion of discrimination, restrictions and 
pressures suffered by Baha'is over the 
past 135 years. 

Alas, on the contrary, because of 
long-standing misunderstandings and 
prejudices, the difficulties increased 
immensely and the portals of calamity 
were thrown wide open in the faces of 
the long-suffering and sorely oppressed 
Baha'is of Iran who were, to an even 
greater degree, deprived of their birth
rights through the systematic machina
tions of government officials who are 
supposed to be the refuge of the public, 
and of some impostors in the garb of 
divines, who engaged in official or un
official spreading of mischievous and 
harmful accusations and calumnies, 
and issued, in the name of religious 
and judicial authorities, unlawful de
crees and verdicts. 

Many are the pure and innocent lives 
that have been snuffed out; many the 
distinguished heads that have adorned 
the hangman's noose; and many the 
precious breasts that have become the 
targets of firing squads. Vast amounts 
of money and great quantities of per
sonal property have been plundered or 
confiscated, Many technical experts 
and learned people have been tortured 
and condemned to long-term imprison
ment and are still languishing in dark 
dungeons, deprived of the opportunity 
of placing their expertise at the service 
of the government and the nation. 

Numerous are the self-sacrificing 
employees of the government who 
spent their lives in faithful service but 
who were dismissed from work and af
flicted with poverty and need because 
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of hatred and prejudice. Even the 
owners of private firms and institu
tions were prevented from engaging 
Baha'is. 

Many privately-owned Baha'i estab
lishments have been confiscated. Many 
tradesmen have been denied the right 
to continue working by cancellation of 
their business licenses. Baha'i youth 
have been denied access to education in 
many schools and in all universities 
and institutions of higher education. 
Baha'i university students abroad are 
deprived of receiving money for their 
education, and others who wish to pur
sue their studies outside of Iran have 
been denied exit permits. 

Baha'is, including the very sick 
whose only hope for cure was to re
ceive medical treatment in specialized 
medical centers in foreign lands, have 
been prevented from leaving the coun
try. Baha'i cemeteries have been con
fiscated and bodies rudely disinterred. 
Numerous have been the days when a 
body has remained unburied while the 
bereaved family pleaded to have a per
mit issued and a burial place assigned 
so that the body might be decently 
buried. 

As of today, thousands of Baha'is 
have been divested of their homes and 
forced to live as exiles. Many have been 
driven from their villages and dwelling 
places and are living as wanderers and 
stranded refugees in other parts of Iran 
with no other haven and refuge but the 
Court of the All-Merciful God and the 
loving-kindness of their friends and 
relatives. 

It is a pity that the mass media, 
newspapers and magazines, either do 
not want or are not allowed to publish 
any news about the Baha'i community 
of Iran or to elaborate upon what is 
happening. If they were free to do so 
and were unbiased in reporting the 
news, volumes would have been com
piled describing the inhumane cruelty 
to and oppression of the innocent. 

For example, if they were allowed to 
do so, they would have written that in 
Shiraz seven courageous men and 10 
valiant women-seven of whom were 
girls in the prime of their lives
audaciously rejected the suggestion of 
the religious judge that they recant 
their faith or, at least, dissemble their 
belief, and preferred death to the con
~ealment of their faith. The women, 
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after hours of waiting with dried lips, 
shrouded themselves in their chadurs, 
kissed the noose of their gallows, and 
with intense love offered up their souls 
for the One Who proffereth life. 

The observers of this cruel scene 
might well ask forgiveness for the mur
derers at Karbala, since they, despite 
their countless atrocities, did not put 
women to the sword nor harass the sick 
and infirm. Alas, tongues are pre
vented from making utterance and 

As of today, thousands of Ba
ha'is have been divested of their 
homes and forced to live as ex
iles. Many have been driven 
from their villages and dwelling 
places and are living as wander
ers and stranded refugees in 
other parts of Iran . . . 

pens are broken and the hidden cause 
of these brutalities is not made mani
fest to teach the world a lesson. 

The Prosecutor alleges that they 
were spies. Gracious God! Where in 
history can one point to a spy who 
readily surrendered his life in order to 
prove the truth of his belief? 

Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope 
of this letter to recount the atrocities 
inflicted upon the guiltless Baha'is of 
Iran, or to answer, one by one, the ac
cusations leveled against them. But let 
us ask all just and fair-minded people 
only one question: If, according to the 
much-publicized statements of the 
Prosecutor, Baha'is are not arrested 
and executed because of their beliefs, 
and are not even imprisoned on that 
account, how is it that, when a group 
of them is arrested and each is charged 
with the same "crime" of "spying," if 
one of them recants his belief, he is im
mediately freed, a photograph of him 
and a description of his defection are 
victoriously featured in the news
papers, and respect and glory are 
heaped upon him? 

What kind of spying, subversion, il
legal accumulation of goods, aggres
sion or conspiracy, or other "crime" 
can it be that is capable of being blot
ted out upon the recantation of one's 
beliefs? Is this not a clear proof of the 
absurdity of the accusations? 

In spite of all this, the Baha'i com-

munity of Iran, whose principles have 
been described earlier in this statement, 
announces the suspension of the Baha'i 
organizations throughout Iran, in 
order to establish its good intentions 
and in conformity with its basic tenets 
concerning complete obedience to the 
instructions of the government. 

Henceforth, until the time when, 
God willing, the misunderstandings are 
eliminated and the realities are at last 
made manifest to the authorities, the 
National Assembly and all local Spiri
tual Assemblies and their committees 
are disbanded, and no one may any 
longer be designated a member of the 
Baha'i administration. 

The Baha'i community of Iran hopes 
that this step will be considered a sign 
of its complete obedience to the gov
ernment in power. It further hopes that 
the authorities-including the esteem
ed Prosecutor of the Islamic Revolu
tion who says that there is no opposi
tion to and no enmity toward indivi
dual Baha'is, who has acknowledged 
the existence of a large Baha'i com
munity, and has, in his interview, 
guaranteed its members the right to live 
and be free in their acts of wor
ship-will reciprocate by proving their 
good intentions and the truth of their 
assurances by issuing orders that 
pledge, henceforth: 

I. To bring to an end the persecu
tions, arrests, torture and imprison
ment of Baha'is for imaginary crimes 
and on baseless pretexts, because God 
knows-and so do the authorities
that the only "crime" of which these 
innocent ones are guilty is that of their 
beliefs, and not the unsubstantiated ac
cusations brought against them; 

2. To guarantee the safety of their 
lives, their personal property and be
longings, and their honor; 

3. To accord them freedom to 
choose their residence and occupation 
and the right of association based on 
the provisions of the Constitution of 
the Islamic Republic; 

4. To restore all the rights which 
have been taken away fr/.m them in ac
cordance with the groundless asser
tions of the Prosecutor of the Country; 

5. To restore to Baha'i employees 
the rights denied them by returning 
them to their jobs and by paying them 
their due wages; 

6. To release from prison all inno-



cent prisoners; 
7. To lift the restrictions imposed on 

the properties of those Baha'is who, in 
their own country, have been deprived 
of their belongings; 

8. To permit Baha'i students who 
wish to continue their studies abroad to 
benefit from the same facilities that are 
provided to others; 

9. To permit those Baha'i youth who 
have been prevented from continuing 
their studies in the country to resume 
their education; 

10. To permit those Baha'i students 
stranded abroad who have been depriv
ed of foreign exchange facilities to 
receive their allowances as other Iran
ian students do; 

11. To restore Baha'i cemeteries and 
to permit Baha'is to bury their dead in 
accordance with Baha'i burial cere
monies; 

12. To guarantee the freedom of Ba-

India 

'{S in the tribal area of Dang in 
Gujarat State, India, perform a tradi
tional welcoming ceremony for visitors 

ha'is to perform their religious rites; to 
conduct funerals and burials induding 
the recitation of the Prayer for the 
Dead; to solemnize Baha'i marriages 
and divorces, and to carry out all acts 
of worship and laws and ordinances af
fecting personal status; because al
though Baha'is are entirely obedient 
and subordinate to the government in 
the administration of the affairs which 
are in the jurisdiction of Baha'i organi
zations, in matters of conscience and 
belief, and in accordance with their 
spiritual principles, they prefer martyr
dom to recantation or the abandoning 
of the divine ordinances prescribed by 
their faith; 

13. To desist henceforth from ar
resting and imprisoning anyone be
cause of his previous membership in 
Baha'i organizations. 

Finally, although the order issued by 
the Prosecutor of the Islamic Revolu-

from Bo who arn or 

tion was unjust and unfair, we have ac
cepted it. We beseech God to remove 
the dross of prejudice from the hearts 
of the authorities so that, aided and en
lightened by His confirmations, they 
will be inspired to recognize the true 
nature of the affairs of the BaM'i com
munity and come to the unalterable 
conviction that the infliction of atro
cities and cruelties upon a pious band 
of wronged ones, and the shedding of 
their pure blood, will stain the good 
name and injure the prestige of any na
tion or government, for what will, in 
truth, endure are the records of good 
deeds, and of acts of justice and fair
ness, and the names of the doers of 
good. These will history preserve in its 
bosom for posterity. 

Respectfully, 
National Spiritual Assembly 

of the Baha'is of Iran 

the dedication of a new Bahd'( Center jee. 
in Bhisya. Among those present at the 
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Canada 

Association's 8th annual Conference 

More than 500 people from 13 coun
tries participated November 4-7 in the 
eighth annual Conference of the Asso
ciation for Baha'i Studies, the first 
such event ever held outside of Ca
nada. 

This year's Conference, at the Pal
mer House in Chicago, was blessed by 
the presence of the Hand of the Cause 
of God Dhikrullah Khadem. 

A splendid array of Baha'i and non
Baha'i speakers presented scholarly ad
dresses on a wide range of topics within 
the framework of the Conference 
themes, "New Dimensions in De
velopment," "Integrating Personal 
and Social Change," and "The Elimi
nation of Violence as a Prerequisite for 
World Peace." 

Three simultaneous Saturday even
ing sessions included presentations on 
"Uses and Abuses of Power," "Arts 
and Sciences in the New Age," and 
"Historical Studies on the Baha'i 
Faith. " 

The annual l:Iasan Balyuzi Lecture, 
named in honor of the Hand of the 
Cause of God whose scholarly works 
on the history of the Faith are known 
to Baha'is all over the world, was 
delivered Sunday afternoon by Dr. 
Firuz Kazemzadeh, professor of Rus
sian history at Yale University and 
presently secretary of the U.S. Na
tional Spiritual Assembly. 

Dr. Kazemzadeh's topic was "The 
Soviet Official Interpretation of Babi
Baha'i History." 

Another first for this year's Con
ference was a Sunday evening session 
at the Baha'i House of Worship in 
Wilmette. 

That session featured a slide presen
tation and talk on the history of the 
Temple entitled "The Dawning 
Place," presented by Bruce Whitmore, 
administrator of the House of Worship 
and secretary of its Activities Commit-
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The Tdhirih BaM'{ Chorus from 
southern Ontario, Canada, entertains 
during the eighth annual Conference of 

tee, followed by an address by Dr. 
Amin Banani, professor of Islamic 
Studies at the University of California 
at Los Angeles, entitled "Religion or 
Foreign Intrigue: The Case of the Babi
Baha'i Movement in Iran." 

The non-Baha'i speakers at the Con
ference were Dr. Ervin Laszlo, director 
of the United Nations Institute for 
Training and Research (UNIT AR), 
and Dr. Joanna Macy, an author, com
munity development facilitator and 
professor at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley. 

Dr. Laszlo's topic was "The Coming 
Transformation of Global Society and 
Today's Action Imperative." 

Dr. Macy spoke on "A Spiritual Ap
proach to Social Change." 

Other speakers and their topics: 
Brian AuII, doctoral candidate in 

Electrical Engineering, MIT, Cam
bridge, Massachusetts ("The Baha'i 
Faith and 20th Century Science"). 

Dr. Julie Badiee, assistant professor 
of art history, Western Maryland Col-

the Association for BaM'{ Studies 
which was held November 4-7 in Chi
cago, Illinois. 

lege ("Images of the New Age in 20th 
Century Art"). 

Sheila Banani, Santa Monica, Cal
ifornia ("Unity: The Ultimate Para
digm Shift"). 

Christopher Buck, student in re
ligious studies, University of British 
Columbia ("Illuminator vs. Redeemer: 
A Trajectory of Ebionite Christology 
from Prophet Messianism to Baha'i 
Theophanology' '). 

Dr. Gustavo Correa, project di
rector, FUNDAEC, Cali, Colombia 
("FUNDAEC: A Case Study of an Al
ternative for Rural Development"). 

Dr. Glen Eyford, professor of inter
national development, University of 
Alberta, and member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Canada 
("Strategies for Social Change"). 

Richard Gagnon, doctoral candidate 
in political science, Laval University, 
Quebec, Canada ("Structure of Power 
in the Baha'i Administrative Order"). 

Dr. Christine Hakim, author and so-



ciologist, Pully, Switzerland ("Victory 
Over Violence"). 

Dr. Hoda Mahmoudi, program 
chairman, social sciences program, 
Westminster College, Salt Lake City, 
Utah ("The Institutions of Govern
ment and Politics and the Baha'i 
Faith "). 

Jack McLean, secondary school 
teacher, Hull, Quebec, Canada ("The 
Role of Intuition in the Knowledge of 
God"). 

Harvey McMurray, adjunct assistant 
professor, Rutgers University, New
ark, New Jersey ("General Principles 
for a Crime-Free Society: A Baha'i 
Perspective"). 

Brad Pokorny, reporter, Boston 
Globe ("Disarmament and the Baha'i 
Faith"). 

Dr. Udo Schaefer, author and senior 

public prosecutor, Heidelberg, West 
Germany ("Iustitia Fundamentum 
Regnorum: On the Future of Penal 
Law"). 

John Paul Vader, Nyon, Switzerland 
("Professor Auguste Forel in Defense 
of the Persecuted Persian Baha'is: 
1925-1927"). Mr. Vader's paper was 
presented by May Hofman Ballerio. 

Will van den Hoonard, professor of 
sociology, University of New Bruns
wick, Canada ("World Views and the 
Shape of Baha'i Communities"). 

Awards for excellence in Baha'i 
studies were presented in three cat
egories: high school, college, and 
general. 

The high school winners were Helen 
and John Danesh of Norman, Okla
homa (' 'The Role of Youth in Peace' '). 

In the university category, the win-

Above: Dr. Amin Banani addresses a break, some of the friends at the Con
Sunday evening audience at the Baha'{ ference gather for refreshments and 
House of Worship. Belo ..... : During a fellowship. 

ner was Susan Stiles, a student in 
religious studies at the University of 
Arizona, Tucson ("Zoroastrian Con
versions to the Baha'i Faith in Yazd, 
Iran"). 

Top honors in the :;eneral category 
were won 'by Shirin Sabri of Nicosia, 
Cyprus ("The Purpose of Poetry"). 

The annual meeting of the Associa
tion, held Sunday afternoon as a part 
of the Conference, was chaired by Dr. 

Above: Dr. Hoda Mahmoudi of Salt 
Lake City, Utah, speaks on 'The Insti
tutions of Government and Politics 
and the Baha'{ Faith. ' Below: Harvey 
McMurray of Rutgers University 
speaks on 'General Principles of a 
Crime-Free Society: A Baha'i Perspec
tive. ' 
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The Hand of the Cause of God 
Dhikru'lldh Khddem with high school 

Hossain Danesh, chairman Of the As
sociation's Executive Committee and 
chairman of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Canada. 

Monday's final Conference session 
was devoted to a panel discussion, 
"From Ideas to Action," in which oral 
and written questions from the au
dience were addressed. 

The panelists were Dr. Danesh, Dr. 
Laszlo, Dr. Macy and Dr. Schaefer. 

Entertainment at the various Con
ference sessions was supplied by san
tour player Kiu Haghighi of Glenview, 
Illinois; pianist Niuta Isserlin of St. 
Petersburg, Florida; and the Tahirih 
Baha'i Chorus from southern Ontario, 
Canada. 

In all, some 510 people were reg
istered at the Conference. The coun
tries represented were Bermuda, Ca
nada, Colombia, Cyprus, England, 
Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Kenya, 
Portugal, Switzerland and the United 
States. 

The Association, which exists to cul
tivate opportunities for formal presen
tations of the Baha', Faith at univer
sities and colleges and to promote Ba
ha'i scholarship, was established in 
1974 by the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Canada as th'-! Canadian Asso
ciation for Studies on the Baha', Faith 
in response to a goal of the Five Year 
Plan given to the Baha'i community by 
the Universal House of Justice. 

In 1981, owing to its worldwide ex
pansion, the Association secured the 
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essay winners John and Helen Danesh 
of Norman, Oklahoma. 

approval of the House of Justice to 
change its name to the Association for 
Baha'i Studies. 

The Centre for Baha', Studies, adja
cent to the campus of the University of 
Ottawa, coordinates the activities of 
the Association and serves as a center 
for research, instruction and informa
tion on Baha'i studies. 

The Association maintains a library 
within the Centre, collecting literature 
and studies on the Baha'i Faith (e.g., 
books, articles, theses and disserta-

Sheila Banani of Santa Monica, Cali
fornia, speaks on the topic 'Unity: The 
Ultimate Paradigm . . Seated at the dais 

Dr. Udo Schaefer addresses the Con
ference. 

tions). 
In addition to its annual Conference, 

the Association holds a number of re
gional conferences each year which 
provide opportunities for Baha'is and 
others who are interested in Baha'i 
studies to make formal presentations 
and exchange ideas. 

The Association's ninth annual Con
ference, whose theme is "The Vision of 
Shoghi Effendi," will be held Novem
ber 2-4, 1984, at the Chateau Laurier 
Hotel in Ottawa, Canada. 

is Dr. Glen Eyford, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Ca
nada who chaired that session. 



Among the many outstanding speakers 
at the 8th annual Conference of the As
sociation for Baha'i Studies were 
(clockwise from top left) Dr. Firuz Ka
zemzadeh, secretary of the U.S. Na
tional Spiritual Assembly; Brad Po
korny of Boston, Massachusetts; Dr. 
Joanna Macy of Berkeley, California; 
Dr. Gustavo Correa of Cali, Colom
bia; Dr. Christine Hakim of Pully, 
Switzerland; Dr. Glen Eyford, a mem
ber of the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Canada; Brian AUII of Cambridge, 
lwassachusetts; and Dr. Ervin Laszlo, 
director of the United Nations Institute 
for Training and Research (UNIT AR). 
The Conference was held November 
4-7 in Chicago, Illinois. 
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In memoriam 

Counsellor Pavon dies in Lima, Peru 

On Sunday morning, October 23, 
the soil of Lima, Peru, once again 
claimed the precious remains of one of 
Ecuador's champion-builders of the 
Cause of Baha'u'llah, Counsellor Raul 
Pavon M., who was the father of mass 
conversion in his country and the 
mastermind behind the establishment 
of Radio Baha'i in Ecuador. 

The first of Ecuador's heroes of the 
Cause to be buried in Lima was John 
Pope Stearns, the father of the Baha'i 
Faith in Ecuador and the initiator of 
the use of radio to spread the Cause in 
Peru. 

Since Baha'u'liah regards teaching 
as "the most meritorious of all deeds," 
Counsellor Pavon certainly acquired 
many merits during his 25 years as a 
Baha'i-during 23 of which he served 
as a volunteer teacher of the Cause, as 
a member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Ecuador and of Local As
semblies in Otavalo and Quito, and, 
for the last 10 years, as a member of 
the Board of Counsellors in South Am
erica and later in the Americas. 

He was elected to the first National 
Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador and 
served on that body until he was named 
a Counsellor in 1973. 

When it was recognized that mass 
conversion was imminent in Ecuador, 
Sr. Pavon was appointed national 
teaching instructor for the entire coun
try. He was not a learned person aca
demically, having left school at an 
early age, but he was always interested 
in studying religion and the mysteries. 

This tribute to Counsellor Raul 
Pavon who died October 22 in Lima, 
Peru, was written for Baha'i News on 
behalf of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in the Americas and The 
National SpiriTual Assembly of Ecua
dor by Mrs. Helen Hornby of Quito, 
Ecuador. 
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RAl"L PAVO:\T 

He once confided that he loved poetry, 
and that as a young man he would of
ten go away alone and practice writing 
and reciting poetry and to pray. 

He said that soon after he heard of 
the Baha'i Faith he knew that this was 
what he had been 5earching for and felt 
he had a mission. but could not fathom 
what it might be. 

When asked how he became inter
ested in mass conversion, he said he 
became enthralled with the Guardian's 
letters when he was introduced to 
them, and that he studied them care
fully and somehow became caught up 
in the spirit of mass conversion; he felt 
that he understood the messages spiri
tually and felt inspired to try mass 
teaching in the campo. I 

Counsellor Pavon was actually a shy 
man who a\oided the limelight when
ever possible. His shyness. however. 

did not obscure his vision-a vision the 
scope of which often extended far be
yond the reach of those who worked 
with him, and sometimes caused con
flict. For example, his vision of mass 
conversion in rugged Ecuador was cer
tainly far beyond the imagination ini
tially of some members of that com
munity including Assembly members 
and pioneers. 

He once recalled that had it not been 
for the staunch support of Dorothy 
Campbell (Rougeou), the secretary of 
the National Spiritual Assembly, who 
had faith in him, he was not sure what 
he would have done-the pressure was 
so great at times against mass teaching 
and his efforts. 

He often mentioned Dorothy, saying 
she was his constant teacher who had 
played a tremendous role in making 
him what he was. 

Sr. Pavon's vision regarding radio 
and its potential in developing and pro
claiming the Faith was both praised 
and challenged. He deeply admired 
John Stearns, the first pioneer to Ecua
dor, and was astonished that John, 
even in those early days, had captured 
the vision of the role radio could play 
in proclaiming the Cause and had ini
tiated the first Baha'i broadcast in the 
country. 

The Counsellor knew that the Guar
dian advocated the use of radio to 
spread the Teachings, and he diligently 
pursued that vision until it became a 
reality as Radio Baha'i of Ecuador, the 
first Baha'i-owned and operated sta
tion in the world. 

Sr. Pavon is also responsible for the 
establishment of the Enoch Olinga In
stitute in Esmeraldas. At the close of 
the Five Year Plan he told the resident 

I Information III fIllS uri/de regarding RGlil Pavon IS taken from personal interviews with 
him for the' "HISlOn' of fhe Bahd 'i Faifh in Ecuador" and from the Archives oj the Na
tional Spiril/lal ...!ssemb/l· of fhe Bahd 'is of Ecuador. 



pioneer in that city, Auxiliary Board 
member James Jensen, that it was time 
for Esmeraldas to have its own Baha'i 
institute, and directed Jimmie to pur
sue that objective, which he did with 
success. 

Olinga campaign mainstay 

Again, it was Counsellor Pavon who 
envisioned and called for the Enoch 
Olinga teaching campaign which is be
ing successfully carried out to this day 
along the river from Esmeraldas to 
Colombia and Panama. The Hand of 
the Cause of God Enoch Olinga had 
planned to return to Ecuador and teach 
with the friends in these areas for 
several months. Since he died before he 
could accomplish that plan, the cam
paign was dedicated to his memory and 
adopted his name. 

The mainstay of this campaign was 
none other than Raul Pavon, with the 
Hand of the Cause of God Rai)ma
tu'll<ih Muhajir also a firm supporter. 
It is somewhat awesome to reflect that 
each of these three magnificent teach
ers should have passed away to the 
Abha Kingdom so suddenly, and at 
such an early age. 

For many years Sr. Pavon's health 
was quite delicate. Srta. Teresa Jara, 
who was his "girl Friday" for a num
ber of years in mass teaching, recalls 
how ill he would become while tra'.el 
ing over the high mountain ranges to 
reach the homes of the indigenous peo
ple; how on at least three occasions she 
witnessed the power of Baha'u'llah re
vive him in the mountains when it 
seemed obvious that he was dying and 
there was no help in sight. 

The doctors had ordered Sr. Pavon 
out of the mountains years ago. but he 
was greatly attached to his home, his 
family (he was responsible for his par
ents accepting the Faith, and, grad
ually, everyone else in his immediate 
family), and the teaching work in Ota
valo, and he would \'enture down to 
sea level only for short periods. As the 
years passed, however, and he was call
ed upon to travel almost constantly, his 
attacks became more frequent, and 
often necessitated medical care while 
he was traveling, 

Returning from a meeting of the 
Board of Counsellors last August, Sr. 
Pavon was taken ill at the \1iami air
port and had to be hospitalized in that 

city, The doctors wanted to operate, 
but as soon as he improved sufficiently 
to travel, he decided to return home to 
consult with his family and seek fur
ther medical advice. 

Because his understanding of Eng
lish was limited, Sr. Pavon asked Aux
iliary Board member Charles Hornby 
to contact a Baha'i specialist in the 
United States, who, after consulting 
with the doctors who had examined 
him in Miami, suggested that he come 
to the States, for it was possible that 
with proper treatment an operation 
could be avoided. Sr. Pavon went to 
the U.S. with his wife, and after a 
thorough examination it was decided 
that he did not need an operation, at 
least for the present. Corrective treat
ment was recommended, and he was 
allowed after a time to return to Ecua
dor. 

On his arrival he found a cable from 
Bolivia urgently requesting his pres
ence to handle an emergency situation 
that had arisen in connection with that 
country's proposed radio station. 
Counsellor Pavon felt duty-bound to 
go, and left the following day without 
taking time to rest, going from the high 
altitude in Ecuador to an even higher 
one in Bolivia. 

After spending a week there he be
came ill but was able to travel to Lima 
where he met with the National As
sembly and lunched with friends. Re
fusing hospitality on this visit, he went 
to a hostel near the I:Ia~iratu 'l-Quds 
where his condition worsened during 
the night. 

By the following day his condition 
was such that the devoted Baha'i doc
tor, Enrique Sanchez, had him hos
pitalized. The news that Counsellor 
Pavon was hospitalized in Lima came 
as a shock to his family and friends, 
who had thought he was in Bolivia. 

When his condition grew more seri
ious the doctors decided to operate to 
be sure that their diagnosis, pan
creatitis, was correct. This was a dif
ferent ailment than the one he had suf
fered from over the years and for 
which he had been recently treated in 
the United States. 

The doctors found that their diag
nosis was correct, and saw also that Sr. 
Pavon could not live long in this con
dition. When his wife and daughter ar
rived in Lima, they were told that only 
a miracle could sa\'e him. 

Raul had a remarkable memory and 
loved to cite passages from The Advent 
of Divine Justice, speaking often of the 
pioneers not being fully aware of their 
blessings and high status. He longed to 
be a pioneer himself, and frequently 
said he was jealous of the pioneers who 
had left their country to serve the 
Cause, and that he desired to die serv
ing the Faith in some other country, re
calling Baha'u'llah's promise: "They 
that have forsaken their country for 
the purpose of teaching Our Cause
these shall the Faithful Spirit 
strengthen through its power ... No 
act, however, great, can compare with 
it, except such deeds as have been or
dained by God .... " 

Surely Baha'u'llah heard his wish, 
and it is therefore especially fitting that 
this devoted servant of God should 
have passed away while serving His 
Cause in another country-a country 
where the friends held him in such high 
esteem, and where he had performed 
outstanding services in the teaching 
field. 

It is touching to note that the Na
tional Assembly of Peru had a quorum 
of its members present in the hospital, 
praying for Sr. Pavon, and that many 
other members of the Peruvian com
munity who could, spent days and 
nights at the hospital praying for his 
recovery. There was constant, in fact 
daily, communication between Peru 
and Ecuador to keep his family mem
bers and the community as a whole ap
prised of his condition. 

It is interesting to note that Raul's 
letter of May 31, 1958, to the National 
Teaching Committee of Ecuador, re
questing that he be accepted as a mem
ber of the Baha'i community of Ecua
dor, ends on the same keynote as his 
last words before he passed away: 

Esteemed friends: 
Having known about the Baha'i 

Faith for some time and having read 
the principle writings that were made 
available to me in Otavalo and Quito, 
and being in complete agreement with 
the principles expressed therein, and 
having accepted as Prophets of the Age 
the Manifestations of God, Baha
'u'llah and the Bab, and 'Abdu'I-Baha 
as Successor, and Shoghi Effendi as 
first Guardian of the Faith, as well as 
the Administrative Order, I direct this 
letter to you to request that I be ac-
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cepted into the Baha'I' Faith as an iso
lated believer in Nanegalito (Ecuador). 

plied, "All the Baha'is are my family. " ily. Since these exquisite arrangements 
could not be taken into the cemetery, 
rhe petals were taken from some of 
them to make a cover over the grave 
while others were put in vases and plac
ed around the site. 

I am hoping to be accepted in the 
bosom of the Ecuadorian and world 
Baha'I' family. I remain attentively 
yours, 

(signed) R. Pavon M. 

As the week passed and it became 
obvious that Sr. Pavon could survive 
only a short time, Dr. Sanchez asked 
him if he had a message for his family 
and for his fellow Counsellor, Mas'ud 
Khamsi. He answered, "Only that I 
love them very much," Again, asked if 
he had any words for his family, he re-

Counsellor Raul Pa\on \Iejia was 
buried in the new extension to the Eng
lish Cemetery in Lima where John 
Stearns also is buried. Raul loved beau
ty, and no doubt enjoyed looking 
down on the bed of multi-colored 
flower petals that covered his grave. 
There were many lovely floral arrange
ments, from the Universal House of 
Justice, the Board of Counsellors in 
the Americas, Auxiliary Board mem
bers, various National Spiritual As
semblies, individual Baha'i friends and 
admirers, and of course, from his fam-

Counsellor Pavon is survived by his 
widow, Piedad Baez Garzon de Pavon; 
three children, Badi Raul Pavon Baez, 
age 15, Dorothy Dayyaneh Pavon 
Baez, age 14, and Nabil Javier Pavon 
Baez, age 12; five sisters, one brother, 
and a host of relatives and friends who 
love him and miss him, 

A eulogy presented by Donald R. Witzel, a member of {he 
Continental Board of Counsellors in {he Americas, a[ [he 
funeral of Counsellor Raul Pavon M., October 23, 1983, in 
Lima, Peril. 

Dear friends, we all know of the great spirituality of 
Counsellor Raul Pavon-of his humility, piety and devo
tion to God, Baha'u'llah and his loved ones. I have known 
Raul for more than 20 years. First, I remember him as a 
young pioneer on the homefront of Ecuador. At that time 
he was not aware that he was a pioneer for having moved 
from one town to another for the purpose of teaching the 
Faith, but he did so to serve Baha'u'llah. 

I remember Raul as a Baha'i teacher in the area of Im
babura, Ecuador, near Lake San Pablo, teaching the Faith 
and inviting the indigenous Baha'is to attend the first course 
at the Institute in Otavalo. Years later, another larger In
stitute was obtained which was dedicated in the name of 
Amatu'l-Baha RUQiyyih Khanum; afterward, the "Choza 
Baha'i" was built behind the Institute. Raul always par
ticipated actively in this work. 

I remember Raul as an international traveling teacher to 
Cuzco, Peru. Here in this country he distinguished himself. 
especially in the indigenous work. We recall fondly the ef
fort he initiated to unify the Quechua languages and dialects 
of Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador toward the end of translating 
and printing the books of our Faith. We carried out three 
conferences in as many countries in different years to ac
complish this purpose. 

I remember Raul as a father with his wife and child
ren-who are here with us today. I especially remember a 
trip in the country which we once made together near Ota
valo with the family and other believers. 

I remember him as member and chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador for more than 12 years. 

I remember Raul as teacher-coordinator for all the 
teaching of the masses in Ecuador for the campaigns during 
the Nine Year Plan. 

I remember Raul Pavon as a Counsellor for 10 years. 
dedicated to this institution. He was first a member of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors for South America and 
afterward for the Americas. 

In his role as Counsellor he achieved the highest position 
that an individual Baha'i can attain today. He was one of 
the learned in our Faith. 
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Raul Pavon distinguished himself by his creativity in his 
work with the indigenous peoples, in mass conversion in 
general, in the proclamation of the Faith, both by radio and 
television as well as by other media of mass communication. 
He encouraged the youth in the creation of music for the 
Faith throughout Latin America. We also recall the mobile 
institute, the regional and national children's conferences, 
his book and system for literacy training. We remember his 
ingenuity and creativity in general, and his constant happi
ness and contentment with the Will of God as well. 

Raul was my colleague, collaborator and, especially, a 
true friend and brother. We were together for so many 
things. We worked together, mutually supported each 
other, and struggled for Baha 'u 'llah. 

Raul was always in the forefront of our battles in this 
"spiritual war" to conquer the citadels of the hearts of men 
for Baha'u'llah. 

He was a great admirer of the Hand of the Cause of God 
Dr. Ral)matu'llah Muhajir. We were together with other 
Counsellors when Dr. Muhajir passed away in Quito. Raul 
always visited his grave either in departing or on returning 
from his trips. 

Dr. Muhajir died as the youngest of the Hands of the 
Cause who were then living, and it seems to me that Raul is 
one of the youngest and most active and creative of the 
Counsellors. 

He has left us in the last year of the second phase of the 
Seven Year Plan. Surely, God and Baha'u'llah have a 
special job for him in the next world and need him there. 

We are, for the most part, behind in the present Plan. We 
must win it for Raul and in his name. We have the good for
tune of being able to dedicate it in his name and for his 
spiritual progress. This is a blessing of Baha'u'llah which 
each one of us has. 

Raul is now very well in the Abha Kingdom, harvesting 
the fruits of his self-denying service to Baha'u'llah. 

We-his Baha'i family-miss him. We feel a void-a 
painful loss, due es;.:!cially to the love and esteem we have 
for Rat'!l and his beloved family. Only time and our faith 
and confidence in Baha'u'llah can support us in this mo
ment. 

In the Faith of Baha'u'llah it is explained this way: It is as 
rhough we all li\'e in a great mansion. Presently we live on 
the first !loor. The rime arrives when we have to say good-



Open Door, p. 9): bye to our friends and families and ascend to the second 
floor. There we continue to live with those who have arrived 
before us. We can see the activities that are going on below 
on the first floor. We know that our friends and our fam
ilies will join us later, at such time as they finish their 
h:JUsehold duties on the first floor. 

So we say to Raul, "so long for a while," and later we 
will be together again in the world to come-our eternal 
home. We recall the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha (quoted in The 

"Why shouldst thou be sad and heartbroken? This sepa
ration is temporary, this remoteness and sorrow is counted 
only by days. Thou shalt find him in the Kingdom of God 
and thou wilt attain to the everlasting union. Physical com
panionship is ephemeral, but heavenly association is eter
nal. Whenever thou rememberest the eternal and never
ending union thou wilt be comforted. " 

The world 

St. Lucia holds 1st National Convention 

Fifty delegates and guests were pres
ent last May 27-28 at the first Baha'i 
National Convention of St. Lucia in 
Castries. 

The Universal House of Justice was 
represented by the Hand of the Cause 
of God Dhikru'llah Khadem. Other 
special guests were Counsellor Ruth 
Pringle and Auxiliary Board member 
Shirley Yarbrough. 

Consultation was focused on the 
many goals to be accomplished by the 
Baha'i community of St. Lucia, with 
many suggestions and recommenda
tions from the delegates concerning the 
teaching work. 

A unity feast held during the Con
vention honored the presence of Esther 
Evans, a Knight of Baha'u'llah who 
brought the Faith to St. Lucia 30 years 
ago. 

* * * 
The first Baha'i Summer School on 

St. Lucia was held last August 15-20 in 
the village of Dennery. Participating 
were more than 40 adults, youth and 
children from about eight villages. 

Included were classes on progressive 
revelation, spiritual enrichment, Christ 
and Baha'u'llah, and living a Baha'i 
life. Among the teachers were two 
Auxiliary Board members, Shirley Yar
brough from Barbados and Allison 
Vaccaro from Dominica. 

During the Summer School, the Ba
ha'is helped beautify the town hall by 
planting flowers there. 

Shown here are some of the partici
pants in the first Baha'{ Summer 

Audiences of 300 to 400 were present 
at public meetings which were held 
each evening during the Summer 
School. The programs included music, 

Zimbabwe 
Fifty people attended a Race Unity 

Day observance this year in Harare. 
Zimbabwe, that had as its theme 
"What Is Race?" 

Publicity was provided by posters 
and personal invitations. The program 
included a slide presentation and talk 

School held in St. Lucia. The school 
was held last August 15-20. 

films and talks on the Faith. 
As a result of teaching and procla

mation efforts, 18 people declared 
their belief in Baha'u'llah that week. 

by Florence Fat'he-Aazam. 
A radio reporter interviewed Mrs. 

Fat'he-Aazam for a brief report that 
was included the following week on the 
"\Iorning Mirror" program. 
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Guyana 

Balram Sarju (center), Guyana's na
lional youlh coordinalOr, presefllS a 
national youlh award lo Shemroy 
Humphrey, chairman of the Baha'{ 
youth group of Plaisance/Induslry, in 
recognition of the group's aClive year 
of service to the Failh. The award, 
which will be given each year by the 
National Assembly to help motivate 
youth to increase their level of service, 
was presented last May during 
Guyana's National Convention. Other 
youth in the picture are (left to right) 
Roseann Humphrey, Vilbert Leslie, 
Molly Humphrey and Leisha Humph
rey. 

More than 700 residents of Guyana 
learned of the Faith last May 14-18 
during a visit by Bart Hoen, a Baha'i 
from French Guiana. 

Mr. Hoen, a professional musician, 
presented an hour-long show for an au
dience of 500 students and teachers at 

United Kingdom 
An Iranian Baha'i couple who set

tled more than a year ago in Corby, 
England, as homefront pioneers have 
been conducting an extensive procla
mation program of their own. 

They have placed Baha'i books in 
the public and college libraries and 
stocked the free literature stands in 
each library with a constant supply of 
Baha'i pamphlets. 

They also mailed copies of a Baha'i 
book to 168 prominent residents of 
Corby, and sent a pamphlet and cover 
letter to another 47 residents. 

Carrying out instructions from their 
National Spiritual Assembly, the cou
ple sent copies of a press release to 
their member of Parliament, to 30 
women's organizations, to churches, 
secondary schools, the local newspaper 
and radio station, the police 
superintendent, and other selected in
dividuals. 

The couple arranged to meet their 
representative in Parliament personally 
to give him a copy of the book Iran's 
Secret Pogrom. 
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Vryman Community High School, 
mixing teaching and music. 

A similar program was given for an 
audience of 200 students and teachers 
at Berbice High School. The response 
was enthusiastic. with students re
questing special ~ongs about the Faith. 

Pakistan 
One hundred-t\\enty youth from 14 

localities attended a National Baha'i 
Youth Conference and Summer School 
last July in Rawalpindi, Pakistan. 

After hearing the message from the 
Universal House of Justice to the Ba
ha'i youth of the world, the young peo
ple at the conference responded with a 
determination to carry the \Iessage to 

all strata of society in the name of their 
martyred youthful brethren in Iran. 

During recreational periods, some 
youth spontaneously composed a song 
based on the principal points of a mes
sage to the con ference from the :--':a
tional Spiritual A~sembly of Pakistan. 

On July 21. the day after the close of 
the youth conference, a :'\:ational 
Teaching Conference \\a5 begun. 

Dr. Sabir Afaqi, a member of the 
Contin~ntal Board of Counsellors in 
Asia, analyzed the Se\en Year Plan. 
calling special attention to the re
maining goals. 

Kamran Karimian, a member of the 
National Spiritllal'\'sembly of Pak
istan, ga\e a [110\ ing account of the :'th 
Baha'i Internalil1I1al Cl)n\emion in the 
Holy Land. 

Mr. Hoen also provided music at 
special film showings and at public 
meetings during his short stay in 
Guyana. 

This resulted in enrollments in Vry
heid Village, Palmyra Village, Ithaca, 
and New Amsterdam. 

As a part of the social periods, youth 
from several towns presented sketches 
depicting Baha'i historical events. 
Songs were composed in memory of 
the martyrs in Iran, and a speech con
test was held. 

* * * 
Baha'is in Pakistan have expressed 

their joy at the formation last August 
13 of two new Spiritual Assemblies in 
the Punjab area. 

One new Assembly is in Sialkot, near 
Lahore, while the other is in \Iultan, 
an ancient city that is the birthplace of 
Sa'id-i-Hindi, one of the 19 "Letters of 
the Living" who were the first to rec
ognize and accept the Revelation of the 
Bab. 

Mauritius 
Ninety-seven youth gathered last 

July 30-31 at a National Baha'i Youth 
Convention in Port Louis, 'Aauritius, 
at which 19 island commumties were 
represented. 

Those present resolved to fulfill the 
hopes of the Universal House of Jus
tice by carrying the Faith to their fel-
10\\ youth. 



Alaska 

Baha'i communities in Alaska are 
providing a variety of social or human
itarian services for the general popula
tion. 

In Bethel, for example, two Baha'is 
have been producing a weekly radio 
program for village children for nearly 
a year. The project was begun in an ef
fort to enrich the spiritual lives and 
characters of local children. 

In Kake, the Spiritual Assembly pro
vides spiritual guidance for people who 
are being treated for alcohol-related 

Chile 

Shown are participants, most of whom 
are Mapuche Indians, at a special con
ference for assistanTS To The Auxiliary 

More than 30 Baha'is including 
many indigenous Mapuche Indian res
idents, attended a four-day conference 
last July for assistants to the Auxiliary 
Board that was held at the Faizi Baha'i 
School in Loncopulle, Chile. 

Attending were assistants to the 
Auxiliary Board from 12 communities, 
traveling teachers, and other Baha'is 
from the area. 

The conference featured workshops 
and classes on various topics including 
the history of the Faith, the Covenant, 
and prayer. Auxiliary Board members 
and one member of the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Chile served as 
teachers. 

After classes, participants played 

problems through an arrangement. wit h 
a government counselor who sends his 
clients to the Baha'is for help. 

In Point Barrow, Baha'is are work
ing to provide a radio news service in 
the Inupiaq language, and have loaned 
their Baha'i Center to a radio station 
for use as a studio. Presently, all radio 
programming in that city is in English. 

In Anchorage, the Spiritual Assem
bly has launched a monthly "coffee 
house," thus providing a meeting place 
where alcohol is not served. 

Board held last July at the Faiz{ Bahd '{ 
School in Loncopulle, Chile. 

native instruments and danced. One of 
the participants, Manuel Levipil, a ~1a
puche "Machi" (leader) from Quecho
cahuin, played a Mapuche drum and 
chanted, recounting points made in 
class and adding his own loving words 
about the Faith. 

Following a workshop on the pro
cedure for counting ballots in a Baha'i 
election, indigenous assistants to the 
Auxiliary Board said, "Now it won't 
be necessary to send people from the 
outside to help in our annual election 
in April. We can do it ourseh'es." 

Nearly 100 Local Spiritual Assem
blies in Chile are composed solely of 
indigenous members. 

Iceland 

Will C. van den Hoonaard, a Baha'{ 
from Fredericton, New Brunswick, 
Canada, visited leaders of thought in a 
number of fields during a trip last July 
22-A ugusT 4 to Iceland. His visit re
sulTed in favorable publiciTy for the 
FaiTh including a full-page article in a 
national newspaper and an interview 
abOUT the Bahd,(s in Iran that was 
heard throughoUT the country over the 
Icelandic State Radio. Mr. van den 
Hoonaard, a former pioneer to Ice
land, meT with more than 30 people 
during his recenT visiT including Those 
aT the uni\'ersity, in government, 
police, fisheries, publishing and jour
nalism, He had many opportunities to 
discuss The FaiTh and to present Bahd'l 
liTeraTUre. 

Peru 
The "~ew Era Cultural Associa

tion," acting on behalf of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Peru, has signed 
an agreement with that country's Min
istry of Education to collaborate in 
carrying out literacy and post-literacy 
acti\ities through Radio Baha'i of 
Lake Titicaca in the Department of 
Puno, 

Technical experts and materials 
from an alphabetization unit and an 
audio-\'isu3.1 education team will be 
pro\ided by Puno' s board of educa
tion, \\hile Baha'is will supply air time, 
production per~onnel. announcers, 
and the facilities at Radio Baha'i of 
Lake Titicaca, 
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World Centre 

Pressures, persecutions continue in Iran 

To all National Spiritual Assemblies 
Dear BaM'f Friends, 

Recent events in Iran following the banning of the Ba
ha'i administration indicate, unfortunately, the continua
tion of intense pressures against the defenseless Baha'i 
community in that country. 

Many of these pressures are being exerted by the au
thorities in the hope that the Baha'is will recant their faith 
and trade their love of Baha'u'llah for the comfort and 
security which the authorities offer them in exchange. 

With great sadness the Universal House of Justice an
nounces that many friends in prison are being tortured 
when they refuse to submit to the will of the authorities to 
deny their love for Baha'u'llah. 

In addition, while it is true that no Baha'is have been ex
ecuted since the statement calling for the disbanding of the 
administration of the Faith was made by the Attorney 
General on August 29, it has been reported that on Sep
tember 19 a Baha'i farmer in the town of Khuy, Mr. Akbar 
Haqiqi, died as a result of a beating by a mob instigated by 
the clergy. 

Moreover, at least 140 Baha'is have been arrested in all 
parts of the country following the Attorney General's 
statement, 50 of whom were detained on October 30 in the 
Caspian Sea area. 

Although a number of the friends have been released, 
the total number of Baha'is still imprisoned in Iran, ac
cording to our records, stands at over 450. 

Three believers who were advanced in age have died in 
prison and thus have joined the ranks of those who have 
laid down their lives in service to the Cause. They are: 

• Mr. Husayn Nayyiri-Isfahani, 64 years old. Im
prisoned in Isfahan and died just as he was going into 
court for his trial on November 29, 1982. 

• Mr. Ahmad-'Ali Thabit-Sarvistani, 67 years old. Died 
in prison in Shiraz on June 30, 1983. 

• Mr. Muhammad Ishraqi, 81 years old. An Auxiliary 
Board member who died in prison in Tehran on August 31, 
1983. 

Word has also recently been received that in the city of 
Dizful, a Baha'i woman, Mrs. Iran Rahimpur (Khurma'O, 
was executed on May 12, 1983, after giving birth to her 
child. The baby was taken away by the Muslims and his 
fate is unknown. 

One of the most obvious examples of persecution and 
proof of the evil intention of the Iranian authorities to up
root the Faith in that land is the destruction and desecra
tion of Baha'i cemeteries. 

Recently there was an official advertisement in the news
papers in Iran indicating that the tombstones in the Baha'i 
cemetery in Tehran were being put up for sale. Since all 
markers on the graves are apparently being eliminated, it is 
possible that no trace of the Baha'i cemetery will remain in 
future. 

You may share the above information with the friends in 
your jurisdiction, and if you have been doing so in the 
past, with government authorities and the media. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

Department of the Secretariat 
November 7, 1983 
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United States 

2nd resolution urges end to persecutions 

On November 15, concurrent resolu
tions were introduced in the United 
States Senate and House of Represen
tatives condemning the government of 
Iran for its brutal treatment of Baha'is 
and urging President Ronald Reagan 
to work with other nations in drafting 
an appeal to save the Baha'is from fur
ther persecution. 

The Senate resolution, introduced by 
Sen. John Heinz of Pennsylvania, was 
co-signed by 33 members of that body. 

The House version of the resolution 
was introduced by Reps. Tom Lantos 
of California, Jim Leach of Iowa, 
John Porter of Illinois and Gus Yatron 
of Pennsylvania. 

Earlier that day, Sen. Heinz and 
Reps. Lantos and Porter appeared at a 
Capitol building press conference in 
Washington with Dr. Firuz Kazem
zadeh, secretary of the U.S. National 
Spiritual Assembly, to voice publicly 
their support for the Baha'is in Iran 
and to express their outrage at the edict 
issued August 29 by Iran's Revolution
ary Prosecutor General declaring mem
bership in Baha'i institutions a crim
inal act. 

A part of the press conference was 
telecast that evening on the "Mc
Neil/Lehrer News Hour" on national 
public television. 

Dr. Kazemzadeh appeared on that 
program and also was interviewed in 
English and Persian by the Voice of 
America. 

Calling the open letter of September 
3 from the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Iran to government leaders in that 
country "extraordinarily moving and 
terribly saddening," Sen. Heinz said, 
"It appears ... that the Iranian govern
ment is about to embark on a program 
of oppression reminiscent of the Nu
remberg Laws that started Nazi terror 
on its way. 

"The stage is being set," he con-
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S. CON. RES. 86 

Whereas more than 150 members of the Baha'i faith have been brutally 
executed by Iranian authorities since the 1979 Islamic revolution; 

Whereas many Baha'is in Iran have disappeared and others have been 
tortured, persecuted, and deprived of their fundamental rights to personal 
property and employment; 

Whereas an edict issued by Iran's Revolutionary Prosecutor General on 
August 29, 1983, has far-reaching implications that threaten the lives of 
300,000 Baha'is residing in Iran and places the future practice of Baha'ism 
in jeopardy by dismantling the administrative structure of the Baha'i 
religion; and 

Whereas these actions for the first time establish an expressed national 
policy which lays the level foundation for executions, arrests, the confisca
tion of property, denial of jobs and pensions, expulsion of Baha'i children 
from schools, and other pressures which may be brought to bear by Iranian 
authorities on the Baha'is in Iran: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives Concurring), That 
the Congress-

(I) holds the Government of Iran responsible for upholding the rights of 
all its nationals, including the Baha'is; 

(2) condemns the recent decision taken by the Government of Iran to 
destroy the Baha'i faith by labeling as "criminal acts" all Baha'i teaching 
and organized religious activities, including the attempts by Baha'is to elect 
their own local and national leaders, to meet in assemblies, to communicate 
among themselves, and to work for volunteer committees; and 

(3) calls upon the President-
(a) to work with appropriate foreign governments and the allies of the 

United States in forming an appeal to the Government of Iran concerning 
the Baha'is; 

(b) to cooperate fully with the United :-';ations in its efforts on behalf of 
the Baha'is and to lead such efforts whenever it is possible and appropriate 
to do so; and 

(c) to provide, and urge others to provide, for humanitarian assistance 
for those Baha'is who flee Iran. 

Sec. 2. The Secretary of the Senate shall transmit a copy of this concur
rent resolution to the President. 

tinued, "for the next step toward the 
complete repression and possible an
nihilation of the Baha'is in Iran." 

Rep. Porter, who with Rep. Lantos 
is co-chairman of the House Human 
Rights Caucus, said, "We debated a 
long while whether introducing a res
olution and drawing public attention to 
the plight of Baha'is in Iran would help 

them or hurt them. 
"We finally decided it would help 

them. Even fanatical and tyrranical re
gimes like the Ayatollah Khomeini's 
have some sensitivity to world public 
opinion. If they are allowed to murder 
in the dark, the murders may never 
end. 

"Women, children and older people 



haven't been spared, and we are afraid 
that this will go on and on unless we 
take an open, public stand against it 
and draw the attention of the people of 
the world to what is happening in Iran. 

"We hope that by doing so ... we 
can somehow bring to an end this mur
derous pogrom against the Baha'is." 

It is especially poignant, said Rep. 
Lantos, "that it is the Baha'i com
munity which should be the object of 
such blatant and total persecution-a 
community that is dedicated to peace, 
to the recognition of the authority of 
civil government in all secular affairs, 
to the equality of men and women, and 
whose members wish only to practice 
their faith. 

" ... We already have 150 Baha'i 
martyrs in Iran. We are calling on the 
government of Iran to stop this mon
strosity, lest it be condemned by the 
civilized world for all eternity." 

There is some indication, said Dr. 
Kazemzadeh, "that when the world 
~peaks, the Iranian government listens. 

"It listens because it knows ... that 
the Baha'is have been guilty of no 
crimes; that they have not served as 
agents of foreign powers; that they 
have not been subversives; that Baha'i 
women are not prostitutes-these are 
charges that have been flung against 
the Baha'is in so-called trials held in 
Iran in the last two or three years. 

"Knowing all this, the perpetrators 
of the persecution must indeed be un-

Left: Sen. John Heinz of Pennsylvania 
who introduced a concurrent resolu
tion November 15 in the U. S. Senate 
which strongly condemns the govern
ment of Iran for its persecution of Ba
hd'fs in that country and calls upon the 
President to work with other govern
ments in drafting an appeal to save the 
Bahd,(s in Iran from further persecu
tion. Right: Rep. John Porter of Illi
nois who co-sponsored a similar res
olution in the U.S. House of Represen
tatives. 

Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, secretary of the 
U.S. National Spiritual Assembly, is 

comfortable themselves .... " 
The open letter to the government of 

Iran, said Dr. Kazemzadeh, "gains ad
ditional poignancy from the fact that 
the men who signed that letter were the 
successors of two sets of members of 
that same body, the first having disap
peared without a trace in 1980, and the 
second having been executed in 1981. 

"So these men lived for years under 
the sword, and they still had the cou
rage to write and to make their position 
clear ... " 

Sen. Heinz, in introducing the Sen-

interviewed at a press conference No
vember 15 in Washington, D.C. 

ate resolution, said: 
"On August 29 of this year, the rev

olutionary prosecutor general of Iran, 
during an interview with one of Iran's 
leading newspapers, declared that Ba
ha'i religious institutions were now il
legal and membership in them was a 
criminal act. 

"This edict formally and officially 
outlaws the Baha'i National Assembly 
in Iran, its 400 local assemblies, and all 
other governing bodies of the Baha'i 
community. 

"In one swift moment, with the ut-
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terance of a few words, the prosecutor 
turned thousands of men and women 
into criminals, open to persecution and 
punishment at the whim of the govern
ment. 

" ... the Iranians have moved to es
tablish the legal grounds for mass ar
rests and executions. They have 
brought the survival of the Baha'i faith 
and its followers in Iran into question, 
and if the history of the treatment of 
the Baha'is under the present regime 
teaches anything, the future of more 
than 300,000 may well be in jeopardy. 

"It is particularly sad, and quite 
ironic, that the Baha'is have been sin
gled out by the Iranian authorities for 
such mistreatment and, I might add, 
treatment bordering on genocide, for it 
is a basic tenet of the Baha'i Faith that 
they remain unattached to any specific 
political philosophy. 

"In fact, it is non-interference in 
politics and an unparalleled obedience 
to government that guides their faith. 
Solely because of their refusal to recant 
their faith in favor of Islam have they 
had to endure constant and unceasing 
hardship. 

"The Baha'is of Iran represent the 
only case in the world today in which 
people are being persecuted and killed 
based only on their religious beliefs, 
and not because of their opposition to 
the regime in power. 

"It is because the light at the end of 
the tunnel for the Baha'is is little more 
than a flicker that we must maintain 
our interest, our opposition, and our 
hope. 

" '" I urge all of my colleagues to 
support this resolution. I urge them to 
co-sponsor it. I urge them to do so at 
the earliest possible opportunity
hopefully today." 

Three days later, on November 18, 
Rep. Michael Barnes of Maryland 
spoke in the House of Representatives 
on behalf of the Baha'is in Iran, say
ing, "This gentle, peace-loving com
munity has no way to fight back 
against the hostile Iranian regime. 

"Many Iranian Baha'is have ac
cepted the fate of death rather than to 
recant their faith. They live with the 
confiscation of property, the destruc
tion of holy shrines, the murder and 
imprisonment of their leaders, the in
citement of mobs against them, the 
desecration of graves, false accusations 
of espionage, and now an all-out at-
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tack on Baha'i religious institutions 
leaves no doubt of the ultimate aim of 
the current regime: the elimination of 
the Baha'i faith from Iran, the country 
of its birth 139 years ago. 

"The magnitude of the govern
mental assault on the Baha'i com
munity cannot be overstated. At stake 
is the survival of an independent re
ligion. 

"To make matters worse, the Ba-

ha'is ha\'e no recourse for redress of 
grie\ances. For this reason, it is critical 
that those outside Iran vigorously pro
test-in a public way-the actions of 
the Iranian government. 

"Our greatest leverage is the weight 
of public pressure and criticism. We 
must publicly put the Iranian govern
ment on notice and expose its geno
cidal, systematic pattern of persecution 
against the Baha'i community." 

President Ronald Reagan is applauded after signing a Human Rights Day 
proclamation December 8 at the White House. Among those behind him is 
Mrs. Ramna Mahmoudi iVourani (second from left), both of whose parents 
were martyred in Iran. 

President Reagan cites human rights violations in Iran 

In an official proclamation issued December 8 marking the 35th anni
versary of the adoption of the l!niversal De.::laration of Human Rights, 
President Ronald Reagan cited the persecution of Baha'is in Iran as one of 
the most serious violations of human rights in the world today. 

Participating at the invitation of the White House in the Human Rights 
Day observance were Judge James F. Nelson, chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States; Dr. Firuz Kazem
zadeh, secretary of the National Assembly; and \-lrs. Ramna \1ahmoudi 
Nourani, whose parents are among the more than 150 Baha'is who have 
been executed since the Islamic revolutionary government came to power in 
Iran four years ago. 

Last May, the President issued an appeal on behalf of the Iranian Baha'i 
community, urging the Ayatollah Khomeini to spare the lives of 22 Baha'is 
who had been sentenced to death. Despite arpeals from the President and 
other world leaders, those Baha'is-including 10 women and teen-age 
girls-were executed last summer. 

Congress is presently considering a second resolution, sponsored by more 
than 40 senators and 70 representati\'es, urging actions to relieve the plight 
of the Baha'is in Iran. 



United States 

House of Worship given expert appraisal 

Seminar participants left almost no 
stone unturned while examining the 

Bahd'{ House of Worship for signs of 
deterioration. 

Twenty-three Baha'is from 14 states 
and Canada who have expertise in a 
variety of areas encompassing the 
fields of science, engineering, architec
tural design, and construction-related 
enterprises responded to an invitation 
from the U.S. National Spiritual As
sembly to participate November 18-20 
in a Temple Restoration Seminar at the 
Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette, 
Illinois 

The 23 participants, who were chos
en from a larger number of applicants, 
were assisted by a group of facilitators 
that included other invited guests and 
staff members at the Baha'i National 
Center. 

Historic overview 

Following an orientation session that 
included a slide presentation on early 
construction phases of the House of 
Worship and an historic overview from 
archival documents related to the Tem
ple's construction, the seminar par
ticipants were assigned to small work
ing groups that carefully examined the 
Temple from the top of its dome to its 
basement boiler room. 

Their goal, as set forth by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, was to as
sess the over-all condition of the House 
of Worship, identifying specific prob
lem areas, their probable causes and 
degree of severity; to recommend any 
immediate temporary measures that 
appear necessary; and to recommend a 
long-range plan for the over-all res
toration of the House of Worship in
cluding any specific tests or studies re
quired, priorities, scheduling of work, 
and estimated costs. 

The findings for each area of the 
Temple by the six working groups were 
analyzed and recorded with the help of 
computers. 

The result is a one-inch thick report 
to the National Spiritual Assembly that 
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includes three pages of recommenda
tions and 14 appendices which cover 
each area of the Temple structure. 

The final report was presented to 
Judge James F. Nelson, chairman of 
the National Spiritual Assembly, who 
thanked the participants on behalf of 
the Assembly and gave each of them a 
photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha and a 
prayer revealed by the Master for the 
House of Worship. 

The National Assembly has ap
pointed a six-member Temple Restora
tion Committee to proceed with more 
detailed studies, restoration schedul
ing, and implementation of plans. 

The National Assembly also has ap
proved the expenditure of funds for the 
initial phase of the Temple restoration. 

While the report indicates that the 
damage is serious and does require 
repairs, said Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, 
secretary of the National Spiritual As
sembly, the building is not threatened 
by collapse. 

What is required in light of the ex
perts' findings, he said, is a several 
year long program of restoration. 

Participating in the 1 emple Restora
tion Seminar were: 

• Mohammed Aazami, Glendale, 
California: a construction engineer and 
general contractor with 20 years' ex
perience in high-rise steel and concrete 
structures. 

• Robert Armbruster, Oak Park, 
Michigan: a member of the Louhelen 
Baha'i School Project Committee who 
is a civil engineer and project manage
ment specialist. 

• Robert Basso, Harrisburg, Penn
sylvania: an architect, technical ad
ministrator and master specifications 
writer. 

• John Bruton, Simi Valley, Califor
nia: a mechanical engineer and project 
manager. 

• Teck Chua, West Lafayette, In
diana: a specialist at Purdue University 
in the repair and restoration of con
crete. 

Plans examiner 

• Dennis Davis, Wilmington, Del
aware: a senior safety inspector, plans 
examiner and waterfront adminis
trator. 

• David Haddon, Port Hope, On
tario, Canada: a civil engineer who has 
been involved in previous studies of the 
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Above: Sam Clark (left), who served as 
chairman and convenor of the Temple 
restoration seminar, assesses progress 
with (left to right) Robert Shaw, Fred
eric McCoy (back to camera), Robert 

..... h",'I"'f." .. and Marcial. Be-

House of Worship. 
• Cyrous Khalilian, Aptos, Califor

nia: an architectural engineer for high
rise structures. 

• Joseph Marcial, Pembroke Pines, 
Florida: an architect who specializes in 
the design and building of domed 
structures . 

• William Maslauski, Springfield, Il
linois: an architect who participated in 
previous studies of the House of W or
ship. 

• Frederic McCoy, Ferndale, Mich
igan: an architectural coordinator and 

low: William Rix (center, with flash
light), a member of the House of Wor
ship maintenance staff, points out pos
sible areas of deterioration in Founda
tion Hall. 

project manager who served on the 
Louhelen Baha'i School Project Com
mittee. 

• Calvin Pritchard, Lauderdale 
Lakes, Florida: a general contractor. 

• Ezatollah (Ezzy) Rohani, Woodin
ville, Washington: a construction 
manager and senior estimator. 

• James Reinoehl, Columbus, Ohio: 
a metallurgical engineer and corrosion 
specialist who has done research in cor
rosion cracking ()f steel and has devel
oped a computerized data system for 
bridge and rail safety inspection. 



• Mehran Sattarzadeh, Orange, Ca
lifornia: a construction engineer who 
specializes in design, layout, under
ground storage, concrete reservoirs 
and concrete foundations. 

• Robert Shaw, Middleton, Wis
consin: a civil engineer, builder and 
developer with 30 years' experience 
who served on the Rabbani Baha'i 
School (India) Project Committee. 

• Walter Steiger, Beaverton, Or
egon: a member of the Army Corps of 
Engineers for 30 years who is involved 
in the design, construction and renova
tion of major composite buildings and 
aircraft hangars and who designed the 
Baha'i National Center in Alaska. 

• Cyrus Varan, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico: a structural engineer with 30 
years' experience who is a senior de
signer, publisher, researcher and edu
cator. 

• John Wilson, Somerville, Massa
chusetts: a specialist in computer-aided 
design. 

• Dudley Woodard, Willoughby, 
Ohio: a metallurgist for 30 years who 
specializes in the deformation and frac
ture of metals. 

• Shinji Yamamoto, Madison, Wis
consin: an architect for the State of 
Wisconsin who has been involved in 
previous studies of the House of Wor
ship. 

• Cengiz Yetken, Oak Park, Illinois: 
an architect and designer of high-rise 

Left photo: Judge James F. Nelson, 
chairman of the U.S. National Spiri
tual Assembly, addresses participants 

steel structures who designed the Ba
ha'i Centers in Muncie, Indiana, and 
Vienna, Virginia, and is a consultant 
on the Louis Gregory radio station 
project. 

• Robert Yoder, Rock Hill, Mis
souri: a chemist who specializes in pro
tective coatings and is involved in re
search and development of corrosion 
resistant sealants. 

Sam Clark of Ferndale, Michigan, 
who served as a member of the Lou
helen Baha'i School Project Commit
tee, was convenor and chairman of the 
Temple Restoration Seminar. 

Serving as seminar document or was 
Frank Lucatelli, an architect from 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. 

John Weiss, a liability insurance ad
viser from Greenfield, Wisconsin, and 
Stephen Koehl, acting general manager 
of NSA Properties Inc., also took part 
in the seminar. 

The National Spiritual Assembly 
was so pleased by the splendid work 
done at the Temple seminar that it im
mediately scheduled a similar gathering 
of Baha'is with expertise in financial 
planning to explore methods of raisinf 
capital and financing various Baha' 
building projects. 

The Financial Planning Seminar 
held January 26-29 at the Louis Greg 
ory Baha'i Institute near Hemingway 
South Carolina, focused on WLGI, the 

in the House of Worship restoration 
seminar held November 18-20 in Wil
mette. Right photo: A close inspection 

first Baha'i-owned radio station in 
North America, and the properties at 
the Gregory Institute. 

The National Assembly hopes that 
financial strategies developed at the 
seminar can be applied to other pro
jects planned by the Assembly. 

Methods and opportunities for in
vestments and financing were looked 
into along with ways to maximize sav
ings and investment profits of Baha'is 
who are in a position to invest funds 
that could be used to help develop or 
improve Baha'i properties. 

of the Temple interior 
Robert Yoder (kneeling) 
lurgist Dudley Woodard. 
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Commentary 

Evolution of a Local Spiritual Assembly 

It is the evening of the Nineteen Day 
Feast. From Maine to California, from 
Seattle to Miami, Baha'is have gather
ed to receive spiritual sustenance from 
devotions, to consult upon and carry 
forward the work of their communi
ties, and to enjoy fellowship and hos
pitality. 

From community to community the 
essentials of the Feast remain the same. 
Yet closer scrutiny reveals differences 
which are based not so much on culture 
or region as on size. 

Smalltown, Anywhere, is a Baha'i 
community of 12 active members and 
several others who seldom if ever at
tend meetings. This evening, its Feast is 
being held in the home of one of the 
Baha'is. The hosts have prepared the 
devotional part of the Feast and pro
vided the refreshments. The business 
portion is informal and spirited with 
those present seated comfortably in the 
living room. The scene is a familiar one 
to most American Baha'is because 
Smalltown's Feast is representative of 
the majority of Baha'i communities. 
But not all Feasts are quite like this 
one. 

In Burgeoning Suburb, for example, 
the chairman of the Assembly has step
ped to the microphone to call the busi
ness part of the Feast to order. There 
are about 50 adults present, and the 
children have left for another room to 
begin their classes. 

Burgeoning Suburb has about 75 ac
tive members and another 20 or so on 
the roll who attend meetings only in
frequently. As usual, the Feast is being 
held in a rented room at a local school, 

This article on "The Evolution of a 
Local Spiritual Assembly" was written 
for Baha'i News by M. Kathryn 
Jewett, an attorney who lives in Rich
mond, Virginia. 
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which the community has used since it 
outgrew homes. 

Several families have worked to
gether, with guidance from the Feast 
Committee, to plan the devotions and 
provide refreshments. The business 
part of Feast is long and formal and in
cludes many committee reports and an
nouncements. Consultation is limited 
and often dry. Some older members 
fondly remember the days when Nine
teen Day Feasts were held in homes, 
and regret the loss of community in
timacy. 

The Big City Baha'i community out
grew its rented hall several years ago, 
and this evening has gathered in its 
Center's auditorium. Of the 500 people 
on its rolls, nearly 200 are present. This 
large Feast is unique because most Big 
City Feasts are now held in quadrants 
of the city, the Assembly having di
vided the community in regions several 
years ago. Hence, Feasts for the entire 
community are eagerly anticipated as a 
chance to see those who live in other 
areas of the city. 

The Feast Committee has planned 
the devotional program and provided 
refreshments with money from the lo
cal Baha'i Fund. To facilitate con
sultation, microphones have been 
placed throughout the auditorium. The 
business part of Feast has been careful
ly planned in advance by the Spiritual 
Assembly. Consultation seems often to 
consist of speeches instead of a sharing 
of ideas because so few are willing to 
speak before an audience of 200. And 
with so many people present, it is dif
ficult to have more than superficial 
chats with a limited number during the 
social part of Feast. Even though the 
community apparently likes the larger 
Feasts, the Assembly is discouraged by 
their cost and by the lack of meaning
ful consultation. Consequently, it has 
been debating whether to continue to 

hold them at all. 
Elsewhere, Teeming Metropolis 

community has not held a community
wide Feast in years. This evening, as 
usual, its Feasts are being held in 
various locations throughout its juris
diction, mostly in homes. Tomorrow 
morning, several more will be held. 

There are so many area Feasts in 
Teeming Metropolis that it is no longer 
possible for a member of the Spiritual 
Assembly to be present at each one; 
therefore, the Assembly has appointed 
representatives to chair and carry out 
other tasks at each area Feast. Packets 
have been carefully prepared in ad
vance to assure that each Feast covers 
those items of business that the As
sembly has determined are important. 
Consultation flows well and notes are 
taken so that matters raised can be 
reported back to the Assembly. In 
most respects these area Feasts re
semble the one being held in Small
town, but the resemblance is deceptive. 
Beneath the similarities, the Feasts in 
Teeming Metropolis reflect the solid 
foundation of experience gained by 
that community during its growth and 
evolution, while the Feasts in Small
town reflect the fact that the com
munity is still in its infancy. 

Bahti'{ Institutions Are Organic 
The Writings of the Faith, especially 

those of the Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, 
are replete with descriptions of the evo
lutionary character of the administra
tive order. For example, he refers to 
the institutions as "organic" and 
"ever-expanding." He speaks of the 
"gradual consolidation of the admin
istrative structure which its avowed fol
lowers the world over are labouring to 
raise and fortify ... " (From a letter 
written by Shoghi Effendi to the Ba
ha'is of the West, dated October 29, 
1926, and quoted in Unfolding Des-



tiny, p. 60). Further, he promises that 
the Baha'i institutions of the future 
will not be like those of today; 

" .... Not only will the present-day 
Spiritual Assemblies be styled differ
ently in the future, but (they) will be 
enabled also to add to their present 
functions those powers, duties, and 
prerogatives necessitated by the recog
nition of the Faith of Baha'u'llah, not 
merely as one of the recognized reli
gious systems of the world, but as the 
State Religion of an independent and 
Sovereign Power ... " (The Bahd'{ 
World, Vol. III, p. J08). 

As parents who are schooled in child 
development are better able to carry 
out their roles in rearing children to 
adulthood, so the more the process of 
the development of Spiritual Assem
blies is understood, the fewer will be 
the growing pains. By studying existing 
Baha'i communities, from those with 
the newest fledgling Assemblies to 
large and long-standing urban commu
nities with mature Assemblies, it be
comes possible to discern distinct 
stages of development. What is pre
sented here is an attempt to delineate 
those stages. 

From the outset the reader should be 
aware that, while the following com
ments are generally true, each com
munity will have factors that make it 
unique, and that therefore some obser
vations may not apply in particular 
cases. 

The key element that serves to de
termine each stage of growth is the 
number of active Baha'is in a com
munity. That factor alone, for ex
ample, determines how large a facility 
is needed for the Nineteen Day Feasts 
and how effective consultation can be. 
The number of active members has a 
significant impact on the Assembly 
itself, with sizable increases in numbers 
requiring qualitative changes in the 
way the Assembly operates, aside from 
the more obvious changes in meeting 
places. 

Because the key lies in the number of 
active believers, the stages of com
munity development apply whether the 
community is rural, suburban or ur
ban. Of course, a town with roughly a 
thousand residents will never be faced 
with some of the problems that cities 
with millions of residents will en
counter. Nevertheless, as hundreds of 

people in that smaller town become Ba
ha'is, it will find itself experiencing 
essentially the same difficulties that 
now confront many urban Baha'i com
munities. 

Many active, vital Baha'i commu
nities stagnate at the point at which 
they should be evolving into the next 
stage of their development. This is due 
partly to fear of change, and partly to 
their inability to make the adjustments 
that are necessary for a successful tran-

As parents who are schooled in 
child development are better 
able to carry out their roles in 
rearing children to adulthood, 
so the more the process of the 
development of Spiritual Assem
blies is understood, the fewer 
will be the growing pains. 

sltlOn. Change requires flexibility and 
courage. Looking ahead to future 
needs can help dispel the fear of 
change, and plans can then be laid to 
help bring about and ease the meta
morphosis necessary for continued 
growth. 
Stage One: 9 to 25-30 I 

During the early stages of a Baha'i 
community, when the number of its ac
tive adherents ranges from nine to 25 
or 30, a Local Spiritual Assembly's 
primary focus is on its very survival. It 
learns how to become organized and 
begins to explore the tasks that lie 
before it. Although some of these tasks 
are delegated to individuals or com
mittees, by and large the work of the 
community is carried out by the As
sembly members themselves. 

Assembly officers during the early 
period of its development should, of 
necessity, be chosen for their ability to 
perform certain tasks themselves. For 
example, the secretary should be able 
to draft and type letters, and the treas
urer should know how to keep simple 
financial records. The chairman's role 
is not as important as it is during later 
stages of a community's development; 
he or she need only know how to con
duct small meetings. 

It is at this time that an Assembly 
often begins to acquire the basic equip
ment needed to carry out its work, such 

as filing cabinets, a typewriter, and let
terhead stationery. It begins also to 
build a community lending library and 
appoints a community librarian who is 
responsible for book sales and library 
maintenance. 

The majority of meetings, including 
the Nineteen Day Feasts and those of 
the Assembly, are held in homes. The 
community functions as a single unit 
with one Feast and with activities 
geared to attract the participation of all 
of its members. Often, a high percen
tage of the community's income is for
warded to the National, Continental 
and International Funds since most of 
its material needs are taken care of by 
community members and it does not 
have the expense of a building or staff. 

To make maximum use of limited re
sources, many activities are carried out 
in cooperation with nearby commu
nities. The number of children and 
youth is too small to develop an ex
citing program for those age groups 
without pooling with other commu
nities. 

When the community has 15 active 
members it should incorporate, thus 
giving the community its first true in
dicator of permanence. 

By the time a community reaches 25 
to 30 members it begins to find that it 
can no longer fit comfortably into any 
but the largest homes. Its workload has 
become too heavy for the members of 
the Spiritual Assembly to carry without 
help. It has begun to enter the next 
stage of development. 

From this transition point until the 
community reaches Stage Four, the As
sembly will be concerned with the 
problem of having suitable space for 
meetings. Consequently, it should 
begin setting aside funds for the day, 
rapidly approaching, when the com
munity no longer will be able to hold 
Nineteen Day Feasts in the homes of its 
members. 

Stage Two: 25-30 to 100-150 
By the time a community expands 

from 25 or 30 Baha'is to 100 or 150, 
the Spiritual Assembly usually has 
learned how to perform many of its 
fundamental tasks. It has found that it 
must delegate more of its work, and 
has a growing number of committees, 
few of which function consistently be
cause the Assembly remains a novice at 
delegating and supervising tasks. 
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While the Assembly members them
selves continue to carry out many 
duties, such as working with the child
ren or contacting the media, they begin 
to find that they have little time for any 
responsibility other than the Assem
bly's own meetings. They do, however, 
serve in many cases as the Assembly's 
liaisons to its committees. 

The Assembly officers continue to 
carry out their jobs themselves, al
though the secretary's duties have 
usually been divided between a cor
responding and recording secretary, 
and perhaps even a membership sec
retary. The chairman has become more 
important, not only for the smooth 
conduct of the Assembly's lengthening 
agenda but for conducting the consul
tation at the Nineteen Day Feast. 

The Assembly's records have grown 
to the point at which storage in homes 
is a problem. It is ready to rent office 
space where it can store its records and 
equipment, maintain its lending library 
and archives, and hold Assembly and 
committee meetings. Once it has an of
fice where it can keep its typewriter, fil
ing cabinets and office supplies, it can 
begin acquiring furniture such as book
shelves, a desk, and a conference table. 
This office is the community's first 
I:Ia~iratu'I-Quds; but as it looks 
toward the day when it will own a 
building, the Assembly may also decide 
at this stage to purchase a piece of land 
where a Baha'i Center can be built 
once a sufficient amount of money has 
been saved. The goal of the community 
will be to acquire or construct a build
ing large enough to accommodate the 
entire community. 

The community has given up holding 
Feasts in living rooms and has rented a 
hall. Because of a lack of time and the 
large number of people who are pres
ent, consultation has decreased and 
there is a feeling of loss of intimacy. 
Time limits must often be set for each 
of the sections of the Feast. The chair
man, following a carefully planned 
agenda, has become the key to a suc
cessful business portion. In spite of the 
Assembly's best efforts to exercise con
trol, there are many announc~ments 
and reports that consume tirr,e and 
sometimes deaden the Feast. 

The community librarian has had to 
become better organized to manage the 
growing lending library and book 
sales; the librarian's tasks may even 
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have to be shared among several per
sons. Because Feasts are now held in a 
rented temporary facility, it is difficult 
to have a wide range of items available 
for sale. -

The community now has enough 
children and youth to warrant active 
programs for those age groups. The 
percentage of community members 
participating in activities such as 
deepenings and social events has de
creased, as has the percentage of in-

With a growing amount of cler
ical work the Assembly may be
gin to consider buying more 
equipment, such as a copier to 
ease its paper work and an inex
pensive microcomputer to help 
maintain its membership and fi
nancial records. 

come sent to the various Baha'i funds. 
As the community grows toward 100 

or more active members, it continues 
to try and function as a single unit with 
one Feast, but the size of the com
munity and its diversity of interests 
make apparent the need to divide the 
community into smaller units. Al
ready, small "friendship groups" or 
cliques have developed naturally within 
the community. 

Stage Three: 40-60 2 to 300-400 
When a Baha'i community has be

tween 40 or 60 to 300 or 400 members, 
the Assembly finds two urges pulling it 
in opposite directions. It wants the 
community to function as a single unit, 
while at the same time it sees the need 
for smaller units of activity, usually 
based upon neighborhoods. By now 
the community has a Center or is ac
tively working to acquire one, and the 
Assembly is finding it increasingly dif
ficult to hold large meetings for the en
tire community. 

Meanwhile, the Assembly has had to 
learn to delegate responsibility. It has 
become a planning, organizing and su
pervising body that leaves the execu
tion of most tasks to committees or 
representatives. The committees them
selves have begun to assume greater 
responsibility for planning and to have 
subcommittees; even personal prob
lems are usually delegated to a com-

mittee or representatives who may not 
even be Assembly members. Because 
of its heavy agenda, the Assembly tries 
to spend little time conferring with in
dividuals. 

The duties of Assembly officers have 
evolved as well. Now the chairman 
must be able not only to chair an As
sembly meeting but also to speak well 
in front of a large audience. To present 
reports at large gatherings, the cor
responding secretary must likewise 
have some public speaking ability and 
must have the capacity to supervise and 
work well with those whom he or she 
now must call upon to help with at 
least some of the routine clerical work. 
The treasurer must have a good knowl
edge of bookkeeping and finance, for 
the community may now have funds 
that must be skillfully invested in
cluding trust funds given as gifts to the 
community. The secretary, and per
haps the treasurer, may at this juncture 
receive some financial compensation 
for their time, and/or have the help of 
a part-time or full-time assistant, pos
sibly paid. 

With a growing amount of clerical 
work the Assembly may begin to con
sider buying more equipment, such as a 
copier to ease its paper work and an in
expensive microcomputer to help 
maintain its membership and financial 
records. If there is a Center, it may in
clude a bookstore with part-time or 
full-time staff. 

In communities of more than 200 ac
tive members, the Feasts possibly are 
conducted in homes according to geo
graphical areas. At the outset of this 
arrangement, at least one Assembly 
member will usually be present to chair 
each Feast, and the Assembly will pre
pare in advance packets that include an 
agenda for the business session; copies 
of correspondence to be read from the 
Universal House of Justice, National 
Spiritual Assembly, Auxiliary Board 
members, and so on; a report from the 
Local Spiritual Assembly; and an
nouncements and information about 
book sales and the lending library. 
Someone will be designated to report 
the results of consultation to the As
sembly. 

Occasionally, the entire community 
will meet for a combined Feast which 
requires considerable advance plan
ning. Consultation at these larger 
gatherings is usually difficult, as only 



those who feel comfortable speaking 
before a large audience contribute. 

The Baha'i Center, once acquired, 
consumes a large amount of income 
for its upkeep. It has become a mixed 
blessing that improves community ac
tivities by giving the friends a more 
permanent home while at the same 
time adding to its problems because of 
its maintenance and staffing needs. 

It has also become increasingly diffi
cult to communicate quickly with the 
community, and events must be plan
ned farther in advance to publicize 
them effectively to the Baha'is. 

The committee structure has become 
centered gradually on the geographic 
areas used for the Feasts. For example, 
the teaching committee may have sub
committees for each Feast area that 
plan events in their neighborhood. 
Social, teaching and deepening activi
ties have become increasingly neigh
borhood-centered. The community'S 
size has decreased the need for plan
ning joint activities with nearby Baha'i 
communities. 

Stage Four: 300-400 + 
When a community has grown be

yond 300 to 400 active members, the 
Assembly ordinarily has delegated its 
tasks to the point at which it is pri
marily a policy-making body that 
handles only the most important mat
ters. Its officers have become execu
tives with a paid staff, and the sec
retary must usually, of necessity, be at 
least a part-time employee. 

It has become virtually impossible to 
attempt to have a Nineteen Day Feast 
for the entire community, even occas
ionally. Instead, Feasts are held in 
homes by neighborhood. After a point, 
there are so many Feast observances 
that it is no longer possible to have an 
Assembly member present at each one 
of them. The Assembly may therefore 
decide to appoint chairmen for each 
area who are then instructed as to how 
the Assembly wants each Feast to be 
conducted. 

Area committees have become in
creasingly important, not only in plan
ning and carrying out activities in their 
neighborhoods, but in keeping the As
sembly informed about the health of 
the community in each area. These 
committees serve at the behest of the 
Assembly, possibly after an advisory 
vote by the Baha'is in each area. 

Gradually, as the community has 
evolved through each stage, the variety 
of community activities has become in
creasingly more diverse. The Assembly 
finds more and more that the needs 
within its own community consume a 
larger share of its income, leaving a 
smaller percentage for contributions to 
outside Funds. The community's re
sources have grown to the point where 
it no longer needs to pool resources 
with its neighbors. In fact, while the 
community may invite others to attend 
its events, there are actually fewer 
jointly planned activities or inter
community committees than there were 
when the community was small. 

The future holds promise that the 
path the community is now traveling 
will continue, with more decentraliza
tion and delegation as the community 
keeps growing. Feast areas will shrink 
from neighborhoods to city blocks, 
and perhaps even smaller units. Like a 
cell redividing, the possibilities for 
growth reach far beyond our present 
limited perspectives of Baha'i com
munity life. 

Final Comments 
The experience of eXlstmg Baha'i 

communities suggests that it is impor
tant for each community to evolve na
turally through each stage of growth 

NOTES 
1. The numbers given here and 
throughout the article refer to the 
number of active believers. 
2. The reason for the overlap with 
Stage Two is that some communities 

Denmark 

rather than to try to jump too quickly 
from one to another or to bypass a 
stage all together. For example, a small 
Baha'i community that acquires a Cen
ter before it is ready for one will often 
be paralyzed by a responsibility it can
not handle. On the other hand, a 
Spiritual Assembly in a larger com
munity that has never learned to dele
gate responsibility will find itself 
quickly incapacitated. 

Circumstances may not, however, 
permit a gradual transition. For in
stance, the sudden influx of Iranian 
refugees at the time of the overthrow 
of the Shah swelled the ranks of many 
communities with new, active believ
ers. Some difficulties resulted because 
those Assemblies did not have the re
quisite background experience to make 
the adjustments necessary to cope with 
the unexpected increase in numbers. 

Each community must therefore 
evaluate realistically where it is in its 
growth and be flexible enough to make 
any needed adjustments. It should con
stantly look toward the future and lay 
the necessary groundwork for the next 
stage in its growth. But as a boy cannot 
become a man without first being a 
youth, the community must be patient 
with itself and courageously anticipate 
the future while meeting the needs of 
the present. 

have been able to handle a Center suc
cessfully with about 40 active mem
bers. While this is not often true, some 
communities seem to mature faster 
than their numbers alone would indi
cate. 

Shown here are most of the 50 people guest at the school was the Hand of the 
who attended the Danish Baha'i' Sum- Cause of God Ugo Giachery (seated 
mer School last July 9-16. A special near center). 
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The world 

Free clinic in India treats 952 eye patients 

Nine hundred fifty-two people were 
treated during the first free Baha'i 
Medical Camp for Eye Patients held 
last August 17-23 at Government High 
School in Maddure, Karnataka State, 
India. 

One hundred-twenty of the patients 
were operated on, while the others re
ceived medicine, treatment, and free 
eye glasses. 

Hundreds learned of the Faith, and 
the head of the Mysore Health District 
praised the Baha'is for their principles 
and their actions. 

The breakthrough in setting up the 
complex project came when the prin
cipal of the local medical college be
came a Baha'i, according to Habib Ha
bibi of Bangalore, the Baha'i who was 
chiefly responsible for organizing the 
camp. 

The principal of the medical college 
introduced Mr. Habibi to the head of 
the eye department at the K.R. Hos
pital in Mysore and to members of the 
Mobile Operations Unit. These doctors 
agreed to take part in the project and 
promised to supply surgeons, nurses 
and medications at no cost under cer
tain conditions. 

The Baha'is agreed to meet those 
conditions, which included locating a 
suitable building for 100 beds, facilities 
to be turned into an operating room, 
an examining room, water and sanitary 
facilities, lighting, accommodations 
and food for the medical personnel and 
patients, publicity, and advance plan
ning. 

The one element above all others 
that made the Baha'i camp successful, 
says the Karnataka State Teaching 
Committee, was the prayers of the Uni
versal House of Justice. 

From dawn to dusk on the first day 
of the camp, blind and partially blind 
villagers arrived with their dependents. 
They came by bullock cart, rickshaw, 
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and on foot from surrounding villages. 
More than a hundred of these people 

needed urgent major operations. Two 
surgeons and a team of 12 assistants 
worked non-stop and with great dedi
cation throughout the day. 

On the final day of the camp, pa
tients were given final medications and 
told to return in two months for a 
check-up and to obtain their pre
scriptions for eyeglasses. 

Patients were then given a hearty 
breakfast before they set off for their 
homes. Many expressed the feeling that 
never before had they experienced such 
care and love. 

A similar medical camp was sched
uled to be held last September in Ara
kara, near Mandya, India. 

Representatives of 15 state and local 
youth committees in India participated 
with other young people last June 
22-24 in the 14th annual Youth Plan
ning Conference in Pune. The con-

Members of India's National Youth 
Committee participated with members 
of 15 state and local youth committees 

ference was organized by the National 
Youth Committee. 

Special guests were two members of 
the Continental Board of Counsellors 
who attended a part of the program 
and inspired those present to rise to the 
new challenge of organizing children's 
classes all over India and to conduct 
training conferences for children's 
teachers. 

Participants presented reports of 
their activities, discussed ways of im
proving their efforts, and explored new 
goals for the coming year. 

The message from the Universal 
House of Justice to Baha'i youth all 
over the world was received on the 
final day of the conference and was 
studied by everyone present. 

Since the close of the conference, the 
National Youth Committee has been 
receiving reports of successes from 
youth throughout India. 

at the 14th annual Youth Planning 
Conference held last June 22-24 in 
Pune. 



United Kingdom 

Pictured are members of the South 
Uist Bah{i'i community in the Outer 
Hebrides islands west of Scotland. The 
photograph was taken last fa// during 
the visit of Dr. Ridvan Moqbel, a 

Australia 
Members of the Baha'i Society at the 

University of New South Wales, Aus
tralia, recently circulated to 1,000 stu
dents and 500 staff members at the uni
versity a letter describing the sufferings 
of the Baha'is in Iran and actions taken 
by various governments on their be
half. 

The letter also announced a public 
meeting held last September 29 at 
which two members of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Australia spoke. 

Four informational meetings were 
attended by 34 non-Baha'is. 

member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the United Kingdom (back 
row, center). Dr. Moqbel also visited 
the friends on the remote islands of 
North Uist and Benbecula to share 

Sri Lanka 
Thirty-five Baha'is from the Sabara

Gamuwa region of Sri Lanka attended 
a regional conference last September 
20-21 at the Dehiowita Baha'i Center. 
The conference was conducted in the 
Sinhala language. 

Youth from the Eswatte Baha'i com
munity presented a play and slide pro
gram; Auxiliary Board member Neil 
Chandrasekara gave a presentation on 
Baha'i administration, and M.L.e. 
Chandrasekara led a discussion of The 
Hidden Words. 

A talk on the principles of the Faith 

with them the spirit of the Interna
tional Convention in Haifa and to con
vey to these Bahd'(s, who don't often 
receive visitors, the loving greetings of 
their National Assembly. 

was followed by a group discussion. 

.. .. .. 

Twenty-five people attended a Ba
ha'i Family Conference last September 
25 at the Kandy Baha'i Center in Sri 
Lanka. Six non-Baha'i women came as 
observers to the conference which was 
sponsored by the National Women's 
Committee of Sri Lanka. 

While the children were being cared 
for, their mothers heard presentations 
on "The Role of Women and Men in 
Baha '\ Life." 
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Belgium 

A French television crew was among 
a large number of visitors attracted to a 
Baha'i exhibit last May 27-29 at a Eu
ropean festival in Brussels, Belgium. 

The festival, held in Heysel, the ex
hibition park of Brussels, had as its 
theme "The World We Choose, an Ex
hibition on the Quality of Life and Hu
man Values." 

A booth sponsored by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Belgium fea
tured a display of Baha'i books, and 
visitors were offered free literature in 
several languages. 

Those visitors included university 
professors, artists, writers, a member 
of the party accompanying King Bau
doin of Belgium, members of Amnesty 

Ivory Coast 

Seated (left to right) at the head table 
for a United Nations Day conference 
last October 24 in Abidjan, Ivory 
Coast, are speakers Kassimi Fofana, a 
recently appointed member of the Con-

More than 150 people including uni
versity professors and other prominent 
residents of Abidjan, Ivory Coast, at
tended a Baha'i-sponsored United Na
tions Day observance last October 24 
at the National Library in Abidjan. 

The speakers included Counsellor 
Zekrollah Kazemi; Kassimi Fofani, a 
newly appointed member of the Board 
of Counsellors in Africa; and Mr. 
Rotival, the local UN representative. 

The event was chaired by Usher As-
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International, and busloads of school 
children and their teachers. 

Also visiting the booth were a noted 
French author, one of the panelists at 
the principal public program, and a 
Russian man now living in France who 
was so familiar with the Writings of 
Baha'u'llah that he was able to recite 
whole passages from memory. 

When King Baudoin visited the fes
tival, two Baha'is met him and offered 
him a press kit on the Faith which he 
graciously accepted. He also asked for 
and was given Baha'i brochures that 
were being distributed at the festival. 

French television photographed the 
Baha'i booth on two occasions, and it 

tinental Board of Counsellors in Af
rica; Usher Assouan, the mayor of Co
cody, Ivory Coast; Mr. Rotival, the 
United Nations representative in Abid
jan; and Counsellor Zekrollah Kazemi. 

souan, the mayor of Cocody, a suburb 
of Abidjan. Mr. Assouan is an inter
national lawyer and former represen
tative of Ivory Coast to the UN Human 
Rights Commission. 

The mayor closed the conference by 
thanking the Baha'is for their initiative 
in organizing it. 

Advance publicity included several 
announcements over a three-day 
period on national radio, and inter
views of Baha'is on national television. 

was seen briefly on the evening tele
vision news program. 

* * * 
For the second year, Professor \1. 

Masgani, a Baha'i who lives in The 
Netherlands, traveled to Antwerp, Bel
gium, each week last year to teach a 
class of university undergraduate and 
graduate students a course on the Faith 
under a program organized by the Fac
ulty of Comparative Religion in Ant
werp. 

Founded in 1980 by a group of eight 
individuals of varying religious back
grounds, the Faculty of Comparative 
Religion grew out of the Belgian 
branch of the World Congress of 
Faiths. 

The Faculty has strong ties to the 
United Nations Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) and is presently 
negotiating with the Belgian Ministry 
of Education for recognition at the 
completion of a full four-year course. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Belgium, which chose Mr. Masgani to 
teach the course on the Faith in Ant
werp, describes the Faculty's academic 
approach as one that is very much in 
line with that of the teachings of Baha
'u'llah: 

"One acquires not only knowledge, 
but also a greater understanding and 
respect for the essence and origin of 
each religion." 

Excerpts from a video tape made by 
a Belgian delegate at the Fifth Baha'i 
International Convention last April 
28-May 2 in Haifa, Israel, were broad
.. ast May 11 during the evening news 
on a French-language television station 
in Brussels. 

The video tape was also shown at the 
Belgian Baha'i National Convention to 
bring to the friends the "deeply mov
ing moments" of the International 
Convention. 

Greenland 
Indigenous believers attended the 

Greenland Baha'i Summer School for 
the first time this year. 

The 14 Baha'is who met June 24 in 
Holsteinsborg, a coastal settlement just 
north of the Arctic Circle, included six 
Greenlanders and visiting Counsellor 
Lloyd Gardner. 



Italy 

Pictured are many of the 850 people 
who participated last September 4-12 
in the 22nd Italian Baha'i Summer 

Eight hundred-fifty people from 19 
countries attended the 22nd Italian Ba
ha'I Summer School held last Sep
tember 4-12 in the southern city of Co
senza. 

Special guests at the school were the 
Hand of the Cause of God Amatu'l
Baha Ru!J.Iyyih Khanum, who was 
making her first visit to the Italian Ba
ha'i community, and Dr. Leo Nieder
reiter, a member of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors in Europe. 

About 120 children attended special 
classes arranged for them by the Italian 
National Children's Committee. 

A total of 17 guests at the school, 
most of whom are women from south
ern Italy, declared their belief in Baha
'u'llah. 

* * * 
Seven members of the Spiritual As

sembly of Potenza, Italy, and Aux
iliary Board member Gianfranco Maz
zoni met last June 26 with Emilio Col
ombo, the Italian minister of foreign 
affairs. 

The minister agreed following pa
tient approaches by the friends to meet 
officially with representatives of the 
Baha'i institutions to discuss the per
secution of Baha'is in Iran. 

School at Cosenza. Seated in the sec
ond row slightly left of center is the 
Hand of the Cause of God Amatu'l-

The Hand of the Cause of God Ama
tu'I-Baha RzilJiyyih Khdnum is shown 
with some of the children who attended 

During the meeting Mr. Colombo 
was asked to speak on behalf of the Ba
ha'is to the Iranian delegation to the 
United Nations. 

Bahd Rt1~(yyih Khdnum who was mak
ing her first visit to the Italian Bahd,( 
community. 

the 22nd Italian Baha'i Summer School 
last September 4-12 in Cosenza. 

Mr. Colombo said he was well-in
formed about the situation of Baha'is 
in Iran and promised to do what he 
could on their behalf. 
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Hawaii 

Samieh Labib- Wood (right), a member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Hawaiian Islands, is shown with 
Pat Bryant, deputy director in the State 
of Hawaii's department of personnel, 
as they attended Hawaii's annual Wo
men's Conference held last October 
19-20 at Maui Community College. 
Both women conducted workshops at 
the conference. Mrs. Labib- Wood's 
was entitled 'Women: The First Educa
tors of Mankind. ' She has been invited 
to direct a workshop at the Interna
tional Women's Conference to be held 
later this year in New York City. 

Panama 

Fernando Reid (left) spoke about the 
achievements of the United Nations 
during a well-attended program last 
October 24 at the Baha'{ National 
Center in Panama City, Panama, that 
was held to observe the 38th anniver
sary of the founding of the UN. Many 

More than 150 people attended a 
conference on world peace last October 
20 at the museum of the Hombre Pana
meno that was sponsored by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Panama 
and included a guitar and piano con
cert. 

The guests included representatives 
of the United Nations, members of the 
diplomatic corps, and government of
ficials. The program, which included a 
proclamation of the Faith, commemo
rated International Peace Day. 
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in the audience came from Panama's 
National University, and a lively ex
change of questions and answers fol
lowed Mr. Reid's presentation. Also 
pictured is the coordinator of the pub
lic program, Rosemary Baily. 

Meanwhile, in Colon, International 
Peace Day was observed with an open 
air concert that featured a local band. 

A "Week of Peace" was begun with 
special devotions at the Baha'i House 
of Worship in Panama City. Readers 
at the Temple program included the di
rector of Panama's National Theatre 
and a weIl-known poetess. 

International Peace Day also was 
observed in David, where a public talk 
was presented, and in the city of Puer
to ArmueIles. 

Benin 

Television and radio reports on the 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran and con
tact with several government officials 
were among the results of a teaching 
trip to Benin last October 18-21 by 
Shoghi Ghadimi and his wife, two Ba
ha'is who live in Liege, Belgium. 

A meeting to which government offi
cials and prominent members of Benin 
society were invited was broadcast on 
radio, and a widely publicized meeting 
that featured the Ghadimis as speakers 
was carried on television. 

The Ghadimis were received by His 
ExceIlency Mathieu Kerekou, the pres
ident of Benin, who expressed his sym
pathy for Baha'i principles and en
couraged further visits. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ghadimi also met with 
the ministers of higher education, sci
entific research, literacy and culture, 
the vice-chancellor of the National 
Order, the president of the Central 
Court, the president and secretary of 
the Chamber of Commerce, the chan
ceIl or of the university, and the di
rector of the provincial normal school. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Benin planned sustained follow-up 
events to take fuIl advantage of the op
portunities presented by the visit of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ghadimi. 

French Antilles 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
the French Antilles reported last Oc
tober II that the 11 th Local Spiritual 
Assembly had been formed on Marti
nique, and the 17th Assembly was 
ready to form on Guadeloupe. 



Switzerland 

Baha'is from 25 countries and 20 
non-Baha'i guests attended the first 
group of Summer School sessions last 
July-September at the new Baha'i Cen
ter of Landegg, in northeastern 
Switzerland on the southern shore of 
Lake Constance near Rorschach. 

Six courses on a variety of topics 
were presented in English, Italian, Ger
man and French. Special classes were 
offered for children. 

Visitors to the Landegg Center dur
ing the summer programs included 
Counsellor Aziz Yazdi of the Interna
tional Teaching Centre in Haifa; 
Counsellors in Europe Ursula Miihl
schlegel and Louis Henuzet; Manu
chihr Salman pur , a Counsellor in Asia; 

Trinidad/Tobago 

His Excellency Sir Ellis Clarke, pres
ident of Trinidad and Tobago, is 
shown with Shahrzad lamalabadi, a 
Baha'i' youTh who was one of a group 
of seven students who met with the 
president for nearly two hours as part 
of a recent school social studies pro
ject. 

Shahrzad Jamalabadi, a young Ba
ha'i from Trinidad and Tobabo, was 
among a group of students who met 
last September 28 with His Excellency 
Sir Ellis Clarke, the president of Trin
idad and Tobago, as part of a school 
social studies project. 

;"liss Jamalabadi sen'ed as captain 
of a team of seven students who talked 
with :'vtr. Clarke for more than one and 
one-half hours. 

Afterward, she described the pres
ident as "excellent in every point of 
liew," and ;\1r. Clarke wrote to Miss 
Jamalabadi. saying that she had con
ducted the interview quite effectively. 

and Auxiliary Board members F. Dust
dar, W. Golmer, P. Firoozmand, H. 
Gbltenboth and Dr. J.P. Vader. 

The school programs included both 
lectures and workshops. Evening pro
grams featured a variety of enter
tainment including films, slide pre
sentations, Baha'i stories, and music 
from the East and West. A total of 
four concerts were presented. 

A group of 25 Baha'i youth on a 
summer teaching campaign in Switzer
land arrived from Innsbruck, Austria, 
and enjoyed a special program planned 
especially for them. 

A Swiss woman who attended the 
first Summer School session declared 
her belief in Baha'u'llah, as did two 

Hong Kong 
The Baha'i community of Hong 

Kong has been receiving good local 
media coverage of the persecutions in 
Iran, but only after a surprising turn of 
events. 

At first unsuccessful in bringing the 
suffering of the martyrs to public at
tention through the usual media chan
nels, the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Hong Kong placed a notice headed 
"In Memoriam" for each of the mar
tyrs in the South China Morning Post, 
one of the leading English-language 
newspapers in the region. 

As a result, the Baha'is were asked 
to appear on a television program that 
deals with current events. Two Baha'is 
were interviewed for 10 minutes on the 
prime time program. 

Since that time, the South China 
Post has begun to carry wire sen'ice ar
ticles about the persecutions in Iran, 
sometimes even before the local Baha'i 
community receives the information. 

Meanwhile, the National Proclama
tion Committee has become successful 
in obtaining interviews from all the 
mass media. 

Radio interviews were heard last 
March, May and July. The most recent 
television interview was with Russell 
Garcia, a Baha'i who is a well-known 
musical composer and conductor. 

A Chinese-language magazine in 
Hong Kong prepared a feature article 
on the Faith which was scheduled for 
publication last August. 

The steady increase in media e.\-

teen-agers who visited Landegg. 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Switzerland has planned 19 school ses
sions and 10 seminars at the Landegg 
Baha'i Center from December 26, 
1983, through December 28, 1984. 

Seventy Baha'is from various parts 
of Switzerland attended an annual 
teaching conference last October 1-2 in 
Neuchatel. Among the participants 
were Counsellor Ursula Miihlschlegel 
and all members of the Auxiliary 
Board in Switzerland. 

Twenty Baha'is offered to support 
activities in goal localities, while two of 
the friends offered to undertake travel
ing teaching work. 

posure has brought about a corres
ponding increase in enrollments with 
more than 30 new Baha'is joining the 
Hong Kong community in the two 
months following Ric,lvan 1983. 

Kenya 
Baha'is in Mombasa, Kenya, have 

been taking part in a fuel wood con
sen'ation program that was begun in 
1982 by a non-governmental energy 
conservation group. 

The Baha'i community of Mombasa 
was invited to participate in the 
group's first workshop. Last March, a 
group of Baha'is attended an agro
forestry course at the Farmer Training 
Centre where a method of making im
proved "jiko~" (charcoal burners) was 
demonstrated. 

That demonstration was repeated 
several months later at the Baha'i 
Center in ;"lombasa. The results in
clude a group of trained people who 
are working steadily under Baha'i 
sponsorship to make the improved 
jikos. 

So far. 200 jikos have been produced 
for satisfied customers who report a 
significant drop in their charcoal con
sumption, 

The Spiritual Assembly of ;\1ombasa 
feels that by aiding this project it is 
promoting some of the principles of 
the Faith. including work as worship 
and indilidual pursuit of high stand
ard, in order to heIr L'arry forward an 
t'ler-adlancing ('ililization, 
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Now available-a new "Champion Builder Book" about a great Balui'[ teacher 

HAROOT 
~abtk~ 

bYM. R. GARIS 
a highly readable biography of North Americas 

greatest teacher and the foremost Hand of the Cause of God 
raised up by }:jbdu'I-BaJui's will in the 

-' ' first BaJui'i century ---
• In South America her mule 
slipped dangerously close to the 

edge of a precipice as she 
crossed the Andes in the dead 

of winter 

• In Shanghai she raced 
toward the harbor in a ricksha 

while fleeing from an aerial 
bomb attack on the city 

• In Manila she was nearly 
crushed by a stampeding crowd 
struggling to survive one of The 
Philippine's worst earthquakes 

• She spent weeks on the 
ocean in cramped staterooms, 
many hours on wooden seats in 

third-class railroad cars, 
myriad nights in uncomfortable 

hotel rooms 

Root s motivation: a whole-hearted, almost literal 
response to Jtbdu'l-Baha's Tablets of the Divine Plan. 

_. Her goal: to devote her life and her considerable,; 
talents to bringing the message of Baha'u'lltih to seekers around the world.: 

In 1909 Martha Root, a respected Pittsburgh journalist, became a Baha'i and set her sights on 
the world. She traversed the globe five times • spoke to hundreds of audiences • reached 
millions through her newspaper articles and radio broadcasts • visited world leaders, scholars, 
kings, and maharajas • befriended a queen • tirelessly supported Esperanto and world peace 
conferences. arranged for translations of Baha'i writings into many languages. 

And she won the admiration of countless Baha'is and non-Baha'is alike. In 1939, when Martha 
Root died, Shoghi Effendi wrote that her death was the heaviest blow to the teaching work since 
~bdu'l-Baha's passing. Today she still sets the pace for all who arise to teach. 
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World Centre 

Iran deals 'sorely tried' friends heavy blow 

SOREL Y TRIED COMMU~ITY GREATEST NAME 
IRAN HAS I~ RECE~T DAYS SUSTAINED YET 
ANOTHER CRUEL BLOW OPENING NEW CHAPTER 
ITS TURBULENT HISTORY. ON 29 AUGUST IN UN
PRECEDENTED MOVE REVOLUTIONARY GOVERN
MENT THROL'GH STATEMENT ISSUED ATTORNEY 
GENERAL ANNOUNCED BAN BAHA'I AD
MINISTRATION, RECITING USUAL FALSE ACCUSA
TIONS STATING EXISTENCE ADMINISTRATION OF
FICIALL Y CONSIDERED TO BE AGAINST LAWS 
CONSTITUTION COUNTRY. HOWEVER STATE
MENT SAID BAHA '{S MAY PRACTICE BELIEFS AS 
PRIV ATE INDIVIDUALS PROVIDED THEY DO NOT 
TEACH OR INVITE OTHERS TO JOIN FAITH, THEY 
DO ~OT FORM ASSEMBLIES OR HAVE ANYTHING 
TO DO WITH ADMINISTRATION. SERVING IN 
BAHA'I ADMINISTRATION NOW SPECIFIED AS 
CRIMINAL ACT. THIS LATEST ONSLAUGHT DE
FENSELESS COMMUNITY CLEARLY DEMON
STRA TES IMPLACABILITY F ANA TICAL ELEMENTS 
IN THEIR DRIVE SUPPRESS LIGHT GOD'S INFANT 
FAITH IN LAND ITS FIRST GLEAMING. 
IN CONFORMITY PRINCIPLE LOYALTY OBE-

DIENCE GOVERNMENT NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AS
SEMBLY IRAN IMMEDIATELY TOOK ACTION DIS
SOLVE BAHA'I ADMINISTRATION THROUGHOUT 
COUNTRY THUS UPHOLDING INTEGRITY COM
MUNITY DESPITE HEAVY YOKE CRUELTIES 
BORNE BY ITS MEMBERS FOR SEVERAL GEN
ERATIONS. CONFIDENT THAT STEADFAST TRIED 
AND DEVOTED FRIENDS THAT LONG-AGITATED 
LAND WILL FACE NEW SITUATION WITH RA
DIANT FORTITUDE. AT SAME TIME BAHA'is 
ELSEWHERE ENJOYING FREEDOM PRACTICE 
FAITH ACUTELY CHALLENGED TO VINDICATE BY 
THEIR RECONSECRATION TO IMMEDIATE 
SACRED TASKS UNABATED SUFFERING THEIR 
GRIEVOUSLY WRONGED IRANIAN BRETHREN. IN
DEED ALL NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES URGED TAKE 
STEPS STRENGTHEN FOUNDATION BAHA'I INSTI
TUTIONS THEIR COUNTRIES AS TRIBUTE SAC
RIFICES COURAGEOUSLY ACCEPTED MEMBERS 
COMMUNITY BAHA'U'LLAH'S NATIVE LAND. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1983 
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Biography 

'Spiritual victories' in Japan, Korea 

Second of three parts 
Agnes Alexander traveled to Japan 

six times-twice at 'Abdu'l-Baha's re
quest and four times at the bidding of 
Shoghi Effendi. I Altogether, her pio
neering services there totaled some 32 
years, spanning more than half a cen
tury. 

Shortly after her arrival in Japan in 
November 1914 she traveled to Tokyo 
where she joined forces with another 
Baha'i from Hawaii, Dr. George Au
gur.2 Together they began the first Ba
ha'i meetings in that land. 

The first Japanese to embrace the 
Cause in Japan itself 3 was an 18-year
old schoolboy. A school teacher had 
attended a Baha'i meeting and told his 
class that a woman in Tokyo was 
teaching a new religion. When Kiku
taro Fukuta heard this, he felt instantly 
that it was the truth and began at
tending the meetings. In broken Eng
lish he worded this touching petition to 
, Abdu'l-Baha: 

"0 my Master 'Abdu'l-Baha! How 
great mercy and benevolence that Thou 
hast descended upon us through an 
apostle Alexander! Though I am a base 
and poor youth in this world, I am be
ing awakened and bathed in the ocean 
of Thy mercy, so happy that I pity the 
king and the prince who are wandering 
about in the dream of temporal vari
ance. Accept, 0 Master, my deep 

The second in a three-part series on 
the life of the Hand of the Cause of 
God Agnes Baldwin Alexander was 
written by Duane Troxel, an assistant 
professor of educational technology at 
Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge. Dr. Troxel, who has a PhD. in 
education from Temple University in 
Philadelphia, served from 1979-83 as a 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'I's of the Hawaiian 
Islands. 
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Agnes Alexander in a photograph 
taken in Japan around 1914. 

thankfulness from the bottom of my 
heart. I am very sorry when I think of 
our fellowmen who take no thought 
about real happiness and do not rely 
upon the warm hand of Thy love. 0 
my Lord! Water me forever with the 
fountain of mercy; I will never refuse 
Thy command whatsoever it may be. 
Forgive my sins, and allow me to 
awaken my fellow men." • 

Not long after her arrival, Agnes 
joined the Universal Esperanto Asso
ciation. Through it she met Vasily Ero
shenko, a blind Russian youth. He be
came the "door through which a new 
world opened to the Japanese blind 
through the Esperanto language." ~ He 

taught Agnes Braille in English and Es
peranto. Using the medium of Braille, 
she was able to communicate the Ba
ha'i Teachings to those who possessed 
spiritual insight. In 1917 she wrote" A 
Letter to the Blind Women of Japan," 
which was translated into Japanese 
Braille. This was Japan's first Baha'i 
publication. 

'Spiritual brotherhood' 

In July 1915 Agnes was visited by a 
Miss Martha Root who was making a 
"journalistic trip around the world" to 
see for herself "how the Baha'i Teach
ings were really uniting into one great 
spiritual brotherhood the diverse races 
and religions." 6 Agnes and Martha in
stantly forged a deep spiritual attach
ment to one another. Martha Root was 
Agnes' inspiration to begin writing for 
the Cause. Throughout the rest of her 
life she wrote of the Faith in books, ar
ticles, radio scripts, and press releases. 
For a time she was a contributing edi
tor to the Baha'i magazine Star of the 
West. 

When Martha left Japan, Agnes said 
she left behind a bright spot "and cer
tainly sowed many seeds for the 
Cause." 7 

Every teaching trip Agnes embarked 
upon in those days was important in 
one way or another. But of all the trips 
she took, the one to Ejiri in the sum
mer of 1916 brought her the greatest 
joy, for it was on that trip that she gave 
the \1essage to a blind student, Toku
jiro Torii.8 He later said there came to 
him one day "a messenger of the King
dom of Abha and lifted up the veil of 
my soul. ... Every word she spoke to 
me was wonderful and luminous. It 
dispelled the darkness from my soul, 
brought fragrances to my heart like the 
breeze from the green fields, and made 
my inner sight keener and fresher than 
e\'er." 9 

i 
J 



Miss Alexander left Japan in 1917 
after receiving an urgent cable from 
home. She spent the next two years in 
Hawaii and on the U.S. mainland. 
While staying with an aunt in Mont
clair, New Jersey, she received a Tablet 
from 'Abdu'I-Baha containing this as
tonishing opening: "0 thou daughter 
of the Kingdom! Although your letter 
has not yet been received, yet we do an
swer it." He advised her to "hasten 
back to Japan, for in Japan you will be 
assisted and exalted." 10 

Before returning to her post, Agnes 
attended the 1919 U.S. Convention, 
held that year at the McAlpin Hotel in 
New York City.11 It was there that 'Ab
du'I-Baha's Tablets of the Divine Plan 
were unveiled for the first time. In 
them He said this: "Consider ye, that 
Miss Agnes Alexander, the daughter of 
the Kingdom, the beloved maidservant 
of the Blessed Perfection, traveled 
alone to Hawaii and now she is gaining 
spiri t ual \ictories in J apan ~'. I: Agne~ 
returned to Japan in August 1919. 

Agnes always awaited inspiration be
fore carrying out any activity for the 
Cause. One day in 1920 she was pray
ing, "Then suddenly, like a flash of 
light, a great joy filled my heart. The 
inspiration which came was entirely 

Dr. George Augur, the firs! Bahd't' 
froll1 Ha\\'aii ro pioneer m·erseas. 

Agnes Alexander with Vasily Ero- peranto, thus opening 'many doors' to 
shenko, a blind Russian youth who the Faith. The photograph was taken 
taught her Braille in English and Es- in Tokyo in 1915. 

llOexpected. It was that I would go to 
Korea and take His Message." 13 

In the fall of 1921 she became the 
first Baha'i to set foot in Korea. Be
cause the activities of foreigners were 
then closely scrutinized by the Korean 
police, Agnes decided to obtain per
mission to carry out her teaching plans. 
She went to the official in charge and 
explained the purpose of her visit. She 
also presented him with a translation 
of 'Abdu'I-Baha's advice to another 
pioneer, Fanny Knobloch of South Af
rica. Some of the Master's words were: 
"It may be that the government of 
those regions will check thee. Thou 
shouldst say, 'I am a Baha'i and a 
friend with all religions and nations. I 
consider all to be of one race and count 
them as my relatives. I have divine love 
and not racial and sectarian love.' " 14 
The official was so delighted with the 
Master's words that he gave Agnes 
three letters of introduction to im
portant officials in that country-one 
of whom was the governor of Korea. 

En route to Seoul, Agnes said she 
felt as though she were "going to my 
family instead of to a strange coun-

try," and she was "thrilled with the 
realization that it was virgin land where 
the soil was pure and ready for seed 
sowing." 15 

While in Japan she had met a Ko
rean named Mr. Oh who told her she 
should go one day to Korea because the 
people there were "thirsty for true re
ligion." 16 Since then her link with Mr. 
Oh had been severed. Now she turned 
to 'Abdu'l-Baha in prayer, supplicat
ing Him to bring them together. Short
ly afterward she was riding in a street
car when she felt someone grasp her 
hand. She looked up to see Mr. Oh! 

From that point on he became her 
guide and interpreter. Together they 
planned Korea's first Baha'i public 
meeting. With only one day's lead 
time, they advertised the talk in the 
local paper. When they reached the 
meeting place they were astonished to 
see about 900 Koreans patiently wait
ing! Agnes spoke to them simply, hold
ing aloft a photograph of 'Abdu'l
Baha. Afterward, she invited seekers 
from that meeting to a Baha'i feast. 
Each one who came was asked to write 
his sentiments and name on a card ad-
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dressed to the Master. These are a few 
of their comments: "Just now I found 
the brilliant light of Baha." "The uni
versal supreme mountain of Truth." 
"Oh freedom! Oh Baha'i!" \7 

After a month of successful procla
mation and teaching in Korea, Agnes 
returned to Tokyo. She then received a 
Tablet from 'Abdu'l-Baha (delivered 
posthumously) praising her efforts in 
Korea. Although they never met, her 
attachment to 'Abdu'l-Baha was great. 
Throughout the remainder of her life 
she would turn to Him for help in times 
of need. The strength of her conviction 
is revealed in her response to His pass
ing. Instead of dampening her ardor, 
the event seems to have inflamed it still 
further. In letters written to a Baha'i 
friend at that time she says: " ... let us 
be very near to each other in spirit in 
these great days. 

"In His great love and mercy He left 

Martha Root (seated second from left) 
and Agnes Alexander (standing behind 
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a Tablet for the new friends of Korea 
and one to me. Pray dearest sister, that 
I may fulfil His Hope in Korea and 
may be selfless at His Door." 1, 

" .. .l wish you were here with me in 
this little house, because with united 
hearts we could spread a great bouquet 
of love. We could sacrifice all in love to 
Him. 

'Herald of Truth' in Japan 

"It seems I must always stand alone, 
but dear, He does not forsake His 
children. We know His Love-that is 
all we must seek." 19 In a Tablet to a 
Japanese Baha'i, written in the last 
year of His life, 'Abdu'I-Baha called 
Agnes "the herald of Truth in Japan. 
Rest assured that she will be con firmed 
and assisted." 20 In later years the 
Guardian assured her, "The Master is 
watching over and blessing your his
toric services." 21 

Upon the Master's passing in 1921, 

Miss Root) in Tokyo, 1915. Sealed al 
the lefl is Kikularo Fukula, lhe firsl 

Shoghi Effendi Rabbani (1897-1957) 
bec;me Guardian and head oi the Ba
ha 'i Faith. His first letter to the Baha'is 
of Japan was sent in care of Agnes. In 
it he recalled a statement of 'Abdu'l
Saha's concerning Japan, saying: 
"These were His very words, that still 
keep ringing in my ears:-'Japan will 
turn ablaze! Japan is endowed with a 
most remarkable capacity for the 
spread of the Cause of God!' " 22 

Rock-firm in the Covenant, Agnes 
had no difficulty accepting the Mas
ter's successor, Shoghi Effendi, as 
"the sign of God on earth." Of the 
first personal letter received from him 
she wrote, "The words penned by his 
hand at the end of the letter so affected 
me that, for several days my heart was 
filled with joy and inspiration, and a 
realization came to me of the power 
with which God had endowed him." 23 

She was one of those who in later years 
cheered his heart when disunity and 



Covenant-breaking drove him into se
clusion in Switzerland. He wrote that 
"her glorious service in Japan" had re
joiced his heart and strengthened his 
"confidence in the future glories of 
that far eastern land." 24 

'Two weeks in Heaven' 
Martha Root25 arrived in Tokyo in 

April 1923. Indefatigable Martha! 
Agnes arranged a full schedule of 
teaching activities for this remarkable 
Baha'i. Martha spoke to schools, uni
versities, Esperantists, peace societies, 
YMCA groups and the blind. When 
the time came for her departure for 
China she wrote in Agnes' guest book: 
"I have spent two weeks in Heaven 
with my precious sister, Agnes. Ya 
Baha EI Abha!" 26 

Agnes was in Tokyo on September 1, 
1923, when a stupendous earthquake 
rocked Japan. "It shook Tokyo as a 
terrier does a rat, at noon when all the 
luncheon fires in the city were lit, and 
within a few seconds the city was 
ablaze from end to end." 27 Agnes 
said, "As soon as the first tremor sub
sided, I rushed into the house and pro
cured my hand bag in which I carried 
the Prayer for protection revealed by 
'Abdu'I-Baha .... When the earth be
gan again to tremble, I read the Prayer 
aloud. Three times this occurred, and 
each time quiet came after the read
ing." 28 

Mr. and Mrs. Tokujiro Torii with 
Agnes Alexander (center), circa 1916. 

When it was over, Tokyo, Yoko
hama and the neighboring villages were 
utterly destroyed. The death toll ex
ceeded 150,000; more than 100,000 
others were injured. From throughout 
the Baha'i world Agnes received letters 
of concern and consolation. One 
precious letter came from BaJ:liyyih 
Khanum, the Greatest Holy Leaf: 29 

"The Lord has surely kept you safe 
amid the crumbling walls of that great 
city of Japan, that you in turn might 
accomplish the task that lies before you 
and I never doubt that you are surely 
worthy of His Grace." 30 

Agnes Alexander, the first to take the 
Faith to Korea, is shown in that COWI-

Homeless, Agnes traveled to Korea 
and then to China where she joined 
Martha Root. Only four years earlier 
'Abdu'I-Baha had told some pilgrims, 
"New China has awakened." 31 The 
white faces of Agnes and Martha were 
a curious novelty to many Chinese. 

Travel was sometimes difficult and 
dangerous. Seated on the wooden floor 
of a springless, donkey-drawn cart, 
they traveled for miles in bitterly cold 
weather. On another occasion they en
countered 13 freshly decapitated heads 
hung from the gate of a city, pro
claiming to all the fate of Chinese ban-

try in a photograph taken in September 
or October 1921. 
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Agnes Alexander (seated second from 
left) and Martha Root (seated to her 

dits who are caught. It could not have 
been a reasurring sight to three middle
aged women traveling without escort 
(Agnes' sister, Mary Charlotte, who 
was not a Baha'i, accompanied them 
on the trip).32 

After three months Agnes left China 
to return home to Honolulu. It is sur
prising to learn that she did not plan to 
make her home in Japan. "In the fu
ture, " she wrote, "I will return to 
China & Korea and of course pass 
through Japan, but I don't think I will 
live there again." She intended to visit 
Korea and make an indefinite stay in 
China. 33 

Shoghi Effendi praised her efforts in 
China, but reminded her of "the 
sacred interests of the Cause in 
Japan," saying, "you are that radiant 
herald who has raised the Call of Sal
vation in its very heart and to whom it 
owes a great debt of gratitude." 34 On 
another occasion he wrote, "I feel that 
your destiny lies in that far-off and 
promising country (Japan) where your 
noble and pioneer services future gen
erations will befittingly glorify and 
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left) with students and faculty during a 
visit in 1923 to Keio University in 

thankfully remember." 35 And, "Your 
name will forever remain associated 
with the rise of the Faith and its estab
lishment in Japan, and the record of 
your incessant and splendid endeav
ours will shed on its annals a lustre that 
time can never dim." 36 

Agnes accomplished some notable 
firsts during her Hawaiian sojourn, 
1924 to 1928. In May 1924 she com
pleted the maiden travel teaching voy
age to the island of Hawaii, traversing 
the largest island in the Hawaiian 
archipelago. She spoke in churches, 
Buddhist temples, YMCAs and 
schools. Her talks were published in 
both the English- and J apanese-lan
guage press. In July she sailed for 
Kauai where she gave the premier pre
sentation of the Teachings to that is
land. In 1927 she began a Baha 'j child
ren's class "under a spreading 
monkeypod tree ... " .1- Nevertheless, 
she had not forgotten the Guardian's 
wish that she return to Japan. Before 
returning she collected, and had pub
lished, 'Abdu 'I-Bahd 's Tablets to 
Japan. 

Japan. 

Agnes Alexander in a photograph 
taken in ,Vew York City in 1919. 



The 'indefatigable' Martha Root in a 
photograph probably taken in China 
around 1923-24. 

, .",~ 
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Agnes Alexander in her room in Tokyo 
shortly after her return to Japan in 

Agnes' third visit to Japan began on 
January 24, 1928. She landed in 
Tokyo, now completely rebuilt since 
the catastrophic quake five years ear
lier. Always thrifty in her habits, 
Agnes had decided not to ship her car 
from Honolulu: "This is not the place 
for a lady to drive an auto. The streets 
are bad & there are many bicycles & 
disorder. One can hire an auto within 
the city for 1 yen fixed price, so it is 
very convenient. There are 2 men to 
manage the taxi. One drives, & the 
other jumps out to inquire the way. " 38 

She later found the drivers quite reck
less and often resorted to squeezing her 
eyes shut whenever things looked dan
gerous. 

Once-timid Agnes continued her 
public talks, employing a technique 
gleaned from Martha Root. Before de
livering a talk she wrote everything 
out, keeping as close to 'Abdu'l-Baha's 
words as she could. When she finished 
talking she would hand out copies of 
the address to the newsmen in attend
ance, thereby assuring the best chance 
for full and accurate reporting. 

The year of Agnes' return to Japan 
coincided with the coronation of Em
peror Hirohito who succeeded his 

1928. The photograph was taken on 
December 26 of that year. 

father, Yoshihito, two years earlier. He 
was presented with seven specially 
bound Baha'i books along with a mes
sage from Shoghi Effendi: "May the 
perusal of Baha'i literature enable your 
Imperial Majesty to appreciate the sub
limity and penetrative power of Baha
'u'llah's Revelation and inspire you on 
this auspicious occasion to arise for its 
worldwide recognition and tri
umph." 39 Aside from Queen Marie of 
Rumania, the Emperor was the only 
sovereign addressed by the Guard
ian. 40 

Triumphant pilgrimage 

At 54, Agnes climbed Mt. Fuji, 
Japan's highest peak (elevation 12,365 
feet), in the company of Buddhist pil
grims. Climbing throughout a moonlit 
night, she joined her companions at 
dawn for prayers. "All stood in rev
erence with heads bared while from 
under the clouds the glorious sun rose 
illuminating the mountainside .... 
Looking down the mountain, as far as 
the eye could see, there was a con
tinuous white-robed procession as
cending the winding trail. . . ." 41 

Martha Root, fresh from a triumph
ant pilgrimage through Persia, re
turned to China in September 1930. 
Agnes left Tokyo and rendezvoused 
with her in Shanghai. The Baha'i pio
neers residing in that city warmly wel
comed the energetic duo. A major tri
umph of the trip was the spontaneous 
offer by Dr. Tsao, the president of 
Tsing Hua University, to translate 
Bahd'u'lldh and the New Era into Chi
nese. Martha was so touched by his of
fer that her eyes filled with tears of 
gratitude.42 

Returning to Japan, the two plunged 
into an exhausting round of speaking 
engagements. The crowning event was 
Martha's talk over Tokyo radio station 
JOAK on "The Progress of the Baha'i 
Movement in the Five Continents." 
The talk was later published in the 
Japan Times. 43 

Inspiration guided Agnes Alex
ander's life. On many occasions she 
anticipated by some mysterious intui
tion spiritually significant events. One 
of these was the visit to Japan of Keith 
Ransom-Kehler 44 in June 1931. Agnes 
had never met Keith: " ... I had only 
known her through her writings, yet 
even before the cable reached me tell
ing of her coming, an expectant joy 
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filled my heart-a joy which came 
from an unseen source and was not 
connected with the world about 
me." 4S Keith's intellectual and 
spiritual brilliance dazzled Agnes and 
all others who heard her. Agnes 
credited her with laying the foundation 
for the formation of Japan's first Ba
ha'i Assembly-a goal Shoghi Effendi 
had set for Agnes. One day Keith came 
into Agnes' room and read aloud to 
her an article she had just written on 
"The Station of Martyrdom." "How 
significant it now seems," Agnes later 
recalled, "when she herself has at
tained this high distinction among the 
American believers and become their 
first martyr. " 46 

'Exemplary devotion' 

The year 1932 was one of victories 
for Agnes. On March 13 she awoke 
with the inspiration to form Japan's 
first Baha'i Assembly. Eight days later 
she cabled the Guardian: "NA W RUZ 
GREETINGS TOKYO ASSEMBLY." 
He replied, "LOVING REMEM
BRANCE SHOGHI." 47 That Decem
ber, the long-awaited translation of 
Bahd'u'Udh and the New Era into 
Japanese came from the printers. 
When copies reached the Holy Land, 
Shoghi Effendi placed them with his 
own hands alongside 14 other versions 
at Bahji, where they would be "a con
stant reminder" of Agnes' "persever
ance," "magnificent efforts" and "ex
emplary devotion to the Cause of 
God." 48 

A death in the family in June 1933 
prompted Agnes to return to Hawaii. 
By May 1935 she was back at her post 
in Japan. The fledgling Assembly she 
had helped form was scattered. It ap
peared that the Cause had not pro
gressed during her absence; but this did 
not trouble her. She was confident that 
"His guiding power" was leading the 
way.49 

A tragic event during this time was 
the Toriis' loss of their only son, 
17-year-old Akira, whose name means 
"shining light." Instead of despairing, 
however, they were happy, and sensed 
that he was spiritually near. As a 
memorial to Akira, Mr. Torii trans
lated Bahd'u'lldh and the New Era into 
Japanese Braille. Perhaps it was a ful
fillment of 'Abdu'I-Baha's wish, ex
pressed in a Tablet to Akira's parents 
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at the time of his birth: "Akira, whose 
name may be ever blessed for it is quite 
an appropriate one .... " '0 

Next: Further triumphs, 1937-1971. 

~OTES 

1. Audio recording of Agnes Alexander in 
Menlo Park, California. 1961. "Legacies of 
Service" tape, Baha'i Publishing Trust, 
Wilmette, Illinois, 1980. 
2. Dr. Augur (1858-1927), a homeopathic 
physician, had moved to Hawaii from Oak-

Another photograph of Agnes Alex
ander in New York City, 1919. 

land, California, in 1898. Around 1909 he 
and his wife Ruth embraced the Faith. He 
was the first from Hawaii to pioneer, and 
reached Japan only months before Agnes. 
'Abdu'l-Baha commended him for his pio
neering efforts: "A thousand times bravo 
to thy high magnanimity and exalted aim! 
... Ere long this transcendent Light will 
wholly enlighten the East and the West!" 
(History of the Bahd'{ Faith in Japan: 
1914-1938, pp. 12-13). After his passing, 
Dr. Augur was designated a "Disciple of 
'Abdu'l-Baha" by Shoghi Effendi (The Ba
M,( World, Vol IV, pp. 118-19). 
3. Though the first to declare in Japan, \1r. 
Fukuta was actually the fourth Japanese 
Baha'i in the world. The first was \-1r. 
Kanichi Yamamoto (1879-1961) who em
braced the Faith in Honolulu in September 
1902. The second was the well-known Sai
chiro Fujita (1886-1976) who became a Ba
ha'i in Oakland. California. around 1905. 
(Japan Will Turn Abla::.e.', p. 18). \1r. Fu-

Agnes Alexander on board a ship, circa 
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India 

Youth Academy growing, succeeding 

The Baha'i Youth Academy was es
tablished June 27, 1982, in Panchgani, 
India. 

Its aim was to establish a permanent 
institution for Baha'i scholarship as 
well as to provide a national center for 
deepening and training Baha'is from 
all parts of India who, armed with 
new-found knowledge and skills, could 
then return to their home states and set 
up similar programs and "permanent 
training institute activities"-as called 
for in the second phase of India's 
Seven Year Plan-for deepening the 
friends in their local language. 

Since its inception the Academy has 
held three successful courses, each with 
a different emphasis. 

The first course, of six weeks' du
ration, was a general one for youth and 
drew 36 participants. It was held simul
taneously with a similar course in Per
sian for 99 Persian pioneers from India 
and abroad. 

The second course was lengthened to 
seven weeks to include a week-long 
"spiritualization" element, and was 
designed specifically for the members 
of State Teaching Committees. The 
course focused on the functions and 
administration of these vital and 
unique State institutions. 

The third course, three weeks long, 
was for Baha'i women and included 
special classes on the role and station 
of Baha'i women in the community 
and the family as well as a class on 
famous women in Baha'i history. 

To date (March 1983), 162 students 
from 16 States in India, the Andaman 
Islands, and the neighboring countries 
of Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka 

This article on the Baha'{ Youth 
Academy in Panchgani, India. is re
printed from the March 1983 issue of 
Baha'i News India. 
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have completed courses at the Aca
demy. 

Each of the courses, though ha\"ing 
its own unique character and emphasis, 
follows the same basic outline: six 
classes per day, each class one hour 
long, for six days each week. 

Each class has its own daily assign
ments, and most of them have final ex
aminations at the end of the course. 
The core subjects covered in e\ery 
Academy course are: 

• Baha'i administration 
• Laws and ordinances 
• Baha'i history 
• The Covenant 
• Opposition to and protection of 

the Faith 
• Baha'i education 
• Baha'i principles 
Additional classes have so far in

cluded: 
• Teaching the Faith 
• Selected chapters from Some A n

swered Questions 
• Progressive Re\elation and the his-

tory of religions 
• The station of women and famous 

Baha'i women 
• Women in Baha'i administration 
• Organizing Baha'i activities 
• Family life 
• Spiritualization course on The 

Seven Valleys 
In addition, an extracurricular 

course in black and white photography 
and darkroom techniques has been a 
regular and popular feature of each 
course. 

It will be readily recognized that the 
courses are both rigorous and thrilling. 
As Baha'u'llah tells us: 

"Immerse yourselves in the ocean of 
My words, that ye may unravel its 
secrets, and discover all the pearls of 
wisdom that lie hid in its depths. " 

Within the first day or two of a 
course, students at the Academy find 
themselves fully immersed in the vast 
ocean of Baha'u'llah's Revelation. 
Within the first week, they catch the 
first glimmerings of the immensity, 
majesty and power for transformation 
of the Holy Writings, while their 
teachers observe in them a new sense of 
belonging to a Cause far more mighty 
than they had realized before. 

Usually, about halfway through a 
course, the students begin to feel 
"drowned" in the ocean of assign
ments, wondering whether it is really 
necessary to cover so much material in 
so short a time; but by the last week, 
most of them request that the Academy 
"extend the course for one more 
week," having come to realize that no 
matter how many weeks they've had to 
devote solely to Baha'i studies, they 
have only skimmed the surface of that 
vast and limitless ocean of Baha
'u'llah's words. And when their exami
nations are over, the students' usual 
sense of relief is tempered by a desire to 
know more, and a hunger and thirst to 



A cornerstone signifying the perma
nent establishment of the Baha'i Youth 

delve even more deeply into the Revela
tion. 

Teachers at the Academy come from 
the highly qualified cadre of profes
sional educators in the Panchgani Ba
ha'i community-including the prin
cipal, counsellor and staff members of 
the New Era School-and from those 
Baha'is from other parts of India who 
are distinguished for their knowledge 
of the Faith and their ability to tea~h. 

This group of visiting teachers has 
included Counsellors, Auxiliary Board 
members and members of national 
committees in India, and will in future 
include distinguished Baha '( teachers 
from abroad. Most of the teachers use 
the methods of discussion and question 
an answer, thus involving the students 
actively in the learning process rather 
than requiring them to listen passi\'ely 
to a lect ure. 

The Academy was concerlUalized by 
the National Youth Committee of In
dia through consultation with Coun
sellor Burhani'd-Din Afshin in \larch 
and April 1982. Since'that time, it has 
grown in gradual stages. 

When planning was bt:gun for the 
first course, the Academy had only one 
full-time staff member-t he di rector, 
An assistant director was needed. and 
was promptly addt:d, ,-'\.ftt:r tht: firS! 
course, the staff grew to fi\'e. with the 
new members being tht: head of the li
brary and corre~ponJt:llce "l)llr~e~. and 

Academy at Panchgani, India, is set in 
place in a ceremony in June 1982. As 

the head of the department of physical 
arrangements (including housing, 
food, purchasing, finance) and his 
assistant. 

During the third course, the Aca
demy expanded once again: an office 
assistant and accounts assistant were 
added to the already existing depart
ments, and the audio-visual depart
ment, with a staff of three, was form
ed. This newest department is con
cerned with producing films and video 
tapes for use in the classroom and in 
villages. Thus, in the short space of 
nine months the Academy grew from 
one staff member and one department 
to 10 staff members, all working on a 
voluntary basis, and four departments. 

A design is now being made for the 
building that will house the Academy 
and its departments in the area known 
as Kanga Hills, Panchgani. Funds con
tributed during the opening and closing 
conferences of the first course will 
enable the Academy to begin construc
tion of a building that will ultimately 
include offices for the various depart
ments, dormitories and dining space 
for around 60 students, one or two 
classrooms, a conference hall, a library 
and darkroom. Construction is to 
begin as soon as the master plan for the 
entire Kanga Hills site, which will in
clude buildings for the New Era Junior 
College and the Institute of Rural 
Technology. has been completed. 

of March 1983, 162 students had com
pleted courses at the Academy. 

Before the completion of its first 
year of courses, the Academy will hold 
three more courses: a five-week course 
for students at the New Era School to 
help prepare them for their pioneering 
services to all parts of the world; a 
course for graduating students at the 
Rabbani Baha'i School; and a course 
for youth, especially State and Local 
Youth Committee members. 

Through numerous tests and diffi
culties, through the dedicated efforts 
of a close-knit staff, through the sup
port of its parent institutions, the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly and National 
Youth Committee of India, through 
the unstinting cooperation, encour
agement and assistance of the Coun
sellors residing in India, through the 
selfless services of knowledgeable 
friends who have sacrificed their time 
to teach at the Academy, through the 
confirmation, encouragement and 
prayers of the Universal House of Jus
tice and the International Teaching 
Centre, through the ever-present and 
keenly felt showers of blessings from 
the Ancient Beauty, and because of the 
crying need for such an institution in 
this vast and receptive country, the 
Academy, though still young, has al
ready grown into a viable institution 
and an effective instrument for service 
to the Cause of God. 
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United States 

Marriage institute 'breaks new ground' 

The Marriage Institute held August 
14-20 at the Louhelen Baha'i School 
near Davison, ~tichigan, broke new 
ground in the application of Baha'i 
teachings on marriage in daily life, ac
cording to Mrs. Mary Kay Radpour, 
one of the research assistants working 
under Dr. Hossain Danesh, who con
ducted the institute. 

"For the research assistants," said 
Mrs. Radpour, "the week \\"as a peak 
experience professionally and in terms 
of Baha'i deepening and service. We all 
feel as though we are seeing the world 
with new eyes." 

Dr. Danesh is a professor of psy
chiatry and family medicine at the Uni
versity of Ottawa and chairman of 
both the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Canada and the executive committee 
of the Association for Baha'i Studies. 

He has been studying marriage from 
the point of view of the Baha'i 
teachings and has done scientific re
search for several years with the aim of 
developing a scientific model for a 
healthy marriage. It was this work he 
drew upon in conducting the institute. 

Also serving as faculty members 
were two other members of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada, 
Dr. Glen Eyford and Mrs. Ruth Ey
ford. 

The institute was attended by about 
30 married couples and five single peo
ple, and by about 35 children who, to
gether with staff, faculty and research 
assistants, filled Louhelen to capacity. 

The program included a keynote talk 
eaL"h day by Dr. Danesh, follo\\ed by 
afternoon discussion groups. 

In the evenings, spouses wrote letters 
to eaL"h other on the subjeL"t for the 
day, and separately filled out question
naires on the next day's topic which 
they compared before turning them in. 

One of the objeL"tives \\as to stim-
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ulate a spirit of inquiry \\ithin the 
North AmeriL"an Bah:i' i communi ty 
about marriage. 

"I was pleased \\ith the response of 
the participants," said Dr. Danesh. 
"They showed a high degree of interest 
and enthusiasm, as well as a lot of 
earnest self-examination, \\hid1 is 
necessary if people arc to impro\e the 
way they relate to each other." 

The institute was sponsored jointly 
by the Association for Baha'i Studies 
and the Louhelen Baha'i School Coun
cil. 

"The Association is making an im
portant contribution to the intelleL"tual 
and spiritual development of the Ba
ha'i community," said Dr. Geoffry 
Marks, Louhelen's director of aca
demic affairs, "and we look forward 
to collaborating further with the Asso
ciation in holding similar programs in 
the future." 

Another note: There was an e\cel
lent mixture of Americans and Cana
dians at the institute. Out of about 100 
people who participated, roughly 4:' 
were Canadian. 

Subjects covered included an o\er
view of Baha'i marriage. com
munication in marriage, 10\ e in mar
riage, sex in marriage, and anger and 
crisis in marriage. 

Dr. Eyford, a profes~or of com
munity de\"elopment and education at 
the University of Alberta and a mem
ber of the Association's e\ecuti\e com
mittee, served as e\aluator of the pro
ceedings and commented daily on the 
process the faculty and participanh 
\\ere following. 

An e\aluation of participant' \\ ill 
also be conduded ,i\ and 12 1110mh" 
after the session to asses, \\ hether the 
institute has had an impact on their 
marital behador and a((itude.,. 

Among the research a,sistanh \\ere 

S}U}\I'I/ are many of the participants in 
a marriage institute held August 14-20 
at the Louhelen Bahli '/" School near 
Dal'ison, .\lichigan. The week-long in
\{illlte I\'as conducted chiefl.r by Dr. 
Hossain Danesh (seated in foreground 
closest to camera), who is a professor 
of' psychially and family medicine at 
the {Jnil'ersity of O((awa and chairman 
o( the Sational Spiritual Asselllb(1' of 
Canada. 

\\rs. Eyford, a therapist; Dr. Sam ~tc
Clellan, a psychiatrist;and ~lrs, Rad
pour, a family therapist. 

Other research assistants were 
counselors, educators and graduate 
studenh pursuing careers in mental 
health, medicine. education, or social 
,ef\tces. 



The world 

More than 5,000 declare in Honduras 

More than 5,000 residents of Hon
duras declared their belief in Baha
'u'llah as a result of "Operation Badi
Azar," a teaching campaign last July 
7-August 7 that involved a teaching 
team of 10 to 20 members and the sup
port of more than 50 other Baha'is. 

The first two weeks were centered 
near Cortes, where 14 communities 
were visited. The teaching work in
cluded evening proclamation meetings 
that featured music, talks, games and a 
slide presentation. 

Thousands of pamphlets and prayer 
sheets were given to local residents, 
and team members were interviewed by 
a television station and two radio sta
tions. 

The last half of the campaign was 
focused in the area of Atlantida, where 
a special consolidation team met with 
new and veteran Baha'is and with 
members of Local Spiritual Assem
blies. Meanwhile, the teaching work 
reached 13 towns in that area. 

The campaign, encouraged by the 
Continental Board of Counsellors and 
supported by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Honduras, was dedicated 
to the memory of the martyrs and 
friends in Iran. It was organized by the 
National Teaching Committee of Hon
duras. 

The National Assembly points out 
that the 5,109 new believers raised up is 
"a vivid reminder that the blood of the 
martyrs is not shed in vain and that the 
victories are waiting to be won." 

¥ ¥ ¥ 

More than 160 youth from 10 coun
tries attended a Baha'i International 
Youth Conference last March 31-April 
2 in Siguatepeque, Honduras. 

Among the participants were Coun
sellors Hedi Al)madiyyih, Artemus 
Lamb and Ruth Pringle, and members 
of the Auxiliary Board from Guate
mala and Honduras. 

Shown WiTh seekers are Bahd'(s who 
participated last July and August in 
'Operation Badi-Azar,' a teaching 

The program included presentations 
on the Covenant, spiritual enrichment, 
the Baha'i Funds, the reality of man, 
and topics of special concern to youth 
including love, engagement, and mar
riage. 

Windward Islands 
More than 50 Baha'is and their 

guests participated last August 15-20 in 
the first Baha'i Summer School held in 
Dennery, St. Lucia, Windward Is
lands. 

Separate classes were held each 
morning for children, pre-teens, youth 
and adults. Classes focused on pro
gressive revelation, the relationship of 
the Faith to Christianity, and living a 
Baha'i life. 

Music, crafts and swimming were 

campaign in Honduras in which more 
than 5,000 people declared their belief 
in Bahd'u 'lldh. 

Youth from several countries shared 
their songs, while others performed na
tional dances or presented plays. The 
most popular evening program was a 
showing of the film, "The Pilgrim
age. " 

among the activities offered each af
ternoon. 

Teams of Baha'is visited local be
lievers inviting them to join the Sum
mer School activities. Friends and rela
tives were told about the Faith, re
sulting in the enrollment of 18 new be
lievers during the school session. 
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Switzerland 

Shown is the new Landegg Bahd't'Cen
tre near Rohrschach, Switzerland, a 
facility for European schools, seminars 

Vanuatu 
As a result of successful teaching in 

the Lenakel area of Vanuatu, there are 
now Baha'is in inland villages around 
Sidni. 

There are 11 new believers in Wai
sisi, and children's classes are being 
held in six localities. 

Two young girls joined a traveling 
teacher who recently visited eight Local 
Spiritual Assemblies in a two-week 
period. The girls made the teaching trip 
during their holiday from secondary 
school. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Vanuatu is preparing a booklet of 
prayers and Baha'i writings in the Tan
nese language. 

Canada 
An International Baha'i Youth Con

ference will be held August 24-28, 
1984, at the University of Western On
tario in London, Ontario, Canada. 

The campus is two hours from 
Detroit, Michigan, and is serviced by 
major national airlines. There is space 
for 2,500 youth ages 14-24. The con
ference is open to non-Baha'i youth. 
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and conferences that is under the aegis 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Switzerland. An article about the Cen-

Ecuador 

Villagers in Mataje, Ecuador, line a 
river bank awaiting the arrival last 
April of a teaching team that was par
ticipating in the 'Enoch Olinga Pro-

tre, which was dedicated the weekend 
of June 4-5, 1983, appeared in the Oc
tober issue of Baha'i News. 

ject'in the country's Esmeraldas Pro
vince. Mataje is the farthest town up 
the Mataje River visited by the team of 
Bahd'is. 



Trinidad/T obago 
About llO people were enrolled in 

the Faith last July 9-31 in Trinidad and 
Tobago during the nationwide "New 
Dawn-breakers Teaching Project." 

The campaign, dedicated to "the 
martyrs of our time," was supported 
by Baha'is all over the country and by 
visits by Baha'is from other countries. 

One of its primary goals was to \isit 
the new Baha'is and to help deepen 
them and teach members of their fam
ilies. 

Among the participants were Coun
sellors Peter \lcLaren and Donald 
Witzel and Auxiliary Board member 
Frank \-lann from Venezuela. 

The effort was begun simultaneously 
in the eastern and southern areas, then 
proceeded to Tobago for teaching 
work in Mt. Grace and \lason Hall. 

The last six days were devoted to 
teaching in the northern area of 
Trinidad. 

About 50 Baha'is participated in the 
campaign in Tobago. while more than 
50 carried out the successful effort in 
the northern area of Trinidad. 

J(. J(. J(. 

Twenty-two people attended the 
"First Nine-Day Full-Time Spirituali
zation Institute" August 5-14 in San 
Fernando, Trinidad. The institute was 
::oordinated by Jenabe Caldwell. a Ba
ha'j from Hawaii. 

Study sessions focused on prayer, 
The Hidden H 'ords of Balld'lI 'lIdll and 
The Se\'en Valleys and lhe FOllr Valleys 
by Baha'u'llah. 

The final two days were devoted to 
studying the prerequisites for teaching 
as outlined by Shoghi Effendi in The 
Advelll of Din'ne Juslicc, 

Correction 
In the July 1983 issue of Baha',' 

l'jews, the Saderat Bank in Kerman
shah. Iran. was mistakenly identified 
as the "Saderak" Bank. Also in that 
same article, the name Shidrokh 
"Dagha" should read "Bagha." \1rs, 
Bagha was not a member of the Spiri
tual Assembly of Tehran. as we re
ported, but was hostess at a meeting of 
that Assembly when she was executed 
with six of its members in December 
1981. 

Baha'I's Gregory Paul from Europe form during a 22-day teaching cam
(left) and Frank Mann, an Auxiliary paign last July in Trinidad and To
Board member from Venezuela, per- bago. 

Patricia Coward (at microphone) 
speaks during a public meeting that 

of a 22-day teaching cam-

Shown are delegales and guests who at
lended lhe 13th Baha'{ /Valional Con
\'ention of Trinidad and Tobago lasl 

paign last July in Trinidad and To
bago. 

May 21-22 at the district !jal/ratu'l
Quds in Palmyra, Trinidad. 
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Tanzania 
One hundred fifty-eight people de

clared their belief in Baha'u'llah dur
ing a recent three-week teaching cam
paign in the Same District of Tan
zania's Kilimanjaro region. Most of 
the new Baha'is are members of the 
Pare tribe. 

Three new localities were opened to 
the Faith, six administrative com
mittees were formed, and one new 
Spiritual Assembly was elected in the 
village of Kirinjiko where 30 people 
became Baha'is. 

Nepal 

. , 

Pictured are delegates and guests at the 
1983 Baha'I' National Convention held 
last May 29 in Nepal. Special guests in-
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The eight-member teaching team in
cluded local Baha'is, pioneers, and two 
children. 

Films were shown and the Faith pro
claimed to audiences of more than 200 
at the Same Secondary School, Same 
Agricultural College, Same Maternal 
and Child Health Training School, and 
the town center. There are now 42 be
lievers at Mmbaga Manka Secondary 
School. 

Deepening sessions were held for the 
new Baha'is, most of whom enrolled 

eluded {he Hand of {he Cause of God 
H. Collis Featherstone (third row, 
right of center) and his wife, Madge. 

for further study in the national cor
respondence course. 

The Faith was also proclaimed to 
teachers and students at two primary 
schools, and at one of them the head
master and five teachers became Ba
ha'is. 

Alaska 
Counsellors for the Americas Lau

retta King and Raul Pav6n attended a 
presentation last March in Anchorage, 
Alaska, of an award for service to hu
manity given by the Baha'is of An
chorage to an Inupiat Eskimo healer, 
Della Keats, in memory of Honor 
Kempton, an outstanding Baha'i 
teacher. 

Also present were local and state of
ficials and media representatives. 

110 110 110 

Delegates representing 50 Spiritual 
Assemblies joined some 200 other Ba
ha'is May 27-29 at the 27th Baha'i Na
tional Convention of Alaska in Ancho
rage. 

Special guests were Counsellor Lau
retta King and Auxiliary Board mem
bers Fletcher Bennett, Audrey Rey
nolds and Hal Sexton. Also present 
were 14 assistants to the Auxiliary 
Board. 

Members of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Alaska elected during the 
Convention are Tod Jones (chairman), 
Georgia Heisler (vice-chairman), 
Becky Murphy (secretary), Hugh Gray 
(treasurer), Donald Anderson, Eugene 
King, John Kolstoe, Robert Putnam 
and Charlotte Siverly. 

France 
Four years of contact with the Espe

rantists by one of the members of the 
Baha'i community of Nantes, France, 
has resulted in his sharing with the 
25-member Assembly of the Esperanto 
Association copies of the "white pa
per" on the plight of Baha'is in Iran. 

That body then decided to distribute 
the booklet to every family and indi
vidual in the association. Friendly 
meetings have taken place between Ba
ha'is and members of the group, and 
the organization has been supplied 
with more of the Baha'i Writings. 



Dominican Republic 
Shown are delega(('s alld gll(,S(S a( (he 
Bahd'!, ,Va(iollal COIII'£'II(ioll held las( 
.\1ay 28-30 ill Salllill!:o, DOI/III1/call Re
public. 

Germany 

Shortly after the executions last June 
of 16 Baha'is in Shiraz, Iran, un
precedented happenings occurred in 
Germany. 

For example, one morning not too 
long after the executions, nationwide 
radio networks in Germany began to 
broadcast news of the executions and a 
report of the appeal by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Germany to hu
man rights and women's organiza
tions. This news was broadcast across 
the country every hour. 

That same afternoon, the national 
television network joined in by broad
casting reports of the executions during 
its national news programs. As a re
sult, millions of Germans heard of the 
Faith. 

Non-Baha'i residents in Langenhain, 
a yillage near Frankfurt which is the 
site of the Mother Temple of Europe, 
spontaneously went to the House of 
Worship where they prayed for about 
an hour for the relief of Iranian Ba
ha'is. 

Pictured are Bahd '( youth from Frank
furt, Germany, and nearby communi
ties who are members of the Bahd,( 
Football Club (BFC) of Frankfurt that 
was organi;;ed in 1982. The club is su
pervised by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Frankfurl and plays against teams of 
Bahd '(5 and teams from various 
schools. Team members are (standing 
left to right) Sharoch Danechjou, Ho
mayoun Hadji (coach), Hamid Per
eschkian, Far~a Bahremand, Johnny 
Bidardel (captain), Vahid Aminian, 
Peyman Hadjian, and (seated left to 
right) Amin Berdjis (manager), War
qha Enayati (president), Erfan Ena
yati, Siamak Roshanai, and (fore
ground) Alexander Gothmann (goal
keeper). 

Malaysia 
In response to a request that Chi

nese-speaking Baha'is in Malaysia 
spend their school holidays visiting 
Chinese communities, two members of 
the International Chinese Teaching 
Committee made a recent trip to Chi
nese communities in Ipoh, Jenjarom, 
Subang New Village, Machap Umboo, 
Bemban, Tangkak and Bukit Mer
tajam, Malaysia. 

In each community, the two travel
ing teachers conducted deepening 
classes and spoke at firesides. As a 
result, six people declared their belief 
in Baha'u'llah. 
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....... An intriguing novel Jor all ages-

KATHLEEN JEMISON DEMAS 
,';;stliiD,glish teacher, a wi/e. and 
:,' "Ii mOther of two. She has 

published several articles and a 
play in Child's Way. 

ACTUAL SIZE 

the story of Tahirih 
theforemost heroine 

of the Babi era 
retold in a manner that brings alive 

questions we have all secretly pondered: 
What would it have been like to have been 
alive in the time of Christ? to have found 
yourself one of the first followers of the 

Bab? 
Caroline Smith, a young woman from 

North America, had thought often about. 
the fortunate first disciples of Christ. By 
strange, but fortuitous circumstances, she 
finds herself living a part of history she 

thought would never be repeated. 
Caroline becomes a member of Tahirih's 

household and an intimate of that . 
remarkable woman as she seeks~and' 

finds-the Promised Qa'im .. 
New flashes of understanding (along with' 

the suspense and drama of a' gripping 
story) accompany the familiar outlines of 

Tahirih's life 

• her discovery of the writings of 
Siyyid Up 

• her recognition of the Bab and her 
enrollment as the 17th Letter of the 
Living 

• her heroic championing of the new 
religion 

• her captivating presence that drew . 
others to her and to:iheBab'Sf'·· , 
teachings whether she w., free or " 
imprisoned 

• her casting aside her veil as a 
symbol of a new day of equality,for , . ' 

women and men 

Soflcover pocket-sized edition 
121 pages, 

• her triumphant martyrdom 

What you will find astonishing is 
that From Behind the Veil is not 
dry-as-dust history. It evokes what 
it is like to encounter that which is 
more real than the physical obj~s 
about you, whether 2,OOOyear~ 
ago, 140 years ago, or yesterday 
when you found the Baha'i , 

list oj characters, 
glossary 
Catalog No. 332-108 

$250* 
Faith-of what it is like to see. qut 

Available from not from behind a veil. 

1;·i;~·~ValId only In the United States. All others write for 
," ,.; "prices and ordering and shipping instructions. 

BaIza; Publishing Trusl 
415 LINDEN AVENUE, WILME1TE, IL 60091 
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World Centre 

Iran increases pressu 

PRESSURES AGAINST BELEAGUERED 
BRETHREN CRADLE. FAITH UNCEAS
ING. THREE MORE STALWART SUP
PORTERS GREATEST NAME JOINED 
RANKS MARTYRS, AS FOLLOWS: 
• MR. ABDU'L-MAJID MUTAHHAR IM
PRISONED ISFAHAN 4 SEPTEMBER 1983 
DIED SHORTLY AFTER CONFINEMENT. 
• MR. RAHMATU'LLAH HAKIMAN MYS
TERIOUSLY PASSED AWAY IN 
IN KIRMAN EARLY JANUARY 1984 
DAYS AFTER BEING IMPRISONED . 
• ON 19 NOVEMBER IN VILLAGE OF 
HAMMADIYYIH NEAR ISFAHAN, 
BAHMAN DIHQANI, WELL v ..... r_· ''I.''''''~' 

AND RESPECTED BAHA'I, DIED AS 
SULT OF MOB ATTACK. SINCE BURIAL 
NOT ALLOWED HIS 

OVER 250 BAHA'IS 
FANTS AND CHILDREN 
RESTED IN ALL PARTS 
NEARLY 70 OF THESE WERE 
BETWEEN 31 DECEMBER 1 
JANUARY 1984. 
·Q1'HBR~DESPICABLE ACTS 

.. ~)1s{INCWDE,THE 



United States 

U.S. wins $1,000,000 WLGI radio goal 

On Wednesday, December 28-three 
days before its December .31 dead
line-the National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Baha'is of the United States an
nounced in a cable to the Universal 
House of Justice the thrilling news that 
the goal of $1 ,000,000 for the construc
tion and operation of radio station 
WLGI in South Carolina had been 
met. 

Its accomplishment was made possi
ble by an unprecedented outpouring of 
funds from Baha'is across the country 
following a dramatic taped appeal by 
the Hand of the Cause of God William 
Sears that was broadcast in more than 
a thousand Baha'i communities at the 
Feast of Masa'il (December 12). 

Early in December the fund-raising 
drive for North America's first Baha'i
owned and operated radio station, 
which was launched less than a year 
ago at the 74th U.S. Baha'i National 
Convention, had barely passed the 
halfway mark with less than $600,000 
raised. 

But following Mr. Sears' appeal, in 
which he reminded the friends that one 
of the beloved Guardian's fondest 
wishes was that a radio station should 
be built in North America, the con
tributions started pouring in and 
hadn't stopped as of early January. 

By December 31 the count had 
reached $1,043,000, and by January S 
it had risen to nearly $1,200,000. 

"We ... wish to thank every member 
of the American Baha'i community, 
whose confidence, courage and capaci
ty to sacrifice produced a triumph of 
heroic proportions in such a short 
time," Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, sec
retary of the National Spiritual Assem
bly, said in a letter of December 29 that 
conveyed news of the victory to the Ba
ha'is of the U.S. 

"To me, this tremendous victory is a 
tribute to the marvelous collaboration 
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(The victory) was made possible 
by an unprecedented outpouring 
of funds from Baha'is across the 
country following a dramatic 
taped appeal by the Hand of the 
Cause of God William Sears that 
was broadcast • • • at the Feast 
of Masa'il ••• 

between the institutions of the Faith 
and the believers," said Judge James 
F. Nelson, chairman of the National 
Assembly. 

•• And especially is it a tribute to the 
help and support of the Hand of the 
Cause of God William Sears," Judge 
Nelson added. "His appeal, together 
with the many activities that were tak
ing place across the country, I think 
virtually assured the victory through 
universal participation. 

"It is heartening to see that our 
Campaign for Unified Action is reach
ing even into the fund-raising area." 

In the final days of the WLGI cam
paign it was indeed apparent that wide
spread participation had made the vic
tory possible. 

The Office of the Treasurer noted 
that the goal was won by many in
dividuals giving what they could, not 
by a few making large contributions. 

Among the more than 400 letters 
that arrived in the weeks following Mr. 
Sears' appeal were many that included 
warm messages of love and apprecia
tion to the Hand of the Cause. Each of 
them is being forwarded to Mr. Sears. 

Taken together, these letters convey 
a story of heroic sacrifice seldom 
equaled by the American Baha'i com
munity. Here are a few examples: 

• For six months, a 13-year-old 
paper boy saved his wages for WLGI. 
He sent it all: $100. 

• A community that had set up a me
morial fund to honor the memory of 
one of its members, a CB radio en
thusiast, decided to send the entire 
$260.25 to WLGI. 

• Youth and children in one com
munity worked for more than a year at 
fIlling a large jar with their coins (and 
their parents') which they collected at 
every Feast and contributed to the sta
tion. 

., 

• "Quarter savers" for WLGI were .• 
used in South Carolina, and one seven- : 
year-old must have filled his 10 times 
because they hold only $5 and he sent • 
550. : 

• One woman wrote that her hus- • 
band, whom she sweetly referred to as , 
"an undeclared believer," had sug- ~ 
gested that she contribute to the radio 
station rather than spend money on a l 
party for their 50th wedding anni- i 

ver~. 

• In Texas, two sisters, ages 9 and 4, 
practiced a program of gymnastics, 
dances, songs and prayers for weeks, 
then sold "tickets" to their family for 
the Thanksgiving day performance. 
They sent in 533. 

These are but a few of the many ex
amples of sacrifice contained in the let
ters bearing contributions for WLGI. . 

Others tell of innovative and suc
cessful fund-raisers of all kinds, from 
potluck dinners and auctions to talent 
shows, dances, fairs and video nights. 

Ground was broken last October 16 
for WLGI, which is to be built at 
Louis G. Gregory Institute near 
ingway, South Carolina. 

Among those who were most 
erous and constant in their h • .",,_r'au

ing efforts for the station 
Gregory Institute's sister 
Bosch, Green Acre and Louhelen. 

As a member of the Louhelen 
put it, "We were the most recent 
ject to experience the generosity 



Land is cleared at the Louis G. Greg- South Carolina, for WLGI Radio, the lion in North America. Its first broad
ory BaM'( Institute near Hemingway, first Bahd'f-owned and operated sta- cast is scheduled for Riqvdn 1984. 

American Baha'i community, and we 
want to share it now with the Gregory 
Institute." 

On learning of the victory, the South 
Carolina Regional Teaching Commit
tee sent the following cable to the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly: 

Papua New Guinea 
Children from villages near Nonga, 
Papua New Guinea, are seen attending 
a class at the new tutorial school 
started last August by Elena Yaganegi, 
a Bahd'" who opens her home for 
classes. Mrs. Yaganegi visited the 
school board to obtain approval for 
the school and was told that there is a 
great need for classes in English for 
pre-schoo/ers, especially those from 
the villages, since existing pre-schools 
emphasize the use of the native lan
guage, Kuanua. 

"South Carolina rejoices meeting 
WLGI goal. Grateful entire American 
community its wholehearted support. 
Local believers and several Local As
semblies South Carolina contributed 
more than $40,000. Warmest Baha'i 
greetings." 

The station itself, as well as the In
stitute that bears his name, is a monu
ment to the life and work of the Hand 
of the Cause of God Louis Gregory 
who was born in 1874 in Charleston, 
South Carolina. 
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Commentary 

A UN planner looks toward the future 

Thank you, Professor Eyford, and 
thank you, Baha'i Association;for in
viting me to be here with you. I must 
say I have had only very brief acquain
tance with the Baha'i community 
through my work at the United Na
tions where you know we have a very 
active and very highly regarded liaison 
office, and I've had the chance and the 
privilege of participating in a few of 
their meetings at the UN. 

But I find even in this brief acquain
tance that the goals that you pursue, 
the aims that you have, are very much 
in tune with the ideals I have, with the 
dreams I have, and so that when I am 
with you I feel less alone. Very often, 
moving in international circles, people 
are very much stuck in the status quo, 
very much stuck in trying to preserve 
what there is, and afraid to look ahead; 
and even if they see ahead, they pre
tend that there is nothing wrong. 

Yet there is plenty that is wrong, and 
there is plenty that we can do about 
it-and I think your community, 
worldwide, is among the few groups of 
people who represent the positive sides 
which can move us from one age into 
the next. 

Now, I cannot pretend to put what I 
have in mind into the context of your 
thinking; I don't know enough about 
it. But I would like anyway to begin 

This article is taken from an address 
by Dr. Ervin Laszlo, director of the 
program on regional and interregional 
cooperation, United Nations Institute 
for Training and Research (UN/TAR), 
at the eighth annual Conference of the 
Association for Bahd'f Studies. Dr. 
Laszlo's topic was "The Coming 
Transformation of Global Society and 
Today's Action Imperatives." The As
sociation's annual Conference was 
held November 4-7, 1983, at the Pal
mer House in Chicago, Illinois. 
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with a few passages which struck me as 
being particularly relevant to the kind 
of concerns, very deep concerns that I 
have which I would like to share with 
you. So let me first of all just read to 
you some passages that you must know 
by heart-but let me just try to recall 
this as a preface, as an over-all frame
work, for .what I would like to say. 

In that little one-page leaflet that has 
been distributed in your registration 
package there is the following state
ment, and I will read just a few sen
tences from it. It talks about the prin
ciple of oneness, and it says that this 
principle of oneness "implies an or
ganic change in the present day struc
ture of society, a change such as the 
world has not yet experienced." 

It calls it "the consummation of hu
man evolution, an evolution that has 
had its earliest beginnings in the base 
of family life, its subsequent develop
ment in the achievement of tribal soli
darity, leading in tum to the constitu
tion of the city-state and expanded 
later into the institution of independent 
and sovereign nations. This process is 
not only necessary but inevitable, and 
its realization is fast approaching." 

These ... ideas have struck me very 
deeply. Let me supplement this with a 
quotation, likewise from Shoghi Ef
fendi, that is given in the booklet, in 
the monograph, of Dr. Danesh on 
"The Violence-Free Society." And he 
quotes Shoghi Effendi, and let me just 
read these two sentences for you also: 

"The long ages of infancy and child
hood through which the human race 
had to pass have receded into the back
ground. Humanity is now experiencing 
the commotions invariably associated 
with the most turbulent stage of its 
evolution. The stage of adolescence, 
when the impetuosity of youth and its 
vehemence reached a climax, must 
gradually be superseded by the calm-

ness, wisdom and maturity that charac
terize the stage of manhood." 

It is my dream and my hope that we 
can work and eventually achieve this 
stage of manhood, this stage of hu
manhood which will be calm and 
peaceful and unite all of the peoples of 
the earth in a global family. 

And I want to underline to you, and 
this is what my talk is going to be 
about, this phrase within this remark
able sentence that we are now exper
iencing the "most turbulent stage" of 
human evolution. It is true, and I am 
afraid it will become more and more 
true in the next 10 years or 15 years. 

From all the evidence that I have, 
from all the international documents, 
all the plans, all the strategies that I 
have seen, in the UN and outside, I 
cannot avoid the conclusion that the 
present system, and I am talking about 
the international socio-economic, tech
nical, industrial system, . . • is heading 
into a crisis, toward a watershed, that 
there is no turning back. But I don't 
want to preach doomsday. When I say 
this, I don't mean that this is the end of 
the road. What I mean to say is that it 
is the end of an age-and I hope that 
this is the end of the age of adoles
cence, and it could be the beginning of 
the age of manhood. But for that we 
have to act, and we have to act already, 
because if there is only one word about 
which I would express some thought, it 
is this one word "inevitable," of inevi
tably reaching the next stage. 

Perhaps when these words were writ
ten the tremendous powers that hu
mankind has unleashed were not 
known, could not have been known. It 
could not have been known that now 
we can kill ourselves off and all of the 
species in the world with the push of a 
few buttons. It was not known that we 
can now practically destroy the life
support systems of this earth, of this 



planet, which is our habitat, which is 
our home. 

So what I want to impress on you is 
not to put blind faith into the coming 
of the next age but to work for it. Be
cause there is an alternative, a dreadful 
alternative, that we won't make it. 

However, I want to point out to you 
what we might expect as we move to
ward the 1990s and into the 1990s, and 
what choices we have to make, what 
prospects we will face, because we are 
not heading toward an epoch which is 
predetermined. We are not destined, 
either one way or another. I believe we 
have choices, and the choices will be in
creasingly up to us to make. This is my 
main theme. 

The choices will be able to be exer
cised at the time when the present sys
tem, this age of adolescence, crumbles 
around us, as I believe it will. Now this 
fact, that we can make a choice in the 
midst of a crisis, this fact is not only a 
hunch, it is now a well-documented, 
well-established scientific insight ap
plying to biology, applying tQ physical 
and chemical systems, applying to the 
evolution of the universe as a whole. 

I do not want to give you here a lec
ture on the theories of change and evo
lution but to remind you of a few 
things. The idea that evolution is slow 
and is gradual has by and large been 
abandoned even in the life sciences. 
V cry recently, only as of about 1980, 
bas this turnabout occurred. The idea 
that nature does not make leaps, which 
was a main tenet of Darwin, has gone 
out the window. 

Now we talk about "punctuated 
equilibrium" or saltatory versions of 
the Darwinist thesis. In other words, 
that when evolution occurs-macro
evolution, the creation of a new 
species- and in society also they are 
talking in a sense about the creation of 
a new species-this comes about when 
the existing, dominant species becomes 
destabilized, and then a small, up till 
then almost dormant or peripheral 
species can all of a sudden come, 
spread and take over. Make the 
analogy. Make the analogy even with 
the Baha'i group. 

There will come a time, and I am 
convinced that it will be before the end 

. of this century, when the dominant sys
tems, the institutions of today will 
crumble, when those peripheral 
movements that· are today suppressed 

and persecuted will have their day. 
And we must hope that they are 
movements such as yours which will 
carry the day, and not inhuman and 
dictatorial and terrorist types of move
ments-and this is why we must pre
pare already. 

In another facet coming from sys
tems theory, since the chairman men
tioned that I was interested in this area 
and have written a number of books on 
that, we likewise have come to the con-

'We are now facing a new shift 
in our ways of thinking about 
change. Change is not smooth, 
it's not gradual. It's sudden, it 
moves through crises, it can be 
catastrophic, but it can move us 
also to the next plateau, the next 
level of evolution.' 

elusion that no system evolves in the 
absence of what is termed a fluctua
tion, a very major fluctuation, some
times called a mega-fluctuation. This 
fluctuation, which comes either from 
the environment or is generated by the 
system, must destabilize the existing 
corrective self-stabilizing mechanisms 
of that system so that the system can 
then move into a new mode, into a new 
kind of existence, into a so-called new 
dynamic regime. 

Again, I won't enlarge on this. If 
you have questions about it, I'll be glad 
to answer them. But the evidence that 
this is occurring in the universe at 
large, that this can be reproduced in 
the laboratory, this is increasing. 
Again, since the mid-'70s, the labora
tory experiments have been coming one 
after another. In the late '70s a Nobel 
Prize was given for the discovery. 

We are now facing a new shift in our 
ways of thinking about change. 
Change is not smooth, it's not gradual. 
It's sudden, it moves through crises, it 
can be catastrophic, but it can move us 
also to the next plateau, the next level 
of evolution. And it must be our hope 
that change applied to human society 
will not be catastrophic but will move 
us to that next plateau that represents 
the maturity of our species . 

Let me move to a little bit more em
pirical facet. Let me tel. you why I be
lieve that we are approaching such a 

watershed. We have had in this epoch, 
in this century, periods of war, periods 
of financial collapse-we also have had 
epochs of progress, of cooperation, 
and of stability. But if we were to draw 
a balance sheet we would find that the 
"trouble" periods are accelerating, the 
instabilities are mounting, and if the 
trends continue we may reach the point 
of no return. 

We might be reaching a series of in
ter-connected crises in which one thing 
feeds into another, which no Marshall 
Plan, no Apollo mission, no effort 
made by the present administrative or 
political systems could... prevent 
from occurring. The stakes are now of 
course the highest that we have ever 
confronted. We have now about 4.5 
billion people; by 1990 we will have 
five billion; by the year 2000 we should 
have six and one-half billion people ac
cording to median projections of the 
UN. We are at the present time con
cerned that the extra pressures put up 
by these many people in a tribally 
oriented global society-by that I mean 
nation-states that are inward-looking, 
that are holding on to their sovereignty 
as though it was God-given, as though 
nothing else existed, that talk about in
terdependence but fear their neighbors 
and try only to relate to one another to 
their own advantage--that in this 
epoch we may find ourselves in a situa
tion of a breakdown. 

We are hearing that this would lead 
to a war, to a confrontation in which 
nuclear arms could be used. This is a 
possibility-but I want to emphasize to 
you, although it may sound very hereti
cal, that an excessive fascination al
most ... I am using this almost in a 
clinical sense... with the nuclear 
spectre can blind us to another factor, 
the factor that if we don'l kill ourselves 
off, the continuation of the present 
trends ~illiead us into a breakdown. 

It's not enough to do away with nu
clear arms. Of course, we must do that, 
because the presence of nuclear arms is 
an ever-present danger in this epoch, 
(and) it will remain a danger in the next 
plateau of civilization also. But we 
must not be blinded by fearing the nu
clear flash to the extent that we dis
regard the trends, the macro-trends, 
the world problematic, which heads us 
straight into a situation which will be 
very difficult to master-which I think 
we will not be able to master with our 
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present institutions. 
On the surface, and let me go ahead 

now a little bit in time, the 1990s I 
think will be a period of mounting ten
sions and self-reinforcing crises. These 
crises will bring about social unrest, 
political coups and all that go with 
them. They will come about despite the 
affIrmation of our economists... 
that all these equilibria are temporary 
in nature and are self -curing, that all 
we have to do is let the market operate 
and it will take care of all our prob
lems. 

This, in fact, is one of the most dan
gerous kinds of beliefs because it en
courages inaction. It says, "Let things 
go on the way they are; they'll take 
care of themselves." And signs of an 
economic recovery can give us the false 
sense of illusion that all things are all 
right. But look at the global picture; 
they are far from all right. 

We are going to have, in the last 25 
years of this century, about 2.23 billion 
people-almost two and one-quarter 
billion new people-that's the incre
ment in human population. According 
to all population projections, this is the 
largest increment humanity has ever 
had, and possibly the largest it will ever 
have. 

Afterwards, even if we don't kill 
ourselves off, even if we could main
tain the present system, the next in
crement, in the year 2000-2025 would 
be lesser because there wouldn't be so 
many young people. The age distribu
tion would be different. 

These people are coming into the 
world in the poorer areas. By the year 
2000, if present trends continue, over 
80 per cent of the world's population 
would live in what we now call the 
Third World. The fastest population 
increases are occurring in the poorest 
regions. They would need an infusion 
of capital, an infusion of education 
and skills, the creation of an infra
structure and new jobs of a tremen
dous magnitude. 

We know what is needed. For ex
ample, the latest projections of the 
(UN) Food and Agriculture Organiza
tion (F AO) say that we would have to 
quintuple-multiply by a factor of 
five-our investment in food produc
tion in the developing countries. Sim
ilar projections apply when you talk 
about health, when you talk about em
ployment, when you talk about indus-
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trial distribution, etc. 

There are no signs that this can hap
pen. In fact, per capita food produc
tion has been decreasing by 10 per cent 
over the last decade in Africa. It is de
creasing in many countries in Asia and 
in Latin America, where more coun
tries are becoming dependent on food 
from the outside. And when they do 
so, they are becoming dependent on 
two things: on the availability of food, 
and on the money with which to buy it. 
Now, both will be impossible to have in 
the coming years. Why? First of all, 
they get more and more indebted, these 
countries, so they will not have capital, 
they do not already have capital; they 
might be facing a series of bankrupt
cies. And secondly, the amount of 
food that could be traded in world 
markets is diminishing. The latest pro
jections, which came to light only in 
some very highly qualified professional 
computerized studies of U.S. agricul
ture in a meeting of the Club of Rome 
about a month ago in Budapest, show 
that by the year 2000 the U.S. will not 
have any food to export, due to a num
ber of reasons: the price of energy, the 
fading under of productive land, the 
erosion of topsoil, the increasing need 
for fertilizer, for mechanization, and 
so on. 

It is quite likely that we will not be 
able to feed six and one-half billion 
people by the tum of the century. And 
this is only one of the many facets of 
the problem. Let me give you a brief 
scenario of how things might go. I 
hope that they don't; on the other 
hand, in a sense, I hope that some kind 
of a breakdown is coming because I do 
not see a possibility of creating a new 
world, a better world, unless the pres
ent institutions suffer this kind of a 
dissolution. I don't think you can build 
a new world before the old one has dis
appeared. 

And now, let me give you this brief 
scenario. Think that you are now in the 
late 1980s. You will find that a number 
of Latin American countries-let's 
say, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Mexico, 
Venezuela-cannot anymore repay 
their obligations. They have decided to 
repudiate their debts. They get to
gether, they form a common front
this is being discussed already-and 
they say that this is all right as sover
eign nations. They have such domestic 
problems that they cannot simply af-

, .. ------
ford to export capital even though pe0-
ple are coming into their cities and the 
cities are already at the breaking point. 
You know the projections for the big 
cities: Mexico City, 31 million people 
by the year 2000; now it has probably 
15 million or so. There is no way Mex
ico City can provide water and san
itation, not to mention power and jobs 
and other services for more than 18 or 
20 million, and that will come in a few 
years. 

Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires-all these 
cities are growing to tremendous pro
portions as others in the world are also. 
But let me give you this scenario: the 
rural areas fall into poverty, even more 
than they are today. The governments, 
to save their necks, at least for a few 
more years, must take some immediate 
measures. The fIrst and only thing they 
can do is try and use whatever capital 
they have to quell the domestic unrest 
by creating investments in their own 
countries and not exporting the capital 
in the form of repayment of their past 
debts. 

Now, the other countries, when this 
happens, are likely to follow suit. And 
there are several dozen countries in the 
world that are facing bankruptcy. They 
are also in eastern Europe, but the ma
jority are in Asia and in Africa, in ad
dition of cours~ to Latin America. 

They are not likely to fmd them
selves in the position of facing armed 
forces to force them to pay back their 
debts. Why? Because one country per
haps you can invade-or, to use a more 
proper term, you can conduct a rescue 
mission-but you cannot do this with 
two dozen, three dozen or four dozen 
countries. Marines won't help. 

So in the early 19905 it is quite con
ceivable that we will have a massive fI
nancial breakdown in the world. This 
will have serious political consequences 
in the countries involved; it will have 
serious political consequences in the 
creditor countries-not the least in the 
U.S.-because there have been enor
mous sums of money involved. The 
banks will want to have the govern
ment bail them out. Again, it is very 
likely that the government will not in
crease public spending to such an ex
tent as to bailout Chase Manhattan or 
Morgan Guaranty Trust, saying that 
you gave them the money in the fust 
place, now you have to shoulder the 
consequences. 



. . . The funds available to the Inter
national Monetary Fund, no matter 
what you read in the papers, will be 
enough for the next two years, even if 
you increase it. If you double it, it will 
be enough for three years. The sums 
are so massive and increasing so rapid
ly, that is, what is needed, that simply 
there is not enough there to supply this. 
We would have to tum OPEC into a 
humanitarian club for them to supply 
even a portion of the needed monies. 

And yet I visit very frequently the 
Middle East. I've come recently from 
Kuwait, for example, and in all our dis
cussions there I've seen no indications 
of their turning into a humanitarian 
club. In fact, they are very much aware 
of the fact that they are in a very poor 
and tight situation. They happen to 
have the largest per capita income in 
the world, but they say, well, this is 
false because what we are doing is sell
ing a non-renewable resource which is 
going to run out, and where will we 
then be? And that's actually a very 
good question. Where will they be, 
because there is a real distinction be
tween development and economic 
growth. They have economic growth 
but no development. Once the money 
dries up, they'll be back where they 
were before the money started coming 
in. 

So I don't think OPEC will help; I 
think in fact OPEC unity might suffer 
in the process. I don't think the Euro
pean community can help; I don't 
think the U.S. will help; the Soviet 
Union certainly won't help. So we will 
have a situation in which there will be 
major political unrest. The political 
spectrum may shift from left to right 
rather rapidly. New leaders will come 
and make their appearance and they 
will preach the doctrines of national 
unity, possibly by trying to distance 
themselves from the countries on 
which they were dependent. You can 
have anyone of a dozen scenarios. 
None of them look very good in this 
case. 

However, the interdependence of the 
system is such that the breakdown is 
going to create a crisis of worldwide 
proportions. Hyper-inflation (is) very 
likely to occur almost in all currencies. 
Most countries hold all their reserve 
currencies, their major monies, in dol
lars. If the U.S. is going to print more 
money to cover the needs, the value of 

the dollar is going to go down. It is go
ing down now, but this is not yet in the 
face of the situation which I am paint
ing for you now. 

There could be extremism of all 
kinds. If we are lucky ... a war will 
not erupt. War would be totally useless 
under such circumstances. You cannot 
fight poverty with bombs. 

The situation ... would be chaotic. 
There would be massive migrations 
such as the one you heard about in 

' ••• it's not likely that any kind 
of peace-keeping force (will) be 
able to maintain order. See what 
happens in a small country like 
Lebanon when we try to create 
order when there is internal un
rest • • • And internal divisions 
are going to grow.' 

West Africa recently where one coun
try decided to expel its people who 
were not their own nationals. This 
would happen elsewhere-in Asia, in 
Africa and Latin America. We could 
have people in the millions moving 
across borders. Again, it's not likely 
that any kind of peace-keeping force 
would be able to maintain order. See 
what happens in a small country like 
Lebanon when we try to create order 
when there is internal unrest, when 
there is internal division. And internal 
divisions are going to grow. 

So we reach a point, probably by the 
late 19905, where the political system, 
the techno-industrial system, the finan
cial system as we know it is in ruins. 
Now, people who are dealing with 
these things, if they are honest, will tell 
you that this is very likely. They don't 
tell you because this looks like a 
doomsday prophecy; it looks like the 
end of the world. But I am telling 
you-and I think to this public par
ticularly I can say this with confi
dence-that this is only the end of one 
world. It is probably and very likely the 
beginning of a new world, and this new 
world is the ideas such as you have. It 
could be a much better world than the 
one we have. 

It's interesting also that this kind of 
breakdown, if you make linear projec
tions from the present to the future, 
will occur around the tum of the cen-

tury, possibly (the) turn of the millen
nium. There is also a psychological fac
tor involved. You know how addicted 
we are to making New Year's resolu
tions-but only for one year. When a 
new decade comes, the international 
community undergoes a similar kind of 
self-delusion, if you like. I must say 
that not all resolutions are kept but I 
think many of them are. But we have 
adopted international development 
strategies, starting in the 19605 and the 
1970s, and now we have the third de
velopment strategy in (the) 1980s. Each 
one becomes more illusory than the 
last. 

Now, it's very likely that when we 
reach the late years of the 19905 and 
are heading toward a psychological 
watershed, the year 2000, and with ten
sions climbing to this point, that this 
will actually accelerate the change and 
transformation which first of all will be 
a dissolution of the existing system. 

. . . The human cost could be very 
high, and I will speak in a moment 
about how to minimize it. But tensions 
will be high; if we are lucky, we won't 
kill ourselves in the process. But cer
tainly, large numbers of people will be 
exposed to deprivation. 

So what will happen then? Here is 
where I don't hold an ineluctability 
thesis; here is where I say we have 
choices, and the choices will be very 
much up to us ... I would like to 
draw for you now two scenarios, and 
then in the last 10 minutes, if I may, 
Mr. Chairman, give you some ideas, 
some thoughts about what we could do 
today to choose the better one of the 
scenarios. 

To make it more interesting I'll call 
one of them the apocalypse scenario 
and the other the phoenix scenario. 

We'll take the apocalypse scenario. 
Here we are around the tum of the cen
tury. We have small colonies now be
cause people have moved out of the big 
cities; there is no way they can get ser
vices or employment or food. They are 
moving out to wherever there is a pos
sibility of feeding themselves and the 
possibility of creating communities 
that have some measure of sustain
ability and self-reliance. There they 
are. They can communicate with one 
another. One of the remarkable facets 
of our communications technologies 
(is) that they are not energy-intensive. 
And chances are that even when every-
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thing goes down the drain we will still 
have workable communications satel
lites, we will still have radios, and we 
will be able to communicate with one 
another. So the needs of people getting 
in touch, even over large distances, I 
think will be there-always, as I said, 
provided there is no nuclear catas
trophe. 

So they get together, they compare 
notes. It could tum out that some of 
these colonies have in their possession 
stockpiles of arms, lethal arms. It may 
tum out that others don't. Some may 
have highly skilled people anti un
scrupulous people, others not. Maybe 
these will be much more genuine, hon
est, humanistic people. 

Under these circumstances there will 
be power plays. It is possible that the 
more organized, the more power-hun
gry will exploit the situation and will 
create new networks of dominance. 
You can spell out the scenarios in de
tail; in my new book, which is about to 
be published, I do so. 

The fact is that by means of coer
cion, by means of rhetoric, by means 
of communication, which is a neutral 
technology which can be used for good 
or for evil, as can all technologies, we 
could create a world of terror, a world 
controlled by power centers in which 
the majority of mankind is subjugated. 
This world, which was the dream of the 
"thousand-year Reich," could be a 
possibility if we let it happen, if we are 
not prepared. It would be very difficult 
to reverse. Once you get to that point, 
where there are large power centers, 
where people are forced to obey. it is 
difficult to break out of it. 

We know of the recent terrorist re
gimes; they can be maintained if they 
have arms and if they have money
and the world could be rebuilt in such a 
mold if we are unlucky, and if we are 
foolish. It would be catastrophic; it 
would be tragic. 

But let me give you also this other 
scenario, the phoenix scenario, which I 
think is very close to the Baha'i sce
nario. Communication is there; people 
get together. People come to a conclu
sion which is also very frequent in the 
wake of catastrophes-that it is better 
to pull together, it is better to pursue 
common goals; that we should learn 
from the mistakes of the past, that we 
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where we destroy our world and our
selves. 

We could create self-reliant commu
nities who can produce their own food, 
who can create employment for the 
people, who can make their own decis
ions. I think the Baha'i communities 
are the prototype for this sort of 
scenario. These could establish rela
tions with one another on the basis of 
self-reliance because that famous word 
"interdependence," which we usually 
hear in so-called progressive circles in a 
very positive connotation, I am telling 
you is a very dangerous concept be
cause interdependence only works 
among equals. Then, it is equal and 
friendly people. If that interdependent 
is your enemy, you'd better watch out. 
And if your enemy is more powerful 
than you, being interdependent means 
being enslaved. 

So I think the new world would have 
to be much more self-reliant, locally 
self-reliant, than the one we have built 
today. We have built this world too 
fast. We have built it to our techno
logical-industrial capacities, to global 
dimensions, and we are psychologically 
and spiritually unprepared to live in a 
global world. 

We could in this world, in this new 
scenario, decide to bury and to dis
assemble, defuse the major weapons. 
We could decide instead to put highest 
value on the fulfillment of needs-on 
social needs, on spiritual needs, as well 
as physical needs. We could decide that 
we would not want to be in communi
cation and in contact to such a strong 
extent with people whom we cannot 
trust so that we can become dependent 
on them. We could decide that people 
of good faith could work together and 
could try to control their own unruly 
elements. 

This could be done because there 
would be a new mind set. You cannot 
go through a crisis unchanged. It is one 
of the great illusions, and dangerous il
lusions, of our epoch to think that you 
go through an upheaval-a social, per
sonal, economic or political upheav
al-and you come out being pretty well 
the same as you were before. You 
don't. People have changed; I've seen 
it after the second World War in Eu
rope, I've been through that as a child, 
and people cannot be indifferent. It 
was a feat tragedy in my count!y in 
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chance to become what they wanted to 
become for they came under a new 
form of domination. 

So there are realistic possibilities, I 
think, for the phoenix scenario, and on 
the basis of all the theoretical insight 
that I am able to muster, I can tell you 
that groups that are now persecuted, 
now small, now powerless will have 
their day because all the centers that 
are repressing these groups will be 
gone. The forces of domination will be 
gone; the heavy hand of the past will 
have been lifted. And I don't see 
change coming in our lifetime in the 
absence of such a situation. 

But to begin to make the phoenix 
scenario more likely than the apoca
lypse, we will have to do a number of 
things-and it's not necessary that all 
people do it, it's that a few centers of 
awareness grow up in the world. I think 
that the Baha'f community is an ideal 
center of awareness distributed over 
the world for this kind of initiative. 

Let me just list a few of these things 
that we have to do. One, we'll have to 
create the ability to survive. This is not 
only physical survival, it does not mean 
equipping yourselves with guns and 
hand grenades. It means being able to 
form communities that are not depen
dent on the system at large, that can 
produce their food, that can take care 
of the health and social needs of the 
people, the spiritual needs, that can 
maintain themselves. I think we have 
many experiments of this kind; it's 
very remarkable that this kind of ex
perimentation is going on all over the 
world. We have to consciously foster 
this: the skills, the knowledge, the in
formation, what it takes to be self-re
liant and, if necessary, self-sufficient. 

Second, we have to take great care 
for the next generation .... Human 
nature is not immutable; it is strongly 
conditioned by political, economic, 
cultural reality, and it would be a tragic 
mistake if today we would brainwash 
our children, as education sometimes 
does, into a mind set which is on the 
way out. If you were trained up on 
competition, for looking for the edge 
of competing over your most im
mediate rival, if you were trained up on 
materialism, for possessiveness, for in
tolerance-no child is born with these 
qualities; children are egalitarian by 
nature. We train them· we brainwash 
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we have created. 
It would be tragic if this new gen

eration, which -is being born now, 
which is already here as young child
ren, if this generation would receive an 
education which would make it dif
ficult for them to transit into another 
world, which would predispose them to 
transit into a competitive, power
oriented, apocalypse type of scenario 
instead of the cooperative and soli
darity type of scenario. So we have to 
take very much care in educating our 
children or letting them simply develop 
their own natural predispositions for 
solidarity, for lack of violence-and 
the expert on it is Professor (Hossain) 
Danesh, but I see from what he says 
that it is not an inherited, it is not a ge
netic, it is an acquired trait; it's a cul
tural factor. 

Then there have to be a number of 
other things as well, in addition to the 
human elements. We have to watch out 
that the vital resources of the earth, 
which provide us with our means of 
survival as a species, that those are not 
destroyed. And, ladies and gentlemen, 
this is a real danger, that they could be 
destroyed, and I don't mean in a nu
clear race. We could destroy top soils, 
as we are doing now. Enormous 
amounts of top soil are being destroyed 
year after year; they're diminishing the 
world over. The waters are getting pol
luted despite an occasional reversal of 
that and success stories, but on the 
whole, we are endangering our water
ways. The air is getting worse; of 
course, you know that in the big 
cities-not to mention acid rain or 
other matters which are particularly 
close to our friends from Canada. 

All of the humanly usable natural 
resources that we have must be taken 
care of, and that means not only the 
non-renewable (but) also the renewable 
resources. It is perhaps a seldom dis
cussed fact that the world's deserts ad
vance every year roughly by an area 
equivalent to the size of Maine. This is 
due to deforestation; poor people cut 
down forests and bum (them) for fire
wood. We can also over-graze lands; 
the rain forests of the world could well 
disappear by the turn of the century if 
we continue cutting them down and 
clearing them for agriculture at the 
present rate. Not that it would even 
produce good agricultural land because 
the unprotected soils wash away, as we 

have known it to happen in the Ama
zon. So the ecological problems are 
very serious problems because even 
with the best will in the world, with the 
best mind set in the world, we cannot 
create a world in which six and a half 
billion people or so can live and satisfy 
their real physical needs if we are de
stroying the resources which they re
quire for that. 

Then, we have to do something 
about defusing this nuclear threat, 

'Finally • • • we would have to 
prepare for what you know in 
your Faith as the age of the ma
turity of mankind. We would 
ha!e to start, I think, as you are 
doing already, to prepare for 
this; we would have to create ac
cess to the public media.' 

even if there is no nuclear war-a big 
"if." But even if there isn't, the very 
presence of nuclear armaments, of 
stockpiles, would create a constant 
temptation, a constant threat to human 
well-being. It is not enough simply to 
refrain from deploying an increasing 
number of these weapons; we would 
also have to start destroying them. 
Again, this would be a fact that could 
come into increasing prominence as it 
turns out that there are no military so
lutions to the problems that we 
face-when the problems that we face 
are not imagined threats on the part of 
big powers, but real threats on the part 
of four or five billion people who 
simply do not know how to survive, 
have no means to survive. And perhaps 
under those circumstances we could 
make some steps in this direction, and 
we would have to do so. 

Finally, and perhaps most impor
tantly-as I consider the others less im
portant-we would have to prepare for 
what you know in your Faith as the age 
of the maturity of mankind. We would 
have to start, I think, as you are doing 
already, to prepare for this; we would 
have to create access to the public 
media. We would have to create com
munity forums, probably doing other 
things that you are doing already-but 
don't forget there are many people 
who are not doing it. And whether they 
profess the same faith or not, we would 

have to bring them into this awareness, 
knowing what the alternative is. 

We could try to simulate this new 
world. There are many ways· of doing 
that. We could role play; we could 
have new science fiction, but this sci
ence fiction would not be inter-galactic 
wars but would be ways of mllll88ing 
the world which is emerging from this 
role of a crisis and creating a new 
world. We could simulate new commu
nities, we could simulate new ways of 
human interaction, we could create 
new technologies which would be sim
ple technologies in the sense that they 
wouldn't be capital intensive, they 
wouldn't cost a lot of money and they 
wouldn't cost a lot of hardware. We 
now have technologies that are usable 
to almost everybody. We would have 
to prepare for this sort of thing, and 
our young people could very well be 
engaged in this. 

I think it is far more exciting to try to 
imagine what a world after this, which 
comes very soon, which would come in 
20 years, which may be coming in 15 
years, would look like, rather than es
caping into these fantasies of science 
fiction which are so popular today. 

All of these things can be done, and 
in many ways we are doing this. But 
one final point I would like to re
iterate-I mentioned it already-that 
all of the empirical as well as theo
retical evidence points to one fact, that 
when we have a major upheaval, then 
any small change, any small modifica
tion within-the system which was up till 
then banned or suppressed can become 
amplified; in fact, one or several will 
become amplified. This is how species 
evolve ... this is what happens in 
physical chemical systems when a small 
internal fluctuation becomes amplified 
and becomes the dominant regime of . 
the s~tem. 

This is what is applicable, I think, to 
human society and to this interdepen
dent global society which we haven't 
long to live in yet-that a new muta
tion will come about when the system's 
dominance ceases and those small 
groups that are ready for creating a 
world of global unity will have their 
day. I'm sure it will be your day, and I 
hope it will be the day of all of us. 
Thank you very much. 
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United States 

'Operation Catch-up' aids young people 

Some of the 40 children who par
ticipated from October to December in 
the first phase of 'Operation Catsup, ' 
an educational enrichment program at 
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the Louis Gregory Institute in South 
Carolina, are shown at the keyboard as 
they learned some oj the elements oj 
computer use and programming. 

The Louis G. Gregory Baha'i In
stitute in South Carolina has begun 
"Operation. Catsup" (Catch-up), an 
educational tutorial and enrichment 
program for children and youth. 

The idea is to serve the general 
population of the area by providing 
basic skills, motivation, self-con
fidence, and a concept of developing 
divine attributes and promoting the 
oneness of mankind as expressed in the 
Baha'i Writings. 

According to Dr. Alberta Deas, who 
is the administrator of the Gregory In
stitute and a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly, the response of 
area communities to a survey of inter
ests led to offering the first course in 
the program. 

Hands-on experience 
. That course trained participants of 

all ages in computer use and program
ming, using an easy, simplified meth
od. 

There were separate classes for vari
ous age groups, but everyone was given 
thorough, hands-on experience in each 
session. 

Dr. Ralph Scales, one of the course 
facilitators, emphasizes that the pro
cess is easy and fun. 

"This is a course that can break 
down fears," he says. "Some people 
think that machine (the computer) is 
smarter than it really is." 

There is another aspect of the course 
that is equally important and that goes 
hand-in-hand with the computer class
es. 

Through training in interpersonal 
skills, participants learn to feel more 
positive about themselves and about 
what they can expect out of life. 

Students are also helped to identify 
career areas where the economy has a 
demand for employable skills. 

For many youth especially, the com
bination can be a big boost in finding a 



job or moving up to a better one. 
As for children, they receive an in

troduction to the increasingly impor
tant area of computer literacy. Along 
with this comes the stimulation to de
velop more positive feelings about 
themselves. 

Adults also participate, either for the 
reasons already stated or to gain con
fidence as parents in helping their 
children with computers. 

Dr. Scales, a recently enrolled Baha'i 
who earned his doctorate at Antioch 
College in Yellow Springs, Ohio, do
nated his time to the fITst phase of the 
course. 

He was helped by several area edu
cators and others with computer train
ing, most of whom are not Baha'is. 

The computer and interpersonal 
skills program, the first element in 
"Operation Catsup," ran from Oc
tober through early December. Forty 
children and 20 adults participated. 

Future courses in the program will 
focus on language arts, mathematics, 
arts and crafts, and other disciplines, 
as well as computers. 

Dominica 
Pictured are some of the participants in 
a World Food Day observance last Oc
tober 16 at the BaM', Center in Ro
seau, Dominica, Windward Islands. 
Guest speakers Andrew Royer (second 
from left), a teacher of organic farm
ing, and Mr. Patanjalidial (third from 
left), an agricultural researcher, are 
holding copies of the book The Earth 
Is But One Country which was pre
sented to them in appreciationfor their 
talks onfarming. At the left is Kenneth 
George Dill, a pioneer to Dominica 
from Jamaica; at the right is Steve Hil
yard, a Peace Corps volunteer and pio
neer to Dominica who chaired the pro
gram. World Food Day marks the an
niversary of the establishment of the 
United Nations Food and Agricultural 
Organization (UNFAO). 

A course facilitator at the Louis Greg- during the first phase of the Institute's 
ory Institute looks on as young com- educational enrichment program, 'Op
puter programming students seek to eration Catsup. ' 
unravel the mysteries of the keyboard 
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The world 

Peru's Radio Baba'i marks second year 

More than 4,000 people gathered 
outside Radio Baha'f of Lake Titicaca, 
Peru, last November 26-27 for a music 
festival that marked the second anni
versary of broadcasting by the Baha'f 
radio station. 

One hundred-eleven folk music 
groups (seven more than a year ago) 
participated in Radio Baha'f's "folk
loric music festival" which was trans
mitted simultaneously to the Aymara 
and Quechua Indian peoples in the 
Lake Titicaca area where more than 
200 Local Spiritual Assemblies were 
elected last Ri4van. 

Present on both days of the festival 
were the district mayor and a high
ranking official of Peru's ministry of 
communications along with three 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Peru and a representative of 
the Nueva Era Foundation, the spon
soring body for the radio station. 

Nigeria 
Acting on a suggestion from a mem

ber of the Spiritual Assembly of Akin
eyele, Nigeria, the British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC) aired three pro
grams on the Faith last November 8-10 
that were heard by the BBC's estimated 
daily audience of 100 million. 

The programs featured a discussion 
of the principles of the Faith, the Ba
ha'f view on the status of women, and 
the present persecution of Baha'fs in 
Iran by Norman Bailey, a British Ba
M'f who is a well-known opera singer. 

Included in one of the programs was 
Queen Victoria's quoted response to 
the Tablet she received from Baha
'u'llah. 

The three four-minute programs re
sulted from a letter to the BBC from a 
member of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Akineyele, Oyo State, which suggested 
that the Faith be included in the BBC's 
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Shown is one oj more than a hundred 26-27 marking the second anniversary 
jolk music groups that perjormed dur- oj Radio Bahli'( oj Lake 71ticaca, 
ing a music jestival last November Peru. • 

regular religious program entitled "Re
flections. " 

The Nigerian believer later received a 
letter of appreciation from the BBC in 
which he was informed that it had con
tacted the Baha'fs of the United King
dom to carry out his suggestion. 

* * * 
The 110 Baha'is from 12 states in 

Nigeria who attended a national Con
solidation Conference last July 9 in 
Kaduna, Nigerian, unanimously de
cided to carry out four projects in 
Benue, Bendel, Rivers and Oyo States 
dedicated to the memory of the recent 
martyrs in Shiraz, Iran. 

The projects are aimed at winning 
the developmental goal of 63 new 
Local Spiritual Assemblies. 

France 
The Faith received an unexpected 

proclamation over French television 
last October 9 during a popular pro
gram entitled "From Ciphers and Let
ters." 

Solving anagrams is a feature of the 
program. At a critical point toward the 
close of a recent contest, the winner 
composed the word "Behaisme" (Ba
ha'fsm) from his drawing of nine let
ters. 

The moderator looked up the word 
in a dictionary and read to an audience 
estimated at 19 million the following 
definition: 

"Masculine noun; a Persian religi
ous movement born of Babism, Ba
ha'f~m preaches a universal religion 
whiCh is the outcome of, and com
plementary to, the ancient beliefs." 

The program is rebroadcast in other 
French-speaking countries. 



Japan 

Dr. AmiD Banani, a Baha'i who is a 
professor at the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles, presented an 
academic paper on aspects of Babi and 
BahA'i history at the 31st International 
Congress of Human Sciences for Asia 
and North Africa held last September 
in Tokyo and Kyoto, Japan. 

Dr. Banani's paper, which was pre
sented despite objections from Iranian 
delegates to the congress, aroused sym
pathy for the Baha'is in Iran and 

Taiwan 

friendly interest in the Faith. 
Thirty distinguished residents of 

Tokyo were invited to a reception for 
Dr. Banani and his wife, Sheila, which 
was held September 3 at a Tokyo hotel. 
The reception was sponsored by the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Japan. 

During their month-long visit to the 
Far East, the Bananis also met with Ba
ha'is and government officials in Tai
wan, Hong Kong and Macau. 

Abow: Dr. Amin 801Ulni (center), a nanis are 
8ohd'(/rom the United States who is a honor given last September 3 at a 
pro/esor at the University 0/ California Tokyo- hotel by the National Spiritual 
at Los Angeles, and his wife, Sheila Assembly 0/ Japan. Dr. Banani pre
Wolcott 801Ulni, receive the gift 0/ a sented an academic paper on aspects 0/ 
silwr p/Qque honoring Confucius/rom Bdbf and Bahd'( history at the 31st In
Chu Hwei-sen, Taiwan's minister 0/ ternational Congress 0/ Human Sci
education, during a meeting last Sep- ences lor Asia and North A/rica which 
tember 22 in Taipei. Below: The 80- was held in Tokyo and Kyoto. 

United Kingdom 

Following a meeting with members 
of the Spiritual Assembly of London
derry, Northern Ireland, the mayor of 
that city, Councillor Len Green, wrote 
a letter to the Iranian Embassy in Lon
don to protest against the persecution 
of Baha'is in Iran. 

In the letter, he pointed out that if 
the Iranian authorities were to con
tinue their activities against the Ba
ha'is, future historians would regard 
the present time in Iran as one of the 
blackest periods in its history, just as 
the period of the Penal Laws in Ireland 
(1700-1829) when there was official 
persecution of certain religious groups 
is now regarded as one of the darkest 
periods in Irish history . 

••• 
About 40 people attended a recent 

program that paid tribute to Bernard 
Leach, an English Baha'i who was a 
world renowned artist and potter. 

The presentation, which was made in 
the Royal Banqueting Hall of Tam
worth Castle in the English midlands, 
included remarks about Mr. Leach's 
life and work by Alan Bell, who was 
one of Mr. Leach's secretaries. 

Thus the name of Baha'u'llah has 
now been heard, Mr. Bell reports, in a 
room that in former days was visited 
by several British monarchs including 
Henry I, Henry II, Henry III, Edward 
II, James I and Prince Charles Oater 
King Charles I). 

Colombia 
Counsellors Farzam Arbab, Ruth 

Pringle and Donald Witzel met with 16 
Auxiliary Board members from Co
lombia, the Dominican Republic, 
Panama, Puerto Rico and Venezuela 
last November 4-6 at the Ruhi Institute 
in Puerto Tejada, Colombia. 

DisCussion during the three-day con
ference was centered on spiritual en
richment, courses at the Ruhi Institute, 
and specific topics raised by the Aux
iliary Board members. 

Many of the participants remained 
in Colombia for another week to par
ticipate in teaching and consolidation 
campaigns, tutorial school programs, 
and a National Child Education Con
ference that was also held in No
vember. 
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Sweden 

One hundred-sixty people attended a 
Baha'i Summer School last June in 
Vemdal, Sweden, the home of the first 
Lapp Baha'i. The theme of the school 
was "The Development of Spiritual 
Life." 

Special guests included Phillip 
Hainsworth, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the United King
dom, and a Swedish family who have 
been pioneering in Africa. 

Special classes were held for the 43 
children present, and on the finld even
ing the young people presented dra
matic skits about Badi' and other mar
tyrs. 

A memorial service was held when it 

Performers at a benefit concert for 
UNICEF last November in the goal 
city of Sundsvall, Sweden, included 

(left) and Magnus Andersson, 
the youngest members of the Bahd'{ 
Group of Sundsval/, Sweden, a goal 
city about 250 miles north of Stock-
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was learned during the school sessions 
that the sister of Mohammad Mo
ghimi, a Baha'i who is living in 
Sweden, had been martyred in Iran. A 
reporter from Expressen, one of 
Sweden's largest newspapers, inter
viewed Mr. Moghimi and his wife. 

As a result, an entire front page and 
the center fold of an issue of Expressen 
were devoted to an article about the 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran. 

A special committee whose goal is to 
raise a Spiritual Assembly in Sunds
vall, Sweden, by Ri4van 1984 was 
formed during the Swedish Baha'i 
Summer School last June. 

two Bahd'( women, pianist Janet Tri
one and soprano Rohanieh Golma
hammadi. 

holm, are pictured standing next to a 
Bahd'{ exhibit that is part of a cam
paign to raise a Spiritual Assembly in 
Sundsvall by Rif!vdn 1984. 

Since then, teaching efforts in that 
town, which is about 250 miles north 
of Stockholm, have been continuing. 

Each weekend, Baha'is who live as 
far away as 330 miles travel to Sunds
vall to help the only Baha'i family in 
that goal locality. 

Besides regular proclamation activi
ties including ads in local newspapers, 
special events such as a public concert 
by a group of Baha'i musicians, an art 
exhibit by a Baha'i artist, and talks 
about the Faith at area Rotary Clubs 
have been held. 

Mexico 
The Faith was proclaimed in the 

mass media in Oaxaca, Oaxaca State, 
Mexico, on the occasion of World 
Peace Day last September through the 
efforts of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Oaxaca. 

That Assembly sent a letter to the 
~tors of all the state's major news
papers explaining the Baha'i views on 
world peace, while a shorter statement 
was sent to local radio and television 
stations. 

One paper published the letter on its 
front page under a headline that read, 
"Baha'is Call for Disarmament and 
Understanding for World Peace." 

Another paper sent reporters to 
compile an in-depth report on the Faith 
whose result was a favorable two-part 
article which appeared over a two-day 
period. 

The Baha'i statement on world peace 
was read during the hour-long morning 
news program, the most listened-to 
news broadcast in Oaxaca. 

Increased use of the media to pro
claim the Faith is one of Mexico's goals 
for the Seven Year Plan. 

Zimbabwe 
Five new Local Spiritual Assemblies 

were formed in a recent three-week 
period in the Mhondoro Farms area of 
Zimbabwe, while there were 90 decla
rations in Daisy Farm, Mfuti Farm, 
Emonjeni Farm, Kent Estates and 
Beersheba. 

Baha'is from surrounding commu
nities are continuing to teach and to 
deepen the people in the newly opened 
localities in Zimbabwe. 



Portugal 

Shown are members oj the wedding 
party at the Bahd'l marriage last Au
gust in Lisbon, Portugal, oj Paulo 
Perim and Faranak Vejdani. A special 

A nationwide proclamation of the 
Faith through Portugal's mass media 
took place last August in connection 
with a Baha'i wedding ceremony in 
Lisbon. 

Among the 200 people present at the 
wedding was the Hand of the Cause of 
God Ugo Giachery who was in Portu
gal to attend its Baha'i Summer 
School. 

At the invitation of the bride, Fara
oak Vejdani, a Persian pioneer to Por
tugal, and groom, Paulo Perim, a pio
neer to the Azores from Brazil, news
paper and television reporters also at
tended the ceremony. 

As a result, reports of the wedding 
were published in three of the coun
try's national newspapers. The reports 
included photographs, a description of 
the Baha'i marriage ceremony, and an 
explanation of the Faith. 

One of these national newspapers 
published the article on its front page 
and continued it on that edition's sec
ond full page. 

An estimated six million people in 
Portugal, the Azores islands, and the 

, guest· was the Hand oj the Cause oj 
God Ugo Giachery (standing in center 
in dark suit next to. the bride). As a 
result oj the ceremony, the Faith re-

Madeira islands saw a to-minute tele
vision report of the Baha'i wedding 
which was broadcast during the prime 
time Portuguese national TV news pro
gram. 

During a two-week period following 
the wedding, there were several addi-

India 
During the first month of an am

bitious teaching campaign in India, 50 
Spiritual Assemblies were elected in 
Maharashtra State and nearly 30 more 
in Gujarat State where there are now 
600 newly enrolled Baha'is despite dis
rupted communications due to severe 
flooding. 

The Maharashtra State Teaching 
Committee's goal is the formation of 
500 new Assemblies by Ri,,"V8n 1984, 
while the goal of the Gujarat State 
Teaching Committee is 1,000 Assem
blies by RiQvan. 

Coordinators of the teaching pro
jects presented progress reports during 
a conference last October in Ahmeda-

ceived nationwide publicity in Portu
guese newspapers and on radio and 
television. 

tional opportunities for publicity about 
the Faith. 

Mr. and Mrs. Perim were inter
viewed on radio, and their remarks 
about the Faith also were broadcast 
throughout Portugal. 

bad. Counsellor Zena Sorabjee ob
served at that time that the challenge in 
Gujarat means that 560 Assemblies 
must be formed to meet the goal at 
Ridvan. . . 

Plans were made to provide help to 
Gujarat from Madhya Pradesh State, 
while a campaign to raise 125 Assem
blies was to begin in the Panchmahals 
district bordering both states where a 
dialect common to both is spoken. 
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Laos 

More than 30 teachers and prospec
tive teachers of Baha'i classes for child
ren and youth from five areas near 
Vientiane, Laos, attended a weekend 
deepening seminar last October 22-23 
at that country's national l;I~ratu'l-

Mauritius 

Shown are many of the 54 Bahd'fs in 
Mauritius who participated last De

. cember 6-19 in a series of courses on 
the Covenant. The courses were taught 

About 100 people attended a United 
Nations Day observance last October 
25 at the Bahd'( Institute in Belle-Rose, 
Mauritius. The spetlkers included a 
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Quds. 
The weekend event was requested by 

participants at a meeting last Sep
tember 25 that was called by the re
cently re-formed National Youth and 
Children's Committee of Laos. 

The seminar included presentations 
on Baha'i history, the Central Figures 
of the Faith, Baha'i administration, 
laws and ordinances of the Faith, and 
Baha'i views on loyalty to government 
and abstention from politics. 

Written quizzes indicated that the 
participants had successfully mastered 
the materials that were presented. 

The weekend gathering ended with 
presentations of a part of the film 
"The Green Light Expedition" and the 
slide program entitled "Land of Re
splendent Glory." 

Kenya 
Twenty-five Baha'is including adults 

and youth from 12 communities in 
Kenya and from other countries took 
part in a recent 10000y teaching cam
paign in Kenya's Muranga region that 
was described as "one of the most suc
cessful Baha'i events in that area." 

As a result of the campaign, 25 pe0-
ple declared their belief in Baha'u'IWl, 
and about 2,000 others learned of the 
Faith. 

Two new Local Spiritual Assemblies 
by Lowell Johnson, a member of the are expected to be formed in Muranga, 
National Spiritual Assembly of SO'!th according to the Regional Teaching 
Africa, who is seated at the far left in Committee of Kenya's Central Pro-
the second row. vince. 

~-----------------------

member of the National Spiritual As- union. Following the formal program, 
sembly of Mauritius, the country's act- guests were invited to have refresh
ing director of telecommunications, ments and to view an exhibit prepared 
and the chairman of the civil servants especially for the occasion. 



EI Salvador 
. 
More than 275 people from 16 lo

calities including 11 visitors from 
Guatemala attended the annual Baha'i 
Summer School held last December 
29-January 1 in Santa Tecla, El Salva
dor. 

Special guests at the school, which 
was dedicated to the memory of Coun
sellor RaUl Pav6n, included Counsel
lors Hidayatu'llah Ahmadiyyih and 
Donald Witzel. 

Besides its principal class on enrich
ing one's spiritual life, the school pre
sented classes on harmony and unity, 
the attitude of Baha'is toward opposi
tion, obedience to Baha'i and civil 
laws, military service and self-defense, 
and success in teaching. 

The children, who attended separate 
classes, presented dramatic skits during 
evening sessions. 

Five guests at the Summer School 
declared their belief in Baha'u'lllih. 

Prior to the opening of the school, 
Baha'is had been asked to participate 
in a book fair sponsored by the min-

Bolivia 

Three generations of Bahd'fs are rep
~nted in this Bolivian family. Zaca
rias Hurtado (right) was one of the first 
indigenous Bolivians to become a Ba
M'( during mass teaching in the 19605. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Bolivia has published a Spanish-lan
guage song book, "Let's Sing Baha'i 
Songs," and two basic deepening 
booklets in Quechua and Aymara (the 
principal languages of the Andes). 

Pictured here are participants in the 
annual BaM'f Summer School held last 
December 29-January 1 in Santa Tecla, 
EI Salvador. As in past years, the ses
sions were held at the Instituto Tec-

nologio Centroamericano. The school 
was dedicated to the memory of Coun
sellor Raul Pavon who died last Oc
tober. 

istry of the interior. ernment ministries. Three of those who 
The Baha'i exhibit was one of only visited the Baha'i booth have since 

nine apart from those of the other gov- become Baha'is. 

His son, Lufs (left) is a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Bo
livia. In the center is Luis Hurtado's 
son, Ali. 

The books are a key element in a 
consolidation campaign for 200 selec
ted Baha'i communities. where they 
will be distributed freely and the be
lievers encouraged to use them in their 
meetings. 

Puerto Rico 
Eighty people attended a Baha'i 

Summer School last July 26-31 at the 
Inter-American University in San Ger
man, Puerto Rico. 

Among the participants was Coun
sellor Athos Costas. 

The program included a class for 
youth on interpersonal relations, a dai
ly introductory course on the Faith that 
was begun at the request of non-Ba
ha'is at the school, and a public con
cert sponsored by the Spiritual As
sembly of San German. 

Other entertainment included a 
talent show and a 1950s-style dance, 
both of which were planned by the 
youth. One of the young people pres
ent declared his belief in Baha'u'llah. 

Australia 
One hundred forty-three people in

cluding two Auxiliary Board members, 
five of their assistants, and eight abo
riginal Baha'is participated last Sep
tember 20 in the second Queensland, 
Australia, Baha'i Spring School which 
was dedicated to the martyrs in Iran. 
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World Centre 

International Fund faces new challenge 

To the/ollowers 0/ Bahd'u'lldh in every land 
Dearly-loved Friends, 

The gathering of the representatives of the Baha'i world 
at the International Convention last Ri4v8n was held in an 
atmosphere charged with awareness of the sacrifices being 
made by our fellow believers in Iran and with eager an
ticipation of the new prospects opening before the Cause 
as a result of changing conditions in the world, the wide
spread publicity that the Faith has received in all con
tinents, and the growing maturity of its administrative in
stitutions. 

During the succeeding eight months we have been de
veloping the agencies and formulating the plans to enable 
the Faith to seize the unprecedented opportunities now be
fore it, but we are confronted with a shortage of funds 
which, if not remedied, could frustrate these plans. 

For the last two years there has been a decline in the 
amount of contributions to the international funds of the 
Faith, and we note that many national funds also are fac
ing the danger of deficits. 

Beyond carrying on the general work of the Cause there 
are four areas where immediate action is required. 

The first is the completion of the Masbriqu'l-Adhkars in 
India and Samoa. Any delay in this work can but make it 
more expensive and also seriously injure the reputation of 
the Faith in these two vital areas. 

The second is the development of the World Centre, the 
focal point of the entire Administrative Order of the Faith 
where, in the words of Shoghi Effendi, "the dust of its 
Founders reposes, where the processes disclosing its pur
poses, energizing its life and shaping its destiny all origi
nate." 

The third is in the prosecution of programs of social and 
economic development. Baha'i communities in many lands 
have attained a size and complexity that both require and 
make possible the implementation of a range of activities 
for their social and economic development which will not 
only be of immense value for the consolidation of these 
communities and the development of their Baha'i life, but 
will also benefit the wider communities within which they 
are embedded and will demonstrate the beneficial effects 
of the Baha'i Message to the critical gaze of the world. 

Funds for initiating and carrying out these projects will 
be dispensed very gradually and with great care in order 
not to undermine the natural growth and sense of respon
sibility of these communities, but the field is so vast, the 
opportunities so far-reaching, that the need will stretch the 
resources of the Cause to the uttermost. 

The fourth area is in the development and coordination 
of world-wide efforts to present to a far more extensive au
dience than ever before the divine remedy for the problems 
besetting society and its individual members, to establish 
the universality of the Faith and the implications of its 
teachings in the eyes of statesmen, and to ensure that the 
leaders of thought become thoroughly aware of the Baha'i 
Revelation and the profundity of its message. 

The work on the Temples is already well advanced and 
must not be stopped; the development of the agencies of 
the World Centre, located in one of the principal trouble
spots of the world, cannot be indefinitely held back; the 
time for the expansion of social and economic develop
ment as an aspect of the work of the Cause has arrived and 
cannot be neglected without grave consequences to the life 
of Baha'i communities; the unprecedented opportunity for 
proclamation of the Faith has been given to us as a direct 
result of the persecutions inflicted on the believers in the 
Cradle of the Faith. 

If we are to be worthy of the sacrifices of these valiant 
friends, and if we are not to betray the trust that Baha
'u'llah has placed upon us for the redemption of mankind 
in this hour of its acute need, we must not fail to seize the 
opportunities now before us. 

This fourfold challenge faces us at the very time when 
the world is in the midst of an economic crisis and is over
shadowed with threats of war and other disasters. These 
conditions, far from daunting the followers of Baha
'u'llah, can only drive home to us the urgency for our 
response. 

We therefore call upon every true-hearted Baha'i to con
secrate his life anew to the service of God and the better
ment of the lot of mankind, so that manpower will not be 
lacking in the fields of pioneering, teaching and ad
ministrative service. 

Most urgently, may every believer give sacrificially of his 
substance, each in accordance with his means, to the funds 
of the Cause, local, national, continental and interna
tional, so that the material resources-the lifeblood of all 
activities-will be adequate to the tremendous work that 
we have to perform in the months and years immediately 
ahead. It requires a concentration of effort, a unity of pur
pose and a degree of self-sacrifice to match the heroic exer
tions of the victors of past plans in the progress of the 
Cause. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House 0/ Justice 

January 2, /984 
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World Centre 

Two important messages to Baba'i youth 

To the Bahd'f youth of the workl 
Dear BaM'f Friends: 

The designation of 1985 by the 
United Nations as International Youth 
Year opens new vistas for the activities 
in which the young members of our 
community are engaged. The hope of 
the United Nations in thus focusing on 
youth is to encourage their conscious 
participation in the affairs of the world 
through their involvement in interna
tional development and such other un
dertakings and relationships as may aid 
the realization of their aspirations for a 
world without war. 

These expectations reinforce the im
mediate, vast opportunities begging 
our attention. To visualize, however 
imperfectly, the challenges that engage 
us now, we have only to reflect, in the 
light of our sacred Writings, upon the 
confluence of favorable circumstances 
brought about by the accelerated un
folding of the Divine Plan over nearly 
five decades, by the untold potencies of 
the spiritual drama being played out in 
Iran, and by the creative energy 
stimulated by awareness of the ap
proaching end of the twentieth cen
tury. Undoubtedly, it is within your 
power to contribute significantly to 
shaping the societies of the coming cen
tury; youth can move the world. 

How apt, indeed how exciting, that 
so portentous an occasion should be 
presented to you, the young, eager fol
lowers of the Blessed Beauty, to en
large the scope of your endeavors in 
precisely that arena of action in which 
you strive so conscientiously to dis
tinguish yourselves! For in the theme 
proposed by the United Nations
"Participation, Development, Peace" 
-can be perceived an afftrmation that 
the goals pursued by you, as Baha'is, 
are at heart the very objects of the 
frenetic searchings of your despairing 
contemporaries. 
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'A highlight of this period of the 
Seven Year Plan has been the 
phenomenal proclamation ac
corded the Faith in the wake of 
the unabating persecutions in 
Iran; a new interest in its Teach
ings has been aroused on a wide 
scale.' 

You are already engaged in the 
thrust of the Seven Year Plan, which 
provides the framework for any fur
ther course of action you may now be 
moved by this new opportunity to 
adopt. International Youth Year will 
fall within the Plan's next phase; thus 
the activities you will undertake, and 
for which you will wish to prepare even 
now, cannot but enhance your con
tributions to the vitality of that Plan, 
while at the same time aiding the pro
ceedings for the Youth Year. Let there 
be no delay, then, in the vigor of your 
response. 

A highlight of this period of the 
Seven Year Plan has been the phenom
enal proclamation accorded the Faith 
in the wake of the unabating persecu
tions in Iran; a new interest in its 
Teachings has been aroused on a wide 
scale. Simultaneously, more and more 
people from all strata of society fran
tically seek their true identity, which is 
to say, although they would not so 
plainly admit it, the spiritual meaning 
of their lives; prominent among these 
seekers are the young. Not only does 
this knowledge open fruitful avenues 
for Baha'i initiative, it also indicates to 
young Baha'is a particular responsi
bility so to teach the Cause and live the 
life as to give vivid expression to those 
virtues that would fulfill the spiritual 
yearning of their peers. 

For the sake of preserving such vir-

tues much innocent blood has been 
shed in the past, and much, even to
day, is being sacrificed in Iran by 
young and old alike. Consider, for ex
ample, the instances in Shfraz last sum
mer of the six young women, their ages 
ranging from 18 to 2S years, whose 
lives were snuffed out by the hang
man's noose. All faced attempted in
ducements to recant their Faith; all re
fused to deny their Beloved. 

Look also at the accounts of the as
tounding fortitude shown over and 
over again by children and youth who 
were subjected to the interrogations 
and abuses of teachers and mullahs 
and were expelled from school for up
holding their beliefs. It, moreover, 
bears noting that under the restrictions 
so cruelly imposed on their commu
nity, the youth rendered signal ser
vices, placing their energies at the dis
posal of Baha'i institutions throughout 
the country. No splendor of speech 
could give more fitting testimony to 
their spiritual commitment and fidelity 
than these pure acts of selflessness and 
devotion. 

In virtually no other place on earth is 
so great a price for faith required of the 
Baha'is. Nor could there be found 
more willing, more radiant bearers of 
the cup of sacrifice than the valiant Ba
ha'i youth of Iran. Might it, then, not 
be reasonably expected that you, the 
youth and young adults living at such 
an extraordinary time, witnessing such 
stirring examples of the valor of your 
Iranian fellows, and exercising such 
freedom of movement, would sally 
forth, "unrestrained as the wind," into 
the field of Baha'i action? 

May you all persevere in your indi
vidual efforts to teach the Faith, but 
with added zest; to study the Writings, 
but with greater earnestness. May you 
pursue your education and training for 
future service to mankind, offering as 



much of your free time as possible to· 
activities on behalf of the Cause. May 
those of you already bent on your life's 
work and who may have already 
founded families, strive toward becom
ing the living embodiments of Baha'i 
ideals, both in the spiritual nurturing 
of your families and in your active in
volvement in the efforts on the home 
front or abroad in the pioneering field. 
May all respond to the current de
mands upon the Faith by displaying a 
fresh measure of dedication to the 
tasks at hand. 

young Baha'is. The native urge of 
youth to move from place to place, 
combined with their abounding zeal, 
indicates that you can become more de
liberately and numerously involved in 
these activities as traveling teachers. 
One pattern of this mobilization could 
be short-term projects, carried out at 
home or in other lands, dedicated to 
both teaching the Faith and improving 
the living conditions of people. 

would accrue to the strength and sta
bility of the community if such pat
terns could be followed by succeeding 
generations of youth. Regardless of the 
modes of service, however, youth must 
be understood to be fully engaged, at 
all times, in all climes and under all 
conditions. In your varied pursuits you 
may rest assured of the loving support 
and guidance of the Baha'i institutions 
operating at every level. 

Further to these aspirations is the 
need for a mighty mobilization of 
teaching activities reflecting regularity 
in the patterns of service rendered by 

Another could be that, while still 
young and unburdened by family re
sponsibilities, you give attention to the 
idea of volunteering a set period, say, 
one or two years, to some Baha'i ser
vice, on the home front or abroad, in 
the teaching or development field. It 

Our ardent prayers, our unshakable 
confidence in your ability to sucCeed, 
our imperishable love surround you in 
all you endeavor to do in the path of 
service to the Blessed Perfection. 

The Universal House oj Justice 
January J, 1984 

Y outb service in volunteer organizations clarified 
Dear BaM'f Friends, 

The Universal House of Justice has been consulting 
upon aspects of youth servi~ in pioneering throughout the 
Baha'i world. and has requested that we convey its views 
on service in other lands undertaken by Baha'i youth with 
voluntary non-sectarian organizations. 

In the past, t.he policy adopted by some National Assem
blies was to discourage young Baha'is from enrolling to 
serve in activities sponsored by non-Baha'i voluntary orga
nizations, as the Assemblies were under the impression 
that these young people would not be able to engage in di
rect teaching, nor participate, for the most part, in Baha'i 
activities while serving abroad in such programs. 

Perhaps in some instances the Baha'is involved were not 
sure how to function as members of the Baha'i community 
in order to give each aspect of their lives its proper due. 

In the light of experience, however, it is now clear that 
we should have no misgivings in encouraging young Ba
ha'is to enroll in such voluntary service organizations as 
the United Nations Volunteers, U.S. Peace Corps, Cana
dian University Services Overseas (CUSO) and similar 
Canadian agencies, the British Volunteer Programme 
(BVP) of the United Kingdom, and other voluntary service 
organizations. 

Other countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, and 
the Scandinavian countries are understood to have similar 
service organizations which are compatible with Baha'i 
development goals as now tentatively envisaged. 

Some of the advantages of such service to the Faith are 
worth mentioning. Volunteers will receive thorough orien
tation and sometimes will be taught basic skills which will 
enable them to help the Baha'i community in projects un
dertaken in developing countries. 

Wherever they serve, these volunteers should be able to 

participate in Baha'i activities, and contribute to the con
solidation of the Baha'i community. 

The freedom to teach is to a large extent dependent upon 
the local interpretation of the group leader, but even if 
volunteers do not engage in direct teaching, being known 
as Baha'is and showing the Baha'i spirit and attitude to
ward work and service should attract favorable attention 
and may, in many instances, be instrumental in attracting 
individuals to the Faith of Baha'u'lll1h. 

And finally, the period of overseas service often pro
duces a taste for such service, and volunteers may well of
fer to directly promote the pioneer work either in the same 
country or in another developing country. 

It is well known that a considerable number of Baha'is 
have already gone abroad to serve with these agencies and 
that others have espoused the Faith while serving in foreign 
lands with voluntary service organizations. 

National Spiritual Assemblies which hold orientation 
courses for pioneers may benefit from including the sub
ject of rural development in their programs. and, as in the 
past, from inviting people who have served in voluntary 
service organizations to participate in planning orientation 
programs and having them share their experiences as vol
unteer workers in developing countries. 

The House of Justice expresses the hope that the infor
mation contained in this letter will dispel the misunder
standings that have in the past surrounded the question of 
participation of Baha'i youth in projects sponsored by 
non-Baha'i voluntary organizations. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
Universal House oj Justice 

Department oj the Secretariat 
December lJ, 1983 
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India 

'Spirit of martyrs' suffuses teaching trip 

We left Bombay on a Sunday, t~king 
a train to Calcutta. From there we flew 
to Agartala, the capital of Tripura, one 
of the states in the Northeastern re
gions, to attend the first Baha'i Con
ference organized by the State Teach
ing Committee there. 

Thus began our month-long teaching 
trip with Auxiliary Board member 
Satur Chotrani to the beautiful regions 
in the Northeast. These are protected 
States,' and even Indian nationals must 
obtain a permit before they are able to 
enter them. 

It was only with the help of constant 
prayers by the Universal House of Jus
tice that we were able to achieve such 
wonderful results in most of these 
areas. Truly, the spirit of the martyrs 
aided us too, as friends in other States 
were likewise engaged in teaching cam
paigns launched in their memory. 

Tripura 
The two young Baha'is who greeted 

us at Agartala Airport could scarcely 
hold back their joy, as this was to be 
their first Baha'i conference and all the 
friends were quite excited. About 30 
Baha'is from various villages, some of 
which were badly affected by recent 
floods, came to attend the three-day 
conference. The Baha'i Center was 
lighted each night with lovely, small, 
colored bulbs, just like an Indian wed
ding. Often during the day, and also in 
the evenings, non-Baha'is who saw the 
conference banner came to the Center 
and took part in the conference. There 
were three declarations, youth with 

This account oj a month-long teach
ing trip to Northeastern India (from 
September 23-0ctober 21, 1983) was 
written by Shanaz Furudi, secretary oj 
the National Baha'I Youth Committee 
oj India, who was accompanied on the 
trip by Auxiliary Board member Satur 
Chotrani. 
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'Often during the day, and also 
in the evenings, non-Baha'is 
who saw the conference banner 
came to the Center and took 
part in the conference. There 
were three declarations, youth 
with wonderful spirit and po
tential.' 

wonderful spirit and potential. 
Meals were prepared at the Center. 

Each evening slides of the "Green 
Light Expedition" were shown. We 
stayed for three days after the con
ference, and with the help of Auxiliary 
Board member Debdas Singha, met 
with some of the Ministers of State and 
introduced them to the Faith. A talk 
was given to about 200 girls at the 
Women's College (the only college for 
women in that region), and a second 
presentation was made to some 200 
students at the Tulsibati Girls School. 
The students listened attentively on 
both occasions, as they were hearing of 
the Faith for the first time. 

A local reporter, who wished to 
clarify the misunderstanding of ano
ther reporter as to whether or not we 
were a sect of Islam, arranged a press 
conference at which we found our
selves speaking to seven members of 
the press from important papers. A 
number of questions were asked, and 
they seemed happy to receive the Ba
ha'i answers to them. Later, a group 
photograph was taken. This was t~e 
first Baha'i press conference held In 

Agartala, and some of the papers re
ported it the following day. 

Tribal teaching 
Mr. Bula, our Tripuri tribal Baha'i, 

was genuinely pleased to introduce us 
to the members of his family. This was 

a wonderful teaching experience, as 
each family we met took us to the 
home of their relatives with whom we 
could also discuss the Faith. We do not 
have many tribal Baha'is in the area, 
and feel that if this activity is pursued it 
will have tremendous results, as Mr. 
Bula speaks the language and is eager 
to give the Faith to his own people. 

New Garden Baha'I School 
About two months before we ar

rived, Mrs. Savitri Singha started this 
kindergarten school with encourage
ment from the National Spiritual As
sembly of India. The inauguration was 
held July 9, 1983, and the significance 
of the Baha'i Holy Day and the open
ing of the school was announced on the 
radio. There are 42 children studying 
there now, and within this short span 
of time the school has earned much 
favorable publicity and respect in the 
eyes of many prominent people in the 
city. 

Silchar 
Silchar, in the south of Assam, is 

centrally located, is the only connec
tion by road to Mizoram and Shillong, 
and has both road and air connections 
to Manipur. We stayed in Silchar for 
four days, and had a press conference 
which 12 reporters attended. We also 
participated in a debate organized for 
college students by the local Lions 
Club whose topic was "Religion is the 
biggest drawback toward progress in 
India. " After the debate we were given 
10 minutes to speak about the Faith, 
which we did, and also distributed 
pamphlets. Many of the students were 
interested in learning more about the 
Faith. At a fireside, we received four 
declarations, and these new Baha'is are 
working hard to form their first Local 
Spiritual Assembly by April (1984). 

J 



M;zoram 
Mizoram is a new name given to the 

mountainous region earlier known as 
the Lushai Hills. It was a district of 
Assam until 1972 when it became a 
Union Territory. Sandwiched between 
Burma to the east and south, and Ban
gladesh to the west, Mizoram occupies 
an area of great strategic importance in 
the northeastern corner of India. 

The Mizos are of Mongoloid stock, 
and came under the influence of British 
missionaries in the 19th century. Thus, 
most of them became Christians. The 
missionaries introduced Roman script 
for the Mizo language, as well as for
mal education, with the result that the 
literacy rate (59 per cent) among the 
population of some four million is 
quite high. But as far as material pro
gress is concerned, Mizoram is one of 
the backward regions in the Northeast. 

Mizoram has a touch of Alpine 
beauty. The hills run from north to 
south, the skies are wonderfully blue, 
and in the morning the mist forming 
between the hills gives an enchanting 
view of wide stretches resembling a 
vast lake. 

Our four-day stay in Aizawl was 
busy and memorable. Upon arriving 
we first contacted a non-Baha'i family, 
Mr. and Mrs. LalfInga, with whom we 
had made friends on a plane trip to 
Calcutta two years before. They came 
immediately to meet us, and were 
thrilled to see us again. They regretted. 
however, that they had to leave for 
Delhi the next day to meet their daugh-. 
ter who was ill and at a nursing home. 
They introduced us to a young Mizo 
man. L. V. Khiangte, who would be 
our guide and companion while we 
were in Aizawl. We thanked them for 
their kindness, and each day Mr. 
Khiangte faithfully came for us in the 
morning, and also helped us to meet 
with whomever we wished to. 

Among those we met was the chief 
minister, Brig. T. Sallo, AVSM (Ret.) 
who apologized for knowing little 
about the Baha'i Faith. We gave him a 
Baha'i folder and some pamphlets, and 
he said he would read them. 

We were warmly welcomed by the 
finance minister, Mr. Lalmingthanga, 
who was happy to hear about the Faith 
and even went so far as to telephone 
the government guest house for us to 
arrange a v.i.p. accommodation. He 

Above: A view of Kohima. Naga/and. 
Be/ow: With the Bahd'( community in 
Impha/. Auxiliary Board member 
Satur Chotrani is at the 

offered us the privilege of taking the 
inaugural flight from Aizawl to Silchar 
on October 10. We thanked him for his 
kindness, but could not accept, as we 
had a flight booked for Manipur on 
October 9. 

Dr. Kenneth Chawngliana, the 
speaker of the Legislative Assembly, 
spent an hour with us discussing the 
Faith. He was quite excited about it, 
and asked us how a person becomes a 
Baha'i. He said we should come again, 
start our own Center, and let the pea-

kftnedroM~A.l~~mw~~ 
the director of fISheries. Standing s«
ond from the right is Auxi/iary Board 
member Debdas Sing"". 

pIe know about this new religion. We 
gave Dr. Chawngliana some books, a 
picture album, and a prayer book. 

We then paid a courtesy calIon the 
new lieutenant governor, H.S. Dubey. 
That meeting also lasted more than an 
hour, and was cordial and informative. 
Mr. Dubey welcomed us so warmly, 
and was so surprised about why a 
young woman had decided to come to 
Mizoram, that we nearly forgot we 
were meeting with the governor of a 
State. He knew of the Faith. held it in 
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A view of the lovely mountain village of Aizawl, Mizoram. 

high esteem, and said he shared its 
ideals and hopes. We presented him 
with a copy of All Things Made New. 

L.R. Sallo, deputy director (public 
relations) at the Chief Ministers' of
fice, made these appointments for us. 
A liberal-minded person, he had heard 
of the Faith during a business trip to 
Switzerland. He then told us we should 
meet the press, as they were waiting for 
us. 

Five reporters were present, some of 
whom hadn't heard of the Faith be
fore. They asked a number of ques
tions pertaining to Christianity; we 
shared the Baha'i explanations, and 
they seemed pleased to learn that we 
loved and revered Christ. We told them 
that most important is the gift that 
Baha'u'llah has brought to the world 
today-love between different people. 
For this reason, we explained, we were 
happy to meet the people in Mizoram, 
and had no prejudice whatsoever. They 
were obviously pleased and impressed. 
The next day, four newspapers printed 
news about the Faith, and one gave it 
in headlines. It was the first newspaper 
publicity received by the Faith in 
Mizoram. 

Our meeting with the minister of ed
ucation, Professor Malsaama, and 
Professor Darchhawna, the joint direc
tor of education, was highly fruitful. It 
lasted for more than an hour, as both 
men were interested in the Faith, and 
Professor Darchhawna had visited the 
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House of Worship in Australia. They 
knew little about the teachings of the 
Faith, however, and asked a number of 
questions. We explained that there is 
no "converting" to the Faith, as each 
person must investigate independently 
before accepting it. The Faith, we em
phasized, does not 110 away with their 
traditions, their way of living, or their 
culture. 

We told the minister of education 
that we were exploring the possibility 
of starting a small kindergarten in 
Aizawl whereby the principles of uni
versal education and a mind free from 
prejudice could be taught. He smiled, 
said he knew we were sincere people, 
and added that he would not mind if 
we came and started such a kinder
garten, as it was needed. In fact, he 
said, he would help us in this. 

In the evening Mr. Khiangte, our 
friend and companion for these four 
days, accepted the Faith of Baha
'u'llah, thus becoming the first Mizo to 
embrace the Cause. Our hearts re
joiced, as we could see the light of 
Baha'u'llah slowly penetrating this 
beautiful region. Later, another In
dian, Mr. 1.K. Kapoor, also accepted 
the Faith. 

Manipur 
Manipur, the "land of jewels," has 

added some precious gems to the Faith 
since it was introduced to the region 
about two years ago. We spent six days 

there with Auxiliary Board member 
Debdas Singha, meeting and deepening 
local Baha'is, meeting with various 
ministers and presenting the Faith to 
them. Among the Baha'is in Manipur 
are the director of fisheries, the as
sistant director of tourism, a publicity 
officer, a photographer, and one 
young university student. 

At a meeting for the Baha'is, one 
could see the great concern shown by 
these friends at the slow pace of growth 
of the Faith in Manipur. Each of them 
is a deep and sincere Baha'i whose 
understanding of the Faith, after only 
two years, would put many of us to 
shame. After meeting with them, we 
came away with a feeling that the even
tual growth of the Faith in these tribal 
belts will be twice as rapid as anywhere 
else in India. 

While in Manipur we had an oppor
tunity to meet with the chief minister, 
the deputy chief minister, the educa
tion minister, and several others. They 
were hearing about the Faith for the 
first time, so we sat with each one for 
almost 40 minutes and discussed the 
teachings. Each of them served us re
freshments, and each offered to help 
us. The ministers of education and 

-health were keenly interested in the 
principles of education as explained in 
the Writings, and wished to receive a 
brochure about our Baha'i schools in 
India and how we operate them. The 
need for good schools is pressing in 
most of these areas, as parents spend a 
great amount of money on securing a 
good education for their children. 

All India Radio mentioned the Faith 
on its evening news program; press re
leases were given to all the newspapers 
thanks to the efforts of a reporter who 
became good friends with us and wish
ed to help us spread the Faith in Mani
pur. The Baha'i community there has 
plans for holding a winter school in 
Imphal, and for starting a Baha'i li
brary. While writing this report we 
have received news of some more peo
ple accepting the Faith in Manipur. 

Nagaiand 
We reached Kohima, the capital of 

Nagaland, by bus, a trip that took 
seven hours. Kohima, which is 1,455 
meters (4,800 feet) above sea level, is 
picturesque, and in many ways similar 
to Mizoram. The Nagas are a lovely 
tribal race, all of them Christians. One 



can recognize the various Naga tribes 
by the different hand-woven shawl de
signs they wear. The Nagas are polite 
and hospitable people who love danc
ing and music. In fact, the traditional 
Naga dance is very famous in India. 

Auxiliary Board member V.B. Pa
ranjyoti, a homeopathic doctor, has 
been a pioneer to Nagaland for six 
years. We went to his clinic, which has 
a large Baha'i board positioned on top 
of it, and he and his Naga wife were 
quite happy to meet us. 

With the help of Mrs. Paranjyoti, we 
visited the homes of several Baha'is 
that day. We held brief deepening ses
sions at each of these homes, and in
vited the residents to attend a com
munity meeting that evening, which 
they all did. We spoke about the life 
and troubles of Baha'u'llah, and about 
the Baha'i teachings on some Christian 
topics such as baptism, attending 
church on Sundays, etc. The Baha'is 
asked us to come again, and said they 
would take us to meet many more fam
ilies with whom we could share the 
Faith. As there was a three-day gov
ernment holiday in Kohima, and we 
could not meet with any government 
officials, we stayed for only two days. 

Shillong and Gauhati 

Toward the end of our trip we visited 
the States of Meghalaya and Assam. 

Shillong, a lovely hill-station inhab
ited by the Khazi tribes, a simple and 
beautiful people who are mainly Chris
tian but open-minded about religion, 
has some of the best schools in India, 
run by the missionaries. Many of the 
ministers from different States send 
their children here to study. 

Shillong has a small but united Ba
ha'i community, a Local Spiritual As
sembly and a Baha'I Center as well. We 
showed some slides and had a deepen
ing program for the friends here, 
whom we had met on a previous visit 
two years before. Whenever we showed 
slides of the "Green Light Expedition" 
we found it to be quite effective, as 
there is a great similarity between the 
tribes of South America and those that 
inhabit these regions. 

In Gauhati, we celebrated the Birth 
of the Bab on October 20 with some 10 
Baha'is who had come from several 
villages. In spite of some terrible dis
turbances in this part of the State, a 
Baha'i traveling teacher said he con-

tinues to visit the villages and to share 
the Message of Baha'u'lhih with the 
people. 

The beauty of the Northeastern re
gion lies in its people: strong, open
minded and independent. The Message 
of Baha'u'llah needs to be taken to 

these waiting souls now, as the sands of 
time are running out. The power of the 
Cause is great, and its spread through
out these regions would signal a release 
of spiritual energy that soon would en
gulf the entire continent.-Shanaz 
Furudi 

Above: The New Garden Bahd'( kin- meets I. 
dergarten school, Agartala, Tripura. uty chief minister of Manipur (seated 
Below: The author in center) second from left) and his aides. 
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Special UN report 

The state of the world's children: 1984 

In the last 12 months, world-wide 
support has been gathering behind the 
idea of a revolution which could save 
the lives of up to seven million children 
each year, protect the health and 
growth of many millions more, and 
help to slow down world population 
growth. 

Last year's State of the World's 
Children report outlined the recent ad
vances in both biological science and 
social organization which now make 
thi'; revolution possible. Since then, the 
combined potential of these break
throughs has been acknowledged by 
world political and religious leaders in
cluding the Presidents or Prime Minis
ters of Bolivia, Britain, Canada, Co
lombia, France, Haiti, India, Pakistan, 
the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Sweden, 
Tanzania, Thailand, and the United 
States. 

Also in the past year, more evidence 
has been coming in from around the 
world to show that these drastic gains 
in child well-being can indeed be 
achieved at a relatively low cost and in 
a relatively short time-despite eco
nomic recession. The case studies in 
this year's report document actual ex
amples of the techniques which make 
this revolution possible. 

In brief summary, those techniques 
are: 

• Oral rehydration therapy (ORT)
a simple and inexpensive method of 
preventing or correcting the dehydra
tion which is induced by diarrheal in
fections and which, with an estimated 
five million young victims a year, is the 
leading cause of child death in the 

This article is excerpted from the 
full-length report entitled The State of 
the World's Children: 1984 prepared 
and published by the United Nations 
Children's Fund (UNICEF), James P. 
Grant, executive director. 
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••• more evidence bas been 
coming in from around tbe 
world to sbow tbat tbese dnstic 
gains in child well-being can in
deed be achieved at a relatively 
low cost and in a relatively sbort 
time-despite economic reces
sion. 

modern world. 
• Growth monitoring-the use of 

simple lO-cent child growth charts 
which, along with regular monthly 
weighing and back-up advice, can help 
parents to make better use of the food 
they have and prevent up to half of all 
the malnutrition in the developing 
world. 

• Expanded immunization-using 
newly improved vaccines to prevent the 
six main "immunizable" diseases from 
killing an estimated five million child
ren a year and disabling five million 
more . 

• The promotion of scientific knowl
edge about the advantages of breast
feeding and about how and when an in
fant should be given supplementary 
foods. 

In several developing countries, 
commitments have already been made 
to put these ideasl into action. In re
sponse to last year's State of the 

llf the three "F's" of food supplements, 
family spacing, and female education could 
be added to these four techniques, the num
ber of children whose lives would be 
saved- and the number whose growth 
would be protected-would be even more 
dramatic. But in comparison with the four 
simple and inexpensive measures outlined 
here, family spacing is more difficult, food 
supplementation is more costly, and ex
tending female education is both. 

World's Children report the city au
thorities of Addis Ababa have publicly 
stated their intention of using these 
techniques to halve child deaths in the 
next four years. In Pakistan, the gov
ernment has launched an Accelerated 
Health Program which has already 
tripled the immunization rate and in
creased the distribution of oral rehy
dration salts from 1 million to S million 
packets a year. In Haiti, the response 
has been the launching of an intensive 
nation-wide program with the pro
claimed intention of reducing infant 
and child deaths by at least 2S per cent 
in the next three years. In Colombia, 
President Betancur has responded to 
the report by saying that: "This docu
ment informs on four recent scientific 
advances and offers the hope that, with 
a great effort by governments and 
communities, the outlook (for child
ren) by the end of this century will be 
much better. All of these techniques 
will be applied here in Colombia . .. 

In New York, UN Secretary-General 
Javier Perez de Cuellar has said that: 
"National efforts to mount such cam
paigns are now possible because the 
community networks and the means of 
communicating necessary for parents 
to learn about the forms and uses of 
simple therapies are increasingly avail
able in many countries . .. Innovative 
and cost-effective action along these 
lines would demonstrate that even in 
times of acute financial strain for 
social services and international co
operation, it is possible for the world 
to take imaginative steps to heal some 
of the most tragic wounds of under
development and poverty. I appeal to 
national leaders, to communicators, to 
health-care workers, and to concerned 
institutions and individuals to support 
this action . .. 

In the industrialized world also, the 
potential significance of these break-



throughs has not gone unheeded. 
In Washington, the U.S. Senate has 

adopted a resolution saying that: "the 
techniques articulated by UNICEF in 
its report entitled 'The State of the 
World's Children 1982-83' represent 
an unprecedented low-cost opportunity 
to significantly reduce child mortality 
and morbidity throughout the world, 
and have the full support and encour
agement of the Congress at a time of 
economic difficulty and constriction 
for all countries . .. 

In Rome, the Holy See has an
nounced that "the entire Catholic aid 
network in the various countries of the 
world, and especially in the developing 
nations, will lend its maximum support 
to these important simple proposals to 
improve the health of hundreds of mil
lions of children . .. 

The techniques which now make all 
of this possible have been pioneered in 
recent years by governments and health 
ministries; by doctors and pedia
tricians; by nurses and primary health 
care workers; by international agencies 
like UNDP, WHO, the World Bank, 
the International Red Cross and 
UNICEF itself; by voluntary agencies 
like the Save the Children Fund and 
Oxfam; by religious organizations of 
many faiths; by secular movements like 
the Bangladesh Rural Advancement 
Committee; and by institutions like the 
International Centre for Diarrheal 
Disease Research in Bangladesh or the 
Institute of Child Health in London. 

Although constantly being rermed, 
the breakthroughs in knowledge and 
technology already exist. But like all 
scientific or "knowledge break
throughs," an equivalent "social 
breakthrough" is also necessary if they 
are to be taken off the shelf of p0-

tential and put at the disposal of 
peoples. And on this front also, the 
world has been changing. 

Only 20 years ago, for example, the 
proportion of girls in the developing 
world who went to primary school and 
had the chance to become literate was 
less than 3S per cent. Today it is over 
80 per cent. Only 20 years ago, the 
radio was a rare novelty in the poorest 
half of the world. Today, there is at 
least one transistor for every two 
homes. Only 20 years ago, there were 
hardly any primary health care workers 
in the developing world. Today, there 
are more than three million para-

medics at work. 
In short, these and other social ad

vances of recent times are bringing the 
world to a position of great potential 
for progress. Slowly, the channels are 
being opened up between what science 
knows and what people need. 

Coming together at this time, these 
breakthroughs in both science and so
cial organization could soon be helping 
to save the lives of half the 40,000 
young children who now die every 
day.2 They could also prevent several 
million children a year from becoming 
mentally or physically disabled. And 

2Paradoxically, the reduction of infant 
and child deaths by one-haIf would lead to 
a faIl in birth rates and the stabiIization of 
world population at an earlier date and at a 
lower level. 

UNICEF would not be worthy of its 
name if it did not now make the 
strongest possible appeal to the world 
that a children's revolution could and 
should begin.3 

In all of this, the national and in
ternational media, so often criticized 
for conveying only the immediate at 
the expense of the important, have 
made an indispensable contribution. 
Several thousand articles and editorials 
in newspapers and magazines, plus ex
tensive coverage on television and 
radio around the world, have carried 
the message of hope to hundreds of 

lIn May 1983, the representatives of the 
41 nations on the Executive Board of 
UNICEF formally endorsed the measures 
set out in the 1982-83 "State of the WorJd's 
Children" report. 
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revolution into a reality. scale and small, act as channels of sup-
That challenge is now primarily po- port and communication to reach out 

litical rather than technical or finan- and help parents to use present knowl
cial. The evidence leaves no room for edge and new techniques to ensure the 
doubt that low-cost techniques are _ survival, growth, and development of 
available to act as a springboard for their children. 
this great leap forward for the world's "Organized resources" for promot
children. Any government which now ing knowledge of these techniques can 
decides to make a serious commitment therefore include the pediatricians and 
to saving the lives and protecting the the doctors; the nurses and the para
health and growth of its children can medics; the agricultural extension ser
now move toward that goal. And any vices and the community development 
government, institution, or individual workers; the parliamentarians and the 
in the industrialized world wishing to local officials; the teachers and the 
assist in that process also now has a schools; the colleges and the univer
clear opportunity to do so. sities; the medical schools and the re

Money is important and more is 
needed. But a much greater need is the 
mobilization of existing human re
sources and organizations behind this 
great cause. For a children's revolution 
cannot be accomplished through exclu
sively formal channels or by rigidly 
conventional means. In most nations, 
for example, official health services do 
not reach more than a quarter of the 
population. Bringing the benefits of re-

millions of people. Other than the cent breakthroughs to all children will 
"hard news" of world events, the story- --~erefore d~nd-~cthe h~th profes
of the potential revolution in child slonals lending. theIr e~rtise. to m~ch 
well-being has been one of the most more far~r~chi?g camPaIgns InvolVlDg 
widely reported and analyzed intema- people, ~ns~tUtions! and channels of 
tional news stories of recent decades. commumcation which go far beY~>Dd 
The response of the public, world- the present scope of the health ServIces 
wide, has revealed again the deep long- themselves. 
ing among ordinary people everywhere That is why the UNICEF office in 
for a world in which children no longer India, for example, is helping to or
suffer and die in numbers which are be- ganize national workshops on the 
yond the emotional embrace of the in- "children's revolution" for leaders of 
dividual but which haunt the con- labor and industry, agriculture and 
science of mankind. education, the media and the voluntary 

In a relatively short space of time organizations. "Experience provides 
therefore, the individual technique~ con~/usive .proo/':' says U~I~;F's 
which could bring about this revolu- RegIOnal DIrect.o! In New De~, that 
tion have been pioneered, their com- we mus! .moblllz.e all orgamzed r~ 
bined potential has been articulated, sources if Impact IS to be accelerated. 
and the news of their availability has "Mobilizing all organized re
been warmly welcomed. But this is not sources" is the key to unlocking the 
enough. present potential for drastic improve

The Challenge 
The fact that a major improvement 

in the health and well-being of the 
world's children can now happen does 
not automatically mean it will happen. 
And the challenge ahead is the chal
lenge of translating the local successes 
which show that a child health revo
lution is a possibility into intensive na
tional campaigns which will make that 
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ments in the health and well-being of 
children. For the great barrier to be 
overcome is the lack of awareness 
among parents, communities, opinion 
leaders-and even some health profes
sionals-about the means now avail
able for saving and nurturing life. 
Overcoming that lack of awareness will 
require the help and involvement of all 
the myriad social, political, and pro
fessional groups which can, on large 

search institutes; the churches and the 
clergy; the mosques and the imams; the 
trade unions and the employers' feder
ations; the lawyers and the engineers; 
the commercial communities and the 
women's associations; the voluntary 
organizations and the aid agencies; the 
environmental- groups and the family 
planning organizations; the Boy Scouts 
and the Girl Scouts; the traders and the 
shopkeepers; the youth movements 
and the children themselves. 

Whether or not people and their or
ganizations become involved on this 
scale will decide whether or not the 
children's revolution will realize its 
potential. Oral rehydration therapy 
(ORT), for example, can in theory save 
the lives of most of those five million 
young children who now die each year 
from diarrhea-induced dehydration. 
But if only 10 per cent or 20 per cent of 
children are in contact with modem 
health services, then many other chan
nels will have to be used to put the 
ORT breakthrough at the disposal of 
the majority. And the fact is that 
ORT -which The Lancet describes as 
"potentially the most important med
ical breakthrough this century"-will 
not reach more than a small proportion 
of the children who need it unless it is 
.also promoted through the primary 
schools and colleges; through the 
churches and the temples; through the 
women's nutrition classes and the 
work-place; through the water engi
neers and the extension workers; 
through the transistor radios and the 
press; through the television and the 
video-recorder; through the centers of 
culture and entertainment; and 
through every other channel which can 
reach out to help link present knowl
edge to people's needs. 



This is the "social breakthrough" 
which is every bit as important as the 
technical breakthrough itself if ORT
and the other main elements in the 
child health revolution-are to come 
anywhere near their dramatic potential 
for saving the lives and improving the 
health of millions of children through
out the world. 

In almost all the places in the world 
where available "solutions" are going 
into action on a scale commensurate 
with the problems, these social and 
communications breakthroughs are the 
visible, if varied, common factor: 

In Nicaragua, 80,000 volunteers
farmers, students, workers-are taking 
the message of ORT to every region of 
the country. In Honduras, intensive 
year-round radio campaigns have 
taught almost all women how to make 
an oral rehydration mixture. In Brazil, 
over 300,000 volunteers-drawn from 
women's groups, church organiza-

tions, peasant co-operatives-have 
helped to reduce polio by 99 per cent in 
the last three years. In Costa Rica, 
radio, television, and press campaigns 
have probably been more important 
than the health services themselves in 
promoting public education about 
health and hygiene. In Colombia, 
priests are introducing lessons about 
immunization and ORT at pre-mar
riage and pre-baptism counseling ses
sions. In Haiti, attempts are being 
made to have sachets of oral rehydra
tion salts sold in every village store and 
every neighborhood corner-shop. In 
Nepal, owners of small drug stores 
have got themselves trained to give 
basic advice to customers who have no 
other health services. In the Yemen 
Arab Republic, 200 self-help associa
tions funded by an Islamic community 
tax or ukat are beginning to provide 
basic health care to villages. In parts of 
Oman, one child in each school is 

trained to prevent trachoma among fel
low pupils. In the Philippines, the 
staffs of maternity hospitals are be
coming involved in educating all new 
mothers about the advantages of 
breastfeeding and the dangers of the 
bottle. In Bangladesh, 900 workers for 
the Bangladesh Rural Advancement 
Committee are visiting literally mil
lions of families to bring the news 
about ORT. In Indonesia, 7,000 family 
planning workers have been re-trained 
to help teach mothers in 15,000 villages 
about the use of child growth-monitor
ing charts. In country after country it is 
this involvement and commitment of 
organizations and individuals which 
now offers the potential for both 
creating and sustaining a revolution in 
the survival and well-being of the 
world's children. 

The challenge of the children's revo
lution is therefore a challenge for both 
governments and people. And for 
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those who might doubt what ordinary 
people can achieve in the service of 
such a cause, it is worth recollecting 
that it is movements which have en
listed the commitment and caught the 
imagination of people which have 
brought about some of the greatest po
litical and social changes of our 
times-the movement for political in
dependence in the Third World; the 
movement for civil rights in the United 
States; the movements for the ending 
of unjust wars; for the protection of 
the environment; and for the ri~ts of 
women. 

In the past, such movements have 
been initiated and sustained primarily 
by those who were the victims of the 
wrong they sought to right. Children 
cannot start such a movement in their 
own defense. Yet in the last year alone 
the 1 S million young children who have 
died in the developing world is the 
equivalent of the entire under-five 
population of the United States. On a 
European scale, it is as if the combined 
under-five populations of Britain, 
France, Italy, Spain, and the Federal 
Republic of Germany had been wiped 
out in a year. And for every child who 
has died, another has been left blind or 
deaf or crippled or retarded. Could any 
cause be counted more worthy of a 
people's movement? 

Recession 
The 19805 may seem an unlikely time 

to be talking of a "great leap forward" 
for children. An entrenched economic 
recession, and the lack of any present 
momentum toward a more just and 
workable world economy, mean that 
there is now very little realistic hope of 
any significant increase in the resources 
available for social progress during the 
remaining years of this decade. 

Although pressure for accelerated 
growth and a more just and prosperous 
world must be sustained, the fact has 
to be faced that there will be little so
cial progress over the next decade if 
that progress is to depend mainly on in
creasing the financial resources avail
able for it. 

The central question for both indus
trialized and developing countries in 
the 19805 is therefore «how can human 
progress be maintained in the absence 
of increased economic resources?" 

Faced with an analogous question 
during the oil crisis of the 1970s, the 
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automobile industry responded by 
making cars lighter, engines more ef
ficient, and styling more aerodynamic. 
In other words, progress was main
tained by making better use of avail
able resources. And for the main
tenance of social progress in the 1980s, 
there is no realistic alternative but to 
apply that same principle. For the rest 
of this decade, "making more of what 
you have" will surely be the first prin
ciple of progress. 

In the industrialized world, this prin
ciple may not prove to be too penur
ious. In health, for example, the re
striction on resources comes at a time 
when progress has become less depend
ent on advances in health technology 
and more dependent on "costless" 
changes in the way we live. America's 
prestigious Center for Disease Control 
in Atlanta has recently stated that the 
average SO-year-old American male, 
for example, could add 11 years to his 
life expectancy through four "free" 
measures-not smoking, drinking al
cohol only in moderation, avoiding 
obesity, and taking regular exercise. In 
other words, spectacular progress in 
health is still possible despite restric
tions on resources. 

In the developing world, on the 
other hand, there remain many funda
mental needs which can.lot be met 
without substantial economic progress. 
Two-thirds of all the under-fives in the 
developing world, for example, still 
have no access to clean water. 

Yet even in the poorer half of the 
world, doors are opening through 
which progress might still be made. 
And again, the way forward is lit by 
the principle of making more of what is 
available and finding ways to change 
the ratio between resources and results. 

It is from this same principle that the 
present potential for improving the 
lives of the world's children now arises. 
Without new ideas and strategies, sev
eral million more children are going to 
die in the decade ahead than was 
thought possible even three short years 
ago, and many millions more are going 
to suffer mental and physical dam
age-unless a new way forward is 
found. 

UNICEF believes that a new way 
forward for children in the 19805 is 
now available. Primary health care is 
the idea which makes this revolution 
possible. The spread of education, 
communication and social organiza
tion is the circumstance which makes it 
practicable. Growth monitoring, oral 
rehydration therapy, the promotion of 

. breastfeeding and expanded immuniza
tion, are the techniques which make it 
affordable even in the midst of reces
sion. 

Inner Development 
The combination of breakthroughs 

in knowledge, techniques and social or
ganization which are coming together 
at this time could and should make it 
possible to bring about a revolution 
which can save the lives of 20,000 chil
dren every day, prevent an equal num
ber of disabilities, and promote the 
healthy growth and development of 
many millions more. Furthermore, the 
confidence and sense of greater control 
over their own lives which families and 
communities can gain through simple, 
affordable, and visibly effective strat
egies, can both help to slow down pop
ulation growth and help to build com
munity acceptance of, and enthusiasm 
for, the wider ideal and infrastructure 
of primary health care itself. 

The knowledge and techniques by 
which this can be ar.hieved ought now 
to be communicated world-wide in 
order to put them at the disposal of 
every nation, every community, and 
every family. For the surest guarantee 
of permament and self-sustaining im
provement in the life of any commu
nity is the organized and active partici-
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pation of that cOlDIDunity itself. 
It can, of course, be said that the 

strategies which can bring about these 
drastic improvements in child well
being do not tackle the fundamental 
causes of poverty and ill-health. In 
considerable measure, this is true. 

It is true, for example, that in the 
developing world as a whole the poor
est 40 per cent of the people share only 
about 10 per cent to 12 per cent of their 
nation's income and that income is also 
one of the most important determi
nants of child health and well-being. In 
New Delhi, for example, the infant 
mortality rate in the mid-1970s was 
found to be 180 per 1,000 among the 
children of those who earn less than 20 
rupees per month as opposed to only 
12 per 1,000 (lower than the average 
for the United States) among the child
ren of families earning more than 300 
rupees a month. Similarly, the infant 
mortality rate among the rich of a city 
like Port-au-Prince, Haiti, is the same 
as in the United States-whereas one 
child in every five dies in the slums of 
that same city. 

It is also true that in many nations 
the poorest 40 per cent of people in the 
rural areas may own only 1 per cent or 
2 per cent of rural land and that land
lording-which of course affects food 
and income-is also an important in
fluence on a child's chances of health 
and survival. In Guatemala or Bangla
desh, for example, infant mortality 
rates have been found to rise steeply as 
the size of family landholding falls. 
And in many parts of the world, half 
of the y()ung children are malnourished 
while half of the land is used to grow 
cash crops for export to those who can 
afford them rather than food crops for 
consumption by those who need them. 

Greater justice, both within and be
tween nations, is therefore of funda
mental relevance to the well-being of 
children. Within nations, even moder
ate measures to help the incomes of the 
poorest 20 per cent grow just a little 
more quickly would greatly reduce the 
incidence of malnutrition by the end of 
the century. Between nations, one
quarter of the annual increase in the in
dustrialized world's wealth could dou
ble the total annual budgets for both 
health and education combined in all 
the developing nations. 

The industrialized nations, contain
ing a quarter ofthe world's people, still 

control more than three-quarters of the 
world's wealth. By and large, that gives 
them the power to lay down the rules 
of world trade, regulate the workings 
of the international monetary system, 
decide what investments will be made 
and where, determine the course of 
scientific and technological research, 
and organize the international division 
of labor largely in their own interests. 
As a result, the majority of developing 
countries have correspondingly little 
control over the price they receive for 
the raw materials they have to sell, or 
the price they pay for the manufac
tured goods they have to buy, or the 
value of the currency they must use, or 
the world monetary system within 
which' they must earn their living, or 
the terms of the investments they seek, 
or the amounts and conditions of the 
aid they receive. 

All of these are fundamental prob
lems having a direct effect on national 
revenues, on governmental services, on 
employment opportunities, on family 
incomes, and therefore on children's 
well-being. Their solution depends on 
the long struggle for economic growth, 
economic justice and social develop
ment. 

Progress in solving these problems is 
tragically slow. And for at least the 
next few years, the fact must be faced 
that there is little likelihood of any vast 
increase in the scale of resources avail
able for development. In that context, 
the emergence of low-cost opportu
nities to re-gear the ratio between re
sources and results and accelerate pro
gress for the world's neediest children 
cannot be ignored. 

Exactly 10 years ago, those children 
were made a promise by the interna
tional community. At the closing cere
mony of the World Food Conference 
in 1974, the objective was proclaimed 
"that within a decade no child will go 
to bed hungry, that no family will fear 
for its next day's bread, and that no 
human being's future and capacities 
will be stunted by malnutrition." 

Tonight, more children will go to 
bed hungry, their capacities stunted, 
than on the night those words were 
spoken. 

How much longer are we going to 
ask them to wait? Definite actions with 
definite results, actions capable of 
large-scale impact at relatively low 
financial and political cost, are avail-

able now. And they are actions in 
which almost everyone can be in
volved. 

Nor should it be assumed that these 
actions are not addressed to some of 
the fundamental problems of world 
poverty. Inasmuch as they can put into 
people's hands and minds the means to 
bring about improvements in their own 
lives through their own efforts and 
their own organizations, they can help 
to build a sense of self-respect and self
determination and create an ethos 
which contributes to further progress 
and greater justice. 

And inasmuch as they can play a 
part in one of the most fundamental 
tasks of all-the protection of that pro
cess of "inner development" in the 
growing minds and bodies of young 
children-they can help to break into 
the cycle by which poverty and in
justice'have so long been perpetuated. 
That is why the child health revolution 
touches the roots of the development 
problem. And that is why it offers new 
hope for today's children-and to
morrow's world. 
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The world 

Thai refugee camp elects first Assembly 

By last November 9, the numper of 
Baha'is in Thailand's Phanat Nikhom 
refugee camp had grown to 336. 

The camp's Spiritual Assembly, first 
elected last September 18, has de
veloped a library of 330 books in the 
Khmer language, 72 volumes in Lao, 
293 publications in Thai, and 170 Eng
lish-language items. 

The Assembly also has some liter
ature in French, children's magazines, 
and a slide projector. It recently de
cided to give the books and pamphlets 
to members of the Baha'i community, 
keeping only a few copies of each for 
its library. 

The fast-growing community, which 
grew from one member to its present 
size in six months, is involved in ex
tension teaching and translations of 
Baha'i materials. It has established a 
local Fund to support the children's 
classes that are held every evening and 
a Women's Committee that offers 
needlework classes. 

••• 

Thirty Laotians of the Hmong tribe 
recently became Baha'is in the north
ern Thai province of Loei. 

They were taught the Faith by one of 
the hill tribesmen, Yang Via, who had 
only recently accepted the Faith 
through contact with Vaughn Smith, 
an Auxiliary Board member and pio
neer to Thailand. 

Mr. Yang, who teaches the Lao and 
Hmong languages, is now translating 
some of the Baha'i writings into 
Hmong. 

* * * 
Eighty-seven people attended Thai-

land's Baha'i Winter School last Oc
tober 2S in Chiang Mai. 

Twenty-six of the participants of
fered to do traveling teaching work to 
help fulfill the country's goals. 

Pictured with two of their teachers are vember, nightly classes for children 
some of the members of the Baha', had been established in this relatively 
children's class at the Phanat Nikhom new Baha', community of more than 
refugee camp in Thailand. By last No- 300. 
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Shown are. members of the first Spiri
tual Assembly of Phanat Nikhom refu
gee camp in Thailand who were el«ted 
last September 18. Pich Hoat, thefirst 
person in the camp to be enrolled as a 
Baha'I, is holding the Greatest Name. 
The Baha'( community in the camp has 
grown from one member to more than 
300 in about six months. 

Chad 
Twenty-one new Spiritual Assem

blies were formed, 900 people declared 
their belief in Baha'u'IIah, and 25 
localities in Chad were opened to the 
Faith as the result of a teaching cam
paign last June 4-November 4 that was 
undertaken in memory of the Guard
ian, Shoghi Effendi. 

Meanwhile, a "Victory Campaign" 
in Moissala, Chad, from July through 
October opened SO localities to the 
Faith, established 9S new Assemblies, 
and resulted in the enrollment of 250 
new believers. 

Deepening efforts are under way. 



Ciskei 

In spite of what you may have read in 
Baha'i News (July 1983), Ciskei is not 
a district in Southern Africa but a full
fledged country, one of the indepen
dent black homelands of the Republic 
of Africa, as is Transkei. As the friends 
in Ciskei were quick to point out after 
we identified them as a district, they 
are presently under the National Spiri
IuIlI Assembly of South Africa but are 
working hard to win their goals so that 
a National Spiritual Assembly can be 
formed in Ciskei at Riqvdn 1985. There 
are presently 1,200 Bahd'fs in Ciskei, 
18 Assemblies, four Groups and three 
pioneer families from Iran and the 
United States. Pictured are many of 
the more than 200 Bahd'fs who at
tended a Summer School held in Jan
uary 1983 in Mdantsane, Ciskei. 

Papua New Guinea 

These three Bahd'fs from Papua New 
Guinea recently completed a teaching 
trip to North Queensland, Australia, 
where they concentrated on reaching 
Australia's aboriginal residents with 
the Message of Bahd'u'lldh. Shown 
Oeft to right) are Francis Iwarap from 
Popondetta, Hugona Karimu from 

During a recent visit to Port Mores
by, Papua New Guinea, Counsellor 
Tinai Hancock, in her capacity as con
sultant to the South Pacific Commis
sion, was received by an official of the 
Department of Foreign Affairs whose 
wife is studying the Faith through a Ba
ha'i correspondence course. 

A dinner was arranged by Auxiliary 
Board members for the couple, and a 
fruitful discussion was held. The same 
official arranged interviews for Coun-

Central, and John Yahinakafrom Go
roka. Their trip helped fu/jill a goal of 
the Seven Year Plan for joint border 
teaching campaigns between Australia 
and Papua New Guinea. As a result of 
their visit, more than 10 people de
clared their belief in Bahd'u'/Idh. 

sellor Hancock with officials of Manus 
Province as well as a brief meeting with 
the only woman member of parlia
ment. 

While in Papua New Guinea, Coun
sellor Hancock visited rural develop
ment projects. Returning to Port 
Moresby, she met the prime minister of 
Papua New Guinea and showed a film 
about the Baha'i rural development 
project in India to an audience that in
cluded government representatives. 

Germany 
Dr. Badi Panahi, an Iranian Baha'i 

who now lives in Nuremberg, West 
Germany, has enlisted the support of 
more than 70 scientists and acade
micians from 2S countries in organiz
ing the InternatiOnal Association for 
the Study of Peace and Prejudice. 

The non-profit group has begun 
publishing a journal in English and 
German titled The International Jour
nal of Peace and Prejudice Research. 

Dr. Panahi, an economist and soci
ologist, says the goals of the organiza
tion are to examine the roots of preju
dice in all parts of the world, to pro
vide a vehicle for the exchange of in
formation on prejudice among scien
tists and sociologists who already are 
doing research in the field, and to help 
fund research projects. 

The group is also working to make 
the public more aware of the role of 
prejudice in domestic and international 
strife, and to use the information as a 
contribution toward world peace. 

Gambia 
Yama N'jie, a member of the Spiri

tual Assembly of Bakau, Gambia, is 
the first Gambian woman to be elected 
to that country's National Spiritual As
sembly. 

Mrs. N'jie was elected in a by-elec
tion held last August. 
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Mexico 
Counsellors for the Americas Hi

dayatu'llah Al].madiyyih, Carmen de 
Burafato and Artemus Lamb met last 
October 22-23 in Mexico City with 17 
Auxiliary Board members from Mex
ico, Central America and the Carib
bean to discuss the progress of the 
Faith in those areas and to consider 
ways of furthering the expansion and 
consolidation work there. 

Laos 

The members of a recently appointed 
National Bahd'( Youth and Children's 
Committee in Laos are (left to right) 
Khamphova Inthirapitak, Manivanh 
Nouane Phanthakoum, Mang Chan
thavong, Viengxay Vilavanh, and 
Chanthana Sengchanthisay. The com
mittee Was' appointed following an 

At the end of 1983 there were 37 
adult Baha'is in Ban Amon, Laos, 
whose fIrst Spiritual Assembly was 
formed at Ridvan 1983. 

Thirty-fIve 'children regularly attend 
Baha'i classes that are held at the Ban 
Amon Baha'i Center. 

In addition, 75 children regularly at-

Ivory Coast 
The Baha'i community of Ivory 

Coast sponsored a public lecture and 
Baha'i book exhibit last October 24 to 
mark United Nations Day. 

The program, at the National Li
brary in Abidjan, was held in coopera
tion with the resident UN represen
tative and with the support of Usher 
Assouan, the mayor of the Commune 
of Cocody (Abidjan) who is a former 
representative of Ivory Coast to the 
UN. 

An audience composed primarily of 
high-ranking offIcials indicated its 
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Also discussed was the need to pre
pare women properly to assume their 
roles in the Baha'i World Order, the 
importance of educating Baha'i child
ren, and fostering the spirit of faith. 

The weekend meeting was concluded 
with a luncheon meeting at which the 
Counsellors and Auxiliary Board mem
bers were joined by members of the 

eight-year hiatus during which ac
tivities of children and youth depended 
primarily on Local Spiritual Assem
blies and individuals. Since September 
198; the new committee has' recruited 
and trained more than 30 youth to 
serve as' children's teachers, and also 
has' organized deepening institutes. 

tend Sunday classes at the national 
l;Ia~ratu'I-Quds in Vientiane, the 
country's capital city. 

Members of the committee that is in 
charge of the classes make frequent 
visits to the parents of children to en
courage their attendance. 

desire to learn more about the Faith. 
Counsellor Kassimi Fofana gave an ad
dress in French and then answered 
questions from members of the audi
ence. 

In opening and closing the meeting, 
Mayor Assouan mentioned the impor
tant work of the Baha'i International 
Community at the United Nations and 
expressed his agreement with the Ba
ha'i principles regarding the harmony 
of science, reason and religion. 

National Spiritual Assembly of Mexi
co. 

Later, the Counsellors and the seven 
Auxiliary Board members in Mexico 
met again with the members of the Na
tional Assembly to discuss more fully 
how the two arms of the Administra
tive Order might collaborate more 
closely to intensify the teaching work. 

St. Lucia 
About 30 Baha'is from 10 villages in 

St. Lucia attended a weekend spiritual 
enrichment institute held last Decem
ber near Castries. 

Classes for children and youth were 
held while adults attended classes on 
the Covenant; Baha'i marriage and 
family life; prayer and fasting; and the 
importance of daily study of the Writ
ings. Evening programs included a 
talent show and several mms. 

A highlight of the institute was the 
reading of the fIrst Baha'i prayer to 
have been translated into Patois by a 
Baha'i from St. Lucia. 

••• 
The National Children's Education 

Committee of St. Lucia sponsored a 
one-day children's class rally last 
December 21 in Castries. 

More than 100 children and their 
teachers from eight villages attended 
the rally. 

Each children's class made a presen
tation in the form of a song, dance or 
skit. The rally then broke into groups 
of children and youth for games and 
sports. Awards were presented before 
the children returned to their homes. 

• •• 
Kentry JnPierre, a Baha'i from St. 

Lucia who is a poet and teacher, and 
Nancy Cole, a Baha'i pioneer to 51. 
Lucia from the United States, each 
won fIrst place awards during a recent 
exhibit and contest sponsored by a 
local business fmn in 51. Lucia. 

Nancy received fIrst prize for a 
painting in the "people's choice" 
category, while Kentry was awarded 
fIrst prize in poetry. 

The cash awards were presented dur
ing a ceremony that drew national at
tention to the popular event. 



New Zealand 

More than 30 members of New Zea
land's Parliament took time last Oc
tober 20 to look at a special display, 
view a video tape, and talk to Baha'is 
about the persecutions in Iran. 

The unique event occurred at the old 
Legislative Council Chamber down the 
hall from the Parliament debating 
chamber in Wellington. 

Because it is quite rare for any or
ganization to be given permission to set 
up a display in the country's Parlia
ment buildings, the opportunity is in
dicative of the Faith's excellent rela
tionship with the government of New 
Zealand. 

One week before the display, the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly sent each 
member of Parliament an invitation to 
attend, and arranged for three Iranian 
Baha'is who are now living in New 
Zealand to share first-hand knowledge 
of the persecutions. 

The members of Parliament were 
sympathetic and all seemed to have 
some knowledge of the situation. 

Hungary 

Eleven Baha'is from six countries 
representing the Baha'i Esperanto 
League were among 5,000 delegates at
tending the 68th annual Universal Es
peranto Congress last August in Buda
pest, Hungary. 

The Baha'is staffed a booth for three 
days, speaking to some 400 delegates 
on the first morning of the conference. 
They also presented a slide program 
August 4 for 100 delegates. 

An unexpected opportunity to speak 
about the Faith took place August 5 as 
the result of a presentation to the 
delegates about the life of Lydia Za
menhof, a Baha'i who was th~ daugh
ter of Ludwig Zamenhof, the lOventor 
of Esperanto. . 

A play about Miss Zamenhof depIct
ed her life in the Warsaw ghetto before 
she was killed in the Treblinka death 
camp in 1944. 

Pakistan 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Pakistan reports the translation of the 
short Obligatory Prayer into the Ba
louchi and Brauhi languages. 

India 

In the photo above, a young b:OY:-:1i:e~-'r~~====iiii.i:~;r==:i 
ceives an eye examination at a Bahd '{
sponsored eye camp that was held last 
September 23-30 near Bangalore, In
dia. The boy is one of more than 1,900 
patients who received treatment. Most 
of the 180 who underwent eye surgery 
at the camp would have become blind 
within a year without the operation. 
Below, family members help an elderly 
patient on his arrival at the camp. Most 
of those who had eye surgery were able 
to walk three days later, and most were 
discharged one week after the opera
tion. Many of the other patients were 
jitted for eyeglasses and returned to 
their vii/ages with their eyesight greatly 
improved. Two eye camps were held in 
1983 and more are being planned by 
the Bahd'/s of India. 

Three Baha'i youth were among 300 
delegates attending a national conven
tion in India last September 26-28 in 
preparation for the United Nations In
ternational Year of Youth in 1985. 

The young delegates to the meeting 
in Indore represented 100 youth groups 
from all areas of India. They discussed 
development and peace. 

Marzia Rowhani, one of the three 
Baha'i delegates who is a member of 
the National Baha'i Youth Committee, 
was asked to serve as chairman of the 
last morning session because of the fa-

vorable impression she had created 
during a workshop. 

Miss Rowhani was introduced to the 
general assembly as a Baha'i and as an 
editor of Glory magazine. This arous~ 
interest and led to requests for COPIes 
of the magazine. 

The young Baha'i delegate also was 
interviewed by All India Radio for. a 
broadcast in Hindi that was heard 10 

Indore on September 30. During the ~n
terview, Miss Rowhani was able to 10-

troduce Baha'i concepts. 
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Mfrza Abu'I-FadI's 
only book written specifically for an -American audience 

TH4/ 
fBAJ!A'l 
PRQOFS 

(I:Iujaja'I-Bahiyyih) 

~ 
The Bahd' { Proofs explains the 
timelessness of the Baha'i Faith and 
addresses many questions of those 
from Christian backgrounds. In it 
Mirza Abu'l-Fadl . 
• describes the coming of a new age and 

the end of man's spiritual dark ages 
• affirms the unity of the great world 

religions and provides proofs for their 
existence 

• provides proofs of the Manifestations 
of God 

• examines the doubts that cause nations and 
religions to fail to recognize the advent of 
new Messengers from God 

Now available in a facsimile edition
the volume also contains 

a second work by Mirza Abu'l-Faql 
A Short Sketch of the History and Lives 

of the Leaders of This Religion 
And more-tributes and eulogies by i\bdu'l-Baha 

_ new introduction by Juan Ricardo Cole - account of life and death of author 
by Ali-Kuli Khan - complete text (288 pages) of 1929 edition translated by 

Ali-Kuli Khan - PLUS new index - handsomely bound in $1500 blue and grey - hardcover edition only -
catalog number 332-116 

Available from 

_-=c:!:=~::~ ~~~;~~~::~~:~::~;;~Ie lor Bahti' i Pu blishing Trust 



Mirza Abu'l-Fadl's 
• 

only book written specifically for an American audience 

THE/ 
PAHA'I 
~OOFS 

(I:Iujaja'I-Bahiyyih) 

~ 
The Baha'i Proofs explains the 
timelessness of the Baha'i Faith and 
addresses many questions of those 
from Christian backgrounds. In it 
Mirza Abu'l-Fadl 
• describes the coming of a new age and 

the end of man's spiritual dark ages 
• affirms the unity of the great world 

religions and provides proofs for their 
existence 

• provides proofs of the Manifestations 
of God 

• examines the doubts that cause nations and 
religions to fail to recognize the advent of 
new Messengers from God 

Now available in a facsimile edition
the volume also contains 

a second work by Mirza Abu'I-Fa41 
A Short Sketch of the History and Lives 

of the Leaders of This Religion 
And more-tributes and eulogies by 1\bdu'I-Baha 

_ new introduction by Juan Ricardo Cole - account of life and death of author 
by Ali-Kuli Khan - complete text (288 pages) of 1929 edition translated by 

Ali-Kuli Khan - PLUS new index - handsomely bound in $1500 blue and grey - hardcover edition only -
catalog number 332-116 

Available from 

'Valid only in the United States. All others write for 
prices and ordering and shipping instructions. 

Baha'i Publishing Trust 
~/5 LINDEN AVENUE. WILMETTE. IL 60091 



4th Annual Observance 

of 
World Religion Day 
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United States 

State Department cites Iran persecutions 

The persecution of Baha'is in Iran is 
mentioned in a u.s. State Department 
document, "Country Reports on Hu
man Rights Practices for 1983," which 
was submitted in February to the 
House Foreign Affairs Committee and 
the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee. 

"Persecution of the Baha'is," the 
report says in its survey of Iran, "has 
increased to the point that Iran's Pros
ecutor General effectively banned all 
Baha'i religious and institutional ac
tivities in August 1983. 

"His order provides the legal basis 
on which the regime can move against 
all Baha'is in Iran if it chooses to do 
so." 

Iran's human rights record under the 
current regime, the report notes, "re
mains one of the worst in the world, 
but, with the important exception of 
increased persecution of the Baha'is, 
there was some improvement in 1983." 

The State Department report was re
leased less than a month after the Uni
versal House of Justice announced the 
martyrdom of three more Baha'is in 
Iran, bringing the known total of those 
executed since the Islamic revolution of 
1979 to more than 160. 

In that same message, dated January 
17, the House of Justice reported the 
arrest since last November of more 
than 250 Baha'is in all parts of Iran, 
some 70 of whom were detained be
tween December 31 and January 3. 

An estimated 600 Baha'is are now in 
prison in Iran. 

In his statement last August, Iran's 
Prosecutor General ordered that the 
Baha'i administration in that country 
be abolished. 

In response, the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Iran immediately dis
banded, as did the more than 400 Local 
Assemblies the~. 

The move was accompanied by an 
"open letter" from the National Spiri-

tual Assembly to the government of 
Iran denying in the strongest possible 
terms the allegations of spying and 
other misdeeds leveled against the Ba
ha'i community and setting forth clear
ly and unequivocally the Baha'i prin
ciples of loyalty to government and 
non-interference in politics. 

The letter then demands, in the name 
of the Baha'is of Iran, an end to the 
persecutions, the restoration of those 
human rights of which the Baha'is 
have been deprived, an end to restric
tions on their ownership of property, 
the release from prison of all innocent 
believers, the restoration of Baha'i 
cemeteries, and a guarantee of freedom 
of religion for all Baha'is including the 
right of burial, marriage, and all other 
acts of worship. 

Media response to the State Depart
ment's report on Iran has included a 
full-page article entitled "Slow Death 
for Iran's Baha'is" in the February 20 
issue of Time magazine and a lengthy 
interview with Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, 
secretary of the National Spiritual As
sembly, the the March 2 edition of the 
national newspaper USA Today. 

Earlier this month, Dr. Kazemzadeh 
was scheduled to take part in a second 
Congressional hearing in Washington 
on the plight of the Baha'is in Iran. 

A similar hearing, held in May 1982 
by the House Subcommittee on Hu
man Rights and International Organi
zations, was the first in which the Ba
ha'is were able to present comprehen
sive testimony to a government body in 
this country concerning the persecution 
of their co-religionists in the Cradle of 
the Faith. 

Among its results was a resolution 
condemning the persecutions which 
was passed by the Senate on June 30, 
1982, and by the House of Represen
tatives in September of that year. 

Last May 22, President Ronald Rea-

gan issued a statement in which he 
deplored "the persecution and severe 
repression of the Baha'is in Iran" and 
appealed to the Ayatollah Khomeini 
and the rest of Iran's leadership not to 
carry out the death sentences imposed 
on believers in that country. 

Less than a month later, on June 16, 
six Baha'is were hanged in Shiraz, and 
on June 18 another 10 Baha'is, all of 
them women including three teen-agers 
and three others in their early 20s, were 
hanged, also in Shiraz. 

On June 28, Dr. Kazemzadeh ap
peared at a congressional human rights 
caucus in Washington to present an up
date on the situation in Iran. 

His testimony, coupled with the 
mounting evidence of increased pres
sure on the Baha'is in Iran, led in No
vember to the passage by the Senate 
and House of a second resolution con
demning the Khomeini government for 
its brutal repression of the Faith and 
calling on President Reagan to work 
with other nations in drafting an ap
peal to save the Baha'is from further 
persecution. 

On December 9, in an official proc
lamation marking the 35th anniversary 
of the adoption of the Universal Dec
laration of Human Rights, the Pres
ident cited the persecution of Baha'is 
in Iran as one of the most serious viola
tions of human rights in the world to
day. -

Dr. Kazemzadeh, asked by USA To
day whether such measures as congres
sional resolutions help the cause of be
lievers in Iran, replied: 

"A lot is intuitive. But we have evi
dence from Iran that silence only as
sists the perpetrators. 

"There is evidence that the Kho
meini regime responds to the pressure 
of world opinion. We know that even 
if after publicity one person is ex
ecuted, if it had not been done, a hun
dred might have died." 
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The Americas 

Audio-Visual Centre hosts conference 

At the request of the Universal 
House of Justice, the International Ba
ha'i Audio-Visual Centre, which is 
headquartered in Ontario, Canada, in
vited 50 Baha'is from throughout the 
Americas to a meeting February 17-19 
in Florida to consult about the needs, 
opportunities and resources in the 
audio-visual media field. 

Before the meeting got under way, 
the House of Justice cabled its prayers 
that the "zeal, enthusiasm participants 
institute will produce innovative, fruit
ful proposals (to) promote increasing 
use (of) audio-visual messages (and) 
materials, achieve teaching goals." 

Four Counsellors for the Ameri
cas-Lauretta King of Alaska, Sha
poor Monadjem of Brazil, Ruth Prin
gle of Panama and Donald Witzel of 
Venezuela-lent an invigorating spirit 
to the deliberations, keynoting sessions 
and speaking candidly about the press
ing need for audio-visual materials and 

..• the House of Justice cabled 
its prayers that the 'zeal, enthus
iasm participants institute will 
produce innovative, fruitful pro
posals (to) promote increasing 
use (of) audio-visual messages 
(and) materials, achieve teaching 
goals. ' 

messages that are more appropriate 
and meaningful to the people in rural 
and indigenous areas. 

By the close of the meeting the spirit 
of genuine affection which animated 
the stimulating flow of ideas and sug
gestions prompted the Audio-Visual 
Centre's executive committee to cable 
the House of Justice: 

"A V Media Institute wonderful suc
cess. Counsellors' leadership, enthus
iasm participants 11 national com-

Baha'i Health Agency holds third annual conference 

One hundred forty-five Baha'is from 10 countries and territories were 
present February 24-26 in Daytona Beach, Florida, for the Baha'i Interna
tional Health Agency's third Conference on Health. 

The conference featured a stellar array of health professionals who ad
dressed the over-all conference theme, "Health: Whose Responsibility?" 

In addition to lectures on a wide variety of topics, the conference in
cluded simultaneous Friday afternoon workshops on "Ethics in the Field of 
Health," "Health Delivery Systems," "Health and Nutrition," and "Sex
uality. " 

The aims and objectives of the Baha'i International Health Agency were 
addressed Saturday morning by Dr. Hossain B. Danesh, chairman of the 
agency's administrative committee, and its executive secretary, Dr. Ethel 
Martens. 

The health agency was created in 1982 at a conference in Ottawa, On
tario, Canada. Since then it has become established as an integral part of 
the Centre for Baha'i Studies in Ottawa. 

Attendees at the February conference came from American Samoa, An
tigua, Barbados, Bermuda, Canada, Puerto Rico, Trinidad, the United 
Kingdom, the United States, and West Germany. 
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munities including representatives key 
agencies resulted innovative proposals, 
new level hemispheric cooperation. 
Many collaborative projects launched, 
others proposed appropriate institu
tions. Baha'i professionals offered ser
vice greatest needs Plan. Spirit of love, 
unity (and) action released (to) exploit 
AV media materials (and) messages ap
propriate diverse populations Ameri
cas (and) world." 

The vital necessity of applying mar
keting techniques, of researching care
fully the audience, or, better, of in
volving one's intended audience or 
population in the planning and crea
tion of programs, and of undertaking 
the painful but glorious task of ex
perimenting in the field with various 
styles of messages, audio-visual ma
terials, slide shots and editing, were 
among the many topics discussed at 
length by participants. 

Coming from Alaska, Canada, the 
United States, Hawaii, Haiti, Antigua, 
the Netherlands Antilles, Panama, the 
Virgin Islands, Venezuela and Brazil, 
participants represented distribution 
centers, national proclamation and 
teaching committees, and production 
houses privately owned and operated 
by Baha'is. 

A number of professional broad
casters and producers also attended. 

Susan McLaren of CIRBAL, the Ba
ha'i media production and distribution 
center for Latin America, reported on 
the great need for managers, tech
nicians and other Baha'is with broad
casting experience at radio stations that 
are presently operating or in the plan
ning stages. 

Dr. Glen Eyford, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Ca
nada who is active in the field of social 
and economic development, spoke 
about the value of the media not only 
in teaching and consolidation but also 



in development work. 
Representatives of the U.S. Baha'i 

Publishing Trust, the Canadian Baha'i 
Distribution Service, and privately 
owned distribution centers such as Im
ages International of Virginia were 
able to bring participants up to date on 
some of the economic challenges pre
sented by limited market sizes for au
dio-visual materials. 

A number of those attending were 
able to meet informally to discuss pos
sible ways in which to collaborate and 
share expertise and production facil
ities with teachers and others in the 
field. 

Faced with the urgent and extra
ordinary opportunities in television 
and radio broadcasting, in the use of 
films, filmstrips, slide programs, 
posters and audio and video cassettes, 
the a-v media institute gave promise 
that there are many Baha'is with skills 
and interests who are eager to begin 
taking advantage of those opportu
nities. 

Dominica 

The national /fa'l,iratu'I-Quds of Do
minica, in the capital city of Roseau, 

Among the participants at the media Donald Witzel of Venezuela. A num
conference February 17-19 in Florida ber of professional broadcasters, pro
sponsored by the International Baha'i ducers and publishers were joined at 
Audio-Visual Centre were Counsellors the conference by representatives of 
for the Americas (left to right) Shapoor Baha'i publishing trusts and distribu
Monadjem of Brazil, Ruth Pringle of tion services. 
Panama, Lauretta King of Alaska, and 

was acquired last October in fulfill
ment of a goal of the Seven Year Plan. 

The National Spiritual Assembly 0/ 
Dominica was formed at Rir/van 1983. 
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Biography 

Enoch Olinga: The pioneering years 

"What does it mean to "teach" the 
Baha'i Faith? To "pioneer"? What are 
the qualities a pioneer should cultivate 
to be successful in his or her service to 
the Cause? What effect does a pioneer 
have on the lives of those he or she 
teaches? 

When we look at the lives of some of 
those who have sacrificed a great deal 
to further the Cause of God, when we 
examine the way in which these de
voted servants have touched the lives 
of those they taught, we gain some in
sight into what 'Abdu'l-Baha must 
have been promising when He said, 
"Whensoever holy souls, drawing on 
the powers of heaven, shall arise with 
such qualities of the spirit, and march 
in unison, rank on rank, everyone of 
those souls will be even as one thous
and ... " I 

Enoch Olinga was probably the best 
known African believer throughout the 
whole Baha'i world. He was a Hand of 
the Cause of God, the only person 
from Africa to have been elevated to 

This brief biographical sketch of 
some of the pioneering efforts of the 
Hand of the Cause of God Enoch 
OIinga in West Africa is part of a more 
extensive work being planned by Don 
Addison, an ethnomusicologist who 
specializes in African studies, a field he 
has pursued for the last 15 years. Mr. 
Addison, who has been a Baha'ifor 23 
years, is a graduate of the University of 
Oregon and of the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles, and a musician 
who has lectured and performed for 20 
years in countries all over the world. 
From 1981-83 he was a/acuity member 
at the University 0/ Nigeria in Nsukka 
and served during that time as an as
sistant to the Auxiliary Board. Mr. Ad
dison is presently pursuing a doctoral 
degree in the U.S., after which he plans 
to return to A/rica. 
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Limbe (formerly Victoria), Cameroon, 
an oceanside town with a humid, trop
ical climate in which Enoch OIinga set
tled in 1953 when he (with the Na!s!Jja-

that honor by the beloved Guardian. 
The Baha'i world was shocked and 
saddened when he was slain under 
tragic circumstances at his home in 
Kampala, Uganda, in 1979.2 

Enoch Olinga was a Ugandan, from 
Teso, and as a relatively new Baha'i 
himself, he arose and traveled thous
ands of miles from his home, a most 
difficult journey, up into West Africa, 
to open Cameroon to the Faith, for 
which he was designated a Knight of 
Baha'u'llah by the Guardian. 

Despite his 10 years as a pioneer in 
Cameroon, Nigeria and Ghana (1953-
1963), and his subsequent numerous 
travels throughout the Baha'i world, 
little has been written about this 
period, and about his extensive pio
neering. services. 

The author spent three years 

vdnf family) opened what was then 
known as the British Cameroons to the 
Faith. 

(1981-83) in West Africa, interviewing 
many of those who knew M.r. Olinga 
well, and it seemed appropriate to 
document some of the heroic services 
he so willingly rendered for the Cause 
and to record some of those inspiring 
events. This aspect of the establish
ment of the Faith in West Africa will 
one day be immortalized by future 
historians, and designated, undoubted
ly, as one of the most important and 
thrilling episodes in the annals of the 
Faith on the African continent. 

The Universal House of Justice 
wrote: "Africa ... has reached its 
present stage of growth through count
less feats of heroism and dedication." 3 

As incidents in Mr. Olinga's pioneering 
years unfold in the accounts of those 
who knew him, we see he was one of 
those who contributed greatly, in the 



David and Esther Tanyi. Mr. Tanyi 
worked as a clerk at the Presbooks 
store (see below) where he and his wife 
met Enoch Olinga. Both accepted the 
Faith, with Mrs. Tanyi being the first 
woman in Cameroon to do so. The 
Tanyis remain to this day pioneers to 
Ghana. 

form of "countless feats of heroism 
and dedication" -deeds that are des
tined to inspire future generations to 
further heroic service. Such deeds, 
Shoghi Effendi promised, would "no, 
doubt encourage other timid, would-be 
pioneers to follow in their footsteps." 4 

Several West African believers, 
taught in those early years of the 1950s, 
arose in turn to carry the Faith to other 
virgin areas, and some of these be
lievers were also designated Knights of 
Baba'u'llah. A few of them, even after 
some 30 years, are still at their posts, 
actively engaged as the beloved Guar
dian promised, as "veritable beacons 
and towers of strength through having 
placed their trust in God, having arisen 
to proclaim His Message." , 

When one strives, however, to ap
preciate how strong are the cultural ties 
that bind an African to his traditional 
society, and to his indigenous culture 
(and hence, to his very identity), it be
comes all the more clear what an amaz
ing example Enoch Olinga must have 
been to others when he set out for 
Cameroon. Most Africans in their 

The former Presbooks store where Mr. 
OIinga first met Mr. and Mrs. Tanyi 
(photo at top of page) and Oscar 

whole lives never travel more than a 
few miles from their home areas (iso
lated cases for education or business 
being the most notable exception), let 
alone to other countries, so the feat 
that Mr. Olinga accomplished by set
tling in West Africa was, in and of it
self, truly inspiring. 

Limbe (see photograph) was then 
called Victoria, and it was here, in an 
enchanting ocean front paradise with 

Njang. The book shop has since been 
moved to another nearby location. 

enormous palm trees, that Mr. Olinga 
became acquainted with some of the 
residents, some of whom were later to 
become Baha'is. 

Two of those who lived in Limbe, 
David and Esther Tanyi, were quite im
pressed by Mr. Olinga's ways. He 
never complained, and even his eating 
the local food, prepared by Esther, 
drew her closer to the new religion be
ing discussed by Mr. Olinga, even 
though she had been an active Chris
tian. She became the first woman in 
what was then known as the British 
Cameroons to accept the Faith.6 

Her husband was a clerk at the Pres
books store, and according to Samuel 
Njiki, the entrance door used to be 
situated between the store's two win
dows, which are covered with bars, on 
the gr<?und floor, but has since been 
walled up. To the immediate left of the 
shorter of the two windows was the 
now famous door through which 'Ali 
Nakhjavani passed when he arrived 
with Mr. Olinga to purchase some anti
malarial medication.' 

Oscar Njang was a frequent visitor 
to that same book store; he and Mr. 
Tanyi were close friends, both of them 
being Bayangi tribesmen and devoted 
Christians. According to Mr. Nj ang , 
who was at the shop when Mr. Olinga 
subsequently returned, Mr. Tanyi sent 
Mr. Njang to fetch Mr. Olinga's bags 
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to move him from temporary quarters 
to another more permanent residence. 
The book store has since moved to 
another nearby location, but this im
portant site still stands, although it is 
now a residence for local Christian 
clergymen and their families. 

The Tanyis, taught by Mr. Olinga 
and Mr. Nakhjav{mi, became devoted 
Baha'is and have been teaching the 
Faith ever since those early days in 
Cameroon. After about six months of 
local Baha'i activity, and while still 
essentially newly declared believers, the 
Tanyis left in 1954 to open Togo, and 
in 1957 pioneered to Tamale, Ghana.s 

Having withstood numerous difficul
ties along the way, the Tanyis are still 
pioneering for the Cause of God. 
They, and others like them, seem to be 
recipients of the power Baha'u'llah 
mentions when He promises: "For 
whosoever standeth firm and steadfast 
in this holy, this glorious, and exalted 
Revelation, such power shall be given 
him as to enable him to face and with
stand all that is heaven and on earth. 
Of this God is Himself a witness." 9 

Although Oscar Njang did not ac
cept the Faith while in his native Cam
eroon, he did know Enoch Olinga 
there. Mr. Njang identified himself 
with the Cause upon his arrival a short 
time later in the Calabar area of Ni
geria, and, in effect, Mr. Olinga deep
ened Mr. Njang's knowledge of the 
Faith through a steady stream of cor
respondence and personal visits. These 
letters and memories, says Mr. Njang, 
are his most treasured possessions. He 
lives today in Ikot Uba, Akpabuyo 
Local Government Area, not far from 
Calabar, where he is an Auxiliary 
Board member for propagation in 
Cross River State and a dedicated and 
active teacher of the Cause. His wife, 
the late Elizabeth Idang Njang (see Ba
M'f News, July 1983, p. 12), was the 
first woman in Nigeria to embrace the 
Faith. She was from a royal Efik (tribe) 
family and was widely known as a mar
velous Baha'i teacher. 

Mr. Njang clearly remembers Mr. 
Olinga's precious visits to his home, 
and points out that even in the smallest 
details of his daily life, Mr. Olinga was 
an ideal teacher, a pioneer whom all 
could emulate. He recounts one touch
ing incident in which Mr. Olinga, on a 
visit to Mr. Njang's village, was walk
ing in a heavy rainstorm on a teaching 
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project with a number of local Baha'is. 
None of them had rain coats, so Mr. 
Olinga took his coat off, explaining 
that if they got wet, so would he, as 
this was the day of unity and equality. 10 

The first person to accept the Faith 
in Cameroon, barely hours before Mr. 
Tanyi, was a youth, Jacob Tabot Awo, 
who now lives in Kumba, Cameroon. II 
He often went teaching with Mr. 
Olinga, and even though Mr. Awo was 
occasionally beaten and otherwise per-

ve: author with Oscar Njang, 
who accepted the Faith in Nigeria and 
is now an Auxiliary Board member in 
Cross River State, Nigeria. Below: 
Samuel Njiki, who as a new BaM'{ was 
sent by Mr. o/inga to open French 
Cameroon, jor which he was desig-
nated a 'u'lloh. 

secuted for having accepted the new re
ligion, since he was so young, he re
members that Mr. Olinga, by contrast, 
commanded such deep respect, in the 
firm yet loving manner in which he car
ried himself and taught the Faith, that 
no one ever attempted to harm him on 
these trips. 12 

"Repose not yourselves on your 
couches," Baha'u'llah exhorts His fol
lowers, "nay bestir yourselves as soon 
as ye recognize your Lord ... Un
loose your tongues, and proclaim un
ceasingly His Cause." 13 Samuel Njiki, 
only a few weeks after his acceptance 
of Baha'u'Ilah, discerned that a mo
mentous event would take place at Riq
van, April 1954, but was surprised and 
elated as Mr. Olinga read that history
making cable from the Guardian re
questing the opening to the Faith of yet 
other new territories in West Africa. In 
his soft and gentle manner, Mr. Njiki 
looks back upon those unique times, 
saying how unaware the local friends 
were then of the deep significance of 
the Guardian's call, but adding that 
they were united in their eagerness to 
arise and serve. 

After the cable from the Guardian 
was read, five people went to open new 
areas to the Faith. Among them was 
Mr. Njiki who moved to Douala, in 
what was then the French Cameroons, 
an act for which he was subsequently 
designated a Knight of Baha'u'llah. 
Mr. Njiki, who was the first Bamiliki 
tribesman to become a Baha'i, now 
lives with his family in a modest home 
behind the local Baha'i Center in the 
New town section of Limbe, Camer
oon. 

Mr. Njiki and Mrs. Meherangiz 
Munsiff from England opened Douala 
at the same time, but did not know one 
another before their arrival. Their pre
arranged plan was that Mr. Njiki 
would sit on the post office steps, on 
the appointed day, holding his Baha'i 
prayer book, and thereby Mrs. Mun
siff could find him. The story was im
mortalized by the photograph of Mr. 
Njiki that appeared soon afterward in 
the BaM'{ News of India showing him 
seated with his prayer book, awaiting 
his fellow pioneer. 

During a trip to New Zealand in No
vember 1970, Mr. Olinga mentioned 
the opening of the British and French 
Cameroons, saying, " ... the Camer
oons was opened to the Baha'i Faith in 



1953 when 'Ali Nakhjavani, Violette 
(that is, Mr. Nakhjavani's wife) and I 
went there for the first time. And then, 
of course, there was Mrs. Munsiff 
from England . . . the French Camer
oons was opened to the Baha'i Faith; 
and of course, from that time until 
now, the Faith is making very steady 
progress in the country." 14 

Mr. Olinga lived at one time in a 
small, simple dwelling while he worked 
for the Cameroon Development Cor
poration. A number of his fellow 
workers became attracted to the Faith, 
a well as others in the town. One of 
these was Martin Manga Besong who 
was also one of that special group of 
five (mentioned by Mr. Njiki). Mr. 
Besong pioneered to Tamale, in north
ern Ghana. H He now resides in Mun
tengene, Cameroon (five miles from 
Limbe). 

Richard Ojong Ashu, now living in 
Muyuka, Cameroon (32 miles from 
Limbe), was also enrolled by Mr. 
Olinga, and has children who are pio
neering in other countries. His daugh
ter, Alice, taught the Faith to her hus
band, Gregory Fongod, and they are 
now actively teaching in Kano, Ni
geria. Another daughter, Tahereh, 
married Zikru'llah Ehtahadu'l-Haq, 
and they are devoted pioneers in The 
Gambia. Thus Mr. Olinga's influence 
is assured for generations of believers 
yet to come. His powerful "spiritual 
presence," like that of the beloved Ba
ha'i martyrs in Iran, is very much with 
us today. 

Mr. Ashu's story gives us deeper in
sight into pioneering in general and 
African culture in particular. As a tra
ditional herbal doctor, he treats certain 
medical ailments with ancient indi
genous natural remedies, and is highly 
respected in his community. It is abso
lutely imperative for pioneers, espe
cially Westerners, to understand that 
past religions' missionaries have dis
couraged local African traditional cul
ture, such as medicine, arts, music, 
dance, etc. (as being "superstitious," 
"primitive," "pagan," "inferior," 
and so forth), whereas the uniqueness 
of this new Day of unity is that the Ba
ha'i Faith, on the contrary, encourages 
the preservation of cultural patterns 
and pursuits and the maintenance of 
cherished traditions and differences of 
heritage. Mr. Olinga understood that 
while modern education and scientific 

Above: This modest building, which 
still stands in Limbe, Cameroon, is the 
place where Enoch Oiinga worked 
when he was employed by the Camer
oon Development Corporation. Sam
uel Njiki recalls many never-to-be-for
gotten Baha'i meetings that were held 
there in the early days of the Faith in 
Cameroon. Right: Jacob Tabot A wo, 
the first indigenous Cameroonian to 
accept the Faith, having been taught by 
Enoch Oiinga while still a youth in 
1953. 

advances are valuable, they should 
never be permitted to appear so high in 
a pioneer's opinion or attitude that it 
seems these advances have come from 
a "superior" culture, thus relegating to 
a "lower" class a developing nation's 
culture or heritage. According to Mr. 
Ashu, this attitude of appreciation for 
traditional culture was an important 
factor in understanding Mr. Olinga's 
outstanding teaching success. 16 

In the face of misunderstandings, 
racial animosity, and a few attempts to 
misrepresent what he was doing in 
Cameroon, Mr. Olinga remained firm 
and loyal to the Cause. He never let 
temporary setbacks deter him from his 
ultimate objective. 

Mr. Ashu recounts a fascinating 
story concerning a police investigation 
of Mr. Olinga, inspired by a jealous 
European at one of the places where 
Mr. Olinga was employed. Not only 

was Mr. Olinga proven innocent of any 
political intrigue whatsoever, but the 
detective assigned to the case, Mr. 
Takang, became a Baha'i. As a result 
of his report, Mr. Olinga's activities 
were no longer hindered in any way. 17 

Loneliness and tests also visit a pio
neer, but in this, as in so many other 
respects, pioneers such as Enoch 
Olinga serve as models worth emulat
ing. "He was really a man without the 
mask that most of us wear," writes Dr. 
Hushmand Ta'eed of Dominica, West 
Indies, who accompanied Mr. Olinga 
on a teaching trip in Mauritania, West 
Africa. "He was plain, sincere and pa
tient. Most of us are actors and act, but 
he was just pure gold-unassuming
and never did he give you a feeling that 
you are small." 18 

Stephen Takow felt, even as a child, 
that Mr. Olinga was truly someone 
special. Although he could not fully 
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Left photo: Martin Manga Besong, 
who was taught the Faith by Enoch 
Olinga and later pioneered to Tamale, 
Ghana. He now lives in Muntengene, 

grasp the deeper spiritual significance 
of those days (as he does now), Mr. 
Takow, and the other children of his 
neighborhood in Limbe, loved Mr. 
Olinga who once performed what Mr. 
Takow, in his youth, considered a 
"real miracle." 

Stephen was told at school to bring 
six pence (a large sum of money to a 
young man in those days) to school on 
the following day; he was, he says, so 
poor he had no idea where to acquire 
it. As he walked sadly past the local 
Baha'i Center Mr. Olinga called to 
him. When Stephen approached, Mr. 
Olinga quietly and promptly placed six 
pence in his hand without having been 
told of Stephen's need. In Africa, it is a 
traditional practice for an older person 
to send a child to the market with 
money to buy him something, and the 
child must do it. Stephen waited for 
Mr. Olinga to make his request, but to 
his surprise, Mr. Olinga lovingly ex
plained that the money was simply a 
gift for him. Stephen's problem was 
solved, and he was amazed: "How 
could he have known?" he thought. 
Years later, Mr. Takow became a 
devoted and active Baha'i, and he 
presently serves as a member of the 
Spiritual Assembly of Limbe. 

Mrs. Ursula Samandari had the 
bounty of being the only other pilgrim, 
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Cameroon. Center: Mrs. Ursula Sa
mandarf of Buea, Cameroon, who has 
pioneered with her husband, Coun
sellor Mihdf Samandari, for many 

resulting from a unique series of 
events, at the World Centre in Feb
ruary 1957 when Enoch Olinga made 
his historic pilgrimage and met with the 
beloved Guardian. She and her hus
band, Counsellor Mihdi Samandari, 
live in Buea, Cameroon, and have de
voted much of their lives to serving the 
Cause in Africa. 

"I don't think an evening passed," 
Mrs. Samandari says of that pilgrim
age, "when he (the Guardian) didn't 
mention Mr. Olinga, and he would say, 
'Mr. Olinga is very pure-hearted,' or 
'Mr. Olinga has a luminous face,' or 
'Mr. Olinga is very modest. I said to 
him, "Mr. Olinga, you are the first Ba
ha'i of Uganda," and he replied, "One 
of the first, beloved Guardian." , " 19 

When she and Mr. Olinga were to 
leave the Holy Land, Mrs. Samandari 
says she sensed something new and 
unique about his condition: 

"He wouldn't eat anything, he 
wouldn't even drink a cup of tea or 
coffee. Then he told me that the be
loved Guardian had asked him to ac
quire a l:Ia~iratu'I-Quds for Vic
toria." 20 This was the place that later 
became the local Baha'i Center in 
Limbe. 

Regarding Mr. Olinga's special title, 
Mrs. Samandari says, "This is the time 
when the beloved Guardian gave him 

years in many parts of Africa. Right: 
Counsellor Friday Ekpe, his wife, Mrs. 
Ofjiong Epke, and their daughter, 
Tahereh Edu. 

the title, and I was one of the first peo
ple to hear it: 'Abu'I-Futzih'-the 
'Father of Victories'-he announced it 
there (on the pilgrimage)." 21 

Today there are hundreds of Baha'is 
in the Afikpo district of Imo State, 
Nigeria, an area inhabited mostly by 
the Igbo people. A renowned anthro
pologist and his wife, Dr. and Mrs. 
Simon Ottenberg, drew international 
attention to Afikpo through the mon
umental work they both had done 
there. Since that time, many people in 
the region have become Baha'is. 

It was the teaching work begun in 
Cameroon by Mr. Olinga that really 
started the Baha'i expansion there, 
many years ago, although (to the best 
of anyone's knowledge) Mr. Olinga 
never visited Afikpo. Today, the great 
teaching successes in Afikpo are 
among the victories Mr. Olinga fos
tered, and are the pride of Nigeria's na
tional Baha'i community.22 Among the 
believers Mr. Olinga taught in Cam
eroon was Samuel Bakare, a Nigerian 
and Igbo tribesman. After leaving 
Cameroon, Mr. Bakare returned to 
Afikpo, and the teaching work there 
began in earnest. The late Hand of the 
Cause of God Rahmatu'llAh Muhajir 
had visited Afikpo' and stayed at Mr. 
Bakare's home. The simple bed in 
which he slept is one of Mr. Bakare's 



prized possessions.23 

A new and impressive Baha'i Center 
was recently raised in Calabar, Nigeria, 
a project dear to the heart of Coun
sellor Friday Ekpe, another of Mr. 
Olinga's "spiritual children." 

Mr. Ekpe recalls the time when he 
(an Ibibio by tribe and Christian by up
bringing) befriended another young 
Nigerian, Master Saibo Layani (a Yo
ruba by tribe and Muslim by religion) 
in 1955 when both were students in 
Limbe, Cameroon. One day at school 
his friend told Mr. Ekpe he had met 
someone who loved children and had 
taught him a new religion, the Baha'i 
Faith. On his next visit to his new 
friend, Mr. Ekpe came with him. The 
future Counsellor was taught the Faith 
basically through Mr. Olinga's great 
love for children. He always encour
aged ~hildren's cIasses.24 By 1960 Mr. 
Ekpe had returned to Nigeria and was 
residing in Lagos; since then he has 
traveled to many countries to serve 
Baha'u'llah, and the teaching work he 
has helped to inspire in Nigeria and 
West Africa has steadily expanded to 
undreamed of proportions. 

Africa has achieved so much in its 
grand sweep toward its spiritual des
tiny, and future victories are already in 
the making. On August 19, 1982, the 
Universal House of Justice paid glow
ing tribute to the friends in Africa in its 
message to the International Baha'i 
Conference in Lagos, Nigeria: "To
day, after the lapse of a little over three 
decades, we stand in awe as we view 
with admiration one of the most val
iant contingents of the Army of Light, 
guided by its own Board of Counsel
lors, led and administered by 37 Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies and 4,990 
Local Spiritual Assemblies, privileged 
to serve an eager and radiant commu
nity of believers drawn from 1,152 
African tribes residing in 29,000 lo
calities." 25 

Many goals have yet to be won. Let 
the willing souls arise and follow in the 
hallowed footsteps of Enoch Olinga to 
achieve them. 
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who became a BaM', after being 
taught by Enoch OIinga in Limbe and 
who brought the Faith, and Mr. Olin
ga's memory, back to Nigeria where he 
now serves the Cause as an assistant to 
the Auxiliary Board for protection in 
Imo State. 
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Sri Lanka 

The 4th World Religion Day observance 

The audience at the fourth annual 
observance of World Religion' Day 
held January 15 in Colombo, Sri 
Lanka, was described by The Island, 
one of the newspapers chronicling the 
Baha'i-sponsored event, as "a large 
gathering of the capital's spiritual, in
tellectual and social leadership . . ." 

In an article published the day be
fore the observance, the Daily News, 
Colombo's leading English-language 
daily paper, described the event as 
". . . the most important annually 

held interfaith observance in Sri 
Lanka ... " 

Speakers representing Buddhism, 
Hinduism, Christianity, Islam and the 
Baha'i Faith addressed the over-all 
theme, "Society's Challenge to Reli
gion." 

The observance was chaired by the 
Hon. Victor Tennekoon, the former 
chief justice of Sri Lanka's Supreme 
Court. 

This year's observance achieved a 
unique distinction in the form of a 

Message from the President of Sri Lanka: 
The imperative of the hour for all of us is national reconciliation. To em

phasize and underscore the essential oneness of all religions is the most 
laudable purpose of W orId Religion Day, sponsored annually by the Spiri
tual Assembly of the Baha'i Faith in Sri Lanka. 

Interdependence of peoples and nations is now an established fact and in 
Sri Lanka we must put aside all that had tended to separate and divide us 
and instead tread the path of oneness of man regardless of one's race or 
creed. I wish the Spiritual Assembly of Baha'i Faith in Sri Lanka and its co
workers of other religions, all success. 

Message from the Prime Minister of Sri Lanka: 
The Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Sri Lanka performs a notable 

and meritorious act by their annual convening of a World Religion Day. 
This year's theme is "Society's Challenge to Religion." This annual observ
ance draws attention to a fact that we should keep daily in our hearts and 
minds. For it proclaims the unity of all religions and the brotherhood of 
man. 

All the great religions have been founded for the redemption of all man
kind, irrespective of race and other considerations. However, the general 
practice has been to emphasize some aspects of their exclusiveness. There is 
a tendency to proclaim the superiority of our version of the Truth. Instead 
of stressing what unites and harmonizes, we tend to give attention to what 
divides and separates. 

During the past year we have had occasion to regret the fact that some of 
us at least had not paid due recognition to this sacred truth. As a result, our 
country suffered a great loss both materially and spiritually. If we are to 
survive as a great nation we have to once again reaffirm, in word and deed, 
our faith in the unity and equality of mankind. Perhaps no better day can be 
named for this act of dedication than W orId Religion Day. 

Let the message of oneness that goes out from this Assembly be echoed 
and re-echoed in the hearts of all the people who inhabit this land. 
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message of praise for W orId Religion 
Day and the sponsoring National 
Spiritual Assembly from the President 
of Sri Lanka, His Excellency J .R. 
Jayewardene. 

"This unique message," said a rep
resentative of the National Spiritual 
Assembly, "has obviously enabled the 
Faith to reach the stage of recognition 
as a religion by the chief of state him
self. 

"The Prime Minister's message, too, 
was more powerful than the one he 
sent to the observance last year," the 
National Assembly's representative 
added. "These messages and the sym
bol of W orId Religion Day, which has 
also become the symbol of interfaith 
unity in the land, all prominently writ
ten up in the newspapers and shown on 
television, have now brought the Faith 
into great prominence, and it continues 
to receive praise from the eminent 
leaders of society for its efforts." 

'Great impulse' 

The speakers at this year's observ
ance were A. Gunanayagam, president 
of Thiruneri Tamil Manram, repre
senting Hinduism; Siri Perera, pres
ident of the Sri Lanka Federation of 
Representatives of Buddhist Associa
tions; the Rev. Kenneth Fernando, di
rector of the Ecumenical Institute, rep
resenting Christianity; M.A.M. Hus
sain, a retired district judge, rep
resenting Islam; and Mrs. Neil Dhar
mawansa, representing the Baha'is of 
Sri Lanka. 

Not only did the observance receive 
what was described as "tremendous 
publicity" in newspapers and on radio 
and television, but another "first" was 
the following reference which appeared 
in the editorial column of the Daily 
News: 

"With the great impulse of World 
Religion Day stirring people of varied 



Mrs. Neil Dharmawansa, who repre
sented the Faith at the fourth annual 
World Religion Day observance Jan
uary J 5 in Colombo, Sri Lanka, lights 
the welcoming lamp to open the meet
ing as other participants look on. They 
include (left to right) the Hon. Victor 

faiths, humanity may again see the 
need to accept the universality of some 
basic spiritual and moral values." 

In his closing remarks, Jamshed 
Fozdar, chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Sri Lanka, re
ferred to the recognition the annual 
event has received from the country's 
president and prime minister, recog
nition that has helped make it in the 
space of only four years the most im
portant annual interfaith event in Sri 
Lanka. 

Mr. Fozdar expressed the hope that 
the government soon will declare the 
third Sunday in January as World Re
ligion Day and commemorate that dec
laration by issuing a special postage 
stamp bearing the interfaith symbol of 
World Religion Day. 

Tennekoon, former chief justice of the 
Supreme Court of Sri Lanka, who 
served as program chairman,' M.L. C. 
Chandrasekara, secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Sri Lanka, 
who was a program coordinator; 

The Hon. Victor Tennekoon, former 
chief justice of the Supreme Court of 
Sri Lanka, receives a garland of 
/lowers prior to delivering the opening 
address at the fourth annual World Re-

M.A.M. Hussain (partially hidden be
hind Mrs. Dharmawansa), who repre
sented Islam; Siri Perera, the Buddhist 
speaker; the Rev. Kenneth Fernando, 
representing Christianity,' and A. Gun
anayagam, the Hindu speaker. 

ligion Day observance January 15 in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. Mr. Tennekoon 
was chairman of the event, which is 
sponsored by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Sri Lanka. 
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Bolivia/United States 

'Spiritual Mother of Bolivia' dies at 87 

A world citizen she was. Yvonne 
Cuellar, the "Spiritual Mother. of Bo
livia," exemplified love, devotion and 
a fervent Baha'i spirit during her life
time while tirelessly teaching the Cause 
on several continents. 

Born March 11, 1896, in Paris, she 
began her world travels while still a 
young woman. Her indomitable spirit 
and firm ideas about justice, the equal
ity of men and women, and the inde
pendent investigation of truth prepared 
the way for her acceptance of the Faith 
of BahA'u'IlAh. 

When at last she heard the word 
"BahA'i," while living in Bolivia with 
her husband, Arturo Cuellar, she im
mediately fell in love with the Message 
of BahA'u'IlAh and soon afterward be
came the first declared BahA'i in Bo
livia. 

Mrs. Cuellar was a flame of fire in 
her teaching efforts, igniting many 
souls and opening the door of search 
and acceptance for many believers in 
the years to follow. 

It wasn't long before her loving Ba
hA'i presence moved the first two In
dians in Bolivia to accept the new 
teachings and take up the banner of 
BahA'u'IlAh. So great were her efforts 
in serving the Faith that the beloved 
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, bestowed 
upon her the title, "Mother of Bo
livia. " Her fervent cry always was 
"teach, teach, teach," and her vibrant 
energy lit many candles as she marched 
from door to door and city to city pro
claiming the truth of the new Revela
tion. 

After teaching in Bolivia for more 
than 20 years, the Cuellars moved to 
the United States in 1969 to live near 

This brief tribute to Mrs. Yvonne 
Cuellar, the uSpiritual Mother of Bo
livia, " was written for BahA'i News by 
Dorothy Stewart of Denver, Colorado. 
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TO THE BAHA'Is OF BOLIVIA 
SADDENED LEARN OF DEATH YVONNE CUELLAR, LOYAL AND 
FIRM SERVANT BAHA'U'LIAH, FOREVER DISTINGUISHED AS 
FIRST DECLARED BELIEVER IN BOLIVIA. OFFER PRAYERS AT 
HOLY THRESHOLD FOR THE PROGRESS OF HER SOUL IN THE 
ABHA KINGDOM. 

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 

TO HELEN CUELLAR VAGGALIS 
DEEPLY LAMENT DEATH SPIRITUAL MOTHER BOLIVIA 
YVONNE CUELLAR. HER SERVICES AND ABSOLUTE DEDICA
TION TO BAHA'u'LLAH, HER ENORMOUS SACRIFICES LOV
INGLY REMEMBERED FUTURE GENERATIONS HISTORICAL AN
NALS FAITH BOLIVIA. ALL BAHA'i COMMUNITIES URGED COM
MEMORA TIVE MEETINGS WORTHY HER HIGH CONTRIBU
TIONS. CONDOLENCES FAMILY AND DAUGHTER HELEN. 

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY 
BAHA'Is OF BOLIVIA 

their daughter. They settled in Little
ton, Colorado, and made their home a 
center of Baha'i activity where many 
declarations occurred, many elaborate 
programs were lovingly and carefully 
prepared, and firesides, deepenings 
and prayer sessions were always mem
orable. 

Such occasions always served to in
crease Mrs. Cuellar's awareness of the 
tremendous needs and responsibilities 
of the Faith, and she strived constantly 
to reach out, to teach, to pray and to 
serve, meanwhile searching always for 
those souls who might be receptive to 
the Message of Baha'u'IlAh. 

Yvonne Cuellar died December 7, 
1983, at the age of 87, leaving an in
delible legacy of love, sacrifice and de
votion for the many BahA'is and other 
friends who knew and loved her. Over 
a period of many years she had con
tributed her help and dedication to the 
establishment of many Baha'i localities 
and helped to strengthen a large num
ber of Spiritual Assemblies in Colo-

rado and elsewhere. 
Her love for Bolivia never waned, 

and she dreamed always of returning. 
As a tribute to her memory, the Ba
hA'is of Bolivia ordered an engraved 
plaque to be placed on her grave, men
tioning that she was the spiritual 
mother of that country. 

Mrs. Cuellar expressed her deep love 
for the Faith through constant service 
and total devotion in teaching the one
ness of religion, of God's Messengers, 
and of mankind. 



Africa/India 

Visiting Bahs '. helps 
teaching institutes 
organize to deepen 
many new believers 

The photographs on this page were 
taken during a trip through Africa and 
India from October 1983 to February 
1984 by Dr. Faramarz Ettehadieh of 
Linz, Austria. The purpose of his trip 
was- to help Bahd" teaching institutes 
in planning, organization, motivation 
and control. Top photo: Dr. Ette
hadieh (standing second from right) 
with Baha'is near Zambia's capital 
city, Lusaka. Right: Children perform 
during a deepening institute in West 
Kenya. Below: A meeting with Baha'is 
at the home of Counsellor Oloro Ep
yeru (seated at left) near Mbale, Ugan
da. Seated at right in front is Mr. Is
mai, secretary of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Uganda. Dr. Ettehadieh 
reports that there is a great need for 
more teachers and administrators to 
help deepen the thousands of new Ba
ha'is who have accepted the Faith in 
Africa and India. 



The world 

Benin completes all its teaching goals 

Early last November, the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Benin an
nounced the successful completion of 
that country's teaching goals. 

Dr. Ezzat Tai, a traveling teacher 
from France, returned from Benin's 
Borgou Province with news of the for
mation of six new Assemblies in the 
Nikki region. 

Denmark 

One hundred-fifty upper level stu
dents and teachers attended a Baha'i 
meeting at a regional secondary school 
in Nikki, the result of which was the 
recognition of Baha'u'lIAh by the 
school's director. 

In Parakou, the district chief and 40 
high-ranking civil servants were pres-

The Hand of the Cause of God Ugo friends at the Baha'! National Center 
Giachery (front row, second from left) in Copenhagen during Mr. Giachery's 
met last A ugust with some of the visit to Denmark. 

Norway 

A member of Norway's delegation 
to the United Nations mentioned the 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran at the 
38th session of the UN General As
sembly last December. 

The delegate, speaking on behalf of 
the Norwegian government, said, "We 
are especially concerned with the evi
dence of summary or arbitrary execu
tions, torture, and religious intolerance 
and persecutions (in Iran). This also 
concerns the fate of the Baha'is ... " 
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The delegate went on to urge Iran to 
respect and ensure individual rights as 
outlined in the international covenant 
on civil and political rights. 

The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs issued a news release in con
nection with the government's presen
tation at the General Assembly session. 

ent for a public meeting. 
Benin's recent teaching activities in

clude the enrollment of more than 
5,000 new believers in some 250 lo
calities. More than 100 Local Spiritual 
Assemblies have been formed with re
ports being received of new Assemblies 
being formed almost daily. 

Guyana 
Five regional Youth Conferences 

were held in Guyana on December 18. 
Participating were members of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Guyana 
who asked that the youth discuss the 
recent message from the Universal 
House of Justice to the Baha'i youth of 
the world. 

The importance of young people ac
quiring the education and skills to pre
pare them for a life of Baha'i service 
was also discussed at each conference 
in connection with the Universal House 
of Justice's letter to youth dated June 
10, 1966. 

One of the workshop topics was 
courtship and the Baha'i marriage 
laws. 

Counsellor Peter McLaren spoke at 
a national conference in Guyana last 
January 2 which focused on Baha'i 
marriage and family life. 

Many of the 40 participants were Ba
ha'i youth. 

Transkei 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Transkei reports that 34 teaching trips 
to various districts were undertaken 
during a two-month period that fol
lowed a National Teaching Conference 
last July 9. 

The goal is to form at least one new 
Spiritual Assembly in each of Trans
kei's 28 districts before RiQvan 1984. 



Panama 

Representatives of the Spiritual Assem
bly of Panama City, Panama, receive a 
sheet of postage stamps that feature a 
photograph of the Bahti'i House of 
Worship in Panama from an unidenti-
fied postal clerk (left). The Bahd'is are 
(left to right) Raquel de Constante, 
Alan Pringle and Verisimo Castillo. 

Continental Counsellor Ruth Pringle 
(fourth from left) and fellow Bahti'i 
Rosemary Baily (left) welcome the Is
raeli ambassador to Panama, his fami
ly and first secretary during their recent 
visit to the Bahti'{ House of Worship in 

Panama City. The ambassador, Yosef 
Haseen, and his Wife, Mira, are stand
ing on either side of Counsellor Prin
gle. The ambassador's daughter, Eleo
nor, is at the right, and first secretary 
Moty Amichai is second from the left. 

· ,,_._---

The first nine months of an intensive 
teaching campaign in the Guaymi re
gion of Panama have demonstrated the 
extraordinary abilities of the Guaymi 
people to expand the Faith in neighbor
ing communities and to consolidate the 
new Spiritual Assemblies that have 
been formed. 

The campaign in the Guaymi area 
has been under the complete control 
and management of the Guaymi Ba
ha'is. 

Activities have included a family-to
family teaching effort; "Ruhi Insti
tutes" held at the Muhajir Institute in 
Boca de Soloy; two conferences and a 
deepening institute especially for 
women; nine tutorial schools; two
month extension teaching projects in 
Tole and Bocas del Toro; and a census 
of inhabitants of the area whose dual 
purpose is to become acquainted with 
them and to learn of their opinions and 
needs. 

The 'Guaymis say that one of the 
goals of the planned Guaymi Cultural 
Center is that "all the Guaymi area 
become Baha'is so that 'Abdu'l-Baha's 
words may be fulfilled." 

* * * 
Thirty-two Guaymi residents of Pa

nama's Tole area including one of the 
zone's three highest ranking chiefs be
came Baha'is last October after they 
were contacted by members of a travel
ing teaching team composed of Guay
mi Baha'is. 



Gabon 

Pictured here are participants in the ference held last December 24-25 in 
third annual National Teaching Con- Libreville, Gabon. 

Twenty-five Baha'is attended 
Gabon's third annual National Teach
ing Conference last December 24-25 at 
the national Haziratu'l-Quds in Libre
ville, a handSome one-story building 
that was acquired two years ago with 
the help of the Baha'is of Qatar. 

The conference program included 
presentations on the Fund, teaching, 
and living a Baha'i life; stories about 
the Central Figures of the Faith; and 
information about the National Con
vention and the election of delegates in 

Samoa 
One hundred-ten people from Upo

lu, Savaii and Tutuila, Samoa, at
tended a Rural Development Con
ference last October 15 at Lelata. The 
conference was sponsored by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Samoa. 

The conference theme, "World 
Food Day," was addressed by non-Ba
ha'i speakers from the Rural Devel
opment Office of the government of 
Western Samoa who showed a friendly 
spirit of cooperation. 

Present at the conference were two 
Auxiliary Board members, Afemata 
Chang and Ruth Mogbelpour, and two 
Baha'is from Canada, Professor 
Jameson Bond and Mrs. Gale Bond. 

The National Spiritual Assembly 
plans to sponsor similar gatherings in 
the future. 

"" "" "" Last November 22, concrete was 
poured for the Greatest Name symbol 
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preparation for the election at RiQvan 
1984 of the first National Spiritual 
Assembly of Gabon. 

By RiQvan 1983, Gabon's small but 
active and growing Baha'i community 
had surpassed the country's goals for 
the Seven Year Plan. 

An intensive teaching campaign last 
July reinforced the Baha'i community 
in Libreville, and all four Spiritual 
Assemblies in Gabon have been active
ly involved in extension teaching. 

in the cap of the dome of the House of 
Worship in Western Samoa. 

On that date, the architect's rep
resentative cabled the World Centre to 
report that concreting was completed 
on the entire dome of the first Mash
riqu'I-AdhUr of the Pacific Islands. 

South Pacific 
The Faith was mentioned last De

cember 30 in Pacific Stars and Stripes, 
a daily newspaper for American mili
tary and civilian personnel in South 
Korea, Japan, Guam and the Philip
pines. 

The references to the Faith appeared 
in an article about Sara Hatch, a pio
neer to Korea from the United States 
who is an artist and who teaches Eng
lish at Keimyung University in Taegu. 

Guatemala 
An international team of five Ba

ha'is spent 17 days in Guatemala last 
September and October as a part of the 
"Trail of Light" (Camino del Sol) 
campaign. 

The team was composed of a Ma
puche Indian from Chile, a Quechua 
from Peru, a Bri-Bri from Costa Rica, 
and two Guaymis from Panama. 

Some initial disappointment with the 
results of direct teaching was offset by 
an excellent radio interview in Quezal
tenango and a productive visit to 
Mazetenango. 

During the team's stay in San Juan 
Chamelco and Alta Verapaz, public 
meetings were held in a high school, at 
a sports club, and in the city hall. Team 
members also took part in a 20-minute 
radio interview. 

A public meeting was held at the Ba
ha'i National Center in Guatemala 
City on the last night of t~e team's 
stay. 

Everywhere, two principal themes 
stressed by the team aroused sympathy 
and interest: the urgent need for world 
unity, and the need to preserve indi
genous cultures in the Americas. 

United Kingdom 
Auxiliary Board member Keith 

Munro was among those who were ask
ed to speak at a series of meetings 
which took place in January through 
March 1984 in Londonderry, Northern 
Ireland, at the University of Ulster's 
Institute of Continuing Education. 

The series theme was "1984-2000 
A.D.-Religion in Ulster." 

Other speakers were senior church 
men from the various Christian groups 
and the chief rabbi of Ireland. 

Dr. Munro was asked to address the 
topic "A non-Christian view of Chris
tianity. " 

Madagascar 

Twenty-one Baha'i volunteers from 
all areas of Madagascar took part in 
team teaching trips last September and 
October that followed the holding of 
three regional institutes. 

By the end of October, the teachers 
had re-established seven non-function
ing Spiritual Assemblies and brought 
one new Assembly into being. 



India 

Six hundred children from 38 Baha'i 
tutorial schools in India's Uttar Pra
desh State attended a "Bal Mela" 
(Children's Fair) last October in Mal
housie. 

With Olympic-like pageantry, the 
children were grouped in teams of 15 to 
20 members to compete in exercise 
drills in the morning and games in the 
afternoon. 

Among the observers were two mem
bers of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in Asia and all nine mem
bers of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of India. 

Pakistan 
More than 300 people including 

about 70 non-Baha'is attended a sym
posium on Tahirih (Qurratu'l-Ayn) 
that was held last September 2 at the 
Baha'i National Center in Karachi, 
Pakistan. 

The speakers included Dr. Sahar An
sari, a professor of Urdu at the Univer
sity of Karachi; Zahida Hina, a prom
inent poetess who is editor of the Ah
lemi Digest; and Riaz Ahmad Shirazi, 
secretary of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Pakistan. 

Among those in the audience was 
John Elia, a well-known poet in Pak
istan. 

The symposium capped a week of 
proclamation in Karachi during which 
more than 200 copies of the books Td
hirih the Pure and Bahd'u'/ldh and the 
New Era were distributed to a wide 
range of prominent citizens in that city. 

Finland 
"The Message of Baha'u'llah: A 

Call to Transformation" was the 
theme of the 1983 Finnish Baha'i 
Winter School, held last December 
28-January 1 in Vaasa, a predominant
ly Swedish-speaking area of the coun
try. 

Topics discussed included individual 
transformation, collective transforma
tion, the role of the Baha'i community 
in the age of transition, and a spiritual 
history of Europe. 

Counsellor Betty Reed was among 
the more than 100 people who attended 
the school. 

The event was opened with the re
lease of four doves by Counsellor Zena 
Sorabjee and the reading of a prayer by 
a five-year-old boy. 

One Baha'i observer recorded the 
Children's Fair on video tape. 

Within a month following a three
week proclamation campaign in Hubli, 
Karnataka State, India, last year, 127 
people had become Baha'is. 

Forty Baha'is from various parts of 
the state took part in the exhibition and 
proclamation last September 1-20 in 
the city of 350,000. 

Fiji 
Twenty-one children between three 

and five years of age have been en
rolled in a new Baha'i school in Lo
maivuna, Fiji. 

Dominican Republic 

The event was publicized through 
the distribution of 17,500 invitations 
and pamphlets, three banners, and 
slides shown at 10 local theatres. 

Publicity also was obtained through 
announcements in several newspapers. 

Each morning, groups of Baha'is 
met at the exhibition center to read 
prayers, then went out to distribute in
vitations. 

The proclamation included one large 
public meeting held September 8. 

Following the proclamation, deepen
ing classes were held to help the new 
Baha'is. 

Official recognition of the school 
from the department of education is 
now being sought. 

A group of young women attending the sent a special dance during an enter
Bahd'i Winter School last December in tainment period. 
Barahona, Dominican Republic, pre-

The National Teaching Committee 
of the Dominican Republic organized 
week-long teaching campaigns in four 
goal areas last December immediately 
following that country's Winter 
School. 

The goal areas were Elias, Pifia, 
Monte Plata, and Oviedo. 

Seven Baha'is who were visiting 
from Puerto Rico volunteered their 
help during the campaigns, which were 

financed in part by the Continental 
Board of Counsellors in the Americas. 

Three of the four Spiritual Assem
blies needed to win the goal of estab
lishing an Assembly in every province 
of the Dominican Republic were form
ed during the campaigns, with what 
was described as "a good start" to
ward an Assembly formation in the last 
remaining goal area. 
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A Rocket-sized book with a mighty wallop! 

the third in a series of pocket-sized editions 

companion pocket-sized volumes 

of the sacred texts-

only $350* 
a must for teaching Christians 

• covers the birth of Christ, the 
Resurrection, the Second Coming
and much more 

• discusses the unity of the Manifestations 
of God 

• covers the origins, powers, and conditions 
of man 

• contains succinct discussions of 
reincarnation, pantheism, and other 
diverse topics 

a must for deepening yourself
According to Shoghi Effendi 
Some Answered Questions will 

o give you a firm grasp of the spirit and 
teachings of the Faith 

o enable you to teach others 
o help you render genuine service to the Cause 
o be staunch in supporting Bahli' f institutions 
o be an active Bahli' f 

Handsomely bound in a durable, 
flexible blue cover 

Stamped in gold 
measures 4% x 7 inches 

324 pages 

pocket-sized Some Answered Questions 

pocket-sized Gleanings 

pocket-sized Kitab-i-iqan 

index 

Cat. No. 106-043 535°* 
Cat. No. 103-031 535°* 
Cat. No. 103-032 5350* 

"Available from Baha'i Publishing Trust, 
Wilmette, IL, U.S.A, at prices listed 
plus 10% postage and handling. Or 
order from your National Baha'i 
Distribution Service; prices may vary. 

Available from 

Bahd'i Publishing Trust 
415 LINDEN AVENUE, WILMEITE, IL 60091 
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World Centre 

Ri4van 141: Time of promise, challenge 

To the Btzhd'fs 0/ the World 
Dearly-loved Friends, 

The emergence from obscurity, 
which has been so marked a feature of 
the Cause of God during the first five 
years of the Seven Year Plan, has been 
attended by changes, both external and 
internal, affecting the Baha'i world 
community. 

Externally, there are signs of a crys
talliution of a public image of the 
Cause-largely uninformed, however 
friendly-while internally, growing 
maturity and confidence are indicated 
by increased administrative ability, a 
desire for Baha'i communities to ren
der service to the larger body of man
kind and a deepening understanding of 
the relevance of the divine Message to 
modem problems. 

Both these aspects of change must be 
taken into consideration as we enter 
the third and fmal phase of the Seven 
Year Plan. 

The year just closing has been over
shadowed by the continued persecution 
of the friends in Iran. They have been 
forced to disband their administrative 
structure, they have been harassed, dis
possessed, dismissed from employ
ment, made homeless and their child
ren are refused education. 

Some 600 men, women and children 
are now in prison, some denied any 
contact with their friends and relatives, 
some subjected to torture and all under 
pressure to recant their faith. 

Their heroic and exemplary stead
fastness has been the mainspring in 
bringing the Cause out of obscurity, 
and it is the consolation of their hearts 
that their suffering results in unprece
dented advances in teaching and pro
claiming the divine Message to a world 
so desperately in need of its healing 
power •. 

For this they embrace the final ser
vice of martyrdom. Our obligation is 

Persistently greater and greater 
efforts must be made to ac
quaint the leaders of the world, 
in all departments of life, with 
the true nature of Baha'u'Uah's 
revelation as the sole hope for 
the pacification and unification 
of the world. 

crystal clear. We cannot fail them now. 
Sacrificial action in teaching and 

promoting the Cause of God must fol
low every new instance of publicity 
arising from their persecution. Let this 
be our message to them of love and 
spiritual union. 

In the international sphere, the be
loved Hands of the Cause of God, ever 
growing in our love and admiration, 
have, whenever their health has per
mitted, continued to uplift and encour
age the friends and to promote the 
unity and onward march of the army 
of life. 

The International Teaching Centre, 
operating from its world seat, has pro
vided loving and wise leadership and 
direction to the Boards of Counsellors. 
Its sphere of service has been im
mensely extended by the assignment of 
new responsibilities and by raising the 
number of its Counsellor members to 
seven. 

The dedicated services of the Coun
sellors in all the continents, ably sup
ported by the Auxiliary Board mem
bers, have been invaluable in fostering 
the spiritual health and integrity of the 
world wide community. To develop 
further this vital organ of the Adminis
trative Order, it has been decided to es
tablish a term of five years service for 
those appointed to the Auxiliary 
Boards, commencing November 26, 
1986. 

The work of the Baha'i International 
Community in relationship with the 
United Nations has brought increasing 
appreciation of our social attitudes and 
principles, and in some instances-no
tably the sessions on human rights
the Baha'i participation has been spec
tacular, again resulting from the 
heroism of the Persian friends. The 
Geneva office has been consolidated 
and additional staff engaged to deal 
with its expanding activities. 

In spite of severe problems the con
struction of the Indian and Samoan 
Houses of Worship has progressed sat
isfactorily, and the latter will be dedi
cated and opened to public worship be
tween August 30 and September 3, 
1984, when the Universal House of 
Justice will be represented by the Hand 
of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha RUIpyyih 
Khanum. 

Immediately following the Interna
tional Convention last Ri4v8n, two 
new National Spiritual Assemblies 
were formed-in St. Lucia and D0-
minica. Two new radio stations will 
make their inaugural broadcasts this 
year, namely Radio Baha'i of Bolivia, 
at Caracollo, and WLGI, the Baha'i 
radio station at the Louis Gregory In
stitute, in the United States. Baha'i 
membership in 11 countries, all in the 
Third World and nine of them island 
communities, has reached or surpassed 
one per cent of the total population. 

During the final months of the sec
ond phase of the Seven Year Plan a 
generous response has been made by 
believers and institutions alike to an 
appeal which set out the increasing 
needs of the International Fund. We 
are confident that sustained and regu
lar contributions during the fmal phase 
of the Plan will enable its aims and ob
jectives to be fully accomplished. 

The entrance of the Cause onto the 
world scene is apparent from a number 
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of public statements in which we have 
been characterized as "model citi
zens," "gentle," "law-abiding," "not 
guilty of any political offense or 
crime"; all excellent but utterly inade
quate insofar as the reality of the Faith 
and its aims and purposes are con
cerned. Nevertheless, people are will
ing to hear about the Faith, and the op
portunity must be seized. 

Persistently greater and greater ef
forts must be made to acquaint the 
leaders of the world, in all departments 
of life, with the true nature of Baha
'u'llah's revelation as the sole hope for 
the pacification and unification of the 
world. 

Simultaneously with such a program 
must be unabated, vigorous pursuit of 
the teaching work, so that we may be 
seen to be a growing community, while 
universal observance by the friends of 
the Baha'i laws of personal living will 
assert the fullness of, and arouse a de
sire to share in, the Baha'i way of life. 
By all these means the public image of 
the Faith will become, gradually but 
constantly, nearer to its true character. 

The upsurge of zeal throughout the 
Baha'i world for exploration of the 
new dimension of social and economic 
development is both heartwarming and 
uplifting to all our hopes. This energy 
within the community, carefully and 
wisely directed, will undoubtedly bring 
about a new era of consolidation and 
expansion, which in tum will attract 
further widespread attention, so that 
both aspects of change in the Baha'i 
world .community will be interactive 
and mutually propelling. 

A prime element in the careful and 
wise direction needed is the achieve
ment of victory in the Seven Year Plan, 
paying great attention to the develop
ment and strengthening of Local As
semblies. Great efforts must be made 
to encourage them to discharge their 
primary duties of meeting regularly, 
holding the Nineteen Day Feasts and 
observing Holy Days, organizing child
ren's classes, encouraging the practice 
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of family prayers, undertaking exten
sion teaching projects, administering 
the Baha'i Fund and constantly en
couraging and leading their commu
nities in all Baha'i activities. 

The equality of men and women is 
not, at the present time, universally ap
plied. In those areas where traditional 
inequality still hampers its progress we 
must take the lead in practicing this Ba
ha'i principle. Baha'i women and girls 
must be encouraged to take part in the 
social, spiritual and administrative ac
tivities of their communities. 

Baha'i youth, now rendering exem
plary and devoted service in the fore
front of the army of life, must be en
couraged, even while equipping them
selves for future service, to devise and 
execute their own teaching plans 
among their contemporaries. 

Now, as we enter the final two-year 
phase of the Seven Year Plan, we re
joice in the addition of nine new Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies: three in 
Africa, three in the Americas, two in 
Asia, one in Europe, bringing the total 
number to 143. 

Five more are to be established in 
Ri4,van 1985. They are· Ciskei, Mali 
and Mozambique in Africa and the 
Cook Islands and the West Caroline 
Islands in Australasia. Thus the Plan 
will end with a minimum of 148 Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies. By that 
time plans must be approved for the 
completion of the arc around the Mon
ument Gardens on Mount Carmel, in
cluding the siting and designs of the 
three remaining buildings to be con
structed around that arc. 

There can be no doubt that the pro
gress of the Cause from this time on
ward will be characterized by an ever 
increasing relationship to the agencies, 
activities, institutions and leading indi
viduals of the non-Baha'i world. We 
shall acquire greater stature at the 
United Nations, become better known 
in the deliberations of governments, a 
familiar figure to the media, a subject 
of interest to academics, and inevitably 

the envy of failing establishments. 
Our preparation for an response to 

. this situation must be a continual deep
ening of our faith, an unwavering ad
herence to its principles of abstention 
from partisan politics and freedom 
from prejudices, and above all an in
creasing understanding of its funda
mental verities and relevance to the 
modem world. 

Accompanying this Ri4,van message 
are a call for 298 pioneers to settle in 79 
national communities, and specific 
messages addressed to each of the pres
ent 143 national communities. They 
are the fruit of intensive study and con
sultation by the Universal House of 
Justice and the International Teaching 
Centre, and set out the goals to be won 
and the objectives to be pursued by 
each national community so that Ri4,
van 1986 may witness the completion 
in glorious victory of this highly sig
nificant Plan. 

It will have run its course through a 
period of unprecedented world con
fusion, bearing witness to the vitality, 

. the irresistible advance and socially 
creative power of the Cause of God, 
standing out in sharp contrast to the 
accelerating decline in the fortunes of 
the generality of mankind. 

Beloved friends, the bounties and 
protection with which the Blessed 
Beauty i! nurturing and sheltering the 
infant organism of His new world 
order through this violent period of 
transition and trial, give ample assur
ance of victories to come if we but fol
low the path of His guidance. 

He rewards our humble efforts with 
effusions of grace which bring not only 
advancement to the Cause but assur
ance and happiness to our hearts, so 
that we may indeed look upon our 
neighbors with bright and shining 
faces, confident that from our services 
now will eventuate that blissful future 
which our descendants will inherit, 
glorifying Baha'u'118h, the Prince of 
Peace, the Redeemer of Mankind. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House 0/ Justice 
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United States 

'Trail of Light' visits the United States 

September 27, 1983, marked the be
ginning of a month-long visit to the 
United States by the Camino del Sol 
("Trail of Light") teaching team. 

The team visiting this country was 
one of three teams comprised of South 
American Indian Baha'is. 

Their purpose was three-fold: (1) to 
return the visit made to Latin America 
last year by the Trail of Light teams 
from North America; (2) to share and 
exchange cultural traditions, and (3) to 
spread the Message of Baha'u'llAh 
among their indigenous brothers and 
sisters in Central and North America. 

The Trail of Light itself was a 
cooperative venture that received sup
port from the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in the Americas and 14 
National Spiritual Assemblies. 

The 13 members of the three teams 
fIrst met one another in Panama City, 
Panama, for orientation and fellow
ship. 

One fIve-member team remained in 
Central America, a second team of 
four departed for Canada and Alaska, 
and the third team, also with four 
members, headed for the United 
States. 

The four Baha'is who arrived Sep
tember 26 in Tucson, Arizona, rep
resented three indigenous groups: the 
Mapuche of Chile, the Quechua of Bo
livia, and the Cuna of the San Bias Is
lands in Panama. 

Although the activities of the team 
varied according to the setting, the 
Faith was always mentioned, even if in-

This report Of the visit to the United 
States last yetlr of one of three "Trail 
of Light" teaching teams from South 
America was written by Regina An
chondo, a staff member in the office of 
the U.S. National Teaching Committee 
who accompanied the four-member 
tetlm as a translator. 

The fact that the Trail of Light 
had come from South America 
was highly significant to many 
of the peoples visited; they re
membered the stories of their 
ancestors about a time in the 
past when there were no fron
tiers ••• 

directly. 

During meetings with various tribal 
councils it was possible to discuss the 
Faith at length, as it related to tradi
tions and prophecies among the in
digenous peoples. 

Radio, television and newspaper in
terviews also offered similar oppor
tunities since the interviewers were in
tensely interested in the purpose of the 
tour and the organization that was 
sponsoring it. 

During the many public meetings in 
which the team participated, cultural 
presentations were interspersed with 
the teachings of the Faith and their 
relationship to the fulfIllment of In
dian prophecies and traditions. 

The fact that the Trail of Light had 
come from South America was highly 
signifIcant to many of the peoples vis
ited; they remembered the stories of 
their ancestors about a time in the past 
when there were no frontiers, and 
when such visits were common. 

More important, they remembered 
the prophecies that the reinstitution of 
such visits would signal the renewal of 
their civilization. 

This expectation and the interest in 
the visit of brothers from the South 
opened many doors that had previous
ly been closed to local non-Indian Ba
ha'is. 

In many places, bonds were forged 
that will never be broken. Even those 

who could not comprehend the Mes
sage of Baha'u'llAh were inexplicably 
drawn toward the members of the team 
and asked permission to accompany 
them on visits to other nearby Res
ervations. 

Whenever space permitted, these 
new-found friends were welcome to ac
company the team. 

It is impossible at this time to 
measure accurately the impact of the 
Trail of Light on teaching the Faith to 
Indians in the United States. 

Perhaps a glimmer of the true value 
of their contribution to our teaching 
work can be found in the nature and 
results of various encounters along the 
way. 

Arizona: The beginning 

The members of the Trail of Light 
teaching team for the United States ar
rived in Tucson, Arizona, from north 
and south. 

Sabino Ortega, Egon Nieto, Cle
mente Pimantel and Leopoldo Richard 
came in from Central and South Amer
ica. 

Counsellor Lauretta King, represent
ing the Board of Counsellors in the 
Americas and the Tlingit people of 
southeastern Alaska, arrived from a 
short visit to Mexico. 

Ann Miller Jorgensen, a pioneer to 
Ecuador and Panama, flew in from 
Canada where she had served as trans
lator for the Trail of Light team travel
ing there. 

Regina Anchondo, another trans
lator and member of the National 
Teaching Committee staff, arrived 
from Chicago. 

On the morning of September 28 
everyone met together for the fIrst 
time. Following breakfast and prayers, 
we reviewed the day's schedule, and 
would later fmd that it was light com
pared to what would follow. 
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The day began with a half-hour 
Spanish-language radio interview on 
KXEW during which three team mem
bers (Clemente had stayed behind to 
rest) spoke about the purpose of their 
visit, the Faith, and played a few songs 
representative of their people. 

The interviewer continually repeated 
the time and place of the public meet
ing that would take place later that 
week, challenging the Hispanic com
munity of Tucson to turn out and wel
come its brothers from the south. 

A luncheon hosted by the BaM'IS of 
South Tucson was followed by a news
paper interview with photographs and 
a dinner hosted by the Spiritual Assem
blies of Tucson and Pima County. In 
retrospect, it was an easy day. 

The second day was more typical of 
the tour as a whole. 

After a whirlwind visit to San Xavier 
Mission on the Papago Reservation for 
prayers at the shrine (and an oppor
tunity to speak with a young Papago 
man about the shrine and the Faith), 
we were whisked off to meet with the 
spiritual and administrative chiefs of 
the Pascua Yaqui. 

This meeting was special for a num
ber of reasons. For one thing, it was 
the team's f1l'St meeting with tribal 
leaders in the U.S. 

Since the two leaders are tri-lingual, 

speaking English, their Indian lan
guage, and Spanish, it was the only in
terview with tribal chiefs for which 
translators were not needed. 

The discussion was open and frank, 
with the spiritual leader speaking of the 
continued practice of the Indian reli
gion in addition to Catholicism. 

He said he personally had no desire 
to change his own religion, but certain
ly would not interfere with any mem
bers of his tribe who might wish to be
come Baha'IS. 

During a luncheon that followed the 
meeting, he invited members of the 
team to return after the tour and spend 
some time on the Reservation as his 
guests. 

Our next engagement was the fIrst of 
many visits to elementary schools, this 
one on the Papago Reservation. 

The focus of the program was some
what different when presented at the 
schools, mainly because the subject of 
religion could not be raised. 

Instead, the team would concentrate 
on presenting songs and dances, and 
on encouraging the children to be 
proud of their heritage and to learn the 
traditional songs and dances of their 
people. 

Leopoldo was always especially 
touched by the children; in their 
brown, round faces he saw himself as a 

Trail 0/ Light team members Egon play their musical talents during a pre
Nieto (left) and Leopoldo Richard dis- sentation at a pueblo in New Mexico. 
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child. One could almost touch the love 
he felt for them, and they always re
sponded to him with smiles and laugh
ter. 

At the end of this particular presen
tation, they fIled past the team and 
translators and shook our hands. 

The standing joke among Baha'IS in 
the Tucson area and the team was that 
Egon Nieto would usually perform a 
rain dance at the presentations. 

The rainy season had ended a week 
or so before we arrived in Arizona, and 
the weather was hot with a deep blue, 
cloudless sky and an almost blinding 
sun. 

Second rain dance 
Consequently, whenever Egon gave 

his audience a chance to choose be
tween a dance for rain and one for sun, 
everyone would laughingly shout that 
they wanted rain. 

Following the presentation at the 
school that day and a brief shopping 
trip, we went to the community college 
on the Reservation where we would 
have dinner, prepared by the Papago 
Baha'IS, and give another public 
presentation. 

After the traditional dinner the Trail 
of Light Team gave its f1l'St full presen
tation on a Reservation, including 
Egon's second rain dance of the day. 

And it ramed. And rained. In fact, it 
rained so much we weren't sure we 
could return to Tucson that night
there are large dips in the road that, 
when filled with water, can immerse a 
vehicle. 

We did get back to Tucson, but it 
continued to rain for the duration of 
our stay there. 

The next afternoon we participated 
in a cultural exchange with the Amer
ican Indian Student Association at the 
university. 

Only the Navajo members of the 
club were able to attend, and they 
shared their dances with the team and 
then watched dances from Chile and 
Bolivia. 

Sabino talked about the purpose of 
the visit (he was our team "orator"), 
and invited them to attend the public 
meeting that night. 

Several non-Indian students also 
came, and there was ample opportuni
ty to talk to them on a one-to-one basis 
about the Faith and about the Indians 
in South America. 

-



Sixteen BIlhd'fs from Central and 
South America comprised the three 
TraU of Light teams which IIlst year 
visited communities from Panama to 
Alaska. Shown at an orientation ses
sion in Panama City are (standing left 
to right) Tomds Nelson de Le6n, a 
Cuna Indian from San Bias, Panama; 
Sabino Ortega, a Quechua from Bo
livia; Andres Jachakollo, an Aymara 

During this time there also was an
other newspaper interview. The term to 
be "run ragged" took on a brand new 
meaning for the translators. 

Two things happened that made the 
evening's public meeting worth men
tioning. 

First, the spiritual and administra
tive leaders of the Pascua Yaqui came 
to the presentation with their families. 
Although fervently prayed for, it had 
not been expected. The result was the 
reinforcement of the friendship be
tween certain team members and these 
two aentlemen. 

The second event was the appear
ance of one of the Navajo women who 
had taken part in the afternoon's ac
tivities at the university. 

The woman, Una, asked permission 
to present traditional Jifts to the team 
members in the traditional Navajo 

from Bolivia; Egon Nieto, a Mapuche 
from Chile; Federico Nelson Sdnchez, 
a Mapuche from Chile; Luis Peralta 
Castro, a Quechuafrom Peru; Nicanor 
Torres, a Quechua from Peru; Feli
ciano Moreno (partially hidden), a 
Guaymi from Panama; Priseda de 

. Leon, a Cuna from Panama; Fidel Be
jerano (partially hidden), a Guaymi 
from Panama,· Leopoldo Richard, a 

way, pausina from time to time as she 
approached them. 

The Jifts included sacred plants such 
as tobacco, and articles that she had 
made herself by hand. 

She was in tum Jiven Jifts by the 
South Americans. Later, we learned 
that she had had a long talk with Ann 
about the Faith, amona other things, 
durina a social period that followed the 
presentation. 

We were satisfied with the results, 
and hoped that Tucson was too. 

As we left Tucson at dawn the fol
lowina day, it was still rainina. As we 
approached our next stop, Albuquer
que, it looked like it was going to rain. 
Someone must have told them Egon 
was coming. 

New Mexico 

The sky may have been overcast 

Cuna from Panama; and Guillermo 
Bejerano, a Guaymi from Panama 
whose wife and child are standing in 
front and to the right of Sr. Richard. 
Kneeling Oeft to right) are Nemecio 
Reyes, a Bribrf from Costa Rica,· 
Mercedes Pilquil, a Mapuche from 
Chile; Clemente Pimantel, a Quechua 
from Bolivia; and Vicenta Currlllo, a 
Quechua from Ecuador. 

when we arrived with the Trail of Light 
teachina team in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, but our spirits weren't. 

This was new territory and cooler 
temperatures, both of which excited us 
enormously. 

We were picked up at the airport and 
taken to the home of Auxiliary Board 
member Ernie Bruss for lunch and a 
briefina about the pueblos we would 
visit. Ernie would accompany us while 
we were in New Mexico and Arizona, 
and we came to call him our "wqon
master." 

Our fll'st surprise was that we would 
be traveling in two motor homes for 
the next 10 days. 

My second surprise was that I would 
be drivina one of them. 

This was a new experience for most 
of us-the South Americans had never 
even seen a motor home, let alone "liv-
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ed" in one. 
After a brief discussion about who 

would get which vehicle, we piled in 
and headed for Espanola, our home 
base for the next several days. 

Over dinner with the Baha'is in 
Espanola, we learned that our first 
presentation the following day, Satur
day, would be at San Juan Pueblo. 

We drove to the pueblo early, park
ed the motor homes and went for a 
walk around the area. 

Striking up a conversation with one 
of the women leaving a general store, 
we found that many of the older res
idents of the pueblo spoke Spanish. 
She said she would come to the after
noon program and bring some friends. 

The threat of rain materialized as we 
moved into the hall where the program 
was to take place. Attendance was 
sparse at first because of a previously 
scheduled baseball game, and some of 
the residents volunteered to go out and 
round up the team and spectators. 

The program began with a welcome 
from members of the tribal council and 
three dances performed by children 
and an elder who sang for them. 

The precision of these children was 
admirable, especially since pueblo 
drums alter the rhythm frequently. 

The Trail of Light presentation 
followed, after which gifts were ex
changed. At the close of the program, 
we were invited to visit the San Juan 
crafts cooperative across the street. 

The women in the shop hadn't seen 
the program, so they asked Clemente 
Pimantel to play some songs for them 
on his tarqa (flute) and charango (a 
stringed instrument made from an ar
madillo shell). 

Since that evening's program at an
other pueblo was canceled, some mem
bers of the team visited Pojoaque 
Pueblo where there are a few Baha'is 
and had a successful visit. 

The next day, Sunday, was District 
Convention. The team was scheduled 
for activities at Santa Clara and Taos 
pueblos, and so we would not be able 
to attend. 

Instead, team members taped a mes
sage to the convention in which they 
expressed their hope that the friends 
would be inspired to win the goals for 
this phase of the Seven Year Plan. 

The program at Santa Clara, which 
took place in the gymnasium, began 
with dances by the children and youth. 
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As at San Juan Pueblo, male elders 
played the drums and sang as the 
younger people danced. 

We had seen one of the dances per
formed at San Juan the day before, 
and noted the similarity and dif
ferences in its execution. 

The eight Northern Pueblos are 
often referred to as Tewa pueblos 
because they share a common language 
known as Tanoan. 

Members of each pueblo say they 

Aware of the pride that the 
pueblo Indians have in their 
chlldren, Sabino and Leopoldo 
made a point of congratulating 
the children for their mastery of 
the traditional dances, and their 
parents for having ins~ed in 
them such pride and discipline. 

speak Tewa, but add that they cannot 
understand the Tewa spoken in the 
neighboring pueblos. 

While on the surface the pueblos 
may appear to be almost identical, 
each has its own customs, artistic 
designs, language, and principal means 
of support. 

Aware of the pride that the pueblo 
Indians have in their children, Sabino 
Ortega and Leopoldo Rtchard made a -
point of congratulating the children for 
their mastery of the traditional dances, 
and their parents for having instilled in 
them such pride and discipline. 

As the Trail of Light team became 
accustomed to its surroundings, new 
things were added to its presentation. 

For example, Leopoldo had brought 
with him samples of clothing worn by 
Guaymi women and developed this in
to an audience participation activity. 

Each member of the team had an 
area of "expertise." The presentation 
usually began with an introduction of 
the members by Counsellor Lauretta 
King who explained the history of the 
Trail of Light. 

Sabino would then introduce the 
program itself, stressing that none of 
them was a professional artist, but that 
they were simply common people shar
ing the customs of their "households." 

He would introduce Clemente who 
might say a few words and then play 
two songs, one on the tarqa and 

another on the charango. 
Egon Nieto would follow with a 

greeting in the Mapuche language, and 
would explain the meaning of the de
signs on the head of his kultrun, a 
small drum made from a hollowed log, 
covered with goat skin and tied with 
braided horsehair. 

The designs were always of interest 
to the Indians because they symbolize 
the four cardinal points -north, 
south, east and west-to which Indians 
in this country also make their sup
plications. 

In fact, on the surface at least, the 
Mapuche culture shared by Egon was 
the most similar to that of the North 
American Indians. 

As an Auxiliary Board member and 
dedicated teacher for many years, Sa
bino had cultivated an ability to speak 
effectively, so it was always his re
sponsibility to give the "official" mes
sage of the Trail of Light during the 
program, the message of the Faith. 

All of us were happiest when this 
could be done freely and openly, and 
the spirits of the team members rose 
and fell in accordance with the oppor
tunities to do so. 

After Sabino's joyful if serious an
nouncement concerning the fulfillment 
of Indian prophecies, it was Leo
poldo's turn. He had the ability to 
make people laugh and feel right at 
home. He always had a special story 
for the children with a moral based on 
Baha'i principles. 

Following group photos with the 
team members and children in their 
ceremonial dress, instruments, articles 
of clothing and ornaments from South 
America were displayed on tables for 
our pueblo friends to examine. 

People would swarm around the 
tables asking questions, fingering 
flutes and banging on drums. There 
was a great deal of interest in the ir
ridescent parrot feathers worn by 
Leopoldo, and several people wanted 
to know where they might get some. 

Our first thought was that the 
feathers were a novelty, but we were 
told that, in fact, they are considered 
sacred and are used in certain cere
monies of the "old religion." 

After lunch we went up to the Puye 
cliff dwellings as guests of the Santa 
Clara Pueblo which owns and main
tains the site. 

The visit was a tonic for the spirits of 



Egon, Sabino and Clemente, all of 
whom come from mountainous areas. 
Clemente was in the habit of playing 
his tarqa whenever he felt happy, and 
the mountains always made him hap
py. 

As we walked along the top of the 
cliffs our guide, one of the women 
responsible for training the children in 
traditional ways, explained the history 
of the site. 

Until a few years ago, she said, it 
had been used for a particular cere
mony each year. At the last gathering 
there was an electrical storm and sev
eral of the participants were struck by 
lightning and killed. Since then they 
had not returned. 

We talked, too, about the impor
tance of raising one's children with an 
awareness of the traditional ways. Her 
two-year-old son ran ahead of us, pick
ing up pieces of brush that were similar 
to those used in certain dances, and be
gan two-stepping in rhythm to an ima
ginary drum. 

She said proudly that he had begun 
learning to dance earlier in the year. 

As we climbed into the motor homes 
to return to the pueblo and prepare for 
our trip to Taos, my new friend asked 
if she could come with us. 

We took her to her car and then 
stopped to visit with a woman who liv
ed across the street from the center 
where we had presented our program. 
She had asked a friend to bring the 
team by so she could give them a gift, a 
lovely piece of pottery that she had re
cently imished. 

We went with our friend while she 
dropped off her car, then she and her 
son rode with us in the motor home to 
Taos where our iIrst stop was a potluck 
dinner with Baha'is in the area. 

Arriving at the Taos Pueblo, we 
found that our meeting that evening 
had been canceled. The itrst frost had 
occurred the night before, and the 
ceremony marking its occurrence had 
to be performed right away. 

All of the elders and the more tradi
tional youth had gone up the moun
tain, and the pueblo was closed to the 
public, even to Indians from other 
pueblos. 

We were, however, able to meet with 
some of the youth, and the evening was 
quite enjoyable. 

We could hear those on the moun
tainside singing the ceremonial songs 

Above: Clemente Pimantel plays and 
sings jor his audience. Right: Sabino 
Ortega flashes his brilliant smile. 

as they came down, but gave up the 
idea of approaching them since the 
youth told us they had probably been 
drinking. 

Instead, we talked to the youth and 
to a young man who worked with 
them, and then dances were shared and 
traded. 

Egon, Leopoldo and I spent the 
night in Taos while the others returned 
to Espanola-each group had radio or 
newspaper interviews in the respective 
towns. 

The next day we met again in Espa
nola to prepare for our big night out. 
We were going to spend a few hours 
simply wandering around Santa Fe be
fore dinner, then go to the Santa Fe In
dian School for a presentation. 

The school auditorium was packed 
with young people. It took a while for 
everyone to settle down, but when they 
did they enjoyed the program tho
roughly. 

Afterward, there was a reception for 
the team with older students, many of 
whom were dressed in the traditional 
way of their people. Several youth 
from the Northern Pueblos mentioned 
that their parents or brothers and sis
ters had seen us at Santa Clara or San 
Juan. 

We met Sioux youth as well, and 
told them about our upcoming visit to 
their Reservations, hoping they would 
alert their parents to watch for us. 

Leopoldo taught them a Cuna In
dian dance, and they showed us a few 
too. 

We left Espanola the following day 
to return to Albuquerque. As we were 
about to leave, our friend from Santa 
Clara Pueblo came by. She wanted to 
give the team members copies of a 
Tewa dictionary she had helped com
pile and some of the Tewa texts she had 
been working on. 

The South Americans went to her of
fice at the school where she gave them 
the books. As we Jeft, she cried. 
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Egon Nieto, quite adept at dancesfrom from some his young North Amer-
his native Chile, learns afew new steps iean Indian friends. 

Northern Arizona 
The day after our evening program 

in Albuquerque, New Mexico, we left 
the motor homes once more, this time 
to visit the Navajo and Hopi people in 
northern Arizona. ' , , ' ' 

By this time the group had grown to 
include three more members-Chester 
Kahn, a Navajo Indian who is a mem
ber of the National Spiritual Assembly; 
Roha Ta'eed, who would help as trans
lator; and Barbara Taylor, Counsellor 
Lauretta King's secretary. 

The ride was spectacular. We passed 
several of the western Pueblos-Zuni, 
Acoma and Laguna-which we hoped 
to visit on the return trip to Albuquer
que. 

At Window Rock we paused for 
lunch at the home of Baha'is, then con
tinued on to Tsaile, site of the main 
branch of Navajo Community College. 

As soon as we arrived there we were 
taken to meet several members of the 
school's board of trustees who were 
meeting at that time. 

After talking briefly with them we 
were introduced to several faculty 
members and two medicine men, and 
accompanied them to a classroom 
where we could sit and talk. 

The highlight of our conversation 
was the exchange between the South 
Americans and the medicine men. 
Because one of them spoke only Nava
jo, it was necessary to have three-way 
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translations. 
These gentlemen serve as consultants 

to the cultural component of the facul
ty at the college. Much information 
was exchanged regarding the work of 
these men and their counterparts in the 
Mapuche culture (who, by the way, are 
women). 

The visitors from South America 
were especially impressed by the or
ganization of the school and its stress 
in the curriculum on Indian values and 
skills. 

After a potluck supper, courtesy of 
the Baha'is of Tsaile, the Trail of Light 
performed on campus before a sizable 
audience, among whom were people 
who had been invited to the dinner/re
ception that had taken place earlier 
that evening. 

The audience was lively, and after
ward asked some serious questions re
lating to culture. 

The most notable question, one that 
would be asked throughout the tour, 
was why there were no women on the 
Trail of Light (translators didn't 
count-we weren't Indians, and Coun
sellor King wasn't from South Amer
ica). 

It was explained that the team vis
iting Alaska and Canada included two 
female members, and that more than 
that had not been able to escape family 
commitments and participate. 

It was the only issue over which the 
team was ever put on the spot. 

.' --,------
After questions and an exchange of 

gifts, Leopoldo Richard taught every
one a Cuna Indian dance. 

When we left New Mexico and the 
pueblos, I had assumed that oppor
tunities for teaching Hispanics would 
'be non-existent. Not so! Egon Nieto 
and I became friends with a tall, attrac
tive woman from the Dominican Re
public who was at the college on, of all 
things, a basketball scholarship. 

We met her at the potluck dinner 
and she came to the program. Al
though the next day or two would be 
spent on the Hopi Reservation, we in
vited her to ride with the Baha'is from 
Tsaile to our next two programs on the 
Navajo Reservation a few days later. 

We spent the night in the homes of 
the Baha'Is of Tsaile. They live in 
faculty housing, which in keeping with 
the spirit of Navajo Community Col
lege, are patterned after the hogan, the 
typical Navajo home. 

The structures are eight-sided with 
front doors facing east. The living
dining areas comprise the center, while 
bedrooms and bathrooms open off of 
the various sides. They are a beautiful 
adaptation of modern facilities to tra
ditional architecture. 

Early the next morning we left Tsaile 
for the Hopi Reservation, which lies in 
the middl:e of Navajo territory. Our 
first destination was Canyon de Chelly 
where we said morning prayen near 
the site of a battle and siege between 
Spanish troops and the Navajo nearly 
two centuries 880. 

A family visiting the site asked per
mission to photograph the Baha'is 
from South America and stood by re
spectfully as we prayed. 

Afterward, Clemente Pimantel 
scared us half to death by perching on 
the edge of a precipice and playing his 
torqa (flute)-it would be a while 
before we realized how comfortable he 
felt with mountains. 

Horseback ride 

We arrived at Polacca on the Hopi 
Reservation in time for lunch with a 
Pueblo-Hopi Baha'i and her family, 
taking the opportunity to rest for a 
while before starting our tour. 

While inside the house I heard 
laughter outside, and ran out to see 
what was happening. 

Someone from the village had been 
passing by on his horse and had stop-



----------------------------------............ . 
ped to chat with Egon and Leopoldo. 
He let them climb on the horse, Egon 
flfSt and then Leopoldo. 

Egon sat with great confidence, but 
Leopoldo looked somewhat uncomfor
table. Soon we realized that it was the 
flfSt time he'd ever been on a horse 
-there aren't many in the jungles of 
Venezuela. He did pretty well under 
the circumstances, and we all got a 
laugh out of it. 

Charles Nolley, our official video 
"chronicler," met us in Polacca, and 
after lunch we all went up to the First 
Mesa for a visit. 

The Hopis have built their homes 
atop the high, flat shafts of rock that 
project out of the landscape. The 
stone-made homes were cool and re
freshing after our walk to the mesa in 
the hot sun. 

Alons the way, we stopped to talk 
with residents who sat outside whittlins 
or makins pottery, and were told that 
many of the women were busy prepar
ing for a ceremony that would take 
place later that day. They were under
ground in the ceremonial site, the kiva. 
and the village seemed deserted. 

After visitins briefly with the cousin 
of our Hopi-Pueblo Baha'i friend, we 
went to the Second Mesa to check into 
our motel. 

The motel is part of a cultural com
plex that includes a museum of Hopi 
artifacts and several stores offering 
Hopi, Zuni and Navajo jewelry, cloth
ing and crafts. 

When the storekeepers learned that 
our friends were Indians from South 
America, they gave them the usual SO 
per cent discount on purchases by Na
tive Americans, included the rest of us 
in the deal, and treated us to much-ap
preciated cold sodas. 

Our next stop was Oraibi, near the 
Third Mesa, where we had hoped to 
visit with the tribal chairman. 

Unfortunately, he was unavailable, 
but we were able to speak with a young 
man who is the public relations rep
resentative for the tribe. 

He spoke of Hopi traditions, es
pecially the time of purification, which 
he felt we are now in the midst of. The 
South Americans agreed. 

He then mentioned that his clan is 
that of servants, and that although it is 
considered to be the lowliest of clans, 
he was proud that they could be of ser
vice to others. 

Sabino quickly agreed, and told him 

that in the Baha'i Faith the station of 
servant is one of the highest. 

The program that evening was well
attended and well-received. For the 
first time we had to set up for fiL'lling, 
and several of us helped Charles Nolley 
get everythins prepared. 

Our public relations friend from the 
tribal office came, and we asked him to 
accept the gift that the Trail of Light 
team wished to leave with the Hopi 
people. Later, he participated when 
Leopoldo taught everyone a Cuna 
dance. 

Interestins people popped up all 
alons the tour. As we sampled re
freshments after this particular pro
gram, we met a young Hopi man who 
was familiar with some of the musical 
instruments that Egon and Clemente 
played. 

It turned out that he had made 
friends and played with a group of 
South American musicians, and was 
happy to be able to hear the music once 
more. 

The following day we headed back 
to Window Rock in Navajo territory 
for a television interview and a meeting 
with Peterson Zah, the chairman of the 
Navajo. 

The existence of a radio and televi
sion station owned and operated by the 
Navajo tribe was extremely impressive, 

Playing their handmade musical in
struments from South America are 

especially since they broadcast in the 
Navajo language. 

Of all the Reservations visited by the 
Trail of Light, the Navajo Reservation 
would remain uppermost in their 
minds as an example of what Indians 
can accomplish in terms of develop
ment, maintenance of culture, and self
determination. 

That afternoon, Ann Jorgensen, our 
other translator, accompanied the 
team members to the meeting with 
Chairman Zah while I stayed behind to 
rest. 

We translators really came to depend 
on one another, and a bond was form
ed between us that was quite separate 
from that with the Trail of Light team. 

Ann was entirely selfless and single
minded in her pursuit of the well-being 
of the team, and observing her helped 
me to become better at my task. 

Many of our Baha'i and non-Baha'i 
acquaintances from Tsaile attended 
our presentation that evening in Fort 
Defiance including our friend from the 
Dominican Republic. 

In fact, she said, some of her friends 
at the school had tried to talk her into 
attending a dance instead, but she had 
insisted on coming to the Baha'i event. 

On Saturday morning we left Win
dow Rock for the Southwest Baha'i In
stitute at Burntwater. This had been 
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the training site for the original Trail of 
Light team from North America of 
which Counsellor King was a member. 

We spent the day meeting with 
friends from around the area including 
those from Tsaile-and yes, our Do
minican friend came again to see us. 

The afternoon session took place 
under a thatch-topped structure with 
benches made of logs. Roha served as 
translator for the South Americans, 
there were short talks by Ben Kahn and 
Chester Kahn, and songs were sung. 

Later, we broke for dinner and then 
continued the meeting inside the newly 
constructed hogan. It is a lovely 
building with each log in the structure 
looking as though it had been created 
specifically for that purpose. 

More residents from the area around 
the Baha'i Institute came as the even
ing of our last night in Navajo-Hopi 
territory progressed, and there was 
much lively discussion of the Faith and 
of life in South America. 

We had hoped the next morning to 
visit a couple of the western pueblos 
we'd passed by on the way to Navajo
Hopi, but were told that wasn't possi
ble. 

We stopped instead at a beautiful 
site near Lupton and did some filming 
in and around the rock formations. 
This footage was later put to good use 
in South Dakota. 

After lunch we returned to Albu
querque. The next day was our "free" 
day. 

Ann, Lauretta and Barbara went to 
the Santa Fe area to visit friends and 
relatives, while I went shopping with 
the South Americans, who needed 
warm coats and shoes for the next leg 
of our journey. 

Shopping was fun, but dinner was 
even more so. Our hostess took us to a 
bowling alley where she and her hus
band have a food concession and 
treated us to hamburgers and a few 
games of bowling. 

It was the first time any of the South 
Americans had bowled, and they had a 
great time bowling and playing video 
games. By the time we left, Sabino was 
considering the pros and cons of open
ing a bowling alley back in Cocha
bamba. 

We spent the rest of the evening 
resting and packing for our early 
departure the next morning for the 
plains of South Dakota where we 
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hoped to make more friends with 
whom we could share the Message of 
Baha'u'llAh. 

South Dakota 
The arrival of the Trail of Light 

team in Rapid City, South Dakota, was 
probably the most exciting and hectic 
of all. 

As we got off the plane we were met 
not only by Baha'is, but by a television 
reporter/cameraman as well. 

Sabino's dance was a circle 
dance, and whlle we were doing 
it a couple of our friends came in 
from outside to say that three 
eagles were circling the buDding 
as we danced. This is considered 
a good sign by the Native Amer
icans. 

He interviewed Counsellor Lauretta 
King and filmed the team members, 
and our photographer, Charles Nolley, 
gave him a copy of the video tape we'd 
shot in Arizona to incorporate into his 
coverage. 

Afterward, there was time for an 
hour-long nap (we had been up since 5 
a.m.) at the home of our hosts, then we 
were off to Bear Butte, a mountain sa
cred to the Sioux, for more fIlming and 
some meditation. 

We met two young men who had be
come Baha'is during the Amoz Gibson 
Project earlier in the summer, and be
gan climbing the mountain. 

It was windy and cold, but ex
hilarating. The South Americans felt 
very much at home and at peace among 
the mountains. 

A fast dinner back in Rapid City was 
followed by a presentation to which 
several non-Baha'i Indians came. 

We turned in early, as we had to 
arise at 5 a.m. the next morning to 
make it to the Pine Ridge Reservation 
for a 9:30 presentation at one of the 
schools there, to be followed by two 
more. 

After lunch with the students we 
went out to meet with Frank Fool's 
Crow, a chief and important spiritual 
leader of the Sioux who had recently 
become a Baha'i. 

One of the younger Indian Baha'is 
translated from English to Lakota and 

back while Ann Jorgensen and I took 
turns with the Spanish-English transla
tions. 

Mr. Fool's Crow gave each of the 
South Americans an eagle feather, a 
rare occurrence. We visited with him 
until it was time to leave for another 
dinner and presentation, which was 
followed by a radio interview in ano
ther town. 

During the day our presence became 
known to the administrators of the 
community college who invited us to 
spend our two nights in Kyle in the col
lege's guest apartments. This was a 
wonderful arrangement. 

The next day they gave us a tour of 
some of their facilities, then treated us 
to lunch in the school cafeteria. 

Our second day in Kyle began with a 
"free" morning, so we slept late and 
had a leisurely breakfast. 

Afterward, we got out the tape re
corder and began playing some of the 
tapes the Pueblo Indians had given to 
the South Americans. 

There was one in particular, the 
Eagle Dance, that Egon Nieto and I 
had liked, and we spent some time try
ing to reconstruct it. 

Then Sabino Ortega decided to try 
and teach us a Bolivian dance that we 
could use later at some of the presenta
tions. 

Sabino's dance was a circle dance, 
and while we were doing it a couple of 
our friends came in from outside to say 
that three eagles were circling the 
building as we danced. This is con
sidered a good sign by the Native 
Americans. 

In the afternoon we were able to visit 
a Native American art exhibit at a mis
sion on Pine Ridge, and also the tribal 
offices where we were introduced to 
each employee and invited them to at
tend the evening program. 

One of the fondest memories of our 
visit to Pine Ridge is the warm 'hos
pitality shown us by the native believ
ers and the homefront pioneers. 

Edwin Roberts, who took over as 
"wagonmaster" when we left Ernie 
Bruss in Albuquerque, took us to the 
Badlands and to see bison, as close to 
them as one can get. 

We drove practically on top of them. 
and as we watched the bull bison 
watching us. our vehicle felt smaller 
and smaller and flimsier and flim
sier ... Our pride was salvaged when 
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the bison decided to take off before we 
did. 

Ed also took the South Americans 
up to Eagle's Nest Butte, another 
special mountain, so that they could 
retire from the hustle and bustle and 
have some time alone to meditate. 

Late in the evening of our third day 
on Pine Ridge, we left for Pierre, 
where we would spend one more day, 
do an evening presentation, and then 
move on to the Standing Rock Reser
vation, which straddles North and 
South Dakota. 

The people of Little Eagle on the 
Standing Rock Reservation went all 
out to welcome the Trail of Light. 

There were opening ceremonies, 
speeches, dinner, the Trail of Light 
presentation, a pipe ceremony, and the 
first really significant exchange of 
dances. 

Here the South Americans learned 
the "Sneak-Up Dance," which re
quires that the dancer pay close atten
tion to the drum beat in order to stop 
dancing on the same beat that the drum 
stops. . 

Egon later impressed the Nez Perce 
in Idaho with his ability and precision 
in this dance. 

It was a marathon evening and a 
wonderful one, thanks to the organiza
tion and participation of the Native 
American Baha'is of the Reservation 
and the District Teaching Committee 
of North Dakota. 

The next day we were off to Fort 
Yates, North Dakota, where there was 
to be a presentation at the community 
college. 

Before we left Little Eagle, however, 
the South Americans learned about 
and participated in the sweat lodge, led 
by a Sioux Baha'i. 

While the men were thus engaged, 
Ann and I sat in the kitchen with our 
friend's wife, a Pascua Yaqui from 
Arizona, and coincidentally, the 
granddaughter of the spiritual leader 
of that tribe whom we had met in Tuc
son. 

By this time Counsellor King had left 
to return to Alaska and travel with the 
other Trail of Light team for a 
while--she would meet us later in Neah 
Bay, Washington. As she left, Ernie 
Bruss arrived from New Mexico to re
place her. 

The ride to Fort Yates, although 
short, was eventful. I drove the car of a 
local Baha'i who had two small child-

This drum team of Native Americans 
helped welcome the Trail of Light team 
to Neah Bay, Washington. Franklin 
Kahn, a Navajo BaM'1 from Arizona, 

ren with her, while everyone else travel
ed in a van. 

About halfway to Fort Yates the van 
suddenly pulled over to the side of the 
road, turned around, and headed back 
toward Little Eagle. 

We couldn't figure out what the 
problem was, and continued on to our 
destination. 

When they caught up to us in town, 
we learned that they had stopped to 
pick up a porcupine that we had seen 
lying by the side of the road. It had 
been killed, and they intended to pull 
out its quills to make earring and other 
jewelry. They spent the afternoon do
ing this. 
- In Fort Yates we had the oppor

tunity to accept the hospitality of the 
Indian Health Service as well as the lo
cal Baha'is. 

Ann, Egon, Clemente Pimantel and 
I were all "under the weather" during 
our short stay there. All except Ann 
ended up at the clinic the morning after 
we arrived. 

Initially, I went to the clinic as a 
translator, but it was soon apparent 
that God in His mercy had put me in 
the right place at the right time. I 
managed somehow to do the job, and 
was then left to endure the remainder 
of my 24-hour flu. 

,",,-

is in the dark shirt facing the camera,· 
to his right is Seymour Arkette, a Ba· 
M'I from the Yakima tribe in Wash
ington. 

The doctors were kind, prescribing 
and giving us medicine free of charge, 
and arranging for further medical care 
for Clemente at the health center on 
the Nez Perce Reservation. 

Later that afternoon we left for Bis
marck for a restful dinner with the Ba
ha'Is in that area, and went to bed early 
to prepare for our departure the next 
morning for Idaho and the Nez Perce 
Reservation. 

Idaho and Washington State 
The Baha'is of the Lapwai and Nez 

Perce Reservations met the Trail of 
Light team at the Lewiston, Idaho, air
port and whisked us off in a gigantic 
motor home to the Reservation. 

We had interviews scheduled with 
members of the tribal council and of
ficials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
as well as Clemente Pimantel's visit to 
the clinic, which the doctors back in 
Fort Yates had arranged. 

Going to the clinic was a compli
cated affair. The doctor wou)d ask 
what Clemente's symptoms were, I 
would ask Sabino Ortega in Spanish, 
and he would communicate the ques
tion to Clemente in Quechua. 

Then the process was repeated in re
verse, with the answer in Quechua to 
Spanish to English. 
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Getting the x-rays turned out to be a 
most comical situation. The x-ray tech
nician would poke her head out the 
door and say, "Tell him to breathe like 
this .... " I would have to translate and 
demonstrate to Sabino, who in turn 
would go into the x-ray room to ex
plain it to Clemente. I couldn't help 
thinking that it would have made a hi
larious silent movie. 

While we waited for the doctors' 
prescriptions at the clinic, we had an 
opportunity to speak with everypne in 
the waiting room and personally to in
vite them to the evening program. 

One woman who came in recognized 
Egon Nieto, Clemente and Sabino im
mediately. She had been in Rapid City, 
South Dakota, for a Native American 
education conference and had seen the 
report of their arrival on the evening 
news there. 

It made us wonder how many other 
Native American educators whose Res
ervations we could not visit had never
theless learned of the Trail of Light. 

Our fust evening among the Nez 
Perce was lovely. We were welcomed 
by members of the tribal council and 
given eagle feathers as gifts. 

One of the Native American Baha'is 
from the area served as emcee and did 
a marvelous job, introducing the Trail 
of Light presentation and coordinating 
the lively interchange of dances that 
followed. 

We celebrated the Birth of the Bab 
the next day with Baha'is from all over 
northern Idaho. Afterward, Doug 
Harris, the driver of our wonderful 
motor home, shooed everyone away 
from the house so we could rest before 
the evening's dinner and our second 
performance in the area. 

While some of us napped, the South 
Americans went for a walk in the hills 
surrounding the home of our hosts. 

An early start next day got us on the 
road to Washington and the final four 
Reservations of our tour. 

I stayed behind in Lapwai to make 
some travel arrangements while the 
others left in the motor home for the 
Yakima Reservation. 

I came along later with two other Ba
ha'is after a short visit to the Nez Perce 
Museum, a special treat. By that time 
the team had already met with the Ya
kima tribal council. 

We ran into each other at a trading 
post owned and operated by a Baha'i. 
As I stood looking at a collection of 
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beads, one of the Baha'is introduced 
me to an Indian woman who had just 
entered the store. 

She tugged at my sleeve and told me 
that she would like for me to translate 
for her so that she could talk to the 
South Americans. From the time she 
had entered the store and seen them 
she felt that they were spiritually very 
powerful. As she said this her eyes 
glistened with tears. ' 

That evening was free, and the next 

Our morning began with a visit 
to the tribal offices, and whlle 
we met with some of the offi
cials, the other Tnil of Light 
team arrived. It was a happy re
union for both teams, who ear
Her had been together in Pa
nama. 

morning the team took off for a radio 
interview with a Spanish-language sta
tion on the Reservation, followed by a 
traditional wedding that the tribal 
council had invited them to the day 
before. 

The groom turned out to be the son 
of the woman who had approached me 
at the trading post. 

The program presented on our sec
ond evening at the Yakima Reservation 
was preceded by a huge dinner to 
which at least 300 people came. Some 
of our friends from Idaho even showed 
up. 

Toward the end of the evening Sa
bino was mmed for a television inter
view, and local Baha'is video taped the 
entire proceedings. 

The next morning we attended a Ba
ha'i school, took part in another recep
tion at the Yakima cultural center dur
ing which gifts were exchanged, and 
then visited with an Hispanic woman 
who had interviewed the team the day 
before and invited them to her home. 

Our spirits were more subdued that 
day; we had just learned of the death 
of Counsellor Raul Pav6n, who had 
worked closely with and was deeply 
loved by the members of the team. 

The next. morning we traveled to 
Seattle, stopping for a brief visit at the 
Suquamish Reservation at the request 
of a Sioux Baha'i living there. 

We had a cordial meeting with elders 

and members of the tribal council, af
ter which we visited the tribal museum 
and members of one family gave each 
of us a bag of dried salmon to take 
with us. The Suquamish Reservation is 
on a peninsula that juts into Puget 
Sound, is wooded and extremely beau
tiful. 

We met the Seattle Baha'is at a re
ception that evening, and afterward we 
settled in at the homes of our hosts. 

The following morning I went with 
Egon and Leopoldo Richard to the Im
migration and Naturalization Service 
to extend their visas in the U.S.
Leopoldo wanted to visit his son in 
Utah and return to the Southwest for 
more teaching, while Egon wanted to 
spend some time with a brother in 
Washington. 

We met everyone else at lunchtime, 
and the South Americans had their 
first Chinese meal at a restaurant own
ed by a relative of a Chinese Baha'i. 
Then it was time to prepare for the 
evening program and to pack our bags 
for an early morning departure. 

Our day was full after leaving Seat
tle. Included were a radio interview 
near Bellingham, lunch with elders of 
the Lummi tribe, a presentation on 
that Reservation, and an evening 
television interview on a Christian
oriented program. 

We didn't know that it was a Chris
tian program until they were preparing 
us for the mming, when I sneaked a 
look at the host's list of questions. 

I was able to suggest to Sabino that 
he give some quick thought to Baha
'u'llab's relationship to Christ-there 
was obviously going to be a fundamen
talist approach to their membership in 
the Faith. 

However, the interviewer never did 
challenge them because he became in
volved in discussing the history of 
Christianity in Bolivia and its effect on 
the native population. 

The next morning we were off to 
Neah Bay and the Makah Reservation, 
where we would participate in the long
awaited council fue with the Trail of 
Light team that had been traveling in 
Canada and Alaska and all of the 
friends each team had made and in
vited along the way. 

We arrived in the afternoon. The 
Reservation is wildly beautiful, with 
wooded mountains and seacoast. It re
minded me of the small fishing towns 



Abo~: A welcoming dance for the Nieto (right) with one of his North 
Trail of Light in Neah Bay. Wash- American Indian brothers. 

in New England. 
We had dinner at the home of some 

local Baha'is, and throughout the meal 
friends from various places began ar
riving-from South Dakota, Idaho-it 
was great to see them again. Egon's 
brother and sister-in-law also arrived 
from Oregon. 

Our morning began with a visit to 
the tribal offices, and while we met 
with some of the officials, the other 
Trail of Light team arrived. It was a 
happy reunion for both teams, who 
earlier had been together in Panama. 

The council fire began the next day, 
with Baha'is from Canada and the 

U.S. discussing the success of the Trail 
of Light in their respective areas and 
follow-up activities that could cap
italize on the good will spread by the 
teams. 

After a late afternoon visit to a 
s~cred beach, we shared dinner with 
the elders of the Makah Reservation 
and began one of our most memorable 
evening programs. 

After the tables were cleared and 
pushed aside, all of us took seats 
around the meeting room, with all of 
the visitors connected with the Trail of 
Light seated together. 

Then, members of the Makah tribe 
began a welcoming song and everyone 
stood. The song must have lasted at 
least half an hour, and as they sang 
everyone circulated around the room 
and shook hands with the Trail of 
Light teams and their companions. 

It was the most beautiful and mov
ing welcome I have ever seen. As the 
people passed they also dropped 
money into a box; it is their custom to 
give money to visitors from far away so 
that they can return home in comfort 
and safety. 

The presentation of gifts and a Trail 
of Light program followed. Our Ma
kah hosts then performed some of their 
traditional dances for us. They were 
quite different from anything we had 
seen previously. 

The evening ended with general 
dancing, the music provided by a "Ba
ha'i drum," a drum brought and 
played by Native American Baha'is 
from Portland, Oregon. 

Consultation began again on Sunday 
morning, our last day in Neah Bay, 
and continued until lunch time. All of 
the Trail of Light participants met 
afterward for a final de-briefing ses
sion. 

The overwhelming sentiment as our 
excitiBg and eventful tour drew to a 
close was one of gratitude to all of our 
new-found friends, Baha'i and other
wise, the memory of whose faces and 
deeds we will carry always in our 
hearts. 
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The world 

World Peace Day observed in Hawaii 

. 
A three-member Bahd'f delegation 
looks on as Mayor Eileen Anderson of 
Honolulu signs a 1984 World Peace 
Day proclamation. Mayor Anderson 
praised the Bahd'fs for their com
munity service and efforts to secure 
peace, and asked about the persecution 
of Bahd'fs in Iran. With the mayor are 
(left to right) Oscar Fennell of Hono
lulu, Susan Bryson of Koolaupoko, 
and Lillian Chou of Honolulu. 

Bahd'f musicians Bijan Khadem-Mis
sagh (left), director and violin soloist 
for the Vienna (Austria) Tonkiinstler 
Chamber Orchestra, and Walter Dela
hunt, a pianist in residence at the Banff 
School of Music in Canada, talk with 
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members of the audience following 
their free public concert January 22 in 
Lulea, Sweden, that country's north
ernmost locality with a Spiritual As
sembly. 

About 100 people attended a harpsi
chord concert presented last October in 
the city of Nancy by Olga Imperatori
Lome, a Baha'i whose performances 
are designed subtly to proclaim the 
Faith. 

She performs on a harpsichord that 
is decorated with a multi-colored bird. 
After playing, the artist speaks of the 
bird and describes its two wings as rep
resenting science and religion. Her de
scriptions of the 19th-century com
posers whose works she plays leads to a 
discussion of the Faith. 

Following the concert in Nancy, the 
newspaper L 'Est Republicain pub
lished a favorable review, saying, "The 
Baha'i Group of Nancy quite obvi
ously achieved its cultural and spiritual 
objective." 

~--~------------..................................... J 



Ireland 

More than 100 people, most of 
whom were non-Baha'i children, 
parents and teachers, attended a Ba
ha'i-sponsored party in Bray, Ireland, 
last November 12, the anniversary of 
the Birth of Baha'u'lllih. 

The party was begun with an expla
nation of the meaning of the Baha'i 
Holy Day and readings from the Ba
ha'i Writings. 

In the two previous years, the na
tional school in Bray had marked the 
occasion by officially closing. Since the 
Holy Day fell on a Saturday last No
vember, the school was not in session, 
but the BaM'is obtained permission to 
invite all the non-BaM'i teachers, 
parents and children to the party, 
which was planned as an alternative to 
an official closing of the school. 

One hundred-seventy Baha'is at
tended an observance of the anniver
sary of the Birth of Baha'u'llab last 
November 11-12 at Ireland's new na
tional ~ratu'l-Quds in Dublin. 

The weekend program also included 
a memorial service for the martyrs in 
Iran and a teaching conference that 
stressed the need to increase procla
mation efforts and to improve the 
quality of Baha'i life. 

Zambia 
Two Baha'is appeared last Novem

ber 20 on a 4O-minute television pro-
gram in Zambia. . 

The program was devoted entirely to 
the Faith and included a discussion of 
the persecution of Baha'is in Iran. 

The BaM'is who took part were Joel 
Cbitafu, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Zambia, and Dr. 
F. Ettebadieh, a visiting member of the 
Auxiliary Board from Austria. 

Bangladesh 
Seventy people including many non

Baha'i guests attended an observance 
last October 19 of the anniversary of 
the Birth of the Bab at the national 
l;I~atu'I-Quds in Dhaka, Bangla
desh. 

The formal program included talks 
and a question-and-answer session that 
elicited lively participation. The Ba
ha'is also presented a book display. 

India 
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United States 

BaM'( musicians and composers per
form during a music festival last No
vember 12 in Champaign-Urbana, Illi-

Papua New Guinea 

Participants in an international dinner 
last October in Port Moresby, Papua 
New Guinea, honoring United Nations 
Day included Oeft to right) Ho San 
Leong; Doris Lundeng, a member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Papua New Guinea; Mr. Subbaraman, 

Singapore 
More than 100 people including 

many non-Baha'is attended a United 
Nations observance last October 23 
sponsored by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Katong, Singapore. 
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nois, that was held to the an-
niversary of the Birth of Bahd'u'lldh. 

the local UN Development Program 
representative; and Silan Nadarajah, 
another member of the National As
sembly. More than 50 people attended 
the observance which was hosted by 
the Baha'( community of Port Mores
by. 

The program included talks by a 
representative of the UN High Com
missioner for Refugees and by a Ba
ha'i, Shirin Fozdar, on the need for 
world unity. 

The Baha'i communities of Cham
paign and Urbana, Illinois, sponsored 
a Baha'i music fest last November 12 
to celebrate the anniversary of the 
Birth of Baha'u'llab. 

Baha'i musicians and composers 
from 10 communities participated in 
the three-hour program that was video 
taped for possible future use. 

Program notes included extracts 
from the Baha'i Writings regarding the 
effect of music on one's spirit, and also 
provided general information about 
the Faith. 

One friend of the Faith was so stim
. ulated by the music festival that he 
composed three Baha'i-oriented songs 
within two weeks of the event. 

Dominican RepubUc 
About SO people from throughout 

the country attended a National Baha'i 
Youth Conference last October 8-9 in 
Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic. 

The conference theme was "Vindi
cating the Martyrs." Included in the 
program was an analysis of the mes
sage of June 23, 1983, from the Uni
versal House of Justice to the Baha'i 
youth of the world. 

Afterward, there was a session on 
what individual Baha'i youth can do at 
this time. 

• •• 
Fifty Baha'i youth attended a na

tional Youth Conference last October 
8-9 in Puerto Plata, Dominican Repub
lic. The conference theme was "Vin
dicating the Martyrs." 

During the conference, the message 
of June 1983 from the Universal House 
of Justice to the Baha'i youth of the 
world was discussed. This was fol
lowed by a session entitled "What can 
youth do, and what can I do?" 



Trinidad/Tobago 

Pictured are participants in a Bahd'f 
school held last December 30-January 
2 at Fairy Queen Bay, John Dial Vil-

Mrs. Charyl Ioas Thorpe, a pioneer 
from the United States to Trinidad and 
Tobago, speaks at a memorial program 
held last November 4 for her aunt, 
Sylvia Ioas, who was the wife of the 
Hand of the Cause of God Leroy Ioas. 
Also speaking at the memorial pro
gram was Mrs. Thorpe's husband, 
Auxiliary Board member Keith 
Thorpe. 

Tobago, West Indies. The school 
included one of the most intensive 
study programs ever presented in that 

country. Standing thirdfrom the left in 
the back row is Auxiliary Board mem
ber Laurence Coward. 

Performing a lively dance are members 
of a children's class held during a 
teaching campaign last October in Pa
harrie. Village, Trinidad. 
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The silent teacher reveals its story in-

11 IE DAWNING PLACE 
Bruce W. Whitmore's long-awaited history 

of North America's Bahili House of Worship and the 
community that built it ... 

DID YOU KNOW THAT-
• the first national Baha'i administrative body in the world was formed to build 

North America's first House of Worship? 
• at least fifteen designs were considered for the project? 
• Foundation Hall was rumored in the twenties to be a giant fish tank? 
• a fire in 1931 engulfed the entire superstructure? 
• 743 tons of quartz were used in the dome alone? 
• it took fifty years to complete the project? 

*Available from Baha'i Publishing Trust, Wilmette,lL, 
U.S.A., at prices listed plus 10% postage and handling. 
Or order through your National Baha'i Distribution 
Service; prices may vary. 

331 pages, including foreword, 
appendices, notes, index 

83 photographs 
and illustrations 

Hardcover edition $2000* 
Catalog No. 332-119 

Softcover edition $1200* 
Catalog No. 332-120 

BRUCE W WHITMORE has worked at 
the Baha'i National Center since 1973 
and is currently administrator of the 
Baha'i Temple in Wilmette, Illinois. 
A nativ.e of California, Mr. 
Whitmore lives in Wheeling, 
Illinois, with his wife and two 
children. 

Available from Bahd'i Publishing Trust 
415 UNDEN AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 60091, U.S.A. i 
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PERSECUTION FRIENDS CRADLE FAITH PERSISTS, TAKING EVEN MORE INSIDIOUS 
TURN. IN MARCH AT LEAST THREE PRISONERS DIED UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUM. 
STANCES, TWO IN TIHRAN AND ONE IN BAFT, KIRMAN. BODY OF MUHSIN RADAVf, 55 
YEARS OLD, SHOWED EVIDENCE OF HANGING. OTHER TWO, 'ABDU'L·HUSAYN SHA. 
KIRf.HASANzADIH, 64, AND NUSRATU'LLAH DfYA'f, 61, WERE BURIED WITHOUT 
FRIENDS RELATIVES BEING INFORMED. 
ARRESTS CONTINUE WITH LEAST AMOUNT PUBLICITY. SINCE LAST REPORT 17 JAN. 
UARY ALTHOUGH SOME BAHA'f PRISONERS RELEASED, 111 HAVE BEEN ARRESTED, 
MOST OF WHOM WERE MEMBERS OF SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES BEFORE THEIR DI5-
SOLUTION LAST YEAR. NUMBER BAHA'fs KNOWN TO BE IN PRISONS IN IRAN TOTALS 
704. • 
ACCURATE INFORMATION IN HAND DESCRIBES TORTURES PERPETRATED AGAINST 
SOME VERY PROMINENT BAHA'fs. FOR EXAMPLE ONE BAHA'f SEVERELY TORTURED 
UNDER EXTREME CIRCUMSTANCES FORCED CONFESS TO FALSE CHARGES. OTHERS 
SIMILARLY TORTURED RESISTED PRESSURES EXERTED ON THEM TO MAKE FALSE 
PUBLIC CONFESSIONS FOR BENEFIT RADIO TELEVISION. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
APRIL 10, 1984 

FURTHER OUR MESSAGE 10/11 APRIL JUST RECEIVED DISTRESSING NEWS EXECU· 
TION BY FIRING SQUAD IN EVIN PRISON TIHRAN FOLLOWING BELIEVERS: 
MR. KAMRAN LUTFf, 32·YEAR·OLD UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR, IMPRISONED 5 MAY 1983; 
MR. RAHfM RAHfMfYAN, 50·YEAR·OLD BUSINESSMAN, IMPRISONED 5 MAY 1983; MR. 
YADU'LLAH SABIRfYAN, 6O-YEAR·OLD PRINTING PRESS MANAGER, IMPRISONED 9 
FEBRUARY 1982. 
SINCE EXECUTIONS NOT ANNOUNCED AND BODIES UNCEREMONIOUSLY BURIED 
WITHOUT FAMILIES RELATIVES BEING INFORMED, EXACT DATE EXECUTIONS UN· 
KNOWN. FEARFUL OTHER BAHA'f PRISONERS RECEIVED SAME FATE. 
NOW ESTABLISHED FACT THAT 'ABDU'L·HUSAYN SHAKIRf·HASANzADIH WAS ALSO 
EXECUTED BY FIRING SQUAD INSTEAD OF DYING MYSTERIOUSLY IN PRISON AS RE· 
PORTED. 
DUE OMINOUS TURN BAHA'I SITUATION IRAN REQUEST YOU PROCEED PUBLICIZE RE· 
CENT PERSECUTIONS INCLUDING INFORMATION REGARDING TORTURES PREVIOUS 
MESSAGE. 

ISS.N 0195-9212 USPS 040-140 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
APRIL 13, 1984 
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United States 

House panel hears testimony on Iran 

For the second time in two years, the 
U.S. House Subcommittee on Human 
Rights and International Organizations 
has heard testimony about the persecu
tion of Baha'is and repression of the 
Faith by Iran's Islamic revolutionary 
government. 

Among the vyitnesses at the House 
panel's session May 2 in Washington, 
D.C., were Judge James F. Nelson, 
chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United 
States; Dr. Wilma Brady, vice-chair
man of the National Assembly; and 
Said Eshraghi, an Iranian Baha'i now 
living in Texas whose father, mother 
and 22-year-old sister were hanged last 
June in Shinn. 

They were accompanied by Dr. Firuz 
Kazemzadeh, secretary of the National 
Spiritual Assembly, who did not testify 
but stood ready as an expert in the 
genesis and history of Iranian persecu
tion of the Faith to respond to ques
tions by subcommittee members. 

The Baha'i position was supported 
and amplified in testimony by the ses
sion's two lead-off witnesses: the Hon. 
Elliott Abrams, Assistant Secretary of 
State for Human Rights and Humani
tarian Affairs, and Rep. John Porter 
of Illinois who is co-chairman of the 
House Human Rights Caucus and a co
sponsor of House Concurrent Res
olution No. 226, introduced last No
vember, which condemns the persecu
tions in Iran. 

Five members of the 100member sub
committee were able to attend the two
hour long session held before a stand
ing-room-only audience at the Ray
burn House Office Building. The sub
committee chairman, Rep. Gus Yatron 
of Pennsylvania, sent his apologies, 
saying he was unable to be there be
cause of a meeting of the House For
eign Affairs Committee, of which he is 

'The voice of the Iranian Baha'i 
community,' said Judge Nelson, 
'has been stilled. Through the 
thick walls of the Islamic Repub
lic's dungeons the world hears 
only the muffled groans of those 
whose bodies are tom and man
gled by the torturer's lash • • .' 

also a member. 
Presiding in his absence was Rep. 

Tom Lantos of California, another co
sponsor of the recent House resolution 
condemning the persecutions in Iran, 
who has on many occasions expressed 
his support for the Baha'is. 

Other subcommittee members pres-

Judge James F. Nelson, chairman of 
the U.S. National Spiritual Assembly, 
testifies May 2 before the House Sub
committee on Human Rights and In-

ent were Reps. Jim Leach of Iowa (the 
only current member who also attend
ed the hearing on May 25, 1982, when 
Baha'is first presented testimony 
before the panel), Ted Weiss of New 
York, Mel Levine of California, and 
Gerald Solomon of New York. 

Also attending the session was Rep. 
Mervyn Dymally of California who no 
longer serves on the subcommittee but 
was a member when Baha'i testimony 
was given two years ago. 

"The Baha'is in Iran have long suf
fered tremendous pressure and per
secution," Rep. Lantos said in his 
opening remarks, "but they are now 
being slaughtered by the Khomeini re
gime for adherence to their Faith. 

"It is time once again to look intent
ly at the gruesome picture that Kho-

temational Organizations. To his right 
is Dr. Wilma Brady, vice-chairman of 
the National Assembly. 
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Left photo: Dr. Wilma Brady, vice
chairman of the U.S. National Spiri
tual Assembly, offers testimony. Cen-

meini is painting for the world in Iran. 
But we must not only watch-we must 
denounce and we must condemn this 
savagery." 

Some panel members, noting that 
the persecutions have continued in 

._.spite of government resolutions and 
appeals including one last May by 
President Reagan which preceded the 
hanging of 16 Baha'is including three 
teen-age girls in Shiraz, said the time 
has come to go beyond mere condem
nation and denunciation. 

Prohibit trade 
Rep. Solomon said he plans to in

troduce legislation that would prohibit 
any form of trade or commerce with 
Iran until it ceases its relentless 
persecution of the Baha'is and would 
ask other governments also to cease 
trading with the Khomeini regime. 

Rep. Lantos said he would like to see 
an international conference to discuss 
the persecutions and consider possible 
solutions. 

Mr. Abrams, asked about the possi
bility of such a conference, said he has 
been "surprised and disappointed" by 
the "startlingly small reaction" of 
other nations to the persecutions in 
Iran, but added that such a conference 
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ter: U.S. Rep. John Porter of Illinois 
speaks on behalf of the Baha'is in Iran. 
Right: Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, secre-

is certainly within the realm of pos
sibility. 

Rep. Lantos said the International 
Red Cross, which recently aided Iran
ians who allegedly were gassed by Ira
qis during their long-simmering border 

tary of the U. S. National SpiritUllI As
sembly, who appeared as an expert wit
ness on Iran, does some note-taking. 

war, should be approached and urged 
to press the Khomeini government for 
access to the more than 700 Baha'is 
who are known to be in prison in Iran. 

In summarizing the Reagan adminis
tration's response to the persecutions 

Rep. Leach of Iowa (right) poses a California, who chaired the subcom-
question while Rep. Tom Lantos of mittee meeting, looks on. 



in Iran, Mr. Abrams said, " ... we have 
given special consideration in both our 
refugee and asylum programs to the 
vulnerabilities of Baha'is, Christians 
and Jews. 

"In July 1983, the decision was 
made to extend refugee processing 
priorities S and 6 to Iranians. The deci
sion was based on humanitarian con
cerns for those who have fled Iran 
because of a very real threat of per
secution and who are in urgent need of 
resettlement. " 

The priorities to which Mr. Abrams 
referred are (1) additional - family 
reunification of refugees who are mar
ried siblings, unmarried grandchildren 
who have reached their majority, or 
married grandchildren of persons in 
the U.S., or more distant relatives who 
are part of the family group; and (2) 
other refugees whose admission is in 
the national interest. 

Baseless charge 

"This administration, " said Mr. 
Abrams, . "has been very much aware 
of the Khomeini regime's persecution 
of the Baha'is. -

"President Reagan has personally 
condemned this tragic persecution. We 
have documented our abhorrence of 
this flagrant violation of human rights 
and international standards of decency 
in our annual human rights reports to 
the Congress as well as in the official 
statements of department spokesmen. 

"In addition, the United States has 
been working with allied and other 
friendly countries in international 
forums to focus attention on this prob
lem, to support involvement by the 
United Nations Secretary General in 
attempts to alleviate this and other 
human rights abuses in Iran, and, to 
the extent possible, to bring interna
tional pressure to bear on the Iranian 
authorities. 

"In so doing, we must be sensitive, 
however, to the Iranian regime's ten
dency to make the baseless charge that 
the Baha'is are a 'fifth column' of 
American agents in Iran, and that our 
interest in the Baha'is is not solely bas
ed on humanitarian concerns." 

Mr. Abrams said the administration 
supports House Concurrent Resolution 
No. 226. 

The purpose of that resolution, said 
Rep. Porter, "is threefold: (1) it holds 

Registration of public school 
children from Baha'i families 
formally required in District 2 
of Tehran. 
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TRA.'lSLATlON 

In His Name the Exalted 

CO:\FIDE~"IAL No. 37742/4 
Date: 29 December 1983 

TO: All Area Schools 

With Ireetinl and wish of success as of the date of the receipt of this circular 

the na.e of all Bahl'! students alonl with a photolraph and a copy of their 

birth certificate as well as the address, na.e and occupation of their fathers 

should be prepared and sent to the Department of Education, very confidentially, 

up to January 12, 1984. 

Silned: Banihasheai 

the government of Iran responsible for 
upholding the rights of all of its citi
zens, including the Baha'is; (2) con
demns the Prosecutor General's edict 
which banned the Baha'is; and (3) calls 
upon the President to work in the 
United Nations and other forums with 
the leaders of other countries to form a 
broad-based appeal to the Iranian gov-

General Director of the 
Education Department, District 2 Tehran 

ernment. 
"We in Congress," he added, "must 

raise our voices in protest loudly and 
clearly so that the cause of human free
dom is echoed throughout the world. 

"We can only hope that one day 
soon the murderous regime in Iran will 
finally hear our outrage and will cease 
(its) unforgivable persecution of the 
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Baha'is." 
Judge Nelson gave the subcommittee 

an update on events in Iran since the 
Baha'is offered testimony in May 
1982, while Dr. Brady's testimony was 
presented from the point of view of 
"one member of the second generation 
of four generations of an American 
Baha'i family." 

By far the most moving testimony 
was offered by Mr. Eshraghi who told 
the subcommittee members and a 
hushed audience about two telephone 
calls he had received last summer from 
a brother in Australia. 

On June 17, Me. Eshraghi's brother 
informed him that their father had 
been executed; two days later his 
brother phoned again, this time to say 
that their mother and sister, Roya, had 
been hanged. 

"Those events added a new dimen
sion to my life," said Mr. Eshraghi. 
"Now I had the three dearest members 
of my family executed for the Cause of 
God." 

During the past two months, said 
Me. Eshraghi, the authorities in Shiraz 
confiscated the family home, dis
possessing his youngest sister, Rosita, 
who is 18. 

"It is heartbreaking," Judge Nelson 
said, "that in the two years since this 
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Left: Said Eshraghi, whose father, 
mother and sister were martyred in 
Iran, moved many in the audience to 
tears with his testimony. Below: A view 

of the packed meeting room in which 
the hearing May 2 on the persecution 
of Bahti'(s in Iran was held. 

==~--------~==~ 

subcommittee heard our initial testi
mony the situation in Iran has not im
proved. 

"In spite of worldwide protests from 
statesmen, intellectuals, parliaments, 
philanthropic societies, religious 
leaders, and ordinary citizens of 
dozens of nations on several con
tinents, the authorities of the Islamic 
Republic have relentlessly pursued 
their cruel aim of extirpating the Ba
ha'i Faith from the land of its birth." 

The killings and imprisonment, he 
testified, "are accompanied (by) in
sults, beatings, and every form of de
grading behavior. 

"There have been instances in which 
professional police and prison officials 
expressed shock and dismay at the 
treatment of Baha'i prisoners by mem
bers of Islamic committees and the 
Revolutionary Guard." 

The hanging of 10 women, among 
them three teen-age girls, "was a par
ticularly heinous crime," said Judge 
Nelson. "The courage and stead
fastness of the victims have already 
become legendary among Iranian Ba
ha'is. " 

Eyewitness accounts from survivors 
of Iranian prisons, he said, "are full of 
gruesome details of beatings. They tell 
of prisoners whipped with metal 

cables; of prisoners having boiling 
water poured on their heads, and hav
ing their heads smashed against con
crete walls; of prisoners being kicked 
with heavy boots and being beaten with 
fists and sticks; of prisoners being 
beaten on the soles and then forced to 
run on lacerated feet." 

Recent reports, he testified, "in
dicate that torture is being used not on
ly to force recantations and conver
sions to Islam but also to extract false 
confessions of various fictive crimes, 
confessions which would 'prove' the 
old accusations that the Baha'is are 
Zionist or imperialist agents, foreign 
spies, or a political subversive group. 

'Desperately anxious' 

"Having failed in five years to pro
duce a single document or a single gen
uine admission indicating Baha'i par
ticipation in any anti-government ac
tivity, the authorities seem desperately 
anxious to force their Baha'i victims to 
incriminate themselves and their com
munity." 

Meanwhile, Judge Nelson said, the 
government of Iran has continued to 
"deprive Baha'is of work, to deny pen
sions to retired Baha'is, to expel Baha'i 
children from schools, to bar Baha'i 
youth from universities, to withhold 
business licenses from Baha'is, and to 



II I 'Y, yI 
~ •. on this day that all the collective and 
administrative activities of Bahaism in 
Iran are banned, even though this 
has always been so. This is being 
announced on behalf of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran. The constitution of the 
country has also not recognized them!' 
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Banning of a.N"j Activitie& 

The repOrter said From time to lime 
Internal.on,al news agenclE!S have been 
creating a sllr about the execuhon of the 
Baha IS In Iran In the., campatgns agamst 
the IslamIC RepublIC of I,an The ouestlOfl 
IS whether the Prosecutor General has 
decided 10 show a reacttOn about thIS 
The Prosecutor General reotfEld as toelows 

'We do not want to show any (reactlOnl 
and will not show It What we can do and 
are actually dotng. IS to explain to the 
pee )Ie who really mrSunderstand and are 
real y unaware of why some of these 
ISa lalSI are being t"lI;ecuted News media 
of Imoenahsm accuse us that these pee> 
ole are being klUed ~ they are 
Baha IS We would hke to exp'iun thiS and 
we have already sent these explanations 
10 the MInistry of Foretgn Affairs In order 
that they may aloo announce offlCaaJly fhal 
today there are Dlenty of Baha IS In Iran 
We never kill them or ImprIson them 
because of therr being 8aha IS However 
some of them are spteS We have ptenty 01 
documents 'rom the Baha I adm,nrstr. 
hon thai they send news to the foretgners 
and sov on behalf of others They ag.-
tale sabOtaoe and do other such kind of 
acllVlhes They sometimes co"eel ~ 
Irtbuhons In Iran and send them 10 Ofhef 
counirtes More recently all of you IliIwe 
Witnessed lhal a number of automobt~ 
oarts were found In a few storage build· 
IngS and they /fhe owners) have said lhetf 
adm,ntslrahon had Inslructed them to 
hOard these parts 
All of lhese problems have caused US 10 

announce on thIS day lhal all the COIIec1rvf" 

and admlntSlratNe actMhes of Bahatsm 
In I,an are banned even though thIS has 
always been 50 nos os betng announced 
on behalf 01 the IslamIC ReoubIc 01 Iran 
The consfllUfrOn of the country has atso 
not recognIZed them I musr say In rhts 
COI'VleCtIOl'l rhat some of those I Baha lSI 
who nave been arrested have stated rhaI 
thetr actM11EPS hiIve I1e'IIer been oftoaHy 
banned. hence rheseac.1MfteS lwerecal'
roedOUlbvlllem1 Therelore becauseol 
such sabotage actMtoes and oIIegaIItoes 
which prevail rn the Baha I admnsIr. 
IrOn such adrnrntstfatrOn according 10 the 
"""""" of tne 011"", of tne ""-"
General of tne _ Rec>ubloc os_ote 
'''''''''''oI>l __ ong """ .... molactM
tlE!S carned our on behalf 0I1he adr'rw1IsIr • 
IrOn therefore ISforbdden 

Now If a Sana I htmsetf pertorms t'Ms 
rehotOuS acts to accordance WIth hts own 
~refs SUCh a man WIN not be bothered 
by us provrdec1 he does not rnvrte Ofhews 
to the Baha I Farth does not INch does 
not term assembIres does not grye news 
to others and has notntng 10 do With the 
adrmntStratrOn Not only do we not ex~ 
cute SUCh DeIJPAe we do not even rmoreon 
them and they can work Wtthtn the SOCterv " """"""" IIley decode to __ 

Within the admlnrstralrOn thl$rs a C1Imtnai 
act and IS torbtdden the reason betng thai 
such admlnrstrahun IS COI'lSdefed 10 be 
hosllle- and a C()nSpfacy Such PI!OOte.e 
conSJdefed as COI"ISPH'ators 

--"' ..... as P\rbllShed In Kaytaan 
August 29 t9B3 

make every effort to impoverish the 
Baha'is, thus breaking their spirits and 
making them amenable to conversion 
to Islam. 

marized the actions taken by national, 
state and local governments in re
sponse to the persecutions, and con
veyed the gratitude of the Baha'i 
community for the splendid response 
by the media, private organizations 
and individuals in the U.S. and 
abroad. 

so that the voice of this nation may 
always sound in defense of the per
secuted and the oppressed." 

"The voice of the Iranian Baha'i 
community," said Judge Nelson, "has 
been stilled. Through the thick walls of 
the Islamic Republic's dungeons the 
world hears only the muffled groans of 
those whose bodies are torn and man
gled by the torturer's lash. We, Amer
ican Baha'is, who live in freedom have 
the duty of alerting the world ... 

"We hope that the Congress will re
affirm its support for the oppressed 
Baha'is and invite other governments 
and peoples to raise their voices in de
fense of the most fundamental rights 
of an oppressed minority." 

After providing the subcommittee 
members with an overview of the 
American Baha'i community and ex
pressing her personal reaction to the 
persecutions in Iran, Dr. Brady sum-

"The results of this activity," she 
said, "cannot be easily gauged. How
ever, there can be no doubt that the 
government of Iran has been put on 
notice. 

"It knows that the world knows of 
the murders, the mock trials, the tor
tures, the discrimination inflicted upon 
men, women and children whose only 
crime is the faith they hold in common 
with us and with so many others 
throughout the world-their belief in 
God, in the brotherhood of mankind, 
in the essential unity of religion, and in 
peace ... 

"We appeal for continuing support 

In expressing his appreciation to the 
Baha'is for their testimony, Rep. Lan
tos said, "The idea of an international 
conference (to discuss the persecutions 
in Iran) will not die." 
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India 

New Era youth travel, teach, perform 

For each of the past three years the 
music department at the New' Era 
School in Panchgani, India, has train
ed a select group of Baha'i youth to 
present a musical variety program for 
the purpose of travel-teaching in vari
ous parts of the country. 

The main aims in training these stu
dents are: 

I. To teach and proclaim the Baha'i 
Faith through music. 

2. To equip the school's promising 
Baha'i youth with a repertoire of songs 
and games to share with other Baha'i 
communities after they have left New 
Era. 

3. To stimulate and encourage the 
different Baha'i communities. 
4. To provide an opportunity for the 
staff and students at the New Era 
School to travel and teach. 

Previously, to simplify transport and 
lodging arrangements, the singing 
groups were limited to six students and 
one staff member; however, nine stu
dents and three staff members were 
able to participate in the tour that 
began in December 1983. 

Because the theme of the musical 
program is "The Unity of Mankind," 
the group was made as diverse as pos
sible. 

This most recent group was com
prised of representatives from eight 
countries and five races, and audiences 
and others who were met while travel
ing were visibly moved by this practical 
demonstration of the unity of man
kind. 

Group members were Mina Behi, 
Paymon Gulshan and Victoria Arjo
mand from Iran; Faola Hurrell and 
Glenda Palmer from New Zealand; 
Nemat Mihrshahi and Vivek Vasude
van from India; Ayaan Nooh from So
malia; Maaza Eshetu from Ethiopia; 
Earlene Healy, a member of the Black
foot Indian tribe of western Canada; 
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In Jammu the group performed 
at an orphanage, three schools, 
two community gatherings, a 
women's college, one private I 

home, and for a newspaper 
which subsequently printed a 
photograph of the group with a 
splendid write-up. 

Adrienne Stengel from the United 
States; and Gerald Morris of Canada. 

The group was fortunate to be ac
companied by Earlene Healy's father, 
Earl Healy, who, with his two waist
length black braids and good-natured 
personality, never failed to attract at
tention to the group. 

Three more members joined the 
group during a three-day visit to Bom
bay: Mrs. Dalia Bishop of England, 
Peter Mazal of Australia, and Mrs. 
Elizabeth Morris of Canada. 

It was found that the theme "The 
Unity of Mankind" was not only ap
preciated by any audience, but it also 
enabled the group to include in its pro
gram a wide variety of songs and other 
items that were enjoyable, inspira
tional, and gave the Baha'i message. 

This year, similar though not iden
tical to the two previous years, musical 
numbers were chosen that first, con
veyed the Baha'i message; second, 
demonstrated cultural beauty and di
versity by being performed in a lan
guage other than those spoken in In
dia; and third, were catchy and had 
good visual appeal. 

There were action songs, children's 
songs, audience participation songs, 
humorous songs, and songs in Hindi. 
In addition, members of the group per
formed a Maori stick dance, a Black
foot Indian dance, a pantomime on 

"the faces of prejudice," and selec
tions on a recorder, sitar and flute. 

After a week of intensive rehearsals 
at the New Era School, the 13-member 
group left by train for Delhi on De
cember 21, arriving late the following 
night. 

The first performance was given De
cember 23 at the Church of North In
dia, and during the next seven days in 
Delhi the group sang four times at the 
Baha'i National Center, once at a 
school for the blind, and again at a 
fireside. In addition, the group taped a 
30-minute television program and half
hour radio program, for a total of nine 
programs in Delhi in one week. 

The stay in Delhi was extended by 
one day because of the television tap
ing session, so the group reached 
Chandigarh later than scheduled and 
was able to spend only one evening and 
one night there. But during those few 
short hours its members were charmed 
by the warmth and hospitality of the 
Baha'i friends there and the many 
kindnesses shown to them, and were 
able to present two lively perform
ances, one at the Baha'i Center for 
more than 100 Baha'is and some 40 of 
their guests, and the other at a com
munity club's New Year's Eve cele
bration, where a friendly and family
oriented audience participated in many 
of the songs and served the group din
ner. 

The next morning the group was off 
again, this time to Jammu, a city in the 
far north close to the border with Pak
istan, where nine performances were 
given in only four and one-half days. 

In Jammu the group performed at 
an orphanage, three schools, two com
munity gatherings, a women's college, 
one private home, and for a newspaper 
which subsequently printed a photo
graph of the group with a splendid 
write-up. Fondly remembered in Jam-

• 
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Caught in the act: Members of the New 
Era School's youth group perform be
fore another enthusiastic audience. 
The members are (back row left to 
right) Paymon Gulshan (Iran), Glenda 
Palmet:.. (New Zealand), Adrienne Sten-

mu were walnuts, shopping at a ba
zaar, a visit to a turpentine distillation 
factory, being cold with no electricity, 
the warm and sacrificial hearts of the 
friends, and Mr. Healy drinking black 
coffee. 

The last leg of the journey was a 
weekend trip to Bombay starting on 
January 14 which turned into another 
long weekend because of a radio re
cording session that was scheduled for 
Monday morning. 

During an exhausting but rewarding 
three days in Bombay the group per
formed at two colleges, a boys' hostel, 
two YMCA hostels, and a community 
gathering at the Baha'i Center besides 
making the half-hour recording for All 
India Radio. 

At the end of its journey, the group 
felt that all of its aims and goals had 
been achieved, and it highly recom
mends the performing arts as a means 
of teaching the Faith. As the beloved 
Guardian wrote through his secretary 

MAN -15 ONE 

gel (u.s.), Gerald Morris (Canada), 
and (front row left to right) Vivek 
Vasudevan (India), Nemat Mihrshahi 
(India), Maaza Eshetu (Ethiopia), 
Paola Hurrell (New Zealand), Ayaan 

(quoted in U.S. Bahti'{ News No. 73, 
May 1933, p. 7): 

"That day will the Cause spread like 
wildfire when its spirit and teachings 
are presented on the stage or in art and 
literature as a whole. Art can better 
awaken such noble sentiments than 
cold rationalizing, especially among 
the mass of the people." -Gerald E. 
Morris for the New Era Singers 

Nooh (Somalia), Mina Behi (Iran), 
Earlene Healy (Canada), Victoria Ar
jomand (Iran). This most recent group 
performed last December and January 
in Delhi, Jammu and Bombay. 
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Panama 

Institute trains tutorial school teachers 

Thirteen indigenous teachers. from 
Baha'i tutorial schools in Panama 
gathered last February 1-24 at Villa 
Virginia for a teacher training institute. 

Since their inception three years ago, 
the number of Baha'i tutorial schools 
in Panama has been steadily growing. 
This year the number has doubled with 
12 schools opening their doors for the 
first time in April. 

The development of tutorial schools 
is a part of the plan for development of 
the Guaymi Cultural Center which was 
created by the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'is of Panama to of
fer educational and cultural oppor
tunities and training to every Guaymi 
according to his or her interest, ability 
and inclination. 

The plan proposes to provide univer
sal education on three levels: spiritual, 
intellectual and material. The teachers 
in Baha'i tutorial schools can be the 
heart of the whole concept of the 
Guaymi Cultural Center. With that in 
mind, the institute at Villa Virginia 
covered all three educational levels for 
the tutorial teachers. 

Spiritual education 

Classes designed to provide a spiri
tual education consisted of Ruhi In
stitute courses such as "Some Prin
ciples of Baha'i Education," "Under
standing the Writings," "Baha'i 
Classes for Children," and "Life After 
Death." 

Classes at the national Summer 
School, which most of the teachers at
tended, further imparted the principles 
of spiritual education. The teachers 
took part in such classes as "The Cov
enant," "Science and Religion," 
"Laws and History of the Faith," and 
"Christ and Baha'u'lIah." , 

Classes to help improve the material 
aspects of their lives included those on 
such topics as agriculture and health 
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which were presented by non-Baha'i 
Panamanian experts from the local 
agriculture station and health center in 
Capira, a small nearby town. 

These experts came for two hours a 
day for one week to teach them about 
raising fruit trees, coffee and vege
tables. Also participating was a Pana
manian physician from Capira who 
spoke about health concerns ranging 
from immunization to family plan
ning. 

Another non-Baha'i Panamanian 
doctor and a Baha'i health worker 

taught first aid, prenatal care, and how 
to use the book Where There Is No 
Doctor, copies of which were given to 
the teachers to use in their villages 
when they returned. 

Classes to help develop the intel
lectual level of the participants con
sisted of didactic classes on how to bet
ter teach reading, mathematics, sci
ence, social studies, and manual arts. 

Classes in teaching manual arts were 
especially interesting, as the teachers 
learned to teach children ways to make 
kites out of palm leaves .... bean bags 

An indigenous believer learns to make training institute held last February at 
visual aids during the 24-day teacher Villa Virginia, Panama. 



Participants exchange ideas and opin- formative workshop sessions held dur- February 1-24 at Villa Virginia, Pa
ions at one of the many lively and in- ing the teacher training institute last nama. 

from seeds, and to prepare the clay 
that is dug from the sides of a river to 
make pottery. 

Teachers also spent a week making 
many visual aids to help them teach the 
basic subjects. They learned many new 
games and songs as well as how to 
teach stories and composition to pri
mary school children. 

By the time the institute ended, plans 
had been made by the tutorial teachers 
to hold a children's festival at the 
Muhajir Institute in Soloy during the 
August vacation period or in Decem
ber. 

Groups of children from each school 
are to travel to Soloy with parents and 
teachers and spend two days presenting 
a program of plays, songs and dances 
for those who are present. Afterward, 
teachers would remain for another 
three- or four-day teacher training in
stitute. 

The institute at Villa Virginia is one 
example of the projects that have been 
carried out to facilitate development of 
the Guaymi Cultural Center. 

Others have included agricultural 
conferences, a milk distribution pro
gram, women's conferences, several 
native councils, and recordings made 
in the Guaymi language. 
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United Kingdom 

Baha'i service at Westminster Abbey 

"There will be four prayers, all from 
Baha'i scripture, given to us by"Ab
du'l-Baha some 70 or more years ago." 

One would not be surprised to hear 
these words at a Baha'i meeting, or 
perhaps even at some inter-faith 
gathering, but to hear them spoken in 
introducing the only prayers to be used 
at a service in Westminster Abbey was 
a most thrilling experience for the 50 or 
so Baha'is who were among the con
gregation of about 400. 

The occasion, on April 1, marked 
the beginning of a pilgrimage around 
Britain to be made by the Rev. Merfyn 
Temple who, on a bicycle and sup
ported by a display van, was to visit 
small towns allover the country in a 
three-month period with a "Prayer for 
Peace." 

At each place he visited, the Rev. 
Temple was to gather people of all 
faiths together for a prayer for peace. 
All along his route, Baha'is had of
fered help and hospitality. The exhi
bition van was to carry free literature 
and books for sale, and, at the Rev. 
Temple's request, a good supply of Ba
ha'i materials was made available. 

The Very Rev. Edward Carpenter, 
Dean of Westminster Abbey, offered 
to launch the pilgrimage with a service 
in the Abbey, and suggested that Philip 
Hainsworth, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
Great Britain, be asked to lead the 
prayers in the service, and that these 
should all be Baha'i prayers because of 
their universality. 

The organizers of the service also 
asked that Mr. Hainsworth choose a 
prayer that could be printed in the 
Order of Service and read by the con
gregation as a whole. Three paragraphs 
from one of the Master's prayers were 
selected for this communal prayer. 

The Dean opened the service with a 
welcome and an introduction to the pil-
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Few chairs in the nave of the Ab
bey, where the service was held, 
were empty, and the many vis
itors who thronged the main en
trance could not fail to have 
been moved as the majestic 
words of 'Abdu'I-Baha rang out 
through the Abbey. 

grimage; a small choir from a girls' 
school associated with the Abbey sang 
an arrangement by Donald Swann of 
the Prayer for Peace; and the Rev. 
Donald Reeves, replacing the Right 
Rev. George Appleton, who had been 
taken ill, spoke of the significance of 
prayer and of the prayer for peace. 

Following his remarks the three Ba
ha'i prayers were offered, and the at
mosphere became, particularly for the 
Baha'is, charged with deep emotion. 
Few chairs in the nave of the Abbey, 
where the service was held, were 
empty, and the many visitors who 
thronged the main entrance could not 
fail to have been moved as the majestic 
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha rang out 
through the Abbey. 

As the entire congregation called 
aloud for God to "unite all" and "let 
the religions agree and make the na
tions one" and to "raise aloft the ban
ner of the oneness of mankind," the 
Baha'is offered their silent thanks to 
Baha'u'lllih for the privilege of being 
present on such a momentous occas
ion. 

Some well-selected and well-present
ed writings on peace were then read by 
Mrs. Eirwen Harbottle of the Centre 
for International Peacebuilding 
Studies, and this was followed by the 
Prayer for Unity by Baha'u'llah, sung 
by Lois Hainsworth to the music of the 

Brahms lullaby. 
Satish Kumar, a Jain who is himself 

an experienced pilgrim for peace, 
spoke movingly of his experiences in 
other lands and of the great signifi
cance of the Rev. Temple's pilgrimage. 
The Rev. Temple then expressed his 
appreciation for the support and 
prayers offered for his pilgrimage and 
shared his own understanding of what 
he was about to undertake. The service 
was then closed with a blessing by 
Dean Carpenter. 

Hundreds in the congregation heard 
and read the name of the Faith and of 
'Abdu'l-Baha for the first time, and 
raised their voices in calling out, "0 
Thou kind Father, God, Gladden our 
hearts through the fragrance of Thy 
Love. Brighten our eyes with the 
melody of Thy Word, and shelter us all 
in the stronghold of Thy Providence." 

It was not the first time that a pas
sage from Baha'i scripture had been 
read in that hallowed spot, but it was 
indeed the first time that hundreds of 
non-Baha'i voices had been the vehicle. 
In all, it was a memorable, subtle and 
unique proclamation event. 



United States 

WLGI Radio nears completion 
at Louis Gregory Baha'i Institute 
near Hemingway, South Carolin~ 

Above: A part of the WLGI tower ar- the Gregory Institute. Right: WLGI 
rives by truck. Below: A bulldozer Radio's imposing 500-foot FM tower 
clears some of the swampy land around rises above the landscape. 
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The world 

Media extols Faith in The Netherlands 

The last six months of 1983 saw a 
steady flow of publicity for the FaIth in 
the mass media of The Netherlands. 

Contacts made with journalists re
sulted in articles published last June in 
Volkskrant, a leading national news
paper, and in July in NRC Handels
blad, which is generally considered to 

Brazil 
As a result of border teaching ef

forts, 21 Baha'is from Uruguay and 
Paraguay were among the 180 people 
attending a recent Baha'i Summer 
School in Curitiba, Brazil. 

The participants cabled the W orId 
Centre to express their enthusiastic 
support for border teaching to be car
ried out in 10 cities along the borders 
between the three countries during the 
final phase of the Seven Year Plan. 

Cameroon 

Shown are some of the more than 70 
people who attended an English-lan
guage Bahd'f Summer School last De
cember 22-28 in Limbe, Cameroon. 
Among those present were three mem
bers of that country's National Spiri
tual Assembly and three Auxiliary 
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be the newspaper with the highest stan
dards in the country. 

Both articles were accurate and com
prehensive, and both focused on the 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran and the 
principles of the Faith. 

As a result of the execution last June 
of to Baha'i women in Shiraz, the fem
inist magazine Opzij published last 
September an article about Baha'i 
teachings on the role of women. 

Also, an orthodox Christian news
paper devoted a full page to a moving 
account of the suffering of Baha'is in 
Iran. 

A number of regional and local 
newspapers throughout the country 
published articles that usually were 
based on interviews with local Baha'is. 

Radio publicity resulted from the 
good relationships established with the 
editorial staffs of two major magazine-

Board members. Following the school, 
seven teaching campaigns were begun 
in January and February, dedicated to 
the memory of the Hand of the Cause 
of God Enoch o/inga who brought the 
Faith to Cameroon in 1953. 

style programs, each of which has 
broadcast items on the Faith on two 
occasions. 

Last December 18, a Baha'i from 
Amsterdam sang and spoke about the 
Faith on a radio program titled "We 
Do Believe." 

Four days later, another Baha'i de
scribed the RiQvan Festival and dis
cussed some teachings of the Faith for 
10 minutes on another radio program, 
"New Macedonia." 

Continuous efforts by the Informa
tion Office have led to a friendly re
lationship with the staff of a weekly 
TV news magazine program, "Actua
TV." 

Producers of the program are plan
ning to air a to-minute report on the 
persecutions in Iran, and are consid
ering also the production of a 30-min
ute documentary on the Faith. 

France 
Seventy Baha'is from all areas of 

France gathered last December 26-31 in 
Labaroche to attend the first Baha'i 
Winter School held in Alsace in 19 
years. 

During the morning sessions, the 
National Deepening Committee pre
sented a study of the materialism which 
is consuming western society and the 
remedies that are prescribed in the Ba
ha'i Writings. 

In the afternoons, the Audio-Visual 
Committee presented workshops on 
methods of teaching and deepening. 

Publicity for the school included ar
ticles in local newspapers and a two 
and one-half minute television report 
on a regional evening news program 
whose audience numbers nearly 
300,000. 



United Kingdom 

Pictured are most of the 60 Bahti'ls and from a/l parts of Ireland and one per
their guests who attended a spring son from England, was the first of its 
school for youth last March 16-18 in kind to be held under the auspices of 
Newcastle, Northern Ireland. The the National Youth Committee of the 
school session, which attracted people Republic of Ireland. The guest speaker 

Uganda 
At the 1982 Nairobi Satellite Con

ference, Pastor Benson E. Kariuki of 
Uganda was introduced to the Faith. 

One year later, last December 25, 
Mr. Kariuki declared his belief in 
Baha'u'llah and conducted his final 
church service. 

In his farewell address to the con
gregation, the pastor said many people 
had asked him why he took that step 
when he has a family to support. 

His reply was that he believed God's 
ministry was not an employment, but a 
call from God Himself. 

"As I leave the pastorship," he said, 
"I believe the light of God will shine 
even more in my life." 

United States 
A tremendous financial outpouring 

by Baha'is across the United States, 
much of it the result of a special "Day 
of Unity and Sacrifice" April 21, has 
enabled the U.S. Baha'i community to 
set new records for the amount of 
money contributed to the National 
Fund during a Baha'i month and for 
the number of individuals contributing 
directly to the Fund in a single month. 

For the month of Jalal (April 9-27), 
the final month of fiscal 1983-84,· a rec
ord $1,029,000 was contributed to the 
U.S. National Fund by more than 
10,300 individuals along with Assem
blies and Groups. 

The highest amount ever contributed 

i 

was Counsellor Adib Taherzadeh 
(front row third from left) who dis
cussed Shoghi Effendi's World Order 
letters. 

before in any single Baha'i month was 
the $572,238 in JalaI 140, while the 
previous record for individual contrib
utions, set that same month, was 
6,479. 

The unprecedented outpouring of 
funds brought the total amount con
tributed to the National Fund during 
fiscal 1983-84 to roughly $6.6 million, 
easily another U.S. record. . 

Added to the $1.3 million contrib
uted to the construction of WLGI 
Radio in South Carolina and the re
furbishing of the Louis Gregory Baha'i 
Institute, the total amount contributed 
by the American Baha'i community 
this year was nearly $8 million. 
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Taiwan 

Hugh E. Chance, a member of the 
Universal House of Justice, visited 
Taiwan last December 23-January 5, 
marking the first time that a member 
of the Supreme Institution has visited 
the Republic of China. 

Mr. Chance, who was accompanied 
by his wife, held a few meetings with 
the friends prior to his participation in 
Taiwan's Baha'i Winter School. 

The Baha'i Center in Taipei was fill
ed to capacity when Mr. Chance con
ducted a fireside one evening. On 
another occasion, when Mr. Chance 
thought he was at the Center to address 
the friends, he found instead that they 
had planned a surprise birthday party 
for him. 

Mr. Chance spoke to members of the 
Taipei Rotary Club on the topic "Is
rael: The Land of Four Faiths"; met 
with Governor Lee Teng-hui of Taipei, 
who is now the country's vice-presi
dent; and visited with Taipei's Sec
retary General and with the director of 
civil affairs in the Ministry of the In
terior, which is the office that oversees 
the island's religious activities. 

Several non-Baha'i women attended 
a tea held in honor of Mrs. Chance at 
the Baha'i National Center. 

Mr. Chance was a speaker at the 
three-day Winter School held in Fong 
Yuan and attended by Baha'is and 
their guests from Taiwan, Japan, 
Hong Kong, Malaysia and the U.S. 

One visitor at the school, a Por-

Hugh Chance (seated center), a mem
ber of the Universal House of Justice, 
and his Wife are surrounded by child
ren during the Baha'i Winter School 
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tuguese journalist from Macau, re
turned to her newspaper and wrote a 
half-page article on the Faith and on 
Mr. Chance. -

Although there are some restrictions 
on media coverage during the visit of a 
member of the Universal House of Jus
tice, Mr. Chance did participate in an 

Shown (left to right) are award 
presenters and recipients at the fourth 
annual Bahd'i Humanitarian A wards 
dinner held last October 22 in Taipei, 
Taiwan: Victor Tom, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Tai
wan,· Louisa Li, who received an award 
for her services to the handicapped; 

held near Fong Yuan, Republic of 
China. Mr. and Mrs. Chance were in 
Taiwan for two weeks last December 
23-January 5. 

interview taped by the only English
language radio station in Taiwan. 

A Baha'i pioneer to Taiwan who 
works at the station conducted the in
terview, which was to be broadcast 
after Mr. Chance's departure from 
Taiwan. 

Hsu Hsin-chi, vice-minister of the Min
istry of the Interior, who made the 
presentations; Adam Chang, who was 
honored for his contributions in the 
field of fine arts,· and Tina Sheng, who 
with Mr. Tom served as an emcee. 
About 150 people attended the award 
dinner at Taipei's Grand Hotel. 

Mariana Islands 
The first Spiritual Assembly on the 

island of Tinian in the Mariana Islands 
has been elected in the town of San 
Jose, and the island of Agrihan in the 
northern Marianas has been opened to 
the Faith by a local pioneer. 

Eight communities on Saipan and 
one on Tinian were visited last Decem
ber 4-20 by F. Mithaqiyan Shirazi, a 
Baha'i from Korea who made the 
teaching trip with Dr. Daniel Lord, a 
pioneer living in the Marianas. 

Mr. Shirazi reported that he spent 
"many hours of thrilling activity" with 
the Carolinian believers, an ethnic 
minority in the Marianas who are on 
the whole quite receptive to the Teach
ings of the Faith. 



Africa 
The National Spiritual Assemblies of 

Senegal, Ivory Coast and Cameroon 
were able to use the recent visit to their 
countries by two Baha'is from Geneva, 
Switzerland, to proclaim the Faith to 
ministers of state and other high gov
ernment officials, to women's associa
tions, educational institutions, and the 
general public through the mass media. 

Drs. Shapour and Mehry Rassekh, 
who have many years of professional 
experience in sociology and psycho
logy, were able to speak with insight on 
issues concerning education, women, 
and the role of youth, all of which are 
receiving top priority in the three coun-

Spain 
Mas'ud Khamsi, who is a Counsellor 

member of the International Teaching 
Centre, visited several Baha'i com
munities in Spain last January, and the 
friends took full advantage of his 
fluency in Spanish to turn his short 
visit into a proclamation vehicle for the 
Faith. 

For example, the Counsellor was 
able to discuss the Faith for 10 minutes 
during a radio interview by a well
known radio and TV personality. The 
topic was to have been the South Am
erican radio stations. 

A second invitation, from an educa
tional radio station in Barcelona, re
sulted in another lO-minute interview. 
Requests for interviews also came from 
two Madrid television stations but had 
to be postponed for a future visit. 

Mr. Khamsi met with members of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Spain at the Liria Baha'i Center in Va
lencia, and with the National Teaching 
Committee in Barcelona. During a 
community meeting in that city, two 
youth declared their belief in Baha
'u'llah. 

In Madrid, the Counsellor met with 
Persian- and Spanish-speaking youth 
to comment on the message from the 
Universal House of Justice to the Ba
ha'i youth of the world. 

During his busy stay, he also visited 
the Baha'i Publishing Trust in Terrasa. 

tries. 
In Senegal, the Rassekhs met with 

five cabinet ministers and with the 
president of the Federated Womens 
Association, presenting Baha'i books 
to each and promising to correspond 
with individuals. 

They also took part in a 25-minute 
television interview for use by the TV 
station in Dakar. 

In Ivory Coast, the Rassekhs met 
with the ministers of health, the in
terior, and education, and also with the 
United Nations representative in Abid
jan. 

Nigeria 

For the fourth year in a row, the Ba
M'is of Kaduna, Nigeria, sponsored an 
exhibit of BaM'I literature and books 
at the city's annual International Trade 
Fair held last February 10-19. Shown 

Several hundred participants in the 
National Universities Games Associa
tion athletic competition last March 
6-14 at Nigeria's Ife University were in
troduced (or re-introduced) to the 
Faith through displays of Baha'i books 
and posters at student dining halls. 

More than 3,000 students from 24 
Nigerian universities took part, and 
many who visited the Baha'i exhibits 
expressed their happy surprise to see 
Baha'is there. 

The Baha'is of Ife met with the 
chairman of the games and presented 
him with a proclamation booklet and 
Baha'i prayer book. 

He expressed his appreciation for the 

They conducted a seminar at the 
Ethno-Sociology Department of the 
National University, met with mem
bers of the university's UNESCO 
Club, spoke to an audience of more 
than 100 at a teacher training institute 
outside of Abidjan, and were inter
viewed for two radio programs, one in 
French and the other in English. 

In Cameroon, the visitors met with 
} four government ministers, spoke to an 
audience of more than 200 at the Ecole 
Normale Superieure in Yaounde, and 
took part in three interviews for Radio 
Yaounde. 

staffing the booth are (left to right) 
Tzedal Habtu, an Ethiopian Bahd'i 
who recently settled in Kaduna; and B. 
Ghazavi and Traneh Hingorani, two 
Iranian Bahd'is who live in Kaduna. 

Baha'is' statement that no matter how 
many events the universities won or 
lost, the country was the victor because 
so many students from so many tribes, 
religions and ethnic backgrounds could 
assemble and associate in a spirit of 
cordiality and friendship. 

This unique teaching opportunity 
occurred during the Fast, and the 
friends were so besieged by interested 
students that they were unable to break 
the fast until late at night. 

Before doing so, they offered 
prayers together in appreciation for the 
opportunity to participate in such a 
marvelous teaching effort. 
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Trinidad/Tobago 

In March, the Hand of the Cause of 
God H. Collis Featherstone made a 
week-long visit to Trinidad and To
bago. 

During the visit, Mr. Featherstone, 
accompanied by Counsellor Ruth 
Pringle and Dr. Muhammad Hasan 
Jamalabadi, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Trinidad and 
Tobago, paid a courtesy calIon the 
country's President, Ellis Clarke. 

The president welcomed the delega
tion warmly and spoke of the country's 
national anthem which states that all 
religions have an equal right and place 
in Trinidad and Tobago. 

Mr. Featherstone spoke briefly 
about the Faith's rapid growth around 
the world, the persecution of Baha'is in 
Iran, and protests on their behalf by 
organizations in many countries. 

The president was given a copy of 
the book A Crown of Beauty, which 
was written by Hugh Chance, a mem
ber of the Universal House of Justice, 
and Eunice Braun. 

Ecuador 
A national Teaching Conference last 

December 23-25 in Otavalo, Ecuador, 
saw a resurgence of participation by 
Quechua-speaking villagers of Imba
bura Province, the heart of the region 
in which the late Counsellor Raul 
Pav6n had such a profound influence. 

Forty per cent of those at the con
ference were indigenous Baha'is, and, 
reversing a recent trend, they came on 
their own and in some cases presented 
skits that simulated teaching experi
ences. 
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Pictured are participants in the third 
Spiritualization Institute held last De
cember 16-25 at the Chaguaramus 
Youth Camp in northwestern Trini
dad. The coordinator was Jenabe 
Caldwell (seated in center wearing 

More talks than ever in recent years 
were given by native Ecuadorians. A 
Friday evening social program was or
ganized entirely by native youths who 
work at Radio Baha'i in Otavalo. 

Speaking on behalf of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador, Maria 
Perugachi extolled the memory of 
Counsellor Pav6n. 

Following her address, a series of 
"Counsellor Raul Pav6n Teaching 
Projects" to begin the following 
month was announced. 

The Hand of the Cause of God H. Col
lis Featherstone and his Wife, Madge, 
are interviewed by an announcer at 610 
Radio in Port of Spain, Trinidad, dur
ing their visit last March to Trinidad 
and Tobago. Mr. Featherstone also 
was interviewed at a television station. 

glasses). Administrators at the gov
ernment-run youth camp were so pleas
ed by the condition of the facility after 
the institute that they welcomed the 
Baha'is to use it again whenever it is 
available. 

Mauritius 
Lowell Johnson, secretary of the Na

tional Spiritual Assembly of South and 
West Africa, visited Mauritius last De
cember 6-19, conducting classes at a 
two-day institute and taking part in 
firesides and a general meeting. 

Mr. Johnson paid courtesy visits to 
the minister of works and the director 
of public pursuits, and also lectured at 
the University of Mauritius, presenting 
an introduction to the Faith. 



India 
The Baha'is of Bihar State, India, 

have not only met but far exceeded 
their goals for the second phase of the 
Seven Year Plan. 

News received last January at the 
World Centre indicates that statewide 
efforts in Bihar have increased the 
number of Baha'is there to 33,246 (the 
goal was 1,000 believers in each of 31 
districts). 

Three hundred-nineteen new Spiri
tual Assemblies have been raised (the 
goal was 150) and there are now 40 
"firmly grounded" Assemblies that 
hold Nineteen Day Feasts, meet regu
larly, have teaching plans, hold youth 
activities, and observe Holy Days (the 
goal was 25 "firmly grounded" As
semblies). 

An estimated 25,000 people learned 
of the Faith in Bihar through book ex
hibits that were organized in nine loca
tions. 

Two hundred fifty-three members of 
Local Assemblies were trained and 
deepened at five conferences. 

South Bihar, home of the Munda, 
Santhal, Urao and Ho tribes, which 
was opened to the Faith several years 
ago, is now being consolidated with a 
plan to publish Baha'i literature in 
these tribal languages as soon as funds 
are available. 

Every Baha'i activity in Bihar State 
is covered by daily newspapers in Eng
lish and Urdu and by local stations of 
All India Radio. 

The station in Patna broadcast pas
sages from the writings of Baha'u'llah 
and 'Abdu'l-Baha for three weeks as a 
part of its "Thought for the Day" pro-
gram. . 

Twelve Baha'i schools, 10 of which 
are self-supporting, are operating in 
Bihar State. Last January, a systematic 
program was begun for the opening by 
RiQvan of 15 more tutorial schools. 

• • • 
The Baha'i Youth Academy at 

Panchgani, India, devoted its seventh 
and eighth sessions last November a?d 
December to courses for the secretanes 
of India's State Teaching Committees 
and the editors of newsletters and 
magazines. 

The final session was marked by the 
presence of all five members of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors re
siding in India and eight members of 

that country's National Spiritual As
sembly. 

Counsellor Burhani-Din Afshin con
ducted classes on spiritual topics, while 
newsletter editors demonstrated their 
week-long study of news writing, print
ing, layout and photography by dis
playing samples of their bulletins. 

• • • 
Two new Baha'i-sponsored schools 

have been opened in India. One of 
them, a tutorial school in Jorasia, near 
Gwalior in Bihar State, was begun with 
25 students and with more expected to 
enroll. 

Although the town already had a 
government school, the village head
man, who is a Baha'i, favored a Ba
ha'i-run school that teaches English. 
The new students learned immediately 
to recite a Baha'i prayer. 

Another school, this one in the small 

Members of the recently formed BaM'{ 
Group of Utsunomiya, Japan, are 
shown at a Naw-Ruz party at the Ba
hd'{ National Center in Tokyo. Two 
years ago, Daryoush Yazdani (standing 
second from left) and his wife, Marife 
(seated at left) were the only Bahd'{s in 
Utsunomiya, a city of 350,000, when 
they arrived as pioneers. After two 

Malawi 

One hundred-seven people were en
rolled in the Faith last December and a 

village of Bahadurpur, opened recently 
with about 40 students who are learn
ing about Baha'i history. Most of their 
parents are Baha'is. 

The two new schools mean that 
children no longer will have to walk the 
several miles to government schools, 
nor will they be cut off from school 
during the rainy season . 

Classes meet in the open, but stu
dents and their teachers will be given 
accommodations in homes when the 
weather prevents their meeting out
doors. 

In northern Madhya Pradesh State, 
the director of Baha'i schools has con
centrated on a small area around Bhind 
where 20 villages have chosen to have 
schools. The director visits some of 
them each day, giving constant super
vision and support. 

years of regular firesides in their home, 
six others became Bahd'{s. Five of 
these new believers are pictured here 
with Mr. and Mrs. Yazdani. The re
maining person, Shazin Rossoukh 
(standing second from right) is a visit
ing Baha'I' teacher. The sixth member 
of the Group became a Bahd'{ a few 
days after this photograph was taken. 

new Spiritual Assembly was formed in 
Malawi's southern region. 
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World Centre 

Torture intensifies persecutions in Iran 

THE PERSECUTION OF THE BAHA'is OF IRAN HAS 
TAKEN AN EXTREMELY SEVERE AND CRITICAL 
nJRN. 
OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS ABDUCTIONS, EX
ECUTIONS, THE IMPRISONMENT OF HUNDREDS, 
DISMISSAL FROM JOBS, EXPULSION OF BAHA'i 
CHILDREN FROM SCHOOLS, DESTRUCTION OF 
HOMES HAVE BEEN THE COMMON LOT OF THIS 
OPPRESSED COMMUNITY. NOW, HOWEVER, THE 
AUTHORITIES IN IRAN SEEM TO HAVE DECIDED 
TO SUBJECT PROMINENT BAHA'is TO BARBARIC 
METHODS OF TORTURE TO EXTRACT FROM 
THEM CONFESSIONS TO THE FALSE CHARGES 
LEVELED AGAINST THEM. 
TORnJRE HAS BEEN USED ON BAHA'i PRISONERS 
BEFORE, BUT HITHERTO THE PURPOSE HAS BEEN 
TO FORCE THEM TO RECANT THEIR FAITH OR RE
VEAL INFORMATION ABOUT THEIR FELLOW BE
LIEVERS. ALL BUT A FEW OF THE BAHA'is RE
MAINED FIRM AND PREFERRED IMPRISONMENT 
AND DEATH TO RECANTATION OF THEIR FAITH. 
RECENTLY AN ADDED OBJECTIVE SEEMS TO IN
SPIRE THE GOVERNMENT'S TORTURE-MONGERS. 
ALTHOUGH IN ALL THESE YEARS, SINCE THE BE
GINNING OF THE REVOLUTION, THE GOVERN
MENT HAS BEEN IN POSSESSION, THROUGH CON
FISCATION, OF ALL THE RECORDS AND FILES OF 
THE ENTIRE BAHA'i ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM IN 
IRAN, IT HAS FAILED TO PRODUCE A SINGLE 
SHRED OF EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT ITS REITER
ATED ACCUSATION THAT THE BAHA'i COMMU
NITY IN IRAN IS A NETWORK OF FOREIGN SPIES 
AND AGENTS. IT WOULD SEEM THAT NOW IT HAS 
DETERMINED TO MANUFACTURE BY MEANS OF 
FALSE CONFESSIONS EXTRACTED UNDER TOR
TURE, EVIDENCE TO ENABLE IT TO PUBLICLY 
JUSTIFY ITS INHUMAN PERSECUTION OF THE 
BAHA'i COMMUNITY OF IRAN. WE KNOW OF 
THREE BAHA'is WHOSE WILLS HAVE BEEN BRO
KEN UNDER THIS BARBARIC TORTURE AND WHO 
HAVE SUBMITTED TO THE DEMANDS OF THE AU
THORITIES, MAKING STATEMENTS ADMITTING 
TO A SERIES OF CRIMES. DOUBTLESS THE AU
THORITIES HOPE TO PUBLISH SIMILAR "CONFES
SIONS" IN THE DAYS TO COME, MADE BY OTHER 
HAPLESS VICTIMS OF THIS FLAGITIOUS TREAT
MENT. 
WE KNOW THE NAMES OF MANY BAHA'is WHO 

ARE NOW BEING TORTURED, AND ALTHOUGH, 
FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, THESE CANNOT BE PUB
LICIZED, THEY HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO SOME IN
TERNA TIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERN
MENTS. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
MAY 10,1984 

FURTHER TO OUR MESSAGE OF 10 MAY REGARD
ING TORTURE BEING INFLICTED BAHA'is IRAN 
WE SEND FOLLOWING SUMMARY OVER-ALL SI
TUATION THAT COUNTRY FROM MOST RECENT 
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY RELIABLE 
SOURCES. 
1. SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE ISLAMIC REVO
LUTION MORE THAN 300 RESIDENCES OF BAHA'is 
HAVE BEEN PLUNDERED OR SET ON FIRE. 
2. SOME 170 BAHA'iS, MOST OF THEM PROMINENT 
MEMBERS OF THE BAHA'i COMMUNITY, HAVE 
BEEN KILLED BY A VARIETY OF METHODS, BUT 
PRINCIPALL Y THROUGH EXECUTION BY FIRING 
SQUADS OR BY HANGING. 
3. IN URBAN AREAS PROPERTIES BELONGING TO 
SEVERAL HUNDRED FAMILIES HAVE BEEN SEIZ
ED, WHILE IN RURAL AREAS MANY ORCHARDS 
HAVE BEEN DESTROYED AND FARMS AND ARA
BLE LANDS CONFISCATED. PETITIONS TO THE 
AUTHORITIES FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES 
HAVE BEEN IGNORED. 
4. THE MINISTRY OF WORKS AND SOCIAL AF
FAIRS FORMALLY INSTRUCTED INDUSTRIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONS NOT TO PAY THEIR 
BAHA'i STAFF. 
S. MORE THAN 10,000 BAHA'is EMPLOYED IN 
GOVERNMENT OFFICES OR IN THE PRIVATE SEC
TOR HAVE BEEN SUMMARILY DISCHARGED, 
THEIR RIGHTS TO PENSIONS AND OTHER EM
PLOYMENT BENEFITS REVOKED. DEMANDS WERE 
MADE OF A NUMBER OF THEM TO REFUND THE 
SALARIES THEY HAD RECEIVED FOR THE DURA
TION OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT. 
6. BAHA'i STUDENTS HAVE BEEN DISMISSED 
FROM ALL UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER INSTITU
TIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING. 
7. IN MOST CITIES AND PROVINCES, BAHA'i 
CHILDREN HAVE BEEN DENIED ENTRY TO 
SCHOOLS AND THEREFORE HAVE NO ACCESS TO 
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BASIC EDUCATION. 
8. SOME 700 BAHA'is, INCLUDING MEN, WOMEN 
AND CHILDREN, ARE BEING HELD IN VARIOUS 
PRISONS THROUGHOUT IRAN. 
9. FOR MORE THAN NINE MONTHS VISITS TO 40 
BAHA'i PRISONERS HAVE BEEN STRICTLY PRO
HIBITED BY THE AUTHORITIES. THEIR FATE IS 
THEREFORE UNKNOWN. 
10. IN EVIN AND GA WHARDASHT PRISONS A NUM
BER OF BAHA'i PRISONERS ARE UNDERGOING RE
LENTLESS TORTURE IN AN EFFORT ON THE PART 
OF THE AUTHORITIES TO FORCE THEM TO ADMIT 
TO FALSE CHARGES OF ENGAGING IN ESPIONAGE 
AND ACTING AGAINST THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC 
OF IRAN. FOR A PERIOD OF MONTHS THEY HAVE 
BEEN SUBJECTED TO FLOGGINGS OF ALL PARTS 
OF THE BODY, PARTICULARLY THE LEGS AND 
FEET. SOMETIMES UP TO 400 STROKES BY WIRE 
CABLES HA VE BEEN ADMINISTERED TO ONE 
PRISONER, THEN HE OR SHE HAS BEEN MADE TO 
WALK. FINDING THIS IMPOSSIBLE, THE UNFOR
TUNATE PRISONER HAS BEEN FORCED TO CRAWL 
ON HANDS AND KNEES BACK TO A DARK CELL. IN 
MASHHAD AND YAZD, BAHA'i PRISONERS ARE 
REGULARL Y WHIPPED ON THE HEAD AND FACE 
WITH THICK PLASTIC TUBES. SIMILAR PRO
CEDURES ARE USED TO A LESSER DEGREE IN 
OTHER PRISONS. A NUMBER OF THESE VICTIMS 
OF TORTURE HA VE LOST THEIR SIGHT AND 
HEARING, OTHERS THEIR MENTAL COMPE
TENCE. THE BODIES OF FOUR PRISONERS SUB
JECTED TO SUCH TREATMENT WERE SEEN BE
FORE BEING BURIED IN UNKNOWN GRAVES. IT IS 
THEREFORE FEARED THAT OTHER PRISONERS 
WHOSE BODIES HAVE BEEN SIMILARLY BURIED 
WITHOUT THEIR FAMILIES BEING NOTIFIED SUF
FERED THE SAME FATE. 
11. BAHA'is ARE UNSAFE IN THEIR OWN HOMES, 
WHICH ARE ENTERED AT WILL, DAY OR NIGHT, 
BY REVOLUTIONARY GUARDS, WHO HARASS THE 
INHABITANTS BY INSUL TING, THREATENING 
AND BEATING THEM. WHEN THE REVOLUTION
ARY GUARDS INVADE A HOME WITH THE INTEN
TION OF ARRESTING A PARTICULAR BAHA'i, IF 
THAT PERSON HAPPENS TO BE ABSENT, THEIR 
PRACTICE IS TO SEIZE AS HOSTAGES OTHER 
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD, EVEN CHILD
REN, AND TO RANSACK THE PLACE, CONFISCAT
ING WHATEVER THEY PLEASE. 
12. WHENEVER THE HEAD OR SOME OTHER IM
PORTANT MEMBER OF THE FAMILY HAS BEEN 
KILLED, AND OFTEN WHEN SUCH A PERSON HAS 
BEEN IMPRISONED, THOSE REMAINING BEHIND 
HA VE BEEN FORCED FROM THEIR HOMES AND 
NOT PERMITTED TO TAKE ANY BELONGINGS, 
EVEN IN THE DEAD OF WINTER. THE VICTIMS OF 
SUCH TREATMENT HAVE NO RECOURSE TO JUS
TICE SINCE THEIR PETITIONS TO THE AUTHORI
TIES ARE IGNORED. BAHA'i FAMILIES IN IS
FAHAN, MASHHAD, TEHERAN, URUMIYYIH AND 
YAZD IN PARTICULAR ARE AFFECTED BY THESE 
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CONDITIONS. 
FOLLOWING INFORMATION JUST RECEIVE 
ECUTION FOUR MORE COURAGEOUS D: 
IRAN. 
TABRIZ, MAY S-MR. JALAL PAYRAVI 
ONED OCTOBER 22, 1981; MR. MAQSUD 
DIH, IMPRISONED JANUARY 27, 1982. 
TEHERAN, MAY IS-MR. 'ALI-MUHAMu ..... 
MANI, 4S YEARS OLD; MR. JAHANGIR Hnuw 
61-YEAR-OLD CONSTRUCTION ENGINEJ~AY 
BER NOW DISSOLVED NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 
~~is~~Ji!:.r~ 1983. BOTH TORTURED DURING 

IN ADDITION, MR. ASADU'LLAH ~~n'llJ..-lVIIJOAh 
DAM DIED IN PRISON MAY 2, '-'u"" .... ,M:"i 

UNKNOWN. 
FRIENDS IRAN FEEL SITUATION DANGERnr .. 
GREAT NUMBER OTHER BAHA'f PRISONERS ~ 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF . 

MAY2J,I_ 



United States 

WLGI Radio begins test broadcasts 

At the start of the first test broadcast 
May 23 on WLGI Radio in South Ca
rolina, the voice of the Hand of the 
Cause of God William Sears radiated 
from atop the station's 500-foot FM 
tower, reaching nearly one-third of the 
state's residents with these words: 

"This is WLGI, 90.9 megahertz, the 
voice of the Louis Gregory Institute. 
Bravo!" 

The antenna for the first Baha'i
owned and operated radio station in 
North America had been connected on
ly minutes before the first broadcast. 

Later that same evening, WLGI 
came back on the air with music and 
station identifications. 

Baha'is from Charleston, Myrtle 
Beach, Florence and Orangeburg 
began phoning the Louis Gregory Ba
ha'i Institute near Hemingway to 
report hearing the new station, says 
Dr. Alberta Deas, a member of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly who is direc
tor of the Gregory Institute. 

Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice-chair
man of the National Spiritual Assem
bly, phoned the other members of the 
National Assembly, who were meeting 
that weekend at the Louhelen Baha'i 
School in Michigan, with news of 
WLGI's first broadcast. 

Initially, the station began broad
casting four to five hours each day with 
music and station identifications. On 
June 3, says Dr. Deas, the station's 
operators filed a request with the 
Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) for permission to begin regular 
programming and to receive a station 
license. 

Broadcasting by the new Baha'i sta
tion, she says, will be increased grad
ually from the initial four to five hours 
each day to 12 and later 18 hours daily. 

Eventually, WLGI may broadcast 24 
hours a day, but initial plans do not 
call for it to do so. 

WE HASTEN TO SHARE WITH UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE THE 
JOY OF VICTORY. TODAY, MAY 23, 1984, AT 4:35 P.M. EDT, 
RADIO STA TION WLGI WENT ON THE AIR IN TEST BROADCAST 
THAT BEGAN WITH TAPED STATEMENT BY HAND CAUSE WIL
LIAMSEARS. 

U.S. NA TIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY 
MAY 23,1984 

SHARE YOUR JOY MAIDEN BROADCAST WLGI. WARMEST CON
GRA TULA TIONS. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
MAY 24,1984 

Workmen are shown pouring concrete May' 23, the anniversary of the Decla
for the base of the 500-foot FM tower ration of the Bab, with plans calling 
for WLGI Radio near Hemingway, for a gradual expansion of broadcast 
South Carolina, the first Bahd'(-owned activities to 12 and then 18 hours each 
and operated station in North Amer- day. 
ica. WLGI began test broadcasting on 
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United States 

Second House resolution censures Iran 

On May 22, the U.S. House of Rep
resentatives approved House Concur
rent Resolution 226 which holds the 
government of Iran responsible for 
protecting the rights of all its citizens 
including the Baha'is, condemns the 
edict of August 1983 labeling organiz-

ed Baha'i activities "criminal acts," 
and calls on President Ronald Reagan 
to work through appropriate channels 
to help relieve the plight of the Baha'is 
in Iran. 

The Resolution, whose introduction 
in the House coincided with the 140th 

H. CON. RES. 226 
Whereas more than one hundred and fifty members of the Baha'i faith 

have been brutally executed by Iranian authorities since the 1979 Islamic 
revolution; 

Whereas many Baha'is in Iran have disappeared and others have been 
tortured, persecuted, and deprived of their fundamental rights to personal 
property and employment; 

Whereas an edict issued by Iran's Prosecutor General on August 29, 
1983 has far-reaching implications that threaten the lives of three hundred 
thou~and Baha'is residing in Iran and places the future practice of Baha'ism 
in jeopardy by dismantling the administrative structure of the Baha'i re
ligion; and 

Whereas these actions for the first time establish an expressed national 
policy which lays the legal foundation for executions, arrests, the confisca
tion of property, denial of jobs and pensions, expulsion of Baha'i child~en 
from schools, and other pressures which may be. brought to bear by Iraman 
authorities on the Baha'is: Now, therefore, be It 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That 
the Congress-

(1) holds the Government of Iran responsible for upholding the rights of 
all its nationals, including the Baha'is; 

(2) condemns the recent decision taken by the Government of Iran to de
stroy the Baha'i faith by labeling as "criminal acts" all Baha'i teaching an.d 
organized religious activities, including the ~ttempts by. Baha'is to elect ~helf 
own local and national leaders, to meet 10 assemblies, to commumcate 
among themselves, and to work for volunteer committees; and 

(3) calls upon the President- . 
(A) to work with appropriate foreign governments and the allies of ~he 

Unifed States in forming an appeal to the Government of Iran concermng 
the Baha'is; 

(B) to cooperate fully with the United Nations in its efforts on behal~ of 
the Baha'is and to lead such efforts whenever it is possible and appropnate 
to do so; and 

(C) to provide, and urge others to provide, for humanitarian assistance 
for those Baha'is who flee Iran. 

Sec. 2. The Clerk of the House of Representatives shall transmit a copy of 
this concurrent resolution to the President. 
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---
anniversary of the birth of the Faith . 
Iran, won passage 20 days after Babj It. 
testimony before the House Su~ 
mittee on Human Rights and Interaa. 
tional Organizations and exactly 
year after a dramatic appeal by ~ 
~ent Reagan on behalf of the BahA' .. 
10 Iran. 

It was introduced by Rep. Jolla 
Porter of ~Ilinois who said in his re. 
marks that Its 188 co-sponsors included 
many members of the CongressiOllll 
Human Rights Caucus. 

Also speaking in support of the 
resolution were Rep. Gus Yatron of 
Pennsylvania, chairman of the Su~ 
committee on Human Rights and In
ternational Organizations; Rep. Jim 
Leach of Iowa, the subcOmmittee's 
ranking minority member; Rep. Fort
ney (Pete) Stark of California; Rep. 
Carroll A. Campbell Jr. of South Ca
rolina; and Rep. Dante Fascell of ~ 
rida. 

Threefold purpose 

"The purpose of the resolutioa," 
said Rep. Porter, "is threefold. Fmt. it 
holds the government of Iran respoasi
ble for upholding the rights of all ill 
citizens including the Baha'is. 

"Second, it condemns the PJ'OIo 
ecutor General's edict banning the Ba
ha'is. 

"And third, it calls upon the Presi
dent of the United States to work in die 
United Nations and other forums widt 
leaders of other countries to form • 
broad-based appeal to the Iranian p
ernment." 

Congressman Porter, in whose ~ 
trict is Wilmette, site of the M~ 
Temple of the West and th~ BahA'i-
ministrative headq~arte~s m th~ u.~ 
said, "It is an iroDlc cnme againSt 
humanity that these gentle and.-: 
ful people have been persecuted ~ 
homeland through 140 years of bistOr1 



but especially since the rise to power of 
the murderous Khomeini regime ... , 

"Last year the Prosecutor General 
of Iran issued an edict banning all Ba
bIi'i religious activities as criminal acts. 
Like the Nuremberg laws, this edict es
tablishes the so-called legal grounds for 
mass arrests and genocide, and that is 
what is occurring ... -genocide. 

"In response to this decree, elected 
leaders of the Baha'i Faith in Iran did 
dissolve all Baha'i institutions there, 
citing obedience, as they always do, to 
the civil law of the land. 

"But .,. this has done nothing to 
prevent more torture! more persecu
tion, and more executIons .... 

"The setting in Iran today resembles 
Nazi Germany during Hitler's rise to 
power ... and the world must speak 
out against it. ... 

"The world must learn what is hap
pening in Iran and bring the pressure 
of civilized opinion to bear on this bar
baric situation. .,. 

"This resolution will not, in itself, 
change anything, but the people of this 
planet, united in their opposition to 
genocide in any form, can." 

"The Subcommittee on Human 
Rights and International Organiza
tions," said Rep. Yatron, " ... has long 
recognized the severity of the situation 
facing the Baha'i community in 
Iran .. ,. 

"Over 170 prominent Baha'is have 
been executed since Khomeini came in
to power. Their places of worship have 
been destroyed, their possessions have 
been confiscated, and their religion 
banned .... 

"Baha'is in Iran have always ex
perienced tremendous pressure and 
persecution but they are being 
slaughtered by the Khomeini regime 
for adherence to their faith. For this 
reason, I urge my colleagues to support 
House Concurrent Resolution 226." 

Rep. Leach, who was a member of 
the subcommittee when Baha'is first 
offered testimony in May 1982 said 
"One cannot help but conclude that 
the aim of the Iranian government is 
the extirpation of the Baha'i faith from 
Iran, either by forced conversion of 
Baha'is to Shi'ite Islam or 'extermi
:lIon.' The analogies between Iran to-

y and Germany under Hitler are 
IO"enng. 

lAl·.'The acts of inhumanity and bru
Ily that have been heaped upon 

members of a peaceful religion are in
comprehensible to civilized humanity. 
Among those recently executed are 10 
women including three teen-age girls. 
The Revolutionary Guard tortures 
others in prison, whipping them with 
metal cables, pouring boiling water on 
their heads. 

"While there is some tentative glim
mer of hope that worldwide protests 
against this persecution may have di
minished the Iranian authorities' ap
petite for executions, the abuses con
tinue to occur and demand our unflag
ging efforts to bring all pressure possi
ble to bear on that government for its 
crimes. 

" .. .it is my hope that those Baha'is 
who remain in Iran and who live in the 
darkness of this terror will hear our 
words and know of our actions today. 

"Accordingly, I urge the unanimous 
support of my colleagues for this res
olution as a symbol that the Islamic 
Republic of Iran cannot perpetrate an 
evil of this nature in silence. Interna
tional protests may prove futile, but ig
noring the plight of this gentle, com
mitted people would be morally negli
gent." 

Tonga 

Shown with their Tongan hosts last 
February 25 during a visit to Tonga are 
14 young women from Japan, part of a 
300-member youth group that was on a 
goodwill tour of the country. The 
Japanese youth heard introductory 
talks on the Faith during a special re-

On May 2, three Baha'is appeared 
before the House Subcommittee on 
Human Rights and International Or
ganizations to offer new information 
concerning the situation of the Baha'is 
in Iran since the subcommittee heard 
testimony two years ago. 

Among them was Said Eshragi, an 
Iranian Baha'i now living in Texas 
whose father, mother and 22-year-old 
sister were among 18 Baha'is hanged in 
Shiraz in June 1983. 

Also testifying were Judge James F. 
Nelson, chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly; Dr. Wilma Brady, 
the National Assembly's vice-chair
man; Rep. Porter; and Elliott Abrams, 
Assistant Secretary of State for Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Affairs. 

Rep. Tom Lantos of California, who 
chaired the hearing in the absence of 
Rep. Yatron, proposed an interna
tional conference devoted solely to dis
cussing the persecutions in Iran with an 
eye toward devising possible solutions. 

Mr. Abrams, who expressed the ad
ministration's support for House Con
current Resolution 226, said such a 
conference is certainly within the realm 
of possibility. 

ception that included an exchange of 
gifts and a display of BahtJ'f literature. 
The young women said it was the first 
time they had heard of the Faith, and 
some expressed surprise when told that 
the Faith has been established in Japan 
for some time. 
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Central African Republic 

Mobile institute aids teaching, deepening 

A new Bahd '(-sponsored mobile in
stitute in the Central African Republic 
made its first trip April 12-May 14 to 
the provinces of Mbomou and Basse 
Kotto where five-day deepening insti
tutes were held in three vii/ages. More 
than 60 adults from 17 communities 
participated in the programs, which 
were directed by an Auxiliary Board 
member. 

For eight hours each day, literate 
and illiterate Bahd'ls studied enthus
iastically the first booklets in the pro
gram whose outline was based on one 
used at the Ruhi Institute in Colombia, 
South America. Love, spiritual under
standing, and service are among the 
topics emphasized in the course. 

The following report of this first trip 

Pictured are some of the participants in 
the first study course offered April 
18-22 in Malangamba, Central African 
Republic, by the new Bahd'i mobile in
stitute. They are holding booklets in 
the Sango language that were used to 
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for the mobile institute in the Central 
African Republic was written by the 
Auxiliary Board member in charge of 
the project. 

• 
The words "La Foi Baha'ie-Insti

tut Mobile" (Baha'i Faith-Mobile In
stitute) are painted on the doors of the 
van, making it a rolling proclamation 
of the Faith. 

Children and adults strain to read 
the words aloud as the mobile institute 
passes through their village, and with 
the roads being what they are, every
one has plenty of time to read. 

This first trip was to two of the most 
remote provinces, the Mbomou and 
the Basse Kotto. The friends in these 
areas receive few visits, and the sight of 

conduct the sessions. Behind them is a 
chalk board showing photographs of 
the Bahd'i World Centre which are 
laminated to plywood and serve as a 
part of the institute's visual aids. 

-
the van brought cries of " 'Allcih'u'_ 
Abha" and "Ya Baha'u'l-Abha" from 
all sides. All had seen a photograph of 
the van in the Bahd'i Journal and were 
delighted that the first visit should be 
to their region. 

It was truly an historic occasion, and 
photographs were taken of the admin
istrator and sub-administrator of Mbo
mou Province receiving Baha'i litera
ture. Photographs also were taken of 
the village chief in Malangamba who 
kindly opened the first institute, and of 
the Local Spiritual Assembly members 
who hosted it. 

Planting season 

Institutes of five days each were held 
in three villages: Malangamba, Ngoa
kiri and Langandi, with a totaJ of more 
than 60 adults from 17 villages par_ 
ticipating. It was the planting season, 
and the friends sacrificed five precious 
days in the fields to attend classes, 
which were held in the mornings, after
noons and evenings. 

The sacrifice made by the friends. u 
well as the study of prayers and the 
Holy Writings, created a spiritual at
mosphere that was reflected in their 
faces and touched the depths of their 
hearts. At the close of the institute in 
Malangamba, the friends wrote in their 
thank-you letter to the National Spiri
tual Assembly: 

"The friends wanted to increase the 
number of days (for the institute). U. 
fortunately, it came to and end ... 
Thanks to this institute we will all to 
together to teach in new areas. tt ., 

During the institute sessio~, ~ .. 
ties were varied with emphasIS on iDdI
vidual and group study rather thaD lei> 
tures. Prayers were learned. and.dII 
number of people who know.an ~ 
tory prayer increased from ei&b.t to ... 

The first locally produced = ... 
cassette tape program was -



• 

11_-

Bahd'ls in Malangamba, Central Af- visited that village April 18-22 for a 
riean Republic, gather in front of the five-day study session conducted by an 
new Baha'i mobile institute which Auxiliary Board member. The insti-

proved to be a resounding success. The 
slides in this program were taken dur
ing the December 1983 vacation school 
in Bagandou, Central African Repub
lic. 

The accompanying taped narration 
in the Sango language includes a mu
sical background and describes the ac
tivities of this school session, inviting 
e-,'eryone to attend the next Baha'i 
school. 

Interest in presentations on Baha'i 
history was heightened through the use 
of photographs of the Hands of the 
Cause of God, of prominent African 
Baha'is, and of the Baha'i World Cen
tre, all of which are laminated to ply
wood and covered with a protective 
coating of varnish. 

The booklet deepening technique de
\'eloped at the Ruhi Institute was used 
for ~he mobile institute'S study classes. 
Dunng the months preceding the van's 
first trip, bOOklets were prepared in 
French and Sango which made it pos
SIble for everyone who attended the 
classes to follow the course in a lan
"';Ie ~h~ could understand. 

1ItJC\~ts were divided into small 
lI'oups with the literate people reading 

to those who could not read for them
selves. This system worked quite well 
even in Malangamba where there were 
34 participants ranging in ability from 
illiterate to highly literate. 

The enormous success of the mobile 
institute can be attributed to the fact 
that so many people helped put it on 
the road: the Universal House of Jus
tice who gave us the goal; the friends 
who paid for the vehicle; our National 

Japan 

Pictured are most of the 67 adults and 
35 children who attended a Baha'{ 
Winter School last January 14-16 in 

tute's curriculum is patterned iQter a 
course of study developed at the Ruhi 
Institute in Colombia, South America. 

Spiritual Assembly who gave the direc
tives; the Continental Counsellors who 
paid for the first trip; the Mobile In
stitute Commission who planned the 
program; and the National Teaching 
Committee and members of the Aux
iliary Board who prepared the courses 
and other activities. 

We are all eagerly anticipating the 
next trip in July. 

Hiroshima, Japan. Two of those pres
ent at the successful school were not 
Bahd'{s. 
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United States 

Louhelen conference maps victory co 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
the United States convened an extraor
dinary conference May 25-27 at the 
Louhelen Baha'i School in Michigan 
"to forge a new and common under
standing of the Campaign of Unified 
Action" and to use that understanding 
as the basis for a cohesive and dynamic 
strategy for winning the goals of the 
Seven Year Plan. 

Taking part in the conference with 
eight members of the National Spiri
tual Assembly were: 

• Four members of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors in the Americas: 
Farzam Arbab, Sarah Martin Pereira, 
Fred Schechter and Velma Sherrill. 

• Dr. Peter Khan, a Counsellor 
member of the International Teaching 
Centre in Haifa. 

• Representatives of the American 
Indian Teaching Committee, Business 
and Professional Affairs Committee, 
International Goals Committee, Na
tional Education Committee, National 
Teaching Committee, National Youth 
Committee, Persian Affairs Commit
tee, NSA Properties Committee, Race 
Unity Committee, Social and Eco
nomic Development Committee, and 
South Carolina Regional Teaching 
Committee. 

• Auxiliary Board members Stephen 
Birkland, Dorothy Borhani and Khalil 
Khavari. 

• Senior staff from the Baha'i Na
tional Center, the Baha'i Publishing 
Trust, and the Louhelen Baha'i 
School. 

The vice-chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly, Dr. Firuz Kazem
zadeh, was unable to attend the con
ference as he was preparing testimony 
for a June 26 appearance before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 
Washington, D.C. 

The conference was begun Friday 
morning with a "brainstorming" ses-
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sion chaired by the National Assembly 
secretary, Robert Henderson. 

From that session emerged the 
framework within which smaller work
shop groups would consult Friday af
ternoon and all day Saturday, develop
ing plans and proposals to be presented 
to plenary sessions Friday and Satur
day evenings. 

The over-all goal toward which con
sultation was directed was clarification 
of the Campaign of Unified Action, 
which was introduced by the National 
Spiritual Assembly in August 1983. 

The six workshop groups, each of 
which included at least one member of 
the National Assembly, and in which 
the Counsellors and Auxiliary Board 
members were active participants, con
sulted on three levels: (a) vision, (b) 
process, and (c) structures, roles and 
relationshi ps. 

The first of these, vision, included as 
its subtopics (1) the destiny of America 
and conquest of the planet, (2) Baha
'u'llah-the Source, (3) unprecedented 
growth, and (4) appreciating and 
achieving unity in diversity. 

Under process, the friends consulted 
on (1) reliance on the Creative Word, 
(2) expansion and consolidation, (3) 
releasing the potential of the in
dividual, (4) communication, (5) learn
ing from experience, and (6) social and 
economic development. 

The third topic, that of structures, 
roles and relationships, had as its sub
topics (1) the individual, (2) the family, 
(3) the community, (4) the Local Spir
itual Assembly, and (5) national com
mittees and agencies including the 
Counsellors, the National Spiritual As
sembly, the Auxiliary Boards and their 
assistants. 

Each workshop group presented oral 
reports at the plenary sessions and 
compiled comprehensive written re
ports that were entered into a computer 

and compiled for the NatioDal 
bly and other conference 
before the close of the m~i"i'" ~_q(:u.. .. 
day morning. --..... OIl 

The positive feeling that 
from the conference was clearty 
dent at c:ach of its sessions, 
reflected In the National Spiri .... 
sembly's .letter to the American ~I.ho 
commuruty: ........ 

"Our deliberations together at to... 
helen gave us a new appreciation of . > 

destiny, reaffirmed by the . 
House of Justice when it addreaed .• 
'You are a community of victors' ,: 
occupy the front ranks of ..... 
'u'llah's invincible army of light; it
deed, you must remain in the vanauard 
of its thrust.' " 

Baha'I youth, so vital to the suc:c. 
of any campaign, were very much I 
part of the conference, which wu .... 
ceded by another gathering May 23-a. 
at Louhelen at which 35 youth fraa 
the U.S. and Canada met with eo.. 
sellors Arbab and Schechter to ...., 
the writings of the Guardian co ... 
ing the destiny of youth in the NoI* 
American community and to ac. 
their unique role in helping that a.
munity to win final victory in the Sew. 
Year Plan. 

From that meeting came the braid 
outline of a new "youth movemeat," 
which is not a new campaign but ram. 
a revitalization of the Baha'i youtlt ill 
North America "to support and ,.. 
force the teaching effort and the ... 
ning of the goals of the Seven Y
Plan." 

The National Spiritual Assembly. 
use the proposals formulated at lilt 
Louhelen conference as a basis for .. 
ongoing consultation on the 
of Unified Action "and its 
tions for the achievement of the 
maining goals of the Seven Y
Plan." 



, 

, 
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French Guiana 

First National Spiritual Assembly elected 

Years of patient sacrifice and many 
months of hard work reached a glori
ous climax the weekend of April 28-29 
with the election of the first National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
French Guiana at that country's first 
National Convention in Montjoly. 

The spirit of joy and thanksgiving 
that permeated the historic gathering 
was heightened by the presence. of 
many visitors from North AmerIca, 
South America and Europe. 

The Universal House of Justice was 
represented by the Hand of the Cause 
of God 'Ali-Muhammad Varqa. 

On the continental level, the Board 
of Counsellors in the Americas was 
represented by Counsellor Lauretta 
King from Alaska. 

The "grandmother" Assembly, Gu
yana, sent one of its members, Gordon 
Naylor, and his family as its represen
tative, while several members of the 
"molher" Assembly, Suriname and 
French Guiana, also were present. 

Also among the guests were three 
Auxiliary Board members, Guitty Mi
lani, Marijke Van Lith and Benoit 
Girard. 

Among the highlights was the pre
~nlalion of a dozen red roses-one for 
uch local Spiritual Assembly in 
French Guiana-to the well-beloved 
ud highly respected Knight of Baha
'u'llah, Eberhard Friedland, who is 
truly lhe spiritual father of the new
born independent community. 

The roses were presented to Mr. 
Fnedland as an expression of gratitude 
~IS. h~oic response to the beloved 
the fidWi s appeal for pioneers during 
(J~larsl year of the Ten Year Crusade 

I. 

~"to.t, some 31 years later, Mr. Fried
the ~ present to witness the birth of 
F~;~ Spiritual Assembly of 

uaana and to take part in a -

National Convention whose results in
cluded widespread proclamation of the 

Above: Delegates and guests at the first 
National Convention of French Gui
ana held April 28-29 in Montjoly. The 
Hand of the Cause of God <A If
Muhammad Varqa, who represented 
the Universal House of Justice, is 
seated at right in the third row; Eber-

Message of Baha'u'llah throughout the 
country. 

hard Friedland, a Knight of Bahd
'u Wah who pioneered to French Gui
ana in 1953, is at left in the second row. 
Below: The members of the first Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'is of French Guiana are shown at 
the Convention. 
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The world 

Rapid growth seen in Sierra Leone 

In the nine-month period from April 
1983 to January of this year the num
ber of Spiritual Assemblies in Sierra 
Leone more than doubled, from 14 to 
34. 

According to Counsellor Zekrollah 
Kazemi, the same period saw the num
ber of Baha'is in that country greatly 
increased while the goal of localities to 
be opened to the Faith was surpassed. 

Grenada 

Shown are participants in a four-day 
Grenada Youth School held at the be
ginning oj January. Included were 
dawn prayers, songs, and presentations 
on the Bahd'{ Writings and the history 

Sixty Baha'i youth from four Carib
bean nations participated last April in 
Grenada's first Inter-Island Youth 
School. 

Sessions were offered on Baha'i his
tory, Biblical prophecy, and the recent 
message to Baha'i youth from the Uni
versal House of Justice. In addition, 
workshops were held on public speak
ing and setting personal goals. 
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The victories came about after teach
ing teams were formed to carry out 
campaigns that were dedicated to the 
memory of the late Hands of the Cause 
of God Enoch Olinga and Rahma
tu'lilih Muhajir. The first phase open
ed triumphantly with 10 new Spiritual 
Assemblies formed and 500 new believ
ers enrolled in the Faith. 

Baha'is in Sierra Leone's mother 

oj the Faith. Despite the absence oj 
electric lights, more than 60 people at
tended a public meeting that was' held 
at the close of the school session. 

During a talent show, the West In
dian youth displayed an abundance of 
musical, dramatic and comedic ability. 

The bastinado was demonstrated 
during a session on the life of the Bab, 
and members of the audience were 
given blocks of ice to hold to demon
strate wintertime conditions inside the 
prison of Mah-Ku. 

community of Makeni rented a Center 
and began holding regular meetings to 
continue the expansion work and to 
hold deepening classes for Makeni and 
nearby villages. 

A Baha'i exhibit that was a part of 
Makeni's agricultural show proclaimed 
the Faith to hundreds of visitors. The 
Faith also is included in the religion 
course at Makeni Teachers College. 

Argentina 
Baha'i youth from rural areas and 

cities in Argentina last February con
ducted two successful teaching pro
jects. 

The group that visited Argentina's 
northern Toba area was invited by the 
pastor of a Protestant church to teach 
for two hours at the church. 

They conducted a meeting of 120 
people in Miraflores, one of the most 
active Baha'i communities in the re
gion; helped elect delegates to the Ba
ha'i National Convention; and con
ducted a Summer School in Saenz Peila 
that was attended by 60 people. 

The other team of youth, which op
erated in the country's southern 
Mapuche area, was accompanied by a 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly. 

The young people presented Baha'i 
books to seven mayors and four cul
tural directors of municipalities, were 
interviewed on four radio stations, and 
presented the film "The Green Light 
Expedition" in four cities. A television 
station showed a part of the film. 

The youth also conducted two deep
ening institutes and visited the friends 
wherever they traveled. 

A total of 84 new Baha'is were en
rolled by both teaching teams. 



United Kingdom 

Shown are the nearly 500 delegates and 
guests at the Bahd'{ National Con
vention of the United Kingdom held 
April 27-29 in Harrogate, Yorkshire, 

The British Broadcasting Corpora
tion's World Service has produced a 
second series of programs featuring 
operatic baritone Norman Bailey. 

Mr. Bailey, who is a Baha'i, speaks 
about his music and his Faith in the 
series, which was heard worldwide 
through the BBC's shortwave facilities. 

The first of six programs in the most 
recent "Reflections" series was broad
cast Saturday, February 18. 

The BBC producer informed the 
United Kingdom's Baha'i National 
Center that Mr. Bailey's series on the 
Faith that was aired last November re
sulted in the greatest audience response 
the series had generated all year. 

* * * 
Offices of the Baha'i Publishing 

Trust of the United Kingdom have 
been m~Ved to a new location in Lei
cestershue. The Trust's distribution 

England. Among the speakers was Ag
nes Ghaznavi, a member oj the Conti
nental Board of Counsellors in Eu-

center also has been moved and is now 
located in a warehouse in Ketton about 
10 miles from the new office. 

The developments reflect the con
tinuing growth and expansion of the 
Trust's activities. Many Baha'is in
cluding youth helped in the work asso
ciated with the moves. 

A youth project scheduled for this 
summer will help in making further im
provements and repairs to the ware
house complex and grounds in prepa
ration for future growth. 

The Trust's new address is 6 Mt. 
Pleasant, Oakham, Leicester, LEI5 
6HU, England. 

• • • 
For what is believed to be the first 

time in Northern Ireland, a Jew and a 
Christian requested to be married in a 
Baha'i ceremony. The request was 
honored and the ceremony carried out 

rope. In a formal visit to the Con
vention, the mayor oj Harrogate wel
comed the Bahd'{s to the city. 

last April 17 
The Spiritual Assembly of North 

Down consulted with the bride and 
groom and their families, and an order 
of service was arranged which included 
Baha'i prayers and readings from the 
Bible. 

Dr. Beman Khosravi, an Auxiliary 
Board member, was among the more 
than 40 people who attended the wed
ding ceremony. 

••• 
More than 700 Baha'is attended a 

National Teaching Conference last 
January 18 in the United Kingdom. 
Among the speakers was Counsellor 
Leo Niederreiter . 

* * * 
A non-Baha'i publisher in England 

plans to include extracts from two Ba
ha'i prayers in a forthcoming book of 
prayers for children entitled Dear God. 
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Hawaii 

Gayle Morrison, a Baha'i/rom Kapaa, 
Kauai, Hawaii, recently received cer
tificates of commendation from the 
Hawaii State Senate and House of 
Representatives for her biography of 
the Hand of the Cause of God Louis 
G. Gregory, To Move the World. Mrs. 
Morrison also was honored for her 
book in a resolution passed by the city 
council of Kauai. In addition to her 
biography of Mr. Gregory, Mrs. Mor
rison has written numerous articles and 
a guide to books on Southeast Asian 
history, and served for several years as 
a member of the editorial board of 
World Order magazine. 

Burma 
Ninety-five Baha'is from 20 com

munities in Burma attended a special 
deepening institute last January 21-22 
in Kyetsudaw. 

The gathering, called a "Key Be
lievers Training Class," was held with 
the specific permission of the govern
ment, and representatives of the divis
ional religious officer of Pegu and of 
the Kyetsudaw local people's council 
attended the sessions. 

Discussions of the lives of the Bab 
and Baha'u'llah, the Covenant, the 
station of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Baha'i ad
ministration, and Baha'i family life 
were tape-recorded and forwarded to 
the divisional religious officer of Pegu. 
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Shown are some of the indigenous Ba
hd'{s in Hawaii who attended a special 
teaching conference last March 
3J-April J at the Baha'{ National Cen
ter in Honolulu. The conference, one 

Alaska 
Connections Ltd., a television pro

duction company in Anchorage, 
Alaska, that is owned and operated by 
local Baha'is, recently won a gold 
medal for best energy documentary at 
the 26th annual International Film and 
Television Festival in New York City. 

Connections' entry was a 30-minute 
film entitled "Alaska: America's 

of a series of such events jor BaIuJ'f& lit 
Hawaii who are members oj wuioIII 
ethnic groups, was held under tM "". 
pices oj Hawaii's National Te«IriIII 
Committee. 

Energy Frontier," which was prodUC:
for the Alaska Oil and Gas AsS0Cia
tion. 

The film competed with other entriel 
from 1,800 companies in 45 coUDUiel 
and won one of 63 gold medals. 
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MarcO Kappenberger, a Baha'i from 
switzerland who is a representative for 
the Faith at the United Nations office 
in Geneva, Switzerland, visited Upper 
Volta last December and was kept busy 
day and night in Ouagadougou meet
ing with officials and attending fire-
sides. 

Accompanied by two members of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of Up-

Mexico 
A women's conference sponsored 

last March by the state Government of 
Oaxaca, Mexico, provided an excellent 
opportunity for the Spiritual Assembly 
of Oaxaca to make known the Baha'i 
teaChings on the role of women in so-
ciety. . 

The Assembly prepared SpecIal news 
releases on the equality of men and 
women, the education of women, and 
women's contributions to peace which 
were sent to local newspapers, radio 
stations, and the city's only television 
station. 

Five articles on the Baha'i view of 
women were published in three news
papers; two of these were front page 
articles. The Baha'i teachings on 
women were broadcast on at least one 
radio station. 

A few months before the women's 
conference was announced, the Spiri
tual Assembly of Oaxaca had sent Ba
ha'i materials on women's rights to 
several prominent women including the 
wife of the state governor who presided 
at the women's conference. 

Zaire 
Twenty-two new Spiritual Assem

blies were formed and 66 localities 
were opened to the Faith as the result 
of a recent teaching campaign in the 
Malemba Nkulu zone of Zaire. 

Six Baha'is formed two groups that 
proclaimed the Faith, traveling on foot 
for many miles. Each group contacted 
more than 1,000 people and enrolled 
more than 200 of them. 

O~e of the teams then decided to 
con.ttnue traveling for a five-month 

66
J)enod to deepen new believers in the 

newly Opened localities. 

per Volta, Mr. Kappenberger met with 
an assistant to the Minister of the In
terior and Security, who had many 
questions about the Faith and its ac
tivities at the UN. 

The official was given Baha'i books, 
and in return offered his assurances 
that Baha'is would be free to teach the 
Faith in that country. 

Mr. Kappenberger also met with 

Peru 

Pictured are members of a se/f-ap
pointed teaching team that was respon
sible for enrolling 118 people in the 
Faith in southern Peru and helping in 
the formation of six new Spiritual As
semblies during a recent month-long 

One hundred-eighteen people were 
enrolled in the Faith, six Spiritual As
semblies were formed, and 10 child
ren's classes were established through 
the efforts of a seven-member teaching 
team composed of six Baha'i youth 
and Auxiliary Board member Jane 
Czerniejewski, a pioneer from the 
U.S., who visited 21 localities in 
southern Peru over a one-month 
period early this year. 

The project was begun following the 
close of the Peruvian Baha'i Summer 
School. During their travels, the 
friends gave 16 public talks, presented 
the Faith to local authorities, con
ducted deepening classes and youth 

labor leaders, the director of a hos
pital, directors of state offices, the resi
dent representative of the UN Develop
ment Program, members of the press, 
and spoke at a special conference for 
attorneys. 

A reception held for Mr. Kappen
berger at the end of his stay in Upper 
Volta was attended by Baha'is and 
their guests. 

visit to 21 At the Peruvian 
National Convention, these friends 
pledged to continue their teaching 
work for a full year. Auxiliary Board 
member Jane Czerniejewski is second 
from right. 

meetings for Baha'is and non-Baha'is. 
They also took part in six radio inter
views, one of which lasted nearly an 
hour. 

After traveling more than 1,200 
miles, the team members arrived in 
Chucuito Puno where the Baha'i Na
tional Convention was to be held. 
There they delivered a written promise 
to the National Spiritual Assembly that 
they would give a full year of service to 
the project they had begun in southern 
Peru. 

The team was inspired by the many 
original and creative ideas of the late 
Counsellor Raul Pav6n. 
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Taiwan 
More than 80 Baha'is from Hong 

Kong, Japan, Macau, Malaysia, Singa
pore and Taiwan and four non-Baha'i 
guests attended the first Regional Chi
nese Teaching Conference held last 
April 14-15 in Taipei, Taiwan, Re
public of China. 

Speakers at the historic gathering, 
which was organized by the Interna
tional Chinese Teaching Committee, 
included Counsellor RUQullah Mum
tUi and James Liu, representing the 
International Chinese Teaching Com
mittee. 

Also present to add special inspira
tion were members of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Taiwan and 
Auxiliary Board members from some 
of the areas represented. 

Among the highlights was consulta
tion between the friends from the six 
Asian countries mentioned. It was the 
first time this was possible, and par
ticipants agreed that this kind of shar
ing should be pursued. 

During a special session for the 
children, songs were learned and craft 
items made to be sold to benefit the 
Fund. The children also performed for 
the adults during an evening session. 

One recently enrolled Baha'i was as
tonished when he entered the confer
ence room and saw his father seated 
there. He had no idea his father was a 
Baha'i. 

Before the end of the conference, 
one of the four non-Baha'i guests de
clared her belief in Baha'u'llah. 

Baha'is from Hong Kong, Malaysia 
and Singapore remained after the close 
of the conference to help the friends in 
Taiwan fulfill goals of the Seven Year 
Plan. 

Belgium 
Each week, Professor M. Mazgani, a 

Baha'i who lives in The Netherlands, 
travels to Antwerp, Belgium, at the re
quest of that country's National Spiri
tual Assembly to deliver a lecture on 
the Faith at the Faculty of Compara
tive Religion. 

The Faculty grew out of a 1975 Con
gress in Brussels at which representa
tives of Belgium, the United Kingdom, 
France and The Netherlands joined to 
organize a lecture series. In 1979, the 
concept was expanded to create a uni-
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Pictured are the more than 80 Baha'is Hon~ Kong who were present last 
and their guests from Taiwan, Singa- April 14-15 at the first Regional CIU
pore, Macau, Japan, Malaysia and nese Teaching Conference in Taipei. 

Shomais Afnan (standing at right), a 
BaM 'I' from Newfoundland, Canada, 
addresses a women's luncheon in Tai
pei, Taiwan, during an eight-month 
around-the-world teaching trip. Others 
at the head table are (left to right) 
Janice Rossing of the BaM 'i Public In
formation Office,· translator Shiao-Iei 
Chao,· and the hostess, Mrs. Q.Q. 
Buehrer. While in Taiwan, Mrs. Afnan 
was interviewed by reporters from 

versity-Ievel institution. 
During a recent curriculum change, 

courses were divided into twocate
gories: Judaism, Christianity and Is
lam under the heading "The Great Re
ligious Messages," and "Movements 
of Lesser Importance" in which the 
Baha'i Faith was included. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Belgium reacted immediately, and af
ter an exchange of correspondence and 
interviews, the Faith was moved into 
the first category. 

three newspapers (both Chinese
English-language) and by the only E"I
fish-language radio station, addrwsttJ 
several women's meetings, and spoU 
at a public meeting and a firesi •. It 
was through her visit that the BahtJ'tr 
of Taiwan were able to establish COli
tact with the government office respolf
sible for women's activities in tltt 
Republic of China. 

Malawi 
W!len the Public Relations Commit

tee of the National Spiritual AssemblJ 
of Malawi offered to present some Ba
ha'i books to the country's NatioDli 
Library Service, the library officials 
decided to purchase many BahA'i tides 
so that all of its branch libraries could 
stock them. 

The happy result of the committee', 
offer is that soon the residents of ~ 
ba Mzuzu, Blantyre, Limbe and Li
lo~gwe will find Baba'! ~ks on die 
shelves of their public hbranes. 



World Centre 
For the first time, a member of a 

reigning royal family has arrived on 
pilgrimage at the Baha'i World Centre. 

Princess Gcenaphi of Swaziland was 
among a group of 20 Baha'is from that 
country which included Chief Johan
nes Dlamini and other native believers 
and pioneers. The arrival at the World 
Centre on March 19 of such a large 
group of pilgrims from an African 
country was noteworthy in itself. 

The Hand of the Cause of God 
Amatu'l-Baha RuQiyyih Khanum, who 
had met Princess Gcenaphi and her 
father some years ago, held a reception 
at the Master's House in honor of the 
royal visitor and her fellow Baha'is. 

Also present at the reception were 
the Hand of the Cause 'Ali-Akbar Fu
rutan, members of the Universal 
House of Justice, and Counsellor 
members of the International Teaching 
Centre. 

For the enjoyment of everyone pres
ent, the visitors from Swaziland per
formed traditional dances, sang, and 
played drums. 

Thailand 
An estimated 2,000 people including 

many students and teachers learned of 
the Faith from a Baha'i booth that was 
a part of a recent exhibit in southern 
Thailand commemorating the 700th 
anniversary of the creation of the Thai 
alphabet. 

The Baha'i Area Teaching Com
mittee was invited to participate in the 
large exhibit planned for Songkhla, 
Thailand, as a result of a chance meet
ing between a committee member and a 
member of the exhibit's organizing 
committee who turned out to be a Ba
ha'i who had lost contact with the 
friends some 15 years ago. 

The Baha'i booth included attractive 
posters, photographs and art work. 
Hundreds of visitors saw a slide-tape 
presentation on the Faith, and Baha'i 
literature in Thai and English was dis
played. 

As a result, officials from two 
schools invited the Baha'is to set up ex
hibits at their schools, several people 
asked to be enrolled in a Baha'i corres
pondence course, and a few students 
visited the Baha'i Center in Hadyai. 

The Hand of the Cause of God Ama
tu'/-BaM RulJiyyih Khdnum (center) is 
shown with Princess Gcenaphi and 
Chief Johannes Dlamini of Swaziland 

Norway 
One hundred-ten people attended 

this year's Norwegian Baha'i Winter 
School in Gj6vik, Norway, in the 
southern part of the country. 

Speakers included Counsellor Agnes 
Ghaznavi and Auxiliary Board mem
bers Gerd Strand and Polin Rafat. 

A highlight of the school was an of
fer by a Baha'i to pioneer to Troms6, 
making possible the formation of Eu
rope's northernmost Spiritual Assem
bly. 

* * * 
The weekly magazine supplement of 

Ajtenposten, Norway's largest circula
tion newspaper, based in Oslo, includ
ed in its January 21 issue a four-page 
spread on the Baha'i World Centre in
cluding 1,500 words and lovely color 
photographs of the Holy Places in
cluding some not usually shown such 
as the prison cell in which Baha'u'llah 
was incarcerated in 'Akka. 

The article was written by Liss 

during a reception last March 19 at the 
House of 'Abdu'I-BaM in honor of a 
group of 21 pilgrims from Swaziland. 

Hegge, a reporter for the paper who is 
a Baha'i. Miss Hegge and a staff 
photographer were sent from Oslo to 
Haifa and' Akka last August. 

The newspaper's editor had become 
interested in the Faith after hearing of 
the persecutions in Iran. 

Liberia 
One hundred twenty-five people 

were recently enrolled in the Faith in 
Liberia and 10 new Spiritual Assem
blies were formed through the efforts 
of a group of Baha'is who had at
tended a week-long teaching institute 
which focused on mass teaching at the 
village level. 

The friends who completed the 
course had committed themselves to six 
weeks of traveling and teaching in vil
lages throughout the country. 
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His Excellency Ellis Clarke (center), 
the President of Trinidad and Tobago, 
receives a copy of the book A Crown 
of Beauty from (left to right) Coun-

Shown are participants in a deepening 
conference held January 15 at the Ba
ha'I' National Center in Woodbrook, 
Trinidad. The guest speaker was Coun
sellor Peter McLaren (standing in front 
row second from left). Standing at the 
far left next to Counsellor McLaren is 
A uxiliary Board member Laurence 
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sellor Ruth Pringle,· Dr. Muhammad Cause of God H. Collis FeatherstoM 
Hasan Jamalabadi, a member of the and Mrs. Featherstone. The presenta
National Spiritual Assembly of Trini- tion was made last March 22. 
dad and Tobago; and the Hand of the 

Coward, while Auxiliary Board mem
ber Keith Thorpe is at the left in the 
second row. The conference, which 
was centered on methods of deepening 
and teaching, was sponsored by the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Trin
idad and Tobago. 

Kenya 
A total of 3,595 people includina 

2,580 adults and 1,015 youth were en
rolled in the Faith in Kenya during 140 
B.E., exceeding Kenya's teaching goal 
for the year by 310 and more than 
doubling the number of enrollments in 
that country during the previous year. 

Regional enrollment goals were met 
or exceeded in the Coast, Kakamega, 
Nandi/Uasin-Gishu and Embu regions 
with Coast having outstanding success 
in the mass teaching area of Malindi. 

Communities in the Bungoma and 
Kisumu/Siaya regions came within two 
or three people of winning their re
gional enrollment goals as established 
by the National Teaching Committee. 

Italy 
By last February, the Baha'i commu

nity of Italy had achieved its goal of SO 
Spiritual Assemblies with the establish
ment of an Assembly at Caserta in the 
Campania Region. . 

Assemblies are yet to be form~ m 
Sassari, North Sardinia, and in Cam
pobasso, Molise, the only region with
out an Assembly. 



Sweden 
To mark the 30th anniversary of the 

establishment of the Spiritual Assem
bly of Gothenburg, Sweden, a display 
window in the city's Central Bureau of 
Information was rented by the Baha'is 
for a two-week period. 

Eleven thousand people came into 
the bureau during the time the display 
was present, but the number of addi
tional people who passed by it cannot 
be estimated. Four hundred Baha'i 
brochures were distributed and 10 
books sold. 

* * * 
Seventy lessons on the Baha'i Faith 

were presented during a recent five
month period to 45 school classes in 
Sundsvall, Sweden. 

Teachers for the lessons have for the 
most part been Baha'i youth, two of 
whom were traveling teachers from 
Australia and the United States. Three 
others are youth from the Stockholm 
area who taught 15 classes at three 
schools during one 48-hour period. 

The response from teachers and stu
dents has been gratifying. Several 
teachers expressed a desire for return 
visits by the Baha'i youth next fall. 

• • • 
Auxiliary Board member Ulf Per-

sson spoke recently at a college in 
Visby, Sweden, that trains teachers of 
pre-school children. 

Following his talk, Mr. Persson di
rected small group discussions on such 
topics as "life after death," "sin and 
punishment," and "the existence of 
good and evil." 

The school had planned to invite 
several groups to participate in a 
special study day whose theme was 
"different life-views," but in the end it 
was decided to invite only the Baha'is. 

* * * Three r:!presentatives of the Na-
tional Spiritual Assembly of Sweden 

Correction 
In the July 1984 issue of Bah{n 

News, an article from the United King
dom was headlined "Baha'i Service at 
Westminster Abbey." The headline is 
misleading. This was actually a Chris
tian service in which Baha'is par
ticipated with prayers and songs. We 
apologize for any erroneous impres
sion conveyed by the headline. 

paid an official visit last April 11 to the 
country's minister of immigration in 
an effort to make it easier for Iranian 
refugees in Pakistan to come to Swe
den. 

During the meeting with Minister 
Anita Gradin, the group was joined by 
two other members of the Swedish Im
migration Department. 

Caroline Islands 

Shown are some of the Baha'is who 
were present for the dedication last 
February 18 of the Baha'i Center in 
Yap, Caroline Islands, that will serve 
as the Baha'i administrative center for 

Puerto Rico 
A group of 11 Baha'is from Panama 

who attended a recent radio course at 
the Amoz Gibson Training Center in 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico, was unique in 
two respects. 

It was the first time that a group at 
the media center had had little prior ex
perience in media use and practices, 
and it marked the first time a group 
that was to be directly involved in a 
specific radio project was .sent to the 
center. 

The training center, created and op
erated by K. Dean Stephens of CIR
BAL, trains Baha'is in all aspects of 
radio broadcasting. Students come 
from all parts of the western hemi
sphere for courses of several weeks' 
duration. 

A women's dormitory, named in 

The atmosphere was posItIve. Ms. 
Gradin was well-informed about the 
Baha'i situation in Iran, and she listen
ed closely to the National Assembly's 
report and suggestions, promising to 
investigate the matter herself and to 
contact the National Assembly as soon 
as possible. 

the Western Caroline Islands when the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the Ca
roline Islands is formed next Rif/van. 
Yap is in Micronesia, east of the Phil
ippines and southwest of Guam. 

memory of the late Counsellor Leo
nora Armstrong, is now under con
struction. A recently completed class
room building is named in honor of 
Counsellor Raul Pav6n whose genius 
helped give birth to Baha'i radio in the 
Americas. 

The Baha'is from Panama were ex
pected to continue their training at ap
proximately one-month intervals. The 
goal is to have a Baha'i radio station 
on the air in Panama within a year as a 
part of the Guaymi Cultural Center 
project. 
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The silent teacher reveals its story in-

THE DAWNING PLAcE 
Bruce W. Whitmore's long-awaited history 

of North America's Baha'i House of Worship and the 
community that built it ... 

DID YOU KNOW THAT-
• the first national Baha'i administrative body in the world was formed to build 

North America's first House of Worship? 
• at least fifteen designs were considered for the project? 
• Foundation Hall was rumored in the twenties to be a giant fish tank? 
• a fire in 1931 engulfed the entire superstructure? 
.743 tons of quartz were used in the dome alone? 
• it took fifty years to complete the project? 

"Available from Baha'; Publishing Trust, Wilmette, IL, 
U.S.A.. at prices listed plus 10% postage and handling. 
Or order through your National Baha'; Distribution 
Service; prices may vary. 

331 pages, including foreword, 
appendices, notes, index 

83 photographs 
and illustrations 

Hardcover edition 2000* Catalog No. 332-119 $ 

Softcover edition 1200* Catalog No. 332-120 $ 

BRUCE W. WHITMORE has worked at 
the Baha'i National Center since 1973 
and is currently administrator of the 
Baha'i Temple in Wilmette, Illinois. 
A native of California, Mr. 
Whitmore lives in Wheeling, 
Illinois, with his wife and two 
children. 

Available from Baha'i Publishing Trust 
415 LINDEN AVENUE, WILMEITE, IL 60091, U.S.A. 
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Papua New Guinea 

Faith catches fire in mountain villages 

The vii/age of Sesenaro, Papua New Guinea, where everyone has become a Bahd'f. Sesenaro means 'rainbow.' 

In announcing the second phase of 
the Seven Year Plan to the Baha'is of 
Papua New Guinea, the Universal 
House of Justice said that "in spite of 
difficulties of communication, travel 
and language, the number of believers 

. and Local Spiritual Assemblies (in 
Papua New Guinea) have increased 
dramatically, and the prospects for 
future growth and development are ex
tremely bright." 

The goals of the Plan included hav-

This article about teaching in the 
Daga tribal area of Papua New Guinea 
was written by Silan Nadarajah, a 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Papua New Guinea. 

ing 140 Assemblies, with an Assembly 
in each of the 19 provinces, and open
ing five virgin districts. 

To help achieve these goals, travel
ing teachers were sent to the province 
of Milne Bay. A Malaysian Baha'i, Yin 
Thin Sih, on his first visit to the pro
vincial capital, Alotau, established 
contact with a few friends. 

There were five declarations, among 
whom was Benedict Kadua from the 
Daga tribal group. Benedict heard of 
the Faith and accepted it, but when he 
told his clansmen they were not in
terested. 

A year later, in 1982, there was a 
youth conference in Lae during which 
teaching teams were formed for street 

teaching. As one of the teams was leav
ing a house, a young man chased after 
them to find out more about the Faith. 
He was Francis Iwarap of the Dap 
Tribe who had come to Lae to look for 
work. 

Francis soon was enroUed in the 
Faith, became an active teacher, and 
was privileged to be chosen by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly as part of a 
three-member team whose assipunent 
was to teach the Faith in northern Aus
tralia. When Francis returned he was 
"fuD of fire" and ready to teach and 
serve. 

He returned to Alotau, the capital of 
Milne Bay, where he and the rU'st Dap 
Baha'i, Benedict Kadua, taught every-
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William Pandawa explains Bahd'( elec
tion procedures to the friends at Gawa-

Bahd'(s at Aragip, Papua New Guinea, 
wait to greet visiting believers who are 
arriving on the weekly air service, the 

gut Village, Papua New Guinea. 

only way to reach the remote Daga 
tribal area. 

The newly elected members of Local area of Papua New Guinea gathered 
Spiritual Assemblies in the Daga tribal for a one-day conference. 
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one in the settlement. Soon there was a 
sufficient number of believers to elect . , 
m 1983, the first Spiritual Assembly of 
Milne Bay, fulfilling a: goal of the 
Seven Year Plan. 

Their next task was to visit the Dagas 
in their home area, a mountainous re
gion that is accessible only by weekly 
air service. The first missionaries had 
come there in 1953, and most of the 
people are Anglicans. They have Angli
cized names, and the missionaries have 
discouraged them from practicing their 
traditional culture and beliefs. 

New declarants 

With encouragement from the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, Francis 
Iwarap returned to his homeland and 
began teaching the Faith to his 'tribe. 
His parents and three of the more edu
cated people in the area became Ba
ha'is. The new declarants included 
William Pandawa and James Peter, 
both of whom had been selected by the 
church to be trained as pastors but had 
turned the offer down because they did 
not feel it was the right thing to do. 

William is actively involved in a 
business group for his people, has or
ganized the coffee growing and helped 
form a coffee growers' association. 
The people in the area have great re
spect for him, and many were shocked 
to hear that he had joined the new 
Faith. 

The local church leaders soon heard 
of Francis' activities, and, with the 
help of village elders, forced him not to 
mention the Faith to anyone else in the 
area. But meanwhile, a new virgin area 
had been opened, as foretold in the 
Plan. 

Francis returned to Alotau where he 
continued his teaching activities. He 
urged the National Spiritual Assembly 
to send a traveling teacher to the area. 

The Universal House of Justice, in 
announcing the second phase of the 
Seven Year Plan for Papua New Gui
nea, mentioned that "the stalwart and 
devoted believers in Papua New Gui
nea, with firm reliance on the promised 
assistance of the Concourse on High, 
will find ways and means to overcome 
all obstacles and resolutely press for
ward to even greater heights of at
tainment. " With this in mind, another 
traveling teacher from Malaysia, San
jeeva Ramu, was sent to the Daga area. 

There he met the five new believers, 



Bahd'is in Gawagut, Papua New Gui
nea, bid farewell to traveling teachers 
who are on their way to another village 
in the Daga tribal area. 

deepened them, and began to teach. 
His visit created considerable excite
ment. The village pastors reported to 
their bishop and sent messages to Mr. 
Ramu, requesting a "debate." They 
set a date and time for the meeting, but 
failed to appear although the Baha'i 
representatives were present. The 
whole area heard of the Faith. 

Mr. Ramu's trip resulted in 291 dec
larations and 10 new Spiritual As

. semblies, bringing the total in Papua 
New Guinea to 140 and achieving ano
ther goal of the Seven Year Plan. 

The National Spiritual Assembly 
then invited William Pandawa to come 
to Lae for a two-week deepening in
stitute prior to the Ri4van elections. 
William was an enthusiastic student, 
and afterward he returned home with 
another pioneer, Silan Nadarajah, who 
is a member of the National Spiritual 
Assembly, to help re-elect all the As
semblies in that area. Every commu
nity was visited, deepening classes were 
held for old and new Assemblies, every 
Assembly was re-elected, and there 
were 300 additional declarations. 

Bahd'ls of Gawadede Vii/age, Papua New Guinea. 

Meanwhile, church authorities be
gan sending messages to the villagers 
saying the bishop for the area soon 
would be visiting them. Once again, 
Mr. Ramu was sent to the Daga area 
where he continued his deepening 
classes. Teaching plans were made, and 
teams of new believers moved on to 
new areas. The bishop never appeared. 

Mr. Daga's second visit resulted in 
400 declarations. When the villagers in 
Goira, a remote settlement in the 
mountains, heard of the Faith, they 
sent two representatives to investigate. 
Mr. Ramu accompanied them back to 
the village, and everyone there joined 
the Faith. 

In three short years we have now 
reached the point at which there are 14 
Assemblies and a Regional Teaching 
Committee in that area. Present plans 
are to hold an Institute there as a part 
of the National Assembly's develop
ment program. 
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United States 

Senate panel bears Baba'i testimony 

On June 26, Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, 
vice-chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United 
States, offered testimony about the 
torture of Baha'is in Iran before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 
Washington. 

The U.S. National Spiritual Assem
bly was one of only three non-govern
ment organizations invited to appear 
before the committee for a hearing on 
the practice of torture by foreign 
governments and U.S. efforts to op
pose its use. 

"The authorities of the Islamic Re
public of Iran," Dr. Kazemzadeh told 
the legislators, "have used, and are 
presently using torture against the Ba
ha'is, systematically and relentlessly, 
for two purposes: (1) to force recanta
tion of faith and conversion to Islam, 
and (2) to extract false confessions of 
spying and other illegal activities ... " 

The Iranian authorities, he said, 
"have not been able to find any evi
dence of such crimes, even though they 
have confiscated all Baha'i property 
and community records, so they are re
sorting to torture to produce false evi
dence with which to discredit the Ba
ha'is, Iran's largest religious mi
nority." 

Quoting from eyewitness accounts, 
letters and other direct communica
tions received recently from Iran, Dr. 
Kazemzadeh identified at least 19 Iran
ian Baha'is whose deaths as a result of 
torture have been documented in
cluding five men executed within the 
past three months in Tehran's in
famous Evin prison. 

Presiding at the three-hour hearing 
in the Dirksen Building was the chair
man of the Foreign Relations Commit
tee, Sen. Charles Percy of Illinois, 
whose parents live only two blocks 
from the Baha'i House of Worship in 
Wilmette. 
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'The ultimate stage of barbarity 
is reached when torture is used 
for purely ideological or relig
ious purposes, when blood is 
shed, bodies are broken ••• ribs 
crushed, to make a prisoner give 
up a belief and adopt the views 
and values of his tormentors.' 

Also present were three other com
mittee members, Sens. Paula Hawkins 
of Florida, Nancy Kassebaum of Kan
sas, and Claiborne Pell of Rhode Is
land. 

Testifying for the Reagan adminis
tration were the Hon. Elliott Abrams, 
Assistant Secretary of State for Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, and 
the Hon. James Michel, Deputy Assis
tant Secretary of State for Inter-Am
erican Affairs. 

Other public witnesses were John 
Healy, executive director of Amnesty 
International; Larry Cox, deputy di
rector of Amnesty International; and 
Michael Posner, executive director of 
the Lawyers Committee for Interna
tional Human Rights. 

The purpose of the hearing, Sen. 
Percy said in his opening statement, 
"is to examine the practice of torture 
by foreign governments to find out 
why it occurs with such alarming fre
quency. 

"Equally important purposes are to 
examine what the U.S. government is 
doing right now to influence govern
ments not to practice torture, and to 
identify other additional measures that 
we might take to curb this terrible hu
man rights abuse. 

"As a first step," he said, " ... I will 
introduce a joint resolution that re
quests the Secretary of State to instruct 

representatives of the U.S. go,remlm.. 
abroad to engage in efforts to 
torture in countries where it is 
ticed .... 

"We hope through this effon 
continue to expose the practice of 
ture and convince the practitioners 
it is not in their interests to pursue 
illegal conduct. 

"This will require an enormous 
fort to succeed. But if there is ever 
be an end, then there must be a 
ning." 

Mr. Abrams, who testified on 
of the Baha'is in Iran at a hearing 
2 before the House SubcOmmittee 
Human Rights and International 
ganizations, said, "The fact that 
ture is practiced by so many 
ments in so many parts of the 
suggests that there is no one 
tion to account for its per'sistence. 

"Some regimes lack popular 
macy, and resort to torture in 
punish and intimidate dissidents. 
regimes feel themselves under siege 
terrorists, and regard torture as 
means of self-defense. 

"Still other governments believe 
certain minorities-the Baha'is in 
are an obvious example-deserve to 
treated cruelly and inhumanely .... tt 

After briefly reviewing in his 
testimony the background of 
between the Baha'is and the 
Muslims in Iran, and the measwre 
taken by the Islamic 
Government to suppress the 
that country, Dr. Kazemzadeh 
umented instances of torture "u 
means of compelling recantation 
one's faith and conversion to Islam. 
compelling confession of crimes 
(were) never committed. 

"The ultimate stage of h""MI1n' 

reached," he said, "when torture 
ed for purely ideological or 
purposes, when blood is shed, 



Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice-chairman 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Bahd'fs of the United States, tes
tifies June 26 before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee. The National 
Assembly was one of only three non
government organizations invited to 
appear during the panel's hearing on 
the practice of torture around the 
world. 

are broken, nails and teeth pulled, ribs 
crushed, to make a prisoner give up a 
belief and adopt the views and values 
of his tormentors. 

"When whips, hot irons, rods, 
knives, sticks and chains are made the 
tools of persuasion in matters of 
thought and spirit, we witness the most 
revolting perversion, a betrayal of all 
humanity. 

"When such instruments are used in 
the service of religion, the essence of 
that religion is dishonored by its own 
fanatical votaries." 

Dr. Kazemzadeh, whose testimony 
was buttressed by graphic displays de
picting the horrors of torture in Iran, 
then presented to the committee veri
fied examples of the use of torture 
against members of the Faith in the 
land of its birth. 

"The National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Baha'is of the United States," 
he said, "does not wish to make spe
cific recommendations to the commit
tee at present. 

"However, we strongly condemn 
torture as one of the most heinous 
crimes against humanity. It can never 
be justified, no matter what the cir
cumstances. 

"That torture is used at all and that 
its practice is spreading testifies to the 
fragility of civilization and to the ease 
with which humanity reverts to bar
barism .... 

"Acquiescence to torture is a com-

promise with evil unworthy of this na
tion. 

"We hope that the government of 
the United States together with the 
governments of all nations that profess 
love of humanity will seek, through the 
United Nations and through all other 
legitimate means, the total eradication 
of torture from the earth." 

Following the hearing Dr. Kazem
zadeh participated with the other wit
nesses and members of the Foreign Re
lations Committee in a press con
ference, also at the Dirksen Building. 

Among the media represented were 
ABC radio, the Mutual radio network, 
the Voice of America, Radio Free Eu
rope, the Cable News Network, the 
Washington Post, Scripps-Howard 
newspapers, the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer, Associated Press, United Press 
International, and the North Carolina 

News Service. 
The hearing before the Foreign Rela

tions Committee was the third in which 
members of the U.S. National Spiritual 
Assembly and other Baha'is have pre
sented testimony to Congress concern
ing the worsening conditions faced by 
their co-religionists in Iran. 

The first two appearances, in May 
1982 and again on May 2 of this year, 
were before the House Subcommittee 
on Human Rights and International 
Organizations. 

Each one led to the passage by Con
gress of a resolution condemning the 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran and urg
ing government action to help stop it. 

On May 22, about a month before 
the most recent hearing, the House 
passed Concurrent Resolution 226, and 
the Senate added its approval on June 
15. 
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United States 

Text of Baba'i statement on torture 

Prepared statement of Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice-chairman 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahd'Is of the 
United States. 

My name is Firuz Kazemzadeh. I am professor of history, 
chairman of the Committee on Middle Eastern Studies at 
Yale University, and vice-chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States. 

Twice in the last two years American Baha'is have pre
sented to the Subcommittee on Human Rights and Interna
tional Organizations of the House Committee on Foreign 
Affairs amply documented testimony on the. persecution of 
the Baha'is in Iran. The material is available to the govern
ment and the public. However, today I shall confine myself 
to a narrower and sadder subject-torture. 

Over the last four years, the authorities of the Islamic Re
public of Iran have used torture as an instrument of policy. 
Among the victims of torture, members of the Baha'i com
munity have occupied a special place. They have committed 
no crimes, participated in no anti-government activities, 
presented no danger to the regime, yet they have been made 
an object of unrestrained hatred on the part of the clerical 
rulers and their supporters. 

I shall present to the Committee evidence of torture, 
names of its victims, and even of one or two of its official 
practitioners. I shall also point out the changes in the pat
tern of application of torture. 

However, because so many find the persecution of the 
peaceful Baha'i community in Iran utterly incomprehen
sible, I shall take the liberty of sketching briefly the back
ground of relations between the Shiite establishment and the 
Baha'i Faith. 

The Baha'i Faith, a monotheistic world religion, origi
nated in the middle of the nineteenth century in Iran. From 
its inception it became the target of hostility on the part of 
the Muslim Shiite clergy which believed that the eternal dia
logue between God and man had ended with the Prophet 
Muhammad, that Islam was the final revelation, and that 
any post-Islamic religion must necessarily be a heresy whose 
followers deserved death. 

The Shiite clergy, which wielded enormous power in nine
teenth century Iran, incited the secular authorities to a cam
paign that took the lives of some 20,000 men, women and 
children, but failed to eradicate the new faith. 

The introduction into Iran of modern nationalism and 
secularism alleviated the situation of the Baha'i community 
in the twentieth century but did not mitigate the hatred of 
the Shiite clerical establishment. However, the vocabulary 
of invictive changed. If earlier the Baha'is had been de-
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nounced as heretics, now they were accused of being agents 
of foreign movements and powers-Russia, Britain, Israel, 
the United States-depending on current political fashion. 
Periodically, the mullahs gained the government's coopera
tion in attacking the Baha'is, killing a few, confiscating lit
erature, closing down Baha'i centers, dismissing Baha'is 
from government jobs, and otherwise harassing them. 

The Iranian revolution of 1978-79 was made by a broad 
coalition in which the Muslim Shiite clergy played a pre
dominant role. Within a few months of the collapse of the 
old regime the mullahs emerged as rulers more despotic and 
less restrained than the monarchy they had overthrown had 
ever been. In the process of consolidating their power, the 
mullahs unleashed a reign of terror against all whom they 
saw as their political opponents, ideological rivals, or spiri
tual competitors. 

The Baha'is had not taken part in the revolutionary up
heaval. As a matter of religious principle they strictly ab
stained from all political activity and would not engage in 
violence which is strictly forbidden in the writings of their 
faith. Partly because of that they are now accused of having 
supported the old regime. However, the Islamic authorities 
did not need added justification for attacking the Baha'is. 
The President of the Revolutionary Court of Shiraz, Huj
jatu'l-Islam Qazai, clearly revealed the underlying religious 
motivation of such attacks when he publicly stated early in 
1983 that "the Muslim nation of Iran ... will, God willing, 
fulfill the prayer of Noah (mentioned in the Koran): 

'And Noah said, Lord, leave not a single family of infi
dels on the Earth: 
'For if thou leave them, they will beguile thy servants and 
will beget only sinners, infidels.' 
"The Iranian nation (the judge continued) has determined 

to establish the Government of God on earth. Therefore, it 
cannot tolerate the perverted Baha'is who are instruments of 
Satan and followers of the devil and of the super powers and 
their agents .... It is absolutely certain that in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran there is no place for Baha'is and Ba
ha'ism .... I take this opportunity to advise all fair-minded 
and intelligent Baha'is to return to the bosom of highly es
teemed Islam ... Before it is too late the Baha'is should re
cant Baha'ism, which is condemned by reason and logic. 
Otherwise, the day will soon come when the Islamic nation 
will deal with them in accordance with its religious obliga
tions, as it has dealt with other hypocrites .... " 

While such threats were being uttered by cabinet minis
ters, high-ranking judges and other officials, a well-orga
nized campaign of persecution was being conducted 



throughout the country. Its principal elements were: 
1. The extermination of Baha'i leadership through the im

prisonment and in many cases the execution of prominent 
Baha'is, particularly of members of Spiritual Assemblies
the elected governing bodies of the Baha'i community. 

2. The confiscation of all community property such as na
tional and local centers, meeting halls, cemeteries, hospitals, 
historical buildings, monuments and shrines, libraries, arch
ives, membership records, and administrative files. 

3. Economic strangulation through dismissal of Baha'is 
from all government jobs, which in Iran include the Na
tional Oil Company, the airlines, the railways, much of in
dustry, and all of education; boycott of Baha'i-owned busi
nesses, refusal to pay pensions to retired employees, and 
even the destruction of agricultural crops and trees owned 
by Baha'is. 

4. The dismissal of Baha'i children and youth from uni
versities, high schools, and even from primary scl:tools. 

S. The outlawing of Baha'i organizations-a particularly 
serious blow for a faith that has no clergy and in which 
elected Spiritual Assemblies perform all the functions nor
mally entrusted to ministers or priests. 

6. The psychological pressure inflicted on individuals 
through threats, insults, various forms of intimidation, and 
constant reiteration that they are members of a despised, 
subversive and accursed group. 

7. The application of torture as a means of compelling re
cantation of one's faith and conversion to Islam, or com
pelling confession of crimes that were never committed. It is 
on the last item in the above catalogue of horrors that I in
tend to dwell in the time remaining to me this morning. 

Individual cruelty, unauthorized maltreatment of prison
ers, and random beatings inflicted by angry guards on in
mates, even when they are common criminals convicted in 
fair trial, are intolerable occurrences for which the authori
ties must bear responsibility whether or not they knew of or 
encouraged such behavior. The systematic application of 
torture by the state is a far more grievous evil. 

The ultimate stage of barbarity is reached when torture is 
used for purely ideological or religious purposes, when. 
blood is shed, bodies are broken, nails and teeth pulled, ribs 
crushed, to make a prisoner give up a belief and adopt the 
views and values of his tormentors. When whips, hot irons, 
rods, knives, sticks, and chains are made the tools of per
suasion in matters of thought and spirit, we witness the most 
revolting perversion, a betrayal of all humanity. When such 
instruments are used in the service of religion, the essence of 
that religion is dishonored by its own fanatical votaries. 

The authorities of the Islamic Republic of Iran have used, 
and are currently using, torture against the Baha'is, sys
tematically and relentlessly, for two purposes: (1) To force 
recantation of faith and conversion to Islam, and (2) to ex
tract false confessions of spying and other illegal activities 
allegedly performed by the Baha'is in the service of Zion
ism, imperialism, and the super powers. 

Though hundreds of Baha'is have been subjected to phys
cal and mental abuse by Revolutionary Guards, jailers, and 
even judges, I will speak of only a few cases which have been 
carefully verified. 

One of the earliest instances of torture was reported from 
the city of Hamadan where, on June 4, 1981, the bodies of 

Sen. Nancy Kassebaum Sen. Paula Hawkins 

seven executed members of the local Spiritual Assembly 
were released to their families for burial. Each body bore 
unmistakable signs of heavy torture. The victims were: 

Dr. Firuz Naimi, Dr. Naser Vafai, Mr. Tarazollah Kho
zeyn, Mr. Hoseyn Motlaq, Mr. Soheyl Habibi, Mr. Sohrab 
Habibi, Mr. Hoseyn Khandel. 

Each had been given the opportunity to recant the Baha'i 
Faith and to embrace Islam; each had refused, had been tor
tured and put to death. The funeral of these heroes was at
tended by thousands of Baha'is and Muslims wishing openly 
to express their grief for the innocent and highly respected 
men who had been so cruelly destroyed. 

A year later, in June 1982, Mr. A.A.A., a bank employee, 
was arrested with five other Baha'is. An eyewitness has writ
ten that upon arrival in the infamous Evin prison the five 
Baha'is were brought before an interrogator, the notorious 
torturer Mesbah Tolui, who accused them of Zionism. An 
eyewitness writes: 

"A.A.A. objected. 'I am not a Zionist,' he said. 'I am a 
Baha'i,' upon which the interrogator slapped him in the face 
and struck him with hand and fist. . . . Then with two 
pointed rods, perhaps two pencils, the interrogator poked 
through the blindfold at A.A.A. 's eyes." 

A few days later Mr. A.A.A. was again questioned: 
" ... the interrogator demanded that A.A.A. recant the 

Baha'i Faith and name the members of certain administra
tive bodies in the Baha'i community .... When the interro
gator met with resistance on the part of A.A.A., he took 
him to another room, accompanied by several guards, who 
proceeded to hurl him down against the hard surface of a 
bench, causing his forehead and jaws to be severely injured 
and to bleed. . . . Then with something like a wire his feet 
were tied . . . his arms were pulled forward and tied . . .He 
was now lying on his abdomen with hands and feet tied and 
the soles of his feet turned upward. Tolui ordered the guards 
to start lashing and to continue until A.A.A. recanted and 
gave the names of committee members or died .... The 
blows were aimed at the five toes of each foot so that each 
toe received its share of the total number of 300 blows." 

The next fully verified episode of torture occurred in 
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March 1983 in Shiraz. Its victims were Mr. Yadollah Mah
mudnezhad and Mrs. Tuba Zaerpur who were arrested be
cause of their prominence in the Shiraz Baha'i community. 

Mrs. Zaerpur, after 55 days in solitary confinement, was 
returned to the general prison in early March. Before her ex
ecution on March 12, 1983, Mrs. Zaerpur told a fellow pris
oner, who survived to tell the story, of her interrogation and 
trial: 

"As a result of repeated lashing Mrs. Zaerpur was pain
fully injured and had sore spots allover her body .... On 
the first day she was given 50 strokes of the whip, on the sec
ond day 100 strokes, and on the third day 74 strokes with a 
cable whip, some on her shoulders and some on her 
back. . . . The sore spots on her body were so painful that 
she could not sleep for many nights. Her toes were bleeding 
and the toenails fell off as a result of injuries. In spite of all 
the suffering, Mrs. Zaerpur never complained. She prayed 
all the time. She was the embodiment of spiritual strength 
and resignation to the will of God and a source of comfort 
to all of us." 

In June 1983 five Baha'is were put to death in Shiraz after 
extensive torture. They were: 

Dr. Bahram Afnan, Mr. Jamshid Siavushi, Mrs. Tahereh 
Siavushi, Mrs. Nosrat Yaldai, Mr. Soheyl Hushmand. 

In each case the torturers tried to force recantation and 
conversion to Islam. Having failed in their purpose, they ex
ecuted their victims. 

In January 1984 Mr. Rahmatollah Hakiman died in jail in 
Kerman under suspicious circumstances. In March 1984 in 
Baft, province of Kerman, Mr. Nosratollah Ziai and, in 
Tehran, Mr. Mohsen Razavi died under equally suspicious 
circumstances. Evidence suggests strongly that all three had 
been tortured. The refusal of the authorities to release 

Dr. Kazemzadeh speaks at a press conference which fol
lowed the Senate hearing on torture around the world. 
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bodies for decent burial and their interment in undisclosed 
graves almost always indicate that the victims had been tor. 
tured. 

More recently the actions of Iranian authorities toot an 
even more sinister turn. Whereas earlier the main purpose of 
torture was to compel conversion to Islam, during the past 
few weeks torture has been used primarily to extract false 
confessions of serious crimes, primarily spying. Presum
ably, these confessions to trumped-up charges would impij. 
cate other Baha'is and provide a plausible pretext for fur. 
ther executions of the members of Baha'i leadership in Iran. 
The victims executed after torture on April 9, 1984, in 
Tehran were: 

Mr. Rahim Rahimian, Professor Kamran Lotfi, Mr. 
Yadollah Saberian, Mr. Ali-Mohammad Zamani. 

Reliable information indicates that of the 703 Baha'fa 
known to be languishing in prisons in Iran, at least II, three 
of them women, have suffered torture inflicted upon 
in an attempt to force them to confess to crimes they had not 
committed. A few have broken down and confessed to fabe 
charges. Some of the confessions were video taped, for p0s
sible use on Iranian television. Presumably, the spectacle 
Baha'is "confessing their crimes" on camera would 
verisimilitude to the accusations for which the an11t .. l'1n .... _ .. ' 

has no evidence whatsoever. It should be noted that the 
lamic authorities have confiscated and now hold all the 
ords of the Baha'i community, comprising literally tens 
thousands of documents. Not having found a single 
inating item, Iran's Islamic prosecutors and judges r-.nort."" 
to torture as a means of convicting Baha'is out of their 
mouths. It would not be the first time the rulers of the ls
lamic Republic offered confessions extracted by torture 
the only proof of guilt. 

American Baha'is are deeply concerned about the fate 
more than 700 of their co-religionists in Iran's prisons. 
are especially anxious about those who have been or will 
tortured. Though we have the names of at least 11 Baha'is 
Tehran and elsewhere who have been tortured, we 
make them public for fear of retaliation against these 
oners and other innocent Baha'is though we are prepared 
submit the information to the Committee in confidence. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
United States does not wish to make specific rCC4\)DlIneodl 
tions to the Committee at present. However, we 
condemn torture as one of the most heinous crimes 
humanity. It can never be justified, no matter what 
cumstances. That torture is used at all and that its nrlll'tiollel 

spreading testifies to the fragility of civilization and to 
ease with which humanity reverts to barbarism. Alas, 
twentieth century provides only too many examples of 
atavistic behavior. 

We, American Baha'is, feel that the United States 
ignore torture no matter where or by whom it is 
for torture is a threat to our dearest convictions and ID 
front to our most deep-seated feelings. Acquiescence to 
ture is a compromise with evil unworthy of this natioa. 

We hope that the government of the United 
gether with the governments of all nations that p~fess 
of humanity, will seek, through the United Natiolll 
through all other legitimate means, the total er/ljaJca~ 
torture from the earth. 



United States 

Senate again condemns persecutions 

On June 15, the U.S. Senate ap
proved unanimously House Concur
rent Resolution 226 which expresses 
the sense of the Congress in condemn
ing the persecution of members of the 
Baha'i Faith in Iran. 

Senate passage of the resolution fol
lowed by 24 days its approval by the 
House of Representatives. 

Speaking in behalf of the resolution 
were Sens. Charles Percy of Illinois, 
Charles Mathias Jr. of Maryland, Nan
cy Kassebaum of Kansas, John Heinz 
of Pennsylvania, Claiborne Pell of 
Rhode Island, Paul Sarbanes of Mary
land, Christopher Dodd of Connecti
cut, John Glenn of Ohio, Frank Mur
kowski of Alaska, Larry Pressler of 
South Dakota and Rudy Boschwitz of 
Minnesota. 

All except Sen. Heinz are members 
of the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee. Some excerpts from the sena
tors' remarks: 

Sen. Percy-"Since the rise of the 
Ayatollah Khomeini in 1979, the Ba
ha'i community in Iran has been sub
jected to cruel and escalating persecu
tion .... 

"By passing this resolution, the 
Senate will make public its absolute 
condemnation of Iran's persecution of 
the Baha'Is." 

Sen. Mathias-"The persecution of 
the Baha'is in Iran is a tragic case that 
calls for our support for House Con
current Resolution 226, which con
demns the Iranian government's treat
ment of the Baha'is .... 

"Women and teen-age girls have 
been hanged for their religious faith. 
Indeed, the proof that the persecution 
is based solely on religious differences 
is seen in the fact that almost all of 
those executed were offered their free
dom, and restoration of jobs and pos
sessions, if only they would renounce 
their faith and embrace Islam. 

'Nowhere is the repugnance of 
the radical regime in Iran more 
apparent than in its vicious and 
indefensible persecution, if not 
genocide, against the Baha'i 
people in that country. This is 
religious persecution in its most 
virulent form.' 

" .. .it is my sincere hope that in pass
ing this resolution today we wiII send a 
strong signal to the civilized world that 
we cannot tolerate mindless persecu
tion of a community of innocent men 
and women." 

Sen. Kassebaum-"Nowhere is the 
repugnance of the radical regime in 
Iran more apparent than in its vicious 
and indefensible persecution, if not 
genocide, against the Baha'i people in 
that country. This is religious persecu
tion in its most virulent form. 

"Neither racial nor cultural differ
ences distinguish Baha'i Iranians from 
their Shi'ite Moslem countrymen. It is 
purely on the basis of religous in
tolerance that Baha'IS in Iran are per
secuted, tortured and killed. 

" ... This issue is of concern to all 
people of all religious faiths. Per
secution against anyone group affects 
us all, for it is all too easy for any of us 
to become the next victim if we only 
stand by while the rights of others are 
abused." 

Sen. Heinz-" ... I urge all of my col
leagues to join in condemning the Iran
ian government for the continued per
secution of the people of the Baha'i 
faith. This resolution is identical to 
Senate Concurrent Resolution 86 intro
duced by Sen. Percy and myself last 
November .... 

"Members of the Baha'i community 

have been denied their basic human 
rights .... For refusing to embrace the 
religion of the ruling government, 
thousands have been arrested and tor
tured, losing their property and jobs. 
Holy sites have been confiscated and 
desecrated. . .. 

"The resolution condemns the Kho
meini regime's actions against the Ba
ha'is and reaffirms our solidarity with 
the Baha'i people. The resolution also 
calls on the President to take an active 
role in persuading the Iranian govern
ment to halt the destruction of this 
peaceful community. 

"I am pleased that 67 members of 
the Senate are co-sponsors of Senate 
Concurrent Resolution 86 and that it is 
supported by the State Department on 
behalf of the Reagan administra
tion .... 

"Let me urge each of my Senate col
leagues to add his or her support to this 
important resolution, House Concur
rent Resolution 226. Together, this 
body can send a clear signal directly to 
the Iranian regime that we have noted 
and that we condemn these outrageous 
violations of internationally accepted 
standards of basic human behavior." 

Sen. Pell-"Without a doubt, the 
treatment of the Baha'is is the most 
serious of many appalling human 
rights abuses in Iran today, and one of 
the most egregious human rights viola
tions anywhere .... 

"The Khomeini regime has, in ef
fect, made adherence to the Baha'i 
faith a crime .... In Iran, it is now a 
crime for Baha'is to participate in a 
social welfare organization, operate a 
business corporation, or to teach the 
faith, even by parents to children at 
home. Baha'i shrines and cemeteries 
have been desecrated and Baha'i wom
en, whose marriages are not recognized 
by the regime, have been branded pros
titutes .... 
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"The treatment of the Baha'is in 
Iran is all too reminiscent of the treat
ment of the German Jews in the early 
stages of Hitler's Reich. If a full-scale 
genocide is to be avoided, the world 
community must keep international at
tention focused on Iran's treatment of 
the Baha'is. 

"Resolutions, such as the one we are 
about to pass, are a useful tool in in
suring that the vilest crime of all
genocide-does not occur in the 
dark." 

Sen. Sarbanes-"We have learned 
from the bitter experience of this cen
tury that the persecution of a vul
nerable people must not be ignored. 

"The approximately 300,000 Baha'is 
now living in Iran are indeed vul
nerable, and (the resolution) speaks 
out in their defense by condemning the 
Iranian policies of persecution and 
calling for international cooperation 
on behalf of the Baha'is. 

"As Elie Wiesel has so eloquently re
minded us, the opposite of love is not 
hatred but indifference, Our respect 
for human dignity, indeed our own 
self-respect as a free nation will not 
permit us to remain indifferent." 

Sen. Dodd-"The August 1983 edict 
against the Baha'is reminds me of 
nothing so much as the Nuremburg 
laws of a half-century ago. We cannot 
allow this to go on without protest. ... 

"We must shine the light on the per
secution of the Baha'is. 

"This resolution does three things: 
first, it states that Iran will be held 
responsible for the crimes against the 
Baha'is; second, it condemns the ef
forts of the Iranian government to de
stroy the Baha'is by making their re
ligious practices illegal; and third, it 
urges the President to work with the 
appropriate governments, and with the 
United Nations, to provide aid and 
comfort to the Baha'is, both those 
within Iran and those who have man
aged to escape. 

"These are sound goals, and I urge 
my colleagues to support them by 
prompt passage of House Concurrent 
Resolution 226." 

Sen. Glenn-"While the peaceful 
Baha'i community has been persecuted 
in Iran for well over a century, the cur
rent Iranian government has fiercely 
rekindled its oppression of the Ba
ha'is .... 

"An ominous development is the 
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Iranian government's banning of Ba
ha'i administrative institutions which 
paves the way for future arrests of 
thousands of individuals who serve on 
Baha'i spiritual assemblies. The Iran
ian government has created conditions 
which threaten the very survival of the 
Baha'i faith in Iran .... 

"While this resolution may do little 
to ease the persecution of the Baha'is 
in Iran, it would be unconscionable for 
the Congress to be silent in the face of 

Sen. Charles Percy of Illinois. the 
chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee. who introduced S. 
Con. Res. 86. 

this great injustice. We call upon the 
administration to work with our allies 
and all other members of the interna
tional community on behalf of the per
secuted Baha'is of Iran." 

Sen. Murkowski-"The persecution 
of the Iranian Baha'is by the Khomeini 
regime is perhaps one of the worst hu
man rights violations in the world to
day .... 

"Not a week passes without an act 
of sheer barbarism and religious op
pression occurring in Iran, and the Ba
ha'is are a key target. ... 

"The UN Human Rights Commis
sion has passed four major resolutions 
concerning the persecution, and the 
U.S. has supported each one .... The 
Secretary of State and the President 
have issued statements calling attention 
to the persecution and requesting inter
national support. ... 

"Congress has begun to act. On May 
22 the House passed a resolution con
demning this persecution and calling 
on the President to work with ap-

propriate foreign governments in 
forming an appeal to the Khomeini re
gime .... 

"These efforts must continue. The 
Baha'is cannot be forgotten." 

Sen. Pressler-" ... the Baha'is of 
Iran have been systematically denied 
virtually all freedom and opportunity. 
By anyone's measure, their human 
rights continue to be trampled upon. In. 
particular, their freedom of religion is 
effectively non-existent. 

"The Iranian government must be 
convinced that these atrocities are 
unacceptable and cannot be tol
erated .... 

"lhis action of the U.S. Congress 
should inspire other nations, many of 
whom have closer ties with Iranian 
authorities than does the United States, 
to increase pressure on Iranians with 
whom they do business to stop official 
and private atrocities against the Ba
ha'is." 

Sen. Boschwitz-"Jt's easy to be
come jaded these days to the many ex
amples we read and hear about of tor
ture, persecution and killings, but the 
situation faced by ·the Baha'i com
munity is of a scope that makes some 
response a moral necessity. . .. 

"Men love the darkness ... because 
it hides their deeds. This resolution 
sheds light on the dark deeds of a 
despotic regime. 

"I don't suggest that our respon
sibility ends there, but it certainly be
gins there. I ask, then, for the adoption 
of this beginning, a first step toward 
the return of some degree of light to 
the Baha'is in Iran." 

In addition to the remarks by the 
senators, the complete text of the 
Newsweek magazine article titled 
"Death Inside Khomeini's Jails" was 
entered in the Congressional Record. 

i 
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Australia 

Baha'is sponsor seminar for farmers 

In response to the Universal House 
of Justice's call to foster social and 
economic development, the Baha'is of 
Perth, West Australia, decided to 
sponsor a day-long seminar on agricul
ture/horticulture alternatives for farm
ers in a small community called Den
mark (population 2,000). 

One of the Baha'is has a family in 
that area and knew that there were 
many farming problems that could be 
overcome by education. 

The Perth community, through its 
Assembly, developed a four-stage plan 
over an eight-week period that includ
ed: 

• An initial survey to verify that a 
seminar would be useful. 

• Facility investigation and organi
zation. 

• Seminar preparation and presenta
tion. 

• End-of-seminar questionnaires for 
information feedback to farmers, shire 
councilors, and so on. 

• A simultaneous prayer session. 
• Follow-up. 
Two West Australian Baha'is-An

drew Blake, a horticulture lecturer, 
and Ian McPharlin, an agriculture lec
turer-presented sessions on some 
promising farming alternatives that 
could help ease the local cost/price 
squeeze. 

They also presented the idea that 
Denmark's farming future basically 
depends upon the farmers' unity (e.g., 
cooperative marketing approaches, 
etc.). 

A non-Baha'i farm expert, Vikki 
Pedalina, also was employed (although 
she would accept only travel expenses) 
to conduct a group discussion, helping 
the farmers themselves to define and 
find solutions to their problems. 

The Denmark community actively 
supported the effort. The local agricul
tural high school offered its facilities, 

Speakers at a recent day-long agricul
ture/horticulture seminar sponsored 
by the Bahd'fs of Perth, West Aus
tralia, in the small community of Den-

local papers and radio stations gave in
terviews and free advertising, residents 
distributed programs and posters, and 
accommodations were offered. As a re-

mark were (left to right) Andrew 
Blake. Vikki Pedalina and Ian Mc
Pharlin. Ms. Pedalina is not a Bahd·f. 

suit, the Baha'is incurred few expenses, 
mainly for poster printing and travel
ing. 

More than 100 people took an active 
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part in the seminar. The information 
collected was collated and computer 
analyzed. Already, requests for infor
mation have been received from ag
riculture and education advisory com
mittees, a local Member of Parliament 
and council, farmer associations and 
seminar participants. 

In thanking the Baha'is for present
ing the seminar, the agricultural high 
school principal said it had already in
fluenced his planning for adult educa
tion in the district. Both he and the 
regional agricultural advisory com
mittees are awaiting the statistical anal
ysis of the seminar. 

Proceedings have been printed that 
contain: 

• copies of seminar talks; 
• a transcript of questions and an

swers; 
• collated results of consultation 

from workshop sessions. 
The proceedings were printed free of 

charge by Muresk Agricultural Col
lege. 

In the seminar, two important Ba
ha'i principles were advanced and put 
to use. The first of these was the need 
for unity, which was singled out in par
ticular by the participants who con
cluded that as theirs is such a small 

Portugal 

Shown are some of the 220 people (in
cluding 180 non-Baha'is) who attended 
a public meeting last March 24 in Setu
bal, Portugal, about 30 miles south of 
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A view of workshop groups conferring 
during a day-long agriculture/horti
culture seminar organized by the Ba
hd'is of Perth, West Australia, in the 

community. any new agricultural or 
horticultural venture that was started 
could succeed only if everyone pulled 
together. 

The other principle put to good use 

Lisbon. The Naw-Ruz event, called the 
'Spring Feast,' was planned by the 
local Teaching Committee of Setubal. 
(More photos on Page 17) 

small community of Denmark. Morr 
than 100 local residents took part in the 
seminar. 

was that of consultation. Half of the 
seminar time was devoted to workshop 
sessions in which the farmers defined 
their own advantages, problems and 
possible solutions. Each group of six to 
eight participants then shared the 
"fruits" of their consultation with the 
others. This seemed a new and excitina 
experience for them, and resulted in 
maximum participation. 

There were inquiries about the Faith, 
but as this was not our original aim we 
did not dwell qn teaching. Any such ac
tivity, we felt, would have been viewed 
with distrust in this small community, 
and would have had a negative effect. 

Instead, using the mailing list gen
erated from the seminar, the Baha'is of 
Perth plan to follow up with a short 
survey to confirm that another seminar 
is needed, and what its content should 
be. Already, it has been suggested that 
besides agriculture and horticulture, 
there should be presentations on effec
tive consultation, applications of uni
ty, and capitalizing on local skills and 
talents for the good of the community. 

While the Perth Baha'is cannot af
ford, and do not intend, to support the 
Denmark community, the feeling is 
that they can perhaps act as a catalyst 
to aid in the community's return to 
economic and social stability. 



United States 

250 are enrolled on Sioux Reservations 

OVERJOYED UPSURGE TEACHING. SPIRIT MOVING BELIEVERS RE
SULTING 250 ENROLLMENTS SIOUX RESERVATIONS SOUTH DA
KOTA. TESTIMONY GROWTH MATURITY AMOZ GIBSON TEACHING 
PROJECT. SEVEN YEAR PLAN GOAL 50 ASSEMBLIES INDIAN RESER
VA TIONS IN SIGHT. PROGRESS ACHIEVED UNIFIED CAMPAIGN AC
TIVE INDIAN TEACHERS, YOUTH, ADUL TS. HAND CA USE KHADEM, 
NSA MEMBER, NTC MEMBER LEA VING TODA Y ENCOURAGE AND 
SUPPORT FURTHER PROGRESS. SPIRIT HIGH CONTINUING PRO
CESS. SUPPLICA TE PRA YERS HOL Y SHRINES . 

This joyful telex was sent July 28 to 
the Universal House of Justice by the 
National Teaching Committee of the 
United States, sharing the exciting 
news of victories in the Amoz Gibson 
Teaching Project on the Pine Ridge 
and Rosebud Sioux Reservations in 
South Dakota. 

The message of victory has a rel
atively short but most exultant history 
behind it. 

Last summer, the campaign had its 
beginning under the capable sponsor
ship of the District Teaching Commit
tee of South Dakota, which, working 
hand in hand with the National Teach
ing Committee and American Indian 
Teaching Committee, invited pro
jecteers to teach the Faith and attract 
new believers to the Cause of God. 

Among those who volunteered were 
Jaleh Vafai, the widow of a martyr 
from Hamadan, Iran, and Edwin Rob
erts, who has served as campaign coor
dinator both summers. 

Youth from various parts of the 
country played an active part in the 
campaign last summer. Among them 
were Navid Haghighi from Louisiana 
and Saied Mirafzali from Michigan, 
both of whom dedicated their summer 
to the campaign. 

In an effort to recruit more pro
jecteers, these youth traveled to Texas 
to attend a regional youth conference 
and returned to South Dakota with 
several young volunteers. 

One young woman from Texas, Lisa 

• 
Molin, decided to remain as a home
front pioneer. 

By the end of summer 1983, more 
than 60 adults and youth had embraced 
the Faith and two new Spiritual Assem
blies were formed. 

But that was only the beginning. 
During the winter, the National Youth 
Committee held a Youth Leadership 
Program in Wanblee, South Dakota, 
the hub around which the project has 
revolved, and several projecteers re
turned to help consolidate the victories 
won in the summer. 

And last June, the spirit that had 
ushered in the successes of the summer 
of '83 was rekindled with an influx of 
traveling teachers and other volun
teers. 

As of the end of July, more than 250 
new Baha'is had been welcomed into 
the Faith and eight new Assemblies 
were formed on the Sioux Reserva
tions. 

A large part of the joy experienced 
has come from the diversity of the pro
jecteers, many of whom have traveled 
cross-country to contribute to the suc
cess of the campaign. 

Youth have been in the forefront of 
the teaching work, with carloads arriv
ing from as far away as South Carolina 
and Navajoland in the Southwest. 

The statistics and facts of an effort 
of this kind are always of interest, but 
the underlying stories of sacrifice and 
dedication on the part of so many Ba
ha'is provide the spirit that moves us 

The Hand of the Cause of God Dhik
ru'lldh Khddem (left) greets one of the 
Native American believers, Calvin 
Pumpkinseed. 

all to serve in whatever capacity we are 
able. 

The stories of the Amoz Gibson Pro
ject will continue to be shared long 
after the campaign itself has ended, 
and will serve as examples of cou
rageous and heroic deeds in the annals 
of the American Baha'i community. 

-Karen Pritchard 
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The world 

St. Lucia breaks ground for Center 

A ground-breaking ceremony for the 
first Baha'i National Center in St. 
Lucia, West Indies, was held during 
the visit March 29-April 1 of the Hand 
of the Cause of God H. Collis Feather
stone. 

The historic event included addresses 
by Mr. Featherstone, Counsellor Ruth 
Pringle, and Esther Evans, a Knight of 
Baha'u'lhih who first settled in St. 
Lucia in 1953. Also included were 
prayers and musical selections. 

During his visit, Mr. Featherstone 
joined Counsellor Pringle and a group 
of local Baha'is in paying a courtesy 
calion the governor-general of St. 
Lucia. 

Mr. Featherstone was also able to 
meet with members of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of St. Lucia, and to 
speak at several gatherings of the 

A member of the local Baha'( commu
nity tries her hand at wielding the 
shovel during groundbreaking cere
monies last March 31 for the first Ba
ha'{ National Center in St. Lucia, West 
Indies. Among those looking on are 
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friends. 

••• 
The first National Youth Conference 

in St. Lucia was held last April 9-10. 
About 12 St. Lucian Baha'i youth at
tended the conference and studied sub
jects that included marriage and the 
family, living a Baha'i life, and work 
as worship. 

Counsellor Ruth Pringle from Pa
nama was present and inspired the 
young people to more dedicated ser
vice. A firm commitment was made to 
hold more such conferences for youth. 

••• More than 100 children and their 
teachers from all parts of St. Lucia 
participated in mid-December in a Ba
ha'i children's class rally. 

Presentations by various children's 
classes of a song, dance or skit were 

the Hand of the Cause of God H. Col
lis Featherstone (center in white shirt), 
his wife, Madge (to Mr. Featherstone's 
left), and Counsellor Ruth Pringle 
(standing next to Mrs. Featherstone). 

followed by an afternoon of games and 
sports. 

Eight villages were represented at the 
rally, and some enthusiastic children 
arrived two hours before the scheduled 
start of the event to help with prepa
rations. 

The occasion helped give the child
ren a better awareness of their Baha'i 
peer group in all of St. Lucia. 

Pakistan 
A three-member Baha'i delegation 

met for about 30 minutes last February 
12 with Dost Muhammad Faizi, min
ister of transport and minority affairs 
in Sind Province, Pakistan. 

The friends conveyed the greetings 
of the Spiritual Assembly of Karachi 
and presented the minister with a Ba
ha'i book on marriage and family life. 

The discussion was centered around 
an application for the appointment of 
a Baha'i marriage registrar in Karachi, 
recognition of Baha'i Holy Days, and 
the matter of Iranian Baha'i refugees 
arriving in Pakistan. 

Mr. Faizi said the government plans 
to create a Minority Advisory Council 
and added that he would propose that 
there be Baha'i representation on the 
new council. 

Andaman/Nicobar Islands 
Baha'is in the Andaman and Nico

bar Islands had completed by February 
2 the formation of their 20 goal As
semblies, paving the way for the for
mation at Riqvan of their own Na
tional Spiritual Assembly. 

To help strengthen communities in 
these islands, a three-day Baha'i 
Winter School was held beginning last 
February 3. 



Canary Islands 
More than 70 delegates and guests 

were present April 28-29 at the first Ba
ha'i National Convention of the Ca
nary Islands in Santa Cruz de Tenerife. 

The Universal House of Justice was 
represented by the Hand of the Cause 
of God 'Ali-Akbar Furutan. 

Other guests included Counsellor 
Louis Henuzet, representing the Board 
of Counsellors in Europe, and Fran
cisco Javier, representing the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Spain. 

The formation of two new Local 
Spiritual Assemblies was reported at 
the opening of the historic Convention 
raising the number of Assemblies in th; 
Canary Islands to nine. 

More than 70 delegates and guests were 
present April 28-29 at the first Baha'I 
National Convention of the Canary Is
lands in Santa Cruz de Tenerife. The 
Hand of the Cause of God 'Alf-Akbar 

Funitan, who represented the Univer
sal House of Justice at the Convention, 
is standing with arms folded in the cen
ter of the fifth row. 

Members of the first National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of the Canary 
Islands, elected April 28 during the 
first National Convention of the Ca
nary Islands, are (front row left to 
right) Kamran Aminian, Eladio Mar
tinez, Issa Taheri; (middle row left to 
right) Peggy True, Majeh Taheri, Juan 
Garote; and (back row left to right) 
lago German, Kamal Khadem, Inge 
Brandtzaeg. 

Swaziland 
More than 400 people from 15 Af

rican countries, many of whom are in
digenous African believers, attended 
Swaziland's most recent International 
Baha'i Summer School. 

The school session was opened by a 
government minister who spoke for 25 
minutes, quoting Baha'u'llah exten
sively and warmly endorsing the aims 
of the Faith. His speech was broadcast 
three times on radio and television. 

Presentations at the school under
scored the urgency of acting now to 
fulfill the teaching goals of the Seven 
Year Plan and stressed the need to im
prove the quality of Baha'i family life. 

The launching of a multi-national 
Baha'i association for social and eco
nomic development in southern Africa 
was announced in a message from the 
Summer School to the Universal House 
of Justice. 
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World Centre 

The 180 members of the Oratorio So
ciety and Civic Symphony of Winfield, 
Kansas, walk through the gardens at 
the Bahd" World Centre prior to their 
visit last March 17 to the Shrine of the 

Barbados 

The Hand of the Cause of God H. Col
lis Featherstone (left) was among those 
attending a recent prayer service at the 
Baha'I National Center in St. Michael, 
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Bab. The visitors, who were in Israel 
for a concert performance, were 
greeted by Hugh E. Chance, a member 
of the Universal House of Justice who 

Barbados, which honored the martyrs 
in Iran and offered prayers for all of 
the Baha'is in that country. 

was born in Winfield. They ge
nuinely impressed by the beauty of tM 
Bahd'f Holy Places and pleased with 
the warm reception they were given. 

Bangladesh 
Fifty-four people, 31 of whom are 

native believers, attended the rlrSt self
supporting Baha'i Winter School for 
youth which was held last January in 
Myensingh, Bangladesh. 

Among the participants were three 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Bangladesh and five Aux
iliary Board members. 

Two guests at the school declared 
their belief in Baha'u'llab. 

Dominican Republic 
A well-attended seminar on Baha'i 

child education was held last February 
25-26 at the Universidad Central de 
Este in San Pedro de Macoris, Domini
can Republic. 

Included were classes, panel discus
sions and workshops. One of the fea
tures was a lecture on nutrition by a 
university faculty member who is a 
dietitian. 



Portugal 

fJu,n,,,'r strung above a 
street in Setubal, Portugal, announces 
a Baha ','-sponsored 'Spring Feast' that 
was held last March 24. One hundred
eighty oj the 220 people who attended 
the event were non-Baha'is. 

Tonga 

Sione Tu'itahi, a Baha'i youth from 
Tonga, was one of four Tongan youth 
who were invited to join 34 young peo
ple from 10 South Pacific countries on 
a recent two-week tour of Japan. 

The tour, sponsored by the Japanese 
government, was followed by a visit to 
five countries in Oceania with a group 
of Japanese youth. 

Mr. Tu'itahi is the Baha'i youth rep
resentative to the Tonga National 
Youth Workers' Association, the na
tional body that is to coordinate activi
ties in Tonga for the International Year 
of Youth (lYY) in 1985. 

• • • 
Two Baha'i youth from Tonga were 

among a group of 30 young people 
from that country chosen to participate 
in May and June in a two-week course 
in youth leadership and small business 
management sponsored by the Com
monwealth Youth Program, the Ton
gan Ministry of Education, and the 
Tonga Youth Workers' Association. 

• • • 
A group of Tongan Baha'i youth has 

been providing volunteer labor on the 
construction of a national teaching 
center located near the Tonga House of 
Worship property. 

• • • 
Four Baha'i youth from Tonga who 

pioneered four years ago to the Eastern 
Caroline Islands and Micronesia are 
still at their pioneering posts. 

Baha'i youth in Tonga are in the 
vanguard of teaching activities on the 
local, regional and national levels. 

Brazil 
One hundred-twenty Baha'is and 

their guests gathered last March 21 in 
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil, for the dedi
cation of a new Regional Baha'i Center 
for northeastern Brazil. 

Large numbers of middle class 
young people are showing an interest in 
the Faith, and many enrollments have 
taken place during the last six months. 

United Kingdom 

John Long, a long-time member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of the 
United Kingdom, has been honored for 
his services to education in the clothing 
and footwear industries. 

Mr. Long was presented the Holden 
Medal by the president of the Clothing 
and Footwear Institute. The presti
gious medal has been awarded on only 
four previous occasions, and Mr. Long 
is only the second person from Great 
Britain to receive it. 

He worked in the clothing and foot
wear industries for many years, and 
after retiring from his post as dean at 
Leicester Polytechnic devoted much of 
his time to the development of the Ba
ha'i Publishing Trust ()f the United 
Kingdom. 

Zimbabwe 
Zimbabwe's roving Teaching Com

mittee sent a teaching team last Feb
ruary 9 to Murewa. In only two days, 
the team enrolled 130 new Baha'is and 
helped bring about the election of a 
Spiritual Assembly in Duku. 
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Samoa 

Mother Temple of Pacific dedicated 

OVERJOYED AUSPICIOUS UPLIFTING HEART
WARMING EVENTS ASSOCIATED DEDICATION TO 
PUBLIC WORSHIP OF MOTHER TEMPLE PACIFIC. 
COMMENTING UPON ARRIVAL AMATU'L-BAHA 
RUHfYYIH KHANuM IN WESTERN SAMOA COUN
SELLOR 'ALA'f CABLED: 
'AMATU'L-BAHA WAS BEFITTINGLY AND GRA
CIOUSLY RECEIVED AT AIRPORT BY HIS HIGH
NESS MALIETOA TANUMAFILI II, HEAD OF STATE, 
AND WAS LATER ACCOMPANIED BY HIS HIGH
NESS IN HIS LIMOUSINE WITH FULL MOTORCADE 
CEREMONY TO APIA.' ALSO PRESENT AT AIRPORT 
WERE HONORABLE PRIME MINISTER OF WESTERN 
SAMOA TOFILAU ETI, CABINET MINISTERS, DIP
LOMATIC AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, AS 
WELL AS MANY BAHA'fs FROM ALL OVER THE 
WORLD. 'AMATU'L-BAHA WAS IMMENSELY 
TOUCHED AND HEARTS FRIENDS LEAPT WITH 
JOY AND FILLED WITH SENSE GRA TITUDE 
THANKSGIVING TO BAHA'U'LLAH THIS UNPRECE
DENTED RECOGNITION AND RESPECT BESTOWED 
UPON REPRESENTATIVE UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUS
TICE BY HIS HIGHNESS MALIETOA WHO VALIANT
L Y AND COURAGEOUSL Y DEMONSTRATED HIS 
UNDIMINISHED LOYALTY PROFOUND LOVE FOR 
SUPREME BODY IN MANNER UNPARALLELED HIS
TORY OF FAITH IN SAMOA.' 
AMATU'L-BAHA RUHfYYIH KHANuM DEDICATED 
THE MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR IN APIA, WESTERN 
SAMOA, ON 1 SEPTEMBER 1984 IN PRESENCE HIS 
HIGHNESS, MEMBERS OF ROYAL FAMILY, PRIME 
MINISTER AND FOUR MEMBERS HIS CABINET, AS 
WELL AS MANY REPRESENTATIVES OF FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS AND HIGH-RANKING OFFICERS 
SAMOAN CHURCHES, TOGETHER WITH MORE 
THAN 1,000 BAHA'fs FROM 45 COUNTRIES AND IS
LANDS. 
RUHfYYIH KHANUM DESCRIBING HISTORIC OC
CASION CABLED: 'MOTHER TEMPLE PACIFIC IS
LANDS SCENE UNTIL LAST MOMENT HUNDREDS 
BELIEVERS ALL PARTS WORLD, ALL AGES, ALL 
COLORS, LEVELING GROUND, PLANTING SHRUBS, 
CREATING ROCK GARDENS, CLEANING HUGE EDI
FICE .... SAMOAN NATIONAL ASSEMBL Y AND 
BAHA'IS, FORGOING DAY AFTER DAY REST OR 
SLEEP. WORKED ROUND THE CLOCK PREPARA
TIONS ALL DEPARTMENTS ENSURE BEFITTING 
SPIRITUAL MATERIAL CELEBRATION HISTORIC 

EVENTS SEPTEMBER FIRST DEDICATION. SAMOAN 
LADIES CREATED HUNDREDS OF FEET FRAGRANT 
FRANGIPANI GARLANDS ALONG ENTIRE LENGTH 
MAIN PATHS, DECORATING ELECTRIC STAND
ARDS IN GARDENS WITH PLAITED PALMS AND 
FLOWERS, HANGING CHAINS FERNS INSIDE ON 
TEMPLE BALCONY .... 
'THE ONE-HOUR TEMPLE SERVICE, CHARACTER
IZED BY BEFITTING PROTOCOL AND DECORUM, 
COMMENCED WITH HIGHLY SUITABLE. DIGNI
FIED AND MOVING SPEECH IN BOTH SAMOAN 
AND ENGLISH BY HIS HIGHNESS MALiETOA TA
NUMAFILI II. OUTLINING HIGHLIGHTS TEMPLE 
HISTORY AND THANKING UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF 
JUSTICE FOR ITS ERECTION IN WESTERN SAMOA. 
THE BEAUTIFUL SINGING OF THE CHOIR, THE 
WONDERFUL SELECTIONS FROM BAHA'f SCRIP
TURES AND THE BIBLE. READ IN BOTH SAMOAN 
AND ENGLISH. CULMINATING WITH INSPIRING
LY-CHANTED PRAYER WERE ALL PERFECT AND 
CREATED UNPRECEDENTED GLORIOUS HISTORIC 
OCCASION. 
'ALL GATHERED IN PERFECT WEATHER FOR 
BOTH SACRED FIRST SERVICE IN PRECIOUS MASH
RIQU'L-ADHKAR AND. FOLLOWING DEDICATION. 
THE JOYFUL TRADITIONAL SAMOAN SUA CERE-
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MONY HELD OUTSIDE WHICH LASTED ONE AND A 
HALF HOURS .... ' THIS CEREMONY INCLUDED 
PRESENTATION BY RUl:IiYYIH KHANUM TO HIS 
HIGHNESS OF TEMPLE MODEL SENT AS GIFT BY 
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE, AND PRESENT A
TION OF TRADITIONAL GIFTS OF ROAST PIGS, 
FINE MATS, TAPA CLOTH AND FOOD TO ALL HIGH 
OFFICIALS PRESENT. JOYFUL SPEECHES SINGING 
DANCING AND WELL-ATTENDED BANQUET END
ED OPENING DAY FESTIVITIES. 
BELOVED AMATU'L-BAHA FURTHER REPORTED: 
'SUNDAY MORNING IN THREE SESSIONS LASTING 
OVER FIVE HOURS OVER ONE THOUSAND BAHA'is 
WERE ANOINTED ATTAR OF ROSE AND VIEWED 

Trinidad/Tobago 

PORTRAIT BLESSED PERFECTION IN TEMPLE, OB
VIOUSL Y OVERCOME BY PRIVILEGE AND GREAT 
EVENTS TAKING PLACE. PACIFIC ISLANDERS 
CONSPICUOUSLY REVERENT, DEEPLY STIRRED, 
AWARE GREA T PRIVILEGE. SUNDAY EVENING 
TEMPLE PACKED FULL SERVICE DEDICATED BE
LOVED MARTYRS AND PERSECUTED BRETHREN 
IRAN ... .' 
PRA YING HOLY SHRINES THAT FORCES NOW SET 
IN MOTION WILL RESULT UNPRECEDENTED 
GROWTH FAITH SAMOA AND ALL AREAS VAST 
PACIFIC OCEAN. 

-,.- -.",- - ,- ~ 

-~.,,- - .-- - --

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1984 

~c :/\.'" 
",< 

-':":(:' -, .. , 

The Hand of the Cause of God H. Col- House of Justice to Bahd't's and their the Palmyra District Bahd't' Center in 
lis Featherstone explains the signifi- guests during his visit last lv/arch 20 to Trinidad. 
cance of the Seat of the Universal 
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Canada 

y o~th Conference a resounding success 

By DA VID E. OGRON 
The Youth Movement and its impact 

on the Faith in North America was the 
centerpiece August 25-27 as nearly 
2,000 young people from 52 countries 
gathered at Canada's first Interna
tional Baha'i Youth Conference to 
rededicate themselves to securing a re
sounding victory in the final months of 
the Seven Year Plan. 

The conference, whose theme was 
"If you only knew ... ," was blessed by 
the presence of the Hands of the Cause 
of God 'Ali-Akbar Furutan, John Ro
barts and 'Ali-MuQammad Varqa. 

Registration figures showed that 
about 800 youth from the U.S. and 
another 800 from Canada were among 
the 1,972 participants who also includ
ed four youth who traveled all the way 
from the Philippines, 10 who came 
from Germany, and six youth from 
Japan who are members of that coun
try's National Teaching Committee 
and National Youth Committee. 

Original music 
India and Australia were represented 

by youth who are now attending col
lege in the United Kingdom. 

Conference speakers, in addition to 
the three Hands of the Cause, included 
Counsellors Farzam Arbab and Lloyd 
Gardner; four members of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada; 
and Auxiliary Board members Carol 
Bowie, Reginald Newkirk and David 
Smith from Canada and Robert Harris 
from the U.S. 

The program included original music 
composed for the event by Canadian 
Baha'i musicians, and dance in
terpretations ranging from contem
porary ballet and classical dances from 
India to a break dancing competition. 

The conference was opened by Hugh 
Rooney, assistant vice-president of the 
University of Western Ontario, who 

TO THE BAHA'I YOUTH CONFERENCE IN LONDON, ONTARIO 
WE HAIL WITH JOY AND HOPE THE ENNOBLING PURPOSES OF 
YOUR CONFERENCE IN LONDON, ONTARIO. YOU ARE GATH
ERED AT A MOMENT WHICH RESOUNDS WITH THE SIGNIFI
CANCES AND CHALLENGES POSED BY THE WORLD-SHAKING 
EVENTS ENVELOPING THE COMMUNITY OF THE GREATEST 
NAME IN BAHA'U'LLAH'S NATIVE LAND. THE OUTPOURING 
GRACE PROVIDENTIALLY VOUCHSAFED THE ONWARD MARCH 
OF OUR HOLY CAUSE AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THESE EVENTS IS 
CLEARLY EVIDENT. 
OUR HEARTS LEAP AT THE INNUMERABLE IMMEDIATE OP
PORTUNITIES FOR THE FURTHER UNFOLDMENT OF THE OR
DER OF BAHA'u'LLAH TO WHICH, UNDOUBTEDLY, YOU CAN 
AND WILL APPLY YOUR ABUNDANT TALENTS, YOUR ZEST FOR 
ACTION AND, ABOVE ALL, THE ENTHUSIASM OF YOUR DEVO
TION. SURELY, YOU WILL SEE THAT THE HEROIC DEEDS OF 
SACRIFICE ON THE PART OF YOUR IRANIAN BRETHREN ARE 
MATCHED WITH CORRESPONDING EFFORTS ON YOUR PART IN 
THE VAST FIELDS OF TEACHING AND SERVICE LYING OPEN BE
FORE YOU. 
THE EXHORTATIONS ESPECIALLY ADDRESSED TO YOUTH BY 
OUR BELOVED MASTER AND THE GAL V ANIZING INFLUENCE 
OF THE GUARDIAN'S GUIDANCE WILL ECHO EVEN MORE 
LOUDLY IN YOUR HEARTS NOW. INDEED, WE WILL PRAY AR
DENTLY AT THE HOLY SHRINES THAT YOU MAY REALIZE IN 
YOUR LIVES THE IDEALS THEY SO PERSISTENTLY UPHELD, 
THAT YOU MAY THUS 'ACQUIRE BOTH INNER AND OUTER PER
FECTIONS' AS YOU INCREASE YOUR STUDY OF THE HEA VENL Y 
WRITINGS, STRIVE TOWARD EXCELLENCE IN THE SCIENCES 
AND ARTS, AND BECOME KNOWN FOR YOUR INDEPENDENCE 
OF SPIRIT, YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND YOUR SELF-CONTROL. 
MAY YOU, AS 'ABDU'L-BAHA WISHED, BE 'FIRST AMONG THE 
PURE, THE FREE AND THE WISE.' 

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
AUGUST 25, 1984 

welcomed the participants on behalf of 
the school. Mr. Rooney was also pres
ent at a Baha'i-sponsored tree planting 
ceremony on the campus. 

Another special guest, Canadian 
Senator Jacques Hebert, discussed the 
important contributions to be made in 
developing countries by youth as a part 
of his description of Canada World 

Youth, an international assistance or
ganization which he founded. 

Baha'i speakers focused on topics 
that included the United Nations Inter
national Youth Year 1985; thinking 
and creativity; free will; dealing with 
stress; accounts of recent martyrdoms; 
and of course, the Youth Movement. 

Referred to time and again through-
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out the conference, this "movement," 
which is in reality a grassroots rededi
cation by Baha'i youth in Canada and 
the U.S. to serve the Cause of God, 
had its inception during meetings of 
Counsellors, National Assembly mem
bers, Auxiliary Board members, mem
bers of National Youth Committees, 
and selected Baha'i youth that took 
place last February in Invermere, Brit
ish Columbia, and in May at the Lou
helen Baha'i School in Michigan. 

Those meetings were held in re
sponse to the message of January 3, 
1984, from the Universal House of Jus
tice to Baha'i youth all over the world. 

Since then, the Movement has man
ifested itself in an increased level of 
youth activities that has included ser
vice and teaching projects in Canada 
and in states from California to South 
Carolina. 

Some young people arrived in Can
ada two days before the conference 
was to open to attend a special Youth 
Movement session at which plans for 
teaching, deepening, proclamation and 
service projects were set forth and de-

The Hands of the Cause of God fA/{
Akbar Funitan (left) and John Robarts 
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veloped. 
Many of the youth wore round, solid 

green lapel buttons devoid of any let
tering, the symbol of the Youth Move
ment. 

Throughout the conference, youth 
signed their names to a scroll addressed 
to the Universal House of Justice 
which carried this pledge: 

"We, the participants of the Baha'i 
Youth Movement in North America, 
pledge, in response to your message of 
January 3, 1984, to seize all oppor
tunities, at this portentous hour, to 
serve the Cause of Baha'u'llah and to 
move the world." 

The scroll, bearing the signatures of 
many conference participants, stretch
ed from one end of the stage to the 
other when it was unrolled by some of 
the youth during the final conference 
session. 

In a cable to the Universal House of 
Justice, the youth in London, Ontario, 
invited young Baha'is throughout the 
world to join the Youth Movement. 

Dr. Hossain Danesh, the conference 
chairman and chairman of the Na-

embrace before addressinf! the Interna
tional Youth Conference in Canada. 

Dr. Jane a of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada. 
speaks to the youth. 

tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada, 
read a letter of greetings from the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of El Sal
vador and asked for a committee of 
youth to draft a reply. 

Later, Dr. Danesh announced that it 
had been decided that the message 
from the Universal House of Justice 
would be read each day that the con
ference was in session. 

Speakers at a panel session on Inter
national Youth Year included Charles 
"Cap" Cornwell, secretary of the U.S. 
National Teaching Committee, and 
Nancy Mondschein, a member of the 
U.S. national secretariat's Department 
of Community Administration and 
former representative of the U.S. Na
tional Spiritual Assembly to the United 
Nations in New York. 

Other panelists were Canadian youth 
Vafa Akhavan and Dr. Sharon Hatch
er; Ann Datson, director of the Inter
national Youth Year secretariat in the 
Canadian State Department; and Nan
cy Ackerman, public information of
ficer for the National Spiritual As
sembly of Canada. 

A large conference bookstore pro
vided taped copies of conference pre
sentations that were offered for sale 
while the conference was still in pro
gress. 

The agenda, although full and busy, 
allowed some time for outdoor activi
ties including competitive and non
competitive games and a service pro
ject in which a large number of youth 
cleaned up litter in city parks. 



Addressing the Baha'I Youth Con
ference are (left to right) Fereydoun 

Among the evening activities were a 
dance and rock concert featuring Ca
nadian Baha'i singers and musicians. 

Mr. Furutan, who spoke on three oc
casions, delighted the audience with his 
sharp sense of humor and marvelous 
stories of his days as a student when he 
was the only Baha'i at his university. 

Dr. Varqa spoke on two occasions, 
during which he drew the attention of 
his audience to the future opposition to 
the Faith which was described so elo
quently by 'Abdu'l-Baha, and traced 
the steps outlined by the Guardian, 
Shoghi Effendi, to reinforce one's in
ner spiritual life in order to withstand 
that opposition. 

Mr. Robarts' light-hearted presen
tation included some of his musings on 
being among the dwindling number of 
the Hands of the Cause. 

Each of the Hands of the Cause was 
presented with a green Youth Move
ment button and a red rose. 

"Dealing with Stress" was the topic 
of a presentation by Dr. Jane Faily, a 
clinical psychologist and member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Canada, and Fereydoun Ardestani, an 
engineering student from Ottawa. 

Ardestani, an engineering studentfrom 
Ottawa; U.S. Auxiliary Board member 

A young woman rises to ask a question 
while others wait their turn during an 
informal 'rap session' for pre-youth 

Logical proofs of the existence of 
God were discussed by Dr. William 
Hatcher, a professor of mathematics at 

Robert Harris,· and Mrs. Nancy Mond
schein from the United States. 

conducted by A uxiliary Board mem
bers Carol Bowie and Reginald New
kirk. 

Laval University in Quebec City and 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Canada. 
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Another member of the National As
sembly of Canada, Dr. Glen Eyford, 
spoke on thinking and creativity, while 
"Evolution" was the topic addressed 
by Dr. David Smith, an Auxiliary 
Board member from Canada. 

Robert Harris. an Auxiliary Board 
member from the U.S .• used humor 
and the theme of youth as Baha
'u'llah's "spiritual soldiers" to make 
his points. 
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A scroll (shown at left) signed by par- sent to Universal House of 
ticipants at the International Youth is unfurled on stage to thunderous ap
Conference in London, Ontario, and plause. 

Entertainment between the various 
conference addresses included a per
formance by Ballet Shayda from Ot
tawa, which presented a blend of clas
sical and modern dance, and an ap
pearance by the Neda Baha'i Youth 
Choir from Detroit, Michigan. 

One of the most poignant and heart
stirring moments came when Rouhi 
Jahanpur, a 27-year-old Baha'i who 
was among a group of 21 Baha'i wom
en arrested and imprisoned in Shiraz, 
Iran, described the sufferings and 
heroism of her fellow-believers includ
ing her close friend, Muna Mahmud
nizhad. an I8-year-old who was one of 
10 Baha'i women executed in Shiraz in 
June 1983 for their repeated refusal to 
recant their faith. 

Doug Cameron, a Baha'i musician 

from Canada, had written a song in 
memory of Muna, but when he tried to 
sing it he was overcome with emotion 
and was unable to finish. 

The audience, many of whom were 
weeping, arose as one in tribute to a 
fellow Baha'i youth who had made the 
ultimate sacrifice for Baha'u'llah. 

Although she made no reference to 
herself, Miss Jahanpur was given 74 
lashes with a steel cable for refusing to 
recant while she was in prison. 

An optional evening program fea
tured a lively rap session for 14- to 
l6-year-olds with Auxiliary Board 
members Carol Bowie and Reggie 
Newkirk. 

Counsellor Gardner sat among the 
teen-agers to observe their enthusiastic 
participation. The youth asked a num-



Baha'I youth gather outside Alumni 
Hall at the University of Western On
tario in London, Ontario, Canada, to 
prepare for the opening session of the 
1984 International Baha'{ Youth Con
ference. More than 1,900 youth from 
52 countries attended the event. 

ber of perceptive and penetrating ques
tions relating to specific applications of 
Baha'i qualities and standards of con
duct. 

Even though a dance was next on the 
conference agenda, many of the young 
people lingered long after the formal 
ending of the rap session to speak with 
the two Auxiliary Board members. 

Mrs. Bowie later observed that the 
teen-agers showed a definite knowl
edge of the Baha'i writings during the 
consultation. 

About 80 non-Baha'is attended an 
evening proclamation held in down
town London that was sponsored by 
the Spiritual Assembly of that city and 
featured musical presentations by some 
of the youth at the conference. 

Media coverage included reports on 
local radio stations, a well-written arti
cle in a local newspaper, and video 
taped interviews by a crew from the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's 
news magazine program, "The Fifth 
Estate," with two Baha'is from Iran 
who had been imprisoned there before 
emigrating to the West. 

The CBC program on the continuing 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran was 
scheduled to be broadcast throughout 
Canada near the end of September. 

Above: Entertainers at the Baha'I 
Youth Conference in London, Ontario, 
included Canadians Gordie Munro 

and Ward. Below: To-

were at con-
ference by one of tomorrow's youth, 
9-month-old Emily Jenkins of Guelph, 
Ontario, who looks happy to be there. 
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Canada 

Baba'i House-Yukon is opened 

«You must attach great importance 
to the Indians, the original inhabitants 
of America . .. should these Indians 
be educated and properly guided, they 
will become so enlightened that the 
whole earth will be illumined. " 

-'Abdu'l-Baha, 
Tablets of the Divine Plan 

• 
A question that could be asked of 

historians is, how did you know which 
events to chronicle? How did you 
know, when things were actually hap
pening, which ones were important to 
write down and keep track of? 

The weekend of July 6-8 at Lake La
barge, outside Whitehorse, Canada, 
left no question of its importance in 
anyone's mind. The dedication of the 
Baha'i House-Yukon was important 
enough to be taped and photographed 
by people from two countries and rep
resentatives of uncounted Local Spiri
tual Assemblies who came at their own 
expense to share this momentous oc
casion. 

The Canadians made it clear that 
Alaskans were welcome and warmly in
vited: "It's your house, too," they 
said. Twenty-six Local Spiritual As
semblies in Alaska were represented, 
six members of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of Alaska 
were there, and four members of the 
National Teaching Committee attend
ed. Out of the 500 or so people who 
visited the facility over the weekend 
and shared in the festivities, at least 
100 were Alaskan Baha'is. 

Why was it so special? Why did two 
of the Hands of the Cause of God, Dr. 
'Ali-Muhammad Varqa and John 
Robarts: come and make addresses, 
and why did the Hand of the Cause 

This article about the dedication of 
BahdY House- Yukon is reprinted from 
Alaska Baha'i News, July 1984. 
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Baha'i House-Yukon is a facility 
to provide education for the In
dian people of Canada and Alas
ka; the education they need to 
deal with the world of today and 
still retain the integrity and spirit 
of their own culture and iden
tity. 

William Sears send a recorded mes
sage? Why were two members of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors, 
Lauretta King and Angus Cowan, 
there? 

One of the foundation teachings of 
the Faith is that of education. Few Ba
ha'is are unfamiliar with the idea that 
education is of primary importance 
and frees us from the fetters of ig
norance. Most Baha'is also know that 
the Indians were special to 'Abdu'l
Baha and that He predicted an impor
tant role of leadership and guidance 
for Indians in our future. 

Baha'i House-Yukon is a facility to 
provide education for the Indian peo
ple of Canada and Alaska; the educa
tion they need to deal with the world of 
today and still retain the integrity and 
spirit of their own culture and identity. 
Baha'i House instills in them the teach
ings of Baha'u'Ilah, educates on the 
way to live in this modern world, and 
preserves the person not as an imita
tion white man, but as an Indian. 

With training and knowledge gained 
at Baha'i House-Yukon and others like 
it in India, Haiti, Colombia, the south
western United States and elsewhere, 
Indian people will enkindle the flame 
of the love of God in the hearts of all 
mankind. 

The three-day celebration opened 
Friday evening with a dinner for digni
taries, a special welcome by the Na-

tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada, a 
concert and other entertainment. In an 
address Saturday morning, Dr. Varqa 
said, "The confirmation of Baha
'u'llah is this institution." 

The dedication also was held Satur
day morning, and the rotunda and hall 
were filled. Dr. Jane Faily, a member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Canada, gave the dedication address, 
invoking the names of the Bah, Baha
'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi 
and the Greatest Holy Leaf. She com
mented that the Canadians had been 
under the illusion that the center be
longed only to them: "The Yukon also 
belongs to Alaska," she conceded. 

The unity and fellowship that per
meated the entire weekend certainly 
spoke of no boundary lines, national 
or otherwise. At the conclusion of the 
dedication, Dr. Faily said, "In obe
dience, devotion and servitude to the 
Universal House of Justice, in pursu
ance of their hopes for us, we dedicate 
Baha'i House-Yukon." 

In further celebration, several native 
people including Paul George of Ne
nana, who sang "Ani Happy Day," 
either spoke or recited prayers. Eugene 
King, a TIingit Indian who is a member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Alaska, brought a message from that 
body emphasizing the unity between 
the two countries and their Indian 
communities, particularly in light of 
blood relations. Two hundred years 
ago, Tlingits in Angoon migrated to 
what is now Whitehorse. Recently, 
their descendants went to Angoon for a 
visit. 



Taiwan 

Conference remembers youthful martyr 

Forty-two adults and five children 
attended a Pioneer Conference last 
July 1 in Taichung, Taiwan. 

The conference was held at the re
quest of the National Spiritual Assem
bly and was planned by the National 
Pioneering Committee with help from 
many of the friends. 

The gathering was dedicated to the 
memory of Zarrin Muqimi, one of the 
young martyrs of Shiniz. 

Miss Muqimi wanted to pioneer, and 
was given a gift by her Baha'i teacher, 
Mr. Khademi, to be opened when she 
arrived at her post. 

On the day of her death, the gift re
mained unopened in her room. Al
though she was never able to fulfill her 
desire to become a pioneer, she was 
called upon instead to offer her life for 

attended a Pioneer Conference last July 1 in Taichung, 

her Beloved, and she did so with calm
ness, steadfastness and dignity. 

Miss Muqimi's story was recalled at 
the conference and touched the heart 
of everyone who attended. 

Edward Chang conveyed to the 
friends the National Spiritual Assem
bly's love and appreciation for their ef
forts, and urged them to remain at 
their posts and continue to teach. 

Kit Yin Kiang, a pioneer for 15 
years, inspired the audience as he 
reminded them of the need to remain 
firm and to try at all costs to stay at 
one's pioneer post. 

Kenton Dunbar, a member of the 
National Teaching Committee, an
nounced the names of the seven goal 
cities that have been chosen as places in 
which to raise up new Spiritual As-

semblies. 
To carry out the task, seven teams 

are to be formed, each one named for 
an Assembly in Iran that has been 
disbanded. 

The idea was received enthusias
tically, and 39 people signed up to 
serve on the teams. 

An eighth team, the Zarrin team, is 
to concentrate on teaching in the 
mountain areas. 

Consultation was centered around 
how to achieve these goals, and how to 
get homefront pioneers in the goal 
cities. 

Also speaking to the conference were 
three other members of the National 
Teaching Committee-May Chen, 
Amir Kiani and Danel Boone. 
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United States 

Green Lake marks 25th anniversary 

Robert Henderson (at podium), 
secretary of the U.S. National Spiritual 
Assembly, addresses the 25th annual 
Green Lake Conference as other mem-
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bers the Assembly look on. 
Below: The musical group 'Children of 
Time' entertains at the conference. 

More than 1,130 Baha'is and their 
guests gathered September 14-16 at the 
American Baptist Assembly conference 
center in Green Lake Wisconsin, for 
the 25th anniversary celebration of the 
Green Lake Baha'i Conference. 

The theme of this year's conference, 
which was blessed by the presence of 
the Hand of the Cause of God Dhik
ru'llah Khadem, was "Confirmation 
of Your Initiatives." 

Special presentations were made Sat
urday morning and again Saturday 
evening by the members of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'is of the United States, which held 
its regular monthly meeting at Green 
Lake. 

Mr. Khadem addressed the con
ference on two occasions, as did Dr. 
Jane Faily, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Canada. 

Among the other speakers was John 
Kolstoe, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Alaska. 

This year's gathering included a 
special Sunday afternoon W orId Peace 
Day observance. 

The U.S. National Assembly used its 
Saturday morning presentation to an
swer questions from the audience. 
Questions dealt with a wide range of 
topics from teaching, consolidation 
and administration to pioneering, the 
Funds, the spiritual destiny of Native 
Americans, the Iranian refugee ques
tion, Baha'i involvement in "move
ments," and the National Assembly's 
Campaign of Unified Action. 

That evening, individual members of 
the National Spiritual Assembly told of 
their recent travels to Africa, Israel, 
and the dedication of the Baha'i House 
of Worship in Western Samoa. 

As always, Saturday afternoon was 
devoted to a number of stimulating op
tional sessions conducted by individual 
Baha'is as well as by the National Race 



Speaking at the Green Lake Baha'i National Spiritual Assembly (left to 
Conference are members of the U.S. right) Dorothy W. Nelson, Robert C. 

Unity Committee, the Office of the 
Treasurer, the Office of Public Af
fairs, the International Goals Com
mittee, the National Education Com
mittee, the American Indian Teaching 
Committee, and the Persian Affairs 
Committee. 

Musical entertainment covered a 
wide spectrum from classical to Per
sian to folk, country and jazz. 

Younger children were well-cared 
for while older children and youth en
joyed a variety of social and recrea
tional activities including a spirited 
game of "Dungeons and Dragons" 
that left most of them pleading for 
more. 

An audio-visual program from the 
International Audio-Visual Depart
ment at the Baha'i World Centre was 
presented Saturday evening. The Sun
day morning session included the intro
duction of those who had attended all 
of the 25 Green Lake conferences as 
well as those Baha'is who had declared 
their belief in Baha'u'llah at Green 
Lake. 

The 1,132 participants came from 22 
states and the District of Columbia as 
well as from Alaska and Canada. 

Of course, the Green Lake Conference ample opportunity to meet new people 
wasn't all fun and games, and even the and make new friends, as shown by 
youngest participants found there was this earnest classroom discussion. 
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The world 

Radio Baba'i -Bolivia is on the air 

About 100 people including Coun
sellor Athos Costas, the local mayor, 
the sub-prefect of the province, and 
newspaper and television reporters 
were present last March 31 for the first 
broadcast by Radio Baha'i in Cara
collo, Bolivia. 

The event followed many years of 
striving and work to create this Baha'i 
radio station. 

Argentina 

Shown are members of the Spiritual 
Assembly of Burzaco, Argentina, with 
Counsellor Athos Costas (standing 
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A dinner that same evening in Oruro 
was attended by many prominent peo
ple who expressed their appreciation 
for the new radio station and their wil
lingness to help with the work of Radio 
Baha'i. 

On May 23, Radio Baha'i increased 
its broadcast schedule from two hours 
a day to four hours. Reports indicate 
that the new station's signal is strong 

third from left) during the Counsellor's 
recent visit to Argentina. 

and clear in Huayllamarca, Inquisivi 
Province and in the La Paz Depart
ment of Bolivia where Baha'is have 
been running from house to house to 
learn how to tune in the station. 

Early broadcasts included only the 
station identification and the time in 
the three primary languages of Boliv
ia-Quechua, Aymara and Spanish
along with music. 

World Centre 
Members of the Universal House of 

Justice joined the Hands of the Cause 
of God residing in the Holy Land and 
the Counsellor members of the Inter
national Teaching Centre last April 15 
for special prayers at the inaugural 
meeting in the new seat of the Interna
tional Teaching Centre at 10 Haparsim 
St., Haifa, which served as the first of
fice of the Universal House of Justice 
from 1963-1983. 

In a letter to the Continental Boards 
of Counsellors announcing the move, 
the International Teaching Centre ex
plained that the site of the building is 
one of the spots on Mount Carmel 
where BaM'u'llah pitched His tent. 

The building itself was originally 
built to house western pilgrims. During 
the years immediately following the 
passing of the Guardian, the structure 
served as the home of some of the 
Hands of the Cause serving at the 
World Centre. 

"Through the generosity of the Su
preme Body and under the guiding 
hand of Amatu'I-BaM Rul).iyyih 
Khanum," wrote the International 
Teaching Centre, "the building and its 
gardens have been restored to their 
former condition and appearance dur
ing the lifetime of the Guardian." 

J 



Sweden 

Pictured are delegates and guests at this year's Baha'I' National Convention in Stockholm, Sweden. 

Nigeria 
In spite of iII health, Meherangiz 

Munsiff, a traveling teacher from the 
United Kingdom, continued to pro
claim the Faith vigorously during a 
visit last February II-March 1 to Ni
geria. 

Mrs. Munsiff met with 100 women 
at Ife University, appeared on seven 
half-hour television programs, met 
with the minister of education, the per
manent secretary of education, the sec
retary to the permanent secretary of 
education, and another permanent sec
retary. She presented the country's 
minister of education with a copy of 
The Hidden Words of Baha'u'llah. 

Mrs. Munsiff also spoke at firesides 
and during a weekend institute on 
prayer and meditation. 

* * * 
As a result of the Bendel State 

Teaching Project, 24 Local Spiritual 
Assemblies were formed at RicJvan in 
the Ogharefe area of Nigeria. 

The success of the campaign is re
lated to the large and diverse number 
of believers who were involved over a 
long period of time. For example, 
groups of as many as 14 Baha'is from 
Lagos made the four-hour drive to the 
Ogharefe area nearly every weekend 
from February 25 until Ric;ivan. 

Equatorial Guinea 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Equatorial Guinea was invited by the 
country's Minister of Information to 
participate as an observer at the first 
International Hispanic African Con-

Malta 
Sarah Cassar, a Baha'i artist who is 

a pioneer to Malta, was the focus last 
March 24 of a one-person art show 
sponsored by the minister of foreign 
affairs and culture and held at the New 
Museum of Fine Arts in Valletta. 

While the show was reviewed in sev
eral newspapers, the one that most sur
prised Mrs. Cassar appeared in The 
Sunday Times. The writer was the only 
critic who did not personally meet Mrs. 
Cassar, yet he included a full history of 
the Faith in a balanced and accurate 
manner. 

It was this same newspaper that 
earlier had refused to accept a paid ad 
about the Faith that was longer than 
the weekly Hidden Word that it pub
lishes. That week's Hidden Word ap
peared beneath the art review that de
scribed the Faith. 

gress of Culture that was held last June 
2-8 in Bata and sponsored the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council, 
UNESCO. 

The Baha'i community also was ask
ed to prepare a statement outlining the 
Faith's view of topics to be explored 
during the congress including that of 
the role of women in society and the 
importance of education and unity. 

The Baha'i statement, composed in 
Spanish and French, provided a unique 
opportunity for making contact with 
high-ranking officials including several 
ministers of art and culture. 

Those taking part in the congress in
cluded representatives from North and 
South America, Europe and Africa as 
well as from a number of international 
organizations. 

The only other religious group in
vited to attend was the Catholic Mis
sion. 

The congress was designed to define 
a cultural aim for Equatorial Guinea 
and to help make that country better 
known around the world. 

A reception given at the conclusion 
of the congress by Equatorial Guinea's 
prime minister gave the Baha'i delega
tion a further opportunity to briefly 
present the Faith to several prominent 
people. 
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France 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
France has acquired a new and larger 
national I:Ia~ratu'I-Quds in what it de
scribes as a more prestigious location 
in Paris. 

The move, reports the National As
sembly, "considerably enhances the 
external representation of the Faith" in 
France. 

The acquisition of the new structure 
was one of the major goals for France 
during the second phase of the Seven 
Year Plan. 

The Baha'is visited more than 60 
properties before a decision was made 
to purchase a townhouse at 45 rue Per
go lese in the 16th "Arrondissement" 
of Paris. 

The site is of historical significance 
because 'Abdu'l-Baha spent much of 
His time during His two visits to 
France in this part of Paris, and the 

Colorfully costumed Baha'is ride atop 
a float that was entered last April in 

Baha'is from Marseilles to Nice in 
southern France joined in the creation 
of the first Baha'i-sponsored float on 
the Cote d' Azur which was supervised 
by the National Teaching Committee 
and entered last April in municipal 
parades in Cavalaire and Sainte
Maxime. 

The Baha'i float received an en
thusiastic welcome from the public and 
parade authorities. Designed by an em
inent architect from Nice, it featured 
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Guardian expressed his desire that the 
first I:Ia~ratu'I-Quds should be located 
there. 

The three-story building has been 
renovated to provide for meeting 
rooms and reception areas on the 
ground floor; expanded book sales, 
printing, a kitchen and informal 
meeting area in the basement; offices 
for the National Spiritual Assembly 
and its Secretariat on the second floor; 
and committee rooms on the third 
floor. 

Delegates and guests at this year's 
National Convention were able to ap
preciate the enhanced dignity and im
proved functioning of the administra
tion which these new facilities permit. 

The former I:Ia~ratu'I-Quds, at 11 
rue de la Pompe, was scheduled to be 
sold sometime this fall. 

municipal parades in Cavalaire 
Sainte-Maxime, France. 

singing children wearing a variety of 
national costumes and a replica of the 
earth along with a dove. 

The Baha'i float led to many re
quests for information about the Faith, 
and pamphlets were given in response 
to the requests. 

About 70 people including local of
ficials and those who helped complete 
the float were invited last May 6 to a 
Persian dinner party sponsored by the 
Baha'is. 

This three-story townhouse at 45 rue 
Pergolese in the 16th 'Arrondissement' 
of Paris is the new nationallfa~{ratu '1-
Quds of France. The renovated struc
ture provides improved facilities for 
the administrative functioning of 
France's National Spiritual Assembly 
and marks the completion of a major 
goal of the second phase of the Seven 
Year Plan in that country. 

United Kingdom 
Gordon Kerr, a Baha'i from Oak

ham, England, who manages the Ba
ha'i Publishing Trust of the United 
Kingdom, has been given a special 
award by the British Institute of Man
agement. 

The award was presented after a 
postgraduate course in management at 
Leicester Polytechnic where Mr. Kerr 
earned a diploma with honors and was 
nominated as top student. 

Mr. Kerr received the award at a 
special dinner at Leicester University 
attended by 150 people. The president 
of the British Institute of Manage
ment's Leicestershire branch spoke at 
length about the Baha'i beliefs and of 
Mr. Kerr's work for the Faith. Many at 
the dinner were hearing of the Faith for 
the first time. 



Mexico 

Pictured during a visit to the Mayan 
ruins at Uxmal, Mexico, are some of 
the 80 Mayan youth, Baha'is and non
Baha'is, who attended a special week-

long Baha'i-sponsored youth program 
last July at the Martha Root Institute 
in Muna, Yucatan. The event was or-

More than 80 Mayan Indian youth, 
Baha'is and non-Baha'is, from Mex- Seychelles 

ganized by the Counsellors, Auxiliary 
Board members and Regional Teach
ing Committees in Mexico. 

ico's Yucatan Peninsula attended a ------------------,...--------r-I 
week-long program last July 21-27 at 
the Martha Root Baha'i Institute in 
Muna, Yucatan. 

The program, which was planned by 
the Regional Teaching Committee, the 
resident Counsellor, and members of 
the Auxiliary Board, covered a variety 
of topics with a balance between 
spiritual themes and events of a cul
tural or social nature. 

There were presentations on manual 
arts, traditional medicines, Mayan cul
ture and arts, traditional Mayan 
dances, and numerous workshops and 
talks on aspects of the Faith and its 
teachings. 

The youth also visited the Mayan 
ruins at Uxmal. 

As the week progressed, the youth 
began to listen more closely, par
ticipate much more actively, and be
come visibly happier. By the end of the 
week there was a lovely spirit of unity 
among them. 

No distinction was made between 
Baha'i and non-Baha'i youth, and 
eventually a total of 22 youth were en-
rolled in the Faith. . 

Pictured with Counsellor Shidan 
Fat'he-Aazam (back row second from 
right) are the members of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Republic of 
Seychelles who were elected at Ricjvan 
1984. They are (front row left to right) 
Willis Pierre Prosper (vice-chairman), 

Calneh Jamal Accouche (secretary), 
Lisa Accouche, Jimmy Servina, Ber
nadin Renaud (chairman), and (back 
row left to right) Roch Pillay, Jude 
Lunez Padayachy, A1athew Docteur, 
Counsellor Fat'he-Aazam, Saul Ac
couche. 
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Panama 

A BaM'{ delegation met 
last July 25 with Dr. Diogenes Cedeno 
Cenci (left), director of Panama's Na
tional Institute of Culture, and Ri
cardo Franco (second from left), legal 
representative 'If the Institute. The Ba-

Counsellor Ruth Pringle was among 
a delegation of four Baha'i women 
who met last March 9 with Panama's 
first lady, Luzmilla de Illueca. 

During a long conversation with 
Mrs. de Illueca, the Baha'is discussed 
community health and disease preven
tion. 

The first lady was interested to learn 
of various Baha'i projects among the 
Guaymi Indians such as tutorial 
schools and the Baha'i radio station 
that is being developed. 

She asked many questions concern
ing who would benefit from these pro
grams, and was assured that Guaymis 
in general, both Baha'is and non-Ba
ha'is, would receive educational, ma
terial and cultural benefits. 

Burma 
Two recent reports from Burma de

scribe the enrollment of 316 new Ba
ha'is in the Rangoon area, 100 more in 
Shan State, and another 325 in the 
Okalapa area. 

In addition, it is reported that during 
a five-day teaching trip by several Ba
ha'is, 123 people were enrolled in the 
Faith and 12 new localities opened. 
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haYs are (left to right) Counsellor Ruth 
Pringle; Livia De Sanctis, secretary of 
the Baha'{ Public Relations Committee 
of Panama; and Jorge V. Harper, sec
retary of the country's National Spiri
tual Assembly. During the cordial 

Pictured are 13 teachers of Bahd'{ tu
torial schools in Panama who are hold
ing certificates they received from the 
secretary of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Panama upon completion of 
a three-week teacher training institute 
last February /-23 which was held at 

Kenya 
The results of a nine-day teaching 

campaign last March 24-April 1 in 
Kenya's eastern Embu Province in
cluded 58 new believers, 16 localities 

meeting, Dr. Cenci expressed his sym
pathy for the BaM '{s and his disap
proval of the persecutions in Iran. The 
meeting was a part of the National As
sembly's goal of proclaiming the Faith 
to prominent citizens. 

the Baha'{ School of Vii/a Virginia 
near Capira. They attended classes on 
the Baha'{ teachings, agriculture and 
health, and how to teach mathematics, 
reading and social sciences. The insti
tute was a project of the Guaymi Cul
tural Center. 

opened to the Faith, one Spiritual As
sembly formed, one village ready to 
elect its Assembly, and nearly 1,500 
people having heard about the Faith. 



EI Salvador 

The second phase of the Raul Pavon 
Teaching Project, in which team mem
bers are visiting each new Baha'i com
munity that came into being during its 
successful first phase, is now under 
way in El Salvador. 

The ongoing consolidation work in
cludes week-long visits to new com
munities where daily adult classes are 
held along with children's classes and 
training sessions for prospective Baha'i 
teachers. 

Public proclamations are held on 
Saturday evenings, and deepening in
stitutes are held on Sundays. 

* * * Some 230 people attended a Na-
tional Baha'i Youth Conference held 
last August 3-5 in San Salvador, El 
Salvador. 

Among the speakers were Richard 
Mirkovich, an Auxiliary Board mem
ber from Costa Rica, and Rafael Mar
tinas, a representative of the Ministry 
of Education who welcomed those who 
were present at the start of the con
ference. 

The agenda included workshop ses
sions on recent messages from the 
Universal House of Justice; spiritual 
health; love and sex; and morality and 
marriage. 

Hawaii 

Governor George R. Ariyoshi of Ha
waii (seated) displays the World Peace 
Day proclamation he has just signed as 
a three-member Baha'i delegation 
looks on. The Baha'I's are (left to right) 
Robert Putnam, a member of [he Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Alaska; 
A1rs. Putnam; and Charlotte Pelle, a 

., 
About 230 people attended a Bahd'{ at which plans for the observance of 
National Youth Conference last Au- International Youth Year 1985 were 
gust 3-5 in San Salvador, EI Salvador, discussed. 

"Candlelight Night," held in mem
ory of the martyrs in Iran, was a mov
ing experience for everyone present. 
There were talks about the heroism of 

member of the Baha'i community of 
Honolulu. Mr. and lvfrs. Putnam, who 
were visiting Hawaii. were asked to 
take part in the signing ceremony since 
both Alaska and Hawaii are celebrat
ing their 25th anniversary of state
hood. 

the martyrs and accompanying music. 
Plans for next year's observance of 

International Youth Year were shared 
during the conference. 

Zimbabwe 
Eight hundred-twelve people from 

140 villages declared their belief in 
Baha'u'llah and seven Spiritual Assem
blies were formed with another seven 
or eight to be elected last RiQvan as a 
result of the William Masehla Teaching 
Campaign in Murewa, Zimbabwe. 

The successful campaign, dedicated 
to the memory of Mr. Masehla, a 
Counsellor for Africa who died July 
17, 1983, has inspired both old and 
new believers in Zimbabwe, and it is 
felt that the campaign will continue to 
bear fruit in the months and years 
ahead. 

* * * 
One hundred-thirty people were en-

rolled in the Faith in Zimbabwe over a 
two-day period last February. 

On February 9, Zimbabwe's Roving 
Teaching Committee sent a teaching 
team to Murewa. Besides enrolling new 
believers, the team members helped 
the friends elect a Spiritual Assembly 
in Duku. 
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Samoa 

Photographs of Temple's dedication 

On Saturday, September 1, the Mother Temple of the 
Pacific was dedicated in a gala ceremony at Apia, Western 
Samoa, at which the Universal House of Justice was rep
resented by the Hand of the Cause of God A matu 'I-Bahd 
RzilJ(yyih Khdnum. She was received at the airport by the 
head of state, His Highness Jifalietoa Tanumafili II, who is 
a Bahd'{ Also present at the airport to greet their honored 
guest were the Prime Afinister of Western Samoa, Tofilau 
Eti, cabinet l1'inisters, diplomatic and government officials, 
and Bahd'isfrom allover the world. In all, more than 1,000 
Bahd'is from 45 countries and islands were present at the 

dedication ceremony. Afterward, a sua 
ceremony was held during which Amatu'I-Bahd RzilJ(yyih 
Khdnum presented to His Highness the Malietoa a model of 
the Temple which was sent as a gift by the Universal House 
of Justice. The ceremony also included the exchange of tra
ditional gifts of roast pigs, fine mats, tapa cloth and food 
among all the high officials who were present. On the fol
lowing pages we present our own "gift" in the form of a 
series of photographs depicting the joyous and heart
stirring dedication ceremony. 
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Above: Baha'is and their guests stream 
from the Mother Temple of the Pacific 
following the dedication ceremony 
September 1. Above right: The Hand 
of the Cause of God Amatu'I-BaM 
RzilJfyyih Khanum and His Highness 
Malietoa Tanamufili II watch the tra
ditional Samoan sua ceremony. Right: 
One of the Samoan elders addresses the 
assembled dignitaries. Below: One of 
several roast pigs which were ex
changed as gifts during the ceremony 
in Apia, Western Samoa, is carriedfor
ward by six muscular young Samoans. 
Fair skies and warm weather prevailed 
during the entire dedication ceremony. 
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Above: A view of the audience at the 
dedication ceremony for the Mother 
Temple of the Pacific. Right: Samoan 
women make frangipani garlands to 
decorate the Temple site. Below: His 
Highness Malietoa Tanumafili II 
speaks during the dedication cere
mony. 
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Brazil 

'School of Nations' marks fourth year 

On September 1, 1984, the BaM'i
operated School of the Nations in Bra
silia, Brazil, which is better known by 
its Portuguese name, Escola das Na
coes, celebrated its fourth anniversary. 

Looking back, it hardly seems possi
ble that this thriving institution of 140 
students representing 30 nationalities 
including children from families with 
the Brazilian state department, and 
served by an international teaching 
staff of 20, should have had such a 
modest beginning. 

The idea for a school in Brazil oper
ated by BaM'is was born at the 1979 
BaM'i National Convention in Belo 
Horizonte. A group of educators at 
that Convention saw an opportunity in 
which they could, by joining together, 
create a school based on Baha'i prin
ciples that would provide a desired 
education for their own children while 
spreading word of the Faith in action 
throughout the non-Baha'i commu
nity. 

Within a year four of these Baha'is, 
Jacques and Suzanne von Frasunkie
wicz and Jim and Jeannine Sacco, had 
moved from the extreme south and 
north of Brazil to the center of the 
country so that they could be within 
consulting distance of each other. In 
their planning, it was decided that the 
kind of school that could best be un
dertaken, given previous international 
school experience in Brazil and the de
sire to attract prominent people and 
authorities to the Faith, would be a 
high-quality bi-lingual elementary 
school in the capital city, Brasilia. 

This article detailing the history and 
present operations of the Bahd'{-run 
School of the Nations in Brasl7ia, 
Brazil, was written for BaM'i News by 
two members of the school's staff, 
Jeannine B. Sacco and Suzanne von 
Frasunkiewicz. 
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From out of the blue, the Ba
ha'is were offered three rooms 
in which to begin the school, and 
were introduced to a nucleus of 
families . . . who were impress
ed by the nature of the school 
these Baha'is were planning to 
establish. 

Exactly how this was to be accomp
lished had to be left to the Supreme 
Concourse as these Baha'is were un
known in Brasilia and had no financial 
backing. Indeed, there was already a 
lovely and prestigious American school 
that had served Brasilia's high-strata 
international community for years 
without any competition. But encour
aged by letters from the Universal 
House of Justice, the small group of 
educational pioneers continued to pray 
and to plan. 

Mysteriously, within a few months, 
the doors began to open. First, the 
American School of Brasilia found it
self torn apart by an internal crisis of 
great proportions. The school's direc
tor, who was well-liked by the interna
tional community, was replaced by one 
whose vision was considerably less 
world-embracing. As a result, the Bra
zilian staff and students and those 
from Third World countries felt that 
their language, culture and value as 
human beings was much less appre
ciated. This discrimination especially 
affected members of the Brazilian 
Department of State, many of whose 
children attended the school. The crisis 
grew to nationwide importance with 
newspapers reporting the incidents tak
ing place at the school over a period of 
months. Truly, the need for a school in 
Brasilia based on universal values had 
become urgent. 

But to establish that new school for 
the "family of man," many obstacles 
had to be overcome. For example, be
cause of a strict Federal District zoning 
ordinance that places limits on school 
locations, it was all but impossible to 
rent an adequate building. The author
ities were unable to help, and efforts to 
rent at least part of an existing school 
were unsuccessful. Finally, at the point 
of greatest discouragement, the Ba
ha'is were invited to attend an inaugu
ration party for a new English-lan
guage center, and it was here that a 
breakthrough was made which caused 
them to offer prayers of praise and 
thanksgiving to BaM'u'lhih. From out 
of the blue, the BaM'is were offered 
three rooms in which to begin the 
school, and were introduced to a nu
cleus of families from the Brazilian 
State Department who were impressed 
as to the nature of the school these Ba
ha'is were planning to establish. As the 
inaugural ceremony came to an end, 
several of these families promised that 
they would enroll their children in the 
Escola das Nacoes, should it become a 
reality. 

So with promises of enrollments and 
one month in which to begin, a family 
had to be moved to Brasilia, staff in
terviewed and hired, students regis
tered, materials purchased, and the 
curriculum, already in the planning 
stages for more than a year, readied for 
immediate use. 

The Escola das Nacoes opened Sep
tember 1,1980, with emotions running 
high as though a new and beautiful 
space vehicle which had undergone 
tedious planning and preparation had 
finally been launched. 

From the beginning the curriculum 
was international in emphasis and bi
lingual in form, tailored to meet the 
needs of its multi-cultural clientele. It 
sought to convey a strong appreciation 
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of Brazilian culture and language as 
well as those other cultures represented 
at the school, and an in-depth immer
sion in English as an international 
medium of communication. Thus, half 
of each school day was taught in Por
tuguese and the other half in English. 

Materials used were those that had pre
viously been purchased over several 
years with the intention of someday 
starting a school. Since then the pro
gram has been continuously refined 
and the process of re-evaluation goes 
on. Additionally, special emphasis is 
being given to teaching manners and 
morals, and underlying themes of the 
school such as brotherhood, unity in 
diversity, and world citizenship are 
highlighted during the school's annual 
United Nations Week in October, 
Friendship Week (near Valentine's Day 
in February), in a program honoring 
all religions (near Christmas), and dur
ing Family Week (near Mother's Day). 
Programs at these times are used to ac
cent Baha'i principles which are taught 
throughout the year. 

Special activities have included visits 
to other schools and to the local UN 
office, bazaars for such worthy causes 

" . . " 

as UNICEF (which have been televised 
nationally and have included presenta
tions by the children in their national 
dress). Such programs have helped give 
the school a reputation of being in the 
forefront in moral education and uni
versal social consciousness. Impressed 
by the school's UN Week observances, 
the Brasilia office of the United Na
tions has supported it with materials 
and its personal participation. Baha'i 
prayers and songs are incorporated in
to the daily program with wonderful 
acceptance by parents and children 
alike. 

The Escola das Nacoes now includes 
far more Baha'i participation than that 
of the original founders. From the out
set, Auxiliary Board member Qudrat 
Soltani supported the school as a part
ner and even donated a large tract of 
land in a nearby rural area for a future 
rural development project. As the stu
dent body expanded from 17 to 35 by 
April 1981, then to 75 that August, and 
now to 140-there is a waiting list until 
larger facilities permit expansion-it 
also required additional staff to serve 
the growing number of students. 

Jairo Dechtiar was the first Brazilian 

w· t 
I"" .... 

Peter Greaves, who heads Brazil's 
UNICEF office, is shown with students 
at the Baha'i-operated Escola das Na-

coes (School of the Nations) in Brasi1ia 
in November 1982 when UNICEF was 
given a $200 check by the school to 

Baha'i to join the staff. Next came 
Helen Shapin who soon became Mrs. 
Dechtiar. In 1981, Bob and Zl Walker 
moved to Brasilia from the east coast 
of Brazil, and in 1982, Jo Kuntz, a 
teacher who had worked at the U.S. 
BaM'i National Center in Wilmette, Il
linois, joined the staff. Finally, in 
March 1984, a new teaching couple 
from the U.S., Paul and Rebecca Mit
chell, arrived with their four children. 

While the school's growth has pro
duced gratifying advances, it has not 
been without its drawbacks. Having 
doubled the number of its students 
after a short time in the English Cen
ter, the school was forced to leave its 
original home of three small class
rooms. Larger quarters were found at 
the Presbyterian Institute, but it soon 
became apparent that the move created 
some special problems of its own. The 
landlords of the building which until 
recently housed the Escola das Nacoes 
were not entirely pleased by the success 
of the school. In short, they were un
able to understand why the school of 
their non-Christian renters prospered 
while their own school next door was 
forced to close its doors. 

help support its efforts on behalf of the 
world's underprivileged children. 
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Pictured (left to right) are eight mem
bers of the staff of the Escola das Na
coes (School of the Nations), a Bah(i'f
operated elementary school in Brasl1ia, 

As a result, they progressively took 
away the rights to use the playground, 
meeting hall, and other facilities. Fi
nally, one month before the end of the 
current school year, the landlords re
fused to renew the rental contract, say
ing they wanted the building within 30 
days or legal proceedings would be in
itiated. Miraculously, at almost the 
same time the school received the news 
that its four-year-old petition to buy 
land was approved, and the school was 
being offered a handsome plot by the 
government land agency. Remarkably, 
the plot provides not only room for a 
school, but includes the rare designa
tion that a religious building and its 
dependencies can also be constructed 
on it. The way was thus opened for the 
Baha'i community of Brasilia to at 
long last build a local Baha'i Center as 
well as, at the national level, a public 
relations office, a victory that was im
possible before because of the unavail
ability of land with this unusual zon
ing. 

In December 1983 the National Spir
itual Assembly of Brazil, recognizing 
the unique character of the school and 
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Brazil: Rebecca Mitchell, Jacques von 
Frasunkiewicz, Jeannine Sacco, James 
Sacco, Sue von Frasunkiewicz, Paul 
Mitchell, ZI Walker, Jo Kuntz. Not 

its clientele, and the need for the Ba
ha'is to make contact with prominent 
people and those in authority, resolved 
to do everything in its power to help 
the school acquire the land offered by 
the government. At the 1984 BaM'i 
National Convention, an appeal for 
support was made by the National As
sembly with that body itself contribut
ing a sizable amount of money. As a 
result of that appeal, the school was 
able to make a down payment on the 
land it so desperately needs to continue 
to exist. An amount still must be rais
ed, however, to complete payment for 
the land, and more funds are needed to 
begin construction. 

The School of the Nations now oper
ates under the aegis of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Brazil which 
oversees all details of its administra
tion. Besides its current activities, there 
are plans to use the Escola das Nac6es 
to pilot socio-economic projects such 
as rural school development. Property 
that was acquired earlier will be used to 
build a model rural school at which 
teachers will be trained, staff housed, 
and special educational materials pub-

pictured is lIma Ferreira Nascimento 
who joined the staff in September 
1984. 

Ii shed for use in other areas of Brazil 
and even other countries. With plans 
for expansion, new staff will have to be 
hired, especially experienced elemen
tary level teachers. Later, high school 
teachers will be required. Anyone with 
the necessary qualifications and in
terest is invited to send a letter of in
troduction and a curriculum vitae to 
Escola das Nac6es, Caixa Postal 7093, 
Brasilia, D.F. 71600, Brazil. 

Thus the School of the Nations 
forges ahead, proving the power of Ba
ha'i consultation and the wonderful at
tracting power of the universal prin
ciples of the Faith when applied in the 
education of BaM'is and non-BaM'is 
alike. A note from the Parent-Teacher 
Association which was attached to a 
floral spray and sent to the school on 
its anniversary summarizes the feelings 
of all who are closely involved with the 
Escola das Nac6es. The note reads: 

"Planted with love, growing with 
love, ever increasing in numbers these 
flowers of the school's Universal 
Garden. Congratulations!-PTA Es
cola das Nac6es" 



Canada 

Assemblies: 'Taking counsel together' 

Shoghi Effendi has said, "The Ba
ha'i Faith, like all other Divine re
ligions, is ... fundamentally mystic in 
character. Its chief goal is the develop
ment of the individual and society, 
through the acquisition of spiritual vir
tues and powers." (Directives from the 
Guardian, p. 86) 

He has further said that ". . . the 
core of religious faith is that mystic 
feeling which unites man with God." 
We can understand from this that all 
the outward activities in the Baha'i 
Faith must have their roots in the 
hearts of the believers: "Laws and in
stitutions, as viewed by Baha'u'lIah, 
can become really effective only when 
our inner spiritual life has been per
fected and transformed. Otherwise re
ligion will degenerate into a mere orga
nization, and become a dead thing." 
(Directives from the Guardian, p. 87) 

The heart of man is the only ultimate 
receptacle of God's spirit on earth: 
"That the heart is the throne, in which 
the Revelation of God the All-Merciful 
is centered, is attested by the holy ut
terances ... 'Earth and heaven can
not contain Me; what can alone con
tain Me is the heart of him that be
lieveth in Me, and is faithful to My' 
Cause.' " (Gleanings, p. 186) 

Manifestations previous to Baha
'u'llah have taught individuals how to 
"practice the presence of God" -to 
become effective instruments for 
God's spirit. (Even if only a few fol
lowers of the Manifestation actually 
put into action His teachings and 
spiritualized their lives, the fact that 
many ordinary people became saints 

This article on the development and 
functioning of Local Spiritual Assem
blies, "Becoming Instruments for the 
Spirit, " is reprinted from Baha'i Can
ada, May-June, July-August, and Sep
tember-October 1983. 

A social order that expresses the 
will of the people may avoid the 
tyranny inherent in unspiritual
ized autocratic rule, but if the 
people's .will is itself unspiritual 
and materialistic, then so will be 
the democratic order based on 
that will. 

and won for themselves a lasting place 
in religious history shows that the 
power for individual transformation 
was present and available to all.) 

It is primarily through the influence 
of such enlightened persons that the 
Divine Spirit has, in the past, influ
enced the collective life of man. Even 
the most spiritually inclined followers 
of religion did not dare to conceive of 
the possibility of groups generally be
coming collective instruments for 
God's spirit. Social and group activity 
tended to be organized around authori
tative and charismatic personalities: 
parents and grandparents in the fam
ily, elders in the tribe, etc. The group 
personality became an extension of the 
personalities of charismatic figures 
within the group. 

Such forms of social organization 
are highly charged with personal, hu
man characteristics. We might say that 
they are personalized forms of social 
organization. When the charismatic or 
authoritative personalities were spiri
tualized, things went well. But when 
these figures were demonic, then so 
were the social orders that expressed 
their personalities. 

In modern times, and in certain 
highly industrialized countries, this 
traditional, personalized form of social 
organization has been largely replaced 
by its extreme opposite-a depersonal
ized, dehumanized social order created 

by democratization and scientific, 
technological efficiency without spiri
tualization. 

A social order that expresses the will 
of the people may avoid the tyranny in
herent in unspiritualized autocratic 
rule, but if the people's will is itself 
unspiritual and materialistic, then so 
will be the democratic order based on 
that will. 

The challenge we face as Baha'is, 
then, is to establish, for the first time 
on earth, collective instruments for 
God's will, collective channels for His 
spirit. These collective instruments and 
channels are our Local Spiritual As
semblies. 

The Local Assembly is a new crea
tion which is sustained and animated 
by the Divine Spirit and which is de
signed to enjoy the positive benefits of 
previous forms of administration while 
eliminating their imperfections and 
limitations. In this connection, 'Ab
du'I-Baha has said: 

"The Spiritual Assemblies to be es
tablished in this Age of God, this holy 
century, have, it is indisputable, had 
neither peer nor likeness in the cycles 
gone before. For those assemblages 
that wielded power were based on the 
support of mighty leaders of men, 
while these Assemblies are based on the 
support of the Beauty of Abha. The 
defenders and patrons of those other 
assemblages were either a prince or a 
king, or a chief priest, or the mass of 
the people. But these Spiritual Assem
blies have for their defender, their sup
porter, their helper, their inspirer, the 
omnipotent Lord." (Selections from 
the Writings of 'Abdu'I-Bahd, p. 82) 

To fulfill their God-given potential, 
our Assemblies desperately need the in
put of members who have undertaken 
to develop spirituality in their indivi
dual lives. Otherwise, as Shoghi Ef
fendi has stressed, religion will become 
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a "mere organization," a "dead 
thing. " 

But these Assemblies cannot become 
collective instruments of God's will if 
they are dominated, controlled or ma
nipulated, however subtly, by charis
matic or authoritarian personalities, 
spiritualized though such personalities 
may be as individuals. 

At the same time, these Assemblies 
must attain in their functioning to an 
efficiency that is characteristic of the 
best of a scientific administrative prac
tice, but without becoming cold, aus
tere or unloving. An efficient and well
run system in which everyone suffers 
from hurt feelings and impersonality is 
hardly better than the multiple in
trigues and manipulations of a per
sonality-ridden, inefficient administra
tion. 

Perhaps, then, one of the keys for 
our Assemblies to become instruments 
of the spirit of God is that of striking a 
proper balance between the exigencies 
of the personal, the human, and the 
heart-felt on the one hand, and the re
quirements of justice, objectivity, ef
ficiency, and productiveness on the 
other. It is the persistent tension be
tween these two poles of efficiency and 
compassion that Shoghi Effendi seems 
to express in the following statement: 

"Nothing short of the spirit of a true 
Baha'i can hope to reconcile the prin
ciples of mercy and justice, of freedom 
and submission, of the sanctity of the 
right of the individual and of self-sur
render, of vigilance, discretion, and 
prudence on the one hand, and fellow
ship, candor, and courage on the 
other." (Principles of Baha'i Admin
istration, p. 43) 

A voiding personalization 
As individuals we naturally seek to 

express our personalities in everything 
we do, and in particular in our work 
for the Faith. It sometimes happens 
that we can serve the Faith in a manner 
which enables us to express our person
alities in a way that is satisfying to us. 
But it is not realistic to expect this to 
happen all or even most of the time. In 
our Assemblies, and indeed in all work 
for the Faith, it is the Faith that must 
be served and not ourselves. What is 
important is not so much how we can 
best serve the Faith, but rather, how 
the Faith can best be served. 

Thus, one of the basic tasks we face 
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as individual Assembly members is that 
of learning how to infuse our own de
veloping spirituality into the Assembly 
process without contributing to an un
due personalization of it. Since we are 
persons, this represents a unique kind 
of spiritual discipline never required in 
previous religious systems. But this dis
cipline is clearly necessary if the As
sembly is to become a collective in
strument of the will of God. 

In acquiring this discipline, it may be 
helpful for us to try to understand how 
we are liable to be perceived by others. 
We all have both weak and strong 
points that will be reflected in various 
aspects of our social and individual re
lationships. 

If, for example, we are naturally ar
ticulate and uninhibited in group situ
ations, we may have a tendency to 
dominate group discussions. If we are 
precise and logical in our expression of 
thought, we may become easily impa
tient with those who express themselves 
more intuitively, emotionally or vague
ly. 

If, on the other hand, we are shy and 
inhibited in group situations, we may 
prefer to allow ourselves to be domi
nated by others rather than to under
take the painful task of assuming a 
more active role in the group. We may, 
at the same time, feel resentment to
ward others who assume (rightly or 
wrongly) a more dominant role. 

We have all been witness, at one time 
or another, to the situation that is pro
duced when some members of an As
sembly unthinkingly assume a too
dominant role while others become 
withdrawn, nursing hurt and resentful 
feelings. If such an imbalance in the 
Assembly is not corrected in its early 
stages, it may lead to a chronic and/or 
worsening block in the Assembly pro
cess. 

Those who feel dominated may build 
up a fund of unexpressed resentment 
that finally explodes. Such explosions 
often carry much more emotion than is 
justified by the initial problem, and 
others may feel that the emotions ex
pressed are unnecessarily strong, un
fair or out of proportion to the situa
tion. This makes the re-establishment 
of harmony much more difficult than 
it would have been had the problem 
been addressed in its initial stages when 
it was first perceived. 

The fund of negative emotions now 

felt by some Assembly members may 
itself become the focus of the problem, 
obscuring the imbalance that originally 
caused it. Those who have exploded 
may afterward feel guilty about having 
caused such a storm, while others may 
have their feelings hurt by the strength 
of the outburst, and the original cause 
of the situation may never, in fact, be 
treated. 

A possible suggestion for avoiding 
such episodes is for the Assembly 
members to be alert to such imbalances 
and to redress them as early as pos
sible, before strong feelings of re
sentment have had time to build. A 
sensitive and tactful chairman can 
often perceive an imbalance and re
dress it by drawing out the shy or reti
cent person during consultation while 
lovingly but firmly limiting the con
tributions of the dominant, talkative 
Assembly members, especially when 
they involve obvious digressions or 
repetitions. 

But every Assembly member, not 
only the chairman, has an obligation to 
maintain the integrity and quality of 
the consultation. Thus, each one can 
help by monitoring his own contribu
tions to the consultation, and by striv
ing to create an atmosphere of love and 
trust that makes shy or withdrawn 
members feel at ease. 

One sometimes hears Assembly 
members complain that their Assembly 
is dominated by the chairman, or the 
secretary, or some other strong per
sonality. It is, after all, the Assembly 
itself that elects its officers. If a ma
jority of its members vote unreflec
tively for a strong personality as chair
man, they have only themselves to 
blame. Moreover, it is clearly impos
sible for one person to dominate eight 
others without their tacit consent. 

It sometimes happens that Assembly 
members are reluctant to broach the 
problem of a dominant member be
cause they are afraid of the reaction it 
may provoke. We must then remind 
ourselves that courage is a spiritual vir
tue and that we are complicit in sabo
taging the Assembly process if we re
fuse to face a genuine problem, hoping 
it will simply disappear. 

Talking privately with an Auxiliary 
Board member or assistant about the 
problem may be helpful, but ultimately 
the Assembly will have to deal with the 
situation or it will simply reappear. A 



person who is allowed to dominate an 
Assembly, and who resists subtle and 
indirect hints that his actions are 
bothersome to others, will probably 
continue to act out his dominant role 
indefinitely. 

An imbalance in the Assembly may 
also occur in which there are one or 
more withdrawn members without 
there being any dominant members at 
all. This problem likewise has to be ad
dressed, directly if necessary. 

Thus, one important key to avoiding 
undue personalization of the Assembly 
process is to achieve a balance and har
mony in which there are no dominant 
Assembly members and none who are 
withdrawn. This does not mean that 
one's basic personality cannot con
tribute positively to the Assembly, and 
indeed the special talents and abilities 
of each member are potentially ex
tremely useful to the Assembly pro
cess. But such individual talents can 
become truly useful only in the context 
of the relaxed and trusting atmosphere 
that is established when each member 
consciously subordinates his person
ality and its needs to the overriding 
needs of the Assembly. 

Spiritual efficiency 

If the Assembly members have made 
the necessary effort to spiritualize their 
individual lives, and if the proper bal
ance and harmony have been achieved 
within the Assembly itself, then spiri
tual power will be released through the 
Assembly process. But this is only half 
of the task of making the Assembly an 
instrument of the will of God. The 
other half is learning how to use this 
spiritual power effectively and effi
ciently. 

We might have anticipated that be
coming instruments for God's will 
would involve a stage of passivity in 
which further effort was unnecessary, 
in which things proceeded relatively 
automatically. But apparently, such is 
not the way God has chosen to work. 
In our private spiritual lives we learn 
that prayer, meditation and study of 
the Writings are indispensable pre
requisites to action, but not substitutes 
for action. 

In the same manner, we learn in our 
Assembly experience that without 
vigorous action and intelligent execu
tion of decisions, the most unified and 
inspired consultation is ultimately 

fruitless. Indeed, in her invaluable ac
count of Shoghi Effendi's life, The 
Priceless Pearl, Amatu'I-BaM Ru
Qiyyih KMnum shows us how even the 
Guardian, who was vouchsafed infalli
bility, nevertheless experienced periods 
of agonizing search and effort before 
the matter at hand became clear and 
the way was opened to him. 

Undoubtedly, our initial conception 
that a truly spiritual process must be 
generally smooth, automatic, uncom-

If the Assembly members have 
made the necessary effort to 
spiritualize their individual lives, 
and if the proper balance and 
harmony have been achieved 
within the Assembly itself, then 
spiritual power wiJ) be released 
through the Assembly process. 

plicated and spontaneous represents a 
certain immaturity on our part. Once 
we realize this, we can relinquish all 
our preconceptions and seek with true 
humility a more mature and adequate 
vision of our task. (We can perhaps re
flect that, were the task too easy and 
effortless, we might easily fall prey to 
arrogance and pride, thereby subvert
ing the Assembly process.) 

But if we try to maintain and justify 
our expectation of effortless success in 
the face of continued evidence and ex
perience to the contrary, we will cer
tainly become deeply discouraged and 
will probably begin to doubt the truth 
of the strong promises of divine assis
tance contained in the Writings. Such a 
nagging sense of doubt can become a 
powerful block to the successful pros
ecution of a spiritually efficient Assem
bly process, inVOlving as it does both 
effective consultation and decision
making, and effective execution of de
cisions. 

One symptom of spiritual ineffi
ciency that has been frequently re
ported by those working with and on 
Assemblies is what might be called 
"overconsultation." This occurs when 
the process of consultation on some 
particular matter is prolonged far be
yond its point of usefulness. The mat
ter at hand is simply discussed to 
death, often without any positive ac
tion resulting from the consultation. 

Such overconsultation could result 
from a combination of several factors. 
Often we become fascinated with the 
process of consultation and (perhaps 
unaware of what we are doing) make it 
an end in itself. Having devoted so 
much energy toward creating the prop
er balance and spiritual atmosphere for 
successful consultation, we forget that 
consultation itself is merely a means to 
the end of making a decision on some 
course of action to be taken by the 
group. Consultation has a goal, and if 
that goal is not reached all of the 
spiritual energy used in creating a 
unified consultation will have been dis
sipated and lost. 

There may also be an element of 
"spiritual laziness" or lethargy under
lying the phenomenon of overconsulta
tion. We all know that, when a decis
ion is made, the next step is to im
plement it. We may dread the pressure 
of the responsibilities and work in
volved in implementing the decision. 
Overconsultation then becomes a sort 
of spiritual procrastination, a means of 
fleeing from or delaying an unpleasant 
task (unpleasant at least in anticipa
tion). 

We can eliminate overconsultation 
only by becoming aware of its causes 
and taking steps to eliminate them. It 
may also be helpful to focus on the dis
tribution of responsibilities that results 
from Assembly decisions. Do they fall 
too often on the same handful of peo
ple? If so, then sooner or later those 
people may build up resentment 
against the unfairness of the situation, 
and the process of the efficient execu
tion of Assembly decisions will be 
blocked. 

Just as imbalance must be avoided in 
the decision-making part of the Assem
bly process, so it must be avoided in 
the implementation phase as well. The 
whole Assembly is responsible for im
plementing its decisions, as the whole 
Assembly is responsible for the quality 
of its consultation. The fact that some 
people may agree, for a certain time, to 
playa disproportionately large role in 
implementing Assembly decisions does 
not mean that it is fair for them to do 
so. 

One helpful approach to this prob
lem may be for the Assembly to estab
lish a system of portfolios and com
mittees. In this way, the various re
sponsibilities for the ongoing work of 
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the Assembly can be objectively and 
fairly distributed, with each person's 
responsibility and role clearly defined 
and understood. 

For example, there are permanent 
obligations such as Feasts and holy 
days. Instead of spending large 
amounts of Assembly time at the last 
minute trying to arrange for the cele
bration of a holy day, a permanent ho
ly days committee would come to the 
Assembly with specific proposals 
which could then be approved, modi
fied, or, if necessary, changed com
pletely by the Assembly. A committee 
could be formed to deal with personal 
problems. Such a committee would 
meet initially with the individual or in
dividuals involved, ask relevant ques
tions and gather information which is 
then presented to the Assembly for its 
consideration. The Assembly can also 
form an ad hoc committee for the ex
ecution of a specific task such as ar
ranging a public meeting. 

Moreover, most of these committees 
can involve non-Assembly members. 
This has the doubly positive effect of 
decreasing the burden on Assembly 
members while involving the non-As
sembly members in the work of the 
community. In fact, it is even possible 
for many of these committees to func
tion without any Assembly member at 
all. 

Flexibility and imagination both are 
needed if the Assembly is to function 
efficiently. The point is that true ef
ficiency (as opposed to the impersonal 
bureaucratic variety) is a spiritual 
quality. It makes administration less 
burdensome for all concerned and thus 
increases its rewards and benefits. 

Undoubtedly, it is a great challenge 
to produce an Administrative Order 
that is efficient without being heavy
handed and impersonal. But we have 
the advantage of knowing that it is 
possible to achieve such a spiritual ad
ministration because God has endowed 
our institutions with the power to be
come collective instruments for His 
will. 

Assembly officers 
In the Seven Year Plan, great em

phasis has been placed on the activities 
of local Babi'i communities. At the 
axis of these activities are the Spiritual 
Assemblies which, in the words of the 
Universal House of Justice, "should 
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develop as rallying centres of the com
munity." (From a letter dated April 
17, 1981, to all National Spiritual As
semblies, published in The Seven Year 
Plan, p. 36) 

"The local assemblies should inspire 
confidence in the individual believers," 
the Guardian explains, "and these in 
their turn should express their readi
ness to fully abide by the decisions and 
directions of the local assembly; the 
two must learn to co-operate, and to 
realize that only through such a co
operation can the institutions of the 
Cause effectively and permanently 
function." (From a letter written on 
the Guardian's behalf to an individual 
believer dated October 28, 1935, and 
published in The Local Spiritual As
sembly, p. 19) 

One element in inspiring confidence 
in the friends and attracting their co
operation is the degree to which the As
sembly is able to function efficiently. 
In the midst of a culture that places a 
high value on efficiency in its material 
affairs, we might ask ourselves what 
"efficient functioning, in the true spirit 
of the Faith" requires of us as mem
bers of Baha'i institutions. 

The Universal House of Justice has 
written that the efficient functioning of 
a Local Spiritual Assembly depends 
largely on its officers properly carrying 
out their responsibilities: 

"In the courses for Local Assembly 
members special attention should be 
paid to ... the functions and duties of 
the Assembly'S officers, especially 
those of the secretary, upon the proper 
discharge of whose responsibilities the 
efficient functioning of the Assembly 
largely depends ... " (From a letter 
dated April 17, 1981, to all National 
Spiritual Assemblies, published in The 
Seven Year Plan, p. 33) 

It is not difficult to understand why 
the officers exert such a major influ
ence on the Assembly's efficient opera
tion. Many of us have had the experi
ence of consulting for long hours, and 
then finally arriving at a course of ac
tion which, for a variety of reasons, is 
never carried out. Our hours of work 
thus bear no visible results, and the As
sembly's minutes, rather than being the 
seed that gives birth, for example, to a 
wonderfully successful proclamation 
program, become instead merely a cat
alog of good intentions. 

What is more difficult to see is the 

way in which the Assembly, as an insti
tution, can determine if the officers are 
in fact properly carrying out their re
sponsibilities. The Assembly itself, af
ter all, is responsible "to be alert and 
carry out the work adequately." (Di
rectives from the Guardian, p. 7) Too 
often, an Assembly will continue its 
meetings week after week with no way 
of checking whether its decisions have 
been carried out. As with any other as
pect of its functioning, it is helpful if 
the Assembly consults and agrees on a 
method for doing so. 

Some Assemblies, for example, at 
the beginning of each meeting, make a 
point of reviewing the tasks assigned at 
the previous meeting and receiving a 
quick progress report from those re
sponsible for carrying them out. If a 
member has forgotten about a particu
lar assignment or for some reason has 
been unable to take it in hand, the As
sembly will have an opportunity to see 
whether that individual feels he can 
still carry out the task, whether he 
might need assistance, or whether it 
would be more effective for someone 
else to take it on. By agreeing on some 
such method, the other Assembly 
members are not placed in the position 
of seeming to mistrust their fellow 
members and officers by taking it upon 
themselves to ask whether particular 
assignments have been completed. 

Whatever method is settled on, the 
Assembly members should use it as a 
channel through which to provide lov
ing support and encouragement to 
their colleagues rather than as a period 
of stern scrutiny and judgment. Our 
Christian background often predis
poses us to feel endlessly guilty for our 
failures in service to the Cause. It is not 
surprising that we sometimes turn this 
tendency on the other Assembly mem
bers, focusing on their shortcomings 
instead of overlooking them. 

There can be no more dispiriting ex
perience for the secretary, treasurer or 
chairman of an Assembly than to re
ceive comments from his fellow mem
bers only on what he has failed to do or 
what he could or should have done in a 
better way, rather than also on what he 
has accomplished. 

In our efforts to emphasize the su
preme role of the institutions Baha
'u'llah has created to guide the affairs 
of His Faith, we may be disinclined to 
recognize the role of particular indivi-



duals. It may surprise us, then, to rea
lize the extent to which the Guardian 
singled out Horace Holley, secretary of 
the u.s. National Spiritual Assembly 
from 1923 until 1949, with such words 
of praise and encouragement as the fol
lowing, written in 1932: 

" ... your active share in tlie admin
istrative activities of the Cause, your 
splendid letters of appeal in connection 
with the Plan of Unified Action, your 
wise leadership of the New York As
sembly-all testify to your marvelous 
efficiency and your high spiritual at
tainments. " 

As with any other attribute, we can
not separate efficiency from other fa
cets of spiritual development. Horace 
Holley's accomplishments testified to 
his "high spiritual attainments." In its 
Ridvan 1983 message, the Universal 
House of Justice sets out a cause-and
effect relationship between inner spiri
tual development and the harmonious, 
vigorous and efficient functioning of 
BaM'i Assemblies: 

.. At present we must complete the 
objectives of the Seven Year Plan, pay
ing great attention to those inner 
spiritual developments which will be 
manifested in greater unity among the 
friends and in National and Local 
Spiritual Assemblies functioning 'har
moniously, vigorously and efficiently' 
as the Guardian desired." (From a let
ter dated RiQvan 1983 to the BaM'is of 
the world) 

It sometimes happens that officers 
of Local Assemblies become so bur
dened with administrative work that 
they have little appetite or energy for 
attending to their own inner spiritual 
development. The Assembly that elects 
as its secretary a mother with small 
children who lives in the only home 
available for Baha'i meetings might 
usefully consult with her to see what 
help she may need to properly dis
charge her responsibilities. 

For example, the Assembly might ar
range for practical help such as regular 
babysitting each week, so that she has 
time to do her Assembly work. If no 
competent volunteer help is available, 
the Assembly might decide to hire a 
paid clerical assistant for the secretary, 
if the work requires it. This assistant 
need not be a member of the Assembly 
but should enjoy its confidence. Ano
ther means of help the Assembly might 
offer would be to arrange for this 

mother's family responsibilities to be 
looked after for a day or a weekend so 
that she could have some time to her
self to replenish her spiritual resources. 

As the Faith enters a period of rapid 
growth and increasing opposition, we 
may underestimate the pressures that 
will be directed toward members of As
semblies, and especially their officers. 
Recalling that Shoghi Effendi required 
a period of time away in the mountains 
of Switzerland to prepare himself spiri-

The important thing to realize is 
that no method of operation will 
work well indefinitely. The 
needs of the institution, its array 
of responsibilities, and the cir
cumstances of particular mem
bers will inevitably develop and 
change. 

tually and mentally for his role as 
Guardian of the Faith, some of us may 
from time to time need such retreats 
for prayer and meditation so as to be 
better able to draw on that mysterious 
power in the Cause which 'Abdu'l
Baha tells us is the real administrator 
of its complicated affairs: "There is a 
power in this Cause-," He assures us, 
"a mysterious power-far, far, far 
away from the ken of men and angels; 
that invisible power is the cause of all 
these outward activities .... It admin
isters the complicated affairs of the 
Cause." (The Covenant of Bahd
'u '/ldh, p. 70) 

Recognizing that the officers must 
carry out their responsibilities properly 
and that the Assembly must assure it
self in a loving way that they are doing 
so, many Assemblies will want to know 
exactly what tasks each of their officers 
are supposed to carry out and how. If 
one reviews the guidance available to 
us from the Central Figures of the 
Faith, from the Guardian, and from 
the Universal House of Justice, he no
tices that the vast majority of it deals 
with the institution of the Spiritual As
sembly itself and with the responsi
bilities of the members-all of them, 
rather than simply those of the offi
cers. Relatively little has been written 
about the specific ways in which the of
ficers of an Assembly are to function. 
One is thus led to conclude not that the 

duties of the officers are unimportant, 
but rather that the spiritual principles 
and attributes related to the Assembly 
and its members are far more impor
tant. Another obvious conclusion is 
that the precise way in which the of
ficers function is a secondary matter 
that is left largely to the discretion of 
the particular Assembly. 

Here again an Assembly is wise to 
consult and decide what tasks it would 
like the secretary to assume and what 
can be given to other Assembly or com
munity members; what duties it wants 
the treasurer to carry out and which 
could be assigned to a committee or to 
another believer; how it would like the 
chairman to function and whether it 
would like to have a roster of rotating 
chairmen for Assembly meetings for a 
period of time. 

The important thing to realize is that 
no method of operation will work well 
indefinitely. The needs of the institu
tion, its array of responsibilities, and 
the circumstances of particular mem
bers will inevitably develop and 
change. An efficient Assembly is one 
that can accommodate these develop
ments without any serious disruption 
in the harmony and vigor with which it 
functions. Such an Assembly will enjoy 
not only the confidence of its commu
nity, but will also find, as the Universal 
House of Justice desires, that it is 
"cherished, nurtured, loved, assisted, 
obeyed and prayed for." (From a letter 
dated Naw-Ruz 1974 to the Baha'is of 
the world, published in The Seven Year 
Plan, p. 16) 
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The world 

Media promote Faith in EI Salvador 

Recent publicity for the Faith in EI 
Salvador has included telecasts from 
May until late July and again in Sep
tember on the country's national edu
cational TV station of the series of 
half-hour programs titled "Crece con 
Nosotros" (Grow with Us). 

The same station also telecast ano
ther Baha'i program on the "Camino 
del Sol" (Trail of Light) which was 
given to it by Lauretta King, a member 
of the Continental Board of Counsel
lors for the Americas who recently 
visited El Salvador. 

Radio Mundo offers the Baha'is 
nine 30-second radio spots each day at 

Gabon 

Members of the first National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Bahd'is of Gabon, 
elected last Rifjvdn, are shown with Dr. 
Hushang Ahdieh, a member of the 
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no charge. The Public Relations Com
mittee has been providing the station 
with materials for these announce
ments and has placed newspaper ads to 
promote the Baha'i television series. 

On August 10, two articles relating 
to the Faith were published in the 
newspaper La Prensa. One described 
the Baha'i Youth Committee's plans 
for United Nations International 
Youth Year, while the other explained 
the general goals of the Faith. 

* * * One hundred seventy-five people 
from 20 communities attended a Na
tional Baha'i Teaching Conference last 

for 
Africa (front row center) who rep
resented the Universal House of Justice 
at Gabon's National Convention. 

July 15 in EI Salvador. 
Among the speakers was Auxiliary 

Board member Soheil Shahadinizad 
who spoke about the Seven Year Plan 
goals, the Baha'i attributes of faithful
ness and truthfulness, and the Raul 
Pav6n Deepening Project. 

* * * 
EI Salvador's 10th annual Baha'i 

Education Conference (formerly called 
a Children's Conference) was held last 
August 26 and attended by many fam
ilies. 

Included were a deepening on the 
Writings of Baha'u'llah, memorization 
of passages from The Hidden Words 
and Baha'i prayers, and classes on the 
importance of schooling and proper 
nutrition for children, and the avoid
ance of intoxicants. 

Separate sessions were held for the 
children of those attending the Educa
tion Conference. 

Much has been accomplished since 
the conference to help new Spiritual 
Assemblies in EI Salvador. A recent 
report indicates that one new Assembly 
has held four meetings along with reg
ular children's classes and has started 
collecting contributions to the Fund. 

* * * 
Dr. Hidayatu'llah Al).madiyyih, a 

member of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors for the Americas, visited 
the friends in El Salvador last June 
8-10. 

During his visit, the Counsellor at
tended a teaching conference in Santa 
Tecla and met with the National Spiri
tual Assembly, Auxiliary Board mem
bers, the National Teaching Commit
tee, National Youth Committee, Na
tional Public Relations Committee, 
and with pioneers to EI Salvador. 



Brazil 

The Hand of the Cause of God Ama
fu'I-Bahd Rul]lyyih Khdnum will take 
part next January 10-13 in the first In
ternational Teaching Conference of the 
Amazon Region to be held in Manaus, 
capital of the state of Amazonas, Bra
zil. The conference will bring together 
Bahd'z's from all the countries of the 
Amazon Region as well as from other 
countries around the world to com
memorate the 10th anniversary of the 
historic Green Light Expedition which 
marked the beginning of the spiritual 
conquest of that great region. It will be 
dedicated to the memory of the be
loved Counsellor Raul Pavon whose 
untiring services for the Blessed Beauty 
in the Amazon Region continue to bear 
fruit. The conference will be held in the 
'Teatro Amazonas, ' the world-famous 
Opera House of Manaus, a city of 
about one million situated in the heart 

¥- ¥- ¥-

The first Baha'i border conference 
involving the friends from Brazil, 
Guyana and Venezuela was held last 
February 11-12 in Boa Vista, Brazil. 

Consultation was focused on teach
ing, proclamation, economic and so
cial development projects for Indian 
people, and translations of the Writ
ings into Indian dialects. 

On the opening day, representatives 
of each of the three National Spiritual 
Assemblies reviewed the progress of 
the Faith in their respective countries. 

of the A mazon jungle at the confluence 
of the rivers Solimoes and Negro where 
the mighty Rio Amazonas is formed. 
The city has a tropical climate and is 
surrounded by the natural beauty of 
the jungles and rivers. The primary ob
jective of the International Conference 
is to lend a great impetus to the estab
lishment of the Faith in the region and 
to the increasing expansion and 
strengthening of Local Spiritual As
semblies. It will also witness the start 
of the Amazon Project, a comprehen
sive plan for the social and economic 
development of the region which has 
for some time been the object of study 
and consultation by the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Brazil with a view to-

St. Lucia 
About 50 people including Counsel

lors Peter McLaren and Ruth Pringle 
and representatives of 17 National 
Spiritual Assemblies in the Caribbean 
basin and Latin America as well as 
Japan attended a conference for Aux
iliary Board members that was held last 
August 15-19 in St. Lucia, West Indies. 

Its purpose was to introduce and 
study materials prepared at the Ruhi 
Institute in Colombia which comprise a 
deepening program designed especially 
for indigenous believers. 

Immediately after the conference. 
the Baha'is of St. Lucia hosted a week-

ward the settlement of an increasing 
number of pioneers in this important 
area. His Excellency the governor of 
the state of Amazonas has confirmed 
his presence at the opening ceremony 
of the conference. The Bahd'(s of the 
Amazon Region are happy to invite 
their co-workers in other countries to 
participate in the conference and to 
help write the history of the Faith in 
this region. A special appeal is made to 
youth to participate in this inaugural 
event of the International Year for 
Youth. More information about the 
conference can be obtained from the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
M 'IS of Brazil. 

long Summer School that was attended 
by area believers and by several of 
those who had taken part in the con
ference for the Auxiliary Board. 

In addition to attending classes on 
Baha'i family and community life, the 
Covenant, Baha'i administration, and 
Christian topics, teams of Baha'is 
spent their afternoons in several vil
lages where they taught the Faith, of
fered to conduct children's classes, and 
helped deepen the friends on the Ruhi 
Institute materials. 
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Taiwan 

Jan Huang, a U.S. pioneer to Taiwan, 
and her husband, David, who is sec
retary of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Taiwan, address an audience 
of more than 75 during a recent proc
lamation event at the local library in 
Chung Hsing New Village. The 
Huangs spoke about their intercultural 
marriage and made it clear during their 
presentation that they are Baha'{s. One 

Australia 
The Spiritual Assembly of Malvern, 

Victoria, Australia recently sponsored 
four service-oriented teaching activities 
including an exercise class, cooking 
demonstrations, prayers for world 
peace, and a seminar on health and 
healing. 

All were advertised in local news
papers in an ad which mentioned that 
numbers were limited. Each activity 

Sierra Leone 
Sixty-five Baha'i youth from 16 lo

calities in three countries attended a 
National Youth Conference last April 
6-8 in Freetown, Sierra Leone. 

Speakers included two Auxiliary 
Board members, the country's minister 
of social welfare, and a United Nations 
representative. 

The message to youth from the Uni
versal House of Justice served as a 
source of great inspiration. 
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of the non-Baha'is in the audience, 
eager to learn more, attended several 
firesides and, on the day before Riq
van, declared his belief in Baha'u'lIah, 
thus becoming the ninth Baha'{ in the 
vii/age. The entire Taiwanese Baha'{ 
community celebrated this victory in 
the city in which the Taiwanese govern
ment has its seat and where the Faith 
has grown very slowly. 

soon was fully booked and a waiting 
list was formed for those interested cit
izens who called too late. 

The six-week exercise class, held at 
the local Baha'i Center, resulted in one 
enrollment. 

When one of the non-Baha'is attend
ing the international cooking demon
strations found that the Baha'is would 
accept no money from those taking 
part in the program, she insisted on in
viting all of the cooks to her home 
where she cooked for them. 

The same woman then invited more 
than 30 of her friends to her home and 
asked one of the Baha'is to come and 
speak about the Faith. 

Representatives from the United Na
tions office and the office of the 
premier of Victoria attended the prayer 
service for world peace. 

Forty non-Baha'is, most of them 
health professionals, attended the sem
inar on health and healing at the Mal
vern Baha'i Center. 

Sikkim 

When His Excellency Shri Homi 
J.H. Talyarkhan, governor of Sikkim, 
paid a recent visit to the administrative 
offices of the government's publicity 
department, he noticed many uniform
ed children in the welcoming crowd. 
When the governor asked about them 
and was told that they are students at a 
Baha'i school next to the government 
offices, he decided to visit the school. 

The secretary of the government's 
publicity department had asked that 
the children from the Baha'i school 
join the crowd so there would be 
enough people present to properly wel
come the governor. 

During a two-hour visit to the Baha'i 
school, Governor Talyarkhan enjoyed 
a performance by the children, toured 
the library, had tea with the school 
staff, and asked many questions that 
indicated his keen interest. 

In an address to the students, the 
governor said that education is the only 
means of progress, adding that all 
should take the "Each One Teach 
One" program seriously. 

At the end of his visit, the governor 
was presented a copy of the book A 
Cry from the Heart by the Hand of the 
Cause of God William Sears. 

A newspaper article which described 
the governor's visit to the school 
quoted him as saying, "Pride in our 
country should be created in the minds 
of tiny tots through education by cul
tivating the habit of truth and faith in 
the universality of religion," and "ser
vice to the rural poor and economically 
needy is service to the nation and the 
need of the hour." 

Liechtenstein 
The first Spiritual Assembly of Va

duz in the Principality of Liechtenstein 
was established last June 2. In report
ing the long-awaited event, the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Switzer
land noted that the members of the 
new Assembly reflect the diversity of 
the Baha'i community. 

Two of its members are from liech
tenstein, two are Peruvians, two are 
Swiss, one is German, one is from Mo
zambique, and one is from Iran. 



New Zealand 

The Faith was proclaimed to nearly 
2,000 lawyers from British Common
wealth countries at a Triennial Law 
Conference held last April in Rotorua, 
New Zealand. 

Two Baha'is from New Zealand who 
are lawyers attended the conference 
and spoke about the Faith to many of 
their colleagues. 

In addition, a Baha'i exhibit con
sisting of free-standing panels pre
sented the Faith's history, its present 
world status, the structure of its ad
ministrative order, and principles of 
particular concern to lawyers such as 
obedience to the law, justice for every
one, the elimination of prejudice, 
equality of men and women, and world 
peace upheld by a world government. 

A part of the Baha'i booth displayed 
examples of media response to the per
secution of Baha'is in Iran. Video 
tapes of the American television pro
gram "20120," which devoted a recent 
segment to the persecutions in Iran, 
was shown with another video tape en
titled "Unity in Diversity." 

During the conference itself, the at
torney general of Australia made ref
erence to religious intolerance and to 

Switzerland 

The 1984 Swiss Baha'I' Summer School 
was held at the recently purchased 

Pictured are members of the first Local 
Spiritual Assembly of Waimea Coun
ty, New Zealand, at the northwestern 
tip of the country's South Island. They 
are (standing left to right) John Max
well, Lyn Boyce, Frank Boyce, Trudy 

the plight of Baha'is in Iran. A lawyer 
from India also drew attention to the 
Faith during an interview broadcast by 
New Zealand's national radio network. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
New Zealand reported that "a break
through in proclaiming (the Faith) to 
the judiciary was achieved, not only 

Culling, Harry Hancock, George 
Snowden, and (kneeling in front) Carol 
Snowden, Alan Culling, Trish Lamo
rie. Mr. Hancock was one of three ori
ginal pioneers to the South Island and 
has lived there for more than 20 years. 

for New Zealand, but also for Aus
tralia, India and England." 

Ji. Ji. Ji. 

The 300 people who attended a Ba
ha'i National Teaching Conference last 
June 3 in Palmerston North, New Zea
land, included Maoris, Europeans and 
Pacific Islanders. 

meeting place in Landegg, about an ~erland, Austria, Germany and Liech
hour from Zurich at the corner of Swit- tenstein. 
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Costa Rica 

Sixteen Baha'is participated last Au
gust 1-12 in an experimental Teacher 
Training Institute that was held at the 
Artemus Lamb Institute in Costa 
Rica's Guanacaste Province. 

The three-fold purpose of the gath
ering was to improve the physical con
dition of the Institute, train partici
pants in teaching, and carry out some 
direct teaching to strengthen Baha'i 
communities in the area. 

For seven days, participants worked 
each morning improving the Institute 
property, then rested and read prayers 
before attending classes. Public meet
ings were held each evening. 

Inspired by the beauty of the gardens 
at the Baha'i World Centre in Haifa, 
the believers cleared land around the 
Institute and created a nine-pointed 
star in each of the three areas in front 
of the building. They trimmed the rest 
of the Institute property and planted 
vegetables. The building itself was 
screened and repaired. 

As a result of direct teaching carried 
out during the second week of the In
stitute with help from members of the 
National Spirirual Assembly, 30 people 
declared their belief in Baha'u'llah. 

Another result was a tape recording 
made with the Bri-Bri Indian Baha'is 

Pictured are some of the 16 Baha'Is 
who participated last August 1-12 in an 
e:rperimental teacher-training institure 
at the Artemus Lamb Saluj'{ fnsrirute 
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Participants in an experimental teach
er-training institute held last August 
1-12 clear property around the Arte
mus Lamb Institute in Guanacaste 

who participated in the Institute. It was 
to be broadcast later on a daily five
minute Baha'i radio program. 

Participants in the Teacher-Training 
Institute also were able to visit the new 
I:la<?ratu'l-Quds in nearby El Llano 
where they improved the building's 
grounds with help from new believers 

in Guanacasre Province, Costa Rica. 
The two Saha'{ yourh at rhe left are 
Sri-Sri Indians. 

Province, Costa Rica, before planting 
vegetables and creating three nine
pointed star designs on the property in 
front of the main building. 

in that area. 
The friends also conducted a public 

meeting at El Llano's not-yet-dedi
cated I:la<?ratu'l-Quds. 

The Gambia 
Baha'i women in The Gambia were 

among the participants in a recent 
Seminar on the Role of Women in 
Development that was organized by the 
African Adult Education Association. 

Arrangements for Baha'i participa
tion in the seminar were made by the 
National Women, Children and Edu
cation Committee of The Gambia. act
ing on information from Joan Hanlon, 
a Baha'i who works for the Non
Formal Education Service Unit which 
hosted the meeting with the Women's 
Bureau of The Gambia. 

Mrs. Hanlon, who was introduced as 
a Baha'i, had many opportunities to 
make friendly contacts and to answer 
questions. Some seminar participants 
purchased Baha'i books from the small 
selection she brought with her. 

t\. paper titled "Women in Develop
ment: A Baha'i View," based on pub
lications by the Baha'i International 
Community, was read by another Ba
ha'i woman and evoked some lively 
questions. 



Peru 

Delegates and guests at the 1984 Ba
ha'i National Convention in Peru 
learned that the country's goal of 350 
Local Spiritual Assemblies had been 
exceeded by 154, bringing the total 
number of Assemblies in Peru to 504. 

The Quechua-Aymara indigenous 
region of Puno State has 313 Local 
Assemblies, followed by Cuzco State, 
the ancient Inca capital, with 103. 

One-half of the 30 delegates to the 
National Convention were indigenous 
believers. 

¥- ¥- ¥-

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Peru reported last June that 25 new 
Assemblies had been elected in the 
country's campaign to compensate for 
the loss of Assemblies in Iran. 

The new Assemblies are in Cuzco, 
Apurimac and Madre de Dios, and 
each is named in honor of a non-func
tioning Persian Spiritual Assembly. 

Of the 500 Local Assemblies elected 
in Peru last RiQvan, 313 are in Puno, 
the area around the Baha'i radio sta
tion. 

United Kingdom 
The question of the persecution of 

Baha'is in Iran was raised last July on 
the floor of the Assembly of Northern 
Ireland which was meeting at the Par
liament building in Belfast. 

Gordon Mawhinney, an Assembly
man from South Antrim, was moved 
by news of the persecutions in Iran 
which he had heard from local Baha'is. 

Although the Assembly is officially 
limited in its deliberations to the affairs 
of Northern Ireland, Mr. Mawhinney 
made a moving speech in which he 
compared the right of freedom of wor
ship in the United Kingdom to the de
nial of that right in Iran. 

Mr. Mawhinney was supported by 
the comments of a second Assembly
man. 

Because the remarks concerned 
themselves with international rather 
than local matters, the Speaker of the 
Assembly had to rule them out of 
order, but because he too is sym
pathetic to the plight of the Iranian 
believers he waited until the comments 
had been made before so ruling. 

Trinidad/Tobago 

Pictured are some of the 150 children 
and parents who attended an Ayyam-i
Ha celebration February 26 in Ph il
lipine, Trinidad. Members of the Ba
ha'{ children's classes from Phillipine 
and neighboring Diamond Village 
opened the program with songs, 

Shown is one of the Baha'{ banners us
ed during a 'Baha'( Week' observance 
last March 17-25 in Trinidad and To
bago. Street banners such as this one 

The Hand of the Cause of God H. Col
lis Featherstone (third row center) and 
his wife .. \.'Iadge (second from right in 
second row) are shown with Bahd'{ 

prayers and an explanation of Ayyam
i-Ha. Entertainment included profes
sional singers, musicians and clowns. 
Each child received a gift of a coloring 
book featuring a Baha'{ lesson and a 
letter for his parents on Baha'{ teach
ings and family life. 

are seen by thousands of people and 
have proved to be one of the most suc
cessful proclamation aids in the coun
try. 

youth during the Featherstones' VISit 
last April 21 to the Baha'i National 
Center in Port of Spain, Trinidad. 
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The beloved Guardian on Baha'i newsletters 
Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, who served the BaM '{s of the 

world as Guardian of the Faith after the Ascension of 
<Abdu'I-BaM in 1921 until his own passing in November 
1957, had a keen interest in Baha'i publications of every 
kind, as these brief excerpts from letters written by the 
Guardian or on his behalf to Baha'{ national commu
nities attest. His own literary skills were prodigious, his 
output voluminous, and his concept of the scope and di
rection of Baha'i journalism far-reaching and progres
sive. 

From a letter of January 16, 1925, to the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the u.S. and Canada: 

The first printed issue of the National Assembly's 
News Letter, prepared and signed on behalf of the As
sembly by its able secretary (Horace Holley), stands as a 
bright and eloquent testimony of his thoroughness, his 
industry, his conspicuous ability, his undoubted self-sac
rifice. The Cause is entering upon a new era of renewed 
and concerted activity. Its method of presentation has 
unmistakably improved, and this general advancement in 
standard is in no small measure attributable to the dis
tinctive capacity of your Assembly. My constant prayer is 
that He who watches over and inspires your manifold ac
tivities may bless more richly than ever before your noble 
endeavors. 

From a letter of February 7, 1925, to the 
National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma: 

May your cherished and promising Journal eloquently 
recount the tale of your deeds; acquaint your fellow
laborers in distant fields with your hopes, your plans, and 
your achievements; reflect the spirit of your selfless en
deavors, and stand as witness of the growing vitality of 
the noble work you are destined to achieve. 

From a letter of April 10, 1925, to the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the U.S. and Canada: 

The News Letter which you have lately initiated fulfills 

a very vital function and has been started admirably well. 
I would urge you to enlarge its scope, as much as your re
sources permit, that in time it may devote a special sec
tion to every phase of your activities, administrative, 
devotional, humanitarian, financial, educational and 
otherwise. That it may attain its object it must combine 
the essential qualities of accuracy, reliability, thorough
ness, dignity and wisdom. It should become a great factor 
in promoting understanding, providing information on 
Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in stimulating in
terest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and 
safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be 
made as representative as possible, should be replete with 
news, up-to-date in its information, and should arouse 
the keenest interest among believers and admirers alike in 
every corner of the globe. I cherish great hopes for its im
mediate future, and I trust you will devote your special 
attention to its development, and by devising well-con
ceived and worldwide measures transform this News Let
ter into what I hope will become the foremost Baha'i 
Journal of the world. 

From a letter of May 25, 1926, to the 
National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma: 

The News Letter should be extended, widely dis
tributed and utilized as a means to supply information, 
coordinate activities and secure the support of all the be
lievers to the institutions of the Cause. 

From a letter of January 30, 1943, 
written on behalf of the Guardian to the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the U.S. and Canada: 

He does not feel that the 'Baha'i News' letter, publish
ed monthly for the information of the Baha'is, should be 
reduced in size, as it is read with deep interest by the be
lievers everywhere, and the information it contains of the 
activities of the friends is a great stimulus to the work 
everywhere. 
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169 CHRISTOPHER STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

No.1 

o SON OF MAN! 

Magnify j\Iy Cause, that I may make 
manifest unto thee the secret of l\'Iy 
greatness and shine upon thee with 
everlasting Light. Balla'It'Uah. 

To the Assemblies of the 
United States G1ld Callada 

DE.\R BAHA'I FRIE:SDS: 

In order to extend the purpose of the 
general letters issued by the National 
Assembly. and increase their useful
ness as a means to completer under
standing and more active unity among 
all the friends, it has been decided to 
publish them in printed. form, ~mpli
fying the letter Itself wIth detaIls of 
Baha'i activities as brought to our at
tention by Assemblies and individual 
believers throughout the world. 

\Vith the assistance of local Spirit
ual Assemblies, a copy will be placed 
in the hands of every active believer. A 
quantity of this News Letter is being 
sent to each secretary on our records, 
and the secretaries are requested to 
distribute them to the believers in their 
Assemblies. As hitherto, the letters of 
the :.: ational Assembly will be sent to 
all isolated Baha'is; and we urgently 
request that the names of all bel.ievers 
not members of local .-\ssembltes he 
sent to the ~ ational secretary at the 
above address. \\'e believe also that 
it will be of interest to .-\ssemblies out
side of the l'nited States and Canada 
to receive copies regularly. 

The subject to which all the friends 
are urged to give their closest attentIOn 
at the present time is that of the deci
sions arived at by the ~ ational .\ssem
blv in consultation with the Temple 
C~mmittee and the believers who met 
in the studio of :\[ r. Bourgeois on the 
Temple ground." \\'ilmette, Illinois, 
Sundav, October 19th. The purpose of 
this special meetin~ of consultation 
was fully explained in our general let
ter ;\0. 3 dated September 25th. 

Acting upon the recommendation of 
the Temple Committee, the National 

Spiritual .\s~embly voted the sum of 
seven thousand dollars to meet the 
costs of the following improvements 
upon the Foundation Hall and Temple 
grounds: 
T\\'o cloak rooms and toilets. . 
Partition to enclose meeting r00111 
Heating apparatus . 
\\'eather-prooting roof 
Skylight,; . . 
Plank walk . . . 
Shrl1hhcrv and vines 
Keeper's 'cottage 

$600.CO 
400.00 
575.00 

1.700.00 
1,300.00 

100.00 
400.00 

2,()()0.OO 

$7,075.00 

The Temple Committee was re
quested to place contracts for this work 
at once, in order that these improve
ments may be reported as entirely com
pleted at the National Convention of 
1925. The result of this eXFendittlre 
will be to place the Foundation Hall 
in condition of usefulness and also to 
make at least a beginning upon the 
work of beautifying the grounds. 

Of far greater significance to the 
success of the Temple work as a whole 
was the decision to request the Temple 
Committee to gather together all legal 
documents. contracts, and accounts, in
cluding all receipts and expenditures 
and \'ouchers covering every item in 
connection with the work of the Tem
ple from the earliest days, draw up a 
complete report based upon these rec
ords. and present this to the ;\ ational 
Spiritual A.ssembly to be published for 
the information of all the friends in 
detail. 

The treasurer of the ~ational Fund 
was also authorized to pay tiYe hundred 
dollars on each of the two oUbtanding 
Temple notes this quarter. 

.-\n itemized report cO\'ering receipts 
and expenditures for the Temple from 
.-\pril 1. 192-+ to October 10. 192-+, f()l
lows on next page. 

It will be noticeci that the Temple 
statement contains a payment on taxes 
amounting to $1 ~03.13. Since that 
payment was made, permission has 
been recei\'ed from Haifa to apply for 
tax exemption under the customary 

DECE~BER, 1924 

laws applying to property used exclu
si\'ely for religious purposes, and it is 
improbable that any tax item will ap
pear in the Temple Report for 1925. 

:\s we compare the slight improve
ments which it is now in our power to 
haye done for the Temple, with that 
vision of a supremely gracious and 
beauti ful edifice in completion, which 
has for so many years inspired the de
yoted friends of .-\bdu'l Baha through
out the world, it is only too evident 
that some vital spirit of executive 
power is still lacking among the mem
bers of the Cause in this country, The 
time has come for us to turn reso
lutely away from that expectation of 
results bestowed upon us as a gift 
from on high, and to deepen our own 
capacity to obey both the spiritual and 
material commands so often reiterated 
to us by word and by deed in the in
terests of the uniform vVorld Plan, so 
that the advancement of the Cause in 
all its phases may rest upon the sub
stantial foundation of human effort 
penetrated by a consciousness of the 
Divine \Vill for this age. 

It is natural enough for periods of 
doubt and foreboding to seize upon any 
individual or even group. Such 
periods indicate that we ha\'e come to 
to the end of our present understand
ing 0 f the Cause. and are. in fact, noth
ing more than opportunities to attain 
to a larger and more universal under
standing. The pool of water left by 
the spring freshets will soon evaporate 
under the heat of the summer sun, 
while the spring that is fed from below 
will continue to give forth its pure 
waters throughout the year. 

Let us all admit that each of us on 
entering' the Cause brought with him 
something at least of hi" previous tra
dition and experience. So long as this 
element remains in our consciousness, 
we cannot but belie\'e that this Cause 
will he sen'ed bv the same means and 
methods used by members of other 
mo\·ements. nut as this mental habit 
is O\'ercome, and this spiritual \'eil is 
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removed by the universal forces which 
have their expression in and through 
Abdu'l Baha, our faith requires for its 
entire nourishment nothing outside of 
those steadfast assurances we have re
ceived from him. 

That there exists in this country 
many hearts already prepared to join 
in the task of erecting an edifice to the 
Glory of God and the brotherhood of 
man; that there is even at this hour 
more than sufficient funds to give em
bodiment to the ideal of the Most 
Great Peace-and that these unknown 
brothers and sisters are as anxious to 
work side by side with us as we are to 
increase our own numbers-this is a 
fact of which we cannot have the 
slightest doubt. But neither can we 
have the slightest doubt that this as
sistance will be given us in but meager 
measure until we have fulfilled the con
ditions of sacrifice and love which 
alone can attract and convince the 
waiting souls. 

The outer and visible point of unity 
corresponding to that inward and invi
sible oneness to which we, as Baha'is, 
have been called, is the National Fund. 
The institution of this centra~ Baha'i 
Fund is yet so new and so unprece
dented that we have failed to grasp its 
entire significance. In one aspect. the 
Baha'i Fund is a protection to e\'erv 
believer against those enthusiastic Init 
frequently ill-advised solicitations 
which are inevitable where man v hun
dreds of people are in close asso~iatioll 
year after year. In another aspect, the 
Baha'i Fund is our opportunity to 
prove our spiritual faithfulness upon 
the plane of practical affairs as upon 
the plane of mind and heart. By the 
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REPORT OF TEi\IPLE DIVISION OF THE 
NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND 

From April 1, 1924 to October 16, 1924 

CASH RECEIVED 

April I-Balance from W. H. Randall, Treasurer 
30--Contributions in April 

~lay 31-Contributions in May 
June 3O--Contributions in June 
July 31-Contributions in July 
Aug. 31-Contributions in August 
Sept. 30--Contributions in September . 
Oct. 16-Contributions to October to date 

Total received 

CASH PAID 
April I-A. E. Lunt. Secretary. . . . . . 

l-L. Bourgeois, salary April, ~h.y and June 
1000~lri. True, expenses. . . . . . . 
12-Telegraphing Convention . 
21-Paid on acct. Temple note. . . 
21-Paid interest and stamps on same. 
30--Discount on checks at bank . 

May 2-A. E. Lunt, Secretary. . 
2-Telegrams at Convention . 
5-Taxes on Temple property . 
5-Paid on acct. Bourgeois Note 

12-Building material. . . 
14--Check returned protested 
19-Mrs. True, expenses . 
31-Exchange on checks . 

June 17-~Irs. True, expenses. . . . . . . 
July I-L. Bourgeois salary, July, Aug. & Sept. . 

9-Mrs. True, expenses . . . . . . 
IS-Paid on acct. Temple Note . 
IS-Interest on same. . . . . 
29-Paid on acct. Bourgeois Note. 
29-Interest on same ($73.13, $5OJJO) 

Aug. 21-Mrs. True, expenses . . . . 
21-A. E. Lunt, expenses to Chicago. . 
30--~Irs. True, expenses for September. 

Sept.30--S. Janas, Trucking. . . . 
Oct. 4--~frs. True, expenses for October . 

8-L. Bourgeois, salary for October . 
Total Paid 

Balallcc Temple Fund ACCOllllt . 

NATIOXAL BAHA'I FUND 

$1,191.23 
3,705.75 
4,886.57 

61.00 
1,031.17 

402.92 
683.55 
205.03 

$75.00 
750.00 
200.00 

19.30 
2,500.00 

70.50 
8.59 

75.00 
16.13 

1.503.13 
2,000.00 

421.50 
21.43 

200.00 
1.18 

200.00 
750.00 
20000 
500.00 

57.49 
500.00 
123.13 
100.00 
150.00 
20000 
133.00 
200.00 
250.00 

Report Xo. 4--From August 30, 1924. to October 17. 1924 

CASH RECEIVED 
Aug. 30--Balance (Report No.4). . 
Sept.30--Collections for September . 
Oct. 16-Collections for October (to date) . 

Total Rcceil'ls 

CASH PAID 
.\ug.30--).fr. Vail (September) . . 

30--~Ir. Gregory (September) . 
30--)'frs. True. . . . . 
30--Stan wood Cobb (Sta r). . .. ..... . 
3O--~[rs. Randall (advanced ~rrs. Haney's expenses to Green 

Acre to consult :-J. S. A. ahout Star of the West) 
Sept. 17-Puniab, India group . 

30--S. Janas, truckman . 
Oct. 4--)'frs. True for October 

~[r. Gregory (October) . 
),ofr. Vail (October) . . 
International Baha'i Fund 
Secretary's expenses ior Septell1 ber 
8-L. Bourgeois, October salary 

Total Balallce 

In Chicago Bank - $ 891.56 
In Worcester Bank 3.179.51 

$4.189.22 
1.353.35 

599.24 

$15000 
125.00 
200.00 
102.50 

4360 
~OOOO 
133.00 
200.00 
12500 
150.00 
95.00 
9664 

250.00 

$12,16722 

$11.225.39 
$941.83 

$6.141.81 

$2.07074 
$4,071.07 

$4,071.07 Submitted by FLORENCE MORTON. Treasu"l'r. 



supreme witness of Abdu'l Baha's own 
life, we know that faithfulness is a 
way of living which embraces the 
whole of life. Our first response to the 
opportunity offered us by the 0J ational 
Fund should be a reconsideration of 
our daily lives in every detail, so that 
they may become controlled by a new 
sense of order and inspired by a new 
purpose. The effect of our under
standing of the National Baha'i Fund 
should be to cultivate our every re
source to the utmost, for not otherwise 
shall we be able to feel any pride in 
our capacity to serve this aspect of the 
Cause. It is for each believer to deter
mine for himself what portion of his 
income can be allotted to the Fund; it 
is for each believer to determine for 
himself just where to draw the line be
tween economy and extravagance-the 
standard of giving has been set for us 
once and for all. 

In still another aspect, the National 
Baha'i Fund is deeply significant, for 
it means that we ourselves are willing 
not to decide for which specific purpose 
our contributions shall be used. Other
wise, those who preferred the Temple 
above all other activities of the Cause 
would create a fund for the Temple 
alone; those who most deeply felt the 
necessity for teaching, would maintain 
a separate teaching fund; while those 
who wanted to spread the literature 
would be most interested in increasing 
a publishing fund. These separate 
centers of activity would inevitably, in 
time, while each might be perfectly 
legitimate in itself, lead to division 
and disharmony among the friends. 
Shoghi Effendi has given permission to 
specify the object of our contributions, 
but the ideal method is to leave this to 
the decision of the National Spiritual 
Assembly. We cannot too fully rea
lize the fact that the institution of the 
National Spiritual Assembly is insep
arably wrapped up with the institution 
of the National Fund. 

Can we not. from now on. cherish 
as one more characteristic example of 
the bounty of .\bdu·l Daha this pri\'i
lege of uniting in one conscious loyalty 
the spiritual and material phases of 
our lives-so tragically sundered today 
in the lives of the great majority of 
mankind? 

The report of the ~ational treas
urer submitted at the last meeting of 
the National Spiritual Assembly IS 
given on page 2, 

A later report of the Treasurer. to 
be given in full in our next Letter, 
shows that the balance at this moment 
is only slightly over one thousand dol-
1ars. In view of this crisis. the Na-
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tio!1al Spiritual Assembly has ap
pOinted a National Finance Commit
tee. representing all five Regional Di
visions, to assist in removing the root 
causes for such a condition. The work 
of this Commitee will be taken up in 
detail in another Letter, but meanwhile 
we urge each individual believer to 
resolve to contribute a minimum of 
one dollar a month to the National 
Fund during 1925. 

If such results follow this statement 
of facts, then it will be possible to for
mulate some concrete plan for erecting 
the first external unit of the Temple. 
:rhe real plan for building the Temple 
IS surely contained in the general Let
ters of Shoghi Effendi-and it is to 
mark a beginning of faithfulness to 
those Letters that we are emphasizing 
the solemn need for active unity as 
proved by deeper interest in the wel
fare of the National Fund. 

It is hoped that every aspect of these 
important subjects will be thoroughly 
discussed by the friends in their local 
Assemblies, and a just balance be ar
rived at between the local and national 
funds: Individuals, after contributing 
to theIr local Fund, may also contribute 
directly to the National Fund. Only 
by immediate and whole hearted re
sponse f rom one and all can w'e meet 
even the comparatively slight financial 
obligations already undertaken in be
half of the Temple-and this is but one 
of the several responsibilities carried 
by the National Fund. 

Even the brief summary of the cur
rent events of the Cause given below 
will reveal how successfully the friends 
of Abdu'l Baha. are carrying the Mes
sage to the public in these stirring days, 
In later News Letters more space will 
be devoted to these happenings, so that 
all may be fully informed. 

Yours in service to Abdu'l l1aha. 
:'\ ational Spiritual .\ssembly, 
by: Horace Holley. Secretary. 

* * * 
WORK OF NATIONAL 

COMMITTEES 
F or many years past, the :\rchives 

Con.lmittee has been collecting original 
copIes of Tablets and other irreplace
able documents and souvenirs of the 
Cause. and keeping them properly 
safeguarded iu bank vaults at Chicago. 

.\11 the beautiful messages from 
.-\bdu·l Baha made accessible to us 
through the three printed volumes of 
Tablets were originally collected by 
the .-\rchives Committee. Had this 
work not been done, the publication of 
those three volumes could never have 
been accomplished. 

"The time is indeed ripe for the mani
fold activities, \\ herein the servants and 
handmaids of Baha'u'llah are so de
voutly and earnestly engaged, to be har
monized and conducted with unity, co
operation and efficiency, that the effect 
of such a combined and systematized 
effort, through which an All-Powerful 
Spirit is steadily pouring, may transcend 
every other achievement of the past 
however glorious it has been, and may 
stand, now that, to the eyes of the out
side world the glorious Person of the 
Master is no more, a convincing testi
mony of the potency of His everIiving 
Spirit." 

SHOGHI EFFENDI 
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It will be remembered that Volume 
Three of the Tablets appeared in 1915, 
while many of Abdu'l Baha's most im
portant communications to individu
als and groups in this country were 
received between 1915 and 1921, a 
period which gave us the Tablets of 
the Divine Plan and likewise Abdu'! 
Baha's final messages of exhortation 
and of love, 

To make possible in the near future 
a fourth and final volume of authori
tative Tablets, it is most essential that 
all. b.elievers and Assemblies possessing 
ongmal Tablets shall as soon as possi
ble entrust them (accompanied by the 
original signed translation, if possible) 
to the Archives Committee. Other
wise, within the lapse of a few years, 
as the recipients inevitably pass away, 
many priceless Tablets will be lost to 
the Cause, and the task of collecting 
the other Tablets will be increased a 
hundredfold. 

As it is precisely those final Tablets 
of which we all have need to ponder at 
this time, the ~ational Spiritual As
sembly joins with the Archives Com
mittee in urging individual believers 
~nd .-\s~emblies to lose no time in plac
lllg theIr Tablets at the disposal of all 
the friends by sending them to the 
.\rchives Committee. The secretary of 
this committee is ~Iiss Gertrude Buik
ema, 1827 \V, Roosevelt Road. Chi
cago. Illinois, The official receipt of 
the Archives Committee will be for
warded to the sender without delay. 
and a detailed report of the work of 
this committee will be presented at the 
:\ational Convention of 1923. 

L'nder the experienced and capable 
editorship of Stanwood Cobb, ~IariaIn 
Haney and Jinabi Fadil, the Baha'i 
:\Iagazine (Star of the \Vest), has 
since ~Iay been presenting the \[es
~age in a uni\'ersal way that cannot fail 
to attract the attention of interested 
people. \Vith the expansion of the 
Cause it has become necessary for the 
magazine to develop away from the 
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point of view of membership in a lim
ited group toward a broad and funda
mental interpretation of current prob
lems reflecting the spirit of the teach
ings rather than the passing events of 
the ~rovement. 

The Baha'i ~Tagazine today should 
be regarded as a teacher in the real 
sense of the word, and as such deserv
ing of our cordial support not merely 
to the extent of our own personal 
subscription, but by means of addi
tional subscriptions and copies to be 
passed on where they are likely to ac
complish the most good. Five months' 
subscription to a new subscriber, one 
dollar; yearly SUbscription, three dol
lars; two subscriptions to one address, 
five dollars. Address Baha'i ~ ews 
Service, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Illi
nOIs. 

The work of the Library Commit
tee has also been very rapidly develop
ing. This committee has placed 
Baha'i literature in hundreds of pub
lic libraries throughout the country, 
and at the present time has nearly one 
thousand libraries on its active list. 
Supported entirely from the National 
Fund, the work of this committee is 
among the most far-reaching efforts 
being made to serve the Cause in this 
country, and as the resources of the 
National Fund permit. many thou
sands of additional volumes will be 
placed in public libraries by this com
nittee, thus bringing the :l\Iessage with
in reach of a vast number of people. 
Those desiring to assist the Library 
Committee should address the secre
tary, }Iiss Elizabeth Hopper, 1103 
Park Road, N. W., Washington, D. C. 

The Publishing Committee have re
cently issued a new catalog, copies ot 
which have been sent to all Assemhly 
librarians on its list. Copies can be 
obtained by addressing Baha'i Publish
ing Committee, 169 Christopher Street, 
New York City. 

The following new books can now 
be obtained: Shoghi Effendi's trans
lation of the Hidden Words, 25c; The 
Book of Assurance (Ighan). $1..'10; 
Baha'u'llah and the ;\"ew Era by Dr. 
Esslemont, $1.50: The Wisdom of 
Abdu'l Baha (Paris Talks), 40c; 
Prayers and Tablets of Abdu'l Baha, 
translated by Shoghi Effendi, 1 .'1c ; 
Episodes in }ly Li fe, by }foneereh 
Khanum, translated by :\hmad Soh
rab, 35c; Abdu'l Baha's First Dav~ in 
America, from the diary of .Tuliet 
Thompson, $1.00; Baha'u'llah and His 
~lessage, a pamphlet by Dr. Essle
mont, zOe; photo-engravings from 
photographs of .-\bdu'l Daha and also 
the Baha'i Temple, lOe each. .-\ se-
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lection of the general letters of Shoghi 
Effendi will he puhlished within a few 
weeks. Lic. 

* * * 
NEWS OF THE CAUS.E 

Space does not permit in this num
ber of the ;\"ews Letter to give an 
adequate suney of the many im
portant meetings that have been held 
during the past few months. 

On Septemher 26th. 27th and 2~th, 
under the chairmanship of :\frs. 
Cooper, the Teaching Committee of the 
vVestern States Region held its second 
annual llaha'i Conference and Con
gress, at the California Club, San 
Francisco. The sessions of the (,>n
ference were attended by delegates 
f rom twenty-one .-\ssemblies, includ
ing Honolulu and British Columbia. 
I t was the vVestern States Region 
which first inaugurated this ideal 
method of linking together the local 
Assemblies for consultation in re
sponse to .-\bdu'l Baha's advices in the 
Tablets of the Divine Plan. X 0 other 
method can overcome the inherent dif
ficultieso presented by the size of this 
country and Canada. and as time goes 
on we can confidently expect that such 
regional conventions will assume a 
significance second only to that of the 
National Convention itself. The pub
lic meetings presented the teachings to 
many interested people. the addresses 
being delivered by Willard P. Hatch, 
Howard Mac;\"utt. George Latimer. 
and the Baha'i Juniors under the di
rection of :\lr5. Kathryn Frankland. 

On October 17th and 18th. the 
Teaching Committee of the Central 
States held a COl1\oention in the Foun
dation Hall of the Temple at \Vilmette, 
preceded by a feast given by the Chi
cago .-\ssembly in the studio of }Iro 
and :\[rs. Bourgeois. 

During the sessions of this Conven
t~on. effective methods of presenting 
the :\Iessage were explained by experi
em'ed teachers. particularly with rela
tion to the Baha'i education of the 
young. .-\ public meeting was held in 
the Foundation Hall on Sundav, Oc
tober 19th. with addresses bv Charles 
:\[ason Remev. :\frs. Stuart \\:. French 
and J inabi Fadil. The teaching work 
now being carried on by Jinabi Fadil 
in the western states will be described 
in a later number of the News Letter. 

The recent general letter of the Phil
adelphia .-\ssembly gave us all inspiring 
news of the success of the Convention 
for .-\mity held in \\'itherspoon Build
ing on October 2Znd and 23rd. Since 
~lrs. Parsons received the original in-

structions from. \bdu'l Baha concern
ing- the importance of these meetings 
of reconciliation between the white and 
colored races in :\merica. fOllr Amity 
Conventions have been held. In the 
face of deep-rooted prejudice, the 
Philadelphia .-\ssembly gave a demon
stration of the new spirit of unity 
which made a deep impression on all 
who had the privilege to attend these 
meetings. The Baha'i :\fessage was 
presented at the first session by Albert 
\. ail and at the second session by 
Hooper Harris. 

The :\[ontreal .-\ssembly reports a 
most sllccessful public meeting held in 
the ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton on 
Fridav. October 2-+th. Sutherland 
:\Iax\~ell chairman. Dr. John Herman 
Randall of New York City spoke on 
the Cause, and afterward declared 
that he had never felt a more respon
sive audience. Given due preparation, 
and effective speakers, the :\Iessage of 
Baha is the most powerful magnet in 
the world. The Assembly which once 
experiences this power can never again 
~)e satisfied with small, private meet
mgs. 

Since the return of Shoghi Effendi 
to Haifa, the most important news of 
the Cause outside this countrv has 
been the great interest with whi~h the 
two papers on the Baha'i Cause were 
received by the audience attending the 
Conference of Some Living Religions 
within the British Empire, held at the 
Imperial Institute, London, from St'p
tember 22nd to October 3rd. Quoting 
from a general letter from the Spirit
ual Assembly of London, dated No
\'ember 12th: "The paper which pre
sented the Baha'i :\Iessage was the 
product of consultation and cooper
ation. and was read by :\Ir. :\Iountfort 
:\Iills, the delegate from the Canadian 
Baha'is, in clear and reverent tones 
reaching every part of the large hall, 
and was listened to with wrapt atten
tion. Through the guidance of .-\bdu'l 
Baha the text was clearly inspired by 
his spirit, which was felt by all the be
lievers. 

"Ruhi .-\fnan then spoke in faith 
and wisdom, his youth and enthusiasm 
winning all hearts to a close attention 
to the gaha'i teachings he gave with 
sincerity and conviction. The power 
of the spiritual Presence was like a 
baptism. \V e felt the outpouring 
which .-\bdu'l Baha foretold would 
awaken the world with the Divine 
:\Iessage, and this must have been re
!lected in all hearts who were praying 
with us lor the illumination of the 
world on \ that day of great oppor
tunity. " 
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Biography 

The first editor, Horace Holley 

Horace Holley was born in Torring
ton, Connecticut, in 1887. As an adult 
he made his home in New York City 
and after his election to the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
the United States and Canada he serv
ed there as its secretary. 

He moved to Wilmette, Illinois, in 
1938 when the National Center was es
tablished there. In 1951 he was ap
pointed a Hand of the Cause of God by 
the beloved Guardian, and in late 1959 
he was called to Haifa where he served 
as a Hand of the Cause in the Holy 
Land until his death in 1960. 

Those associated with Mr. Holley at 
the National Center during his tenure 
as secretary (1938-59) knew him as a 
highly intellectual man, greatly gifted 
in the literary field, the author of many 
articles and books about the Faith, and 
the compiler of many of the writings of 
Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'I-Baha, and the 
Guardian for the deepening and guid
ance of the friends. He was also a poet 
and among his works was a published 
book of verse which unfortunately is 
no longer available. 

The first issue of Baha'i News, pub
lished in December 1924, was almost 
entirely the work of Horace Holley, 
who was then secretary of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the United States 
and Canada. In 1974, this reminiscence 
of Mr. Holley was written for the 50th 
anniversary issue of Baha'i News by 
Sophie Loeding who in 1940 was in
vited by the U.S. National Assembly to 
become the first full-time employee in 
the Secretariat. Miss Loeding, who 
now lives at the Bahd'{ Home in Wi/
mette, worked at the National Center 
until her retirement in 1968, and served 
as Mr. Holley's secretary until he was 
called to the Holy Land in 1959 to join 
the Hands of the Cause of God resid
ing there. 
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Those who worked with him knew 
him as a kind man, generous and 
thoughtful of others, never showing 
impatience, never demanding but al
ways getting from us the utmost in 
cooperation and service. He was a 
great reader and student, had a phe
nomenal memory and a keenly analy
tical mind. As secretary of the National 
Spiritual Assembly for a period of 
many years he was called upon, as the 
Cause spread, to deal with an ever
increasing correspondence ranging 
over a wide spectrum of topics. 

His letters were well reasoned, con
cise, and always conveyed the exact 
meaning he had in mind. He had a vo
luminous correspondence with the be
loved Guardian, who expressed admi
ration and appreciation for his services 
and gave him many literary tasks to 
perform. Perhaps the most outstand
ing was that of arranging in legally ac
ceptable form Shoghi Effendi's in
structions regarding the structure and 
organization of the Administrative 
Order of Baha'u'llah: The American 
Declaration of Trust of the National 
Spiritual Assembly and the By-laws of 
a Local Spiritual Assembly. 

After Mr. Holley-in conjunction 
with Mountfort Mills, a Baha'i law
yer-completed this important task, 
the material was submitted to the 
Guardian who approved it and desig
nated it the pattern to be followed by 
all national Baha'i communities in the 
world. The achievement of this im
mensely important task assigned to 
him by the Guardian will no doubt 
stand over the years as the crowning 
point of a distinguished career. 

The range of information stored in 
Horace Holley's memory was wide in
deed, and factual. He knew the litera
ture of the Faith and of related subjects 
as few others did, and could call upon 
this knowledge at will when necessary. 

He was a fluent and scholarly speaker, 
both in extemporaneous discourses and 
with carefully prepared material. He 
never used a written text to give presen
tations. Once when asked if in prepar
ing his addresses he wrote out the text, 
he said: "I make myself a skeleton and 
dress the skeleton as I go along." The 
"dressed skeleton" was always a thor
ough presentation of the topic, the 
"dress" being taken from the vast 
fund of information stored in his re
markable memory. 

His many gifts made Horace Holley 
a natural channel for furthering the 
work of the Cause, not only in the 
United States, but abroad as well; the 
clarity of his thinking, his broad vision 
and ability to convey, through both the 
written and the spoken word, the fun
damental teachings of the Faith and 
their application to our daily lives, 
made him an unforgettable figure in 
the annals of the Faith. 

Contemporary, friend, and co-work
er of well-remembered believers like 
May Maxwell and Siegfried Schop
flocher of Canada, Mountfort Mills, 
Roy Wilhelm, John Bosch, George 
Latimer, Nellie French, Corinne True, 
Amelia Collins, Helen S. Goodall, Ella 
Cooper and many other great souls 
who responded to the call of BaM
'u'lhih, Mr. Holley was one of those 
who did the "spade work" for the 
magnificent edifice the young Baha'is 
of today and tomorrow will ultimately 
erect. 

To have had the opportunity to serve 
as his secretary was a great privilege 
and a great learning opportunity. He 
had a keen sense of humor, was wise, 
unselfish, clear thinking; a ready tool 
forged for use by the beloved Guar
dian, to whom he was always faithful, 
loyal and obedient. 

J 



Special reprint 

The power of Baha'u'llah's Revelation 

The Revelation of the Bab, as testi
fied by 'Abdu'l-Baha, is likened to the 
sun when it enters the Vernal Equinox; 
the station of Baha'u'llah, on the other 
hand, is commemorated when the sun 
reaches its highest point at midsum
mer. Thus these two successive Revela
tions which have shed illumination 
upon the earth from the unseen Realm 
can be regarded as two distinct sea
sons. The Revelation of the Bab is sim
ilar to the regenerating and life-giving 
springtime which brings freshness and 
fertility to the earth, while the second 
Revelation is likened to the period of 
fruitfulness in the summer. 

The inception of the former, the life
giving Revelation of the Bab, caused 
the soil of men's hearts and minds to 
be prepared through the love of God, 
so that the spiritual seeds and flowers 
could be planted therein; while the ad
vent of the latter in the "year eighty" 
ushered in the fruit-laden summer, 
when the sun reached its highest sta
tion. This spiritual summer adorned 
the trees of the seeking and receptive 
souls with wondrous fruits and delec
table bounties. 

Now if we survey the course of 
man's intellectual development in re
cent centuries, we shall notice that 
since the advent of the Revelation of 
the Bab in 1844 (1260 A.H.), the world 
of being has entered upon a new phase, 
that the intellectual and spiritual 
powers of man have been quickened 
enormously and that an unprecedented 
potentiality has been infused in man, 
enabling him to perceive spiritual 
truths, to understand and discover hid
den things and to study and formulate 
the laws of science. Thus the year 1844 

This article, "Raising the Tent of 
Unity, " by the Hand of the Cause of 
God <All-Akbar Furutan, is reprinted 
from Bab:i'i News No. 460 (July 1969). 

It is remarkable that even the 
rest of humanity who showed in
difference to the Call of God 
and failed to receive illumina
tion from the Day-Star of His 
Revelation should also have 
been affected by the Light of 
this New Day. 

may be said to have marked the termi
nation of the phase of man's childhood 
and signalized the "coming of age" of 
the human race. 

Here is an analogy. If we place the 
water on the fire and heat it, it begins 
to absorb the heat from the moment it 
is put on the fire. It gradually ap
proaches the boiling point, and if we 
continue the act of heating, the tem
perature rises steadily to 100° C. when 
the water begins to boil. In a similar 
manner, the world of humanity has ad
vanced gradually through the ages and 
centuries as a result of the guidance 
and education bestowed upon it by the 
Divine Manifestations. Then in the 
year 1844, the glorious effulgence of 
the Sun of Truth shone upon the world 
of creation in its utmost splendor and 
brought about mankind's "coming of 
age." During the past centuries man 
has been groping along the path of ma
terial and spiritual progress as a cara
van trudges along the road in the dark 
with the aid of the stars and the moon. 
Today the Sun of Truth is shining in 
the plenitude of its glory and the cara
van of human civilization is advancing 
by leaps and bounds in the dazzling 
light of the Sun. 

Those detached and devoted souls 
who turned to the Sun of Truth and re
ceived divine bounties and confirma
tions directly from the Manifestation 
of God became imbued with wondrous 

powers and displayed many amazing 
deeds. The evidence of their spiritual 
power has caused all men to wonder. A 
careful study of the history of the Faith 
would acquaint us with those momen
tous events which stand associated with 
their prodigious lives. 

It is remarkable that even the rest of 
humanity who showed indifference to 
the Call of God and failed to receive il
lumination from the Day-Star of His 
Revelation should also have been af
fected by the Light of this New Day. 
They have been prompted uncon
sciously to make wonderful progress in 
various stages of material civilization 
within a brief period. Imagine a newly 
born babe flashing past a hundred 
years' life-span overnight! 

It is evident that when the spring 
season comes and the vernal showers 
fall abundantly everywhere, the whole 
earth becomes verdant automatically, 
grass grows everywhere and the trees 
blossom forth in luxuriant beauty. If 
you go to the top of a rocky mountain 
in springtime, you can find lots of 
green plants growing even out of tiny 
crevices in the solid rock. 

Now let us elaborate the point about 
the momentous influence of the Baha'i 
Revelation. We note that from the re
mote past which goes back to 6,000 
years B.C. until the year 1844, the total 
number of inventions that the men of 
learning and science succeeded in 
bringing to light were no more than 
about seventy. Some of these inven
tions are very significant, others are 
secondary. The former comprise such 
inventions as papyrus, water-clocks, 
the draw-bridge, gun powder, the 
printing press, telescope, microscope 
and others. This means that during this 
vast stretch of time which runs into 
many centuries only about seventy in
ventions were given to us by the men of 
learning. On the average it comes to 
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only one new invention for every 150 
years. 

Let us now consider the space of 
time between 1844 and 1949. In the 
course of 105 years no less than 90 im
portant inventions have appeared; that 
is to say, roughly one new invention 
per year. To enumerate but a few, we 
have photography and the many devel
opments related to it including motion 
pictures in color; engines powered by 
various fuels which drive trains, auto
mobiles, airplanes, ships and subma
rines; the many devices for recording 
and reproducing sound with ever in
creasing fidelity; the X ray; radio, tele
vision and the host of other inventions 
made possible through the discovery of 
electricity and the harnessing of the 
power in the atom. 

This amazing outburst of inventive 
talent which has manifested itself since 
1844 arrests our attention and is un
mistakably attributable to the divine 
creative power released through the 
Revelation of BaM'u'lhih. 

In a Tablet revealed by 'Abdu'l
Baha we read: "0 ye the friends and 
handmaids of the Merciful! This is the 
Day that the Sun of Truth has shone 
from the horizon of existence. Its dawn 
is so resplendent and its rays are so 
brilliant that the heavy clouds were 
dispersed and the Sun shone with the 
utmost brightness from the horizon of 
the world. That is why a new regenera
tion is witnessed in all created things. 
Consider how much the sphere of sci
ences and arts has been expanded in 
this age. How many wonderful dis
coveries and innovations have ap
peared; to what extent the powers of 
thought have progressed and what 
great inventions have been material
ized. This century is equal to one hun
dred centuries. That is to say if one 
were to put together the achievements 
of a hundred centuries against those 
which have appeared in this century, 
the latter would far exceed those of the 
past hundred centuries. For example, if 
you collected all the books that were 
written and compiled throughout the 
past ages and similarly gathered to
gether all the books and publications 
that have appeared in this century, the 
volume of the books published in this 
age would be many times more than 
the volume of the books written in past 
ages. 

"Consider what a great influence 
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has the Daystar of the world exerted 
upon the realities of all beings. But a 
thousand times alas! that the eyes are 
blind, the ears are deaf and the minds 
and hearts are heedless to this sublime 
Grace. Therefore, strive with all your 
hearts to awaken those who slumber. 
And upon you be the Glory of the 
Most Glorious!" 

It is noteworthy that since the ap
pearance of the Bab, as human capa
city of perception increased and enor
mous strides were made in material 
progress, mankind has been, to a cor
responding degree, increasingly tor
mented by the devastating fires of its 
highly materialistic civilization. 

We Baha'is believe that the sole 
remedy for all the ills and afflictions 
which have assailed humanity today 
lies in following the Teachings of 
BaM'u'llah-a remedy for the applica
tion of which His Holiness the Bab of
fered up His life and thousands of Ba
ha'is have been persecuted to death. 

The fact is that the longer men delay 
in accepting this holy Cause, the longer 
they hesitate to utilize this divinely be
stowed healing Remedy, the more dis
tant will grow their hour of deliverance 
from the ills and sufferings that afflict 
them and the farther off will be the 
Day when the Ark of human prosperity 
and salvation, having weathered grave 
dangers, will reach the haven of secu
rity. 

Experience shows that nothing else 
but the priceless Faith of BaM'u'llah, 
nothing short of His world-encircling, 
world-redeeming Order could bring 
salvation to man and release him from 
the fetters of prejudice. This mighty 
Cause is fed by the Power supplied 
from the Kingdom of God, its vigor is 
sustained by heavenly might, and its 
wondrous spirit has flowed into the 
hearts of men and has uprooted age
old superstitions and vain imaginings. 

History bears witness that none of 
the world's potentates, kings or em
perors, notwithstanding their invinc
ible power, their vast armies, their un
limited wealth and resources, ever suc
ceeded in uniting the hearts of men or 
in creating harmony between two reli
gious sects. This is because only the 
divine Manifestations have the power 
to establish fellowship and concord 
among men. In the Qur'an it is written: 
"And if thou should have given all that 
is on earth, thou could not have 

brought reconciliation and unity 
among their hearts, but God verily 
united them." (Sura 8, verse 63) And 
that is how in this holy Dispensation, 
through the power of the Word of God 
and the outpourings of His exalted 
Pen, people from diverse religions, 
creeds and factions, who previously 
bore hatred against one another; peo
ple from every race and culture, 
whether eastern or western, are now 
united under the unfurled banner of 
the Cause of BaM'u'llah with the ut
most unity and love as the members of 
a single family. One cannot observe the 
slightest evidence of estrangement or 
alienation amongst them. 

"Universal Peace," 'Abdu'l-Baha 
affirms, "is a momentous enterprise, 
but it requires unity of conscience, 
which is the foundation for this mighty 
enterprise." Thus the meaning of 
Isaiah's prophecy becomes evident, 
wherein it says: 

"And it shall come to pass in the last 
days that the mountain of the Lord's 
house shall be established in the top of 
the mountains, and shall be exalted 
above the hills, and all nations shall 
flow unto it; 

"and many people shall go and say, 
come ye, and let us go up to the moun
tain of the Lord, to the house of the 
God of Jacob, and He will teach us of 
His ways, and we will walk in His path: 
for out of Zion shall go forth the law, 
and the word of the Lord from Jeru
salem. 

"And He shall judge among the na
tions, and shall rebuke many people; 
and they shall beat their swords into 
ploughshares, and their spears into 
pruning hooks; nation shall not raise 
sword against nation, neither shall they 
learn war any more." (Isaiah 11:2-4) 

Now the BaM'i world is a fine rep
lica of this glorious world to come, the 
advent of which is but the ardent desire 
of all mankind. If the inhabitants of 
this earth assembled beneath the Tent 
of Unity and drank the Water of ever
lasting life from this Fountain, then 
every trace of enmity, strife and dis
cord would disappear and all men 
would abide in perfect freedom and se
curity. 

In one of His Tablets' Abdu'I-Baha 
says: "Today nothing but the potency 
of the Word of God, which dominates 
the realities of things, is able to unite 
and harmonize the minds, thoughts, 



hearts and souls of the world of hu
manity under the shade of one tree. 
This power pervades all things and mo
tivates all men; it coordinates and or
ganizes the world of humanity. 

"Praise be to God! In this Day the 
radiant light of the Word of God has 
dawned upon all the horizons, and 
people from every group, tribe, nation, 
race and community have gathered be
neath the shade of the Word and are 
united and assembled together in ut
most harmony. 

"How numerous are the meetings 
that are embellished by the presence of 
peoples from different countries, races 
and tribes! Should a soul enter this 
meeting, he would think that those 
present must have come from the same 
fatherland, the same country, the same 
tribe, having a single thought, a single 
opinion, a single object, while in fact 
one comes from America, one from 
Africa, one from Asia, another from 
Europe, from India or from Turkistan; 
one is an Arab, a Turk, a Persian, a 
Greek; and notwithstanding this, they 
meet together with the utmost har-

Argentina 

Athos Costas (holding the Greatest 
Name), a member of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors in the Americas, 

mony, unity, love, freedom, oneness 
and joy. All this is due to the influence 
of the Word. If all the earthly powers 
join together, they cannot establish 
even one such gathering that could turn 
the different nations into a single com
munity through the same love, fellow
ship, joy and enthusiasm; and by rais
ing a melody in the midmost heart of 
the world, it is able to abolish strife, 
quarrel, war and bloodshed and to es
tablish the universal peace, reconcilia
tion and oneness of mankind. Is there 
any power that can withstand the influ
ence of the Word of God? No, by the 
Almighty God! The evidences are obvi
ous and the proof is conclusive. An un
bia.sed observer will be amazed and as
tonished. He would bear witness that 
all the nations, races, tribes and gov
ernments of the world should be very 
joyous, grateful and contented on ac
count of the Teachings and Exhorta
tions of Baha'u'lhih, since these divine 
Teachings change the beasts of prey in
to grazing animals and transform the 
creeping creatures into the fowls of the 
air. They change human beings into 

is pictured with a group of the friends 
in Burzaco, Argentina, which includes 
two members of the National Spiritual 

heavenly angels and enable the world 
of humanity to become a repository of 
the divine perfections." 

The beloved Guardian wrote: 
"These momentous events have all 
transpired in the world during the few 
years after the termination of the first 
Baha'i Century. Therefore it is obvious 
how great are the events that will 
gradually unfold themselves in the 
course of this stupendous century-the 
century associated with the rise of the 
divinely-ordained New World Order
and in the subsequent centuries of this 
blessed second Age of the Baha'i Era 
as well as in the Golden Age which con
stitutes the last, the crowning Age of 
the first Era of this Holy Cycle." 

It is earnestly hoped that Baha'is the 
world over may, by the Grace of Baha
'u'llah, be enabled to consecrate their 
efforts to the proclamation of His Mes
sage in this period, so that each one 
may gain the crown of everlasting glory 
in the path of service and become a 
torch of guidance and a promoter of 
love and peace among all men. 

Assembly of Argentina and one Aux
iliary Board member. 
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The world 

73,000 new believers enrolled in India 

Seventy-three thousand people were 
enrolled in the Faith in less than three 
months during a recent teaching cam
paign in Bhind, North Madhya Pra
desh, India, which was named and car
ried out in memory of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Ral}.matu'llah Muhajir. 

Bhind, densely populated and pos
sessing the highest literacy rate in that 
Indian state, is the area in which mass 
teaching first began more than 20 years 
ago. 

Auxiliary Board member Kailash 
Srivastava and volunteer teachers, 
working without any financial support 
from Baha'i institutions, succeeded in 
enrolling the vast number of new be
lievers and in establishing Spiritual As-

Dominican Republic 

semblies in everyone of the 1,200 vil
lages in the area. 

Baha'is in several villages offered a 
quantity of wheat as a contribution to 
the fund of the State Teaching Com
mittee. 

A strong deepening program is in 
progress with resident teachers and 
literature being provided to the large 
number of new Baha'is. 

-\' -\' -\' 

An eight-minute radio program was 
broadcast on the anniversary of the 
Declaration of the Bab last May 23 
over All India Radio in Chandigarh, 
Punjab State. 

The program, which was arranged 
by the Spiritual Assembly of Chan-

Shown are participants in the Baha'i Republic. Among those at the confer
National Youth Conference held last ence were many non-Baha'is. 
June 16-17 near Jarabacoa, Dominican 

Sheila Rice-Wray, a pioneer to the 
Dominican Republic who is now in her 
70s, was one of the speakers last June 
16-17 at a National Youth Conference 
held near the town of Jarabacoa, Do
minican Republic. 
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Her topic was "What I would do if I 
were a youth again." 

A report of the conference described 
Miss Rice-Wray as "the youngest per
son" present. 

digarh, was the first Baha'i broadcast 
from that city. 

* * * Two villages in the Mandsaur Dis-
trict of India's Madhya Pradesh State 
have recently begun holding regular 
deepening classes on The Gleanings. 

Seventeen Spiritual Assemblies have 
been formed in South Madhya Pra
desh, and two of them are conducting 
children's classes. 

Four Auxiliary Board members were 
among those who took part in a recent 
self-supporting Baha'i conference in 
Lakhpada Village in the Kanpur Dis
trict. Besides financing the conference, 
villagers made a contribution to the 
Baha'i Funds. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Dominican Republic arranged for 
the broadcast from May to August of a 
12-part series on the Faith called 
"Crece con Nosotros" over national 
television, and plans to run the pro
grams a second time. 

The series, which features individual 
Baha'is being interviewed about the 
Faith, has been well-received in the Do
minican Republic. Many viewers have 
written to ask for more information. 

* * * A Family Life Conference was held 
September 22-23 at the Baha'i National 
Center in Santo Domingo, Dominican 
Republic. 

Presentations focused on education, 
the problems of being the only Baha'i 
in a family, and how to improve the 
spiritual life of one's spouse. 

Much of the consultation was di
rected toward practical ways of apply
ing Baha'i principles in one's daily life. 



France 

Pictured are the 30 French-speaking 
Baha'{ children from Belgium, Ca
nada, France, Luxembourg and Swit
zerland and their teachers who at
tended a Baha,( Summer School this 

Haiti 
On behalf of the National Spiritual 

Assembly of Haiti, that country's Anis 
Zunuzi Baha'i School has begun publi
cation of a quarterly newspaper, 
"Timun" (which in Haitian Creole 
means children or, more literally, "lit
tle people") and subtitled "Develop
ment of Baha'i Education in Haiti." 

The purpose of the newspaper is to 
inform its readers of the development 
of the Baha'i school and all activities 
relating to it including rural develop
ment projects centered there. 

Subscription information can be ob
tained by writing to Majzub, 8951 
S.W. 85th Avenue, Miami, FL 33156, 
U.S.A. 

year in Torcieu, France. The school 
grew out of a cooperative effort by the 
National Children's Committees of 
Belgium, France and Switzerland that 

Republic of Ireland 
A new approach to public meetings 

has been adopted by the Spiritual As
sembly of Waterford, Ireland, which 
has designed a series of talks on topics 
of interest to local residents and pre
sented them as a public service. 

One believer who mentioned the 
Faith spoke on "Health and Healing" 
and drew thoughtful questions from 
the audience. Nine non-Baha'i women 
who attended another talk by a Baha'i 
woman on "Sexual Equality: Myth or 
Reality" were favorably impressed. 

The Spiritual Assembly of Water
ford reports that these meetings are 
"gaining considerable respect for the 
Baha'i Faith in Waterford." 

also resulted in the translation of 
several Baha'{ children's books. The 
collaboration was inspired by border 
teaching activities in Europe. 

Jameson Bond, a Canadian Baha'i 
who is a professor of anthropology, 
was interviewed on radio during his 
teaching visit last May and June to the 
Republic of Ireland. 

Although most colleges and univer
sities in the country were closed for the 
summer, Dr. Bond met with staff 
members at various third level institu
tions and spoke at several public meet
ings. 

In Cork, he spoke on "Unity in Di
versity-the Canadian Experience in 
Multi-culturalism." One of those in 
the audience was an anthropologist 
who had traveled 40 miles to attend the 
lecture. 
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Hawaii 

The Hawaiian Baha'l community's 
float in the annual Aloha Week pa
rade, held September 29 in Honolulu, 
won the Mayor's A ward for the best 
entry in the non-commercial division. 
The float, designed and constructed by 
Baha'ls from all parts of Oahu and 
from some of the neighboring islands, 
was covered with more than 40,000 
flowers. This was the 18th year in 

Benin 
More than 250 people from 18 coun

tries attended an Inter-Regional Baha'i 
Teaching Conference for Benin, Togo 
and Ghana that was held last August 
2-5 in Benin. 

Among the speakers was Hooper 
Dunbar, a Counsellor member of the 
International Teaching Centre in 
Haifa. 

Representatives of all government 
ministries and other prominent guests 
attended a reception opening the con
ference which featured an exhibit of 
Baha'i books. 

Following the conference, inter-As
sembly consultation was held with 
Counsellors Friday Ekpe, Kassimi Fo
fana and Mihdi Samandari and Aux
iliary Board members in the area. 
Teaching teams were then formed to 
move out into the surrounding coun
try. 
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which Baha'ls in Hawaii have taken 
part in the parade, and their floats 
have now won a total of 15 awards. 
Riding on this year'sf/oat were Baha'ls 
of various ethnic backgrounds, most of 
them youth. The parade was seen by 
about 100,000 people along its route 
and by hundreds of thousands more on 
television. 

The Faith was proclaimed exten
sively in Benin last July when a Baha'i 
Women's Conference was held for five 
of the country's provinces. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Benin reported that "the whole coun
try is abuzz with the name 'Baha'i.' " 

Conference participants included 
visitors from several European and 
West African countries. 

Lea Nys, a traveling teacher from 
Belgium, was received twice by Benin's 
President and was accompanied on one 
of the visits by representatives of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Benin. 

Mrs. Nys also was able to visit three 
government ministers, the president of 
the National Women's Organization, 
and several other officials. 

She was interviewed on television on 
four occasions, took part in several 
radio interviews, and was the subject 
of at least two newspaper articles. 

Honduras 
Counsellors Artemus Lamb and 

Ruth Pringle and Auxiliary Board 
members Bill Stover and Barry Smith 
from Honduras and Rodrigo Tomas 
from Costa Rica participated recently 
in the first International Garifuna 
Congress in Honduras. 

More than 500 Garifunas (the de
scendants of blacks and Carib Indians 
living on the Caribbean coast of Cen
tral America) from Honduras, Gua
temala and Belize attended the Con
gress, which was held in a hall con
structed by the Baha'is of Sambo 
Creek, Honduras. 

Members of this relatively young Ba
ha'i community also arranged the 
food, housing and entertainment for 
the Congress. The event was held in 
collaboration with the ministry of cul
ture and tourism. 

* * * Among the speakers at a Baha'i Na-
tional Teaching Conference last Au
gust in La Ceiba, Honduras, were Iso
bel Sabri, a Counsellor member of the 
International Teaching Centre in 
Haifa, and Dr. Farzam Arbab, a mem
ber of the Continental Board of Coun
sellors for the Americas. 

Counsellor Sabri explained more ful
ly the role of social and economic 
development projects in the consolida
tion of Baha'i communities. 

As a result of the guidance given by 
the Counsellors, and from consultation 
two weeks later with Counsellor Ar
temus Lamb, Auxiliary Board mem
bers and members of national com
mittees at a National Planning Semi
nar, the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Honduras reorganized and consoli
dated its committees and strengthened 
its regional teaching committees to ad
minister the plans made for the re
mainder of the Seven Year Plan. 

* * * A group of young Baha'i singers and 
dancers from Costa Rica known as 
"Ya" provided many proclamation 
opportunities last July among the 
youth in Tegucigalpa and San Pedro 
Sula, Honduras, where they perform
ed. 

Their appearances were reported on 
radio and television and in local news
papers. 



Liberia 
Ranzie Casu, a BaM'i who is a pro

fessional singer, introduced her audi
ences to the Faith during several infor
mal concerts that she presented in Li
beria last April as a part of her recent 
visit to West African countries. 

One of Mrs. Casu's concerts was 
given for an audience of about 250 
students at the Booker T. Washington 

Canada 
Three Baha'is were among the 

speakers at a recent conference in Hali
fax, Nova Scotia, whose title was "To 
Move the World." 

Baha'i speakers at the gathering, 
which was dedicated to the memory of 
the Hand of the Cause of God Louis 
G. Gregory, included the Hand of the 
Cause John Robarts, Counsellor Sarah 
Martin Pereira, and Dr. William Rob
erts. 

After presentations by the Baha'i 
speakers on the unity of mankind, Dr. 
H.A.S. Wedderburn spoke about his 
experiences with early integration ef
forts in Nova Scotia and his respect for 
the Baha'is whom he has met, es
pecially the Hand of the Cause of God 
Amatu'l-Baha Rul).iyyih Khanum. 

Another non-Baha'i speaker, Dr. P. 
Anthony Johnstone, said that to his 
knowledge, "nowhere in Canada is any 
group but the Baha'i Faith working ac
tively for the oneness of the races." 

Mauritius 
Proclamation efforts and meetings 

with prominent citizens took place last 
May 28-June 12 in Mauritius during a 
visit to that country by Jagdish Gand
hi, a traveling teacher and member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of In
dia. 

Mr. Gandhi was able to present sev
eral Baha'i books to His Excellency the 
acting Governor General, Sir Cassam 
Moolan, and to hold a cordial half
hour meeting with him. 

Mr. Gandhi also was granted an 
hour-long meeting with His Excellency 
the High Commissioner of India, Prem 
Singh, during which the relationship 

Institute. Wherever she went, the songs 
with Baha'i themes and her words of 
introduction to the Faith evoked lively 
questions. 

Her visits attracted considerable 
media attention too. On one occasion 
Mrs. Casu described the Baha'i teach
ings during a 30-minute radio inter
view, and she sang songs and spoke 

about the Faith during a 30-minute 
television program in Liberia. 

Mrs. Casu next visited Sierra Leone 
where she met with the friends, gave 
several performances, and was able to 
sing and talk about the Faith on a 
number of radio and television pro
grams. 

, ,., , 
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ASSOOA1\ON otTum 
Alessandro Bausani, professor of Per
sian literature and Islamitics at the 
University of Rome, delivers a paper 
on the Baha'{ view of religious history 
at the first symposium on the relation
ship between Islam and the Baha'{ 
Faith held last March 23-25 at McGill 
University in Montreal, Canada. The 

between the Faith and Hinduism was 
discussed as well as the persecution of 
Baha'is in Iran. Other meetings were 
held with government and news offi
cials. 

Mr. Gandhi spoke at public meetings 
and deepening institutes arranged dur
ing his visit by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Mauritius. 

The news media provided extensive 
coverage of Mr. Gandhi's visit in
cluding lengthy articles in Mauritius 
Today and in the weekend magazine 
Dimanche. 

symposium was co-sponsored by the 
university's Institute of Islamic Studies 
and the Association for Baha'{ Studies. 
Seated at the right is Douglas Martin, 
secretary of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Canada, who served as co
chairman of the symposium. 

Sri Lanka 
For the first time, an English-lan

guage daily newspaper in Sri Lanka has 
published a front page article on the 
Baha'i Faith. 

The headline appearing in the daily 
paper The Island last June 24 read, 
"Iran's discrimination against Baha'is 
condemned." 

It was only the second time that news 
of the Faith has appeared on the front 
page of any newspaper in Sri Lanka. 

The article appeared following a 
press conference on the martyrdoms in 
Iran that was held by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Sri Lanka. 
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Belgium 

Christine Samandari-Hakim, author oj 
Les Baha'is ou victoire sur la violence 
(The Baha'I's or Victory over Violence) 
autographs a copy oj the book at an 
International Book Fair held last 

More than 300,000 people visited an 
International Book Fair last March 
10-18 in Brussels, Belgium, at which an 
attractive and well-stocked Baha'i 
booth displayed a wide variety of Ba
ha'i literature including publications of 
the Baha'i Publishing Trust of Bel
gium. 

A video tape about the Faith was 
played at low volume, and Baha'is 
were on hand to answer questions. Ar-
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March 10-18 in Brussels, Belgium, 
where an attractive and well-stocked 
booth displayed a wide range oj Baha'I' 
literature. 

rangements were made for interviews 
with media representatives. 

Christine Samandari-Hakim, a Ba
ha'i sociologist who is the daughter of 
a recently martyred member of the 
Spiritual Assembly of Tehran, was 
present at the fair to autograph copies 
of her book Les Baha'IS ou victoire sur 
la violence (The Baha'is, or Victory 
over Violence). 

Denmark 

Fifty-six Baha'i youth from five 
Nordic countries and Germany attend
ed a special Baha'i conference last June 
4 in Denmark that was sponsored by 
the Continental Board of Counsellors 
for Europe. 

The purpose was to share experi
ences gained in six countries, and to 
consult on the next phase in a Nordic 
youth program based on the messages 
from the Universal House of Justice to 
the Dublin Conference, the conference 
in Innsbruck, Austria, and the Baha'i 
youth of the world. 

The young people consulted on 
teaching in eastern Europe, spiritual
ization campaigns, and the United Na
tions International Year of Youth. 

Cameroon 
In a letter dated February 13, 1984, 

the director of Cameroon's Civil Cab
inet expressed his appreciation to the 
Baha'is of the Republic of Cameroon 
for the message of congratulations that 
was sent to the newly elected president 
accompanied by copies of The Hidden 
Words oj Baha'u'lIah, Paris Talks and 
Call to the Nations. 

The letter acknowledged the mutual 
aims of Baha'is and the government 
regarding progress in that country and 
valued the work being done by the Ba
ha'is. 

Senegal 
Recent activities in Senegal included 

a Baha'i Regional Children's Confer
ence sponsored by the National Wom
en and Children Committee which was 
attended by 80 children and 30 adults 
from five localities. 

Elsewhere, at least one Baha'i youth 
from each locality in the country with a 
Local Spiritual Assembly and visiting 
youth from The Gambia, Mauritania 
and Ivory Coast attended a National 
Youth Conference at the Baha'i Na
tional Center in Dakar. 

And seventy-five believers partici
pated in Senegal's third annual Spring 
School in Dakar. Among the speakers 
were two members of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors for Africa, Hu
sayn Ardekani and Zekrollah Kazemi. 



United Kingdom 

Local dignitaries were among the 
participants last September 20 in the 
sixth Unity Day reception sponsored 
by the Baha'i community of Ealing, a 
suburb of London, and held in the Eal
ing Town Hall. 

Special guests included the deputy 
mayor and his wife; the Undersecretary 
of State of the Department of the En
vironment; two local Members of Par
liament; and a member of the Ealing 
Borough Council. 

All of these guests expressed their in
terest in the well-being of the Faith and 
their willingness to provide help. 

One speaker, a member of Parlia
ment from West London, said that be
cause he is quite interested in human 
rights he would willingly approach the 
Human Rights Commission of the Eu
ropean Economic Council to obtain 
help for the Baha'is whenever re
quested. 

The deputy mayor of Ealing was pre
sented a copy of Bahd'u'lldh and the 
New Era which he said he would begin 
reading that evening. 

* * * The Baha'i community of Ealing, a 
suburb of London, sponsored an at
tractive and well-placed booth last 
August at the Sourhall Carnival Show. 
The two-day event drew several thous
and people each day. 

Many contacts were made, and some 
of those who visited the Baha'i booth 
attended a fireside held in the home of 
a local Baha'i family. 

* * * The Baha'i Group of Omagh, 
Northern Ireland, was invited recently 
to provide a luncheon speaker for the 
local Rotary Club, and, departing 

Bophuthatswana 
Kathy Reimer, a pioneer to Bophu

thatswana from the United States, has 
been accepted for the master's degree 
program at the University of Wit
watersrand in Johannesburg to re
search the effects of agricultural pro
grams on village families, especially on 
women. 

Mrs. Reimer has been employed by 
Agricorps, a government agency that 
offers training in agricultural man
agement and sponsors agricultural de
velopment programs. 

from tradition, the club asked for an 
introductory talk on the Faith. 

Thirty prominent citizens of Omagh 
heard the talk by Dr. lain Palin, a Ba
ha'i from Londonderry. Afterward, a 
vote of thanks was proposed by a 
Catholic priest who spoke highly of the 
Faith. 

United States 
Sara Kay Hatch, a Baha'i artist and 

former pioneer to Korea, won first 
prize in the fine arts show at the 1984 
South Carolina State Fair for a mixed 
media landscape titled "Baha'i Era." 

Mrs. Hatch, who now lives in Co
lumbia, South Carolina, was presented 
with the $1,000 State Fair Purchase 
Award for her winning entry. Reports 
of the award presentation with photo
graphs of Mrs. Hatch and her winning 
piece were published in the two Colum
bia newspapers. 

Other paintings by Mrs. Hatch, all 
of which bear titles indicating the Faith 
as the source of their inspiration, were 
exhibited last year in a special one
woman show at the American Cultural 
Center in Seoul, Korea. 

While pioneering in Korea for five 

World Centre 

Prominent citizens of Haifa, Israel, in
cluding members of that city's chapter 
of Rotary International, are seen ex
amining a display of Baha '( books dur
ing a visit last June 30 to the library of 

------ ----------

The priest applauded the Faith's 
world-embracing view, recognized the 
need to respect the followers of all re
ligions, sympathized with the plight of 
Baha'is in Iran, and concluded by 
wishing "God's blessing on your 
work." 

years with her husband and two child
ren, Mrs. Hatch was a guest professor 
of art at Keimyung University in Tae
guo 

Panama 
A recent national painting contest in 

Panama that drew 2,000 contestants 
between the ages of five and eight years 
was won by Oscar Alexis Torres, a Ba
ha'i child from Panama City whose 
first place painting, entitled "One 
Planet, One County ... Please," fea
tured the earth surrounded by people 
with hands joined in friendship. 

Results of the contest, which was 
sponsored by the young people's sec
tion of a bank, were reported by the 
local press. 

the Seat of the Universal House of Jus
tice. The visit was part of a special tour 
of the Baha'I' World Centre. At the left 
is William Collins, the librarian at the 
World Centre. 
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World Centre 

Hand of Cause Shu'a'u'llab 'Ala'i dies 

On the cover: GRIEVED ANNOUNCE PASSING HANDCAUSE SHU'A'U'LLAH 'ALA'i 16 NOVEMBER 
THUS ENDING MORE THAN 70 YEARS UNINTERRUPTED DEDICATED SERVICES THRESHOLD 
BAHA'U'LLAH. HE WAS TOWER STRENGTH CRADLE FAITH WHERE HE SERVED EMINENTLY, DE
VOTEDLY IN ITS EMERGING ADMINISTRATIVE INSTITUTIONS SINCE THEIR INCEPTION. HIS MEM
BERSHIP MANY DECADES NATIONAL ASSEMBLY, FREQUENTLY AS CHAIRMAN, BEARS WITNESS 
TRUST BAHkis IRAN PLACED HIS NOBLE PERSON. HIS EXEMPLARY COURAGE REPRESENTING 
INTERESTS FAITH HIGH PLACES, HIS INTEGRITY PERFORMING OFFICIAL DUTIES ENHANCED 
PRESTIGE BELOVED FAITH HE SO DILIGENTLY SINCERELY CHAMPIONED ENTIRE LIFE. HIS 
MANIFOLD ACHIEVEMENTS CROWNED HONOR APPOINTMENT HANDCAUSE 29 FEBRUARY 1952. 
THIS ENABLED HIM EXTEND SERVICES FAIm INTERNATIONAL ARENA. SUPPLICATING SACRED 
mRESHOLD PROGRESS RADIANT SOUL ABHA KINGDOM. ADVISE HOLD MEMORIAL GAmERINGS 
BAHA'i WORLD INCLUDING ALL MASHRIQU'L-ADHKARS. 

WITH HEAVY HEART ANNOUNCE MARTYRDOM 
SHAHPUR MARKAZI OUTSTANDING SERVANT 
FAITH IN IRAN MEMBER PREVIOUS NATIONAL 
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY AND AUXILIARY BOARD 
MEMBER. HE SUFFERED CRUEL TORTURE PAST 
FEW MONTHS. PURPOSE THESE TORTURES WAS 
FORCE HIM ADMIT FALSE CHARGES IMPLICAT
ING BAHA'I INSTITUTIONS AS NETWORK ESPIO
NAGE AND HIMSELF AS SPY. HIS GROWING RESIS
TANCE INCREASED INTENSITY TORTURES WHICH 
MAY HAVE CAUSED HIS DEATH 23 SEPTEMBER. 
HE WAS BURIED 25 SEPTEMBER WITHOUT KNOWL
EDGE RELATIVES FRIENDS. 
REGRET ANNOUNCE ALSO PASSING A WAY IN 
PRISON OF AMINU'LLAH QURBANPUR 60-YEAR
OLD MASON ON 25 AUGUST 1984. CAUSE DEATH 
UNKNOWN. HOWEVER BLOOD-STAINED CLOTHES 
RETURNED TO FAMILY TOGETHER WITH HIS RE
CENTL Y WASHED SHOES MAKE CIRCUMSTANCES 
HIS DEATH SUSPICIOUS. HIS BODY WAS ALSO 
BURIED BY AUTHORITIES WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE 
RELATIVES. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
OCTOBER 11, 1984 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
NOVEMBER 18, 1984 

WITH SORROWFUL HEARTS WE ANNOUNCE EX
ECUTION OF THREE MORE BAHA'is IN IRAN, MR. 
AHMAD BASHIRI, MEMBER NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 
DISBANDED 29 AUGUST 1983, MR. YUNIS NAW
RUZI, MEMBER LOCAL ASSEMBLY KARAJ. THESE 
TWO EXECUTED BY HANGING AND THE THIRD, 
MR. FIRUZ PURDIL, AN ENGINEER FROM 
MASHHAD DETAILS OF WHOSE EXECUTION NOT 
YET KNOWN. IT IS CERTAIN THAT MR. BASHIRI IN 
HIS FIFTEEN MONTHS IMPRISONMENT SUFFERED 
CRUEL INHUMAN TORTURES DESIGNED TO OB
TAIN FALSE DECLARATION FROM HIM IMPLICAT
ING DISBANDED BAHA'i ADMINISTRATION IN 
IRAN AS ESPIONAGE NETWORK. HIS ENDURANCE, 
STEADFASTNESS, LIKE THAT OF HIS HEROIC FEL
LOW BELIEVERS, THWARTED INFAMOUS DE
SIGNS. MR. BASHIRI AND MR. NA WRUZI ALONG 
WITH MR. SHAHPUR MARKAZI PREVIOUSLY RE
PORTED WERE INCLUDED IN LIST BAHA'is AL
READY CONDEMNED TO DEATH. THIS CAUSES 
GRAVE CONCERN FATE REMAINING VALIANT 
SOULS LANGUISHING IN PRISON. KINDLY INFORM 
AUTHORITIES, MEDIA. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
NOVEMBER 8, 1984 
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Australia 

Teaching Faith on Mornington Island 

June 12, 1984: Our team-(Auxil
iary Board member) Mahvash Master, 
Soakai Taufalele (a two-year-old boy), 
and ourselves (Steven and Mosiana 
Johns)-left Mareeba today for Morn
ington Island. It took us almost one 
and one-half days to drive to Kuramba 
where we were to board a small one
propeller aircraft. After driving over 
all kinds of roads until sunset, we de
cided to camp in the middle of nowhere 
next to a river and hope for the best. 

June 13: After prayers we started for 
Normanton, an area that must be re
opened to the Faith. During the trip we 
said 375 "Remover of Difficulties." 

On arriving, we stopped at a cafe. 
While we were getting Soakai out of 
the car, Mahvash went to the cafe 
where she met a gentleman with three 
children. She asked if he were from 
Normanton, and he replied that he 
was, but said he had been in Haifa, Is
rael, and Egypt two years before. As 
soon as we entered the shop, Mahvash 
gave us the exciting news and intro
duced us to Lance Owen. 

The conversation became even more 
interesting when Mosiana told Mr. 
Owen that, two months before, .,he 
had met a girl at a bus stop who told 
her, "My father has been in Haifa." 
Mosiana said, "I don't think there is 
another person in this town who has 
been to Haifa-it must have been your 
daughter." Lance then invited us to his 
home to see his pictures of Haifa. We 
were thinking to ourselves, "What 
power other than the power of prayer 
could have led us to the one person 

This day-by-day report of a recent 
week-long teaching trip to Mornington 
Island in the Gulf of Carpentaria in 
northeastern Australia was compiled 
by Mosiana Johns, Steven Johns and 
Auxiliary Board member Mahvash 
Master. 
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Lilian Bush, the only other 
woman on the Council, was 
quite friendly. Her brother, 
Barry Bush, is a Baha'i. Steve 
gave Annie Chong one of his 
paintings so she could see what 
he and and Mosiana had come 
to Mornington Island to teach. 

who is most responsive to the Faith." 
When we arrived at his home, we 

found that the girl Mosiana had met at 
the bus stop was indeed Lance's daugh
ter. One of the first pictures he showed 
us was the Shrine of the Bab, a photo
graph he had taken on his agricultural 
studies. This gave us a wonderful op
portunity to open a discussion of the 
Faith. We left books and pamphlets 
and promised to visit the family again 
on our return from Mornington Island. 
We then traveled to Kuramba and fin
ished saying our 500 "Remover of Dif
ficulties. " 

We had been scheduled to fly to 
Mornington Island at a later time, but 
by God's Will we flew straight away to 
Mornington that afternoon, packed in
to the small aircraft like a tin of sar
dines. 

On our arrival at the airport, we no
ticed a government-owned jet about to 
take off with one of the ministers of 
the Queensland Parliament. The is
land's Council members and other 
prominent people were there to say 
goodbye. Afterward, a bus stood ready 
to take the Councillors back to a 
meeting. We asked the driver if he 
would be kind enough to give us a lift 
to the guest house. When Mahvash 
stepped onto the bus, Annie Chong, 
the chairlady of the island, recognized 
her immediately and welcomed her 
warmly. What a wonderful coinci-

dence! 
We left our bags at the guest house 

and proceeded to the canteen where we 
were to meet the friends. Everyone was 
happy to see us, and we received many 
warm hugs. That evening, Regi Robin
son, a Baha'i who is a health inspector, 
came for dinner and we had a good 
talk about the Faith. The pilot of our 
plane invited us to visit him and have 
dinner in Urapunga, Arhnam Land. 

June 14: Early in the day the older 
members of the community gathered at 
the balcony of the canteen waiting for 
their "meals on wheels." We were sur
prised to hear them calling to us, 
"Grandmother," "sister-in-law," 
"brother-in-law," and "cousin." In 
some cases, they said, "You're my 
mother-in-law" or "father-in-law," al
though we were much younger than 
they. Soon we realized that this was a 
sign of respect, that they were saying 
they have accepted us in their culture 
and we are therefore related to them. 
Among them was Kelly Bunbudjie, the 
oldest member of the Aboriginal 
Elders Council, who is also a Baha'i. 
Many of the older people cannot speak 
English, and some still carry scars from 
the ceremonial days. 

In the afternoon, Mahvash, Steve 
and Mosiana went for a walk. As they 
passed the Council chambers, they rea
lized that the Councillors were having a 
tea break. Annie Chong called to them 
to come and meet the other members 
of the Council. Lilian Bush, the only 
other woman on the Council, was quite 
friendly. Her brother, Barry Bush, is a 
Baha'i. Steve gave Annie Chong one of 
his paintings so she could see what he 
and Mosiana wanted to come to Morn
ington Island to teach. 

June 15: We visited the hospital so 
that Mahvash could talk to the matron 
about teaching her type of physio
therapy to the nurses. She was invited 
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to meet the staff members over morn
ing tea, and took advantage of the op
portunity to speak to about a dozen of 
them about the Faith. 

The matron told Mahvash that the 
wife of a police sergeant (a white 
woman) was excited to hear that a 
physiotherapist was on the island, but 
didn't dare inquire further because she 
thought that Mahvash would only help 
the Aboriginal people. When Mahvash 
heard this, she told the woman that to 
her, color or race is of no concern; the 
woman later came for treatment and 
was given some Baha'i books. She be
came so friendly toward us that often 
we were driven around the island in a 
police car. 

Later in the day we went to see 
Hilary Lanley to explain to him the Ba
ha'i marriage law. He said he would 
like to have a Baha'i wedding, and we 
became aware that many of the people 
were not married mainly because they 
could marry only in the church, as 
there is no other way on the island to 
become married. 

That evening, Fanney and Robina 
Lanley came for dinner. Hilary Lanley 
was also invited but did not come. We 
noticed that it is better to go and bring 
Aboriginals if they are invited to din
ner, as they sometimes haven't the 
courage to come by themselves. 

After our guests left, a lovely young 
girl came in. She was quite obviously 
drunk. Pointing to Mahvash, she said, 
"Auntie Mahvash." Mahvash, sur
prised, asked her, "Do you know 
me?" "Yes," the girl said. She sat next 
to Mahvash and said, "How can you 
help me in your Baha'i religion? I'm an 
alcoholic." We marveled at the mem
ory of this young girl, who had been 
about 12 years old when the first team 
of Baha'is came to the island. She still 
remembered that the Faith had the so
lutions to their problems. 

June 16: We went to Annie Chong's 
house and spent about four hours with 
her, deepening her further in the Faith. 
She said she felt no difference being 
amongst the Baha'is or amongst her 
own people, who are full-blooded 
Aborigines. 

Afterward we visited the minister of 
the Uniting Church, an Aboriginal, 
who had come to see us the previous 
day. He said he couldn't stay long 
because his boss was on the island. He 
mentioned that the last time we were 

Pictured (left to right) during a recent 
teaching trip to Mornington Island in 
northeastern Australia are Auxiliary 
Board member Mahvash Master; An-

on the island he had invited us to speak 
at his church, but now, he said, be
cause his boss was there, he had been 
warned not to have the Baha'is speak 
in the church. He asked for the names 
of all the Baha'is on the island, and we 
replied that we could not give him such 
a list. 

After leaving the minister, we called 
on several other people and found that 
they were Baha'is. Some would tell us 
they were Baha'is, but we could not 
find them on our list. One of them, an 
elderly man, when told he was not on 
the list, declared his belief immedi
ately, and is one of the oldest tribal 
members. 

That evening we were invited to din
ner by Edna Adams. She has a beauti
ful home, and offered us accommo
dations when we return to settle on the 
island. We were excited by this gen
erous offer, and even more excited 
when she decided that evening to em
brace the Faith. 

June 17: This was the final day of 
our four-day visit on Mornington Is
land. Thelma Burks, who has known 
about the Faith for many years, put her 
arms around Mahvash as she was leav
ing and whispered that she too would 

nie Chong, chairlady of the Island's 
governing Council,· and Bahd'(s Mo
siana Johns and Steven Johns. 

like to become a Baha'i. As the wife of 
the police sergeant was waiting to take 
us to the airport, Mahvash asked Mos
iana to take Thelma into another room 
to explain to her the laws of the Faith 
and have her sign an enrollment card. 
At that moment another woman came 
and said she wanted to become a Ba
ha'i. She too was sent into the other 
room with Mosiana. 

There were now 10 new enrollments 
on Mornington Island, raising the 
number of believers there to 64. Al
though they are not deepened in the 
Faith, they are never afraid to say they 
are Baha'is, and they are quite dedi
cated in their own way. 

Steve left a sample of his art work 
with the Committee of Gununamanda 
which controls the arts and crafts busi
ness on the island. 

We felt that the Regional Teaching 
Committee of Atherton had achieved a 
great deal by sending traveling teachers 
to the island from time to time-people 
like Nelly Birchall who had spent 
many, many weeks deepening the Ba
ha'is there. 

June 18: We left Mornington Island 
in a plane that had no seats. The pilot 
was apologetic, saying he had had to 
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remove the seats to carry vegetables to 
the island and was unaware that we 
would be returning with him to Ku
ramba. 

But we thanked God that we had de
cided to return on this plane instead of 
waiting until the following day, be
cause as soon as we arrived in Nor
manton we met Lance Owen who told 
us that if we had come a day later he 
wouldn't have been there. He invited 
us to his home, and said he had given 
the Baha'i pamphlets to his children to 
take to school so their teachers could 
see them. Meanwhile, he said, he had 
been teaching the Faith to his friends. 

Costa Rica 

That evening, Lance asked us to tell 
them more about the Faith. While 
Mahvash and Steve talked to Lance 
and his wife, Tessi, and Ben Rapson 
(Tessi's father), Mosiana talked to the 
children. Later, we asked if they wish
ed to become Baha'is. Lance said he 
would like to consult with his wife and 
think more about it. 

June 19: Today we returned to 
Lance Owen's home and found that 
the whole family had decided to be
come Baha'is. Although we were walk
ing on the ground, we felt as though we 
were flying in the air, because with this 
decision, not only was Normanton re-

These Baha'I' youth from Costa Rica known as 'Ya' which recently com
are members of a performing group pie ted a successful proclamation tour 

Fifty-eight people from six of Costa 
Rica's seven provinces attended a Ba
ha'i Women's Conference last August 
12 in San Jose. 

The conference, which was opened 
with prayers and the reading of a pas
sage from the Baha'i writings, was 
planned to help strengthen contact be-
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tween Baha'i women of various groups 
in Costa Rica and to clarify the role of 
women in the Faith. 

Presentations were made on the lives 
of May Maxwell and Martha Root, 
and reference was made to local Baha'i 
women who pioneered to Costa Rica 
when the Faith was first being estab-

opened to the Faith but also the whole 
of the Carpentaria area. Lance and his 
family are prominent residents of the 
town, and he is on the board of direc
tors of one of the stations. 

Tessi's father also accepted Baha
'u'llah. Ian Cerny, a Baha'i, travels 
often to Normanton on business. We 
are confident that he will deepen them 
further and keep the flame of the love 
of Baha'u'llah burning brightly in their 
hearts. 

If you've never felt spiritually up
lifted, try travel-teaching! 

-Mosiana Johns 
-Steven Johns 

-Mahvash Master 

of cities in Belize, Honduras, Mexico 
and Panama. 

lished there. 
Workshops were held on the rela

tionship between the Faith and the 
women of Costa Rica. 

The conference was closed with a 
song in Mesquito, a local Indian lan
guage. 



Baha'i International Community 

Stricken Ghana given a helping hand 

The Baha'I' International Community 
has become the third contributor to a 
$2.7 million emergency appeal for help 
to Ghana, one of 13 countries selected 
by UNICEF for special support in the 
present African emergency. The ap
peal, in cooperation with the Ghanaian 
government, drew $296,190 from the 
United Kingdom as part of a $1.3 mil
lion contribution to UNICEF's special 
support in the Africa crisis. Another 
$39,250 was contributed by the Japan 
Committee for UNICEF. The Baha'{ 
contribution of $5,000 brings the total 
to $340,440. 'We chose Ghana because 
it has a tremendous malnutrition prob
lem, , said Dr. Victor de Araujo, the 
Baha'{ International Community's rep
resentative at the United Nations in 
New York. 'According to the Baha'{ 
community in Ghana, the situation is 
very acute for children, and they asked 
if we could make a contribution to the 
UN to help meet the emergency. Since 
children and mothers are involved, we 
made the contribution through 
UNICEF.' Earlier this year, the Ba
haYs gave $2,500 to UNICEF's emer
gency programs in Swaziland. Pictured 
here are more than 300 housewives 
from vii/ages in Ghana who gathered 
for a cooking demonstration under the 
auspices of the government's Depart
ment of Community Development. 
The basis of the course is a booklet 
called 'Good Food for Good Health, , 
containing recipes using recommended 
local food resources. Practical demon
strations are given by team members 
headed by a representative of the UN 
Food and Agricultural Organization 
(FA 0). UNICEF supplies cooking 
utensils and other equipment for out
door classrooms. (UNICEF photo by 
Paul Almasy) 
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United States 

Document sheds light on persecutions 

Reprinted from The Gist, a publica
tion of the Bureau of Public Affairs of 
the U.S. Department of State, October 
1984. 

• 
Plight of Iranian Baha'is 

Background: Since the 1979 revolu
tion led by the Ayatollah Khomeini, 
the government of the "Islamic Repub
lic of Iran" has held itself to be the em
bodiment of one specific religion
Shi'ite Islam-with the authority to 
persecute adherents of other religions. 
The regime has recognized officially 
three religious minorities-Christians, 
Jews, and Zoroastrians-and allows 
them to practice their religion, to hold 
token representation in the legislature, 
and to instruct their own children. Al
though members of all minority reli
gious groups face some degree of dis
crimination, conditions have worsened 
particularly for members of non-recog
nized groups such as the Baha'is, 
Iran's largest non-Muslim minority 

The Gist, a quick reference aid on 
U.S. foreign relations published each 
month by the Bureau of Public Affairs 
of the U.S. Department of State, de
voted its October 1984 issue to a sum
mary of the plight of Iranian Baha'I's 
including background information, a 
brief statement about the Faith itself, 
the treatment of Baha'I's in Iran, and 
U. S. government action on behalf of 
Iranian Baha'i's. The document, which 
was begun in 1969 as an in-house pub
lication, is now distributed on request 
to about 13,000 offices and agencies in
cluding the U.S. Information Agency; 
U.S. embassies and consulates; some 
foreign embassies; selected parliamen
tarians around the world; philan
thropic organizations; members of 
Congress and some assistants; schools 
and universities; and editorial writers 
and managing editors of newspapers. 
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'Although members of all mi
nority groups face some degree 
of discrimination, conditions 
have worsened particularly for 
members of non-recognized 
groups such as the Baha'is, 
Iran's largest non-Muslim mi
nority group.' 

group. Allowed to rise to positions of 
prominence under the Shah's rule, 
these groups are now suspect on reli
gious, social and political grounds and 
have lost favor disproportionately un
der the current government. The Kho
meini regime has virtually outlawed the 
Baha'i faith, creating one of the grav
est human rights situations in the world 
today. 

The Baha'(faith: The Baha'i faith
originally an offshoot of Shi'ite Is
lam-arose in Iran during the 19th cen
tury. The central figure in the founding 
of Baha'ism, Baha'u'llah, severed for
mal ties with Islam and developed the 
new faith into a separate religion. Ba
ha'is believe in equality of the sexes, 
racial harmony, and universal educa
tion, and practice abstinence from al
cohol. There are more than 1.5 million 
Baha'is worldwide, about 350,000 of 
them in Iran. Persecution of Baha'is is 
based mainly upon theological differ
ences: Muslims believe that there can 
be no revelation after Muhammad, and 
many consider the Baha'i faith not as a 
separate religion but as an heretical 
departure from Islam. 

Treatment of BahaYs: Viewing Ba
ha'is as heretics and claiming they are a 
"fifth column" for the U.S. and Is
rael, the Khomeini regime consistently 
has violated the basic human rights of 
Iranian Baha'is. Because Baha'i mar-

riages never were recognized officially 
in Iran, for example, the revolutionary 
regime has branded Baha'i women as 
"prostitutes." Baha'i shrines have 
been desecrated and destroyed; the 
House of the Bab, the site of the 
founding· of the Baha'i faith and its 
most holy shrine, was demolished and 
converted into a parking lot. Baha'is 
have been fired from their jobs and 
their businesses confiscated. They have 
been expelled from schools at all levels 
and denied social services and pensions 
to which they were entitled under Iran
ian law. Some of these actions involved 
mob violence against Baha'is, but most 
persecution has been directed by Iran
ian government authorities. A number 
of government officials belong to the 
Hojjatiyah, a society dedicated to ex
terminating all Baha'is. 

Iranian government action: The 
President of the Revolutionary Court 
of the city of Shiraz stated early in 
1983: "It is absolutely certain that in 
the Islamic Republic of Iran there is no 
place for Baha'is and Baha'ism." The 
Iranian government has executed Ba
ha'is and, through torture and impris
onment, has forced "conversions" of 
Baha'is to Islam. Since the revolution, 
more than 170 Baha'is have been exe
cuted by the regime or have died under 
torture in prison; others have simply 
disappeared and are presumed dead. 
Prominent Baha'is have been arrested 
and charged with such vague offenses 
as "crimes against God," "corruption 
on earth," and "Zionism." The Is
lamic Republic's official position to
ward Baha'is hardened in August 1983, 
when Iran's Prosecutor General de
clared that "activities of Baha'is are 
banned in Iran." 

In response to the Prosecutor Gen
eral's pronouncement, and in keeping 
with a Baha'i tradition of submitting to 
governmental authority, the National 

-~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh (left), vice
chairman of the U.S. National Spiri
tual Assembly, discusses a Baha'I' ex-

Spiritual Assembly of Baha'is in Iran 
dissolved all Baha'i administrative in
stitutions. At the same time, these 
elected representatives of the Iranian 
Baha'i community appealed to the 
Iranian government, which was re
sponsible for the execution or disap
pearance of all members of the two 
preceding Baha'i National Assemblies, 
to restore all rights denied to individual 
Baha'is because of their religion. 

Following its ban on all Baha'i reli
gious and institutional activities, the 
Iranian government has intensified its 
persecution. Today, more than 750 Ba
ha'is, many of them women, are im
prisoned in Iran. Some 32 of them are 
now awaiting execution. Accounts of 
their treatment indicate that some pris
oners, including women, have been 
chained to benches while being whip
ped with canes. Others report teen-age 
girls being executed by firing squads or 
by hanging and men and women hav-

I ~ I 
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hibit with Elliott Abrams, Assistant 
Secretary of State for Human Rights 
and Humanitarian Affairs, during a 

ing boiling water poured on their heads 
and having their legs and backs brand
ed with hot irons. Despite promises of 
freedom and restoration of their prop
erty if they recant, and despite brutal 
treatment, few Baha'is have renounced 
their faith and "converted" to Islam. 

U.S. government action on behalf of 
Iranian Baha'is: Public pressure is one 
of the few tools available to the U.S. 
government when serious human rights 
violations take place in a country, such 
as Iran, where the U.S. has little in
fluence. In key statements by the Pres
ident and major administration offi
cials, in the Country Reports on 
Human Rights Practices, submitted 
annually to Congress, in comments on 
the Voice of America, in two con
current congressional resolutions, and 
in a number of statements to the press, 
the U.S. government has condemned 
Iranian persecution of the Baha'is. In 
addition, the U.S. has given refuge to 

t 

hearing on torture held last May by the 
U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee. 

more than 10,000 Iranian Baha'is dur
ing the last four years. Finally, the 
U.S. has supported international ef
forts on behalf of the Baha'is, in
cluding those undertaken by the UN 
Secretary General, the UN Economic 
and Social Council, and the UN Hu
man Rights Commission. 
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Sweden 

Pictures tell story of exciting summer 

Last June the fifth annual Bahti'{ Mid
summer Camp, held each year above 
the Artie Circle in one of the three 
northern Scandinavian countries (Fin
land, Norway or Sweden), took place 
at Kvikkjokk, Sweden. Sixty people in
cluding 30 children from the three 
countries attended the camp whose 
featured speaker was Hartmut Gross
mann, a member of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors for Europe. Also 
present were members of the National 
Spiritual Assemblies of Finland and 
Norway and U/j Persson, an Auxiliary 
Board member from Sweden. Work
shops were held each day on Sam{ 
(Lapp) teaching. (Photos by Eva Na
zerian) 
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Above: The picturesque site of the fifth Lynne Hippler, a pioneer to Norway 
annual Bahti'{ Summer Camp held last from the United States, shares a laugh 
June in Kvikkjokk, Sweden. Below: with other camp participants. 



i. 

Pictured above are most of the 60 par
ticipants in the annual Bahd,( Summer 
Camp held last June in Kvikkjokk, 
Sweden. Hartmut Grossmann, a mem
ber of the Continental Board of Coun
sellors for Europe (in white shirt), is 

seated at right in the fourth row. 
Standing at the far left is U/j Persson, 
an Auxiliary Board member from 
Sweden. Below left: Among the enter
tainers at the Bahd'{ Summer Camp 
was Rod Francett, a pioneer to Fin-

land. Below right: Some of the camp's 
younger participants take time for 
some outdoor fun and games as part of 
an impromptu 'clean-up crew.' 
(Photos by Eva Nazerian) 
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Benin 

Inter-Regional Conferences a success 

A combined audience of more than 
350 people from many African coun
tries was present last summer at two 
highly successful inter-regional Baha'i 
conferences in Cotonou, Benin. 

The first, a women's conference, 
was held July 6-9 at INFOSEC, a na
tional Institute for Civic, Social and 
Economic Training, and at the Baha'i 
National Center. 

The second, a teaching conference 
held August 3-5 at the National Uni
versity of Benin in Abomey-Calavi, 
was followed by a public meeting at the 
Cotonou campus amphitheatre whose 
speaker was Shoghi Ghadimi. 

The women's conference drew more 
than 150 participants of whom about 
125 were women and girls from Benin, 
Togo, Niger, Upper Volta, Ivory 
Coast, Ghana, Mali, Belgium, France 
and the United States. 

After registration and a unity feast 
Friday evening at the National Center, 
the conference was opened Saturday 
morning at INFO SEC with messages 
from the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Benin and the president of the Na
tional Women's Organization, a key
note address on the promotion of wo
men by the national administrator, 
Miss Deirdre Lapin, and closing re
marks by Mrs. Lea Nys, a Baha'i from 
Belgium. 

Impromptu address 

The director of social affairs from 
the Ministry of Labor and Social Af
fairs, Mrs. Ahoyo, gave an impromptu 
address at the end of the program, ex
pressing her appreciation for the con
ference and its goals. 

Mrs. Ranzie Casu, a well-known Ba
ha'i singer from Ivory Coast, served as 
mistress of ceremonies and charmed 
the audience with her songs. 

Baha'i folk groups from Doloume 
and Kpodoudji in Mono province and 
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Messages from the Universal House of Justice to the Inter-Regional Bahd'i 
Women's Conference held July 6-9, 1984, in Cotonou, Benin: 
AS FINAL YEAR UNITED NATIONS DECADE WOMEN AP
PROACHES BEFITTING YOU GATHER THIS HISTORIC CON
FERENCE REVIEW ACHIEVEMENTS PLAN ENLARGE SCOPE AC
TIVITIES FULFILL NOBLE ROLE WOMANKIND ENVISAGED 
BAHA'u'LLAH. PRAYING HOLY SHRINES DIVINE CONFIRMA
TIONS NOBLE ASPIRATIONS FRUITFUL DELIBERATIONS. 

UPLIFTED NEWS FIRST INTER-REGIONAL WOMEN'S CON
FERENCE. OFFERING PRAYERS THANKSGIVING FOR BOUNTI
FUL CONFIRMATIONS. CONFIDENT SPIRIT GENERATED WILL 
BENEFIT BAHA'I WOMEN BENIN, INDEED ENTIRE REGION. 
PRAYING ADDED BLESSINGS BRILLIANT VICTORIES. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 

Message from the Universal House of Justice to the Inter-Regional Bahd'l 
Teaching Conference held August 3-5, 1984, in Cotonou: 
HEARTS UPLIFTED NEWS INTER-REGIONAL TEACHING CON
FERENCE. PRAYING SHRINES DETERMINATION PARTICIPANTS 
ACHIEVE BRILLIANT VICTORIES WILL MEET WITH OUTSTAND
ING SUCCESS, AND SPIRIT GENERATED AT CONFERENCE WILL 
PERMEATE RANK FILE BELOVED DEDICATED FRIENDS. 

from Porto-Novo and Tchakou-Seme 
in Oueme province opened and closed 
the session with their dynamic, original 
Baha'i music. 

The following sessions were devoted 
to workshops on various aspects of Ba
ha'i community and family life and the 
role of women. 

On Sunday evening, a public meet
ing at which Mrs. Nys spoke on 
"Women's Role in Society" was cov
ered by television. 

Again, Mrs. Casu and the Baha'i 
folk groups supplied the entertain
ment. 

The conference was closed at noon 
Monday with a commemoration of the 
anniversary of the Martyrdom of the 
Bab. 

Earlier that morning, there were two 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
AUGUST 9, 1984 

practical sessions on cooking tech
niques by a Peace Corps volunteer and 
on nutritional principles by a Baha'i 
public health student from the U.S., 
followed by closing remarks from Mrs. 
Nys and the National Spiritual As
sembly of Benin. 

As a result of the conference, Mrs. 
Nys had two meetings with the Presi
dent of the Republic of Benin, both of 
which were given excellent coverage by 
the press, radio and television. 

One week after the conference, Mrs. 
Nys, accompanied by members of the 
National Spiritual Assembly, met with 
the ministers of Rural Development, 
Labor and Social Affairs, and Youth 
and Sports; the president of the Wom
en's Organization; the prefect and as
sistant prefect of Oueme and Atlantic 



provinces, respectively, and several 
other officials and prominent people in 
the capitals of Cotonou and Porto
Novo. 

In early August, more than 200 par
ticipants from 19 countries including 
Benin gathered at the amphitheatre of 
the University Law School in Cotonou 
to welcome Hooper Dunbar, a Coun
sellor member of the International 
Teaching Centre, who was nearing the 
end of his extensive journey around 
Africa. 

Following a two-day Auxiliary 
Board conference at INFO SEC in Co
tonou, four members of the Conti
nental Board of Counsellors for Af
rica-Friday Ekpe, Kassimi Fofana, 
Zekrollah Kazemi and Dr. Mihdi Sa
mandari-together with 18 Auxiliary 
Board members from West Africa, 
joined members of the National Spiri
tual Assemblies of Benin, Ghana, 
Ivory Coast and Togo in launching an 
exciting three-day teaching conference. 

Topics discussed and consulted on 
included "The Spiritual Destiny of 
Africa," "The Role of Baha'i Women 

and Family Life," and "Baha'i Youth 
and Teaching," and there were work
shops on the education of Baha'i child
ren, the Local Spiritual Assembly, Ba
ha'i youth, and teaching campaigns. 

Several traveling teachers par
ticipated in the conference and took 
part in teaching projects throughout 
the country both before and after the 
event. 

The conference was followed by a 
planning and consultation session 
among the Counsellors, members of 
the National Spiritual Assemblies of 
Benin, Ghana and Togo, and Auxiliary 
Board members who discussed several 
common aspects of the current Plan 
such as literature (subvention, trans
lation and publication); border teach
ing; intensive teaching campaigns; and 
development projects. 

Meanwhile, the Counsellors were 
able to make contact with and visit a 
number of high officials and other dis
tinguished members of Benin society. 

Also involved in this effort were Mr. 
and Mrs. Ghadimi from Belgium who, 
with Waidi Moustapha, a Beninese 

~ .. .,.~ 

lawyer who was visiting Cotonou but is 
a member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Ivory Coast, Mali and Gui
nea, undertook a week-long series of 
public meetings and courtesy calls on 
officials in the national capital, Co
tonou, and two important provincial 
capitals, Porto-Novo and Abomey. 

In all; they met with the represen
tative of the prefect in Zou Province, 
10 district chiefs, the director of the 
National Library, several chairmen 
and directors of university faculties, 
and other prominent citizens. 

The public meetings attracted a com
bined audience of more than 450 of 
which more than half were seekers, 
many of them students and civil ser
vants. 

Concerning the ongoing intensive 
teaching projects in five districts, the 
teams initially reported more than 15 
new Assemblies formed with more 
than 500 new believers enrolled in the 
Faith. 

itlENVENUE A LA CONFERfNCf 
fEMMES BAHA' fS EN AfRIOUE Of L' 

lMI=OSEC - 7-8 JuiUet 1984 

A colorful banner welcomes Bahd'is 
and guests to the Inter-Regional Wom-

en's Conference last July 6-9 in Coto- than 150 participants from 
nou, Benin. The conference drew more tries. 
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The world 

Israel's President visits World Centre 

At the invitation of the Universal 
House of Justice, His Excellency 
Chaim Herzog, president of Israel, 
paid an official visit last October 21 to 
the World Centre in Haifa. 

Mr. Herzog was formally greeted at 
the Amelia Collins gate at Bahji by the 
nine members of the Universal House 
of Justice. At the Mansion, he was wel
comed by the Hand of the Cause of 
God 'Ali-Akbar Furutan who con
ducted him to the room of Baha'u'lhih 
and showed him some of the Blessed 
Beauty's Tablets. 

On leaving the Mansion, Mr. Herzog 
paid his respects at the Sacred Tomb. 
A motorcade then took him to Haifa 
where he visited the Shrine of the Bab 
and the Seat of the House of Justice. 

United States 

More than 30 Spanish-speaking Ba
hd'{s and their guests took part in a 
special Hispanic Weekend last Septem
ber 8-9 at the Green Acre Bahd'{ 
School in Eliot, Maine. Participants in 
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REPORT JUST RECEIVED NORTH MADHYA PRADESH OVER 
100,000 ACCEPTED FAITH. PLEASE PRAY FURTHER SUCCESS, 
CONFIRMATIONS. 

It marked the first visit by a head of 
state to the Seat of the House of J us
tice, and was the occasion for the in
augural use of the splendid dining 
room which had been readied for a for
mal luncheon by the dedicated efforts 
of the dozens of skilled and devoted 
Baha'is serving at the World Centre. 

Attending the luncheon with Pres
ident Herzog, Mr. Furutan, and the 
members of the Universal House of 
Justice and their wives were Arye 

the 
Northeastern states and from seven 
countries. Classes focused on teaching 
the Faith, especially in the North
eastern United States. 

National Spiritual Assembly of India 
October 9, 1984 

Gurel, the mayor of Haifa, and Mrs. 
Gurel. 

On behalf of the Supreme Body, one 
of its members, Hushmand Fathea
zam, presented to the president an 
album of color photographs of the ma
jor Baha'i Holy Places in Israel. 

President Herzog expressed his sym
pathy for the Baha'is who are suffering 
in Iran, and his pride in the Baha'i 
community and its world-renowned 
Holy Places. 

Norway 
Janet Justnes, a Baha'i from Nor

way, has been asked to write a chapter 
on the Baha'i Faith for a teachers' 
handbook for children ages 9-12 years. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Norway recently approved the finished 
draft of the chapter on the Faith. .. .. .. 

One hundred forty-seven people at
tended the Norwegian Baha'i Summer 
School last July 5-12 in Geilo, Norway, 
whose theme was "The Establishment 
of the World Order of Baha'u'llAh." 

Summer School speakers included 
Counsellor Hartmut Grossmann, 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Norway, and Auxiliary 
Board members Polin Rafat and Gerd 
Strand. 

A highlight of the session was a i 
children's performance of "The Won
der Lamp," a play written by the Hand 
of the Cause of God Abu'l-Qasim 
Faizi. 



. ' 
South West AfricaiN amibia Canary Islands 

Seventy adults and children attended 
a Baha'i Winter School last July 19-21 
at Owambo. 

The program included daytime class
es and slide programs, and social 
events during the evening hours. 

A highlight was an interview with 
Owambo's chief chairman, Peter Ka
langula, who had invited the Baha'is to 
meet with him at the Owambo admin
istrative offices. 

During the half-hour meeting, Mr. 
Kalangula was given copies of Bahd'f 
World Faith and The Bahd'zs in Iran. 
Among those who met with him were 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of South West Africa/Na
mibia. 

The spirit of the meeting was de
scribed as warm and friendly, and the 
principles of the Faith were courteous
ly accepted. 

• • • 
Five traveling Baha'i teachers in

cluding four from Ciskei and one from 
KwaZulu attended a five-day deepen
ing course last July in Alice, Ciskei, 
that was hosted by the Baha'is of that 
locality. 

Lowell Johnson, one of two trainers 
who conducted the course, is a member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
South and West Africa. 

The friends studied Baha'i history, 
Baha'u'llah's joy and suffering, and 
the Covenant. Parts of the consulta
tion were video taped and seen later by 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of South and West Africa who 
were meeting in Johannesburg. 

A follow-up week of deepening was 
scheduled for early 1985. 

Zimbabwe 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Zimbabwe has announced the forma
tion of 182 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 
surpassing the country's goal of 180 
Assemblies during the second phase of 
the Seven Year Plan. 

The challenging task for Zimbab
we's Baha'is is now the deepening and 
consolidation of at least 73 Assemblies 
by the end of the present Plan so that 
at least these 73 will be functioning on 
their own. 

Members of the newly formed Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the 
Canary Islands are shown with the 
Hand of the Cause of God 'A/{ Akbar 

New Zealand 
The Faith was proclaimed and a re

cent Baha'i martyr in Iran was honored 
recently in an unusual house-warming 
event carried out by an individual Ba
ha'i in New Zealand. 

The Baha'i, who had purchased a 
house in an industrial area of Thames, 
moved it, restored it, and invited the 
public to its dedication as "Samandari 
House" in memory of Dr. Faramarz 
Samandari who was martyred July 14, 
1980. 

In spite of a steady rain, more than 
200 people attended the dedication. 
Video tapes of the recent Baha'i Inter
national Conference in Canberra, Aus
tralia, were shown, and many pam ph-

Funitan (center) and Louis Henuzet 
(front row at far right), a member of 
the Continental Board of Counsellors 
for Europe. 

lets were distributed to interested 
guests. 

Also given out was a special bro
chure recounting the story of Dr. 
Samandari and including appropriate 
Baha'i quotations. 

Suriname 
Twenty people in the village of Sara

macca, Suriname, recently became Ba
ha'is as a result of a teaching trip by 
believers from Cayenne, French Gui
ana. The formation of a Spiritual As
sembly in Saramacca fulfilled the goal 
of 12 Assemblies in Suriname before 
RiQvan 1984. 
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Andaman/Nicobar Islands 

Five Baha'i women from Japan re
cently represented the Baha'i Interna
tional Community at an international 
Women's Conference that was a part 
of the Regional Intergovernmental 
Meeting of the United Nations' Eco
nomic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific. 

Several pamphlets offering Baha'i 
solutions to the question of women's 
status were prepared for the occasion 
and distributed to the more than 40 
groups participating in the conference. 

The literature, which informed many 
of those at the conference about the 
Faith, is also being made available in 
Japanese and English through the Ba
ha'i National Center in Tokyo. 

110 110 110 

Thirty Baha'is and their guests cele
brated Ayyam-i-Ha with a tea party on 
Okinawa that was hosted by the Oki
nawa Area Teaching Committee. 

The guest speaker, Elahe Katirai 
from mainland Japan, delighted every
one by presenting her talk in Japanese 
and English. Miss Katirai pointed out 
the similarities between some tradi
tional Japanese customs and the moral 
precepts of the Faith. 

The party included games, refresh
ments. and a lively question-and
answer period. It was the third Ayyam
i-Ha party held in recent years on Oki
nawa. 
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The Hand of the Cause of God Ama
tu'I-Bahd Ru!Jlyyih Khdnum (fifth 
from left) is pictured with members of 
the first National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
during her visit there last April 28. The 
National Assembly of the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands is one of nine new 
National Spiritual Assemblies elected 
for the first time during Rir/win 1984. 

Pictured shortly after their election at newly formed National Spiritual As
Rir/van 1984 are the members of the sembly of Grenada, West Indies. 



Peru 

A group of 22 young Baha'is from 
Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador and Peru, in
cluding several indigenous Indian be
lievers, completed a CIRBAL radio 
training program last August at the 
RaQrnatu'llah Muhajir Baha'i Institute 
in Chucuito/Puno, Peru. 

It was the first such program to be 
sponsored outside of Arecibo, Puerto 
Rico, by CIRBAL (Baha'i Communi
cations Diffusion Network for Latin 
America). 

The hands-on workshop, which cov-

Kenya 
A delegation of seven Baha'is in

cluding Counsellors Thelma Khelghati 
and Peter Vuyiya participated last May 
in the 12th session of the United Na
tions Environment Program's govern
ing council held in Nairobi, Kenya. 

Since all delegates were asked to 
prepare a statement for others at
tending the conference, the Baha'i del
egates, in cooperation with the Baha'i 
International Community, distributed 
220 copies of a report entitled "Envi
ronmental Action at the Grassroots." 
The paper describes Baha'i efforts to 
foster interest in the UN Environment 
Program. 

During the conference, the Environ
ment Liaison Center announced plans 
to sponsor a global meeting of envi
ronmental and development non-gov
erning organizations early in 1985 in 
Nairobi to promote better understand
ing among these groups. Up to 1 ,000 
people are expected to attend that con
ference. 

If. If. If. 

Seventy-five people including 30 
non-Baha'is attended a recent deepen
ing institute for the Ndhiwa area in 
South Nyanza, Kenya, which was 
hosted by the Baha'i community of 
Mikumu. 

Included in the four-day event were 
classes that focused on the duties of 
Local Spiritual Assemblies. 

The results included declarations of 
belief in Baha'u'llah from five non-Ba
ha'i participants and the formation of 
a new Spiritual Assembly. 

ered radio production, broadcasting, 
and script development, was conducted 
by Auxiliary Board member Fernando 
Schiantarelli, a CIRBAL representa
tive. The Muhajir Institute is a part of 
the Radio Baha'i facilities in Chu
cuito/Puno. 

Among the participants were the 
managing directors of South America's 
three Baha'i-operated radio stations. 
Cesar Cortes of Radio Baha'i/Peru, 
Marcelo Quintero of Radio Ba
ha'i/Ecuador, and Husayn Costas of 

Trinidad/Tobago 

Several Baha'I' youth are seen here 
manning a display constructed for the 
Langmore Holistic Health Festival last 
March 30-April 1 in Palmyra, Trini-

Representatives of the Baha'i Media 
and Public Relations Committee of 
Trinidad and Tobago met recently with 
a representative of Amnesty Interna
tional and with the chairman of the 
Bureau on Human Rights in Trinidad 
and Tobago. 

Each of the officials was informed 
about the persecution of Baha'is in 
Iran and was given a copy of the books 
A Crown of Beauty and A Cry from 
the Heart. 

The visits led to an invitation to at
tend a seminar on human rights during 
which Dr. Harry Collymore delivered 
an address which stressed the non
political nature of the Faith. His pre-

Radio Baha'i/Bolivia consulted on ob
jectives and common challenges facing 
their respective stations. 

Two Chilean Baha'is who took part 
in the workshop will be helping with 
the establishment of South America's 
fourth Baha'i radio station in Temuco, 
Chile. 

A cable to the workshop from the 
Baha'i Office of Social and Economic 
Development at the World Centre sug
gested various goals for the session. 

dad. The Bahd'r exhibit was fully staff
ed by Bahd'r youth from Palmyra and 
the surrounding area. 

sentation was reported in an article 
published by a local newspaper. 

Official visits by members of a Ba
ha'i delegation also were made to the 
high commissioner of Canada and to 
the commissioner of police, each of 
whom was given a copy of A Crown of 
Beauty and other Baha'i literature. 

The commissioner of police spoke 
with his Baha'i guests for more than an 
hour and showed his interest in a rec
reation project in Palmyra, Trinidad, 
that was organized jointly by the 
Spiritual Assembly of Palmyra and 
representatives of Baha'i and non-Ba
ha'i youth. 
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Thailand 

The Hand of the Cause of God 
Amatu'l-Baha RuIPyyih Khanum at
tended a working luncheon with mem
bers of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Thailand, held a press con
ference, met with members of the Ba
ha'i community and with parents and 
children in Bangkok during a brief stop 
in that city earlier this year. 

She also met with members of the 
Auxiliary Board and was the honored 
guest at reception and farewell meet
ings which took place at the airport. 

"The many suggestions of the be
loved Hand of the Cause," wrote the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Thai
land, "gave a new perspective to our 
work and stimulated consideration of 
methods of how large numbers of peo
ple can be brought into the Faith ... " 

* * * 
Twenty-four people from Tha Wa 

village and nearby localities in Thai
land embraced the Faith last June 2-3 
during the dedication of a new Baha'i 
Center in the village. 

Participants in the dedication pro
gram included Victor Greenspoon, the 
chairman of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Thailand. 

Land for the new Center was provid
ed by the first Baha'i of Tha Wa village 
and his wife. 

Slides of the Baha'i Holy Places and 
the recent International Convention in 
Haifa were shown on a large screen 
erected in the open air. This was fol
lowed by singing and dancing. The 

Anthony Lease (center, wearing glass
es), an Auxiliary Board member from 
the United States, is pictured with 
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Anthony Lease (bending forward), an 
Auxiliary Board member from the 
United States, speaks to some of the 
250 elementary school students in the 
northern Thai village of Ban Had Nad 

Spiritual Assembly of Tha Wa village 
also arranged for a late night snack of 
boiled rice. 

* * * 
Anthony F. Lease, an Auxiliary 

Board member from the United States, 
made a teaching trip last September 
16-21 to Thailand that was followed by 
a visit to Taiwan. 

In the northern Thai village of Ban 

members of the Baha'I community of 
Ban Had Nad, Thailand, during Mr. 
Lease's visit last September. 

'-

during Mr. Lease's visit last Sep
tember. Standing behind him is Nasser 
lafari, a Persian Bahd'l who is a pio
neer to Thailand. 

Had Nad, Mr. Lease spoke to about 
250 elementary school students and 
met with members of the Baha'i com
munity. 

Later, he spoke at a public meeting 
in Chiang Mai, about 500 miles north 
of Bangkok. Attending were about 90 
people including newspaper reporters 
and representatives of three radio sta
tions and one television station. 

Immediately afterward, a philos
ophy professor invited Mr. Lease to 
speak at the university. 

In Bangkok, Mr. Lease spoke at a 
World Peace Day observance that was 
planned by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Bangkok, thus becoming the first Ba
ha'i to speak at Bangkok University. 

While there, he also met with mem
bers of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Thailand and arranged for the 
establishment of an international ex
tension teaching program between the 
Baha'i communities of Bangkok and 
Los Angeles, California. 

In Taiwan, Mr. Lease had meetings 
with the believers in Taipei, Counsellor 
Yan Kee Leong, and the chairman of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Taiwan, and spoke at two public meet
ings in Taipei. 
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Finland 

Two hundred people, the largest 
number ever, attended Finland's Ba
ha'i Summer School last July at Marie
hamn. Participants included visitors 
from 11 countries. 

All of them, including children, were 
assigned to working groups to discuss 
spiritual qualities and how to bring 
them into our everyday lives. Each 
group then consulted on a particular 
attribute. 

The groups also discussed questions 
about the school's main lecture and 
members learned to cooperate and to 
work together at various tasks such as 
cleaning or preparing meals. 

Publicity included two radio inter
views and two articles in area news
papers. 

Dominican Republic 
The third annual Baha'i children's 

Summer School in San Juan de la Ma
guana, Dominican Republic, which 
was held last July, was planned and 
directed by pioneers living in the area. 

The school had a dual purpose of 
teaching children and training child
ren's class teachers by using them as 
assistants. 

The program had as its theme a trip 
to the Baha'i House of Worship in 
Panama. The children made their own 
passports and airline tickets, and on 
the last day of school they created 
models of the Panama Temple using 
the bottoms of egg cartons for the 
dome. 

New Caledonia/Loyalty Is. 
There has been a positive response to 

articles on equal rights for men and 
women that have been placed in local 
newspapers in New Caledonia by be
lievers there. 

Several teachers are among those 
who have shown an interest. One Eng
lish teacher, a member of the Associa
tion for Women's Rights in New Cal
edonia, told the friends she regularly 
reads the articles published in the local 
newspaper about the Faith. 

A Baha'i book was loaned to this 
teacher, and she passed it on to the 
principal of her school when he spoke 
with her on the topic of peace. 

Argentina 

A Hfisheye" lens captures a wide-angle 
view of the Baha'i booth at the 10th In
ternational Book Fair held last April 
6-23 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The 
fair was sponsored by the Publishing 

An exhibit sponsored by the BaM'i 
Publishing Trust of Argentina was 
among the nearly 300 displays by pub
lishers from several countries at the 
10th International Book Fair held last 
August in Buenos Aires. 

Those who stopped at the Baha'i 
booth during the 18-day event took 
with them hundreds of items of infor
mation and purchased many books. 

To the surprise of the Argentine Ba
ha'is, the official booth of the State of 
Israel featured A Crown of Beauty, the 

Swaziland 
The Baha'i community of Swaziland 

has distributed relief funds from Ca
nada to 283 families in 96 communities 
who were victims of Cyclone Domonia. 

The friends volunteered their time 
and, in most cases, their personal ve
hicles and gasoline to accomplish the 
relief mission. 

This was the first time that Baha'is 
in Swaziland have been recognized as a 
non-governmental organization capa
ble of distributing relief funds through 
their administrative body. 

Trust of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Argentina and provided publici
ty and prestige for the Faith among 
Argentine publishers, city officials and 
the book-buying public. 

well-illustrated work by U.S. Auxiliary 
Board member Eunice Braun and 
Hugh E. Chance, a member of the Uni
versal House of Justice, which re
counts the establishment of the Faith in 
the Holy Land and describes the pres
ent status of the Baha'i World Centre. 

The final part of a general meeting at 
the close of the book fair included a 
reading from the Writings of BaM
'u'llah and some poems by the Persian 
Babi poetess 1ahirih. 

Funds were distributed to Baha'i and 
non-Baha'i families alike. 

A report on the assignment was pre
sented last May 31 to the senior vice
president of the Canadian Interna
tional Development Agency (CIDA) by 
a representative of the Baha'i com
munity at a meeting of all Non-Gov
ernmental Organizations (NGOs) that 
had received Canadian aid. 
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World Centre 

'The challenges . . . are by no means met . . . ' 

To the Followers of Bahd'u'lldh in every land 
Dearly-loved Friends, 

Twelve months have passed since we addressed to the de
voted followers of the Blessed Beauty throughout the world 
a message in which we outlined the major challenges which 
face the Cause of God and the thrilling opportunities which 
are presenting themselves for us to use in His Service. 

There was an immediate and heart-warming response in 
offers of service, in plans of action put promptly into effect, 
and in contributions to the Fund. 

The activities of the friends are still increasing, and evi
dences of rich harvests are appearing. In India alone, over 
150,000 new believers have joined the Baha'i community; in 
Samoa the Mashriqu'I-AdhUr has been dedicated amidst 
unprecedented recognition of the Cause; in Canada, at the 
conference held in London, Ontario, an upsurge of activity 
among the Baha'i youth has started a movement which has 
caught the imagination of the friends far and wide. In rela
tion to the Fund, however, the rate of contributions during 
the second six months of the year has slowed seriously, and 
we feel it is timely to draw to your attention that our letter of 
2 January 1984 was not an appeal for a one-time herculean 
effort, but was intended to inform the whole world commu
nity of the present great challenges and opportunities which 
are not only immediate but require also a long-range, sus
tained increase in the efforts and self-sacrifices of the 
friends, both in service and in contributing from their finan
cial resources to the advancement of the Faith. 

The challenges which we enumerated then are by no 
means met, nor the opportunities wholly seized. The Indian 
Mashriqu'I-AdhUr, a building of great size and beauty, is 
still unfinished; plans for the further development of the 
World Centre, for the design and erection of the three re
maining buildings on the Arc must be laid in full confidence 
that the funds for their completion will be made available; 
projects for social and economic development, for the estab
lishment of Baha'i schools and radio stations, for agricul-

tural advancement, and a wide range of other urgently need
ed activities are multiplying; world-wide attention to the 
Faith has increased during the past year with even greater ra
pidity than before, demanding new measures to coordinate 
public information services and contacts with governments 
and leaders of thought; and last, but near to the hearts of 
all, is the need of funds to assist in the relief of those hard
pressed believers who have been forced to leave Iran, often 
penniless and in great distress, seeking to build a new life in 
other parts of the world. 

Last April we were deeply touched by receiving-a petition 
from the delegates gathered at the National Convention of 
the Baha'is of the United States, requesting that the Law of 
Huququ'llah be made binding on all the believers in that 
country. Although it is not yet the time to take this far
reaching step, we were moved to decide that, as a prelimi
nary measure, the texts relating to the Law of Huququ'llah 
will be translated into English for general information 
against the time when this law will be applied more widely. 

However, important as is the Law of Huququ'llah, the 
devoted followers of Baha'u'llah have, even without it, 
every opportunity to contribute regularly and sacrificially to 
the work of the Cause. It is to a greater realization of the 
privilege and responsibility of supporting the mUltiple acti
vities of our beloved Faith that we call you at this critical 
time in world history, and remind you that to support the 
Baha'i funds is an integral part of the Baha'i way of life. 
The need is not only now, but throughout the years to come, 
until our exertions, reinforced by confirmations from on 
high, will have overcome the great perils now facing man
kind and have made this world another world-a world 
whose splendor and grace will surpass our highest hopes and 
greatest dreams. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

January 3, 1985 
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World Centre 

Ominous new document threatens Baha'i prisoners 

DISTRESSED INFORM YOU THAT RECENTLY IRANIAN GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCED ANOTHER OP
PRESSIVE MEASURE AGAINST BAHA'I PRISONERS. IN ORDER TO BE RELEASED PRISONER MUST 
SIGN FOLLOWING UNDERTAKING: "I THE UNDERSIGNED (DETAILS OF PERSONAL STATUS IN
CLUDING RELIGION) UNDERTAKE NOT TO HAVE IN MY POSSESSION ANY BOOK, PAMPHLET, DOC
UMENT, SYMBOL OR PICTURE OF THIS MISGUIDED, ZIONIST, ESPIONAGE GROUP OF BAHA'IS. IF 
ANY OF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED ARTICLES BELONGING TO THIS HATED UNDERGROUND MOVE
MENT IS FOUND ON MY PERSON OR IN MY HOME, THIS WILL BE TANTAMOUNT TO MY BEING OF 
THOSE 'WHO WAR AGAINST GOD' AND THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL WOULD BE FREE TO DECIDE 
AGAINST ME IN THE MANNER HE DEEMS FIT." THE TERMINOLOGY "WHO WAR AGAINST GOD" IS 
A TERM USED BY PRESENT REGIME TO SIGNIFY A CRIME DESERVING SENTENCE OF DEATH. 
BAHA'I PRISONERS HAVE REFUSED SIGN SUCH AN INFAMOUS DOCUMENT FALSELY IMPUGNING 
THEIR FAITH. MOREOVER SIGNING SUCH A DOCUMENT WOULD LEAVE BAHA'IS OPEN TO HAVING 
SUCH ITEMS PLANTED ON THEIR PERSON OR IN THEIR HOMES. WAVE OF RECENT ARRESTS OF 
BAHA'IS SUGGESTS THAT AUTHORITIES PLAN EXERT PRESSURE ALL BAHA'IS TO SIGN SUCH AN 
IMPOSSIBLE UNDERTAKING. OBVIOUSLY FAITHFUL FRIENDS WILL REFUSE SUCCUMB SUCH CON
TEMPTIBLE PLAN. WE REQUEST YOU PUBLICIZE AND INFORM GOVERNMENTS OF DETERIORAT
ING SITUATION BAHA'I COMMUNITY IRAN. 

REGRETFULL Y ANNOUNCE SAD NEWS EXECU
TION OF SIX BAHA'I FRIENDS IN TEHERAN: DR. 
RUHULLAH T A'LIM FROM KIRMANSHAH, DR. FI
RUZ ATHARI, MR. 'INAYATU'LLAH HAQIQI. MR. 
JAMSHID PUR-UST ADKAR, MR. JAMAL KASHANI, 
MR. GHULAM-HUSAYN FARHAND. THE LAST 
FIVE PREVIOUSLY NOTIFIED TO YOU AS AMONG 
THOSE CONDEMNED TO DEATH. FATE OF RE
MAINING 19 IN BALANCE. ALL EXECUTIONS 
TOOK PLACE ON ONE DA Y, 9 DECEMBER. 
DETAILS ARE UNKNOWN AS NEITHER REL
ATIVES FRIENDS WERE INFORMED. FACT OF EX
ECUTIONS DISCOVERED 8 DAYS LATER. ADVISE 
PUBLICIZE FACTS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE AND 
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UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
JANUARY 3. 1985 

INFORM AUTHORITIES. SITUATION GRAVE. 
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 

DECEMBER 17. 1984 

FURTHER TO OUR TELEX 17 DECEMBER WE SOR
ROWFULL Y ANNOUNCE NEWS EXECUTION BY 
HANGING OF DR. FARHAD ASDAQI ON 19 NO
VEMBER AFTER FOUR MONTHS IMPRISONMENT 
AND TORTURE. MR. DIYA'U'LLAH MANI'I-USKU'I 
AND MR. 'ALIRIDA NIYAKAN DIED IN TABRIZ 
PRISON 13TH AND 11TH NOVEMBER RESPEC
TIVEL Y AFTER TWO AND A HALF YEARS IMPRIS
ONMENT. CAUSE DEATH NOT ESTABLISHED. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
DECEMBER 18.1984 



Canada 

ADS Conference commemorates Guardian's vision 

"The Vision of Shoghi Effendi" was 
the topic for in-depth discussion No
vember 2-4 at the ninth annual Con
ference of the Association for Baha'i 
Studies in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 

Among the 1,150 people from a 
dozen countries who took part in the 
historic event, which was devoted to 
the memory of the Guardian of the Ba
ha'i Faith, were three of the Hands of 
the Cause of God Dhikru'llah Kha
dem, John Robarts and 'Ali-Muham
mad Varqa-each of whom spoke at 
the Conference. 

Another of the Hands of the Cause, 
'Ali-Akbar Furutan, presented a 
paper, "Shoghi Effendi and the Coun
tries of the East," which was read on 
his behalf by Dr. A.M. Ghadirian. 

Among the other distinguished par
ticipants in the Conference were two 
members of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors for the Americas, Dr. Far
zam Arbab and Lloyd Gardner; Dr. 
Victor de Araujo, chief representative 
of the Baha'i International Communi
ty at the United Nations in New York; 
and Dr. Rodrigo Carazo, president of 
the United Nations University for 
Peace in Escazu, Costa Rica. 

The 1984 Hasan M. Balylizl Lecture, 
"Shoghi Effendi: Expounder of the 
Baha'i Faith," by David Hofman, a 
member of the Universal House of Jus
tice, was presented by Mr. Hofman's 
daughter, Dr. May Hofman Ballerio of 
Geneva, Switzerland. 

The winners of the Association's an
nual writing contest were: 

• Ann Boyles, a doctoral candidate 
in comparative literature at the Uni
versity of New Brunswick (university 
category), "The Epistolary Style of 
Shoghi Effendi." 

• Bruce Filson, a freelance writer 
and editor from Hull, Quebec (creative 
writing category), "Seven Skies." 

A Saturday evening panel discussion 
led by believers who had met and 
known the Guardian included as its 
members (left to right) Mrs. Musa 

• Barbara Hacker, a Montessori 
school director from Malden, Massa
chusetts (general category), "Montes
sori and the Baha'i Faith." 

Mr. Robarts, who celebrated his 
83rd birthday November 2, was pre
sented a bouquet of nine red roses, 
while a 10th rose, this one peach, was 
presented to Mrs. Robarts. 

Mr. and Mrs. Robarts participated 
in a Saturday evening panel discussion 
led by believers who had met and 
known the Guardian. The other panel 
members were Mr. Khadem; his wife, 
Auxiliary Board member Javidukht 
Khadem; and Mrs. Musa Banani. 

"Retrospective," a film about Mr. 
Robarts' life as a Baha'i, was shown 
Friday morning and was followed by 
Mr. Robarts' own comments. 

An address by Dr. Varqa, "Reminis
cences of Shoghi Effendi," was pre
sented Friday afternoon, while Mr. 
Khadem spoke the following after
noon. 

ASSOCIATION 
ASSOCIATION 

Banani, the Hand of the Cause of God 
John Robarts, Mrs. Robarts, and the 
Hand of the Cause of God Dhikru'lldh 
Khddem. 

Dr. Carazo's address, "Peace: A 
Task for All," focused on his work as 
president of the United Nations 
University for Peace. 

Other speakers and their topics: 
• Emeric Sala, "Shoghi Effendi's 

Question. " 
• Dr. Hossain Danesh, "Unity: The 

Creative Foundation of Peace." 
• Nat Rutstein, "Shoghi Effendi: 

Master Builder of a World Civiliza
tion. " 

• Dr. Glen Eyford, "A Review of 
God Passes By. " 

• Marion Finley, "The Pacific Rim: 
The Last Frontier." 

• Shapour Rassekh (presented by 
William Hatcher), "Les Dynamiques 
Culturelles et Sociales du Monde." 

• lalal Quinn, "To the Paintings of 
Shoghi Effendi." 

• Roger Coe, "An Organic Order: 
Implications as to the Nature of the 
World Order of Baha'u'llah from the 
Writings of Shoghi Effendi." 
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• Sherif Rushdy, "Cybernetics and 
the Baha'i Faith: Exploring the Mech
anisms of Religion." 

• Diana Malouf, "The Hidden 
Words of Baha'u'llah: Translation 
Norms Employed by Shoghi Effendi." 

• William Hatcher, "The Dispensa
tion of Baha'u'lllih." 

• J. Jameson Bond, "The Vision of 

Above: One of the Baha'is signs a life 
membership endowment in the Baha'i 
International Health Agency. Below 
left: Dr. Farzam Arbab, a member of 
the Continental Board Counsellors 

ASSOCIATION 

ASSOC1ATlON 
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Shoghi Effendi and the Unfoldment of 
the Tablets of the Divine Plan." 

• Richard Thomas, "A Review of 
Shoghi Effendi's Vision as Expressed 
in The Advent of Divine Justice." 

A brief recitation, "Baha'u'llah," 
was presented by Bayan Toeg, an ele
mentary school student from Glouces
ter, Ontario. 

in the Americas, addresses the Con
ference. Below right: The Hand of the 
Cause of God Dhikru'llah Khadem 
(center) greets one of the friends be
tween Conference sessions. 

The annual meeting of the Associa
tion for Baha'i Studies was held Friday 
evening. 

Reviewed were the past year's activi
ties including regional conferences and 
the first International Symposium on 
the Relationship Between the Baha'i 
Faith and Islam, held at McGill Uni
versity in Montreal; recent develop
ments in the international arena in
cluding the decision by the Universal 
House of Justice that the Association is 
free to establish branches in every 
country; publications of the Associa
tion including a volume on the persecu
tion of Baha'is in Iran and a textbook 
on the Faith to be published by Harper 
& Row; the establishment of Associa
tion chapters at various universities; 
participation in major non-Baha'i 
scholarly events; and a discussion of 
the next annual Conference and meet
ing to be held in August 1985 in Van
couver, British Columbia. 

With the exception of the annual 
meeting, this year's Conference was 
held at the Chateau Laurier in Ottawa. 

Besides the various papers and other 
addresses, the Conference included 
panel discussions, workshops and mu
sical presentations. 

A panel on "Peace," held Sunday 
afternoon, was chaired by Mary Sa
wicki and included among its members 
Dr. Carazo and Dr. de Araujo. 

A musical tribute to the Guardian, 
Shoghi Effendi, was written by Jack 
Lenz and performed by Gordie Munro. 

Other music was presented by the 
Tahirih Choir, pianists Mark Ochu and 
Nuita Isserlin, and vocalist Nancy 
Ackerman. 



Top photo: Among the talented enter
tainers at the ninth annual Conference 
of the Association for Bah(i'( Studies 
were guitarist Gordie Munro and the 
Tdhirih Choir. Left: Dr. Richard 
Thomas from East Lansing, Michigan, 
reads his paper, 'A Review of Shoghi 

Effendi's Vision as Expressed in The 
Advent of Divine Justice.' Above: 
While parents attended the Confer
ence, the children were given plenty to 
do as we see in this children's class con
ducted by S. Thirlwall. 
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United States 

President again cites persecution of Iran's Baha'is 

For the second year in a row, Presi
dent Ronald Reagan has referred to the 
persecution of Baha'is in Iran as one of 
the most serious human rights viola
tions in the world today. 

"We Americans recognize a special 
responsibility to speak for the oppress
ed, wherever they may be," Mr. Rea
gan said during a White House cere
mony December 10 commemorating 
International Human Rights Day. 
"We think here of special cases like the 
persecution of the Baha'i religious 
minority in Iran ... " 

As the President was making his 
statement on behalf of human rights, 
the Islamic Revolutionary Government 
in Iran introduced a new document for 
Baha'i prisoners to sign as a condition 
for their release (see the cable from the 
Universal House of Justice on Page 2). 

The document amounts to a confes
sion of membership in an espionage or
ganization and an agreement that the 
one signing it should be found guilty of 
a capital offense if any article relating 
to the Faith is found on his person or in 
his home. 

Meanwhile, as if to underscore 
Iran's intention to ignore basic human 
rights provisions for some of its citi
zens, that country's permanent rep
resentative to the United Nations said 
on December 7 that the Islamic Rev
olutionary Government "would not 
hesitate to violate" the provisions of 
the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights whenever it had to choose be
tween upholding the "divine law" of 
the country and violating secular con
ventions. 

The Declaration, said UN represen
tative Said Rajaie-Khorassani, does 
not accord with the system of values 
recognized by the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, and "could not be implemented 
by Muslims." 

On December 19, responding to a re-
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After signing the Human Rights Day with one of the four Bahd'is who were 
proclamation December 10, President present for the ceremony, Iranian-born 
Ronald Reagan turns to shake hands Dr. Vahid Alavian. 

port of nine more Baha'i deaths in 
Iranian prisons, U.S. State Depart
ment spokesman John Hughes said, 
"It is particularly poignant that Iran's 
latest executions of Baha'is occurred 
on the very eve of Human Rights Day, 
which commemorates the adoption by 
the United Nations of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. 

"At this year's Human Rights Day 
commemoration, President Reagan de
clared that we who are free have a spe
cial responsibility to speak up for those 
who are not. Among the victims of per
secution whom President Reagan cited 
on that solemn occasion were the Ba
ha'is of Iran." 

The Human Rights Day proclama
tion signed by the President includes 
the following passage: 

"As Americans, we strongly object 

to and seek to end such affronts to the 
human conscience as ... the persecu
tion of the Baha'i religious minority in 
Iran ... " 

Four Baha'is were among the special 
guests invited to the Human Rights 
Day observance: Judge James F. Nel
son, chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly; Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, 
vice-chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly; Dr. Vahid Alavian, a pro
fessor of engineering at the University 
of Illinois whose father, Buzurg Ala
vian, a member of the Spiritual Assem
bly of Tehran, was murdered June 23, 
1981, by the Islamic Revolutionary 
Government of Iran; and Dr. Ala
vian's wife, Dr. Barbara Ann Miller. 

Dr. Kazemzadeh, who also directs 
the Baha'i Office of External Affairs in 
New Haven, Connecticut, spoke the 



following morning at the National 
Press Club in Washington, saying the 
Iranian government has begun a delib
erate campaign of genocide against 
members of the Baha'i Faith in that 
country. 

Quoting the five-point definition of 
genocide set forth in the United Na
tions Convention on the Crime of Gen
ocide, Dr. Kazemzadeh said the Is
lamic Revolutionary Government has 
persecuted the Baha'is by brutal ac
tions in each of those categories, any 
one of which the Convention defines as 
genocide. 

"Since 1979, more than 185 Baha'is 
have been executed or died in Iranian 
prisons," said Dr. Kazemzadeh, 
"while thousands more have been ar
rested, denied jobs and legally earned 
pensions, and barred from universities, 
high schools and even primary schools. 

"Baha'i children have been ostra
cized in schools, and in a few cases, 
even taken from their families by Is
lamic authorities. 

"We know of some 750 Baha'is in 
prison today," he said, "several of 
them sentenced to death on charges 
based solely on religious differences. 

"Many of those executed were wom
en, who have always been considered 
equal to men in the Baha'i Faith. Even 
teen-age girls were executed, on 
charges that they taught Baha'i 
religious classes." 

The American Baha'i community, 
said Dr. Kazemzadeh, welcomes Presi
dent Reagan's decision to submit the 
UN Convention on Genocide the Con
gress, which has not as yet ratified it. 

"We hope the Congress will act 
promptly next year to approve the 
Genocide Convention, which estab
lishes an important standard by which 
to measure the actions of regimes 
which violate human rights," he said. 

The Baha'i community, said Dr. Ka
zemzadeh, considers the document to 
be signed by Baha'i prisoners as a con
dition of their release to be "a serious 
violation of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights to which the govern
ment of Iran is a signatory." 

Baha'i prisoners, he added, "are re
fusing to sign this statement, which 
they feel misrepresents the Baha'i Faith 
and leaves them open to having Baha'i 
materials that have been confiscated by 
Iranian authorities planted on their 
persons or in their homes as evidence 

Baha'is who attended the White House 
Human Rights Day ceremony Decem
ber 10 were (left to right) Judge James 
F. Nelson, chairman of the National 

that they are persons who 'war against 
God,' often a capital offense." 

The text of the statement introduced 
by the Iranian government is as fol
lows: 

"I, the undersigned (details of per
sonal status including religion) under
take not to have in my posession any 
book, pamphlet, document, symbol or 
picture of this misguided, Zionist, es
pionage group of Baha'is. 

"If any of the above-mentioned ar
ticles belonging to this hated under
ground movement is found on my per
son or in my home, this will be tanta
mount to my being of those 'who war 
against God,' and the Attorney-Gen
eral would be free to decide against me 
in the manner he deems fit." 

The significance of the term "those 
who war against God," according to 
the Universal House of Justice, resides 
in the fact that it is "a term used by 
(the) present regime (in Iran) to signify 
a crime deserving (a) sentence of 
death." 

During the State Department's daily 
briefing December 19, Mr. Hughes 
said, "We appeal to the Iranian au
thorities to abide by the spirit of the 
letter of the Universal Declaration (of 
Human Rights), Article 18, which af
firms, 'Everyone has the right to free
dom of thought, conscience and reli
gion; this right includes freedom to 
change his religion or belief, and free-

Spiritual Assembly,' Dr. Firuz Kazem
zadeh, vice-chairman of the National 
Assembly; Dr. Barbara Ann Miller; 
and her husband, Dr. Vahid Alavian. 

dom, either alone or in company with 
others, and in public or private, to 
manifest his religion or belief in teach
ing, practice, worship and obser
vance.' " 

Last August, Amnesty International 
again called on the government of Iran 
to live up to its own Islamic constitu
tion, and to UN covenants it has rati
fied, by acting to end its common prac
tice of torturing political prisoners. 

Citing testimony from an unspeci
fied number of former prisoners who 
were held and tortured over the last 
three years, AI concluded that the evi
dence reveals "a pattern of torture of 
political detainees." 

The Amnesty International report 
came two months after Dr. Kazem
zadeh presented testimony before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
on the torture of Baha'is in Iran. 

Shortly after that hearing, the 
United Nations Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) appointed a 
special representative to make a 
thorough study of the human rights 
situation in Iran and report back to the 
Council at its 41st session early this 
year. 

And last September, Sen. Charles 
Percy of Illinois, then chairman of the 
Foreign Relations Committee, an
nounced that the committee had unan
imously endorsed a resolution to 
strengthen U. S. policy against torture. 
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United Kingdom 

Commons sees first debate on Iran persecutions 

On Friday, December 21, 1984, the 
persecution of Bahd'ts in Iran was ad
dressed for the first time by a member 
of Great Britain's House of Commons. 
Here is the text of his remarks and of a 
reply to them by Richard Luce, the 
Minister of State, Foreign and Com
monwealth Office. 

• 
2p.m. 

Mr. Roger Freeman (Kettering): The 
House will soon be adjourning for the 
Christmas recess. In this country, 
Christmas is a time for the unity of the 
family and religious worship. It is es
sentially a happy time. For members of 
the Baha'i community, of whom there 
are some 5,000 in this country, it will 
not be a happy Christmas because they 
will be thinking of their families, 
friends and relatives in Iran who are 
still suffering great persecution. It is to 
that community that our thoughts and 
actions should tum. I am grateful for 
the opportunity of introducing this 
brief debate on the intense suffering of 
the Baha'i community in Iran and I am 
particularly grateful to my hon. Friend 
the Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, for coming to 
reply to the debate. His great interest in 
the subject is much appreciated. 

I emphasize that since my hon. 
Friend's answer to a written question 
on 16 May this year, the situation in 
Iran has worsened. While it is true that 
recently relations between Britain and 
Iran have improved-I much welcome 
that-I do not believe that the position 
of the Baha'i community has improved 
at the same time. I ask Her Majesty's 
government constantly to remind 
themselves of the plight of the Baha'i 
community. I hope that the Minister 
will have the chance to affirm to the 
House today that the government will 
take full advantage of the recently im
proved relations with Iran to alleviate 

'I hope that the Minister will 
have the chance to affirm to the 
House today that the govern
ment will take full advantage of 
the recently improved relations 
with Iran to alleviate in any way 
they can the problem of the Ba
ha'i community.' 

in any way they can the problem of the 
Baha'i community. 

I have maintained correspondence 
with some members of the Baha'i com
munity in my constituency. They live in 
constant worry for members of their 
families among the estimated 300,000 
Baha'is who have not been fortunate 
enough to escape from Iran. That fear 
for the lives of their relatives and 
friends is profound, and understand
ably so. 

Before explaining the exact nature of 
the present Baha'i problem, it may be 
beneficial to the House for me to de
scribe briefly the nature of the Baha'i 
faith, which is relatively new to me and 
has been explained clearly by my con
stituents. It was born and developed 
under Islam in the middle east in the 
19th century. Arnold Toynbee describ
ed the faith as 

"an independent religion, on a par 
with Islam, Christianity and other rec
ognized world religions. Baha'ism is 
not a sect of some other religion; it is a 
separate religion and has the same sta
tus as other recognized faiths." 

The implication is that the Baha'i 
faith is no heresy or perversion of an 
existing religion, but should be re
spected as a separate religion. 

The Baha'is' creed does not threaten 
the existing regime in Iran in any way. 
A fundamental theme is the oneness of 
mankind, and the teachings of the faith 

are auxiliary to that principle: they are 
beliefs in education, individual free
dom and equal respect for men and 
women. 

Members of the Baha'i faith support 
efforts to bring about international 
unity which, they believe, will ensure 
progressively more equitable distribu
tion of world wealth. They regard 
other world religions, however antago
nistic their beliefs or morals, as pro
viding the key to international unity. 

I draw attention to the comments of 
Lord McNair who correctly said in 
another place on 10 February 1982 that 
the Baha'is reminded him of the So
ciety of Friends, showing the same gen
tleness, tolerance and rejection of 
force. They have, however, been per
sistently subjected to intense persecu
tion in Iran. 

Although the 1979 revolution was 
hailed as a breakthrough for political 
liberty, persecution has since escalated. 
Since 1978, 188 named Baha'is have 
been executed and a further 15 have 
disappeared. A further 750 are believed 
to be in prison, 19 under sentence of 
death. I ask the House to consider the 
grave implications of that for their 
families and friends in this country and 
throughout the world. One of my Ba
ha'i constituents has told me that since 
1982 three members of her immediate 
family have been imprisoned and then 
hanged. I have also received specific 
reports of relatives being tortured. The 
House will understand if I do not go in
to the details here. 

The House should roundly condemn 
the false justifications advanced by the 
Iranian government for their behavior. 
The Baha'is have been accused of sup
porting the previous regime. Yet they 
refused all political appointments 
under the Shah. They are accused of 
being anti-Islam. On the contrary, they 
accept the divinity of the Koran as well 



as the Bible. Their headquarters in Is
rael is said to show Zionist sympathies. 
Yet that headquarters was established 
80 years before the creation of the state 
of Israel. Finally, they are said to form 
part of a Western conspiracy con
cocted in the 19th century by the Brit
ish Foreign Office in league with the 
United States and Russian govern
ments and have therefore been arrested 
on charges of conspiracy. If the Ba
ha'IS are not executed for their beliefs 
but for their alleged illicit activities 
against the state, that is a paradox as 
their religion forbids them to be in
volved in any kind of political activity. 

In 1975, the government of Iran rati
fied the international covenant on civil 
and political rights. They have also rat
ified several other significant coven
ants which together encapsulate the 
fundamental rights to life, freedom 
from torture, fair trial, and freedom of 
conscience and opinion. In 1981, the 
Islamic Council issued a universal dec
laration of human rights, granting 
freedom of creed and protection from 
harassment by all official agencies. In 
addition, the Koran itself declares that 
minority religions must be protected 
under Moslem law. The treatment of 
the Baha'i community is therefore in 
direct contravention of the Iranian 
government's own moral and religious 
principles. 

The world in general and Britain in 
particular are justified in urging the 
Iranian government to observe the 
basic principles of human justice and 
religious liberty. Those are the corner
stones of our society, and we should 
not be ashamed of championing those 
principles and broadcasting their im
portance to all governments, especially 
Iran's. So far the British government 
can only be congratulated for their 
contribution to the efforts of interna
tional organizations in condemning 
Iranian policy. 

The United Nations has maintained 
constant pressure, and as my hon. 
Friend the Minister said in a written 
answer in May this year, the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council 
has vociferously deplored the persecu
tion. In May 1984, the council decided 
to appoint a special representative to 
make a thorough study of the position. 
I understand that that was endorsed by 
the United Nations Commission on 
Human Rights on 29 August. The 

House would appreciate some infor
mation from the Minister as to how 
matters stand in relation to the United 
Nations resolution that has the en
dorsement of the Commission on 
Human Rights. 

Similarly, on 10 April 1983, the Eu
ropean Parliament called upon Iran to 
suspend the persecution and con
demned the "gross violation of human 
rights." 

The European Parliament asked in
dividual Foreign Ministers to "make 
representations . . . in order to... 
halt all manner of persecution and dis
crimination to which the Baha'i mi
nority (in Iran) is subject." 

That is a round condemnation and a 
clarion call. In addition, Australia, 
Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzer
land, Canada and the United States of 
America have all condemned the Iran
ian persecution. 

While the persecution increases, the 
government should increase their pres
sure on Iran. Full advantage should be 
taken of the recent improvement in re
lations between the two countries-an 
improvement which I wholeheartedly 
welcome. Regrettably, the openings for 
such action may be limited. The House 
will realize the many limitations upon 
direct pressure and persuasion, but the 
government should continue to pursue 
this matter within the forum of inter
national organizations. 

The opportunity exists for the gov
ernment to exploit the thaw in relations 
for the good of the Baha'is. Those who 
are suffering in Iran, and those in my 
constituency, other constituencies and 
throughout the world, who live in con
stant fear for the lives of their families 
and friends in Iran, beg the govern
ment to do all that they can and to use 
all their goodwill and muscle, directly 
and indirectly through international 
organizations, for the sake of the Ba
ha'i community in Iran. 
2:12 p.m. 

The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (Mr. Richard 
Luce): My hon. Friend the Member for 
Kettering (Mr. Freeman) has done the 
House a service by raising this impor
tant matter, and I congratulate him 
warmly on the great deal of thought 
that he has put into the issue and on the 
knowledge that he has displayed of the 
plight of the Baha'i people in Iran. I 
assure him that I listened carefully to 

his views. 
This matter causes the government 

much concern. Indeed, they have taken 
several positive steps to try to help the 
Baha'i community in Iran, and I shall 
describe some of those steps in a mo
ment. My hon. Friend echoed the dis
quiet that has been expressed by many 
hon. Members for many months, if not 
years. I have received many letters 
from hon. Members expressing anxiety 
on behalf of their constituents about 
the position of the Baha'i community 
in Iran. I will go further and say that -I 
maintain close contact with represen
tatives of the Baha'i community in the 
United Kingdom. Only yesterday I met 
the Secretary of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United 
Kingdom, Mrs. Hardy, who also vis
ited me in 1983 to express her worries 
about the Baha'i community in Iran. 
The assembly in this country keep me 
and the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office officials carefully briefed about 
developments there and their own anx
ieties-above all, about the imposition 
of the death penalty on many Baha'is. 
I can assure my hon. Friend that we 
shall continue to keep in very close 
touch with the leaders of the com
munity in this countrY. 

My hon. Friend spoke with great 
knowledge about the background to 
the Baha'i faith which, as he said, was 
established in Iran in the middle of the 
last century. It grew out of Shia Islam 
and its adherents describe it as an in
dependent religion but one which is not 
opposed to Islam. It is a monotheistic 
faith. It acknowledges all past revela
tions but to the fundamentalist believ
ers of Islam the Baha'i faith is regarded 
as a heresy. Baha'i communities exist 
in over 150 countries. In 23 countries, 
over 1 per cent of the popUlation are 
Baha'is. It is estimated that there are 
about 300,000 Baha'is in Iran, a very 
large number in India and several 
thousand in Europe. The community 
in the United Kingdom numbers about 
5,000. They are organized into about 
90 local assemblies, all of whom elect 
representatives to the National Spiri
tual Assembly of the Baha'is of the 
United Kingdom. 

There are persistent accounts of the 
persecution of members of the Baha'i 
community in Iran, including a num
ber of executions, to which my hon. 
Friend referred. The Baba 'f commu-
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nity is able to produce a good deal of 
evidence of discrimination and ill treat
ment. Unlike the Christian community 
in Iran, the Baha'is are not a protected 
minority under the constitution. The 
Iranian authorities claim that no Ba
ha'i has been persecuted or discrimi
nated against as a result of his faith. 
Rather, they take the line that any Ba
ha'is that suffer punishment do so for 
other reasons, such as political opposi
tion to the government, a point to 
which my hon. Friend referred during 
the course of his speech. 

I should like to comment, first, on 
the attitude of Her Majesty's govern
ment to human rights as a whole. We 
deplore the abuses of human rights 
that occur in many parts of the world. 
Indeed, in 1978 I wrote a pamphlet on 
the subject of human rights and for
eign policy. A central element in our 
foreign policy is to work to defend and 
strengthen human rights in many parts 
of the world. We all share a sense of 
outrage over gross abuses, such as 
summary execution, torture, detention 
without trial, denial of political rights, 
repression of religious minorities and 
many other abuses of human rights. I 
believe that we in this House all share 
the desire to use Britain's influence to 
help make the world more humane. 

In my view, there is no one way of 
doing this. It is a continuous process of 
choosing the right means and the right 
time to take action which will be likely 
to be effective. There is a range of op
tions that we can and do pursue. These 
include bilateral pressure, representa
tions in conjunction with our partners 
in the Ten or with other countries in 
various parts of the world and by tak
ing a leading part in the United Na
tions-for example, the Commission 
on Human Rights and the General As
sembly. I assure my hon. Friend that 
we shall maintain all our efforts in this 
crucial field of human rights. We must, 
in each individual case, judge the best 
approach to adopt in order to help 
those whose rights are violated. The 
kind of influence we can best bring to 
bear will vary in each case. 

As for Iran, one of several countries 
in which human rights abuses cause us 
great concern, the Baha'i community is 
subject to real and particular suffering. 
Our overriding concern as a govern
ment, and that of my hon. Friend, is 
the safety and well-being of those to 

whom we are trying to give help. We 
must never at any stage do anything 
that we believe might jeopardize their 
prospects. Western representations on 
behalf of the Baha'i community have, 
on occasion, served only to strengthen 
Iranian feelings against the Baha'is. 
Britain is not the country best placed to 
make bilateral representations on be
half of the Baha'is. Our historical in
volvement in Iran is an important fac
tor that mitigates against our success in 

'The plight of the Baha'is is a 
matter of legitimate interna
tional concern, and Her Majes
ty's government will continue to 
take whatever action we judge to 
be the most helpful in partner
ship with the international com
munity.' 

this matter at the moment. We must 
take care not to take action which is 
counter-productive. I am sure that my 
hon. Friend would agree with that. 

Equally, we shall not be afraid to 
voice concern and disquiet where that 
is necessary, appropriate and helpful. 
Against that background, in general, 
our best approach on the issue is to act 
in concert wit'l our partners in the Ten 
and to couple that with action in inter
national forums. A good deal has been 
done in both those respects. 

The Ten-this is an important area 
in which we can help with some influ
ence-view the persecution of the Ba
ha'i community with great concern. 
The Iranian authorities have been 
made fully aware of the Ten's attitude 
in that matter through direct contacts 
with the Iranian government. We have 
joined our partners in the Ten in a 
series of demarches by the representa
tives of the Ten. 

The most recent example of such a 
demarche was on 2 October this year 
when representatives of the Ten in Teh
eran drew the attention of the Iranian 
government to the deep concern felt by 
the Ten over continuing reports of the 
persecution of the Baha'i community 
in Iran. The representatives of the Ten 
handed over to the Iranians a list of the 
Baha'is reported to have been executed 
in the previous six months and ex
plained the damage done to the image 

of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 
It was pointed out that the Ten mem

ber states, together with Iran, are sig
natories of the international covenant 
on civil and political rights, and con
sequently are under an obligation to 
take an interest in the matter. The Ten 
asked for assurances concerning 
human rights in Iran and the status of 
the Baha'i community. 

The Ten followed that up on 29 No
vember in a speech given by the Irish 
presidency on behalf of the Ten to the 
third committee of the United Nations 
General Assembly drawing attention to 
the persecution of the Baha'i com
munity and reiterating their support 
for the appointment of a special rep
resentative of the United Nations Com
mission on Human Rights to make a 
thorough study of human rights in 
Iran. 

The Ten urgently renewed their ap
peal to the government of Iran to ad
here to their obligations under the in
ternational covenant on civil and po
litical rights. I can assure my hon. 
Friend that we shall continue to urge 
the Ten to act vigorously in that way. 

Then we come, as my hon. Friend 
rightly said, to action that we can take 
in the United Nations. A special rep
resentative was appointed following a 
resolution, co-sponsored by the United 
Kingdom, on human rights in Iran 
which was adopted on 14 March at the 
40th session of the United Nations 
Commission on Human Rights. The 
resolution specifically referred to the 
Baha'is. In his speech, the United 
Kingdom's delegate to the United Na
tions Commission on Human Rights, 
Sir Anthony Williams, urged the gov
ernment of Iran to accord to all their 
citizens all the rights to which they are 
entitled, in particular the right to life. 
liberty and security of person, the righ' 
to a fair trial, and the right to profes. 
and practice their views and beliefs
religious, political and other-ever 
when those do not chime with officia 
dogma. Sir Anthony noted that perse 
cution for religious reasons is, in th 
view of the United Kingdom, as into: 
erable as persecution for racial re, 
sons. The United Kingdom will cor 
tinue to take every opportunity to e: 
press its views on human rights in Irc. 
at the United Nations Commission ( 
Human Rights. May I suggest to n 
hon. Friend that this is the most ir 



portant forum as far as the United Na
tions is concerned? 

My hon. Friend has launched a val
uable debate and I have no doubt that 
the government of the Islamic Republic 
of Iran will note the views that he has 
expressed, views that have been echoed 
in other ways by many other hon. 
Members. I have sought to set out the 
government's position and I have ex
plained carefully the reasons for the 
steps that we have taken over the past 
few months. I can assure my hon. 
Friend that we shall continue to take 
seriously the views expressed by the Ba
ha'i community and by my hon. Friend 
and many others. 

I shall consider carefully the other 

Canada 

The Hand of the Cause of God John 
Robarts (third from right) is shown 
with Counsellors for the Americas who 
attended a recent Counsellors/ Aux-

points made by my hon. Friend. The 
plight of the Baha'is is a matter of 
legitimate international concern, and 
Her Majesty's government will con
tinue to take whatever action we judge 
to be the most helpful in partnership 
with the international community. I 
assure my hon. Friend that the anx
ieties of the Baha'i community will re
main a matter of deep concern to my 
right hon. and learned Friend the For
eign Secretary and myself in the com
ing months. 

Mr. Freeman: I am sure that the 
House will be very grateful for what 
the Minister has said. Has he any intel
ligence on whether the representative 
appointed by the United Nations com-

iliary Board members Conference in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The 
Counsellors are (left to right) Lloyd 
Gardner, Dr. Farzam Arbdb, Angus 

mission to which he referred has been 
able to visit Iran? If not, will the Min
ister assure the House that when he has 
some information on the point he will 
communicate it to those who are inter
ested in the subject, not only in this 
House but outside? 

Mr. Luce: It will be the task of the 
representative to report back to the 
United Nations, and that will happen 
before too long. With regard to the ac
tivities of the representative and how 
far they have gone, I think that it 
would be best for me to write to my 
hon. Friend in due course. I shall let 
him know as soon as I can what pro
gress the representative is making. 

Cowan, Lauretta King and Dr. Peter 
Khan, a Counsellor member of the In
ternational Teaching Centre in Haifa. 
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Australia 

Joint committee of Parliament bears Baba'i witness 

Chairman-Do you wish to make a 
statement? 

Dr. Davidson-Yes. I would like to 
speak briefly to the submission. I see 
no need to rehearse the problems which 
we are confronting with the arms race 
and so on, but one point which I think 
is very relevant is the transitional char
acter of the age in which we are living. 
You might say that we are in a situa
tion of extremely unstable equilibrium. 
This point was brought home to me 
quite strongly at the weekend when I 
was listening to the "Science Show" 
when a professor of cryptography was 
being interviewed. He made the point 
that, if there is a finite probability of 
war, if the situation persists long 
enough, then war is almost certain. 
From the point of view of the Baha'i 
community, what we feel our country 
should be looking toward is some form 
of world civilization which will carry 
forward peace into the future on a se
cure basis, rather than some form of 
order which can just preserve peace 
from crisis to crisis .... 

We feel that the establishment of a 
stable, peaceful society requires a re
construction of the relationship be
tween the nations of the world to de
velop a more effective world authority 
for the adjudication of disputes be
tween nations and for the maintenance 
of peace. We feel that the United Na
tions at the present time is inadequate 
to play this role and that the real cost 

Recently Dr. John Davidson, a 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Bahd'ls of Australia, 
represented that body before the Aus
tralian Parliament's Joint Committee 
on Foreign Affairs and Defence. This 
summary of pertinent questions asked 
by the committee during his appear
ance is reprinted from the Australian 
Baha'i Bulletin, October 1984. 
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Dr. Davidson: 'From the point 
of view of the Baha '. commu
nity, what we feel our country 
should be looking toward is 
some form of world civilization 
which will carry forward peace 
into the future on a secure 
basis •.. ' 

of peace is for the nations of the world 
to give up some of their sovereignty so 
that there can be world authority capa
ble of maintaining peace. Of course, 
this would require disarmament to the 
point where such an idea becomes 
viable. 

Chairman-On a page of your sub
mission you say: 

". . . however, it must now be clear 
that the United Nations Organization 
itself is inadequately constituted as a 
world authority for the maintenance of 
peace and order." 

Why do you see the United Nations 
in that way and what sort of structural 
organization would you recommend to 
take its place, if you see something tak
ing its place? 

Dr. Davidson-We feel that one of 
the problems with the United Nations 
is the separate representation of the na
tions and the power of veto which gives 
certain nations the right to exercise a 
disproportionate authority in the decis
ion-making role. Also, we see the In
ternational Court of Justice as having a 
key role. We feel that its decisions 
should be binding on nations in mat
ters affecting the execution of interna
tional law, rather than nations being 
able to decide themselves whether de
cisions should be binding on them. 

Mr. Coleman-Your submission-I 
think you were quoting 'Abdu'l
Baha-refers to the adoption and pro-

mulgation of an international auxiliary 
language. Does that language exist at 
the moment or is it to be established? 

Dr. Davidson-It is our view that it 
is really up to the nations of the world 
to select either an existing natural lan
guage or an artificial language. We do 
not believe that it should replace the 
mother tongue of the people, but it 
should be taught as a subsidiary lan
guage to facilitate communication. 

Mr. Coleman-Could it be Esper
anto or one of those? 

Dr. Davidson-Yes, they would be 
contenders, certainly. 

Mr. Coleman-You also referred to 
peace studies, which is quite a con
troversial area in that people differ 
about what should be in such courses. 
Some people are strongly opposed to 
some proposed courses as being politi
cally biased and so on. Is there any par
ticular peace studies course which is an 
example of the sort of thing your orga
nization favors, as distinct from, let us 
say, teaching the Baha'i Faith? 

Dr. Davidson-No, we do not have 
a specific curriculum for a peace 
studies course. We do feel, however, 
that it is important that peace studies 
should transcend political controver
sies. From our point of view, the es
tablishment of peace requires con
sensus and agreement, and it would be 
a matter of concern to us if it became 
politicized. 

Mr. Coleman-You refer in your 
submission to the persecution of Ba
ha'i believers in Iran. Are there other 
countries in the world in which people 
of your Faith are persecuted? 

Dr. Davidson-There are other 
countries in which we are not able to 
function in an organized way, but there 
are no other countries, to my knowl
edge, where Baha'is are being im
prisoned and so on. 

Mr. Coleman-Are these other 



countries also Islamic? 
Dr. Davidson-Yes, they are quite 

often Islamic. 
Mr. Coleman-My next question is 

not a personal one, but is purely to give 
me an understanding of what is in your 
mind. You swore on the Bible which .. ' was mterestmg to me. How does the 
Bible figure in the Baha'i Faith? 

Dr. Davidson-We regard the Bible 
as part of divine revelation. From the 
Baha'i point of view, all the major 
world religions are divine in origin and 
we respect them equally. 

Chairman-I have thrown this ques
tion (peace studies) out to a few wit
nesses because I have a problem with 
what is a very straightforward ques
tion: What are peace studies? What are 
our children or adults going off to 
study? 

Dr. Davidson-As I see it, you can 
look at peace studies in two ways. You 
can look at a special curriculum on 
peace studies or you can do what the 
Japanese do and say that education 
should be education for peace. When 
they plan their curricula, they take ac
count of the relationship of history or 
literature or whatever to peace. For in
stance, I would hazard a guess that a 
very substantial part of our history is 
based on war, how certain wars start 
and what causes them. It seems to me 
that instead of asking what is the cause 
of war, we could ask what is the cause 
of peace and try to establish the con
ditions in a country which have made it 
possible for peace to be attained and 
preserved. So one possibility is to re
examine existing curricula, such as his
tory and literature, and see the rele
vance of peace. Perhaps it has been 
seriously underplayed in the construc
tion of curricula. 

If we want to look at peace studies 
directly, as a possible addition, I guess 
we would have to look at both the cur
rent situation in armament and arms 
control and peace treaties and things 
like that, and also at conflict resolution 
and ways of promoting harmony. For 
instance, I can recall when I was study
ing psychology at Queensland Univer
sity that at that stage there was quite a 
lot of difficulty in the settlement of 
Italian migrants in the Riverina. It was, 
at that time, the work of the Agricul
tural Extension people to try to make 
some contribution in this area. They 
arranged a fair in the town hall where 

they displayed artifacts, sewing and 
needlework and that sort of thing, and 
this had very little impact on the Aus
tralian population. However, it hap
pened that soon after that the school 
fence was in need of repair and both 
Australian and Italian parents were 
mobilized. The effect of working to
gether in rebuilding a fence was very 
beneficial and resulted in Australians 
inviting Italians into their homes and 
so on. I believe there is a lot of evi
dence to show that equal status contact 
is one of the most effective ways of 
overcoming group prejudice, and this 
kind of thing could be developed. 
What are the ways in which our pre
judices can be overcome? 

Mr. Coleman-Getting -back to the 
1919 principles, I would like to hear 
your comment on a couple of them. 
One of them is the independent inves
tigation of reality and the other is the 
voluntary sharing of property. Could 
you perhaps expand on those princi
ples? 

Dr. Davidson-Yes. Independent 
search after truth to us is essential in 
overcoming the limitations of tradi-

Equatorial Guinea 

Pictured are eight of the nine members 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 

tionalism. We see this as necessarily be
ing built into the process of education. 

I think that most educationalists 
would feel that this principle is em
bodied in our system of education in 
Australia, anyway, to encourage peo
ple to investigate for themselves, al
though perhaps not as much as might 
be desirable. What was the second 
question? 

Mr. Coleman-The emphasis is on 
independent thinking. I was concen
trating on the word "reality" and 
wondering what you meant by "real
ity. " The other one was about volun
tary sharing of property. 

Dr. Davidson-At the time 'Abdu'l
Baha was writing even a system of uni
versal taxation was not widely ac
cepted, and that is another of the prin
ciples which were taught in the Baha'i 
Writings. In addition to a state en
forced contribution to the welfare of 
the people, the Baha'i teachings ex
press the thought that those who have 
more should voluntarily make contrib
utions to support the underprivi
leged .... 

Equatorial Guinea for 1984-85. 
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The world 

Germany's Temple to acquire first dependency 

At Ric;lvan 136 Germany was given a 
wonderful new goal within the Seven 
Year Plan: the Mother Temple of Eu
rope was to acquire its first accessory 
building-a home for the aged. 

First, the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Germany checked with the 
World Centre to determine how large 
the home should be and how far from 
the Temple it should be located. The 
U.S. National Spiritual Assembly was 
asked for reports of its experience, the 
first assessment of construction costs 
and viability was made, and Mr. Teuto 
Rochon was appointed as architect. 

There was a lively response to the re
quest published in Bahti'{ News for the 
friends' suggestions and ideas. The 
many valuable ideas were gathered in a 
memorandum and given to the Com
mittee for the Home for the Aged 
which was then formed. This team, 
consisting of five Baha'is, inspected 
the grounds of the House of Worship 
and looked for a suitable place in 
which to locate the home. At length 
they decided on an area between Epp
steiner Stral3e and the Haziratu'l-Quds 
including the adjoining piece of land. 
The advantages of this site are that it is 
close to a residential area, there is only 
a short walk to the bus stop and shops, 
and it is sheltered from the wind. The 
committee also suggested that the Na
tional Assembly stipulate a "quiet 
zone" around the Temple that may not 
be built on. 

The National Assembly approved 
the site and the suggestion for a quiet 
zone of 1 SO meters around the House 
of Worship, and so the planning could 
proceed. The first discussion was held 
with Mr. Rocholl, and according to the 
results of this meeting he was to make 

This report on the first dependency 
of the Mother Temple of Europe was 
submitted to Baha'i News by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Germany. 
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the first architectural drafts. 
Mr. Rochon then turned to the 

building authority in Hofheim, where 
the plan was warmly welcomed. In 
April 1984 Mr. Rochon submitted the 
first plans, which were then discussed 
with him and also in his absence. Mr. 
Rochon tried to include all the sug
gested alterations, and soon the altered 
plans were on the table. In November, 
after further consultation and altera
tions, the interim building permit in
quiry with the latest plans correspond
ing to the model was submitted to the 
building authority. 

This completes the first phase of the 
planning stage. The next task is to 
make a draft for the interior fittings; 
for the financing, which can be stag
gered and made possible by buying, 
renting or other means; for the prof
itability calculation, whereby costs of 
maintenance and personnel are impor
tant; as well as consideration of the 
conditions imposed by the building au
thority. Those conditions will be forth-

coming after the interim building per
mit inquiry has been examined. 

The present draft is designed in such 
a way that we need not build the entire 
structure at one time. We can begin 
with the central unit, the square central 
section, and build only one or two 
wings at first. The other parts and the 
house for personnel can be built later 
(in the meantime, the personnel can 
live in some of the apartments). 

On the model one cannot see the 
House of Worship, which is situated 
somewhat at a distance from its upper 
corner. From the corner to the right the 
Haziratu'l-Quds can easily be seen, 
and from the lower corner to the left 
the Eppsteiner Stral3e leads toward the 
"Torhaus," which, like the House of 
Worship, could not be fitted onto the 
model. The large number of small trees 
in the middle indicate a residential 
garden, which is to be set out on top of 
the previously excavated earth. There 
will be a car park immediately adjoin
ing the Eppsteiner Stral3e. The path 



leading to the Haziratu'l-Quds will be 
leveled out to a certain degree. The 
light and shade on the picture of the 
model show the incidence of light at 

Denmark 

£Ski! Ljungberg, a Knight of Bahti
'u'lkih, was honored recently by his 
many friends in the Faroe Islands on 
the occasion of his 98th birthday. Mr. 
Ljungberg, who still attends most Ba-

Samoa 
One hundred children and youth 

ranging in age from two months to 20 
years attended a recent Children's 
Conference on Savai'i, the largest is
land of Samoa. Children came from 

noon. 
We hope that we will soon have an 

answer to our construction request and 
that the detail work on the plan will 

hd'f meetings and other events, has 
made many friends among the Faroese 
since he arrived as a pioneer 31 years 
ago following the Stockholm Confer
ence. 

nine villages on the island of Upolu 
alone. 

A special guest at the conference was 
Counsellor Suhayl 'Ahi'i. 

proceed at a good pace so that by the 
end of the Seven Year Plan we will 
have the final plans for the construc
tion. 

Botswana 

Eighty-six people including 44 non
Baha'is attended a United Nations Day 
dinner party last October 23 sponsored 
by the Spiritual Assembly of Gabo
rone, Botswana, to mark the 39th anni
versary of the UN's establishment. 

Participating were representatives of 
the ministers of commerce and indus
try, and local government and land; 
the chief of the city of Gaborone; the 
assistant resident representative of the 
UN Development Program, and the 
resident program officer of UNICEF 
who praised the Baha'is for sponsoring 
the event and quoted from the Guar
dian during her address on the need for 
human rights, world unity and peace. 

Another speaker was Auxiliary 
Board member Daniel Ramoroesi. 

* * * Valuable pUblicity for the Faith re-
sulted from a recent visit to Botswana 
by Hooper Dunbar, a Counsellor 
member of the International Teaching 
Centre. 

On the first day of his visit to Gabo
rone, a radio interview with Mr. Dun
bar was broadcast after the 6 p.m. 
news. Also, a Baha'i who works at the 
station arranged to have a report of 
Mr. Dunbar's visit broadcast twice the 
following day as a headline news item. 

An article about the Counsellor's 
visit was published in the Daily News, 
and another interview with him ap
peared in The Botswana Guardian. 

About 40 believers attended a meet
ing with Mr. Dunbar in Gaborone, 
while the same number attended ano
ther meeting during his visit that was 
held in the village of Manyana. 

Greece 

Sixty-one people were present last 
August 29-September 2 at the 9th Ba
ha'i Summer School in Greece. 

Speakers included Counsellor Betty 
Reed and two Auxiliary Board mem
bers. 

Four non-Baha'is were among those 
attending the Summer School along 
with believers from Canada, Cyprus 
and Zaire. 
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Thailand 

Pictured are members of the Bahd,{ 
Women's Committee of the Ban Vinay 
Hmong Refugee Camp in Leoi prov
ince, northeastern Thailand. These Ba-

Guyana 
Frank and Eve Fernandes, natives of 

Guyana who now live in Barbados and 
are members of that country's Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, achieved re
cent successes in proclaiming the Faith 
in Guyana. 

Mr. Fernandes presented a piano re
cital at the National Cultural Centre in 
Georgetown last July 21. Two hun
dred-fifty people, most of whom were 

Malaysia 
A group of Baha'i women in East 

Malaysia are operating a communal 
farm, the proceeds from which are 
donated to the Baha'i Fund. 

The women also have their own con-

Tonga 
A direct mailing piece in Tongan and 

English that describes Baha'i teachings 
on loyalty to government has been 
hand delivered to His Majesty King 
Tupou IV of Tonga. 

The same literature has been mailed 
to various government and education 
officials in Tonga. 

Two new booklets, Writings of 
Bahd'u'lldh and Stories of 'Abdu'/
Bahd, have recently been published in 
the Tongan language. 
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hd,{ women are helping to plan deepen
ing activities and classes for women in 
the camp. 

not Baha'is, attended the recital, which 
was sponsored by the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Guyana. 

It was widely advertised in the press, 
and was followed by two radio inter
views. The National Assembly of 
Guyana hosted a reception for gov
ernment officials, media representa
tives and local businessmen on the 
evening before Mr. Fernandes' recital. 

ferences with child care provided by 
the men. The costs are supported by 
the proceeds from the farm. 

As a result of these activities, a sug
gestion has been made to the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia that 
seminars be held on the equal roles of 
men and women. 

If. If. If. 

More than 500 people including Ba
ha'is from 46 communities and four 
members of the Auxiliary Board at
tended a recent three-day Baha'i Sum
mer School in Malacca, Malaysia. 

There were 33 class sessions for 
youth, women, children, Tamil and 
Chinese believers. Baha'is in charge of 
the program received 25 offers from 
prospective pioneers or traveling 
teachers. 

EI Salvador 
More than 229 people from all parts 

of EI Salvador attended a National Ba
ha'i Youth Conference last August 3-5 
which was organized by the three youth 
committees of EI Salvador: the Baha'i 
University, International Youth Year, 
and Art and Graphics committees. 

Auxiliary Board member Richard 
Mirkovich traveled from Costa Rica to 
attend the conference. Other partici
pants included a group from Guate
mala. 

Workshops focused on the message 
to youth from the Universal House of 
Justice; morality; love and sex; 
spiritual health; and love, engagement 
and marriage. 

Among the speakers was a represen
tative of EI Salvador's ministry of edu
cation. 

The program included a candlelight 
service in memory of the recent mar
tyrs in Iran. 

Uganda 
Six hundred students at a primary 

school in Tilling, Uganda, which was 
the home of the Hand of the Cause of 
God Enoch Olinga, learned of the 
Faith recently during a special pre
sentation arranged by two Baha'is, 
Benson Kariuki and Enoch Olinga's 
son, George Olinga. 

The two Baha'is planned the presen
tation because sometimes students 
leave the school without having heard 
about the Faith. 

In his remarks at the close of the 
meeting for junior and senior level 
students, the school's headmaster com
mented that he was happy with the oc
casion, and added that although he 
knew about the Faith, it had increased 
his understanding of the relationship 
between the various Baha'i institu
tions. 

Canada 
The Faith was proclaimed through

out Winnipeg, Canada, last October 
1-7 in an effort by the Baha'i commu
nity there to reach all levels of society, 
the government and the media. 

Participants in Winnipeg's "Baha'i 
Week" events included Counsellor 
Angus Cowan and Auxiliary Board 
member Jamshid Aidun. 



· United Kingdom 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
the United Kingdom has officially des
ignated property owned by the Faith 
on the outskirts of Belfast, Northern 
Ireland, as a Temple site. 

The property was willed to the Na
tional Assembly by a Baha'i who lived 
in Belfast and who passed away some 
years ago. The house that stands on the 
property is being restored and will be 
put to use for the Faith. 

The extensive Temple site behind the 
house is on the crest of a hill with a 
commanding view of the surrounding 
countryside including the Northern Ire
land parliament buildings at Stormont. 

The recent clearing of the property, 
which had become overgrown in recent 
years, and the restoration of the house 
have drawn favorable comment in the 
local press. 

India 

Shown are teachers and some of the 75 
young students at a school near Dar
jeeling in northeastern India that is 
sponsored by the Spiritual Assembly of 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
India recently began a three-month 
project at the Faizi Institute to 
strengthen 150 Spiritual Assemblies 
and to train some 300 selected be
lievers. 

Twenty-six school teachers and 12 
traveling teachers attended a five-day 

Netherlands Antilles 

This portable Baha'{ exhibit is used to 
proclaim the Faith at the public library 
and city market place in Oranjestad, 
Aruba, Netherlands Antilles. The ex
hibit has been seen by many visitors to 

the Singel/ Tea Estate. The school and 
its five Baha,(teachers were recently 
visited by members of the Area Teach
ing Committee of Darjeeling. 

institute that inaugurated the program. 
The speakers included Counsellor Zena 
Sorabjee and three members of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of India. 

A follow-up report referred to the 
spirit and enthusiasm of the teachers of 
South Madhya Pradesh. 

the city from North and South Amer
ica and the Caribbean area. Baha'{ 
books and pamphlets are given to each 
inquirer. 

Swaziland 
At the request of the Canadian gov

ernment, the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Swaziland has agreed to be a dis
tributing agency for Canadian Interna
tional Development Agency (CIDA) 
funds to be used for disaster relief. 

Housing repair materials, food, and, 
if necessary, clothing will be dis
tributed by a committee formed to 
handle the project. Guidelines for dis
tributing the approximately $4,000 
have been set, and the committee hopes 
to accomplish all necessary work on a 
volunteer basis. 

The National Spiritual Assembly re
leased some funds to begin the work 
even before receiving money from the 
Canadian government. 

Grants for relief work are being 
made to several other religious and 
educational institutions in Swaziland. 

Kenya 

Many Baha'i communities in Kenya 
have been offering mothers' confer
ences that include fellowship and 
classes in sewing, teaching children Ba
ha'i values, and general health meas
ures. 

The programs have been received en
thusiastically in Mtepeni, Karimboni, 
Namawangu, Kalifi, Malava, Luanda, 
Chango and Matunga. In some cases, 
men have joined the classes. 
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from BellwoodPress 

4 stories about change and inner growth 

SPECIAL STRENGTHS 
written by GAIL RADLEY illustrated by JOE BODDY 

~Ud Eagle knows he is the King of Birds and enjoys 
showing off. 

Mother Opossum adopts Small Fox and is perplexed 
when he can't learn opossum ways. 

Loner the Ant thinks the colony is 
too crowded and goes off by herself 

to start a new life. 

Berit the Lemming realizes 
there's danger in following the crowd, 

though no one believes her. 
What do these characters do? They develop 
special strengths when they meet their problems 
in unforeseen ways. 

Peer pressure, pride, adoption, and being a loner are 
the themes that run through their four stories. 

When the characters learn about humility, 
cooperation, mutual acceptance, and being true 
to one's self, they are surprised to discover that 
inner growth and transformation are not so 
hard after all. 

And when you and your children discover 
these delightful forest creatures, you can 
share their struggles and triumphs, while 
internalizing abstract Baha'i principles 
behind these engaging tales. 

GAIL RADLEY, author of Zahra's Search, is a journalist 
and a freelance writer who has published three novels 
for teenagers, and a picture book for children. 

JOE BODDY, is a member of the Society of Illustrators, 
who specializes in children's books. 

Available from Baha'i Distribution Service. 
Wilmette, IL, U.S.A. at $4.50 plus 10% for 

Ages 7-11 years 

postage and handling. 

Available from 
64 pages. 5'12 x 8'14 Inches 
ISBN 0-87743-703-3 
Softcover 

Baha'i Distribution Service 
-+ 15 LINDEN AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 60091. TEL. 1-800-323-1880 
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World' Centre 

Make plans now for 'Peace Year 1986' 

To all National Spiritual Assemblies 
Dear Bahd '( Friends, 

1986 has been named the International Year of Peace by 
the United Nations. Considering the dangers surrounding 
marikind and the remedial prospects of the Lesser Peace to 
which Baha'u'llih has summoned the nations, we embrace 
this God-sent opportunity to proclaim ever more widely and 
convincingly the vitalizing principles upon which, as our 
Teachings emphatically assert, a lasting peace must be 
founded. The nature and variety of the proclamation ac
tivities which the Baha'i community will undertake, during 
1986 and beyond, will be outlined in detail later. We wish 
now to indicate some of the ideas we are contemplating, so 
that you may sense what to expect and how to prepare for 
your own participation. 

In addition to projects to be initiated at the World Cen
tre, these ideas include: 

• Calling upon local and national Baha'i communities to 
sponsor a wide range of activities which will engage the at
tention of people from all walks of life to various topics 
relevant to peace, such as: the role of women, the elimina
tion of racism, the eradication of prejudice, the promotion 
of education, the extension of social and economic develop
ment, the adoption of a world auxiliary language, the estab
lishment of world government. 

• Mounting a' publicity campaign which will make use of 
such themes as "world peace through world religion," 
"world peace through world education," "world peace 
through world language," "world peace through world 
law" -a campaign which could lead to discussion of these 
subjects in small or large gatherings, at local or national 
levels, and perhaps in collaboration with organizations pro
moting such ideas. 

• Urging the publishing within and without the Baha'i 
community of a wide assortment of literature, posters and 
other graphic materials on peace. 

• Requesting Baha'i magazines-children, youth, adult
whether intended for internal or external circulation, to 
carry special features on peace. 

• Inviting Baha'i radio stations to devote particular atten
tion to this theme. 

• Asking the Association for Baha'i Studies to conduct 
programs on peace. 

• Encouraging Baha'i artists and musicians to contribute, 
and consider inviting their non-Baha'i colleagues to con
tribute, to the effectiveness of such activities by giving ex
pression through the various arts to important themes relat
ing to world peace. 

In effect, we envision a proclamation campaign which 

will not only involve large public events and the use of the 
mass media, but will also engage people at the grassroots 
and at all other levels of society in a broad range of pro
foundly effective activities through which they will interact 
with the Baha'i community in a sustained, world-wide ef
fort to attend to the fundamental issues of peace, aided by 
the unique insights provided by the Teachings of Baha
'u'llih. 

As you contemplate what possibilities these and similar 
. ideas suggest for your own plans, we advise you to take 
preparatory steps to hold within. your jurisdiction, during 

. 1986, local and national peace conferences to which public 
officials and other prominent persons should be invited. In 
those places where national conferences may not be possi-
ble, local conferences should certainly be held. . 
. In some regions, neighboring National Assemblies may 
find it convenient to pool $heir resources and hold regional 
conferences instead of national ones. These need not be . 
large, but should be effective enough to make a good im
pression on the public as well as on the national Baha'i com
munities involved. It is left to the initiative of the National 
Assemblies, in consultation with Continental Counsellors, 
to hold such conferences. c· .. '. '. • • . 

Simultaneously as you make initial arrangements for the 
conferences, you will also want to fmd out what plans are 
being made by the governments and organizations in your 
respective countries, so that you Will know beforehand how 
to coordinate your own programs with the programs of 
others in ways most conducive to the proclamation of the 
Faith and the mutual benefit of all concerned. 

We would welcome any thoughts and suggestions you 
may have on the activities to be undertaken by you during 
the International Year of Peace. 

Your planning efforts for 1986 must not, of course, inter
rupt the work of the Seven Year Plan. Indeed, the activities 
associated with the economic and social development of the 
Baha'i community, the observance during 1985 of Interna
tional Youth Year, and the anticipated activities for the 
peace campaign to begin a year hence are mutually reinforc
ing and go far to enhance the teaching opportunities nec
essary to the successful completion of the Plan. 

We have every confidence that your continuing exertions 
to meet the new challenges resulting from the emergence of 
the Faith from obscurity will be richly rewarded by the 
Blessed Beauty; and we shall renew our supplications at the 
Holy Threshold that your brightest expectations may be sur
passed by resounding triumph. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

January 23, 1985 
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. United Nations 

Iran repudiates Human Rights doctrine 

Lost month we reported that Said 
Rajaie-Khorossani, the permanent rep
resentative of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran to the United Nations, said that 

. his country "would not hesitate" to 
violate the UN Dec/aration of Human 
Rights whenever its provisions were in 
conflict with Islamic law. The follow
ing statement by Mr. Khorassani is 
taken from the summary record of the 
65th meeting of the 39th UN General 
Assembly on December 7, 1984. 

• 
Mr. RAJAIE-KHORASSANI (Is-

lamic Republic of Iran), having cited 
surah 30, verse 41 of the Koran, said 
that his country was greatly concerned 
at the degrading manner in which 
many regimes treated innocent people 
and at the shocking news which was 
reported in the international press. 
While certain crimes drew the attention 
of international organizations, the lat
ter remained deaf to other extremely 
distressing phenomena which were be
yond their scope of action. As an ex
ample, he cited cases of indecent as
saults on minors; in the Western coun
tries, such crimes were reaching pro
portions that were utterly scandalous. 
His delegation wished that it were only 
possible to induce Member States to re
vive moral decency and spiritual health 
in their societies. 

In his delegation's view, the concept 
of human rights was not limited to the 
Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. Man was of divine origin and 
human dignity could not be reduced to 
a series of secular norms. Corruption 
of all kinds was widespread and must 
be fought. Although torture, the kill
ing of innocent people and deprivation 
of freedom could not be tolerated, his 
delegation saw in those phenomena ef
fects rather than causes. Only when the 
real causes were examined would it be 
possible to understand why certain 
concepts contained in the Universal 
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Declaration of Human Rights needed 
to be revised. 

Some delegations had shown sincere 
and honest concern at human-rights 
violations in the Islamic Republic of 
Iran. Others, through misinformation 
or ignorance, had leveled baseless alle
gations. He' noted that none of the 
critics of his country had a "clean 
slate" in the annual reports of Am
nesty International. Instead of engag
ing in polemjcs, he preferred to clarify 

. the difference between the axiological 
doctrine of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran and the socia-political values up
held in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. 

Since the Islamic revolution, the 
Iranian people had been blessed with 
the honor of living under the banner of 
Islam. In that connection a distinction 
must be made between an Islamic State 
established by the Muslim people of 
the country in order to administer the 
affairs of the State according to Islam 
and to implement Islamic law, and an 
Islamic country of which the great ma
jority of the population was Muslim 
but which had a regime similar in struc
ture to Western or Eastern secular re
gimes. The Islamic revolution had re
moved the discrepancy which had ex
isted between popular belief and be
havior and the political order of the 
country. 

He believed that with the establish
ment of the Islamic regime, the prayers 
of the Iranians had been answered. 

The new political order was not sim
ply a democracy, a theocracy, a social
ist regime, an autocracy or anarchy, 
but a monocracy in full accordance 
and harmony with the deepest moral 
and religious convictions of the people 
and therefore most representative of 
the traditional, cultural, moral and re
ligious beliefs of Iranian society. It rec
ognized no authority or power but that 
of Almighty God and no legal tradition 

apart from Islamic law. As his delega
tion had already stated at the 36th ses
sion of the General Assembly, conven
tions, declarations and resolutions or 
decisions of international organiza
tions, which were contrary to Islam, 
had no validity in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran. If secular States decided, for 
example, to produce a convention 
abolishing capital punishment, his 
country had no objection because it 

.. would not be bound at all by such a 
convention. The Universal Decl8ration 
of Human Rights, which represented 
secular understanding of the Judaeo
Christian tradition, could not be im
plemented by Muslims and did not ac
cord with the system of values recog
nized by the Islamic Republic of Iran· 
his country would therefore not hesi: 
tate to violate jts provisions, since it 
had to choose between violating the di
vine law of the country and violating 
secular conventions. . That did not 
mean that the allegations made against 
Iran were true, or that there were no 
elements in the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights that accorded with 
Islam. His country was convinced that 
the Declaration must be respected by 
all secular and non-Muslim States be
cause the inhuman treatment and de
grading practices often reported in El 
Salvador, Chile and South Africa 
could not be tolerated. Those who 
could not live up to the divine stan
dards of Islam should at least meet the 
minimum requirements established by 
international organizations, if they did 
not wish to become centers of corrup
tion, torture, injustice, oppression and 
tyr~ny. The Islamic Republic of Iran, 
which strongly condemned torture, be
lieved that corporal punishment and 
the death penalty did not fall within the 
category of torture when carried out on 
the basis of Islam, in accordance with a 
sentence by an Islamic court. 



Haiti 

Anis Zunuzi School: Annual report 

The AIDs ZunUzi Baha'i Elementary 
School started the (1983-84) school 
year with 228 pupils (121 boys, 107 
girls). Attendance dropped to 183 (101 
boys, 82 girls) in June 1984. Except for 
a few cases of illness or lack of interest 
the majority of the decline in atten: 
dance was due to the parents' unwill
ingness or inability to pay the monthly 
tuition, despite the fact that the tuition 
rates were lowered, compared to the 
previous year ($3/month for 1 child, 
S2.S0/month for 2 children and 
$2/monthlchild for 3 or more chlldren 
coming from the same family). 

Income from tuition fees accounted 
for approximately 28 per cent of the 

. ~ual school budget this year, the re
mamder coming from private contribu
tions. This year, contributions ranged 
from $14 to $400, and came from do)
nors in 11 countries: Belgium, Canada, 
Germany, Guadeloupe, Haiti, Hawaii 
Israel, Mexico, New Zealand, Switzer~ 
land and the United States, not in
cluding the continued generous sup
port of the family which founded the 
school. 

The AIDs ZunUzi School was also the 
springboard for six other pre-school 
centers of the Development Project. 
Although the supervision of the food 
program consumed a considerable 
amount of time and energy, the effort 
was well worth while. The first grade 
teacher noticed a great difference in his 
6-8 year olds. Whereas previously his 
class had generally had a low level of 
concentration by mid-morning, after 
the food program was implemented, 
the class's ability to learn increased 
dramatically. 

A major change occurred in the kin
dergarten in January when the school 

This report of activities during 1983-
84 at the AniS ZunuZI Baha'I' School in 
Lilavois, Haiti, is taken from the Sum
mer/Fail 1984 issue of Timoun, the 
newsletter of the AniS Zunuzi School. 

To further spiritUalize the atti
tudes and actions of the chlld
ren, a new Baha 'f Creole lst 
grade reader is being prepared 
by the school's administration 
which will have many sentences 
about God's love and wishes for 
His creatures. . 

hired a graduate of the Anfs ZunUzi 
R~al Developme~t Program for Early 
Childhood Education who is also a Ba
ha'i. Because the program collaborated 
with UNICEF, the kindergarten also 
received the UNICEF toys and pro
gram materials. The tendency to teach 
reading and writing to four- and five
year-olds was thus nipped in the bud 
and r~~laced with useful, neCessary 
pre-wnting and pre-reading activities, 
as well as other games and experiences. 

Due to a sudden drastic budget cut, 
the Anfs ZunUzi Baha'i School was 
forced to let go its most capable 
French-speaking teacher as well as the 
teacher of religion, music and agricul
ture. Despite this, three-quarters of the 
6th grade pupils passed the difficult 
state evaluation and all passed the 6th 
grade in terms of grade averages and 
obta!ned their certificate of primary 
studies. Herculean efforts will be nec
essary next year to bring the outgoing 
Sth grade up to a similar standard. 

As for the subjects of religion, music 
and agriculture, the class teachers and 
English teacher attempted to pick up 
some of the slack. Almost weekly, les
sons based on passages from the Baha'i 
Writings were given in basic moral and 
character development, from the kin
dergarten up to the third grade. Music 
and agriculture remained weak. Hap
pily, Baha'i songs remembered from 
previous years were sung at the daily 
flag-raising so that the new pupils pick
ed up some of the more popular songs. 

The school owns a few recorders and a 
Baha'i friend has been found to vol
unteer time to teach music outside 
school hours. English was given in the 
4th-6th grades. 

There were three festive school cele
brations in which each class presented 
poems, songs, dances and! or skits on 
t~e occasion of the Anniversary of the 
Birth of the Bab, the Intercalary Days 
and Naw-R1iz. Refreshments wer; 
served at some, and a pen was given to 
each pupil .for Intercalary Days. The 
school was always closed on Baha'i 
Holy Days. Because the majority of the 
student body are not Baha'is the 
school also had to close on Christian 
holidays. 

After January 1984, the staff includ· 
ed the principal, assistant principal, six 
classroom teachers, a teachers' aide a 
. caretaker, and a gardener, all of wh~m 
were Baha'is except one. All the teach
ers attended semi-monthly teachers' 
meetings du.nng which school prob
lems were di~sed and principles of 
Baha'i education studied. 
~e official state reform to teach the 

pupils to read and write their native 
ton~e (Creole) rust., while developing 
theIr oral ability in French was 
adopted this year. If the teach~rs can 
~sure a high standard of achievement 
m or~ French, we feel this system will 
l~nd Itself to. a considerably higher 
literacy rate 'YIthout jeopardizing more 
capable pupils' opportunities to ad
vance during secondary education. 

To further spiritUalize the attitudes 
an~ actions of the children, a new Ba
ha I Creole 1 st grade reader is being 
~repare~ by the school's administra
tion which will have many sentences 
about God's love and wishes for His 
creatures. 
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India 

Magazine profiles House of Worship 

Like Australia's Sydney Opera 
House in miniature, the "mother tem
ple of the Indian subcontinent" for the 
Baha'i faith is an amalgam of rounded 
concrete shells standing on end, one 
cupping another. Also like the opera 
house, the temple has had its share of 
delays, finally taking shape more than 
four decades after land was bought for 
the project. 

One key difference between the two, 
however, is in cost. While the notori
ously inflating bill for the opera house 
rose more than 1,400010 (to $151 mil
lion) during the building's design and 
construction, India's small but intri
cate temple will cost only about $10 
million to build, largely because of in
expensive labor. 

The graceful form of the New Delhi 
temple, designed to resemble a lotus 
blossom, is slowly emerging from a 
formidable array of formwork and 
construction clutter. According to its 
Iranian'-born architect, Fariburz 
Sahba, of F. Sahba and Associates, 
London, innovation is encouraged in 
the construction of Baha'i religious 
structures, typically dominated by a 
dome. Nonetheless, each building must 
follow two principles influenced by the 
Baha'i faith: all main architectural fea
tures should be grouped in nines-rep
resenting the nine major religions of 
mankind, on which Baht'ism is 
based-and the building must allow 
natural sunlight to enter. 
Symbol of purity 

In 1976, Sahba went to India seeking 
a design symbolic of the subcontinent 
but distinct from existing religious ar
chitecture. He struck upon the idea of 
the lotus flower. "In all religions, the 

This article, uA Temple Blooms in 
India, " is reprinted from Engineering 
News-Record, November 8, 1984, 
copyright c McGraw-Hili Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
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A recent view of construction, work on the Mother Temple of India. 
, . ~-i ... : .. -~,~~·~~~ .. ~~·;.~·~,~ .. ;:(i~::"":; .-i~~'" ~ , 

lotus flowers~b~~es purity: but I 
hesitated a lot before adopting the 
idea," Sahba says. "I did not want to 
do a cheap imitation 'of nature. " 

Although New Delhi's lotus is 
daunting in its construction require
ments, it is simple in concept. At the 
center is a IIS-foot-dia prayer hall, en
cased in nine concrete "inner" petals 
and topped with a skylight. The prayer 
hall is overleafed with nine concrete 
"outer" petals. A step farther from the 
center are nine more petals, facing out
ward and providing canopies over en
trance arcades. Nine stairways radiate 
from the entrances, separated by nine 
reflecting pools representing the leaves 
of the lotus. 

The central dome is made up of three 

layers of concrete supported by a net
work of concrete ribs. The inner petals 
are sections of toroids, or doughnut 
shapes. The nine outer petals, looking 
much like upended ships' hulls, are 
built up from intersecting spherical sec
tions. The entrance petals are sections 
of spheres as well. The petals will be 
covered with marble. laid out to sug
gest the veins in a flower. 

The nine water pools are meant to 
provide natural cooling. A current of 
air will pass over them, enter the open 
basement area and rise through the 
prayer hall. The prayer hall dome acts 
as a chimney, an effect that is en
hanced by fans. 

The site chosen, a few miles south of 
India's capital, was purchased more 



than 40 years ago by India's Baha'is. 
Soon after, the temple ran into the first 
of the many hitches that have delayed 
construction until now-the govern
ment issued a "no-construction al
lowed" notice with the intention of 
keeping the area a "green zone." It 
took the better part of three decades to 
get the decision reversed. The construc
tion permit was cleared only a year be
fore civil work was to begin in April 
1980. 

The conceptual work on the temple 
began in London in 1976. It took six 
months to plan the basic layout of the 
building and an additional two and a 
half years to compute the main coordi
nates of the complex shape. Coping 
with the geometry of the temple was a 
nightmare, Sahba says. "Without the 
use of computers, it would have been 
impossible." London's Flint & Neill 
Partnership was the structural consul
tant for the design. 

In the late 1970s approaches were 
made to half a dozen Indian contrac
tors "whom we felt we could use," 
Sahba says. Four responded, and a 
Madras-based company, the Engineer
ing Construction Group, was chosen. 

At that time the cost of the project 
was estimated at only $6 million, and 
even now with inflation it will run only 
about $10 million, Sahba says. The low 
cost results largely from the low cost of 
local labor. "Anywhere else in the 
world, the project would have cost 
$100 million," the architect estimates. 

Foresight also played a part, Sahba 
boasts. The contractor bought steel 
and cement in bulk seven years ago, 
before prices rose steeply. 
Eight-month strike 

If labor was cheap, it wasn't without 
problems, problems that have added 
considerably to the time it has taken to 
build the temple. A few months after 
work began, the 400 or so workers on 
site staged a strike that lasted from 
May 1983 until January 1984. "We 
reached an out-of-court agreement 
which then was made binding," says S. 
Naharoy, the contractor's project 
manager. "We paid off the entire work 
force and recruited a new batch, taking 
great care that no former worker was 
taken on again," he recalls. 

The next problem was finding sub
contractors. The trickiest to seek out 
were the carpenters, essential for a pro
ject with such a heavy reliance on intri-

cate, custom-made formwork. Carpen
ter teams in India are traditionally 
small, and six different subcontractors 
had to be hired. 

The curvilinear, layered design of 
the temple added its share to the delays 
as well, says Naharoy. "It took us 
more time than we expected. Because 
of the sheer complexity in form of the 
temple, we spent a lot more time com
puting and checking measurements. In
stead of having a straightforward X or 
Y linear measurement ... each meas
urement was tedious, a multipara
metered formula that was difficult to 
visualize." 

Small tolerances 
The contractor was likewise im

pressed by the "high accuracy" re
quired for the concrete shells, "higher 
than most international standards,", 
says Naharoy. 

A total of 10,000 cubic yards of con-' 
crete was poured in the non-visible 
foundation structures and another 
3,000 cubic yards in the shells. It took 
two years to prepare 430,000 square 
feet of form work, of which 320,000 
square feet was for the shells alone. 
Because of the temple's compleXity~' 
each piece of formwork can only be us-
ed once,,?~ ~ ~.f~. cases twiic.e~ ... ~~~~: 

According to both Sahba and Na
haroy, the project's greatest demand 
has been the care required in building 
this form work. A shell is first shaped 
by structural steel girders, then wood 
pieces are laid on to form a secondary 
frame. Plywood is nailed on top. The 
reinforcing steel is fixed in place a 
strand at a time, each piece numbered 
beforehand. The process is "more like 
furniture making" than typical form
building, says Naharoy. 

The concreting is done in 24-hour 
cycles. Because of the high tempera
tures of India's hot season, crushed ice 
is used to keep the concrete cool. 

Architect Sahba has been impressed 
by the agility of the women laborers 
who carry the concrete from the crane
lifted bucket to the forms. Each 
,woman carries about SO pounds of mix 
in a dish on her head. "That makes up 
to four tons a day, sometimes more," 
~~ says ..• " ",.tT';C i ' i" 

, ,Now that the construction permits 
have been obtained, cooperative labor 
has been collected and the intricacies of 
'the building's shape have beenflgUred 
out, the temple's designers and build
ers expect the construction to proceed 
uneventfully ~until December. 1986, 
when India's man-~e lotus'is ex
pected' to be in full flower at long last. 

. ~-.: 'i. '.; .~, .:'i~)~~,~'tf-i;m:1~ ; .... > :. ' 

Now that labor problems have been on India's Bahd'{ House of Worship 
ironed out and construction permits with a target date for completion of 
obtained, work is proceeding smoothly December 1986. 
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Brazil 

Amazon a 'new frontier' for pioneers 

Dear friends. 
Nearly 10 years ago, the historic 

"Green Light Expedition" brought to 
the attention of the Baha'i world a new 
frontier for spiritual conquest. Those 
pioneers who arose to follow Amatu'l
Baha RUJpyyih Khanum's challenging 
example were overwhelmed by the im
mensity of this neW frontier and by its 
infinite, multi-faceted potential for in
dividual and community growth. 

These pioneers arrived with all the 
usual fears and doubts about their 
capacity to serve and survive in the 
Amazon, but in a short time they be
gan to witness those "conflnnations 
which alone can change a gnat into an 
eagle, a drop of water into rivers and 
seas, and an atom into lights and 
suns." One notable example is the pio
neer couple who recently completed 
seven years of travel-teaching during 
which time they navigated all the major 
tributaries of the Amazon River in a 
38-foot motorboat. Before coming to 
Brazil, . this couple, originally from 
Iran, had seldom crossed a river more 
than knee deep or navigated a boat 
other than in an amusement park, and 
they could not speak a word of Portu
guese. Nonetheless, they succeeded in 
opening the majority of more than SOO 
new localities in the Amazon region. 

Early last year, the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Brazil, inspired by 
the call of the Universal House of Jus
tice summoning the community of the 
Greatest Name to greater involvement 
in the development of the social and 
economic life of peoples, detennined 
to launch a durable plan for teaching 
and consolidation in the Amazon. Well 
aware of the special characteristics of 
the Amazon region which include al
most exclusive dependence on lengthy 
water or expensive air transportation, 
its great distance from the traditional 
production centers of the country as 
well as from strong Baha'i commu-
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When the National Spiritual As
sembly, in collaboration with 
the Continental Board of Coun
sellors, presented the proposed 
project of the survey group to 
the governor, he put his official 
boat and crew at their disposal 
for 30 days. - -

nities, and the large -number of em
bryonic Baha'i communities that are 
much in need of consolidation but 
widely dispersed throughout a vast re
gion, the National Assembly resolved 
to make a survey of the living condi
tions, employment opportunities and 
potential for socio-economic projects, 
hoping that the fmdings of the survey 
would provide added incentive for p0-
tential pioneers all over the world, par
ticularly those Persian Baha'is who are 
presently living in temporary condi
tions in countries such as Canada, Pak
istan, Turkey and the United States, 
but who are seeking permanent settle
ment in countries where they can dis
tinguish themselves in service to the 
Cause of Baha'u'llth. 

The National Assembly was further 
encouraged to make the survey by the 
assurances of the Brazilian government 
that the Justice Department would 
study individually and with sympathy 
and goodwill the petitions of each pio
neer family for permanent visas. Also 
encouraging was the attitude of the 
governor of the State of Amazonas 
who, once contacted, considered the 
idea of the settlement of pioneers, es
pecially professionals, in the small 
cities and villages of the Amazon not 
only interesting but sensible. When the 
National SpiritUal Assembly, in col
laboration with the Continental Board 
of Counsellors, presented the proposed 
project of the survey group to the 

governor, he put his official boat and 
crew at their disposal for 30 days. The 
survey group was formed by a number 
of pioneers from Brazil, Iran and the 
U.S. who have been employed in the 
fields of health, education, agricultural 
production and rural development for 
the past five years in the Amazon re
gion. 

.' The survey group visited many typi
cal villages and towns,observing the 
population during their daily routine as 
well as consulting with them in public 
meetings, in government and business 
offices, banks, sawmills, brick fac
tories, schools, hospitals,' university 
and extension agencies, cooperatives, 
plantations and farms, to learn about 
their problems and possible solutions. 

After more than a hundred hours of 
prayer, meditation and consultation, 
the group reached the conclusion that, 
to have continuous success in both 
teaching and consolidation, as well as 
in socio-economic development in the 
Amazon region, it is essential that per
manent elements be present who, 
through their constant daily contact 
with the people, can gain their confi
dence and set examples in both the 
spiritual and practical aspects of life. 

This need for a permanent element 
was clearly demonstrated to the survey 
group after observing the few success
ful attempts by government extension 
agents to bring innovations to the river 
communities. The success of these 
agents almost without exception was 
the result of the bonds of trust and 
friendship they established with the 
community, but this required an extra
ordinary dedication and personal sac
rifice on the part of the extension agent 
to maintain a demanding timetable of 
periodic visits to a number of commu
nities. Ideally, these extensionists 
should be allowed to live and concen
trate their efforts within a given com
munity, but unfortunately, the number 



The world-famous Opera House in Manaus, Brazil, site 0/ a recent Ba~ti'( t~ching conferencef0t;J.h!_;~!"azon_~~on.' 
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of such dedicated, self-sacrificing pro
fessionals is very few and the commu
nities in need of assistance are very 
many and widely dispersed. Years of 
exploitation and neglect of the region 
have aggravated the human resource 
problem, for it has caused many of the 
more enterprising and able elements of 
the rural population to seek apparent 
benefits in the capital of Manaus or 
other larger cities in the country. 

The survey group concluded that Ba
ha'i pioneers could be excellent ele
ments of both spiritual and material 
change in the Amazon. Until now, the 
efforts of the pioneers around the 
world have been directed primarily at 
spiritual change (the most difficult but 
most important change to achieve) 
rather than socio-economic change, 
and this directed effort has led to an 
unprecedented achievement-the es
tablishment of thousands of Baha'i 
communities around the world. In the 
socio-economic sphere, the contribu
tions of Baha'is have been mostly indi
vidual and indirect, rarely systematic 
and concerted efforts. These individual 
contributions as yet have not been eval
uated by conventional means, but in 
longer-established communities, not
ably in the Cradle of the Faith, where 
this individual effort has been con
centrated through time and space, the 
results have been noted by unbiased 

.,~ . ,; .:c: .rJ}"'IJ -;'j: •• ~MLic~'·,ii1i~iI(;ln;''iT'';:;: !r.~':Jd 

observers. As the Universal House of 
Justice has written, the social and eco
nomic progress of the Iranian believers 
was attained through the beloved Mas
ter's illuminating words, deeds and 
loving guidance, and subsequently 
through the unfailing encouragement 
of the Guardian of the Cause of God. 
Now, through the infallible guidance 
of the Universal House of Justice, a 
wider horizon has opened before us 
new pursuits upon which we may soon 
embark to achieve a dynamic cohesion 
between the spiritual and practical re
quirements of the life of mankind. The 
Universal House of Justice has af
firmed that it is now within our power 
to contribute to the formation of the 
society of the 21st century. That 
power, they have told us, is due partly 
to the incalculable potentialities of the 
spiritual drama being enacted in Iran 
and partly to the creative energies set in 
motion by the consciousness of our 
proximity to the close of the 20th cen
tury. 

The question now is, where can this 
power he most effectively applied? Our 
contributions as pioneers to the devel
opment of future societies can be much 
more effective and rewarding in the so
called underdeveloped regions of the 
developing countries where the dis
parity between spiritual and material 
aspects of life is much less than in the 

more developed partS, of the world. iii 
the developed countries, the people's 
spiritual sight is thickly obscured by 
their highly developed material civiliza
tion. The tendency, tmfortunately, 'is 

. for their egos to becolhe over-inflated 
by their own material progress, in con
trast to the humility of people in de
veloping regions who live in more im
mediate contact with nature and who 
are almost completely dependent on 
agriculture, and thus more aware of 
their limitations and dependence on the 
mercy of God for their survival. They 
are amazingly receptive to both spiri
tual and material change, once the 
good faith of the outsider has been 
tested. Also favoring the pioneer'S con
tribution in these regions is the fact 
that the needs of the people are quite 
basic so that almost any pioneer with 
some training could be useful in elevat
ing the quality of life of the popula
tion. 

The survey group was convinced that 
although a limited number of pioneer 
professionals such as doctors, nurses, 
dentists and teachers could count on 
being contracted by public institutions, 
many more could be independently em
ployed in small or medium-sized enter
prises such as the production and pro
cessing of agricultural products, ex
porting local fruits and herbs, furni
ture-making, and sawmill or brick-
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making operations. These activities 
could also be an additional source of 
income to the private practice of pro
fessionals who may not be initially con
tracted by public institutions. The 
prospects for such undertakings would 
be studied as part of the logistical sup
port planned for future pioneers. 

One area of activity that shows great 
pro'mise both as a means of economic 
self-sufficiency for the pioneer and as 
an alternative to socio-economic devel
opment is small-scale farming. Con
sidering that the overwhelming major
ity of the rural population is involved 
in traditional subsistence farming, it is 
hoped that the small farms of the pio
neers will work as a model for crop im
provement and diversification, scien
tifically producing many temperate 
and tropical crops and animals that are 
only sporadically produced, consumed 
and marketed today in the region. It is 
quite likely that the small farm will 
become a common denominator or 
catalyst for integrating the pioneer into 
the local population. Once well-inte
grated, the pioneer family, through the 
spirit of Baha'i consultation, can mo
tivate the community step by step to 
solve those problems that require com
munity action such as construction and 
operation of rural schools and health 
posts. Such model farms can help im
prove the economic productivity of the 
community and can provide financial 
subsidies for community projects. 
There also exists the possibility of 
inter-community cooperation with the 
pioneers or community leaders as liai
sons to form production and consump
tion cooperatives. 

The survey group was acutely con
scious of the difficulties all pioneer 
families face in their posts, as well as of 
the special challenges facing them as 
they embark on different pursuits in a 
frontier region such as the Amazon. 
For this reason the group strongly felt 
the necessity for creating a permanent 
center in or near Manaus for providing 
continual logistical support to the pio
neers to reduce the practical risks of 
pioneering in the Amazon. Ideally, this 
center for logistical support will func
tion as a socio-economic project di
rected to the needs of the rural popula
tion and sponsored by a Baha'i Group 
or community. It will offer services to 
the pioneers as well as to the general 
population. Among these services will 
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be information on employment or in
vestment opportunities; reception, 
orientation and adaptation of the pio
neers to the region; educational fa
cilities for their children; and practical 
and professional training in health, 
education and agriculture. The center 
will also produce various agricultural 
products for research purposes, con
sumption by the center staff, and for 
offsetting a part of its expenses. The 

legally formed, will be placed at its 
disposal and on which will probably be 
built the primary compound of the cen
ter including a rural development 
school and lodging and training facili
ties for pioneers in transit to their 
posts. The mayor of a town near 
Manaus has offered 30 hectares of land 
for the development of an agricultural 
extension center. A pioneer couple 
(persian, Uruguayan) have already ar-

Once well-integrated, the pioneer family, through the spirit of Ba
ha'i cODSultation, can motivate the coinmunlty step by step to solve 
those problems that require community· action ••• 

center will maintain close and periodic rived in Manaus and have volunteered 
contact with the pioneers once they are to begin, a. mOdel farm on the site of 
settled at their posts to provide con';·. this future agricultural extension ceD
tinuing physical and psychological sup- ter. A donation of 5S0,OOO has been re
port as well as technical assistance, and ceived from a Baha'i family in Brazil 
to share with them ideas and experi- . for the specific purpose of constructing 
ences of fellow pioneers in both the .~ the association's support complex. 
spiritual and material as~ of their .. ~ At the time of this writing (Novem
endeavors .. The cente~ will generate ber 1984), only SO days remain until the 
and coordinate a continuous flow of International Conference in Manaus 
!Dformation among t~e. pioneer posts that will be blessed with the presence of 
In the Amazon to opt.imize the process the Hand of the Cause of God Ama
of t~chin~, cons~lid~on and in~o- tu'l-Baha Rul)fyyih Khanum com
duction of ~ovations In the practical_ memorating the 10th anniversary of 
aspects of life. '~her historic visit to the Amazon and 

In September '1984, the National opening a new phase in the spiritual 
Spiritual Assembly of Brazil, in one of and practical development of the re
the longest meetings in its history, ap- gion. In addition, nine of the Conti
proved the formation of the "Nucleo nental. Counsellors from the Americas 
de Projeto Amazonas" (Amazon Pro- and many members of National Spiri
ject Committee) whose members (per- tual Assemblies from countries in the 
sian, American and Brazilian) were Amazon region will be participating. 
drawn from the original survey group The whole question of teaching in the 
and other Baha'is with experience in Amazon will be thoroughly discussed, 
socio-economic projects. This Nucleo as well as the important aspect of 
is a national committee which will co- socio-economic development, both in 
ordinate at this time all the activities general and specifically for the Ama
that facilitate the settlement of pio- zon. Such an illustrious gathering may 
neers in the Amazon. not again be possible until the next cen-

The National Spiritual Assembly tury, and by then it may be too late to 
also approved a proposal of the Nucleo count on the forces now in motion to 
for the establishment of a foundation carry forward the divine plan for the 
or association composed of Baha'is spiritual conquest of the Amazon. 
with experience in socio-economic pro- Nucleo de Projeto Amazonas 
jects, especially in the area of educa- Manaus. Brazil 
tion. This association will gradually November 22 1984 
evolve in complexity to perform the • 
services of the center for logistical sup-
port envisioned by the survey group. 
Presently, the legal structure of this as-
sociation is being studied. It has re-
ceived an offer of 4,000 square meters 
of land which, once the association is 



The facts about pioneering to the Amazon 

One of the reasons for the hesitation to arise as a pioneer to the Amazon 
is undoubtedly the image associated with the region created by films and 
magazine articles that tend to emphasize the wild and exotic but that do not 
give a balanced picture. One's imagination thus tends to run wild and con
jure up images of giant pythons, alligators, man-eating piranhas, leopards, 
and hot, steamy jungles full of mosquitoes and hostile Indians. Of course, 
these do exist if one looks for them, but the average pioneer will settle in one 
of the small, long-inhabited towns along the major tributaries of the Ama
zon River which are some of the most efficient, relaxing and non-polluted 
highways in the world. 

Most pioneers who have been serving in this region for many years will 
tell you that the Amazon is far more hospitable than they had imagined. In 
most atlases, the region is described as having a tropical climate, hot and 
humid. In fact, the temperature is no higher than the summer heat of 
Tehran, New York City or Los Ailgeles. One rarely needs more than a ven
tilator, and the nights are always cool, unlike many areas of the world 
where the heat continues through the night. Some days of the year you may 
even need a warm sweater and blanket at night. For those who really cannot 
stand much heat, air conditioners are readily available. The humidity is high 
and you'll feel it in the beginning, but the normal rhythm of life in the 
region is paced to climatic conditions, and you'll be surprised by your abili-
ty to adapt. . 

The rain is not the 24-hour monsoon type that one can experience even in 
sunny California; it usually pours daily for about 20 minutes to an hour 
during the rainy season and is quite refreshing. Even the humidity drops 
after a good rain. You'll have only two seasons-wet and dry-instead of 
the four to which you may be accustomed. As for the mosquitoes, they are 
not much more bothersome than those encountered in the summer villas of 
Iran or in the national parks of the U.S. and Canada. Some normal pre- " 
cautions and using good common sense protects you from any possible na
tural hazards, and you will learn "quickly to co-exist with an occasional 
spider or snake, even if you have a great fear of them now, as you will rmd 
that you are really more dangerous to them than they are to you. " 

Regarding the language, Portuguese is not the most difficult of languages 
to learn, even if you are in your 408. Brazilians are patient and under
standing with foreigners because, as many of them will confess, they them
selves do not speak their own language well. (you may even be mistaken for 
a Brazilian from another part of the country.) 

Unlike most Latin American countries, Brazil produces almost all of the 
household gadgets and conveniences you'll find in the world market in
cluding sophisticated electronic equipment such as video tape machines and 
home computers. In addition, Manaus is a free port which gives you access 
to many imported products that many cities in the world do not have. 

From any town in the Amazon you can telephone direct to any other part 
of the world. There is at least one color TV channel in each town on which 
you can watch many popular American programs as well as excellent satel
lite coverage of world news, sports and cultural events and high-quality 
local productions. Manaus has a modern international airport that provides 
the cheapest flights from any other city in Brazil to the U.S. and Europe. 

Manaus has modern hospitals, and all towns have medical facilities. Also 
in Manaus are a large university and many public and private schools so 
that children of pioneers can continue their studies in the capital. For those 
who are interested in agricultural or ecological research, Manaus has an in
ternationally respected institute involved in studies of the flora and fauna 
and the agricultural economy of the Amazon region.-Nucleo de Projeto 
Amazonas 

India 
In northern India's Harayana State, 

not far from Delhi, a teaching cam
paign named for the late Hand of the 
Cause of God Rahmatu'llab Muhajir 
has resulted in victories that far sur
passed its original goal. 

The State Teaching Committee had 
aimed at 200 enrollments and the for
mation of five new Spiritual Assem
blies during the month-long campaign 
that began last October. 

By mid-month, between 30 and 40 
residents in each of 14 villages had ac
cepted the Faith. 

In the village of Balimahara, 700 vil
lagers gathered to meet the Baha'i 
teachers. Following a large public 
meeting, all of the villagers expressed 
their desire to become Baha'is, but it 
proved to be physically impossible for 
the Baha'i teachers to enroll all of them 
at the same time. 

The teachers, who are themselves 
residents of Harayana State, are amaz
ed by the response to their efforts. 

After becoming Baha'is, many of 
the villagers have accompanied the 
veteran teachers to other villages to 
help with the teaching·work. 

., 0""" .• * * 
Selected Baha'is from various rural 

areas in India's Maharashtra State at
tended the rust training course of the 
Centre for Rural Development held 
last October 28-November 7 in Panch
gani. 

The course, which represented a 
demonstration of cooperation and uni
ty among the institutions of the Faith 
in Panchgani including the New Era 
Baha'i School, the Baha'i Academy, 
and the Centre for Rural Development, 
included classes on Baha'i history and 
administration, proofs and prophecies 
of past dispensations, and other spiri
tual topics taught by four qualified Ba
ha'Is. 

Also a part of the program were vo
cational classes on aspects of agricul
ture, health and first aid. Graduates of 
the course on poultry were certified by 
the Indian government and became eli
gible for loans to begin their own poul
try farms. 
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Switzerland 

Landegg Centre new mecca for education 

Introduction 
In the establishment of Tagungszen

trum Landegg, an institution has come 
into existence contributing to under
standing and friendship among the na
tions, races and religions. On the oc
casion of the opening in June of 1983, 
the Universal House of Justice ex
pressed the hope that Tagungszentrum 
Landegg would develop "into a beacon 
for the Cause of God in the heart of 
Europe." Under the patronage of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
Iul'is of Switzerland, programs offered 
at Tagungszentrum Landegg shall in
clude summer and winter schools, sem
inars and a wide variety of courses em
ploying speakers from Europe and 
other continents. These programs con
tribute to the study of the Baha'i Faith. 
The teachings of this youngest world 
religion shall be related to questions of 
the present day. In addition, Tagung
szentrum Landegg is open to all cul
tural, social, religious and economic 
institutions also from the viewpoint of 
modern science. 
Review 

The course programs for 1984 were 
lovingly prepared by Mr. and Mrs. 
Alaee, who currently reside in Eng
land. Their efforts have provided Lan
degg with an excellent basis for the 
planning and establishment of future 
activities. Once again, we extend our 
sincerest thanks to the Alaees for their 
highly treasured services and are pleas
ed that we may rely upon their assis
tance in days to come. 

In 1984 nearly a thousand Baha'is 
and non-Baha'is from allover the 
world have thus far taken part in 

The information in this article is ex
cerpted from HLandegg info, " a news 
bulletin of the Landegg Centre publish
ed under the auspices of the sponsor
ing National Spiritual Assembly of the 
Bahd '(s of Switzerland. 
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courses at Landegg. The course on 
"Baha'i Education" in February was 
especially blessed by the presence of 
the Hand of the Cause of God U go 
Giachery. In August, participants were 
overjoyed by the presence of the Hand 
of the Cause of God Dhikru'llih Kha
dem, whose valuable Words greatly en
riched the course about the Guardian, 
Shoghi Effendi. The unexpected ar
rival of a member of the Universal 
House of Justice during the course on 
"Art and Music" was also a most wel
come surprise for all present. The visit 
of a member of the International 
Teaching Centre was as well a great in
spiration to everyone at Landegg. Dur
ing the course of the year, numerous 
competent speakers offered their ser
vices at Landegg. For reasons of space 
we cannot list them all in this short 
review, but we extend our heartfelt 
thanks to all of them. 
Highlights 

It was amazing to see how many dif
ferent musical instruments appeared 
during the course on "Art and Music." 
Friends of extremely different back
grounds began making music with each 
other. One especially beautiful scene 
was that of a young girl playing a flute 
duet with a retiree. The spontaneous 
music sessions were also tremendously 
enriching for the musicians and listen
ers alike. 

The small agglomeration of friends 
attending the course entitled "To Be 
Different" was composed of partici
pants so varied from one another that 
the principle of "unity in diversity" 
could not be ignored. This great va
riety, however, did not prevent a good 
group spirit from developing. In the 
evenings, the members of this course 
left Landegg to support public meet
ings, one in Romanshorn and one in 
St. Gallen. 

Landegg was "full to the rafters" 
during the course on "Arabic Writ-

ings." A few young women had to take 
residence in a nearby home for the ag
ed; Most of the participants, all of 
whom demonstrated an exemplary ra
diance, had come from Arabic-speak
ing lands. These friends were always 
eager to help and serve. The "high
light" of this course was the spon
taneous declaration of belief by two of 
the participants-no one was aware of 
the fact that they were not already Ba
Iul'is. 

The high point of the course on 
"Shoghi Effendi" was the attendance 
of the Hand of the Cause of God Mr. 
-Khadem.. For many, one particular 
evening in his preSence shall remain un
forgettable. The atmosphere and spirit 
present that night are simply indescrib
able! As the. evening progressed, one 
young non-Baha'i was moved to em
brace the Faith of Baha'u'lWt. 

This course was also attended by 
some 30 friends who came from 
Arabic-speaking countries. These be
lievers brought a very special spirit to 
Landegg. One of these friends de
scribed the experiences of Baha'is who 
once had been imprisoned in one of 
those countries. The members of three 
Local Spiritual Assemblies had been 
imprisoned and were tortured by the 
guards, who wanted information about 
other Baha'is. The speaker explained 
how he himself had once been tortured 
for five hours non-stop. As a result of 
the whipping, his shirt was literally 
"stuck" to his badly wounded back. In 
spite of this treatment, the prisoners 
had never laughed so much as during 
this terrible time "behind bars." Fri
day was the usual day for executions. 
When the turn of these Baha'is came, 
they were overjoyed by the thought of 
having the privilege of giving their lives 
for the Cause of Baha'u'llih. How 
great was the disappointment, how
ever, when, instead of being executed, 
all were set free. 



U nite"d States 

Second L.A. History Conference held 

Baha'is from eight countries and 
several states attended the second Los 
Angeles Baha'i History Conference 
held over the Labor Day weekend. 

The conference, co-sponsored by the 
Spiritual Assembly of Los Angeles, the 
Baha'i Club at UCLA, Kalimat Press 
and the Victory Foundation, drew 
nearly 200 serious students of the Faith 
to its various sessions. 

Two Baha'is resident at the World 
Centre traveled from Haifa, Israel, to 
attend the gathering. William Collins, 
director of the World Centre Library, 
and Dr. Vahid Rafati, director of the 
Research Department of the Universal 
House of Justice, each contributed to a 
discussion on sources of Baha'i history 
in archives and libraries. 

Roger Dahl, chief archivist at the 
National Baha'i Archives in Wilmette, 
Illinois, also attended and presented a 
paper, as did David Piff, chief ar
chivist of the Northwest Regional 
Branch of the U.S. National Archives. 

Dr. Rafati also presented a paper on 
the relationship of Shaykbf doctrines 
to the religious thought of the Bab. 

The presentation was a part of the 
Middle East panel among whose other 
members was Dr. Margaret Caton, 
who discussed Baha'i influences on 
Mirza 'Abdu'llah, an Iranian Baha'I 
who is perhaps the most influential 
Persian musician of modern times. 

Although unable to attend the con
ference in person, Dr. Denis MacEoin 
of the University of Newcastle, Eng
land, sent a paper to be read. In it, he 
discussed authority claims in the Babi 
community during the most obscure 
period of its history-18S0 to 1866. 

Dr. Peter Smith of the University of 
Lancaster, England, made two presen
tations-one, a sociological analysis of 
the development of the Baha'i Faith in 
the western world, and the other a dis
cussion of liberal and fundamentalist 
attitudes as found in other religions 

William Collins, director of the 
World Centre Library, and Dr. 
Vahid Rafati, director of the Re
search Department of the Uni
versal House of Justice, each 
contributed to a discussion on 
sources of Baha'f history in 

. d,' 

archives and libraries. : .. 
.... ~ ·t:. . 
.;" 

and in the Baha'i community. ' 
Dr. Nader Saeidi, a professor of so

ciology at UCLA, discussed the role of 
faith and reason within' the Baha'i 
community, while Anthony A. Lee 
drew attention to the need for Baha'is 
to transcend limited attitudes toward 
other religions and cultures in a quest 
for the unity of mankind. ' 

Viva Tomlin, who was graduated 
from Oxford University with a degree 
in theology and is now pioneering in 
Honduras, gave a provocative presen
tation on the concept of knowledge in 
the Baha'i Writings. 

Steven Scholl of Seattle, Wash
ington, made a presentation on the 
same panel on the studies of the 
Shaykbf school made by Henri Corbin, 
the French orientalist. Mr. Scholl is 
writing a thesis on that topic at McGill 
University. 

Graham Hassell traveled from Aus
tralia to present his research into the 
history of the Baha'IS in that country. 
His efforts represent the first sys
tematic attempt to recover the history 
of the Australian Baha'i community. 

Papers were presented on the history 
of the Faith in West Africa by Don Ad
dison and Anthony Lee, and in the 
U.S. by Richard Hollinger. All three of 
these presenters are doctoral can
didates at UCLA. 

Dr. Jalil Mahmoudi, an Auxiliary 
Board member, addressed the con
ference on sociology and history. 01-

inga Ta'eed of Leeds, England, sent a 
paper analyzing the question of belief 
by using general systems theory. 

On Baha'i literature, Farzad Nakbai 
of Tucson, Arizona, discussed the 
poetry of Na'im, the famous Baha'i 
poet, while Diana Malouf, a doctoral 
candidate at the State University of 
New York, sent a paper on Shogbi Ef
fendi's translation of The Hidden 
Words 0/ Bahd'u'lldh which was pre
sented on her behalf. 

The conference was attended by 
non-Baha'is as well as Baha'IS. 
Notably, Dr. William Royce, a pro
fessor of Oriental Studies at the 
University of Arizona, attended the 
conference and chaired one of its ses
sions. 

Intensive daytime sessions continued 
for four days with tlie evenings devoted 
to informal discussions and socializing. 

A concert and demonstration of 
classical Persian music and dance pro
vided entertainment Saturday night, 
and many of those from out of town 
visited Disneyland on Monday morn-
ing. . 

Australia 
There was standing room only on the 

ground floor and in the gallery of the 
House of Worship in Sydney, Aus
tralia, last November 23 for a United 
Nations Day program which attracted 
many Baha'is, dignitaries and the 
general public. 

Among those present were a member 
of Australia's Federal Parliament, two 
members of the State Parliament, and 
several members of the Warringah 
Shire Council. 

The program included songs by the 
Temple choir, a Persian choir and a 
children's choir. The Bab's prayer for 
the removal of difficulties was recited 
in many languages. 
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The World 

Hawaii confers 10th Alexander Awards 

The Hand of the Cause of God Wil
liam Sears and Florence Mayberry, a 
former Counsellor member of the In
ternational Teaching Centre, were the 
speakers last December 26 at a banquet 
in Honolulu, Hawaii, honoring recip
ients of the 1984 Agnes Baldwin Alex
ander Award for Service to Humanity. 

The award, established in 1975 by 
NAHBOHR, the Human Rights Office 
of the Hawaiian Baha'{ community, 
was presented on the 83rd anniversary 
of the introduction of the Faith in 
Hawaii by the Hand of the Cause of 
God Agnes Alexander. The banquet 
was held at the Princess Kaiulani Hotel 
in Honolulu. 

Awards were presented to Mary Ka
wena Pukui and Dr. Samuel Hoyt El
bert, co-authors of the definitive 
Hawaiian dictionary, who were praised 
for their contributions to literature, 
culture and the languages of the Pacific 
area and in particular Hawaii. 

Many local dignitaries attended the 
banquet; which received considerable 
press and radio coverage. 

Ghana 

Sixteen local Spiritual Assemblies 
were formed and 291 people were en
rolled in the Faith last July IS-Sep
tember 13 during the "Paul Haney En
try by Troops" teaching campaign in 
the Enchi District of Ghana's western 
region. 

Twenty-one believers including three 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Ghana, one Auxiliary Board 
member, and one member of the Na
tional Teaching Committee took part 
in the direct teaching effort. 

One of the new Assemblies formed 
as a result of the campaign is in the 
neighboring country of Ivory Coast. 

Before the campaign got under way, 
many officials including the para
mount chief and his elders were visited 
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Pictured at the award ceremony jor the 
1984 Agnes Baldwin Alexander A, ward 
jor Service to Humanity, sponsored by 
the National Spiritual Assembly oj the 
Baha'is oj the Hawaiian Islands, are 
Tracy Hamilton (right), chairman oj 
the National Spiritual Assembly. and 

by the Baha'{s and given Baha'i litera
ture. The police requested and received 
written application for permission to 
teach the Faith within their jurisdic
tion. 

When this was done, the police of
fered their full cooperation to the Ba
ha'i teachers, and several officials in
cluding police officers were among 
those who embraced the Faith. 

Singapore 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Singapore has formed an ad hoc com
mittee to record the community's his
tory including photographs and inter
views with early believers. 

the two awaTd Mary XII
wena Pukui (represented by her dough
ter, Patience Bacon) and Dr. Samuel 
Elbert. The portrait at the lejt is oj the 
Hand oj the Cause oj God Agnes Alex
ander, JOT,whom the award is named. 

Bolivia 

The frrst issue of EI Clarfn Rural, a 
community newspaper published by 
Radio Baha'{ in Bolivia, appeared last 
September. 

The periodical, in Spanish and 
Quechua, provides a link to the com
munity served by the Andean station in 
Caracollo, Bolivia, which is still in its 
frrst year of operation. 

Besides articles about the station's 
inaugural festivities, operations and 
broadcast schedules, the first eight
page edition of the newspaper included 
stories on animal husbandry, care of 
children, literacy and its importance, 
sports activities, editorials, and an
nouncements of training courses that 
are being offered to rural women. 



Sweden 

Quotations from the Writings of 
Baha'u'IlAh on the topic of peace were 
among those read to an audience of 
2,500 last November in Sundsvall, 
Sweden, during a break in a concert 
that was part of the city-sponsored 
"Humanistic Week." 

The selections were read by members 
of the Baha'i Group of Sundsvall who 
first suggested to the city the idea of 
co-sponsoring, with the local United 
Nations Club, a choral concert for 
peace with the theme "The Earth Is 
But One Country." In addition, the 
four-member Baha'i Group suggested 
the idea of a drawing and essay contest 
in the schools with the same theme. 

Teachers of 50 classes in Sundsvall 
registered for the art contest and re
ceived an attractive folder describing it 
and including several Baha'i quota
tions with information from the UN 
Club. 

At the concert hall, the Baha'is put 
up a large banner with the words "the 
earth is but one country" above the 
heads of the 650 singers who perform
ed during the program. 

The Baha'is also placed two exhibits 
in the concert hall. One displayed the 
drawings by school children; the other 
included materials about the Faith. 

The project has been described as 

Ecuador 

Quotations/rom the Writings 0/ Bahd
'u'/Idh are read to an audience 0/2~500 
during a -Humanistic 'Week' Peace 
concert 14ft November 11 in Sundsvall, 

. - ~ :~~~ :,~ .~":- ·-.~"·-~:·f"~~·· ~:.~ :~:- - J 

one of the largest proclamation events 
in Swedish Baha'i history and a super
lative example of what can be accomp
lished by only a few belieVers. r 

-, <-* * *0 '.";"fN:.-i ~< 
Basic tenets of the FaithincludinS 

progressive revelation" and the persecu-
:,. '-'J,ff':' __ ". ""'1"' ••••• .,... .• , .. -:" 
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ESCUELA 
TEMPORADA 

BAHA
9

1 
Pictured are participants in the first 
BaM '{ Summer School in Ambato, Ec-

- ..... - -" -- - - .- -- ' -- -, ---- "- ~" ..... ,- ..... ~-~ 

uador, which was held last September 
13-16. 

Sweden. The concert W4f CO-SPOnsO.red 
by the Bahi/'fs 0/ Sundsvall and tire 
local United Nations Club. ' .. ;;:, ;~ .... ~ .;.: .. 

tion of Baha'is in Iran were discussed 
last October 24 by two members of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Sweden 
during a 30-minute meeting with Bertil 
Werkstrom, ·Swed~n's newest arch-
bishop. . ... 

During the meeting, which was ar
ranged by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Uppsala, the archbishop mentioned 
that he had visited the Baha'i House of 
Worship in'the United States when he 
was studying in that country. 

At the conclusion of the meeting, he 
was given copies of the Swedish-lan
guage editions of Gleanings from the 
Writings 0/ Bahd'u'lldh and The Proc
lamation 0/ Bahd'u'lldh . 

• • • 
Traveling teacher Meherangiz Mun

siff visited Sweden during October 
1984 at the invitation of the Swedish 
National Teaching Committee. 

During her visit, Mrs. Munsiff spoke 
at regional deepening conferences and 
took an active role in the teaching work 
in each area she visited. 
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~anada 

More than 50 Baha'!s including 
several from Alaska met last Novem
ber 9-11 at the Yukon Baha'! Institute 
to discuss opportunities for using tele
vision, radio, and video and audio tape 
in teaching and consolidation work. 

During the conference, which was 
sponsored by the International Audio
Visual Centre and attended by Coun
sellor Lauretta King and members of 
the Auxiliary Board from Alaska and 
the Yukon, participants viewed sam
ples of recently produced video tapes 
from the Canadian Baha'! Distribution 
Service and from other sources in
cluding two privately owned produc
tion companies in Alaska and Canada. 

Discussions centered around oppor
tunities in the field of radio broad
casting in Canada's northern regions 
and the use of the Yulcon Baha'! In
stitute to develop audio-visual ma
terials for teaching and deepening. 

Recommendations from the confer
ence were forwarded to the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Canada. 

It appeared likely that a regular Ba
ha'!-sponsored radio program would 
begin broadcasting from Whitehorse, 
Yukon, beginning at RiQvan 1985. It 
would reach many other Canadian 
communities via satellite . 

• • • 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Canada recently collaborated with four 

Bermuda 
Sixty-five people attended a public 

meeting on drug use last October 2S 
which was sponsored by the Spiritual 
Assembly of Hamilton Parish, Ber
muda, and held at a public school. 

The guest speaker was the head of 
the police narcotics division, and the 
program included a lively question
and-answer session. 

Members of the press were there, 
and the program was recorded for use 
on television. It ended with a statement 
on drug abuse that was prepared by the 
Baha'i International Community and 
read by Leon Johnson, chairman of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Bermuda. 

The Spiritual Assembly of Hamilton 
Parish was commended for sponsoring 
the program by Gilbert Darrell, a 
member of Bermuda's Parliament. 
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other religious bodies in Canada to 
sponsor a series of public hearings on 
nuclear-related issues. 

The Interfaith Program for Public 
Awareness on Nuclear Issues began 
with the first of a series of week-long 
public hearings last October 29 in 
Toronto, Ontario. 

The purpose of the forums was to 
examine the moral and ethical implica
tions of domestic nuclear issues, the 
sale by Canada of nuclear technology 
abroad, and the military uses of nu
clear power .-.- ". -

The Baha'! participants were touch
ed by the warm~_'?(the welcome they 

United Kingdom/Ireland 

received from representatives of other 
faiths and by their appreciation of Ba
ha'! views and efforts. 

Baha'! participation in the program, 
they report, has proved to be produc
tive in terms of contacts made and rec
ognition gained for the Faith. 

"What has impressed all of the Ba
ha'!s who have taken part in this pro
cess," the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Canada reported, "is the potency of 
the Baha'! teachings, which we often 
take for granted, to guide us through 
vexing issues and win the appreciation 
of people of good will from many dif
ferent schools of thought." 

This home, owned by Bahd'fs in Coun- ; attended by ,.It;,'rl~", 
ty Donegal, Republic 0/ Ireland, is the Bahd'( communities in 
site 0/ regular Bahd'( children's classes Northern Ireland. 

.... " ~ , -,.. 

.. -
What may be the only regular inter

national Baha'! children's classes are 
being held in a private home near the 
border between the Republic of Ireland 
and Northern Ireland. 

The classes represent one instance of 
the often-stressed importance of coop
eration between the Baha'is in the two 
parts of Ireland. 

The home in which classes are held 
belongs to isolated Biuta'is who live 
about halfway between the closest local 
Spiritual Assemblies, those of Letter
kenny, Republic of Ireland, and Lon
donderry, Northern Ireland. 

Baha'i children from these and other 

communities regularly attend classes at 
the home on the shores of Lough Swil
ly in County Donegal, Ireland. 

• •• 
Baha'!s from all parts of Scotland 

attended the first Scottish Baha'! 
Women's Conference last fall at the 
Baha'! Center in Edinburgh. 

Presentations were made on the life 
of the Greatest Holy Leaf, the equality 
of men and women, and the lives of 
women in developing countries. 

During this last presentation, the im
portance of the Baha'i teachings on 
education was emphasized. 



Guyana 

Representatives of six local Spiritual 
Assemblies in Nicaragua attended a 
training institute for selected Assem
blies last December 15 at the National 
Haziratu'l-Quds. The institute was 
sponsored by the national Community 
Development Committee. 

Included were workshops on how to 
establish and maintain books for the 
registration of births, marriages and 
deaths, fmancial records, and As
sembly minutes. 

Among the'speakers were two mem
bers of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Nicaragua and Armando 
Fonseca, a newly appointed member of 
the Auxiliary Board for protection. 

Participants shared in a review of the 
goals for local SpiritUal Assemblies 
and offered useful suggestions to the 
National Spiritual Assembly. 

They were given special books to 
take back to their communities where 
they were asked to begin putting their 
new skiIls into practice. 

Honduras 
Seven Baha'is from various parts of 

Honduras attended a two-week course 
last June at the Ruhi Institute in Cali, 
Colombia. 

These believers will, in turn, train 
tutors to be incorporated into the 
teaching and consolidation activities in 
Honduras. 

Guatemala ""',. 'h"f'f~~~,.d" .. 
. t., ~."""-~~'''': 

Henry Dolphin (left), a member 0/ Gu
yana's Baha'{ Public Relations Com
mittee, presents the proceeds/rom a pi
ano recital by a visiting Baha'{ to the 
director 0/ the National Cultural Cen
ter in Georgetown. The center's direc
tor, surprised by the gift, said the cen
ter had never be/ore received a mone
tary donation in appreciation 0/ its 
work. Also pictured are two other 
members 0/ the National Spiritual As
sembly's Public Relations Committee, 

? Edward Widmer (second from left) 
and Mr. M. King (fourth from right). 

:'. -
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More than 100 people iDiiledIncou: ~:._C, Sixty-five people attended a public 
pons requesting a correspondence meeting in Mazatenango where four 
course on the Faith and more than 85 became Baha'is. In Guatemala City, 
attended a public meeting in Guate- four more declarations occurred after 
mala City, Guatemala, last November more than 85 people attended another 
in response to newspaper publicity in of the seven public meetings. 
one of Guatemala'~ three major news- c: In addition to these specific results, 
pa~rs th~t was p.~d for by that coun- the educated public of Guatemala be
try s National Spmtual Assembly. _. "came aware of the Faith's scope and 
. A full page was devoted to ~.e Faith the fact that Baha'is have something 
m the N~vember ~ and 9 edition,s of important to say about mankind's 
Prense Llbre, a daily newspaper WJ-tha present problems and their solutions. 
circulation of 78,000. . ",' , 

The first article focused on the ques- B I . 
tion of why the Baha'is in Iran are will- e glum 
ing to lay down their lives for the Faith 
and explained the relationship between 
religion and true civilization. 

On November 9, page 5 of Prense 
Libre bore the headline "What Is the 
Baha'i Faith?" and contained quota
tions from the writings of Shoghi Ef
fendi titled "The Model for Future So
ciety" and short sections on the basic 
teachings of the Faith, the Central Fig
ures, current Baha'i statistics, and the 
Faith's position on loyalty to govern
ment. 

Both paid pages included invitations 
to attend public meetings in seven cities 
along with a coupon for applying for a 
correspondence course on the Faith. 

On the day the first 'article appeared, 
many people came to the Baha'i Na
tional Center in, Guatemala City for 
more information. 

The Baha'i National Center in Brus
sels, Belgium, was filled nearly to 
capacity last December 10 for a Hu
man Rights Day program that was at
tended by a large number of non-Ba
ha'i guests. 

Counsellor Louis Henuzet chaired 
the meeting whose other speakers in
cluded Dr. Hasan A. Kamran, a mem
ber of the Baha'i community of 
Belgium who is an international law
yer; the head of the Francophone Bel
gian chapter of Amnesty International; 
and the director of the Belgian Human 
Rights League. 

Later, a well-attended follow-up 
meeting was held at the National Cen
ter at which Counsellor Henuzet and 
Dr. Kamran discussed worldwide Ba
ha'i activities and solutions to the 
problem of human rights. 
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United States 

North Broward County, Florida, 
plants one of 180 trees that were dedi
cated last December 29 to the memory 
of recent martyrs in Iran at a ceremony 
planned and sponsored by the Baha'Is 
of Seminole County in conjunction 
with the annual Baha'I Youth Con
ference at Disney World near Orlando, 
Florida. 

Each year, when cold winter winds set aside for a visit to the "Magic King
sweep across the northern United dom" or EPCOT Center. 
States and the snow begins to pile up This year's conference assumed a 
high, the annual trek to Florida begins. serious tone, however, as the young 

Folks from the frozen north hop in Baha'is ushered in the observance of 
their cars or grab an available plane International Youth Year 1985 and 
flight and head for the sunny south. studied, through key presentations and 

The migration of tourists is an an- workshops, the conference theme, 
nual event-and among the travelers "Let Deeds, Not Words, Be Your 
each year is a group of Baha'! youth Adorning." 
and young adults who attend the. . Among the highlights was a tree
Youth Conference at Disney World planting ceremony hosted by the Ba-
near Orlando, Florida. . . ba'! community of Seminole County. 

This year's event, held last Decem- . Early one morning the 'young at-
ber 27-31, brought together morethan tendees traveled to a nearby state park 
400 participants from such far-away where 180 saplings were planted and 
places as California, Massachusetts, dedicated, in a moving ceremony, to 
and Montreal .•• even Zimbabwe and the memory of the 180 recen( martyrs 
Bermuda were represented. ,< .. ... ',' in the Cradle of the Faith. 'f$'~~"'''' .. : 

The gathering,sponsored by the ·.The program was attended by many 
U.S. National Youth Committee, has . area Baha'is as wen .as l'bylocal 
become something of a tradition. dignitaries, and served as a most effec

The site is the Walt Disney World re- tive proclamation event .. ! .~' .. 

sort near Orlando, and time is always Among the speakers at the con-
----------------------------- ference were two members of the U.S. 

Nigeria 

Nearly 60 Baha'!s from all regions of 
Nigeria attended the annual Seven-Day 
School last December 23-29 at the Dis
trict Baha'i Center in Ndipe Village, 
Afikpo. 

At the start of the school, about 20 
believers made a formal visit to the 
elders of Ndipe who welcomed them 
with approving remarks about the pur
poses of the Faith and the noticeable 
progress it has made in the area. 

Among the Baha'is making the visit 
was Auxiliary Board member Oscar 
Njang. 

The wide-ranging Baha'i school pro
gram included courses on the Coven
ant, the Universal House of Justice, 
Baha'i teachings on the role of women, 
the Baha'i Fund, the education of 
children and youth, proclaiming the 
Faith, the role of Baha'i youth, and the 
example of the late Hand of the Cause 
of God Enoch Olinga. 

Among those participating were 
three members of the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Nigeria and four 
Auxiliary Board members. 

The program included classes for 
children and featured a different Ba
ha'i who acted as program chairman 
each day. 

During the school session, many 
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teaching trips were made to nearby 
villages. . 

••• 
Thirty-two people participated in a 

seminar last November 12 sponsored 
by the West African Centre for Baha'! 
Studies entitled, "The Goals of a New 
World Order." The seminar was held 
at the University of !fe, Nigeria. 

Three papers were presented: "The 
Global Agenda," "Law, Ethics and 
Society," and "Economic Interdepen
dence and Potentiality for Growth in 
West Africa." 

The seminar was chaired by Prof. 
Jeffrey Gruber. 

Another seminar sponsored by the 
West African Centre for Baha'! 
Studies, this one on "Science and 
Religion in Medicine," was to be held 
in March at Ahmadu Bello University 
in Zaria. 

Thailand 
Forty members of the Yao hill tribe 

who are now living in the Phanat 
Nikhom refugee camp in Thailand 
have recently become Baha'is through 
the teaching efforts of Yang Yia, a 
Hmong tribesman residing in the same 
camp. 

National Spiritual Assembly, Dr. 
Dwight Allen and Dr. Alberta Deas. 

Mildred Mottahedeh,' a member of 
the International Goals" Committee, 
discussed social and economic develop
ment opportunities while Jack Mc
Cants of Weatherford, Oklahoma, gal
vanized the audience with his poignant 
stories of the sacrifices of modem-day 
Baha~! heroes. ' 

Hussein Ahdieh of New York City 
shared a number of stories of the deeds 
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and Yvonne Kraus, a 
youth from Florence, South Carolina, 
spoke on chastity. 

The conference gave many an oppor
tunity to teach, both directly and in
directly. 

The District Teaching Committee of 
Central Florida sponsors an annual 
teaching campaign to coincide with the 
youth conference, and this year the 
projecteers welcomed six new believers 
in goal communities prior to the con
ference. 

Indirect teaching was stimulated by 
youth wearing their bright turquoise 
conference T-shirts with the slogan 
"Youth Can Move the World" embla
zoned across the back. 

A well-run children's program was 
highlighted by a visit from Mickey 
Mouse, and the workshop series of
fered special sessions for parents and 
junior youth. 



Zaire 

Six hundred forty-six people includ
ing 40 non-Baha'i guests (chiefs, vil
lage notables and ministers of various 
denominations) attended a Baha'i
sponsored institute last September 
28-30 in Bululu Bakwa Muanga, Zaire. 

Presentations focused on Baha'i ad
ministration; devotion and sacrifice; 
prayer and meditation; Baha'i family 
life and child education; the Baha'i 
Fund; and Baha'i laws. 

• • • 
Two hundred sixty-five people in

cluding three traditional chiefs, five 
village representatives and six pastors 
attended a Baha'i Summer School last 
August 10-12 in Ndambo, Zaire. 

Among the topics covered were the 
Baha'i Funds and the Nineteen Day 
Feast. 

Brazil 
Five hundred people including about 

400 non-Baha'is attended a public 
meeting last August 30 in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil, which was sponsored by the Sao 
Paulo Baha'i community to mark the 
end of the United Nations Decade for 
Women. 

Speakers included a member of the 
Sao Paulo city council, a psychiatrist, a 
well-known actress and poetess, and 
two Baha'is. Their topics included 
women's relationship to work, peace, 
education and the family. 

One \lfthe Baha'i speakers discussed 
the Baha'i view on the role of women. 

Publicity included reports on three 
television stations and in several news
papers. The word "Baha'i" was men
tioned in areas of Sao Paulo society in 
which it was previously unknown. 

The meeting and a subsequent proc
lamation were made possible through 
the generous donation of a deceased 
Baha'i who left in his will a con
siderable sum of money earmarked for 
teaching purposes in the Sao Paulo 
area. 

Andaman/Nicobar Islands 
Last October. the recently formed 

National Spiritual Assembly of the An
daman and Nicobar Islands announced 
that its homefront pioneer goals had 
been filled with the settlement of two 
believers on the islands of Katchall and 
Car Nicobar in the Nicobar group. 

Taiwan 

group of 14 members of the Tai
wanese Baha'{ community including 
pioneers to Taiwan marched last Oc
tober 10 in the Republic of China's Na
tional Day parade which was televised 
and attended by more than 10,000 peo
ple including public officials and other 
special guests. The Faith was men-

Pictured are Baha'{s and their guests 
who were present last September at the 
Baha'i National Center in Taipei, Tai
wan, to greet Dr. Marco Kappenber
ger, a representative of the Baha'{ In
ternational Community to the United 
Nations in Geneva, Switzerland (stand
ing back row center in front of the 

tioned over a as group 
of Bahd'{s passed the reviewing stand. 
Kneeling at the right is Auxiliary Board 
member Yip Kim-jook; kneeling sec
ond from the left is John Cheng, a 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Taiwan. 

Greatest Name). While in Taiwan, Dr. 
Kappenberger met with officials at the 
government information office, was 
interviewed on Taiwan's English-lan
guage radio station, and presented an 
<around-the-world' slide program dur
ing the public meeting at the Baha'{ 
National Center. 
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Iran 

Iran's Baba'i youth: courage, sacrifice 

Baha'I children and youth have con
tributed their own significant share to 
the heroism demonstrated by the be
lievers in Iran. In spite of the difficul
ties in communication, some accounts 
of their experiences have been received. 
Following are a few that have been 
translated. The names of persons and 
places have been omitted in most cases 
so as to protect those who have written 
the accounts. 

• 
Group after group of young Baha'is 

have been dismissed from their 
schools, even kindergarten children, 
but none are prepared to submit to the 
pressure to say that they are not Ba
ha'is. There are youth who in the last 
years of their medical college or high 
school are dismissed, ruining their aca
demic achievements, but they stand 
firm. There are scores of such injus
tices meted out to the young BaM'is. 
Baha'i boys and girls have prepared 
themselves outside the school for the 
government examinations and the suc
cessful results have been staggering. 

The following report is taken from a 
letter written by a boy 16 years of age: 

The teacher in my high school was 
giving a lesson in sociology on the sub
ject of cultural colonialism. As an ex
ample, he cited,the Baha't Faith as a 
type of cultural colonialism. According 
to my spiritual obligation, I had to re
ply. I got permission and to the extent 
possible for me, I gave a speech on the 
Fpith and countered the statement of 
my teacher. After a few days the prin
cipal called me to his office, accusing 
me of apostasy, stating that Islam is 
the last religion of God, etc. One of 
those present asked me what I believed. 
I told him I was a Baha'I: The Hajf, the 

These stories of the courage and 
sacrifices of Baha'l children and youth 
in Iran were compiled from various 
sources by the Universal House of Jus
tice. 

• 
. - ~- -;- ----- -.... ' .. : .. 

'On the way I was trembling, 
thinking of what they might ask 
and what I should reply and 
what would be my fate. I entered 
the Imam's office in this condi
tion, but as soon as I was con
fronted by him I was not the 
same person anymore.' 

principal, rose from his chair, agitated 
and shouting, "You have no place in 
this school! I thought you were a good 
boy! Now everything is changed and 
you have no right to go to your class 
until your situation is cleared!" 

After a week there was a summons 
from the office of the Imam Jum <ih 
(High Priest of the town, who is us
ually appointed by the Central Govern
ment to carry out its policy). On the 
way I was trembling, thinking of what 
they might ask and what I should reply 
and what would be my fate. I entered 
the Imam's office in this condition, but 
as soon as I was confronted by him I 
was not the same person anymore. It 
was as if somebody had taken me by 
both hands. Not only did I not tremble 
but I was as erect as a column of steel. 
In the office of the Imam Jum <ih were 
eight of the <Ulama with turbans, and 
the bodyguard of the Imam were 
standing close behind me. After sOme 
time the Imam looked at me asking, 
"Do you have any business?" "No," I 
replied. "You have business with me." 

After asking my name and the name 
of my father, he asked if I were a Mus
lim. I told him I was a Baha'I. He ask
ed what my father did. I told him he 
was unemployed. The Imam then start
ed saying, "You are against Islam, the 
Qur'an, and Muhammad." 

«No, " I responded, "we believe in 
Islam, in the Qur'an, in Muhammad 
and the Imams, and we respect them." 

, "Now that you say that you are a 
Muslim and believe in the Qur'an ... " 

I interrupted him with an apology 
and said, "Sir, I never said that I was a 
Muslim. I only told you that I believe 
in Islam. I believe in Islam as you be
lieve in Judaism and Christ and Chris
tianity and believe in the Bible. " 

Then he said, "All right. Now that 
you believe in Islam, have you ever 
read any books of the Imams?" 

"Yes, to the extent possible. " 
"If you have read these books, tell 

me where is it written that a wretched 
woman will give birth to a boy named 
Siyyid <Alt Muhammad, called the 
Bab, and that he would be the Prom
ised One?" 

"First of all, it is not proper that you 
name a woman in a derogatory man
ner. We have famous women in his
tory, like Mary, Khadfjih, Fdti
mih . .. " 

He interrupted me saying, uTel1 me 
where it is written in those books about 
the Bdb?" 

"It is not written in that way, but 
you show me in those books where it is 
written that He is not coming!" 

(The report states that there was then 
a long discussion about the Faith and 
the writer quoted verses from the 
Qur'an and the Inu\rns showing that 
the Promised One would bring a new 
religion.) 

On this note another Mul/a who was 
present changed the subject. He told 
me that the Baha'is are forces of 
Russia and that a Russian official call
ed Dolgorouki confessed that he train
ed Siyyid <A It Muhammad to say first 
that he was the Promised One, then to 
claim to be the Light of God, and ulti
mately to be God, Himself. 

I very boldly replied, "The Baha'I 
community does not know what tune 
to dance to. One says that we are forces 
of Russia,' another says that we are 
American stooges,' still another says we 
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are agents of Britain and recently of 
Israel. You should know philosophy, " 
I said. "If there is truth then there 
should be unanimity in the understand
ing of that truth. Everybody under
stands that when the water reaches 100 
degrees it boils. For boiling water, one 
doesn't say when it reaches 80 degrees 
or 120 degrees it boils. Therefore, it is 
not fair for you to present a false 
thing. " 

The Imam suddenly shouted at me, 
"Be quiet! Islam is the last religion! No 
religion will come after it! You are not 
right! You are an apostate!" 

I asked, "Sir, do you give me per
mission to speak?" 

He replied, "No." 
"Then I am afraid I must speak 

without your permission. We are not 
apostates. We are right, and the time 
for Islam is over. " 

He interrupted me sharply, shout
ing, "Islam is eterna/!" and quoted an 
Arabic verse which I could not under
stand. Then I quoted a verse from the 
Qur'an, saying every religion has an 
end. (Here the writer gives a long dis
course about the meaning of this verse 
and at the end he quotes a verse from a 
reliable Shi'ih book of traditions to the 
effect that if Muslims are virtuous, the 
life of Islam will be 1,000 years, and if 
not, it will be 500.) Then I told him, 
"You have been virtuous and Islam 
has lasted 1,000 years. Now is the time 
for the Faith, and no power on earth 
can arrest it!" 

He shouted, "Shut up! Don't be im
pudent!" Then he continued to say 
that the Baha'is are aiding Israel. I 
replied that to do so would be a poli
tical act and we are not in politics. 

He said we had buildings in Israel. 
"You have a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar." 

"They are our Holy Places. " 
"Take your Holy Places out of 

there!" 
"Holy Places cannot be moved. If 

they could, why don't you bring out 
the Mosque of Aqsdfrom Jerusalem?" 

"The Mosque fits that place very 
weI/!" 

"So do our Holy Places. " 
Again he shouted, "Shut up!" And 

then he added, "Oet out of the room!" 
Throughout the conversation I was 

very polite and soft-spoken, and then I 
bade farewell with great politeness, 
smiled, excused myself, and came out. 

On the way out of the room, another 
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Twenty-two-yeor old veterinary med
icine student Ru 'ya Ishraqr (right) with 
her father, Enayatu'l/ah Ishraqf. a re-

Mulla said, "Look, my son, many of 
us have returned to the bosom of Is
lam. You have reached the age of ma
turity (15); you should follow those 
who have come back to Islam. " 

I replied, "Yes, I have reached the 
age of maturity. I have accepted my 
Faith by my own choice. And to the 
last breath of my life I will support it. I 
am prepared to undergo any torture, 
any difficulty for my Faith. I don't 
consider my blood to be more red than 
that of my fellow Baha'is who are of
fering it to God. " 

The Imam said, "In that case, we 
have to expel you from school. " 

"Do whatever your duty demands. " 
After I left the office of the Imam 

Jum <ih, to my surprise again I started 
trembling. I went to my school and 
said goodbye to my fellow students, 
got my dismissal order and went home. 

(This dismissal order is now one of 
the documents preserved in the hands 
of the Baha'is.) 

• 
Two teen-age sisters were walking in 

the street and were stopped for a rou
tine check. When asked about their po
litical affiliation, the girls said that as 

tired oil company 
mother, Ezzat Jandml Ishrdq{ All 
three were executed in 1983 in Shlrth. 

Baha'is they had no political affilia
tion. The word "Baha'i" was enough 
for the guards to take them to prison. 
Here is an extract from the letter they 
wrote describing their experiences: 

They blindfolded us and took us to 
the car. We did not know where we 
were going. They separated us and 
placed us in separate small cells. After 
an hour there, still blindfolded, they 
took us to another place by car. We 
found out later that this was the place 
of the Committees, which are manned 
by members of the Hujjatlyyih (an 
anti-Baha'l group). 

We were taken to a room which was 
an office. We heard the voices of tM I 

women, one old and one younger. The 
typewriter was running. After about an 
hour a man entered and asked what 
group we belonged to. We told him 
that we do not belong to a group but 
that we belong to the Baha'l religion. 
He asked which branch of Baha'is. We 
told him that there are no branches in 
the Bahd'l Faith. He laughed sarcas
tically, called the Faith a misguided 
group, and left the room. 

When the man left, the two women 
who heard that we were Baha'is started 
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abusing us, swearing against the Faith, 
saying that the Bahd'is do not believe 
in God, and complaining that we had 
defiled their office by our presence. 
The older woman, who was full of 
hatred, started beating us, slapping us, 
abusing and insUlting us, complaining, 
"Why do you not become Muslims and 
come to the true path!" 

"What path is more true than belief 
in the Greatest Name?" 

"What is the Greatest Name?" 
"It means that we believe in God." 
She didn't say another word. Mean-

while we were thirsty and asked for 
water. They said we would defile the 
glass if they gave us water. We said, 
"Let us drink from the tap, then." 
They refused. The younger woman, 
however, later on brought us some 
water in a milk container. 

(The girls underwent a long interro
gation which is reported in detail. This 
interrogation was about the Baha'i 
Faith and particularly the Baha'i ad
ministration. They wanted the names 
of the members of the Assem):lly, etc. 
The same night that the girls were de
tained, a group was sent to their home, 
where they confiscated Baha'i books 
and family albums. After harassing a 
member of the family and breaking the 
frame of a picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha, 
they left.) 

• 
Two Baha'is, 11 and 12 years old, 

were in the 4th and 5th grades at the 
time of the following incident. This oc
curred at a time before Baha'i students 
were all expelled from schools, and in
dicates how on certain occasions the 
staunchness of the Baha'i youth won 
the admiration of their school friends 
and teachers. 

When the teacher called the students 
to perform the congregational Muslim 
prayer, the two Baha'{s refused to join. 
The government teacher asked why 
they wouldn't participate. They re
plied, "We are Bahd'is, and until we 
are 15 it is not compulsory for us to 
perform obligatory prayers. But at that 
time we will recite a different kind of 
prayer. " 

"All right, " the teacher said. "That 
is fine. But today 1 have asked you to 
go and participate in the prayers. " 

"Congregational prayer isforbidden 
in the Baha'{ Faith, and 1 am not going 
at all, " replied one of the boys. 

The teacher became furious. "In 

that case you say your own prayer!" 
While about 500 children were say

ing their congregational prayers, one 
of the Bahd,(s, obeying the teacher's 
instruction, chanted, very beautifully, 
a prayer by <Abdu'I-Bahd. All the chil
dren stopped their prayers and gather
ed round him to listen and watch. This 
action greatly moved the teacher. 
When he saw that the boy was chanting 
with folded armsasasign of reverence, 

'While about 500 children were 
saying their . • • prayers, one of 
tbe Baba'is, obeying tbe teacb
er's instruction, cbanted .•• a 
prayer by 'Abdu'I-Baba. All tbe 
cbildren stopped tbeir prayers 
and gatbered round him to listen 
and watcb.' 

the teacher stood in the same way. 
The teacher took the boy to the of

fice of the principal where the teachers 
were gathered for prayers, and he en
couraged him to chant prayers there 
too. These prayers also greatly influ
enced the teachers and the principal, 
who said with kindness, "Hereafter 
you say your own prayers at the 
school. " 

• 
The execution ofthe youth in Shiraz 

has already been announced. However, 
details of their encounters in prison, 
written by those who were with them 
during the last days of their lives, are 
so dramatic that they will surely be re
told many times. 

The following is an account of what 
Ru'ya Ishraqi, a teen-age girl who was 
martyred with her parents, told a fel
low prisoner. This prisoner was later 
released and conveyed Ru'ya's story in 
a letter: 

On one of the days of the trial, she 
said to the judge, "1 have not seen my 
father for the past 32 days. If you al
low me to turn around and see for a 
minute the face of my father . .. " 
(Before the prisoners were taken to the 
trial session, they were first blind
folded, then deliberately taken to 
wrong rooms and zig-zagged through 
the prison while abuses and insults 
were heaped upon them. Then they 
were taken to a wall, their blindfolds 
were removed, and they were then 

given their file and required to write a 
reply to the questions presented.) The 
judge hesitated for a moment. How
ever, he agreed that Ru'yci could see 
her father in the adjoining room for a 
few minutes. 

She kissed her father, telling him 
how she loved him and encouraging 
him to be brave and steadfast. Touch
ing the face of her father, she asked 
why he had not shaved. The reply was 
that they were not allowed to shave. 

At the time Ru'yd was looking at her 
father with great love and kissing his 
face, the judge interfered, saying, 
"Isn't it a pity that you refrain from 
saying only one word-that you are 
not Bahd'is-by which you could avoid 
such trouble. If you say those words, 
all three of you will be free and all the 
frozen assets of your father will be 
given to him. " 

Ru 'yd, with her customary smile and 
decisive look, replied, "The love be
tween parents and children is natural, 
but my love for my Beloved is even 
greater than my love for my parents. " 

The judge asked, "Are you holding 
to this view until the moment of your 
execution?" And Ru'yd replied, "1 
pray and hope that to the last breath, 1 
will stand firm in my love for my Be
loved. " 

Cape Verde Islands 
As a result of the Enoch Olinga 

Teaching Plan, more than 500 people 
have been enrolled in the Faith and 20 
new localities have been opened during 
the past eight months in the Cape 
Verde Islands. 

All nine islands have now been open
ed to the Faith and nine Local Spiritual 
Assemblies have been formed. 

Several influential residents of the 
islands learned of the Faith during the 
teaching campaign, which involved the 
efforts of many local believers and an 
international traveling teacher, Luis 
Gonzaga. 

The friends in the Cape Verde Is
iands held that country's first National 
Deepening Institute, which was fol
lowed immediately by its first National 
Youth Conference. That event was at
tended by Baha'is from the five islands 
most receptive to the Faith. 
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. United States 

Congressmen issue human rights appeal 

More than 125 members of Congress 
have issued a bipartisan appeal urging 
action by the United Nations Human 
Rights Commission in support of re
ligious freedom for Baha'is persecuted 
by the Iranian government. 

Senators John Heinz and Chris
topher Dodd and Representatives John 
Porter and Gus Yatron announced the 
appeal at a press conference February 
21 in the U.S. Capitol building in 
Washington, D.C. 

They urged the UN Commission, 
which was in session in Geneva, 
Switzerland, to adopt ~ strong resolu
tion condemning Iran's continuing vio
lations of human rights, especially its 
"relentless acts of savagery against the 
innocent Baha'is." 

Also present at the press conference 
were Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice
chairman of the U.S. National Spir
itual Assembly, and Dr. Robert C. 
Henderson, secretary of the National 
Assembly. 

In a letter to their colleagues in Con
gress, Senators Dodd and Heinz ~aid 
that while the frequency of executions 
of Baha'is in Iran "has decreased in 
the last year, there has been a wave of 
new arrests and additional repressive 
measures. 

"This lac'k of respect for fundamen
tal human rights should be noted and 
condemned by the United· Nations 
Commission on Human Rights. Its si
lence on this issue during the present 
session could be interpreted by the 
Iranian government as a lessening of 
the world's concern for the Baha'is. 

"Please join us in our appeal to the 
Commission urging it to adopt yet ano
ther resolution condemning Iran for its 
continuing violation of human rights, 
and in particular of the human rights 
of the Baha'i religious community." 

As of February 21, 45 Senators and 
84 Representatives had signed the writ
ten appeal to the UN Human Rights 
Commission. 
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To the members 0/ the United Nations Commission on Huma.n Rights.: 
We are writing to express our deep concern over the systematic repression 

of the Baha'i community by the government of Iran. . 
Guided by the principles embodied in the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, your organization over the ,last three years ~as adopt~ a 
series of resolutions condemning the government of the Islanuc Republic of 
Iran for its numerous violations of human rights, and particularly for its 
brutal persecution of the Baha'is, Iran's largest religious minority. . 

The shock and dismay of the civilized world has been expressed repeat
edly, through statements by prominent individuals .and government leaders 
(including the President of the Uni~ed States), and m the fo~ pro~ts of . 
legislative bodies such as the parliaments of Canada, Ausu:alia, SWitzer
land, and the legislatures of many of the states of the Umted States of 
America. . . 

In September 1982 and again in June 19~, the U.S. C~ngress ~
mously adopted concurrent resolutio~ protesting th~ repress!on. of ~~ 
Baha'is and calling upon the international commumty to raISe I~ VOice m 
defense of this peaceful and law-abiding community. 

Current reports from Iran show that the pressure against the Baha'fs has 
not ceased. Since last September, 16 more Baha'is have been executed or 
have died in jails, many of them as a result of seve~e to~e. 

More than 700 Baha'is are currently held in vanous pnsons. Recently, 
they have been offered their freedom if they will sign a pledge stating ~at 
they do not possess, either on their person or in their homes, any book, piC

ture or symbol of the Baha'i Faith; moreover, they are forced to state that 
such possession would be tantamount to being "of those 'wh~ war against 
God'" ... a crime which is generally considered to be a caPital offense. 

While all Baha'is have been discharged from government service, many 
are now being compelled to repay all the salaries which they had legally 
earned during their years of service; retirees are required to return their pen-
sions or face imprisonment. . 

Finally and most significantly, last December Iran's ~bassa~or to the 
United Nations declared that his country would not hesitate to VIolate the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. . . 

We are committed to the axiom that it is unconscionable to stand silent m 
the face of such injustice. 

Considering these relentless acts of savagery against the innocent, we ap
peal to you, as the world's foremost guardi~ of human rights,. to adopt yet 
another resolution reaffirming your commitment to human nghts for the 
people of Iran and calling for the government to ~ease its persecu~on of.the 
BaM'i religious minority. You can sen~ a cl~ sl~nal ~o the ~raDIaD ~e8lme 
that the world notices and condemns thiS senous VIolation of mternationally 
accepted standards of fundamental human rights. 

Sincerely, 
Signed by 45 Senators and 

84 members of the House 0/ Representatives 



United States 

Government report reviews persecutions 

For the second year in a row, the 
U.S. State Department's "Country 
Reports on Human Rights Practices 
for 1984" has pointed to the repression 
of Iran's Baha'i minority as an exam
ple of the most severe and repugnant 
human rights violations anywhere in 
the world. 

The State Department document, 
which summarizes the status of human 
rights in most other countries, is sub
mitted annually to the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee and the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee. 

"The Baha'is," it says in ~iscussing 
the attitude of Iran's Islamic Revolu
tionary Government toward minority 
groups, "are not officially recognized 
by the regime; they are viewed as her
etics and suffer from severe persecu
tion by the government." 

The persecution, the report goes on 
to say, "is mainly government-directed 
and aimed at the religious leadership, 
although there were some instances 
earlier of mob action against Baha'is. 

"Baha'i property has been confis
cated, shrines demolished, businesses 
disbanded or confiscated, and known 
Baha'is denied employment by the 
government. 

"These measures effectively deny 
employment to most urban Baha'is. 
Much of the Baha'i religious leadership 
has been arrested, as have many or
dinary Baha'is. Charges are vague: 
'crimes against God,' 'corruption on 
earth,' 'warring against God,' and 
'Zionism' are among the most fre
quent. 

"The real reason for the arrests 
seems to be advocacy of Baha'ism. 

"A minimum of 750 Baha'is are in 
jail. At least 194 have been executed or 
have died following torture since the 
beginning of the revolutionary period, 
at least 29 during 1984. 

"In August 1983 the Prosecutor 
General issued an order that effectively 

bans all Baha'i religious activity, and 
provides the legal foundation on which 
virtually all members of the faith could 
be charged with crimes: participation 
in social welfare organizations is for
bidden, as are the business corpora
tions the Baha'is operated; and 
teaching of the faith, even by parents 
to children in the home, is not permit
ted. 

"There is concern that these actions 
may mark the beginning of even more 
severe measures. 

.. Although the Baha'i national lead
ers dissolved the community's organi
zations in obedience to the Prosecutor 
General's edict, they were subsequently 
arrested, and at least some were ex-

Mauritius 

ecuted." 
The State Department document was 

released one week before more than 
100 members of Congress issued a bi
partisan appeal urging action by the ' 
UN Human Rights Commission in sup
port of religious freedom for the Ba
ha'is in'Iran. 

In a letter to the Human Rights 
Commission, which was meeting in Ge
neva, Switzerland, the congressmen 
called on its members to adopt ''yet 
another resolution" similar to its 1984 
action which specifically condemned 
Iran's repression of the Baha'is and ap
pointed a special representative to in
vestigate human rights conditions in 
Iran. 
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Auxiliary Board member S. Mooten opening ceremony Jor a ex
(right) explains an aspect oj BaM- hibit oj the Bahd'l-sponsored Mobile 
'u'lIdh's teachings to the mayor oj Teaching and Audio-Visual Institute. 
Vacaos, Mauritius, during the recent 
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World Centre 

Former W. German Chancellor pays visit 

On January 30, Willy Brandt, for
mer chancellor of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, accompanied by a party 
of some 16 people, visited the Shrine of 
the Bab at the World Centre in Haifa, 
Israel. 

Details of Mr. Brandt's visit had 
been worked out in consultation with 
Professor Alex Carmel and Mrs. Go
lub, director of public relations of 
Haifa University, along with Richard 
Bell of the Labour Party headquarters 
in Tel Aviv. 

The Universal House of Justice des
ignated two of its members, Dr. David 
Ruhe and Ian Semple, to receive Mr. 
Brandt and to participate in the re
ception to be given for Mr. Brandt by 
Haifa University later that same af
ternoon. 

Donald Barrett and Ronald Bates, 
the secretary-general and deputy sec
retary-general, respectively, of the Ba
ha'i International Community, wel
comed Mr. Brandt upon his arrival at 
the main gate of the BaM'i gardens on 
Zionism Avenue and, after greeting 
members of his party, which included 
reporters and photographers, escorted 
Mr. Brandt and the group down the 
path to the entrance gate of the 
Haram-i-Ashraf, where Dr. and Mrs. 
Ruhe and Mr. Semple were waiting. 

Mr. Barrett made the introductions 
and the group proceeded to the Shrine 
with the BaM'i representatives giving 
explanations and remarks about the 
World Centre and the Shrine itself. 
The group included Mr. Gansel, a 
member of the German Bundestag, 
and Peter Heinemann, son of Gustav 
Heinemann, former president of the 
Federal Republic of Germany. Among 
the reporters were those from Der 
Spiegel, Die Zeit, the Frankfurter AI/
gemeinelSonntagsblatt, the German 
News Service (Deutsche Presse Agen
tur), as well as photographers, among 
them two requested by the university 
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and a foreign news photographer, Paul 
Melling. 

Following the visit to the Shrine, Mr. 
Barrett gave selected reference ma
terials to the reporters and photog
raphers including a special one-page 
statement for use by the press, trans
lated into German by Miss Guisela 
Dorn. The reference materials also in
cluded the special brochure published 
in Germany, the Time magazine article 
reprint, and the Reader's Digest article 
reprint. The reporters welcomed these 
materials. 

During the walk back to the gate, 
Mr. Gansel requested an opportunity 
to speak. Mr. Brandt willingly obliged 
and the group paused while Mr. Gansel 
commented on his personal involve
ment in contacts with officials of the 
government of Iran during visits to 
Tehran. Mr. Gansel described the dip
lomatic representations and protests 
made by representatives of the Federal 
Republic of Germany on those occas
ions in efforts to obtain assurances 
from the government of Iran that the 
Baha'is would be given fair treatment 
and that their basic human rights 
would be protected. He spoke for more 
than five minutes with deep feeling and 
sincerity. 

It was evident that Mr. Brandt con
curred in the views expressed by Mr. 
Gansel and approved of these efforts 
on behalf of the Baha'is, although Mr. 
Brandt did not himself offer any re
marks at this point. Mr. Gansel em
phasized that the very presence of Mr. 
Brandt at the Shrine of the Bab was in
tended to be a clear expression of soli
darity with the Baha'is and an indica
tion of concern about the plight of the 
Baha'is in Iran. Mr. Semple assured 
Mr. Gansel that the efforts that had 
been made were greatly appreciated by 
the Baha'is and that, even though the 
immediate response from the Iranian 
authorities might appear to be nega-

tive, the Baha'is were convinced that 
the long-term effect of such actions 
would be beneficial and would help to 
prevent still .worse persecutions. 

Before leaving the gardens of the 
Shrine, Mr. Brandt was presented with 
a gift of the book A Crown 0/ Beauty 
in German as a memento of his visit. 
The Baha'i representatives expressed 
their appreciation for Mr. Brandt's 
visit and for his continuing interest in 
human rights in general and in the 
plight of the Baha'is in Iran in par
ticular. 

At five o'clock that afternoon there 
was a reception at Haifa University's 
Eshkol Tower in honor of Mr. Brandt 
and to mark the inauguration of the 
Gustav Heinemann Institute of Middle 
Eastern Studies. Dr. and Mrs. Rube, 
Mr. Semple, Mr. Barrett and Mr. Bates 
attended. After remarks by the presi
dent of the university, the rector, Pro
fessor Rapaport, made some introduc- i 

tory remarks in the course of which he 
mentioned the establishment of the Ba
M'i World Centre in Haifa. 

Mr. Brandt delivered his talk in Ger
man, recalling the qualities of Gustav 
Heinemann which made it especially 
appropriate for his name to be given to 
this Institute which is dedicated to re
moving prejudice and enmity between 
peoples in the Middle East. Peter 
Heinemann then unveiled the name 
plaque of the new Institute and every
one proceeded to a social reception 
where it was possible for the Baha'. 
representatives to talk with university 
officials and to hold further conversa
tions with Mr. Gansel and other vis
itors. 

- ---.----.:::...--~-



Mexico 

'Trail of Light' visits indigeno~s peoples 

Groups of indigenous Baha'is have 
been traveling throughout the Ameri
cas since 1982 as a part of the Camino 
del Sol (Trail of Light). 

Their purpose is to meet with mem
bers of other tribes, to share one ano
ther's cultural and religious heritage, 
and to promote a stronger sense of 
unity among the various tribes. 

The first trip, in 1982, was made by 
Baha'is from North America repre
senting the Navajo, Eskimo, Makah 
and Tlingit peoples who traveled 
through Mexico and Central and South 
America. 

In 1983, Baha'is from the Quechua, 
Aymara, Bri-Bri, Kuna, Guaymi and 
Mapuche tribes of Central and South 
America traveled northward into the 
United States, Alaska and Canada. 

The goal of the Trail of Light team 
in 1984 was to visit the people who are 
native to Mexico, the country with the 
largest and most diverse indigenous 
population of any in the Americas. 

To begin, the Trail of Light team 
first visited Mexico City and nearby 
towns where its members were always 
received enthusiastically. 

The next stop was the east coast state 
of Veracruz where extensive advance 
preparations had' been made by U.S. 
pioneers who met with local officials 
and family heads, securing the required 
permission and generating consider
able interest and support for the team. 

In Veracruz, the team visited an ar
chaeological site known as Tajin, the 
site of a group of pyramids built hun
dreds of years ago by ancestors of To
tonac Indians who still live nearby. 

At Tajin, team members from Costa 
Rica, Panama and the U.S. sang tradi
tional tribal songs, danced, and talked 
with the nearly 200 residents who gath
ered near the pyramids to listen. 

That same afternoon, the Trail of 
Light visited the Totonac village of 
Rancho Tajin where they again shared 

-~~:"-------"" ~. -- --.~ . -_ .. -~.- . -- ._-

Pictured during an orientation session 
at Villa Virginia Bahd'f School in 
Panama are members of the <Trail of 
Light' teaching team who recently vis
ited Mexico. The, are (left to right) 
Andres de Leon, a Kuna India from 
Panama's San Bias Islands and former 
administrative chief of his island; his 
wife, Adelina Kantule de Leon, who is 
wearing a distinctiYe mola, the much
admired embroidery characteristic of 
Kuna dress; Arsenio Bejarano, a Guay-

the music and customs of their peoples 
in the primary school playground. 

The Totonac villagers, at first shy 
and reserved, gradually warmed up to 
their visitors, approached the Baha'is 
and took seats on the grass around 
them. At the close of the presentation, 
the villagers were invited to take part in 
a "friendship dance" with the Baha'is. 
About 15 of them jOined hands and 
moved slowly in a circle to the beat of a 

mi Indian from Chiriquf, Panama, 
who carries the shoulder bag and wears 
the hat typical of his region; Jacqueline 
Delahunt, a member of the Lakota 
Sioux tribe from South Dakota who 
now lives in Washington state; and 
Nemecio Reyes, a Bri Bri from Costa 
Rica who is carrying the bag native to 
his people. The team was accompanied 
on its visit to Mexico by Counsellor 
Carmen de Burafato. 

Totonac drum over a public address 
system. 

Afterward, Counsellor Carmen de 
Burafato, who accompanied the Trail 
of Light team, addressed the grouP. 
giving special attention to the children 
as she told them they have a great re
sponsibility to be attentive in school 
and to work hard, for the betterment 
of themselves and their families and of 
mankind as a whole. 
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United States 

Persecutions New Yorker magazine topi 

This article about the persecution oj 
Bahd'is in.[ran appeared in "The Talk 
oj the Town" section in the February 
4,1985, issue ojThe New Yorker mag-
azine. 

• 
The Baha'is of Iran-an indigenous, 

industrious religious group numbering 
about three hundred thousand-are in 
extremely serious trouble, both as indi
viduals and as a whole. The cause of 
their difficulties in Ayatollah Kho
meini's Islamic Republic of Iran is es
sentially their singular religion, which 
is a nineteenth-century heretical off
shoot of Shiite Islam, the traditional 
majority faith in the country. Pro
claiming the oneness of all religions, 
the oneness of God, and the oneness of 
mankind, the Baha'is' founder, a Per
sian nobleman known as Baha'u'llah, 
preached equality of the sexes, racial 
harmony, and universal education, 
among other tenets abominable to the 
Persi'an establishment. For such 
preachings, he was imprisoned, tor
tured, and then exiled until his death, 
in 1892. Ever since the religion was 
founded, the history of the Iranian Ba
ha'is has been one of sporadic per
secution, and now, under the rule of 
Ayatollah Khomeini, they are in peril 
of collectively following an even worse 
fate than their founder's. What it all 
adds up to is, pure and simple, the 
world's foremost contemporary exam
ple of the genocide of a noncombatant 
people. 

Consider these offenses against the 
Baha'is: 

The lingering prejudice against them 
in Iran has become institutionalized. 
As that nation's largest non-Islamic 
minority, they have been virtually out
lawed-deprived of whatever rights 
and liberties are still available under 
the Khomeini regime. Merely being a 
member of the Baha'i community is 
now, in effect, a crime. Baha'i prop-

Reprinted by permission: c 1985 The New Yorker 
Magazine Inc. 
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erty has been confiscated. The young 
are denied education in state-run 
schools. The adults are prohibited 
from performing meaningful labor. 
And, because Baha'i marriages are not 
recognized, Baha'i wives are classified 
as "prostitutes" and the children are 
labeled "bastards." 

The Baha'is are summarily accused 
of being agents of the enemies of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran; namely, 
Americans, Zionists, loyalists of the 
late Shah, Iraqis, Communists-in
deed, anyone whO differs with the Aya
tollah. The fact that the Baha'i World 
Centre is in Haifa, Israel-where it has 
been ever since Haifa was part of the 
Ottoman Empire-is proof positive, in 
the eyes of the ruling mullahs, of a Ba
ha'i-Zionist conspiracy. 

Baha'i shrines and religious sites are 
often taken over for other purposes or 
are desecrated and destroyed. 

To divert attention from Iran's eco
nomic miseries and the unending war 
with Iraq, the mullahs have incited Shi
ite mobs to loot, terrorize, beat, and 
sometimes kill Baha'is in well-organ
ized pogroms. 

Many Baha'is physically and finan
cially able to flee the country have 
done so, leaving their possessions and 
their relatives behind. 

And lastly, with a design not seen in 
four decades, the Iranian government 
has set about erasing the Baha'is and 
their culture from the land. Recently, 
wholesale arrests and imprisonment of 
Baha'is have led to torture and to ex
ecution, by firing squad and hanging. 
The torture, under the guise of interro
gation to uncover anti-Iranian activi
ties and the names of other Baha'is, in
volves such devices as the bastinado, 
the rack, the rubber hose, and psycho
logical torment. In the case of female 
prisoners, the Shiite guards carefully 
cover the victim's body with a chador 
as they whip her, so that they will not 
have to view a woman's bare flesh-a 

sight that is anathema to a good Shiit 
man. The only aspect of this eradica 
tion of a people which remains to 
carried out is a more efficient, mech 
anized method of extermination. 

If all this is reminiscent of aDothel 
people at another time in another coun· 
try by the hand of another despot, one 
should not be surprised. The world is . 
notorious for blithely forgetting even . 
the recent past. Just before invading 
Poland, in 1939, Adolf Hitler is re
ported to have told his associates that . 
since public opinion soon ignored the 
genocidal slaughter of the Armenians 
by the Turks during the First World 
War the same public would ignore the 
obliteration of other peoples by the 
Germans during the coming war. To
day, international bodies and indivi
dual governments routinely deplore the 
Baha'is' plight with puny appeals and 
redundant calls for further inquiries, 
and news of recent Baha'i executions 
continues to consist of two-inch items 
on back pages of the world press. 

What will be done? Possibly noth
ing. What can be done? Something can 
always be done. Genocide-defined as 
the intentional destruction of any na
tional, ethnic, racial, or religious 
group, in whole or in part-was de
clared an international crime by a 
United Nations convention in 1948. 
The edict has been ratified by 96 coun- . 
tries-including Iran (which was a sig- . 
natory in 19S6)-but not by the United 
States, the one nation that could per
haps put some teeth into it. The Sen
ate's 36-year refusal to approve the 
genocide convention, despite even the 
flagrant reminder of its importance in 
present-day Iran, has in recent years 
been the obstructionist work of Jesse 
Helms, the newly re-elected God-fear
ing senator from North Carolina. But, 
Helms or no Helms, the Senate could 
act. Even a first, small step, like rati
fying the convention, would be some
thing. 

~------------------~~~.~ 



Philippines 

A teaching trip to the island of Panay 

Auxiliary Board member Willi Re
mollo of Tacloban, Leyte, was accom
panied by several Baha'i youth of Tac
loban last November on a visit to Iloilo 
on the island of Panay. The events of 
the trip and some of its results in the 
important province of more than a mil
lion inhabitants are told in a report to 
Dr. John Fozdar, a member of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors in 
Asia, dated December 10, 1984: 

"By land and sea we arrived in Iloilo 
safely, though our trip from Tacloban 
to Cebu (an island lying between Leyte 
and Panay) was threatened by big 
waves, for a typhoon caught us in the 
open sea, which almost br9ught the 
small and very old ship M. V. Evelyn to 
sinking. Through the aid of the An
cient Beauty, we passed through the 
turbulent weather and took refuge for 
10 hours in BiIiran Island. But because 
we had decided to proceed to Iloilo 
without minding seeming barriers, the 
Blessed Beauty got us there safely 
though nauseated and wobbly. Any
way, such a difficulty will pale in com
parison with Baha'u'llah's tribulations 
and sufferings .... 

" ... At the moment of writing (two 
youth) are still in Iloilo helping the 
Spiritual Assembly and the Area 
Teaching Committee of Panay, Capiz 
and Antique to fill their goals, es
pecially the enrollment of the youth in 
the various colleges and universities so 
that there will be more manpower and 
young blood to serve our beloved 
Cause . .. On December 5 they had 
firesides, radio broadcasts and meet
ings with students in the University of 
Iloilo, University of the Philippines in 
the Visayas and leaders of Kabataang 
Barangay. 

"My visit to Iloilo was Quite fruit
ful. . . . On November 26, Radio Bud
yong gave us one hour and forty-five 
minutes to talk on the air about the Ba
ha'i Faith on the morning program 'Ini 
An Kamatuoran' (This Is the 

' .. . At the moment of writing 
(two youth) are still in Iloilo 
helping the Spiritual Assembly 
and the Area Teaching Commit
tee of Panay, Capiz and Antique 
to fill their goals, especially the 
enrollment of youth in the vari
ous colleges and universities . . .' 

Truth) . . . interviewed by the follow
ers of the many sects of the Christian 
religion present inside the radio studio, 
after we had been given 15 minutes to 
talk about the Baha'i message, history, 
Founder, teachings and principles and 
the Faith's relation to other previous 
religions. 

"We were only supposed to talk 
about the Faith for 15 minutes, but 
because the Blessed Beauty opened the 
doors for teaching, the debate between 
the ... (two churches) scheduled that 
morning was put off to the following 
day, November 27, because the Baptist 
minister must have felt awkward to 
argue ... while the Baha'is present in 
their midst called each believer in the 
one true God to religious unity. So 15 
minutes became one hour and forty
five minutes. More questions were ask
ed of us from both the audience in the 
studio and listeners in their homes. 

"Firouz, Stephen, Rey and I made 
the first step of opening the doors of 
the Faith to the faculty and students of 
the University of the Philippines in the 
Visayas by getting the support of the 
chairman of the Student Council and 
the director of the Office of Student 
Affairs for a convocation with the stu
dents and teachers and a radio talk in
forming them what the Baha'i Faith is 
all about. ... We also went to the dif
ferent local papers for them to publish 
a press release about the Baha'i teach
ers visiting Iloilo. In one instance, we 
had a 25-minute interview with one of 

the journalists while we waited for the 
person in charge of press releases. This 
journalist's impression of the Faith 
was quite positive. . . . All four local 
papers we went to accepted the news 
for printing." 

In Tacloban, Mr. Remollo contin- . 
ues, the personnel of the local radio 
station, DYVL, promised that any Ba
ha'i visitors, national or foreign, 
would always be welcome for an inter
view by the station. He reports that the 
visit to Tacloban by Dr. Fozdar was in
spirational and has kept the Baha'is 
there winning victory after victory for 
the Faith. 

On the Philippines' specific goal of 
teaching the Chinese, he says: "Cecilia 
and Eng's visit was fruitful. More and 
more Chinese now know the Faith. 
Many students in the University of the 
Philippines in Tacloban too heard 
about the Faith through them, espec
ially the freshmen because they gave 
lectures to some of the classes. We 
hope to maintain our friendship and 
contacts with the Chinese . . . to be in 
touch with them always." 

Austria 
Two hundred people including 110 

youth and visitors from four countries 
attended the Austrian Baha'i Winter 
School last December 25-January 1 at 
Harbach. 

Participating were members of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Austria 
and members of the Auxiliary Board. 

Using the theme "International 
Youth Year," the school program in
cluded opportunities to consult on the 
nature of future society. 

In a message to the W orId Centre, 
the National Youth Committee of Aus
tria indicated that the school session 
". . . will initiate wide participation of 
youth in their work for tasks set out, 
also in field development, and will 
open new possibilities for them to serve 
His Cause .... " 
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Marshall Islands 

A pioneer returns home to Lae Atoll 

In September 1984, after seven 
years, I returned home: home to one of 
the smallest places in the world; home 
to a village of 200 people; home to the 
sparkling coconut fronds under the 
moonlight; home to the wonderful, 
majestic breadfruit trees with their 
bold, sun-reflecting leaves; home to the 
calm lagoon; home to an atoll con
sisting of 17 islets with a total land area 
of less than half a square mile; home to 
the cool ocean breezes and warm af
ternoon sun; and, finally, home to my 
large extended "family" who original
ly welcomed me into their households 
in 1969. But this time I was returning 
as a Baba'i! How wonderful this Was, 
and how fortunate I was to be able to 
return. 

As the plane descended and for the 
first time I saw Lae Atoll (Marshall 
Islands) from the air, instead of from a 
ship, I wondered what the next two to 
three weeks would bring, how things 
had changed, and how life in general 
was for everyone on the atoll. From the 
air, it looked like a small, irregularly 
shaped bracelet-a much different 
shape than I had ever pictured in my 
mind-and the combination of vast 
ocean, coral reef and sandy, porous 
pieces of land with abundant vegeta
tion again caught my interest, for atolls 
are wonders to behold and never cease 
to intrigue one with their interworkings 
of natural elements, their great vul
nerability to the ocean, and their abili-

This personal account of teaching on 
Lae Atoll in the Marshall Islands was 
written by Carol Curtis who returned 
to Lae early in 1984 after an absence of 
seven years, this time·as a Bahd'i. Ms. 
Curtis was a Peace Corps member in 
1969-71 when she first came to Lae 
Atoll as an elementary school teacher. 
In 1975 she returned for a three-month 
visit that "extended into three years" 
before returning to the United States. 
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ty to support many kinds of life. 
As I left the plane and greeted many 

people as they slowly began to recog
nize me, the biggest change was im
mediately obvious-the airplane and 
small airstrip which had come into ser
vice in 1983. Before, all travel had been 
on the field trip ships that take any
where from five days to 3-4 weeks to 
reach Lae, depending on the route. 
These ships arrive every 3-4 months 
and remain the basic means of trans
portation because the planes are con
tinually breaking down and are quite 
expensive. 

As the first few days passed, I visited 
everyone on the island, explored the 
land to see the effects of two typhoons 
and a two-year drought that had oc
curred during my absence, walked on 
the reef at low tide (my favorite time) 
and began slowly to teach the people 
about the Baha'i Faith. There had been 
Baha'is living on Lae before, but none 
were there when I came and no one on 
Lae had ever become a Baha'i. 

The Marshall Islanders are generally 
conservative Protestant Christians with 
a few hundred Catholics, and in the 
last 10 years several other Christian 
sects have come seeking converts. The 
idea of Manifestations other than Jesus 
and religions other than Christianity is 
new and strange to them, but the peo
ple on Lae were more than willing to 
listen to what I had to say, and many 
had questions and great curiosity and 
interest since they had been hearing the 
word "Baha'i" on the radio for the 
past several years. 

"Mama," to whom I had sent Ba
ha'i booklets several months before 
with prayers and The Hidden Words 
translated into Marshallese, immedi
ately told me how beautiful the prayers 
and writings were, and said she realized 
from Baha'u'Uah's writings that He 
certainly was Someone wonderful even 
if she couldn't quite accept Him yet as 

a new Messenger from God. This from 
a woman who has been a deacon and 
elder in the Protestant Church since 
she was a young woman and has never 
had any contact with other religions. 

I spent time teaching one of my 
friends who had finished college in the 
U.S. and had lived with me for a time 
in 1981 on the Navajo Reservation 
where several people had begun slowly 
to teach him about Baba'u'llall. 

But for me the most surprising and 
wonderful revelation came from my 
16-year-old friend, Helti, whom I have 
known since she was one and one-half 
years old. Her first child (a girl) was 
born less than two weeks before I ar
rived, and although her husband was 
temporarily away from the island, she 
was so happy, fresh and open that 
everyone felt good just to be around 
her-especially me. 

As I began to tell her about Baba
'u'lIab she was confused, full of ques
tions, but quite curious. The second 
time we talked I explained the enroll
ment card to her, and she turned to 
Navy (her mother-in-law) and asked if 
she were going to sign. I was so sur
prised I asked Helti what she wanted to 
do, and she replied that she wanted to 
sign the card. It wasn't her decision to 
sign that amazed me as much as it was 
her joyousness, courage, conviction, 
willingness to be first, lack of hesi
tation, and the great light of beauty 
that shone from her eyes as she made 
that decision! All this from a 16-year
old girl who has lived all her life on an 
isolated atoll in the Pacific, grown up 
in a conservative Christian-Marshallese 
traditional village with almost no con
tact with the outside world-but the 
truth and power of Baba'u'l1ab's 
teachings reached her heart, and she 
was open to receive them. As Helti 
signed her card, Navy made her decis
ion to sign too. 

I write so glowingly about Helti be-
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cause the experience serves to remind 
me how wonderful it is to be able to 
teach the Faith. It is such a beautiful 
experience. I'll never forget Helti's ra
diant face! 

As the next three weeks went by, 
everyone on the island was busy pre
serving breadfruit, for it was bread
fruit season. Preserved breadfruit is 
made by peeling the skins, cutting the 
breadfruit into pieces, soaking them in 
ocean water, laying them on the 
ground on coconut fronds for two days 
to drain, and finally, burying them in 
leaf-lined pits. The breadfruit can keep 
indefinitely this way if the leaves lining 
the pits are replaced every few weeks. 

When the breadfruit season ends, 
bwiro (the preserved breadfruit) be
comes the islanders' staple food, so it is 
vitally important to preserve as much 
as possible. For many years now I've 
realized that no one could possibly live 
on atolls if it were not for the hardy 
coconut, breadfruit and pandanus 
trees. These trees are quite amazing: 
the coconut tree for its versatility of 
use; the breadfruit for its abundance of 
food; pandanus for its long, slender, 
strong leaves used for weaving mats, 
thatch for houses, clothing and other 
products, and its fruit; and all of them 
for their ability to grow in sandy-poor 
soil and their great resistance to brack
ish water, salt spray and winds. The 
other essential element is the ocean 
which, in times of no land food, can 
sustain life with its abundance of fish 
and other kinds of sea animals. 

The nights have always been my fa
vorite times on Lae. It is slightly 
cooler, and the sky is brilliant with 
what seem to be millions and millions 
of stars and a moon that seems to be as 
much a part of everyday life as the sun. 
One night everyone at our house 
wanted to hear songs, so I taught a few 
Baha'i songs, but mostly they seemed 
to be fascinated by the words "Allah
'u'Abha" and "Ya Baha'u'l-Abha," 
repeating them over and over again. 

Often in the evening I would visit 
with another friend and her family, 
and we would talk about the persecu
tions in Iran and the meaning of life. 
The people were appalled by the hap
penings in Iran. Such torture, violence 
and injustice is simply inconceivable to 
a Marshallese. 

Some of the other changes I noticed 
during my brief stay were the two 
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stores, whereas before there were none; 
more sickness (or so it seemed), pos
sibly brought on by more movement of 
people as a result of the planes; 
changes in lifestyle; a new generation 
that has grown up since I was last there 
and seems much more confused about 
life than the young people of 15 years 
ago; political divisions where none ex
isted before, because politics is so new 
to the Marshalls; and much less influ
ence, regular attendance and accep
tance of the authority of the local 
church. The people on Lae Atoll are 
searching, especially the younger ones, 
as much as people in New York City or 
New Delhi or anywhere else on earth. 
And of course, this is where the ex
quisite words of Baha'u'llah can help 
us understand what life is about and 
lead us to a more spiritual way of life. 

As my time to leave grew_ closer, six 
more people became Baha'is including 
the friend I mentioned before who had 
been with me in the U.S. and his wife. 
We held a short Feast, said prayers to
gether one Sunday morning, and con
tinued to deepen in the evenings. Navy 
continually told me that she was seri
ous and sincere about her decision to 
become a Baha'i and was happy to 
have learned about Baha'u'llah and 
His teachings, even if other people 
didn't understand her decision and 
conviction. She has always impressed 
me as a strong, hard-working, capable 
woman with great interest in anything 
about the world and life; her state
ments meant a lot to me and made me 
happy for Lae to have someone like 

.. - - - .•. . .. 
her. 

While I was on the atoll a young boy 
became quite ill and I would go to his 
home to say prayers for him, in Eng
lish, because the long healing prayer 
and others haven't yet been translated 
into Marshallese. His grandmother, 
who understands no English, said she 
always felt better after I had read a 
prayer. One evening I was told that 
Jack, the young sick boy, had asked 
for me that afternoon and wanted me 
to come each morning and evening be
cause, he said, he too felt better every 
time the prayers were read. 

Meanwhile, the airplane broke down 
in Majuro so flights were canceled, but 
because there were sick people who 
needed to be evacuated from Lae and 
Ujae (an atoll about 30 miles away) a 
field trip boat was re-routed to pick 
them up. I needed to return to Majuro 
(I was already one week late for work), 
so I decided to leave on the boat. So 
once again I was saying goodbye to 
everyone on Lae, not really wanting to 
go, completely overwhelmed as before 
by its beauty and serenity, but ever so 
happy for having been able to return 
for three short weeks and for knowing 
that the words of Baha'u'llah had 
touched a few hearts on Lae and that I 
would return again whenever I could. 

As the boat started up and prepared 
to leave the lagoon, and the ocean 
gently rocked us, I stood on the top 
deck, in the rain, staring at the atoll 
and saying the Tablet of Ahmad ·as 
deeply and sincerely as I could for the 
people of Lae and the rest of the world. 
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The world 

Ontario's Gahendena Center is opened 

The Gahendena Baha'i Center on 
the Six Nations Reserve in Ontario, 
Canada, was officially opened last Oc
tober 13, and plans are being discussed 
for several areas of development at the 
Center and its surrounding 100 acres of 
farmland, woods and orchards. 

The Gahendena Project began when 
the land and buildings, which include a 
house, a barn and sheds, became avail
able to the Spiritual Assembly of Six 
Nations. Gahendena is a Mohawk In
dian name that translates as "keeper of 
the commons." It is the Indian name 
of the donor of the property. 

Objectives of the project include pre
serving Native culture, promoting tra
ditional Iroquois agricultural lifestyles, 
integrating Native spiritual values into 
the process of consultation, and mass 
conversion of the people of Six Na
tions. 

The barn is being renovated to serve 

Thailand 

nh,ntfll9ri1nh was taken during one 
of the sessions of a Joint Youth Camp 
held last December 7-10 in Songkhla, 
Thailand, and attended by 63 young 
Bahd'fs from Thailand and Malaysia. 
The camp, which was opened with a 
Unity Feast expressed in music, includ-
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Uganda 
To the National Spiritual Assembly of Uganda 
DEEPLY GRIEVED PASSING DEVOTED MAIDSERVANT GOD 
KNIGHT BAHA'U'LLAH, CLAIRE GUNG. HER DISTINGUISHED 
RECORD SERVICES HOLY CAUSE AS FIRST PIONEER LEAVE HER 
HOME COMMUNITY SIGNALIZING INAUGURATION AFRICAN 
CAMPAIGN IN RESPONSE BELOVED GUARDIAN'S CALL, WON 
HER ACCOLADE MOTHER OF AFRICA. HER NOTABLE ACHIEVE
MENTS IN PIONEER FIELDS IN UNITED KINGDOM, TANZANIA, 
KENYA, ZIMBABWE, MALA WI AND UGANDA DESERVE HIGH 
PRAISE, PARTICULARLY HER CONTRIBUTIONS TO EDUCATION 
CHILDREN IN SPIRITUAL HEART AFRICA. PRAYING HOLY 
SHRINES PROGRESS HER NOBLE SOUL ABIlA KINGDOM. MAY 
VALIANT SOULS ARISE FROM AFRICA'S FERTILE SOIL FOLLOW 
IN HER FOOTSTEPS. 

Universal House of Justice 
February 10. ,985 

as a meeting place, and it has already garden project at the Center provides 
housed children's classes and two Na- weekly Baha'i education for 13 child
tive Council meetings. A children's ren from three communities. 

ed sessions on public speaking and 
drama as a means of teaching the 
Faith. Other activities were workshop 
sessions, a public meeting to observe 
Human Rights Day, games, and songs 
around a campfire. 

Baha'is in the area have been offered 
firewood and maple syrup from the 
Center, and there is a plan to develop 
these products on a commercial basis. 

A community vegetable garden has 
supplied the needs of believers on the 
Reserve and other Native friends. 
Some land has been cleared and two 
fields plowed for future large-scale ag
ricultural efforts. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Canada and some nearby Assemblies 
have contributed financially to the 
development of the Gahendena Center. 

Proposals for the future include the 
cultivation of existing orchards and 
planting of new trees, and the creation 
of a tutorial school and a crafts and 
hobbies center. 



Kenya 

Participants in a Bahd,( National Kenya, are pictured in front of the 
Youth Conference held last December Nakuru Bahd', Center, a complex that 
in Nakuru, Rift Valley Province, 

Marshall Islands 
Seventy Baha'is from 19 commu

nities attended the eighth' National 
Teaching Conference last December 
24-29 at the Baha'i National Center in 
Majuro, Marshall Islands. 

Speakers included Fred Pedro, 
chairman of the National Spiritual As
sembly, and Auxiliary Board member 
Betra Majmeto. 

Presentations were made on the his
tory of the Faith, the role of Baha'i 
youth, Baha'i laws, consultation, liv
ing a Baha'i life, goals of the Seven 
Year Plan, and the Baha'i Faith and 
the Bible. 

Plans were announced for a Na
tional Baha'i Women's Conference to 
be held June 23~29 in Ebeye, Kwajalein 
Atoll. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Marshall Islands announced goals 
of forming 30 local Spiritual Assem
blies by Ri,,"van 1985 and of becoming 
fmancially self-supporting by Ri,,"van 
1986. 

On the final evening of the confer
ence, the friends enjoyed a large pot
luck dinner to which the public was in
vited. Entertainment included perfor
mances of traditional Marshallese 
dances and songs. 

Hawaii 

Frank Fasi (second from left), the 
mayor of Honolulu, Hawaii, displays a 
proclamation marking January 20 as 
World Religion Day in Honolulu. With 
Mayor Fasi are members of the Bahd'f 

Tony Pelle, the public information 
officer for the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Hawaiian Islands, has 
been named a member of the Gover-

was eXpanded in 1984 to include a 
l00-bed dormitory. 

community of Honolulu (left to right) 
Lillian Chou, Samieh Labib- Wood 
(holding her daughter, Samira), and 
Paul Sjoquist. 

nor's Task Force for International 
Youth Year. 

Mr. Pelle is chairman of the task 
force's Organizations Committee. 
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Dominican Republic 

More than 90 people attended the 
National Baha'i School of the Domini
can Republic last December 23-30 in 
Licey Al Medio. 

It was that country's best-attended 
Baha'i school ever, and had as its 
theme "Changing Your Life for Baba
'u'llah." 

One of the activities was a marathon 
race in which each runner had a spon-

Sikkim 

,,".,,0;;"'" are a 
class at the BaM" Primary School in 
Sing tam, Sikkim, which has already 
earned high esteem among the resi
dents of the Himalayan valley in which 
the school is located. Bottom photo: 
An exterior view oj the Bahd '( Primary 
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sor who contributed an amount of 
money to the Baha'i Fund based on the 
runner's performance. One of the most 
successful fund-raisers was a 13-year
old boy who ran 13 laps around the 
marathon course. 

Twelve hours of continuous prayer 
for the friends in Iran was offered 
simultaneously in both the men's and 
women's dormitories during the school 

school, which started in 1984 with 66 
students, soon will be expanded to 
double its present size. When four ad
ditional classrooms are added, it will 
be able to accommodate 100 more 
children. 

session. 
Following the close of the school, 

two teaching teams traveled to the 
towns of Moca and Dajab6n where a 
total of more than 30 people became 
Baha'is. 

By the time the teams left Dajab6n, 
Baha'i children's classes and a youth 
group had been established. One of the 
youth group's first activities was to 
visit the local jail and teach the Faith to 
the prisoners. 

* * * 
People from all areas of the Domin-

ican Republic attended a Baha'i Na-· 
tional Teaching Conference last No
vember 1()"'1l in the town of Bani. 

In classes, participants analyzed the 
role of the individual in the local and 
national communities in conformity 
with the over-all conference theme, 
"Your Role in the Divine Plan." 

The program included a Unity Feast 
that was open to the public. 

Guatemala 
Seventeen Auxiliary Board members 

from Mexico, Guatemala, EI Salvador, 
Honduras, Belize and Nicaragua along 
with Counsellors Hidayatu'llab Ab
madiyyih, Carmen de Burafato and 
Artemus Lamb attended an annual in
stitute for Auxiliary Board members 
and their liaison Counsellors held last 
November 10-12 in Guatemala City, 
Guatemala. 

Topics for consultation included Ba
ba'i scholarship, deepening in the 
Cause, reverence, and social and eco
nomic development activities. 

Before the close of the conference, 
each of the Auxiliary Board members 
had a chance to consult with his or her 
liaison Counsellor about their respec
tive country's remaining goals of the 
Seven Year Plan. 

About 100 people attended a public 
meeting held on the first evening of the 
institute at Guatemala City's Sheraton 
Hotel. 

The speakers at that meeting were 
Counsellors Ahmadiyyih and de Bura
fato who discussed progressive revela
tion and the importance of unity in to
day's world. 

"' 



Pakistan 

More than 325 non-Baha'is attended 
United Nations Day observances last 
October 24 in six cities in Pakistan. 

One hundred seventy-five people in
cluding 75 non-Baha'is were present 
for a public meeting at the Baha'i Na
tional Center in Karachi. Among the 
speakers was a UN representative in 
Karachi. 

The meeting was held on the final 
day of a week-long exhibit of books 
and posters at the Karachi Baha'i Cen
ter. 

Professors, assistant professors and 
journalists spoke at the UN Day ob
servance in Nawabshah which was at
tended by about 150 people. 

The event, which included a special 
program for children, was reported in 
the local newspapers. 

The Greens Hotel in Peshawar was 
the site of what was described as one of 
the most successful Baha'i public meet
ings ever held in that city. 

The observance was planned by the 
Peshawar Baha'i Youth Committee in 
cooperation with the local Teaching 
Committee. 

The speakers included Counsellor 
Sabir Afaqi and the chairman of the 
English department at Islamia College 
who is a well-known Urdu poet. 

The Baha'i Center was decorated 
with banners and posters from the 

local UN office and with posters made 
by the Baha'i youth who also sang Ba
ha'i songs during the program. 

For the first time, a Baha'i-spon
sored program was mentioned in a 
local television report, and the ob
servance also was described in local 
newspapers. 

In Quetta, 158 people including 58 
non-Baha'is attended the UN Day pro
gram sponsored by the Spiritual As
sembly of Quetta and held at the Quet
ta Baha'i Center. 

Among the speakers were a Baha'i 
and a health and communications ad
viser to UNICEF. 

More than 100 of some 150 people 
who attended the UN Day program in 
Hyderabad were non-Baha'is. 

One of the guest speakers was M.H. 
Kata, secretary of the Board of Inter
mediate and Secondary Education in 
Hyderabad. 

Baha'i youth provided entertain
ment and a display of books and post
ers. The Baha'i-sponsored event was 
publicized on radio and in newspapers. 

About 20 people attended the pro
gram in Mirpurkhas where the Baha'i 
speakers discussed UN efforts toward 
world peace and the Baha'i contribu
tions toward UN social and economic 
activities. 

Youth sang songs about unity, and 

United Nations representative Mr. Le- in Karachi, Pakistan, to commemorate 
vanchy (at podium) addresses a welf- the39thanniversaryo/the/oundingo/ 
attended public meeting held last Oc- the United Nations. 
tober 24 at the Bahd,( National Center 

Dr. Sdbir a member 0/ the Con
tinental Board o/Counsellors/or Asia, 
discusses the role o/the United Nations 
in ensuring international peace and the 
unity o/mankind during a UN Day ob
servance last October 24 in Peshawar, 
Pakistan. The event was planned by 
the Baha'{ Youth Committee 0/ Pesh
awar in cooperation with that commu
nity's local Teaching Committee. 

prayers were recited for world peace 
and the success of the United Nations. 

* * * 
The Baha'i community of Hydera-

bad began a small social service project 
when the Spiritual Assembly's Wom
en's Committee decided to provide 
treats to students at a government 
school for handicapped and retarded 
children. 

This led to a request from school of
ficials that the Baha'is also provide 
volunteer workers at the school. 

Later, at a meeting last September 
between the school staff and six Baha 'j 
volunteers, the person in charge of 
special education at the school thanked 
the volunteers, saying, "This is the 
first time we have been supported by 
Hyderabad, and I am sure many will 
follow." 

Panama 
Good publicity in newspapers and 

on radio was received for a United Na
tions Day observance last October 22 
that was sponsored by the Spiritual As
sembly of Panama City, Panama. 

The guest speaker was the director of 
information for Central America from 
the UN office in Panama. 
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. Argentina 

An estimated 20,000 people became 
aware of the Faith, and its relations 
with local and national authorities in 
Argentina were strengthened as the re
sult of a three-day proclamation cam
paign last October in Buenos Aires. 

The campaign was organized by the 
Cultural Committee of the Spiritual 
Assembly of Buenos Aires, working 
with local United Nations offices, the 
Organization of American States 
(OAS), and UNESCO. 

The campaign, which was titled 
"Encuentro Americano" (American 
Encounter), began on Columbus Day, 
October 12. Its emphasis was on fur
thering the arts for young artists, eval
uating relationships between city child
ren and their indigenous counterparts 
in villages, and comparisons of family 
groups among peoples of the United 
Nations. 

Prizes were given to the young art
ists, and there were simultaneous pro
ductions of theatrical and qlusical per
formances during the program. 

Nearly 100 Baha'is from five com
munities worked throughout the event 
to assure its success. Local officials 

Portugal 

Shown are many of the more than 50 
participants in a National Bahd'l Sum
mer School held last August in Coim
bra, Portugal. The guest speaker was 
Betty Reed, a member of the Continen-
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Bahd'i literature is displayed on a table 
during 'American Encounter,' a three
day proclamation program held last 
October in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

and personalities also participated, 
resulting in excellent press and tele
vision coverage. 

The Fundaci~n Escorial, a private 

tal Board of Counsellors for Europe 
(standing in center directly behind the 
young girl holding a photograph of 
'Abdu'I-Bahd). 

The panel behind the table proclaims 
the message, 'One World, Qne Hu-
manity.'· . 

foundation directed by Baha'is, was a 
major contributor to the preparation 
and execution of the tbree-day cam
paign. 

Sierra Leone 
Sierra Leone, one of nine African 

countries chosen for special Baha'i 
teaching projects, recently began its 
campaign with a Teacher Training In
stitute in the village of Yikander, in the 
Pujehun district. 

Eleven Baha'is took part in the in
stitute, which marks the start of an in
tensive year-long teaching campaign 
named in memory of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Enoch Olinga. 

During the institute, a new Baha'i 
tutorial school was dedicated in that 
same village. It includes two class
rooms and a large compound for rec
reation and future agricultural plots 
surrounded by a fence constructed 
from local materials by two nearby 
communities. 

On the last day of the institute, the 
five full-time teachers and their assis
tants were each given a photograph of 
'Abdu'l-Baha, and specific goals for 
the five districts to be covered' were 
reviewed. 



Cook Islands 
Sir Thomas Davis, prime minister of 

the Cook Islands, sent a letter last 
September 10 to the prime minister of 
Iran protesting the unjust treatment of 
Baha'is in Iran. 

In his letter, Mr. Davis said that no 
civilized country can condone the per
secution of a defenseless minority sole
lyon the basis of its religious beliefs. 

"Treatment of the Baha'is in Iran," 
he wrote, "has tarnished the reputa
tion of the great religion of Islam 
throughout the world, and is far from 
the principle of tolerance for other be
lievers in God established by Muham
mad and enshrined in the Koran. 

"I therefore appeal to you and your 
government," he concluded, "to take 
the necessary steps to protect the Ba
ha'is from further unjust persecution 
and to restore their basic human 
rights. " 

Tonga 
The Hand of the Cause. of God 

Amatu'l-Baha RuQiyyih Khanum had 
an audience with His Majesty King 
Taufa'ahau Topou IV of Tonga during 
her four-day visit to that country last 
fall. 

She also met several times with the 
Baha'is including those who live in out
lying communities, and was present at 
the dedication of a new teaching insti
tute. 

The Hand of the Cause met as well 
with members of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Tonga and with Baha'i 
youth. 

During her stay in Tonga, Amatu'l
Baha RuQiyyih Khanum was inter
viewed by reporters for a prime time 
radio news program. 

St. Lucia 
Three Baha'i youth from the United 

States recently visited many commu
nities in St. Lucia where they helped 
with the formation of new Baha'i 
youth clubs. 

Sheila Afnan, Penny Lillejord and 
Karen Larson spent two months en
couraging the young Baha'is to in
crease their activities in a way that will 
attract the interest of their non-Baha'i 
friends, as well as deepen their own 
knowledge of the Faith. 

Trinidad/Tobago 

Shown are participants in the Trinidad the Persto Paraesto Youth Camp in 
BahdY School held last August 23-26 at Freeport, Central Trinidad. 

Despite short notice, seven Baha'is 
from four communities in Trinidad 
and Tobago participated in an ecumen
ical service planned by an interreligious 
organization and held on Republic Day 
at the Sangre Grande Civic Center. 

Later, the Faith was represented by a 

Virgin Islands 
During a recent engagement in St. 

Croix and St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, 
renowned jazz trumpeter John Birks 
(Dizzy) Gillespie, who is a Baha'i from 
the United States, took time to meet 
with Baha'is and their guests on both 
islands. 

In an impromptu interview with a 
radio reporter and free-lance journal
ist, Mr. Gillespie told how he became a 
Baha'i in 1968. The interview was 
broadcast following the evening news 
program. 

When asked what advice he would 
give to people who are interested in the 
Faith, Mr. Gillespie replied that the 
Faith should be judged not by one's 
impression of the Baha'is he meets but 
by turning to the revealed word of 
Baha'u'llah. 

* * * Children's classes that are open to 
the public, classes on family life and 
self-transformation, and service-pro
viding youth groups are among the 
social and economic development pro
jects now under way in the Virgin Is-

member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Trinidad and Tobago and a 
Baha'i youth during a discussion at the 
Ministry of Youth and Social Affairs 
of activities to be carried out for UN 
International Youth Year. 

lands. 
The National Spiritual Assembly has 

been using the Baha'i National Center 
as a place from which to distribute 
food for poor and elderly citizens and 
as a meeting place for weekly creative 
expression gatherings such as poetry 
readings. 

Fund drives for foster care, tutoring 
and panel discussions on social issues 
are examples of other projects in which 
the Baha'is are involved. 

The friends in the Virgin Islands 
have also been participating in meet
ings to plan a new alcohol and drug re
habilitation center location. 

United Kingdom 
In England, the Faith has been asked 

to send representatives to a select 
group of religious leaders in the Jeru
salem Chamber, Westminster Abbey, 
and to a one-day conference in the Ju
bilee Chamber, Palace of Westminster, 
that was organized by the Parliamen
tary Group for World Government. 
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Are humans morta~ or immortal? 
Is death a door tq doom and extinction 
or a portal to a n~w, everlasting life? 

What is the purpos~ of earthly life? 
Can the reality anq immortality of the soul 

be confirmed ~y reason? 

-
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Selections from the 
BaM'i Writings on the 

Reality and Immortality 
of the Human Soul 

• Available from Baha'i Distribution Service, 
Wilmette, fL, USA. at $7,95 plus 10% for 
postage and handling. 

Available from . 

Bringing together the writings of . 
lBaha'u'llah, the Bab, and abdu'l-Balui 
on the purpose of human life and the 

continuation of that purpose into 
the mysterious realms beyond 

physical death, Unto Him Shall We 
Return is compiled and arranged to 

portray a clear vision of the meaning 
of life-both here and hereafter
and to offer guidance about the best 
preparation for worlds to come. 

An excellent reference for studies 
on immortality, 

Unto Him Shall We Return 
serves, too, as a sourcebook 

for funeral and memorial services 
and makes a lovely gift 

for the bereaved. 

compiled by 
HUSHIDAR MOTLAGH 

Baha'i Distrihution Service 
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World Centre 

'Victory in Plan is now within sight' 

To the Baha'is oj the World 
Dearly-loved Friends, 

As we enter the final year of the Seven Year Plan, con
fidence of victory and a growing sense of the opening of a 
new stage in the onward march of the Faith must arouse in 
every Baha'i heart feelings of gratitude and eager expecta
tion. Victory in the Plan is now within sight and at its com
pletion the summation of its achievements may well as
tonish us all. 

But the great, the historic feature of this period is the 
emergence of the Faith from obscurity, promoted by the 
steadfast heroism of the renowned, the indefatigable, 
dearly-loved Baha'i community of Baha'u'llah's and the 
Bab's native land. 

This dramatic change in the status of the Faith of God, 
occ~ing at so chaotic a moment in the world's history 
when statesmen and leaders and governors of human insti
tutions are witnessing, with increasing despair, the bank
ruptcy and utter ineffectiveness of their best efforts to stay 
the tide of disruption, forces upon us, the Baha'is, the obli
gation to consider anew and ponder deeply the beloved 
Guardian's statement that "The principle of the Oneness of 
mankind-the pivot round which all the teachings of Baha
'u'llah revolve-... implies an organic change in the struc
ture of present day society, a change such as the world has 
not yet experienced." 

Intimations in the non-Baha'i world of a rapidly growing 
realization that mankind is indeed entering a new stage in 
its evolution present us with unprecedented opportunities to 
show that the Baha'i world community is "not only the nu
cleus but the very pattern" of that world society which it is 
the purpose of Baha'u'llah to establish and toward which a 
harassed humanity, albeit largely unconsciously, is striving. 

The time has come for the Baha'i community to become 
more involved in the life of the society around it, without in 
the least supporting any of the world's moribund and divis
ive concepts, or slackening its direct teaching efforts, but 
rather, by association, exerting its influence toward unity, 
demonstrating its ability to settle differences by consul
tation rather than by confrontation, violence or schism, 
and declaring its faith in the divine purpose of human exis
tence. 

Baha'i youth are taking advantage of the United Nations' 
designation of 1985 as the Year of Youth to launch their 
own campaign of active co-operation with other youth 
groups, sharing with them Baha'i ideals and a vision of 
what they intend to make of the world. 

The Baha'i community will b~ strongly represented at the 
culminating event of the United Nations' Decade of Wom
en in this same year. 1986 has been named the Year of 
Peace and the Faith will be far from silent or obscure on 
that issue. Even now the House of Justice is making plans 
for the presentation of the Baha'i concepts on peace to the 
governments and leaders of the world and, through the Ba
ha'i world community, to its national and local authorities 
and to all sections of the variegated world society. 

But it is in the local Baha'i communities that the most 
widespread presentation of the Faith can take place. It is 
here that the real pattern of Baha'i life can be seen. It is 
here that the power of Baha'u'llah to organize human af
fairs on a basis of spiritual unity can be most apparent. 

Every Local Spiritual Assembly which unitedly strives to 
grow in maturity and efficiency and encourages its com
munity to fulfill its destiny as a foundation stone of BaIta
'u'llah's World Order can add to a growing groundswell of 
interest in and eventual recognition of the Cause of God as 
the sole hope for mankind. 

Such considerations as these are now occupying the ear
nest attention of the Universal House of Justice. Their 
specific implementation will form a large part of the next 
Plan which will follow immediately on the completion of 
the present one and will be of six years' duration. 

By winning the Seven Year Plan, by consolidating our 
local communities, and above all by strengthening and 
deepening our understanding of the purpose of Baha
'u'llah's Revelation we shall be preparing ourselves to play 
our part in bringing about that transformation of human 
life on this planet which must take place ere it becomes fit 
to receive the bounties and blessings of God's own King
dom. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House oj Justice 

Riqvan 1985 
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Sri Lanka 

New stamp, proclamation mark victory 

On November 21, 1984, Prime Min
ister Ranasinghe Premadasa of Sri 
Lanka, acting on a request from a 
number of high-ranking religious dig
nitaries, declared the third Sunday in 
January as World Religion Day in that 
country and approved a commemora
tive postage stamp to be issued January 
20, 1985, which coincided with the 
fifth annual observance in Sri Lanka of 
World Religion Day. The symbols of 
the various faiths appear as a beautiful 
bouquet of varying hues emphasizing 

The Hon. S. Sharvananda, Chief Jus
tice of the Supreme Court of Sri 
Lanka and chairman of this year's ob
servance of World Religion Day in that 
country, lights the ceremonial lamp to 
begin the program. To his left is the 
Hon. Ranasinghe Premadasa, Prime 
Minister of Sri Lanka; to his right is 
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the oneness of religion and of man
kind. 

The following background report on 
World Religion Day in Sri Lanka and 
how the commemorative stamp came 
to be authorized by the government 
was written by Jamshed K. Fozdar, 
vice-chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Sri Lanka. Mr. Fozdar, 
who was one of the speakers at this 
year's event, is a consulting engineer 
and the author of several books on 
Buddhism and comparative religion in-

Mazzahim Mohideen, the coordinator 
of this year's fifth annual observance. 
The government of Sri Lanka this year 
declared the third Sunday in January 
as World Religion Day and issued a 
commemorative postage stamp to 
mark the occasion. 

cluding The God of Buddha and Bud
dha Maitrya-Amitabha Has Appeared. 

• 
World Religion Day was observed 

for the fIrst time in Sri Lanka on Jan
uary 18; 1981. Two pioneers from the 
United States, Mr. and Mrs. Jamshed 
Fozdar, who had arrived in mid-1979 
to help fulfill a goal of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Canada, decided 
to begin an observance of this special 
day which was initiated more than 40 
years ago by the beloved Guardian as a . 
means for the Faith to be recognized as 
a religion among religions by bringing 
together leaders and peoples of various 
faiths to emphasize their common de
nominators by addressing common 
themes from different perspectives, 
thus stressing the eternal truths under
lying all of our beliefs. 

The themes used for World Religion 
Day since its inception in Sri Lanka 
have been: 

1981-The Oneness of Humanity 
1982-The Foundation of All Reli

gion Is One 
1983-Religion Should Be the Cause 

of Unity 
1984-Society's Challenge to Relig

ion 
1985-Spiritual Standards for a 

Peaceful Society 
Through his having authored books 

on Buddhism and comparative religion 
and his friendship with many of the 
leaders of thought in Sri Lanka, Mr. 
Fozdar was able to obtain the coopera
tion of some of the country's most em
inent religious figures in planning the 
World Religion Day observances. 
Moreover, in keeping with the dignity 
of the Faith, these observances have 
from the start been held in the best and 
most prominent venue, namely. the 
S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike Memorial 
Hall whose grandeur is unexcelled by 
any other conference meeting place in 



South Asia. 
Owing to the generous coverage 

given to them by the mass media, these 
World Religion Day observances stead
ily gained prominence in the eyes of 
residents of Sri Lanka's capital city, 
Colombo, as well as among those in 
other areas of the country. With such 
press coverage, the name "Baha'i" 
also assumed greater stature since, in 
all World Religion Day programs and 
invitations, the Spiritual Assembly of 
the Baha'is of Sri Lanka was listed as 
the sponsor. 

One of the first goals envisioned for 
the Faith in its effort to make World 
Religion Day the most important an
nually observed interfaith event in the 
country was the recognition of the 
Faith as a religion among religions. 
Since the Faith in Sri Lanka is small in 
numbers and until recently relatively 
obscure (being described in most in
stances as a Persian or Afghan sect), 
the status it has now achieved in Sri 
Lanka, that of a recognized indepen
dent religion, might be difficult for the 
friends in other lands to fully appre
ciate-in fact, it is difficult even for the 
friends in Sri Lanka to appreciate, ex
cept for those few who reside in the 
capital city. The fact is that the years of 
work and planning which led to the 
government's recognition of the third 
Sunday in January as World Religion 
Day and the issuance of a commemo
rative stamp marking that recognition 
has been the privileged experience of a 
very few Baha'is, fewer than the 
fingers on one hand. These historic 
achievements have demonstrated clear
ly to those persevering souls and to 
their fellow believers Baha'u'llah's 
power to bestow miracles upon those 
who work tirelessly for the glory of His 
matchless Cause. The full story of His 
irresistible power in guiding every step 
of this endeavor cannot yet be related 
in all its details. 

The first mention of the idea that the 
government of Sri Lanka should de
clare the third Sunday in January as 
World Religion Day and issue a com
memorative stamp bearing the symbols 
of all the world's great faiths to mark 
the occasion was made at the second 
observance of World Religion Day on 
January 19, 1982, when Mr. Fozdar 
suggested in his closing remarks that 
the government be presented with such 
a request. More than 18 months later, 

The Bandaranaike Memorial Hall in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka, at which the first 
five annual observances of World 
Religion Day in that country have been 

held. The annual observances are spon
sored by the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Bahd'ls of Sri Lanka. 

A view of the capacity audience of gion Day observance held last January 
1,700 at the fifth annual World Reli- 20 in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 

at a special World Religion Day com
memorative dinner, it was agreed by 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Sri Lanka and of the World 
Religion Day Committee (by then a 
loosely knit group of Baha'is and non
Baha'is) that Mr. Fozdar should serve 
as secretary and draft a petition to the 
President, to be signed by as many par
ticipants and well-wishers as possible, 

asking that the government recognize 
World Religion Day and issue a stamp 
to mark its recognition. On June 26. 
1983. 14 prominent religious leaders 
signed the petition to the President at a 
special meeting for that purpose held at 
the headquarters of the Sarvodaya 
Movement and chaired by the Move
ment's president. Dr. A.T. Ariyai'atne. 
But because the petition lacked the en-
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Day banner as the national anthem of 
Sri Lanka is played to open the fifth 
annual observance of the event in that 
country are (left to right) Jamshed K. 
Fozdar, vice-chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahd'ls of 
Sri Lanka; Mrs. Jezima Ismail, presi
dent of the Sri Lanka Muslim Wom
en's Conference and principal of the 

dorsement of any representatives of the 
Buddhist clergy, the leaders of the reli
gion espoused by nearly 80 percent of 
the people of Sri Lanka, the President 
merely acknowledged its receipt and 
took no further action. 

On January IS, 1984, the fourth an
nual World Religion Day observance 
was held in Colombo. Once again, 
there was a great deal of media pub
licity about the event as well as about 
the teachings of the Baha'i Faith which 
had initiated and sponsored it. And 
once again, Mr. Fozdar expressed on 
behalf of the National Spiritual Assem
bly the hope that, in view of the im
portance of the event, the government 
would recognize the third Sunday in 
January as World Religion Day and is
sue a commemorative stamp to mark 
the occasion. The statement was re
ported in the press, and as the ob
servance had already gained a good 
deal of media support, and messages 
from the President and Prime Minister 
had acclaimed the goals of World 
Religion Day, those whose responsi
bility it was to achieve these great proc
lamation goals redoubled their efforts 
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Mohideen, J.P., vice-chairman of the 
Board of Trustees of Moors Islamic 
Cultural Home and coordinator of the 
observance; the Hon. S. Sharvananda, 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 
and chairman of the observance; and 
the Hon. Ranasinghe Premadasa, 
Prime Minister of Sri Lanka and Chief 
Guest at the observance. 

with renewed hope. 
As another step toward these goals, 

the National Spiritual Assembly, in a 
letter of June 23, 1984, to Prime Min
ister Ranasinghe Premadasa wishing 
him well on the occasion of his birth
day, expressed its gratitude for his 
previous messages of encouragement 
and invited him to be the Chief Guest 
at the fifth World Religion Day ob
servance on January 20, 1985. On July 
18 the Prime Minister, through his co
ordinating secretary, informed the As
sembly that he would be pleased to at
tend the event. His acceptance was 
both an opportunity and a challenge 
for the Baha'is who were told that 
while the Prime Minister would be the 
best person to accomplish the goals of 
recognition of World Religion Day and 
the issuance of a commemorative 
stamp, he would require that the peti
tion be signed by some of the most em
inent members of the Buddhist clergy 
as well as by Hindu, Christian and 
Muslim leaders. 

The power vouchsafed by Baha
'u'llab to His servants then began to 
function as two members of the World 

Religion Day committee, Neil Dharma
wansa and D.C. Perera, carried two 
separate petitions prepared by Mr. 
Fozdar for the signatures of the four 
highest and most powerful Buddhist 
clergymen and were able to persuade 
all of them to endorse on the letterhead 
of the committee the petitions ad
dressed to the Prime Minister. These 
historic petitions, signed by the leaders 
of the country's four separate Buddhist 
denominations together with leaders of 
the other major faiths, Hinduism, 
Christianity and Islam, are, as pointed 
out by S. Sivasupramaniam, former 
Justice of the Supreme Court and pres
ident of the All Ceylon Hindu Con
gress, who was himself a signatory, 
unique dOcuments. Many are the emi
nent names that are affIXed, and each 
of them has a unique significance to 
impart to the timeliness and impor
tance of the petitions. The documents 
were completed on September 16 and 
received on October 26 in the Prime 
Minister's office by his coordinating 
secretary who promised to submit them 
to the Prime Minister for early con
sideration. 

On Wednesday evening, November 
21, the regular day for weekly govern
ment cabinet meetings, Baha'is and 
non-Baha'is in Sri Lanka heard on 
radio and television the following cab
inet decision: "On a proposal by the 
Honorable Prime Minister on behalf of 
a number of religious dignitaries, in
cluding several Maha NayaIce Theras, 
the Cabinet of Ministers declared the 
third Sunday in January as World Reli
gion Day and agreed to the issuance of 
a commemorative postage stamp to 
mark this day." The following day the 
newspapers carried on their front pages 
the news of the cabinet decision. 

Two weeks later, the Prime Minis
ter's secretary sent a circular letter to 
all Ministries and District Development 
Councils to arrange to observe World 
Religion Day this year in a befitting 
manner and to contact the World Reli
gion Day Committee for directions. 
For the first time in its history the Na
tional Baha'i Centre, from whose pre
cincts the committee was operating, be
came the focus of assistant ministerial 
secretaries and defense officials, aU 
coming to seek guidance and informa
tion on observing World Religion Day. 
The committee, with Mrs. Norma 
Dharmawansa serving as its chief rep-



resentative, ably assisted by S. Chan
drakanthan, administrative officer of 
the National Baha'i Centre, acquitted 
itself admirably. The committee quick
ly prepared its own circulars, one for 
the various ministries providing back
ground on World Religion Day and 
asking them to encourage their per
sonnel to attend the observance in Col
ombo, and another for the District 
Development Councils showing them 
how each could observe World Reli
gion Day in its own district by getting 
an eminent person to chair the pro
ceedings and speakers of various faiths 
to discuss this year's theme, "Spiritual 
Standards for a Peaceful Society." 
Reports received after January 20 in
dicated that the .day was observed by 
prayers, processions or other means in 
several of the provinces. 

The observance in Colombo had by 
now become a state function with invi
tations sent to the more than 1,700 
people who attended both by its spon
sor, the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Sri Lanka, and the government's Min
istry of Posts and Telecommunica
tions. The government's news releases 
about the occasion point to the Baha'i 
Faith as the inaugurator of World Re
ligion Day more than 40 years ago and 
emphasize that its goal is that people 
everywhere may come to regard the 
earth as a single country and mankind 
as its citizens. 

At precisely 4:25 p.m. on January 
20, Prime Minister and Mrs. Prema
dasa arrived at Bandaranaike Memo
rial Hall and were received by Neil 
Dharmawansa, secretary of the World 
Religion Day Committee, who intro
duced them to the committee chair
man, Mr. Fozdar (who also was the 
Baha'i speaker on the program); com
mittee member Mazzahim Mohideen, 
one of the leaders of the Muslim com
munity and coordinator of the observ
ance; and M.L.C. Chandrasekara, sec
retary of the National SpiritUal Assem
bly of the Baha'is of Sri Lanka. 

At the entrance to the main hall, the 
Prime Minister and his wife were 
greeted by S. Sharvananda, Chief J us
tice of the Supreme Court and chair
man of this year's observance, who es
corted them to the stage. While reli
gious observances such as this are gen
erally noted for poor attendance, and 
the highest number to attend any pre
vious W orId Religion Day program 

was 800, this time the hall was filled to 
capacity with more than 1,700 in the 
audience including more than 200 who 
were standing. Television cameras 
whirred to record the highlights as the 
function opened with the traditional 
blowing of the horn and beating of 
drums while the lamp-lighting cere
mony, participated in by the Prime 
Minister, Chief Justice and other dis
tinguished speakers and members of 
the clergy on the podium, was taking 
place. 

After the coordinator called the 
meeting to order with a few words of 
welcome, he invited the Honorable Ab
dul Majeed, deputy minister of Posts 
and Telecommunications, to come to 
the stage and commence the formal is
suance of the irrst day covers and the 
stamp commemorating W orId Religion 
Day. Those who knew that even 
though it was Sunday, post offices 
across the country had opened for one 
hour to issue the special stamp, were 
thrilled by what was taking place. The 

The Hon. Ranasinghe Premadasa 
(right), Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, 
arrives at the fifth annual World Reli
gion Day observance January 20 at the 
Bandaranaike Memorial Hall in Col
ombo, Sri Lanka, and is greeted by 
N.J.H. Dharmawansa, secretary of the 
World Religion Day Committee which 

government had already printed one 
million World Religion Day stamps. 

The ceremony of the first day covers 
was impressive and colorful as the red
uniformed postal staff began placing 
the covers on a special table set up for 
the purpose and handed them to the 
deputy minister who handed them, one 
by one, to each of the distinguished 
guests beginning with the Prime Min
ister and Chief Justice. One can ima
gine the elation felt by the Baha'fs on 
the dais, Mr. Fozdar and Mrs. Lily Ay
man (representing the Baha'i Interna
tional Community), as they received 
their irrst day covers of this historic 
stamp which would show people all 
over the world the recognition of the 
Faith by the government of Sri Lanka 
as a religion among religions, the very 
goal set for World Religion Day by the 
genius of its inaugurator, the beloved 
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi. 

At the close of the stamp ceremony it 
was announced that after the observ
ance a special counter would be opened 

planned the event. Also extending the 
traditional greeting to the Prime Min
ister is Jamshed K. Fozdar Oeft), vice
chairman of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Sri Lanka who was the BIl
hd'( speaker on the World Religion 
Day program. 
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at the entrance to the main hall at 
which members of the audience would 
be able to purchase the first day covers 
and World Religion Day stamp. 

After welcoming the Prime Minister, 
the Chief Justice in his opening address 
expressed his appreciation, on behalf 
of the assemblage, to the National 
Spiritual Assembly and the World Re
ligion Day Committee as sponsors and 
organizers of the interfaith event and 
for having persevered in holding it for 
the past five years. 

The Prime Minister spoke next, first 
in Sinhalese and then in English. At the 
conclusion of his address, nearly SO 
senior girl guides who served as ushers 
and helpers distributed printed copies 
of the Prime Minister's speech to mem
bers of the audience. 

Others who followed the Prime Min
ister to the podium, some of whose 
names and achievements have made 
them nationally and even interna
tionally renowned spokesmen for their 
faiths, expressed in turn their apprecia
tion to the sponsors and organizers of 
the World Religion Day observance 
and stressed that the concept of world 
religion must move from being simply 
an annual event to secure for itself a 
dynamic role in the everyday life of the 
country-from the grassroots up to the 
top decision-makers. 

In addition to Mr. Fozdar, these 
speakers were the Hon. V. Siva Supra
maniam, former Justice of the Su
preme Court and chairman of the AlI
Ceylon Hindu Congress; Dr. Ariyarat
ne; the Rev. Father Marcelline Jaye-

{,?~."\ .<;' ,~~ { ... H.-I>< '" • 
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kody of St. Anne's Church, Pilapitiya, 
Kelaniya; and Mrs. Jezima Ismail, 
principal of the Muslim Ladies College 
of Colombo and president of the Sri 
Lanka Muslim Women's Conference. 

Later, Mrs. Ayman was called upon 
to make a few remarks, after which she 
presented to each of the participants 
gift copies of the books A Crown 0/ 
Beauty and Let All Rejoice and a sou
venir medallion of the U.S. Baha'i 
House of Worship. 

The Prime Minister spoke next, 
first in Sinllalese and tllen in 
Englisll. At tile conclusion of IIis 
address, nearly 50 senior girl 
guides ••• distributed printed 
copies of tile Prime Minister's 
speech to members of the audi
ence. 

The coordinator then called upon 
Mrs. Dharmawansa of the World Reli
gion Day Committee to accompany 
Mrs. Sharvananda, the wife of the 
Chief Justice, to the stage where Mrs. 
Sharvananda distributed the prizes to 
children who had won the arts and es
say contests on the World Religion Day 
theme. 

Next, the coordinator announced 
that the nationally famous composer 
and conductor P. V. Nandasiri,· who 
had written a special theme song in 
honor of World Religion Day, would 
conduct its premiere performance with 

a troupe of 23 musicians and singers. 
The song, with its lyrical beauty and 
ecumenical content, stole the hearts of 
the audience and may well become the 
theme song of World Religion Day in 
Sri Lanka. 

As the song was completed the fifth 
and historically unique observance of 
World Religion Day in Sri Lanka had 
ended, having in five short years be
come the most important interfaith 
event in the country and having re
ceived the full recognition of the gov
ernment which had declared the third 
Sunday in January to be World Reli
gion Day and commemorated that de
cision by issuing a postage stamp sym
bolic of interfaith harmony. In doing 
so, the government also recognized the 
Baha'i Faith as a religion among reli
gions, and its name on the stamp is 
now there for all the world to see. 

Publicity for this year's event, in the 
press and on radio and television, far 
exceeded that of all past years com
bined. On January 19, the day before 
the event, the National Radio broad
cast panel discussions in three lan
guages with the Prime Minister's sec
retary, K.H.J. Wijayadasa, as modera
tor. While these historic achievements 
should greatly encourage all of us, we 
must now press forward to make the 
Faith a dynamic and ever-present fac
tor throughout Sri Lanka and the rest 
of the world so that it can be called 
upon to administer its life-giving elixir 
to a thirsty humanity. The channels are 
available, the task is clear, the aid 
vouchsafed by Baha'u'llab to His sin
cere servants is assured. The friends 
must now arise and plant the banner of 
the Faith firmly upon new heights be
fore others close the way and delay the 
victory. 

~I 



, 'I can visualize the spirit of brotherhood that will emerge • • • 
Excerpts from an address by the Hon. R. Premadasa, 
Prime Minister, at the fifth observance in Sri Lanka of 
World Religion Day, Sunday, January 20, 1985 . 

• 
I am extremely happy to be present at the fifth observ

ance of World Religion Day in Sri Lanka which also 
marks the recognition of World Religion Day by the 
government. I must congratulate the Spiritual Assembly 
of the Baha'i faith in Sri Lanka not only for sponsoring 
World Religion Day annually but also for the very impor
tant role played by them in getting the government to rec
ognize World Religion Day. 

This is indeed an occasion which I will remember for 
many years to come. Firstly because I was personally in
volved in getting the government to designate the third 
Sunday of every January as World Religion Day. Second
ly, I can visualize the spirit of brotherhood that will 
emerge amongst Sri Lankans belonging to the great reli
gions of the world through the new bonds of friendship 
and unity that have been established. 

"Man does not live by bread alone" is a statement full 
of meaning. Among the many needs of a human being to 
lead a full and meaningful life, a set of beliefs and prac
tices of a spiritual nature is as important and indispen
sable as basic essentials of food, clothing and shelter. 
That is why even in the most primitive societies in the 
world both past and present there is strong and weU
defmed religious tradition. That is also why, in every cul
ture, the greatest heights of human creativity, whether in 
art or literature, music or dance, logic or philosophy have 
been reached for and on account of religion. 

Our religious policy is unique in many ways. Ours is a 
secular government; but we believe that the promotion of 
religious development is not contradictory to secular 
principles of legislation and administration. On the other 
hand, we have, by word and deed, upheld that every reli
gion should be provided all the freedom and facilities that 
it needs to develop according to the needs and aspirations 
of its adherents. We do not merely guarantee the freedom 
of worship. We promote religion and we do it in a spirit 
of tolerance. In fact, in what I should call a spirit of ac
tive tolerance and impartial patronage. 

The spirit of religious tolerance is an integral part of 
the national life of our country. It is the very cornerstone 
of our culture. It has come down to us with the message 
of Buddhism which we received from the great Indian 
Emperor Asoka through no less a person than his own 
son, Mahinda. Emperor Asoka's Rock Edict No. 12 is 
rightly called the magna carta on religious tolerance. In 
this he says: 

"There should be no extolment of one's own religion 
or disparagement of other religions on inappropriate oc
casions and that it should be moderate in every case even 
on appropriate occasions. . . . If a person extols his own 
religion and disparages other religions with a view to 
glorifying his own religion because of his attachment to 
it, he injures his own religion very severely by acting in 

The Hon. Ranasinghe Premadasa, Prime Minister of Sri 
Lanka, receives a first day cover of the historic World 
Religion Day commemorative stamp from Abdul Ma
jeed, deputy minister of Posts and Telecommunications, 
during the fifth annual World Religion Day observance 
last January 20 in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Seated to the 
Prime Minister's left are the speaker for Christianity, the 
Rev. Father Marcelline Jayakody, and the speaker for 
Buddhism, Dr. A. T. Ariyaratne, president and founder 
of the Sarvodaya Movement in Sri Lanka. 

this way. Therefore, restraint in speech is to be com
mended because people should learn and respect the fun
damentals of one another's religion." 

We in Sri Lanka have been the fortunate inheritors of 
this spirit of tolerance and inter-religious understanding. 

Our country has received and nurtured religious tradi
tions of a highly diversified nature. Right through his
tory, men of religion have received asylum and succor in 
our midst. Buddhism mingled with Hinduism in such per
fection that from time immemorial we have worshipped 
in each other's temples. Buddhists accord to Hindu gods 
.the highest position of sanctity as Bodhisatvas aspiring to 
Buddhahood. Hindus 11ave likewise accorded to the Bud
dha an equally sanctified place in their conception by rec
ognizing him as an incarnation of Vishnu. What is signi
ficant is that there has been a conscious and willful ap
proach toward unity and unification. 

It is equally significant that Muslims not only found in 
Sri Lanka a haven for their secure development but, 
when persecuted by the Portuguese, were given shelter 
and protection by the Buddhist kings of Kandy. Simi
larly, when the Dutch persecuted Roman Catholics, it 
was in the kingdom of Kandy that they found asylum and 
perfect freedom of worship. 

In our sacred shrines like Sri Pada, Kataragama and 
Madhu, people of all religions seek their own spiritual 
ends with never a question of their individual religious af
filiations. It is due to the same degree of religious tol-
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erance and understanding that Parsees, Baha'IS, Subuds 
and various other religious groups have found in Sri 
Lanka a fitting environment for them to flourish in, away 
from their homes of origin. 

The mUltiplicity of religions has been a cause of con
cern particularly when man's inhumanity to man has 
been demonstrated in the name of religion. It is in rela
tion to such sad abuses of religion that Jonathan Swift, 
the author of Gulliver's Travels, said in his Thoughts on 
Various Subjects that "We have just enough religion to 
make us hate but not enough to make us love one ano
ther. " The great wisdom enshrined in these words is that 
the solution to the problem of religious conflict is also in 
religion itself. "What we need," as he says, "is enough 
religion to make us love one another." 

It is only when faith was appropriately governed by 
reason that the highest achievements in thOUght and ac
tion were reached. The success of Buddhism as a religion 
depended to no small measure on the Buddha's appeal to 
reason and logic. He wanted his disciples not to accept 
even his own teachings without subjecting them to critical 
scrutiny. In a practical demonstration of the Buddha's 
concept of religious tolerance, he extracted a promise 
from one of his new converts-Upali by name-that he 
would continue to su,pport his erstwhile religious teach
ers. 

There is no need for conflict as regards the basic good 
which every religion expounds. In formulating the essen
tial elements of an universal religion, the Buddha pre
sented the following as the teachings of all Buddhas: 

" Avoiding evil, 
"Doing good, and keeping one's mind pure. 
"This is the teaching of the Buddhas." 
How very close is this statement of the Buddha to the 

Koranic saying, "Enjoin good and forbid evil so that 
there is no mischief and corruption on earth." I have also 
found a similar correspondence with the Buddha's teach
ing that action but not birth determines whether a person 
is high-born or low-born with the Prophet Muhammad's 
famous farewell pilgrimage address in which he said, 
"All men are equal and their only distinction is based on 
piety and good acts." 

Christ's Sermon on the Mount with its underlying 
theme of loving one's neighbor as one's self corresponds 
with the Buddhist teachings of the four Brahmaviharas
the four sublime states of compassion, pity, sympathetic 
joy (that is, the absence of jealousy and envy) and equa
nimity. 

It is love, harmony, concord, peace, confession, non
violence and equanimity that all religious teachers have 
stressed through precept and example. The need of the 
hour not only for us in Sri Lanka but for the entire hu
manity is to mobilize these noble principles to solve the 
pressing problems of discord and violence, hatred and in
security. 

Could we all strive together to reach that perfect level 
of a purposeful human being whose qualities the Buddha 
has so succinctly and eloquently described in the opening 
verses of the Karaniya Metta Sutta in which the Buddha 
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said: 
"He who is skilled in his own good and who wishes to 

attain the state of calm, should be efficient, upright, per
fectly honest, obedient, gentle, humble, contented, easily 
supportable, with few obligations, of simple livelihood, 
controlled in senses, discreet, not impudent and not over
ly attached to worldly life. He should not commit the 
slightest wrong which the wise would censure. (He 
wishes:) 'Mayall beings be happy and secure; may their 
minds be wholesome.' Let not one deceive another nor 
despise any person anywhere. In anger or ill-will let him 
not wish any harm to another. Just as a mother would 
protect her only child even at the risk of her own life, let 
him cultivate a boundless affection to all beings. Let his 
thoughts of boundless love pervade the whole world, 
without obstruction, without any hatred, without any en
mity." 

The world today needs this kind of man and it is the 
duty of aU of us dedicated to religion to produce him. 

There are some basic truths about all religions which 
have enabled the forging of the unity amongst them. All 
the great religions have been founded for the redemption 
of mankind irrespective of race and other considerations, 
but unfortunately each religion tries to proclaim its su
periority over others. Instead of stressing what unites and 
harmonizes, we tend to emphasize what divides and sepa
rates. 

Why have the various individual religions been unable 
to unite us? The fault lies not in the religions themselves 
or in their founders; the fault really lies with us. We have 
tried to introduce and emphasize the unimportant aspects 
of religion as against the more important ones. After all, 
it is the one truth that aU the religious leaders have pro
claimed. Therefore aU religions should unite mankind 
rather than divide them. 

The great faiths of the world can no longer continue to 
be sectarian or national or racial in their outlook or em
phasis. They must transform themselves into one univer
sal faith. What is urgently needed is a new spiritual ap
proach which will reconcile the beliefs of the various 
faiths consistent with modem scientific and rational prin
ciples and offer all people a set of values and a meaning 
to life that they can accept and apply. 

In conclusion, let me express the hope that in the future 
the spirit of interfaith understanding and appreciation 
will find root in all the communities-large and small
across our land and throughout the world. Let such orga
nizations which claim the oneness of religion grow. Let 
everyone realize that there is one Dharma-one truth. 
After all, we are a single humanity and this small planet is 
our single home. Let us sacrifice and work toward peace, 
good-will and brotherhood amongst aU people who in
habit this earth. 

Let me wish the organizers and participants every suc
cess in the promotion of the objectives of World Religion 
Day. I thank you. 



Sierra Leone 

'Project Olinga' paves way for 'troops' 

After the selection of fIve areas of 
concentration in Sierra Leone and an 
intensive fIve-day training institute, the 
stage was set and the "spiritual battal
ion" moved into the battlefIeld. 

The emphasis in the campaign has 
been on developing functioning com
munities that will yield more teachers, 
more new Assemblies, more localities. 
The teachers, who were assigned to 
special areas, had two major goals: to 
raise up a prescribed number of func
tioning Assemblies (that is, functioning 
according to the guidelines from the 
Universal House of Justice), and to 
raise up new Assemblies and open new 
localities to the Faith. 

Deepening or "activating" materials 
were prepared in written form and on 
cassette recordings. The topics includ
ed history, administration, Baha'i laws 
and principles, Feasts and Holy Days, 
the Fund, and teaching. Prayers, es
pecially, were recorded in the two dom
inant local languages. The teachers vis
ited Assembly areas, systematically 
teaching this material. 

Many Baha'is, for the fIrst time, 
were so happy to feel the power of the 
prayers of Baha'u'llih as they mem
orized them in their own language. The 
deepening sheets were also available to 
be left behind for any literate Baha'i in 
the village to carry on the deepening. 

The enthusiasm of the trained teach
ers attracted other friends who joined 
them in this joyous and challenging 
work. The importance of contributing 
to the Fund and holding the Nineteen 
Day Feasts was stressed. Also, in areas 
that were suffIciently grounded in the 
Faith, the idea of a socio-economic 
project was introduced. In all these 

This article about the recent "Pro_ 
ject OUnga" teaching campaign in 
Sierra Leone was written by Auxiliary 
Board member Charles Bullock. 

areas, there has been wonderful suc
cess. The number of communities hav
ing a local Fund, contributing to the 
National Fund, and holding the Nine
teen Day Feast has increased more than 
1 00 per cent. 

One friend, a school teacher, moved 
to a new area and was not heard from 
for fIve months. When he was at last 
visited, he spoke of his teaching ac
tivities. As it turned out, he had six 
communities up to Assembly status; 
the one in which he lived had more 
than 80 Baha'is. He said the fIrst thing 
he taught was setting up a local Fund. 

Another community, Vaama, has a 
rice farm and a boat. Once a week they 
go fIshing. The funds collected from 
the sale of the fish are divided into 
three parts: one for the local Fund, one 
for the construction of a Baha'i 
Center, and one for a new tutorial 
school building. 

The Baha'i tutorial school at Yikan
dor is in full operation with an enroll
ment of 25 students. The teacher, Mary 
Sam-who was one of the participants 
in the Olinga Project-has recently 
written a school song. At the regional 
conference in Pujehun, the children 
from . the Baha'i school came and 
recited prayers and sang songs in 
English and their local language. 

The four regional teaching confer
ences held recently in Sierra Leone dis
played the fruits of the efforts of so 
many friends during the past few 
months. Moyamba, which has had an 
Assembly for only four months, plan
ned a program that ran from Friday 
evening until Sunday afternoon. The 
District OffIcer and High Executive 
OffIcer opened the conference, prais
ing the goals and ideals of the Faith 
and assuring the cooperation and full 
protection of their offIces. The con
ference included a public meeting with 
more than 50 attending. 

At a meeting with the Spiritual As
sembly of Moyamba, 12 communities 
were chosen in which to try and raise 
Assemblies by RiQvan. Two new As
semblies already have been formed. 

In the Lungi area, friends came from 
14 communities to a conference at 
Tadie whose program was organized 
and arranged by local believers. The 
topics discussed during the day-long 
conference were chosen to further 
deepen the friends' understanding. The 
number of local Assemblies in the Lun
gi area continues to grow. 

In Makeni, Baha'is from about 10 
communities gathered for a conference 
that also was organized, and most 
classes taught, by local believers. The 
opportunity to ask questions greatly in
creased the understanding of the 
friends, many of whom were attending 
a large Baha'i gathering for the fIrst 
time. Pledges for future activities were 
made, as well as a contribution to the 
Fund. 

At Pujehun, 12 communities were 
represented. To arrive on time, some 
of the friends had to leave their village 
two to three hours before the confer
ence began. Again, topics- to deepen 
the understanding of the friends were 
presented including many questions 
about the laws and teachings. 

Although 20 new Assemblies have 
been formed (bringing the total to 95), 
new localities opened and many new 
believers enrolled, the fact that the 
base of deepened believers who are 
memorizing prayers, teaching and par
ticipating in community programs has 
grown by more than lOOper cent is pre
paring the stage for "entry by troops" 
in Sierra Leone-which we feel confI
dent will soon happen. May the Con
course on high assist us in every en
deavor. 
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Haiti 

Zunuzi School aids development project 

The first official Baha'i-adminis
tered rural development project in 
Haiti was a pilot project that lasted 
from January to June 1983 and was 
funded by an $8,500 grant from the 
Canadian Embassy in Haiti. 

During the project, 20 volunteers 
from the ZunUzi Baha'i School were 
trained in various subjects useful in 
community development work. Four 
village early childhood education 
centers were built, with teachers being 
partially supported by the parents in 
those villages. 

The current project began on July 
IS, 1983, and is scheduled to end on 
July 14, 1985. Of the $82,000 required 
for the project, two-thirds was con
tributed by the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), while 
the Universal House of Justice pro
vided the rest. 

The purpose of the project is to en
gage in a process of community con
sultation leading to identification of 
local needs and interests. Two or three 
non-formal education or self-help pro
jects are then to be chosen for imple
mentation. 

To determine and verify the needs 
and interests of the villagers, a survey 
was conducted with local people in 
mini-cooperative groups and on wom
en's committees formed through the 
project. Good relationships with local 
people through the presence of the Ba
ha'i school, coupled with availability 
of two gifted community workers facil
itated this investigative process and 
overcame typical problems of poor 
communication and inaccurate infor-

This article on the Baha'I rural 
development project in Haiti is re
printed from the Winter/Spring 
1984-85 issue of Timoun, the news
letter of the AniS Zunuzi Baha'I School 
in Lilavois, Haiti. 
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mati on which often result from mis
trust and resentment of outside re
searchers. 

No maps or census lists were avail
able for the area, so local youth made 
their own; counted every fourth house; 
and divided into teams to conduct in
terviews with use of questionnaires 
developed by the staff. The survey en
compassed 98 households and 216 indi
viduals in Lilavois, Depio, Savane, 
Blonde, Segur and Celeste. 

The basic trends indicated the lack 
of water, tools, storage, sources of 
credit, community organization and 
adult literacy. 

Through activities of the mini-coop
eratives and women's committees, the 
local people began to consider actions 
they might themselves take to intro
duce new profit-making services to 
their areas. The immediate interest was 
to build up capital through small co
operative commercial undertakings, 
with the long-range goal of agricultural 
and animal-raising projects. These 
women's committees of Lilavois (site 
of the Anls ZunUzi Baha'i School in 
southwestern Haiti) and Liancourt (in 
central Haiti) were interested in crafts, 
cooking, sewing and, to some extent, 
literacy and upgrading of those skills. 
The interests thus expressed gave di
rection to the documentation-gathering 
undertaken by the project. 

This delicate process of awakening 
people to their own value and the abil
ity to change their situation is a key ele
ment often missing in development 
projects. Encouraged by the villagers' 
positive response, the Development 
Committee and staff decided to create 
a course during the second year (July 
1984-July 1985) drawing from the Holy 
Writings and "animation" techniques 
to try to defme this process. Its pur
pose is to train instructors, and pos
sibly to orient Spiritual Assemblies in 

future projects. 
In the Lilavois area and in Artibo

nite (a region in central Haiti), the pro
ject is promoting the formation of 
mini-cooperatives composed of friends 
who invest in commercial or agricul
tural projects with their own money. 
Largely through the skills of one de
velopment worker, there are 17 such 
groups. Members are developing new 
attitudes through practical experience 
about cooperation and change, and the 
importance of learning, to control fi
nances, understand the market systems 
and contribute to their community's 
development. 

At monthly day-long sessions, mini
cooperative members are oriented to
ward development concepts. Each sem
inar includes a demonstration or expla
nation of agricultural techniques, using 
the experimental plot behind the Anis 
ZunUzi School. In this plot, 16 varieties 
of beans and other vegetables are 
planted including the little-used soya 
bean. The villagers learn methods of 
multiple planting, com and seed selec
tion, and the use of chemical fertilizers 
and insecticides. 

In the area of literacy training, 25 
trainees (including four from the Arti
bonite area and two from other agen
cies) learned a method which flfSt re
moves people's fears and shyness, then 
simplifies writing by reducing all letters 
to a few basic strokes. 

A UNICEF seminar held last year 
showed the potential value of the Anis 
ZunUzi School as a training center for 
other agencies, and has greatly en
hanced the prestige of the Faith. 

In the field of agriculture, the pro
ject administrators perceive the need to 
reach farmers with an organized, sci
entific program of joint research, and 
to locate someone who is capable of 
setting up an irrigation system on the 
school's experimental plot. 



One objective of the project is to 
train local people to help with the iden
tification, planning and operation of 
educational programs, and to aid local 
organizers and facilitators of such pro
grams. On this count, an all-Haitian 
team including local youth learned to 
plan and execute a survey. Of 30 youth 
trained in the pilot project, 14 actively 
participate in the project as instructors 
and assistant instructors. Ten out of 19 
trained at the UNICEF Center work as 
instructors in Baha'i-operated early 
childhood centers. Under the supervis
ion of the Spiritual Assembly of Lian
court, a core of motivated people now 
actively plans and carries out these ac
tivities, with minimal support from the 
project. 

Characteristic of a new breed emerg
ing from individuals involved in the 
project is Alix Breau, a 28-year-old Ba
ha'i who had been working closely with 
Francisque Francois and who fmally 
joined the project staff. He remarked 
how he was impressed by the fact that 
Francisque had left his own region to 
help in the project-a gesture of love 
and fraternity; and how the training he 
received helped him greatly to make 
contact with people in his own area. 
The Development Committee found it Women's activities at the Ants Zuntizl elude weekly sessions on nutrition and 
amazing to fmd, in the hand-out men- Baha'I School in Lilavois. Haiti, in- cooking. 
tality where aid is perceived almost 
solely in passive material terms, people 

The Development Committee ap
pointed by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of Haiti is 
responsible for implementation of 
the Canadian International Devel
opment Agency (CIDA) project, 
and other such projects. Its mem
bers are Stuart North, chairman; 
Hans J. Thimm, secretary; Fran
cisque Francois and Georges Mar
cellus. Linda Gershuny and Rene 
Jean-Baptiste serve as advisers. 

Field personnel who are key to the 
execution of the project are mem
bers of the Rural Development 
staff. They are: Linda Gershuny, 
coordinator; Susan Walsh, assistant 
administrator and pre-school super
visor; and community development 
workers Francisque Francois, 
Desanges Exama, Alix Breau and 
Rose Gabrielle Seraphin. 

Sherif Rushdy is the Development 
Project director in Canada. 

such as Mr. Breau commenting on 
non-material benefits of the project ac
tivities. 

Another objective of the project is to 
serve as a center for the delivery and 
coordination of appropriate programs 
of other agencies. To this end, there 
has been interaction between the Ba
ha'i rural development project and 
such agencies as the Department of 
Public Health/Bon Repos Health 
Complex; the Department of Rural De
velopment and Natural Resources; a 
Baha'i project which set up the con
nection for redistnDution of pigs in the 
area; UNICEF-Centre d'Education 
Speciale; Gros Mome Development 
Project (Catholic Relief Service); 
Seventh Day Adventist World Service; 
Haitian-German Development Foun
dation; Centre Haitien de Recherche 
pour la Promotion Feminine (Interna
tional Women's Organization); and 
Scheut Fathers: Uteracy Seminar. 

As part of an ongoing initiative 
among Baha'i agencies involved in de-

velopment work, one of the project 
goals is to gather information about, 
and develop liaison with, other pro
jects of a similar nature, especially in 
neighboring Caribbean and Latin 
American countries, which would lead 
to exchanges of students and staff, and 
sharing of results. Before the beginning 
of the project, Linda Gershuny (one of 
its advisers), gained insights from a vis
it to the FUNDEAC Development Pro
ject (Rockefeller Foundation) in Cali, 
Colombia. 

Dr. Farzam Arbab, a member of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors for 
the Americas and liaison Counsellor 
for Haiti, has given unstintingly of his 
time and knowledge in the field of 
social and economic development in 
the course of the creation and unfold
ment of the project. 
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The world 

Singapore Baba'i on BBe World Service 

After submitting a written question 
about the role of religion in bringing 
peace to the world, Freddy Tan, a Ba
ha'i from Singapore, was chosen to be 
connected by telephone to the London 
studios of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC) so he could put his 
question directly to the Catholic Pri
mate of England during a live broad
cast last October 29 of a program call
ed "It's Your World." 

On the air, the program moderator 
said to the cardinal: "Mr. Tan, a fol
lower of the Baha'i Faith, which be
lieves in the ultimate unity of God, 
mankind and religion, wants to know 
what part world religions can play in 
bringing unity." 

The cardinal's general answer in
cluded a statement about the important 
contribution that all religions can 
make. 

When Mr. Tan suggested that there 
should be a controlling world body ow
ing allegiance to God so that the rights 
of people could be safeguarded, the 
cardinal showed sympathy for the con
cept, giving a generally positive an
swer. 

Seychelles 
Ninety-five people including several 

non-Baha'i guests attended the dedica
tion last November 11 of a recently 
completed regionall:ia~ratu'l-Quds in 
Anse Etoile, Seychelles, that will serve 
five Baha'i communities in the coun
try's northern region. 

The building, the first of its kind to 
be acquired in the Seychelles, com
pletes a goal of the Seven Year Plan. 

Its completion was made possible by 
contributions from the National Spiri
tual Assembly of the Seychelles, a "sis
ter" National Assembly, and two Spir
itual Assemblies in the area served by 
the new structure. 
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One hundred persons including visitors Bahd'f Winter School last December 
from six Asian countries attended a 14-16 in Singapore. 

Uganda 
Seven hundred people in Uganda 

embraced the Faith during the first 
month of a three-month teaching cam
paign that began last October 15. 

A group of 21 Baha'is working 
under a liaison committee to the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Uganda 
divided their efforts in the districts of 
Arua, Bundibugyo and Nebbi. Five bi
cyles were purchased for the teachers 
to use in carrying literature and other 
materials. 

The entire village of Bundingoma ac
cepted the Faith, while enrollments in 
Kabale reached 175. There were 400 
new believers in Nebbi, where two 
teachers remained to help elect local 
Spiritual Assemblies. In the Arua Dis
trict, the enrollment of 80 new be
lievers was reported. 

These early victories were achieved 
in spite of a long-lasting drought that 
has left many communities in each of 

the three districts without ad~Uate 
food. 

World Centre 
Official and semi-official visits by 

distinguished visitors to the Baha'i 
World Centre and its Holy Places have 
increased at an amazing rate since the 
completion of the permanent Seat of 
the Universal House of Iustice. 

Among the high-ranking public offi
cials and other dignitaries visiting last 
November and December were the 
prime minister of Israel; the ambas
sadors from South Africa, Costa Rica, 
Peru and Canada; the captain of the 
U.S. Navy missile cruiser "Mississip
pi"; the director-general of Israel's 
Ministry of the Interior; the rector of 
Haifa University, and several scholars 
and journalists. 



India 

teachers are par- dia, where it is reported that more than Bahd'(s as a result 0/ many years 0/ 
ticipants in a recent deepening institute 100,000 people have recently become devoted teaching in that area. 
in Bhind, north Madhya Pradesh, In-

Seventy-seven new local Spiritual 
Assemblies were formed and 9,113 
people became Baha'is last September 
and October as a result of the Gudalur 
and Yelagiri Hills teaching campaigns 
in India. 

Teachers were prepared for the suc
cessful and ongoing projects by attend
ing the Gudalur Baha'i Institute held 
during the first week in September. 

As the campaigns got under way, 
teaching teams visited outlying villages 
during one half of each day. 

Their efforts proved so successful 
that they soon ran out of enrollment 
cards, but the problem was solved by 
pasting one card in a new notebook. 
Then, after each person was convinced 
that Baha'u'llab is the Manifestation 
of God for this age, he or she would 
read the unused enrollment card and 
sign his or her name in the notebook. 

••• 
One hundred ninety-six students 

from six of India's northern states are 
presently attending the Baha'i-owned 
Rabbani School in Gwalior. 

A year-end report from the school 
for 1984 shows that it has a faculty of 
IS who offer instruction in Hindi with 

English and Sanskrit being taught as 
second languages. 

The school maintains a 74-acre farm 
and poultry operation where the boys 
at the school work and receive training. 

Associated with the school are the 
Rabbani Community Development 
Project, which operates eight tutorial 
schools, and the Rabbani Rural Health 
Project, which is designed to offer ser
vice to nearby villages while providing 
useful experience for students. 

Three of the eight tutorial schools 
are fully self-supporting. In three vil
lages, students pay fees to cover their 
teachers' salaries. 

Every Saturday morning, all Rab
bani School faculty and students travel 
in teams to 12 nearby villages to teach 
children, plant trees, or perform 
dramas on social or health-related 
topics. Many help in the publicity for 
immunization campaigns carried out in 
some of the villages. 

••• 
More than 400 delegates from 15 

countries including England, the 
United States, New Zealand, West 
Germany, Iran, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
Sri Lanka, Kenya, Canada, Nepal, the 

Maldives, several Middle Eastern 
countries and 18 states in India at
tended an historic two-day Baha'i 
Temple Conference last October 19-20 
in the ancillary building of the Mash
riqu'l-Adhkar of the Indian Sub
continent. 

The guest speaker on this occasion 
of the first use of the new and still un
completed building was the Hand of 
the Cause of God Amatu'l-Baha Ru
Qiyyih Khanum who was accompanied 
by Violette Nakhjavaru and three 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of India when, on the first day 
of the gathering, they called on the late 
prime minister of India, Indira Gand
hi. 

On the second day, Farlburz Sahba, 
the architect of the new Temple, gave 
an update on construction work. 

Amatu'l-Baha RuQiyyih Khanum 
then spoke about the significance of 
the institution of the Masbriqu'l
Adhkar, comparing it to the hub of Ba
ha'i life in every village, town and city, 
and noting that Baha'u'llab has said 
that in the future there will be a House 
of Worship in every Baha'i center. 
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United States 
Baha'is from the Concord, Cali

fornia, area participated last Septem
ber 22 in a "Cross-Cultural Under
standing Conference" arranged by the 
Center for New Americans, a service 
organization founded by a Baha'i, with 
the cooperation and help of the Mount 
Diablo Unified School District. 

The purpose of the conference was 
to educate the community and to 
demonstrate the importance of effec
tive communication in understanding 
and relating to other cultures. 

It provided an opportunity for com
munity leaders and educators to recog
nize and appreciate cultural diversity in 
a unifying and dynamic atmosphere. 

Participants represented a variety of 
ethnic and national origins including 
Afghans, blacks, American Indians, 
Filipinos, Japanese, Jews, Laotians, 
Mexicans, Nicaraguans, Poles and 
Vietnamese. 

Italy 
Augusto Robiati, a member of the 

National Spiritual Assembly of Italy, 
was presented with two literary prizes 
last November 24 in Rome. 

He was awarded the international 
peace prize "Pace nel Mondo" (Peace 
in the World) "in recognition of (his) 
constant efforts to strengthen the 
bonds of peace and brotherhood 
among peoples." 

The second award, an international 
literary prize, "Valle del Sagittario," 
was presented for the prose and nar
rative quality of Mr. Robiati's two Ba
ha'i works: Uomo Svegliati (1973) and 
Gli Otto Veli (1981), which are publish
ed by Casa Editrice Baha'i, the Baha'i 
Publishing Trust of Italy. 

• • • 
The National Spiritual Assembly ot 

Italy reports the establishment of 55 
local Spiritual Assemblies, five more 
than the number called for in the Seven 
Year Plan goals for Italy. 

The announcement followed the 
election of the first Spiritual Assembly 
of Campobasso last October 11 and the 
formation last December of another 
new Assembly in San Pietro, near 
Verona. 
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The Center for New Americans was 
founded in October 1983 by Ouity 
Kiani, a Baha'i from Clayton, Califor
nia, who was helped by a group of citi
zens who were interested in facilitating 
the integration of immigrants into Am
erican society. 

The center opened its doors with no 
funding but thanks to the efforts of 
many professionals who volunteer 
their time, it has helped a few hundred 
families in the area. 

The Center lists as its purposes: 
• To assist refugees and immigrants 

of all nationalities to adjust to the 
American culture. 

• To provide long-term support and 
services so that foreign-born Amer
icans can become valuable contributing 
citizens. 

• To facilitate the involvement of 
counselors and volunteers who wish to 
contribute to the integration into socie
ty of new Americans. 

Its emphasis is on fostering in
dependence, self-sufficiency and per
sonal development among these new
comers while enriching the community 
at large through sharing this diversity. 

The cross-cultural conference in
cluded presentations on cross-cultural 
communication and the impact of pre
judice. 

In addition, the emotional, fman
cial, employment and language prob
lems experienced by immigrants were 
discussed by a panel composed of a 
psychologist, a social worker, and a 
language specialist. 

Also included was a presentation by 
Dr. Dean Barnlund, a professor of in
tercultural and interpersonal commu
nication at San Francisco State Univer
sity, on the nature of conscious and un
conscious culture and its effect on our 
behavior. 

Dr. Richard Heggie, president of the 
International Visitors Center and past 
president of the World Affairs Coun
cil, spoke about how to get along with 
people of other cultural backgrounds. 

••• 
Twelve Baha'is participated last 

December 8-11 in the annual meeting 
and 75th anniversary observance of the 
American Academy of Religion and 
Society for Biblical Literature held in 
Chicago. 

The U.S. Baha'i Publishing Trust 

and World Order magazine were rep
resented by Larry Bucknell, Dr. Betty 
J. Fisher, Anne Atkinson, Robert 
Atkinson and Candace Moore. 

A display booth sponsored by the 
Publishing Trust and World Order 
magazine attracted more than 80 
'browsers, 55 people who accepted free 
hand-outs or copies of World Order, 
and 52 who asked questions, purchased 
books or expressed some knowledge of 
or interest in the Faith. 

Those who visited the booth includ
ed other publishers, professors, and 
scholars of religion from all over the 
U.S. 

A panel on "The Diffusion of the 
Baha'i Faith and Its Encounter with 
Other Religions" was part of the four
day conference program. The two and 
one-half hour session was attended by 
14 people, several of whom asked 
thoughtful questions. 

Susan Stiles, who chaired the panel, 
spoke on "Zoroastrian Conversions to 
the Baha'i Faith in Yazd, Iran." 

Anthony Lee spoke on "The Baha'i 
Faith in West Africa, 1950-1963," 
while Robert Stockman, author of the 
forthcoming book The Baha'{ Faith in 
America: Origins, 1892-1900, spoke on 
"The Baha'i Faith and the Bible in the 
United States, 1892-1912." 

William Hatcher, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Can
ada and the executive committee of the 
Association for Baha'i Studies, attend
ed the conference to promote the new 
book, The Bahd'f Faith: Emergence of 
a Global Religion, to be published by 
Harper and Row. 

Dr. Hatcher and his co-author, 
Douglas Martin, prepared the book as 
a project of the Association for Baha'i 
Studies. 

Other Baha'is at the conference in
cluded Dr. Ann Schoonmaker, Dr. 
Heshmat Moayyad, and Janet Buck
nell. Dr. Schoonmaker, a long-time 
member of the AAR, has single-hand
edly represented the Faith at past con
ferences. 

A number of the Baha'is attended 
receptions sponsored by various pub
lishers and universities and the 75th an
niversary banquet of the AAR which 
honored Mircea Eliade, known for his 
work at the University of Chicago in 
the history of religion and mythology. 



Nigeria 
Counsellor Friday Ekpe joined rep

resentatives of the Spiritual Assembly 
of Jos, Plateau State, Nigeria, for an 
audience with the governor that was a 
part of proclamation activities planned 
by the Jos Baha'i community to fulfill 
the goals of the last phase of the Seven 
Year Plan. 

It was reported that the governor 
was impressed by what he heard from 
the Baha'is and pledged his govern
ment's help in social and economic 
development projects. The commis
sioner of police encouraged the be
lievers to make more people aware of 
the Faith and to increase their num
bers. 

As a follow-up to letters written by 
the Baha'is to these officials and to the 
traditional ruler, the friends also met 
with the traditional ruler who thanked 
them for books they had given him and 
offered his help in the future. 

• • • 

a J(e.glO.nal 
Conference held last February 9-10 in 
Ogharefe, Bendel State, Nigeria, are 
pictured in front of the nearly com-

Dr. Marco Kappenberger, a Baha'i ning for the National Spiritual Assem
from Berne, Switzerland, who is a rep- bly of Switzerland, made a proclama
resentative of the Baha'i International tion visit February 16-22 to Nigeria. 
Community to the United Nations in While there, Dr. Kappenberger met 
Geneva and is in charge of media plan- with three federal ministers, two sec-

-----r-_~ 

Dr. Marco Kappenberger (second from 
right), a Bahd'i from Berne, Switzer
land, who is a representative of the Ba
hdY International Community to the 
United Nations in Geneva, is shown 
during a visit last February to Spec
trum Books Ltd. in Ibadan, Nigeria. 

With Dr. Kappenberger are (left to 
right) Tunde Dada, a Bahd'i from 
Lagos who accompanied him,· Mr. 
Adegbola, an assistant manager of 
Spectrum Books; and Mr. Igbinosum, 
the company's distribution manager. 

building. The conference was one of 
six held across Nigeria the same week
end to stimulate teaching activities. 

retaries of the Nigerian government, 
and various UN officials. He also ad
dressed a group of 30 students and 10 
faculty members at the University of 
Lagos and met with the vice-chancellor 
of the University of Ibadan. 

Dr. Kappenberger visited broadcast 
officials and newspaper editors, and 
was interviewed on three television 
programs and one radio program. 

France 

A IS-minute television program pro
duced by the Public Relations Commit
tee of the National Spiritual Assembly 
of France which was telecast nationally 
last September 29 marked an impor
tant first for the Baha'is of France. 

The program, which used the talents 
of Baha'i narrators and struck a very 
professional tone, included parts of 
previously produced Baha'i films from 
several sources. 

It was one of five segments that 
made up an over-all 7S-minute pro
gram entitled "Liberte 3." 

A video tape of the program was 
viewed last December at the Baha'i 
World Centre in Haifa. 
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·Cameroon 

are 
M,{ Summer School last December 
22-29 in Yaounde, Cameroon. Among 
those present were five members of the 
National Cam-

Shown are participants in the 6th Ba
hd'i Summer School last December 
22-30 in Limbe, Cameroon. The pro
gram included separate classes for the 
16 children who attended. Two travel-
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ing teachers from Germany were 
among those attending the session, 
which closed with a BaM'1 wedding 
that drew an audience of about 150 Ba
hd'ls and their guests. 

Senegal 
Seventy-nine Baha'is from five lo

calities in Senegal attended a confer
ence and inauguration ceremony at the 
new Baha'i Center in Koundhioughor 
that took place recently during a visit 
by two traveling Baha'i teachers. 

During their month-long trip, these 
two Baha'is helped form seven new 
Assemblies and visited 27 other estab
lished Assemblies in the Kolda and Zi
guinchor regions of Senegal. 

The Gambia 
Twenty-five children from ages three 

to six are attending a nursery school at 
the Baha'i National Center in The 
Gambia. 

Only three of the youngsters are 
from Baha'i families. Classes, divided 
into two levels, are taught by Baha'is; 
the curriculum is planned by the Spir
itual Assembly of Banjul. 



West Germany 
More than 120 people, most of them 

non-Baha'is, filled a public school au
ditorium in Dieburg, a small town near 
Frankfurt, West Germany, for the 
1984 Human Rights Day observance 
organized by the Baha'is of Dieburg. 

Speaking were two members of Par
liament, the Deutsche Bundestag; the 
mayor of Dieburg; and Dr. Udo 
Schaefer, a well-known Baha'i author. 
Among those in the audience were sev
erallocal and regional officials. 

The mayor warmly expressed his 
thanks to the Baha'is for being the first 
in the community to celebrate Human 
Rights Day, and encouraged them to 
continue to do so, offering the use of 
the recently restored hall of Dieburg 
castle as the site for next year's pro
gram. 

The two members of Parliament 
spoke about the historical roots of 
human rights around the world. One of 
them, Dr. Alexander Warrikoff, said 
the invitation to speak had stimulated 
his interest in the human rights issue. 

He drew a parallel between the sup
pression of Baha'is by the Third Reich 
and their present situation in Iran, 
both of which, he said, are marked by 

Taiwan 

Three members of the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Taiwan are shown 
with two award recipients at the fifth 
annual Bahd,( Humanitarian A wards 
dinner last November 24 in Taipei. 
From left to right are Mrs. Q. Q. Bueh
rer, a member of the National Spiritual 
Assembly; Sun Yueh, a well-known ac
tor who has been involved in man", 

Pictured are some of the 120 people 
who attended the first Human Rights 
Day observance held late last year at a 
school auditorium in Dieburg, West 
Germany, and organized by the Bahd,( 
community of Dieburg. The speakers 
(seated left to right in front row) were 

the Baha'is' loyalty to government. 
Dr. Schaefer, who is a judge, pre-

charitable activities including pro
viding help for refugees in northern 
Thailand,' Saeid Khadivian, chairman 
of the National Assembly; Yueh Chai
Jun, a newspaper columnist honored 
for her guidance and help to youth; 
and John Cheng, a member of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly. 

Auxiliary Board member Dr. Ingo 
Hofmann; H. Aelken, the mayor of 
Dieburg," Dr. Alexander Warrikoff, a 
member of Parliament; Dr. Udo 
Schaefer, a well-known Bahd'f author,' 
and Heinrich Klein, a member of Par
liament. 

sented an analysis of the persecution of 
Baha'is in Iran from a theological and 
judicial point of view. 

After the talks, flowers were pre
sented to Mrs. Vajdieh Najy, whose 
husband, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Iran, was im
prisoned in 1980 and has not been 
heard from since. 

The flowers, it was said, were a sign 
of solidarity with all those who suffer 
human rights abuses worldwide. 

The evening program was closed 
with the recitation of 'Abdu'l-Baha's 
prayer for unity. One of the non-Ba
ha'i guests said later that the prayer 
had given him new hope, and he offer
ed to help in wl!atever way he could. 

Zimbabwe 
One hundred women attended a Na

tional Baha'i Women's Conference last 
January 19-20 in Zimbabwe. 

The deputy secretary of women's af
fairs, attending on behalf of the gov
ernment's minister of community de
velopment and women's affairs, pre
sented an eloquent speech praising the 
Faith. 
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United States 

WLGI Radio holds opening ceremony 

By DA VID E. OORON 
About 600 people including Baha'is 

from Georgia and the Carolinas; lis
teners to WLGI-FM, the first Baha'i
owned and operated radio station in 
North America; and a number of non
Baha'i dignitaries were present March 
23 for the WLGI grand opening cere
mony at the Louis G. Gregory Baha'i 
Institute near Hemingway, South Ca
rolina. 

Among those who attended were 
Ruth Pringle, a member of the Con
tinental Board of Counsellors in the 
Americas; all nine members of the U.S. 
National Spiritual Assembly; Auxiliary 
Board members Dr. Carole Allen and 
Elizabeth Martin, and the six members 
of the U.S. National Teaching Com
mittee. 

The ceremony, held in a large tent 
erected on the Institute property, was 
broadcast live over WLGI. 

The keynote speaker, Wallace 
Brown Sr., director of South Caro
lina's Division of Rural Improvement, 
was introduced by the mayor of Hem
ingway, the Hon. William B. Harmon. 

During his address on "Radio: Its 
Role in Education," Mr. Brown 
quoted from the Baha'i writings. 

Judge James F. Nelson, chairman of 
the National Spiritual Assembly, serv
ed as master of ceremonies. 

Four members of the National As
sembly, Dr. Dwight Allen, Dr. Alberta 
Deas, Dr. Robert Henderson and Dr. 
Firuz Kazemzadeh, also spoke during 
the ceremony. 

Dr. Deas, the outgoing director of 
the Gregory Institute, was honored for 
her four and one-half years of service 
in that capacity. She was presented a . 
framed portrait of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Louis Gregory, for 
whom the Institute is named. 

Earlier in the day, the members of 
the National Assembly and special 
guests had attended a luncheon at the 
Institute during which Dr. Roy Jones 
of Charleston, the incoming director of 
the Gregory Institute, was introduced. 

Among the guests who attended the 
luncheon and grand opening ceremony 
were South Carolina State Rep. John 
Snow; Judge Arthur McFarland, chief 
municipal court judge in Charleston; 
representatives of the National Con
ference of Negro Women; officials 
from the Georgetown (South Carolina) 
Hospital, and the director of food ser
vices at the Medical University of 
South Carolina's Medical Center. 

All had an opportunity to tour the 
WLGI studios, which are located in a 
large trailer on the Institute property. 

They were greeted by WLGI man
agement team members Dell-Anvar 

Campbell and Mark St. Clair who an
swered the visitors' questions about the 
station. 

During the grand opening ceremony, 
each of the distinguished visitors was 
introduced by Dr. Henderson, the 
secretary of the National Spiritual 
Assembly. 

Dr. Henderson also spoke of the sig
nificance of WLGI: 

"In this age," he said, "when so few 
are struggling to accomplish so much, 
(the station) is the highest hope and the 
best gift that the Baha'is in the U.S. 
and in South Carolina can offer to the 
people of this state-that somehow, 
what Louis Gregory's life stood for, 
the principles and goals for which he 
struggled so hard and so long, can live 
on and can mUltiply through the pro
grams broadcast on WLGI." 

"You have not only a great trust in 
what you now undertake," Mr. Brown 
said in his prepared remarks, "but you 
also have a great opportunity and thus 
a great responsibility to those who will 
listen to your broadcasts. 

" 'Regard man as a mine rich in 
gems of inestimable value,' " he con
tinued, quoting Baha'u'Uah. " 'Edu
cation can, alone, cause it to reveal its 
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Above: Pedetha Arrington sings 'The 
Queen of Carmel' under the tent at the 
WLGI opening ceremony. Right: One 

treasures, and enable mankind to ben
efit therefrom ... ' 

"This statement of mission," said 
Mr. Brown, "tells me that you have 
considered well what you are undertak
ing to do." 

Later in his address, the represen
tative of the governor of South Caro
lina repeated the quotation from 
Gleanings about the importance of 
education. 

He asked the Baha'is to urge their 
listening audience to value education as 
much as they value freedom. 

"Remind them," he said, "that we 
must learn the skill of reasoning to
gether. ... Radio can be and is a great 
tool in the educational process." 

At the close of the program, a group 
of balloon-carrying children was 
ushered into the tent where they sang 
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of the younger observers holds a 
WLGI balloon while listening to the 
presentations. 

for the enjoyment of those present and 
those listening on WLGI Radio. 

Later, the balloons, bearing the in
scription "WLGI, Baha'i Radio, 90.9 
FM," were released in the area around 
the Institute. 

Refreshments were served under 
smaller tents set up on the Institute 
grounds, and shortly after sunset mem
bers of the National Assembly were 
present as Dr. Deas cut the fir,st piece 
from a three-tiered dedication cake. 

The National Spiritual Assembly 
warmly praised the work of the ad hoc 
committee that was appointed to plan 
the grand opening ceremony. Its mem
bers were Carol Yetken of Oak Park, 
Illinois; Alonzo W. Nesmith Jr. of 
Charleston; Carolyn Fulmer of Clem
son, South Carolina; and Dr. Deas. 
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Canada 

Music video pays tribute to young martyr 

A music video-the first of its kind 
produced by Canadian Baha'is-por
traying the arrest, interrogation and 
final moments of a youthful Iranian 
martyr, 16-year-old Mona Mahmud
nizhad, is soon to be released across 
the country. 

A wave of media attention accom
panied its production, bringing news of 
"Mona and the Children" to hundreds 
of thousands of Canadians including 
many Baha'is who heard of it for the 
first time on national TV. 

The genesis of the idea . 
Composer Jack Lenz, who is highly 

respected in the music business in 
Canada, and song writer Doug Cam
eron, who wrote "Mona and the Child
ren," conceived the idea for a video 
while attending a recent International 
Audio-Visual Conference in Florida. 
Jack worked out many of the details 
and brought the idea to the National 
Spiritual Assembly who encouraged 
this private enterprise and offered its 
advice. 

Producer Alex Frame and cinema
tographer Rodney Charters were also 
struck by the idea and offered their ser
vices. A momentum of enthusiasm 
quickly began to build and brought 
musicians Seals and Crofts and Dan 
Seals, of England Dan and John Ford 
Coley fame, into the production. Inter
nationally renowned singer and song
writer Buffy St. Marie was so touched 
by the idea that she asked to play the 
role of one of the 10 martyred women. 
Unfortunately, a conflict of engage
ments allowed her only a brief appear
ance in the video. A Baha'i actor, Alex 
Rocco, best known for his role as a ca
sino owner in "The Godfather," 

This article is taken from the April
May 1985 issue of Baha'i Canada, a 
publication of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the BaM'1s of Canada. 

agreed to play the role of the Mulla 
who interrogated and sentenced Mona. 

It was the involvement of these peo
ple and their Willingness to do whatever 
they could for the Baha'is in Iran that 
helped attract the extensive publicity. 
National television programs such as 
"Canada AM," "Midday," "What's 
New" (a youth-oriented program on 
CBq and the radio show "Morning
side" all ran segments on the produc
tion. Regional programs such as To
ronto's "News Hour," "News Final," 
"City Pulse" and "The Morning 
Show" and Ottawa's CJOH news car
ried the item as well. Nancy Ackerman, 
public information officer for the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, says that the 
media has been waiting for visual ma
terial related to Iran, which has thus 
far been limited. Aside from g~nerat
ing publicity itself, excerpts from the 
new video can now be used in other 
news reports on the Iran crisis as it 
develops. 

CTV National News and CBC's 
"The Journal" indicated plans to do 
in-depth pieces on the video upon its 
release, which was scheduled for June 
18, the second anniversary of the hang
ing of Mona and nine other Baha'i 
·women in Smraz, Iran. 
The story line and images 

The video is a series of visual images 
illustrating the four-minute, updated 
version of "Mona and the Children" 
first recorded on the "If You Only 
Knew" tape released for the Interna
tional Youth Conference in London, 
Ontario. The video begins in a de
stroyed Baha'i cemetery in Iran as 
revolutionary guards finish a burial in 
an unmarked grave. Their contempt is 
evident. As they leave, singer Doug 
Cameron enters the graveyard. He 
pauses at the graveside and looks up to 
see an image of Mona, played by an 
Iranian Baha'i chosen for her res em-

blance to Mona. The scene shifts to 
Mona teaching children in her home. 
Armed soldiers burst in and take her 
away to prison where she is greeted by 
her friend Rum Jahanpur (who plays 
herself) and the other Baha'i women 
already imprisoned. 

The next scene shows her interroga
tion where the hatred of the Mulla is 
countered by her calm, patient and res
olute love. Finally, scenes of her ex
ecution are portrayed. These events are 
interspersed with scenes of Doug sing
ing at her graveside, first joined by the 
children she taught and finally by a 
host of people of all races and walks of 
life. He is joined in the chorus by Jim 
Seals, Dash Crofts, Buffy St. Marie 
and Dan Seals. Flowers are piled high 
on the grave site giving, in the video, 
the tribute Mona was denied in Iran. 

Special production for Bahd'l use 
While "Mona and the Children," 

both as a video and a recorded single, 
is a private commercial venture, to be 
distributed through the usual music in
dustry channels, a second video, "The 
Making of Mona and the Children," 
will be released for use by Baha'is in 
their teachil\g work. The video will in
clude interviews with the principals as 
well as show behind-the-scenes footage. 

The Baha'i information office at the 
National Center in Canada and the Na
tional Youth Teaching Committee will 
be coordinating the use of the videos 
within the Baha'i community. Special 
support materials will be produced and 
distributed, such as photographs of 
Mona and copies of her biography and 
the significance of her life. Mona was 
chosen as a symbol of the martyrs in 
Iran. Her life and actions will be used 
to help understand the nature of their 
service and provide a deeper under
standing of our own. 
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Commentary 

Radio Baha'i: behind the success story 

In an effort to combat the negative 
influences of dominant media systems 
on the rural populations of the Third 
World, the United Nations has spon
sored several media conferences to pro
mote "popular participation" in the 
media. UNESCO's International Com
mission for the Study of Communica
tion Problems stated that: 

The idea of participation is corollary 
to (i) the search for remedies to the 
many distortions in communication; 
(ii) the trend toward transforming 
information processes into commu
nication processes; (iii) the shifting 
of the emphasis from the informa
tion monologue into the communi
cation dialogue or even "multi
logue," from the vertical flow of 
messages to a system of horizontal 
communication. 1 

The movement toward "popular 
participation" in the media can also be 
seen as the result of another trend in 
communication theory. Promoters of 
"participatory media" oppose the tra
ditional view of communication as a 
"vertical" process, a process charac
terized by the one-way transmission of 
information, typically for the purposes 
of persuasion and propagandizing. 
James Carey calls this the "transmis
sion view" of communication: 

Our basic orientation to communica
tion remains grounded, at the deep
est roots of our thinking, in the idea 
of transmission: communication is a 
process whereby messages are trans-

This article, "Popular Participation 
in Rural Radio: Radio Baha'I: ata
valo, Ecuador, " appeared originally in 
Studies in Latin American Popular 
Culture, Vol. 3 (1984). It was written 
by Dr. Kurt Hein, a BahaYwho is pres
ently a member of the Radio Language 
Arts Project of the U.S. State Depart
ment's Academy for Educational De
velopment in Nairobi, Kenya. 
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A family of Indian Baha'is listens to 
one of the daily broadcasts on Radio 

mitted and distributed in space for 
the control of distance and people.2 

Carey proposes viewing communica-
tion not as "the extension of messages 
in space but (as) the maintenance of 
society in time; not the act of imparting 
information but the representation of 
shared beliefs." 3 

This view corroborates UNESCO's 
assertion that culture and communica
tion are inseparable: "The cultural im
pact, content, and message of commu
nication is of such crucial importance 
that communication as a whole be
comes one of the main vehicles of cul
tural development." 4 Concepts such 
as dialogue, consensus and participa
tion are essential elements of this view 
of communication as a "vehicle of cul
tural development." The challenge is 
to translate such concepts into tangible 
applications. 

As a first step, the UNESCO con-

Bahd'f in atavalo, Ecuador. 

ference in Yugoslavia in 1977 attempt
ed to clarify what is meant by "partici
pation" in the media. It determined 
that there are three distinct types or, 
better, levels of participation: 

Access refers to the use of media for 
public service. It may be defined in 
terms of the opportunities available 
to the public to choose varied and 
relevant programs, and to have a 
means of feedback to transmit its re
actions and demands to production 
organizations. 
Participation implies a higher level 
of public involvement in communi
cation systems. It includes the in
volvement of the public in the pro
duction process, and also in the 
management and planning of com
munication systems. 
Participation may infer no more 
than representation and consultation 
of the public in decision-making. On 
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the other hand, self-management is 
the most advanced form of partici
pation. In this case, the public exer
cises the power of decision-making 
within communication enterprises 
and is also fully involved in the for
mulation of communication policies 
and plans.' 

A number of studies have examined 
individual programs and short-term, 
experimental projects, but there is little 
evidence that much progress has been 
made toward establishing participatory 
media systems in the Third World.6 

A notable exception can be found, 
however, in Otavalo, Ecuador. Ini
tiated in 1977, Radio Baha'i has come 
perhaps the farthest of any rural radio 
station in realizing the conference's ob
jectives of providing "access, partici
pation, and self-management." 

Radio Baha'i, owned by the Baha'i 
community of Ecuador, is a commu
nity station, established to serve the in
terests, needs and tastes of the commu
nity in which it is located (selected for 
its high number of Baha'is). The Ba
M'i Faith, based on the teachings of 
the nineteenth-century prophet, Baha
'u'llah, promotes the oneness of man
kind, the elimination of prejudice, and 
the common foundation of all reli
gions.7 There are Baha'is in more than 
100,000 places around the world. 8 

Rural Indians comprise the majority of 
the Baha'i communities of Ecuador 
and the neighboring Andean countries. 
Situated in Otavalo, Ecuador, an An
dean town of approximately 10,000 
known for its colorful Indian market, 
the station's primary audience is the 
rural Indians of the two major valleys 
surrounding Otavalo.9 

Typical of rural traditional societies, 
the Otavalo Indians are a people whose 
way of life is increasingly being eroded 
by the incursion of twentieth-century 
technology and values. Villages are ex
periencing a serious decline in popula
tion as young men and women leave 
for jobs in the urban centers; cultural 
values are being displaced by the heavy 
saturation of mediated messages and 
products from the urban centers; even 
the traditional artisan craft of weaving 
is undergoing a radical transformation 
due to the introduction of mechanized 
looms, synthetic fibers, and mass mar
keting. 10 In the middle of this pressure 
are the more than 300,000 campesinos 
(rural indigenous peasants) whose prin-

cipal activity is subsistence farming. 
Obviously, owing to their limited eco
nomic resources, the Otavalenans are 
not a group to whom commercial radio 
stations direct their broadcasts. 

Recognizing these factors, the Ba
ha'is built the station for several rea
sons: first, to promote and maintain 
the value, dignity and significance of 
the rural people and their popular in
digenous culture; second, to promote 
education, the delivery of social ser-

Composed primarily of campe
sin os, the Baha'i community of 
Ecuador does not have an abun
dance. of funds on which to 
draw. Instead, they rely on the 
dedicated, even self-sacrificing 
service of the staff, all of whom, 
essentially, are volunteers •.• 

vices, and the dissemination of basic 
development information; third, to 
serve as a voice for the community, en
abling villagers within a 50-mile radius 
to exchange information, make an
nouncements and share news about im
portant activities and events in the re
gion. 

To accomplish these objectives, sev
eral significant decisions were made. 
First, it was decided that Radio Baha'i 
would broadcast in both Spanish and 
Quichua, becoming the first Ecuador
ian station to broadcast a major part of 
its.programming in the Indians' native 
language. (Indigenous people comprise 
more than 50 percent of Ecuador's 
total population. II) At first, the station 
broadcast approximately 35 per cent of 

. its programming in Quichua. That has 
now increased (in 1983) to 50 per cent, 
with a goal of 80 per cent by 1985. 

The second significant decision was 
to recruit staff members from the local 
population. The majority of the staff 
are local residents, including the sta
tion's 25-year-old general manager, a 
native of Otavalo. 

Approximately half of the staff are 
indigenous, coming from nearby vil
lages to work regularly at the station. 
Only two of the indigenous staff are 
literate, and only one of them received 
any schooling beyond the first grade. 
Nonetheless, all staff members have 
been trained to create, produce and 

edit their own programs. Each staff 
member, male or female, literate or 
not, knows how to operate all the 
studio equipment, including tape re
corders, cart machines, turntables 
microphones and mixing consoles. ' 

Programming decisions are made by 
the station staff. Each staff member 
makes regular visits to the campo 
(countryside) to conduct formative 
evaluation of the programming, some
times spending several days in a com
munity to establish a good relationship 
with the audience and receive informa
tion about listeners' needs and pref
erences. Final programming authority 
rests with a three-member "Radio 
Commission" which includes an illiter
ate woman from a distant farming 
community. She has become somewhat 
of a local celebrity, and has rep
resented the station as the mistress of 
ceremonies for Otavalo's two largest 
annual festivals, one in celebration of 
the annual corn harvest, the other an 
indigenous music festival sponsored by 
Radio Baha'i (see below). She also pro
duces and moderates the station's most 
popular cultural program, a four-hour 
weekly show devoted to music, legends 
and information of interest to the rural 
audience. 

Surprisingly, the station is able to 
broadcast 19 hours a day, seven days a 
week, on a budget of approximately 
U.S. $40,000 a year. Composed pri
marily of campesinos, the Baha'i com
munity of Ecuador does not have an 
abundance of funds on which to draw. 
Instead, they rely on the dedicated, 
even self-sacrificing service of the 
staff, all of whom, essentially, are 
volunteers, receiving only a nominal 
subsistence allowance. Members of the 
staff usually cite the "intangible" 
reward of serving their people as the 
primary motivation for working at the 
station. 

The equipment at the station is mod
est; most of it is used, outmoded eQuip
ment acquired from the United States. 
In fact, the original transmission facili
ties attracted the attention of the Na
tional Frequency Board, responsible 
for licensing the station, because of the 
unconventional equipment. The origi
nal design of the antenna utilized inex
pensive aluminum irrigation pipe used 
in local agriculture. Despite initial 
skepticism, the broadcast license was 
awarded when the government engi-
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neers found it to be the most efficient 
1,000-watt transmitter in the country. 

As a result of these policies, the sta
tion authentically reflects the values, 
tastes and sounds of the people for 
whom it is intended. The result is a 
large, loyal and responsive audience. 
Specific programming innovations also 
have contributed to the station's pop
ular appeal among the campesinos. 

One of the programs inspiring listen
er loyalty is HEI Noticiero Local" (The 
Local News). Because the station's 

.. 'fl 
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Pictured is one of the posters used to 
publicize the broadcasts of Radio Ba-
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purpose is to serve the rural farmers 
and to focus on their needs and inter
ests, traditional news stories, such as 
those provided by the wire services, are 
avoided. Instead, the station has ini
tiated a twice-daily news broadcast de
signed to enable villagers to communi
cate local events to one another. Most 
of the villages are without electricity 
and are accessible only by footpath, 
making widespread communication 
virtually impossible. Therefore, a typ
ical HEI Noticiero Local" program will 

I --

hfj'( in Otavalo. Ecuador. 

include stories about lost children, lost 
identification papers, lost livestock, 
community dances, and mingas (com
munity work parties). These announce
ments are broadcast both in Quichua 
and Spanish and have proven to be one 
of the region's most popular radio pro
grams. 

Radio Baha'i broadcasts these mes
sages free of charge; all that is required 
is that the individual deliver his mes
sage to the station or to the station's 
news office in the region's other major 
town. The most common means of de
livering these announcements is in per
son, meaning that some people may 
spend half a day or more walking to 
the station. It is common to see several 
campesinos sitting outside the station 
offices, having traveled together to de
liver their messages and to greet the 
station staff. It is also common to find 
livestock on the grounds, awaiting the 
arrival of their rightful o""'ner! In a re
cent year, more than 2,000 messages 
were delivered to the station in this 
manner, representing virtually every 
community within the station's SO-mile 
(SO-kilometer) broadcast reach. 

The news program serves many of 
the communications needs of the au
dience. It is also an effective vehicle for 
disseminating development-oriented 
messages, especially for short-term 
campaigns. Because of the program's 
popularity, many civic agencies ask to 
have messages broadcast throughout 
the day, but the messages achieve their 
greatest impact when incorporated into 
HEI Noticiero Local": 

-During an outbreak of hoof-and
mouth disease, the Ministry of Agri
culture and Livestock asked Radio 
Baha'i to produce a spot announcing 
to farmers the nature of the disease 
and the availability of vaccine. After 
two weeks, more than 250 head of 
cattle had been treated, compared to 
seven in the month prior to the news 
feature. 
-A national campaign was inaugu
rated to provide identity cards to il
literate campesinos. people who pre
viously had been denied this impor
tant document. The local Civil Reg
istry reported that the campaign in 
Otavalo was one of the most success
ful in the country because it had 
been promoted on HEI Noticiero Lo
cal. " 
-Doctors from a rural health center 



requested help in promoting their of
fer of free eye care. They returned to 
the station shortly after the spot be
gan to be aired in the news program 
to request that the spot be termi
nated. More than 450 people had 
come to the clinic the day after the 
first announcement, more than the 
clinic could accommodate. 
In 1980, Radio Baha'i was awarded 

a small matching-funds grant by the 
Canadian International Development 
Agency (CIDA). The purpose of the 
grant was to augment Radio Baha'i's 
cultural and agricultural program
ming. Research indicated a disparity 
between the information and services 
offered by agencies such as the Min
istry of Agriculture and Livestock and 
the farmer's knowledge about and uti
lization of those services. Radio Baha'i 
staff found that the farmers seldom lis
tened to Ministry announcements 
broadcast on the government station, 
did not understand them, and were un
able to act upon the information pro
vided in them. In addition, many of the 
topics being targeted by the Ministry 
were not perceived as relevant or ur
gent by the farmers. 

On visiting the Ministry, the agricul
tural program production team from 
Radio Baha'i was told of the difficul
ties frequently faced by agents in the 
field: they live in provincial centers, far 
from the villages; they visit the villages 
only occasionally; many experience 
language barriers; they are viewed with 
suspicion and distrust. Even under the 
most favorable circumstances, agents 
are often solicited to supply the seeds, 
fertilizers and equipment that farmers 
desire but cannot afford. 

Given these problems, the radio staff 
saw an opportunity for the station to 
serve as an intermediary between the 
Ministry and the farmers. They wanted 
to produce a program that both ex
pressed the farmers' needs and pro
vided answers to those needs. A 17-
year-old indigenous youth (a graduate 
of the local agricultural training 
school) was recruited to serve as the 
program producer. He enlisted the as
sistance of two other Otavalefians, one 
an older woman, the other an elderly 
farmer (both come from a remote vil
lage, are illiterate, and had neither for
mal training nor previous experience in 
radio). 

Using a mobile van provided by the 

The musical group 'Los Andes' per
forms during Nucanchic Tono, the an-

CIDA grant, the production team visits 
villages in the region. Portable tape re
corders are taken to homes and fields, 
and farmers and their families are in
vited to discuss and record their con
cerns. In this manner, farmers from a 
number of communities are able to ex
press and share their concerns with 
other farmers in the region. The two 
older radio staff serve as the modera
tors for the discussion sessions and 
provide continuity when the sessions 
are later edited for inclusion in pro
grams. 

Having identified and recorded some 
of the farmers' major concerns, the 
staff then visit local Ministry offices 
and interView experts about the issues 
raised by the farmers. Segments re
corded on the farms and at the Minis
try offices are combined with scripted 
materials and music into a daily 30-

o minute program in Quichua entitled 
HTarpucpac Yuyay" (The Thought/ 
Knowledge/Opinion of the Farmer). 
Motivated by the program's innovative 
approach, one Ministry official has 
started writing short, informational 
scripts for inclusion in the broadcast. 

The progt am airs between 5: 30 and 
6:00 a.m., the period chosen as "opti
mal" by the farmers themselves. Both 
the farmers and the Ministries have re
sponded enthusiastically. It provides 
the farmers with a means of communi
cating with each other and with the 
Ministries. It is also providing the Min
istries with a means by which their as
sistance can be made more relevant and 

nual muS;cjest;val sponsored by Radio 
Baha'I in Otavalo, Ecuador. 

credible. When first approached by the 
Radio Baha'i staff, the experts offered 
information on how to plant wheat and 
barley. However, discussions with the 
farmers had revealed that their most 
pressing concern was the elimination of 
a plague among their chickens and 
pigs. When the staff presented this 
concern to the experts, appropriate and 
relevant information was provided im
mediately to the farmers via the radio. 
In this way, the program is helping to 
reverse the "vertical" process by which 
the agriculture development profes
sionals had been addressing rural prob
lems. HTarpucpac Yuyay" serves as a 
credible change agent by ensuring that 
the development messages it broad
casts are appropriate and relevant to 
the needs of the audience. 

The staff at Radio Baha'i are aware 
of the station's important role as an 
educator and disseminator of develop
ment messages, but they also are con
scious of the need to maintain the sta
tion's primary role as the voice of the 
campesino. This role is realized effec
tively through the use of Quichua, in
digenous staff members, and program
ming that promotes the dignity and 
value of the indigenous people and 
their culture. Special emphasis also is 
given to promoting the role of women 
in community life and to the education 
of children. While such policies dem
onstrate the station's commitment to 
its audience, the programs' effective
ness is wholly dependent upon the crea
tion and maintenance of a large and 
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Marfa Perugachi (right), an indigenous Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador, sends 
Bahd 'f who serves on the National greetings in Quechua over Radio Ba-

loyal listenership. Perhaps the most 
significant factor thus far contributing 
to Radio Baha'i's success, and the 
main reason for its popularity, has 
been its commitment to playing indig
enous music. 

Radio Baha'i has played a signifi
cant role in revitalizing traditional 
music among the Indians of the Ota
valo region, both through its program
ming and its sponsorship of what has 
become Ecuador's most popular festi
val of traditional music. 

Music is unquestionably the primary 
attraction of radio for the campesinos. 
This audience prefers national and in
digenous musical selections to the 
"pop music" most often identified 
with Western stars. The most popular 
tunes among the campesinos are the 
pasillos, albazos and sanjuanitos, 
which utilize a variety of instruments, 
all of which are associated with An
dean music. The stringed instruments 
are usually the guitar and the charango 
(often likened to a ukulele, using an ar
madillo shell as the resonating cham
ber). Wind instruments include the 
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cane flute and the rondador, which is a 
series of pipes bound together. 

At the time Radio Baha'i initiated its 
broadcasts, in 1977, indigenous music 
was experiencing a serious decline. 
This was due largely to the fact that 
commercial radio stations, the primary 
source of music programs, aim at the 
wealthier white and mestizo markets. 
The powerful Quito stations broadcast 
predominantly "pop music," which 
the smaller, rural stations increasingly 
were imitating. This offered the cam
pesinos little opportunity to hear the 
kinds of indigenous and regional music 
that most appealed to them. 

Their lack of air time also had a neg
ative impact on the popularity of indi
genous groups and their recordings. By 
the late 1970s about the only place one 
could hear traditional music forms in 
Ecuador was at major festivals and at 
tourist-oriented nightclubs. 

As part of its conscious attempt to 
serve the campesino, Radio Baha'i de
cided that it would broadcast indigen
ous music exclusively. This decision 
has been carried out in two ways: First, 

hdY while Alfonso Tulcanazo operates 
the tape recorder. 

the great majority of programming on 
Radio Baha'i (estimated at 60 per cent) 
is music. All music programs on the 
station are pre-recorded, drawing on 
the station's extensive, continually ex
panding library of recordings from the 
Andean region (including Ecuador, 
Colombia, Peru, Bolivia and Chile). 

Second, beginning with the festival 
celebrating its inauguration, Radio Ba
ha'i has sponsored an annual festival 
of indigenous music, uNucanchic 
Tono" (Our Music). The first year of 
the festival, only 13 groups that played 
indigenous music could be located in 
the Otavalo region, and several of 
these had been formed to participate in 
the competition. Nonetheless, about 
700 people attended that inaugural fes
tival. The festival's popularity grew 
rapidly. In 1982, more than 35 groups 
registered to participate. This neces
sitated holding preliminary "elimina
tion rounds." The staff decided that 
the best place to conduct the prelimi
nary rounds was in rural villages. Com
munity leaders were approached by 
station staff and formal requests were 



made to conduct "mini-festivals" in 
the community. For most of the com
munities, it was the first time such an 
event had been brought to their village. 

On the day of a preliminary festival, 
portable sound equipment and a stage 
were loaded onto Radio Baha'i vehicles 
and transported to the campo, where 
local groups performed in front of 
members of their own community. Six 
such festivals were held, with a total at
tendance of more than 3,500. Twelve 
groups were selected to perform in the 
finale, held in Otavalo. It was attended 
by more than 7,000 people, the great 
majority of them campesinos from the 
rural villages. HNucanchic Tono" has 
become one of the largest festivals of 
indigenous music in all of South Amer
ica. 

Additional steps have been taken by 
Radio Baha'i to promote indigenous 
music. Each of the rural festivals was 
recorded by station staff. These re
cordings were later edited and incor
porated into the station's regular pro
gramming. In addition, the finale was 
broadcast live over Radio Baha'i, Each 
year, Radio Baha'i arranges to take the 
winning group to Quito, where they are 
given the opportunity to perform on 
national television. 

Evidence of the increasing popu
larity of the music can be found in 
several places. As witnessed by the in
crease in festival participants, many 
more music groups are performing in 
the Otavalo region. Several of the 
groups that were formed in response to 
the festival have turned professional 
and have made recordings. Music store 
owners in the Otavalo region report in
creased sales of both albums and tradi
tional instruments. Perhaps most tell
ing, many radio stations in Ecuador 
have increased the amount of air time 
they devote to indigenous music. 

Broadcasting in Quichua, playing 
traditional music exclusively, reporting 
news of local interest, and airing pro
grams aimed at maintaining traditional 
values has made Radio Baha'i the most 
popular station in the region. A recent 
survey conducted by the author indi
cated that a remarkable 94 per cent of 
the potential audience listens regularly 
or occasionally to Radio Baha'i, This is 
especially impressive in light of the fact 
that more than 30 stations can be heard 
in Otavalo. 

The broadcasting model developed 

by the Baha'i community of Ecuador 
has proved so successful that it is now 
being replicated in several other coun
tries. Radio Baha'i del Lago Titicaca 
(Lake Titicaca's Radio Baha'i) in 
Puno, Peru, initiated broadcasting in 
November 1981. The response of the 
Quichua and Aymara people of the re
gion was so positive that 30 music 
groups and more than 3,000 campe
sin os were in attendance at that sta
tion's inaugural festival. The festival, 
originally scheduled for one hour's 
duration, lasted more than 12 hours. 
Additional stations are being devel
oped to serve campesinos in Oruro, 
Bolivia, and Temuco, Chile. 

Perhaps the greatest indicator of the 
model's success is that, contrary to the 
typical diffusion pattern of communi
cation models from North to South, 
the Radio Baha'i model, developed in 
rural Ecuador, is being adapted to a 
recently constructed station in rural 
South Carolina, in the United States. 
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fourth annual Radio Baha'( music fes
tival in 1981. 
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Costa Rica 

Conference promotes use of music 

Musicians from 14 countries met last 
February in San Jose, Costa Rica, at 
an International Conference for Baha'i 
Musicians co-sponsored by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Costa 
Rica and CIRBAL. .' 

The purpose of the conference was 
to promote the composition and pro
duction, and increase the use, of high
quality music in all aspects of Baha'i 
activity. 

Charles Wolcott, a member of the 
Universal House of Justice who is him
self a professional musician and com
poser, attended the conference. Mr. 

IIU'TlII"On are many participants 
in the 1985 Baha'l International Music 
Conference held in February at the 
University of Costa Rica's school of 
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Wolcott addressed the participants on 
"The Place of Music in the Baha'i 
Community" and "Moral and Ethical 
Considerations for Baha'i Musicians," 
and took part in various workshops 
and discussion groups. 

The workshop topics ranged from 
such broad themes as excellence in 
music and legal considerations for Ba
ha'i musicians to "how-to's" such as 
guitar technique and choral directing. 

A session on Indigenous music in
cluded compositions from French Gui
ana, Peru and Suriname as well as an 

. exhibition of traditional dances and 

CONFERENCIA 
INTERNACIONAL. 

PARA; 

music. In the front row center (behind 
the number '1985') is Charles Wolcott, 
a member of the Universal House of 
Justice. The conference, which 

songs by a group of Talamanca Indian 
Baha'is from Costa Rica. 

An especially moving talk by Coun
sellor Hidayatu'llah Ahmadiyyih en
titled "We Cannot Fail Them" out
lined plans for international musical 
teaching trips dedicated to the martyrs 
in Iran, and resulted in offers from five 
musicians to undertake such trips. 

As a gift from the conference, par
ticipants visited a children's hospital, 
an orphanage and a school to play for· -
the children and staffs, a service that 
was especially well-received. A free 
concert at a local theatre in which 14 

brought together musicians from 14 
countries, was co-sponsored by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Cosla 
Rica and CIRBAL. 



Baha'i musicians presented a program 
of classical, modern, jazz and folk 
music was an enormous success with 
more than half the large audience non
Baha'is, many of whom inquired about 
the Faith. 

Wayne Newitt, a sound engineer for 
Seals & Crofts who came to the con
ference to help with recording, de
clared his belief in Baha'u'llah during 
the final session. Mathilde Duffy of 
Sarasota, Florida, also declared her 
faith during the conference. 

A large amount of new music was 
composed and recorded including ori
ginal music submitted prior to the con
ference itself. Tapes of songs, radio 
spot beds, background music for the 
media, and music based on the Holy 
Texts will be available in the near 
future from CIRBAL. 

Dominica 

.'. 

VIC.~-C'lQl1·m(lrn of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Domi
nica, turns a shovelful of earth during 

. the groundbreaking ceremony last Sep-

Charles Wolcott (left), a and 
composer who is a member of the Uni
versal House of Justice, discusses 

country's 
trict Haz{ratu'l-Quds in Roseau as 
some of the local Baha'{s look on. 
Standing in the center of the picture 

at Costa Rica conference 
with Jim Seals and Jim's wi/e, Ruby. 

with on hip is Artemus a 
member of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors for the Americas. 
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Netherlands Antilles , 

Baba'i television makes a beginning 

Barbara Joyce, who is originally 
from the United States, pioneered 12 
years ago to the island of St. Maarten 
in the Netherlands Antilles. She has 
produced a weekly Baha'i radio pro
gram for more than 11 years and a reg
ular television program for the last 
eight and one-half years. She also 
serves on the National Spiritual Assem
bly of the Leeward Islands and has 
traveled and taught in the Caribbean 
and Africa. Before settling in the Car
ibbean, Ms. Joyce worked as an actress 
in New York City. 

In February 1984, she spoke about 
how she and other Baha'is have pro
duced regular television programs in 
St. Maarten. 

With no funds or resources, and a 
Baha'i television program to prepare 
on a weekly basis, Ms. Joyce faced a 
large challenge. One of the first series 
of programs she ever broadcast relied 
on the film "Step by Step" which was 
presented on four separate shows with 
the host introducing the film. At the 
end of each program, she invited view
ers to tune in for subsequent showings. 
Reliance on Baha'i films continued in 
the early programs. "Lamp Unto My 
Feet," "Give Me That New Time Reli
gion," and a number of other Baha'i 
films produced in the late '60s and '70s 
were shown. 

Pilgrimage slides and traveling 
teachers provided other materials for 
broadcast. When Counsellors, Auxil
iary Board members or other traveling 
teachers came to visit, they were inter
viewed, often for more than one pro
gram. At one point, the Hand of the 
Cause of God Enoch Olinga visited 
and was taped for four different 

This article about Bahd'i television is 
reprinted from the November 1984 
Newsletter of the International Baha'I 
Audio- Visual Centre in Thornhill, On
tario, Canada. 
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Ms. Joyce stressed during her 
workshops how important it is 
to develop the feeling of friend
ship and intimacy with the cam-· 
era. This manner of relating to 
the camera results in a feeling of 
intimacy and friendship with the 
viewers. 

shows. Former Counsellor Rowland 
Estall and his wife, Vivian, did many 
shows with Ms. Joyce. 

She. also used the Teaching Book 
with its many pictures as well as black
boards on occasion to assist in explain
ing the Faith. Children's classes were 
held in front of the camera for other 
broadcasts. 

These television programs did not re
lyon written scripts because everyone 
involved in the programs was an ama
teur and often, in Ms. Joyce's exper
ience, people who are not familiar with 
the use of written scripts come off 
more stilted or wooden than they do 
when they speak naturally. She devel
oped a technique of asking those Ba
ha'is on the program, local believers in 
many cases or traveling teachers, to 
talk about what they were interested in. 
Ms. Joyce and her guests would then 
talk as if they were at a fireside. One 
point of importance in this style of pro
gramming was to encourage those par
ticipating in on-camera discussions to 
relate to the camera as if it were ano
ther individual interested in hearing 
more about the Faith. It was impor
tant, too, Ms. Joyce pointed out, that 
the Baha'is relate to each other on the 
air in a warm and loving manner. This 
style of on-air fireside conversations 
was like a basketball game in which 
everyone had a chance to throw the 
ball. 

Ms. Joyce stressed during her work
shops how important it is to develop 
the feeling of friendship and intimacy 
with the camera. This manner of relat
ing to the camera results in a feeling of 
intimacy and friendship with the view
ers. Television programming is, after 
all, directed at one or two viewers, not 
at a large crowd. On some occasions 
Ms. Joyce, as hostess, would introduce 
her guests, then, as the camera moved 
to the guests, she would run around to 
ask questions while standing right be
side the camera. This technique served 
to encourage the guests to speak and to 
answer questions directly to the cam
era. 

In the early years of Baha'i television 
programming on St. Maarten the 
shows were prepared at the studio. 
Four IS-minute programs were taped 
in close to an hour's time. More re
cently the professional equipment from 
the studio has been borrowed on week
ends and programs are taped at Ms. 
Joyce's home. 

After so many years, and so many 
programs broadcast, she feels the most 
important lesson is: "Talent is not 
nearly so important as perseverance." 
Frequently, invited guests would not 
arrive on time for taping, or other mis
haps would occur which prevented a 
prepared program from going ahead. 
It is always wise, she says, to have a 
back-up program ready in case the in
tended program is not able to be taped 
when scheduled. 

There is considerable advantage, ac
cording to Ms. Joyce, in having a pro
ducer and a host/interviewer rather 
than letting one individual attempt to 
combine the two functions. A pro
ducer, or someone who will make sure 
that all the details are looked after, 
that everything is pulled together for 
each program, that everyone who is 
participating has been informed, in-



vited, and brought to the studio or 
place of recording, is the key person in 
sustaining regular Baha'i radio or tele
vision programming. If the interview
er, host or announcer has to do that 
job as well, the frustration may well 
tell on the host's face or in his or her 
voice. 

A direct style of proclamation 
broadcasting has characterized many 
of the programs on St. Maarten; how
ever, Barbara Joyce is now trying to 
put the teachings of the Faith into 
more concrete, applied situations. One 
of the most important jobs at this 
stage, she said, is for Baha'is to try and 
develop real-life situations on radio 
and television programs where the 
teachings are applied so that they come 
to life for the listener or viewer. The 
teachings or principles, stated in an 
abstract or theoretical way, without 
reference to particular circumstances 
encountered in life, are not nearly so 
appealing or comprehensible to the lis
tener as stories, interviews about peo
ple's lives, or the description of situa
tions in which the teachings are ap
plied. Some of the Baha'i books which 
relate stories of the Faith can provide 
such material, but a certain amount of 
research or imaginative thinking is re
quired to produce program outlines, 
scripts or treatments which exemplify 
the teachings and principles of the 
Faith. 

Baha'i marriage and discussions of 
how to educate and raise children, said 
Ms. Joyce, are the kind of topics which 
demonstrate the meaning of the Faith 
in one's life and which appear to be 
relevant in the Netherlands Antilles. 
Through television, people can come to 
know the facts about the Faith but 
often cannot see how or why they 
should join the Baha'i community; 
they don't understand how their own 
personal situations and lives can fit in
to the Faith. Programs that touch the 
heart are, therefore, very important, 
according to Ms. Joyce, as are pro
grams that relate to the strong Chris
tian background of the Netherlands 
Antilles residents. Music is especially 
valuable, she feels. However, since 
there were no Baha'i musicians who 
could play on the program, the decis
ion was made early to restrict the pro
gram to 15 minutes so that viewers 
would not be bored. (Some stations, of 
course, have facilities for using pre-

Barbara Joyce and former Counsellor 
Rowland Estall who appeared on some 

recorded music; but this is not the case 
in the Netherlands Antilles.) 

Baha'i films or tapes produced else
where can be used on Baha'i television 
programs. Frequently, film length does 
not correspond to 15 minutes, 30, min
utes, or the hour-long duration of the 
television program. A host can often . 
introduce the film and appear at the 
end of the program to remind viewers 
to tune in for a continuation of the film 
the following week. Usually, films can 
be "broken" or interrupted between 
sequences, especially when certain se
quences relate to a particular subject. 
This has been tried with some success 
for short, IS-minute television pro
grams. 

Barbara Joyce and the Media Com
mittee of the Netherlands Antilles have 
made particularly effective use of the 
television series from Hawaii that fea
tures the Hand of the Cause of God 
William Sears. These programs were 
produced in the '70s by Mr. Sears and 

0/ the early Bahd'( television programs 
on the Caribbean island o/St. Maarten. 

Robert Quigley, with music directed by 
Russ Garcia. (They are still available 
for sale for $100 in 3/4-inch format 
from the Hawaii National Baha'i Li
brary, 3264 Allen Place, Honolulu, 
Hawaii 96817 U.S.A.) 

In listening to Barbara Joyce talk 
about the history of Baha'i television 
on her Caribbean island, it became 
clear that the regular Baha'i television 
program had been quite effective, not 
because large numbers of residents had 
enrolled in the Faith, but because 
wherever one goes on the island the 
words "Baha'i" and "Baha'u'llah" 
are recognized. Many of the teachings 
and central principles of the Faith are 
also well-known. Thus, one can say 
that television has been an effective 
way to move the entire population 
closer to Bahfl'u'llah and to begin 
gradually to weave the spirit of the 
Faith into the day-to-day and week-by
week life and rhythm of the island's 
residents. 
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United States 

New film imparts message of hope 

"Today the overriding need is unity 
and harmony among the beloved of the 
Lord, for they should have among 
them but one heart and soul ... " 
-'Abdu'l-Baha 

• 
For many months now, a group of 

Baha'is in the Dallas-Fort Worth, 
Texas, area have been devoting their 
time and their hearts to a special pro
ject for the national Persian/American 
Affairs Committee. 

These friends are bringing to life a 
screenplay written by Dorothy Free
man, the author of From Copper to 
Gold, a biography of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Dorothy Baker. 

"For a Drop of the Lover's Blood" 
is the story of a Persian girl who, while 
in prison awaiting martyrdom, recalls a 
visit to the U.S. a few years earlier. 

Through flashbacks, the film por
trays her impressions of the diversity 
and freedom that we as American Ba
ha'is experience. 

At the same time, the young girl 
senses the difficulties and occasional 
friction that such diversity can pro
duce. 

As she is about to die for her faith, 
she dreams that the differences in 
America have been resolved and that 
the light of unity has indeed enveloped 
this community. 

The decision to make the film was 
only the first step in a long process. 
Next, a producer and director had to 
be located and a script written. 

The Persian/American Affairs 
Committee contacted Manoutchehr 
Kazemzadeh who agreed to become the 
film's executive producer. 

Clare Menking then offered to serve 
as producer/director, and when Dor
othy Freeman heard about the project 
she volunteered to write the script. 

Once the initial story line had been 
determined, months were spent writing 
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A cameraman prepares to 
scene' for the film 'For a Drop of the 
Lover's Blood,' produced for the U.S. 

the script which was then sent to the 
Persian/ American Affairs Committee 
for its approval. 

In January, Manoutchehr and Clare 
introduced the project to the Baha'is in 
the Dallas area. Twice as many people 
as expected came to the initial meeting. 

Since that time more than 100 people 
have become involved (including a cast 
of 50). The friends have put in many 
long hours, but the complaints have 
been few. 

The confirmations of the Blessed 
Beauty have also been amazing. For 
example, when the cast and crew arriv
ed at an empty warehouse to shoot a 
prison scene, they were surprised to 
find a piano there. 

No one knew where it had come 
from; it had not been there when the 

National. Persian/American 
Committee by Bahd'{s in the DaJlas
Fort Worth, Texas, area. 

warehouse was inspected earlier. 
The presence of the piano enabled 

Farzad Khozain, the Baha'i musician 
who has devoted his time and talent to 
composing original music for the film, 
to use the inspiration of the moment to 
write the score for that scene on the 
spot. 

On another occasion a scene was to 
be taped at the Baha'i Center. On the 
day of the taping it was found that ad
ditional furniture would be needed to 
create the proper atmosphere. 

Quite unexpectedly, one of the 
friends arrived and offered the use of a 
great deal of furniture and lovely rugs 
from her home. They were immediate
ly brought to the Center and the work 
proceeded on schedule. 



2 ! "5 "3 

Bolivia 

A pictorial overview of Radio Baha'i 

\' 
\ \ ...". 

Left: Staff member Ramon Nina tapes 
a program in the studios of Radio Ba
hti'{ in Caracollo, Bolivia. Above: The 
front entrance of Radio Bahti'f photo
graphedfrom the antenna in July 1984. 
Below: The musical group <Nur, , win
ner in the native music competition 
sponsored by Radio Baha'{-Bolivia in 
July 1984 at the time of the station's in
auguration. 
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The world 

Trinidad host to gala children's party 

One hundred-seventy children from 
a number of ethnic backgrounds and 
from all parts of Trinidad took part 
last February 23 in an Ayyam-i-Ha 
children's party at the Langmore 
Health Foundation and the adjacent 
Palmyra District Baha'i Center in 
South Trinidad. 

The party began when the children, 
singing songs and wearing banners 
bearing the names of their villages, 
marched along the road from the 
Langmore compound to the Palmyra 
Center. 

The program, which was planned by 
the National Education Committee, 
had as its theme "All People Must Be 
Educated. " 

Taiwan 

England, 
Germany, Iran, Malaysia, the Philip
pines and the United States were 
among those attending a recent pioneer 
conference in Taipei, Taiwan. Seated 
(front row, third from right) is the 
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Groups of children from various vil
lages came on stage to speak about the 
lives of Baha'u'lhlh, the Bab and 'Ab
du'l-Baha, and to sing songs and pre
sent a puppet show. 

Meherangiz Munsiff, a traveling 
teacher from the United Kingdom, 
spoke to the children about the im
portance of prayer and their own im
portance in the Baha'i family. 

The party ended with refreshments 
and a magic show by "Clara the 
Clown." 

• • • 
A Baha'i prayer was read during the 

formal opening ceremony last March 
30 of a Holistic Health Festival in Pal
myra, Trinidad. 

guest speaker, Counsellor Yan Kee 
Leong. Other speakers were Auxiliary 
Board member Kit Yin-Kiang, himself 
a pioneer to Taiwan for 15 years; and 
Yip Kim-fook, who has been a pioneer 
to Taiwan for about five years. 

Among those present was His Excel
lency Ellis Clarke, president of the 
Republic of Trinidad. The Langmore 
Holistic Health Foundation, site of the 
festival, was founded by Dr. Harry 
CoUymore, chairman of the National 
Spiritual . Assembly of Trinidad and 
Tobago. 

At the close of Mr. Clarke's re
marks, two Baha'i youth spontane
ously asked him to autograph a copy of 
Some Answered Questions as confir
mation of his support for Baha'i youth 
activities during International Youth 
Year 1985. The president accepted the 
request with the utmost kindness. 

Later, Maryam Rahimi, a Baha'i 
child, presented Mr. Clarke a prayer 
book. 

• • • 
Three Baha'i youth took part last 

March 17 in an inter-faith service at 
Queen"s Hall in Port of Spain, Trini
dad, in honor of International Youth 
Year. 

One of them, Patricia Coward, 
quoted from the Writings of Baha
'u'llah during her presentation on the 
opportunities presented by Interna
tional Youth Year. 

India 
The Baha'i community of Madras 

City in Tamil Nadu state has adopted a 
slum village about 400 meters (440 
yards) from the Baha'i Center as a goal 
for social development. 

Women and girls in the village are 
being taught literacy through the local 
Baha'i Womens Committee along with 
sewing classes requested by the girls. 

Money has been contributed and in
vested toward social and economic de
velopment activities and toward build
ing a small hall to replace the more in
formal outdoor meeting area under 
some coconut trees behind the Baha'i 
Center. 



Mauritius 
Recent proclamation efforts in Mau

ritius have centered around the Mobile 
Teaching and Audio-Visual Institute. 

A public exhibit with materials pre
pared for the institute is being orga
nized in various localities using the 
theme "The Earth Is But One Country 
and Mankind Its Citizens." 

A representative of the Spiritual As
sembly of Vacoas presented a brief de
scription of the Faith during the insti
tute's opening ceremony which was at
tended by the mayor of Vacoas. 

The mayor expressed his pleasure 
with the initiative taken by the Baha'is 
in organizing the traveling exhibit, and 
added his hope that other religious or
ganizations in Mauritius would follow 
their example. 

• • • 
A representative of the Baha'i com-

munity 9f Mauritius participated in a 
national prayer meeting held by that 
country's government at the hour of 
the funeral for Indira Gandhi, the late 
prime minister of India. ' 

The Baha'i representative expressed 
the sympathy of the believers and read 
a prayer during the memorial meeting, 
which was attended by many people in
cluding members of the diplomatic 
corps and other public figures. 

The event was broadcast live on 
radio and included on an evening 
television news program . 

• • • 
When the government of Mauritius 

decided recently to grant public and 
private sector employees two more 
holidays each year, the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Mauritius wrote 
to the government requesting that Ba
ha'i workers be given the dates of 
March 21 and April 21 as their addi
tional holiday dates. 

Korea 

For the first time a Korean news 
agency, unsolicited, has reported on 
the persecution of Baha'is in Iran. 

In a survey of religious persecutions 
around the world, an evening television 
program broadcast last June 30 in 
Seoul reported the killing of 150 Ba
ha'is in Iran and quoted a recent article 
on the subject that appeared in News
week magazine. 

The mayor of Vacoas, Mauritius, cuts 
the ribbon during the opening cere
mony for a Bahd'i-sponsored exhibit 
that is scheduled to travel to several 

United States 

'Heartbeat,' a group of Bahd'i musi
cians from Illinois and Wisconsin, won 
an award of excellence for their cas
sette tape Loving Hands at the 1985 
Angel Awards ceremony in Los An
geles sponsored by Religion in Media. 
Members of the group are (left to right) 
drummer Rudi Fox, vocalists Susan 

Inr'nl1;r,o< in that country as a part 
the Mobile Teaching and Audio-Visual 
Institute. 

Engle (front) and Jean Marks, bassist 
Michael Moutrie, keyboard player 
Andy Marks, and guitarist (seated) 
Charles Nolley. When performing, 
'Heartbeat' also uses a mime, Sandra 
Magestro, to illustrate its songs vis
ually. Loving Hands is available from 
the U.S. Baha'{ Publishing Trust. 
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World Centre 

Y outb bold key to transforming society 

To the BaM'" Youth oj the World 
Dear Bahd'l Friends, 

We extend our loving greetings and best wishes to all who 
will meet in youth conferences yet to be held during Inter
national Youth Year. 

So eager and resourceful have been the respo~es of the 
Baha'i youth in many countries to the challenges of this 
special year that we are moved to expressions of delight and 
high hope. 

We applaud those youth who, in respect of this period, 
have already engaged in some activity within their national 
and local communities or in collaboration with their peers 
in other countries, and call upon them to persevere in their 
unyielding efforts to acquire spiritual qualities and useful 
qualifications. For if they do so, the influence of their high
minded motivations will exert itself upon world develop
ments conducive to a productive, progressive and peaceful 
future. 

May the youth activities begun this year be a fitting pre
lude to and an ongoing, significant feature throughout the 
International Year of Peace, 1986. 

The present requirements of a Faith whose respon
sibilities rapidly increase in relation to its rise from obscuri
ty impose an inescapable duty on the youth to ensure that 
their lives reflect to a marked degree the transforming 
power of the new Revelation they have embraced. 

Otherwise, by what example are the claims of BaM
'u'llab to be judged? How is His healing Message to be 
acknowledged by a skeptical humanity if it produces no no
ticeable' effect upon the young, who are seen to be among 
the mO~l energetic, the most pliable and promising elements 
in any society? 

The dark horizon faced by a world which has failed to 
recognize the Promised One, the Source of its salvation, 
acutely affects the outlook of the younger generations; their 
distressing lack of hope and their indulgence in desperate 
but futile and even dangerous solutions make a direct claim 
on the remedial attention of BaM'i youth, who, through 
their knowledge of that Source and the bright vision with 
which they have thus been endowed, cannot hesitate to im
part to their despairing fellow youth the restorative joy, the 
constructive hope, the radiant assurances of Baha'u'llab's 
stupendous Revelation. 

The words, the deeds, the attitudes, the lack of prejudice, 
the nobility of character, the high sense of service to 
others-in a word, those qualities and actions which dis
tinguish a Baha'i must unfailingly characterize their inner 
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life and outer behavior, and their interactions with friend or 
foe. 

Rejecting the low sights of mediocrity, let them scale the 
ascending heights of excellence in all they aspire to do. May 
they resolve to elevate the very atmosphere in which they 
move, whether it be in the school rooms or halls of higher 
learning, in their work, their recreation, their Baha'i ac
tivity or social service. 

Indeed, let them welcome with confidence the challenges 
awaiting them. Imbued with this excellence and a corres
ponding humility, with tenacity and a loving servitude, 
today's youth must move toward the front ranks of the pro
fessions, trades, arts and crafts which are necessary to the 
further progress of humankind-this to ensure that the 
spirit of the Cause will cast its illumination on all these im
portant areas of human endeavor. Moreover, while aiming 
at mastering the unifying concepts and swiftly advancing 
technologies of this era of communications, they can, in
deed they must also guarantee the transmittal to the future 
of those skills which will preserve the marvelous, indis
pensable ~chievements of the past. The transformation 
which is to occur in the functioning of society will certainly 
depend to a great-extent on the effectiveness of the prepara
tions the youth make for the world they will inherit. 

We commend these thoughts to your private contempla
tion and to the consultations you conduct about your 
future. 

And we offer the assurance of our prayerful remem
brances of you, our trust and confidence. 

The Universal House oj Justice 
May 8,1985 
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United States 

Conference examines religious liberty 

A nine-member Baha'i delegation 
took part April 15-16 in an Interna
tional Conference on Religious Liberty 
co-sponsored by the u.s. Department 
of State and several religious bodies. 

In opening the conference, which 
was held at the State Department in 
Washington, D.C., U.S. Secretary of 
State George Schultz described the 
Iranian government of Ayatollah Ru
hollah Khomeini as "a blight on the 
history of Islam" for its brutal per
secution of the Baha'is in that country. 

At the final session, held in the Old 
Executive Building adjacent to the 
White House, President Ronald Rea
gan, addressing an audience of selected 
conference participants, also men
tioned the persecution of the Baha'is in 
Iran. 

President Ronald Reagan addresses a 
session of the International Conference 
on Religious Liberty which was held 
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'Members of the Bahs'i Faith 
have been killed, imprisoned 
and persecuted, not only in vio
lation of the universal principle. 
of freedom of worship, but iron
ically, also the Islamic tradition 
of religious tolerance.' -Sec
retary of State George Schultz 

Baha'is attending the event included 
Dr. Peter Khan, a Counsellor member 
'of the International Teaching Centre, 
and four members of the U.S. National 
Spiritual Assembly: Dr. Wilma Brady, 
Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Judge Dorothy 
Nelson and Judge James Nelson. 

The other members of the Baha'i 

April 15-16 at the U.S. State Depart
ment in Washington, D.C. A nine
member Bahd'f delegation took part. 

delegation, all of whom were invited to 
the session with President Reagan, 
were Dr. William Hatcher, a member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Canada and professor of mathematics 
at Laval University in Quebec; Dr. 
Udo Schaefer, chief public prosecutor 
of the District Courts of Heidelberg, 
West Germany; Dr. Amin Banani, pro
fessor of Middle Eastern Studies at 
UCLA; and Dr. Juan Ricardo Cole, 
professor of Middle Eastern Studies at 
the University of Michigan in Ann Ar
bor. 

Dr. Brady was the only black Amer
ican among the more than 200 con
ference participants from the U.S. and 
abroad. Less than 10 per cent of the 
registrants were women. 

The conference included panel dis
cussions on "The State of Religious 
Freedom," "Religious Freedom in the 
Third World," "Support of Religious 
Witness in Eastern Europe," and "Ac
tion for International Religious Free
dom." 

Dr. Kazemzadeh was chosen to serve 
on the panel discussing the state of 
religious freedom. 

Each session had three or four 
speakers for some 20 minutes each, 
followed by discussion and questions 
from other participants. 

Mr. Schultz, in his opening remarks, 
said, "Religious intolerance and re
pression are not limited to the Commu
nist totalitarian societies. 

"Iran today, for example, has vi
ciously repressed religious minorities in 
a manner far exceeding in brutality any 
of the previous excesses of the Shah. 

"Members of the Baha'i Faith have 
been killed, imprisoned and persecut
ed, not only in violation of the univer
sal principle of freedom of worship, 
but ironically, also the Islamic tradi
tion of religious tolerance. Khomeini's 
rule is a blight on the history of Is-



lam." 
The U.S. government must, he said, 

"support in whatever way we can those 
around the world who seek only to 
worship God without fear of persecu
tion and who struggle against the 
state's efforts to control their thoughts 
and beliefs. 

"Whether it is to be the rights of 
Jews in the Soviet Union to live as 
Jews, the rights of Baha'is in Iran to 
live as Baha'is, the rights of Buddhists 
in Vietnam to live as Buddhists, we 
must lend our support, moral and 
otherwise, to this most basic of human 
needs. 

"We owe it to ourselves, to the 
world, and to God to protect and pro
mote religious liberty everywhere." 

Co-sponsoring the conference with 
the State Department were the Institute 
on Religion and Democracy, the Amer
ican Jewish Committee, the National 
Association of Evangelicals, the Anti
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, 
and the Jacques Maritain Center at 
Notre Dame University. 

Baha'i participation in the con
ference was arranged by the U.S. Na
tional SpiritUal Assembly's Office of 
External Affairs. 

Mauritius 

Pictured (left to right) are the nine 
members of the BaM'{ delegation to 
the InternationarConference on Relig
ious Liberty held April 15-16 at the 
U.S. State Department in Washington: 
Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice-chairman 
of the U.S. National Spiritual Assem
bly; Dr. Udo Schaefer, chief public 
prosecutor of the District Courts of 
Heidelberg, West Germany; Judge Do
rothy Nelson, treasurer of the U.S. Na
tional Assembly; Dr. Peter Khan, a 

Some 100 women took part last Feb- Women's Congress to be held in Mau
. ruary 24 in the first National BaM'{ ritius. The Congress took place at the 

Sf as's 

Counsellor member of the Interna
tional Teaching Centre; Dr. William 
Hatcher, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Canada; Dr. 
Wilma Brady, a member of the U.S. 
National Assembly; Dr. Amin Banani, 
professor of Middle Eastern Studies at 
UCLA; Judge James Nelson, chairman 
of the U.S. National Assembly; and 
Dr. Juan Ricardo Cole, professor of 
Middle Eastern Studies at the Univer
sity of Michigan in Ann Arbor. 
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Jamaica 

Baha'is take part in youth conference 

The BaM'i International Commu
nity was represented April 6-9 at an In
ternational Youth Conference in 
Kingston, Jamaica, in celebration of 
the United Nations International 
Youth Year 1985. 

The three Baha'i observers-Shiva 
Tavana from the New. York office of 
the Baha'i International Community, 
Helen Mirkovich de Sanchez from 
Costa Rica, and Dalton Nelson from 
Jamaica-met young representatives 
of government delegations and official 
observers from around the world who 
had gathered to work on a "Declara
tion of Principles: affirmation of par
ticipation, development and peace in 
freedom." 

The conference was divided into 
plenary sessions and sessions of three 
working committees on the themes of 
IVY: participation, development and 
peace. 

The Baha'is had an opportunity to 
circulate the Baha'i International 
Community's statement to the confer
ence on the contribution of youth to 
world peace, emphasizing that world 
peace is not only possible but inevi
table. 

The Baha'i delegation also was inter
viewed by a U.S. film company that is 
producing a documentary on the con
ference. 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF YOUTH TO WORLD PEACE 

Statement by the Baha'I International Community 
to the International Youth Conference 

April 6-9, 1985, Kingston, Jamaica 

The Baha'i International Community is pleased to have this opportunity 
to offer a few comments on the crucial contribution of youth in bringing 
about a lasting world peace and building a world civilization. The following 
are a few of the ways in which youth can, we feel, hasten the realization of 
these goals: 

1. By developing an understanding and conviction of the principle of the 
organic oneness of humanity, and by expressing this belief through action. 

Science and religion have taught us that we are one human race, one peo
ple, living on one planet-one world-and that each of us is an integral 
part; a cell, we might say, in the body of humanity. If any part of this body 
is weak, ill, diseased, the whole body will be affected: each one of us, as an 
indivisible part of the whole body, will then suffer or be destroyed. 

2. By working for the systematic eradication of all forms of prejudice and 
discrimination, whether based on race, religion, sex, nationality or class. 

Failure to be aware of our prejudices, and to work consistently-day in, 
day out-to rid ourselves of these divisive forces, will maim or destroy us 
individually. Further, the chance of achieving unity through cooperation, in 
all the rich diversity of human life, and of bringing about peace, the result 
of this unity, will be impossible. 

3. By a commitment to education in its totality-spiritual, moral, intel
lectual emotional and physical-education of the whole person. , . 

This can be done, in the Baha'i view, first through the development 10 

every human being of the highest spiritual and moral values taught in the 
Baha'i Writings and in the scriptures of previous revealed religions: among 
them, the qualities of love, compassion, justice, truthfulness, honesty, 
trustworthiness and courtesy. These qualities, essential to the molding of 
character, must be internalized, and be expressed in our daily actions, 
whether in the context of our families, our community, our country or the 
world at large. This process of education must stem from our acceptance of, 
and commitment to, the organic oneness of the human race, and the belief 
that all human beings are fundamentally spiritual in nature, servants of one 
Creator, and have the responsibility to express their love of God through 
service to their fellow beings. 

Second, each person must acquire education and training in schools, to 
develop fully his talents, abilities, potentials in such a way that he is equip
ped to practice a trade or profession, and can, through gainful employment, 
contribute to the development of his country and of the world. Special em
phasis must also be given, in the Baha'i view, to the often neglected educa
tion of women. 

Such an education must be provided by the family or the community; and 
all of us must be committed to obtain this education, so that we may make a 



unique contribution to life on this planet. Since work done 
in the .spirit of service to humanity is, in the Baha'i view, 
worship, youth, men and women alike, must, therefore, 
prepare themselves in the arts and sciences. 

Further, the education and training of youth must, we 
feel, be based on the essential agreement of science and 
religion since, as facets of one truth, they provide both the 
values and the knowledge that will transform this planet 
into a place of peace and harmony through respect for the 
rich diversity of humanity and the nourishing of those 
cultural differences that bring us together, not tear us 
apart. 

The present International Youth Conference is a splen
did illustration of the diversity of human nature, 
backgrounds and aspirations, bringing together youth 
from many parts of the world to find ways in which the 
goals of International Youth Year-participation, devel
opment and peace-can become a reality. Respect for the 
views of others, and an acceptance of the common hu
manity we share-that we are all a divine creation, con
nected by indissoluble ties with the Creator of the uni
verse-is, in the view of the Baha'i International Com
munity, essentially what matters. 

This is the basis for the motivation and action of Baha'i 
youth of more than 2,000 ethnic backgrounds, working in 

Burma 

Pictured are teachers and students in a 
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more than 160 independent countries to help resolve the 
crucial spiritual, social and economic problems of the 
world. 

The goal of world peace is more than a possibility. It is, 
we believe, inevitable; and the brilliant light at the end of 
the tunnel must be for youth a challenge to their spirit and 
energy, to their devotion to building a better world. For a 
peaceful world, in the vision depicted in the Writings of the 
Baha'i Faith, will be one in which "Force is made the ser
vant of Justice," and in which 

the enormous energy dissipated and wasted on war, 
whether economic or political, will be consecrated to 
such ends as will extend the range of human inventions 
and technical development, to the increase of the pro
ductivity of mankind, to the extermination of disease, to 
the extension of scientific research, to the raising of the 
standard of physical health, to the sharpening and re
finement of the human brain, to the exploitation of the 
unused and unsuspected resources of the planet, to the 
prolongation of human Ii/e, and to the furtherance of 
any other agency that can stimulate the intellectual, the 
moral, and spiritualli/e of the entire human race. 
We are happy to be here at this conference, joining with 

you in working for world peace. 
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Perspective 

Christian persecution parallels our own 

The Baha'i teachings disclose gen
eral principles which operate when the 
Faith of God is subjected to persecu
tion and attack. These principles indi
cate that such opposition is doomed to 
ultimate failure; the rhythmic pulsa
tions characterizing the growth of the 
Faith ensure that crisis is followed by 
victory, as God's purpose is inexorably 
fulfilled. 

During the period of persecution, 
there is a striking contrast between the 
radiant and ennobling faith of the be
lievers and the hatred and fanaticism 
of their tormentors; this manifest con
trast wins for the Faith the adherence 
of those previously apathetic or even 
hostile. 

At a time when the Baha'i Faith is 
being subjected to a fierce persecution, 
which has yet to run its course, in the 
land of its birth, it is useful to examine 
in some detail the form and conse
quences of a remarkably similar perse
cution of the Faith of God at an earlier 
time, when it had been brought to the 
world by Jesus Christ. 

Shoghi Effendi, in an analysis of 
contemporary world conditions, refers 
to "the signs of an impending catas
trophe, strangely reminiscent of the 
Fall of the Roman Empire in the West, 
which threatens to engulf the structure 
of present-day civilization" (The 
World Order of Bahd'u'lIdh, p. 156), 
and associates it with the tumult that 
the birth of the Baha'i Administrative 
Order has cast in the world. Thus there 
are parallels between the present day 
and the turbulent events of a distant 
time when the infant Christian religion 

This artic/e, UHistorical Parallels in 
the Persecution of the Faith," was 
written for Baha'i News by Dr. Peter J. 
Khan, a Counsellor member of the In
ternational Teaching Centre in Hai/a, 
Israel. 
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was struggling for emancipation from Christian bishops were treated with re
the restrictions imposed by a declining spect, not only by their faithful con
social order. gregations, but also by the civil au-

Some caution is needed in drawing thorities. When the Emperor Diocle
lessons from history. A consequence of . tian appointed trustworthy and capa
the Revelation of Baha'u'llab, with its ble individuals to positions of respon
matchless scope and intensity and with sibility and eminence in the administra
its provision of a unique Co~enant, is tion of the Empire, he found frequent
that the events of today do not follow ly that these appointees were Chris
precisely the pattern of the past. The tians, even though "no more than a 
infallible guidance of the Universal twentieth part of the subjects of the 
House of Justice, utilizing the world- Roman Empire had enlisted themselves 
wide resources and growing prestige of under the standard of Christ." (The 
the Baha'i community in defense ofthe World Order oj Bahd'u'lIdh, p. 57) 
oppressed Baha'is, will result in the ul- Members of the Emperor's household, 
timate triumph of the Faith being glo- who were Christian, used their power
rious to an extent unparalleled in the ful influence to protect the religion 
past. they had embraced. 
Christianity in a Roman world Tainted by the moral and ethical 

As the third century A.D. drew to a ~egradation ~~und them, the C~s
close, the Roman Empire found itself tian CO~U!"tles allowed .amblt~on 
in desperate circumstances, its borders and mat~.allsm to sully theIr punty. 
assailed by the forces of relentless in- 1.'he ChrIS~~ Church h.ad ~eco?Ie the 
vaders bent upon its dismemberment. nchest religiOUS organization lD the 
Within the Empire itself, the social Empire. Gibbon maintains that "pr~s
fabric was weakened by anarchy, ram- ~n~y ~~d r~laxed the nerves. of dis
pant inflation, moral degradation, Clphne. (Gibbon, Th~ Dec/me and 
class antagonism, currency deprecia- Fall of t~e Roman.Emplr~, chapter 1~) 
tion, high taxation, large-scale unem- In reactlo~ ~o this marufest. ~orldh
ployment, and a bloated bureaucracy. ness, ascetl~lsm. and mon~~lclsm at
Afraid and insecure, the population tracted a mI~OrIty o~ ChrIstians. !he 
took refuge in a religious revival ex- see~s o~ schism, ,,:hl~h were to YI~ld 
pressed through the pagan worship of their pOIsonous fruit lD the succeeding 
the Roman gods and through a "great century ~ were sprouting in a climate of 
variety of popular cults, of fashionable theolOgIcal controversy. 
and evasive philosophies which flour- The outbreak of persecution 
ished in the opening centuries of the The persecution initiated under the 
Christian Era, and which attempted to rule of the Emperor Diocletian was the 
absorb and pervert the state religion of last great persecution the Christian 
that Roman people." (The World community was to undergo before its 
Order of Bahd'u'lIdh, p. 184) triumph over the Roman Empire. The 

In such an environment, Christianity environment for this persecution was 
had flourished and prospered for sev- created by the ignorance and insecurity 
eral decades, passing beyond the per- of the population, who were thus easily 
secution of its earliest days. It had ac- manipulated by fanatical pagan 
quired property, erected magnificent priests. 
churches, and attracted to its fold peo- An ominous development took place 
pIe of substance and distinction. The in 287 A.D. when Diocletian instituted 
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changes which had the effect of con
verting the Empire into a pagan theoc
racy, Diocletian being identified with 
the Roman god Jove and the co-ruler 
Maximian identified with the god Her
cules. Both rulers were henceforth to 
be regarded as chosen by the gods and 
participants in the divine nature; the 
foundation thus was laid for emperor 
worship, which was soon to be used as 
a weapon against the Christians. 

The incendiary influence required to 
ignite the flames of oppression was 
provided by Galerius, who held the 
rank of Caesar as deputy to Diocletian, 
and who was fanatically attached to 
pagan beliefs. Determined to smash the 
growing influence of Christianity, he 
instigated the convening of a council of 
influential citizens, which advised Dio
cletian that the Christian community 
constituted a dangerous political move
ment: it was a republic within a repub
lic, having its own laws, judiciary, 
treasury and organization, and distin
guished by obedience to its bishops. 
Galerius argued forcefully that unity 
could not be established within'the Em
pire while a separatist movement such 
as Christianity was allowed to exist. He 
urged Diocletian to suppress this dan
gerous political organization, which 
masqueraded as a religion, before it ac
quired military force. 

The consequence of these influences 
was the proclamation of a series of 
edicts by Diocletian in 303 and 304 
A.D., which ordained the following 
measures against the Christians: 

• All Christian churches to be de
molished to their foundations. 

• The death penalty for all who held 
secret assemblies for religious worship. 

• All sacred books to be delivered to 
magistrates for public burning. 

• All Church property to be confis
cated and either sold to the highest bid
der or appropriated by the govern
ment. 

• The Church organization to be dis
solved. 

The Christians were described as be
longing to an "illegal religion," in con
trast to the Jews and the followers of 
other religions, who were regarded as 
adherents of a "licensed religion." 
This had the effect of putting the 
Christians outside the protection of the 
law, and added to their vulnerability. 

Events moved quickly after the 
edicts were issued. The great cathedral 

of Nicomedia, the capital of the Em
pire, was demolished, and other 
churches were either demolished or 
closed. Property was seized and books 
destroyed. Christians were deprived of 
employment. The Christians became 
the scapegoats for all the problems of 
the society, and were blamed for the 
sundry rebellions afflicting a decaying 
empire. When the Emperor's palace at 
Nicomedia caught fire, the Christians 
were held responsible. 

Diocletian continued his persecution 
with further edicts: 

• All Christians holding ecclesias
tical positions to be imprisoned. 

• All Christians to be compelled to 
worship'the Roman gods, through use 
of force or torture if necessary. 

Heavy penalties were specified for 
any non-Christian who protected 
Christians from the application of 
these edicts. 

Soon after the promulgation of these 
edicts, Diocletian and Maximian ab
dicated as co-rulers, in 305 A.D., to be 
succeeded by the ruthless Galerius in 
the East and by the moderate Constan
tius, father of Constantine, in the 
West. The persecutions continued, es
pecially in the regions controlled by 
Galerius. 

The effect on the Christians 
In the main, the Christians re-. 

sponded with admirable heroism, re
fusing to surrender their precious scrip
tures or to worship pagan gods, despite 
imprisonment, torture, and death. 
Some 1,500 believers quaffed the cup 
of martyrdom, led by the African 
bishop Felix, who was beheaded for his 
refusal to give up the sacred books. 
, In one village, the Christians bar
ricaded themselves in their church, in a 
vain attempt to protect an edifice 
which had become sanctified and pre
cious to them; they all perished when 
their persecutors set fire to the build
ing. Christians, consigned to prison 
and torture, endured their oppression 
with fidelity, continuing the practice of 
their religion; Those condemned to 
work as prisoners in the mines fash
ioned underground chapels conse
crated to the worship of their Lord. 

The persecutions initially weakened 
Christianity, through the disruption of 
its organization, the confiscation of its 
property, and the defection of those of 
weak belief who had joined the religion 
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during times of prosperity. However, 
the long-term effect was to strengthen 
Christianity in many ways. The compi
lation and circulation of a book, the 
Acta Martyrum, recording some of the 
many acts of heroism occurring during 
this period, strengthened and con
firmed Christian belief. The need for 
cooperative measures of mutual assis
tance in the face of economic depriva
tion strengthened the consciousness of 
unity in the Christian community. 
These bonds of unity were further rein
forced by the movement of Christians 
to remote areas to escape persecution, 
and by the acceptance of these refugees 
by local congregations. Gibbon refers 
to the large number of middle-class 
Christians "who were not confined to 
the chains either of wealth or of pov
erty" (Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire, chapter 16), who fled the re
gion ruled by Galerius in search of 
freedom. 

An informal but effective news net
work, which grew up among the scat
tered Christian refugees, also contrib
uted to the growing consciousness of a 
community transcending traditional 
cultural barriers. 

The Christian response was not with
out blemish. Shoghi Effendi calls at
tention to "the scandalous conduct of 
those bishops" (The World Order of 
Bahd'u'lIdh, p. 56) of the African 
church who betrayed the Holy Scrip
tures to the pagans, or who recanted 
their faith, and to others of lesser rank 
who followed in their footsteps. At a 
later time, when Christianity had tri
umphed, these bishops sought to re
cover their ecclesiastical position and 
privileges, giving rise to a schism that 
afflicted the Church in northern Africa 
for centuries until the African Chris
tians were engulfed by the spread of 
Islam. 

As the brutality toward the Chris
tians increased in severity, public opin
ion swung from antagonism to sym
pathy and admiration for the be
leaguered community, the pagan pe0-
ple witnessing with amazement the for
titude and heroism of the Christians. 
Many pagans risked death to shelter 
and protect the hunted quarry. Ulti
mately, the effect was to attract more 
and more people of insight and fair
mindedness to the Christian fold. 
The consequences 

The authorities became alarmed and 
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desperate as their severe persecution 
failed to extinguish the light of Chris
tianity but served rather to increase its 
brilliance and to move public opinion 
to sympathy and support for the Chris
tians. 

In 310 A.D. Galerius was afflicted 
by a painful disease which progres
sively incapacitated him, and led ul
timately to his death in 311. As he lay 
on his death-bed, he acknowledged the 
failure of his efforts and sought to 
make his peace with the undefeated 
Christian God by publishing an edict 
of toleration allowing "Christians the 
right to exist again and to set up their 
places of worship; provided always 
that they do not offend against public 
order." (Bettenson, Documents of the 
Christian Church, p. 21) 

The result was a dramatic and sud
den change in the welfare of the Chris
tian community. A great number of 
Christians were released from prisons 
and mines; refugees returned to their 
homes; and those who had recanted 
their faith sought re-admission to the 
Christian community. 

Denying the spiritual power of the 
Christian faith, the new Emperor as
cribed the Christian victory to its dis
cipline and organization. He attempted 
to invigorate pagan worship by organ
izing it along lines similar to that of the 
Christians, with a simpler discipline, 
and with beautiful houses of worship. 
The immediate effect of this venture 
was to encourage the pagan priests to 
seek restoration of Christian persecu
tion, which was revived for a few 
months until terminated by civil war. 
The long-term effect was one of total 
failure, as the dynamic spirit of Chris
tianity defied simulation; much more 
than that, it prepared the pagans for 
acceptance of Christian practice and 
highlighted the unique features of the 
Christian religion. 

Following a period of civil instabil
ity, Constantine emerged as Emperor 
in 313 A.D. In an age of discord and 
chaos, he found himself irresistibly 
drawn to the order and morality of 
Christian conduct, the discipline with 
which Christians obeyed their clergy, 
and the effect of Christianity in eradi
cating class warfare and in strengthen
ing the institutions of marriage and the 
family. As a consequence, he used the 
power of his office to protect the 
Christian community, which was being 
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reconstituted after its persecution. 
During that year, Constantine issued 

an edict guaranteeing freedom of reli
gion, and ordered all Christian prop
erty to be restored to its original 
owners without any demand for pay
ment; the present owners were per
mitted to apply to the State for com
pensation for loss of the restored prop
erty. 

As the reign of Constantine con
tinued, he favored Christianity more 
openly, gradually discarding pagan 
practices in State ceremonials, giving 
the Church legal status and tax exemp
tion, and providing funds from the 
state treasury for the construction of 
Christian houses of worship. The cul- . 
mination of this process came in 324 
A.O. when Constantine publicly de
clared himself a Christian and invited 
his subjects to investigate and accept 
the new religion. In a few short years, 
Christianity had moved from the pris
ons of the Empire to the palace of the 
Emperor. 

'Abdu'I-BaM praises Constantine: 
". . . the first person to establish 

public· clinics throughout the Roman 
Empire where the poor, the injured 
and the helpless received medical care, 
was the Emperor Constantine. This 
great king was the first Roman ruler to 
champion the Cause of Christ. He 
spared no efforts, dedicating his life to 
the promotion of the principles of the 
Gospel, and he solidly established the 
Roman government, which in reality 
had been nothing but a system of un
relieved oppression, on moderation 
and justice. His blessed name shines 
out across the dawn of history like the 
morning star, and his rank and fame 
among the world's noblest and most 
highly civilized is still on the tongues of 
Christians of all denominations. " (The 
Secret of Divine Civilization, p. 85) 

Historian Will Durant comments: 
"There is no greater drama in 

human record than the sight of a few 
Christians, scorned or oppressed by a 
succession of emperors, bearing all 
trials with a fierce tenacity, multiplying 
quietly, building order while their 
enemies generated chaos, fighting the 
sword with the word, brutality with 
hope, and at last defeating the strong
est state that history has known. 
Caesar and Christ had met in the 
arena, and Christ had won." (Durant, 
Caesar and Christ, p. 652) 

Conclusion 
When the persecution of the Chris- ' 

tians was at its height, who could have 
imagined how rapidly and how dra
matically conditions would change? As 
a Christian of that time surveyed with 
dismay the demolition of his holy 
places, the defilement and destruction 
of his sacred books, the dismantling of 
his religious organization, the impris
onment of his leaders, and the martyr
dom of so many faithful believers, 
could he have imagined that in a com
paratively short time a Christian Em
peror would rule and a population that 
was so implacably opposed to Chris
tianity would change its attitude to 
sympathy and belief? Might he not 
have suffered moments of despair as he 
wondered when, if ever, the clouds of 
oppression enveloping his land would 
be swept away? Surely his sense of 
wonder and of gratitude must have 
known no bounds when, in a seemingly 
miraculous manner, his religion emerg
ed from the crucible of persecution 
purified and strengthened, its property 
restored, its sacred edifices recon
structed, its prestige enhanced, its 
power and influence greatly increased. 

Above all, there emerges one clear 
lesson: that of the invincible power of 
God, and the powerlessness of His op
ponents. The power that protected the 
apparently defenseless Christian com
munity from its implacable foes is to
day protecting the beleaguered Iranian 
Baha'i community from its inveterate 
enemies, and will lead these heroic be
lievers to a triumph that may well 
eclipse the dazzling victory won by the 
Christians of an earlier time. 

The words of Baha'u'llAh are equal
ly applicable to the rise of the Christian 
Faith, during the time appointed for its 
dispensation, and to the growth of the 
Baha'i Faith at the present time: 

"Behold how in this Dispensation 
the worthless and foolish have fondly 
imagined that by such instruments as 
massacre, plunder and banishment 
they can extinguish the lamp which the 
Hand of Divine power has lit, or 
eclipse the Day Star of everlasting 
splendor. How utterly unaware they 
seem to be of the truth that such ad
versity is the oil that feedeth the flame 
of this Lamp! Such is God's trans
forming power. He changeth whatso
ever He willeth,· He verily hath power 
over all things. " (Gleanings, p. 72) 
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United Nations 

Year of Peace, UN's 40th year coincide 

In November 1982 the United Na
tions General Assembly passed a res
olution declaring 1986 the Interna
tional Year of Peace, to be proclaimed 
on October 24, 1985, the 40th anniver
sary of the UN. 

The year of Peace will continue 
through the fall of 1985 and through
out 1986. 

The General Assembly chose to hold 
the International Year of Peace in con
junction with the 40th anniversary of 
the UN to remind the peoples of the 
United Nations that the main objective 
of the UN, as defined in its charter, has 
not yet been achieved. 

The UN was conceived "to save suc
ceeding generations from the scourge 
of war, which twice in our lifetime has 
brought untold sorrow to mankind," 
but war still ravages numerous popula
tions in many parts of the world. 

In its 40th anniversary year, the Gen
eral Assembly is calling for a rededi
cation to the primary and compelling 
goal of peace. 

According to the Secretary-Gen
eral's report of September 24, 1984, 
the goals of the International Year of 
Peace are threefold. 

The first is to "stimulate concerted 
and effective action by the United Na
tions, its Member States," all inter
and non-governmental organizations, 
and the media in promoting peace and 
fUel resolution. 

The second is to strengthen the 
peacekeeping role and power of the 
UN, while urging Member States to re
new their commitment to the UN char
ter, and "to strengthen the effec
tiveness of the Security Council in ful
filling its primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of international peace 
and security." 

The third objective is to focus world 
attention on the basic requirements for 

. peace including disarmament, the exer-

cise of human rights, international co
operation, development and social pro
gress, among others. 

In a letter of January 23, 1985, to all 
National,Spiritual Assemblies, the Uni
versal House of Justice praised the UN 
declaration, saying, "we embrace this 
God-sent opportunity to proclaim ever 
more widely and convincingly the vital
izing principles upon which, as our 
Teachings emphatically assert, a last
ing peace must be founded." 

The Supreme Body then proceeded 
to calIon all National Assemblies to 
urge the Baha'is in their respective 
countries to take action during the 
Year of Peace. Such action may in
clude public proclamations, national 

Taiwan 

As a service project, the Baha'IS of 
Chung Ho (a suburb of Taipei, Tai
wan) undertook sponsorship of several 
community classes including classes in 
English and calligraphy for children 
and adults. The local government was 
so impressed that a special ceremony 
was held to express its appreciation . 

or regional peace conferences, publica
tions, and other activities, as the Na
tional Assemblies see fit. 

In its RiQvan 1985 letter to the Ba
ha'is of the world, the House of Justice 
announced its intention to present to 
governments and leaders of the world 
the Baha'i concepts on peace. "But," 
the letter continues, "it is in the local 
Baha'i communities that the most 
widespread presentation of the Faith 
can take place." 

As in the celebration of all UN 
special years, the success of Baha'i ef
forts in the International Year of Peace 
will be determined by efforts at the 
local level throughout the world. 

Shown receiving an award on behalf of 
the Baha'is from the director of civic 
affairs is Heng Hock-boo (left). The 
undertaking is one of the social and 
economic development projects on the 
island in response to the letter on that 
topic from the Universal House of Jus
tice. 
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Baha'i history 

Mulla Rida: A life dedicated to teaching 

Mulla Rida came from a small vil
lage near Yazd. He belonged to a well
known family and had received his ed
ucation as a Muslim clergyman. From 
the time he embraced the Cause till the 
moment he passed away in Tihran pris
on his whole life was dedicated to 
teaching work. He should be regarded 
as a great hero whom the Almighty had 
raised in the early days of the Cause to 
proclaim His Message and upon whom 
He had bestowed a sword-like power 
of utterance with which he tore 
asunder the veils of ignorance and 
superstition, and by doing so con
stantly exposed himself to intense pain 
and suffering. In fact, seldom a day 
passed without his being handed a cup 
of woeful trials which he would sip 
with abundant joy and satisfaction. 

Mulla Rida was an old man with a 
tail and shapely stature that enhanced 
his dignified bearing. His mode of be
havior was governed by a rare combi
nation of frankness, humor, eloquence 
and exceptional courage, and was 
dominated by his passionate love for 
Baha'u'llah. No one is known to have 
surpassed his unusual power of endu
rance. Of him it is authoritatively said 
by the friends that while he was de
tained in Yazd for Baha'i activities and 
prior to his expulsion from the town, 
the governor ordered that the basti
nado l be inflicted on him in public at 

This article, "Glimpses from the 
Life and Work of Mulla Rida of Mu
hammad-Abdd," by Habib Taherza
deh, is reprinted from the September
October 1984 issue of New Day, the 
newsletter of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'is of the Republic 
of Ireland. It appeared originally in 
"Baha'i News and Reviews," a Jour
nal of the National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Baha'is of Iran, No. 12, Septem
ber 1948. 
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seven crossroads during a single day so 
as to dissuade the inhabitants from go
ing over to the new creed. At each ap
pointed spot Mulla Rida would remove 
his aM (cloak), turban and socks and. 
place them on a handkerchief that he 
would spread on the ground; then, af
ter lying down and inserting his feet in
to the loop, he would cover his face 
with the hem of his garment and ask 
his persecutors to proceed. At no time 
during these rounds of torture did he 
breathe a word, or make a sign or 
.move that implied a painful feeling. At 
one point his unusual calm in the face 
of brutal lashings made the stupefied 
onlookers imagine that the victim had 
collapsed. However, when his face was 
uncovered, they found him cleaning his 
teeth in a quiet manner! 

As a teacher, Mulla Rida was highly 
qualified, exceptionally well-informed 
and audacious. No one could rival him 
in speech or in the knowledge of the 
Qur'an and Islamic law and tradition. 
While in Tihran prison, he was sum
moned on several occasions to answer 
questions about the Faith at gatherings 
of princes and notables of the realm. 
And at each session he prevailed over 
his distinguished opponents in argu
ment and laid bare their ignorance and 
the absurdity of their notions. 

Mulla Rida was a man of broad vis
ion and great enterprise, though some
times his imagination seemed to be 
bordering on the fantastic. For in
stance, he had a firm conviction that 
the organic unity of all substances will 
be established during the Baha'i era, 
and moreover, he is quoted as having 
said, "If I were guided to discover this 
transmuting alchemy, I would build a 
town and erect in it a Mashriqu'l
Adhkar of crystal. Its central hall 
would be supported by 95 pillars and 
each of its 19- x9-meter doors would be 
made of solid gold. " 

Far from being cautious and calcu
lating, Mulla Rida was extremely bold 
and frank in his manners, deeds and 
assertions. Always he spoke on the 
spur of the moment, unguardedly and 
effectively. He was not one to "seek" 
opportunity for teaching; rather, he 
would "force" openings for himself in 
order to speak about the Cause to al
most everyone he met. The dungeon, 
dismal and dreary as it was, failed to -
curb his heroic spirit or prevent his 
bold adventure in teaching work. On 
the contrary, it brought him new op
portunities and spiritual powers which 
he grasped and exploited to the fullest, 
always disregarding the fact that such 
an indiscreet manner of public teaching' 
in the presence of fanatical prisoners 
and authorities would entail fresh dan
gers and sufferings not only for himself 
but also ior the rest of the friends who 
shared his dire fate. 

"His public discussions," Siyyid 
Asadu'llah-i-Qumi, his companion in 
jail, narrates, "sometimes became 
highly controversial, and the excited 
fanatics who looked for such oppor
tunities would join in with their de
risive and insulting words. We used to 
point out to him that these ignorant 
people who passed such abusive re
marks about the Cause certainly were 
not seekers of truth, but only trouble
makers. But he contended that the 
Cause is great and therefore is bound 
to encounter great opposition, and that 
those who try to defile its fair name 
through abuse and vituperation surely 
will never succeed in doing it any harm. 
What they actually do, he maintained, 
is to let everyone know how stupid they 
themselves are. Their foolish act re
sembles that of a man who tries vainly 
to spit on the sun." 

The same Siyyid Asadu'llah further 
states that "again and again we argued 
with Mulla Rida, begged and urged 



him to be moderate and sparing in his 
talks, but nothing proved of any avail. 
Then as the situation grew worse and 
new dangers loomed ahead, the sense 
of fear and anxiety in our hearts 
prompted us to take a step that soon 
brought in its wake a grievous trial for 
him and a world of sorrow for us all. 
As a precaution against incidents, we 
went to the jailer, Mashhadf 'Ali, and 
asked him to tell Mulla Rida not to 
speak in public about the Cause, hop
ing that his words and authority would 
induce him to change his attitude. But 
alas, how little did we know then that 
no earthly power, no amount of pain 
and suffering could ever curb his un
compromising spirit or dissuade this 
aged man of God from placing teach
ing work above safety and other per
sonal considerations. 

"So when he refused to comply with 
the jailer's order, the latter grew angry 
and told his men to inflict corporal 
punishment on him. They took Mulla 
Rida into the prison yard and most 
brutally flogged his bare back. How
ever, in spite of old age and the rigors 
of prison life, he remained steadfast as 
a rock throughout the ordeal. He 
neither budged nor raised the faintest 
cry, nor did his face bear the slightest 
expression of agony. It seemed as if he 
had momentarily lost his sense of feel
ing. All the friends were profoundly 
shocked and shaken at the sight of his 
suffering, and soon afterward I hur
riedly went over to offer my sympathy 
and to dress his wounds. Mulla Rida, 
greatly surprised by my behavior, 
shouted triumphantly, '0 Siyyid Asa
du'llab! Do you really think I am hurt? 
At the time of the flogging I felt like a 
drunken elephant and never felt the 
slightest pain. I was in the presence of 
Baha'u'llab, talking to him. '" 

Among the non-Baha'i prisoners 
who witnessed this harrowing scene 
was a distinguished man named Ghu
tam-Rida Khan, whose heart was deep
ly touched and transformed by the 
sight of the superhuman endurance 
manifested by the victim, and the in
terest and surprise thus aroused led 
him to investigate. His search for truth 
was soon rewarded by confirmation 
and he eventually became a devoted 
believer. When released from prison, 
this same man was asked how he hap
pened to become a Baha'i. "I received 

. my light from the floggings," he re-
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plied, and added, "If instead hundreds petitioned the Shah on several occas
of verses from the Qur'dn had been re- ions and succeeded in obtaining a de
cited to me or a thousand reasons ad- cree for our release. On the day of lib
duced to convince me of the truth of eration we were paraded in chains 
this Message, none would have in flu- along the thickly crowded route to the 
enced me as did the unruffled calm house of the Farrash-Bashi,2 where we 
which the old, stout-hearted Mulla were taken into custody, awaiting the 
Rida evinced under torture." necessary formalities to be over. 

Mulla Rida was a man of peculiar Throughout that anxious time we beg
conduct and of a trend of thought un- ged and cautioned Mulla Rida to keep 
usual by our standards. He had at- calm and silent, lest a heedless word to 
tained a station from which he saw in the authorities create fresh troubles 
every object a sign or a reflection of the and suffering for us. Yet notwithstand
glory of Baha'u'llah, and the love he ing our constant warnings and against 
cherished for Him dominated his our advice, he went to an adjoining 
whole being and to it he subordinated room to talk to a group of theological 
every other impulse. Mirza Husayn-i- students headed by a fanatical evil
Zanjam, another Baha'i prisoner, gives minded Siyyid. We could hear their 
the following account concerning conversation, as it developed into a 
Mulla Rida: heated dispute. Mulla Rida was hitting 

"For 16 months I was his close com- hard with the solid weapon of proofs, 
panion during which I dedicated my- accompanied by a flood of verses from 
self to his service. I prepared his food, the Qur'dn. The hostile group were ut
washed his clothing, did everything in terly confounded, and, as none could 
my power to make him comfortable. challenge him in argument, they grew 
However, he seldom thanked me; in- hysterical and abusive, inflicted blows 
stead, he would say, 'I thank the Bless- on Mulla Rida and ejected him from 
ed Beauty for the comfort and help He their midst. This tragic incident, how
has provided for me.' Whenever lever, did not end there. It led to 
brought him food he used to say, 'I grievous consequences. The same day, 
render Thee thanks, 0 Baha'u'llah!' through mischievous machinations on 
Or when he happened to give away the part of the malicious Siyyid, Mulla 
something as charity or do a service to Rida was ordered back to jail while the 
others he would say, 'I give this to rest of us were released. 
Baha'u'llah .. .' One day they "This new development brought im
brought in a prisoner who had no shirt . mense grief and anxiety to our hearts 
on. Mulla Rida, on seeing him, turned but failed to disturb Mulla Rida in the 
to me and said, 'This poor young man least. He remained bold, happy, imper
is a servant of Baha'u'llah, though he turbable and as jovial as ever. How
does not know his Lord. As he is half- ever, as there was no one to look after 
naked we would better let him have the him in prison, the dire deprivations 
spare shirt we have between us. We do and hardships there made themselves 
not need a spare shirt in prison; it is a strongly felt on his frail and aged 
sort of luxury and surely we can do frame and served to hasten his journey 
Without it.' I said, 'Very well, you put to the shores of eternity. His days of 
on this spare shirt which I have just suffering were now numbered, and his 
washed and give this boy the one you illustrious soul, only 10 days after his 
are wearing.' On hearing my sugges- last confinement, took its flight to the 
tion, Mulla Rida lost his temper and abode of the Beloved." 
shouted at me, 'Do you mean to say The two wonderful Tablets revealed 
that I put on the clean shirt and place by 'Abdu'l-Baha to his imperishable 
my used one in the hands of the Blessed memory show how glorious is his rank 
Beauty? How dare you make such a as a teacher as well as a martyr, and 
cruel suggestion! Aren't you a Baha'i? how heroic an example he set in serving 
Baha'u'llah says it is not charity unless the Cause of God. 
you give away the things you hold NOTES 
dear. I wonder how long it will take 1. The victim is made to lie on his back 
you to attain and understand.' " while his feet, inserted in a loop, are 

Mirza Husayn further states: "Early raised and the souls beaten with a cane 
during the reign of Muzaffari'Din or a whip. 
Shah (1896-1907), the friends in Tihran 2. Chief police officer . 
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The world 

Denmark's Baha'is aid victims of torture 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Denmark observed United Nations 
Day last October 24 with a well-at
tended public meeting in Copenhagen 
and a special presentation to the 
medical director of the International 
Rehabilitation and Research Center for 
Torture Victims (IRRCTV). 

An ad hoc committee of the Na
tional Assembly was about to suggest 
that the IRRCTV's medical director be 
asked to address a Baha'i-sponsored 
public meeting when the National As
sembly received a letter from the Uni
versal House of Justice asking that the 
IRRCTV be awarded a cash grant of 
10,000 Danish crowns that was allo
cated for the purpose from the Interna
tional Baha'i Fund. 

Representatives of the Danish Min
istry of Foreign Affairs, UN organiza
tions, and the media were invited to a 
reception in Copenhagen at which 
Hanne Fobian, secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Denmark, 
presented Dr. Inge Genefke, medical 
director of IRRCTV, with a check, a 
written explanation of its purpose, and 
nine long-stemmed roses. 

In accepting the grant, Dr. Genefke 
expressed her appreciation by reciting a 
poem, and quoted from the Baha'i 
writings. 

That evening, at a well-attended 
public meeting, Dr. Genefke described 
the history and present work of the 

Swaziland 
Four new Baha'i pre-schools have 

opened in Swaziland. 
With financial help from the Cana

dian government, the schools in Piggs 
Peak, Muncitsini, Mbabane and Hla
tikulu have been able to obtain ma
terials needed for pre-school educa
tion. Several other such schools are ex
pected to open later this year. 
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Hanne Fobian (right), secretary of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Den
mark, presents a check for 10,000 
Danish crowns and an explanation of 
the donation to Dr. Inge Genefke, 

IRRCTV. 
The news agency Ritzau distributed 

a well-written report of the Baha'i
sponsored presentation to 'Danish 
newspapers. The article expressed sym
pathy for the work of the IRRCTV and 
the Baha'is. 

Cook Islands 
On April 27 , the Baha'is of the Cook 

Islands held their first National Con
vention. 

Previously under the jurisdiction of 
New Zealand, the Cook Islanders 
elected their first National Spiritual 
Assembly under whose guidance they 
intend to sustain a vigorous response to 
the goals of the final year of the Seven 
Year Plan. 

medical d~rector of the Copenhagen
based International Rehabilitation and 
Research Center for Torture Victims. 
The presentation was made last Octo
ber 24. 

On UN Human Rights Day, Baha'i 
representatives were asked to attend a 
reception at IRRCTV where the Baha'i 
grant was mentioned with appreciation 
and where the friends made several im
portant contacts. 

Among those present at the historic 
Convention were the Hand of the 
Cause of God H. Collis Featherstone; 
Counsellor Tinai Hancock; represen
tatives of the sister National Assem
blies of Australia, Hawaii, New Zea
land, Samoa and Tonga; and Pa Te
paeru Ariki, a Baha'i who is the wife of 
the prime minister of the Cook Islands, 
Sir Thomas Davis. 



Japan 

Pictured are the 41 people who at- uary in Fukuoka, Kyushu, Japan. special guest at the event. 
tended a deepening institute last Jan- Counsellor Ruhu'lldh Mumtdz( was a 

Suriname 
A highly successful Naw-Rliz recep

tion was given by the Baha'is of Suri
name for government officials, diplo
mats and other prominent people. 

The 60 people who attended were 
welcomed by John Viera and then 
heard a talk by Mrs. Meherangiz Mun
siff, a traveling teacher from the 
United Kingdom. 

L.F. Ramdat Misier, the president of 
Suriname, sent a letter of greetings to 
the Baha'is at the reception. 

"To me," he told them, "the power 
of the Baha'i Faith lies in service to the 
Most High and the improvement of the 
lot of the poor. 

"In this period of progress in the 
spiritual evolution of mankind, the 
propagation of religious and social 
tolerance of people towards each other 
is of indispensable value. . . . 

"Thanks to these lofty ideals which 
he propagated to mankind, Baha
'u'llah, the founder of the Baha'i 
Faith, was able to withstand the many 
sufferings and torments unjustly in
flicted upon him. May this be an in
spiration for you to live according to 
his precepts." 

The president's message was printed 
in its entirety in both national news
papers and was broadcast on all three 
radio stations. Local television news
casts also referred to it. 

Three of the recently formed 
Spiritual Assembly of Utsunomiya Ci
ty, Japan, make presentations to 
Michio Masuyama (left), the mayor of 
Utsunomiya City, during a meeting in 
the mayor's office last January 23. One 
of the gifts presented to the mayor was 

Jamaica 
Jamaica's 25th Baha'i National 

Convention was formally opened by a 
representative of the Governor General 
of Jamaica. 

Among those present were Counsel
lor Lauretta King, the ambassadors of 

from the Spiritual Assembly of Manu
kau, New Zealand, Utsunomiya City's 
<sister city.' The presentation was re
ported in a local newspaper with a cir
culation of 230, 000, the first time that 
the Faith was mentioned in that paper. 

India and Israel, and one member of 
the Jamaican Parliament. 

Convention events initiated a year
long celebration of the National Spir
itual Assembly's silver anniversary. 
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Austria 

Malaysia 
Naw-Rliz and Ayyam-i-Ha activities 

in Malaysia this year included a cele
bration at the Segamat Baha'i Center 
attended by about tOO Baha'is in
cluding Counsellor YanKee Leong. 

On February 27, a group of Baha'is 
in Sibu visited the Sibu Centre for the 
Blind where they held a tea party, 
bringing drinks and cake and gifts to 
share the joy of Intercalary Days. 

Meanwhile, the Spiritual Assembly 
of Kerian gave a dinner party for 75 
residents of the Old Folks Home in 
Nibong Tegal. Since no prayers or re
ligious activity were permitted, the 
evening was spent in conversation. 

A choir, Malay dance and panto
mime presented by Baha'{ children at 
the Petalang Jaya Naw-Ruz observ
ance so impressed members of the 
press that a photograph of the pan
tomime was published March 23 in The 
Star with an article about the occasion. 

-\' -\' -\' 

In a span of only 19 days, the over
seas goals for Malaysia were met as 
three pioneers set out for their posts. 

One went to the University of Lae, 
Papua New Guinea; another, a former 
Auxiliary Board member, left for Kiri
bati, while the third went to teach at 
the Yasothon Baha'i School in Thai
land. 
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Italy 
In March, the "Austrian Dawn

breakers" toured seven cities in Italy, 
presenting five concerts, taping two 
television shows, and appearing at 
three schools where t ,500 youth at-

Bangladesh ' 

Three members of the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Austria met last De
cember 6 with that country's president, 
Rudolf Kirchschliiger. Pictured Oeft to 
right) are Roland Philipp; President 
Kirchschliiger; Mrs. Ottilie Kafer, and 
Dr. Gerhard Schweter, secretary of the 
National Spiritual Assembly. 

tended. 
The group's efforts were dedicated 

to the memory of Mehrdad Poostchi, a 
former member of the ensemble, on 
the ninth anniversary of his death. 

Shown in a photograph taken in Jan- Bangladesh, with their teacher, Mozi
uary 1985 are children of a tutorial bar Rahman (right). 
school in a tribal village in Rajshahi, 
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Australia 

Tasmanian Baha'is are becoming 
known for their "Alternatives" week
ends. 

Originating in 1983 from the initia
tive of a small group of Baha'is from 
Kentish, Alternatives Weekends are 
community events designed to attract 
visitors living or planning to live in a 
rural environment. 

"Alternatives '85," sponsored by 
the Baha'is of Kentish, which now has 
a local Spiritual Assembly, was held 
February 4-5 on a Baha'i farm in Kent
ish. Visitors this year totaled 1,250, ex
ceeding last year's 1,000. 

Each year, the main attraction of the 
event is its educational aspect. Experts 
this year presented talks on farm fenc
ing, fruit growing, power-generating 
water wheels, soil conservation, the 
proper use of explosives on farms, 
water birds, and tree conservation. 

David Chittleborough, a soil scien
tist and member of the National Spir
itual Assembly of Australia, spoke on 
the problem of the disappearance of 
the world's soils and agricultural land 
due to the manner in which society or
ganizes itself. 

One hundred twenty-five people 
camped overnight at facilities provided 
on the farm. Another 450 visitors join
ed them the following day to hear lec
tures on pig-raising, chicken and egg 
production, growing and marketing 
herbs, divining, health and healing, 
and fire safety. 

Ann Stark, a Baha'i, presented a 
well-received talk on keeping commu
nities together, stressing that com
munity unity begins with the family. 

On the final evening, Prof. David 
Hassall of the University of New South 
Wales presented a paper and slides on 
solar building designs, which he had 
previously presented to the Baha'i 
Studies Association. 

Adding to the color and atmosphere 
of the weekend were demonstrations of 
jam and preserve making, spinning, 
lace knitting, forestry, alternative 
energy systems, and organic gardening. 
There were even stands offering milk
shakes and iced pops made from goat's 
milk. 

Stalls provided information for the 
Waterbird Haven, International Youth 
Year, the Men of the Trees, Chris
tianity (at the request of a local pas-

tor), and the Baha'i Faith. 
Five newspaper articles, six news

paper ads, radio spots, posters, and 
news items on ABC radio helped pub
licize the event. ; 

If. If. If. 

A successful meeting between Abori
ginal elders in Onslow, Western Aus
tralia, a member of that country's Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, and three 
members of the Carnarvan Baha'i 
community was held following this 

Burkina 

!' 

Edward J. Derwinsky (right) of the 
U.S. State Department receives a gift 
on behalf of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Burkina from Pierre K. Sia, 

,secretary of the National Assembly. 

On March 28, Edward J. Derwinsky, 
a former U.S. Congressman who is 
now an adviser on human rights for the 
U.S. State Department, met with mem
bers of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of the Baha'is of Burkina at the 
American Cultural Centre in Ouaga
dougou. 

The purpose of their visit was to ex
press appreciation for Mr. Derwinsky's 
efforts over the past three and one-half 
years on behalf o(the Baha'is in Iran, 
first in his capacity as a Congressman 
from Illinois and more recently at the 
State Department. 

t. 

year's National Convention in Aus
tralia. 

The central point of agreement was 
the essence of Baha'u'llah's teachings 
and the Aboriginal way of life. 

One elder from the Northern Terri
tory has enrolled in the Faith, and as 
the Aboriginals become believers, the 
friends in Australia are realizing the ex
citing implications of the growth of 
Aboriginal Assemblies throughout 
Western Australia. 

4r 
1/ 

,---

Tln,,,,n,,,r member 
the National Assembly, Jean-Pierre 
Swedy, and Mrs. Appoline Zongo of 
the Baha'{ community of Ouagadou
gou. 

The Baha'is presented Mr. Derwin
sky with a map of Burkina accompa
nied by a quotation from the Writings 
of Baha'u'llah. 

In accepting the gift, he expressed 
surprise at their awareness of his ac
tions while in America concerning the 
Iranian Baha'is, and said he felt this 
gave evidence of the real unity of Ba
ha'is throughout the world. 

Others present for the occasion were 
the U.S. ambassador to Burkina, the 
Charge d' Affairs, the director of the 
Cultural Centre, and the assistant di
rector of the U.S. AID program. 
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EI Salvador 

Pictured are many 0/ the participants 

The International Year of Youth has 
inspired three Baha'i youth committees 
in El Salvador to coordinate their 
teaching efforts to make as strong an 
impact as possible. 

Summer school events included a 
session conducted by a youth, a mini
drama on the right and wrong ways to 
conduct a Spiritual Assembly meeting, 
and a presentation by one youth on his 
experiences while serving at the World 
Centre in Haifa. 

Following a Nineteen Day Feast held 
outdoors by candlelight, the children's 
class from Santa Tecla presented a 
moving drama about the seven martyrs 
of Tehran. 

A public meeting, organized by 
youth and sponsored by the National 
Youth Committee, included talks by 
Gabriel and Jaleh Torres and a piano 
recital by a Baha'i youth, Mitchell 
Jacobe. 

Uruguay 

Uruguay's Baha'i Summer School 
last February brought together 87 be
lievers from 11 communities in Uru
guay and from Argentina. Seventeen 
of the participants were children. 
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Canada 
The Baha'i International Health 

Agency's fourth annual Conference on 
Health and Healing will be held August 
15-16 at the University of British Co
lumbia, Vancouver, Canada. 

Registration will take place from 7 to 
9 p.m. Wednesday, August 14. 

The Conference on Health and Heal
ing will be followed immediately by the 
10th annual Conference of the Asso
ciation for Baha'i Studies (Friday even
ing, August 16 through August 18). 

* * * 
In the 10th anniversary issue of 

"White Wall Review," published in 
May, the Ryerson Literary Society of 
Toronto, Canada, features works by 
about 25 poets and artists including 
three Canadian Baha'is. 

The Baha'i contributions included 
graphics by Larry Rowden and poetry 
by Nancy Raham and Roger White. 
The persecution of Baha'is in Iran was 
the focus of two of the poems, while 
another included an epigraph that re
ferred to the Faith. 

The Literary Society operates under 
the auspices of the Ryerson Polytech
nic Institute. Its publication illustrates 

concern with cultural values and edu
cation. 

Beliz~ 

As a result of the Youth Congress 
held March 1-3 in Belize City in sup
port of International Youth Year, the 
Baha'IS of Belize are now represented 
on that country's National Youth 
Council. 

Baha'is were active in the over-all 
planning and execution of the Con
gress-the first such gathering ever 
held in Belize-which was sponsored 
by the Ministry of Youth. 

An estimated 6,000 youth took part 
in the Congress, with 2,000 attending 
workshops, which, accordin~ to Auxil
iary Board member Zakir M. Mer
chant, who was on the steering com
mittee, were the core of the Congress. 

Four of the workshops were con
ducted by Baha'is: those on Youth and 
Religion, Community Development, 
Marriage and Courtship, and Dance. 

One program included a parade in 
which the Baha'i group marched with 
their banner proclaiming "Youth Can 
Move the World." 
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Dominica 
Pictured are BahdYs and students at 
the Schoolfor the Deaf in Roseau, Do
minica, who attended a party last Oc
tober J in honor of Universal Child
ren's Day. The party was sponsored by 
the Spiritual Assembly of Roseau. The 
Bahd'is taught the children a song, 
played outdoor games with them, and 
gave them 'Love That Child' buttons 
and bal/oons. The party was recorded 
on video tape and played back for the 
children to see. 

Delores Springgay (back row, left), a 
traveling teacher from Canada's 
Northwest Territories, is pictured dur
ing a recent visit to the village of Saly- . 
bill, Dominica. To Miss Springgay's 
/eft is another traveling teacher from 
Canada, Emery Wilson. Auxiliary 

Twenty-one-year-old Delores 
Springgay, the fIrst Inuit (Eskimo) Ba
ha'i ever to travel and teach in the 
Caribbean area, made presentations on 
Inuit life and culture during February 
and March at nine secondary schools in 
Dominica. 

Miss Springgay, accompanied by 
Emery and Beverly Wilson of Yellow
knife, made a considerable impact on 
the Baha'i community by taping a Ba
M'i radio program, conducting fIre-

Board member A accaro, a pio
neer to Dominicafrom the U.S., is sec
ond from the left in the second row; 
her husband, Dr. Mark Vaccaro, is at 
the far right in the back row. They are 
pictured with the Burton and William 
families of Salybia. 

sides in the capital city, and visiting 
villages to meet Baha'is including two 
trips to Carib territory to mee~ ~th in
digenous believers from DOmInIca. 

While in Dominica, she was inter
viewed three times on national radio 
and once by a national newspaper. She 
was given a video tape of her visit to 
Spring Island so she could share t~e 
Caribbean's beauty with the people In 
her northern country. 

Representatives of the Baha'i Inter
national Community attended a Global 
Meeting on Environment and Develop
ment for United Nations non-govern
mental organizations (NGOs) last Feb
ruary 4-8 in Nairobi, Kenya. 

A statement prepared by the BIC for 
distribution at the conference alludes 
to the Baha'i goal of "development of 
the individual and society through the 
acquisition of spiritual virtues and 
powers" (Shoghi Effendi) and speaks 
of a variety of social and economic 
development projects now in existence 
in the Baha'i world. 

A small Baha'i exhibit displayed for 
the entire week showed the global dis
tribution of the Faith's administrative 
bodies and the locations of some devel
opment projects in Peru, Haiti, Kenya 
and India. 

• •• 
The light refused to fade as the sun 

set over a mass teaching campaign 
sponsored from November 1984 to 
January 1985 by the National Teaching 
Committee of Kenya. 

Proclamation of the Faith to some 
9,300 people has resulted in 1,486 en
rollments, 38 new local Spiritual As
semblies, and counting ... ! 
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United States 

'Y outh Movement' alive, well in Ohio 

More than 3,300 Baha'i youth from 
42 countries came together July 3-7 for 
an International Youth Conference at 
Ohio State University in Columbus to 
renew their commitment to Baha
'u'llah and rededicate their lives to ser
vice in His world-embracing Cause. 

The young Baha'is were joined at 
this unique "triple conference," plan
ned by the U.S. National Youth Com
mittee and organized by a task force 
working on its behalf, by more than 
1,200 parents and other adults and up
wards of 500 children under age 12. 

Parents and children each had their 
own conference, held alongside the 
youth conference but at a different 
site, and all three events were blessed 
by the presence of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Dhikru'llah Khadem. 

Also taking an active part in each of 
the conferences were two members of 

A view of the parents' conference held 
July 3-7 at Ohio State University in Co
lumbus. The speaker is Dr. Jane Fai/y, 

o a member of the National Spiritual As-

the Continental Board of Counsellors 
in the Americas, Dr. Farzam Arbab 
and Fred Schechter; Hooper Dunbar, a 
Counsellor member of the Interna
tional Teaching Centre in Haifa; and 
eight members of the U.S. National 
Spiritual Assembly (the ninth member, 
Dr. Alberta Deas, was attending an in
ternational conference on the UN Dec
ade for Women in Nairobi, Kenya). 

Dr. Jane Faily, a member of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Canada, 
was the keynote speaker at the parents' 
conference. 

The Faith's emergence from obscu
rity was underscored by the presence at 
the conference of two legislators, U.S. 
Rep. James Leach of Iowa and Ohio 
state Sen, Robert Ney. 

Rep. Leach, who was invited by the 
National Youth Committee, con~ucted 
a Friday afternoon press conference 

sembly of Canada. More than 1,200 
parents and other adults joined the 
more than 3,300 youth and 500 child
ren at the conference. 

and that evening was given a calli
graphed scroll by the National Assem
bly in appreciation of his efforts as a 
member of the House Subcommittee 
on Human Rights and International 
Organizations on behalf of the Baha'is 
in Iran, 

Sen. Ney, who spearheaded the re
cent passage by the Ohio legislature of 
a resolution condemning the persecu
tion of Baha'is in Iran, asked to be 
allowed to come to the conference and 
speak to the youth. 

The senator was given a standing 
ovation as he spoke in English and Per
sian, praising the young Baha'is for 
their commitment to world peace and 
the unity of mankind and urging them 
in ringing tones to "move the world." 

Sen. Ney, who lived for some time in 

<Lark Skyrunner' (right) receives some 
fatherly advice during a scene from the 
stirring dramatic presentation <Soul 
Wars II: The Return of the Bahd'f.' 
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Iran, said he is well-acquainted with 
the teachings of the Faith and shares its 
belief in the need to establish a system 
of world order based on spiritual prin
ciples. 

Among the other highlights of this 
extraordinary five-day conference: 

• More than 30 declarations includ
ing at least one university employee. 

• Offers by several hundred youth to 
take part this summer in teaching pro-
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0/ the U.S. National Youth Commit
tee, Jackie Eghrari (left) and Smokey 
Ferguson, discuss last-minute changes 
in the 

jects and by nearly 60 others to devote 
an entire year in service to the Cause. 

• A Saturday afternoon "FUNd 
Run" at French Field House on the 
Ohio State campus in which more than 
500 runners raised more than $86,000 
in pledges to the National Baha'i Fund. 

• A Red Cross blood drive at which 
Baha'is contributed 166 pints of blood. 

• The presence of representatives 
from the Voice of America, the Cana-

dian Broadcasting Company and the 
Associated Press. 

• Excellent local media coverage in 
newspapers and on radio and televis
ion. 

• Extremely well-planned programs 
for parents and children that included 
participation by many of those who 
were a part of the youth conference. 

• Twenty-two workshops for youth 
and four for junior youth whose topics 
ranged from Baha'i laws, pioneering, 
firmness in the Covenant, and the writ
ings of the Guardian to marriage, in
terpersonal relationships, social and 
economic development, Persian-Amer
ican relations, world peace, and even 
an "anything goes" rap session. 

• Oean-up projects in Columbus by 
Baha'i youth and two performances in 
that city by the Los Angeles Baha'i 
Youth Workshop. 

• An "international reception" 
hosted by the National Youth Commit
tee for some 7S young Baha'is from 
other countries. 

• A "pre-conference" July 1-3, also 
at Ohio State University, sponsored by 
the National Youth Committees of 

It seemed that everwhere one looked in 
Columbus, exciting things were hap
pening at the Youth Conference. 

• C 



Canada and the U.S. and attended by 
more than 100 members of Regional 
Youth Committees in the two coun
tries. 

• The presentation by the U.S. Of
fice of the Treasurer of the spine
tingling drama "Soul Wars II: The Re
turn of the Baha'i." 

• Three late night "socials" whose 
music ranged from bluegrass to con
temporary and a wide spectrum of 
other entertainment-vocal, instru
mental and dramatic. 

Besides Mr. Khadem; Counsellors 
Arbab and Schechter; Dr. Robert Hen
derson, secretary of the U.S. National 
Spiritual Assembly; Dr. Roy Jones, di
rector of the Louis Gregory Baha'i In
stitute and chairman of the National 
Race Unity Committee; and Marzia 
Rowhani, secretary of the National 
Youth Committee of India, speakers at 
the youth conference were Homa 
Sabet, David Whitfield, Marzieh Ben
son, Jian Khodadad, Ruhiyyeh Jahan
pour, Yvonne Kraus, Jack McCants, 
and Linda and Bobby Ahdieh. 

Joining Mr. Khadem, Dr. Failyand 
Counsellors Arbab and Schechter as 
speakers at the parents' conference 
were two former members of the U.S. 
National Spiritual Assembly, Dr. 
Dwight Allen and Mr. McCants; Dr. 
Jones; Bill Davis, chairman of the U.S. 

U.s. Rep. James Leach oj Iowa (cen
ter), one oj two lawmakers who at
tended the Bahd'{ International Youth 
Conference at Ohio State University, 

Musicians get together Jor o~n:e~o~if~t~h:e~ih:.;;;;::;-;;r!:;-lT.n;;;t~e~~n~a~tl~·o~nal Youth Con
many impromptu 'song Jests' that en- Jerence in Columbus, Ohio. 

Social and Economic Development 
Committee; Guido Colard, personnel 
officer at the Baha'i World Centre; 
Muhammad Ali Faizi; and the mem
bers of the U.S. National Youth Com
mittee. 

After registration and a candlelight 
devotional service Wednesday evening, 
the conference began in earnest Thurs
day morning with programs for ~outh, 

" " , . 
............ - " 

... 

• t-. 

chats with two members of the U.S. 
National Spiritual Assembly, Dr. Rob
ert Henderson and Soo Fouts. 

parents and children. 
Thursday and Friday afternoons 

were devoted to workshops with the 
FUNd Run taking place on Saturday 
afternoon. 

Evening sessions were followed by 
social events, film presentations, infor
mal deepenings, and late night dis
cussion groups. 

The FUNd Runners logged more 
than 17,000 laps around the lI8-mile 
indoor track at the field house. During 
the Saturday evening youth session, 
awards were presented for most laps 
run (Payam Rafat, 126), most sponsors 
(Robbie Davis, 74), and most money 
raised in pledges (Farshad Mahjoor, 
$15,739.92). 

The National Fund also benefited 
from a "silent auction" at the parents' 
conference at which another $8,500 
was raised. In all, nearly $22,000 was 
contributed to the National Fund in 
addition to pledges made at the FUNd 
Run. 

The Red Cross, which was conduct
ing a blood drive for the first time ever 
at any conference, set a goal of 120 
pints. Its workers were astonished by 
the number of Baha'is who volun
teered to give, and only a lack of time 
and manpower kept the total of 166 
pints from being much higher as many 
prospective donors had to be turned 
away. 

A representative of the Voice of 
America was at the conference the en-
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tire five days, and afterward, news of 
the event and selected taped highlights 
were broadcast for four consecutive 
days in Persian via the VOA's short
wave facilities to Iran. 

Meanwhile, the Canadian Broad
casting Company was taping parts of 
the conference for a documentary to be 
shown later this year in Canada. 

The children's program for ages 4-11 
had five aspects: theatre (featuring 
entertainment by many of those who 
performed for the youth and parents), 
learning centers, arts and crafts, dance, 
and instruction in the Faith. 
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Above: Some of the more than SOO 
"FUNd Runners' who raised more than 
$86,000 in pledges for the U.S. Na
tional Fund are seen in high gear at 
Ohio State University's French Field 
House. Left: Ohio state Sen. Robert 
Ney addresses the Bahd'f youth in 
English and Persian. 

Especially well-received by the child
ren were pianist-singer Jack Lenz and 
guitarist-singer Doug Cameron from 
Canada who performed at all three 
conferences. 

To receive maximum benefit from 
the program, the children were rotated 
from class to class each day. 

In addition, there were a nursery and 
pre-school for the younger children. 

Parents, meanwhile, had a varied 
and exciting program of their own that 
included music, talks, panel and "open 
mike" discussions, film and video tape 
presentations, a family forum, and a 
presentation by the children. 

The Los Angeles Youth Workshop, 
whose energetic performance was 
among the highlights of Saturday even
ing's youth session, had presented its 
uniquely upbeat and modern style of 
music and dance in a number of com
munities while traveling cross-country 
to the conference. 

Besides entertaining parents, youth 
and children at the conference, the 
Workshop performed in Columbus at 
a shopping mall and on the lawn of the 
State Capitol building. 

After the close of the conference on 
Sunday, about 65 youth spent the af-

ternoon cleaning up a local park in 
Columbus. 

The youngsters, working under the 
direction of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Columbus, filled about 250 bags with 
trash and other debris. 

It was one of a number of such pro
jects carried out in connection with the 
conference that endeared the Baha'is 
to local officials in several states. 

Personnel at Ohio State University 
said the Baha'is were the cleanest and 
best-behaved group they'd ever had on 
campus. 

Although the Baha'is did not begin 
to arrive in great numbers until July 3, 
more than 100 were at the "pre-con
ference" to meet with Counsellors Ar
bab and Schechter and the members of 
the National Youth Committees of 
Canada and the U.S. 

The purposes of that gathering were 
to give Regional Youth Committees a 
better sense of direction during the 
final year of the Seven Year Plan, to 
foster the growth of the "Youth Move
ment" in North America, and to set 
the tone for the youth conference it
self. 

That tone was established and main
tained in several ways including the 
high quality of the speakers, the super
lative range of the topics covered in 
workshops and panel discussions, and 
the splendid array of entertainers and 
performers from the U.S. and Canada. 

On Sunday, after a second talk to 
the youth by Mr. Khadem and closing 
remarks by members of the National 
Youth Committee, the friends, young 
and old alike, bade farewell to Co
lumbus and made ready to diffuse its 
energizing spirit and call to immediate 
action throughout the length and 
breadth of North America. 

More conference photos 

-



to 
Hooper Dunbar, Dr. Farzam Arbab 
and Fred Schechter enjoy the confer
ence. Far left: Yes, there were a few 
places for quiet meditation too. Near 
left: Togetherness was a cornerstone of 
this 'family conference.' Lower left: 
Entertainers Leslie & Kelly perform for 
the youth. Above: Ruhiyyeh lahan
pour recounts her often harrowing ex
periences as a Baha'I prisoner in Iran. 
Below: After five days of classes, 
workshops, talks, entertainment and 
social events, one can hardly be blamed 
for catching some shut-eye before 

home. 
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India 

In rural areas, Faith helps in many ways 

India being a vast country, and the 
various socio-economic development 
projects initiated by the Baha'i institu
tions having been launched in most of 
the states of India, it would be difficult 
to write in one paper about the activi
ties in each of these areas. I propose, 
therefore, to restrict myself to two of 
the states, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya 
Pradesh, which have been in the fore
front of these Baha'i developmental 
programs in the rural areas. 

In India, the government provides 
free education at the primary level, and 
a massive funding program to eradi-' 
cate illiteracy has been sanctioned. Yet 
government statistics indicate that de
spite the generous allotment of funds, 
the literacy rate has not shown a com
parable climb. There are many reasons 
for this, too innumerable to go into in 
this brief outline. The most important 
one is the dearth of devoted and sincere 
teachers to man the schools. 
Bahd'{ tutorial schools 

To rectify this situation, the Baha'i 
administrative institutions, with great 
encouragement from the Universal 
House of Justice, entered the field of 
education and opened Baha'i tutorial 
schools in the villages where there are 
reasonably functioning local Spiritual 
Assemblies. These schools were en
trusted to the hands of Baha'i teachers 
who were imbued with a spirit of dedi
cation toward their young charges. Not 

This article, "Contribution of the 
Baha'I' Faith Toward Social A waken
ing in Rural India, " is reprinted from 
New Day, the newsletter of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
hens of the Republic of Ireland, No
vember/December 1984. It was written 
for the Association for Baha'{ Studies 
in India by Zena Sorabjee, a member 
of the Continental Board of Counsel
lors for Asia. 
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The role of the Baha'i school is 
first of all to engage the services 
of a Baha'i teacher who is free 
from .•• caste prejudices, who 
understands the problem and is 
eager to undertake a reforma
tion in society through molding 
the minds of the next generation. 

only would the teacher teach the regu
lar curriculum prescribed by the gov
ernment, but the teacher was trained 
alsO'to develop correct values and mold 
the character of the children in the 
school. 

In Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pra
desh around 40 such tutorial schools 
were opened in the first year of of the 
project. Nominal fees were charged for 
each child on a monthly basis. Yet de
spite the fees, the villager preferred to 
send his child to the Baha'i school even 
if it was one or two kilometers from the 
village, as he was sure the child would 
receive knowledge, which was simply 
not possible in the free government 
school. In a short while the children 
showed that, given half an opportu
nity, they could pick up the lessons 
quickly and were bright and eager stu
dents. 

The Baha'i teachers are a devoted 
group of people and do not shirk their 
duties or neglect them. The directors of 
the Baha'i schools in both these areas 
are able and conscientious. They or 
their supervisors make it a point to visit 
each school under their care regularly, 
and to check on the progress and devel
opment of the students. A highlight of 
the schools' activities is the yearly "Bal 
Mela" (Children's Fair). Representa
tives, around 10 to 12 in number, from 
each of the 40 Baha'i schools gather at 
a central village to compete in physical 

training events, games, and Baha'i 
knowledge. It is an overwhelming sight 
to see row upon row of clean, neatly 
dressed Baha'i children holding their 
school flags aloft, reciting Baha'i 
prayers and songs before the events 
commence. 

The sports are conducted in an at
mosphere of camaraderie and there is 
no bitterness at losing in any event. 
Teams...of schools also come forward to -
hold mock local Spiritual Assembly 
elections, the Nineteen Day Feast, etc., 
and to enact the principle of con
tributing to the funds with universal 
participation. 

In one of the Bal Melas a six-year
old boy astonished the visitors with his 
ability to answer questions on the his
tory of the Faith including the ques
tion, "What was the thickness of the 
chain,round Baha'u'llah's neck in the 
Siyyih Chal prison of Tehran?" The 
boy knew the 12 principles of the Faith 
and was able to recite a number of 
prayers by heart. At another Bal Mela, 
a three-year-old girl, neatly dressed 
with beribboned hair, broke into tears 
when she was told there was no time 
for her item. She was not allowed to be 
disappointed and was given an oppor
tunity to display her knowledge; she 
too had memorized a number of pray
ers for the occasion. These and many 
other such instances again confirmed 
the belief that children from lower 
strata of society have equal intelligence 
and power of learning as the children 
from the affluent areas, provided equal 
opportunity is given them for educa
tion. 
Eliminating caste prejudice 

India's obsession with caste differ
ences and prejudices has a history that 
can be traced back over 2,000 years. 
The caste system has become deeply in
grained in Indian society, one of the 
few in which a section is considered by 



others as inherently inferior and which 
is polluting the others-the untouch
ables. The caste system is a most com
plex system and varies from state to 
state within India. The term "untouch
able" is rarely used in polite society to
day, and the legal words used in the In
dian Constitution call them "Sched
uled Caste." For centuries, this lowest 
caste has lived in the most degrading 
and humiliating circumstances. Despite 
the law in India that prohibits any dis
crimination on the basis of caste, the 
prejudice is so deep-rooted that it is 
difficult to raise the lot of these unfor
tunates, and sometimes in the attempts 
of the scheduled caste to break caste 
barriers, violence has erupted and 
brought great grief to many people. In 
the aftermath, accusations, justified or 
unjustified, have been leveled at the 
authorities that they have been indif
ferent to the sufferings of the sched
uled caste, as they belong to higher 
castes themselves. 

The government and many right
thinking people have tried to eradicate 
this evil through the passage of laws to 
safeguard this downtrodden commu
nity's interests and rights and by the 
imposition of punishments including 
payment of fines and/or prison terms 
for violating those laws. But despair is 
writ large on the face of many victims 
of violence when they see that the en
forcers of the law are themselves of the 
higher caste and look lightly upon the 
transgressions of laws related to caste. 
The solution does not appear to be 
within the framework of laws. Preju
dice is at the root of the problem. The 
solution thus lies in the removal of 
caste prejudices. 

The Bahd'f tutorial schools in the 
rural areas are attempting precisely 
this. It is an accepted fact that the char
acter and habits that are formed during 
childhood are difficult to change when 
one becomes an adult. The prejudices 
of the parents and the prejudices of the 
teacher are transferred to the child and 
continue into adulthood. The role of 
the Baha'i school is first of all to en
gage the services of a Baha'i teacher 
who is free from such caste prejudices, 
who understands the problem and is 
eager to undertake a reformation in 
society through molding the minds of 
the next generation. A practice that has 
lasted for centuries cannot be elimi
nated immediately. It will require time 

and tact from those assisting the pro
cess. 

The teacher is usually held in high es
teem by the villagers as he has some
thing they lack-education and knowl
edge. They are eager for their children 
to be like him. The teacher wisely 
teaches the child about God, His mir
acles and His justice. He explains how 
all are equal in the sight of God, how 
differences are always man-made, how 
sometimes the differences arise because 
of the exigencies of time, and how so
ciety must slowly change with the 
times. Many times the parents sit to 
listen to the lesson being given by the 
teacher, and on occ;;asion their reason 
accepts his guidance. Yet putting such 
guidance into practice is the most dif
ficult step. To drink water from the 
hands of an untouchable is considered 
to be a grave sin. Herein the teacher 
has to be brave to first show the way. 

In one of the villages, a young boy of 
the scheduled caste-we call him Ra
ju-came to the Baha'i school and like 
the other boys was a bright young fel
low eager to learn. He did well in his 
lessons but there was a certain diffi
dence in him which held him back at 
playtime with his companions. The 
teacher realized that this was due to his 
low caste. The following day, the 
teacher arranged the students and 
made Raju sit first in order in the front 
line. He kept this place for a number of 
days until it was an accepted fact by all 
the students. Then one day the teacher, 
bending his head over the books before 
him, asked the boy who was first in the 
row-Raju-to bring him a glass of 
water. The parents, sitting around the 
banyan tree and watching the class in 

, progress, whispered among them
selves, and one came forward to tell the 
teacher quietly that Raju was an un
touchable. The teacher looked sur
prised, said he had no idea of the prac
tices of the villagers, but whoever was 
sitting first in the front row should 
bring him water, and if it was Raju, 
then Raju should go and no one else. 
In full view of the villagers, he drank 
the water given to him by Raju, patted 
the youngster on the head and went on 
as though nothing unusual had hap
pened. The villagers, to whom the 
teacher had endeared himself, accepted 
his "eccentricities" and went about 
their work. But with the first break in 
the customs and traditions of the vil-
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lage, slowly the other children began to 
accept Raju fully and decided there 
was really nothing wrong with him; 
they played and laughed with him as 
though he were one of them. These 
children, with such continuous training 
and development of their thinking, will 
grow up to be relatively free of pre
judice. The Baha'i teacher is dedicated 
to bringing up his students in a pre
judice-free environment, which of 
course is a basic principle of the 
teacher's Faith. 

As the number of Baha'i schools in
creases in the areas ridden with caste 
prejudice and hatred, slowly but surely 
the young generation trained by de
voted and sincere teachers concerned 
only with the welfare of human beings 
will bring about a new society wherein 
such an evil will be a thing of the past. 
Medical camps 

In one of the tribal belts of India 
called the District of Dangs at the bor
der of Gujarat and Maharashtra, there 
is a local Assembly in every village, 313 
in all. This is a backward area and dif
ficult of access. The tribals are ex
tremely poor and the terrain does not 
yield much for their sustenance. Con
sequently, they suffer from poor health 
and disease related to poverty. The 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
Bombay sought the cooperation of a 
few Baha'i doctors in that city and 
organized a once-a-month medical 
camp in various villages in the Dangs. 
Dedicated youth joined the doctors to 
register the patients and administer and 
distribute the drugs. The number of 
patients would be in the vicinity of 
400-500 at every camp, which was an
nounced to the villages months in ad
vance. The'local Assembly in the vil
lage was expected to make the physical 
arrangements to set up the camp. This 
gave responsibility to the village As
sembly which fulfilled it with great 
pride. 

These medical camps in the Dangs 
set the tone for other states as well. In 
Madhya Pradesh around Gwalior, 
such camps are now being regularly 
held. The most common disease from 
which the village people suffer is a skin 
infection known as "scabies" which is 
brought about by a number of circum
stances-lack of education in hygiene, 
lack of water in the village to wash 
themselves and their clothes, and lack 
of funds with which to purchase soap. 
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Among the other illnesses are diarrhea, 
dehydration, common colds, coughs, 
tuberculosis and others, mostly again 
related to unhygienic and poverty
stricken conditions. 

Those diseases that can be somewhat 
eliminated by education in hygiene are 
being discussed in the camps, and talks 
on health care are given to the vil
lagers. In some places, audio-visual 
methods are used. And where the Ba
ha'i tutorial school teacher is bright, he 
is trained in basic hygiene methods and 
health care so that he also fills in as a 
community health worker. In the state 
of Uttar Pradesh, where a monthly.Ba
ha'i magazine is brought out, a section 
is devoted to health care. This maga
zine is used by many village people, 
and hopefully this knowledge will be 
put to good use. 

Assistance to farmers 
With the advent of Radio Baha'i, it 

has been possible in some South Amer
ican countries to reach remote areas to 
convey information to farmers as to 
the best time for sowing, harvesting, 
what fertilizers to use, etc. In India this 
cannot be done because radio and tele
vision are a government monopoly and 
no private stations are permitted. Con
sequently, to play the same role as 
Radio Baha'i, the State Teaching Com
mittee of Uttar Pradesh is using the 
medium of the monthly Baha'i maga
zine in that state to devote a section to 
the farmers, giving them information 
about the latest farming techniques. 
Because of a paucity of funds for print
ing and postage, this Hindi magazine is 
presently limited to a readership of 
about 500, but as the readership in
creases and the information supplied is 
put to use, there will be a definite im
provement in the lives and habits of the 
rural poor. The magazine has already 
begun to be eagerly awaited both for its 
content in Baha'i matters and its med
ical and agricultural sections. 
Status of women in India 

The lot of women in India has been a 
sorry one for centuries. The United 
Nations Decade for Women has not by 
and large improved the conditions of 
women in this country. In the urban 
areas where women are receiving edu
cation there are more opportunities for 
them to secure jobs in government of
fices and private firms. But that does 
not necessarily put them in a position 
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of equality with men. In many cases, in 
the middle class it means not only the 
usual nine to five office job but the 
drudgery of household chores in the 
evening for the woman, which is un
heard of for the male to share in. One 
reads advertisements in the marital col
umns in newspapers that clearly stipu
late that the bride should be a working 
girl. 

Yet .0 marry into a household where 
she will be contributing not only the 

Where the laws of the land have 
failed to force the dominant 
male in the rural areas to send 
his female children to school, his 
religious beliefs as a Baha'i have 
conquered that prejudice, and 
have succeeded in changing his 
attitude. 

monthly salary from her job but also 
her tired energy in the evening in cook
ing, washing and other household 
tasks, she would have to pay a hand
some dowry to attain the dubious pres
tige of being a respectably married 
woman in the eyes of society. 

The fact that such marriages are not 
all beds of roses is evident in the in
creasing number of "dowry deaths" 
where the poor unfortunate woman 
prefers a painful death rather than a 
lifetime of mental and physical torture. 

In the rural areas the women are still 
bound by centuries-old traditions 
where the husband is akin to God and 
where the sole aim of the woman 
should be to make her husband happy. 
The greatest obstacle in the develop
ment of women in rural areas is the at
titude of men. It is no use talking to the 
women and speaking to them of their 
rights and the independence of women. 
The brute force of the male will wipe 
out such ideas from the woman and 
bring her to heel. 
The solution-the Baha'i Faith 

The solution to bringing about edu
cation and progress for women is to se
cure an attitudinal change in men. It is 
the men who should be convinced that 
women are in no way inferior to men 
and that they should be allowed the 
fullest opportunity to develop their 
talents. 

Herein the Baha'i Faith plays a most 
important role. Where the laws of the 
land have failed to force the dominant 
male in the rural areas to send his fe
male children to school, his religious 
beliefs as a Baha'i have conquered that 
prejudice, and have succeeded in 
changing his attitude. Having accepted 
the Faith as the solution to the world's 
problems, and Baha'u'llah as the Mes
senger of God, it does not take long for 
him to understand that whatever Baha
'u'Uah's Message contains, it is divine 
in origin, and consequently good for 
all human beings. Baha'u'llah's prin
ciple of equal opportunity for both 
sexes is explained as an important fac
tor in humanity'S progress and in the 
establishment of world peace. Wom
an's role as a mother and in the train
ing of model children is highlighted. 

Conviction having set in, the father's 
resistance to sending his girl to school 
crumbles. Objections to the training o{ 
women in various vocational arts and 
crafts also breaks down. Women are 
eventually elected to serve on Baha'i 
administrative bodies, and because of 
the principle of consultation in such 
bodies the men learn to listen to the 
opinions of women as well. 

In the Baha'i tutorial schools scat
tered in the districts of Uttar Pradesh 
and Madhya Pradesh, more and more 
girls are being admitted. The quickness 
with which they are able to grasp their 
studies and the intelligence they dis
play, many times better than the boys, 
justifies to their fathers their action in 
giving them the opportunity to acquire 
an education. 
Vocational training 

For the illiterate and semi-literate 
woman who has come to accept her 
role as that of the inferior sex unable to 
think or decide for herself, a training 
program has been initiated to teach her 
an art or craft whereby she can become 
gainfully self-employed. Not only does 
this create a certain amount of self-re
spect that she can also become an earn
ing member of society, it brings about 
a respect for her among the male mem
bers of her family that she is capable of 
using her hands for creative work that 
will supplement the family income. 
Household chores and hard work on 
the farm lands have never been con
sidered in the income-generating sense 
for the woman. 

The Faizl Institute for vocational 

m 



training of rural women has been set 
up in south Madhya Pradesh in Indore. 
Groups of women around 20 at a time 
are encouraged by their Baha'i hus
bands to attend courses at the institute 
for a minimum of 12 days. Here they 
go through an intensive training course 
in a few crafts such as soap-making, 
candle-making, chalk, rough mats, 
crafts that they can then continue to do 
at home in the villages. The eagerness 
with which they learn and the rapidity 
with which they are able to pick up the 
crafts shows that there is nothing in
ferior about their brains. 

Apart from the crafts, special 
courses are considered on health and 
hygiene, simple diseases and how they 
can be prevented by easy measures. 
Child care is also stressed, and cer
tainly the training of children in free
dom from prejudice of caste or relig
ion. Here it is initially difficult for the 
women unversed in these topics to un
derstand, but as every day the same 
topics are brought up again and again, 
by the end of their stay thcry have 
grasped the bare essentials and realize 
how important it is to train their child
ren themselves along the right lines. 

Baha'i prayers and songs which are 
general in nature are also taught to the 
women to memorize so that they in 
tum will teach their children. By the 
end of the course they will have mem
orized two of each. The lack of educa
tion and training of the mind can be 
felt here. Memorization and retention 
is difficult for these women as they 
never needed to exercise their powers 
of memory when they were young. As 
one grows older the process of memo
rizing becomes more difficult. A rural 
woman with her earthy common sense 
compared her brain to a knife whose 
edge had become dull from disuse. 
Their brains are like that, she re
marked. 

There are some women who have 
been sent by their husbands more than 
once to the course. The village is re
sponding to these initial pioneering ef
forts by the Baha'i women to learn a 
profession and is raising no objection 
to other women from the same village 
attending the institute. From some vil
lages there is actually a request to let 
them know when the next course will 
be held so that their women can join. 
Th~ response that is coming forth 

for these Baha'i socio-economic ac-

tivities is encouraging and heartwarm- finds stiff resistance. Again, the fact 
ing. At times government agencies that that our tutorial schools are able to 
are fully equipped to run their own function regularly with sincere and 
programs with an abundance of re- dedicated teachers is another source of 
sources are surprised at the ease with wonder. To all these reactions, the sim
which we Baha'is are able to secure the pIe answer is "a full acceptance of the 
support of the village men to send divine origin of the Baha'i Faith and a 
women to an institute for development firm commitment to its principles." 
and training. The government always 
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Peru 

Eve Nicklin: A life well-spent in service 

At 9 a.m. on June 10, 1985, our 
beloved pioneer, Eve Blanche Nicklin, 
ascended to the Abha Kingdom. She 
was 90 years old and had suffered a 
lopa illness. 

Thus ended the earthly life of the 
"Spiritual Mother of Peru" and one of 
the first pioneers to South America-a 
life she left bit by bit in many parts of 
that vast continent; a life which flow
ered and blossomed through many vi
brant Baha'i communities which re
garded her with great respect and ad
miration. 

Eve Nicklin was inspired by the im
mortal Hand of the Cause of God Mar
tha Root to arise and dedicate her life 
to the Faith. In 1937 she made her first 
attempt to pioneer to South America, 
to the city of Bahia, Brazil. Lamen
tably, this attempt was frustrated by 
the local political situation and she was 
forced to return home. Toward the end 
of 1941 she realized her heart's desire 
and moved to Lima, Peru, and there 
established her second homeland. She 
came during the first Seven Year Plan 
of Shoghi Effendi, arriving in Peru at 
age 46, unable to speak the native lan
guage, Spanish, without friends there, 
and with little money-a shining ex
ample of courage and valor. 

She soon began to work teaching 
English, and with her students formed 
the "Club Universal" to promote the 
Baha'i principles, of which she was 
such a sterling illustration. The first 
Peruvian to become a Baha'i was Mrs. 
Isabel Barrera; she was soon followed 
by others, and on April 20, 1944, the 
first local Spiritual Assembly in Peru 
was formed in Lima. 

This tribute to Eve Nicklin, a pio
neer to Peru who died in June, was 
written for Baha'i News by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
hO'l's of Peru. 
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EVE NICKLIN 

On the memorable occasion of the 
Centenary of the Declaration of the 
Bab, Peru sent Mrs. Barrera as its rep
resentative to the celebration of North 
and South America held beneath the 
dome of the Mother Temple of the 
West in Wilmette, Illinois. In 1948, 
Eve attended the second of four Regio
nal Continental Teaching Conferences, 
held in Chile, after which she went to 
Punta Arenas, also in Chile, at the 
southern tip of South America. Re
turning to Peru, she resided in Callao 
where an Assembly was formed in 
1949. Thereafter, she helped to estab
lish and/or consolidate Baha'i com
munities in the Peruvian cities of Are
quipa, Cuzco, Trujillo and Ica. 

In 1949 she helped form "CEBSA," 
the first continental teaching com
mittee in South America, and in 1950 
she was invited to the Centenary ob
servance in Wilmette of the Martyr
dom of the Bab. 

In 1951 Eve was elected to the first 

National Spiritual Assembly of South 
America at the National Convention in 
Lima. A year later she left Peru to live 
in Uruguay, and in 1953 she was in
vited to attend the public dedication of 
the House of Worship in Wilmette and 
the launching of the Ten Year Crusade. 
Later that same year she accompanied 
the Hand of the Cause Valiyu'llah Var
qa on his visit to several South Amer
ican countries. She then pioneered to
Paraguay from 1953 to 1955, when she 
returned to Peru to help teach the in
digenous peoples around Arequipa. 

Eve was asked to return to Paraguay 
in 1958. She remained there until 1962 
when she again returned to Peru, this 
time to help with indigenous teaching 
around Cuzco, the ancient capital of 
the Incas. In 1964 she went to Trujillo, 
then returned in 1969 to Paraguay 
where she stayed until 1977. Ever eager 
to be in the thick of teaching, even 
though she was then past 80, Eve went 
in February 1977 to Ica, Peru, to help 
with the teaching work there. She spent 
her final years at the National Hazi
ratu'I-Quds in Lima, surrounded by 
her spiritual children, grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren, all of whom 
loved and admired her. 

Eve Nicklin lived for teaching the 
Cause, and her manner of teaching was 
exemplary. She always taught with vis
ual aids, teaching books that she her
self prepared by cutting out colored 
pictures from various magazines to il
lustrate the Baha'i principles. Few pio
neers had her patience or tolerance. 
Her life was the Faith; the Baha'is were 
her family. Her voice was the first to 
pronounce the greeting "A1lah'u'
Abha" in Peru; she witnessed the first 
Baha'i funeral there in 1944, and the 
first Baha'i wedding in 1946. She help
ed establish the first Assembly in Peru, 
and when she died, 44 years later, there 
were almost 600 in that country. 
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Eve Nicklin gave her life to the 
Cause, far from the family she loved 
and which loved her; even though she 
had her Baha'i family, she still felt the 
loneliness of a person in a foreign land, 
But she served Baha'u'llah to her ut
most-and left us a beautiful example 
to follow, 

Her funeral was held June 11, the 
day after her heroic soul joined the 
celestial concourse, Her grave is in the 
British Cemetery in Callao, near such 
other Baha'i heroes as Counsellor Raul 
Pav6n, John Stearns and Fidel Flores, 
More than 100 people, young and old 
alike, attended the service, lovingly re
citing prayers, Dr, Guillermo Aguilar 
and Auxiliary Board member Mercedes 
sanchez, eminent alumni of the "Club 
Universal" and among the first of 
Eve's spiritual children, presented stir
ring eulogies, At the end of the poig
nant ceremony, those present helped to 
cover the gravesite with flowers-and, 
refreshed and inspired by the luminous 
spirit of Eve Blanche Nicklin, returned 
to their daily lives, I 

Dominica 

GRIEVED PASSING AUXILIARY BOARD MEMBER EVE NICKLIN 
DEVOTED CONSTANT MAIDSER VANT 'A BDU'L-BAHA, HER 
MANY YEARS DISTINGUISHED OUTSTANDING SERVICES 
SOUTH AMERICA APPROPRIATE MEMORIAL HER TOTAL CON
SECRA TION CAUSE BAHA 'U'LLAH, 
ASSURED LOVING RECEPTION ABHA KINGDOM, PRA YERS 
SACRED SHRINES PROGRESS HER SOUL, 

Pictured are some of the more than 100 
people who attended the funeral ser
vice June 11 in Callao, Peru, ftJr pia-

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
JUNE 11, 1985 

neer Eve Blanche Nicklin, the 'Spiri
tual Mother of Peru, , who died June 
10 at the age of 90, 

Pictured are some of the participants in October 20-21 in Roseau, Dominica, 
a Bahd'{ Youth Conference held last They are wearing T-shirts of their own 

design which bear the words 'Youth 
Can Move the World,' 
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The world 

Finnish Baha'is in magazine, on radio 

Kaltio, one of Finland's oldest and 
most prestigious cultural magazines, 
carried an article on the Faith in its 
issue of February 1985. 

The two-page . article, "Religion for 
Mankind," written by a Baha'i, Yrjo 
Mikkonen, includes a brief history of 
the Faith, outlines its principles, dis
cusses progressive revelation and the 
need for the unity of mankind, sets 
forth various quotations from the 
Writings, and is illustrated with a 
photograph of the Shrine of the Bab. 

* * * 
Finnish Baha'is had reason to cheer 

recently when a program on Radio 28.3 
included a performance by the Oslo 
Philharmonic Orchestra of a piece for 
violin and orchestra by composer Lasse 
Thoresen, a Norwegian Baha'i. 

Mr. Thoresen, interviewed on the 
program, gave a lengthy and effective 
explanation of the relationship be
tween his life and art and the Faith. 

It marked the first time that the 

Trinidad/Tobago 

One hundred-fifteen Baha'is were pres
ent last December-January at the Na
tional Baha'I Winter School in Var
kaus, Finland. Counsellor Ursula 

Faith has had such extraordinary proc
lamation on radio in Finland. 

Nine Baha'I youth from Trinidad and tended the performance at which the 
Tobago performed April 6 for a Pres- Baha'(s were asked by another youth 
byterian youth group at that group's group to perform at their church. 
request. More than 300 non-Baha'Is at-
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Miih/Schlegel presented classes on Ba
ha '( relationships while the youth laid 
plans for their participation in the In
ternational Year of Youth 1985. 

The first local Spiritual Assembly of 
Rovaniemi, a goal city on the Arctic 
Circle, was established March 9 as its 
ninth adult member came of age two 
days earlier. Rovaniemi is known as 
"the Gate of Lapland." 

Zimbabwe 
To !Jrow where their country is grow

ing, tile Baha'is of Zimbabwe are pre
paring for a "great leap forward" by 
establishing 55 "growth points" on 
which to focus their teaching efforts. 

They are appealing for 50 homefront 
pioneer families and 200 traveling 
teachers to live in or visit these areas. 

The rapid growth of the Baha'i com
munity in Zimbabwe, from 1,000 when 
an independent National Assembly was 
established in 1971 to the present 
20,000 believers, underscores the ur
gent need for teachers. 
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Belgium 

Shown here with their teachers are the 
18 children who took part Apri/3-7 in 
the first bi-Iingual Bahd'{ children's 
'mini-school'in Belgium at 'De Blauwe 

New Zealand 

Baha'is in the sister cities of Mana
ku, New Zealand, and Utsunomiya, 
Japan, are taking full advantage of ex
change visits between their cities by 
mayors arid other dignitaries. 

Baha'is in each city have had a 
chance to meet visiting officials, iden
tify themselves, and refer to their Ba
ha'i friends in the visitors' home 
towns. 

One of the Japanese Baha'is served 
as interpreter for the mayor of Manaku 
during his visit to Utsunomiya last De
cember. After giving a speech revolv
ing around Baha'i ideas, the mayor 
acknowledged having been given a 
book on the Faith by the Baha'is in 
Manaku. He also remembered that 
they had given him a gift of pottery 
and calligraphy sent by the Baha'is of 

. Utsunomiya. 

Torre' (The Blue Tower) in Varse- of the Cause of God A.Q. Faiz{ which 
naere, near Brugge. The framework the children presented as a play on the 
around which classes were built was the last day of the school. 
book The Wonder Lamp by the Hand 

Greenland 

Ejnar Heilman and Hilda Danielson, at the Hazfratu'I-Quds in 
the first Greenlanders to have a Bahd'{ Nuuk, Greenland. 
marriage ceremony, were married last 
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Chile 
Santiago, Chile's "Radio Portales" 

broadcasts a cultural program that is 
gaining in popularity throughout 
Chile, Mendoza and southern Argen
tina. 

Two Baha'is, Dr. and Mrs. Ale
jandro Reid, have become the central 
figures in the weekly panel program, 
relating discussion topics such as art, 
science and religion to the Baha'i 
Faith. 

The program, described as a power
ful teaching tool, is attracting many 
people in the region to the Faith. 

India 

The petals of the lotus /lower design 
can be seen in this photograph taken 
last December 15 of the Mother Tem
ple of the Indian Subcontinent at 
Bahapur, near New Delhi. Architect 
Fariburz Sahbd describes the pain-

More than 2,000 new believers were 
enrolled and 49 new Spiritual Assem
blies were raised up during one month 
in Orissa State, India, on the Bay of 
Bengal. 

Among the new Baha'is are mem
bers of four new tribal groups and 59 
families. 
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Paula Siegel, chairman of the National 
Teaching Committee of Chile, speaks 
during a two-day conference last De
cember in Santiago caUed by the Con
tinental Board of Counsellors in the 
Americas. Representing the Board was 

staking effort to concrete the outer 
leaf, only 13 centimeters thick, as re
quiring strict quality control. When 
finished, the petals will have a white 
marble sheath. 

A course for editors of Baha'i news
letters and magazines was recently 
completed at the Baha'i Academy in 
Panchgani, India. 

It was the 15th course taught at the 
school, and was based on the unique 
concept of journalism that is enshrined 
in the Writings of Baha'u'llah. 

Counsellor Ruth Pringle of Panama 
(seated in center). Others pictured are 
(left to right) National Teaching Com
mittee members Marfa Ines Cepeda, 
Ruth Rojas and Jose Rodriguez. 

France 
The inauguration April 25 of the 

new National Baha'i Center in Paris, 
France, was attended by the President 
of the Senate, two representatives of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
high officials from several non-gov
ernment organizations together with 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of France and Baha'is from all 
areas of the country. 

Also present were representatives 
from the press, the Citoyens du Monde 
(Citizens of the W orId) , the Interna
tional Federation of the Rights of 
Man, and Amnesty International. 

• • • 
The National Coordinating Com

mittee of France has officially en
dorsed a project by the Baha'i Com
mittee for International Youth Year, 
authorizing the activity for all French 
youth and enabling them to use the 
Youth Year label. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
France feels that this plan, to offer 
presentations of the UN Declaration of 
Human Rights to schools and univer
sities throughout France, will result in 
excellent public relations benefits for 
the Faith. 
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Bolivia 
Radio Baha'i of Caracollo, Bolivia, 

plans to work with the United Nations 
Children's Fund to produce a program 
called "Revolution in Infant Health." 

The UNICEF-sponsored program, 
designed to raise the health conscious
ness of rural mothers, will undergo a 
one-year test period during which 
Radio Baha'i will produce the eight
part series and distribute cassette tapes 
of the programs to 35 mothers' clubs in 
its listening area. 

• • • 
Indian Baha'is, guided by the Na

tional Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia, 
are developing an organization in 

West Germany 
Two Baha'i students from Essen, 

West Germany, gave a one-week 
course on the Faith last November 5-10 
to 12 fellow 12th-grade students and 
one teacher at the Essen Baha'i Center. 

The two young believers and. the stu
dents who elected to study the Faith be
gan each morning with breakfast to
gether. Afterward, they viewed slides, 
heard talks, played games and held 
consultations. 

The Youth Committee of Essen re
ported that all those who were involved 
in the course were favorably impressed 
including some Baha'i youth in the 
area who came to join in. 

The project also aroused an interest 
among several other teachers at the 
school. 

The Netherlands 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

the Netherlands is appointing "Youth 
Deans" to offer personal guidance to 
young people, Baha'i or non-Baha'i. 

So far, two individuals have been 
given the task of providing answers 
from the Baha'i teachings tc problems 
of any nature brought to them by 
youth. 

Consultation can be given over the 
phone or in the "dean's" home. In 
some cases, the adviser may be asked 
to travel. 

As members of a group working for 
the National Assembly, deans are ex
pected to submit quarterly reports. 

which Baha'is may support social and 
economic movements within their 
country without joining associations 
that are under the influence of political 
parties. 

FUNIDEAQ, the Foundation for 
the Development and Education of 
Aymara and Quechua Peoples, which 
was begun with 40 Indian members, 
recognizes the authority of the Baha'i 
institutions. Although its by-laws were 
approved by the National Assembly, 
FUNIDEAQ is, officially, a private or
ganization. It is hoped that it will serve 
as an alternative to politically based in-

Panama 

Meherangiz Munsiff (center), a travel
ing teacher from the United Kingdom, 
speaks to Bahd'l women during her 
visit to Panama City, Panama, in 
April. While in that country she spoke 
. to members of the Soroptimist Club, 

During her visit to Panama in Feb
ruary, the Hand of the Cause of God 
Amatu'l-Baha Rul}iyyih KhAnum had 
a partially televised 45-minute meeting 
with the President of that country who 
expressed an interest in the National 
Spiritual Assembly's desire to build a 
radio station for the Guaymi area. 

On February 3, the Hand of the 
Cause was joined by Counsellors 
Mas'ud Khamsi and Ruth Pringle for 
an hour-long meeting with the coun
try's Minister of Government and 
Justice. The minister was favorably im
pressed by the proposal for the radio 
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digenous movements which often pro
mote hatred or violence. 

• • • 
A "spirit of unity" created by re

newed teaching efforts is helping the 
Baha'is of Bolivia to make great strides 
toward reaching expanded goals. 

During the recent "Khamsi-Costas" 
teaching campaign, more than 3,000 
new believers were enrolled. 

The friends have decided to intensify 
their efforts, increasing their goals to 
enrolling 10,000 new believers, opening 
5,500 new localities, and forming 1 ,200 
local Spiritual Assemblies. 

the Hindostani Ladies Association, the 
board of directors of the Girl Guide 
Association of Panama, and the Baha'i 
National Convention, making many 
friends for the Faith among the people 
of Panama . 

station. 
Amatu'l-Baha Rul}iyyih Khanum at

tended many important public events, 
among them the laying of the corner
stone for the Guaymi Cultural Center, 
a reception for prominent women, and 
a youth conference that drew more 
than 1,000 people from 25 localities in
cluding Haiti. 

She also took part in three television 
interviews and a public meeting, ad
mitting that her visit was hectic but 
calling it an outstanding success and 
praising the remarkable progress of the 
Guaymi Baha'is. 
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United Kingdom 
Two communities in Northern Ire

land are making great progress in the 
Youth Year human rights program. 

The Spiritual Assembly of Coleraine 
sponsored a project in which Grace 
Swann, a member of the United Na
tions Association, Northwest branch, 
visited 18 schools and three colleges in 
the Coleraine and Ballymena districts. 

One of the schools is planning to 
present a play about human rights, to 
be followed by the distribution of 
copies of the UN Declaration of 
Human Rights. 

In Limavady, the headmaster of the 
grammar school not only invited Mrs. 
Swann to speak to his students about 
the International Year of Youth, but 
also asked that two social studies 
classes devote sessions to the Baha'i 
project for the International Year of 
Youth. 

The classes were conducted by Ba
ha'is, and have resulted in requests for 
more presentations on the Faith. 

Hawaii 

Members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'Is of the Hawaiian 
Islands elected at the National Con
vention April 26-28 are (left to right) 
Samieh Labib- Wood, Anthony Burke 
(chairman), William Foster (vice-chair-

The life story of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Agnes Baldwin Alex
ander is the first of 127 biographies in
cluded in the book Notable Women of 
Hawaii published recently by the Uni
versity of Hawaii Press. 

The editor, Barbara Bennett Pear
son, reduced an advisory board's list of 
260 suggested names to 127 using strict 
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Colorful posters on London buses dis
play the words of Baha'u'llah as part 
of an anti-racism campaign sponsored 
by the Local Council of Newham, a 
London suburb. The Spiritual Assem
bly of Newham and other Baha'I com-

man), Rick Labib- Wood (treasurer), 
Elizabeth Habermann, Bruce Dus
seault, Tony Pelle (recording secre
tary), Dr. Gary Morrison (correspond
ing secretary), and Dr. V. Alicia Gua
jardo. 

criteria to determine notability. 
Miss Alexander's biography was 

written by Duane K. Troxel who used 
papers from the National Baha'i Arch
ives in Hawaii and Japan. In three and 
one-half pages, the article briefly sum
marizes Miss Alexander's 70 years of 
service to the Faith. 

munities in the area were invited to 
submit a theme as part of the cam
paign. Besides the bus posters, the Ba
ha'rs are involved in conducting anti
racist lectures in schools for students, 
teachers and parents. 

Sikkim 
The Temple Land School at Saram

sa, Ranipul, was inaugurated last Feb
ruary by the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Sikkim. 

The chief guest, a local dignitary, 
praised the Faith for its contribution to 
the education of children in Sikkim. 

Afterward, the secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, Mr. K.N. 
Sharma, spoke about the importance 
of education in the Faith, and George 
Menezes from the nearby Tadong Ba
ha'i School outlined the future of the 
Ranipul school. 

The school's newly appointed prin
cipal, Ganesh Shenoy, a pioneer from 
India, credited its realization to the 
constant encouragement of the Hand 
of the Cause of God Amatu'l-Baha 
Rul}iyyih KMnum, Mrs. Violette 
Nakhjavani, and Counsellor Shirin Bo
man. 

The school opened February 15 with 
19 children and one teacher, Miss 
Meena Kumbhar. By the end of that 
month there were 13 more students and 
another teacher, as well as many in
quiries about new admissions. 
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Ecuador 
"The Baha'i Faith Salutes Quito" 

was proclaimed on a banner on the 
float entered by the local Baha'i com
munity in this year's Festival of Quito, 
Ecuador, an annual event sponsored 
by the National Women's Committee 
and the SpiritUal Assembly of Quito. 

Baha'i children and adults, depicting 
the unity of nations, were dressed in 
costumes from India, Germany, Iran, 
Switzerland, Greece, Hawaii, Bulgaria 
and Ecuador's Otavalo region. 

They walked beside their float, a car 
decorated with many flowers, on the 
sides of which were the words, "The 
Earth Is But One Country," 

Nicaragua 
Last December, the National Com

munity Development Committee of 
Nicaragua put together a series of 
workshops at the National Haziratu'l
Quds on maintaining record books. 

Among those taking part was Ar
mondo Fonseca, a newly appointed 
Auxiliary Board member in Nicaragua. 
In spite of difficult traveling con
ditions, representatives from all parts 
of the country came to learn how to 
keep records of such important events 
as births, deaths, marriages, finances, 
and the minutes of meetings. 

The Philippines 
The Children's Committee of the 

Spiritual Assembly of Tacloban, 
Leyte, in the Philippines is holding 
regular classes on the Faith at the Ani
bong Elementary School, 

The project is a part of the com
mittee's program of initiating religious 
instruction in public schools in the pro
vince, This year they are teaching fifth 
graders. 

• • • 
Baha'is in the Philippines won their 

goals for local Spiritual Assemblies 
well in advance of RiQvan. There are 
now 600 Assemblies in the Philippines. 

Burma 
In a cable to the World Centre on 

February 14, the Baha'is of Burma an
nounced, "Women teaching five days, 
71 accepted, three new places, over 
1,000 in nine months. One new island 
opened." 

Tonga 

Pictured during their visit to Tonga in 
May are the Hand of the Cause of God 
H. Collis Featherstone (seated in sec
ond row, fourth from right) and his 
Wife, Madge (to Mr. Featherstone's 

More than 100 Baha'Is attended the 
16th Baha'I National Convention of 
the Kingdom of Tonga, held for the 
first time April 27-28 in the Ha'apai 
Island group in the town of Pangai, 

Burkina 
"The Causes of War and How to Es

tablish Universal Peace" was the topic 
of an essay contest sponsored by the 
Spiritual Assembly of Ouagadougou, 
Burkina (formerly Upper Volta), for 
secondary school children in that city. 

right). The Featherstones' visit helped 
rekindle teaching fires in Tonga with 
news of Baha'I activities around the 
world. 

Lifuka. The Convention, which was 
followed by a public meeting attended 
by many seekers, was deem~d by many 
participants as the best ever held in 
Tonga. 

An award ceremony honoring the 
contestants was held at the National 
Haziratu'l-Quds. Cash prizes were 
given for the three papers judged best, 
and each of the 22 contestants received 
a copy of the book The New Garden. 
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Peru 

Radio Baba'i marks tbird anniversary 

The observance last November 24-25 
of the third anniversary of Radio Ba
ha'i of Lake Titicaca, Peru, was high
lighted by special recognition from the 
local municipal government. 

Cesar Cortes, the station's general 
manager who is also a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Peru, 
was invited to take part in a formal 
ceremony and parade, after which he 
was given the privilege of raising the 
Puno flag in the city's main plaza. 

To Peruvians, such an honor, far 
from being an empty gesture, signifies 
respect, acceptance and pride in the in
dividual or institution so honored. 

After the formal procession and 
flag-raising, led by the city's military 
marching band, Mr. Cortes fired the 
starting gun for an II-mile "chaski" 
marathon race from downtown Puno 
to Chucuito, the site of Radio Baha'i's 
rural transmitting facilities. 

More than 70 young people took 
part in the race, sponsored by the 
Radio Baha'i staff and named in honor 
of the Inca relay messengers who 
spread news by foot during the height 
of the Andean Inca Empire before it 
fell to the Spanish conquistadors in 
1525. 

Trophies for the runners who placed 
first and second were presented later in 
the day by two of the three members of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of_ 
Peru who attended the anniversary cel
ebration. 

When the runners and the thousands 
of spectators arrived in Chucuito, the 
main -event-a two-day folklore music 
festival featuring more than 70 indig
enous village music bands-got under 
way. 

The festival was broadcast live by 
Radio Baha'i in the Quechua and Ay
mara Indian languages to the altiplano 
whose lakeside communities now boast 
406 local -Spiritual Assemblies, more 

Above: Cesar Cortes (wearing glasses), 
the general manager of Radio Bahti '( 
of Lake Titicaca, waits to raise the city 
flag in Puno, Peru, on the third anni-

than two-thirds of the total number in 
Peru, whose existence is in large meas
ure due to the efforts of Radio Baha'i. 

Each of the participating musical 
groups was given an elegantly designed 
certificate of appreciation, while 
awards were given to the outstanding 
groups in each of four instrumental 
categories. 

J.~. 

versary of Radio BaM'f. Below: One 
of the more than 70 indigenous musical 
groups that took part last November in 
Radio Bahti '('s anniversary celebration. 

After three years, it is obvious to 
everyone in the area that Radio Baha'i 
is becoming increasingly more valued 
and respected, and that the vision of 
the late Counsellor Raul Pav6n, "the 
father of Radio Baha'i," is taking 
shape before our very eyes.-Thomas 
Lysaght 
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Canada 

Consultation: key to decision-making 

In the Baha'i Writings, consultation 
is described in a variety of ways: as 
"one of the basic laws of the Adminis
tration"; as an "art," a "skill," an 
"ordinance," a "process" and a 
"principle. " 

All these terms imply that consulta
tion is something that must be learned. 
Not many of us came into the Faith 
with any knowledge of Baha'i consul
tation, either what it is or how it should 
be practiced or applied. 

In reflecting on 'Abdu'l-Baha's 
words that we should "settle all things, . 
both great and small, by consulta
tion ... " (quoted in Consultation: A 
Compilation," p.9), we realize that 
whether in our personal affairs, our 
family life, our teaching work, or our 
participation at the Nineteen Day 
Feast, consultation is a vital part of a 
Baha'i way of life. It is also the pri
mary way in which the guidance of Ba
ha'i institutions such as the local Spir
itual Assembly becomes known. 

Fundamentally, consultation is a 
means by which a group of people un
covers guidance and arrives at solu
tions to particular questions or prob
lems. 

As with any activity prescribed by 
God for His servants, consultation re
quires spiritual characteristics for it to 
be truly effective, and also encourages 
further development of these charac
teristics. 

The Baha'i Writings mention a vast 
array of spiritual attributes. The 
Creator has given mankind the capa
city to develop all of them. 

It is interesting to note that of this 
vast array, certain qualities seem to be 
emphasized for certain tasks. For ex-

This article on consultation by 
Spiritual Assemblies is reprinted from 
Baha'i Canada, November-December 
1983, March-May 1984, and June-Sep
tember 1984. 
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ample, Baha'u'llah mentions certain 
attributes in connection with teaching 
His Cause effectively; 'Abdu'l-Baha 
specifies certain qualities for those who 
work with children; the Guardian out
lines a particular combination of qual
ities for those elected to administrative 
institutions. 

Similarly, 'Abdu'l-Baha lists nine at
tributes for "them that take counsel to
gether," that is, for those engaged in 
Baha'i consultation. He describes them 
as "prime requisites": 

HThe prime requisites for them that 
take.. counsel together are purity of mo
tive, radiance of spirit, detachment 
from all else save God, attraction to 
His Divine Fragrances, humility and 
lowliness amongst His loved ones, pa
tience and long-suffering in difficulties 
and servitude to His exalted Thresh
old." (Quoted in Consultation: A 
Compilation, p. 5, and in Baha'l Ad
ministration, p. 21) 

Continuing, 'Abdu'l-Baha states 
what the effect will be if these "prime 
requisites" are acquired by the mem
bers of a consultative group-the 
promise of victory: 

H •• • Should they be graciously aid
ed to acquire these attributes, victory 
from the unseen Kingdom of Rahd 
shall be vouchsafed to them. " 

It is clear that the success of the 
Spiritual Assembly's deliberations de
pends at least in part on the individual 
members' efforts to acquire these spiri
tual attributes. It may also be true that 
if these are the prime requisites, that is, 
the qualities that are most important or 
essential, they are the qualities which 
we will most often be called upon to 
demonstrate in consultation and on 
which we will most frequently be 
tested. 

Let us look at the way in which one 
of these qualities can affect the As
sembly's consultation: the requirement 

of "humility and lowliness amongst 
His loved ones." 

Many of us have had the experience 
of being elected to a local Spiritual As
sembly and finding that we really do 
not get along very well with one or 
more of the other members. We may 
have difficulty with their personality 
and wish they would learn to express 
their views in a more moderate or dig
nified way. 

We may feel they lack an ability to 
concentrate and are therefore constant
ly straying off the topic or introducing 
irrelevant issues. We may feel they are 
egotistical and inclined to make 
speeches to the other Assembly mem
bers instead of offering their opinion 
as a contribution to the whole discus
sion. We may feel they are apathetic 
and ttIerefore unwilling to shoulder 
their share of the Assembly'S work
load. 

Our discomfort may lead us secretly 
to wish that this other fellow would not 
be elected to the Assembly next RiQvan 
or would perhaps decide to pioneer. 

As soon as an Assembly member rec
ognizes in himself this attitude of su
periority and impatience or even dislike 
of another member, he has to find a 
way to acquire the "humility and low
liness amongst His loved ones" which 
'Abdu'l-Baha desires. In making such 
an effort, the Assembly member is 
helping to attract the "victory from the 
unseen Kingdom of Baha" which 'Ab
du'l-Baha assures us will be granted. 
If, on the other hand, he fails to make 
the effort, he impedes the victory. 

Qoubtless there are many keys in 
Bahlr'u'llah's Revelation that will per
mit such humility and lowliness to 
enter one's own heart. For example, 
there is Baha'u'llah's sobering asser
tion that none of us, no matter how 
sinful or devout, knows what his own 
end shall be. Baha'u'llcih says: 

-



"He should forgive the sinful, and 
never despise his low estate, for none 
knoweth what his own end shall be. 
How often hath a sinner attained, at 
the hour of death, to the essence of 
faith, and, quaffing the immortal 
draught, hath taken his flight unto the 
Concourse on high! And how often 
hath a devout believer, at the hour of 
his soul's ascension, been so changed 
as to fall into the nethermost fire!" 
(Gleanings from the Writings of Baha
'u'IIah, p. 266) 

It may be helpful to consciously look 
at that other person with whom one 
has such difficulty, and think about 
what his destiny might be at the mo
ment of his death, and also think about 
our own. It is possible that the one 
whose behavior we find irksome may 
end up in the Concourse on high, while 
we could find ourselves at the other ex
treme in "the nethermost fire." The 
fact is, we simply do not know. Who 
are we, then, to feel superior to ano
ther person, no matter what our re
spective attainments might be at this 
stage? 

Recognizing this spiritual truth is 
one of many ways in which we can be 
aided to acquire humility and lowli
ness. Acquiring this prime requisite 
will change the consultative climate 
within the Assembly. We will no doubt 
find ourselves able to be more cour
teous to our fellow member and more 
willing to listen to his contributions 
with real care and interest-a tangible 
sign of love in consultation. 

Being humble and lowly does not re
quire us to denigrate our own capa
cities or discount our own service to the 
Faith. Nor are we asked to deny that a 
colleague has certain shortcomings. It 
simply permits us to look beyond the 
shortcomings and anticipate "victory 
from the unseen Kingdom of BaM"
a realm whose mysterious power is the 
true administrator of BaM'u'lhih's 
Cause. 

In considering consultation within 
the Spiritual Assembly, it is helpful to 
first review some fundamental spiritual 
principles. The Assembly cannot be
come truly effective unless certain 
spiritual dynamics are recognized and 
certain conditions are established. 
Foremost among these is the recog
nition that the complicated affairs of 
the Cause are administered not by the 
Assembly members but by what 'Ab-

du'l-Baha calls the "mysterious 
power" in the Cause (The Covenant of 
Baha'u'lIah, p.70). The Spiritual As
sembly serves as a channel for this 
power. With that recognition, the As
sembly members must then try to fulfill 
certain spiritual conditions: First, they 
must establish love and harmony 
amongst themselves. Second, they 
must turn to the Kingdom of Abha 
when they meet, and pray for assis
tance. 

While the Assembly must take 
careful account of the views of 
community members when mak
ing its plans, the members of the 
Assembly are not required to 
agree with those views or to ex
press them as their own in the 
Assembly meetings. 

The following discussion is set with
in this context. It deals more specif
ically, however, with the way in which 
Assembly members express their views 
in the meeting and respond to one ano
ther, in order to avoid any occasion for 
ill-feeling or discord. 

Speaking of a Spiritual Assembly, 
'Abdu'l-Baha states: ' 

"The members thereof must take 
counsel together in such wise that no 
occasion for ill-feeling or discord may 
arise." (quoted in Baha'l Administra
tion, p. 21) 

How many groups of people today 
are able to have a serious discussion in 
such a way that no occasion for iIJ
feeling or discord arises? Even among 
Baha'is, how many of us perhaps un
consciously conclude that such a thing 
is either not possible, or that it will be 
accomplished only by some future gen
eration of believers vastly more spiri
tual than our own? 

'Abdu'l-Baha assures us that indeed 
it is possible to attain discord-free con
sultation, and He sets out guidelines 
for Assembly members to follow in 
order to bring it about. He says: 

"This can be attained when every 
member expresseth with absolute free
dom his own opinion and setteth forth 
his argument." (Baha'l Administra
tion, p. 21) 

We might note particularly the 
phrase "with absolute freedom." We 

are perhaps inclined to think that if we 
express our view with absolute free
dom, we are more likely to cause dis
cord than prevent it. This is especially 
true if we suspect that our view is either 
not shared or is actually contrary to 
what other members may think. 

'Abdu'l-BaM says the opposite. 
When each Assembly member express
es his own opinion with absolute free
dom, there will be no occasion for ill
feeling or discord. This is His first 
guideline to us. 

We might also note that it is our own 
view which the Master asks us to freely 
express, not someone else's. This 
sometimes requires great courage. It 
also automatically eliminates those 
contributions which begin, "Well, on 
this subject a lot of people think ... " 
but which never end with what the As
sembly member himself thinks. While 
the Assembly must take careful ac
count of the views of community mem
bers when making its plans, the mem
bers of the Assembly are not required 
to agree with those views or to express 
them as their own in the Assembly 
meetings. The statement also implies 
that one is responsible to have a view, 
to think about the questions facing the 
Assembly and to become aware of 
one's own opinions. It seems that 'Ab
du'l-Baha is quite specific on this 

. point: "... when every member ex
pres seth with absolute freedom his own 
view" (Baha'l Administration, p. 21), 
and they "must with all freedom ex
press their own thoughts." (Baha'lAd
ministration, p. 22) 

If we are to express our own opinion 
with absolute freedom and set forth 
our argument-that is, indicate why we 
think as we do, what evidence has led 
us to the view we have expressed-it 
seems clear that as Assembly members 
we need time to think about the topics 
under discussion. Some cultures ac
commodate this thinking time within 
their meeting. Certain native cultures, 
for example, are more inclined to 
pause between speakers in consultation 
than have one member speak immedi
ately after or even interrupt another. In 
other cultures, the conversational style 
is much faster-paced. Here, Assembly 
members might benefit from con
s::iously slowing down the pace of con
sultation or from taking time indivi
dually outside the meetings to pray and 
reflect about the issues on which the 
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Assembly must consult. Some Assem
blies find it helpful in this respect to 
decide at the end of one meeting what 
the agenda will be for the next, so that 
members can be adequately prepared. 

The second guideline 'Abdu'l-Baba 
gives Assembly members to help elimi
nate any occasion for ill-feeling or dis
cord is the following: 

"Should anyone oppose (his view), 
he (the Assembly member) must on no 
account feel hurt for not until matters 
are fully discussed can the right way be 
revealed." (Bahd'l' Administration, p. 
21) 

Having encouraged the Assembly 
member to express his opinion with ab
solute freedom, 'Abdu'J-Baha antici
pates that one of his colleagues might 
not agree with it. Knowing us better 
than we know ourselves, He cautions 
the Assembly member not to feel hurt 
should this occur. 

A striking feature of this advice is 
that it calls for discipline in the emo
tional realm. We must realize that such 
advice may not find much support in" 
contemporary North American cul
ture. Popular wisdom increasingly 
holds that if our feelings are hurt, we 
have a right to openly express them to 
those we think have hurt us. To do 
otherwise, this line of reasoning con
tinues, would be insincere, dishonest or 
weak. The process thus set in motion is 
one of "working through" the hurt 
feelings in the group, presumably until 
they are either healed or vindicated. 

It seems that 'Abdu'l-Baha is sug
gesting a more efficient system. By re
minding the Assembly member of the 
goal of consultation-which is to re
veal truth-He changes our perception 
of what is happening when a difference 
of opinion arises. Rather than seeing it 
as a basis for hurt feelings, the As
sembly member gradually learns to ex
pect that opposing views might be ex
pressed. When he remembers that the 
process leads to uncovering truth, he 
learns to welcome rather than tolerate 
or resist it. By not feeling hurt, the 
Assembly member also avoids occupy
ing the Assembly's time and energy 
with this expression of the hurt feelings 
and with working through them. While 
this latter process can feel personally 
satisfying to the member concerned, it 
does not produce well-thought-out 
teaching plans or more dynamic Nine
teen Day Feasts or more effective 
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children's classes. 
A third guideline for Assembly 

members to follow in consultation so 
that there will be no occasion for ill
feeling or discord is to avoid being 
stubborn or persistent in one's view: 

"They must in every matter search 
out the truth and not insist upon their 
own opinion, for stubbornness and 
persistence in one's views will lead ul
timately to discord and wrangling and 
the truth will remain hidden . .. " (Ba
hd'l' Administration, p. 22) 

Having expressed his own opinion, 
and perhaps having heard opposing 
views, the Assembly member is chal
lenged to be flexible and responsive to 
spiritual forces. Though he may have 
spent time praying and reflecting on 
the topic under discussion and deter
mined what his own view of it was 
prior to consultation, he has to expect 
that the views of at least some of the 
members, and very likely even his own, 
will change during the discussion. 
Why? Because the Assembly members 
have asked for Divine assistance in 
order to uncover truth, and because if 
they are united, 'Abdu'l-Baha has 
promised His own protection and aid 
during their meeting. These spiritual 
forces are in operation when the As
sembly is consulting, and the members' 
own minds and hearts are affected and 
changed by them. 

This orientation is strikingly differ
ent from current partisan political 
practice in which the goal is to deter
mine one's view in relation to that of 
the opposing party, and devise ways of 
maintaining it against all odds. 

Following on with the passage 
quoted above, 'Abdu'l-Baha gives a 
fourth guideline for Assembly mem
bers, this time advising them how to 
express disagreement with a previous 
view and on what basis: 

"The honored members must with 
all freedom express their own thoughts, 
and it is in no wise permissible for one 
to belittle the thought of another, nay, 
he must with moderation set forth the 
truth. " (Bahd'l' Administration, p. 22) 

In summary, then, 'Abdu'l-Baha 
gives the Assembly member at least 
four specific guidelines in order that 
there should be no occasion for ill
feeling or discord in consultation: 

1. Express his own view with abso
lute freedom and set forth his argu
ment. 

2. Not feel hurt if anyone should op
pose his view and realize that matters 
must be fully discussed for truth to be 
revealed. 

3. Avoid stubbornness and persis
tence in his views. 

4. Avoid belittling another member's 
thoughts but instead, with moderation, 
set forth the truth. 

In passages where 'Abdu'l-Baha 
cites two conditions for Spiritual As
sembly consultation, He concludes by 
stating: "Should they endeavor to ful
fill these conditions the Grace of the 
Holy Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto 
them, and that assembly shall become 
the center of the Divine blessing, the 
host of Divine confirmation shall come 
to their aid, and they shall day by day 
receive a new effusion of spirit. " (Ba
hd'l' Administration, pp. 22-23) How 
heartening it is that these spectacular 
promises for the development of As
semblies are in fact not dependent 
upon the members fulfilling the condi
tions set forth by 'Abdu'l-Baha, but 
rather on their trying to do so. 

Surely no one more than 'Abdu'l
Baba realizes that in trying to accomp
lish a task or learn a new skill, His 
lovers now and again will fall down. 
There will be times when in fact we do 
not freely speak our mind, when we do 
take offense, when we are stubborn or 
when we do belittle someone else's con
tribution. For these instances of short
coming, 'Abdu'l-Baha has again pro
vided concrete advice so that the As
sembly can continue to function. For 
example, despite differences of opinion 
in the Assembly, 'Abdu'l-Baba pro
vides a method by which the institution 
can still make decisions: 

"If after discussion, a decision be 
carried unanimously, well and good; 
but if, the Lord forbid, differences of 
opinion should arise, a majority of 
voices must prevail. "(Bahd'l' Adminis
tration, pp. 21-22) 

ft •• • and should differences of opin
ion arise a majority of voices must pre
vail, and all must obey and submit to 
the majority." (Bahd'{ Administra
tion, p. 22) 

In fact, the thing which brings the 
Assembly's work to a halt is the As
sembly members' criticism of decis
ions, rather than a failure to achieve 
unanimity: 

"It is again not permitted that any 
one of the honored members object to 



or censure, whether in or out of the 
meeting, any decision arrived at previ
ously, though that decision be not 
right, for such criticism would prevent 
any decision from being enforced." 
(Baha'i Administration, p. 22) 

In another passage, 'Abdu'l-Baha 
gives us advice in the event that dif
ferences of opinion reach a more acute 
stage: 

"The honored members of the Spiri
tual Assembly should exert their ef
forts so that no differences may occur, 
and if such differences do occur, they 
should not reach the point of causing 
conflict, hatred and antagonism, which 
lead to threats. When you notice that a 
stage has been reached when enmity 
and threats are about to occur, you 
should immediately postpone discus
sion of the subject, until wranglings, 
disputations and loud talk vanish, and 
a propitious time is at hand . .. (Consul
tation: A Compilation, p. 9) 

This passage suggests that there are 
several stages in the escalation of a 
conflict in the Assembly, and that 
members should be alert to them in 
order to deal with them appropriately. 
Again, popular wisdom may hold that 
it is normal and healthy for several in
dividuals to come into conflict with 
one another and to express such con
flict openly in order to work through 
it. Threats are commonplace in such a 
process. 'Abdu'l-Baha, however, clear
ly gives different advice, saying that at 
the stage where threats are about to oc
cur, the discussion should immediately 
be postponed. 

In a larger context, Baha'u'llah gives 
quite specific counsel for times when 
differences arise among believers, in
cluding what they should do in the im
mediate circumstances. Spiritual As
sembly members may find it helpful to 
bear the following passage in mind for 
those times when they seem unable to 
resolve a serious difference with one of 
their colleagues: 

"q any differences arise amongst 
you, behold Me standing before your 
face, and overlook the faults of one 
another for My name's sake and as a 
token of your love for My manifest 
and resplendent Cause." (Gleanings 
from the Writings of Bahd'u'lldh, p. 
315) 

Indeed, what conflict would not van
ish were we to see Baha'u'llah suddenly 
in our midst! 

Consultation: the cornerstone of the Bahd'i decision-making process 

The guidance of the Faith, then, pre
scribes for each Assembly member the 
way that he should try to conduct him
self so that there will be no occasion 
for ill-feeling or discord within As
sembly consultation. It also provides a 
way for the institutions to function in 
spite of the periodic failings of the As
s~mbly members. By making the neces
sary effort, the members help their 
own local Spiritual Assemblies to be 
those astonishing social forces which 
the Master describes as "the potent 
sources of the progress of man, at all 
times and under all conditions." 
(quoted in God Passes By, p. 332) 

In the writings of the Faith, Baha'i 
consultation is referred to as a source 
of guidance, a bestower of understand
ing, a way of uncovering truth. That is 
its object, whether consultation takes 
place in a Spiritual Assembly, a family, 
among members of a business or pro
fessional group, or among several be
lievers who have been invited to con
sult with a friend about a problem he 
must solve. 

There are at least three statements 
from 'Abdu'l-Baha and the Guardian 
which mention the "spark of truth" 
generated by consultation. Shoghi Ef
fendi quotes 'Abdu'l-Baha in the fol
lowing passage: 

"The members thereof (of an as
sembly of consultation) must take 
counsel together in such wise that no 
occasion for ill-feeling or discord may 
arise. This can be attained when every 

member expresseth with absolute free
dom his own opinion and setteth forth 
his argument. Should anyone oppose, 
he must on no account feel hurt for not 
until matters arefully discussed can the 
right way be revealed. The shining 
spark of truth cometh forth only after 
the clash of differing opinions." 
(Quoted in Bahd'i Administration, p. 
21) 

'Abdu'l-Baha expresses the same 
. idea in the following extract from a 
talk He gave in Chicago in 1912: 

". . . consultation must have for its 
object the investigation of truth. He 
who expresses an opinion should not 
voice it as correct and right but set it 
forth as a contribution to the consen
sus of opinion; for the light of reality 
becomes apparent when two opinions 
coincide. A spark is produced when 
flint and steel come together ..... 
(Consultation: A Compilation, p. to) 

The third example is from a letter 
written on the Guardian's behalf to an 
individual believer: 

"Through the clash of personal 
opinions, as 'Abdu'l-Baha has stated, 
the spark of truth is often ignited, and 
Divine guidance revealed. The friends 
should therefore not feel discouraged 
at the differences of opinion that may 
prevail among the members of an as
sembly, for these, as experience has 
shown, and as the Master's words at
test, fulfill a valuable function in all 
Assembly deliberations ... " (Consul
tation: A Compilation, p. 16) 
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It is clear that a variety of opinions 
are needed for the truth to be revealed. 
'Abdu'l-Bahci states that "the purpose 
of consultation is to show that the 
views of several individuals are assur
edly preferable to one man, even as the 
power of a number of men is of course 
greater than the power of one man. " 
(Consultation: A Compilation, p. 8) 

Believers are often concerned, how
ever, about the nature of the "clash" 
of opinions through which truth is re
vealed. Most Assembly members have 
experienced a clash in consultation but 
are not certain whether their experience 
is what 'Abdu'I-BaM intends. Was it 
the clash of opinions or was it discord 
among Assembly members? 

On the other hand, Assemblies have 
sometimes introduced a topic on their 
agenda only to find that all members 
are in agreement from the outset about 
what course of action should be fol
lowed; there is no apparent clash of 
opinions, no divergent view expressed. 
They then wonder whether their decis
ion is in fact the right one. 

In the array of authoritative state
ments concerning consultation, at least 
three kinds of clashes of opinion or dif
ferences of view are described. 

1. The difference of view which oc
curs during the discussion: 

"This can be attained when every 
member expresseth with absolute free
dom his own opinion and setteth forth 
his argument. Should anyone oppose, 
he must on no account feel hurt for not 
until matters are fully discussed can the 
right way be revealed. " (Quoted in Ba
ha'i Administration, p. 21) 

2. The difference of view which oc
curs after the discussion has taken 
place: 

"If after discussion, a decision be 
carried unanimously, well and good; 
but if, the Lord forbid, differences of 
opinion should arise, a majority of 
voices must prevail." (Baha', Admin
istration, p. 21) 

3. The difference of view or clash of 
differing opinions which occurs within 
an individual member: 

" ... the light of reality becomes ap
parent when two opinions coincide. A 
spark is produced when flint and steel 
come together. Man should weigh his 
opinions with the utmost serenity, 
calmness and composure. Before ex
pressing his own views he should care
fully consider the views already ad-
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vanced by others. If he finds that a 
previously expressed opinion is more 
true and worthy, he should accept it 
immediately and not wilfully hold to 
an opinion of his own. By this excellent 
method he endeavors to arrive at unity 
and truth." (Consultation: A Compi
lation, p. 10) 

The last of the three references 
above is taken from a talk given by 
'Abdu'l-Bahci at the Hotel Plaza in 
Chicago in 1912. In it, He describes 
two different meetings, the one the 
French senate and the other the meet
ing of Christ's disciples following His 
ascension. 'Abdu'l-Baha uses these 
gatherings to illustrate respectively 
what consultation is not, and what it 
truly is. He recounts His brief visit to 
the French senate to demonstrate the 
tendency toward "opposition and self-
opinion ... antagonism and contra-
diction ... altercation and useless 
quibbling" which He found in that 
forum and which, He said, were "de-

. structive to truth" and resulted mostly 
in "confusion and turmoil." Noting 
that ·"in one instance a physical en
counter took place between two mem
bers," He remarked that "it was not 
consultation but comedy." (Consulta
tion: A Compilation, p. 10) 

By comparison, 'Abdu'l-Baha de
scribes the meeting of Christ's disciples 
as "the most memorable instance of 
spiritual consultation." Here is an in
structive example of "spiritual consul
tation and not the mere voicing of per
sonal views in parliamentary opposi
tion and debate." If one studies the 
contributions made by each of the dis
ciples, one does not find any opposi
tion expressed to a previous view, nor 
do differences arise after the discus
sion. 

It was during this talk, prior to re
calling the meeting of the disciples, 
that 'Abdu'l-Baha stressed the need for 
each member of a consultative group 
to carefully consider the views already 
put forward by others before express
ing his own view. He describes how a 
member might revise his own opinion, 
before speaking, as a result of a pre
vious contribution. The member held 
one view but, on hearing a different 
one, recognized it as "more true and 
worthy" and revised his own accord
ingly. 

This happens to many of us in con
sultation; however, we are not usually 

so disciplined as to keep our previous· 
opinion to ourselves. Instead, we say, 
"Well, before I heard what Margaret 
had to say . . ." and explain our pre
vious view for several minutes. We 
then continue with ". . . but when I 
heard the idea that ... (the idea which 
Margaret expressed) . . . I found my 
view had changed, and I agree be
cause . . ." and we go on for another 
few minutes. On reflection, has this 
lengthy explanation contributed to the 
search for truth? More likely, it has 
merely traced the evolution of one 
member's thinking which, however 
fascinating it may be to the member 
concerned, may not be a useful con
tribution to the consensus. 

Avoiding the tendency to oppose, 
debate or explain why one disagrees 
with another member's view and in
stead expressing one's own view of 
what course of action should be fol
lowed is surely another of the dis
ciplines required in Baha'i consulta
tion. Since the time and energy avail
able to any consultative group is lim
ited, it is perhaps more productive for 
each member to concentrate on what is 
"more true and worthy" rather than 
on why the views already expressed are 
not the best course of action. 

Assemblies sometimes find that they 
have spent several hours discussing 
only what projects they should avoid 
and why, rather than what should be 
done. After such admittedly hard 
work, it is frustrating to find that they 
still have no teaching plan formulated, 
no deepening program established, or 
no children's classes organized. 

True spiritual consultation requires 
that the Assembly members focus on 
the question at hand and, in an attitude 
of prayerful concentration, seek the 
collective wisdom and positive action 
which consultation is designed to pro
duce. In doing so, they will doubtless 
be assisted by that mysterious power in 
the Cause which 'Abdu'l-Baha assures 
us is the true administrator of its com
plicated affairs: 

"There is a power in this Cause-a 
mysterious power-far, far, far away 
from the ken of men and angels; that 
invisible power is the cause of all these 
outward activities . .. It administers 
the complicated affairs of the 
Cause . .. " (The Covenant of Baha
'u'lIah, p. 70) 

·--......-. 



New Zealand 

Race Unity 'Hui' a rousing success 

About 300 people, most of whom were 
not Bahd'(s, attended a Race Unity 
"Bui' (get-together) in July at Manu
korihi Marae in Waitara, New Zea
land. Among those present W4S' Dick 
Wilson, the mayor of Waitara. On the 
varied program were speakers, a dis
cussion of mixed marriages, a pallel 
discussion on the nuclear issue, dances 
from many countries, songs by the 
children, a unity Fe4S't and good fel
lowship. Above: Many of the 300 par
ticipants are pictured in front of the 
meeting house. Right: The children 
sing God Is One during the evening ses
sion. A Marae, where the gathering 
W4S' held, is a Maori "sacred ground of 
peace and the glory of God. ' 

..... ... , .... *w ....... ~ "~ ... ~", 
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United Kingdom 

About assistants to the Auxiliary Board 

All mankind today and until the next 
Manifestation of God appears are 
blessed and protected by an adminis
trative system which is interwoven with 
the Revelation of God, of which Bahci
'u'Uah is the Vehicle, or Bearer, and is 
known as the World Order of BaM
'u'Uah or the Baha'i Administrative 
Order. 

We have seen and learned, ever .since 
the passing of the three Central Figures 
of the Cause of God, how this admin
istrative system, the Ark for the salva
tion of all mankind, has developed, 
and after its roots were firmly planted 
by the caring hands and watered by the 
loving heart of Shoghi Effendi, its 
mighty trunk has gradually borne huge 
branches in almost every country on 
earth. This growth process "must go 
on from strength to strength, increas
ing in size and developing greater and 
greater powers for the accomplishment 
of God's purpose on earth." 1 

The World Order of Baha'u'lllih is 
sustained by two colossal pillars, the 
"rulers" and the "learned," which are 
part and parcel of one administrative 
order. Baha'u'llah said, "Blessed are 
the rulers and the learned in Baha." 2 

The beloved Guardian, interpreting 
this passage, said, "In this holy cycle 
'learned' are, on the one hand, the 
Hands of the Cause of God . . . as to 
the 'rulers,' they refer to the members 
of the Local, National and Interna
tional Houses of Justice." 3 

Today the pillar of the "learned" 
has grown and developed, and we now 
have the institution of the Counsellors 
which came into being on June 21, 
1968. In a letter to a National Spiritual 

This article, "Assistants to the Aux
iliary Board members: Their junction 
and purpose, " is reprinted jrom The 
Baha'i Journal, the newsletter oj the 
Baha'is oj the United Kingdom, Vol. 
2, No. 1 (May 1985). 
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Assembly dated May 1975 the Univer
sal House of Justice explained that: 

"While the role of the Counsellors is 
normally to advise, encourage and re
inforce, and they have no legislative or 
administrative authority, they never
theless occupy a rank superior to that 
of the National Assembly or its mem
bers and each individual CounseUor is 
a high officer of the Faith and entitled 
to the respect, honor and courtesy due 
to his rank. Each country which is priv
ileged to have a resident Counsellor 
should prize that privilege." 4 

Then we have the Auxiliary Board 
members brought into being by Shoghi 
Effendi in the latter part of his life to 
help the Hands of the Cause in their 
work. On October 1, 1969, in a letter to 
the Continental Boards of Counsellors 
and the National Spiritual Assemblies, 
the Universal House of Justice clarified 
some of the duties of the Auxiliary 
Board members, saying: 

"Authority and direction flow from 
the Assemblies, whereas the power to 
accomplish the tasks resides primarily 
in the body of the believers. It is the 
principal task of the Auxiliary Boards 
to assist in arousing and releasing this 
power. . . . Thus it is seen that the 
Auxiliary Boards should work closely 
with the grass roots of the community: 
the individual believers, groups and 
Local Spiritual Assemblies, advising, 
stimulating and assisting them." 

The institution of the assistants to 
the Auxiliary Board was brought into 
being in June 1973. Their role is nor
mally to encourage, activate and in
spire the friends to participate on a 
local level. They have no legislative or 
administrative authority. In its letter to 
the Continental Boards of Counsellors 
dated June 8, 1973, the Universal 
House of Justice wrote that "believers 
can serve at the same time both as as
sistants to Auxiliary Board members 

and on administrative institutions." 
The assistants are appointed for one
year terms and can be reappointed. 

In their duties to help in propagating 
and protecting the Faith at the grass 
roots, the assistants, who now number 
several hundred throughout the world, 
rendered yeoman services to help win 
the goals of the Five Year Plan and are 
today laboring fm our present Seven 
Year Plan in every clime and among all 
strata of society to plant the Word of 
God firmly in the hearts of men. Let us 
pray for their continued growth and 
success. 

Writing about the "learned" pillar 
of the Administrative Order, the Uni
versal House of Justice explains: 

"The existence of institutions of 
such exalted rank, comprising indivi
duals who play such a vital role, who 
yet have no legislative, administrative 
or judicial authority, and are entirely 
devoid of priestly functions or the right 
to make authoritative interpretations, 
is a feature of Baha'i administration 
unparalleled in the religions of the 
past. The newness and uniqueness of 
this concept make it difficult to grasp; 
only as the Baha'i community grows 
and the believers are increasingly able 
to contemplate its administrative struc
ture uninfluenced by concepts from 
past ages, will the vital interdepen
dence of the 'rulers' and 'learned' in 
the Faith be understood, and the ines
timable value of their interaction be 
fully recognized." S 

NOTES 
1. The Universal House of Justice, quoted 
in "The BaM'i World," Vol. XVI, p. 63. 
2. BaM'u'llah, Kitcib-i-Ahd, and quoted in 
"The BaM'i World," Vol. XVII, p. 317. 
3. Shoghi Effendi, quoted in "The Baha'i 
World," Vol. XVI, p. 406. 
4. The Universal House of Justice, quoted 
in "The Baha'i World," Vol. XVI, p. 322. 
5. The Universal House of Justice, letter of 
April 24, 1972. 
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United Nations 

Many youth could face 'difficult future' 

Youth, defined by the United Nations as the period between 15 and 25 years of 
age, is a time of life that is full of potential and problems. In many of the major 
social and economic problem areas of the world-from lack of jobs and educa
tionalopportunities to the cruel realities of war-youth are not only the ones who 
often get the worst of it, .but are the ones with the ideals, energy and stake in the 
future needed to help change things for the better. Yet, as Thomas Forstenzer 
points out, very little has been done in the world to try to understand, let alone do 
something about, the problems of youth. Opportunities are there which to date 
hove not been fully used to the world's advantage. By declaring 1985 as Interna
tional Youth Year, the United Nations has made an important gesture in the right 
direction-but without a lot of work it will remain little more than that. 

Neither miniature adults nor over
grown children, young people are less' 
predictable and often more threatening 
than other groups. But within youth, 
we find all the differences and specifi
cities of society as a whole: male and 
female, student and worker, rural and 
urban, privileged and deprived. 

Youth problems, then, are problems 
of society as a whole experienced by a 
particular, diverse, but generally vul
nerable group. Felt more intensely by 
the young, perhaps even magnified by 
the pressures and uncertainties of 
growing up, these problems are often 
raised by youth in ways that offend, or 
at least confuse, adults. Anxieties are 
expressed that adults and especially in
stitutions staffed by adults find diffi
cult to "decode" or understand. If 
phenomena like drugs, alcoholism, and 
suicide are hard to grasp, so is the day
to-day reality of simply being young. 

We know too little about it and there 
are few excuses for our ignorance. Few 
countries-developed or developing
collect adequate data on youth migra-

This article, "A Difficult Future, " 
was written by Thomas R. Forstenzer, 
who is on the staff of UNESCO's New 
York Office and is editor of "Youth in 
the 80s, " a UNESCO publication. It is 
reprinted from issue No. 121 (1984/3) 
of UNICEF News, a publication of the 
United Nations Children's Fund. 

• 
tion, unemployment, under-employ
ment, health or housing. Nor is there 
much tangible information on "burn
ing youth issues" like runaways, male 
and female prostitution, alcoholism, 
functional illiteracy, teen-age preg
nancy, or suicide. Data are not age 
coded at national or regional levels, 
and therefore our information at inter
national levels is fragmentary and not 
comparable from setting to setting. 

We are not even sure of what we 
mean by "youth." The UN officially 
defines youth as those between the ages 
of 15 and 25. This is often misleading 
because of more objective social, even 
biological factors. The work of 
UNICEF and ILO on child labor, for 
instance, shows clearly that many 
"children" in the world are subjected 
to adult work loads-with the same 
hours and responsibilities-that often 
have crippling effects on their health 
and growth. Similar studies of those 
above 25 who have not-indeed, can
not-find steady, gainful employment 
indicate that adult status may be more 
elusive than a given birthday. 

In fact, a "Pepsi generation" imag
ery of youth, far from limited to the 
West or the North, ignores the obvious 
fact that the vast majority of youth in 
the world-even taking 15 to 25 as the 
arbitrary boundaries-are rural and 
poor and already parents. 

Youth will have to be defined and 

studied in the future on the basis of 
facts. Analysis by "guesstimate," even 
in the most developed and statistically 
conscious countries, must be replaced 
by clear and rigorous research. More
over, (monitoring) the changing con
cerns and attitudes of different youth 
generations in widely differing settings 
will have to be done by that most de
manding and difficult technique of re
search and policy development: listen
ing. As much as possible, participatory 
research by youth about youth should 
be encouraged. 
Little has been done 

Despite increasing attention to youth 
research and program development, 
the record is far from consistent. Some 
international agencies have youth of
fices, most do not. Most organizations 
have no substantial mandate or capa
bility to deal with youth as a social phe
nomenon. Technical assistance in the 
youth field is often done by those who 
know much about "training" but little 
about the young people who are to be 
trained-or their concerns and aspira
tions. 

This, of course, is the familiar start
ing point of all UN "years" that focus 
on previously mute, largely overlook
ed, frequently disenfranchised social 
categories. But, I would argue, youth is 
different. We know less about it and 
perhaps have done less for it because, 
unlike children, young people can and 
have and will actively confront us 
about our most fundamental values 
and because, unlike women, many 
young people are not yet "of age" for 
full participation in civic and social af
fairs. The prospects for young people 
in the present decade are anything but 
cause for self-congratulation by the 
world community. ~ . 

Evidence, most of it admittedly frag
mentary or impressionistic, suggests 
that the "kids" are not all right. 

--------------------------------------------------------------.. . ~ i 
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Youth, like childhood or aging, means 
time: biographical time experienced in 
a given social universe. In comparison 
with the post-war era's hopes for rapid 
development and increased chances for 
peace, the economic and political crises 
of the seventies and eighties seem to 
call for a sudden downturn of expecta
tions. The cultural crises of the sixties 
have been replaced by economic inse
curity and austerity and an historically 
unprecedented arms race. 

The adult institutions of the world
business, trade unions, governments, 
and international organizations, are
rightly or wrongly-often perceived by 
the young as distant, at times indif
ferent, or even hostile. Youth unem
ployment, that most crippling road
block on the bridge from childhood to 
adulthood, has reached unprecedented 
proportions in many industrial and de
veloping countries, particularly in ur
ban areas. And it has struck without 
discrimination at the educated and un
educated alike. 

Structural changes in economies, the 

midable constraints exist to the UN's 
pursuit of peace and development, 
concrete steps toward understanding 
youth and fostering its participation in 
solving world problems are within the 
means and the mandates of the UN, its 
programs, its specialized agencies, and 
those of other concerned institutions 
and individuals. 

A serious long-term commitment to 
fostering youth studies at interna
tional, regional and national levels 
would "send a signal" that the inter
governmental system wants to listen to 
the sometimes strident, often unsure 
voice of the immediate future. Interna
tional cqordination and cooperation 
can bring many specialities and skills to 
bear on the extent and nature of the 
youth problem. Partnerships with 
youth, organized and unorganized, ur
ban and rural, can bring the world's in
stitutions into closer, sustained contact 
with youth at local levels. 

An increased emphasis on providing 

youth with the civic and social tools to 
organize themselves to work with 
children, the aged, and each other can 
bridge many gaps. Such efforts mobil
ize enormous energy toward ameliora
tion of some of the world's most press
ing problems-such as the need for 
more employment. Literacy, public hy
giene, cultural outreach, housing con
struction, pre-school education, and 
agricultural development are just some 
of the areas in which youth have al
ready demonstrated that they are a ma
jor force for social and economic de
velopment. 

Nevertheless, new concepts of em
ployment, self-employment, volunteer
ism and community service are needed 
to integrate youth into social problem
solving. It is not enough to argue that 
so many people of a "young" age were 
touched by a given project. The altru
ism and even the anxieties of the young 
require special forms of listening and 
dialog. 

microprocessor revolution, the decline Mozambique 
of smokestack industries, the contin
ued mass migration of the young to 
cities where opportunities are contract
ing, not expanding, and the uncertain
ties of global credit and trade, all make 
steady work-indeed, a first job-a 
dream to many young men and wom
en. To the underemployed, the lack of 
ability to use one's skills and talents in 
repetitive, often unstable, service jobs 
makes work a daily grind rather than 
an element of pride. And, to the chron
ically unemployed, the responses of 
adult society have seemed slow, even 
grudging. 

Moreover, the risks of war have 
never seemed more real, more present 
and more a part of daily existence to 
the young of every region of the world. 
To some, even the art of coping with 
economic woes may seem pointless in a 
world perceived as rushing toward 
catastrophe. 
Constructive action is needed 

Under these circumstances, the ini
tiative of the UN system in commemo
rating International Youth Year re
quires simple, direct steps to prevent 
increased distrust or cynicism among 
young people. Posters, postage stamps 
and celebrations will not suffice and 
will not speak alone to the hopes and 
fears of young men and women. If for-

Shidan Fat'he-Aazam (fourth from left Convention of the Baha'is of Mozam
in back row), a member of the Con- bique at RitJvdn 1985. With Counsellor 
tinental Board of Counsellors for Fat'he-Aazam are the members of the 
Africa, represented the Universal first National Spiritual Assembly of 
House of Justice at the first National Mozambique. 
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The world 

Panama, Liberia solidify radio plans 

Installation of the studio and trans
mission equipment for Radio Baha'i 
Panama is under way following the ac
quisition by the Baha'is of Panama of 
an official go-ahead from the country's 
government. 

Elsewhere, the first Baha'i radio sta
tion in Africa is about to become a 
reality. Although the frequency alloca
tion for Radio Baha'i Liberia was not 
yet completed as of July, plans for the 
station were completed by its architect, 
Mohamed Benjamin, and construction 
was about to begin. . 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Liberia has hired Bill Frank Eoyani as 
station manager; and others have made 
commitments to help in the construc
tion and development of the station. 

Radio Baha'i Liberia, which is lo
cated near the capital city of Mon
rovia, will reach into Sierra Leone and 
Ivory Coast in addition to covering 
much of Liberia itself. K. Dean Steph
ens, radio consultant to the Universal 
House of Justice, helped the National 
Assembly of Liberia to locate a trans
mitter and station site and to develop 
the necessary plans for the station. 

There are presently four Baha'i 
radio stations operating in various 

Correction 
In the July 1985 issue of Bahti'f 

News, the cover photograph is mis
identified as having been taken shortly 
after Iran's Islamic revolution in 1979; 
actually, it was taken during another 
period of persecution of the Baha'is in 
1955. We regret the error. 

Also, on the inside front cover in 
that same issue, reference is made to 
the hijacking of a "United Airlines" 
plane in Beirut, Lebanon. Of course, it 
was a Trans World Airlines flight that 
was hijacked. Again, our apology for 
the error. 
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parts of the world-Ecuador, Peru, 
Bolivia and the United States. Apart 
from the FM station in the U.S., these 
are all low-power AM stations, al.
though Radio Baha'i in Otavalo, Ecua
dor, also broadcasts on short-wave. 

Three stations are scheduled for con-

Trinidad/Tobago 

struction in 1985-86: Panmna, Liberia 
and, hopefully, Chile. The station in 
Ecuador has been upgraded to 3kW 
power while Bolivia's will move up to 
5kWas soon as possible. WLGI Radio 
in the U.S. has a 50kW FM trans
mitter. 

The Bahti'f children's class of Friend- party last February 23 at the Palmyra 
ship Vii/age gives a presentation on the Bahti 'f Centre in South Trinidad. 
life of the Bdb during an Ayydm-i-Hd 

The sun was shining and banners 
were flying as Baha'i children from a 
wide variety of ethnic backgrounds 
came together last February 23 for an 
Ayyam-i-Ha party at the Palmyra Ba
ha'i Centre in South Trinidad. 

In keeping with the spirit of the In
ternational Year of Youth, the duty of 
coordinating the day's activities was 
given to two young people, Marcelle 

Coward and Telley Mohammed. 
All of the children took an active 

part in the event, chanting prayers, 
presenting speeches and singing; there 
was even a puppet show entitled 
"Work Is Worship." 

Clara the Clown delighted the audi
ence with magic tricks, and of course 
everyone enjoyed delicacies, drinks 
and snacks. 



Mariana Islands 
Robert L. Darlow Jr., an electronics 
engineer and Baha'I pioneer to Guam, 
Mariana Islands, holds the Greatest 
Name during a visit to the South Pole 
in his capacity as a civilian employee of 
the U.S. Navy supporting a research 
program of the National Science Foun
dation. Mr. Darlow was posted on the 
frozen continent of Antarctica for two 
weeks, and visited the Pole on a bright, 
sunny day on which the temperature 
reached -47° Fahrenheit. 

Papua New Guinea 
"We are the people of Baha," sung 

by the 120 Baha'is of Gwagut village, 
Papua New Guinea, greeted two weary 
traveling teachers who had climbed for 
four hours to reach the Baha'is of 
Daga. 

Dinyar Mirshahi and his wife, Aux
iliary Board member Mehru Mirshahi, 
visited 11 villages in which every child 
they met could sing several Baha'i 
songs and recite two or three prayers 
by heart. 

The Shiniz Teaching Plan, which has 

Mali 

~'';w. 

.JiIiI(Y 
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set Papua New Guinea's communities 
on the path toward rapid expansion, 
has now entered Phase II. Between 
RiQvan 1984 and 1985, about 2,000 
new believers were enrolled, 98 locali
ties were opened and 19 new local 
Spiritual Assemblies were formed. 

Along with the upsurge in teaching 
activities, Regional Teaching Commit
tees are concentrating on consolidation 
projects. 

Shown here are the members of the the Baha'Is of Mali, elected at Ric/van 
first National Spiritual Assembly of 1985. 

Germany 
Der Weg aus der Ausweglosigkeit 

(The Way Through the Impasse) is the 
title of a new book by Huschmand 
Sabet, a German Baha'i, which was 
released last March by Seewald Verlag. 

Mr. Sabet's book was written in re
sponse to a best-seller, Frieden ist 
m6glich (Peace Is Possible) by a prom
inent German television journalist, Dr. 
'Franz AIt, who hosts a weekly evening 
news magazine called "Report." Dr. 
AIt's book has sold nearly a million 
copies. 

A public meeting in Stuttgart, spon
sored by the publisher to introduce Mr. 
Sabet's book, drew 600 people, half of 
whom were not Baha'is. Among those 
who attended was Dr. AIt who was, in 
addition to Mr. Sabet, one of the fea
tured speakers. 

Dr. AIt said it is most timely to in
troduce the concepts of the Faith to a 
general audience as the topic of a 
world-wide peace movement. 

Christopher Sprung, who represent
ed the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Germany at the meeting, learned from 
Dr. Alt that his latest book, soon to be 
published, will mention the Faith and 
Mr. Sabet's book. 

The National Assembly expressed 
the hope that public appreciation of 
Mr. Sabet's book by someone as well
known and well-respected as Dr. AIt 
would carry the Faith in Germany to a 
new stage of recognition. 
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Luxembourg 

United Kingdom 

The Faith has received considerable 
publicity recently in the United King
dom. 

Besides articles in national newspa
pers and magazines, radio and televis
ion programs that mention the Faith 
are attracting public attention. Ex
amples include: 

An interview on BBC Radio 4 with 
the chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the United Kingdom; a 
BBC World Service broadcast in which 
the secretary of the National Teaching 
Committee was interviewed; an epi
sode of BBC 2's "Newsnight" that in
cluded excerpts from a public meeting 
held at the London Baha'i Centre; and 
three weekly broadcasts of the BBC 
World Service series "Reflections" 
that featured Baha'i operatic baritone 
Norman Bailey. 

* * * 
Baha'i prayers are included in two 

new publications by non-BahA'is in the 
United Kingdom. 

The first, Dear God, a book of 
prayers for children, is published by 
Basil Blackwell; the second, The Ox
ford Book of Prayer, edited by Bishop 
George Appleton for the Oxford Uni
versity Press, is a collection of prayers 
and meditations from the world's relig
ious traditions. 

Both books are available at commer
cial bookstores in the United Kingdom. 
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Kenya 
The second Kenyan National Baha'i 

Women's Conference was held last 
February 22-25 at the Nakuru Baha'i 
Centre. 

Among the speakers was Counsellor 
Thelma Khelghati who addressed the 
90 women in attendance on "Creating 
a Spiritual Home." 

Kingsley Dube, the United Nations 
Information Officer for East Africa, 
spoke about the importance of training 
youth while Dr. Eddah Oachukia, 
chairman of the coordinating commit
tee for the NOO Conference of the UN 
Decade for Women, presented an in
spiring talk on the significant role the 
women of Kenya can play in helping to 
bring about equality for women. 

A new book, the first in a series writ
ten especially for Baha'i mothers, was 
introduced and received enthusiastic
ally. 

The success of the conference was 

The members of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the BaM't's of Luxem
bourg elected at this year's National 
Convention are (standing left to right) 
F. Khabirpour (chairman), J. Fabeck, 
W. Moayed (treasurer), R. Bontemps, 
A. Schoos (vice-chairman), and (seated 
left to right) E. C. Levy-Raus, J. Bay
ani-Schumacher, V. Fabeck-Thiltges 
(secretary), A. Rafti (recording sec
retary). 

Pictured with Counsellor Erik Blumen
thal (seated center) are delegates and 
guests at the National Convention of 
Luxembourg, held April 27-28. 

evidenced by the eager participation of 
the BahA'i women of Kenya and their 
obvious commitment to building Ba
M'i families and contributing to the 
work of the Faith. 

* * * 
The Comoro Islands, a consolida-

tion goal of Kenya during the Seven 
Year Plan, gained three local Spiritual 
Assemblies last March as a result of a 
two-week visit by a father-and-son 
teaching team from Kenya. 

The two are Mehraban Sohaili, a 
Knight of BahA'u'llAh for the Comoro 
Islands, and his son, Isfandiar. To the 
delight of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Kenya, they succeeded in en
rolling 60 new believers. 

The Comoros are a group of vol
canic islands in the Mozambique Chan
nel off the northern tip of Madagascar. 
The four inhabited islands have a com
bined population of about 300,000. 



Guyana 

Meherangiz Munsiff, a traveling 
teacher from the United Kingdom, ac
companied by Mrs. Patricia Paccassi 
of St. Lucia, spent March 1-11 setting 
an unprecedented record of successes 
in four regions of Guyana. 

Public meetings in Uitvlugt, in the 
West Demarara region; Grove, in East 
Bank Demarara; Annandale, in East 
Coast Demarara; and Corentyne, in 
Berbice, drew audiences of 45 to 200 
people. 

A program for women, held March 
10 at the Georgetown YWCA, at
tracted an audience of more than 120 
in spite of competition from a Wom
en's Symposium being held nearby. 

Uganda 
Active teaching despite drought, 

food shortages, and communication 
and transportation problems has 
brought about many successes in the 
Bundibugyo district of Uganda: 

Four hundred-forty people recently 
declared in Nebbi, 121 in the Arua dis
trict, and 175 in Kabale. 

With only five bicycles at their dis
posal, the teaching teams persevered, 
even enrolling more than 20 people 
who live near the border in Zaire. 

Ireland 
"Youth Working Toward a Better 

World" was the theme of a float en
tered in Dublin's annual St. Patrick's 
Day parade by youth in the Irish Ba
ha'i community. 

At least 300,000 people including 
government officials and diplomats 
watched as the float passed the re
viewing stand emblazoned with the 
words "Baha'i Faith" above a globe 
and two large doves of peace. 

Australia 
Jim Carlton, the member of Parlia

ment who introduced the first motion 
in Australia's House of Representa
tives condemning Iran's mistreatment 
of the Baha'is, brought as a guest to 
the House of Worship in Australia a 
member of the British Parliament who 
subsequently introduced a similar res
olution in the United Kingdom. 

Taiwan 

<Emergence from Obscurity' Was' the 
theme of a Bahd'( Winter School held 
Ias't December 29-January 2 in Taiwan. 
The principal speaker Was' Saeid Kha
divian, chairman of the National Spir
itual Assembly of Taiwan. The school 
Was' honored by the presence of Coun
sellor Ruhullah Momtazi who address-

Pictured are delegates to the 19th an
nual Bahd'( National Convention of 
Taiwan. Seated thirdfrom left is Coun
sellor Vicente Samaniego. The spirit of 
the Convention Was' captured in this 
cable to the Universal House of Jus
tice: <Beloved Supreme Institution, 
Spiritually significant 19th National 
Convention Taiwan graciously blessed 

Taiwan's National Proclamation 
Committee designed an attractive 
Naw-Ruz greeting card which was 
printed with the signature of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly. 

The card was sent to 850 govern-

ed the gathering several times. Topics 
included Chinese culture, basic prin
ciples of the Faith, marriage, and Is
lam. The 130 Bahd'fs who attended 
were from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Ma
laysia, South Africa and the United 
States. During the sessions, three peo
ple declared their beliefin Bahd'u'lldh. 

presence Counsellor Samaniego, his
toric attendance delegates, friends in
cluding representative$ 3 newly formed 
LSAs, 2 Aborigines. Convention en
thusias'tically adopts premier mass 
teaching project; confidently expect 
entry troops. Humbly request prayers 
Shrinesfu/fillment all goals Seven Year 
Plan. ' 

ment, university and business officials. 
The committee then arranged for five 
radio spots on March 21 expressing 
new year greetings from the Baha'is of 
Taiwan. 
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Chile 
A nine-member teaching team traveled 
for 40 days last October-November in 
northern Chile, carrying the Message 
of Bahd'u'lldh to isolated, hard-to
reach centers in the country's Atacama 
regions. Pictured in the Altiplano near 
Arica are Chileans Maggy de Vilches, 
Edilia Banados. Lucia Muniz, Hugo 
Fortes, Manuel Munoz, Ximena Oso
rio and Shanaz Shamshiri, and Boliv
ions Pedro Rojas (kneeling at left) and 
Auxiliary Board member Lucas Marca 
(standing at left). 

"" "§:.' ,,~ " 
'"' .. 

Pictured are six members of the Spiri- sembly formed among that country's 
tual Assembly of Chusmiza, in the nor- Aymara people. 
thern highlands of Chile, the first As-

Bangladesh 
Last February 14-16, the Baha'i 

youth of Bangladesh presented a youth 
conference in Mymensingh. 

The gathering, planned with guid
ance from the National Baha'i Youth 
Committee, was attended by three 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly and two Auxiliary Board mem
bers. More than half of the 52 par-
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ticipants were natives of Bangladesh. 

* * * 
An outdoor clinic for poor women 

and children is run by a Baha'i doctor 
in Rajshahi, Bangladesh. 

Each Friday afternoon, Dr. Shahla 
Idelkhani tends her patients free of 
charge at the local Baha'i Center. 

~'" ,-~-~"",,", .... "x--

Auxiliary Board member Gerald 
Warren recently spoke to an audience 
of about 100 at a seminar on religion 
and human rights sponsored by the 
University of Botswana. Christians, 
Hindus and Muslims also were invited 
to speak. 

Mr. Warren gave his talk on the Ba
ha'i Faith at the request of the Na
tional\ Spiritual Assembly of Botswana. 

Three Counsellors for Africa and a 
dozen Auxiliary Board members from 
Cameroon, the Central African Rt.· 
public and Nigeria attended an Aux
iliary Board Conference last March 
23-25 in Limbe, Cameroon. 

Topics discussed included training 
assistants, facing opposition to the 
Cause, and working at the grassroots 
level. 

Sri Lanka 
Three new publications in the Sin

hal a language by the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Sri Lanka include a com
pilation on Baha'i family life, a new 
teaching pamphlet, and the book This 
Radiant Age. In progress is a publica
tion on the nine Holy Days. 
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Universal House of Justice 

'The Promise of World Peace' 

To the Peoples of the World: 
The Great Peace towards which peo

ple of good will throughout the cen
turies have inclined their hearts, of 
which seers and poets for countless 
generations have expressed their vis
ion, and for which from age to age the 
sacred scriptures of mankind have con
stantly held the promise, is now at long 
last within the reach of the nations. For 
the first time in history it is possible for 
everyone to view the entire planet, with 
all its myriad diversified peoples, in 
one perspective. World peace is not on
ly possible but inevitable. It is the next 
stage in the evolution of this planet-in 
the words of one .great thinker, "the 
planetization of mankind. " 

Whether peace is to be reached only 
after unimaginable horrors precipi
tated by humanity's stubborn clinging 
to old patterns of behavior, or is to be 
embraced now by an act of consulta
tive will, is the choice before all who in
habit the earth. At this critical juncture 
when the intractable problems con
fronting nations have been fused into 
one common concern for the whole 
world, failure to stem the tide of con
flict and disorder would be uncon
scionably irresponsible. 

Among the favorable signs are the 
&teadily growing strength of the steps 
towards world order taken initially 
near the beginning of this century in 
the creation of the League of Nations, 
succeeded by the more broadly based 
United Nations Organization; the 
achievement since the Second World 
War of independence by the majority 
of all the nations on earth, indicating 
the completion of the process of nation 
building, and the involvement of these 
fledgling nations with older ones in 
matters of mutual concern; the conse
quent vast increase in co-operation 
among hitherto isolated and antago
nistic peoples and. groups in interna-

Whether peace is to be· reached 
only after unimaginable horrors 
precipitated by humanity's stub
born clinging to old patterns of 
behavior, or is to be embraced 
now by an act of consultative 
will, is the choice before all who 
inhabit the earth. 

tional undertakings in the scientific, 
educational, legal, economic and cul
tural fields; the rise in recent decades 
of an unprecedented number of inter
national humanitarian organizations; 
the spread of women's and youth 
movements calling for an end to war; 
and the spontaneous spawning of 
widening networks of ordinary people 
seeking understanding through per
sonal communication. 

The scientific and technological ad
vances occurring in this unusually 
blessed century portend a great surge 
forward in the socilU evolution of the 
planet, and indicate the means by 
which the practical problems of hu
manity may be solved. They provide, 
indeed, the very means for the admin
istration of the complex life of a united 
world. Yet barriers persist. Doubts, 
misconceptions, prejudices, suspicions 
and narrow self-interest beset nations 
and peoples in their relations one to 
another. 

It is out of a deep sense of spiritual 
and moral duty that we are impelled at 
this opportune moment to invite your 
attention to the penetrating insights 
first communicated to the rulers of 
mankind more than a century ago by 
Baha'u'lhih, Founder of the Baha'i 
Faith, of which we are the Trustees. 

"The winds of despair," Baha
'u'llah wrote, "are, alas, blowingfrom 
every direction, and the strife that di-

vides and afflicts the human race is dai
ly increasing. The signs of impending 
convulsions and chaos can now be dis
cerned, inasmuch as the prevailing 
order appears to be lamentably defec
tive." This prophetic judgment has 
been amply confirmed by the common 
experience of humanity. Flaws in the 
prevailing order are conspicuous in the 
inability of sovereign states organized 
as United Nations to exorcize the spec
tre of war, the threatened collapse of 
the international economic order, the 
spread of anarchy and terrorism, and 
the intense suffering which these and 
other afflictions are causing to increas
ing millions. Indeed, so much have ag
gression and conflict come to charac
terize our social, economic and relig
ious systems, that many have suc
cumbed to the view that such behavior 

. is intrinsic to human nature and there
fore ineradicable. 

With the entrenchment of this view, 
a paralyzing contradiction has devel
oped in human affairs. On the one 
hand, people of all nations proclaim 
not only their readiness but their long
ing for peace and harmony, for an end 
to the harrowing apprehensions tor
menting their·daily lives. On the other, 
uncritical assent is given to the proposi
tion that human beings are incorrigibly 
selfish and aggressive and thus incapa
ble of erecting a social system at once 
progressive and peaceful, dynamic and 
harmonious, a system giving free play 
to individual creativity and initiative 
but based on co-operation and reci
procity. 

As the need for peace becomes more 
urgent, this fundamental contradic
tion, which hinders its realization, de
mands a reassessment of the assump
tions upon which the commonly held 
view of mankind's historical predica
ment is based. Dispassionately exam
ined, the evidence reveals that such 
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conduct, far from expressing man's 
true self, represents a distortion of the 
human spirit. Satisfaction on this point 
will enable all people to set in motion 
constructive social forces which, be
cause they are consistent with human 
nature, will encourage harmony and 
co-operation instead of war and con
flict. 

To choose such a course is not to 
deny humanity's past but to under
stand it. The Baha'i Faith regards the 
current world confusion and calami
tous condition in human affairs as a 
natural phase in an organic process 
leading ultimately and irresistibly to 
the unification of the human race in a 
single social order whose boundaries 
are those of the planet. The human 
race, as a distinct, organic unit, has 
passed through evolutionary stages 
analogous to the stages of infancy and 
childhood in the lives of its individual 
members, and is now in the culminat
ing period of its turbulent adolescence 
approaching its long-awaited coming 
of age. . 

A candid acknowledgement that pre
judice, war and exploitation have been 
the expression of immature stages in a 
vast historical process and that the 
human race is today experiencing the 
unavoidable tumult which marks its 
collective coming of age is not a reason 
for despair but a prerequisite to under
taking the stupendous enterprise of 
building a peaceful world. That such 
an enterprise is possible, that the neces
sary constructive forces do exist, that 
unifying social structures can be 
erected, is the theme we urge you to ex
amine. 

Whatever suffering and turmoil the 
years immediately ahead may hold!. 
however dark the immediate circum
stances, the Baha'i community believes 
that humanity can confront this su
preme trial with confidence in its ulti
mate outcome. Far from signalizing 
the end of civilization, the convulsive 
changes towards which humanity is be
ing ever more rapidly impelled will 
serve to release the "potentialities in
herent in the station of man" and re
veal "the full measure of his destiny on 
earth, the innate excellence of his reali
ty." 

I 
The endowments which distinguish 

the human race from all other forms of 
life are summed up in what is known as 
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the human spirit; the mind is its essen
tial quality. These endowments have 
enabled humanity to build civilizations 
and to prosper materially. But such ac
complishments alone have never satis
fied the human spirit, whose mysteri
ous nature inclines it towards transcen
dence, a reaching towards an invisible 
realm, towards the ultimate reality, 
that unknowable essence of essences 
called God. The religions brought to 
mankind by a succession of spiritual 
luminaries have been the primary link 
between humanity and that ultimate 
reality, and have galvanized and re
fined mankind's capacity to achieve 
spiritual success together with so~ial 
progress. 

No serious attempt to set human af
fairs aright, to achieve world peace, 
can ignore religion. Man's perception 
and practice of it are largely the stuff 
of history. An eminent historian de
scribed religion as "a faculty of human 
nature." That the perversion of this 
faculty has contributed to much of the 
confusion in society and the conflicts 
in and between individuals can hardly 
be denied. But· neither can any fair
minded observer discount the prepon
derating influence exerted by religion 
on the vital expressions of civilization. 
Furthermore, its indispensability to 
social order has repeatedly been dem
onstrated by its direct effect on laws 
and morality. 

Writing of religion as a social force, 
Baha'u'llah said:. "Religion is the 
greatest of all means for the establish
ment of order in the world and for the 
peacefUl contentment of all that dwell 
therein." Referring to the eclipse or 
corruption of religion, he wrote: 
"Should the lamp of religion be ob
scured, chaos and confusion will en
sue, and the lights of fairness, of jus
tice, of tranquillity and peace cease to 
shine. " In an enumeration of such con
sequences the Baha'i writings point out 
that the "perversion of human nature, 
the degradation of human conduct, the 
corruption and dissolution of human 
institutions, reveal themselves, under 
such circumstances, in their worst and 
most revolting aspects. Human charac
ter is debased, confidence is shaken, 
the nerves of discipline are relaxed, the 
voice of human conscience is stilled, 
the sense of decency and shame is ob
scured, conceptions of duty, of soli
darity, of reciprocity and loyalty are 

distorted, and the very feeling of 
peacefulness, of joy and of hope is 
gradually extinguished." 

If, therefore, humanity has come to 
a point of paralyzing conflict it must 
look to itself, to its own negligence, to 
the siren voices to which it has listened, 
for the source of the misunderstand
ings and confusion perpetrated in the 
name of religion. Those who have held 
blindly and selfishly to their particular 
orthodoxies, who have imposed on 
their votaries erroneous and conflicting 
interpretations of the pronouncements 
of the Prophets of God, bear heavy re
sponsibility for this confusion-a con
fusion compounded by the artificial 
barriers erected between faith and rea
son, science and religion. For from a 
fair-minded examination of the actual 
utterances of the Founders of the great 
religions, and of the social milieus in 
which they were obliged to carry out 
their missions, there is nothing to sup
port the contentions and prejudices de
ranging the religious communities of 
mankind and therefore all human af
fairs. 

The teaching that we should treat 
others as we ourselves would wish to be 
treated, an ethic variously repeated in 
all the great religions, lends force to 
this latter observation in two particular 
respects: it sums up the moral attitude, 
the peace-inducing aspect, extending 
through these religions irrespective of 
their place or time of origin; it also sig
nifies an aspect of unity which is their 
essential virtue, a virtue mankind in its 
disjointed view of history has failed to 
appreciate. 

Had humanity seen the Educators of 
its collective childhood in their true 
character, as agents of one civilizing 
process, it would no doubt have reaped 
incalculably greater benefits from the 
cumulative effects of their successive 
missions. This, alas, it failed to do. 

The resurgence of fanatical religious 
fervor occurring in many lands cannot 
be regarded as more than a dying con
vulsion. The very nature of the violent 
and disruptive phenomena associated 
with it testifies to the spiritual bank
ruptcy it represents. Indeed, one of the 
strangest and saddest features of the 
current outbreak of religious fanati
cism is the extent to which, in each 
case, it is undermining not only the 
spiritual values which are conducive to 
the unity of mankind but also those 



unique moral victories won by the par
ticular religion it purports to serve. 

However vital a force religion has 
been in the history of mankind, and 
however dramatic the current resurg
ence of militant religious fanaticism, 
religion and religious institutions have, 
for many decades, been viewed by in
creasing numbers of people as irrele
vant to the major concerns of the 
modem world. In its place they have 
turned either to the hedonistic pursuit 
of material satisfactions or to the fol
lowing of man-made ideologies design
ed to rescue society from the evident 
evils under which it groans. All too 
many of these ideologies, alas, instead 
of embracing the concept of the one
ness of mankind and promoting the in
crease of concord among different 
peoples, have tended to deify the state, 
to subordinate the rest of mankind to 
one nation, race or class, to attempt to 
suppress all discussion and interchange 
of ideas, or to callously abandon starv
ing millions to the operations of a mar
ket system that all too clearly is aggra
vating the plight of the majority of 
mankind, while enabling small sections 
to live in a condition of affluence 
scarcely dreamed of by our forebears. 

How tragic is the record of the sub
stitute faiths that the worldly-wise of 
our age have created. In the massive 
disillusionment of entire populations 
who have been taught to worship at 
their altars can be read history's irre
versible verdict on their value. The 
fruits these doctrines have produced, 
after decades of an increasingly un
restrained exercise of power by those 
who owe their ascendancy in human 
affairs to them, are the social and eco
nomic ills that blight every region of 
our world in the closing years of the 
twentieth century. Underlying all these 
outward afflictions is the spiritual 
damage reflected in the apathy that has 
gripped the mass of the peoples of all 
nations and by the extinction of hope 
in the hearts of deprived and anguished 
millions. 

The time has come when those who 
preach the dogmas of materialism, 
whether of the east or the west, 
whether of capitalism or socialism, 
must give account of the moral stew
ardship they have presumed to exer
cise. Where is the "new world" prom
ised b,y these ideologies? Where is the 
international peace to whose ideals 

they proclaim their devotion? Where 
are the breakthroughs into new realms 
of cultural achievement produced by 
the aggrandizement of this race, of that 
nation or of a particular class? Why is 
the vast majority of the world's peo
ples sinking ever deeper into hunger 
and wretchedness when wealth on a 
scale undreamed of by the Pharaohs, 
the Caesars, or even the imperialist 
powers of the nineteenth century is at 
the disposal of the present arbiters of 

How tragiC is the record of the 
substitute faiths that the world
ly-wise of our age have created. 
In the massive disillusionment of 
entire populations who have 
been taught to worship at their 
altars can be read history's irre
versible verdict on their value. 

human affairs? 
Most particularly, it is in the glorifi

cation of material pursuits, at once the 
progenitor and common feature of all 
such ideologies, that we find the roots 
which nourish the falsehood that 
human beings are incorrigibly selfish 
and aggressive. It is here that the 
ground must be cleared for the build
ing of a new world fit for our descen
dants. 

That materialistic ideals have, in the 
light of experience, failed to satisfy the 
needs of mankind calls for an honest 
acknowledgement that a fresh effort 
must now be made to find the solutions 
to the agonizing problems of the 
planet. The intolerable conditions per
vading society bespeak a common fail
ure of all, a circumstance which tends 
to incite rather than relieve the en
trenchment on every side. Clearly, a 
common remedial effort is urgently re
quired. It is primarily a matter of atti
tude. Will humanity continue in its 
waywardness, holding to outworn con
cepts and unworkable assumptions? Or 
will its leaders, regardless of ideology, 
step forth and, with a resolute will, 
consult together in a united search for 
appropriate solutions? 

Those who care for the future of the 
human race may well ponder this ad
vice. "If long-cherished ideals and 
time-honored institutions, if certain 
social assumptions and religious for-

mulae have ceased to promote the wel
fare of the generality of mankind, if 
they no longer minister to the needs of 
a continually evolving humanity, let 
them be swept away and relegated to 
the limbo of obsolescent and forgotten 
doctrines. Why should these, in a 
world subject to the immutable law of 
change and decay, be exempt from the 
deterioration that must needs overtake 
every human institution? For legal 
standards, political and economic 
theories are solely designed to safe
guard the interests of humanity as a 
whole, and not humanity to be cruci
fied for the preservation of the in
tegrity of any particular law or doc
trine. " 

II 
Banning nuclear weapons, prohibit

ing the use of poison gases, or outlaw
ing germ warfare will not remove the 
root causes of war. However important 
such practical measures obviously are 
as elements of the peace process, they 
are in themselves too superficial to ex
ert enduring influence. Peoples are in
genious enough to invent yet other 
forms of warfare, and to use food, raw 
materials, finance, industrial power, 
ideology, and terrorism to subvert one 
another in an endless quest for su
premacy and dominion. Nor can the 
present massive dislocation in the af-

. fairs of humanity be resolved through 
the settlement of specific conflicts or 
disagreements among nations. A gen
uine universal framework must be 
adopted. 

Certainly, there is no lack of recog
nition by national leaders of the world
wide character of the problem, which is 
self-evident in the mounting issues that 
confront them daily. And there are the 
accumulating studies and solutions 
proposed by many concerned and en
lightened groups as well as by agencies 
of the United Nations, to remove any 
possibility of ignorance as to the chal
lenging requirements to be met. There 
is, however, a paralysis of will; and it is 
this that must be carefully examined 
and resolutely dealt with. This paraly
sis is rooted, as we have stated, in a 
deep-seated conviction of the inevi
table quarrelsomeness of mankind, 
which has led to the reluctance to en
tertain the possibility of subordinating 
national self-interest to the require
ments of world order, and in an unwill
ingness to face courageously the far-
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reaching implications of establishing a 
united world authority. It is also trace
able to the incapacity of largely igno
rant and subjugated masses to articu
late their desire for a new order in 
which they can live in peace, harmony 
and prosperity with all humanity. 

The tentative steps towards world 
order, especially since World War II, 
give hopeful signs. The increasing ten
dency of groups of nations to formal
ize relationships which enable them to 
co-operate in matters of mutual inter
est suggests that eventually all nations 
could overcome this paralysis. The As
sociation of South East Asian Nations, 
the Caribbean Community and Com
mon Market, the Central American 
Common Market, the Council for Mu
tual Economic Assistance, the Euro
pean Communities, the League of 
Arab States, the Organization of 
African Unity, the Organization of 
American States, the South Pacific 
Forum-all the joint endeavors rep
resented by such organizations prepare 
the path to world order. 

The increasing attention being fo
cused on some of the most deep-rooted 
problems of the planet is yet another 
hopeful sign. Despite the obvious 
shortcomings of the United Nations, 
the more than two score declarations 
and conventions adopted by that orga
nization, even where governments have 
not been enthusiastic in their commit
ment, have given ordinary people a 
sense of a new lease on life. The Uni
versal Declaration of Human Rights, 
the Convention on the Prevention and 
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 
and the similar measures concerned 
with eliminating all forms of discrimi
nation based on race, sex or religious 
belief; upholding the rights of the 
child; protecting all persons against be
ing subjected to torture; eradicating 
hunger and malnutrition; using scien
tific and technological progress in the 
interest of peace and for the benefit of 
mankind-all such measures, if cou
rageously enforced and expanded, will 
advance the day when the spectre of 
war will have lost its power to domi
nate international relations. There is 
no need to stress the significance of the 
issues addressed by these declarations 
and conventions. However, a few such 
issues, because of their immediate rele
vance to establishing world peace, de
serve additional comment. 
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Racism, one of the most baneful and 
persistent evils, is a major barrier to 
peace. Its practice perpetrates too out
rageous a violation of the dignity of 
human beings to be countenanced 
under any pretext. Racism retards the 
unfoldment of the boundless potenti
alities of its victims, corrupts its per
petrators, and blights human progress. 
Recognition of the oneness of man
kind, implemented by appropriate 
legal measures, must be universally up
held if this problem is to be overcome. 

The inordinate- disparity between 
rich and poor, a source of acute suffer
ing, keeps the world in a state of insta
bility, virtually on the brink of war. 
Few societies have dealt effectivelY 
with this situation. The solution calls 
for the combined application of spiri
tual, moral and practical approaches. 

A fresh look at the problem is re
quired, entailing consultation with ex
perts from a wide spectrum of disci
plines, devoid of economic and ideo
logical polemics, and involving the 

. people directly affected in the decisions 
that must urgently be made. It is an is
sue that is bound up not only with the 
necessity for eliminating extremes of 
wealth and poverty but also with those 
spiritual verities the understanding of 
which can produce a new universal atti
tude. Fostering such an attitude is itself 
a major part of the solution. 

Unbridled nationalism, as distin
guished from a sane and legitimate 
patriotism, must give way to a wider 
loyalty, to the love of humanity as a 
whole. Baha'u'lllih's statement is: 
"The earth is but one country, and 
mankind its citizens. " The concept of 
world citizenship is a direct result of 
the contraction of the world into a 
single neighborhood through scientific 
advances and of the indisputable inter
dependence of nations. Love of all the 
world's peoples does not exclude love 
of one's country. The advantage of the 
part in a world society is best served by 
promoting the advantage of the whole. 
Current international activities in vari
ous fields which nurture mutual affec
tion and a sense of solidarity among 
peoples need greatly to be increased. 

Religious strife, throughout history, 
has been the cause of innumerable wars 
and conflicts, a major blight to pro
gress, and is increasingly abhorrent to 
the people of all faiths and no faith. 
Followers of all religions must be will-

ing to face the basic questions which 
this strife raises, and to arrive at' clear 
answers. How are the differences be
tween them to be resolved, both in 
theory and in practice? The challenge 
facing the religious leaders of mankind 
is to contemplate, with hearts filled 
with the spirit of compassion and a de
sire for truth, the plight of humanity, 
and to ask themselves whether they 
cannot, in humility before their Al
mighty Creator, submerge their theo
logical differences in a great spirit of 
mutual forbearance that will enable 
them to work together for the advance
ment of human understanding and 
peace. 

The emancipation of women, the 
achievement of full equality between 
the sexes, is one of the most important, 
though less acknowledged prerequisites 
of peace. The denial of such equality 
perpetrates an injustice against one
half of the world's population and pro
motes in men harmful attitudes and 
habits that are carried from the family 
to the workplace, to political life, and 
ultimately to international relations. 
There are no grounds, moral, practical 
or biological, upon which such denial 
can be justified. Only as women are 
welcomed into full partnership in all 
fields of human endeavor will the 
moral .and psychological climate be 
created' in which international peace 
can emerge. 

( 

The cause of universal education, 
which has already enlisted in its service 
an army of dedicated people from 
every faith and nation, deserves the ut
most support that the governments of 
the world can lend it. For ignorance is 
indisputably the principal reason for 
the decline and fall of peoples and the 
perpetuation of prejudice. No nation 
can achieve success unless education is 
accorded all its citizens. Lack of re
sources limits the ability of many na
tions to fulfill this necessity, imposing 
a certain ordering of priorities. The de
cision-making agencie.s involved would 
do well to consider giving first priority 
to the education of women and girls, 
since it is through educated mothers 
that the benefits of knowledge can be 
most effectively and rapidly diffused 
throughout society. In keeping with the 
requirements of the times, considera
tion should also be given to teaching 
the concept of world citizenship as part 
of the standard education of every 

m 



child. 
A fundamental lack of communica

tion between peoples seriously under
mines efforts towards world peace. 
Adopting an international auxiliary 
language would go far to resolve this 
problem and necessitates the most ur
gent attention. 

Two points bear emphasizing in all 
these issues. One is that the abolition 
of war is not simply a matter of signing 
treaties and protocols; it is a complex 
task requiring a new level of commit
ment to resolving issues not custom
arily associated with the pursuit of 
peace. Based on political agreements 
alone, the idea of collective security is a 
chimera. The other point is that the 
primary challenge in dealing with is
sues of peace is to raise the context to 
the level of principle, as distinct from 
pure pragmatism. For, in essence, 
peace stems from an inner state sup
ported by a spiritual or moral attitude, 
and it is chiefly in evoking this attitude 
that the possibility of enduring solu
tions can be found. 

There are spiritual principles, or 
what some call human values, by which 
solutions can be found for every social 
problem. Any well-intentioned group 
can in a general sense devise practical 
solutions to its problems, but good in
tentions and practical knowledge are 
usually not enough. The essential merit 
of spiritual principle is that it not only 
presents a perspective which harmo
nizes with that which is inherent in 
human nature, it also induces an atti
tude, a dynamic, a will, an aspiration, 
which facilitate the discovery and im
plementation of practical measures. 
Leaders of governments and all in au
thority would be well served in their ef
forts to solve problems if they would 
first seek to identify the principles in
volved and then be guided by them. 

III 
The primary question to be resolved 

is how the present world, with its en
trenched pattern of conflict, can 
change to a world in which harmony 
and co-operation will prevail. 

World order can be founded only on 
an unshakeable consciousness of the 
oneness of mankind, a spiritual truth 
which all the human sciences confirm. 
Anthropology, physiology, psychol
ogy, recognize only one human species, 
albeit infinitely varied in the secondary 
aspects of life. Recognition of this 

truth requires abandonment of preju
dice-prejudice of every kind-race, 
class, color, creed, nation, sex, degree 
of . material civilization, everything 
WhICh enables people to consider them
selves superior to others. 

Acceptance of the oneness of man
kind is the first fundamental prerequi
site for reorganization and administra
tion of the world as one country, the 
home of humankind. Universal accep
tance of this spiritual principle is es-

The advantage of the part in a 
world society is best served by 
promoting the advantage of the 
whole. Current international ac
tivities in various fields which 
nurture mutual affection and a 
sense of solidarity among peo
ples need greatly to be increased. 

sential to any successful attempt to es
tablish world peace. It should therefore 
be universally proclaimed, taught in 
schools, and constantly asserted in 
every nation as preparation for the or
ganic change in the structure of society 
which it implies. 

In the Baha'i view, recognition of 
the oneness of mankind "calls for no 
less than the reconstruction and the de
militarization of the whole civilized 
world-a world organically unified in 
all the essential aspects of its life, its 
political machinery, its spiritual aspira
tion, its trade and finance, its script 
and language, and yet infinite in the di
versity of the national characteristics 
of its federated units." 
. Elaborating the implications of this 
pivotal principle, Shoghi Effendi, the 
Guardian of the Baha'i Faith, com
mented in 1931 that: "Far from aiming 
at the subversion of the existing foun
dations of society, it seeks to broaden 
its basis, to remold its institutions in a 
manner consonant with the needs of an 
ever-changing world. It can conflict 
with no legitimate allegiances, nor can 
it undermine essential loyalties. Its pur
pose is neither to stifle the flame of a 
sane and intelligent patriotism in men's 
hearts, nor to abolish the system of na
tional autonomy so essential if the evils 
of excessive centralization are to be 
avoided. It does not ignore, nor does it 
attempt to suppress, the diversity of 

ethnical origins, of climate, of history, 
of language and tradition, of thought 
and habit, that differentiate the peo
ples and nations of the world. It calls 
for a wider loyalty, for a larger aspira
tion than any that has animated the 
human race. It insists upon the subor
dination of national impulses and in
terests to the imperative claims of a 
unified world. It repudiates excessive 
centralization on one hand, and dis
claims all attempts at uniformity on the 
other. Its watchword is unity in diver
sity. " 

The achievement of such ends re
quires several stages in the adjustment 
of national political attitudes, which 
now verge on anarchy in the absence of 
clearly defined laws or universally ac
cepted and enforceable principles regu
lating the relationships between na
tions. The League of Nations, the 
United Nations, and the many organi
zations and agreements produced by 
them have unquestionably been helpful 
in attenuating some of the negative ef
fects of international conflicts, but 
they have shown themselves incapable 
of preventing war. Indeed, there have 
been scores of wars since the end of the 
Second World War; many are yet rag
ing. 

The predominant aspects of this 
problem had already emerged in the 
nineteenth century when Baha'u'llah 
first advanced his proposals for the es
tablishment of world peace. The prin
ciple of collective security was pro
pounded by him in statements address
ed to the rulers of the world. Shoghi 
Effendi commented on his meaning: 
"What else could these weighty words 
signify," he wrote, "if they did not 
point to the inevitable curtailment of 
unfettered national sovereignty as an 
indispensable preliminary to the for
mation of the future Commonwealth 
of all the nations of the world? Some 
form of a world super-state must needs 
be evolved, in whose favor all the na
tions of the world will have willingly 
ceded every claim to make war, certain 
rights to impose taxation and all rights 
to maintain armaments, except for 
purposes of maintaining internal order 
within their respective dominions. 
Such a state will have to include within 
its orbit an International Executive 
adequate to enforce supreme and un
challengeable authority on every recal
citrant member of the commonwealth; 
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a World Parliament whose members 
shall be elected by the people in their 
respective countries and whose election 
shall be confirmed by their respective 
governments; and a Supreme Tribunal 
whose judgment will have a binding ef
fect even in such cases where the par
ties concerned did not voluntarily agree 
to submit their case to its considera
tion. 

"A world community in which all 
economic barriers will have been per
manently demolished and the inter
dependence of capital and labor defi
nitely recognized; in which the clamor 
of religious fanaticism and strife will 
have been forever stilled; in which the 
flame of racial animosity will have 
been finally extinguished; in which a 
single code of international law-the 
product of the considered judgment of 
the world's federated representatives
shall have as its sanction the instant 
and coercive intervention of the com
bined forces of the federated units; and 
finally a world community in which the 
fury of a capricious and militant na
tionalism will have been transmuted in
to an abiding consciousness of world 
citizenship-such indeed, appears, in 
its broadest outline, the Order antici
pated by BaM'u'llah, an Order that 
shall come to be regarded as the fairest 
fruit of a slowly maturing age." 

The implementation of these far
reaching measures was indicated by 
BaM'u'llah: "The time must come 
when the imperative necessity for the 
holding of a vast, an all-embracing as
semblage of men will be universally 
realized. The rulers and kings of the 
earth must needs attend it, and, partici
pating in its deliberations, must con
sider such ways and means as will lay 
the foundations of the world's Great 
Peace amongst men. " 

The courage, the resolution, the pure 
motive, the selfless love of one people 
for another-all the spiritual and 
moral qualities required for effecting 
this momentous step towards peace are 
focused on the will to act. And it is 
towards arousing the necessary volition 
that earnest consideration must be 
given to the reality of man, namely, his 
thought. To understand the relevance 
of this potent reality is also to appreci
ate the social necessity of actualizing its 
unique value through candid, dispas
sionate and cordial consultation, and 
of acting upon the results of this pro-
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cess. BaM'u'Uah consistently drew at
tention to the virtues and indispensa
bility of consultation for ordering 
human affairs. He said: "Consultation 
bestows greater awareness and trans
mutes conjecture into certitude. It is a 
shining light which, in a dark world, 
leads th/! way and guides. For every
thing there is and will continue to be a 
station of perfection and maturity. The 
maturity of the gift of understanding is 
made manifest through consultation. " 
The very attempt to achieve peace 
through the consultative action he pro
posed can release such a salutary spirit 
among the peoples of the earth that no 
power could resist the final, triumphal. 
outcome. 

Concerning the proceedings for this 
world gathering, 'Abdu'l-Baha, the 
son of BaM'u'llah and authorized in
terpreter of his teachings, offered these 
insights: "They must make the Cause 
of Peace the object of general consulta
tion, and seek by every means in their 

. power to establish a Union of the na
tions of the world. They must conclude 
a binaing treaty and establish a cov
enant, the provisions of which shall be 
sound, inviolable and definite. They 
must proclaim it to a/l the world and 
obtain for it the sanction of all the 
human race. This supreme and noble 
undertaking-the real source of the 
peace and well-being of all the world
should be regarded as sacred by all 
that dwell on earth. All the forces of 
humanity must be mobilized to ensure 
the stability and permanence of this 
Most Great Covenant. In this alI-em
bracing Pact the limits and frontiers of 
each and every nation should be clearly 
fIXed, the principles underlying the re
lations of governments towards one 
another definitely laid down, and a/l 
international agreements and obliga
tions ascertained. In like manner, the 
size of the armaments of every govern
ment should be 'strictly limited, for if 
the preparations for war and the mili
tary forces of any nation should be al
lowed to increase, they will arouse the 
suspicion of others. The fundamental 
principle underlying this solemn Pact 
should be so fIXed that if any govern
ment later violate anyone of its pro
visions, a/l the governments on earth 
should arise to reduce it to utter sub
mission, nay the human race as a whole 
should resolve, with every power at its 
disposal, to destroy that government. 

Should this greatest of all remedies be 
applied to the sick body of the world, it 
will assuredly recover from its ills and 
will remain eternally safe and secure. " 

The holding of this mighty convoca-
tion is long overdue. ' 

With all the ardor of our hearts, we 
appeal to the leaders of all nations to 
seize this opportune moment and take 
irreversible steps to convoke this world 
meeting. All the forces of history impel 
the human race towards this act which 
wiU mark for all time the dawn of its 
long-awaited maturity. 

Will not the United Nations, with 
the full support of its membership, rise 
to the high purposes of such a crOWD
ing event? 

Let men and women, youth and 
children everywhere recognize the eter
nal merit of this imperative action for 
all peoples and lift up their voices in 
willing assent. Indeed, let it be this gen
eration that inaugurates this glorious 
stage in the evolution of social life on 
the planet. 

IV 
The source of optimism we feel is a 

vision transcending the cessation of 
war and the creation of agencies of in
ternational co-operation. Permanent 
peace among nations is an essential 
stage, but not, Baha'u'llah asserts, the 
ultimate goal of the social development 
of humanity. Beyond the initial armi
stice forced upon the world by the fear 
of nuclear holocaust, beyond the poli
tical peace reluctantly entered into by 
suspicious rival nations, beyond prag
matic arrangements for security and 
coexistence, beyond even the many ex
periments in co-operation which these 
steps will make possible lies the crown
ing goal: the unification of all the 
peoples of the world in one universal 
family. 

Disunity is a danger that the nations 
and peoples of the earth can no longer 
endure: the consequences are too ter
rible to contemplate, too obvious to re
quire any demonstration. "The well
being of mankind," Baha'u'llah wrote 
more than a century ago, "its peace 
and security, are unattainable unless 
and until its unity is firmly estab
lished. " In observing that "mankind is 
groaning, is dying to be led to unity, 
and to terminate its age-long martyr
dom," Shoghi Effendi further com
mented that: "Unification of the whole 
of mankind is, the hall-mark of the 
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stage which human society is now ap
proaching. Unity of family, of tribe, of 
city-state, and nation have been succes
sively attempted and fully established. 
World unity is the goal towards which 
a harassed humanity is striving. Na
tion-building has come to an end. The 
anarchy inherent in state sovereignty is 
moving towards a climax. A world, 
growing to maturity, must abandon 
this fetish, recognize the oneness and 
wholeness of human relationships, and 
establish once for all the machinery 
that can best incarnate this funda
mental principle of its life." 

All contemporary forces of change 
validate this view. The proofs can be 
discerned in the many examples al
ready cited of the favorable signs to
wards world peace in current interna
tional movements and developments. 
The army of men and women, drawn 
from virtually every culture, race and 
nation on earth, who serve the multi
farious agencies of the United Nations, 
represent a planetary "civil service" 
whose impressive accomplishments are 
indicative of the degree of co-operation 
that can be attained even under dis
couraging conditions. An urge towards 
unity, like a spiritual springtime, strug
gles to express itself through countless 
international congresses that bring to
gether people from a vast array of dis
ciplines. It motivates appeals for inter
national projects involving children 
and youth. Indeed, it is the real source 
of the remarkable movement towards 
ecumenism by which members of histo
rically antagonistic religions and sects 
seem irresistibly drawn towards one 
another. Together with the opposing 
tendency to warfare and self-aggran
dizement against which it ceaselessly 
struggles, the drive towards world 
unity is one of the dominant, pervasive 
features of life on the planet during the 
closing years of the twentieth century. 

The experience of the Baha'i com
munity may be seen as an example of 
this enlarging unity. It is a community 
of some three to four million people 
drawn from many nations, cultures, 
classes and creeds, engaged in a wide 
range of activities serving the spiritual, 
social and economic needs of the peo
ples of many lands. It is a single social 
organism, representative of the diver
sity of the human family, conducting 
its affairs through a system of com
monly'accepted consultative principles, 

and cherishing equally all the great out
pourings of divine guidance in human 
history. Its existence is yet another con
vincing proof of the practicality of its 
Founder's vision of a united world, 
another evidence that humanity can 
live as one global society, equal to 
whatever challenges its coming of age 
may entail. If the Baha'i experience 
can contribute in whatever measure to 
reinforcing hope in the unity of the 
human race, we are happy to offer it as 

The experience of the Baha'i 
community may be seen as an 
example of this enlarging unity. 
... If the Baha'i experience can 
contribute in whatever measure 
to reinforcing hope in the unity 
of the human race, we are happy 
to offer it as a model for study. 

a model for study. 
In contemplating the supreme im

portance of the task now challenging 
the entire world, we bow our heads in 
humility before the awesome majesty 
of the divine Creator, who out of His 
infinite love has created all humanity 
from the same stock; exalted the gem
like reality of man; honored it witli in
tellect and wisdom, nobility and im
mortality; and conferred upon man the 
"unique distinction and capacity to 
know Him and to love Him," a capa
city that "must needs be regarded as 
the generating impulse and the primary 
purpose underlying the whole of crea
tion. " 

We hold firmly the conviction that 
all human beings have been created "to 
carry forward an ever-advancing civili
zation"; that "to act like the beasts of 
the field is unworthy of man"; that the 
virtues that befit human dignity are 
trustworthiness, forbearance, mercy, 
compassion and loving kindness to
wards all peoples. We reaffirm the be
lief that the "potentialities inherent in 
the station of man, the full measure of 
his destiny on earth, the innate excel
lence of his reality, must all be mani
fested in this promised Day of God." 
These are the motivations for our un
shakeable faith that unity and peace 
are the attainable goal towards which 
humanity is striving. 

At this writing, the expectant voices 

of Baha'is can be heard despite the per
secution they still endure in the land in 
which their Faith was born. By their 
example of steadfast hope, they bear 
witness to the belief that the imminent 
realization of this age-old dream of 
peace is now, by virtue of the trans
forming effects of Baha'u'lhlh's rev
elation, invested with the force of 
divine authority. Thus we convey to 
you not only a vision in words: we 
summon the power of deeds of faith 
and sacrifice; we convey the anxious 
plea of our co-religionists everywhere 
for peace and unity. We join with all 
who are the victims of aggression, all 
who yearn for an end to conflict and 
contention, all whose devotion to prin
ciples of peace and world order pro
motes the ennobling purposes for 
which humanity was called into being 
by an all-loving Creator. 

In the earnestness of our desire to 
impart to you the fervor of our hope 
and the depth of our confidence, we 
cite the emphatic promise of Baha
'u'llah: "These fruitless strifes, these 
ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 
'Most Great Peace' shall come. " 

The Universal House of Justice 
October 1985 
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Canada 

Association holds 10th Conference 

More than 600 peopl6 from North 
America, 1!urope and Africa gathered 
August 15-18 at the University of Brit
ish Columbia in Vancouver for the 
10th annual Conference of the Asso
ciation for Baha'i Studies. 

As always, the Conference provided 
a splendid forum for an exchange of 
ideas and insights on such issues as 
children, peace and a wide range of 
other interesting and challenging 
topics. 

Among the many distinguished· 
speakers were Dr. William Maxwell, a 
professor of education at the Uni
versity of Texas and member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'is of the United States; Varindra 
Vittachi, deputy executive director of 
UNICEF; Dorothy MacKinnon, past 
president, UNICEF-Canada; Jack E. 
Matthews, professor of education and 
director of international programs at 
Trent University; Louise LeBlanc, na
tive medical health coordinator, Med
ical Services Branch, Whitehorse, 
Yukon Territory; and Dr. Victor de 
Araujo, chief representative of the Ba
ha'i International Community at the 
United Nations in New York City. 

Serving as Conference chairman was 
Dr. Glen Eyford, an educator and 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'is of Canada. 

This year's Hasan Balylizi Lecture 
was given by Dorothy Freeman, author 
of From Copper to Gold: The Life of 
Dorothy Baker, a biography of the 
Hand of the Cause of God who died in 
an airplane crash in January 1954. 

The Baha'is were welcomed to Van
couver by deputy Mayor Marguerite 
Ford who expressed her support for the 
Conference and added that she agrees 
with the Baha'is' positive approach to 
solving world problems. 

The meeting of the Association was 
preceded August 15-16 by the fourth 
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Above: A banner at Totem Park in 
Vancouver, British Columbia, heralds 
the 10th annual Conference of the As-

International Conference on Health 
and Healing sponsored by the Baha'i 
International Health Agency. 

Also held at the University of British 
Columbia were three sectional con
ferences of the Association for Baha') 
Studies: Human Habitat (August 

,,: \ J.' _<.' 

sociation for Bahd 'f Studies. Below: 
An earnest discussion during one of the 
many Conference workshop sessions. 

15-16), Marriage and Family Studies 
(August 16) and Education (August 
16). A fourth sectional conference, on 
Arts, was canceled. 

The sectional meeting on Human 
Habitat was a policy conference that 
established terms of reference for a 

--



Above: Jack E. Matthews (left) of 
Trent University and Dorothy Free
mon (right), author of From Copper to 
Gold: The Life of Dorothy Baker, were 
among the speakers at the Association 
for Bahd'{ Studies Conference; Saeed 
A/1atooni (center) addressed thefourth 
Conference on Health and Healing, 
also at the University of British Co
lumbia. Right: The children kept them
selves busy while parents conferred at 
the Association's Conference. Below 
right: Entertainment included dances 
from Asia by these colorfully costumed 
young women. 

new section of the Association to be 
known as the "Section for Environ
mental Design." 

The winners of the Association's an
nual essay contest were: 

High school category: Arman E. 
Danesh ("Baha'i Economics: An An
alysis and Discussion"). 

Creative writing category: Jacoba 
Nurani Philippe ("Tcihirih: A Li
bretto") . 
. General category: Rhett Diessner 

("The Republic and the Divine Civili
zation"). 

University category: Adam Robarts 
("Akhbar's Dream-A Discourse on 
the Baha'i Temple in Wilmette"). 

Besides its many speakers, the main 
Conference included workshops on a 

. number of topics, the presentation and 
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Above: Members of the audience give rapt attention as Dr. Richard Thomas 
(above right) of Michigan State University says it's about 'time' for racial unity in 
North America's multi-racial society. Below right: Another of the lovely dancers 
who entertained during the Conferences at the University oj British Columbia. 

discussion of nine submitted papers, 
entertainment between sessions, and an 
outdoor barbecue featuring traditional 
British Columbia fare. 

Also included was a children's public 
speaking program on "Comparative 
Religion" coordinated by Mrs. Gayle 
Woolson, a Knight of Baha'u'lblh. 

Mr. Matthews spoke Friday evening 
on "Youth and Service to Mankind." 
He was followed by Ms. MacKinnon 

Dr. Sharon Hatcher of McGill Uni
versity addresses the Conference on 
Health and Healing. 
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("Women and Peace") and Dr. de 
Araujo ("The Baha'i Commitment to 
Unity and Peace"). 

The speakers Saturday morning were 
Ms. LeBlanc ("An Indigenous Per
spective on Education for Peace"), 
Mr. Vittachi ("UNICEF: Children in 
Trouble") and Dr. Maxwell ("The 
Human Brain as a Model for Decision 
Making"). 

They were followed Saturday after
noon by Otto Donald Rogers ("Crea
tive Principle and Propagation") and 
Dr. Hossain B. Danesh, chairman of 
the Association for Baha'i Studies and 
secretary of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'is of Canada 
("Evolving Perspectives on Baha'i 
Studies"). Essay contest winners were 
then introduced and three of the four 
winning papers presented. 

On Sunday morning, Ms. Freeman 
spoke about her book on the Hand of 
the Cause Dorothy Baker with the re
mainder of the morning session de
voted to workshops and the presenta
tion of submitted papers. 

The seven workshops, conducted 
simultaneously Saturday evening and 
again Sunday morning, had as their 
topics: 

• Spiritual Dimensions of Suffering 
and Martyrdom. 

• Socio-Economic Development: A 
Baha'i Perspective. 

• Youth: Being and Becoming. 

• Preparing a Scholarly or Scientific 
Paper for Publication. 

• Baha'i Historians Look at History. 
• Promoting Racial Unity in a Multi

Racial Society. 
• Women's Issues-Toward Equal

ity. 
The nine submitted papers and their 

authors: 
• Tahirih: A Religious Paradigm of 

Womanhood (Susan Stiles). 
• General Jack: The Immortal Hero

ine and Artist (Gol Aidun). 
• Bringing in the Dawn: Women and 

Peace (Susan Brill). 
• Doukhobors and the Baha'i Faith 

(Abdu'l-Missagh Ghadirian). 
• Sacred Metaphor (Keith Blanding). 
• The Baha'! Faith: Evolving Under

standings of Its Basic Teachings (Rob-



Dr. Glen Eyford, an educator and 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly of the Baha'is of Canada, serv
ed as chairman of the 10th annual Con
ference of the Association for Baha'( 
Studies. 

ert Stockman). 
• The Hermeneutic Circle and the 

Abha Horizon (paul McKibben). 
• Alcohol Education: A Challenge 

for the Baha'{ Community (Elizabeth 
Ritter). 

• An Examination of the Baha'{ 
Writings Concerning the Universal 
House of Justice Functioning Without 
a Guardian (Brent Poirier). 

Next year's lIth annual Conference 
of the Association for Baha'i Studies is 
tentatively scheduled for August 20-24 
at the University of Western Ontario in 
London, Ontario, site of last year's Ba
ha'i Youth Conference. In keeping 
with the year-long observance of the 
United Nations International Year of 
Peace, its theme will be "Peace and the 
New World Order." 

More than 90 attend fourth Baha'i 
Conference on Health and Healing 
at University of British Columbia 

More than 90 people were present August 15-16 as the Baha'i Interna
tional Health Agency held its fourth Conference on Health and Healing at 
the University of British Columbia. 

The first day of the conference was devoted to four two-hour workshops, 
each of which was held twice, in the morning and afternoon. Topics were 
"Alcohol and Drug Abuse" (coordinated by Mrs. Ruth Eyford); "Ethics in 
the Field of Health" (Dr. A.M. Ghadirian); "Health and Nutrition" (Dr. 
Brian Cameron), and "Sexuality" (Robert Shebib). 

The afternoon session ended with a panel discussion which brought to
gether the workshop coordinators. Questions from the audience were enter
tained. 

A reception Thursday evening sponsored by the Baha'i community of 
Coquitlam, British Columbia, provided an excellent opportunity for people 
to socialize and become better acquainted. The evening ended on a high 
note with a program of music, magic and dance by talented local Baha'is. 

Friday's plenary session was chaired by Dr. Ghadirian, a professor of 
medicine at McGill University in Montreal. The keynote speaker was Dr. 
Jean Lariviere, senior medical officer at Health and Welfare Canada, Inter
national Affairs Division, Intergovernmental and International Affairs 
Branch, Ottawa, who set the focus for the plenary session on the topic "In
ternational Health and the Role of Youth. " 

Dr. Ethel Martens of the Baha'i International Health Agency followed 
with a paper on "The Role of Youth in Community Health Work," and Dr. 
Saeed Aflatooni, a psychiatrist from Roseburg, Oregon, spoke on "The Ba
ha'i Faith and Social Problem~: Prevention and Youth Perspective." 

In keeping with the International Year of Youth, several of the confer
ence presentors were Baha'i youth including Dr. Sharon Hatcher, a resident 
in family medicine at McGill University, and Dr. Andrew Kennedy, the 
senior medical officer at the Canadian Armed Forces Base in Bagotville, 
Quebec, who together presented a paper on "Baha'i Youth and Sexuality: 
A Personal/Professional View" which re-examined teenage sexuality in 
light of the Baha'i teachings. 

Thora Eyford, a master's student at the University of Nebraska, present
ed a paper entitled "You Become What You Behold: Thoughts, Images, 
Vision and Health." Three other papers were presented with a focus on 
youth: by Susan Farney, a consultant from Tustin, California, with a mas
ter's degree in public health ("Adolescent Sexual Activity and Male Repro
ductive Responsibility"); by Mitra Javanmardi, a graduate doctor of natu
ropathic medicine from Portland, Oregon (read by a fellow student, Alex
ander Haskell); and, by Susan Rosenberg, a doctoral candidate in marital 
and family counseling at the Emancipation Training Centre ("Youth and 
Preparation for Living"). The paper described the program at ETC, where 
she is clinical coordinator, in which 16- and 17-year-olds are offered train
ing in independent living skills and consultation is used as a means of prob
lem-solving. 

Robert Phillips, executive director of the Central Coast Area Health Edu
cation Center in Santa Cruz, California, presented a paper on "Health Pro
motion and Health Care in a New World Order." The paper showed a 
strong connection between spiritual development and the promotion of 
health with Baha'i quotations to support statements well integrated into the 
paper. 
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United States 

Rep. Leach censures Iran persecutions· 

On July 17, u.s. Rep. Jim Leach of 
Iowa devoted his monthly report to 
constituents to a discussion of religious 
intolerance especially as it applies to 
the persecution of Bahd'isin Iran. The 
report is reprinted here in its entirety. 

• 
Twenty years ago, in an address to a 

small Iowa college, a British histo
rian-Arnold Toynbee-sounded an 
alarm carrying graver significance than 
the far more celebrated message his 
countryman, Winston Churchill, had 
delivered 15 years earlier in Fulton, 
Missouri. 

Churchill warned of an "iron cur
tain" descending over Eastern Europe. 
Toynbee spoke of the explosive poten
tial of religious intolerance. Religious 
dogma interpreted by demagogues, he 
suggested, could be as dangerous as the 
secularized convulsion called commu
nism. 

Speaking at the height of our civil 
rights movement, Toynbee chastised 
Americans for assuming that the most 
profound divisions in the world were 
based on color of skin. At the same 
time, he chastised the Russians for be
ing so ideologically blind as to believe 
history could be understood in Marxist 
economic paradigms. Actually, he pre
dicted, the likeliest causes of conflict in 
the last half of the 20th century would 
be of religious rather than economic or 
racial derivation. Neither race nor eco
nomics, for instance, could explain the 
Northern Irish problem, Israel's fight 
for existence, or the antagonism of In
dia and Pakistan. 

As a country, we received a lesson in 
"Toynbeeism" five years ago when 
Iranian authorities allowed our em
bassy to be assaulted and our citizens 
to be held captive for more than a year. 
Two years ago we got a similar lesson 
with an ill-fated intervention in Leb
anon, an action which almost certainly 
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The ordeal of the 39 Americans 
held hostage to international cir
cumstance in Beirut (Lebanon). 
pales in significance when com
pared with the' 350,000 Iranian 
Baha'is who have been held hos
tage to their convictions since 
1979. 

. precipitated the venomous hijacking of 
the TWA flight this past month. Hold
ing American private citizens account
able for the public acts of another state 
appears medieval from our perspec
tive; tit-for-tat from that of the Shiite. 

The question that must be asked is: 
are we learning from these lessons and 
paying attention to the right problems? 

Earlier this month I was honored at 
a ceremony at Ohio State University 
for helping to focus Congressional at
tention on the plight of a small faith: 
the Baha'i. Numbering a million and a 
half worldwide-with almost 100,000 
in the United States-the Baha'is have 
become a persecuted minority in most 
countries in which they live, particu-
larly Iran. ' 

Their plight puts in perspective the 
terrorism unleashed in recent weeks. 
The ordeal of the 39 Americans held 
hostage to international circumstance 
in Beirut pales in significance when 
compared with the 350,000 Iranian Ba
ha'is who have been held hostage to 
their convictions since 1979. 

The BaM'is of Iran have been de
nied the ultimate human right-the 
right to witness to God as their con
science dictates. They've been beaten, 
imprisoned, tortured, killed. Their ho
ly places have been desecrated, their 
young people persecuted, their leaders 
spirited away in the middle of the 
night. 

Yet they have kept the faith. I doubt 
if there is a prouder eight-year-old in 
the world than Payan, a chubby young 
boy with a bubbly grin who presented 
me with a scroll from his church's 
elders in Columbus. Last year his 
father was tortured and eventually kill
ed in a Tehran prison for refusing to 
recant his faith. 

As I watched this young man with 
hi~ awkwardly self-conscious gait ap
proach me on the stage last week, I 
could not help but think of the 4th of 
July holiday I had celebrated with my 
family the day before. At breakfast my 
three-year-old son asked me why the 
day was so special. As I explained that 
it was our country's birthday, it dawn
ed on me how difficult the basics are to 
describe and understand-the fact that 
we have a Bill of Rights and thus free
dom of religion when the majority of 
the people in the world do not; the fact 
that it took sacrifice to obtain our lib
erties and undoubtedly will require 
more to maintain them. 

Centuries hence, historians may well 
write that there have been three great 
debates in American history. The first 
began with the founding of the Repub
lic and the question of whether a na
tion-state could be established prem
ised on the rights of man; the second, 
symbolized by the Civil War and the 
Suffragette movement a century later, 
centered on the question of defini
tions-whether rights would be ac
corded individuals who were neither 
pale nor male. The third has just been 
engaged: the issue of whether society 
itself has rights and whether the exis
tence of arms capable of destroying 
civilization demands the re-thinking of 
historical notions of law and order. 

While millions of people around the 
world are just beginning to think 
through the arms control issue, events 
in the Middle East remind us again that 
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strategic doctrine isn't abstract. Con
flict begins in the hearts and minds of 
real people and it is in the hearts and 
minds of ordinary citizens that change 
must be wrought if the world is to be 
made stable and secure. 

In this context, it is hard not to con
clude that the Baha'is are a very special 
people with a very special faith: special 
people because of the intellectual and 
personal depth of their convictions; 
special faith because of the way in 
which the Baha'is draw on so many re
ligions for guidance. Baha'i stands to
day as perhaps the most ecumenical of 
religions, culling a basic vocabulary of 
faith from many peoples and tongues 
and emphasizing above all tolerance. 

The irony is that this respectful, law
abiding religion is considered so chal
lenging to authorities. Perhaps it is be
cause all authoritarian governments 
have an antipathy to diversity. Perhaps 
it is because, as our history gives evi
dence, notions to which the Baha'is 
subscribe like universal equality before 
God and society-the acceptance of 
women as equal to men; darker pig
mented skin as no less worthy than 
lighter-are inherently revolutionary. 

In any regard, it is clear that the aim 
of the Iranian government is the extir
pation of the Baha'i faith, either by 
forced conversion to Shiite Islam or ex
termination. The evidence is undeni
able: 

• In 1979 the Ayatollah Khomeini in
tegrated church and state in Iran and 
refused to sanction Baha'i as a legal re
ligion. 

• In 1983 the Prosecutor General of 
Iran issued an edict which branded Ba
ha'i membership a crime and banned 
any church administrative apparatus. 

• In December of last year, Iran's 
ambassador to the UN even went so far 
as to tell the General Assembly that his 
government would not hesitate to vio
late international covenants to which it 
is a party if the principle of freedom of 
worship conflicted with Islamic law as 
practiced by Iran. 

Yet the profoundest issue of our 
age-the first age in human history in 
which man has the capacity not just to 
wage war but to destroy civilization-is 
the imperative of expanding respect for 
law and broadening human under
standing. If weapons of mass destruc
tion are ever to be controlled, the big
otry of intolerance must first be ban-

U.S. Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa conducts 
a press conference during the Baha'i 
International Youth Conference last 
July in Columbus, Ohio. Seated at 

ned from the earth. 
All of us share responsibility. To sin 

by silence is to deny individual accoun
tability. 

Several decades ago a German' pas
tor, Martin Niemoeller, reflected on 
the dark side of the human soul we 
now call the Holocaust: 

• First, Niemoeller said, the Nazis 
went after the Jews, but I was not a 
Jew so I did not object. 

• Then they went after the Catholics, 
but I was not a Catholic so I did not 
object. 

• Then they went after the trade 
unionists, but I was not a trade union
ist so I did not object. 

• Then they came after me, and there 
was no one left to object. 

Today, a modern 5.5. has gone after 

right is Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice
chairman of the U.S. National Spir
itual Assembly. 

the Baha'is. We have no choJce but to 
object. The barbarism of religious in
tolerance cannot be ignored. 

We have no choice but to stand in re
spectful awe of all the courageous peo-

. pIe in the world-perhaps most not
ably the Baha'is-who dare persecu
tion to worship according to their con
science. 

Such faith is an inspiration to us all. 
As much as any act in the world today 
it gives us optimism that the individual 
is stronger than the state, no matter 
how repressive civil authorities may be; 
that morality has deeper roots than in
justice; and that good may in the long 
run triumph over evil. 

This is the story, the lesson of the 
Baha'is in Iran. It deserves wit
ness . . . and heed. 
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The world 

Baha'is on radio in Yukon Territory 

Reprinted from the Newsletter of the 
International Baha'{ Audio- Visual 
Centre, Vol. 1, No.4 (August 1985). 

• 
The Baha'is of the Yukon, in Cana

da's North, have begun a regular week
ly radio program which is broadcast 
throughout the vast Yukon Territory 
by satellite. Airtime was purchased by 
the Spiritual Assembly of Whitehorse 
with recording equipment supplied by 
the National Spiritual Assembly. 

The CANCOM satellite relays the. 
signal from Whitehorse station CKRW 
to small settlements in the Yukon and, 
as the Canadian Radio and Television 
Commission grants CAN COM licenses 
in other remote Canadian towns and 
villages, the signal will be picked up in 
hundreds of other communities outside 
the Yukon through local cable distribu
tion. 

Broadcasting began April 6, 1985, 
and consists of a magazine style pro
gram with music, interviews, native 
stories and legends, historical features, 
and news from Baha'is in the Yukon 
and visitors. The program relies on a 
two-host format with some of the news 
items phoned in. Birthday and anni
versary greetings, news and announce
ments about the Baha'i communities' 
activities are broadcast. The resulting 
program is varied, informative and 
meaningful. The program is quite dif
ferent from other religious radio pro
gramming. 

Production relies on a two-track 
mono tape deck, mixer, equalizer, a 
couple of small portable, high-quality 
tape recorders, and two record players. 
The idea for the program originated 
with the Spiritual Assembly of White
horse, one of whose members manages 
the commercial radio station in White
horse. The International Baha'i Audio
Visual Conference which took place at 
the Yukon Institute in November 1984 
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provided further impetus. 
In January, the Canadian National 

Assembly provided support and finan
cial assistance to purchase the neces7 
sary recording equipment. John 
Booth, a member of the International 
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre commit
tee, was so moved by the spirit of the 
Baha'is in the Yukon and the broad
casting opportunity in that rapidly de
veloping area of Canada that he pio
neered with his wife, and now serves on 

Pa~istan 

The Spiritual Assembly of Karachi, 
Pakistan, has begun electrical training 
classes for Bahd'{ youth. The purpose 
of the classes is to give youth the skills 

Counsellor Ruhu'llah Mumtazi, ac
companied by Auxiliary Board mem
bers Shamsheer Ali and K.D. Ashraf, 
made a two-week trip through Paki
stan last January. 

The trio stopped in eight commu-

the committee responsible for the pro
gram. 

Those interested in listening to a 
couple of sample programs may order 
them from the International Baha'i 
Audio-Visual Centre ($4 Canadian per 
program). The address is 7200 Leslie 
St., Thornhill, Ontario L3T 6L8, Can
ada. These samples are not duplicated 
on high fidelity equipment but do pro
vide a number of ideas for your own 
Baha'i radio programs. 

to perform basic electrical work. Pic
tured is Counsellor B. Afshin (center) 
presenting one of the students his re
port card. 

nities from Lahore to Rahimyar Khan, 
helping to establish one new local 
Spiritual Assembly along the way. 
Forty-one people were enrolled during 
their visits including an unprecedented 
number of women. 



New Zealand 

Dr. Magdalene M. Carney (third from 
left), a Counsel/or member oj the In
ternational Teaching Centre in Haifa, 
Israel, met last February in Auckland, 

New Zealand, with members oj the 
Continental Board oj Counsellors jor 
Australasia (left to right) Owen Bat-

A bi-Iingual prayer book containing 
prayers in Tongan and English has Tonga 
been produced for publication by the 
National Spiritual Assembly of New 
Zealand by Baha'is Paulo and Kathy 
Taufalele. 

The National Polynesian Committee 
conceptualized the prayer book to meet 
the needs of children of Tongan
English marriages . 

• • • 
A new Baha'i Summer School is be

ing planned in New Zealand. Property 
on which to house the school already 
has been purchased by the National 
Spiritual Assembly. 

Pictured are Bahd'is jrom Tonga who 
completed the first jour-weekend 
course given at the National Teaching 
Institute in Nuku'aloja. The course, 
which ended April 14, was designed to 

trick, Tinai Hancock, Suhayl 'Ala',: 
Lisiati Maka, Judge Richard Benson, 
Joy Stevenson and Ben Ayala. 

train and deepen new believers. Many 
sessions had 30 or more believers in at
tendance, and six students were able to 
attend all eight oj the classes. 
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On the cover: One of the delightful sidelights during the World Conference to Review and 
Appraise the Achievements of the United Nations Decade for Women and the UN's NGO 
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teacher is Leonida Nafula. The school, supported by Baha'i funds, serves 50 children (25 
bors, 25 girls) ranging in age from three to five years from the surrounding village area. (An 
artIcle about the UN conferences and the visit to the school begins on Page 4.) 
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Colombia 

'Trail of Light' completes successful visit 

In Colombia less than five per cent 
of the population is indigenous, but 
ever since the Hand of the Cause of 
God Dr. Muhajir first visited the coun
try, the indigenous people have pre
sented a challenge to the Baha'i com
munity. There are around 80 tribes 
with various dialects scattered from the 

-'--deserts of the Guajira to the heart of 
the Amazon jungle and even up to the 
most inhospitable of Colombia's 
mountain ranges, and until now the 
Baha'is have gained little ground 
among them. 

Last May, however, a light appeared 
on the horizon: the Trail of Light be
gan its work in Colombia. Among the 
participants were two youth from the 
Guaymi tribe in Panama; six members 
from the Guajiros, the Colombo-Ven
ezuelan tribe among whom most Ba
ha'i work has been done; and two 
youth from the Paez, a tribe in south
ern Colombia. 

After a few days of preparation in 
Riohacha with Counsellor Donald Wit
zel, the work was initiated among the 
Guajiros (population about 40,(00). 
The group began visiting the most 
deepened communities around Rio
hacha, then crossed the desert and pro
ceeded up to the salt mines on the coast 
of Alta Guajira. There, in the town of 
Manaure, more than 60 per cent of the 
people are indigenous, but the predom
inant sect is Evangelist and the Baha'is 
only receive visits during RiQvan. 

When the group arrived they were 
informed that all the Baha'is had either 
gone or had converted to Evangelism. 
All they had was the name of one Ba
ha'i woman, and when they found her 
she started unloading their bags, pots, 

This report of the 'Trail of Light' 
teaching team's visit to Colombia last 
May was written for Baha'i News by 
Auxiliary Board member Leslie Gar
rett. 

When (the Baha'is) had fin
ished, the Mamos began to con
verse among themselves. Then 
the most venerable among them 
stood and said, 'We too have 
prophecies the same as yours-a 
miracle-we are in agreement 
with your teachings.' 

pans, etc. from the truck. Then she 
went to tell the Baha'is and other 
friends of the group's arrival. 

That night, 150 Guajiros gathered at 
the woman's house to receive the sur
prising message of hope and unity and 
to hear in their own dialect the affirma
tion of the value of being indigenous 
and to see the promise of Baha'u'llah 
fulfilled in the radiant faces of the 
young teachers. Among the Evangelists 
in that town, dancing is prohibited; but 
an important part of the Guajiro cul
ture is its traditional dance, the Chi
chamaya. When the townspeople saw 
the dances presented by the Guaymis, 
then heard the roll of the drum as the 
Chichamaya was begun, in the name of 
God, it was a joy and an inspiration to 
all. There were many declarations, 
and, more important, statements that 
"Yes, I've always been a Baha'i." 

A teacher from the local high school 
was at the meeting, and the group of
fered to present its program at the 
school. The man went immediately to 
secure the permission of the school's 
principal and board of directors, and 
the following day the Trail of Light 
presented the message of Baha'u'llah 
to more than 400 students and 
teachers. With the help of Auxiliary 
Board member Cecilia Iguaran and one 
of the students, the message given by 
the Paez and Guaymis was translated 
into Guajiro. Baha'i songs were sung 

in each dialect, and members of each 
tribe explained their traditions, native 
songs and dances. Of great interest was 
the explanation by the Guaymis of how 
the Baha'i teachings have affected the 
development of their people. They em
ph~ized the importance of preserving 
theIr roots, of maintaining the tradi
tions of their forefathers while also 
growing from those roots, following a 
spiritual path toward a future when the 
indigenous peoples will lead the rest of 
mankind. 

What an impact! The principal said 
he'd never seen anything like it. Later, 
the group was asked to present the pro
gram to the primary school the next 
day. That program was another suc
cess, and after hearing the songs, 
prayers and simple explanations of the 
Faith, the children, with pride and joy, 
presented for the group the national 
anthem of Colombia, sung in their own 
dialect, Guajiro. 

From the Guajira the group headed 
toward Valledupar, en route to the 
Sierra Nevada, cradle of the Arhuaco 
tribe. In Valledupar the program was 
presented at a fireside to which many 
non-Baha'is came, attracted by the 
diversity of the group. 

The next day they rode for five hours 
to the ancestral town of Nabusimaque, 
administrative center for the Arhua
cos. This tribe had been dominated for 
nearly 70 years by the Spanish Capu
chino monks who built an imposing 
mission atop a hill overlooking the 
town where they established a boarding 
school for the indigenous children. But 
over the years the Arhuacos began to 
feel more and more the loss of their 
own traditions and language, as the 
native way of dressing and speaking 
was considered unacceptable there. 
The non-conformists among them were 
denied entry in the main church of the 
mission, and later on those who lived 
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in the surrounding hills were not per
mitted to associate with the more "civ
ilized" Arhuacos. Not only did these 
people feel a crisis of identity, they also 
perceived an irreparable division 
among themselves. Finally, the Ar
huacos rose up and took over the mis
sion with armed force. 

In 1982, with the intervention of the 
national army, the Capuchinos vacated 
the Arhuacos' land. The doors were 
thus closed to the Catholics, but the 
Evangelists slipped in the back way. 
For a short time they were tolerated, 
but again the Arhuacos realized that 
their message was not directed to the 
needs of the people. For three years the 
Arhuacos, with help from government
paid teachers and anthropologists, 

~have been reclaiming their dignity and, 
'in the material sense, uplifting their 
community. They are having more dif
ficulty, however, with the task of uni
fying a divided people: the Spanish
speaking "civilizados" and the more 
traditional Arhuacos who wear the na
tive costume and speak their native 
tongue. Worn down and wary of out
side religions, they have turned inward 
to their traditional forms of worship, 
looking for guidance from their own 
priests, the "Mamos," or "wise 
ones." 

Hearing of the Arhuacos' dilemma, 
the Baha'is in that region were eager to 
take them the Baha'i message. But it 
was obvious that not just anyone could 
go. It would have to be the Trail of 
Light. Some local BaM'is went to the 
Commissioner (an Arhuaco of tradi
tional dress and a faithful servant of 
his people) to discuss with him the 
Trail of Light and the Baha'i message. 
After much consideration and con
sultation with other members of the 
community (among them an Arhuaco 
woman with a university degree) he 
gave permission for the Baha'is to 
come. 

On arriving in Nabusimaque, the 
members of the Baha'i group were en
chanted by the beauty of the town. 
About 40 round, whitewashed houses 
made of mud and stone with straw
thatched roofs make up the entire vil
lage, which is surrounded by a low 
stone wall and situated in a valley sur
rounded by mountains and pine for
ests. The Arhuacos earn a living from 
their flocks of goats and sheep, as well 
as from their work with the pine wood 
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and their corn and vegetable gardens in 
the valley. The women work with the 
wool, weaving their own clothing and 
lovely bags that are sold throughout 
the country. In the mission they've set 
up workshops with teachers and tech
nicians from Bogota. The school con
tinues to function, but now it is bi
lingual and the director is Arhuaco. In 
addition, there are about 30 bi-lingual 
schools in the hills around the town 
(only about 200 of the 7,000 Arhuacos 
live in the valley). The mestizo Ar
huacos, or "civilizados," though living 
close to the town, are somewhat re
moved in their wood-framed houses 
with tin roofs. 

The Commissioner received the Trail 
of Light group and situated them in 
two houses within the town. All day 
the members of the group visited and 
acquainted themselves with the com
munity, but few of the Arhuacos came 
out of their houses to investigate. The 
Commissioner left, returning late in 
the afternoon. The Trail of Light team, 
accompanied by two non-indigenous 
Auxiliary Board members, went to the 
Commissioner's home to find out 
where the group should present its pro
gram that evening. The Commissioner 
told them it was necessary to have per
mission from the Mamos because with
out the approval of the wise ones, 
nothing could be authorized by him. 
The group decided it would be better if 
only the indigenous members dealt 
with the Arhuaco authorities. Early the 
next morning the Commissioner ap
peared and said, "Now we will talk." 
In an interview with Cecilia Iguaran, 
he said he would call together the 
Mamos so that the group could present 
its program to them. And so it was. 
Within an hour, some 12 Mamos met 
in the town's central hall. While the 
Mamos' official interpreter took notes, 
each member of the Trail of Light was 
asked to give his name, preferably his 
indigenous name, and his place of res
idence. Then Cecilia took the reins. 
For 15 minutes she presented the prin
ciples of the Faith and some of its his
tory as well as the purpose of the Trail 
of Light. She became so carried away 
that she forgot to pause for the inter
preter (the Mamos live in the moun
tains, and do not use Spanish). But 
when she excused herself, one of them 
said, "We are understanding you." 
Until that moment it had been impos-

sible to guess the reaction of the 
Mamos to the Baha'i message; the 12 
of them seemed more like statues with 
their long hair, high ca'ps and immobile 
faces. When Cecilia had finished, the 
Guaymis stood up. In their native ton
gue, one spoke while the other trans
lated his remarks into Spanish. With 
the conviction of a lover, they ex
plained the Guaymi prophecies about 
the coming of a message that would 
unite them and take them to great 
heights. When they had finished, the 
Mamos began to converse among 
themselves. Then the most venerable 
among them stood and said, "We too 
have prophecies the same as yours-a 
miracle-we are in agreement with 
your teachings." The Trail of Light 
knew it was no miracle but that the 
same truth, the same divine power was 
entwining their hearts. The door was 
opened to the BaM'is. 

After the meeting, the group went 
outside to the plaza to present their 
dances and to share some of their cul
ture with the Mamos, and little by lit
tle, the rest of the townspeople began 
to come out of their houses. The group 
asked for permission to present the 
program in the school that evening, 
and also asked the Mamos to share 
with them their dances and traditions. 
That night, the group walked up the 
hill together to the beat of the Guajiran 
drum toward the old Capuchino mis
sion where they would deliver to more 
than 100 Arhuacos-mestizos of tradi
tional dress, teachers and students
the Baha'i message. The evening ended 
with the "chicote," a unity feast, with 
members of four indigenous tribes 
dancing together and young Arhuacos 
playing the accordion. 

The following day, the Commis
sioner and some of the Mamos met 
with Cecilia and asked to know more. 
She explained to them the visual aid 
Knowing the Bah,i'{ Faith, then asked 
if they would like to become Baha'is. 
The Commissioner said, "We must 
study more," so she left them with a 
copy of the book The New Garden. 
Later, the Commissioner asked the 
Trail of Light to stay for a few more 
days because they hadn't had time to 
prepare their traditional dances for the 
group. Cecilia explained that they had 
to leave in the car that had been hired 
from Valledupar, but said that when
ever the Arhuacos were ready to hear 



more about the Baha'i Faith, the group 
would return. The Commissioner gave 
them a warm farewell, and with hearts 
rejoicing, the Trail of Light team made 
its way down the mountain. 

The line that divides the Guajiros of 
Colombia and Venezuela is imaginary, 
but not so for the Yuko Motilones. The 
separation between them has a name: 
it's called the Sierra de Perij a, a for
midable mountain range. On one side 
the land belongs to the Yukos of Co
lombia, on the other to the Yukpa of 
Venezuela. The names Yuko and 
Yukpa have the same meaning: "our 
people." On both sides of the range, 
the Baha'is have been working hard 
ever since the Hand of the Cause of 
God Amatu'l-Baha RliQiyyih Khanum 
Qiked up the mountain to visit the 
Y~kos. She mentions them in Letter to 

, th~ Indigenous as "last in order but not 
in importance." And that's how they 
were for the Trail of Light too. 

The point of departure was Casa
cara, a small town at the foot of the 
mountains, where the group presented 
its program one evening. For the first 
time, the townspeople saw a group of 
indigenous people different from the 
Yukos (who often are scorned by the 
"civilized people"), defending their 
culture and speaking of the importance 
of preserving traditions. Also, they saw 
for the first time the power of the Ba
ha'i Revelation to penetrate and attract 
toward them such different and far
away cultures. 

The following day, the group began 
the eight-hour trek to the first Yuko 
camp whose 150 or so residents were 
visited some 18 years ago by the Hand 
of the Cause of God. Arriving at the 
camp, one can see in the valley below 
the thatched roofs of the round
houses, the traditional dwellings of the 
Yukos. They are similar to those of the 
Arhuacos but instead of stone and 
mud, the walls are made from sticks. 
One can also see a large, tin-roofed 
structure made of boards, the school 
that for many years was occupied by 
the Evangelists but is now sustained by 
the Catholics. The Trail of Light was 
given a warm reception, characteristic 
of the Yukos, who accommodated 
them around a campfire with mats on 
the ground, and the cacique, Agustin, 
offered them half of his house. Also, 
the two young Catholic teachers in
vited the Guajiros to hang their ham-

mocks in the school. 
In each Yuko camp there is a school 

with two teachers who give classes in 
reading, writing and health to the 
children. In addition, there is a health 
care center run by the Franciscan nuns 
who take care of the entire region (the 
Yukos are one of the most remote of 
all Colombian tribes). About the only 
influence they have received from "civ
ilized people" has been pernicious (for 
instance, alcohol). The little material 
progress that has been made over the 
years is due largely to the efforts of the 
nuns who are now carrying out a hous
ing project in each camp, building 
around 70 wood-framed, tin-roofed 
houses. 

For many years the Yukos have re
ceived the Baha'is as friends, but until 
the arrival of the Trail of Light they 
had never been considered true spir
itual brothers. With authority, the 
group members told them that Baha
'u'llah has come for them, that the Ba
M'i Faith is as much theirs as it is the 
Guaymis', the Guajiros', the Paezes', 
and that all peoples should preserve the 
culture that makes them who and what 
they are. To be Yuko, the Guaymis 
told them, means to have their tradi
tional houses, their dialect, their 
dances and music. The Yukos had been 
looking forward to the construction of 
a road leading to their camp. For the 

Japan 

first time, they were warned about 
what they could lose and were advised 
that the only way to protect themselves 
is to work hard to unite and raise up 
their people. 

The last night there was a unity feast 
that those who were present will never 
forget. The Yukos showed the group 
their lovely dances with traditional 
music and songs, and many of them 
learned the dances of the Guaymis and 
the Chichamaya of the Guajiros. While 
they danced, the rest of the Yukos 
chanted "Yukpa Panama! Yukpa 
Guajira!" With great delight, the 
three-day visit came to an end, and the 
jubilant members of the Trail of Light 
departed from their dear new friends, 
the Yuko Motilones. 

In the three weeks the Trail of Light 
spent in Colombia, the way was open
ed to the hearts of the indigenous peo
ples of that country. All of the par
ticipants felt that the achievements 
were transcendental, but that it is only 
the beginning; the work ahead is to 
raise up and deepen native-born teach
ers, especially the Guajira; to go back 
with greater strength to the Arhuacos, 
the Yukos and the Paezes and finally to 
take them to the level of the Guaymis; 
to be traveling teachers who will ignite 
all the tribes of Colombia.-Leslie 
Garrett 

Counsellor Hideya Suzuki (seated third Conference in Naha, Okinawa, held in 
from right) is shown with other Bahti'{s March 1985. 
attending the first National Teaching 
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Kenya 

Conference ends UN Decade for Women 

Fifty-five Baha'is were among the 
14,000 people from more than 140 
countries who gathered July 15-26 at 
the Jomo Kenyatta International Con
ference Centre in Nairobi, Kenya, for 

,.the World Conference to Review and 
"'Appraise the Achievements of the 

'United Nations Decade for Women. 
In addition to participation by mem

ber states of the United Nations, about 
180 non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) including the Baha'i Interna
tional Community sent delegations to 
the conference and to Forum '85, held 
July 10-19 in Nairobi, at which dele
gates drafted a report on "forward
looking strategies for the advancement 
of women" and discussed plans for a 
worldwide women's peace movement. 

A document drafted by the UN was 
accepted unanimously by the delegates 
for the first time since the inception in 
1976 of the Decade for Women. A sup
plementary document, "The State of 
the World's Women, 1985," prepared 
by the UN, outlines the results of cur
rent research on the position of women 
around the world. The report itself is 
divided into six categories: the family, 
agriculture, industrialization, health, 
education, and politics. 

A lO-member "official" Baha'i del
egation was invited to attend the World 
Conference as representatives of an ac
credited non-governmental organiza
tion in consultative status with 
ECOSOC. It was headed by Mrs. Mary 
Sawicki, a representative of the Baha'i 
International Community at the 
United Nations in New York City, who 
has been vice-chairman for program
ming of the NGO Committee for the 
Decade for Women since the beginning 
of the Decade. Besides coordinating 
the work of the delegation, Mrs. Sa
wicki provided liaison help to the Ba-
ha'is at the Forum. -

Other members of the Baha'i delega-
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Counsellor 1helma Khelghati (second 
from right) chats with visitors to the 
Baha'I International Community's ex-

tion were Dr. Magdalene M. Carney, a 
Counsellor member of the Interna
tional Teaching Centre in Haifa, who 
served as its senior adviser; two 
members of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in Africa, Thelma Khel
ghati and Peter Vuyiya; Mrs. Shomais 
Afnan, a health education specialist 
from Canada; Dr. Alberta Deas, an 
educator and member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the United 
States; Dr. Jane Faily, a clinical psy
chologist and member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Canada; Dr. 
Ethel Martens, a public health profes
sional and director of the Baha'i Inter
national Health Agency; Richard Man
dara, a development consultant in East 
Africa; and Mrs. Catherine Mboya of 
Kenya, who was a member of the NGO 
Forum Planning Committee in Nairobi 
and who served on the Baha'i delega
tion to the International Women's 
Year Conference in Mexico in 1975. 

hibit at the NGO Forum '85 for Wom
en and Development held last July in 
Nairobi, Kenya. 

Dr. Faily presented one of the 1,000 
or so workshops at Forum '85. It was 
titled "Problem-Solving Skills for 
Women in Managerial Positions: Ba
ha'i Methods for Management from 
the Grassroots Up." Dr. Deas, mean
while, spoke to an audience of about 
750 at a teachers' college in Nairobi. 

Thanks to the hospitality of Kenya's 
Baha'is, all of the delegates were ac
commodated in Baha'i homes, thus 
avoiding the accommodation crisis that 
affected many of the 13,000 delegates 
who had to rely on city hotels. 

Baha'is had participated significant
ly in four preparatory conferences 
sponsored by the UN Regional Eco
nomic Commissions. BIC representa
tives also attended three meetings of 
the UN Commission on the Status of 
Women which served as the prepara
tory committee for the conference, and 
the Baha'i International Community 
was represented on the planning com-



Right: Baha'Is and their guests respond 
to a greeting from children at the Gin
gilili village nursery school near Na
kuru, Kenya. The Baha'I-supported 
school is one of a number of social and 
economic development projects under
taken in the area by the National Spir
itual Assembly of Kenya. Below: Leo
nida Nafula, who teaches at the Gin
gilili nursery school, with some of the 
50 children who regularly attend. The 
children (25 boys, 25 girls) range in age 
from three to five years. 

".. .. --~ , 

mittee for the NGO Forum '85, and at 
four advance meetings in New York, 
Geneva, Vienna and Nairobi. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Kenya had wisely prepared to take full 
advantage of an event that was to draw 
worldwide attention. The National As
sembly arranged for a field trip for 30 
delegates and guests to Nakuru to see 
first-hand the development projects be
gun by rural Baha'is in Kenya. These 
included a pre-primary school with 
programs for mothers and children, 
basket-weaving, developing fuel-effi
cient stoves, and other projects related 
to conservation and farming. 

The emphasis in news releases was 
the equality of men and women; one 
newspaper headline read "The New 
Reality: Equality of Men and Wom
en." Advertising featured words from 
the Baha'i Writings such as the ref
erence to the "two hands" of the phys
ical body being analogous to men and 
women, the two factors of the social 
body. Media coverage was extensive 
with radio and television broadcasts 
totaling several hours, and many items 
in the Nairobi press. 

A permanent exhibit at the Forum, 
constantly attended by Baha'is, drew 
considerable attention. It depicted 
"Women in Development-Baha'i 
Communities at the Grassroots 
LeveL" The high standard of the 
presentation and its content were wide
ly noticed and appreciated; one indica
tion of this was the number of non-Ba
ha'i women who wished to be photo
graphed beside the Baha'i display. 

Among the items on display were six 
educational manuals for mothers and 
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Bahd'is and guests including Coun
sellor Magdalene Carney of the Inter-

teachers published by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Kenya. These 
manuals, on nutrition, growth and de
velopment, discipline, spiritual educa
tion, and family advice, have been in
strumental in the progress of rural ed
ucation in Kenya and are being trans
lated into Swahili and French for use in 
other African countries. 

On behalf of the delegation, Dr. 
Carney sent the following cable to the 
Universal House of Justice on July 18, 
the third day of the conference: 

"Baha'i delegation UN Conference 
Nairobi deeply grateful Baha'i com
munity Kenya outstanding job coordi
nating arrangements our participation 
numerous interviews radio TV other 
activities. Ads beautifully designed by 
Margot McPhail featuring Baha'i quo
tations re women prominently dis
played leading newspaper daily. Sec
ond newspaper requests permission run 
same statements offering place two ads 
for price of one. Baha'i Centre re
ceiving numerous inquiries more infor
mation Faith response ads. Two wings 
bird analogy now frequently cited by 
others. 

"Visit Baha'i pre-school Gingilili vil
lage with non-Baha'i guests highly suc
cessful. Development activities among 
rural Baha'i women Luwanda impres
sive. They displayed produce crafts Ba
ha'i Centre Nakuru. Clearly explained 
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national Teaching Centre (foreground, 
facing camera) at Gingilili village. 

to astonished visitors benefits consul
tation followed by action (to) improve 
their condition. Exemplary application 
Baha'i principles grassroots. 

"About 100 guests present Baha'i 

Centre last night for first of three plan
ned receptions. All. visibly touched 
spirit Baha'i unity. Every detail prep
arations first-class. Sincere expressions 
appreciation guests. UN High Com
missioner Australia holds Baha'is high 
esteem. Said Baha'i reception best or
ganized, most hospitable, most delight
ful of all she has attended. 

"About 45 Baha'i participants be
sides delegation being urged make 
friends initiate cordial relations women 
all parts world. Opportunities unlim
ited amongst over 13,000 attendees. 
Forum and UN Conference delegation 
extremely busy thrilled serve Cause this 
manner." 

In a second cablegram on July 26, 
Dr. Carney reported: 

"During past week over 500 invita
tions to receptions sent selected gov
ernmental (and) non-governmental 
delegations. Invitations proving valu
able means proclamation Faith. Recep
tion (at) Robarts home brought to
gether 35 close friends of Baha'is from 
national, international circles. Heart
warming hospitality fellowship praised 
by diverse guests during and after af
fair. Those unable to attend often ack
knowledged receipt invitations. Forty 
guests attended reception Tuesday 

Baha'is, guests visit rural development projects 
Among the highlights of Baha'i participation in the NGO Forum '85, a 

part of the World Conference for Women held last July in Nairobi, Kenya, 
were visits to rural development projects organized by the NGO Committee 
in Nairobi, which requested the Baha'i community of Nairobi to host one 
site visit. 

Baha'is and their guests visited the Gingilili Nursery School, about two 
hours from Nairobi near Nakuru. Shiva Tavana, the U.S. National Spir
itual Assembly's recently appointed representative to the United Nations in 
New York, had these impressions of the visit: 

"When we reached the nursery school, which also serves as the Baha'i 
Center, we were greeted by the Baha'i teacher, Leonida Nafula, who told us 
that the school serves 50 children (25 boys, 25 girls) ranging in age from 
three to five years old from the surrounding village area. In the first week of 
the school year the parents teach their children how to get to and from 
school; after that they come on their own. The curriculum consists of both 
material and spiritual education; they learn reading, writing, arithmetic, 
discipline, good conduct and to know and love God through prayers and 
songs. After questions and answers, we gathered outside to listen to the 
children sing, dance and say prayers." 

The significance of the school, she says, lies in the important foundation 
and training the village children receive there. They will subsequently be 
able to enter public school on a more equal footing with the city children, 
will have less disciplinary problems, and will not be left behind because of 
inadequate learning in pre-school. The Baha'is are providing a valuable ser
vice to the local community by supporting financially the school and its ded
icated teachers. 



night BaM'i Centre. Among them 
(were) representatives official delega
tions Fiji, Samoa, Seychelles, Swazi
land. Among NGOs represented were 
All India Women's Conference, Inter
national Association for Religious 
Freedom, International Federation of 
Women Lawyers, Latin American 
Council of Catholic Women, World 
Federation of United Nations Associa
tions. After brief program which in
cluded statement optimism Baha'is 
hold re progress women, decade and 
beyond, a guest requested permission 
speak. She identified herself with latter 
organization mentioned above and said 
proud close links established Baha'is 
Australia thanked hosts for occasion. 
Few others followed her example ex
.pressing appreciation event. Feel bonds 

'lies friendship established .... 
"Three members delegation, Afnan, 

Mboya, Carney had opportunity speak 
briefly presence representatives other 
religious organizations in meeting call
ed by International Association for Re
ligious Freedom. Significant contacts 
made head Israeli delegation. Sent 
flowers behalf BIC at opportune mo
ment. 

"In response news article featuring 
booklets for mothers, head Kenya Na
tional Library came to Baha'i Centre, 
met Mr. Wafula (secretary of National 
Spiritual Assembly) insisted purchase 
two sets for library. He was impressed 
books, commended realism illustra
tions strongly suggested books be plac
ed immediately all libraries and social 
service centres throughout Kenya that 
they be quickly translated all local lan
guages for maximum benefit popula
bon .... 

"Publicity media continues generate 
widespread interest Faith. National 
Spiritual Assembly responding imme
diately numerous calls requests infor
mation literature. 

"Peace main topic discussed this 
week. Deliberations sometimes came 
close Baha'i position. More often 
dwelt on superficial conditions means 
bring about peace. Over-all assessment 
makes us profoundly grateful timeli
ness your forthcoming message to peo
ples world." 

Above: Among the Baha'I participants 
at the UN Conference for Women and 
UN Forum '85 in Nairobi, Kenya, were 
(left to right) Dr. Jane Faily, Canada; 
Catherine Mboya, Kenya; Shiva Ta
vana, United States; and Cossetta 

-

Scotto di Freca, Italy. Below: Alm at
tending the conferences were Coun
sellor for Africa Thelma Khelghati 
(left) and Dr. Alberta Deas, a member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Baha'fs of the United States. 
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United Nations 

Equal rights for women no easy matter 

Beyond slogans and projects, women are fighting for their own space in so
cieties around the world. To do this they must struggle with their interpersonal 
relationships, and develop effective social and political networks. They do this 
largely on their own. In both Brazil and Costa Rica, which have been held up as 
development models over the past quarter-century, women's struggles help make 
the case that this is not as simple as many would like to think. 
"':' 

... ~ With high economic growth rates in 
the early 1970s, Brazil challenged wide
spread pessimism that developing 
economies could not display the same 
capacity for growth that industrialized 
economies had. Costa Rica, in Central 
America, has been praised for its 
democratic political system and the 
surprisingly peaceful history it has had 
in a region of the world noted of late 
for excessive violence. 

Now, much of the promise in both 
countries has soured. Brazil has the 
largest debt of any developing nation
$100 billion-and inflation is running 
as high as 230 per cent. "There was no 
miracle," says one prominent Brazilian 
business woman. "We just had a stable 
economy for awhile." 

In Costa Rica, governments are still 
brought to power through a rather 
peaceful and uncorrupted process of 
vote, but there is growing fear that as 
economic difficulties mount and the 
civil wars in Central America continue, 
the country will succumb by degree to 
the same problems its neighbors have 
so much difficulty solving. Some al
ready see signs of regression. 

But when women are considered, 
many claims of economic and social 
progress seem particularly difficult to 

This article, "It's Not as Simple as 
You Think," is reprinted from 
UNICEF News (Issue No. 122, 1985/1) 
in which progress during the United 
Nations Decade for Women (1975-85) 
is discussed. The article was written by 
John Richardson, editor of UNICEF 
News. 
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• 
support and make Brazil and Costa 
Rica no different from most other 
countries in the world. In both coun
tries, close to half-and perhaps 
more-of the population are women. 
The majority of them are poor and 
powerless. 

In Brazil, women's wages are 40 to 
60 per cent those of men. Following the 
dictates of tradition, women occupy 
many of the socially most important 
but financially least remunerative posi
tions-such as teachers, nurses, 
mothers, and social workers. They also 
occupy some of the dreariest-such as 
secretaries and domestic workers. They 
are the majority of minimum wage 
earners in a society where large num
bers of them do not have a paying job 
at all. 

But because families are breaking up 
under economic pressure and more and 
more women are left alone with child
ren to raise, they are also the ones with 
the greatest responsibilities for shaping 
the character of future generations. 
Their limited education, high rates of 
illiteracy, relative inexperience in the 
job market, and general confinement 
to the routines of the home make the 
job exceedingly difficult for many of 
them. 

In Costa Rica, the pattern repeats 
itself. Even in the socially more pro
gressive organizations-the workers' 
unions that have been allowed to grow 
under democracy-women have not 
had much voice, and it was not until 
quite recently that the first woman 
joined the top leadership. While they 
have the vote, most of the country's 

women do not believe it necessarily 
gives them the political power they 
need to make dramatic changes in their 
lives. There is no guarantee that the 
people they vote for-the overwhelm
ing majority of whom are men-will 
necessarily represent their interests, or 
even know how to. Without money, 
many say, political power is impos
sible-even in a supposedly democratic 
system. 

Part of the problem can be attrib
uted to the shortcomings of the pro
grams designed to address the prob
lem. The majority of development pro
grams over the years have been de
signed and directed by men-who 
more often than not have either dis
counted the importance of women's 
needs or never even thought of them to 
begin with. The "old boys' club" that 
has run the development business has 
displayed a general "lack of familiarity 
in dealing with women," according to 
Bob Berg, a former project evaluator 
with USAID. A "fear of doing things 
differently" has led to credibility prob
lems. How can you have credibility, 
Berg asks, when you have token wom
en sections in otherwise male-domi
nated organizations? "Often," he 
adds, "it has taken a woman on the 
evaluation committee to raise the prop
er questions at all." 

But the problem is also "buried in 
cultural behavior," in the words of one 
Costa Rican health official. Both men 
and women, he says, "act without seri
ous understanding of the problem. It's 
something very deep, and a lot more 
serious than we often think." 

It was phrased somewhat differently 
by a Brazilian woman. "Brazil," she 
said after a lengthy assessment of the 
status of women in her country, "is 
still a very machismo society." 

In both Brazil and Costa Rica, many 
women leaders cite the International 



Women's Year of 1975 as the first time 
that the social and economic problems 
of women were sufficiently recognized 
to provoke constructive action. At the 
time, though, women were even more 
hampered than they are now by a lack 
of training and education. And they 
had little experience in organizing 
themselves. 

The majority of the world's women, 
like those in the slums of Rio de J a
neiro or on the cooperatives estab
lished in the past decade by former 
laborers on Costa Rica's fruit planta
tions, have learned by force of circum
stance-which, in many cases, is the 
hard way. Through community pro
jects and discussions about community 
life~ many women are beginning to see 
their own problems-of poverty, mar
riage, economy-as representative of 
poor women everywhere. They are be
ginning to understand that their prob
lems are not necessarily their own 
fault, but reflections of greater social 
shortcomings that they themselves can 
help correct. 

A UNICEF-supported study con
ducted among a group of households 
in Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro's slum of 
some 80,000 people, reveals that more 
than half of the women surveyed do 
not work outside their homes for 
money. Close to three-quarters of 
those who do list their occupation as 
domestic worker. Among the reasons 
for not working outside their homes, 
65 per cent gave the need to stay at 
home to watch over the children. Of 
the women who do have jobs, some 20 
per cent report leaving children under 
12 years old at home with no adult to 
take care of them. More than half of 
the first born children were to mothers 
under 20 years of age. And, of the 
women surveyed between 17 and 50 
years old, nearly half had not com
pleted primary school. 

As a result of the survey's house-to
house visits, many of the women were 
obliged to think about problems of sex
uality, child care, education, and their 
own health that they had not consid
ered previously. A number of them are 
now involved in discussion groups, 
where they learn more about the prob
lems of other women like themselves 
who live in the community. "They 
have come to know about their bodies, 
their children, in fact about the whole 
woman," says Maria-Helena da Silva, 

head of the local neighborhood organi
zation. 

The reality behind these statistics, 
though, is quite harsh, and helps put 
such efforts into perspective. Eliza Pi
rozzi, a community leader in Rocinha, 
counts close to 10 different family sit
uations that occur in slum life (see 
chart, Page 10) that often make the 
best intentioned efforts to improve 
upon them appear to be running 
against the current. They also form a 

A UNICEF-supported study 
conducted among a group of 
households in Rocinha, Rio de 
Janeiro's slum of some 80,000 
people, reveals that more than 
half of the women surveyed do 
not work outside their homes for 
money. 

solid case for the need to educate wom
en and provide them with the tools 
needed to prevent further deterioration 
of family and community life-such as 
knowledge of home health care tech
niques and local schools to which they 
can send their children. 

Some of the women involved in the 
UNICEF-supported survey have begun 
to assert more control over their lives. 
They work as health workers, teaching 
other women how to use oral rehydra
tion to combat diarrheal diseases 
among infants, and spend one day a 
week working at the local clinic. Others 
are involved in starting a community 
school. "We are no longer asking for 
favors," says Maria-Helena da Silva, 
"we are asking for our rights." 

The Coopesierra Camilla in Costa 
Rica is a 900-hectare cooperative. Its 
members are 150 former laborers from 
a fruit plantation about 200 kilometers 
(124 miles) south of San Jose, the na
tion's capital. In the early 1970s, the 
men lost their jobs on the fruit planta
tion. Many were jailed when they and 
their families occupied land that be
longed to the fruit company. Later, an 
arrangement was worked out with the 
government and the fruit company 
which allowed them to own the land. 

Women earned the respect of many 
of the men for their support while the 
men were either unemployed or in jail. 
When it came to their struggles with 

the authorities, it was the women who 
often displayed the greatest strength. 
"Women are more courageous than 
men when it comes to facing police 
during a strike," says the male man
ager of the cooperative. Other men 
agree. 

But when it came to the economic 
life of the community, men weren't so 
sure. Early projects that involved 
women were financial failures, largely 
because women had neither the skills 
nor the experience to make them suc
cessful. When further suggestions for 
women's projects came up, many of 
the men told them to stick to house
work. They were afraid of losing 
money through the inexperience of 
women, says the manager. 

Now, though, rising inflation and re
stricted markets have made many of 
the men realize that the survival of the 
cooperative may well depend on in
volving the women as producers too. 
When the younger women started leav
ing the cooperative because there was 
no work for them, the men got worried 
and decided they had better find some
thing for them to do to keep them 
there. 

But the problem of getting women 
involved still exists. One woman, Yo
landa Duran, holds both men and 
women responsible for resistance to 
change. Before the recent involvement 
of FECOPA, an organization of coop
eratives supported in part by UNICEF 
that encourages members to deal with 
their problems through discussion and 
self-critique, she really wasn't aware 
that the women in her community had 
problems. Now she is. 

The men, she says, have not tried to 
understand the women's problems. 
They have kept them from working in 
the fields, claiming it is too difficult, 
but have done little to provide any al
ternatives to isolation in the home. 

It is not just the men, though. Wom
en don't make a sufficient effort either 
to let the men know what they are 
thinking. When FECOPA first came to 
their community, she says, the women 
should have discussed the need for 
more projects-like vegetable gar
dens-to provide the kinds of jobs that 
might have prevented the young wom
en from leaving. They didn't. If they 
had, and if they had fought for their 
own needs, the situation might have 
been prevented. There's a group of 
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women who never came to meetings at 
all. It was, she says, largely the wom
en's fault. But through the examples of 
a few, like herself, she thinks things 
will change-slowly. 

A significant part of the problem is 
that women are simply timid, accord
ing to Margarita Lazara, who lives in 

Family situations in slum 
provide sense of challenge 
to community development 

In many urban slums, the family 
is in trouble. The best community 
programs are designed to restore co
herence and productivity to family 
life. Here are the impressions of one 
community leader in Rocinha, 

~. Brazil, whose descriptions of dif
ferent family situations provide a 
good sense of what some of the real 
challenges are: 

1. The mother is a prostitute with
out a husband. Her child is locked 
at home or is a street child. 

2. The mother has no husband. 
Her child is kept in the house and 
eats off the floor. 

3. The mother's husband is unem
ployed. She works and he cares for 
the children. 

4. Both parents (or just the hus
band) drink too much and the child
ren are in the street. 

5. The parents have enough 
money but don't care about the 
children. 

6. The parents do nothing but 
criticize and expect others in the 
community to do things for them. 

7. The mother is old and alone. 
She lives with no children, no 
money, and drinks all day. She has 
no involvement or perspective. 

S. Both parents work and can af
ford to buy rice and beans for their 
children. 

9. Only the husband works. The 
wife is a good mother who is wor
ried about social problems. But 
reality prevails and her children end 
up delinquent anyway. 

to. The family is wealthy but the 
child is rejected by the community 
because he's rich. 

11. The husband works and is in
volved in community affairs. The 
wife is a good mother to her child
ren and kind to other children. 
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the Indian community of Boruka high 
in the hills south of San Jose. "They've 
spent all their lives at home," she says, 
"and haven't spoken to any outsid
ers." 

Margarita is a member of a commit
tee of female artisans learning to make 
traditional Indian clothes and house
hold items that are in danger of disap
pearing as the community depends 
more and more on manufactured 
goods. While the committee exists to 
train women-a job done by the only 
woman in the community who still po:,
sesses the skiIl-it is the men who run 
it. 

"Perhaps," Margarita says, "the 
men think we are not capable, but the 
reality is that there are many of us who 
are just as intelligent. There are very 
few women who go to meetings be
cause they're afraid to, but there are 
women who can do the work." 

The president of the committee is her 
father. He thinks that men run the 
committee because women don't want 
to be involved, but says he thinks wom
en should be more involved because 
their ideas often are better. But "most 
men," he says, "are afraid the women 
will pass them, be more capable and in
telligent, and then they'U lose their 
wives." 

Some women, though, like Luisa 
Ovarez, one of the original members of 
the Coopevaquita cooperative near the 
Panama border, are not timid. The co
operative grew out of violent struggle 
in the early 1970s, when workers on 
fruit plantations in the area lost their 
jobs and tried to settle on company 
land. They were jailed, beaten, shot at, 
and the land was burned. Enough of 
them hung on, though, and with the 
support of the banana workers union 
in the mid-70s, they earned the right to 
own the land, which they started pay
ing for by any means they could. Prob
lems continued. They knew nothing 
about bank credit, and accumulated 
debts. They were swindled by people 
who sold them expensive but useless 
farming machinery. Even though the 
land they had cultivated began to yield 
enough food to live on, they had no 
water supply for the community and 
children were in poor health. Educa
tion for the children was a problem. 

The cooperative itself was formed 
largely out of necessity, as a way of 
sharing meager resources and acting in 

solidarity. Men allowed women to 
work largely because the need for 
everyone's contribution was so great. 
Luisa was a pioneer, convincing a 
group of women to start raising pigs 
and using the funds for communal 
needs. 

Because of Luisa's influence, 
FECOPA's recent involvement, and 
because the severity of circumstance 
gave them little choice, women in the 
cooperative are becoming more and 
more involved in community prob
lems. They are learning about child 
health and nutrition, and about the 
need for safe water and better school
ing for their children. Had they known 
about these things earlier, Luisa says, 
they might have been able to do some
thing about the food shortages that 
prevailed during most of the 1970s. 

But like most other cooperatives in 
Costa Rica-which by no means incor
porates the majority of the country's 
poor, many of whom have much less 
social organization to support them
Coopevaquita continues to have prob
lems. There may never be enough 
money to allow them to do what they 
would like. They are learning, and 
things are much better now than they 
were even five years ago, but the strug
gle is still very hard. "All of the coop
eratives have problems," says one co
operative manager, "because they are 
cooperatives of poor peasants." 

What is important about the cooper
atives-particularly for women-is 
that they give poor peasants a chance 
to exert some control over their lives, 
to make some decisions about their 
fate consistent with their needs and 
lifestyles. As one woman at a sewing 
cooperative in San Jose said, "The 
most important thing about the coop
erative is that we are the owners, we 
run it, and it gives us more confidence 
in ourselves. We don't have a boss. 
This is very important, because when 
we worked at the factory we couldn't 
get permission to see our children or 
take them to the hospital. Now we have 
more unity. We have met some objec
tives in life. We have goals and a sense 
of how to prepare for them." 

Yet some of these women talk de
spairingly about their chances of secur
ing greater influence in the larger so
ciety. At another sewing cooperative, 
just north of San Jose, women agree 
that they have much greater personal 



freedom than before. But they point 
out that many are working because 
their husbands simply gave in to hard 
economic times and need whatever 
money their wives can bring in. As to 
their chances of ever having the kind of 
political influence needed to change 
laws or secure greater economic equal
ity with men, they are skeptical. 
"There is simply too much machis
mo," one of them said. "Politics are 
run by men, and women are put in iso
lated positions." 

The challenge for women, then, is to 
overcome positions of isolation-as 
housewives isolated from community 
affairs, as workers without economic 
power, as constituents without suffi
cient representation-and build net
worJcs which give them access to the 
people and resources needed to im
prove their lives. Cooperatives in Costa 
Rica represent one possibility, while 
taking responsibility for child health 
care and education in Rocinha is ano
ther. But ultimately these efforts need 
to be helped along and built upon by 
other women if genuine social change 
is to come. 

In Brazil, early efforts to promote 
women's issues often resulted in more 
talk than action, according to one fem
inist. Many women were political exiles 
in Europe during the 1970s because of 
Brazil's oppressive military govern
ment. There they began to organize 
lfound the issues identified by various 
women's movements in the European 
countries. When they returned to the 
:ountry after an amnesty in 1979, 
nany of them went to work in their 
:ommunities or in various government 
!gencies to see if they could help their 
;)wn society recognize and respond to 
:he needs of women. Today a number 
)f them work with established agen
;ies-like government welfare depart
ments, the church, and international 
Jrganizations like UNICEF-which 
lelp support efforts among the poor to 
·aise consciousness and deliver tangible 
lecessities like jobs, education, and 
mproved health care. 

As Brazil's military government 
;ives way to civilian rule, attempts to 
lse the system for social change will be 
asier. "Now we have a role in policy 
ormation," says Eva Bley, president 
'f the State Council for Women's Af
airs in Sao Paulo. "Many of us de
ided consciously to go into politics, 

and the result was the creation of a 
council at the state level to deal with 
women's issues. We can use the exist
ing structure and provoke action from 
the inside." 

The Council is linked to unions, 
neighborhood associations, and poli
tical parties. It advises women workers 
on how to start day care centers, how 
to change worker laws and get mater
nity leave increased from three to five 
months, and how to get their issues on 

Wbat is important about tbe co
operatives-particularly for 
women-is tbat tbey give poor 
peasants a cbance to exert some 
control over tbeir lives, to make 
decisions about tbeir fate consis
tent witb tbeir needs and life
styles. 

union agendas. It also plans to do 
something to increase women's wages. 
"In short," says Eva Bley, "we do 
things for women that they want us to 
do." 

In Minas Geraes state, there is ano
ther state council for women's af
fairs-the only other one so far in 
Brazil-which was created with the 
support of Tancredo Neves, former 
governor of the state and now the civ
ilian president-elect of Brazil. It is 
headed by Junia Marise, one of the few 
female state representatives in the 
country-in what is recognized by 
many to be one of the most conserva
tive states. 

The council, much like that in Sao 
Paulo, tries to change laws or create 
programs that will help women deal 
with family violence, job discrimina
tion, and low wages. But the system 
was not created, nor has it evolved, 
with these issues as its priorities. "So 
far," according to one council mem
ber, "the justice system has not solved 
the problems of women." 

In October 1984, with promotional 
and financial help from UNICEF, the 
council organized a meeting to discuss 
the problems of rural women in Brazil. 
It was the first time such a meeting was 
held at state level, and furnished evi
dence of just how long it has taken for 
women's issues to get on government 
agendas at high levels. 

With political changes in Brazil 
promising more attention to social is
sues than the country has seen in 20 
years, many are becoming optimistic 
about opportunities for change. Inter
est groups-including those like the 
state women's councils-will have 
more of an ear from representatives be
cause for the first time in two decades 
the representatives will be dependent in 
part upon their votes. "These pro
grams will be much easier to fight for 
now than even a year ago," says one 
woman who works at the State Sec
retariat of Housing and Labor in Rio 
de Janeiro. 

The state women's councils in Brazil 
are among many efforts being made by 
Brazilian women to change their social 
status and secure greater opportunity. 
They are also evidence-along with the 
women's group emerging in Rocinha
of how much progress has been made 
in the past 10 years. Examples can be 
found in other countries around the 
world although in many-including 
Costa Rica-the established social and 
political structures needed to support 
substantial change for women are still 
undeveloped. 

There is no particular reason to ex
pect that they will develop unless wom
en see to it themselves-as evidenced 
also in the case of Brazil. Even though 
president-elect Neves has made it clear 
that he considers women's issues im
portant, few women are anticipating 
miracles. "He will not give anything," 
says Eva Bley. "We will have to take it. 
He is giving us a space. Nothing more 
than this." 
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Panama 

Guaymi Cultural Center is dedicated 

For more than a week the Guaymis 
(an indigenous tribe in Panama) could 
be seen working on the road to the 
Muhajir Institute in Soloy to assure a 
loving and dignified reception for the 

__ long-awaited visit to the Guaymi area 
~.of the Hand of the Cause of God Ama
tu'l-Baha Ruhiyyih Khanum. 

Seven mo~ths earlier, in August 
1984, the Guaymi Baha'i youth had 
gathered for a teaching conference in 
Soloy and written a letter to Amatu'l
Baha RulJiyyih Khanum in which they 
invited her to come to Panama to visit 
them. Shortly afterward a cable was 
sent to Panama from the Holy Land 
saying that she would not only visit the 
Guaymis in Soloy but would lay the 
cornerstone of the Guaymi Cultural 
Center. 

Beginning at dawn on February 1, 
everything was activity in Soloy. With 
great joy the Guaymis cleared the site 
where the cornerstone was to be plac
ed. Others prepared the inscription on 
the cornerstone while the women began 
the cooking. 

Later that morning Amatu'l-Baha 
RulJiyyih Khanum arrived. A group of 
Guaymi youth accompanied by women 
and children went to greet her carrying 
welcoming signs. Everyone began to 
sing "AIIah'u'Abha." She entered the 
Muhajir Institute where many others 
gathered for a program of welcome. 

After lunch, everyone climbed the 
hiII for the laying of the cornerstone of 
the Guaymi Cultural Center. The pro
gram began with an uplifting devo
tional service conducted by youth and 
children who recited prayers from 
memory. This was followed by a num-

This article about the dedication last 
February oj the Guaymi Cultural Cen
ter in Soloy, Panama, was prepared 
under the direction oj the National 
Spiritual Assembly oj the Baha'is of 
Panama. 
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The Hand oj the Cause oj God Ama
tu'I-Bahti RIHJ{yyih Khtinum greets 
members oj Panama's Guaymi Baha'l 
community on her arrival in So loy, 

ber of speakers including Mas'ud 
Khamsi, a Counsellor member of the 
International Teaching Centre in 
Haifa; CounseUor for the Americas 
Ruth Pringle; and Dean Stephens, a 
member of CIRBAL and consultant in 
radio broadcasting for the Universal 
House of Justice. 

Next, the Hand of the Cause of God 
spoke and lovingly laid the cornerstone 
for the historic edifice. Later that 
afternoon there was a delightful pro
gram of songs presented by Julita Ace
vedo of Puerto Rico and talks by a 
number of Guaymi youth. 

The evening program in honor of the 
Hand of the Cause was varied, enter
taining and educational, providing an 
interesting overview of the Guaymi cul-

Panama, last February 1 to lay the cor
nerstone oj the Guaymi Cultural Cen
ter. 

ture through drama, songs, poetry and 
tribal dances. The foUowing day, the 
distinguished guests took part in a 
Guaymi youth conference in Soloy. 

The placing of the cornerstone of the 
Guaymi Cultural Center represents the 
first tangible aspect of a project which 
had its beginning in January 1983 when 
the National Spiritual Assembly of 
Panama decided to establish the Center 
to offer educational and cultural op
portunities to every Guaymi according 
to his interest and ability. It proposes 
to provide universal education on three 
levels: material, human and spiritual. 

One of the goals of the Center is to 
preserve the Guaymi culture-their 
language, folklore and legends, crafts, 
dances and music. While they are gain-



ing pride in their cultural heritage, 
basic education and new technology 
will be introduced to them through 
seminars, workshops and "tutorial 
schools." Activities at the Guaymi 
Center will include programs on nutri
tion, agriculture, general education, 
and the training and development of 
children as well as conferences for 
women, youth and children. In addi
tion, there will be institutes and work
shops for the orientation and training 
of outstanding individuals to become 
traveling teachers, tutorial school 
teachers, and even professors at re
gional institutes. 

In conjunction with the development 
of the Guaymi Cultural Center and tu
torial schools, a Baha'i radio station 
will be established to broadcast educa
tional programs to the Guaymi com
munity and to serve as a "voice" of the 
Guaymi Cultural Center programs. 

The spiritual foundation of the con
cept of the Guaymi Cultural Center 
was developed through an intensive 
teaching campaign to greatly augment 
the number of Baha'is among the 
Guaymis. The Guaymis themselves di
rected the campaign and also provided 
full-time pioneers to teach and deepen 
their people. 

Two weeks after the cornerstone was 
set in place, construction began on the 
Guaymi Cultural Center building, the 
design and plans for which were drawn 

up by Floyd Heaton. Construction was 
supervised by Paul Jensen. Both men 
are Baha'i pioneers to Panama. In the 
course of construction the Guaymis, 
who were the major work-force, had to 
learn to use all the tools and equipment 
such as wheelbarrows, ladders, etc., as 
they had no previous construction ex
perience. 

The walls of the Center are made of 
Cimva adobe blocks which are made of 
soil from the area mixed with dry ce
ment and pressed into shape by hand
operated block-making machines. 
Guaymi men, women and children all 
helped make 1,200 blocks a day with 
four of these machines. Leaders in the 
fields of education, medicine and gov
ernment in the Soloy area have visited 
the construction site to see the adobe 
block-making process and have ex
pressed an interest in the use of this 
type of adobe in other Guaymi areas. 

The unique concept of the Guaymi 
Cultural Center to combine Baha'i 
radio, tutorial schools, and adult edu
cation programs-intertwined and sup
porting one another-is designed to de
velop the capacity and potential of an 
indigenous people-the Guaymis. 

". . . The Great Being saith: Regard 
man as a mine rich in gems of inesti
mable value. Education can, alone, 
cause it to reveal its treasures, and en
able mankind to benefit therefrom. JJ_ 

Baha'u'llah 

Guaymi Bahd'{s in Soloy, Panama, 
have a good time making adobe blocks 
with which to build the 'Guaymi Cul
tural Center. Also scheduled to be built 
in the Guaymi area is a Bahd'{ radio 
station to provide educational pro
grams and serve as a 'voice' of the 
Guaymi Cultural Center programs. 

A Guaymi woman carefully lifts an 
adobe block from the block-making 
machine before adding it to the many 
such blocks required to build the 
Guaymi Cultural Center in So loy, Pa
nama. Guaymi men, women and child
ren made some 1,200 blocks a day 
from soil and dry cement as construc
tion of the Center began last February. 
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Hawaii 

300-plus at Pacific Y outb Conference 

Pictured are many of the more than 
300 youth and adults from 20 Pacific 
area countries who attended the Baha'i 

More than 300 youth and adults 
from some 20 countries attended the 
1985 Baha'i International Youth Con
ference-Australasia held August 8-11 
at the Kauai Surf Hotel Convention 
Center on the island of Kauai, Hawaii. 
Most of the attendees were from the 
Pacific-area nations. 

With its theme "Youth Can Move 
the World," the conference considered 
the challenges facing today's youth and 
how Baha'i youth can help build world 
unity and peace. Speakers and work
shops centered on ways in which youth 
can prepare themselves to be of service 
to God and mankind. The young peo
ple were challenged to put into practice 
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International Youth Conference-Aus
tralasia held August 8-11 at the Kauai 
Surf Hotel Convention Center on the 

the principles of morality and behavior 
taught by Baha'u'llah and to spread 
His healing message across the Pacific. 

Highlights of the conference includ
ed a public meeting attended by about 
500 persons which featured the Pacific 
area premiere of the music video 
"Mona with the Children" and a per
sonal appearance by internationally 
known singer/songwriter Buffy Sainte
Marie who presented an hour-long per
formance. Ms. Sainte-Marie praised 
the work of the Baha'is for world unity 
and peace. 

The conference was blessed by the 
presence of the Hand of the Cause of 
God H. Collis Featherstone and Mrs. 

island of Kauai, Hawaii. The confer
ence war sponsored by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii. 

Featherstone. Other special guests in
cluded Counsellor Ben Ayala, mem
bers of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Hawaii, four Auxiliary Board 
members, and pioneers to New Zea
land Russell and Gina Garcia. 

The conference program included a 
Polynesian show and welcomes by rep
resentatives of the governor of Hawaii 
and the mayor and city council of 
Kauai. The governor's message said in 
part: "Through activities such as this 
International Youth Conference, we 
insure that a precious part of our heri
tage is preserved, and that even greater 
numbers of people gain an apprecia
tion of the teachings and philosophy of 



wn singer/song
writer Buffy Sainte-Marie performs 
during the International Baha'{ Youth 
Conference in Kauai, Hawaii. Her 
hour-long performance drew an audi
ence of more than 500 including many 
non-Baha'/s. Ms. Sainte-Marie, apart
time Kauai resident, has been a friend 
of the Faith for many years. 

the Baha'is." 
With help from the Hawaiian Baha'i 

youth, the Garcias wrote and produced 
"Dawn of a New Age," a music-drama 
on the history of the Faith. 

Youth, especially members of the 
Hawaii National Youth Committee, 
played a major role in planning the 
conference and were active in the pre
sentations, workshops and reports. 
Scott Wolff, chairman of the National 
Youth Committee, served as master of 
ceremonies for the conference. 

The gathering closed with an inspir
ing taped message from the Hand o'f 
the Cause of God William Sears who 
was unable to attend the conference 
but called upon the youth to become 
"teaching martyrs" for the Faith. 

The conference included entertain
ment by the youth themselves and an 
art exhibit by Baha'i artists from 
Hawaii. The conference coordinators 
were Bruce Dusseault and Duette Ro
chelle. 

In a cable to the Universal House of 
Justice, the youth reported: "Con
ference expected to generate many 
homefront teaching projects, travel 
teaching and pioneering. Youth of the 
Pacific ready to move the world." 

The Hand of the Cause of God H. Col
lis Featherstone (left) on stage at the 
Baha'{ International Youth Con
ference on the island of Kauai, Hawaii. 
With Mr. Featherstone is Scott Wo/jf, 

Taiwan 
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Mary Wallace, a retired school teacher 
from Florida who pioneered to Taiwan 
in 1984, has made many friends there 
simply by telling them that we are all 
one family and that she loves the Chi
nese people and Taiwan. After meeting 

chairman of the Hawaii Baha'{ Na
tional Youth Committee who served as 
master of ceremonies for the confer
ence. 

Wu Shoei- Yun at the Chinese Cultural 
Center and telling him that, she found 
that he is the magistrate of the county. 
Later, he invited her to his office where 
she was made an honorary citizen of 
Hualien County. 
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World Centre 

y outh Year spurs worldwide activities 

A summary of reports from Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies and Conti
nental Boards of Counsellors indicates 
that 60 national Baha'i communities 
have undertaken activities for Interna
tional Youth Year. 

~:. Eleven communities in Africa, 18 in 
':' the Americas, 11 in Asia, nine in Aus

tralasia and 11 in Europe had made 
known to the Universal House of Jus
tice by June 15 the specific activities in 
which they were engaged. 

Twenty-eight youth conferences will 
or have been held-eight of them inter
national in scope. Twenty-two national 
Baha'i communities are collaborating 
with agencies of their governments or 
other non-Baha'i groups to hold IYY 
events. 

Eight countries on four continents 
are producing IYY literature or related 
materials such as compilations, 
pamphlets or special editions of their 
youth magazines. Creative and unusual 
events are included along with the 
more traditional ones. A sampling: 
Africa 

Youth in Benin are planting trees; in 
Botswana they will help tutor children 
in Baha'i tutorial schools; from the 
Gambia a young Baha'i woman was 
sent to represent her government at a 
youth conference in Jamaica; in three 
regions of Zaire the youth plan to offer 
stage performances called "Peace or 
Sword" and lectures on "Participa
tion, Development and Peace"; in Ma
lawi a Baha'i delegation is in touch 
with the Ministry of Youth regarding 
Baha'i involvement in the year's cele
brations; Zambia's youth are cooper
ating with their government's activi
ties, are teaching Baha'i children's 
classes for their local Assemblies and 
holding a tutorial school. 
The Americas 

Barbados plans to hold an Interna
tional Youth Camp; youth in Belize 
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worked with their government's Min
istry of Youth to put on the largest and 
best-organized conference in the coun
try's history; wide-ranging actions in 
Brazil include an essay contest open to 
all youth, special publications, con
ferences and a youth deepening insti
tute during Carnival. In Canada, six 
Native American youth were scheduled 
to go to overseas development projects 
to serve for six-month periods; Chile 
held a drawing and painting exhibit of 
works by children and youth; EI Salva
dor's plans include aid to refugees, 
help for the sick, and a festival of 
poetry, painting, music and photog
raphy; youth from Colombia will help 
strengthen tutorial schools in that 
country as well as in Panama and Para
guay using young volunteers trained in 
residence at the Ruhi Institute; in the 
United States, the youth conference at 
Ohio State University with more than 
5,000 attending generated massive pub
licity and good will, while social service 
projects carried out locally include a 
reforestation effort with at least 20,000 
trees planted; five outstanding Vene
zuelan youth have volunteered six 
months' service in rural areas, working 
in development and community con
solidation; efforts in the Virgin Islands 
have been highly visible-a prize-win
ning float, a joint task force with a 
government commission, and more. 

Asia 
Plans and projects, past and future, 

include seminars and conferences in In
dia, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan 
and the Philippines. A Baha'i Youth 
Night was to be held at a respected 
polytechnic institute in Singapore, and 
the same community is to join in a na
tional book fair from which it will 
launch a poster and essay competition. 
Taiwan will hold an island-wide school 
level essay and photo contest on 
themes related to IYY, while Thailand 

planned to hold a music institute in 
connection with a youth conference in 
the fall. 

Australasia 
In Australia, a youth conference was 

held in December 1984 with a second 
scheduled in September 1985; an Aus
tralian Baha'i youth on an IYY com
mittee has many opportunities to pre
sent Baha'i principles; Hawaii's Inter
national Youth Conference in August 
drew youth from 20 countries and is
lands of the Pacific; conferences also 
are planned in Kiribati, New Zealand 
and Tuvalu. In Fiji, Samoa, Tonga and 
Tuvalu, Baha'is serve on public or 
government committees to plan and 
carry out IYY activities; and links be
tween youth of Tonga and Japan have 
been forged through joint participation 
in Youth Year activities involving the 
two countries. 
Europe 

Belgium, Denmark, France and A us
tria have held international gatherings 
of youth; Finland will send a Finnish 
and a Gypsy youth to a service project 
in India; in France, the Spiritual As
sembly of Bordeaux is raising money 
for a development project in an Afri
can village while nationally, the coun
try plans to present the UN Declaration 
of Human Rights at scores of univer
sities and schools; Luxembourg is to 
host American youth in a teaching pro
ject; Norwegian youth have produced 
pamphlets on topics relevant to IYY; 
Portugal will also take up the human 
rights question, presenting a series of 
talks with permission from educational 
officials to grades 10 through 12; 
Sweden is publishing a special pamph
let geared toward youth; and the 
United Kingdom's program of present
ing the UN Declaration of Human 
Rights to all secondary schools in that 
country is well under way. 
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Above: The model of the Mother Tem
ple of the Indian Subcontinent, in the 
right foreground, is compared with the 
actual building in progress on June 30, 
1985. The photograph shows that the 
exquisite geometry of the design has 
been perfectly replicated in the actual 
building. The precision demanded in 
the construction of the vast, multiple
curved surfaces allows for tolerances 
of only a few millimeters deviation. 
Far left: The wooden frames of one of 
the outer leaves of the House of Wor
ship at New Delhi are fixed according 
to an exact pattern, and the geometry 
checked by step templets. The sections 
are then covered by plywood to pro
vide the exact geometry for the back 
forms of the leaf. Each piece of back 
form is of a different size, and each is 
marked for a special place. Left: The 
special staging designed for the work 
of applying the marble to the finished 
concrete surfaces of the Temple is in 
place. 
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I· The extraordinary story of how the Baha'i Faith 
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grounded in the Covenant 

Secrermeetings, inaccurate explanations, the seeking 
of personal gain through the promulgation of half

understood teachings- these are some of the factors 
that lead to the conversion before 1900 of almost 

1,500 North Americans from 25 U.S. states and at 
least one Canadian province. Many fell away when 

their leader broke the Covenant. But the strong 
and dedicated group of Baha'IS who remained 
steadfast would build Baha'I institutions that 

would become models for Baha'IS everywhere. 

Read about such early Baha'IS as the wealthy 
PHOEBE HEARST (mother of William 

RandoifHearst); ROBERT B. TUR~ER 
(the first black Baha'i in North America); 
Canadian-born PAUL DEALY (who was 

appointed Chicago's first Baha'i "teacher"); 
EDWARD GETSINGER (one of the 

many persons from the medical field 
attracted to the Baha'i Faith); LUA 

GETSINGER (destined to become one 
of the greatest teachers of the Faith); 

and THORNTOl'-: CHASE (an 
insurance executive designated by 

'Abdu'I-Baha as "the first American 
believer. ") 

Trace your own roots by reading about the earliest Baha'i communities in North America. 

ROBERT H. STOCKMAN. lllho ~amea BaM" in 1973, holds abachdor's~. ingeoloo 
and aTChaeoloo from \li.tte,an UniwTSily in Middlelown. Con1l«liCUl; a maSltT's dq,.." 
in planetary g.eoloo from Brown Uniwrsity; and a maSler of Iheological sludies ~e from 
the HaT<HJJd Divinil:y School At the ~nl lime he is leaching astronomy al Bentley CoI
/qr, in Waltham. Massachusetts, while he u P"TSlU"i a doclO1llle uf theoloo in th. hutory 
of re/irion in America at the Harvard Divinity School -

Available from 

xxix + 2 77 pages, 
including appendix, $19 95 * 
notes, annotated 
bibliography, indexes 
23 photographs 

• Available from Baha'; Dis;it);tion Service, 
Wilmetre, IL, U.S.A. ar S19;~~plus 10% for 
postage and handling. 
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AFTER FEW MONTHS' CESSATION OF EXECUTIONS OF BAHA'Is IN IRAN, GRIEVED ANNOUNCE 
TWO FURTHER EXECUTIONS. VALIANT SOULS ARE MR. 'ABBAs IDILKHANI AND MR. "RAHMA· 
TU'LLAH VUJDANf. FORMER WAS EXECUTED ON 1 AUGUST IN PRISON WITHOUT ANY NOTIFICA· 
TION HIS FAMILY. HIS GRAVE WAS ACCIDENTALLY DISCOVERED NEAR TIHRAN. HE HAD BEEN 
IMPRISONED ON 26 APRIL 1982 IN ZANJAN WHERE HE REMAINED UNTIL APRIL 1985 WHEN HE 
WAS TAKEN TO TIHRAN. HE WAS 45 YEARS OLD AND WAS AN AIR·CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN. 
MANNER HIS EXECUTION STILL UNKNOWN. HIS WIFE IS ALSO IN PRISON IN ZANJAN. 
MR. RAHMATU'LLAH VUJDANi WAS ARRESTED IN JULY 1984 IN BANDAR·'ABBAs, WHERE HE 
WAS EXECUTED BY FIRING SQUAD ON 28 AUGUST 1985. HE WAS 57 YEARS OLD. HIS BODY WAS 
DELIVERED, AND HIS FUNERAL TOOK PLACE IN PRESENCE HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS. HE WAS 
A TEACHER BY PROFESSION. 
FROM THE END JANUARY TO SEPTEMBER 1985, 63 BAHA'Is WERE ARRESTED AND 39 RE· 
LEASED. TOTAL NUMBER PRISONERS NOW 741. THIS FIGURE INCLUDES 39 PRISONERS RE· 
LEASED DURING PERIOD. BAHA'I STUDENTS OF ALL LEVELS HAVE TO COMPLETE ADMISSION 
FORMS WHICH INCLUDE SPACE FOR ONLY FOUR OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED RELIGIONS. BAHA'I 
STUDENTS WHO STATE THEY ARE BAHA'Is ARE DENIED SCHOOLING OR IF ADMIITED FACE 
TREMENDOUS PRESSURE AND HARASSMENT. OTHER FORMS PERSECUTION INNOCENT 
BAHA'Is PERSIST. 
ADVISE INFORM GOVERNMENT AND MEDIA. 
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World Centre 

Boards of Counsellors are appointed 

To the Baha'ls of the World 
Dear Baha'/ Friends, 

It gives us great happiness to announce the membership 
of the Continental Boards of Counsellors as from the Day 
of the Covenant, 26 November 1985. The number cf 
Counsellors has been increased from 63 to 72 and adjust
ments have been made in their geographical distribution in 
consonance with the development of the Faith around the 
World. 

The membership of the Continental Boards of Counsel
lors as now appointed is: 

AFRICA (18 Counsellors): Mr. Hushang Ahdieh 
(Trustee of the Continental Fund), Mr. Husayn Ardekani, 
Mrs. Beatrice O. Asare, Mr. Gila Michael Bahta, Mr. Fri
day Ekpe, Mr. Oloro Epyeru, Mr. Shidan Fat'he-Aazam, 
Mr. Kassimi Fofana, Mr. Zekrollah Kazemi, Mr. Muham
mad Kebdani, Mrs. Thelma Khelghati, Mr. Roddy Dhar
ma Lutchmaya, Mr. Wingi Mabuku, Mr. Daniel Ramo
roesi, Dr. Mihdi Samandari, Dr. Edith Senoga, Mr. Peter 
Vuyiya, Mrs. Lucretia Mancho Warren. 

THE AMERICAS (17 Counsellors): Dr. Hidayatu'llah 
Ahmadiyyih, Mr. Eloy Anello, Dr. Farzam Arbab (Trus
tee of the Continental Fund), Dr. Wilma Brady, Mrs. Isa
bel P. de Calderon, Mr. Rolf von Czekus, Mr. Robert 
Harris, Mrs. Lauretta King, Dr. Peter McLaren, Mr. Sha
poor Monadjem, Mrs. Ruth Pringle, Dr. Donald O. Rog
ers, Mr. Fred Schechter, Mr. Arturo Serrano, Mr. Alan 
Smith, Dr. David R. Smith, Mr. Rodrigo Tomas. 

ASIA (19 Counsellors): Dr. Sabir Afaqi, Mr. Burhani'd
Din Afshin, Dr. Iraj Ayman, Mr. Bijan Fareed, Dr. John 
Fozdar, Mr. Zabihu'llah Gulmuhammadi, Mr. Bharat 
Koirala, Mr. Ruhu'llah Mumtazi, Mr. S. Nagaratnam, Dr. 
Perin Olyai, Mrs. Rose Ong, Mr. Khudarahm Payman 
(Trustee of the Continental Fund), Mr. Masih Rawhani, 
Mr. Vicente Samaniego, U Saw Tin, Mr. Ilhan Sezgin, 
Mrs. Zena Sorabjee, Dr. Chellie J. Sundram, Mr. Michi
toshi Zenimoto. 

AUSTRALASIA (9 Counsellors): Mr. Suhayl 'Ala'i, 
Mr. Ben Ayala, Justice Richard Benson, Dr. Kamran Esh
raghian, Mrs. Tinai Hancock, Mr. Lisiate Maka, Mrs. 
Gayle Morrison, Dr. Sirus Naraqi, Mrs. Joy Stevenson 
(Trustee of the Continental Fund). 

EUROPE (9 Counsellors): Dr. Agnes Ghaznavi, Mr. 
Hartmut Grossmann, Mr. Louis Henuzet (Trustee of the 
Continental Fund), Mrs. Ursula Mtihlschlegel, Dr. Leo 

Niederreiter, Mrs. Polin Rafat, Mr. Adib Taherzadeh, Mr. 
Adam Thorne, Mr. Sohrab Youssefian. 

!he following 19 devoted believers who are now being 
reheved of the onerous duties of membership on the 
Boards of Counsellors will, as distinguished servants of the 
Cause, continue through their outstanding capacities and 
experience to be sources of stimulation and encouragement 
to the friends: 

Mr. A. Owen Battrick, Mr. Erik Blumenthal, Mrs. Shi
rin Boman, Mrs. Carmen de Burafato, Mr. Athos Costas, 
Mr. Angus Cowan, Mrs. Dorothy Ferraby, Mr. Aydin 
Gtiney, Dr. Dipchand Khianra, Mr. Artemus Lamb, Mr. 
Kolonario Oule, Dr. Sarah Pereira, Mrs. Betty R. Reed, 
Dr. Manuchihr Salman pur, Mrs. Velma Sherrill, Mr. 
Hideya Suzuki, Mrs. Bahiyyih Winckler, Mr. Donald Wit
zel, Mr. Yan Kee Leong. 

We express to each and everyone of these dear friends 
our heartfelt gratitude and assure them of our prayers in 
the Holy Shrines for the confirmation of their highly 
meritorious and self-sacrificing services to the Cause of 
Baha'u'llah. 

At this time when the Baha'i world is facing the chal
lenge of the International Year of Peace, on the point of 
completing the Seven Year Plan and standing on the 
threshold of a new Six Year Plan, we have felt it important 
to call upon the Counsellors from all the continents to 
gather at the World Centre for a conference to deliberate 
on the tasks and opportunities of the years immediately 
ahead. This conference will take place from 27 December 
1985 through 2 January 1986 and is yet one more sign of 
the rapid advance and consolidation of the institutions of 
the Cause of God. 

We are profoundly grateful to the Blessed Perfection for 
His bountiful confirmations which are enabling His stren
uously laboring servants in every part of the world to wit
ness the growing influence of his glorious Cause, and to 
take part in the vitalizing unfoldment of His Administra
tive Order. 

It is our fervent prayer at the Sacred ThresholJ that the 
followers of Baha'u'llah in every land will arise with in
creased determination and self-abnegation to mirror forth 
the standards upheld by His potent Faith. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

October 24, 1985 
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India 

550 attend Asian Youth Conference 

Joining in the worldwide observa
tion of the International Year of 
Youth, India was privileged in August 
to be host for an Asian Baha'i Youth 
Conference held in New Delhi. 

The 550 participants from 24 coun
tries-19 in Asia-included groups 

,-. from such far-flung places as the Sey
- chelle Islands, Jordan and Bhutan. 
.-~ Keynote speakers at the conference 

were John Huddleston (United States), 
Dr. lraj Ayman (Thailand), Counsel
lors Burhani'd-Din Afshin and S. 
Nagaratnam (India), Mark Sisson 
(U.S.), Dr. Robert Kim-Farley, Dr. 
Arjun Rastogi and Ali Merchant (In
dia). 

A public meeting on August 16 was 
inaugurated by Justice H. Beg, former 
judge of the Supreme Court of India. 
Mr. Huddleston was the chief Baha'i 
speaker at that event. The cultural 
entertainment which followed included 
a demonstration and explanation of In
dian dance expressions by Miss Aditi 
Merchant, a well-known exponent of 
Kathak, and music from a group of 
students at the Baha'i-operated New 
Era High School in Panchgani. 

John Kleinhenz and Ian Rehbein, 
who had come to India directly from 
Haifa, conducted workshops explain
ing the service opportunities for youth 
in the Holy Land, and the conference 
marked the first screening in India of 
the "Mona" video. The presentation 
inspired 120 volunteers to arise and 
pledge their time for service to the 
Faith. 

Every major newspaper in New 
Delhi carried news of the conference, 
and television broadcast news of its in
auguration on the weekly news review. 
A weekly radio program devoted its en
tire broadcast time that week to cover
age of the conference. Coverage was 
also given by Pablo Bartholomew, a 
photographer of international repute, 
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OVER 550 PARTICIPANTS FROM 24 COUNTRIES WITH 80 PER
CENT REPRESENTING 19 INDIAN STATES, ATTENDED ASIAN 
BAHA'i YOUTH CONFERENCE. KEYNOTE SPEAKERS INCLUDED 
4 COUNSELLORS AND JOHN HUDDLESTON. CONFERENCE 
GA THERED FOR FIRST TIME LARGE NUMBERS DIVERSE ASIAN 
BAHA'I YOUTH, GENERATED GREAT ENTHUSIASM FELLOW
SHIP AMONGST PARTICIPANTS. HOPEFUL JOINT PROJECTS IN
VOL VING ASIAN YOUTH COMMITTEES. POST-CONFERENCE 
TEACHING GROUPS PROCEEDING CHANDIGARH, SIMLA, NAG
PUR, JAMSHEDPUR AND COCHIN IMMEDIA TEL Y. BESEECH 
PRAYERS ENSURE ENDURING RESULTS HUMBLE EFFORTS 
YOUTH. LOVE 

NA TIONAL BAHA'I YOUTH COMMITTEE 
AUGUST 21, 1985 

OVERJOYED MESSAGE YOUTH CONFERENCE. PRA YING HOLY 
SHRINES CONFIRMATION EFFORTS TEACHING GROUPS. MA Y 
SPIRIT GENERA TED CONFERENCE PERMEA TE ENTIRE BAHA'I 
YOUTH COMMUNITY INDIA. 

who conducted a special photography 
session on the Baha'i youth from 
various countries at the Temple site. 

Non-Baha'i participation during the 
last two days of the conference includ
ed several highly placed officials from 
New Delhi and other cities. They heard 
participants describe Baha'i youth ac
tivities all over the world including 
those in the field of social develop
ment. One non-Baha'i was moved to 
contribute a handsome sum to the Na
tional Baha'i Charitable Trust, to be 
used for Baha'i-run schools in the vil
lages of India. 

After the conference, groups of 
youth left for post-conference teaching 
in Chandigarh and Simla (North In
dia), Nagpur (Central India), Cochin 
(South India) and Jamshedpur (East 
India). Initial reports from some of 
these centers have been encouraging. 

Mr. and Mrs. Huddleston visited 
Lucknow before the conference and 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
AUGUST 22, 1985 

Bombay afterward. In both cities, Mr. 
Huddleston was interviewed by a num
ber of newspapers which resulted in 
wide publicity for the Faith. The New 
Era School's singing group also per
formed in Lucknow and Chandigarh 
and received splendid reviews. 



Young Baha'Is from many countries 
stroll in front of the partially com-

Nigeria 

pie ted Mother Temple of the Indian 
Sub-continent during the Asian Baha'{ 

Youth Conference held last August in 
New Delhi. 

Mrs. Florence Assam, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Ni
geria, encourages women at the Baha'{ 
National Women's Conference last 
August 17-18 in Calabar to attract their 
friends to the Faith by working with 
non-Baha'I women's groups. Trans
lating her remarks is another member 
of the National Spiritual Assembly, 
Edem Ettukudo. 
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Above: 'Pan y Paz' (Bread and Peace), 
a Baha'{ theatre group, performs dur
ing the International Youth Confer
ence held last August 2-5 in Lima, 
Peru. 

Top right: Young Baha'{s from Bo
livia, Brazil and Colombia combine 
forces to present a sketch on progres
sive revelation during the International 
Youth Conference last August 2-5 in 
Lima, Peru. Music, dance and the per
forming arts were an integral part of 
the four-day event. Above: Among the 
honored guests at the conference was 

the Hand of the Cause of God 'AI{
Muhammad Varqa (standing in front 
row in dark suit), pictured here with a 
group of young Baha'{s from Bolivia. 
Left: Rosita Santillano, a Baha'{ com
poser/guitarist/singer, presents one of 
her songs to an appreciative audience 
at the conference. 
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United States 

L.A. Baha'is honor Dizzy Gillespie 

Entertainment, fun, nostalgia and 
warm appreciation were the order of 
the day September 16 as more than 500 

Judge James F. Nelson (right), chair
man of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of the Baha'{s of the United States, 
presents a certificate of commendation 
from Mayor Tom Bradley of Los An
geles, California, to famed jazz trum-
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fans, friends and fellow Baha'is 
gathered at the Los Angeles Baha'i 
Center to honor famed azz trumpeter 

peter John Birks (Dizzy) Gillespie who 
was honored September 16 by the Ba
ha'IS of Los Angeles for his 50 years in 
music. More than 500 fans, friends and 
fellow Baha'IS were at the Los Angeles 
Baha'I Center for the tribute. 

John Birks (Dizzy) Gillespie on his 
50th anniversary in music. 

A special certificate of commenda
tion from Mayor Tom Bradley of Los 
Angeles was presented to Mr. Gillespie 
by Judge James F. Nelson, chairman 
of the U.S. National Spiritual Assem
bly. 

A highlight of the evening was the 
presentation of a personalized gift to 
Mr. Gillespie from the Baha'is of Los 
Angeles. 

Judge Dorothy W. Nelson, treasurer 
of the U.S. National Assembly, un
veiled a remarkable hand-cast solid 
bronze human figure holding a medal
lion which bears Dizzy's monogram. 

An inscription on the statue, which 
stands almost two feet tall, reads: "To 
Dizzy Gillespie, honoring 50 years of 
excellence in music and service to man
kind." 

Also engraved are Baha'u'llah's 
words, "Music is the ladder by which 
souls ascend .... " 

Obviously moved 
A copy of the book Waging Peace 

was presented to Mr. Gillespie, also on 
behalf of the Baha'is of Los Angeles, 
by Truitt White, a member of the Spir
itual Assembly. 

Overwhelmed but never speechless, 
Mr. Gillespie delighted the crowd with 
an acceptance speech full of love, wis
dom and humor. 

Obviously moved by this act of ap
preciation from his fellow Baha'is, he 
assured them he would sleep well that 
night-with the statue on his pillow! 

"Religion," Mr. Gillespie told his 
audience, "is like a relay race. "Christ 
carried the baton until it was time to 
give it to Muhammad. 

"Then Muhammad carried it for His 
duration until it was time to give the 
baton to the Bab, Who then gave it to 
Baha'u'llah. " 



The salute continued with music by 
e Buddy Childers quintet with singer 
ane Varga and by Paul Hubbard's 
-piece orchestra. 
Chuck Niles, a well-known radio 
zz personality, introduced enter
iners Benard Eghner, Bobby Shew, 
ck Sheldon and Fayard Nicholas 
10 expressed their love, admiration 
ld respect for Mr. Gillespie. Their re
aling, poignant and often humorous 
;:ollections imparted a portrait of 
izzy not commonly known to the 
lblic. 
Many of Mr. Gillespie's friends were 
her out of town or had other com
tments that kept them away. Best 
shes were received from several of 
;!m including trumpeters Freddie 
ubbard, Doc Severinsen, Harry 
weets) Edison, and brothers Pete and 
Jnte:': Candoli, and singers Sarah 
mghan and Carmen McRae. 
Dr. George Hill, a Baha'i from Car
n, California, who is a Gillespie 
bliographer, gave additional insights 
to Dizzy's life as a Baha'i. 
Mr. Gillespie, a native of Cheraw, 
luth Carolina, was playing profes
)nally while still in his teens in a band 
j by singer and trombonist Billy Eck
ne. 
In the early to mid-1940s he teamed 
th the legendary alto saxophonist 
larlie (Bird) Parker and a handful of 
her innovators to move jazz from the 
-ing era into a new phase known then 
"bop" which evolved into the mod-

n contemporary music most often 
ard today. 
In addition to his trumpet work, Mr. 
illespie is a talented composer whose 
~st known works include "A Night in 
misia," "The Champ" and "Birk's 
orks. " 
For his tribute, the Los Angeles Ba
l'i Center overflowed with exotic 
)wers, colorful balloons and extraor
nary edible fresh fruit sculptures 
eated by the Center Assistance 
!ague. 
The event itself was video taped for 
lcumentary purposes. 
Yeoman work in planning the salute 
Mr. Gillespie was done by an ad hoc 
mmittee whose members were Buddy 
lilders, Gloria Haithman, Al Heint
Iman, George Hill, Lisa Janti, Au
re Ragston, Maggie Russell, Muh
jia Sallaam-Rice, Diane Varga and 
!lura White. 

Jazz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie shows 
his great pleasure during a tribute Sep
tember 16 by the Baha'IS of Los An
geles honoring his half-century in 

.. 

music. More than 500 people attended 
the gala event at the Los Angeles Ba
ha'{ Center. 
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India 

Faizi Baba'i Institute aids rural women 

On the outskirts of the city of In
dore, along the bustling highway of the 
Dewas Road, a unique institution is 
slowly rising, an institution that is a 
testimony to the devotion and dedica-

- tion of a group of wonderful, far
sighted, self-sacrificing urban women 
who were concerned about the plight 
of their not so well-provided-for rural 
sisters. 

These urban women, who are Ba
ha'is, approached their National Spir
itual Assembly, giving their ideas 
about how to help in the development 
of rural women to enhance the quality 
of their lives. They asked for permis
sion to use the Baha'i institute at In
dore for this training program, as it 
was close to the tribal districts in which 
most of the developmentally backward 
women could be found. The permis
sion was most readily given along with 
some financial support. As the project 
began to take shape and its potential 
was more fully appreciated, an appeal 
was made to the government of India, 
Department of Science and Technol
ogy, for a grant-in-aid. This too was 
sanctioned, and the project really 
began to take off. 

Surrounded by a high wall, removed 
from prying eyes, the Faizi Rural 
Women's Vocational Baha'i Institute 
consists of a rambling house in the cor
ner of an eight-acre plot of land. The 
institute is the temporary home for two 
weeks of every month for about 20 
tribal women from the Jhabua and 
Manpur areas, most of whom are illit
erate and untrained. 

Within two weeks, a near-miracle 
has been performed thanks to the tire
less efforts of the director, coordinator 

This article, "A Developmenr Insti
tute Jor Rural Women," was written 
by Zena Sorabjee, a member oj the 
Continental Board oj Counsellors Jor 
Asia. 
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and superintendent of the institute. To 
have to train women who have never 
before had a day's training, who may 
never even have moved from their vil
lage, is no easy task. 

The major task that must be ac
complished is to secure the physical 
presence of the tribal women. Here the 
infrastructure of Baha'i administrative 
bodies, which are situated at the grass-

Tribal women learn the art oj candle- the outskirts oj Indore, India. 
making at the Faiz( Baha'( Institute on 



Pictured is a group of trainees in the 
development program for village wom-

roots level-that is, the village level
comes into play. These bodies are en
couraged to send their women for 
training purposes. In such village 
bodies, the attitude of the men is one 
of support rather than a restrictive one. 
They have accepted a basic Baha'i 
principle, that of the equality of the 
sexes, and, considering it to be a Divine 
law, feel duty-bound to give the 
women every opportunity to advance 
and become trained and literate. The 
women do not have to fight for equal 
rights; on the contrary, they are urged 
to go and learn a vocation or a craft 
that will help them become income
generating members of society, thereby 
bringing about a certain amount of 
self-respect. 

In the early morning the women lis
ten to devotional bhajans on a tape 
recorder so that with constant repeti
tion they memorize both the words and 
melody. Remembrance of God in the 
early hours acts as spiritual sustenance 
for the rest of the day. They can return 
to their homes with these prayers and 
bhajans forever in their minds to help 

en at the Faizl Baha'l Institute near In
dore, India. The project coordinator, 

bring solace in times of distress and 
difficulty. 

The days pass rapidly as the women 
go about learning various crafts such 
as candle-making, soap-making, Tatti
patti, dona patta, bead bags and other 
easily learned skills. At the end of the 
training period each of them will have 
perfected at least two crafts and will be 
in a position to earn with either. 

Apart from the training, each wom
an acquires a rudimentary knowledge 
of health, hygiene and child care. A 
group of newly qualified young med
ical doctors and medical students, all 
volunteers, come to the classes and, 
with the help of posters, pictures and 
diagrams, explain basic rules that will 
help in prevention rather than cure. At 
the same time, simple remedies for eas
ily identifiable illnesses such as dehy
dration, diarrhea, etc., are explained. 
The eagerness of the rural women to 
learn these things is a source of encour
agement to the trainers. 

According to reports compiled by 
the United Nations during the Decade 
for Women (1976-85), "Women do al-

Miss Janak Palta, is seated in the mid
dle of the front row (in dark dress). 

most all the world's domestic work 
which, together with their additional 
work outside the home, means most 
women work a double day .... A 
woman's domestic role as wife and 
mother-which is vital to the well
being of the whole of society, and 
which consumes around half of her 
time and energy-is unpaid and under
rated .... When new technology is in
troduced it usually helps men with their 
traditional tasks of ploughing, irriga
tion and harvesting." Women, on the 
other hand, are expected to carryon 
both their agricultural work (weeding, 
thinning and transplanting) and do
mestic chores with primitive in
struments and implements, or to do the 
jobs by hand. 

To make life a shade easier for them 
and the task of cooking a bit quicker, 
the women who come to the institute 
are given training on how to make a 
more smoke-free and fuel-efficient 
"chulha" (stove). The government of 
India's rural technology department 
and other non-governmental organiza
tions have come up with better designs 
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for the traditional stove used in the 
villages of India, which uses wood for 
fuel. Instead of the one-pot chulha, 
which is so time-consuming and which 
uses a lot of wood and fills one's hut 
with smoke, endangering the health of 
its occupants, the new designs are for a 
stove that can accommodate three pots 
at the same time, using the same 
amount of fuel, and that has a chimney 
that leads the smoke from the hut. The 
materials for the stove are the same as 
have been used traditionally, but the 
design makes for fuel conservation and 
time saving. The women not only con
sider this new technology as a boon 
and are happy to learn to make the 
stove, they can also use their knowl
edge to train other women in the village 
to make a similar "chulha." 

,$ome of the evils prevalent in society 
are also discussed at the institute, and 
the women are encouraged to take part 
in discussions about the evils of the 
dowry and the caste system. The prob-

\, \ , . 

'. \ 
\ 

Women from rural villages are taught 
soap-making at the FaiZ{ Baha'{ Insti-
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lems they face in their villages are dis
cussed, and an exchange of ideas takes 
place. Many times such consultation 
sheds new light on a topic, and a solu
tion comes forth. This is far better than 
imposing a solution from the top 
down, which may not necessarily be 
practical and is often resisted because it 
does not enlist the wholehearted par
ticipation of the rural women them
selves. 

The necessity to educate their daugh
ters is implanted in the minds of these 
women. Slowly, they are beginning to 
appreciate how one need not be igno
rant, how education and training can 
bring about more gainful self-employ
ment and, consequently, self-respect. 
The idea of measuring boys and girls 
with the same yardstick is allowed to 
germinate. The discriminatory treat
ment meted out to female children in 
their health care and education is dis
cussed, and the cooperation of the 
women is sought to help remove these 

tute near Indore, India. 
many of them illiterate, 

ancient but wrong practices. They re
turn home giving assurances that they 
will send their daughters to school in
stead of forcing them into household 
drudgery and other chores. This assur
ance they know will be pursued by the 
coordinator of the project whose task 
it is to visit the participants to see how 
well they are making use of the training 
they have received. 

As they return to their villages, the 
women are welcomed with a certain 
amount of awe by others who have not 
been so fortunate. The training center 
at Indore quickly becomes a topic of 
conversation and discussion, turning 
the women away from idle talk and 
gossip. 

At the time of departure, raw ma
terials are given to the trainees along 
with one of the machines, either for 
candle-making or chalk-making. A 
time-bound program is given to each to 
complete the job work entrusted to 
her, by which time the finished product 

\ 

spect and a useful trade as a result of 
the development program. 



will be collected by the village-level Ba
ha'i administrative bodies who will 
take it to the village "haat" (market) if 
it is for local consumption or send it to 
the Indore institute which arranges for 
the marketing in other places. Fresh 
raw materials are then supplied to the 
trainee. 

As the institute becomes more orga
nized, the marketing system will be
come routine and a steady income will 
be available to the trainees. More con
fidence will be generated, not only 
among the trainees themselves but in 
the village as a whole, so that more 
women will want to take advantage of 
the training that is offered to better 
their lives as well as those of their 
families. This is an example of what 
collaboration between the government 
~d voluntary organizations can ac
complish. The dedication and selfless 
spirit of the volunteer workers, com
bined with the encouragement and fi-

Hawaii 

'Youth Can Move the World' was the 
theme of the Hawaii Baha'{ com
munity's award-winning float Septem
ber 28 in the annual Aloha Week pa-

, 
These young women from tribal vil
lages in India are learning to make 

nancial help of government depart
ments, can go a long way toward im
proving the lot of tribal women who 

rade in Honolulu. The float received 
the Mayor's A ward, emblematic of 
first place in the parade's non-com
mercial division. Nearly 40,000 flower 

beaded purses at the Faiz{ Baha'{ In
stitute near Indore. 

for centuries have lived in drudgery.
Zena Sorabjee 

blossoms were used in making the 
float, which was seen by about 100,000 
along the parade route and by many 
hundreds of thousands on television. 
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tne world 

Tucson Baha'is rush to aid of Mexico 

The Baha'i community of Tucson, 
Arizona, responded immediately last 
September following the devastating 
earthquake that leveled parts of Mex
ico City. 

Arranging for a room donated by a 
local hotel to be used as an emergency 
relief center, the Assembly contacted 
the National Spiritual Assembly for 
guidance, then launched the United Ef
fort Earthquake Relief Fund for Mex
ico. 

A telephone line also was donated, 
and the Tucson Assembly appointed a 
committee to coordinate the efforts of 
more than 20 local organizations that 
volunteered their help. A bank account 
was set up for the UEER Fund, and 
money collected was sent to the Red 
Cross, as it was learned that the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Mexico 
was not equipped to receive funds and 
asked that they be channeled through 
another agency. 

The relief center coordinated volun
teers who collected medical supplies, 
translated medical information into 
Spanish, and loaded supplies onto a 
truck which was provided by the city 
government of Santa Ana (Sonora), 
Mexico. Supplies were donated by El 
Dorado Hospital, Northwest Hospital, 

Guatemala 
A new Baha'i school being built in El 

Tejar, Chimatenango, Guatemala, was 
expected to be ready for the national 
Summer School in December. A well, 
storage room and custodian's house 
were completed in August. 

Every Baha'i in the country was be
ing given a chance to take part in con
struction of the main buildings. Trans
portation, food, shelter and a mattress 
on which to sleep were provided for 
each worker who volunteered to come 
for a week or more to help. 
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the Tucson Medical Center, and sev
eral pharmaceutical companies such as 
Alpha-Med of Tucson and Hoechst
Roussel, based in New Jersey. 

The truck transported the supplies to 
Hermosillo, Mexico, where they were 
transferred to an airplane and flown to 
Mexico City. 

An important aspect of the effort, 
says Gail Powers, secretary of the 
Spiritual Assembly of Tucson, was that 
it mobilized the entire community, not 
just the Baha'is. 

"Tucson Baha'is were able to see 
firsthand," she says, "how the Baha'is 
can help a socio-economic project at 
the grassroots level. It's important for 
the community as a whole to become 
aware that Baha'is are service
oriented, caring people who stand in 
the forefront of efforts to improve the 
lot of humanity." 

¥ ¥ ¥ 

The Los Angeles Baha'i Youth 
Workshop is a group of young people 
from Southern California who use the 
performing arts to teach the Faith 
through dance, song, poetry, comedy 
and drama. 

Last summer 22 members of the 
group toured nine states in six weeks, 
leaving in their wake goodwill, admira
tion, gratitude and many happy mem
ories. Their onstage efforts show that 
unity can work, while their offstage 
behavior proves it. 

The Workshop left Los Angeles by 
chartered bus on June 24 and made its 
first stop in Wichita, Kansas. There, as 
in other cities along the route, the 
group performed for a wide variety of 
audiences on a number of stages, ap
pearing during two days in Wichita at a 
shopping mall, a state university, a 
private school and the American Busi
ness Center. 

In Fulton, Missouri, they joined a 
festival in progress and held a spon-

taneous "unity walk" through the city, 
performing in black neighborhoods 
and white, to the astonishment of local 
people unaccustomed to such harmo
nious integration. 

In Illinois, the group visited the Ba
ha'i National Center in Wilmette where 
they were honored to perform in Foun
dation Hall. They also performed be
fore large crowds in downtown Chi
cago's Grant Park during the "Taste 
of Chicago" festival. 

The group's appearance at the Ba
ha'i International Youth Conference in 
Columbus, Ohio, was greeted with a 
thunderous ovation and demands for 
an encore. 

While in Columbus the youth per
formed for a lunch hour crowd at the 
state capitol building and were inter
viewed by a TV camera crew that was 
en route to cover the Youth Confer
ence. 

From Ohio the Workshop moved 
south, to the Louis Gregory Institute in 
South Carolina where their week-long 
visit was noted in these words: "The 
self-discipline, spirit of cooperation 
and respect they demonstrated was in
spiring. It is evident that these youth 
have reached a level of group unity 
which allows for problem-solving and 
group consultation to take place in a 
very powerful and effective way. They 
are a dynamic, forceful model for 
understanding the process of unity." 

In Atlanta, Georgia, on July 20, 
Mayor Andrew Young commended the 
group with a certificate of merit for 
their "outstanding contributions to the 
vitality and spirit of the city." 

The Workshop then traveled to Bir
mingham, Alabama; Fort Worth, Tex
as; and Hobbs and Anthony, New 
Mexico. In Las Cruces, New Mexico, 
they were featured in a benefit concert 
for African famine relief before return
ing home to Los Angeles. 



Republic of Ireland 

Ruairi Quinn (right), Ireland's Min
ister for Labour, attended a reception 
last June 13 at the National Hazlratu '1-
Quds in Dublin to launch a project de
signed to send copies of the Dec/ara-

Panama 
Baha'is in Panama are spending Sat

urday and Sunday afternoons contact
ing one another via ham radio, relaying 
messages from the friends, sharing 
long-distance fellowship and chatting 
about various projects and interests. 

"We'd like to invite anyone who's 
interested, whether he's a ham or not, 
to join in," says Pete Jorgensen, a Ba
ha'i from Balboa, Ancon. "Just tune 
in to 14.313 mHz at 4:30 p.m. (EST) 
and you'll hear a message-relaying net
work. When you 'check in,' just ask 
for me (HPIXZB in Panama), or my 
friend Mark (KA5PSB in Fort Worth, 
Texas) or anyone who knows where we 
are. 

"If you're not a ham, just listen on 

tion of Human Rights to children in 
secondary schools throughout the Re
public of Ireland as a contribution 
toward the work of the UN Interna
tional Year of Youth. Pictured with 

your short-wave radio-or better yet, 
find a neighbor who's a ham (they're 
the ones with the monstrous antennas 
on their roofs) and explain that you'd 
like to say hello to your fellow Baha'is. 
That could lead to some interesting 
conversations.' , 

Greece 

Greece's II th annual Baha'i Sum
mer School was held August 22-25 at 
the Rafina Bravo Hotel. Eighty-five at
tended including seven non-Baha'is. 
Among the speakers were Counsellor 
Ursula Miihlschlegel and Auxiliary 
Board member Harold Bogie. 

Mr. Quinn are Dr. Joe Watson, chair
man of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of the Baha'ls of Ireland, and Mrs. 
Lesley Taherzadeh, vice-chairman of 
the National Spiritual Assembly. 

The Gambia 
An energetic program of teaching 

and deepening was carried out last May 
in Guinea Bissau, an extension goal as
signed to The Gambia in the Seven 
Year Plan. 

Visits to the capital, Bissau, and to 
the main towns of Gabu, Bafata, Bo
lama and Canchungu by a team of four 
Baha'is led to the enrollment of 50 new 
and deepened believers, many of whom 
were ready to teach the Faith to others. 

The teaching team was comprised of 
Luiz Gonzaga, a traveling teacher from 
Brazil; Ebrim N'jie, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of The 
Gambia; Kobina Amyssah-Fynn, a 
pioneer from Ghana; and Pierre Vieira 
from Bissau. 
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San Marino 
"Literature for young people, Child

hood of literature" was the theme of 
an International Literary Conference 
held last May 28-31 in the Republic of 
San Marino to celebrate the Interna
tional Year of Youth. 

In response to a requt ~t by the Sec
retary of State for Foreign Affairs, the 
Minister for Cultural Affairs, and 
Prof. Per Wiistberg, president of PEN, 
the World Association of Writers, the 
Baha'i community of San Marino was 
represented at the conference by Chris
tine Hakim, an author and member of 
the Baha'i community of Switzerland. 

Mrs. Hakim made a presentation at 
the literary session, as did writers from 
various countries including Bulgaria, 
Finland, Germany, Ghana, Great Brit
ain, Holland, Israel, Japan, Jordan, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the United 
States. 

During her presentation on "The Ef
fects of Literature on Youth," Mrs. 
Hakim expounded a number of univer
sal principles of the Faith. 

"Literature for young people," she 
said, "can make a vital contribution 
toward the achievement of peace and 
justice in the world by exalting spiritual 
and ethical values such as compassion, 
tolerance, honesty, altruism and love 
and by protecting young people from 
hatred, prejudice, greed, oppression 
and violence .... " 

"In this way, literature for young 
people would become an instrument 
through which the reader could fully 
explore his responsibilities and play his 
incontestable role in the creation of a 
new world civilization." 

Colombia 
A National Conference on Socio

Economic Development was held last 
June in Cajibio, Colombia. The 70 
participants addressed such topics as 
the importance of the local Spiritual 
Assembly's participation in develop
ment projects, the need for consulta
tion, and the general requirements for 
successful development efforts. 

After the conference, the friends re
sumed the long-term national cam
paign of consolidation and expansion. 
One hundred teachers joined the ranks 
of those taking part in the campaign, 
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CONFERENZA 
INTERNAZIONALE 

PER L·ANNO 
INTERNAZIONALE 
DELLA GIOVENTU· 

"Lelleraluta della gioventu 
Giovinezza della letleratura" 

Christine Hakim, a Baha'i from Swit
zerland, addresses writers from around 
the world during an International Lit
erary Conference held last May in the 

exceeding the National Assembly's 
goal of 95. 

One of its goals is to update Baha'i 
membership lists, which gives teachers 
an opportunity to contact, deepen and 
confirm entire Baha'i families. 

Bolivia 
Radio Baha'i in Caracollo, Bolivia, 

is now the number one radio station in 
its listening area, according to a recent 
survey of 300 listeners conducted by 
the staff of Radio Baha'i. 

GGIQ 1985 
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Republic San Marino, examining 
the fundamentals of literature as a 
means of development for young peo
ple. 

Botswana 
A Baha'i Youth Conference which 

brought together more than 100 Baha'i 
youth and young adults from six coun
tries at Molepolole, Botswana, was of
ficially opened last August 13 by the 
vice-president of Botswana, the Hon. 
Peter Mmusi. 

Radio Botswana broadcast a cere
mony in which the vice-president was 
given a Baha'i book by a member of 
the Continental Board of Counsellors, 
and also carried excerpts from the vice
president's talk. 



Caribbean 
Mrs. Nasrin Fawbush, a traveling 

teacher from India, visited seven coun
tries in the Caribbean last June, July 
and August. Her trip was dedicated to 
expansion and consolidation of the 
Faith in the islands, especially among 
the Indian minorities. 

During her travels in Panama, Bar
bados, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Gre
nada, Guyana, Suriname and Jamaica, 
Mrs. Fawbush attracted considerable 
attention from the press and local of
ficials. Her background as a journalist, 

Taiwan 

The Hand of the Cause of God Collis 
Featherstone (seated in center holding 
baby) and Mrs. Featherstone (to his 

The Hand of the Cause of God Col
lis Featherstone and his wife, Madge, 
spent a week last March visiting the Ba
ha'is of Taiwan. On arriving, they were 
greeted at the airport by a number of 
Baha'is bearing a banner of welcome 
and were escorted into the city of Tai
pei. 

While in Taiwan the Featherstones 
were able to visit the vice-president of 
the Republic of China, Lee Teng-hui. 
The meeting was arranged by an Iran
ian Baha'i pioneer to Asia, Ms. Fari
deh Paymani, who had been a friend of 
the Lees ever since Mr. Lee was mayor 
of Taipei and appeared as a guest 
speaker at the first annual Baha'i 
Humanitarian Awards dinner. 

as author of two books for women and 
children, her degrees in psychology and 
sociology, and her position as an Aux
iliary Board member in India, com
bined with her Persian origins, opened 
many doors for interviews and lec
tures, publicity and favorable notice. 

The highlight of her visit to St. Vin
cent was a friendly interview with the 
prime minister who was given two Ba
ha'i books and expressed his interest in 
participating in future Baha'i events. 

Contacts with East Indians were 

left) are greeted by Bahd'{s on Taiwan 
during a week-long visit to that country 
last March. 

The Featherstones were accompa
nied on the visit to the vice-president 
by David Huang, secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Taiwan. 

Mr. Featherstone told Mr. Lee of the 
worldwide scope of the Faith, pro
ducing a world map and tracing the 
locations of all the National Spiritual 
Assemblies. The visit was of great his
torical significance to the Baha'is of 
Taiwan. 

Mr. Featherstone also met with the 
National Spiritual Assembly, con
ducted firesides, and was interviewed 
by one of Taiwan's largest newspapers 
as well as by its English-language radio 
station. 

most successful in Grenada where seek
ers at a dinner meeting'in the home of a 
businessman showed a keen interest in 
the Faith and accepted books for 
study. 

In several island communities Mrs. 
Fawbush encouraged Assemblies to set 
up small library centers in the homes of 
some of the believers, thus giving the 
friends access to a variety of Baha'i 
books which they probably would be 
unable to buy. 

Cameroon Republic 

Traveling teachers Mehry and Sha
pour Rassekh visited Yaounde, Camer
oon, for a week, during which time 
they took part in an Inter-Regional 
Women's Conference that began last 
August 23. Mr. Rassekh gave the open
ing address, titled "Women and Devel
opment," while Mehry Rassekh lec
tured on the question, "How can wom
an assume her role in society?" 

Cameroon's head of research rep
resented the government at the con
ference, and requested copies of the 
Baha'is' addresses for the Minister on 
the Status of Women. Baha'is from 
nine countries and 34 localities inside 
Cameroon itself came to the confer
ence, which was publicized in the Cam
eroon Tribune with an article based on 
a Baha'i press release headlined 
"Women and World Peace." 

More than 100 people, many of 
whom were teachers, attended a lecture 
by Mr. Rassekh entitled "Women and 
the Future of Mankind." The Ras
sekhs also conducted a deepening at 
the National Baha'i Center that was at
tended by about 60 people. Mr. Ras
sekh spoke on "Excellence in All 
Things" and Mrs. Rassekh on "Hap
piness in Marriage." 

Kenya 

One hundred-twenty members of na
tional committees gathered at a na
tional conference last September 17 in 
Kenya, holding dynamic consultation 
on the Universal House of Justice's 
peace statement and making plans for 
its dissemination at all levels in that 
country. 
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The Netherlands 
Public libraries in the Netherlands 

are circulating a publication by a Ba
ha'i, Udo Schaefer, entitled "Sect or 
Revealed Religion?" which examines 
the problems of the categorization of 
the Baha'i Faith within religious sci
ence. 

The following is from the text of an 
abstract about the publication: 

"The Baha'i Faith is increasingly be
ing talked about, not only because of 
the persecutions in Iran, where the 
largest number (of Baha'is) live, but 
also because Baha'i communities exist 
in many countries. Using arguments 
borrowed from religious science (com
parative religion), this pamphlet will 

. c make clear that the Baha'is are not a 
sect, but a universal religious commu-

Argentina 

The display booth of EBILA (Editorial 
Baha'{ Indo-Latinoamericana), which 
was seen by many of the 900, 000 peo
ple who attended the 11th Interna
tional Book Fair last March 29-April 

The Baha'i Publishing Trust of Ar
gentina emerged from obscurity this 
year as about 900,000 visitors to the 
11 th International Book Fair in Buenos 
Aires had an opportunity to see an at
tractive exhibit mounted March 29-
April 15 by EBILA (Editorial Baha'i 
Indo-Latinoamericana). 

Included in the display were all of 
the titles published by the Trust and 
other Spanish-language Baha'i books. 

Twenty-five Baha'is from Buenos 
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nity, originating not from a schism but 
from a Divine Revelation in 1844 . 

Suriname 
The "Shiva Teaching Project," 

whose goal is to bring at least 3,000 
new believers into the Faith, was 
launched last August 29 in Suriname. 

One hundred ninety-three enroll
ments were recorded in the first week 
of the campaign, with many entire 
families embracing the Faith at once. 
With members of the National Spir
itual Assembly and the Auxiliary 
Board in the forefront of the action, 
five Baha'i centers were reactivated, 
small libraries were established, child
ren's classes begun, and a training in
stitute held. 

.:Jir,.i" 
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15 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. It 
marked the second time in which the 
BaM'{ Publishing Trust of Argentina 
had participated in the fair. 

Aires, Burzaco, Rosario and Lanus 
took turns manning the booth. They 
sold some 250 books and handed out 
around 15,000 pamphlets, 6,000 book
marks and 2,000 EBILA catalogs es
pecially prepared for the event. 

EBILA advertised in the Book Fair 
Journal and met with distributors and 
book sellers to become better known 
and to hasten the day when Baha'i 
books will be available to the general 
public at commercial bookstores. 

Switzerland 
The Baha'i commldnity of Wetzikon, 

near Zurich, Switzerland, held an 
"Evening for UNICEF" last August 
30 at which $300 (U.S.) was raised for 
UNICEF projects. 

Thomas Imboden of UNICEF-Swit
zerland spoke about the United Na
tions' work on behalf of children and 
answered questions from the audience 
of about 50 who filled the hall to its 
capacity. 

Slides were shown of the 1983 Baha'i 
International Convention, which was 
called "the most representative gather
ing of humankind ever to take place." 
Marco Kappenberger, the Baha'i Inter
national Community'S representative 
to the United Nations in Geneva, said 
the Baha'i Convention was more 
representative than any of the more 
than 200 UN conferences he had at
tended during the past 12 years. 

¥ ¥ ¥ 

On August 24 Miss Corinne Schau
bacher of Berne, a member of the Na
tional Baha'i Youth Committee of 
Switzerland, had an opportunity to 
talk about the Faith with Mr. Alphons 
Egli, the country's Minister of the In
terior. 

Miss Schaubacher represented the 
Baha'is in a delegation of 10 people 
who met with the minister in con
nection with the International Year of 
Youth. As the only organization active 
in Youth Year activities in all three 
linguistic regions of Switzerland, the 
Faith will be represented when delega
tions from the other two regions of the 
country meet with the Minister of the 
Interior. 

Papua New Guinea 
The Baha'i community of Lae en

tered a float in the city parade cele
brating the 10th anniversary of Papua 
New Guinea's independence. Twenty 
thousand townspeople watched as the 
Baha'i float won first prize among the 
50 floats entered in the event. 

The float featured people of several 
nationalities including tribes of Papua 
New Guinea such as the famed Asoro 
Mudmen as well as Indians and Euro
peans gathered around a large globe 
upon which were quotations from the 
Writings in Pidgin. 



Sri Lanka 
His Excellency Ranasinghe Premadasa 
(left), the Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, 
with Jamshed K. Fozdar, a Baha'( 
scholar, author of several books, and 
pioneer to Sri Lanka since 1979. The 
Prime Minister has played a key role in 
the government's recognition of the 
third Sunday in January as World Re
ligion Day in Sri Lanka, as well as be
ing chiefly instrumental in the issuance 
of the unique and historic World Relig
ion Day commemorative postage 
stamp. Mr. Fozdar was recently invited 
to visit the Prime Minister and to wit
ness the progress in the field of 'Vii/age 
Reawakening' which involves self
help, ethnic understanding, interfaith 

'c amity and the whole gamut of daily vil
lage life from the grassroots up. The 
national movement, under the direc
tion of the Prime Minister, has coun
terparts in Third World countries on 
three continents. Mr. Premadasa spent 
the better part of two days with Mr. 
Fozdar discussing various aspects of 
Buddhism and the Baha'( Faith, and 
was especially pleased to receive one of 
Mr. Fozdar's books on Buddhism as 
well as a copy of Religion for Man
kind. 

Belgium 

Eight Baha'(s who miraculously es
caped from Tehran were received last 
September 1 at the Baha'( National 
Center in Belgium, only a few months 
after representatives of that country's 
National Spiritual Assembly had met 
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 

-

obtain permi!'')ion to help Baha '( refu
gees to Belgium. A reception was orga
nized by the Committee for Iranian Af
fairs to welcome this first group of ref
ugees. Another group of seven was ex
pected to arrive soon in Belgium. 

I 
Alaska 

The Baha'is of McGrath, a small 
community in southwest central 
Alaska, have acquired an airplane to 
help them visit believers in surrounding 
villages. 

Until now, they could visit their Ba
ha'i neighbors only a few times a year 
using chartered planes. Recently, pilot 
Ernie Baumgartner has flown Baha'is 
to Galena, Stony River and Grayling. 
The friends are quite excited about the 
great potential for teaching the new 
plane has brought. 

Guyana 
About 100 Baha'is gathered last Sep

tember 1 in Charity, Guyana, for an 
Amerindian Teaching Conference. 

Most of the participants came from 
their homes along the Pomeroon 
River. Others came from the Essequibo 
Coast. Twenty-five were Amerindian, 
indigenous to the area. 

The purposes of the conference were 
to deepen in the Faith and discuss ways 
to continue teaching in the region. 
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World Centre 

Babii'u'lliib's balf-brotber reinterred 

To the Bahd'(s of the World 
Beloved Friends, 

It is with a feeling of joy and gratitude that we inform the 
BaM'i world of the befitting reinterment of the remains of 
Mirza Muhammad-Quli, the faithful half-brother and com
panion in exile of Baha'u'llah, and of eleven members of his 
family, in a new BaM'i cemetery on a hillside looking across 
Lake Kinneret and the hills of Galilee toward the Qiblih of 
the Faith. This historic event, coinciding fortuitously with 
the first formal presentation of "The Promise of World 
Peace" to a Head of State, is of especial significance in the 
annals of the Cause of BaM'u'llah. 

On 12 November 1952 the beloved Guardian jubilantly 
cabled the Baha'i world his announcement of the acquisition 
of vitally needed property surrounding the Most Holy 
Shrine and the Mansion of Bahji in exchange for land do
nated by the grandchildren of Mirza Muhammad-Quli. 

The land referred to in this cable had been in the posses
sion of Mirza Muhammad-Quli on the eastern shore of the 
Sea of Galilee, at a place called Nuqayb. He and his family 
lived there and farmed the land for many years and on his 
passing, at the instruction of 'Abdu'I-BaM, his remains 
were buried there, as were subsequently those of members of 
his family. 

In 1937 Kibbutz Ein Gev was established just to the north 
of the farm, and the two groups of settlers lived as amicable 
neighbors until the war of 1948 forced the family to leave 
the land which, lying on the troubled frontier of the new 
State of Israel, was expropriated by the government. The 
grandchildren of Mirza Muhammad-Quli gave their rights in 
the land to the Faith which received in exchange the much
needed land in Bahji. Thus the little cemetery passed out of 
BaM'i hands. It remained untouched until 1972 when the 

decision was made to approach the authorities with a view to 
embellishing the site and maintaining it as a place of historic 
significance for the Faith. However, plans had already been 
made for the extension of the plantings of the kibbutz and 
the eventual development of the cemetery in that place. 
Negotiations were then entered into, as a result of which 
another plot of land in the immediate neighborhood, but 
slightly farther from the shore of the Lake on the slope of 
Tel Susita, was officially designated a Baha'i cemetery and 
given over to the Baha'i community. The work of fencing it 
and planting suitable shrubs and trees was then put in hand 
and preparations were made to reinter the precious remains 
of this family. 

On the morning of Friday, 18 October 1985, as the final 
stage in this process, the remains of Mirza Muhammad-Quli 
himself were ceremoniously conveyed from the old cemetery 
to the new and were reinterred there in the presence of the 
Hands of the Cause of God Amatu'l-Baha RUQiyyih 
Khanum and 'Ali Akbar Furutan, members of the Universal 
House of Justice and of the International Teaching Centre, 
and a large gathering of World Centre friends as well as 
representatives of the Israeli authorities and of Kibbutz Ein 
Gev. Mrs. Husniyyih Baha'i, the granddaughter of Mirza 
Muhammad-Quli, who is now pioneering in St. Lucia in the 
West Indies, accompanied by members of her family, had 
been especially invited to attend the ceremony in honor of 
her illustrious forebear, to whom 'Abdu'l-Baha paid elo
quent tribute in "The Memorials of the Faithful." 

The Universal House of Justice 
November 17, 1985 
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United Nations 

~.ecretary-General given peace statement 

The first official meeting in the his
tory of the Faith between the Baha'i 
world community and the Secretary
General of the United Nations took 
place at noon Friday, November 22, at 
UN headquarters in New York City. 

Thirty-eight years after the Faith's 
official association with the UN was in
itiated by the beloved Guardian, 
Shoghi Effendi, the Hand of the Cause 
of God Amatu'l-Baha Ru!)iyyih Kha
num presented the Universal House of 
Justice's peace statement, "The Prom
ise of World Peace," to Secretary-Gen
eral Javier Perez de Cuellar in a his
toric meeting that marked the represen
tation of the Faith at the highest level 
of the internationill organization. 

Two representatives of the Baha'i 
International Community, Dr. Victor 
de Araujo and Gerald Knight, were 
privileged to join the Hand of the 
Cause for the highly successful 
20-minute meeting with the Secretary
General. 

Mr. Perez de Cuellar had recei ved a 
copy of the peace statement the day be
fore, and he assured the Baha'i delega
tion that he had read a marked copy 
highlighting the salient points of the 
message, which he referred to as beau
tiful and inspiring. He mentioned the 
need for trust among nations and peo
ples if peace is to be achieved, and 
showed an interest in the Baha'i dele
gation's statements mentioning his an
nual Report on the Work of the UN 
Organization and the identification 
that Baha'is have with the aims, views 
and hopes expressed in that report. 

The Baha'i delegation was able to 
convey the purpose and universality of 

This article was wrillen by Shiva 
Tavana, the U.S. National Spiritual 
Assembly's representative to the 
United Nations in New York City, 
from information provided by the Ba
hd'llnternational Community. 
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ON EVE DAY COVENANT WE ANNOUNCE WITH PROFOUND 
GRA TITUDE SUCCESSFUL PRESENTATION TO SECRETARY GEN
ERAL UNITED NATIONS STATEMENT PEACE ADDRESSED TO 
PEOPLES WORLD. PRESENCE AMATU'L-BAHA RUHiYYIH KHA
NUM AS HEAD DELEGATION BAHA'i INTERNATioNAL COM
MUNITY INVESTED THIS EVENT WITH SIGNIFICANCE THAT 
WILL WARM HEARTS EVOKE ADMIRATION INSPIRE APPRECIA
TION FUTURE GENERATIONS. PRESENTATION 22 NOVEMBER 
TO SECRET AR Y GENERAL IN CONJUNCTION ONGOING PRESEN
TA TIONS STATEMENT TO HEADS STATE THROUGHOUT WORLD 
PRESAGES NEW STAGE IN RELATIONSHIP BAHA'i COMMUNITY 
TO UNITED NATIONS. IT IMMEDIATELY LENDS ADDED IM
PETUS TO ACTIVITIES INTERNATIONAL YEAR PEACE BEING 
UNDERTAKEN WITH EXEMPLARY VIGOR EFFICIENCY BY NA
TIONAL LOCAL BAHA'i COMMUNITIES. 
WE TAKE THIS OPPPORTUNITY INFORM FRIENDS THAT OF 
MORE THAN FIFTY HEADS STATE WHO HAVE ALREADY RE
CEIVED PEACE STATEMENT TWO THUS FAR HAVE DIRECTLY 
ADDRESSED TO US THEIR POSITIVE THOUGHTFUL RESPONSES, 
NAMELY, PRESIDENTS COLOMBIA MARSHALL ISLANDS. RE
PORTS REACHING WORLD CENTRE INDICATE INCREASINGLY 
SYMPATHETIC INTEREST BEING AROUSED BY STATEMENT 
AMONG PEOPLE ALL LEVELS SOCIETY. WARMLY APPRECIATE 
ADMIRE CREATIVE ENERGY WHICH FRIENDS EVERYWHERE 
ARE APPLYING TO STUDY AND DISSEMINATION 'THE PROMISE 
OF WORLD PEACE.' 
REMARKABLE RANGE ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE OCCURRED 
JUST ONE MONTH SINCE RELEASE STATEMENT IMBUES US 
WITH FEELINGS SATISFACTION JOY. GRATEFULLY RECOGNIZE 
BLESSINGS BEING SHOWERED COMMUNITY GREATEST NAME 
AS DERIVING FROM WORLD-AWAKENING SACRIFICES CHAR
ACTERIZING LIVES OUR BELOVED HEROIC BROTHERS SISTERS 
WHOSE SPIRITUAL RESOURCES INDOMITABLE COURAGE 
HA VE WITHSTOOD NO LESS THAN SEVEN YEARS UNRELENT
ING ASSAULTS UNPRECEDENTED UPHEAVALS PERVADING 
BAHA'U'LLAH'S NATIVE LAND. 

the Faith and the worldwide distribu
tion of its membership from all back
grounds including many illiterates. The 
Baha'i system of election and govern
ance, the position of the House of Jus
tice, and other topics also were dis
cussed. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
NOVEMBER 25, 1985 

The Office of the Secretary-General 
had arranged for a photographer to 
take official pictures of the presenta
tion. 

During the week of November 22, 
Amatu'\-Bahci Ru!)iyyih Khanum was 
the guest of honor at a series of \unch-



The Hand of the Cause of God Ama
tu'I-Baha Rti!J{yyih Khdnum, rep
resenting the Universal House of Jus
tice and the Baha'{ International Com-

eons hosted by the Baha'i International 
Community. At each of them, she ex
pressed the appreciation and gratitude 
of Baha'is throughout the world for 
the support received from the United 
Nations for the alleviation of the per
secution of Baha'is in Iran. 

She spoke of worldwide Baha'i ac
tivities in support of the work of the 
UN such as programs and activities for 
UN Day and Human Rights Day, am
plified the Baha'i perspective on the 
need for world peace, and expressed 
her admiration for the Report of the 
Secretary-General on the Work of the 
Organization. 

Two luncheons for Ambassadors 
were attended by representatives from 
26 countries as well as high level rep
resentatives of the UN Secretariat and 
a representative from the office of the 

munity, presents a special copy of the 
Supreme Body's statement, 'The 
Promise of World Peace, , to His Ex
cellency Javier Perez de Cuellar, Sec-

Secretary-General. Ambassadors at
tending in person represented the fol
lowing countries: Barbados, Belize, 
Costa Rica, Fiji, Senegal, Swaziland 
and Trinidad and Tobago. Another 
luncheon was held especially for diplo
mats engaged in the activities of the 
Third Committee which deals with so
cial, cultural and humanitarian affairs. 
The Third Committee examines human 
rights issues such as the human rights 
situation in Iran. 

A successful luncheon was also held 
for UN press correspondents. Among 
those in attendance from the interna
tional news media were representatives 
from the BBC, Reuters, Associated 
Press, UPI, the Voice of America, The 
New York Times, and World Union 
Press. 

Most press representatives knew 

retary-General of the United Nations. 
The presentation was made Friday, 
November 22. (UN photo) 

something about the persecution of Ba
ha'is in Iran but little of the United Na
tions' response or of the Faith in gen
eral. The luncheon presented an oppor
tunity to remedy this through the pre
sentation given by Amatu'l-Baha Ru
J:!iyyih Khanum and the Baha'i Interna
tional Community which generated a 
lively question-and-answer session. As 
a result, articles were published in The 
New York Times and The Washington 
Post, with all major wire services and 
the BBC filing stories. 

At each of the luncheons, partici
pants had a chance to hear a first-hand 
account of the suffering of Baha'is in 
Iran through the significant presence 
and participation of Ruhi J ahanpour 
who was imprisoned twice in Iran be
fore escaping to Pakistan. 
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United Nations 

Resolution expresses 'concern' over Iran 

On Friday, December 13, 1985, the 
United Nations General Assembly 
adopted by a vote of 53-30 with 45 ab
stentions Resolution 40/141 concern
ing the human rights situation in Iran 
and including specific references to the 
situation of the Baha'is in that coun
try. 

The affirmative action, which was 
taken one week after the General As
sembly's Third Committee approved a 
similar resolution by a 53-22 vote with 
41 abstentions, marks the first time 
that the General Assembly has adopted 
a resolution about the general human 
rights situation it1 Iran or about the 
particular situation of the Baha'is. 

As such, it repre~ents a major ad
vance in the Faith's efforts to secure 
the widest and clearest possible expres
sions of international concern over the 
persecution of lrim's Baha'i communi
ty, and reflects'the result of intensive 
efforts over the past few years by Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies in many 
countries and by the Baha'i Interna
tional Community's UN offices in New 
York and Geneva to bring the matter 
to the attention of the world body. 

The action by the General Assembly 
follows the adoption of resolutions 
about the human rights situation in 
Iran, including the particular situation 
of the Baha'is, by the UN's Commis
sion on Human Rights in 1982, 1983, 
1984 and 1985. The resolution approv
ed by the Commission in 1985 placed 
these issues on the General Assembly's 
agenda for the first time at its current 
session, and (also for the first time) 
commissioned a report about them for 
submission to the General Assembly as 
a basis for its discussions. 

That report was disappointing. An
dres Aguilar of Venezuela, the Special 
Representative appointed by the Com
mission on Human Rights to investi
gate the situation in Iran and prepare 
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The action by the General As
sembly foUows the adoption of 
resolutions about the human 
rights situation in Iran, includ
ing the particular situation of 
the Baha'is, by the UN's Com
mission on Human Rights in 
1982, 1983, 1984 and 1985. 

the report, tried hard to enlist the 
cooperation of the Iranian government 
but was unsuccessful in doing so, and 
was unable to visit the country to assess 
the situation for himself. 

As a result, the report did not do jus
tice to the persecution of Baha'is in 
Iran, in spite of copious evidence pro
vided by the Baha'i International Com
munity and others. 

Mr. Aguilar's report concluded that 
the evidence presented "cannot be dis
missed as groundless unless proved to 
be so on the basis of detailed informa
tion," adding that "a continued mon
itoring of the human rights situation in 
the Islamic Republic of Iran is called 
for. " 

In spite of that lukewarm conclu
sion, the resolution adopted by the 
General Assembly expresses deep con
cern over "specific and detailed allega
tions" of human rights abuses in Iran 
including summary executions, tor
ture, and the oppression of religious 
minorities; endorses the report's con
clusion that continued monitoring of 
the situation is called for; requests the 
Commission on Human Rights to con
sider further steps to secure effective 
respect for human rights in Iran; and 
places the over-all situation there, in
cluding and in particular "the situation 
of minority groups such as the Ba
ha',s," on the General Assembly's 
agenda for its next session in 1986. 

The resolution thus assures that both 
the General Assembly and its Commis
sion on Human Rights will continue to 
concern themselves with the question 
of human rights in Iran. 

"This action represents the clearest 
possible signal of the depth and 
strength of the international commu
nity's concern over the continuing per
secution of the Baha'i religious com
munity in Iran," says Gerald Knight, a 
representative of the Baha'i Interna
tional Community at the United Na
tions. 

"It will be a great comfort to our 
community in Iran," he adds, "to 
know that they have not been forgotten 
by the world outside, or by the UN. 

"The Baha', International Com
munity is deeply grateful to the United 
Nations, and especially to those mem
ber states which initiated this resolu
tion and those which voted in favor of 
it, for their sympathy and support at 
this critical time." 

The resolution adopted by the Gen
eral Assembly was sponsored by An
tigua and Barbuda, Australia, Bel
gium, Canada, Costa Rica, France, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Nor
way, Samoa, St. Lucia and the United 
Kingdom. 

Before its adoption, Syria and Pak
istan made formal motions designed to 
prevent its adoption, but these were 
soundly defeated. Iran and Libya made 
statements attacking the Faith, with 
the usual accusations that the Baha'is 
are a political group associated with 
Zionism. 

The specific references to the Baha'is 
in the text of the resolution are ex
tremely important in terms of main
taining and increasing international 
concern over the plight of Iran's Baha'i 
community. They also represent a con
siderable achievement. 

Strong pressure was exerted to delete 
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TO NA TIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES 
WITH JOYFUL GRATEFUL HEARTS WE ACCLAIM 
UNPRECEDENTED RECOGNITION BAHA'i COMMU
NITY THROUGH ADOPTION BY UNITED NATIONS 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF RESOLUTION MAKING 
SPECIFIC REFERENCE PERSECUTED FRIENDS 
IRAN. FOR FIRST TIME NAME PRECIOUS FAITH 
BAHA'U'LLAH MENTIONED HIGHEST MOST WIDE
LY REPRESENTATIVE INTERNATIONAL FORUM 
YET ESTABLISHED THUS FULFILLING LONG 
CHERISHED WISH BELOVED GUARDIAN. SIGNIFI
CANCE THIS MOMENTOUS DEVELOPMENT ALSO 
UNDERSCORED BY FACT THAT ONLY IN THREE IN
STANCES BEFORE HAS GENERAL ASSEMBLY IT
SELF ADOPTED RESOLUTIONS CENSURING PAR
TICULAR COUNTRIES FOR BAD HUMAN RIGHTS 
RECORDS. PROCESS WHICH RESULTED SUCH A 
REMARKABLE OUTCOME BEGAN TWO YEARS AGO 
WITH DECISION UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION 
ON HUMAN RIGHTS TO SEND REPRESENTATIVE 
IRAN INVESTIGATE VIOLATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS 
INCLUDING THOSE DIRECTLY AFFECTING BAHA'i 
COMMUNITY. THE COMMISSION DETERRED IN ITS 
INTENTION BY IRANIAN AUTHORITIES REFERRED 
ISSUE TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHERE MA TIER 
WAS DISCUSSED FIRST IN THIRD COMMITTEE 
WHEN INTERESTS FAITH WERE VIGOROUSLY UP
HELD BY REPRESENTATIVES VARIOUS COUN-

TRIES AND RESOLUTION WAS PROPOSED AND 
THEN IN PLENARY SESSION WHICH RATIFIED RES
OLUTION ON 13 DECEMBER. NOTABLE CONSE
QUENCE IS RETENTION ISSUE AGENDA GENERAL 
ASSEMBL Y THUS PERMITTING INTENSIFICATION 
EFFORTS RELIEVE SITUATION SUFFERING BELIEV
ERS IRAN IN ANTICIPATION DAY COMPLETE 
EMANCIPATION FAITH GOD THAT LAND. WARM
L Y COMMEND ACKNOWLEDGE UNTIRING EF
FORTS UNITED NATIONS REPRESENTATIVES 
BAHA'i INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY RESO
LUTELY SUPPORTED BY NATIONAL SPIRITUAL 
ASSEMBLIES ALL CONTINENTS. 
OCCURRING IN CONJUNCTION WITH PRESENT A
TION PEACE STATEMENT BY AMATU'L-BAHA 
RUl:IiYYIH KHANUM TO SECRETARY GENERAL 
UNITED NATIONS ONLY FEW WEEKS BEFORE, 
WITH ONGOING DELIVERY SAME STATEMENT TO 
HEADS STATE THROUGHOUT WORLD AND WITH 
UNEQUIVOCAL PUBLIC DEFENSE IRANIAN 
BAHA'is BY PRESIDENT UNITED STATES AT 
HUMAN RIGHTS DAY CEREMONY, THIS INESTI
MABLE ACHIEVEMENT DEFINITELY AFFIRMS 
EMERGENCE FAITH OBSCURITY HERALDS NEW 
PHASE IRREPRESSIBLE UNFOLDMENT DIVINELY 
APPOINTED WORLD ORDER BAHA'u'LLAH. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
DECEMBER 17, 1985 

those references from the text, on the 
basis that the Baha'i community rep
resents only a small part of the total 
population of Iran and is only one of a 
number of oppressed groups, and thus 
references to the Baha'is would lose 
votes for the resolution. 

Indeed, a number of Arab and Mus
lim delegations made it clear that they 
would support the resolution if, and 
only if, the references to the Baha'is 
were deleted. 

or forced into exile; tens of thousands 
have been dismissed from jobs, schools 
and universities. All Baha'i community 
properties have been seized, including 
schools and cemeteries. Holy shrines 
have been demolished. Parents are not 
allowed to teach their children the Ba
ha'i Faith. The Baha'i community in 
Iran of some 350,000 is under assault 

because it refuses to repudiate its re
ligious beliefs. 

"The courage and sacrifice of the 
Baha'i community should not be in 
vain. The United Nations has the 
moral duty to speak out loudly in de
fense of the Baha'is; we cannot fail 
them. " 

But thanks to strenuous Baha'i ef
forts, both in western capitals and at 
the UN, the references were retained. 

In speaking to the resolution, U.S. 
Ambassador Patricia M. Byrne said in 
part, " ... I must also mention our 
great anguish over the treatment suf
fered by the members of one of the 
world's most peaceful religions: the 
Baha'is of Iran. 

"All organized Baha'i activities were 
banned by decree in 1983. Many Baba'i 
leaders were imprisoned and, since 
1979, nearly 200 Baha'is-including 
teen-aged women-have been executed 
or tortured to death. Many have simply 
disappeared. 

"Thousands have been imprisoned 

Puerto Rico 

in Puer
to Rico between mid-June and the end 
of July 1985 resulted in the enrollment 
of 62 new believers. The teaching 

teams then 
July off to attend the Summer School 
at the Gordon Laite Baha'I' Institute in 
Canovanas. 
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United States 

President receives peace statement 

On Tuesday, December 10, Presi
dent Ronald Reagan received the Uni
versal House of Justice's peace state
ment, "The Promise of World Peace." 

The presentation was made by the 
National Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'is of the United States during cere
monies at the Executive Office Build
ing in Washington commemorating 
Human Rights Week. 

The President also was given an in
scribed porcelain plate in recognition 
of his devotion to human rights and his 
efforts on behalf of the persecuted Ba
ha'i community in Iran. 

'Rampant perse~ution' 

In his remarks summarizing the sta
tus of human rights in countries all 
over the world, Pr~sident Reagan said, 
"One of the II1Qre tragic cases today is 
that of the Baha'is whose leaders are 
with us today. 

"The government of Iran is engaged 
in rampant religious persecution, es
pecially against the Baha'is. Since 
1979, 198 Baha'is have been put to 
death, 767 are imprisoned, some 
10,000 made homeless, and over 
25,000 forced to flee their country. 
Only the continued world outcry can 
help bring an end to their suffering." 

Also taking part in the Human 
Rights Week ceremony were Richard 
Schifter, Assistant Secretary of State 
for Human Rights and Humanitarian 
Affairs, and Linda Chavez, deputy as
sistant to the President and director, 
Office of Public Liaison. 

In the audience was a group of about 
loo invited guests from various ethnic 
and religious organizations active in 
human rights causes. 

Present as special guests of the Presi
dent were the members of the U.S. Na
tional Spiritual Assembly and Coun
sellor Wilma Brady. 

Judge James F. Nelson, chairman of 
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President Reagan receives a copy of the 
peace statement from Dr. Robert Hen-

the National Assembly, acted as 
spokesman during the presentation 
ceremony, which took place im
mediately after Mr. Reagan signed the 
Human Rights Week proclamation. 

"Mr. President," Judge Nelson 
said, "you have mentioned in your re
marks the relentless persecution of the 
Baha'is in Iran, and though the Mul
lahs of that country may choose to per
petuate these atrocities, they must 
know that because of you and the 
voices that you will encourage to speak 
out against it, these cannot now be per
petrated except in the full light of pub
lic opinion. 

"For this, we are deeply and eternal
ly grateful. 

"We are aware also, ~r. President, 
that this is not a one-dimensional com
mitment; that in addition, you are 
morally and spiritually committed to 
the establishment of the peace we all 

derson, secretary of the U.S. National 
Spiritual Assembly. 

want among the nations of the 
world ... 

"Therefore, Mr. President, in rec
ognition of your devotion to human 
rights, the National Spiritual Assembly 
presents to you on behalf of the 
100,000 American Baha'is, a com
memorative plate, and in recognition 
of your continuous commitment to 
world peace, we have the honor, Mr. 
President, to transmit to you from the 
Universal House of Justice, the inter
national governing body of the Baha'is 
of the world, a statement on world 
peace. " 

Mr. Reagan, smiling broadly, ac
cepted the porcelain plate from Soo 
Fouts and the peace statement from 
Dr. Robert Henderson, secretary of the 
National Spiritual Assembly, and 
thanked the Baha'is warmly for pre
senting them. 

That the presentation was made as a 



Above: Judge James F. Nelson, chair
man of the U. S. National Spiritual As-

delivers the remarks 

part of a public event marking Human 
Rights Day, and "that chief executive 
great Republic West openly champion
ed rights unequivocally proclaimed in
nocence our sorely wronged brethren 
in Iran," the Universal House of Jus
tice said in a cable to the National As
sembly, "have invested this achieve-

before the presentation to Presi
dent. Below: Mr. Reagan signs the an
nual Human 

ment with (a) significance that can be 
appreciated only within context glori
ous promises your country's destiny re
corded our sacred Scriptures." 

The ceremony capped a 14-month 
effort by the National Spiritual Assem
bly through the Office of External Af
fairs to set up a meeting with the Pres-

The President holds the peace 
statement and porcelain plate. 
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The President speaks out on behalf of 
the Bahd'is in Iran. 

ident, and marked '.the third year in a 
row in which M, .. Reagan has noted the 
persecution of. 'Baha'is in Iran during 
his Human Rights Week address. 

That same evening, the National As
sembly sponsored a reception at the 
Sheraton Carlton Hotel for Baha'is in 
the Washington area whose support 
was so vital in arranging the successful 
presentation and for various govern
ment officials who have shown an in
terest in and helped alleviate the plight 
of Iran's Baha'i community. 

The following day, two members of 
the National Spiritual Assembly, 
Judges Dorothy and James Nelson, 
presented copies of "The Promise of 
World Peace" to seven of the nine 
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court. 

The leather-bound copy presented to 
the President was specially prepared by 
the Universal House of Justice and in
cluded a brief letter of greeting to Mr. 
Reagan from the Supreme Body. 

The porcelain plate, designed by 
Mildred Mottahedeh of New York 
City, a Baha'i who is internationally 
known for her exquisite porcelain 
products, is inscribed: "To President 
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PROFOUNDLY GRATEFUL PRESENTATION PEACE STATEMENT 
PRESIDENT UNITED STATES RONALD W. REAGAN. THAT THE 
PRESENTATION OCCURRED AS PART PUBLIC EVENT MARKING 
HUMAN RIGHTS DAY AND THAT CHIEF EXECUTIVE GREAT RE
PUBLIC WEST OPENLY CHAMPIONED RIGHTS UNEQUIVO
CALL Y PROCLAIMED INNOCENCE OUR SORELY WRONGED 
BRETHREN IN IRAN HAVE INVESTED THIS ACHIEVEMENT 
WITH SIGNIFICANCE THAT CAN BE APPRECIATED ONL Y WITH
IN CONTEXT GLORIOUS PROMISES YOUR COUNTRY'S DESTINY 
RECORDED OUR SACRED SCRIPTURES. ON THIS PORTENTOUS 
OCCASION WE RECALL WITH HOPE AND JOY PROPHETIC 
WORDS BELOVED MASTER ADDRESSED YOUR ILLUSTRIOUS 
COMMUNITY: 'THE PRESTIGE OF THE FAITH OF GOD,' HE AS
SERTED, 'HAS IMMENSELY INCREASED. ITS GREATNESS IS 
NOW MANIFEST. THE DAY IS APPROACHING WHEN IT WILL 
HAVE CAST A TREMENDOUS TUMULT IN MEN'S HEARTS. RE
JOICE, THEREFORE, 0 DENIZENS OF AMERICA, REJOICE WITH 
EXCEEDING GLADNESS.' 

Counsellor Wilma Brady (left), who 
was a member of the U.S. National 
Spiritual Assembly before being named 
to her new position in November, and 
Mildred Mottahedeh, who designed the 

Ronald Wilson Reagan, who raised his 
voice in defense of the persecuted Ba
ha'is of Iran, a token of appreciation 
from the National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Baha'is of the United States-
1985." 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
DECEMBER 12,1985 

porcelain plate that was given to Presi
dent Reagan, enjoy a lighter moment 
during a reception that followed the 
presentation. 

A photograph of Mr. Reagan hold
ing aloft the plate appeared December 
11 in The Washington Post. 

Publicity surrounding the event was 
good with major articles also appear
ing in The New York Times, the Wash-

I 
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ington Times and other newspapers 
and a segment on National Public 
Radio's evening news program, "All 
Things Considered." 

Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, vice-chair
man of the National Spiritual Assem
bly, was interviewed by the Voice of 
America for its overseas broadcasts. 

The presentation to Mr. Reagan 
came some 18 days after "The Promise 
of World Peace" was given to United 
Nations Secretary-General Javier Perez 
de Cuellar by the Hand of the Cause of 
God Amatu'l-Baha Rul)iyyih Khanum, 
representing the Universal House of 
Justice, and one week after the U.S. 
State Department noted in a press 
briefing that it had "again received 
alarming reports of the Khomeini re
gime's severe persecution of Iran's Ba
ha'i community." 

Citing the execution by firing squad 
of Azizu'lllih Ashjari, a 50-year-old 
Baha'i from Tabriz, a State Depart
ment spokesman said, "It is tragically 
ironic that Mr. Ashjari was executed 
on the very day the UN General As
sembly opened its debate on religious 
persecution. 

"We again call upon the Iranian au
thorities to abide by the declaration on 
the elimination of all forms of intoler
ance and discrimination based on relig
ion and belief." 

'There is perhaps no more tragic case today than that of the Baha'is 
whose leaders are with us today. The government of Iran has engag
ed in rampant religious persecution, especially against Baha'is. 
Since 1979, 198 Baha'is have been put to death, 767 are imprisoned, 
some 10,000 made homeless and over 25,000 forced to flee the 
country. Only the continued world outcry can help bring an end to 
their suffering.'-President Ronald Reagan, December 10, 1985 

Above: Judge James Nelson thanks the 
President for his words in defense of 
Iran's Baha'i community. Below: Soo 
Fouts (right), a member of the U.S. 
National Spiritual Assembly, chats 
with that 

evening. Below left: Also at the recep
tion were Chester Kahn, a member of 
the U.S. National Spiritual Assembly, 
and Anita loas Chapman, the National 
Assembly's public information repre
sentative in W; 
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United States 

Mr. Chance returns 'home' to Kansas 

A seven-year-Iong effort to proclaim 
the Cause in Winfield, Kansas, was 
rewarded last August with the forma
tion of its first local Spiritual Assembly 
and a month later by a visit from Hugh 
Chance, a member of the Universal 
House of Justice who was born in Win
field. 

Mr. Chance and Dr. Alberta Deas, a 
member of the U.S. National Spiritual 
Assembly, were among those taking 
part in a "World Peace Through Edu
cation" conference at Southwestern 
College in Winfield. 

The conference, sponsored by the 
Spiritual Assembly of Winfield in 
observance of the llPcoming UN Inter
national Year of· P,ace, brought to
gether Baha'i and non-Baha'i par
ticipants in a day-fong dialogue on 
ways to achieve .a.lasting peace. 

Earlier, the mayor of Winfield pro
claimed September 29 "Hugh Chance 
Day" in the town of 10,000. 

The conference generated sub
stantial local interest with the news
paper giving it four days of front-page 
coverage and one of the local radio sta
tions carrying a three-day series of 
taped interviews with Mr. Chance. 

Such media coverage, unprecedented 
in Winfield, was especially heartening 
since Winfield relies on those two 
sources for most of its local news, as 
do more than 20 other small towns in 
the area. 

An additional aspect of the success
ful use of media was a half-hour tele
vision interview arranged for Mr. 
Chance on the ABC-TV affiliate in 
Wichita. 

The peace conference combined ad
dresses by Mr. Chance and Dr. Deas 
with two panel discussions involving 
non-Baha'i faculty members from 
Southwestern College. 

Mr. Chance presented a com
prehensive overview of the Baha'i per-
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Hugh Chance, a member of the Uni
versal House of Justice, is given a cor-

spective on peace with particular em
phasis on the importance of education 
in attaining conditions for peace, while 
Dr. Deas, who recently returned from 
the UN International Women's Con
ference in Nairobi, Kenya, spoke about 
the need to achieve the equality of men 
and women as a prerequisite to world 
peace. 

The conference was opened and clos
ed with prayers in various languages in
cluding English, Persian, Spanish, 
Russian and Vietnamese. 

Music was provided by Steve and 
Jean Smith of Tulsa, Oklahoma, both 

sage before speaking September 29 at a 
peace conference in Winfield, Kansas. 

of whom are widely known for their 
skill on the hammered and mountain 
dulcimers. 

In the evening, the conference ended 
with a "unity celebration" co-spon
sored by the Spiritual Assembly of 
Winfield and the Southwestern College 
Council on Ministry. 

After a brief message of welcome 
from Mr. Chance, there were musical 
selections by the Winfield Baha'i 
children's class, the Winfield Second 
Baptist Church (an all-black church), 
local Laotian musicians and dancers, 
Steve and Jean Smith on the dulcimers, 
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a Christian guitarist-vocalist, and the 
Southwestern College Brass Ensemble. 

This was followed by a cookies-and
punch reception hosted by the Baha'is. 

The conference and unity cele
bration had a special impact in Win
field because the college plays such a 
visible role in the community and be
cause Winfield has a well-developed 
peace movement. 

The new set of peace pamphlets and 
"Wage Peace" buttons were available 
at the conference, and each of the re
source persons (panelists, musicians) 
was given a copy of the book Waging 
Peace. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Chance presented a 
copy of A Crown of Beauty to the col
lege library (his mother attended 
Southwestern some 80 years ago). 

The Spiritual Assembly of Winfield 
is discussing with the college the pos
sibility of creating a "peace garden" at 
the college which the BaM' is would 
maintain. 

While in Winfield, Mr. Chance also 
delivered the "sermon" at the Sunday 
morning worship service at two 
churches, a large Methodist church and 
the smaller all-black Second Baptist 
Church, which hosted a reception for 
Mr. Chance after the service. 

Sunday afternoon, Mr. Chance con
ducted a delightful fireside for five 
seekers and the local BaM'is. 

That evening, Mr. and Mrs. Chance 
were guests at a dinner in their honor 
given by the Winfield Oratorio Society, 
whose 150 members had met with Mr. 
Chance at the Baha'i World Centre 
during the group's 50th anniversary 
tour of Israel last summer. 

The dinner was held in a church that 
Mr. Chance's parents had attended 60 
years ago, and among the guests was 
his childhood piano teacher who re
membered the Chance family before 
they moved from Winfield in 1922. 

Mr. Chance was presented a framed 
copy of the mayor's proclamation, and 
Mayor Lucien Barbour read the proc
lamation to the audience of more than 
100, citing Mr. Chance's work for the 
Faith as evidence of his life-long desire 
to eliminate prejudice of all sorts and 
calling him "an emissary of peace from 
Winfield to the world." 

The overwhelmingly non-BaM'i au
dience then gave Mr. Chance a stand
ing ovation. 

Monday morning, the BaM'is said 

,-,---"-- -.-

their good byes at a breakfast for Mr. 
and Mrs. Chance, his brother and sis
ter-in-law, who had traveled to Win
field with them, and Dr. Deas. 

The spiritually charged weekend had 
its beginnings seven years ago when 
two BaM'is, Ron and Jean Gould, 
moved to Winfield. 

Soon afterward, another couple 
moved to town and a Baha'i Group 
was formed. 

The teaching work was constant. 

Mr. Chance addresses the importance 
of education in achieving world peace. 

and gradually doors began to open, 
seekers came in increasing numbers, 
and firesides and proclamations be
came more numerous and more suc
cessful. 

Finally, two declarations and three 
homefront pioneers brought the Group 
to Assembly status. 

The Baha'is of Winfield have been 
privileged to enjoy a warm corres
pondence with Mr. Chance dating back 
to the time when it was first learned 
that he was a Winfield native. 

The friends had long dreamed of a 
visit by Mr. Chance, but there was no 

appropriate opportunity before the vis
it to Haifa last year by the Oratorio So
ciety. 

Mr. Chance's offer to meet with the 
group, and the Society's warm re
sponse to him, encouraged the Win
field BaM'is to suggest a return visit. 

At the 1984 Kansas District Conven
tion, the Winfield Baha'is had offered 
to host a conference on the arts and 
scholarship, and thought such a con
ference would afford a perfect occas
ion for a visit by Mr. Chance. 

He accepted the invitation, and in 
light of the request from the Universal 
House of Justice that observances of 
the International Year of Peace be ar
ranged, the theme of "World Peace 
Through Education" was chosen for 
the conference, which providentially 
was scheduled just before the release of 
the House of Justice's statement on 
world peace. 

The conference itself served not only 
to improve relations with the college 
and its faculty, it also generated at least 
three tangible interfaith projects that 
will be pursued by BaM'is and non-Ba
ha'is: (1) the possible establishment of 
an interfaith council, (2) a campus 
peace/future studies discussion group, 
and (3) a summer language/inter
cultural program for children. 
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United States 

_.Temple restoration nears completion 

An extensive restoration project at 
the Baha'i House of Worship in Wil
mette, Illinois, begun in the fall of 
1984, is nearing completion, according 
to Robert Armbruster, manager of 
NSA Properties Inc. and a member of 
the Temple Restoration Committee. 

"The major goals of the project 
have been completed, and we're mak
ing progress on the final stages," says 
Mr. Armbruster. 

Areas of primary concern were the 
problem of water intrusion, corrosion 
of the building structure, deterioration 
of the exterior, stairs and walks, and 
the lack of quality in the finish of 
Foundation HalL .... 

The committee's·.basic task, that of 
stopping further le.akage and corro
sion, has been completed. 

Water had been leaking through the 
glass dome for ~bme time, contributing 
to the corrosion. The committee con
tacted various skylight companies to 
consult on reconstruction of the dome. 
As a temporary measure, a clear plastic 
drape was placed over the inner con
crete dome below the 55-year-old sky
light. 

As a permanent solution, two ap
proaches were considered. 

In the first, parts of the outer dome 
would be removed; the old skylight 
would then be disassembled and taken 
out through the gaping hole in the 
roof. 

Later, a new skylight would be in
serted piece by piece through the open 
roof and assembled. It was estimated 
that this procedure would take more 
than a year, cost welI over $1 million, 
and prohibit use of the Temple until it 
was completed. 

A contractor from Super Sky Inter
national Inc. then examined the dome, 
testing the old rafters, and concluded 
that the existing frame could easily 
support the load of a new skylight. 
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By leaving the old system in place 
and attaching anew, watertight system 
over the existing dome, the cost would 
be cut in half, renovation would take 
far less time to complete, and the 
building could remain open during the 
entire process. 

Also, a new skylight riding "pig
gyback" over the old would create an 
air space that would provide insula
tion, cutting heat loss in the enormous 
dome and giving a "state of the art" 
weather shield. 

The committee agreed to this plan. 
Work was begun in the falI of 1984 and 
completed last spring. 

Meanwhile, Laurance Cazaly, a 
structural engineer, looked at the orig
inal plans of the building and the phys
ical structure itself. 

After running a computer analysis to 
calculate the strength and stability of 
the structure, he determined that if 
deterioration were averted by cleaning 
away corrosion, the steel truss would 
remain strong enough to support the 
building. 

As a result, the structure was blasted 
with water and sand to clean off the 
rust, then treated with a high perfor
mance protective coating to prevent 
further deterioration. 

A new roofing material, "Derbi
gum," enabled the roof to be rebuilt 
without the use of metal "flashing" 
against the curved surface of the build
ing, which would have been difficult to 
install. The windows around the build
ing were recaulked as well. 

Mr. Armbruster, who assumed the 
position as manager of NSA Properties 
Inc. in March 1985, says the committee 
is now working on the problem of seal
ing leaks in the basement caused by 
cracks and drainage from the outside 
walks and stairwells. 

Plans are also being devised to re
store the ornamental concrete skin, 

which is deteriorating rapidly, and to 
complete the visitors' center in the 
basement, a part of the Temple that 
was never properly finished despite its 
great popularity with the public. 

In November 1983, 23 professional 
architects, engineers, contractors and 
project managers took part in a House 
of Worship Restoration Seminar in 
Wilmette. 

They concluded in a report to the 
National Spiritual Assembly that im
mediate action should be taken to avert 
the accelerating deterioration and to 
save the building from irreversible 
damage. 

Six of those at the seminar were 
chosen by the National Assembly to. 
serve on the Temple Restoration Com
mittee: Mr. Armbruster; David Had
den, a civil engineer from Port Hope, 
Canada; Frederic McCoy, an architect 
from Ferndale, Michigan; Robert 
Shaw, an engineer, developer and con
tractor from Middletown, Wisconsin; 
Shinji Yamamoto, the State Architect 
for Wisconsin; and Cengiz Yetken, an 
architect/designer from Oak Park, Il
linois. 

At RiQvan 1984, the committee's ef
forts were given support by the Univer
sal House of Justice which, in its RiQ
van message to the U.S., instructed the 
believers to " ... adopt, initiate and sus
tain a well-defined, phased plan to 
renovate the Mother Temple of the 
West." 

The Temple is now more structurally 
secure, says Mr. Armbruster, and steps 
have been taken to protect it in the 
future. 

A new maintenance routine initiated 
by the properties department includes 
regular inspection of the Temple. With 
a better record of the state of repair, he 
says, problems can be spotted and 
diagnosed earlier, and action taken to 
avert a crisis. 



Houses of Worship 

Progress reports from India, Samoa 

Above left: Workmen use scaffolding 
while applying the outer covering of 
one of the 'leaves' comprising the lotus 
design of the Mother Temple of the In
dian Subcontinent. Above: The lovely 
Temple on the outskirts of New Delhi 
begins to take its final form in this re
cent photograph. The dedication is 
scheduled for January or February 
1987. Below left: The Mother Temple 
of the Pacific in Apia, Western Samoa, 
is seen in this photograph taken in June 
1985. The ancillary building which will 
house support services and administra
tive functions can be seen in the fore
ground. 
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The world 

-.Pakistan offers free medical program 

A free medical program was begun 
last June 29 in the village of Deh Jokio, 
Pakistan, by that country's National 
Baha'i Youth Committee in coopera
tion with the Social Welfare Associa
tion Government of Sind. 

Carrying out fortnightly visits to the 
village was a team of Baha'i youth con
sisting of Dr. Zeba Frooghi; Dr. Seema 
Nekahakter; a medical student, Dr. 
Farhad Mashrequi; Behruz Mashrequi, 
and Farsheed Motahid. 

The medical camp not only fulfills a 
goal of social service, it has proven to 
be an effective means of proclaiming 
the Faith. 

When the team arrives, an an
nouncement is made at the local mos
que on loudspeaker~ that a team of Ba
ha'i doctors has come to give free 
medical treatment to the villagers. 

A banner ~ying "Free Medical 
Camp" is displayed by the Baha'is, 
and each prescription given carries a 
Baha'i insignia. 

The National Youth Committee 
hopes the medical camp may continue 
as a regular service, and is grateful to 
the Spiritual Assembly of Karachi for 
providing financial assistance. 

Canary Islands 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

the Canary Islands, formed at Ric,lvan 
1985, sponsored its first Children's 
Summer School last July at a mountain 
camp surrounded by a pine forest. 

A national committee arranged a 
lively and enriching three-day pro
gram, conducted entirely by children, 
which included wonderful talks during 
the morning sessions and outdoor ac
tivities in the afternoons. 

Thirty-four children, Baha'is and 
their friends, ages seven to 14, par
ticipated. 
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The free medical camp organized by 
the National Youth Committee of Pak
istan has given medical aid to more 
than 350 patients suffering from a wide 
range of ailments in the vii/age of Deh 

Nigeria 

omen from six states in came 
to attend a Baha'{ National Women's 
Conference held last August 17-18 in 
Calabar. Some of them are shown here 

Jokio. The camp is so successful and 
beneficial that women and children 
have walked many miles to avail them
selves of its services. 

in front of the Calabar Baha'{ Center 
where the weekend of talks, questions, 
music, dancing and a Baha '{ wedding 
was enjoyed. 



Gabon 
The Baha'i community of Moanda, 

Gabon, has devised a clever way in 
which to raise funds for construction 
of a new Regional Baha'i Center. 

Land for the Center has been ac
quired and a Baha'i architect has 
drafted a design. Now the Moanda 
community has invited the Baha'is of 
Gabon to help by purchasing one 
brick, one sheet of metal, one bag of 
cement, one hour of bulldozer time, or 
one window. 

The price for each item is listed in 
the national bulletin. Each contributor 
is given a receipt which is a facsimile of 
his or her contribution: a paper brick, 
a paper window, etc. 

United Kingdom 
Baha'i prayers are included in two 

new publications by non-Baha'is in the 
United Kingdom. 

The first, Dear God, a book of 
prayers for children, is published by 
Basil Blackwell; the second, The Ox
ford Book of Prayer, edited by Bishop 
George Appleton for the Oxford Uni
versity Press, is a collection of prayers 
and meditations from the world's relig
ious traditions. 

Both books are available at commer
cial bookstores in the United Kingdom. 

Kiribati 
The first National Baha'i Youth 

Conference in Bikenibeu, Kiribati, was 
opened last August 30 with an address 
by a government representative. One 
hundred youth including some from 
the outer islands were inspired by a 
message from the Universal House of 
Justice. In their cabled response, they 
said they confidently welcomed the 
challenges given to them. 

Cyprus 

An international Baha'i Summer 
School was held August 12-22 at Ky
renia in northern Cyprus with a total 
attendance of 55 adults and 22 children 
who came from the north and south of 
Cyprus and seven other countries. 

Counsellor Adib Taherzadeh enrich
ed the session by his participation, and 
two Auxiliary Board members from 
Turkey were also welcome guests. 

Japan 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Japan met recently with two members 
of the Continental Board of Counsel
lors in Asia. Seated (left to right) are 
Mrs. Barbara Sims, Miss Nobuko Iwa
kura, Counsellor Rtihu'lldh Mumtdzf, 
Counsellor Hideya Suzuki, Miss Yoko 

• 

About 55 people attended a two-day 
Baha'l' Winter School last January 
12-/3 in Tokyo, Japan. Shown speak-

Ishihara; standing (left to right) are 
Shigeyuki Hayashl~ Abbas Katirai, Dr. 
Toshio Suzuki (secretary), Yuzo 
Yamaguchi (treasurer), Hiroyasu Ta
kano (chairman), and Miss Tomo Fu
shimi. 

-• 

.. .. 
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ing is Dr. Yasuyuki Hosoda, a long
time Baha'l' who is an eminent heart 
surgeon. 
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Norway 

This year's Norwegian Bahd,( Summer 
School was held July 7-13 at Have 
Camp, Tromoya, in Arendal. With 200 
participants from 15 countries, it was 
the largest summer school ever held in 
Norway. Its theme was 'The Faith's 

Angola 
Three new Spiritual Assemblies have 

been formed in Angola, bringing the 
total to five in that country. Traveling 
teacher Farhad Aghdasi cabled the 
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Emergence from Obscurity. ' Speakers 
included Counsellor Agnes Ghaznavi 
and Auxiliary Board member Gerd 
Strand. A parallel program for child
ren also was held. 

World Centre, "(The) joy, vigor (and) 
vitality (of the) Baha'i community (in) 
Angola (are) indescribable." 

Thirty-three Baha'i refugees were 
admitted to Norway in the spring of 
1985 and have been integrated rapidly 
into Norwegian Baha'i community life. 
Government agencies have noted with 
interest the successful integration of 
the Baha'i refugees, as such harmony 
with the welcoming community has 
been difficult to achieve for other ref
ugee groups entering Norway. 

One Baha'i refugee there is donating 
his services to help train drug-addicted 
youth in the art of karate in return for 
their promise to abandon the use of 
drugs. Progress so far has been excel
lent; many of the youth have changed 
their behavior patterns and have stop
ped using drugs. Local authorities have 
given the Baha'i the use of a school 
gymnasium in which to continue the 
project. 

* * * 
During the past year the National 

Teaching Committee of Norway has 
urged communities to present the Ba
ha'i message in high schools and col
leges. The campaign, called "Plant a 
Baha'i Seed in a Classroom," has had 
a tremendous response with about 
2,000 students informed about the 
Faith during the 1984-85 school year. 
Some schools have even requested an
nual programs. 

Uganda 

One hundred-thirty people from 
four countries visited the Kapchorwa 
district of Uganda for an intensive 
week-long teaching effort. Partici
pants, most of them school teachers, 
came from Kenya, Malaysia, Uganda 
and the United States and included the 
Mobile Institute team, an organized 
travel-teaching unit. Lapsed Assem
blies were re-formed and deepening 
programs held. 

Austria 
"Confidence in the Power of God" 

was the theme for the Baha'i Summer 
School held the last week in August in 
Badgastein, Austria. One hundred
ninety Baha'is from nine countries at
tended the school, which was charac
terized by a great feeling of unity and 
excitement. 



Thailand 
The Spiritual Assembly of Khao-I-Dan 
refugee camp in Thailand, elected in 
June 1985. Second from the left (wear
ing a Bahd'{ T-shirt) is Ly Chom, the 
first person in the camp to declare his 
belief in Bahd 'u 'lldh. Fourth from the 
left is Sieng Born, one of five residents 
of the camp who had become Bahd'is 
in Cambodia in the I 960s. During the 
past year more than 400 Khmer refugee 
families in the camp have been enrolled 
in the Faith. 

India 

PlBLlStllNLi hi_ : 1, ,,{.i. j,,;, i 

Pictured is the book stall of the Bahd'i 
Publishing Trust of India which won 
the award for best display at the book 

Kenya 
Teaching projects last August in the 

Bungoma and Embu districts of Kenya 
brought 535 new believers into the 
Faith in only one week. Twenty lost 
Assemblies were re-formed in Bun
go rna and seven new Assemblies were 
elected in Embu. 

exhibition held last June 2-9 in Bhu
banes war. Orissa (East India). 

Australia 
One thousand Baha'is gathered last 

September 5 on the Gold Coast of Aus
tralia for a teaching conference at 
which the Hand of the Cause of God 
Collis Featherstone led a study session 
on "The Promise of World Peace." 

On August 4, the Baha'i youth of In
dore conducted a medical camp in the 
community of Yeshwant, India. 

Three Baha'i doctors and eight other 
young people set up the camp in which 
160 patients were examined. Medica
tions were prescribed and given to the 
patients free of charge. 

The villagers' evident need for regu
lar medical attention has prompted the 
decision to hold such camps once each 
month. The youth are asking the 
Health Ministry of Madhya Pradesh to 
supply free medicine. 

One of the young doctors, a second 
generation Baha'i, stood first in his re
cent final medical examination at the 
university. 

* * * 
One hundred-thirty Baha'is and 

their guests took part in a Baha'i Sum
mer School at Himachal Pradesh. At 
the close of the school, there were three 
declarations of faith in Baha'u'llah. 

Later, two traveling teachers under
took at lO-day trip in Himachal, the 
result of which was the enrollment of 
40 Buddhist~ from two tribes and the 
formation of two new local Spiritual 
Assemblies, 

Tuvalu 

In September, the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Tuvalu sponsored its first 
National Youth Conference. Forty del
egates came from seven islands. 
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World Centre 

Six Year Plan outlined at Conference 

To the Bahd'fs of the World 
Dearly-loved Friends, 

The eager expectation with which we 
welcomed to the World Centre, on 27 
December, sixty-four Counsellors 
from the five continents to discuss, 
with the International Teaching Cen
tre, the challenges and opportunities 
facing the Baha'i world community, 
has, at the conclusion of their historic 
Conference, been transmuted into feel
ings of deepest joy, gratitude and love. 

Graced by the presence of the Hands 
of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha RUQiyyih 
Khanum, Ugo Giachery, 'Ali-Akbar 
Furutan, 'Ali-MuQammad Varqa and 
Collis Featherstone, the Conference 
was organized and managed with ad
mirable foresight and efficiency by the 
International Teaching Centre, whose 
individual members watched over and 
served untiringly the needs of the par
ticipants and the progress of the Con
ference itself. 

Convened in the concourse of the 
Seat of the Universal House of Justice 
as the Counsellors of the Baha'i world 
entered upon their new five-year term 
of office, within months of the ter
mination of the Seven Year Plan and 
the opening of the new Six Year Plan, 
its aura heightened by the spiritual 
potencies of the Holy Shrines and the 
euphoric sense of victory and blessing 
now pervading the entire Baha'i world, 
the Conference attained such heights 
of consultative exaltation, spirituality 
and power as only those serving the 
Blessed Beauty can enjoy. 

The organic growth of the Cause of 
God, indicated by recent significant de
velopments in its life, becomes mark
edly apparent in the light of the main 
objectives and expectations of the Six 
Year Plan: a vast expansion of the nu
merical and financial resources of the 
Cause; enlargement of its status in the 
world; a world-wide increase in the 

This new process, whereby the 
national goals of the next Plan 
are to be largely formulated by 
National Spiritual Assemblies 
and Boards of Counsellors, sig
nalizes the inauguration of a 
new stage in the unfoldment of 
the Administrative Order. 

production, distribution and use of Ba
ha'i literature; a firmer and world-wide 
demonstration of the Baha'i way of life 
requiring special consideration of the 
Baha'i education of children and 
youth, the strengthening of Baha'i 
family life and attention to universal 
participation in the spiritual enrich
ment of individual life; further ac
celeration in the process of the matura
tion of local and national Baha'i com
munities and a dynamic consolidation 
of the unity of the two arms of the Ad
ministrative Order; an extension of the 
involvement of the Baha'i world com
munity in the needs of the world 
around it; and the pursuit of social and 
economic development in well-estab
lished Baha'i communities. These are 
some of the features of the Six Year 
Plan which will open on 21 April 1986 
and terminate on 20 April 1992. 

Ridvan 1992 will mark the inception 
of a Holy Year, during which the Cen
tenary of the Ascension of Baha'u'llah 
will be observed by commemorations 
around the world and the inauguration 
of His Covenant will be celebrated, in 
the City of the Covenant, by the hold
ing of the second Baha'i World Con
gress. 

The beloved Counsellors, strength
ened and enriched by their experience 
in the Holy Land, will, as early as pos
sible, consult with all National Spir
itual Assemblies on measures to con-

clude triumphantly the current Plan, 
and on preparations to launch the Six 
Year Plan. 

In anticipation of those consulta
tions, National Spiritual Assemblies 
will receive the full announcement of 
the aims and characteristics of that 
Plan, so that together with the Coun
sellors they may formulate the national 
plans which will, for each community, 
establish its pursuit of the over-all ob
jectives. 

This new process, whereby the na
tional goals of the next Plan are to be 
largely formulated by National Spir
itual Assemblies and Boards of Coun
sellors, signalizes the inauguration of a 
new stage in the unfoldment of the Ad
ministrative Order. Our beloved Guar
dian anticipated a succession of epochs 
during the Formative Age of the Faith; 
we have no hesitation in recognizing 
that this new development in the matu
ration of Baha'i institutions marks the 
inception of the fourth epoch of that 
Age. 

Shoghi Effendi perceived in the or
ganic life of the Cause a dialectic of 
victory and crisis. The unprecedented 
triumphs, generated by the adamantine 
steadfastness of the Iranian friends, 
will inevitably provoke opposition to 
test and increase our strength. 

Let every Baha'i in the world be 
assured that whatever may befall this 
growing Faith of God is but incon
trovertible evidence of the loving care 
with which the King of Glory and His 
martyred Herald, through the incom
parable Centre of His Covenant and 
our beloved Guardian, are preparing 
His humble followers for ultimate and 
magnificent triumph. Our loving pray
ers are with you all. 

The Universal House of Justice 
January 2, 1986 
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Peru 

Radio Baha'i marks fourth anniversary 

On November 23-24, thousands of 
people came from far and near to en
joy a traditional folkloric festival that 
marked the fourth anniversary of 
Radio Baha'i of Lake Titicaca in the 
Puno region of Peru. 

Seventy-nine folkloric groups per
formed before a panel of judges in a 
competition that consisted of four 
musical categories. The judges rep
resented a number of cultural organi
zations in the region. 

During the two-day festival, hun
dreds of brightly 'costumed dancers of
fered the most be;:tutiful and original of 
their folklore in' ap event almost un
equaled on a national level in the quan
tity and diversity Of participants and 
the exhibition ~ ,of native ancestral 
dances. Puno is- considered the folklore 
capital of Perti and one of the richest 
regions culturally on the continent. 

The anniversary festival was broad
cast in Aymara, Quechua and Spanish, 
the three languages of the region, and 
was filmed by a government develop
ment agency which is considering mak
ing a documentary to be distributed 
among its offices throughout the coun
try. 

On Saturday, before the folkloric 
competition, 70 runners competed in a 
17-kilometer (10 II2-mile) marathon 
from the city of Puno to the grounds of 
Radio Baha'i. The race is called "EI 
Chaski," after the Chaskis, couriers of 
the ancient Incan empire who ran at 
great speeds for long distances in a sort 
of express postal system, running the 
errands of the sovereign amazingly 
fast. Each of the contestants in the 
marathon was dressed in clothing 
typical of the legendary Chaskis. 

Meanwhile, on the grounds of the 
radio station, 12 teams participated in 
a district-wide volleyball tournament. 

Saturday night, hundreds of people 
came from the town of Chucuito 
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Showing off her dancing style is one of 
the younger performers in the folkloric 
festival which was a part of the fourth 

(where Radio Baha'i is located) in a 
spontaneous gesture of affection. The 
celebration continued until late into the 
night with dancing, singing and testi-

\ 

anniversary celebration last November 
23-24 of Radio Baha'I' of Lake Titicaca 
in the Puna area of Peru. 

monies of love and affection for the 
station. Warm greetings were sent via 
Radio Baha'i to the communities in 
Chile on the other side of Lake Titi-



cacao 

Although the festival was held dur
ing the rainy season, and everyone 
came prepared for it, the weather was 
lovely with clear, sunny skies. At noon 
on Sunday, the Office of Social and 
Economic Development of Radio Ba
ha'i was inaugurated in a ceremony at 
the Muhajir Institute, which is adja
cent to the radio station. Cesar Cortes, 
managing director of Radio Baha'i 
announced the inauguration of the ne~ 
office, cutting a cake whose inscription 
read "Development." 

Lunch was served to the invited rep
resentatives of development organiza
tions in the region who expressed their 
admiration at the enthusiastic response 
of the people. Many said they'd never 
seen anything like it, and marveled at 
the capacity of radio to inspire social 
movement. 

During the inauguration ceremony, 
some of the actors in the Baha'i theatre 
group "Pan y Paz" (Bread and Peace) 
were introduced. This group, consist
ing of youth in the Puno area, was 
formed last year. Its members work to 
promote community development, and 
have presented two highly successful 
plays: EI Hijo Pr6digo (The Prodigal 
Son), about the migration from vil
lages to cities; and EI Retorno del Ro
bachicos (The Return of the Baby
snatcher), which teaches about the pre
vention and cure of diarrhea in child
ren, a main cause of infant mortality in 
the region, killing each year about 126 
of every thousand children born. 

It is worth noting that Radio Baha'i 
helps to deepen and spiritualize more 
than 450 local Spiritual Assemblies in 
Peru and Bolivia that are within the 
station's broadcast range. A new an
tenna, now being constructed, will in
crease the station's transmission area 
so that Radio Baha'i will be better able 
to serve surrounding communities, Ba
ha'i as well as non-Baha'i. 

Pictured is one of the 70 folkloric 
groups that performed during the 
fourth anniversary celebration last 

Displaying their trophies (center) are 
the first- and second-place winners in 
the 17-kilometer marathon held as a 
part of the fourth anniversary celebra
tion of Radio Baha'{ of Lake Titicaca 

November 23-24 for Radio Baha'{ of 
Lake Titicaca in Chucuito, Peru. 

in Chucuito, Peru. The race is called 
'£1 Chaski' in memory of the Chaskis, 
who were the long-distance couriers of 
the ancient Incan empire. 
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Special report 

Communication: Key to expansion 

The Word-Bahd'u'lldh's legacy 
The legacy of every Manifestation of 

God has been the Word that He has re
vealed for the guidance of His follow
ers. In the following passage Baha
'u'llah speaks of what devolves to the 
believers as they interact with that 
Word: 

H ••• 0 my friend, it behooveth Us 
to exert the highest endeavour to attain 
unto that City, . . . That city is none 
other than the Word of God revealed 
in every age and dispensation . .. .(In) 
the dispensation "f Him Whom God 
will make manifest (it is) His own 
Book-the Book. unto which all the 
Books of former Dispensations must 
needs be referred,. the Book which 
standeth amongst . them all transcen
dent and suprerne."In these cities spir
itual sustenani:;e 'is bountifully pro
vided, and incorruptible delights have 
been ordained. The food they bestow is 
the bread of heaven, and the Spirit they 
impart is God's imperishable blessing. 
Upon detached souls they bestow the 
gift of Unity, enrich the destitute, and 
offer the cup of knowledge unto them 
who wander in the wilderness of igno
rance. All the guidance, the blessings, 
the learning, the understanding, the 
faith, and certitude, conferred upon all 
that is in heaven and on earth, are hid
den and treasured within these 
Cities." I 

This Word is the Creative Word of 
God; that Word which has the power 

This article was written by Roger 
Coe of Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
who is chairman of the U.S. National 
Bahd'{ Computer and Telecommunica
tions Committee and assistant manager 
of the U. S. National Spiritual Assem
bly's electronic mail network. Before 
assuming his present position, Afr. Coe 
taught for six years as a homefront 
pioneer at the Navajo Community Col
lege in Tsaile, Arizona. 
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to restructure the entire creation. In 
another passage Baha'u'llah speaks of 
effecting the change of Order with the 
First Word that He spoke in His capa
city as a Manifestation of God: 

"I testify that no sooner had the 
First Word proceeded . .. out of His 
mouth, ... than the whole creation 
was revolutionized, ... Through that 
Word the realities of all created things 
were shaken, were divided, separated, 
scattered, combined and reunited, dis
closing, in both the contingent world 
and the heavenly kingdom, entities of a 
new creation . .. " 2 

Baha'u'llah affirms that each one of 
the Words He has uttered is endowed 
with a similar power. He says, "Every 
single letter proceeding out of the 
mouth of God is indeed a mother let
ter, and every word uttered by 
Him . .. is a mother word, and His 
Tablet a Mother Tablet." J And else
where, "Every single letter proceeding 
from Our mouth is endowed with such 
regenerative power as to enable it to 
bring into existence a new creation-a 
creation the magnitude of which is in
scrutable to all save God. " 4 

Notwithstanding the fact that many 
of these Words had been in use by 
mankind prior to the Dispensation of 
Baha'u'llah, the fact that they were ut
tered by the Manifestation of God has 
endowed them with a unique distinc
tion. Baha'u'llah affirms, "The word 
which the one true God uttereth in this 
day, though that word be the most fa
miliar and commonplace of terms, is 
invested with supreme, with unique 
distinction. " 5 

Baha'u'llah, in His capacity as "the 
Organizer of the entire planet," 6 has, 
through His Word, upset the equilib
rium of the old order and established 
the balance of the new World Order. 
He has invested mankind with a similar 
capacity by endowing each soul with 

the power to reflect all the names and 
attributes of God-including the 
power of creation. Baha'u'llah says, 
"0 My servant! Obey Me and I shall 
make thee like unto Myself. I say 'Be, ' 
and it is, and thou shalt say 'Be' and it 
shall be. " 7 

In the Lawh-i-Maqsud, which is 
found in Tablets of Bahd 'u 'lIdh, there 
is a wonderful and lengthy passage on 
the importance of words, and their 
proper use by man: 

"No man of wisdom can demon
strate his knowledge save by means of 
words. This showeth the significance 
of the Word as is affirmed in all the 
Scriptures, whether of former times or 
more recently. For it is through its po
tency and animating spirit that the peo
ple of the world have attained so emi
nent a position . ... 

"Every word is endowed with a 
spirit, therefore the speaker or ex
pounder should carefully deliver his 
words at the appropriate time and 
place, for the impression which each 
word maketh is clearly evident and per
ceptible. The Great Being saith: One 
word may be likened unto fire, another 
unto light, and the influence which 
both exert is manifest in the world. 
Therefore an enlightened man of wis
dom should primarily speak with 
words as mild as milk, that the children 
of men may be nurtured and edified 
thereby and may attain the ultimate 
goal of human existence which is the 
station of true understanding and no
bility. " 8 

Let us reflect for a moment on the 
significance of words in relation to the 
work we presently do for the Faith. 
Our basic task as Baha'is is twofold: 
(1) the promulgation of the Word of 
Baha'u'llah, and (2) the establishment 
of a world-wide culture and civilization 
based on that Word. The administra
tion of the activities designed to 



achieve these ends is carried out by 
bodies whose method is consultation 
and whose product is a decision. Both 
the process and the content of the ad
ministrative agencies of the Faith is 
represented in words. But these are not 
ordinary words; they are words spoken 
for the sake of God, and following the 
Order set by Baha'u'llah-that is, in
tending to carry out His Divine Plan. 
They are specifically designed to create 
a visible effect in the world and in the 
hearts of men in accordance with the 
laws and principles of Baha'u'llah. 

The beloved Guardian, in one of his 
first letters to the American Baha'i 
community, spoke of the purpose of 
the National Spiritual Assembly and 
specifically connected the accomplish
ment of that task to the necessity for 
communication: 

"(The National Spiritual Assem
bly's) immediate purpose is to stimu
late, unify and coordinate by frequent 
personal consultations, the manifold 
activities of the friends as well as the 
local Assemblies; and by keeping in 
close and constant touch with the Holy 
Land, initiate measures, and direct in 
general the affairs of the Cause in that 
country." 9 

During the course of his ministry, 
besides his one book and his several 
book-length letters, the Guardian 
wrote more than 26,000 letters to As
semblies, committees and individuals, 
expounding upon the Word of Baha
'u'Ilah, guiding the friends, and orga
nizing them in the gradual construction 
of the World Order of Baha'u'llah. In 
these letters he indicated time and 
again the importance of communica
tion and urged the friends to focus on 
the means for communication, as well 
as the content of what was being said. 
In a letter he wrote in 1931, which is in
cluded in the World Order letters, he 
quotes 'Abdu'l-Baha's definitive state
ment that even the possibility for the 
achievement of World Order is linked 
directly to the development of means 
for communication: 

"In cycles gone by, though harmony 
was established, yet, owing to the ab
sence of means, the unity of all man
kind could not have been achieved. 
Continents remained widely divided, 
nay even among the peoples of one and 
the same continent association and in
terchange of thought were well-nigh 
impossible. Consequently intercourse, 

understanding and unity amongst all 
the peoples and kindreds of the earth 
were unattainable. In this day, how
ever, means of communication have 
multiplied, and the five continents of 
the earth have virtually merged into 
one . ... Hence the unity of all man
kind can in this day be achieved. " 10 

From the following letter it is clear 
that, even in 1923, the Guardian was 
tremendously burdened by the corres
pondence that was so necessary to the 

The beloved Guardian, in one of 
his first letters to the American 
Baha'i community, spoke of the 
purpose of the National Spiri
tual Assembly and specifically 
connected the accomplishment 
of that task to the necessity for 
communication . . . 

organization of the work of the Cause, 
and hoped for a "solution" to the 
problem: 

"I am sure you all realise the seem
ingly unsurmountable difficulties in 
the way of individual correspondence 
with the ever-increasing multitude of 
Baha'is throughout the world, and I 
need hardly tell you how tremendously 
difficult it is, and how reluctant I feel, 
to discriminate at all between the many 
letters of varying importance which I 
daily receive from almost every corner 
of the globe. Realising however that 
direct and intimate individual corres
pondence, in some form or other, is 
most urgent and vital to the interests of 
the Cause, I am, I assure you, giving it 
these days again my careful and undi
vided attention, and pray God that to 
this problem may soon be found a sat
isfactory and feasible solution (empha
sis added). In the meantime, I wish to 
emphasise the fact that I eagerly await, 
and would welcome, and would assur
edly have time to peruse, most care
fully, and in person, every individual 
letter you may wish to send me, and my 
readiness and wish to attend, in the 
very best way I can, to every matter 
raised in those letters. No written mes
sage, however unimportant, will first 
be opened and read by anyone save 
myself." II 

In another early letter the Guardian 
indicates the importance of communi-

cation between the various institutions 
around the world for forging a bond of 
brotherhood and common purpose. 

"They (the Assemblies) must make 
an effort to maintain official, regular, 
and frequent correspondence with the 
various Baha'i centers throughout the 
world, report to them their activities, 
and share the glad-tidings they receive 
with all their fellow-workers in the 
Cause. 

"They must encourage and stimulate 
by every means at their command, 
through subscription, reports and ar
ticles, the development of the various 
Baha'i magazines, ... " 12 

The Universal House of Justice, in 
its Naw-Ruz 1974 message to the Ba
ha'is of the world, reiterated the Guar
dian's emphasis on the importance of 
communication and words in general, 
encouraging the believers to adopt 
means that are more efficient and 
rapid: 

"(The) dissemination of news and 
messages, so vital to the knowledge, 
encouragement and unity of the Baha'i 
community, must be made efficient 
and rapid, and in anticipation of a vast 
expansion in the number of believers, 
of Local Spiritual Assemblies, and of 
localities where Baha'is reside a coordi
nated program of translating and pub
lishing Baha'i literature with the even
tual aim of providing the Sacred Text 
and the teachings of the Faith to all 
mankind is to be developed .... 

"The proclamation of the Faith, fol
lowing established plans and aiming to 
use on an increasing scale the facilities 
of mass communication must be vigor
ously pursued." 13 

We are not only encouraged as indi
viduals to stimulate one another 
through our letters, magazines and per
sonal communications-consultation 
is a law that is specifically enjoined 
upon our administrative bodies. This 
law is of such importance that Shoghi 
Effendi has called it "the bedrock of 
this unique order." 14 

The supreme importance of these 
consultative bodies lies in the fact that 
in them resides the sole authority for 
the administration of the affairs of the 
Faith. No individual in the Baha'i 
world has more power or administra
tive authority than any other indivi
dual-all administrative authority is 
vested in elected bodies whose method 
of operation is consultation. In the fol-
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lowing passage, Shoghi Effendi indi
cates the scope of the authority, and 
the efficacy of the method, of these 
consultative bodies: 

"The principle of consultation, 
which constitutes one of the basic laws 
of the Administration, should be ap
pliea to all Baha'i activities which af
fect the collective interests of the Faith, 
for it is through cooperation and con
tinued exchange of thoughts and views 
that the Cause can best safeguard and 
foster its interests. Individual initia
tive, personal ability and resourceful
ness, though indispensable, are, unless 
supported and enriched by the collec
tive experiences and wisdom of the 
group, utterly incapable of achieving 
such a tremendous task." 15 

What needs to be done? 

In the promulgation of the Word of 
Baha'u'llah, and in the creation of a 
new world-wide culture and civiliza
tion, the primary tasks that must be ac
complished are all concerned with con
sultation, commuczication and motiva
tion. But the achievement of these 
goals also requir~s knowledge of the 
Word and its authqritative interpreta
tions, and administrative skill in doing 
such work as plan rung, organization, 
management and..monitoring. Knowl
edge of the pripciples of Baba'u'lhih, 
and skill in consultation and the meth
ods of science, are among the primary 
requisites for all of these activities. 

In one of the Guardian's early letters 
to the American Baha'i community, he 
spoke of the role in organizing and 
shepherding the community that would 
be undertaken by the future Interna
tional House of Justice, saying that 
"the Supreme Council ... will guide, 
organize and unify the affairs of the 
Movement throughout the world." 16 

But it is not necessarily the adminis
trative agencies who do all the work, 
or, for that matter, even initiate every 
impetus for the Faith as a whole to 
move in any particular direction. The 
individual believer has a not inconsid
erable part in this process. In the words 
of Shoghi Effendi: 

"(It is the) individual believer on 
whom, in the last resort, depends the 
fate of the entire community. He it is 
who constitutes the warp and woof on 
which the quality and pattern of the 
whole fabric must depend .... With
out his support, at once whole-hearted, 
continuous and generous, every meas-
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ure adopted, and every plan formu
lated, by the body which acts as the na
tional representative of the community 
to which he belongs, is foredoomed to 
failure. 

"The administrative agencies of a di
vinely conceived Administrative Order 
at long last erected and relatively per
fected stand in dire need of the indivi
dual believer to come forward and uti
lize them with undeviating purpose, 
serene confidence and exemplary dedi
cation." 17 

While it is to every individual be
liever, as "one of the multitude of 
bricks which support the structure and 
assure the stability of the administra
tive edifice ... " 18 that this call is 
made, it is on the learned, in particu
lar, that a greater responsibility lies. 
Baha'u'llah, in the Lawh-i-Maqsud, 
says: 

"The man of consummate learning 
and the sage endowed with penetrating 
wisdom are the two eyes to the body of 
mankind. God willing, the earth shall 
never be deprived of these two greatest 
gifts . ... Please God, the peoples of 
the world may be led, as the result of 
the high endeavours exerted by their 
rulers and the wise and learned 
amongst men, to recognize their best 
interests. " 19 

'Abdu'l-Baha adds His injunction: 
"It is essential that scholars and the 

spiritually learned should undertake in 
all sincerity and purity of intent and 
for the sake of God alone, to counsel 
and exhort the masses and clarify their 
vision with that collyrium which is 
knowledge. " 20 

In the concluding passages of The 
Secret of Divine Civilization, 'Abdu'l
Baba's treatise on social and political 
development and the responsibilities of 
the learned within those arenas, the 
Master indicates the supreme impor
tance of communication of thought 
and the proper directing of public 
opinion as He writes: 

"It is therefore urgent that beneficial 
articles and books be written, clearly 
and definitely establishing what the 
present day requirements of the people 
are, and what will conduce to the hap
piness and advancement of society. 
The publication of high thoughts is the 
dynamic power in the arteries of life; it 
is the very soul of the world. Thoughts 
are a boundless sea, and the effects and 
varying conditions of existence are as 

the separate forms and individual 
limits of the waves; not until the sea 
boils up will the waves rise and scatter 
their pearls of knowledge on the shore 
of life. 

"Public opinion must be directed to
ward whatever is worthy of this day, 
and this is impossible except through 
the use of adequate arguments and the 
adducing of clear, comprehensive and 
conclusive prooofs. For the helpless 
masses know nothing of the world, and 
while there is no doubt that they seek 
and long for their own happiness, yet 
ignorance like a heavy veil shuts them 
away from it. " 21 

Furthermore, He, in that same 
book, indicates what the collective re
sponsibility of the scholars and the 
learned is in connection with the struc
turing and ordering of the affairs of 
the world: 

"In view of the fact that at the pres
ent time . .. fully developed and com
prehensively learned individuals are 
hard to come by, and the government 
and people are in dire need of order 
and direction, it is essential to establish 
a body of scholars the various groups 
of whose membership would each be 
expert in one of the aforementioned 
branches of knowledge (in preceding 
passages, these are cited as "knowl
edge of the sacred Scriptures and the 
entire field of divine and natural sci
ence, of religious jurisprudence and the 
arts of government and the varied 
learning of the time and the great 
events of history . .. "). This body 
should with the greatest energy and 
vigor deliberate as to all present and 
future requirements, and bring about 
equilibrium and order. " 22 

In 1949 the Guardian admonished 
the believers to work toward "a more 
profound and co-ordinated Baha'i 
scholarship ... ," 23 but it seems that 
we have had some difficulty in carrying 
out this instruction. Baha'i scholars 
and others who study deeply the Writ
ings of the Faith often are spread so far 
apart from each other that collabora
tion and coordination is physically and 
financially impossible. And while the 
Faith has always had in its ranks 
scholars and learned individuals, there 
has not been, until recently, an official 
administrative channel through which 
they might efficiently and effectively 
coordinate their efforts and collabo
rate in devising solutions to the prob-



lems facing the Baha'i community. 
Shortly after assuming its duties the 

Universal House of Justice established 
its Research Department, and in 1968 
made provision for the extension into 
the future of the functions of the in
stitution of the learned through estab
lishment of the Continental Boards of 
Counsellors. Five years later the Inter
national Teaching Centre was brought 
into existence. In the mid-1970s the 
Association for Baha'i Studies was 
begun, and within the past year the 
Boards of Counsellors have received 
instructions from the House of Justice 
to assist the community of scholars. 

But the communications medium 
through which these scholars might be 
convened has not yet been effectively 
established. The beloved Guardian 
gave voice to a similar plaint as early in 
his ministry as 1923; we would do well 
to hear again his wish and pause to 
reflect on how we might complete by 
proxy his long-cherished hope that we 
work closely with others in establishing 
the Cause of Baha'u'llah. 

"After a long and unbroken silence, 
it gives me the greatest joy to be en
abled to correspond again with my 
dearly-beloved co-workers of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly. 

"Your three letters ... have been 
safely received, and to each I have 
given my earnest and fullest attention. 
Their perusal which reflects only a cer
tain amount of your activities together 
with the study of the enclosed commu
nications and circulars and of the de
tailed and admirable report of the pro
ceedings of the Annual Convention 
have all served to heighten my admira
tion for the thoroughness, the ability, 
and the devotion with which you are 
conducting the affairs of the Cause of 
God in that land. 

"How often I have wished and 
yearned to be nearer to the field of 
your activities and thus be able to keep 
in a more constant and closer touch 
with every detail of the manifold and 
all-important services you render. I 
cherish the hope that erelong the facil
ities in the means of communication 
and transport will serve to draw us still 
nearer to one another, and fulfill, 
though partially, this long-desired 
wish." 24 

The efficacy of consultation in con
nection with working together on pro
jects is clearly set forth in the writings 

of 'Abdu'l-Bahci: 
"The purpose of consultation is to 

show that the views of several indivi
duals are assuredly preferable to one 
man, . . . Thus consultation ... hath 
been enjoined upon the believers, so 
that they may confer upon ordinary 
and personal matters, as well as on af
fairs which are general in nature and 
universal. 

"For instance, when a man hath a 
project to accomplish, should he con-

suIt with some of his brethren, that 
which is agreeable will of course be in
vestigated and unveiled to his eyes, and 
the truth will be disclosed; . .. the 
members of each profession, such as in 
industry, should consult, and those in 
commerce should similarly consult on 
business affairs. In short, consultation 
is desirable and acceptable in all things 
and on all issues. " 2S 

"Settle all things, both great and 
small, by consultation. Without prior 
consultation, take no important step in 
your own personal affairs. Concern 
yourselves with one another. Help 
along one another's projects and 
plans." 26 

The task ahead of the Baha'i world 
is the most monumental undertaking 
that has ever confronted any group of 
people throughout all of recorded his
tory. It is a task that is not only going 
to require study, research and deepen
ing on the part of a great many schol
ars, it is going to require that all of that 
work be coordinated and systematized. 

This task, in brief, is none other than 
the organization and management of 
the entire range of human and material 
resources around the world for the 
benefit of all mankind. In The World 
Order of Bahd'u'lIcih, Shoghi Effendi 

has given us a vision of the pattern of 
this future society: 

"A mechanism of world inter-com
munication will be devised, embracing 
the whole planet, freed from national 
hindrances and restrictions, and func
tioning with marvellous swiftness and 
perfect regularity. A world metropolis 
will act as the nerve center of a world 
civilization, the focus towards which 
the unifying forces of life will converge 
and from which its energizing influ
ences will radiate .... In such a world 
society, science and religion, the two 
most potent forces in human life, will 
be reconciled, will cooperate, and will 
harmoniously develop .... The enor
mous energy dissipated and wasted on 
war . . . will be consecrated to such 
ends as will extend the range of human 
inventions and technical development, 
to the increase of the productivity of 
mankind, ... to the extension of sci
entific research, . . . to the sharpening 
and refinement of the human brain, to 
the exploitation of the unused and un
suspected resources of the planet, to 
the prolongation of human life, and to 
the furtherance of any other agency 
that can stimulate the intellectual, the 
moral, and spiritual life of the entire 
human race." 27 

This passage was written in 1939, in 
the dark beginnings of a World War 
and at a time when few had ever even 
dreamed of such prospects, yet here is 
a clear and definite anticipation of the 
communications system that our 
modern scientific age has made a reali
ty. And is this not a major miracle? It 
was only 100 years ago from the pres
ent date that Baha'u'llah, seeking to 
impress upon Nabil-i-Akbar the won
ders of past ages, set forth as an ex
ample the achievement of Martos, who 
"invented an apparatus which trans
mitted sound over a distance of sixty 
miles. " 28 

These inventions and discoveries are 
not happenstance. The Plan of God re
quires the means for its implementa
tion, and the Word of Baha'u'llah has 
unleashed the potentiality for all of the 
necessary sciences and technologies to 
come into existence. Adib Taherzadeh, 
in volumes I and III of his series, The 
Revelation of BaM 'u 'lIdh, speaks at 
length of the connection between the 
Faith of Bahci'u'llah and the develop
ments in the communications sciences: 

"Since the appearance of the Bab, 
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man's advances in both material and 
spiritual civilization have been pro
digious. The unprecedented increase in 
scientific discoveries has, within a 
short period of time, established a mar
velous system of communication 
throughout the world, which is of the 
utmost significance if we are to eval
uate correctly the plan of God for man
kind. 

"The diffusion of the light of the 
Faith of Baha'u'!lah throughout the 
entire planet and the proclamation of 
its Message on a global scale could be 
realized only at a time when the peo
ples of the world are able to communi
cate easily with one another. Without a 
world-wide system of communication 
linking all humanity together, the Faith 
of BaM'u'llah would have been im
practical and ineffective. For this is a 
Faith whose basic teachings revolve 
around the principle of the oneness of 
mankind. Its message is universal and 
its aim is to establish a spiritual world 
order for all who dwell on earth. 

"In the early days of the Faith in 
Persia, many believers could not vis
ualize the manner in which the Cause 
of BaM'u'llah would reach the remote 
corners of the earth. The only way of 
traveling known torhem was by walk
ing or riding a donkey or a mule. The 
question which puzzled them most was 
how they could cover such long dis
tances to teach the Cause. At that time 
no one could have offered a solution 
except to say that God would create the 
means. But the Bab had stated that 
mankind should establish a system of 
swift communications so that the news 
of the coming of 'Him Whom God 
shall make manifest' could reach the 
whole world. 

"Now this has happened, and within 
such a short period a miraculous scien
tific revolution has taken place. Today 
the world has become one world. Man 
can communicate with the speed of 
light and travel faster than sound. The 
Bab had indeed ushered in a new era in 
human knowledge, paving the way for 
the coming of Baha'u'llah .... ,,29 

"BaM'u'llah affirms (in the Suriy-i
Haykal) that through the outpouring 
of knowledge from the heart of the 
Haykal, He will soon raise up scientists 
of great calibre, who will bring about 
such marvelous technological achieve
ments that no one can as yet imagine 
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them. This prophecy of Baha'u'llah 
has already been fulfilled-and this is 
only the beginning .... 

"The technological developments 
which have taken place in the field of 
communications since the advent of 
the Bab bear ample testimony to this. 
As the Faith of Baha'u'llah grew, the 
means of communication kept pace 
with it. 

" ... In surveying the progress of 
their Faith, the followers of Baha
'u'llah have seen that whenever the 
propagation of the Faith or the build
ing of its Administrative Order needed 
some new material means, they were· 
miraculously provided in time. Some 
of the new inventions which have 
played a vital part in the development 
of the Faith have come about just in 
time to serve a particular need. To cite 
one example of many: Baha'u'llah re
vealed many Tablets, Epistles and 
Books which, if compiled, would pro
duce about one hundred volumes. 'Ab
du'I-Baha's writings are no less in 
range. The Writings of Baha'u'llah 
and 'Abdu'I-Baha contain, among 
other things, teachings both spiritual 
and social, laws, exhortations and ex
planations about many subjects includ
ing man, the purpose of his life and his 
relationship to God. Added to these 
are the voluminous writings of Shoghi 
Effendi, the Guardian of the Faith. In 
addition to his famous works, he has 
written no less than 26,000 letters, 
some of them so lengthy that they war
ranted being printed in the form of a 
book. His writings contain invaluable 
guidance which, as the authorized in
terpreter of the Words of Baha'u'!lah, 
he has given to the Baha'i world. It can 
be seen therefore that the Baha'i Holy 
Writings are enormous in range and 
contain matters of vital interest for all 
humanity. 

"When the Universal House of Jus
tice, the supreme governing body of 
the Baha'i community, came into being 
in 1963, one of the most essential needs 
was the collating of all the Writings of 
the Central Figures of the Faith and the 
making of a comprehensive index of all 
the subjects they contained. This was a 
vital necessity for the supreme institu
tion of the Faith which had to have ac
cess to each and every subject recorded 
in these Writings, so that it could guide 
the Baha'i community in accordance 
witil the teachings of Baha'u'llah, and 

also legislate whenever feasible on mat
ters which are not explicitly mentioned 
in these Writings. 

"Up until the formation of the Uni
versal House of Justice, it was impos
sible even to attempt to make this com
prehensive index. Such a colossal un
dertaking, involving the provision of a 
detailed list of every subject within 
such a vast range of writings, would 
not have been a practical proposition 
given the small size of the Baha'i com
munity because of the non-existence of 
technological aids at that time. The in
vention of these aids, such as photo
copiers and electronic processors, and 
their commercial use, were almost syn
chronized with the birth of the Su
preme Body of the Faith of Baha
'u'llah. And this vital task was under
taken. Had it not been for this timely 
development, insignificant as it may 
seem today, it is difficult to imagine 
how the Universal House of Justice 
could have discharged its sacred func
tions in the BaM'i world effectively, 
bearing in mind that prior to taking 
every major decision, the Supreme 
Body has to refer to the Writings of 
Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi 
Effendi and to take into consideration 
their words which have a bearing on 
the subject." 30 

Norbert Wiener, the chief founder 
of the science of cybernetics-that is, 
the science of control and communica
tion-foresaw many of the possibilities 
that were inherent in the advent of the 
communication and information sci
ences. In his book, The Human Use of 
Human Beings: Cybernetics and So
ciety, written in 1950, he says: 

" ... Communications in soci-
ety ... (is) the cement which binds its 
fabric together." 31 

" ... The integrity of the channels 
of internal communication is essential 
to the welfare of society." 32 

"With the airplane and the radio the 
word of the rulers extends to the ends 
of the earth, and very many of the fac
tors which previously precluded a 
World State have been abrogated. It is 
even possible to maintain that modern 
communication, which forces us to ad
judicate the international claims of dif
ferent broadcasting systems and differ
ent airplane nets, has made the World 
State inevitable." 33 

While the presently available tech
nology in the communications industry 
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is extremely useful in and of itself, it 
takes on an even greater significance 
and facility when it is fused with pres
ent technological advances that have 
been made available to humanity from 
the information processing sciences. 
The result of this fusion is the creation 
of a new information environment 
which already has had tremendous so
cietal impact-yet society has not even 
begun to tap the deeper potential of 
this environment. The World Order of 
Baha'u'llah will, through fusion of the 
communication and information pro
cessing technologies, have tremendous 
"ordering capabilities" at hand 
through which the management of the 
world can be accomplished. 

At this point it is important to say 
something about the connection and 
relationship which the philosophy and 
theory of the information processing 
sciences have to the Faith of Baha
'u'llah. "Information" is a word that 
has been in the English language for 
some time, but heretofore it has meant 
little more than "a collection of facts." 
Baha'u'llah, however, as quoted in 
Note 5 above, says that the Words He 
has uttered have been invested with a 
new spirit, even those words that once 
were the most familiar and common
place of terms. Information is one such 
word, one that has been invested with 
tremendous significance in the most 
fundamental manner. The new way in 
which scientists and philosophers con
ceive of information has implications 
for the very structure of the philosophy 
of the way in which we perceive the na
ture of reality. (For more information 
from the realm of science and philos
ophy, the reader is referred to Mind 
and Nature: A Necessary Unity, by 
Gregory Bateson; The Turning Point, 
by Fritz Capra; and The Human Use of 
Humrm Beings, by Norbert Wiener.) 

In God Passes By, Shoghi Effendi 
speaks of some of the more important 
Tablets from the Pen of Baha'u'llah. 
One of those he mentions is the Lawh
i-Hikmat (Tablet of Wisdom), which 
can be found in Tablets of Bahd 'u 'Ildh. 
Shoghi Effendi says that in this Tablet 
Baha'u'llah "sets forth the fundamen
tals of true philosophy." 34 

Besides a wealth of other implica
tions in this Tablet which relate to the 
importance of information, pattern 
and order, one will see that Baha'u'llah 
invokes God in the name of the "All-

Informed" a great many times 
throughout the Tablet. In fact, of all 
the Names of God used in this Tablet, 
there is only one-the All-Wise-that 
is used more often. 

What is "information"? And what 
is its importance to us here? Daniel 
Bell, a Harvard professor of sociology 
and chief protagonist of the new infor
mation society, defines information 
relative to data and knowledge. Data, 
he says, is discrete fact at the most 

The unprecedented increase in 
scientific discoveries has, within 
a short period of time, establish
ed a marvelous system of com
munication ... which is of the 
utmost significance if we are to 
evaluate correctly the Plan of 
God for mankind. 

basic level, whereas "information is a 
pattern or design that rearranges data 
for instrumental purposes, while 
knowledge is the set of reasoned judg
ments that evaluates the adequacy of 
the pattern for the purposes for which 
the information is designed. Informa
tion is thus pattern recognition, subject 
to reorganization by the knower, in ac
cordance with specified purposes." 3S 

With the development of electronic 
data processing technology, we now 
have the capacity to store and retrieve 
discrete data that is arranged in an in
formational pattern, whether as an in
dexed data base, or in a form repre
senting a logical structure, or a se
quence of logical structures, e.g., a 
computer program, and to manipulate 
that data in accordance with these pat
terns at tremendously rapid rates. Be
cause electronic data processors oper
ate on the basis of a difference between 
one state and another-i.e., 0 (zero) or 
1 (one), which have no inherent mean
ing, they only indicate difference
they can process information using the 
processes of binary arithmetic. By set
ting up data in logical structures in 
terms of Boolean algebra, a rich and 
varied logic is made available for 
manipulation at computational speeds 
approaching the speed of light. Central 
processing units found in the common 
personal computers in many of our 
homes are routinely capable of per-

forming more than two million arith
metic operations a second. 

I feel that it is important to note here 
the correlation between the processes 
of electronic data processors and the 
fundamental nature of the contingent 
world as defined by Baba'u'llah. He 
has identified the qualities of "dis
tinction, differentiation, temporallim
itations, characteristics and stand
ards" 36 as being fundamental to the 
nature of the contingent world-the 
world of names and attributes. In 
translating "that which hath been writ
ten into reality and action," 37 scien
tists have discovered applications for 
some of the most fundamental process
es of the contingent world and have 
brought into being a technology that 
will be of tremendous benefit to all of 
mankind. 

The fusion of these capabilities with 
the communications technologies has 
created the capacity, for the first time 
in history, for the rational organization 
and management of the affairs of the 
world from a "nerve center" that has a 
rich and abundant communicational 
path to each of the various organs and 
centers in the body of the world. 

In commenting on the potential of 
this capacity, Professor Bell has said 
that the "methodological promise of 
the second half of the 20th century is 
the management of organized com
plexity . . ." 38 Can we imagine a more 
complex management problem than 
the mandate Baha'u'lhih has given to 
the Universal House of Justice? I think 
not-and it is precisely for this reason 
that Baha'is, and especially Baha'i ad
ministrators, scholars and the learned, 
must step into this realm of manage
ment and do so quickly, with full con
sciousness of the implications of what 
they are doing. 

In a rather abstrusely worded pas
sage in The World Order of Bahd
'u'lldh, Shoghi Effendi indicates that if 
we would use "the facilities which 
modern scientific progress has placed 
at the service of humanity in our time" 
we would find the task of achieving 
"the unification of all mankind" to be 
"infinitely less complex" than the 
"problem of welding the American 
states into a single federation" during 
the founding of our Republic. 39 As the 
promulgation of the Word and the or
dering of society are our primary tasks, 
are not the communication and infor-
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mation technologies heavily impli
cated? 

In another passage, the Guardian 
says, "The Baha'is should not always 
be the last to take up new and obvi
ously excellent methods but rather the 
first, as this agrees with the dynamic 
nature of the Faith which is not only 
progressive, but holds within itself the 
seeds of an entirely new culture and 
civilization." 40 

The Guardian also indicates that one 
of the purposes of Baha'u'llah in de
signing such flexibility into the struc
ture of the Administrative Order is so 
that "whatever is deemed necessary to 
incorporate into (the machinery of the 
Cause) in order to keep it in the fore
front of all progressive movements, 
(could) be safely embodied there
in ... " 41 

What are these "new and excellent 
methods," these gifts of "modern sci
entific progress," that I am proposing 
we incorporate into the machinery of 
the Cause to reduce the complexity of 
the task of achieving the unification of 
mankind? And bow are they so differ
ent from what has been available from 
science in the past.? 

The prospects for the advancement 
of the work of th< Cause in light of re
cent and ant\<:ipated scientific and 
technological .advances are truly in
credible. In tlie past few years there has 
been established a world-embracing 
satellite-based communications net
work that functions with "marvelous 
swiftness and perfect regularity"; there 
has been a continual drop in the ratio 
between computing power and cost; an 
ever-increasing volume of information 
is being stored in ever smaller storage 
units; there has been a wide-ranging 
decentralization of information-pro
cessing power with the proliferation of 
personal computers in the homes of or
dinary citizens; and amazing develop
ments in all areas of computer pro
gramming have taken place that are so 
wide-ranging and remarkable as only 
those who are at once aware of the 
future world society predicted by the 
Central Figures of the Faith, and who 
are actively staying abreast of the 
whole range of developments in the 
fields of computers and telecommuni
cations, can adequately appreciate. 

The ramifications of the scientific 
and technical achievements in informa
tion-processing and in the means of 
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communication have the potential to 
influence every aspect of Baha'i life 
and work, but most significantly the 
arena of the administration of the 
Faith. The Word of Baha'u'lJah has es
tablished a new Order in the world of 
being; the structural basis of this Order 
is the Administrative Order of the 
Faith whose functions are to propagate 
the Word of Baha'u'lJah, maintain 
unity among the body of the believers. 
and guide the corporate body of the 
followers of Baha'u'llah into an efflo
rescent civilization based upon His 
teachings. 

The work of maintaining unity of ac
tion and unity of belief in guiding the 
community gradually into the future is 
primarily a work that involves com
munication, organization and manage
ment, and each of these areas has, in 
particular, felt in great measure the im
pact of the fusion of the communica
tion and information-processing sci
ences. 

Perhaps the most significant devel
opment, to the author's mind, is the 
possibility of linking the personal com
puter in one's home with any other per
sonal or corporate computer simply by 
using the telephone system. This, to
gether with conferencing software that 
can facilitate one-to-many communica
tions, bears the possibility of increas
ing in a revolutionary way the quality 
and quantity of the communications 
capacity of the Faith as a whole. 

In the early days of the Faith, as Mr. 
Taherzadeh has pointed out, the teach
ers of the Faith walked from place to 
place or rode donkeys or mules. The 
Word which had been revealed was la
boriously copied by hand by scribes 
who were in the service of Baha'u'llah. 
Later, many of these precious Tablets 
were translated into other languages 
and began to make their way out into 
the spreading Baha'i community. It is 
widely known that in America copy 
after copy was typed by hand with as 
many carbons as the typewriter would 
carry. Gradually, as money became 
available, the books and prayers of 
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha were 
printed. Magazines, such as Star of the 
West, were brought into being to pro
vide a reasonably current channel for 
the communications of 'Abdu'l-Baha 
and Shoghi Effendi. As the technology 
of the telegraph became more wide
spread throughout the world, the be-

loved Guardian made increasing use of 
that facility. According to Amatu'l
Baha Rui)iyyih Khanum, in The Price
less Pearl: 

"Since the inception of his ministry 
Shoghi Effendi had increasingly used 
the medium of telegrams and cable
grams, not only because they saved 
time but because, as he explained to 
me, of their psychological effect; a 
cable conveys a sense of urgency and 
drama and is often a better way of 
driving home one's point." 42 

In the nearly 30 years since the pass
ing of Shoghi Effendi, science and 
technology seem to have outdone 
themselves. We now have available for 
our use a vast array of technological, 
and even "conceptual," devices by 
means of which we can "process the 
Word of Baha'u'lIah" and communi
cate quite rapidly with one another
and to a tremendously abundant de
gree. 

By way of illustrating how presently 
available technology might be used in 
service to the Faith, I will sketch briefly 
the outline of a very real problem that 
we as Baha'is will face in the very near 
future and attempt to show how utili
zation of this technology would de
crease the complexity of meeting the 
challenge. Of course, this scenario as
sumes that these technical aids would 
already be in use by the administrative 
agencies of the Faith-something we 
have yet to accomplish in a widespread 
manner. 

In Citadel of Faith, the Guardian 
maps out certain stages in the growth 
of the Faith and ends by saying: 
" ... the entry by troops of peoples 
of divers nations and races into the Ba
ha'i world ... will be the prelude to 
that long awaited hour when a mass 
conversion on the part of these same 
nations and races, and as a direct result 
of a chain of events, momentous and 
possibly catastrophic in nature, ... 
will suddenly revolutionize the for
tunes of the Faith, derange the equi
librium of the world, and reinforce a 
thousandfold the numerical strength as 
well as the material power and the spir
itual authority of the Faith of Baha
'u'lJah." 43 

What will we do when, for everyone 
of us, there are more than 1,000 souls 
to educate in the Cause of Baha'u'lhih? 
How can we meet the challenge of or
ganizing and training the Spiritual As-
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semblies? Of insuring that each Assem
bly has the guidance it needs to assist 
both its internal community and the 
larger community in all aspects of so
cial development? 
The scenario begins 

As it became increasingly apparent 
that the fortunes of the Faith in Amer
ica were about to be revolutionized, the 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly consulted among themselves 
via the computer conferencing service 
that had been leased from a major uni
versity using the communicating word 
processors the Assembly had recently 
purchased. After availing itself of the 
guidance at hand from Shoghi Effendi 
and the Universal House of Justice, the 
National Spiritual Assembly decided to 
convene a full-time advisory task force 
that would be charged with organizing 
a suitable approach to the problem 
which was soon to come up. 

The task force would have at its dis
posal the facilities of the recently com
pleted integrated data base of the writ
ings of the Bab, Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l
BaM and Shoghi Effendi, and the let
ters and other messages from the Uni
versal House of Justice. (The commu
nications that had been sent to the 
American Baha'i community from 
itself over the past 70 years had not 
been placed in the larger data base, as 
the National Assembly felt the need to 
have them organized so that a compre
hensive review of its past decisions 
could be performed when time per
mitted.) 

Scholars of the Faith had already 
begun preliminary organizational work 
on the data base, which had been put 
into the computer-readable format, by 
scanning all of the extant writings of 
the Faith with the newly purchased op
tical character reader. Complete con
cordances of all the writings were being 
printed as fast as the laser printer could 
turn them out. Several research teams 
composed of scholars from across the 
country who consulted with one ano
ther via the same computer conferenc
ing network used by the National Spir
itual Assembly were each experiment
ing with various conceptual methods of 
organizing, outlining and indexing the 
writings. As the personal computers 
which these scholars had in their homes 
did not have enough memory capacity 
to hold all of the writings in a single, 
easily manipulated data base, the re-

search teams had been organized by the 
Association for Baha'i Studies to ex
periment with different ways of con
ceiving the "knowledge base" of the 
writings with a view toward eventually 
having an "expert system" that could 
be consulted on-line by any individual, 
Assembly or committee with a question 
that needed resolution in light of all of 
the authorized texts of the Faith. Time 
with the new large computer at the Na
tional Center had been allocated to 

each of these groups-after working 
together among themselves on the con
ferencing network from their separate 
homes they would submit their organi
zational schemes directly to the data 
base after office hours when the com
puter would have ample time to pro
cess the writings according to their 
scheme. They could each see the results 
when they logged onto the system the 
next evening. 

These scholars were fortunate to 
have the contributions of the beloved 
Guardian to guide their works, which, 
above all, consisted of: " ... a master
ly orientation of thought towards the 
concepts enshrined in the teachings of 
the Faith and the orderly classification 
of those teachings into what might well 
be described as a vast panoramic view 
of the meaning, implications, destiny 
and purpose of the religion of Baha
'u'llah, indeed of religious truth itself 
in its portrayal of man as the apogee of 
God's creation, evolving towards the 
consummation of his development
the establishment of the Kingdom of 
God on earth." 44 

Meanwhile, the advisory task force, 

which was composed of a multi-disci
plinary team of Baha'is, had outlined 
the task ahead by using an "idea orga
nizer" or "outlining program" on the 
personal computer in their conference 
room. They knew they were organizing 
for a time in the future when the ma
terial resources of the Faith would be 
increased, but the organization and 
preparation to meet that time had to 
take place within the present budgetary 
limits. 

As an appropriate approach to the 
challenge began to take shape, the pro
ject was planned with clear-cut goals 
and all of the necessary milestones, ob
jectives and time lines fixed in place to 
meet those goals. The task was made 
much clearer to everyone by using the 
project management software that was 
running on the office personal com
puter. The critical path had been de
termined, and by using the electronic 
spreadsheet the presently available 
funds had been juggled such that the 
National Assembly would have to in
crease the annual contributions goal by 
only 17 per cent during the coming 
year. Within three weeks, the plan was 
presented to the National Spiritual As
sembly at a meeting called especially 
for that purpose. 

Obviously, there was much work left 
to do-organization is one thing, and 
very important, but there were tuto
rials to be designed for the on-line 
computerized data bases that would be 
set up. Much of the work depended on 
the rational organization of the in
tegrated data bases the scholars were 
working on-and as much of the tech
nology was relatively new, there was 
much to learn and a lot of testing that 
had to be done. 

Nevertheless, several aspects of the 
work stood out clearly and work could 
begin on them right away. The Teach
ing Committee had to make plans to 
expand the membership data base in 
such a way as to monitor the educa
tional progress of the newly enrolled 
believers. The Business and Profes
sional Affairs Committee had to target 
certain notable people and issue a call 
to the general community for help in 
organizing a portfolio of interests, sus
ceptibilities and inhibiting factors for 
each of those targeted. It also needed 
to identify individual Baha'is who 
could call upon those people to pro
claim the Faith to them. Meanwhile, 
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data processing already was at work 
preparing the system for the input and 
update of membership information 
from the field generated by District 
Teaching Committees. The Baha'i 
schools, which had permanent staff 
onboard, had been consulting for some 
time on the computer conferencing net
work about the coordination of Baha'i 
scholarship-there were certain pri
orities that had been identified in rela
tion to the challenge at hand, and the 
schools had organized research teams 
composed of the scholars they knew 
and had solicited help from other Ba
ha'is through The American Bahd'{to 
begin the needed research. 

Since the National Convention had 
begun meeting year round on the con
ferencing network, the National Spir
itual Assembly had a tremendous re
source pool of deepened believers 
available for consultation at a mo
ment's notice-and the Convention 
never adjourned! 

The Counsellors and Auxiliary 
Board members also were busy, con
sulting with the National Assembly, 
advising local Spiritual Assemblies, 
conferring with·individual Baha'is, and 
in general monitoring the rapid devel
opment of the national community 
they protect and serve. 

The Social; and Economic Develop
ment Committee had established con
tacts within and outside the Baha'i 
community in preparation for estab
lishing an "electronic peace corps" 
that would consist of technical experts 
from all areas of science, business and 
social services who would be on call 
over the conferencing net in the event 
their particular expertise was needed. 

Meanwhile, the Publishing Trust 
had begun duplicating volumes of the 
various Baha'i works on computer 
diskettes that would then be sold to the 
friends so they could work on making 
compilations, doing research and, in 
general, deepening their knowledge of 
the Faith. The word processing pro
grams the friends had in their personal 
computers at home gave them the 
capability they needed to "process the 
Word" so as to make it more accessible 
to seekers, the study groups they had 
organized, etc. 

And all of this was being done by the 
rank and file Baha'is. For years the 
National Spiritual Assembly had 
dreamed of a system that would allow 
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it to make rapid and efficient use of all 
of the energy and competence that ex
ists in the rank and file of the believers, 
as Shoghi Effendi had said that this is 
"the first quality for leadership both 
among individuals and Assemblies." 45 

This potential was now made manifest 
because of the establishment of an ef
fective communications infrastructure 
that provided the possibility for Ba
ha'is, no matter where they lived, no 
matter how little they could travel for 

The word processing programs 
the friends had in their personal 
computers at home gave them 
the capability they needed to 
'process the Word' so as to 
make it more accessible to seek
ers, the study groups they had 
organized, etc. 

the Faith, no matter how tied down 
they were in their professional or per
sonallives, to consult together in doing 
research and development on projects 
that were needed by the Faith and 
whose priority had been clearly iden
tified by the National Spiritual Assem
bly. 

... Thus ends the scenario. 
The challenges that lie ahead of us 

are of such magnitude that the only 
way we are going to be able to meet 
them is to work together-to coordi
nate the work with common goals and 
clear objectives in mind. It is now 
possible to do this with present tech
nology if we but heed the Guardian's 
advice about using those things that 
modern scientific progress has given to 
humanity. 

" ... The world, (is) contracted and 
transformed into a single highly com
plex organism by the marvellous pro
gress achieved in the realm of physical 
science, (and) by the world-wide ex
pansion of commerce and indus
try ... " 46 

The Guardian has given us the task 
of establishing the nucleus of "A world 
federal system, ruling the whole earth 
and exercising unchallengeable author
ity over its unimaginably vast re
sources, ... " 47 

This is the task of the Universal 
House of Justice and its sustaining 
pillars, the National Spiritual Assem-

blies. We have long known the prom
ise, but have only been able to wonder 
how this might be accomplished. Now, 
with the construction of the "mech
anism of world inter-communication" 
and the development of information
processing tools that allow for auto
mation of the necessary conceptual 
processes of the organization and 
management of such a complexity, as
pects of the methodology for the ac
complishment of this paramount task 
are being unveiled to the eyes of the 
Baha'i world. 

America as a whole has been blessed 
by Baha'u'llah. Much of the tech
nology we take for granted is not even 
a dream in the minds of millions of 
people around the world. Yet these are 
the very mechanisms that will provide 
the means for the unification of man
kind. Shoghi Effendi referred to the 
unique challenge America faces when 
he wrote: 

"The world is moving on. Its events 
are unfolding ominously and with be
wildering rapidity .... The New 
World (America) is being insensibly 
drawn into its vortex .... The At
lantic and Pacific Oceans are, with 
every acceleration in the march of sci
ence, steadily shrinking into mere 
channels. The Great Republic of the 
West finds itself particularly and in
creasingly involved .... The world is 
contracting into a neighborhood. Am
erica, willingly or unwillingly, must 
face and grapple with this new situa
tion. For purposes of national security, 
let alone any humanitarian motive, she 
must assume the obligations imposed 
by this newly created neighborhood. 
Paradoxical as it may seem, her only 
hope of extricating herself from the 
perils gathering around her is to be
come entangled in that very web of in
ternational association which the Hand 
of an inscrutable Providence is weav
ing." 48 
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tures a prayer revealed by Baha'u'llah 
and other music with Baha'I' content. 
She has been performing in concert, 
and via extensive press coverage has 
been able to spread the spirit and ideas 
of the Faith in West Germany. She is 
presently working with other Baha'I' 
musicians on a new recording for the 
International Year of Peace. 
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The world 

-" GovernlDents receive peace statement 

As of January 3, the Universal 
House of Justice's peace statement, 
"The Promise of World Peace," had 
been presented to more than 70 heads 
of state, to a great many leaders of 
political, academic, religious, national 
and international organizations, and to 
royalty. 

Among heads of state who subse
quently responded in writing were 
those of Colombia, Switzerland, 
France, Denmark and the Marshall Is
lands, while many reports quoted the 
recipients' appreciation on receiving 
the statement. • 

Among the m.embers of royalty who 
have received "Tb.e Promise of World 
Peace" is Prince Mikasa of Japan who 
read and discussed it at length during a 
friendly meeting- with a two-member 
Baha'i delega.tion. 

A warm welcome to the represen
tatives of the National Spiritual As
sembly was also given by King Taufaa
hau IV of Tonga at a full traditional 
ceremony during which he was pre
sented the peace statement. 

In the U.S., President Reagan re
ceived the statement December 10 from 
the National Spiritual Assembly during 
the annual Human Rights Week ob
servance in Washington. 

Mr. Reagan's comments during the 
ceremony concerning the situation of 
Baha'is in Iran were heard around the 
world via radio broadcasts on the BBC 
and the Voice of America. 

Earlier, on November 22, UN Sec
retary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar 
accepted a copy of the document from 
the Hand of the Cause of God 
Amatu'l-Baha Rul).iyyih Khanum, the 
House of Justice's representative, at 
UN headquarters in New York City. 

Direct presentations to heads of state 
since the House of Justice's first report 
in November included those in Alaska, 
the Bahamas, Botswana, Costa Rica, 
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Denmark, Germany, Guatemala, the 
Republic of Ireland, Israel, Mauritius, 
Sri Lanka, Togo, Tonga, Transkei, 
Trinidad and Tobago, the Virgin Is
lands, the U.S., Western Samoa and 
Zimbabwe. 

The Bahamas 

His Excellency Sir Gerald Cash, the 
Governor General of the Bahamas 
(second from right), was presented a 
copy of the peace statement last Oc
tober 24 by a delegation of three 
members of the National Spirilual As-

In addition, "indirect" presen
tations were made in Belgium, the Do
minican Republic, France, Germany, 
Guadeloupe, Kampuchea, Macao, the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 

sembly of the Bahamas. The Governor 
General expressed great pleasure in 
receiving the Baha'( delegation and the 
message of the Universal House of Jus
tice. 

.. 



Austria 

Dr. Rudolf Kirchschlaeger, the Presi
dent of Austria (second from right), 
receives the peace statement from a 
three-member delegation compi ised of 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Austria. The presentation 
was made in October 1985. 

Grenada 

) 

Guatemala 
Guatemala's head of state, Gen. Oscar 
Humberto Mejia V. (third from left), 
receives a five-member Baha'i delega
tion who presented him last October 24 
with a special copy of The Promise of 
World Peace.' 

Members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Grenada present the Univer
sal House of Justice's peace statement, 
The Promise of World Peace, ' to Sir 
Paul Scoon (left), the Governor Gen
eral of Grenada, during a ceremony 
last October 24. 
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India 

-, 

The President of India, Giani Zail 
Singh, receives a copy of the peace 
statement from Counsellor Zena So
rabjee. The presentation was made last 
October 28. 

Papua New Guinea 
~~----~~~-------. 
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His Excellency Giani Zail Singh (left), 
the President of India, accepts a por
trait of the model of the Mother Tem
ple of the Indian Subcontinent from 
R.N. Shah, secretary of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'IS of 
India. Mr. Singh met with a three
member Baha'I delegation last October 
28 at Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi, 
the official residence of the President, 
to receive a special copy of the Uni
versal House of Justice's statement 
'The Promise of World Peace.' Besides 
Mr. Shah, the delegation consisted of 
Counsellor Zena Sorabjee and another 
member of the National Spiritual As
sembly, Jagdish Gandhi. 

Sir Kingsford Dibela (right), the Gov
ernor General of Papua New Guinea, 
accepts the peace statement from Aux
iliary Board member Lundeng Cape
nias on United Nations Day, October 
24, 1985, at the Governor General's oj
ficial residence in Port Moresby. 



Trinidad/Tobago 
On October 24, the Universal House of 
Justice's peace statement 'The Promise 
of World Peace' was presented to His 
Exce/lency Ellis Clarke (second from 
left), President of the Republic of Trin
idad and Tobago, by a three-member 
Baha'(delegation consisting of (left to 
right) Dr. Harry Co/lymore, Auxiliary 
Board member Shahnaz Jamalabadi, 
and Mansingh Amarsingh. (Photo by 
Arthur Lee) 

Republic of Ireland 
On October 31, a three-member Baha'I' 
delegation presented a special copy of 
'The Promise of World Peace' to His 
Exce/lency Dr. Patrick J. Hillery (sec
ond from left), the President of the 
Republic of Ireland. Making the pre
sentation on behalf of the Universal 
House of Justice were (left to right) Dr. 
Seosamh Watson, chairman of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'I's of the Republic of Ireland; Vivi
enne Bogan; and Patrick O'Mara, sec
retary of the National Spiritual Assem
bly. A wide-ranging discussion with the 
President touched on the basic prin
ciples of the Faith, the admission of 
Baha'{refugeesfrom Iran, and the role 
of religion in society. 

George Chambers (right), the Prime 
Minister of the Republic of Trinidad 
and Tobago, receives a copy of the 
peace statement 'The Promise of 
World Peace' from Auxiliary Board 
member Shahnaz Jamalabadi as Ba
ha'I's (left to right) Mansingh Amar
singh and Dr. Harry Co/lymore look 
on. The presentation was made last Oc
tober 24. Mr. Chambers promised to 
read the statement with interest and 
thanked the BahaYs for presenting it to 
him. (Photo by Arthur Lee) 
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India 

Temple dedication set in December 

f 
«</j " / 
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The inner and outer leaf marble sur
faces are seen clearly for the first time 
in this recent photograph as the steel 
staging is removed from the Mother 

Temple of the Indian Sub-continent 
near New Delhi, India. With the com
pletion of marble cladding of 15 of the 

27 leaves, more than half the outer area 
of the magnificent structure is clad 
with white marble. 

We are delighted to announce that the House of Worship 
of the Indian Sub-continent is scheduled to be dedicated 
sometime between December 23-27, 1986. 

New Delhi is getting ready to welcome thousands of Ba
ha'is from all over the world as well as from all areas of In
dia. This historic event is bound to attract an unprecedented 
number of participants and to demonstrate the true mean
ing of unity and the oneness of mankind. Among those who 
have already agreed to participate are some of the most out
standing Baha'i musicians, artists and personalities in the 
world. 

The Dedication Committee, working with one of the best 
travel agents in India, has prepared packages which offer all 
varieties of hotel accommodation from the best interna-

tional deluxe hotels to moderately priced hotels, hostels and 
even tents; air travel, and pre- and post-dedication tours to 
enable you to participate according to your budget. 

For a complete package containing all of the above infor
mation as well as registration procedures, please send your 
name, address and citizenship, preferably typed, on a 
3x5-inch card, to: Dedication Committee of the Baha'i 
House of Worship of the Indian Sub-continent, Kalkaji, 
P.O. Box 4365, New Delhi 110019, INDIA. 

Please note that early registration is highly recommended 
as there may be a limit on the number of participants. A 
wide range of privileges and benefits is offered on a first
come, first-served basis. 
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Social/ economic development 

NUlDber of projects growing rapidly 

As the Cause of Baha'u'llah has 
emerged from obscurity during the 
Seven Year Plan, Baha'i communities 
throughout the world have become in
creasingly involved in social and eco
nomic development activities, applying 
Baha'i concepts of service to the needs 
of believers and the wider community. 
In 1980, 17 National Spiritual Assem
blies operated approximately 115 de
velopment projects. Now, 78 National 
Spiritual Assemblies and two Baha'I' 
Administrative Committees manage 
703 projects, the vast majority of 
which are grassroots efforts operating 
with little or no otltside support. Thus, 
during the course of the current plan 
the number of devt:lopment projects 
has soared by more'than 500%, with 
most of this growth occurring since the 
historic 20 October.. '1983 message on 
social and economic development by 
the Universal Hbuse of Justice. 

This report summarizes information 
received as of 1 October 1985 by the 
Department of Statistics (at the World 
Centre) concerning Baha'i social and 
economic development projects in 
operation or at an advanced stage of 
planning throughout the world. In ad
dition, the report summarizes private 
ventures managed by one or more Ba
ha'is whose aims and objectives con
form to the concept of Baha'i develop
ment activities. These privately man
aged projects, however, have not been 
included in the statistical summary, 
since they are not responsible to Baha'i 
institutions. Over-all, a wide variety of 
projects has emerged in response to 
locally perceived needs, even in the 
economically more developed coun
tries. 

• 
Narrative Description of Bah3'. Devel
opment Projects 

This section describes selected Ba
ha'i projects, those planned, approved 
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and operated by Baha'i institutions. 
The date of the most recent informa
tion received is listed after each entry, 
where available. 

AFRICA 
Burkina (Upper Volta). Health Edu

cation/Nutrition Project. The Univer
sal House of Justice has approved a 
project to provide basic education in 
hygiene, preventive medicine, and nu
trition, as well as pharmacy services in 
selected villages which have a local 
Spiritual Assembly. Over-all objectives 
are to reduce child mortality and to 
combat social and economic under
development. The National Assembly 
has decided to launch the program in 
eight villages, and meetings have been 
held in several villages to explain the 
nature of the project. (September 1985) 

Temple site orchard, Nimdi. Fruit 
trees have been planted on the Temple 
site to meet the requirements for ob
taining title-deed to the land and as a 
means of participating in the govern
ment's drought relief program. About 
half of the trees have survived. (June 
1985) 

Cameroon Republic. Tutorial school 
in Bonando II (Pygmy area). Approxi
mately 30 Pygmy students attend full
time classes which include one-half 
hour each devoted to Baha'i teachings. 
The government's Regional Education 
Authority has expressed appreciation 
for the school and has helped by pro
viding a blackboard, chalk and copy 
books, and promised to add class
rooms to the building. (June 1985) 

Central African Republic. Bagandou 
Baha'i Educational Center. Initiated as 
a literacy center for women, the com
munity has transformed the center, 
which now serves as a kindergarten for 
30 children. (May 1985) 

Unity Farm Baha'i Educational Cen
ter. Miss Marinella Bulletti runs a tu-

torial school that provides basic educa
tion for children in the area. Of the 10 
children who attend, three are Pyg
mies. (April 1985) 

Chad. Anis School, Moissala. The 
school consists of a kindergarten and 
grades 1-3. The local Spiritual Assem
bly and the families of the students run 
it cooperatively. The local community 
has requested approval of plans for a 
new building, and construction has be
gun. At present, the school is unable to 
function due to unsettled conditions in 
the area. (December 1984) 

Baha'i library, Moissala. The local 
Assembly has acquired a piece of land 
from the city authorities for a Baha'i 
library and has started construction. 
The Baha'i community planted a hec
tare of cotton and sold the crop to raise 
part of the funds needed to build the 
library. (September 1984) 

Baha'i library, Sarh. The local Spir
itual Assembly acquired a piece of land 
in the city market from the mayor. 
Construction has not yet started. (Sep
tember 1984) 

Hakim Dispensary, Moissala. Nam
ed in honor of the distinguished mar
tyr, Dr. Mamichihr Hakim, this small 
dispensary opened in the Baha'i Center 
in August 1985 with the approval of 
local authorities. Patient visits, lab
oratory tests and injections are provid
ed free of charge. A small pharmacy in 
the dispensary provides low-cost medi
cine, and a training center has been 
established to train Baha'is from near
by villages in basic health, hygiene, 
elementary sanitation, and the dispens
ing of simple medicines. A quarterly 
magazine on health and hygiene will be 
published by the dispensary and sent to 
more than 200 local Spiritual Assem
blies in the area. Those in charge of the 
project hope to build a separate fa
cility, acquire additional equipment, 
and be able to provide transportation 



to the nearest hospital, which is 80 km. 
(about 50 miles) away. (September 
1985) 

Humanitarian Services Project, 20 
communities in Moyen-Chari. Twenty 
village medicine distribution centers, 
which function under the supervision 
of the local Spiritual Assemblies of 
Sarh and Moissala, have been estab
lished. They provide medicines and 
conduct other humanitarian services 
including a nutrition program and 
health classes. A number of Baha'is 
have received training in first aid to in
crease their effectiveness in working 
with the pharmacies. The project 
serves an area afflicted by civil unrest 
and severe famine, in which about 25010 
of the population is Baha'i. In a recent 
month, more than 800 people in the 
sub-prefecture died from the famine 
and resulting illnesses, and many 
thousands find themselves in a critical 
situation. Despite the obvious hard
ships, more than 10,000 people have 
been treated in about 100 villages dur
ing the past 10 months. (August 1985) 

Ethiopia. Experimental garden, 
Awassa. A demonstration field has 
been established in the compound of 
the Regional Center to train Baha'i 
farmers in improved agricultural tech
niques. The resident pioneers and local 
believers have worked concertedly to 
develop the site, and the National As
sembly has approved the hiring of four 
people to expedite the work. (June 
1985) 

The Gambia. Adult literacy classes, 
Latrikunda-Sabiji. The National Spir
itual Assembly has approved in prin
ciple use of the Regional Center for 
such classes. (July 1984) 

Basic Life Skills Training Center. 
The House of Justice has approved :n 
principle a proposal to set up a training 
center that would provide spiritual ed
ucation and practical training in 
health, nutrition, sanitation, agricul
ture, and water supply. A needs assess
ment survey has been conducted which 
indicated that primary concerns fo
cused on schools, water supply and 
gardens. (April 1985) 

Nursery school, Banjul. A nursery 
school for children ages 3-6 operates at 
the National Baha'i Center, with a cur
riculum planned by the local Assem
bly. The two teachers and three of the 
children are Baha'is. (January 1985) 

Ghana. Timonde Tutorial School. 

Pictured are students in two Baha'I' 
tutorial school classes in Haute Zaire, 
the northeastern province of the coun
try whose capital is Kisangani. There 
are presently more than 40 Baha'I' edu
cational centers in northeastern Zaire. 
Above: A class in the village of Bobiti, 

The school, located in the District 
Haziratu'l-Quds, has been absorbed 
into the public school system but is 
operated as a Baha'i primary school. A 
syllabus on religion has been developed 
for the school. (November 1984) 

Ivory Coast. Baha'i educational pro
ject, Felguessi. This community devel
opment project plans to address needs 
for spiritual education, especially for 
women and children; better health; 
adult literacy; an accessible school; im
proved agriculture and use of approp
riate technology; and education which 

the smallest of the Baha,(schools in 
that area. Below: The third-year clas:, 
at the educational center of Banyowe
Bamanga with their teacher, Ndege 
Waigo. The town has the largest of the 
Baha'l'schools with 150 students who 
come from six neighboring vii/ages. 

helps people analyze problems and 
make choices. It has been designed as a 
two-year project, with most costs to be 
met by the villagers, many of whom are 
newly enrolled in the Faith. (July 1985) 

Kenya. Coffee Growers' Baha'i 
Bank Account, Meru. Baha'i coffee 
growers have opened a separate Baha'i 
account at a cooperative bank in the 
Meru area. They arranged to have 113 
of the proceeds from each sack of cof
fee they harvest placed in the account, 
which has financed many community 
activities. They aim to become com-
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Children learn computer use during 
'Operation Catch-Up' at the Louis G. 

pletely independent of outside sources 
for funds. (December 1984) 

Gingalili Baha'i Nursery School. Ba
ha'is in Gingalili and Nakuru have es
tablished a nursery school at the Gin
galili BaM'i Center, which serves five 
BaM'i and 60 non-BaM'i children. A 
local believer (a trained teacher who 
completed a course in nursery school 
management) operates the school with 
the help of another teacher. The school 
is partially self-supporting, and the Na
tional Assembly reports that it is func
tioning well. With permission of the 
National Spiritual Assembly, the gov
ernment of Kenya conducts adult liter
acy classes there. Professional and Ba-
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Gregory Baha'i Institute near Hem
ingway, South Carolina. 

ha'i administrative support is avail
able. (August 1985) 

Jiko (Charcoal Burner) Project, 
Mombasa. The Spiritual Assembly of 
Mombasa offers working facilities free 
of charge for the project, which was 
organized by the Kenya Energy Non
Governmental Organization as a way 
of supporting the national policy of 
conserving forests. The Assembly has 
stressed to the team that the main pur
pose of the project is to be of service to 
the Kenyan community, and only sec
ondarily to make a reasonable profit. 
(January 1985) 

Literacy campaign in the Malindi 
Region. The National Teaching Com-

mittee plans to organize a literacy cam
paign to combat the problem of illiter
acy among new Baha'is. (April 1984) 

Nasianda Nursery School. The Na
tional Assembly of Kenya reports that 
this school is progressing. (August 
1985) 

Pre-primary school in Magarini. The 
school building has been completed 
and classes have begun. (January 1985) 

Teacher Training Center. The House 
of Justice has approved the recommen
dation of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in Africa to establish two 
Centers: one in northeastern Zaire for 
French speakers, one in Kenya for 
English speakers. These Centers are to 
train Baha'i teachers for children's 
classes, pre-schools and tutorial 
schools. (September 1985) 

Women's development activities, 
Luwanda. The Baha'i women in Lu
wanda have been engaged in a variety 
of development activities. At the UN 
Women's Conference in Nairobi, they 
displayed produce and crafts, and 
clearly explained to astonished visitors 
the positive benefits of consultation 
followed by action to improve their 
condition. (July 1985) 

Lesotho. Ha Rampa Tutorial 
School. The school offers a pre-school 
curriculum to 17 non-Baha'i students 
through classes held in the Regional 
Baha'i Center. The registration fee 
covers the teacher's salary while the 
National Women's and Children's 
Committee has provided materials. 
(July 1985) 

Liberia. Radio BaM'i Liberia, 
Montserrado County. The National 
Spiritual Assembly has secured a fre
quency (990 kHz) and obtained a li
cense to operate ELRB, which will be 
the first radio station operated by the 
Faith in Africa. CIRBAL has pur
chased a 5 kW transmitter and a trans
mitting tower, which are being shipped 
to Liberia. A provisional studio has 
been established in Paynesville, and the 
site is being prepared for construction 
of the permanent studio and tower. 
CIRBAL has praised the studio design, 
which it believes could be used for 
many future Baha'i radio stations. A 
Radio Committee, which will manage 
the station, has started operating. 
Workshops have increased the interest 
of local Baha'is in the project, and 
others will be held up-country. This is 
the first Baha'i-operated radio station 
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with the potential to cover an entire 
country and possibly areas of neigh
boring countries. (September 1985) 

Tutorial school in Folley Town. The 
entire community supports this effort 
and has agreed to provide materials, 
etc., for the school. The National Spir
itual Assembly has recommended that 
the local Baha'is obtain a written 
agreement with the town that the 
school will be operated according to 
Baha'i principles. (April 1985) 

Tutorial school in Gblokie Town. 
The school offers both pre-school and 
elementary school instruction. Thir
teen of the 22 students are Baha'is. The 
National Assembly supports the 
school, whose classes are held in the 
local Haziratu'l-Quds. 

Washington Farm. A pioneer family 
has settled on the farm and is be
ginning to develop it. The National 
Assembly has approved a work-study 
program that would involve youth 
from the United States. (December 
1984) 

Malawi. Tutorial schools (four new). 
Tutorial schools now operate in eight 
communities, offering instruction in 
literacy and Baha'i subjects for people 
who are 15 years of age or older. All 
are modest in scale and self-support
ing. Guidelines for their operation 
have been formulated by the National 
Spiritual Assembly including provis
ions for deepening local Spiritual As
semblies on their responsibilities in ad
ministering such schools. Eleven tu
torial school teachers have been trained 
by government literacy programs, 
which also promise to provide supplies. 
The government has no objection to 
the inclusion of Baha'i subjects in the 
curricula. These schools are fast be
coming an integral part of the commu
nities and bring recognition to the 
Faith in the villages. (July 1985) 

Mozambique. Agricultural project, 
Matola-Rio. Youth and assistants to 
the Auxiliary Board member from Ma
puto and Infulene helped the com
munity to cultivate the land around the 
Baha'i Center. (December 1984) 

Nigeria. Agricultural project in 
South Plateau State. The National 
Spiritual Assembly has approved this 
project, which aims to provide training 
in agriculture. 

Olinga Development Project. The 
local Assemblies of Calabar and Ikot
Uba have begun an agricultural project 

including appointment of a Board of 
Management. Two acres of Baha'i
owned land at Ikot-Uba have been 
planted with cassava and maize, and 
about 100 shares in the project have 
been purchased by individual Baha'is 
and Baha'i institutions in the area. 
Steps have been taken to register the 
project with the government as a busi
ness and community farm. (December 
1984) 

Rwanda. Tree planting and agri
cultural project on Temple site near 
Kigali. More than 4,000 trees including 
eucalyptus, cypress and fruit trees, 
have been planted at the Temple site. 
Vegetables and cereals have also been 
planted. Every Saturday (the day of 
community work adopted by the gov
ernment), local Baha'is gather to per
form maintenance and agricultural 
work. (May 1985) 

Tutorial schools. Schools have been 
started in the Joma, Nkomero and Re
mera Districts. (May 1985) 

Senegal. Tutorial schools. Schools 
are operating in Keur Selle and Sinja
Ion Baynouk. (June 1985) 

Seychelles. Accounting classes, Vic
toria. Accounting classes are held every 
Tuesday. Three Baha'is tutor 37 stu
dents, of whom 15 are Baha'is. (Jan
uary 1985) 

Mathematics classes. "A" level 
mathematics classes have been in oper
ation since February 1984. (January 
1985) 

Women's handicraft classes. Wom
en hold handicraft classes in which 

A group of musicians performs at one 
of the popular annual folkloric fes-

they learn to sew, knit, make baskets, 
etc. (J une 1985) 

Sierra Leone. Baha'i hostel, Vaama. 
In Vaama, the community is building a 
hostel for visiting Baha'is. (February 
1985) 

Tutorial schools, Pujehun District. 
Schools are presently operating at 
Vaama and Yikandor. The school at 
Yikandor was built completely from 
local materials by the friends in two 
communities. Entirely fenced in, it has 
two classrooms and a large compound 
for recreation. Land is also available to 
have agricultural plots in the future. 
Since its formation children have been 
taught to read within seven months, 
and several other communities now 
plan to establish schools in their vil
lages. These schools have proven effec
tive in gaining the confidence of the 
authorities. Some international firms 
have turned to Baha'is in Pujehun, 
asking them to help with their social 
projects. (July 1985) 

Sudan. Tutorial school, Bongolo. 
Initially, the school will have one class
room, constructed from locally avail
able materials. (May 1985) 

Swaziland. Tutorial schools. Baha'i 
pre-schools, partially supported by 
monthly fees paid by the students, suc
cessfully operate in four communities. 
The National Assembly is working to 
turn over management of the schools 
to the local Assemblies in a gradual 
and orderly manner, although respon
sibility for curriculum, materials de
velopment and teacher training will re-

tivals sponsored by 
Otavalo, Ecuador. 
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main with the National Child Educa
tion Committee. The schools are well
regarded and bring recognition to the 
Faith. Recently, eight people com
pleted a pre-school training program, 
and the National Assembly is encour
aging communities with existing 
facilities to open pre-schools. (July 
1984) 

-Tanzania. Carpentry workshop. A 
local Spiritual Assembly has started a 
carpentry workshop under the name of 
the Assembly. The World Centre has 
advised that, although local Assem
blies are not encouraged to establish 
commercial ventures, it can be con
sidered a Baha'i project if owned and 
managed by the Assembly. Adequate 
precautions should be taken to ensure 
that the interests of the Faith are pro
tected. (April 1985) 

Nursery school, Iringa. The local 
Spiritual Assembly started this school 
in January 1985 with 25 children. It is 
open three hours per day, five days per 
week, and a nominal fee is charged to 
cover operating and maintenance 
costs. Since it opened, enrollment has 
grown to more than 40 students and 
the program is considered to be well
established. (July. 1985) 

Ruaha TechnicaUAgricultural Sec
ondary School, Iringa. The House of 
Justice has approved a plan to build a 
private technical/agricultural secon
dary school iIi. Iringa. Initially, it 
would have four classrooms and an of
fice, plus housing for the headmaster 
and teachers. The government encour
ages the establishment of private and 
religious schools, and authorities have 
agreed to allocate a plot of land with 
an area of more than 60 acres for the 
school. Based on the government
regulated fee schedule, the school 
probably will become self-supporting 
within the first three years. (March 
1985) 

Togo. Tidonti I Tutorial School. 
The school opened in January 1983 
with 60 students and was the first tu
torial school in the country. Three 
local Assemblies who wanted to see 
their children educated have collabo
rated on the project and have received 
encouragement from the National 
Spiritual Assembly. Presently, 49 Ba
ha'is attend the school, which is fully 
supported by the parents of the stu
dents. A teacher training institute was 
held in September 1984. (April 1985) 
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Literacy project. The first session of 
a literacy project has been held, and 
plans have been made for additional 
programs. (February 1985) 

Transkei. Tutorial school, Dang
wane. A tutorial school has been estab
lished in the home of a local believer, 
with help being provided by two strong 
Assemblies nearby. The local headman 
approves of the school. (July 1985) 

Tutorial school, Sugarbush. Enroll
ment in Transkei's first tutorial school 
has increased to 71 pre-schoolers who 
are divided into three classes according 
to age. (July 1985) 

Uganda. Auntie Claire's School, 
Kampala. The National Spiritual As
sembly of Uganda has assumed respon
sibility for the school since Miss Claire 
Gung passed away. She had operated 
the private inter-racial kingergarten in 
Kampala since 1957. (May 1985) 

Farming and poultry projects, Ka
nonko. The local Baha'i community 
has started crop farming and poultry 
projects to promote the Faith in the 
area. (February 1984) 

Kikaaya Kindergarten, Kampala. 
The kindergarten was begun by Miss 
Claire Gung and is now operated by 
the National Assembly. (March 1984) 

Katira Rural Health Care Project. 
The pilot project should determine the 
feasibility of establishing a rural health 
care service in Uganda based on Baha'i 
principles of development. In consulta
tion with the National Social and Eco
nomic Development Committee, the 
Spiritual Assembly of Katira will direct 
the project, which aims to develop a 
training and support program for com
munity health workers who will serve a 
number of localities within bicycle 
range of Katira. (August 1985) 

Louis Gregory Memorial Schools, 
Odusai and Tilling. Formal ownership 
of Baha'i schools in Uganda is not 
clear, but the National Assembly is not 
worried since the government is aware 
that the schools belong to the Baha'is. 
The National Spiritual Assembly be
lieves that attention should be focused 
on the possibility of building more 
schools, which serve to protect the 
Faith. The House of Justice has ap
proved funds to repair these schools 
and has suggested ways to ensure that 
the Baha'is maintain ownership of the 
properties and take part in school man
agement. A 1983 report on the Odusai 
school states that 16 teachers taught 

more than 560 children in seven 
classes. (August 1985) 

Zaire, Central South. Agriculture 
project and literacy center, Kawa
yongo. The local Spiritual Assembly 
cultivates corn and peanuts to finance 
construction of a Baha'i Center and 
literacy center. As of February 1985, 
the Baha'i Center was nearly com
pleted, and by June the literacy center 
had started operation. (June 1985) 

Zaire, Northeast. Baha'i Educa
tional Centers. The centers, held in the 
local Haziratu'l-Quds, provide func
tional literacy training for children and 
adults, augmented by health education 
and instruction on improving agricul
tural productivity. Participants pay a 
modest fee and the community under
writes all operating expenses. Instruc
tional materials are being prepared. 
Teachers volunteer their services and 
nearly two-thirds of the schools oper
ate with two teachers. In one area, 
some governmental and religious au
thorities who previously opposed the 
Faith now encourage the people to go 
to the Baha'i Educational Centers. 
(August 1985) 

Health center, Walungu. A program 
provides training in nutrition and pre
ventive medicine, supported entirely by 
local contributions. (August 1985) 

Literacy training program, Goma, 
N. Kivu. Seventeen people, represent
ing five local Spiritual Assemblies and 
including 10 Pygmies, attended a one
week training program in July 1985. 
Participants and the host community 
met all the expenses. (August 1985) 

Local development activities. During 
the past year, many local Spiritual As
semblies have taken part in rural de
velopment seminars sponsored by the 
government, and 16 of them have ini
tiated activities as a result. Activities 
include use of improved seeds in agri
culture; nutrition; hygiene, and fish 
culture. (October 1984) 

Pygmy Project. Begun in 1983 by an 
Auxiliary Board member and the Ad
ministrative Committee, the project 
aims to improve literacy and numer
acy, health care and agriculture. Ac
cording to reports received to date, the 
government has expressed its apprecia
tion for the project, which has resulted 
in significant changes in the lives of the 
Pygmies involved. Unfortunately, due 
to a serious drought and resulting 
famine in the area, the agricultural 



component of the program has been 
suspended, but other aspects continue. 
(August 1985) 

Teacher Training Center. The House 
of Justice has approved the recommen
dation of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors in Africa to establish two 
centers: one in northeastern Zaire for 
French speakers, and one in Kenya for 
English speakers. These centers will 
train Baha'i teachers for children's 
classes, pre-schools and tutorial 
schools. (September 1985) 

Training in appropriate agricultural 
technology. This training program for 
the Baha'is aims to increase agricul
tural productivity. Costs of food and 
lodging are paid for by the students, 
but the Faith covers the cost of trans
portation to the courses. (August 1985) 

Training tutorial school teachers and 
helpers in community development. 
The project will train teachers for Ba
ha'i Educational Centers (tutorial 
schools), prepare educational ma
terials, organize deepening institutes 
for local Assemblies, promote new 
educational centers, and involve wom
en in community development activi
ties. The program will be absorbed into 
the Teacher Training Center described 
above. (August 1985) 

Use of University of Zaire tech
nicians for rural development activi
ties, Uvira and Fizi zones, Kivu. The 
Committee for Social and Economic 
Development made arrangements for 
three senior students trained in rural 
development to spend four months as
sessing community needs and teaching 
modern methods of animal keeping, 
the use of improved seeds, fish culture, 
and disease prevention methods. Dur
ing this period, the student technicians 
work under the guidance of one local 
Spiritual Assembly in the area but pro
vide services to all the Assemblies 
within their reach. The funds for the 
project are being provided by contribu
tions from the local believers. (August 
1985) 

Zambia. Tutorial schools. The Ma
chipisa, Mpeji, Musa and Ntende 
schools provide pre-school education 
and are fully supported by fees paid by 
parents. Two are held in Baha'i-owned 
buildings, one of which also serves as 
the local Haziratu'l-Quds. Advisers 
have been appointed to work closely 
with each of the schools. (July 1985) 

William Muthle Masehla Baha'i In-

Residents oj the Baha'I' Home in Wil
mette, Illinois, take time to enjoy a 

stitute. The Institute was established in 
1983 when a six-room building on a 
farm owned by four Baha'i families 
was renovated to serve as a center for 
development-related activities. When 
some legal formalities have been com
pleted, they will donate 200 hectares of 
land to the Universal House of Justice. 
Over-all objectives of the Institute are: 
to deepen the knowledge of the Baha'is 
in various topics related to the Faith; to 
provide training in agriculture, hy
giene, literacy and trades; and to serve 
as a base for economic and social ser
vices to the rural population in the 
area. Over the past two years extensive 
development of the property has taken 
place, staff members have been hired, 
and six training courses of two to four 
months' duration have been held, ben
efiting 53 participants directly. Some 
evidence exists of favorable changes 
taking place in Baha'i communities 
after program graduates return to their 
villages and start implementing what 
they have learned. Several government 
officials have visited the Institute, re
sulting in proclamation of the Faith 
and cordial relations. (August 1985) 

Zimbabwe. Adult literacy classes at 
Lothian Farm. This is believed to be 
the first Baha'i-sponsored self-help 
project in Zimbabwe, initiated and 
operated entirely by the local believers. 
(August 1984) 

Baha'i lending library. A local As
sembly has established a lending Ji-

brary, purchasing new books regularly 
within the limits of available resources. 
(June 1985) 

THE AMERICAS 
Alaska. Alcoholism counseling, 

Kake. The local Assembly has devel
oped a "specialized workshop" that 
links Native American teachings and 
values with the Baha'i Writings to help 
the Native alcoholic understand him
self and deal with those aspects of his 
dual nature that may cause his suffer
ing. So far, the materials have been 
shared with more than 50 people in
cluding many non-Baha'is in the coun
seling field. (September 1985) 

Clari-Tea, Anchorage. Once each 
month the local Assembly sponsors a 
coffee shop to provide those who do 
not smoke or drink a place to get to
gether, visit and listen to music. It is 
considered a refuge for people who are 
trying to stay off alcohol. Local news
papers have given it considerable cov
erage, and it is generally attended by 
more non-Baha'is than Baha'is. (Sep
tember 1985) 

Correspondence study group, Men
denhall Valley and Tee Harbor. Two 
Assemblies intend to set up an alterna
tive school program for Baha'i and 
non-Baha'i children using correspon
dence courses offered by the State 
Department of Education. The Assem
blies will provide a paid teacher, and 
students will attend a "correspondence 
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These children from rural areas take 
their study class seriously at the An[s 

study group" daily. Fees will be charg
ed. (July 1985) 

Listing of resource persons. A com
mittee is compiling a list of Baha'is 
throughout the state who are working 
in some capacity that serves a greater 
community, such .. as women's resource 
groups, crisis lines,; alcohol education 
and counseling, education and coun
seling for children 'and youth, health 
professions, or anY other occupation 
that addresses tpe goal given Alaska to 
consider ways of helping the indigen
ous people by means of social and eco
nomic development projects that are 
within the resources of the community. 
The committee hopes to make the list 
available to communities throughout 
the state so they will be in a better posi
tion to make effective use of the re
sources within the Baha'i community 
as they develop their own savice pro
jects. (June 1984) 

Argentina. Baha'i Center for the 
Diffusion and Development of Cul
ture, Buenos Aires. This project of the 
Spiritual Assembly of Buenos Aires 
aims to promote cultural activities that 
are consistent with the social and spir
itual principles of the Faith and to es
tablish closer relationships with people 
in cultural, artistic and governmental 
circles. (December 1984) 

Tutorial school, Saenz Pena. The 
community uses the modest room of 
the tutorial school for its Center. The 
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Zumiz{ Baha'{ School in Lilavois, 
Haiti. 

school itself recently resumed opera
tion. (July 1985) 

Bolivia. Centers for tutorial educa
tion. Centers (tutorial schools) pres
ently operate in 36 localities in the 
Quechua and Aymara areas. The cen
ters combine Baha'i spiritual educa
tion, bi-lingual literacy training, and 
social advancement classes which in
clude instruction in health, child care, 
veterinary science, agriculture, etc. A 
literacy primer in Quechua has been 
distributed and by March 1985 the 
primer in Aymara was ready for print
ing, the text of which includes Baha'i 
quotations. At least five teacher train
ing workshops have been held. Local 
Baha'i communities are expected to 
build any new centers using their own 
resources. (August 1985) 

Radio Baha'i, Caracollo. Since ini
tiating tri-lingual broadcasting in 
March 1984, the station has become 
the number one station in the area ac
cording to a formal evaluation con
ducted early in 1985. At its full 1 kW 
power, it reaches out more than 100 
km (62 miles), broadcasting nine hours 
per day and 16 hours on Sunday. It has 
achieved the distinction of being the 
first Baha'i radio station to teach the 
Faith directly, airing about 14 pro
grams on the Faith including a devo
tional period of prayers and quota
tions, the Nineteen Day Feast, and an
niversary observances. A collaborative 

project with UNICEF has begun, 
transmitting a variety of health pro
grams in Quechua, Aymara and Span
ish. Other especially noteworthy pro
gramming includes "Our Music," 
which lasts about eight hours and fea
tures live broadcasts by an average of 
30 musical groups. In July, the second 
folkloric festival attracted an audience 
of at least 4,000 people. The Universal 
House of Justice has advised that 
teaching activities be intensified within 
the station's listening area and has ap
proved in principle an increase in the 
station's power to 5 kW, pending avail
ability of funds. (August 1985) 

Brazil. Amazon Integrated Develop
ment Project, based in Manaus. This 
multi-faceted program envisions settle
ment of a number of Baha'i pioneers in 
the Amazon who would also act as de
velopment agents in agriculture, 
health, education and social services. 
Small schools have been established in
itially in Manaus and Porto Velho. 
Land has been cleared for the Raul Pa
von Primary School in Iranduba, and 
possibilities are being investigated for 
the establishment of the Jalal Eghrari 
School of Agriculture, also in Iran
duba. The National Assembly is look
ing into the feasibility of assuming 
responsibility for management of an 
existing orphanage. Statutes have been 
written for ADCAM, "The Associa
tion for the Development and Cohes
ion of the Amazon," which will be us
ed for legal purposes. (July 1985) 

Baha'i School of Aracas, Bahia. Lo
cated near the indigenous area of Mir
andela, this tutorial school provides 
basic education for children and adult 
literacy classes. Between 23-30 students 
ages 10-17 are enrolled. The mayor of 
the city pays part of the teacher's sal
ary. The community holds BaM'i 
meetings and observances in the same 
building. (June 1985) 

Instituto Baha'i, Criuvas, Rio 
Grande do Sui. The city provides fi
nancial support for this school, which 
provides basic education for 12 ele
mentary school students in the local 
Haziratu'I-Quds. (February 1984) 

Instituto Baha'i, Gravatai, Rio 
Grande do SuI. The school has six 
teachers and offers both pre-school 
and primary school classes. Once a 
week, Baha'i classes are held there for 
the children. The municipality provides 
financial support. (February 1984) 
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Jardim Baha'i, Alvorada, Rio 
Grande do SuI. Fifty pre-schoolers are 
taught by two teachers in this city
supported school in the local Hazi
ratu'l-Quds. (February 1984) 

Medical Assistance and Needs As
sessment Project, Kiriri Indian Area, 
Bahia. In July 1984, a team of Baha'is 
visited the Indian area surrounding 
Mirandela. They provided medical and 
dental services, assessed the need for 
social and economic development ac
tivities, and met with Indian Baha'is. 
The project was held during a period of 
considerable hostility and suspicion 
caused by conflict between Indians and 
non-Indians in the area, but both 
groups expressed the hope that the Ba
ha'i team could help bring peace to the 
two communities. (October 1984) 

Medical attendance, Nossa Senhora 
do Socorro, Sergipe. A Baha'i ob
stetrician provides free medical help to 
pregnant women each Saturday after
noon. The service is sponsored by the 
local Assembly; the mayor of the city 
attended the inauguration in Septem
ber 1984. (November 1984) 

Primary school, Lauro de Freitas, 
Bahia. Daily classes are held at the 
Haziratu'l-Quds conducted by a teach
er who is paid by the local Baha'i com
munity. A Baha'i class is held once 
each week. (June 1985) 

Primary schools, Lobato/Santa 
Luzia, Bahia, and Pau da Lima, Bahia. 
Both schools were started in September 
1984 in these suburbs of Salvador. The 
government provides a teacher for each 
school, and enrollment is limited to 60. 
Schools are held in the Haziratu'l
Quds, which are very simple buildings. 
Baha'i classes are given once a week. 
(November 1984) 

Raimundo Oliveira Menezes School, 
Salvador, Bahia. Often referred to as 
the Nova Brasilia School, it conducts 
classes for pre-school through fourth 
grade. A total of 298 students are en
rolled, of whom 17 are physically or 
emotionally handicapped. Only two of 
the 14-member teaching staff are Ba
ha'is. No school fees are charged, and 
the government pays the salaries of all 
the teachers and provides a small sub
sidy for maintenance. The teachers 
raise funds by collecting used items and 
selling them, and from time to time the 
National Spiritual Assembly has given 
financial support for necessary repairs. 
The state permits the observance of Ba-

ha'i Holy Days in the school and per
mits absences from the school on those 
days. (November 1984) 

School of the Nations (Escola das 
Na<;6es, Brasilia. After four years of 
operation, the school has 150 students 
from 38 countries, mostly from fami
lies of diplomats. Nearly all the teach
ers are Baha'is. The directors have 
turned over control of the school to the 
National Assembly, and land has been 
purchased from the government of the 
Federal District for a new permanent 
facility. The land is located on a hill 
overlooking the city and is zoned for a 
Temple as well as for educational in
stitutions. Construction of the school 
was scheduled to be completed in De
cember 1985. (June 1985) 

Teacher training center, near Bra
silia. The directors of the Escola das 
Na<;6es have made plans to develop a 
rural school to train Baha'i teachers on 
land owned by the school near Brasilia. 
(June 1984) 

Canada. Baha'i House-Yukon, Lake 
Labarge, Yukon. This facility aims to 
provide education for the Indian peo
ple of Canada and Alaska, meeting 
their need to deal with the world of to
day while retaining the integrity and 
spirit of their own culture and identity. 
(October 1984) 

Baha'i International Health Agency 
(BIHA), Ottawa, Ontario. An affiliate 
of the Association for Baha'i Studies, 
BIHA's mandate includes research, 
educational and service objectives. In
itial activities have included research 
on the teachings of the Faith concern
ing health and related issues, develop
ment of a registry of Baha'i health pro
fessionals, and sponsorship of confer
ences. The 1985 Annual Conference 
focused on the theme "Youth and 
Health." (June 1985) 

Canadian Baha'i International De
velopment Services (CBIDS), Thorn
hill, Ontario. As a committee of the 
National Spiritual Assembly, CBIDS 
assesses, plans and attempts to secure 
funding for development projects, col
laborating with National Assemblies in 
host countries when asked to do so by 
the House of Justice. It is also develop
ing an information file on Baha'is who 
have an interest and/or expertise in 
development-related areas. Since its in
ception in 1982, it has been involved 
with the Caminando Juntos project of 
Radio Baha'i in Ecuador, the Anis Zu-

= 
nuzi Rural Development Project in 
Haiti, and the Rabbani School Village 
Development Project in India, all of 
which are partly funded by the Cana
dian International Development Agen
cy (CIDA). This year (1985), its first 
priority is to help development activi
ties in the Yukon and one or two other 
areas in Canada. (July 1985) 

English classes for Iranian refugees, 
New Westminster. The Spiritual As
sembly holds classes in English for its 
Iranian refugees. 

Women's Development Project. 
With the backing of the National Spir
itual Assembly, Dr. Jane Faily is as
sessing training possibilities for Baha'i 
women in Africa. (September 1985) 

Chile. Colegio Nur, La Cisterna. Lo
cated in a suburb of Santiago, the 
school offers pre-school, primary and 
secondary classes to nearly 400 stu
dents. A number of voluntary extra
curricular activities is offered including 
optional lessons on the Faith. A private 
donation has enabled the school to 
purchase micro-computers and type
writers that will be used for profes
sional/technical training classes. 
Damage caused by a major earthquake 
in March (1985) is being repaired. The 
school is Baha'i-owned and admin
istered, but receives state support. 
(June 1985) 

Faizi School, Loncopulle. The 
school has served the Mapuche Indian 
village of Loncopulle since March 
1980, and presently offers grades one 
through eight for 66 students. The 
school plans to build boarding facili
ties. When completed, they will allow 
the school to admit additional stu
dents, which will increase the amount 
of state aid and make the school more 
self-sufficient. (July 1985) 

Muhajir School, BoIIilco. Inaugu
rated in 1981, the Muhajir School also 
serves a Mapuche Indian community. 
At present, 36 students including nine 
Baha'i children are enrolled in grades 
1-7. Literacy training and some horti
cultural programs have been under
taken. A private charitable foundation 
has chosen the school as a center for 
some cooperative activities with farm
ers in the surrounding area. Boarding 
facilities and increased enrollment are 
planned, which, once established, will 
make the school more financially vi
able. (July 1985) 

Radio Baha'i, Chile. The National 
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Spiritual Assembly awaits final presi
dential approval of its application for a 
frequency to operate a 1 kW AM sta
tion, which would primarily serve the 
Mapuche Indian popUlation. Al1 pre
liminary approvals have been ob
tained. (August 1985) 

Colombia. Training program for tu
torial school teachers/community 

_ workers, Ruhi Institute, Colombia. In 
addition to offering regular deepening 
programs, the Institute trains teachers 
for the Baha'i kindergartens (tutorial 
schools) presently in operation. A lo
cally developed curriculum is used 
which integrates basic literacy training 
and spiritual education, based on the 
Baha'i teachings. (August 1984) 

Tutorial schools, Cali area. Ten kin
dergartens now operate in communities 
in the Cali area, and reports indicate 
that the schools provide a focal point 
for the consolidation of local Baha'i 
communities. Most of these commu
nities hold Baha'i meetings more fre
quently than before the schools were 
organized and provide significant fi
nancial support for the schools. In 
some cases the. money contributed for 
the school has marked the first com
munity contrib.ution offered in support 
of Baha'i activities. (January 1985) 

Youth project for strengthening Ba
ha'i tutorial schools. This three-month 
training program at the Ruhi Institute 
began in SePt.ember 1985. Coordinated 
by the National Spiritual Assembly, it 
aims to prepare the participants to play 
an active role in the further develop
ment of tutorial schools in Bolivia, 
Colombia, Panama and Uruguay. 
Youth from Bolivia, Colombia, Pa
nama and the United States are taking 
part. As a part of the program, par
ticipants spend time living in rural 
communities where tutorial schools 
have been established and helping in 
the development of these schools and 
in the consolidation of the Baha'i com
munities. (September 1985) 

Costa Rica. National Youth Insti
tute, near Villa Colon. Land has been 
acquired and plans are being drawn for 
the first building of this institute, 
which plans to focus on the use of the 
arts in the field of service. In the future 
it may become a full-time educational 
institution for teaching the arts, and 
agricultural and outreach programs 
may also be initiated. Construction 
costs of the buildings will be met by a 
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private donor. (September 1984) 
Ecuador. Radio Baha'i Ecuador, 

Otavalo. The first Baha'i radio station 
now broadcasts 19 hours a day and has 
upgraded its power to 3 kW, giving it 
the potential to reach more than 
200,000 people on medium wave. Re
sponse from short wave listeners in Es
meraldes and the Oriente has been en
thusiastic. The station sponsored an 
eight-day course for radio program
mers, and a mobile programming cen
ter will be established, increasing the 
station'S ability to gear programming, 
especially on short wave, to the needs 
of distant communities. In a recently 
adopted three-year program plan, the 
staff aims to enroll 100/0 of the popu
lation in the medium wave listening 
area, develop 50 functioning local Spir
itual Assemblies, and establish regular 
children's classes in at least 20 com
munities. A variety of community edu
cational goals has also been adopted. 
(August 1985) 

EI Salvador. Literacy project. The 
National Spiritual Assembly plans to 
launch a literacy program on a national 
level in collaboration with the Ministry 
of Education. (September 1985) 

New Revelation School, Las Moras/ 
Colon. Fifty-seven children, ages 5-14, 
are divided into three classes which 
meet every weekday for a total of 25 
hours per week. The local Spiritual 
Assembly of Santa Tecla provides as
sistance. (October 1984) 

French Guiana. Literacy class. A 
member of the Baha'i community of 
Cayenne conducts literacy classes for a 
group of Saramacca (Bush Negroes) 
who live near Cayenne and have form
ed a local Spiritual Assembly. (July 
1984) 

Guatemala. Electric light service, 
Palmira Vieja. In April 1985, the Ba
ha'i community initiated provisional 
electric light service to the homes of the 
Baha'is living closest to the Baha'i 
Center. Those who benefit contribute 
to the cost of fuel for the electric motor 
that supplies power to light the homes 
and illumine the Baha'i Center. (June 
1985) 

Women's classes in Huehuetenango. 
This community has begun a small pro
ject consisting of classes for teaching 
arts, crafts, cooking, etc. to women in 
the rural area. Simple materials are us
ed to make useful household items for 
personal use or sale, which augments 

family income. About 12 women at
tend the weekly classes, which are held 
in the Baha'i Center. (August 1985) 

Guyana. Buying facility, Plaisance/ 
Industry. Scarce goods arc purchased 
in large quantities at prices far below 
the market price and sold to the believ
ers. (November 1984) 

Penny Bank, Plaisance/Industry. 
The local Spiritual Assembly has or
ganized a cooperative savings project 
with interest from the savings deposits 
going to the local Baha'i Fund. Thus 
far, it has 30 accounts and more than 
$2,000. (August 1984) 

Tutoring program, Morawhanna. At 
the request of parents, the Spiritual 
Assembly has begun a tutoring pro
gram for Baha'i children in the com
munity. The tutors instruct t:1e child
ren in reading and spelling, as these are 
the primary areas of difficulty for 
them. The Regional Education Officer 
approves as long as the program re
mains moderate in size and no fees are 
collected for instruction. (August 1984) 

Haiti. Anis Zunuzi Baha'i School, 
Lilavois. The school opened in 1980 as 
a primary school for rural children. At 
present (I985) it has 190 students and 
eight teachers for kindergarten and six 
primary grades. Recent achievements 
include development of a Basic Creole 
Reader and the introduction of extra
curricular courses in instrumental 
music and advanced oral French. The 
school reports that its scholarship pro
gram is highly successful, and the Na
tional Assembly says the school has be
come the hub for institutes, confer
ences and a variety of other local and 
national Baha'i activities. Plans have 
been made to add grades 7 -8 in the fall 
of 1985, and the school hopes also to 
add a vocational training section to 
formalize and expand an ongoing in
formal effort in this area. Programs in 
rural development are based at the 
school, and literacy activities are being 
integrated into the curriculum. (August 
1985) 

Anis Zunuzi Vocational and Trade 
School, Lilavois. Growing out of an 
existing pilot project that introduced 
carpentry and metal-work training to 
several apprentices, this program will 
combine trade courses, agricultural 
training and spiritual education. Its 
goals are to contribute to rural devel
opment and to increase opportunities 
for individual service. A proposal to 



obtain equipment needed for this tech
nical section of the Anis Zunuzi Baha'i 
School has been submitted to a funding 
source. (August 1985) 

Anis Zunuzi Rural Development 
Project. Major activities supported by 
the project include the operation of 
family education centers, organization 
and support of mini-cooperatives (or 
groupements), and tree-planting pro
grams. Present activities have been 
developed based on the results of a 
community education survey conduct
ed at the start of the project. Local 
leaders trained as extension workers 
organizers and promoters of rural well: 
being have played an important role in 
developing and maintaining the present 
efforts. Additional recent activities in
clude sewing classes at the Amelia Col
lins Baha'i School, the formation of a 
young women's group in Liancourt, a 
bi-weekly ceramics class in Lilavois 
and a clinic organized in Leroux a~ 
which 70 children were vaccinated. 
(September 1985) 

Pre-school and family education 
centers. Centers (tutorial schools) in
itiated by the Rural Development Pro
ject are presently operating at the Allis 
Zunuzi Baha'i School, Leroux, Savane 
Blonde, Depio, Liancourt, Pont Benoit 
and Guerot. They follow the UNICEF 
early stimulation program for 3-5 year 
olds, supplemented by moral education 
and the study of Baha'i prayers and 
short quotations. The Liancourt com
munity has formed a women's group 
and 12 community self-help groups, 
sponsors school and community re
habilitation projects, and supervises 
kindergarten, primary school and adult 
education programs. (July 1985) 

Self-help groups (26). Initiated by 
the Anis Zunuzi Rural Development 
Project, self-help groups have been es
tablished in the Lilavois and Artibonite 
areas. To serve the community, these 
groups engage in commercial activities 
such as making and selling peanut but
ter, buying and selling corn, rice, 
sugar, etc., while they promote wom
en's interests. In Liancourt, an asso
ciation of "groupements" has been 
formed. (July 1985) 

Honduras. School literacy project, 
Jicaque Village, La Monta. The school 
has begun to function in a rudimentary 
manner, teaching indigenous children 
to read and write. In a cooperative 
endeavor, the tribe supplies the build-

Baha'i children's class in Palm Oil 
Camp No. 14, Nigeria, taught by Mrs. 

ing (now under construction), the Na
tional Assembly provides teachers and 
helps with their training, and the gov
ernment pays the teachers' salaries. 
(May 1985) 

Jamaica. Primary school, Kingston. 
The National Spiritual Assembly has 
some funds available and is making 
plans for a private preparatory school 
in or near Kingston. (July 1985) 

Renovation of a community school 
building, Broadgate. The National 
Spiritual Assembly has decided to pro
vide funds to renovate this building, 
which was originally intended for use 
as a basic school. Local Baha'is will be 
able to use the facility as their meeting 
place. (February 1985) 

Mexico. Agricultural project, Dzit
ya, Yucatan. An agricultural project 
has been initiated in the Mayan Indian 
pueblo of Dzitya on two hectares of va
cant land to which the local Spiritual 
Assembly has access. Planting has be
gun, using an appropriate technology 
irrigation system developed by a near
by government research station. The 
agency that provides technical assis
tance has treated the project well, and 
apparently is pleased with the results so 
far. The project is monitored by the 
National Socio-Economic Develop
ment Committee. (July 1985) 

Martha Root Institute Education 
Project, Muna, Yucatan. A study has 
been made to assess the feasibility of 

O//iong Ekpe (center with white head
dress). 

establishing an educational and train
ing center for Mayan youth at the Mar
tha Root Institute. As planned, the 
project will be implemented in two 
stages. Initially, preliminary experi
mental projects will be started in a few 
selected communities by a team of two 
or three teachers from Merida. They 
will conduct weekly BaM'i classes and 
provide instruction in vocational or 
cultural subjects. Secular subjects will 
be chosen based on the interests of the 
students and the capabilities of the 
teachers. The second phase will be a 
project in Muna including a course 
conducted in two stages of one year 
each for Mayan youth. The curriculum 
will include basic sciences and arts, 
trades, handicrafts, music, English and 
training in the Faith. A cost estimate 
has been made for renovation of the 
Institute, new construction and first
year operating expenses, while an ad 
hoc committee has been appointed to 
develop a detailed plan for the educa
tional aspect of the project. (August 
1985) 

Panama. Guaymi Cultural Center/ 
Institute, Boca de Soloy. Program ac
tivities have begun, using a large cir
cular "choza," an open-sided shelter 
capable of seating hundreds of people, 
as the initial building in the complex. 
The additional facilities, now nearing 
completion, make extensive use of 
specially strengthened adobe blocks 
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constructed on-site using locally avail
able materials. As the complex devel
ops, cultural festivals and the estab
lishment of a Native Council will help 
to preserve Indian cultural identity 
through maintenance of language, 
folklore and legends, crafts, dances 
and music. The Center will become the 
feeus of a Guaymi tutorial school net
work, including health and agricultural 
activities. (August 1985) 

Radio Baha'i Boca del Monte and 
Boca de Soloy. The government has 
granted a frequency (1300 kHz AM) 
for this 1 kW station. The main studio 
and transmitter will be located in Boca 
del Monte and a remote studio will be 
integrated into the Guaymi Cultural 
Center in Boca de Soloy. The National 
Spiritual Assembly expected to com
plete construction of the station by Oc
tober 1, 1985. (August 1985) 

Tutorial schools. Nine tutorial 
schools presently function in Chirique 
Province, serving the Guaymi Indian 
community. Operation of two schools 
in Darien Province has been suspended 
because of difficulties in finding de
pendable teachers. All of the tutorial 
schools are partially supported by the 
local believers, and the National Spir
itual Assembly h~s been consulting 
with Guaymi communities about ways 
to make the sehobls completely inde
pendent of th~'Baha'i Fund. To avoid 
complications with the government, 
the National Assembly has changed the 
name from "tutorial schools" to "cen
ters of culture." (September 1985) 

Tutorial schools. Three additional 
schools have been approved for Darien 
and San BIas. (January 1985) 

Paraguay. Agricultural development 
program. The National Teaching Com
mittee is in charge of a program to 
stimulate development of rural indig
enous communities, aiming to increase 
agricultural productivity and contribu
tions to the Fund. Seed, some tools and 
technical help are provided. (June 
1984) 

Peru. Baha'i Youth Theatre Group, 
Arequipa. Inspired by the first Baha'i 
Theatre Institute held in South Amer
ica, youth from Arequipa have found
ed their own Baha'i youth theatre 
group. (August 1985) 

Bread and Peace Theatre (EI Teatro 
de Pan y Paz), Puno. Baha'i youth 
from the Puno area have organized a 
theatre troupe which has produced 
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plays emphasizing social and spiritual 
issues, demonstrating one way in which 
to use the arts to address development
related issues and proclaim the Faith. 
The troupe has performed a number of 
highly popular live shows in the vil
lages and is now collaborating with 
Radio Baha'i del Lago Titicaca to pro
duce a series of radio dramas. (August 
1985) 

New Era Cultural Association, 
Lima. This Association was established 
to provide a legal framework for Radio 
Baha'i in Peru and may provide a 
model for establishing Radio Baha'i in 
other countries with similar legal sys
tems. Under an agreement with the 
Ministry of Education, the Association 
sponsors a literacy program that is cur
rently broadcast on Radio Baha'i. (Au
gust 1984) 

Radio Baha'i del Lago Titicaca, 
Chucuito and Puno. This 1 kW med
ium wave station now operates nine 
hours a day with programming in 
Spanish, Quechua and Aymara. It 
broadcasts a literacy program under an 
agreement with the Ministry of Edu
cation, while announcements have 
been prepared to support vaccination 
programs, and a cooperative relation
ship has been established with the 
Forestry Center of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. In spite of various tech
nical difficulties, Radio Baha'i is the 
most popular station in the area ac
cording to an evaluation of mass media 
in Puno by the Ministry of Education. 
It also helped elect 80 local Spiritual 
Assemblies within its listening area. 
(August 1985) 

Puerto Rico. Amoz Gibson Training 
Centre for Baha'i Media, Arecibo. 
Operated in collaboration with CIR
BAL, the Training Centre provides 
courses to give Baha'is practical 
knowledge and skills needed to serve 
on national media committees, to staff 
Baha'i radio stations, and to act as 
volunteers for the media work in Latin 
America. The Centre offers a class
room facility with radio production 
studio, darkroom space for photo
graphic work, a workroom for graphic 
arts, an electronics laboratory, II-bed 
dormitories for men and women, a din
ing area, and a cook/caretaker's apart
ment with an institutional kitchen. It 
was founded with the intention of be
coming an institution of higher learn
ing and is presently working toward ac-

creditation. (August 1985) 
St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Day 

care school. The National Spiritual As
sembly plans to open a school, for 
which a director has already been 
chosen. (February 1985) 

Education programs for youth and 
adults. Two six-week programs have 
been held with a total of more than 50 
students participating. Topics covered 
have included math, English, cooking, 
art, and spiritual development (using 
the Ruhi Institute program). (May 
1985) 

Suriname. Bush Negro Project, in or 
near Paramaribo. In this economic and 
spiritual development program, the 
National Assembly plans to build a 
simple building to provide accommo
dations and a base of operations for 
Bush Negroes who come to Parama
ribo temporarily to produce handi
crafts. Objectives include improving 
the quality of their work, developing 
sales opportunities, deepening the Ba
ha'is, and teaching the Faith to non
Baha'i participants. (June 1985) 

Pilot agricultural project, near Ka
maloea. In collaboration with the local 
Spiritual Assembly, the National As
sembly intends to continue developing 
a pilot program to grow peanuts. The 
project aims to improve soil recovery 
techniques practiced by the Bush Ne
groes, increase agricultural produc
tivity, and develop community social 
life and welfare. (November 1984) 

Tutorial school, Kamaloea. The 
school has resumed operations after 
being temporarily suspended. (June 
1985) 

United States. Baha'i Home for the 
Aged, Wilmette, Illinois. The first de
pendency of the Mother Temple of the 
West was established in 1955 as a shel
tered care home for the aged. It pres
ently has 20 residents. 

Center for Interracial Understand
ing, Louhelen, Michigan. At present, 
the Center consists of some Michigan 
Baha'is who have expertise in race rela
tions, education and business. It is as
sessing the needs of various institutions 
in the area and defining its scope of 
operation. The Center intends to build 
racial understanding through consulta
tive services, workshops, conferences 
and interaction with other public agen
cies. (Summer 1984) 

Charitable foundation. The Na
tional Spiritual Assembly has decided 



to establish a charitable foundation to 
be governed by a board of directors ap
pointed by and responsible to the Na
tional Assembly. (November 1984) 

Community adult education pro
gram, Nez Perce Indian Reservation, 
Idaho. Following a community survey 
conducted by a local Baha'i, which 
found that among young people ages 
18-30, 800'/0 had not completed high 
school and 90% were unemployed, the 
Baha'is have begun remedial education 
classes as a service to the Native 
Americans on the Reservation. They 
have purchased and begun renovating 
a building that will also serve as a Ba
ha'i Center. The building formerly was 
the first Indian-owned bank in the U.S. 
and is listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places. (April 1985) 

Medical clinic, Hemingway, South 
Carolina. The National Spiritual As
sembly has approved in principle a pro
posal to establish a medical clinic at the 
Louis Gregory Institute. (January 
1985) 

Operation Catch-Up, Hemingway, 
South Carolina. An educational tuto
rial and enrichment program for child
ren and adults, this outreach effort of 
the Louis Gregory Institute offered its 
initial program in computer use and 
programming in late 1983. Forty child
ren and 20 adults participated. Future 
offerings will focus on language arts, 
math, arts and crafts, computers, and 
other subjects. (March 1984) 

Radio Baha'i (WLGI), Hemingway, 
South Carolina. A 50 kW FM station, 
WLGI broadcasts a mixture of adult 
contemporary music and community 
service features to an audience of 
800,000 including the largest con
centration of Baha'is in the U.S. 
Reports indicate that since its opening 
ceremonies on March 23, 1985, it has 
attracted considerable attention from 
all strata of society and has become a 
powerful instrument for propagation 
of the Faith. Informal reports suggest 
that a majority of the people in the 
area listen to WLGI. It plans to broad
cast the entire text of the statement by 
the Universal House of Justice, "The 
Promise of World Peace," and will be 
visited by a group of Liberians taking 
part in a tour of American broadcast 
facilities. (September 1985) 

Residential college, Louhelen, Mich
igan. The Louhelen Baha'i School 
Council is accepting applications for 
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September 1986 enrollment into this 
program, which will combine formal 
study of the fundamentals of the Faith 
with degree-earning studies at one of 
two nearby colleges. Students will live 
at the Louhelen Baha'i School, serving 
the school in various capacities and re
ceiving counseling in study skills and 
career planning. (September 1985) 

United States (Turks and Caicos Is
lands). Community pre-school and 
other education programs, Bottle 
Creek. About 10 children, ages 2-4, at
tend a community pre-school held by a 
Baha'i pioneer family who also tutor 
older boys, ages 11-14, after school in 
exchange for odd jobs done by the 
boys on Saturdays. In addition, the 
family teaches an English class for the 
dozen or so Haitians living in the com
munity and has established a lending 
library for children. (June 1984) 

Venezuela. Alitainchon Tutorial 
School. Twenty Baha'i children receive 
basic instruction in reading, writing 
and math in classes conducted at the 
local Haziratu'l-Quds. The National 
Assembly pays the teacher's salary and 
transportation, while students provide 
their own school supplies. (March 
1984) 

• 

The Louhelen Baha'i School near Da
vison, Michigan. In September 1986, 
the school plans to begin a residential 
college which will combine formal 

Baha'i school, Maracaibo. Elemen
tary education and crafts are taught by 
volunteer teachers to 35 students, the 
majority of whom are not Baha'is. The 
school is partially self-supporting, with 
additional support provided by the 
local Assembly and the Regional 
Teaching Committee. (March 1984) 

CIRBAL (Central Office), Mara
caibo. Directly responsible to the Uni
versal House of Justice, CIRBAL co
ordinates development of Baha'i radio 
and other mass media activities, pri
marily in Latin America. It provides 
consultative support services to Na
tioP..al Assemblies and their commit
tees, trains personnel, disseminates in
formation to the Baha'i world con
cerning radio and TV, distributes and 
produces mass media materials, and 
holds conferences. Its Broadcasting 
Division, including the Amoz Gibson 
Training Centre, is in Arecibo, Puerto 
Rico, and a Programming and Produc
tion Division is based in Lima, Peru. 
The central office handles distribution 
of materials. (August 1985) 

Next month: A review of Baha'i
sponsored social and economic devel
opment projects in Asia, Australasia 
and Europe. 

study of the Faith with degree-earning 
programs at one of two nearby col
leges. 
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The world 

Farhangi AcadelDY ends first course 

A ceremony was held last August 20 
at the Baha'i Hall in Karachi, Pak
istan, to mark the conclusion of the 
first Course at the Masih Farhangi 
Academy. 

The Academy, sponsored by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Pakistan 
in response to the message from the 
Universal House of Justice urging the 
friends to produce scholars of the 
Faith, is named after Counsellor Masih 
Farhangi who was martyred in Iran. 

The Academy supervisor is Auxiliary 
Board member Mrs. Parveen Yaza
maidi. Classes are held twice weekly, 
for two hours apIece. 

Topics studied during the first 
Course were "The .Importance of the 
Covenant and the Will and Testament 
of 'Abdu'l-Baha" (taught by Mrs. Ba
hirih Najmi), and ::The Administrative 
Order and th~' 'Constitution of the 
Universal House of Justice" (taught by 
Farhad Mashreqi). 

Canada 
On Friday, October 11, Mehrdad 

and Zohreh Hamrazian, Baha'is from 
Iran who had settled in Spruce Grove, 
Alberta, Canada under the refugee 
program, were killed in an auto acCi
dent while on their way to the airport 
to pick up participants in a Children's 
Education Conference. 

A drunk driver caused the accident, 
which involved a number of vehicles. 

The Spiritual Assembly of Spruce 
Grove attended to the details of noti
fying friends and relatives and con
ducting the funeral service and burials. 

Several days before the accident, 
Zohreh had a dream in which her de
ceased grandmother said to her: 
"Don't go to your Feast; come to 
mine." Zohreh interpreted the dream 
to mean that her grandmother wanted 
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A study session at the Masih Farhangi 
Academy in Pakistan. The main pur
pose of the Academy, which is spon
sored by the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Pakistan, is not only to deepen 

prayers. 
Within a week of the tragedy, the 

secretary of the Spruce Grove As
sembly gave birth to a girl whom she 
named Zohreh. 

A 23-year-old Baha'i refugee from 
Iran who has been in Canada for only 
10 months and is striving to learn Eng
lish has won a mathematics scholarship 
worth $2,500 by attaining fourth place 
among entrants in British Columbia 
and being in the top 10 among the 800 
students who took a nationwide math 
exam. 

The young man interests his class
mates in the Faith by conducting 
lunch-hour discussions using Bahd'
u'lldh and the New Era as a text. 

the knowledge of the friends but also 
to create an interest within them to 
study the sacred Writings and teach
ings of the Faith. 

Peru 
Four hundred youth representing 

seven countries and four native tribes 
were present last August 2-5 at a Baha'i 
Youth Conference in Peru. 

Among those addressing the youth 
were the Hand of the Cause of God 
'Ali-Muhammad Varqa and three 
members of the Continental Board of 
Counsellors: Dr. Hidayatu'llah Ah
madiyyih, Dr. Farzam Arbab and 
Isabel P. de Calderon. 

Three evening events were highly 
successful with more than 800 at
tending each night. Forty-seven youth 
organizations were officially rep
resented in panel discussions. 

The spirit of the conference led to 
the creation of eight national and inter
national teaching projects. 



Chad 

During the recent Olinga Campaign 
in Bongor, Chad, four traveling teach
ers spent eight days visiting commu
nities in three districts, raising up five 
new local Assemblies and opening five 
localities. 

As a result, 105 people were enrolled 
in the Faith while the Spiritual As
sembly of Bongor organized an exhibit 
on marriage and the education of 
women and children, inviting several 
officials to attend. 

Village chiefs received the visitors 
warmly and asked many questions. 
The traveling teachers stopped in many 
villages, where the local Baha'is 
awaited them and gathered to pray 
with them. 

New Zealand 
Baha'is in New Zealand, in coopera

tion with a non-Baha'i journalist and 
literary critic, participated last year in a 
poetry reading sponsored by the Inter
national Writers' Workshop at the 
American Center. 

The audience, which nearly filled the 
auditorium, heard Jenny Cottier, a Ba
ha'i, read two poems by Roger White 
from his book, One Bird, One Cage, 
One Flight. 

The program also included readings 
of poetry by North American Indians 
and of some works by an American 
poet, Mary Oliver, winner of the 1984 
Pulitzer prize for poetry. 

Botswana 
On October 24, the Baha'i commu

nity of Gaborone, Botswana, spon
sored a dinner honoring the 40th an
niversary of the founding of the United 
Nations. 

The theme of this year's event, the 
third sponsored by the Baha'is of 
Gaborone, was "Unity and Peace." 

Among the 82 guests attending were 
the assistant Minister for Finance and 
Development, Mr. D. Madang, and his 
wife, and Mr. D. Matthews, the head
master of the local secondary school. 

The guest speaker was Nadine 
Smith, program officer of UN Volun
teers in Botswana. In her address, she 
discussed similarities in the philos
ophies of the UN and the Faith. 

Tonga 

Baha'I' youth in Tonga took part last 
July 4 in a marching competition with 
about 20 other youth groups in Nuku'
alofa honoring the birthday of His Ma
jesty Taufa'ahau Tupou IV, the King 
of Tonga, who was present to view the 
competition. The Baha'I' youth also 
made a float for a parade the following 

Trinidad/Tobago 
Baha'is were among those who took 

part last December 15 in an anti-drug 
prayer rally organized by the Inter
Religious Organization of Trinidad 
and Tobago. 

About 500 people were present at the 
rally including His Excellency Sir Ellis 
Clarke, the President of Trinidad and 
Tobago; the Very Rev. Anthony Pan
tin, Archbishop of Port of Spain; and 
two members of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Trinidad and Tobago, Dr. 
Harry Collymore and Dr. Hamid 
Farabi. 

After songs and words of welcome 
by the Archbishop, Dr. Farabi led the 
audience in reciting a prayer for peace 
by 'Abdu'l-Baha. Later in the pro
gram, Dr. Collymore, the chairman of 
the National Assembly, read passages 
from the Baha'i Writings. 

"This is indeed a blessed day," Mr. 
Clarke said in his remarks. "Can you 
think of anywhere else in the world 
where people of different faiths can get 
together for the good of the country?" 

Saturday, which marked the end of a 
week-long series of activities known as 
the Heilala Festival, a cultural and so
cial event whose purpose is to foster 
understanding between the people of 
Tonga and visitors from abroad. This 
marked the first time the Baha'I's had 
entered a float in the parade. 

The program, which included testi
monies from three anonymous recov
ering drug addicts, was closed when 
everyone joined hands to sing, "Let 
There Be Peace on Earth." 

* * * 
On October 30, the East Area Teach

ing Committee of Trinidad visited 
Leroy Morris, mayor of the Borough 
of Arima, East Trinidad. 

Peter Coward; his wife, Verdin; 
their nine-year-old daughter, Tahirih, 
and Willis Burris held an enlightening 
conversation with the mayor. 

Tahirih presented him with a copy of 
the peace statement "The Promise of 
World Peace" and the books A Cry 
from the Heart and A Crown of Beau
ty. 

The mayor expressed his apprecia
tion for the Baha'i view of the oneness 
of religion and of accepting all the Ho
ly Books of past religions. In his 
words, "This crowns it all!" 
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Germany 
At a press conference held January 

14 in Bonn, West Germany, the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'fs of Germany introduced to the 
public the new fourth edition of its 
documentation of the situation of the 
Baha'fs in Iran. 

Taking part in the event were Chris
topher Sprung, secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly; Douglas 
Martin, director-general of the Office 
of Public Information in Haifa; and 
Mrs. Olia Ruhizadegan, a Baha'i refu
gee from Shiraz who appeared as a wit
ness. 

news agency (AFP) prepared an article 
that was published in part in Le 
Afonde, and the Austrian news agency 
(APA) included a favorable release in 
its regular news dispatch. 

* * * A delegation of members of the Na-
tional Spiritual Assembly of Germany 
met for one hour last December 5 in 
Bonn with Dr. Richard von Weiz
sacker, the President of the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

After a friendly welcome, the Pres
ident discussed with the Baha'is the 

Mr. Sprung explained that the rea- Norway 
son the Baha'is are being persecuted is 
simply because they represent "a dif
ferent faith" from Islam, whose lead
ers presently run the government in 
Iran. 

Mr. Martin referred to the impor
tance of the recent resolution on 
human rights in Iran passed by the UN 
General Assembly, saying the Baha'i 
community appq!ciates and welcomes 
the historic action by the General 
Assembly. 

Journalists were:most impressed by 
Mrs. Ruhizadegan's testimony. She re
lated in a moving and dignified way the 
story of her de~n'iion in the prison in 
Shiraz and the· martyrdom of 10 Baha'i 
women and girls on June 18, 1983, and 
presented documents that clearly dem
onstrated the religious character of the 
persecutions and gave further proof of 
the intentions of the authorities in Iran 
toward the Baha'is. 

As a result of the press conference, 
the major German news agency (dpa) 
distributed a full-page article to all 
news media in Germany, the French 

Uganda 
The Mobile Institute team, rein

forced by participants from Kenya, the 
United States, Malaysia and Uganda, 
recently brought 130 people into the 
Faith in the Kapchorwa district of 
Uganda. 

Many of those who embraced the 
Faith during the campaign are school 
teachers. The result after only one 
week of teaching: lapsed Assemblies 
were re-formed and consolidation and 
deepening programs begun. 
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'When East and West Embrace' is the 
title given to this photograph, taken on 
Norway's National Day last May 17, 
by that country's National Spiritual 
Assembly, which says it describes the 
enthusiastic reception given Baha'I' 
refugees to Norway. The young wom-

history and principles of the Faith and 
its present-day activities in Germany 
and around the world. 

The President also touched on the 
peace statement from the Universal 
House of Justice, which had been mail
ed to him some time before the meet
ing. 

* * * 
After years of effort, the settling of 

nine homefront pioneers and one dec
laration, a local Spiritual Assembly has 
been formed in Bremerhaven, Ger
many. 

an on the left is a refugee from Iran; on 
the right is a Baha'I' youth from Gjo
vik. Norway's 1985 summer school, 
says the National Assembly, was es
pecially notable for the 'joyous inte
gration' of new Persian pioneers. 
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The northern areas of Norway, Fin
land and Sweden (called the Nordka
lott) are regarded by many as one area. 
The Sami (Lapp) people see the area as 
one country. 

The Baha'is in the Nordkalott region 
are a close-knit group, often working 
together for the Cause. They travel 
long distances in the difficult Arctic 
weather to support one another. 

Angeli is a small (population 62), 
remote Sami village 400 km (248 miles) 
above the Arctic Circle where a pioneer 
family from Alaska has settled in a 

Malaysia 

Some of the more than 200 participants 
in a 'Song of Peace Festival' held last 
October 26 in Sabah, East Malaysia, 
join hands on stage to sing 'We Are the 
World.' The festival, which brought 
together young people of various eth-

house they built themselves. 
These pioneers, Todd and Gerry 

Nolen, invited friends from the Nord
kalott to celebrate the anniversary of 
the Birth of the Bab in Angeli. 

The map shows where the visitors 
came from, just to be together for one 
special day. One family drove 10 hours 
each way. 

Besides celebrating, the friends con
sulted on teaching in the North, arriv
ing at several concrete decisions to sug
gest to the Northern Teaching Com
mittees in all three countries. 

nic, religious and cultural backgrounds 
and allowed them to express their de
sire and hope for peace through music 
and the arts, was planned by the Inter
national Year of Youth Committee of 
the Baha'I's of Kota Kinabalu, Sabah. 

Baha'Is in the Nordkalott area of Nor
way, Sweden and Finland gather in 
Angeli, Finland, to celebrate the anni
versary of the Birth of the Bab last Oc
tober at the home of pioneers Todd 
and Gerry Nolen. 

Cape Verde 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

the Baha'is of Cape Verde has been 
given juridical personality, which is 
equivalent under other legal systems to 
incorporation. 

A formal government decree pub
lished August 10, 1985, gives full rec
ognition to the Faith as a religion, the 
fourth in that country. 

The National Assembly, formed for 
the first time at Riqvan 1984, described 
the achievement in a report to the Uni
versal House of Justice as "a wonder
ful gift from the Blessed Beauty." 

Thailand 
The Khao-I-Dang refugee camp for 

Cambodians in Thailand elected its 
first Spiritual Assembly last June with 
107 eligible voters and 107 votes cast. 

Lacking a central meeting place, the 
Baha'is voted in their homes, having 
complete voting lists, instructions writ
ten in Khmer, and ballots with return 
envelopes. 

Plans are being made to acquire a 
site on which to build a Baha'i Center 
for the community. 
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World Centre 

Fourth epoch of Formative Age begins 

In a letter dated January 2, 1986, 
written by the Universal House of Jus
tice to the Baha'is of the world, refer
ence was made to the inception of the 
fourth epoch of the Formative Age of 
the Faith. In response to questions sub
sequently put to the House of Justice 
about the periods related to the earlier 
epochs of that Age, the Research De
partment was asked to prepare this 
statement on the topic. 

• 
Introduction 

In disclosing the panoramic vision of 
the unfoldment of the Dispensation of 
Baba'u'llah, Shoghi Effendi refers to 
three major evolutionary stages 
through which the Faith must pass
the Apostolic or Heroic Age (1844-
1921) associated with the Central Fig
ures of the Faith; 1 the Formative or 
Transitional Age (1921- ),2 the "hall
mark" l of which is the rise and estab
lishment of the Administrative Order, 
based on the execution of the provis
ions of 'Abdu'l-Baba's Will and Testa
ment;4 and the Golden Age which will 
represent the "consummation of this 
glorious Dispensation." , Close exami
nation of the details of Baha'} history 
reveals that the individual Ages are 
comprised of a number of periods-in
separable parts of one integrated 
whole.6 

In relation to the Heroic Age of our 
Faith, the Guardian, in a letter dated 
June 5, 1947, to the American Baha'is, 
specified that this Age consisted of 
three epochs and described the dis
tinguishing features of each: 

" ... the Apostolic and Heroic Age 
of our Faith, fell into three distinct 
epochs, of nine, thirty-nine and twen
ty-nine years' duration, associated re
spectively with the Babi Dispensation 
and the ministries of Baha'u'llah and 
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. This Primitive Age 
of the Baha '} Era, unapproached in 

The Formative Age, in which we 
now live and serve, was ushered 
in with the passing of 'Abdu'l
Baha. Its major thrust is the 
shaping, development and con
solidation of the local, national 
and international institutions of 
the Faith. 

spiritual fecundity by any period asso
ciated with the mission of the Founder 
of any previous Dispensation, was im
pregnated, from its inception to its ter
mination, with the creative energies 
generated through the advent of two 
independent Manifestations and the es
tablishment of a Covenant unique in 
the spiritual annals of mankind." 7 

The Formative Age, in which we 
now live and serve,8 was ushered in 
with the passing of 'Abdu'I-Baha.9 Its 
major thrust is the shaping, develop
ment and consolidation of the local, 
national and international institutions 
of the Faith. IO It is clear from the enu
meration of the tasks associated with 
the Formative Age that their achieve
ment will require increasingly mature 
levels of functioning of the Baha'i 
community: 

"During this Formative Age of the 
Faith, and in the course of present and 
succeeding epochs, the last and CrOwn
ing stage in the erection of the frame
work of the Administrative Order of 
the Faith of Baha'u'llah-the election 
of the Universal House of Justice-will 
have been completed, the Kitab-i
Aqdas, the Mother-Book of His Rev
elation, will have been codified and its 
laws promulgated, the Lesser Peace 
will have been established, the unity of 
mankind will have been achieved and 
its maturity attained, the Plan con
ceived by 'Abdu'l-Baha will have been 

executed, the emancipation of the 
Faith from the fetters of religious or
thodoxy will have been effected, and 
its independent religious status will 
have been universally recog
nized, ... " 11 

The epochs of the Formative Age 
mark progressive stages in the evolu
tion of the organic Baha'i community 
and signal the maturation of its institu
tions, thus enabling the Faith to oper
ate at new levels and to initiate new 
functions. The timing of each epoch is 
designated by the Head of the Faith, 
and given the organic nature of evolu
tionary development, the transition 
from one epoch to another may not be 
abrupt, but may well occur over a 
period of time. This is the case, for ex
ample, in relation to both the inception 
of the Formative Age and the end of its 
first epoch. 

In relation to the former, the passing 
of 'Abdu'l-Baha is the transitional 
event most often identified with the 
close of the Heroic Age and the begin
ning of the Formative Age.12 However, 
the Guardian also asserts that the 
Apostolic Age of the Faith concluded 
"more particularly with the passing (in 
1932) of His (' Abdu'l-Baha's) well
beloved and illustrious sister the Most 
Exalted Leaf-the last survivor of a 
glorious and heroic age." 13 With re
gard to the termination of the first 
epoch of the Formative Age, Shoghi 
Effendi has placed this between the 
years 1944 14 and 1946.1' 

Before describing the individual 
epochs of the Formative Age, it is im
portant to comment on the use of the 
term "epoch" in the writings of the 
Guardian. In a letter dated January 18, 
1953, written on his behalf to a Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, it is ex
plained that the term is used to apply 
both to the stages in the Formative Age 
of the Faith, and to the phases in the 
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unfoldment of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Divine 
Plan}6 We are currently in the fourth 
epoch of the Formative Agel7 and the 
second epoch of 'Abdu'l-Baha's 
Divine Plan. 18 (The first epoch of the 
Divine Plan began in 1937 with the in
ception of the first Seven Year Plan of 
the North American Baha'i commu
nity, and concluded with the successful 
completion of the Ten Year Crusade in 
1963}9 The second epoch of 'Abdu'l
Baha's Divine Plan commenced in 
1964 with the inauguration of the Nine 
Year Plan of the Universal House of 
Justice.) 

The primary focus of this statement 
is on the epochs of the Formative Age 
of the Dispensation of Baha'u'llah. 
The first epoch of the Formative Age: 
1921-1944146 

The first epoch of the Age witnessed 
the "birth and the primary stages in the 
erection of the framework of the Ad
ministrative Order of the Faith." 20 
The epoch was characterized by con
centration on the formation of local 
and national institutions in all five con
tinents,21 thereby initiating the erection 
of the machinery necessary for future 
systematic teaching activities. This 
epoch was further marked by the 
launching, at the instigation of the 
Guardian, of the first Seven Year Plan 
(1937-1944) by the American Baha'i 
community. This Plan, drawing its in
spiration from the Tablets of the Di
vine Plan, represented the first sys
tematic teaching campaign of the Ba
ha'i community and inaugurated the 
initial stage of the execution of 'Ab
du'l-Baha's Divine Plan in the Western 
Hemisphere.22 

The second epoch of the Formative 
Age (1946-1963) 

This epoch extended the develop
ments of the first epoch by calling for 
the "consummation of a laboriously 
constructed Administrative Order," 23 
and was to witness the formulation of a 
succession of teaching plans designed 
to facilitate the development of the 
Faith beyond the confines of the Wes
tern Hemisphere and the continent of 
Europe.24 

This epoch was distinguished, in the 
first instance, by the simultaneous and 
often spontaneous prosecution of Ba
ha'i national plans in both the East and 
the West.2S For example, in a letter 
written at Naw-Ruz 105 B.E. to the Ba
ha'is in the East, the beloved Guardian 
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listed the specific plans undertaken by 
the National Spiritual Assemblies of 
the United States, Britain, India, Per
sia, Australia, New Zealand and Iraq, 
and indicated that this concerted action 
signalized the transition into the sec
ond epoch of the Formative Age.26 The 
internal consolidation and the admin
istrative experience gained by the Na
tional Assemblies was utilized and mo
bilized by the Guardian with the 
launching of the Ten Year World Cru-

In addressing the British Na
tional Spiritual Assembly in 
1951, the Guardian foreshad
owed 'world-wide enterprises 
destined to be embarked upon, 
in future epochs of that same 
(Formative) Age, by the Univer
sal House of Justice.' 

sade 27_a crusade involving the simul
taneous prosecution of 12 national 
plans. The plans derived their direction 
from 'Abdu'I-BaM's Divine Plan, and 
the goals were assigned by Shoghi Ef
fendi from the World Centre of the 
Faith.28 A seco!1d distinguishing fea
ture of this epoch was the "rise" 29 and 
"steady consolidation" 30 of the World 
Centre of the Faith. 

The second epoch thus clearly dem
onstrated the further maturation of the 
institutions of the Administrative 
Order. It witnessed the appointment of 
the Hands of the Cause,31 the introduc
tion of Auxiliary Boards,32 and the es
tablishment of the International BaM'i 
Council. 33 The culminating event of the 
epoch was the election in 1963 of the 
Universal House of Justice. It further 
demonstrated the more effective and 
coordinated use of the administrative 
machinery to prosecute the goals of the 
first global spiritual crusade, and the 
emergence in ever sharper relief of the 
World Centre of the Faith. 
The third epoch of the Formative Age: 
1963-1986 

In addressing the British National 
Spiritual Assembly in 1951, the Guar
dian foreshadowed "world-wide enter
prises destined to be embarked upon, 
in future epochs of that same (Forma
tive) Age, by the Universal House of 
Justice." 34 In announcing the Nine 
Year Plan, "the second of those world-

encircling enterprises destined in the 
course of time to carry the Word of 
God to every human soul," 3S the Uni
versal House of Justice embarked upon 
the process anticipated by the Guar
dian and proclaimed the commence
ment of the third epoch of the Forma
tive Age, an epoch which called the Ba
ha'is to a yet more mature level of ad
ministrative functioning, consistent 
with the expected vast increase in the 
size and diversity of the community, its 
emergence as a model to mankind, and 
the extension of the influence of the 
Faith in the world at large. The House 
of Justice, in a letter dated October 
1963, stated: 

"Beloved friends, the Cause of God, 
guarded and nurtured since its incep
tion by God's Messengers, by the Cen
tre of His Covenant, and by His Sign 
on earth, now enters a new epoch, the 
third of the Formative Age. It must 
now grow rapidly in size, increase its 
spiritUal cohesion and executive abil
ity, develop its institutions, and extend 
its influence into all strata of society. 
We, its members, must, by constant 
study of the life-giving Word, and by 
dedicated service, deepen in spiritual 
understanding and show to the world a 
mature, responsible, fundamentally as
sured, and happy way of life, far re
moved from the passions, prejudices, 
and distractions of present-day soci
ety." 36 

The period of the third epoch en
compassed three world plans, involv
ing all National Spiritual Assemblies, 
under the direction of the Universal 
House of Justice, namely, the Nine 
Year Plan (1964-73), the Five Year 
Plan (1974-79), and the Seven Year 
Plan (1979-86). This third epoch wit
nessed the emergence of the Faith from 
obscurity 37 and the initiation of activi
ties designed to foster the social and 
economic development of communi
ties.38 The institution of the Continen
tal Boards of Counsellors was brought 
into existencel9 leading to the establish
ment of the International Teaching 
Centre.40 Assistants to the Auxiliary 
Boards were also introduced.41 At the 
World Centre of the Faith, the historic 
construction and occupation of the 
Seat of the Universal House of Justice 
was a crowning event. 42 
The fourth epoch of the Formative 
Age: 1986 -

In a letter dated January 2, 1986, 

, 



written by the Universal House of Jus
tice to the BaM'is of the world, the Su
preme Body announced the inception 
of the fourth epoch of the Formative 
Age. It highlighted the significant de
velopments that had taken place in the 
"organic growth of the Cause of 
God" 43 during the course of the re
cently completed third epoch, by as
sessing the readiness of the BaM'i 
community to begin to address the ob
jectives of the new Six Year Plan 
scheduled to begin on April 21, 1986, 
and outlined the general aims and char
acteristics of this new Plan. 

Whereas national plans had previ
ously derived largely from the World 
Centre, in this new epoch the specific 
goals for each national community will 
be formulated, within the framework 
of the over-all objectives of the Plan, 
by means of consultation between the 
particular National Spiritual Assembly 
and the Continental Board of Counsel
lors. As the Universal House of Justice 
states: 

"This new process ... signalizes 
the inauguration of a new stage in the 
unfoldment of the Administrative 
Order. Our beloved Guardian antici
pated a succession of epochs during the 
Formative Age of the Faith; we have 
no hesitation in recognizing that this 
new development in the maturation of 
Baha'i institutions marks the inception 
of the fourth epoch of that Age." 44 

Future epochs 
The tasks that remain to be accomp

lished during the course of the Forma
tive Age are many and challenging. 
Additional epochs can be anticipated, 
each marking significant stages in the 
evolution of the Administrative Order 
and culminating in the Golden Age of 
the Faith.4s The Golden Age, itself, will 
involve "successive epochs" 46 leading 
ultimately to the establishment of the 
Most Great Peace, to the World Baha'i 
Commonwealth and to the "birth and 
efflorescence of a world civiliza
tion." 47 
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United Nations 

Human rights in Iran again questioned 

On March 12, the United Nations 
Commission on Human Rights adopt
ed its fifth resolution on the human 
rights situation in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran. 

The new resolution, following close
ly the resolution adopted by the UN 
General Assembly last December, calls 
for the appointment of a new Special 
Representative of the Commission 
whose task would be to present a re
port on the human rights situation in 
Iran, including that of minority groups 
such as the Baha'is, to the General 
Assembly at its next session later this 
year, as well as to the Commission on 
Human Rights at its 1987 session. 

The resolution expresses deep con
cern over the specific and detailed al
legations of grave human rights viola
tions in Iran including those related to 
the right of freedom of thought, con
science and religion, and the right of 
religious minorities to profess and 
practice their own religion, and urges 
the government of Iran to cooperate 
with the Special Representative, and in 
particular to permit him to visit the 
country. 

The issue of Iran's cooperation with 
the Special Representative was the 
theme of behind-the-scenes negotia
tions which took place throughout the 
Commission's six-week session. Iran, 
which for four years has not cooper
ated with the Commission and has not 
allowed a visit to Iran, offered to co
operate but on terms that were not ac
ceptable to the Western countries 
which have led the struggle to improve 
the human rights situation in Iran. 

The conditions imposed by Iran on 
the negotiations were also not accepted 
by the Commission, which, despite 
skillful attempts by Iran's represen
tatives to confuse the Commission, 
adopted the resolution by a clear .and 
decisive majority (19 votes in favor, 
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The new resolution ... calls for 
the appointment of a new 
Special Representative ... 
whose task would be to present a 
report on the human rights situ
ation in Iran, including that of 
minority groups such as the Ba
ha'is ... 

four opposed, 16 abstentions). Four 
countries did not take part in the vote. 

During the debate on human rights 
violations which preceded the vote on 
the resolution, many delegations had 
expressed concern about the human 
rights situation in Iran including the 
situation of the Baha'is. Delegations 
that specifically drew attention to the 
Baha'is in their statements were Aus
tralia, Canada, France, Ireland, Nor
way and the United States. 

The co-sponsors of the resolution
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, France, Germany (Federal 
Republic), Ireland, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Norway and the United 
Kingdom-clearly indicated their sym
pathy with, and support for, the Ba
ha'is of Iran by including the reference 
to the Baha'is in the most important 
paragraph of the resolution, namely 
the one that asks the Special Rep
resentative to report to the General 
Assembly. 

During consideration of the draft 
resolution at the Commission's meet
ing on the evening of March 12, Iran 
made a determined attempt to confuse 
the Commission and to convince its 
members that it wished to cooperate 
but that some intransigent Western 
members had turned aside its offers to 
do so. 

The substance of Iran's offer to co
operate was based on an agreement 

that a representative sympathetic to its 
position would be appointed. The rep
resentative would be allowed to visit 
Iran and report back to the Commis
sion in favorable terms. Other condi
tions of Iran's cooperation were that 
the resolution appointing the new rep
resentative would be purely procedural 
in nature, would not refer to the res
olutions previously adopted by the 
Commission (the validity of such reso
lutions having already been rejected by 
Iran in public statements and in a letter 
to the chairman of the Commission), 
and would make no reference to allega
tions of human rights violations of any 
kind. 

This was unacceptable to the co
sponsors of the draft resolution, who 
insisted that there could be no such 
preconditions. The co-sponsors were 
satisfied that the chairman of the Com
mission would, in accordance with nor
mal practice, appoint an individual 
who would be objective, impartial and 
of recognized international standing. 
Any such person, in order to discharge 
his mandate, would insist on access to 
prisons and other places (a condition 
that would probably not be acceptable 
to Iran). In fact, an attempt by the 
United Kingdom to negotiate a proce
dural resolution welcoming the offer 
by Iranian authorities to cooperate was 
rejected by Iran's ambassador as in
sulting and impossible. 

These issues were discussed as the 
resolution was being considered. After 
three statements by Iran, aided by Al
geria, Bangladesh and Syria, and inter
spersed with comments by' the United 
Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Norway, 
the Netherlands, Ireland, India, Sene
gal, Belgium and the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the vote was taken on the 
draft resolution proposed by the spon
sors. 

The draft resolution was adopted, 
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without any amendment, as Commis
sion on Human Rights resolution 
1986/41. After its adoption, Brazil, 
which had not found it possible to vote 
in favor of the resolution, made a 
statement indicating that it neverthe
less feels that the Commission should 
consider the situation in Iran, try to as
certain the facts and ask that a thor
ough analysis be presented to it at some 
future time. 

Iran rejected the resolution as a 
worthless piece of paper and indicated 
that those countries which feared that 
Iran's fundamentalist revolution 
would spread had produced the resolu
tion for political motives. Iran's dele
gation assured the Commission that 
the Islamic revival was very much alive 
among Muslims and that they would 
not be deterred. 

Despite those statements, it is ob
vious that Iran finds the attention of 
the Commission and the General As
sembly uncomfortable. Its government 
had a IS-member delegation working 
hard before the Commission, trying to 
divert the Western countries' attention 
and to persuade Third World countries 
not to support the resolution. 

The Baha'i International Communi
ty, in addition to its efforts to defend 
the interests of the Baha'is in Iran, 
made an extensive contribution to the 
other work of the Commission, active
ly participating in many agenda items 
including those dealing with racism, 
rights of the child, the right to devel
opment, religious intolerance, torture, 
the rights of minorities, and the pro
motion and protection of human 
rights. 

----.,...--_ ..... ----- -.~- --:-_.-.. - , 

Baha'i International Community: 
persecution of Iran's Baha'i minority 
'motivated solely by religious prejudice' 

Statement by the BahaYInternational Community to the United Nations Com
mission on Human Rights, March 1986: 

w.e feel compelled to raise once again an issue which we have raised at previous 
sessIOns-namely, the gross and continuing violation of the human rights of the 
Baha'i religious minority in Iran. 

For the past seven years, the government of Iran has been conducting a cam
paign of religious persecutipn against Iran's 300,000 Baha'is. During the course 
of this campaign, the Baha'is have been deprived of their most fundamental 
human rights. They have been imprisoned, tortured and executed, denied jobs 
and education, and deprived of their homes, possessions and means of livelihood 
solely because of their religious beliefs. Their holy places have been desecrated 
and destroyed, their community properties confiscated and their financial assets 
seized by the government. 

We would like, at this point, to express our gratitude to the Commission on 
Human Rights for all it has done in the past to try to alleviate the plight of our 
fellow-believers in Iran. We are convinced that the positive actions taken by the 
Commission, together with the actions and interventions of governments and 
other United Nations bodies, have been instrumental in preventing the escalation 
of the situation into a veritable holocaust for the Baha'is. 
. Alt~ough relatively few Baha'is have been executed during the past year, the 

sItuatIOn of the Baha'i community in Iran remains appalling. Thousands of Ba
ha'is are homeless and penniless and are surviving only through the kindness and 
charity of friends and relatives-who may themselves be dispossessed at any time. 
Every Baha'i in Iran lives under the constant threat of physical violence, sum
mary arrest and arbitrary imprisonment. About 700 Baha'is are currently in 
prison, without trial and without charges. Many of them are suffering horrible 
torture. 

The Iranian legal system makes it very easy for the authorities to discriminate 
against Baha'is. As an unrecognized religious minority-albeit the largest 
religious minority in Iran-the Baha'is have absolutely no status, rights or pro
tection under the law. 

The injustice and inhumanity of this situation was strikingly illustrated in a 
case last year in which a Baha'i was killed in a traffic accident. The driver was ar
rested and accused of manslaughter. The Penal Court in Tehran found the driver 
guilty as far as the accident was concerned, but ruled that he was relieved of any 
obligation to pay a fine or damages to the family of the victim because the person 
he had killed was "an unprotected infidel." 

We have available copies of the court verdict, as well as official documents 
from Iran which clearly demonstrate not only that the Baha'is are being per
secuted but also that the persecution is motivated solely by religious prejudice. 
The most compelling proof of this lies in the fact that, in every case where a Ba
ha'i has been condemned to death, he has been offered his life and freedom and 
the dropping of all the charges against him in return for recanting his faith. 

In defense of their anti-Baha'i policies, the Iranian authorities have peri
odically circulated documents-most recently at this session of the Commis
sion-alleging that the Baha'i Faith is anti-Islamic, that it is a subversive political 
organization and that Baha'is are spies and agents of colonialism and im
perialism. The Baha'i Faith is also accused of being an agent of Marxist com
munism. These allegations are so outrageous and ridiculous-not to mention 
contradictory-that they do not merit further comment from us at this time. 

In reality, the government of Iran has nothing whatsoever to fear from the Ba
ha'is. They are a gentle, law-abiding and peace-loving community. In accordance 
with the most fundamental principles of their faith, they uphold the divine origin 
of all the major world religions, including Islam; abstain from partisan politics; 
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shun involvement in any form of subversive activity; and 
demonstrate the utmost loyalty and obedience to their 
government. 

The persecution of the Baha'is has, to all intents and pur
poses, become institutionalized in Iran-a regular part of 
the work of the various branches of the civil service. This 
state of affairs-the dehumanization and routine victimiza
tion of an entire religious community-is a terrible thing to 
contemplate. 

We call most urgently on the government of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran to put a stop to the persecution of the Ba
ha'is. We call on the government to release the Baha'i de
tainees; to return the confiscated Baha'i cemeteries; to allow 
Baha'i students to enroll at schools and universities; to re-

issue the work permits of Baha'i traders and shopkeepers 
whose licenses were revoked; to reinstate the Baha'is who 
were dismissed from government employment because of 
their religion; to restore the pension rights of retired Baha'i 
employees; to return to dismissed Baha'i civil servants the 
money-equivalent to all the salaries they had received in 
the past-which they were forced to repay to the govern
ment. Finally, we call on the government to cancel the ban 
on the issuance of exit permits to Baha'is and to allow Iran
ian Baha'is who wish to leave Iran to do so freely. 

We urge the government of Iran, in the name of humani
ty, to accede to these requests and to put a speedy end to the 
cruel and senseless persecution of an innocent and defense
less minority. 

Social/ economic development 

Part II of our world-wide survey 

As the Cause of Bahd'u'lIlih has 
emerged from obscurity during the 
Seven Year Plan, Bahli'i communities 
throughout the world have become in
creasingly involved in social and eco
nomic development activities, applying 
Bahli'i concepts of service to the needs 
of believers and the wider community. 
In 1980, 17 National Spiritual Assem
blies operated approximately 115 de
velopment projects. Now, 78 National 
Spiritual Assemblies and two Bahli'{ 
Administrative Committees manage 
some 703 projects, the vast majority of 
which are grassroots efforts operating 
with little or no outside support. Thus, 
during the course of the current Plan 
the number of development projects 
has risen by more than 500%, with 
most of this growth occurring since the 
historic 20 October 1983 message on 
social and economic development by 
the Universal House of Justice. 

Last month we presented the first of 
two reports on this phenomenon, cov
ering activities in Africa and the Amer
icas. This month we continue our sur
vey of Bahli'{ social and economic de
velopment projects with a look at what 
is taking place in Asia, Australasia and 
Europe. 
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ASIA 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 
Glory Educational Institute, Choul
dary. Established in 1983, the lower 
kindergarten class began with 30 stu
dents. A master plan calls for expan
sion of the school through Standard 
XII within 15 years. (October 1984) 

Bangladesh. Glory Clinic, Rajshahi. 
Dr. Shahla Idelkhani operates this 
clinic in the local Baha'i Center where 
she provides free medical treatment for 
women and children while pharmaceu
tical companies provide free medicine 
for distribution. (June 1985) 

Baha'i Training Institute, Rajshahi. 
The Institute serves as the permanent 
center for Baha'i tutorial schools in 
Bangladesh. The fourth training course 
was run in July (1985), and was at
tended by 13 youth who learned how to 
establish a poultry farm with a minimal 
financial investment. (July 1985) 

Tutorial schools. There are five pres
ently in operation. New schools have 
recently been opened in the Rajshahi 
District, one in the village of Noshera 
and one in a Santhal tribal area known 
as Fagu. 

Burma. Pre-school in Daidanau. 
The Spiritual Assembly appointed two 
teachers to teach children ages 3-5 Ba-

ha'i prayers, the Holy Writings, and 
some elementary subjects on week
days. At present, 19 children partici
pate. (July 1985) 

Study classes, Daidanau. About 
950/0 of the students at the local gov
ernment school are Baha'is. Each even
ing during the school week they gather 
at the Baha'i Center for classes, and on 
weekends, high school students come 
to the Center for Baha'i studies and to 
review scholastic material. (July 1985) 

Hong Kong. OMen of the Trees Pro
ject. The Youth Committee plans to 
have a costumed "Mr. Tree" visit 
children and youth in a local hospital, 
give a slide presentation on conserva
tion and the importance of trees, and 
give each patient a seedling to care for 
through the winter. In the spring, the 
committee will arrange to take the pa
tients out for a tree-plantin&, perhaps 
on the hospital grounds or nearby. 
(August 1985) 

Hong Kong (Macau). Children's 
morals class, Macau Peninsula. The 
local Spiritual Assembly conducts a 
weekly children's morals class, pri
marily for children of non-Baha'is. At
tendance averages about 20. (July 
1984) 

Taipa Evening School, Taipa, Ma-



cau Peninsula. Initiated by a Baha'i 
pioneer, the school has 12-15 students. 
The pioneer has applied for a schoolli
cense, which would make it possible to 
expand the curriculum and have a reg
ular school. (May 1985) 

India. Adarsh Vidyalaya, Jaigaon, 
Jalpaiguri, West Bengal. Following the 
opening of the New Era High School in 
Jaigaon, Adarsh Vidyalaya now offers 
kindergarten and Standards (grades) 
1-5. After completing primary school 
in this English medium school, stu
dents are eligible for admission into the 
new high school. (July 1985) 

Anis School, Nidamanur. The 
school, financed by the State Teaching 
Committee of Andhra Pradesh, began 
operations in June 1983 in the Krishna 
District and has increased its enroll
ment to more than 140. Nine teachers, 
two of whom are Baha'is, offer a total 
of four classes in Telugu and five in 
English. A deepening class is held each 
week for all teachers, and one hour 
each day is devoted to the children's 
moral education. (September 1984) 

Baha'i Academy, Panchgani, Maha
rashtra. The Academy's immediate 
aim is to deepen selected capable Ba
ha'is who will then train and deepen 
their fellow believers in the various 
states of India. By October 1984, 12 
courses had been held for a total of 306 
students, and six more were scheduled 
for the rest of the 1984-85 school year. 
Most courses are 2-7 weeks long and 
geared to different groups, offering a 
core curriculum of Baha'i subjects and 
additional subjects suited to the special 
needs of the group. Courses in the Per
sian language have also been offered. 
In an initial vocational training pro
gram, students were taught the devel
opment of black and white photos, silk 
screen printing, auto mechanics, mat 
making, wiring, plumbing and tailor
ing. The Audio-Visual Department is 
producing cassette tapes, slides, and 
8mm films, and plans to make video 
tapes for deepening purposes. Accord
ing to a Counsellor's report, the 
Academy has the largest Baha'i library 
in India. The Academy will eventually 
be integrated into the Baha'i Develop
ment Institute. (April 1985) 

Baha'i Academy, Patna, Bihar. This 
Academy, under construction in 1984, 
plans to follow the approach of the Ba
ha'i Academy in Panchgani. (June 
1984) 

BAHA'I DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 
A STATISTICAL SUMMARY 

Planned or Under 
Operational Construction/Development Total 

Education 537 36 573 
Africa 115 13 128 
Americas 95 13 108 
Asia 309 10 319 
Australasia 12 0 12 
Europe 6 0 6 

Health and Social 
Services 50 6 56 

Communications· 4 3 7 

Agriculture and 
Forestry 41 18 59 

Community Development 
and Miscellaneous 71 10 81 

Total 703 73 776 

* All are Baha '{ radio stations 

Baha'i Development Institute 
(BAD I), Panchgani, Maharashtra. Ini
tial steps have been taken to establish 
the Institute, which will have as its 
components the Baha'i Academy, the 
Centre for Rural Development, and the 
Institute of Rural Technology. It will 
develop in time into a College for 
Human Services. (September 1985) 

"Chhatralaya" (hostel), Bhisia, 
Dang. The local Assembly has opened 
a free hostel for intelligent students 
who are eager to receive an education 
but can't afford schooling even up to 
10th Standard. Initially, it houses nine 
students. (August 1984) 

Class for women in Adyar. About 30 
girls take part in this class, which is 
held in the campus area of the Indian 
Institute of Technology. (May 1985) 

Development project in Bay Island, 
West Bengal. A project has been ini
tiated to teach interested people how to 
make ropes and handloom pieces, as 
jute is one of the main resources in 
these islands. A tutorial school is lo
cated in the local Haziratu'l-Quds. 
(June 1984) 

Dr. R. Muhajir Memorial Library 
and Reading Room, Chandrapura. 

The library, fast becoming a center for 
teaching and consolidation, houses Ba
ha'i books, magazines and other ma
terials in Hindi and English. (May 
1985) 

Faizi Institute: Baha'i Vocational In
stitute for Rural Women, Indore. This 
recently reorganized program at the 
Faizi Institute trains rural women in 
various crafts and offers a regular 
course of Baha'i studies. The women 
are chosen by the local Spiritual As
semblies; the government of India pro
vides grants for the training course. 
(July 1985) 

Faizi Institute: Muhahir School, In
dore. A primary school is to be estab
lished at the Faizi Institute in memory 
of the Hand of the Cause of God Rah
matu'llah Muhajir. (May 1985) 

Glory School, Namburu, Andhra 
Pradesh. At present, the school offers 
three classes taught in Telugu and five 
in English, with 150 students. Four of 
the six teachers are Baha'is. Children 
receive moral education each day, and 
the school holds a deepening for all 
teachers every week. The school's 
founder, M. Ramanujappa, turned it 
over to the Andhra Pradesh State 
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Teaching Committee after it was prop
erly developed. It is self-supporting 
and offers scholarships and reduced 
tuition to some students. It began 
operation in February 1982. (Septem
ber 1984) 

Glory School, Shantiniketan, West 
Bengal. The school presently offers 
nursery, two kindergarten classes and 
grades I-III. A 4 112-room building is 
under construction, which will enable 
the school to expand considerably. A 
large-diameter well has been com
pleted, ensuring an adequate water 
supply, and a tree-planting project has 
started on the campus. The school op
erates a small hostel for boarding stu
dents and offers scholarships to some. 
(August 1985) 

Ideal Baha'i School, Dharamanagar, 
North Tripura. In August 1984 the 
school moved to its permanent site, 
which was purchased by the National 
Spiritual Assembly. The school's eight 
teachers offer nursery, kindergarten I 
and II, and Standards (grades) I-V, 
with a total enrollment of 141 day stu
dents. For the 1985 school year the cur
riculum includes physical training, 
fishery, carpentry, music and tailoring. 
Within a year the school plans to add a 
class for Standard VI. (October 1984) 

Institute of Rural Technology, 
Panchgani, Maharashtra. The IRT 
operates a fine woodworking project 
and a research and development unit 
that produces hand-operated machines 
and tools. For five years, IRT has re
ceived funding from the Mottahedeh 
Foundation. As a component of the 
Centre for Rural Development, it will 
be integrated into the proposed Baha'i 
Development Institute. (August 1985) 

Medical camps. Camps are being 
held in the tribal areas of Ranchi 
(Bihar), and a bi-weekly camp is held 
in Deogara, a tribal center near Jam
shedpur. Dang Medical Camp, the old
est of these camps, is held eight times a 
year through the sacrificial efforts of 
three Baha'i doctors and a number of 
devoted and dedkated believers in 
Bombay. In August, youth from In
dore organized a camp in Yeshwant 
Nagar, Manpur District, treating 160 
patients. The youth hope to make this 
a monthly event. A one-day camp also 
was held at Badka Gaon, Madhya Pra
desh. (August 1985) 

Medical clinic in Chandrapura, 
Madhya Pradesh. A Baha'i doctor has 
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opened a small clinic to provide free 
care to low-income village people, serv
ing 40 villages in the area. Medicines 
are provided by Sudha Memorial Char
itable Trust and by some BaM'i doc
tors in Gwalior. (April 1985) 

Mona Memorial School, Vanukar, 
Andhra Pradesh. This academic school 
recently began operation, financed by 
the State Teaching Committee. It of
fers Standard I in Telugu and Standard 
II and III in English. (September 1984) 

Morals classes in Trivandrum, Ke
rala. The local Assembly lends assis
tance to a school for the retarded and 
one for orphans by giving the students 
classes in morals. (July 1984) 

National Baha'i Charitable Society, 
New Delhi. In February 1984 the So
ciety was registered and can now accept 
funds from Baha'i and non-Baha'i 
sources for development projects. The 
Universal House of Justice has stated 
that projects for which funds can be 
accepted should be designed to benefit 
people regardless of their religious or 
ethnic background, be consistent with 
the objectives of Balta'i development 
projects and of the funding source, and 
have a high likelihood of success, as 
this is essential to safeguard the cred
ibility of the 8aM'i institutions. All 
care should be taken to avoid giving 
the impression that funds are being col
lected on behalf of the Baha'i com
munity itself. (May 1985) 

New Era Centre for Rural Develop
ment, Panchgani, Maharashtra. In op
eration since 1975, the Centre has re
ceived major funding from the Motta
hedeh Foundation and is now initiating 
a training institute for development 
projects. Under a grant from the India 
Ministry of Education, adult literacy 
instructors receive training. The third 
and fourth training courses have now 
been completed. In the third course, 
vocational training classes covered 
poultry management, health, hygiene 
and first aid, and agriculture. The Cen
tre for Rural Development, the Insti
tute of Rural Technology, and the Ba
ha'i Academy will be integrated into 
the proposed Baha'i Development In
stitute. (August 1985) 

New Era High School, Jaigaon, Jal
paiguri, West Bengal. The school has 
begun operation in a new building with 
Standards IV-VII. Students who com
plete primary school at Adarsh Vid
yalaya may be admitted here to con-

tinue their education. The National 
Spiritual Assembly expects the school 
to maintain a high academic standard 
and to achieve financial self-suffi
ciency in the near future. (July 1985) 

New Era High School, Panchgani, 
Maharashtra. Dating back to 1945, the 
New Era School now offers a curricu
lum that spans kindergarten through 
Standard XII with 457 students and a 
51-person teaching staff. The curricu
lum now includes computer program
ming, a public service component has 
been added for the secondary school, 
and the primary school program is be
ing expanded. Also under considera
tion is a college degree program. 
(August 1985) 

New Era Hostel and Primary 
School, Oootacamund, Tamil Nadu. 
The hostel was established in 1980 to 
accommodate 60-65 Iranian students 
who were among the last group to be 
able to leave Iran. Many of them have 
since left with their families for other 
countries, and only nine boys remain in 
the hostel. The primary school has 35 
students and expects soon to be self
sufficient. (August 1985) 

New Garden BaM'i School, Agar
tala, Tripura. This nursery-kindergar
ten uses Montessori techniques, has 
four teachers and 40 students. (May 
1985) 

New Garden K.G. School, Sholapur. 
In June 1984 the local Baha'i com
munity started this kingergarten, which 
follows the ANISA model of educa
tion. Teachers will be trained to impart 
moral education to pre-school-age 
children. Initially, there is one teacher. 
(July 1984) 

New Garden School, Indroy Village, 
Andhra Pradesh. Two classes, totaling 
56 students, are taught in Telugu. A 
local Baha'i donated land and the 
Spiritual Assembly of Guntur has built 
a temporary structure for the school. 
(September 1984) 

Pal Heni Children's School, Udai
pur, Rajasthan. This English-language 
medium school offers nursery-Stand
ard V. (September 1985) 

Rabbani Agroforestry Project, Gwa
lior, Madhya Pradesh. Of 1,000 euca
lyptus trees planted, 400 have survived, 
and the school plans to plant 6,000 
more, but in marshy areas. The nursery 
has 20,000 saplings of Subabul, a legu
minous tree that improves the land. Of 
these, 10,000 will be planted soon on 
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school property and many others will 
be given to nearby villages. Students 
will be involved in caring for the trees 
and in agricultural development of the 
land. (June 1985) 

Rabbani Community Development 
Project, Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh. 
This integrated program incorporates 
community development, development 
of tutorial schools in the area, teacher 
training for tutorial schools through
out the country, a farm demonstration 
project, and reorientation of the Rab
bani School as a rural development 
training center. Fourteen tutorial 
schools receive direct support services 
from the project and appear to have 
good potential for becoming centers of 
village development. All the villages 
have provided a location for their 
school, all students pay fees, and in 
several villages fees collected pay the 
teacher's full salary. Recently, a small 
booklet has been prepared describing 
agronomical practices especially suit
able for small and marginal farmers. 
Last spring (1985) a week-long poultry 
course was held and, with the comple
tion of a new facility, the project hopes 
to start a series of 2 112-month train
ing programs. (July 1985) 

Rabbani Higher Secondary School, 
Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh. The school 
currently offers Standards VI-XI, em
phasizing vocational! agricultural 
training to 196 male boarding students. 
Instruction is in Hindi, while English 
and Sanskrit are taught as additional 
languages. Students attend from sev
eral states in India and from Sikkim 
and Nepal. The school runs a 74-acre 
farm and poultry operation, where the 
boys help in the work while receiving 
training. The Rabbani Community 
Development Program and Rabbani 
Rural Health Project (described sepa
rately) provide services to nearby vil
lages, including the operation of tu
torial schools and immunization cam
paigns. Under its new affiliation with 
the Central Board of Secondary Edu
cation, the school will become a rural 
development training center in which 
the community development program 
will become fully integrated into the 
curriculum. The Universal House of 
Justice has advised that the school's 
educational program should be de
signed so that students will be encour
aged to return to their villages and en
gage in some useful occupation there, 

Pictured are the 'New Era Singers, , a 
group of nine students and two teach
ers from the New Era Bahd'i School in 
Panchgani, India, who last year toured 
three cities in northern India: New 
Delhi, Lucknow and Chandigarh. In 
addition to the proclamation tour, they 

making it unnecessary and unattractive 
for them to go to the cities. (September 
1985) 

Rabbani Rural Health Project, near 
Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh. In four vil
lages near the Rabbani School, Mrs. 
Sherman Waite conducts a health pro
ject that soon will be fully integrated 
into the larger community develop
ment program. The program empha
sizes training and supervision of com
munity health workers and traditional 
birth attendants; community health 
education and preparation of audio
visual materials; the provision of im
munization, ante-natal care, and basic 
medical services; and the maintenance 
of health statistics for monitoring and 
evaluation. To encourage community 
participation and self-sufficiency, 
medicines are sold at cost and commu
nity health workers are provided with 
the medicines they understand for dis
tribution in the villages. Excellent rela
tions are maintained with the medical 
college and health department in Gwa
lior, which cooperate by providing in
terns, certain medicines, and periodi
cally holding training sessions and 

have recorded four songs for television 
in Lucknow and, by popular demand, 
have recorded 14 songs on a cassette 
tape. The teachers are Amin Neshati 
(back row left) and Adrienne Stengel 
(middle row second from left). 

camps. During a serious outbreak of 
gastro-enteritis in a nearby village, pro
ject staff worked day and night to vac
cinate the villagers, provide oral rehy
dration treatment, and chlorinate wells 
in the area. (February 1985) 

Shoghi Baha'i School, Nunna Vil
lage, Andhra Pradesh. The school has 
254 students with 11 teachers, four of 
whom are Baha'is. Five classes each 
are held in Telugu and English. Last 
year (1983) the school raised 8511,70 of its 
costs from tuition fees. One hour each 
day is devoted to moral education for 
all children, and teachers attend a 
deepening once each week. (September 
1984) 

Tutorial schools (213). About 10,000 
students attend Baha'i tutorial schools 
in India. In Uttar Pradesh, one of the 
states with the largest number of such 
schools, determined efforts are being 
made to increase the level of financial 
self-sufficiency. One report indicates 
that in Madhya Pradesh, where mass 
teaching has been so successful in the 
past year or so, tutorial school teachers 
play a critical role in the development 
of Baha'i communities, organizing 
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adult classes, women's activities, etc., 
and helping with consolidation of near
by Assemblies. (August 1985) 

Weaving project in South Arcot Dis
trict, Tamil Nadu. The Area Teaching 
Committee has decided to implement a 
training program for area farmers. 
Weavers have been chosen who will 
train farmers in the art so that they can 
be engaged in economically productive 
activity between farming seasons. (Sep
tember 1984) 

Indonesia. Youth hostels (3) in Pa
dang. Three training centers (hostels or 
Ashrams) are operated by the Baha'is 
in Padang. They house about 46 child
ren and youth, mostly from Mentawei 
Islands. The children meet their own 
school expenses by selling crafts, etc. 
Many graduates use their own funds to 
travel and teach, attend conferences, 
and visit Baha'is who live in remote 
areas. Though never regarded as 
schools, the hostels provide academic, 
social and spiritual training, which 
serves to strengthen the Baha'i com
munity in Indonesia. (March 1984) 

Korea. Education for mothers and 
children through circuit teaching. For 
some time the Anyang Baha'i com
munity has taught handicrafts and con
ducted simple lessons for children 
under age 15. The National Spiritual 
Assembly is encouraging about 10 
selected local Assemblies to start 
similar programs, using teams of one 
or more young women as teachers. The 
over-all goal is to educate the children 
and upgrade the role of women 
through stimulation of spiritual, social 
and economic pursuits. On-the-job 
training of local teachers is also plan
ned. (May 1985) 

Laos. Agricultural project in Mou
angsoui, Xieng Khouang. The Spiritual 
Assembly of Laos has contributed 
funds to purchase two cows for breed
ing. They will be cared for by a re
sponsible Baha'i. (February 1984) 

Rice-growing project at Ban Vi eng
kham Tai. Two friends have donated a 
48,000 square meter (12-acre) field to 
be developed under sponsorship of the 
local Assembly, which has established 
a budget and appointed a committee 
for the project. Rice and green beans 
will be grown, with profits donated to 
the local and national Funds. (Feb
ruary 1984) 

Malaysia. Communal farms, East 
Malaysia. Among the communal farms 
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operated by the Baha'is, a Counsellor 
reports that at one of them, the women 
cooperate to till the land, using the 
proceeds to support women's confer
ences (at which the men baby-sit) and 
contribute to the Baha'i Fund. (Sep
tember 1984) 

Community fish pond, Enteban Ulu, 
East Malaysia. An additional fish pond 
has been started since the first one 
proved successful. Other communities 
are reported to be starting fish pond 
projects. (February 1985) 

English class in Muar Seletan. The 
class has been held weekly at the Baha'i 
Center since June 1984. (July 1985) 

English tuition class in Kota Setar. A 
class is held every Saturday at the Ba
ha'i Center. (July 1985) 

Free tuition classes for estate stu
dents, Kuala Muda. The local Baha'i 
community and the Patani Para Foun
dation jointly sponsor free tuition 
classes twice each week for estate stu
dents. (July 1985) 

Nepal. Malangwa School. Managed 
by the local Spiritual Assembly, the 
school has about 30 students, several 
of whom receive scholarships. Low 
and high caste children eat and drink 
together, and the villagers have ac
cepted that Baha'i schools do not ob
serve customs concerning caste. Plans 
have been made for construction of a 
new school building, which will be 
built by the local community. (June 
1985) 

Tutorial school in Koyalpur. Since 
there is no primary school in this com
munity, the National Assembly has 
decided to purchase land for one. It 
hopes to hire 2-3 teachers and provide 
training for them. (May 1984) 

Pakistan. Baha'i vocational classes, 
Hyderabad. With the help of Baha'i 
youth from Qatar as part of the Faizi 
Project, a technical academy has begun 
operation in Baha'i Hall. Technical 
skills such as sewing, typewriting, 
welding, plumbing and carpet-making 
are being taught. (June 1985) 

Baha'i vocational (electrical) train
ing class, Karachi. Initiated by the 
local Assembly, classes started in De
cember 1984. Initially, six Baha'i youth 
are undergoing training designed to 
prepare them to earn a living doing 
basic electrical work. Classes are held 
three times per week in Baha'i Hall. 
(December 1984) 

Medical camp in Deh Jokio Village. 

A free medical camp has been launched 
in Deh Jokio Village of Malir by the 
National Youth Committee in coopera
tion with the Social Welfare Associa
tion of the government of Sind Prov
ince. In little more than a month, four 
visits had been made by a Baha'i med
ical team, who treated more than 350 
patients in this Muslim village, many 
of whom walked many miles to attend. 
Besides providing badly needed medi
cal treatment, the camp has proven to 
be an effective means of proclaiming 
the Faith. (August 1985) 

New Day Montessori School, Ka
rachi. In 1978 the school began opera
tion with three students. By April 1985 
enrollment had risen to 359 with five 
grades of primary school in addition to 
the Montessori kindergarten. Some of 
the students are given scholarships. 
Construction of a new building has 
been completed, enabling further ex
pansion of the program, which even
tually will extend through secondary 
school. The Montessori section has 
received recognition from the Pakistan 
Montessori Association. (June 1985) 

Tutorial schools (8). According to a 
Counsellor's report, all but two of 
these schools have achieved financial 
self-sufficiency. Most are operated by 
assistants to the Auxiliary Board. (July 
1985) 

Philippines. Muhajir Educational 
Project, Mansalay, Oriental Province. 
The National Assembly plans to build 
a dormitory primarily for tribal stu
dents who have finished their tutorial 
classes and are attending advanced ele
mentary school classes in the public 
school system of Mansalay, which is 
located at the "lowland" entrance to 
the Mangyan tribal areas of Oriental 
Mindoro. It also hopes to secure ac
creditation and buildings for a higher 
elementary school at the same location 
and, eventually, to start an agricultural 
high school. (November 1984) 

Second Parent Educational Pro
gram, Roxas. A residence has been 
rented to provide a dormitory for 10 
Mangyan tribal students who attend 
public school in Roxas, supervised by 
"second parents" who also live there. 
(June 1985) 

Tutorial schools (14). Baha'i tutorial 
schools here serve children from sev
eral tribal areas including the Mang
yan, Agta, Talainod and Bagobo 
tribes. At any given time, 11-14 schools 



operate, depending on the availability 
of trained personnel. Each school has 
been erected by the local Baha'i com
munity and is maintained by the spon
soring local Spiritual Assembly. Wher
ever possible, the Assembly assigns 
tribal lands for the school's use, usu
ally for agricultural projects. Parents 
and the local Assembly provide food 
for the students free of charge. Since 
the schools are highly respected in the 
local communities, the Ministry of 
Health has enlisted their help in edu
cating the public about crisis problems. 
(June 1985) 

Sikkim. Baha'i school, Gangtok. 
Often referred to as the Tadong 
School, it is considered one of the best 
schools in Sikkim. The curriculum 
spans Nursery-Class VII, with more 
than 800 students including 110 board
ers. A new school building also pro
vides space for offices of the National 
Spiritual Assembly. Several orphan 
girls will be raised by this school and 
the one in Singtam. (July 1985) 

Primary school on the Temple land, 
Ranipool. This school began operation 
in early February 1985 using temporary 
structures that house four classrooms. 
Further development continues and en
rollment has increased in only one 
month of operation from 19 to 44 pre
school children. (March 1985) 

School at Singtam. Construction of 
a new four-room school building has 
enabled this school to virtually double 
its enrollment from 61 to 120 students. 
(April 1985) 

Tutorial schools (5). At Linkey, the 
local community, including non-Baha'i 
parents, is raising a substantial part of 
the money needed for 50 chairs and 
desks. The National Assembly will 
contribute the rest of the funds, and 
has also decided to purchase additional 
land adjacent to the school. In Pachey 
Khani, villagers want to have an Eng
lish medium pre-school, and are willing 
to pay a nominal fee. The Bharlangey 
and Pakyong schools reportedly run 
smoothly, and the Ruhiyyih Nursery 
School in Darjeeling opened in March 
(1985) with 43 students. (April 1985) 

Singapore. Blood donor drive. In 
February, the Baha'i community spon
sored a blood donor drive commemo
rating Singapore's 25 years of indepen
dence. A member of Parliament was 
the guest of honor. (July 1985) 

English classes. The National Youth 

A new six-room building for the Santi
tham BaM '{ School at Yasothon, Thai
land (top photo) was built with a gift 
from the Embassy of Canada in Thai
land and dedicated last August 12 by a 
representative of the Embassy. The 
new building is devoted to academic 
education of rural people in and 
around Yasothon, while the three-

Committee has organized classes to 
help students who are weak in English 
to pass their exams. A nominal fee is 
charged. (August 1985) 

Sri Lanka. Health program and class 
in first aid, Colombo. (July 1985) 

Tutorial schools. Schools now oper
ate in Miriswatte, Kandy, Chunnakam 
and Dehiwela/Mount Lavinia. Also, 
English-language tutorial classes are 
planned by the local Spiritual Assem
bly in Dehiowita, and a tutorial class is 
planned at the Temple site in Galage
dera. (July 1985) 

Taiwan. Friendship Forum English 
classes. Friendship Forum is an English 

room building in the bottom photo, 
completed last July, is used for voca
tional education. The entire complex 
of buildings, which has grown up 
around the original Santitham School, 
founded by BaM'is in 1963, is now 
owned and operated by the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Thailand. 

class taught by Baha'is which aims to 
improve the spiritual and moral cli
mate of society by increasing the 
awareness of the participants. Teachers 
use Baha'i materials but the Faith is 
not taught directly in the classes. Com
munities sponsoring the classes are Tai
pei (2), Hualien (discontinued in June 
1985), Chung Shing New Village, Hsin
ying and Changhwa. (July 1985) 

Thailand. Santitham Pre-School, 
Yasothon. The Santitham School pres
ently operates a pre-school and com
mercial school, which serve about 200 
and 17 students, respectively. Two new 
buildings have been constructed re-
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cently, one of them funded by the 
Canadian Embassy to provide space 
for vocational training of rural wom
en, conducted in cooperation with the 
adult education authorities in the area. 
(July 1985) 
AUSTRALASIA 

Australia. Aboriginal and islander 
arts and crafts program. This enrich
ment and marketing program was or
ganized by Baha'is and supported by 
the Cairns College of Technical and 
Further Education. (June 1984) 

Aboriginal education programs. 
Programs in social skills and language 
development have been arranged by 
Baha'is and supported by the Cairns 
College of Technical and Further Edu
cation. (June 1984) 

Alternatives III, Kentish Communi
ty, Tasmania. For the third year in a 
row the Kentish Baha'i community has 
sponsored an "Alternatives" weekend, 
which provides an opportunity for the 
surrounding rural communities to 
learn about alternative lifestyles and 
agriculture. In previous programs, 
talks were given on a number of topics 
including veterinary health care, na
tural health and healing, fruit growing, 
and Baha'i-related topics. This time, 
about 200 people attended. (July 1985) 

Fiji. Development activities, Naiso
govau community. The local Spiritual 
Assembly has become involved in boat 
building, house building and fishing 
activities, and the National Assembly 
has assigned individuals to provide liai
son. The village cooperative has col
laborated on the boat-building scheme 
and incorporated it into its own activi
ties. (May 1985) 

Lomaivuna Kindergarten and Devel
opment Center, Lomaivuna, Naitasiri. 
The local Spiritual Assembly has near
ly completed rebuilding the Baha'i 
Center in which this program operates, 
following major hurricane damage. 
When finished, it will meet Education 
Department standards for pre-schools, 
facilitating official registration. The 
teacher has been taking an extension 
course in pre-school teaching during 
this interim period. (July 1985) 

Youth vegetable-growing project. 
The youth from three communities 
have begun a vegetable-growing 
scheme on the endowment property. 
(May 1985) 

Papua New Guinea. Coes Study 
Center, Lae. Operating in the facilities 
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of the Shiraz Institute, this program 
enrolls students who had to leave 
school after Grade Six, helping them to 
pursue the government correspondence 
course. The Department of Education 
provides help with the curriculum 
while Baha'i teachers volunteer their 
time. (January 1985) 

Community development courses, 
Lae. Selected believers come from vil
lages in various provinces for two-week 
courses at the Shiraz Institute. During 
the mornings they learn subjects re
lated to the Faith while afternoons are 
devoted to community development
related topics, i.e., hygiene, nutrition, 
health and agriculture. They also learn 
practical skills like compost making. 
Outside organizations often help in the 
afternoon sessions by providing speak
ers and allowing the participants to 
visit their facilities. Similar courses are 
offered at the Sogeri Institute. (July 
1984) 

Madina Pre-School, New Ireland. 
Two teachers volunteer their services to 
teach 15 pre-schoolers, of whom 11 are 
Baha'is. The local and National As
semblies and individuals donate ma
terials. Classes are held in the local 
Haziratu'l-Quds. (July 1984) 

Nonga Tutorial School, Rabaul, 
East New Britain. The National Spir
itual Assembly and the Education 
Department support the school, which 
is now open three days a week, with 
only 15 children having been accepted 
due to limited space. Classes are con
ducted in English at the home of Mrs. 
Elena Yaganegi who donates time and 
materials. (July 1984) 

Nursery, Aragip, Milne Bay Prov
ince. Plans have been made to establish 
a nursery introducing crops suitable 
for an altitude of 2,000-3,000 feet. A 
governmental organization, the De
partment of Primary Industry, has 
agreed to provide the seeds, some of 
which have already been received. The 
local Spiritual Assembly in Aragip will 
operate the nursery and sell the seed
lings at cost to all the nearby villages. 
(July 1984) 

Tutorial school, Volupai Plantation, 
West New Britain. The school building 
has been built by the plantation's 
management, which also contributes 
half the teacher's salary. The other half 
is contributed by an individual Baha'i. 
The only school on the plantation, it 
serves 50-60 children. The teacher, 

Mary Salora, is a Baha'i and a quali
fied primary school teacher. (July 
1984) 

Samoa. Community development 
activities, Puleia. The local Assembly 
has started women's activities, weav
ing, a vegetable garden for youth, a 
piggery and other projects. (June 1985) 

Youth agricultural projects, Falea
IUpo. Organized into special commit
tees by the local Baha'i community, 
youth have become actively involved in 
various projects, specializing in piggery 
and poultry development. They've also 
been helping neighboring Baha'i com
munities and families by clearing land 
for agricultural development. (April 
1984) 

Tonga. Baha'i kindergarten, Neiafu, 
Vava'u. Classes are held twice each 
week and funds have been raised for a 
building that will also be used as a Ba
ha'i Center. (December 1984) 

Baha'i kindergarten, Tongatapu. 
Two Baha'i teachers conduct the kin
dergarten, which holds classes twice a 
week. Facilities include a play area 
donated by the local Spiritual Assem
bly. (December 1984) 

Tuvalu. Health and nutrition ser
vices. One of the youth has returned to 
Tuvalu after studying community de
velopment for a year at the University 
of the South Pacific in Fiji. She and a 
pioneer work together with the island 
women teaching health, nutrition and 
sanitation. (March 1985) 

Tutorial school in Funafuti. A pio
neer in Funafuti operates the school, 
which was requested by the local Ba
ha'is. Two classes are held each week, 
one for 6-10 year olds, the other for 
children ages 11-15. About 30-40 child
ren attend, three of whom are Baha'is. 
The local Assembly, the teacher and 
her non-Baha'i family in the U.S. sup
port the school, which is held in the 
Haziratu'l-Quds. (March 1985) 

Vanuatu. Tanna Tutorial School 
(peripatetic Teacher Project). This 
adult literacy project has operated in
termittently since the late 1970s, de
pending on the availability of a teach
er. The peripatetic teacher travels be
tween several villages where mass 
teaching took place, providing literacy 
training in Middle Bush dialect or Bis
lama (the pidgin lingua franca used 
throughout Vanuatu). It recommenced 
in June 1984 and presently operates in 
the Middle Bush area of Tanna Island. 



(July 1985) 
EUROPE 

Austria. BaM'i Home, Bad Voslau. 
The Baha'i community operates a Ba
ha'i Home for Iranian refugees in tran
sit from Iran to the U.S. or Canada. 
About 40 refugees presently stay there. 
The courageous efforts of the Austrian 
Baha'i community in caring for the 
Iranian refugees has gained widespread 
respect and admiration from high gov
ernment officials and the local popula
tion. (June 1985) 

Baha'i Home, Weis. This newest 
local Spiritual Assembly in Austria has 
rented an apartment for 10 Iranian Ba
ha'i refugees and hopes to house them 
as soon as the necessary furnishings are 
obtained. (December 1984) 

France. Association of BaM'i 
Health Care Professionals. A number 
of Baha'i doctors in France are orga
nizing the association. Statutes have 
been drafted and the National Spiritual 
Assembly has approved them. (June 
1984) 

Germany. Baha'i Home for the Ag
ed, Langenhain. The National Assem
bly has adopted a design and applied 
for building permits for the first depen
dency of the Mother Temple of Eu
rope. A suitable site has been chosen 
outside the 150-meter quiet zone that 
will surround the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, 
and the Universal House of Justice has 
stipulated that initially it should be a 
25-bed facility, in which each resident 
will have a private room with bath and 
receive daily care from the staff. As the 
need grows, the facility can be ex
panded in line with the resources of the 
Faith. (July 1985) 

Partnerships between Assemblies in 
Germany and the Third World. The 
National Spiritual Assembly has ap
proved the idea of forming partner
ships between local Spiritual Assem
blies in Germany and Assemblies in 
Third World countries, which could be 
compared with the relationship be
tween twin cities. (April 1985) 

Iceland. Forestation project, 
Sk6gar. The National SpiritUal Assem
bly plans to expand and develop the 
forest on the Endowment property in 
cooperation with the National Fores
tation Department. The property is a 
National Historic Site, as it is the birth
place of one of Iceland's famous 
literary men. A smaIl house has been 
built in which to store tools, etc., and 
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provide limited space for sleeping, 
making it easier for the friends to go 
there during the summer to work on 
the property. (August 1984) 

Ireland. Information directory, 
Clonmel. The Spiritual Assembly of 
Clonmel intends to publish a local in
formation directory that will be a 
useful reference book both for visitors 
and residents of the town. (August 
1984) 

Training for unemployed BaM'is. 
The National Pioneer Committee is in
stigating training programs for unem
ployed pioneers so that they can ac
quire simple skills to help them get 
established. (August 1984) 

Portugal. Assistance to low-income 
families, Estoril. The local Assembly 
collects and distributes clothing, toys 
and household items for low-income 
families, especially single-parent 
households. Decisions about who wiII 
receive the items are based on recom
mendations from knowledgeable 
sources. (July 1984) 

Classes for learning English, Mem 
Martins. The local Spiritual Assembly 
conducts a weekly class free of charge 
for those who want to learn English. 
The program has been approved by the 
local government. (July 1984) 

Spain. Classes in computer usage, 
Esporales and Inca. In the last two 
years the local Spiritual Assembly of 
Palma de Mallorca has held classes on 
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computer usage in the goal commu
nities of Esporales and Inca. The class
es lasted for three and six months, re
spectively. In each case a class of 8-10 
people was organized, including two or 
three Baha'is, plus the teacher. At the 
same time, the students organized din
ner parties, excursions, etc., allowing 
friendships to develop. (June 1985) 

United Kingdom. Thomas Breakwell 
School, London area. The school uses 
the facilities of SchiIIer University, and 
the Spiritual Assembly of Lambeth 
continues efforts to incorporate the 
program. It operates on Sundays with 
35 students registered, ages 5-14. (July 
1985) 

Twinning project. The National 
Spiritual Assembly plans to "twin" 
local Assemblies in the United King
dom with local Assemblies in English
speaking countries of the Third World 
who need English books, both Baha'i 
and non-BaM'i. Periodic shipment of 
books and other educational materials 
would help the Third World communi
ties develop libraries, while pen-pal re
lationships could help develop bonds 
of friendship between the communi
ties. Similar relationships could be 
established with BaM'i academic or, 
possibly, tutorial schools. Projects 
would be developed in collaboration 
with the relevant National Assemblies. 
(December 1984) 
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The world 

Nearly 200 at Sri Lanka youth seminar 

To celebrate the International Year 
of Youth, the National BaM'i Youth 
Committee of Sri Lanka organized a 
youth seminar last December 15 at the 
Baha'i Center in Colombo. 

More than 35 non-governmental or
ganizations were represented among 
the nearly 200 people who attended the 
event, whose theme was "Youth Can 
Move the World." 

The flags of more than 40 nations 
greeted the participants. Following the 
traditional lighting of the oil lamp 
which precedes all public meetings in 
Sri. Lanka, the chief guest, Jan Kemp, 
resIdent Representative of the United 
Nations, extolled the Baha'is as the 
UN's greatest friend and as major sup
porters of its activities such as the In
ternational Year of Youth. 

The program consisted of two work
shops followed by an international in
tercultural evening. The first work
shop, "The Role of Youth in Develop
ing a Peaceful Society," was given by a 
non-Baha'i health education consul
tant, Sena Ganewatte, while the sec
ond, "Moral and Spiritual Values for 
World Peace,'! was presented by Ian 
Bayly, a member of the National Spir
itual Assembly of Sri Lanka. 

Both workshops were followed by 
lively discussions in the three languages 
of Sri Lanka. Several representatives 
of other non-governmental organiza
tions came to the microphone to voice 
their appreciation to the Baha'is for 
having organized the seminar. 

Iceland 
Members of a teaching team in Ice

'land reported the enrollment last Au
gust of at least two new believers in the 
Faroe Islands. 

Linked politically to Denmark, the 
islands were assigned to Iceland for 
development during the Seven Year 
Plan. 
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His 
(left), the President of Sri Lanka, re
ceives a copy of The Promise of 
World Peace' from a three-member 
Baha,{delegation consisting of the na
tional Secretary, M.L. C. Chandrase
kera; the national Treasurer, S. Ra
veendra Raj; and Auxiliary Board 
member Mariam Tai. The presentation 
was made last November 28 at the 

A number of those who took part in 
the cultural evening of music and 
dance wore their respective national 
dress. The BaM'is provided most of 
the entertainment with the exception of 
a talented group of Namibian students 
who sang and danced their way into 
everyone's heart. The program con
tinued for more than an hour beyond 
the appointed closing time. 

A few days later, when presented 
with a copy of the Universal House of 
Justice's peace statement, Mr. Kemp 
queried the Baha'is for almost an hour 

was 
quite interested in the diverse nature of 
the Bah(i'f delegation. Mr. Chandra
sekera is from a Buddhist background, 
Mr. Raj was a Hindu, and Mrs. Tai 
was a Muslim. When the PresideAt ask
ed if the Faith had any connection to 
Islam, the Baha'i's were able to explain 
its independent and non-political na
ture. 

on the Baha'i teachings, expressing 
great interest in them. 

* * * 
A permanent Baha'i teaching insti-

tute has been established in Kandy, Sri 
Lanka, through which, in the words of 
the Continental Board of Counsellors 
in Asia, "large numbers of believers 
will be deepened in the Faith and will 
arise to serve the Cause of Baha'u'llah 
and enlighten the hearts and minds of 
their fellow countrymen." 



India 

Shown in front of the Bahd'i House in 
Calcutta, India, are participants in a 
Teacher Training Institute organized 
last August 31-September 1 by the 

During a recent visit to Nagpur City 
in Maharashtra, India, Dr. and Mrs. 
Nosrat Peseschkian helped the Baha'is 
of Nagpur to contact people of the pro
fessional classes to proclaim the Faith. 

As a result, several programs were 
arranged by professional associations 
such as the Central India Pediatrics, 
whose program was attended by about 
40 doctors. 

The Psychiatrists' Association of 
Nagpur organized a meeting and din
ner at the home of its president, where 
the teachings of the Faith in relation to 
psychotherapy were discussed until 
midnight. 

The dean of the Medical College 
called a meeting of 12 department 
heads at which the Faith was discussed 
with emphasis on building world order. 

Baha'i teachers in the Bhind area of 
India have come up with a self-help 
program for tutorial schools in need of 
furniture. 

In each village, they try to find a dry 
tree that can be purchased by the vil
lagers. A carpenter is then sent by the 
State Teaching Committee of North 
Madhya Pradesh to make benches and 
desks for the students. 

State Education Committee of West 
Bengal. Among those taking part were 
Counsellor Shirin Boman (front row, 
seventh from right), three Auxiliary 

Besides helping the classrooms to 
function more efficiently, the furniture 
helps enhance the prestige of the 
schools among the people in the vil
lages. 

It has been suggt:sted that each vil
lage be encouraged to plant at least 10 
saplings to replace any trees that are 
cut for wood. 

lI- lI- ll-

The State Teaching Committee in 
Kerala, India, has developed a child
ren's education program and has in
structed the State Youth Committee to 
train 75 young people to conduct Ba
ha'i classes for children. 

A Department of Child Education 
has been created to guide the new 
teachers and provide further training. 

United Kingdom 
Philip Hainsworth, a member of the 

National Spiritual Assembly of the 
United Kingdom, presented a proposal 
last July to the International Seminar 
and Council meeting of the World Fed
eralist Association in London. 

The proposal, that World Federalists 
in various countries make contact with 
Baha'is to discuss their mutual concern 
for promoting world peace, was warm-

Board members, two pioneers from 
Malaysia, and the teachers in the West 
Bengal Baha 'r' schools. 

The Spiritual Assembly of Nagpur, 
India, has received a certificate of com
mendation from the Government 
Health Service of Maharashtra State 
for the Assembly's work during 
1984-85 in the Blindness Control Pro
gram. 

The Baha'is have treated eye diseases 
in many hundreds of villagers at their 
free eye camps. , 

lI- lI- ll-

The State Teaching Committee of 
Karnataka, India, sponsored a con
ference last September 14-15 at Bahnga 
Bangalore for a detailed consultation 
on "The Promise of World Peace," 
laying plans to present the statement to 
dignitaries in South India. 

ly received. 
During the seminar the World Fed

eralist Council released three state
ments to the press, one of which vig
orously condemned the persecution of 
Baha'is in Iran and called on gov- . 
ernments and the United Nations to 
support the Baha'is' struggle for pro
tection of their human rights in that 
country. 
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Hawaii 
Governor George R. Ariyoshi of Ha
waii signs a proclamation dec/aring 
September 15, 1985, World Peace Day 
in that state as Alejandra Olivas-Dus
seault (left) and Bruce Dusseault, rep
resenting the Baha'i community of 
Koolaupoko, look on. The governor 
expressed his appreciation for the Ba
ha'is' active participation in peace ef
forts. 

Herman Lum (left), Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court of Hawaii, receives 
a copy of 'The Promise of World 
Peace' from Frederick Labib- Wood, 
treasurer of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of Hawaii. 
The presentation was made last De
cember 10, Human Rights Day. Chief 
Justice Lum praised the Baha'is for 
their efforts on behalf of world peace. 

Sweden 
Sweden's Baha'i Summer School, 

held last year on the west coast, at
tracted 160 people including guests 
from Norway, Denmark, Finland and 
Germany. 

Counsellor Hartmut Grossmann en
riched the proceedings with addresses 
on early Baha'i history and world 
peace. 

Seven young Baha'is who had at
tended the European Youth Confer
ence in Antwerp, Belgium, and the In
ternational Youth Conference in Co
lumbus, Ohio, shared their experi
ences, bringing enthusiasm and inspi
ration to the summer school. 

Forty friends from 28 localities join
ed the Baha'is of Perugia, Italy, last 
June to celebrate the 25th anniversary 
of the formation of the SpiritUal As
sembly of Perugia. 

Among the guests was the Hand of 
the Cause of God Ugo Giachery. 

Dr. Giachery told the story of how, 
as a young wounded soldier, still ig
norant of the Baha'i Faith, he was in 
Perugia in 1916, and of his long friend
ship with AIdo Capitini, the famed 
pacifist and scholar of whom the city is 
justly proud. 

Alaska 
Responding to a request from the 

Baha'is of Alaska, Gov. Bill Sheffield 
proclaimed 1986 "The Year of Peace" 
in that state. 

In making the proclamation, the 
governor urged Alaskans to "work in
dividually and in concert with others 
for the attainment of a universal peace. 

"Only through individual and com
munity efforts," he said, "can the true 
meaning of peace be accomplished. 
This means improvement of education 
and an end to poverty, racism and pre
judice. We can all work toward achiev
ing those goals." 

Through his aSSOCIatIOn with Mr. 
Capitini, Dr. Giachery was in Perugia 
again in 1954 and spoke about the 
Faith to a meeting of pacifists. The 
next day a letter was received in Rome 
from Shoghi Effendi, saying in part, 
". . . it would be very meritorious if 
the city of Perugia were opened to the 
Faith." 

The first Baha'i arrived in Perugia in 
1959, and on April 21, 1960, the first 
local Spiritual Assembly of Perugia 
was formed. 

Spain 
The Spiritual Assembly of Palma de 

Mallorca, Spain, has been providing a 
unique social service that also qualifies 
as a proclamation effort. 

In goal towns on the island of Ma
jorca, in cooperation with municipal or 
private groups, a Baha'i is offering 
classes in computer use. The cost is low 
because little is required besides a place 
for the class to meet, some funds for 
traveling, and a computer terminal, 
which is on loan from a Baha'i. 

Classes are small, usually eight to 10 
people, which allows for friendships to 
develop. 
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Guatemala 
A development project in Huehue

tenango, Guatemala, consists of 
classes for women in arts, crafts and 
cooking skills, held once each week at 
the local Baha'i Center. 

The arts and crafts complement uses 
simple materials and produces objects 
to beautify the home or to be sold to 
supplement family incomes. 

Three Baha'i and nine non-Baha'i 
women attend regularly. The craft 
work is followed by prayers and brief 
readings from the Baha'i Writings. 

Fiji 
A new commercial radio station be

gan broadcasting last July in Fiji, and 
its first religious program was a 
15-minute Baha'i presentation entitled 
"What Baha'is Believe About God." 

The National Spiritual Assembly has 
signed a one-year contract with the FM 
station for programs on the teachings, 
interspersed with music, and a Baha'i 
radio committee has been formed to 
prepare a series of taped programs to 
fill a weekly Sunday evening time 
period. 

Mauritius 
Miss Saskia Valayden, a 12-year-old 

Baha'i student at the Labourdonnais 
School in Curepipe, Mauritius, made a 
brilliant presentation of the Faith in a 
recent student program on various reli
gions. 

She was honored for her contribu
tion to the program and for the quality 
of her display, which was of such in
terest to the other students that it re
mairted posted on the classroom walls 
for a month. 

Peru 
Jorge Lopez Roldan, a self-sustain

ing homefront pioneer in Peru, has es
tablished himself in the Department of 
San Martin, in the eastern range of the 
Andes Mountains, to work among the 
Aguaruna tribe. 

Teaching the Aguarunas, an impor
tant jungle tribe whose members were 
visited in 1982 by the "Trail of Light" 
team from North America, was a goal 
of the Seven Year Plan for Peru. 

Republic of Ireland 

Paddy Dawson (Ieff), chairman of the 
Spiritual Assembly of Bray, Republic 
of Ireland, presents a copy of 'The 
Promise of World Peace' to Ciaran 

The Baha'i community of Bray, Re
public of Ireland, presented "The 
Promise of W orid Peace" to Paddy 
Lalor, M.E.P. and vice-president of 
the European Parliament, at a hotel 
reception last November 28 in Bray. 

In accepting the statement by the 
Universal House of Justice, Mr. Lalor 
expressed the hope that "this oppres
sion from which your fellow believers 
in Iran continuously suffer will be ter
minated." 

Copies of the peace statement also 
were given to the chairman of the Bray 
Urban District Council and to each vis
itor to the reception. 

The local newspaper, The Bray Peo
ple, gave the event substantial cov
erage, using a news release supplied by 
the Baha'is. The headline read, "Bray 
Baha'i Members Campaign for World 
Peace. " 

* * * Each year since the Bray School Pro-
ject National School opened in 1981 
the school has been closed on Novem
ber 12 in recognition of the anniversary 
of the Birth of Baha'u'llah, one of 
three Holy Days noted during the 
school year. 

The Bray School Project is the sec
ond multi-denominational school in 
the Republic of Ireland. In 1981 there 

Murphy, chairman of the Bray Uri",,' 
District Council, during a recl!fJllllfI 
last November 28 in Bray. 

were 80 students enrolled, six of WIlOIl I 

were Baha'is. Today there an; 2H(j 
students, eight of whom are Bah:,'h, 

Non-Baha'i children are wei<;olllc III 

attend the Baha'i instruction class, alld 
one non-Baha'i girl joins the Ball;',' f 
children every week. 

Baha'is presently enrolled in 111<: 

school are Claire Dawson, Sara ;tlld 
Ella Costelloe, Layla O'Mara, Filillal;1 
and Seanie O'Brien, and Natalie ;tlld 
Justin Rooney. The teacher in the Ba 
M'l class is Lesley Taherzadeh. 

Sierra Leone 
A Chiefdom near Bo in Sierra I.eo lll : 

has been opened to the Faith lhrOIlf!.l1 
the efforts of three local Baha'is, 1>1, 
Isatou Hyde-Forster, Alfred Mod 
modu and Martin Juana. 

With Mr. Modmodu translating, 1)1 
Hyde-Forster introduced the Fail II ,I II 

about 100 people of the region III 

eluding the Paramount Chid" Ilw 
Chiefdom Speaker, section dllCh, 
town chiefs, elders and villagers. 

The reception was favorable ;tnd 
ended with the Baha'is being wt:iconll:d 
to carry the Message of Bah:\'II'JI;'tl l 

throughout the Chiefdom. 
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World Centre 

Ridvan lDessage to Baha'is of the world 

To the Baha'is of the World 
Dearly-loved Friends, 

The Divine Springtime is fast advancing and all the atoms 
of the earth are responding to the vibrating influence of 
Baha'u'llah's Revelation. 

The evidences of this new life are clearly apparent in the 
progress of the Cause of God. As we contemplate, however 
momentarily, the unfolding pattern of its growth, we can 
but recognize, with wonder and gratitude, the irresistible 
power of that Almighty Hand which guides its destinies. 

This progress has accelerated notably during the Seven 
Year Plan, witnessed by the achievement of many important 
enterprises throughout the Baha'i world and vital develop
ments at the heart of the Cause itself. 

The restoration and opening to pilgrimage of the 
southern wing of the House of 'Abdu'llah Pasha; the com
pletion and occupation of the Seat of the Universal House 
of Justice; the approval of detailed plans for the remaining 
edifices around the Arc; the expansion of the membership 
and responsibilities of the International Teaching Centre 
and the Continental Boards of Counsellors; the establish
ment of the offices of Social and Economic Development, 
and of Public Information; the dedication of the Mother 
Temple of the Pacific, and dramatic progress with the 
building of the Temple in India; the expansion of the teach
ing work throughout the world, resulting in the formation 
of twenty-three new National Spiritual Assemblies, nearly 
8,000 new local Spiritual Assemblies, the opening of more 
than 16,000 new localities and representation within the Ba
ha'i community of 300 new tribes; the issuing of 2,196 new 
publications, 898 of which are editions of the Holy Text, 
and the enrichment of Baha'i literature by productions in 
114 new languages; the initiation of 737 new social and 
economic development projects; the addition of three radio 
stations, with three more soon to be inaugurated-these 
stand out as conspicuous achievements in a Plan which will 
be remembered as having set the seal on the third epoch of 
the Formative Age. 

The opening of that Plan coincided with the recru
descence of savage persecution of the Baha'i community in 
Iran, a deliberate effort to eliminate the Cause of God from 
the land of its birth. The heroic steadfastness of the Persian 
friends has been the mainspring of tremendous interna
tional attention focused on the Cause, eventually bringing it 
to the agenda of the General Assembly of the United Na-

tions, and, together with world-wide publicity in all the 
media, accomplishing its emergence from the obscurity 
which characterized and sheltered the first period of its life. 
This dramatic process impelled the Universal House of Jus
tice to address a Statement on Peace to the peoples of the 
world and arrange for its delivery to heads of state and the 
generality of the rulers. 

Paralleling these outstanding events has been a remark
able unfoldment of organic growth in the maturity of the in
stitutions of the Cause. The development of capacity and re
sponsibility on their part and the devolution upon them of 
continually greater autonomy have been fostered by the en
couragement of ever closer cooperation between the twin 
arms of the Administrative Order. 

This process now takes a large stride forward as the Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies and Counsellors consult to
gether to formulate, for the first time, the national goals of 
an international teaching plan. Together they must carry 
them out; together they must implement the world objec
tives of the Six Year Plan as they apply in each country. 

This significant development is a befitting opening to the 
fourth epoch of the Formative Age and initiates a process 
which will undoubtedly characterize that epoch as national 
communities grow in strength and influence and are able to 
diffuse within their own countries the spirit of love and so
cial unity which is the hallmark of the Cause of God. 

The goals to be achieved at the World Centre include pub
lication of a copiously annotated English translation of the 
Kitdb-i-Aqdas and related texts, education of the Baha'i 
world in the law of the Huququ'llah, pursuit of plans for 
the erection of the remaining buildings on the Arc, and the 
broadening of the basis of the international relations of the 
Faith. 

The major world objectives of the Plan have already been 
sent to National Spiritual Assemblies and Continental 
Boards of Counsellors for their mutual consultation and im
plementation. 

Dear friends, as the world passes through its darkest hour 
before the dawn, the Cause of God, shining ever more 
brightly, presses forward to that glorious break of day when 
the Divine Standard will be unfurled and the Nightingale of 
Paradise warble its melody. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

Rit/vdn 1986 
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World Centre 

Australia's Peace Exposition big success 

The following report from the Ba
ha'I' World Centre is dated April 16, 
1986. 

• 
The most exciting news we have re

ceived on the subject of peace comes to 
us from Australia at the triumphant 
conclusion of their inspiring 10-day 
Peace Exposition. It ended Sunday, 
April 6, with a stirring service in the 
Temple on "Religions for World 
Peace," attended by 1 ,350 people in
cluding prominent dignitaries, and 
there was also a special service for 
children. Children actively participated 
in the living arts and crafts and many 
other activities. Aboriginal and Is
lander people made ~ magnificent,con
tribution including arts, crafts and his
tory; a large crowd was held spell
bound by innovative poetry, music and 
dance. A key feature in all aspects of 
the programs was the participation of 
non-Baha'is. 

The Universal House of Justice 
kindly made available the services of 
Douglas Martin, director-general of 
the Office of Public Information. Mr. 
Martin gave the keynote address at a 
well-attended media banquet on March 
31, launching the week's events. 

Each day and into the evening music 
and dancing from many cultures con
tinued throughout the exposition. 
There were programs and activities for 
all, Baha'is, visitors, busloads of 
school children, elderly citizens and 
handicapped people included. A pop
ular event was the eight-hour open-air 
concert on the Temple grounds, fol
lowed by a well-attended Seals and 
Crofts fireside. A crowd of 2,500 en
thusiastic hand-clapping people (1,800 
non-Baha'is) attended a concert at the 
Sydney Opera House, listening to clas
sical and rock music by Martin Lass 
and Seals & Crofts and the Baha'i 
Choir, with a slide presentation in the 
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background of Baha'i quotes on peace. 
More than 10,000 banners arrived 

from 40 countries to create a "Peace 
Ribbon" which led from the Temple to 
the ocean six km (3.7 miles) away, 
patroled night and day by Baha'is and 
non-Baha'is alike after vandals de
stroyed some of the banners, and the 
media and public responded with posi
tive action to protect them. 

Conflict resolution workshops were 
successful and attendants included 
school principals from Pacific islands 
and African nations. Each conference 
drew prominent people and was effec
tive in its own right. The cumulative 
impact of the nine days of conferences 
was far-reaching as a result of wide 
coverage by the media. Photographic 
and video records are now being pro
cessed. 

A successful luncheon for dignitaries 
and leaders of the organizations in
volved was followed by the planting of 
an olive tree by the Hand of the Cause 
of God Collis Featherstone, and the 
president of the "Men of the Trees" 
organization, and the release of white 
doves against the background of the 
Temple. 

Teaching opportunities continue to 
arise; meetings are being held with rep
resentatives of the Pacific Basin, while 
plans are being made to hold work
shops throughout the various regions 
to develop the study of "The Promise 
of World Peace" and of the ideas gen
erated by the Exposition including 
social and economic development and 
teaching. Various non-Baha'i organi
zations, groups and individuals are 
working together with the Baha'is. 

The Australian Peace Conference 
was an example to Baha'i communities 
of ways and means to celebrate the In
ternational Year of Peace, and other 
National and local Spiritual Assem
blies may wish to request further de-

tails from the National Spiritual As
sembly of Australia. 

Also from the Pacific region comes 
news that the legislature of the Ter
ritory of Guam adopted a resolution 
last November citing "the Interna
tional Year of Peace as designated for 
1986 by the United Nations, the prom
ise of world peace as exemplified by the 
Baha'i Faith, and acknowledging the 
importance of world peace to every
one," and resolving to "recognize the 
efforts of the people who embrace the 
Baha'i Faith to effectuate the promise 
of world peace and recognize the Ba
ha'is for publicizing this cause and en
couraging mankind to work for this 
worthy and high goaL" 

Farther east, "The Promise of 
World Peace" was presented on April 
4 to Lee Teng-Hui, the vice-president 
of Taiwan, who promised to give his 
response after reading it. 

Other recent presentations were 
made to representatives of the presi
dents of Gabon and Burkina Faso, 
while in the Republic of Ireland some 
3,000 copies of the peace statement 
have been distributed to leaders of 
government and other organizations. 
In Spain, the statement was sent by 
mail to the king, and a delegation from 
the National Spiritual Assembly de
livered a copy in person to the govern
ment's chief of protocol. Also receiv
ing a copy was the public defender, 
who is also the honorary president of 
the Committee for the International 
Year of Peace, who responded gra
ciously. 

As a result of the distribution of 
"The Promise of World Peace" and 
the publicity it has received, Baha'is 
are being asked to serve on govern
mental and non-governmental commit
tees for peace and to offer courses on 
the topic in schools and universities. 

, 
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United States 

L.A. mayor receives peace statement 

Mayor Tom Bradley was the guest of 
honor March 22 at a gala banquet 
sponsored by the BaM'i community of 
Los Angeles, California. 

More than 650 people were present 
for the event at which Mayor Bradley 
and 27 other special guests were pre
sented copies of "The Promise of 
World Peace," the statement to the 
peoples of the world from the Univer
sal House of Justice. 

The introductions of the mayor and 
other recipients were offered by Judge 
James F. Nelson, chairman of the U.S. 
National Spiritual Assembly, and 
Judge Dorothy W. Nelson, treasurer of 
the National Assembly. 

Among the other honored guests 
from civic, religious and peace move
ments were Assemblywoman Maxine 
Waters; a representative from the of
fice of Congressman Augustus Haw
kins; Los Angeles City Councilman 
Marvin Braude; Rabbi Paul Dubin; 
Mark Ridley-Thomas, executive vice
president of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Council; Khalida Samad 
(Islamic Center of Southern Califor
nia); Dr. Cecil Murray (African Meth
odist Episcopal Church); Lucky Alt
man (National Conference of Chris
tians and Jews); and the Rev. Cyril 
Loeb (Archdiocese of the Greek Ortho
dox Church). 

Also present were educational fig
ures from the local religious communi
ty, Sister Magdalen Coughlin (Mount 
St. Mary's College) and Dr. Mark Mat
thews (California Lutheran College), 
and leaders in the peace movement in
cluding Kaz Suyeishi, vice-president of 
the Committee of Atomic Bomb Sur
vivors; Emily Stewart (Alliance for 
Survival); Mary Lou Jenson (Harbor 
Area Peace Committee); Susan An
spach (peace activist and spokesperson 
for Amnesty International); Beatrice 
Hirano (Asian Pacific Americans for 

Mayor Tom Bradley of Los Angeles, 
California, is pictured at a banquet 
March 22 sponsored by the Baha'i's of 
Los Angeles at which he and 27 other 
special guests received copies of 'The 
Promise of World Peace.' With him 

Nuclear Awareness); the Rev. Leland 
Stewart (Unity & Diversity Council); 
Michael Elley (L.A. Positive Future 
Center); and Walker Bush (United Na
tions Association of Los Angeles). 

In his address to the banquet, Mayor 
Bradley recited from memory the 
words of Baha'u'Uah and excerpts 
from the peace statement, and recalled 
fondly his meeting with the members 
of the Universal House of Justice in 
Haifa, Israel, and visits to various Ba
ha'i schools and conferences in the 

are Khalida Samad (center) of the Is
lamic Center of Southern California 
and Judge Dorothy W. Nelson, treas
urer of the U.S. National Spiritual As
sembly. 

U.S. 
He expressed his appreciation to the 

BaM'is for their dedication to the 
cause of peace, and his high regard for 
the community in practicing and pro
moting the oneness of mankind. 

Included in the banquet was a per
formance by the Los Angeles Baha'i 
Youth Workshop and an audio-visual 
presentation that served as a backdrop 
for excerpts from the peace statement. 

The mistress of ceremonies was 
Muhtadia Rice. 
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Canada 

Former Counsellor Angus Cowan dies 

ANGUS COWAN 

Former Counsellor Angus Cowan 
died March 9 at his home in Invermere, 
British Columbia, after a long illness. 

A memorial service for Mr. Cowan 
was held March 29 at the Baha'i House 
of Worship in Wilmette, Illinois. 
Among those attending were the mem
bers of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Canada who were meeting that 
weekend with the U.S. National As
sembly. 

Mr. Cowan, who was forced to retire 
as a Counsellor because of his worsen
ing physical condition, later received a 
letter from the Universal House of Jus
tice saying that his services were stilI 
extremely valuable. 
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HEARTS GRIEF-STRICKEN PASSING OUTSTANDING PROMOTER 
CAUSE ANGUS COWAN. HIS SERVICES AS PREEMINENT BAHA'i 
TEACHER OF INDIAN PEOPLES, HIS UNCEASING LABORS 
THROUGHOUT LONG YEARS' DEVOTION RANGED FROM LOCAL 
AND NA TlONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES TO A UXILIAR Y BOARD 
AND BOARD COUNSELLORS. HIS COMPASSION, COURTESY, HUMILI
TY, MAGNANIMITY UNFORGETTABLE. BAHA'i COMMUNITY CAN
ADA ROBBED OF A DEDICA TED, NOBLE WORKER WHO BORE HIS 
SUFFERINGS TO THE VERY END WITH EXEMPLARY FORTITUDE. 
CONVEY LOVING CONDOLENCE HIS BELOVED WIFE AND FAMILY 
AND ASSURANCES ARDENT PRA YERS HIS RADIANT SOUL'S PRO
GRESS THROUGHOUT WORLDS OF GOD. 

Mr. Cowan immediately asked to 
have his old typewriter repaired so that 
he could write words of encouragement 
to his many friends throughout Can
ada and the world. 

It was typical of the spirit that ani
mated Mr. Cowan throughout his 
many years of dedicated service to the 
Cause of God. 

"He always epitomized service in all 
aspects of his life," said Counsellor 
Donald Rogers. "His kindness, his 
non-judgmental approach toward 
other people, and his ability to treat 
everyone as equals serve as an example 
and encouragement to many of us, and 
have shown us what it really means to 
be a Baha'i." 

Mr. Cowan was especially well-loved 
by the Native American peoples of 
Canada among whom he worked and 
taught for many years, and in 1978, at 
the National Convention in Alaska, he 
was adopted into the Eagle clan of the 
Tlingit tribe in what was described by 
the Alaska Baha'{ News as "one of the 
most unifying events" of the Conven
tion. 

He delivered the closing address at 
that memorable event, saying in part, 
"We have a taste of the Kingdom of 
God. But we must pray every day so as 
not to get rolled back up in the old 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 

world. 
"Prayer is like armor, and the more 

we pray, the thicker it will be and the 
more protection we'll have to live in a 
crumbling society." 

Shirley Lindstrom, an Auxiliary 
Board member from Canada and a 
member of the Tlingit tribe, referring 
to the high destiny of the Native 
peoples spoken of by 'Abdu'I-Baha in 
the Tablets of the Divine Plan, said, 
"Angus believed this fully. Even in the 
face of prejudice and difficulties, he 
kept encouraging the Natives to arise 
and fulfill their high destiny. 

"His love was like a magnet, and the 
Native people responded to that." 

--------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------_.- ,,--



Hawaii 

Conference kicks off Peace Year events 

More than 300 people attended a 
peace conference January 19 in Hono
lulu, Hawaii, sponsored by the Inter
national Year of Peace Committee of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of the 
Hawaiian Islands as a kick-off event 
for Hawaii's Baha'i peace activities in 
1986. 

More than half of those attending, 
including representatives of many of 
Hawaii's civic, social and peace organi
zations, were not Baha'is. u.S. Sen. 
Spark Matsunaga, a key figure in the 
establishment of the U.S. National 
Peace Academy, sent a message of con
gratulations to the conference with his 
regrets for not being able to attend. 

The keynote speakers were Jean 
King, former lieutenant governor of 
Hawaii, and Dr. James Turpin, a Ba
ha'i from Mountain View, California, 
who is a former Methodist minister, 
founder of the private, non-profit in
ternational health and dental relief 
organization "Project Concern," and 
author of the books Vietnam Doctor 
and A Far A way Country. 

Ms. King, an active supporter of 
peace-related programs, spoke about 
the progress being made through the 
work of many groups toward the at
tainment of world peace. 

A panel discussion, which included 
questions from the audience, had as 
panel members Baha'is Bob Ferrigno 
and James Wada of Honolulu and 
newscaster Noe Tanigawa of radio sta
tion KIKI in Honolulu. 

Patricia K. Brandt, deputy director 
of personnel for the State of Hawaii, 
presented a tribute to Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. who devoted his life to 
peace and whose birthday is now a na
tional holiday. 

Michael Woodward, a Honolulu 
businessman and member of the city's 
Baha'i community, served as mod
erator for the program and panel dis-

Jean King, former lieutenant governor 
of Hawaii, and Dr. James Turpin, a 
Baha'i from Mountain View, Califor
nia, the two principal speakers at a Ba
hd'i-sponsored peace conference at
tended by more than 300 people Jan
uary 19 in Honolulu, link hands in 

cussion. 
A highlight of the conference was a 

performance by two of Hawaii's pre
mier entertainers, singers Loyal Garner 
and Ed Kinney. 

Among those attending the event 
were all members of the National Spir
itual Assembly of the Hawaiian Is
lands; two members of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors and several Aux
iliary Board members; and represen
tatives of the Office of Hawaiian Af
fairs, the Council of Churches, the Al
liance for Peace, Ground Zero, the 
University of Hawaii, and other aca
demic, civic and peace organizations. 

friendship at the close of the con
ference. More than half of those who 
attended the event, which was spon
sored by the National Spiritual Assem
bly's International Year of Peace Com
mittee, were not Bahd'is. 

Many in the audience remarked later 
about the dynamic, spiritually charged 
and emotionally moving spirit of the 
conference which affected Baha'is and 
non-Baha'is alike. 
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United Nations 

-Ways sought to end falDines in Africa 

The African famine of 1985 has 
abated, but it has left a legacy of re
crimination as to why billions of dol
lars in foreign aid failed to avert the 
catastrophe. A decade ago, following 
the last great famine in Africa, Wes
tern donors, led by the U.S., went 
through a similar soul-searching. 
Studies were produced and funds and 
efforts were concentrated on the worst
affected nations-only to witness the 
famine reoccur. 

Once again the Congress, adminis
tration, and international institutions 
and agencies are 'searching for a new 
approach to economic development in 
Africa to combai Il}qre effectively the 
disasters wrought by man and nature. 
Various private grQups and develop
ment specialist~.Qave urged programs 
that make additional aid contingent 
upon long-overdue economic reforms 
in recipient countries. The common 
denominator of these proposed pro
grams is an emphasis on the long-term 
development needs of Africa. 

In the words of a December 1985 
status report by the permanent rep
resentatives to the UN on the African 
emergency: "The root causes of the 
emergency must be addressed and re
covery and medium- and long-term de
velopment must receive the same kind 
of urgent priority attention that has 
been awarded to the emergency effort 
in the past year." 

Two of the more comprehensive new 
action plans warn that the U.S. can no 
longer "react" to crisis but, rather, 

This article, "New Approaches to 
African Development, " was written by 
Dr. Christine S. Burbach, director of 
the InterAction office in Washington, 
D.C., and is reprinted with permission 
from the Marchi April 1986 issue of the 
interdependent, a publication of the 
United Nations Association of the 
United States of America. 
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Once again the Congress, ad
ministration, and international 
institutions and agencies are 
searching for a new approach to 
economic development in Africa 
to combat more effectively the 
disasters wrought by man and 
nature. 

must take on a major, long-term com
mitment to helping Africa realize the 
sort of development that can be sus
tained. 

One such plan was devised by a bi
partisan group brought together by the 
Council on Foreign Relations and the 
Overseas Development Council and 
chaired by Lawrence S. Eagleburger 
and Donald F. McHenry. The Com
mittee on African Development's 
Compact for African Development 
recommends the re-scheduling of Af
rica's foreign debt, an increase in food 
aid, and a trebling of U.S. assistance to 
Africa and the financial institutions in
volved in its development, asking the 
African nations in return to spur agri
cultural output, let prices act as incen
tives for production, and cut back gov
ernment's role in the economy. (The 
Reagan administration, seizing on Af
rica's greater willingness to undertake 
reforms, is likewise pressing the con
tinent's leaders to adopt its doctrine of 
free enterprise and put an end to 
heavy-handed state involvement in Af
rica's farm economy, including gov
ernment subsidies and market price 
controls, in an effort to step up agri
cultural production and become self
sufficient in food.) 

The Committee makes 12 recom
mendations including the creative use 
of food aid, support for agricultural 
research, a pledge of $250 million for 

the World Bank's Special Facility for 
Sub-Saharan Africa, support for small 
farmers, strengthened family planning 
programs, and a $2 billion increase in 
U.S. yearly assistance to Africa-a 
total program cost of $3 billion. 

In these days of budgetary con
straints such a figure may seem un
realistic, but it is modest in comparison 
with U.S. aid programs for other re
gions. The proposed increase would 
bring assistance for Africa to $7.50 per 
capita, while in the cases of Egypt and 
Israel, for example, the figures are $60 
and $1,000 respectively. 

Compact puts the aid figure in con
text by noting that the average Af
rican's income is less than one-thirtieth 
that of the average American and, fur
ther, that sub-Saharan Africa must 
support 400 million people on an econ
omy that produces only as much as the 
state of Illinois. Furthermore, if pres
ent growth rates continue unabated, 
the population of the continent will rise 
to close to a billion by the century's 
end, escalating demands for education, 
employment, shelter, transportation 
and health care. 

Robert S. McNamara, in testimony 
before the House Select Committee on 
Hunger on December 5, also argued 
for a new and massive injection of out
side financial aid for Africa, warning 
that without it there was little hope of 
reversing the continent's economic de
cline. He estimated that the 29 poorest 
nations needed $6.5 billion annually in 
such aid for the years 1985 to 1990 but 
that outside donors would probably 
provide "no more than 400/0 of that 
amount." 

Another of the comprehensive new 
action plans, a proposed piece of legis
lation called The African Recovery and 
Development Act, was initiated by In
terAction, a consortium of 110 U.S. 
private and voluntary agencies (PVOs) 



engaged in development and relief as
sistance. Drawing on many of the find
ings of the Compact study as well as 
other studies and the PVOs' own col
lective experience, the Act sets out a 
plan for a generation's worth of pro
grams-with funding to be provided by 
both bilateral and multilateral 
sources-that get to the very roots of 
Africa's development problems. 

This approach builds on aspects of 
current AID legislation, recognizing 
and continuing the basic human needs 
mandate established by the Congress in 
section 102 of the current act; but it 
departs significantly from the current 
legislation in several important ways. 

First, it attempts to concentrate U.S. 
economic assistance on a limited num
ber of basic development factors: agri
cultural production, environmental re
habilitation and conservation, primary 
health care, family planning and nu
trition, non-formal education, and off
farm employment. 

Second, the Act contemplates using 
funds in direct support of non-project 
aid for policy reform and debt relief. 
This is in marked contrast to the cur
rent practice of using Economic Sup
port Funds for this purpose, a separate 
funding pool usually distributed only 
to countries in which the U.S. has a 
strong political interest. 

Third, the proposed legislation 
places considerable emphasis on the 

small agricultural producer-the farm 
family, and especially women-as key 
to increasing African food and agricul
tural production. 

Fourth, although the Act does not 
provide direct funding for the purpose, 
it encourages an increase in resources 
from all sources-governmental and 
non-governmental-for Africa, espec
ially in the areas it designates as major 
impediments to African development. 
It also calls for greater coordination of 
U.S. efforts, bringing to bear the Peace 
Corps, the Organization of Private In
vestment Corporations, and the Ex
port-Import Bank. 

Fifth, the Act acknowledges African 
development as a long-term process 
and calls for programs and objectives 
that span a generation. The current 
planning horizon is 20 years. 

Sixth, the Act encourages trade with 
the United States and the other indus
trialized countries and suggests that the 
State Department-in close coopera
tion with the U.S. Special Trade Rep
resentative-coordinate a special effort 
to reduce trade barriers and encourage 
economic interchange with Africa. 

Seventh, this legislation recommends 
U.S. contributions to special Africa
related programs sponsored by a host 
of multilateral and UN specialized 
agencies including the IDA Special 
Facility for Africa, UNICEF, UNDP, 

FAO, the UN Office of Emergency 
Operations for Africa, UN Develop
ment Program for Women, UNEP, 
UNHCR, and WHO. 

Finally, the African Reconstruction 
and Development Act asks that signifi
cant attention be given to coordinating 
the activities of donors and the needs 
of recipients so as to maximize the im
pact of the increased flow of resources. 

In focusing on the long term, the 
Compact and the Act go beyond the re
habilitation and recovery programs of 
other plans, such as the Commission of 
the European Community's two
pronged 200 million ECU plan for the 
countries in Africa most affected by 
the drought (1 ECU = $0.84). This 
plan attempts to take up where the 
Dublin Plan-which supplied 1.250 
million tons of cereal to the eight most 
affected African countries in 1985-
left off. 

The Commission's new aid plan en
visages action on two fronts. The first 
is to bolster the capacity of these coun
tries to cope with catastrophes by 
creating early warning mechanisms, 
setting up contingency plans for dis
tribution and regional communication, 
re-establishing food and seed stocks, 
and improving the logistics and infra
structure involved in transporting aid. 

Second, the plan focuses on efforts 
to revive rural economies by bolstering 
basic inputs such as fertilizers; re
establishing agricultural credit systems; 
and taking actions that enable dis
placed rural workers to return to their 
place of origin. The Commission pro
poses that the European Community 
make available 100 million ECU for 
these purposes and that member states 
match that figure. Thus far Italy has 
pledged 13 million ECU; Germany, 
Holland and Ireland have pledged un
specified amounts. On January 20, 
1986, the Commission signed financing 
agreements with six Sahel countries
Mauritania, Mali, Niger, Chad, Sudan 
and Ethiopia. 

Underlying these and other govern
mental and private approaches to sus
tained African development is the view 
that, given the inevitable social and 
political unrest that result from chronic 
underdevelopment, it is in the best 
long-term interest of the U.S. and 
other donor nations to make every ef
fort to help the African people to help 
themselves. 
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Perspective 

Notes on Baha'i concept of spirituality 

In their message to the participants 
at the International Conference in 
Dublin, the Universal House of Justice 
called for a campaign of spiritualiza
tion of the Baha'i community. Some 
friends have been asking the true 
meaning of spiritualization and want 
to know how to achieve it. The word 
"spiritual" when used in a non-Baha'i 
context has connotations which could 
mislead the individual. To be spiritual 
is not to hold one's head in the clouds 
and walk in the air, or become careless 
of the affairs of this world. . 

The Baha'i concept of spirituality is 
simple. When the soul draws near to 
Baha'u'llah it becpmes spiritual. A 
true Baha'i whose heart is closely link
ed with Baha'u'llah: will grow in spiri
tuality. He will. become so enamored of 
Him that he ..yill obey His teachings 
wholeheartedly and serve His Cause 
with the utmost devotion. 
The knowledge of the soul 

The study of the Holy Writings will 
enable us to appreciate this important 
subject. A human being has a soul and 
a body. We have acquired a great deal 
of knowledge about our bodies, but the 
knowledge of our spiritual nature is far 
more important. 

The soul of man does not originate 
from the world of matter; it is an ema
nation from the spiritual worlds of 
God. During the period when the em
bryo is growing in the womb of the 
mother, the soul becomes associated 
with the body. Because the soul is a 
spiritual and not a material entity, it 

This article, "Insights into the Spir
itualization 0/ the Community," by 
Adib Taherzadeh, a member of the 
Continental Board of Counsellors for 
Europe, is reprinted from the May
June 1984 issue of New Day, published 
by the National Spiritual Assembly of 
the Bahd'i's of the Republic of Ireland. 
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By turning to Bah:i'u'JI:ih with 
devotion, by learning to love 
Him, by submitting itself to the 
influence of His Revelation, and 
by establishing spiritual commu
nion with Him, the soul will be
come fertilized and will give 
birth to the spirit of faith. 

does not enter the body or leave it. The 
soul is exalted above entry or exit, as
cent or descent. It is independent of 
any earthly agency. Its association with 
the body is similar to the association of 
light with a mirror. The light is not in
side the mirror; it is reflected in it, and 
when the mirror is removed, the light 
remains unaffected. 

Since the soul is exalted above all 
physical creation, our minds are in
capable of grasping its nature and pow
erless to fathom its essence. We can 
perceive only the attributes and quali
ties of the soul. In this life we have a 
limited capacity to understand spiritual 
verities. Our knowledge of the soul is 
derived from the Manifestations of 
God Who, through Their words, have 
conveyed some of its significances. 
And words are inadequate tools for ex
plaining spiritual realities. 

God's creation is one entity. It in
cludes both the spiritual and physical 
worlds. The same laws and principles 
that are in nature are to be found in the 
spiritual realms, but they are applied 
on a higher level and contain features 
that are non-existent in the lower king
dom. 
Physical and spiritual counterparts 

Because the basic principles and laws 
of existence run through the whole of 
creation, many of the physical phe
nomena we notice on this earth have 
counterparts in the spiritual realms. 

Let us therefore examine some aspects 
of the soul in the light of these com
mon principles. From the study of the 
Writings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l
Baha it appears that the counterpart of 
the soul in this physical world is the 
embryo growing in the womb. We note 
many similarities between the two, and 
the knowledge of the one will lead to a 
limited understanding of the other. 

We know that man's physical body 
grows in the womb of the mother and 
acquires limbs and organs which are 
needed only after birth. The same prin
ciple applies to the spiritual realms. 
For the soul progresses in the womb of 
this world, acquiring spiritual qualities 
which are essential to its existence in 
the next life. The child in the womb of 
the mother and the soul in this life are 
indeed counterparts. 
The soul can only acquire good qualities 

We notice in the physical world that 
the embryo in the womb of the mother 
starts its life with one cell. With the 
passage of time the cell multiplies, 
limbs and organs come into existence, 
eventually the embryonic life comes to 
an end, and the child is born as a per
fect being. Here we see the vast con
trast between the first cell at the be
ginning and its consummation at the 
time of birth. 

The same phenomenon occurs with 
the soul. At its inception it is without 
experience, and its qualities and 
powers lie latent within it. As a result 
of its association with the body in this 
"womb-world," its individuality de
velops and it later acquires spiritual 
qualities and divine attributes which it 
carries to the next world. But the soul 
cannot take with it bad qualities, for in 
fact these are but the lack of good 
qualities and do not exist, just as pov
erty is the lack of riches. If a man has 
lived an ungodly life, his soul is im
poverished and can take only a small 
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measure of goodness with it to the next 
world. 

From study of the Writings we 
gather that similar to this world, where 
there are degrees of existence such as 
the mineral, the vegetable, the animal 
and man-and even within each king
dom there are many divisions-in the 
spiritual worlds of God the souls of 
men will also progress on different 
levels depending on what good quali
ties they take with them to the next 
world. 

Those on a lower level will not be 
able to understand those on a higher 
one. Here we see an example of how 
the same principle which operates in 
the physical world, namely the di
versity of God's creation, is also oper
ative in the spiritual realms. 
Where is the next world? 

Another example is the principle that 
higher forms of life revolve around and 
depend upon the lower. In this physical 
world we observe that all living things 
derive their sustenance from the min
eral world which is the lowest king
dom. In one of His Tablets, Baha'
u'llcih testifies that all the spiritual 
worlds revolve around this world. This 
indicates that the next world is not di
vorced from life in this world, but 
rather encompasses it. We see in nature 
that the child grows in the womb of the 
mother unable to discover that the 
world into which he is destined to be 
born is amazingly close to him. Only a 
thin barrier separates the two worlds. 
Again this principle applies in the spiri
tual realms. The soul will discover after 
its separation from the body how close 
the spiritual world has been to it. But 
as long as it is in this mortal abode, the 
next world and its grandeur are hidden 
from its eyes. 

Baha'u'lhih states in another of His 
Tablets that should the station destined 
for a true believer in the world beyond 
be revealed to the extent of a needle's 
eye, every soul would expire in ecstasy! 
Just as the unborn child is incapable of 
discovering the vastness and beauty of 
this world, so the soul cannot discern 
the exalted domain of the spiritual 
world while on this earth. 
The main purpose of man's creation 

What then is the purpose of the crea
tion of man in the light of Baha'
u'lhih's Revelation? "The purpose of 
God in creating man," Baha'u'llah 
proclaims, "hath been, and will ever 

be, to enable him to know his Creator 
and to attain His Presence." And this 
can be attained only through the recog
nition of His Manifestation. By turn
ing to Him and receiving the outpour
ings of His glory, the soul becomes il
luminated with the spirit of faith. It is 
not unlike the birth of a child. The 
child cannot come into existence with
out a father, and the soul cannot ac
quire the spirit of faith without the 
help of the Manifestation of God. The 
soul needs to recognize and establish a 
spiritual link with Him. 

In this age the main purpose of the 
Revelation of Baha'u'llah is to illumine 
the human soul, endow it with the 
spirit of faith, and thereby create a new 
race of men. By turning to Baha'u'llah 
with devotion, by learning to love 
Him, by submitting itself to the influ
ence of His Revelation, and by estab
lishing spiritual communion with Him, 
the soul will become fertilized and will 
give birth to the spirit of faith. This is 
the ultimate and the most glorious des
tiny of the soul, the purpose for which 
it was created. 
The spiritual food 

When a person's heart is touched by 
the love of Baha'u'lhih and says, "I 
believe," the spirit of faith is newly 
born in him. This is the "second birth" 
spoken of in the Gospels. Like a new-

born babe which has to take food in 
order to grow, we have to take spiritual 
food to nourish our souls. 

The spiritual food is the Word of 
God revealed by Baha'u'Uah for this 
age. By reading His words, the spirit of 
faith will grow step by step and the be
liever will become steadfast in his faith, 
and assured and happy in his life. If he 
neglects this vital necessity, his faith 
will diminish in strength and he may 
even lose it altogether. 

The first step toward spiritual growth 
Like a mother who offers food to 

her child several times a day, Baha'
u'lhih has enjoined on His followers to 
read His words twice a day, in the mor
ning and the evening, and states that 
those who do not read them are not 
faithful to the Covenant of God. 

The reading of the words is not to be 
confused with the saying of prayers, 
which is a different matter altogether. 
The words of Baha'u'lhih are con
tained in His Tablets and books. Their 
reading exerts the same influence upon 
the soul as food does on the body. 

In the Kitab-i-Aqdas, Baha'u'llah 
says that there is no merit in reading 
His words when one is tired. He says to 
read a few lines with a spirit of joy and 
fragrance is better than to read a whole 
book when depressed and weary. This 
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commandment is very much in tune 
with the laws of nature wherein a per
son eats his food only when he is hun
gry. Another similarity is that in nature 
one must eat food regularly every day. 
To eat but once in a lifetime is not suf
ficient. It is the same with reading the 
words of God, which is the food of the 
spirit. To read the Holy Writings once 
in a while is not enough. As ordained 
by Baha'u'llah, an individual must, if 
he is to grow spiritually, read His 
words, which are recorded in His Tab
lets, twice each day. 
Allow the power of the words to enter 
into our hearts 

These words with all their vivifying 
force must then be allowed to penetrate 
into the heart, and to strengthen one's 
faith. This penetration will take place 
when we are conscious that they are 
words which are charged with tremen
dous potency. Having read in the 
morning with this spirit, we can then 
commune with Baha'u'llah during the 
day at our work or wherever we may be 
and meditate on Hrs words, so that like 
food which is absorbed in the body, 
these words may be; absorbed in our 
hearts and souls. It is then that we will 
hunger for more reacting of the words 
in the evening. !f ~e.do not, it is a sign 
that we have not -·allowed the words to 
penetrate into our hearts. 
The second step 

Allied with reading the Writings, 
and comparable to it in the influence it 
can exert upon one's soul, is Baha'
u'llah's commandment of daily obliga
tory prayers. The obligatory prayer is 
different from other prayers in that it 
constitutes one of the major ordi
nances of Baha'u'llah, and there are 
certain rites associated with it including 
the turning toward the Qiblih when re
citing it in the privacy of one's own 
chamber. There are three obligatory 
prayers, and the individual may choose 
any of the three. 

Bahc:i'u'llah has attached utmost im
portance to this particular command
ment; 'Abdu'I-BaM, in one of His 
Tablets, describes the obligatory 
prayer as "the very foundation of the 
Cause of God" and "the cause of 
spiritual life" for the individual. In 
another Tablet, He states that the ob
servance of the ordinance of obligatory 
prayer is binding on all and no excuse 
is acceptable, except when a person is 
mentally deranged or is confronted by 
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extraordinary circumstances. 
It is impossible to draw nigh to 

Bahc:i'u'llah without the daily observ
ance of this important commandment. 

Apart from obligatory prayers, 
which are enjoined on all believers, 
there are many prayers revealed by the 
Bab, BaM'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-BaM 
which are of a different nature, the re
cital of which does not constitute a re
ligious rite. Their recital is voluntary 
and can be done whenever the indivi-

Like a tree which, if alive, 
stretches its branches and leaves 
toward the sun to absorb its life
giving rays, the soul of man, if 
illumined with the light of faith, 
yearns for God in prayer, loves 
to extol Him, and longs to com
mune with Him. 

dual is moved to do so, either in private 
or in pUblic. 
The power of prayer 

Prayer to become empty of self is a 
vital necessity for spiritual growth. 
Man's natural link with God is through 
prayer. A prayer that is without desire 
can exert a potent influence upon the 
soul. 

Through it, the channels of God's 
grace will be opened and the outpour
ing of His bounties will refresh and in
vigorate the soul. Like a tree which, if 
alive, stretches its branches and leaves 
toward the sun to absorb its life-giving 
rays, the soul of man, if illumined with 
the light of faith, yearns for God in 
prayer, loves to extol Him, and longs 
to commune with Him. If not, prayer 
may become an act of lip service, de
void of joy and sincerity, and man's 
heart will then be unable to receive the 
outpouring of God's favors released in 
this day. A tree that is insensitive to the 
life-giving rays of the sun is dead, 
though the sun pours out its energies 
without ceasing. In the same way, the 
vivifying energies of God's infinite love 
are diffused throughout the whole of 
creation; yet not until man turns his 
heart toward God in adoration can he 
become the recipient of these energies. 

The power that can be generated in 
the heart of the believer, when he is 
freed from all desire and turns to God 
with songs of praise and glorification, 

is beyond the comprehension of man. 
Suffice it to say that many heroes of 
our Faith have derived their courage 
and steadfastness from this source. 
They have used the power of prayer to 
teach, and, as a result, have become 
worthy instruments to bring thousands 
under the shadow of the Faith of 
BaM'u'lhih. 
The third step 

Reading the words of BaM'u'lhih, 
vital as it is, cannot be conducive to 
spiritual progress unless it is combined 
with service to the Cause. Should a per
son take food regularly and in abun
dance, but fail to move about and use 
his muscles every day, he soon would 
become an invalid. In the same way, 
reading the Writings must be accom
panied by action. The greatest service 
to the Cause in this day is to teach the 
Faith as a daily obligation and to en
gage in building and consolidating lo
cal Spiritual Assemblies everywhere. 

Teaching, which is the act of convey
ing the message of God to a soul, has 
been given a pre-eminent position in 
this Dispensation. Not only has BaM
'u'llah enjoined upon every believer 
the duty of teaching His Cause, but He 
regards it as "the most meritorious of 
all deeds." And 'Abdu'I-BaM has 
stated, "Of all the gifts of God the 
greatest is the gift of teaching. It 
draweth unto us the grace of God, and 
is our first obligation." And again: 
"Teaching the Cause is of utmost im
portance for it is the head cornerstone 
of the foundation itself." 

The fourth step 
The spiritual growth of the believer 

depends also upon pure and goodly 
deeds, and obedience to the laws and 
teachings of BaM'u'llah. To live the 
life in accordance with the teachings of 
God is the goal of every true BaM'i. It 
is also a prerequisite of successful and 
effective teaching. 

BaM'u'llah, in one of His Tablets, 
states: "God hath prescribed unto 
everyone the duty of teaching His 
Cause. Whosoever ariseth to discharge 
this duty must needs, ere he proclaim
eth His Message, adorn himself with 
the ornament of an upright and praise
worthy character, so that his words 
may attract the hearts of such as are re
ceptive to his call. Without it, he can 
never hope to influence his hearers." 

This statement leaves no room for 
doubt, for BaM'u'liah says: "Without 



it (an upright and praiseworthy char
acter) he can . e .' never hope to mtluenc 
hIS h.earers." The word "never" is em
phatIc, and rules out any other 
"!et~od. In many other Tablets, BaM'
u Ilah has revealed similar statements. 
The protection of one's faith 

We observe in nature that when a 
child is born a most vital task then 
begins, and that is the rearing of the 
child and its protection, which calls for 
lOving care and vigilance on the part of 
parents. It is the same with the spirit of 
faith. Once a person says, "I am a Ba
ha'i," he must protect this most 
precious gift of faith, and enable it to 
grow steadily. 

Reading the Holy Writings, and tak
ing other steps mentioned in these 
pages, will put us on the highway to
ward spiritual progress, and bring us 
closer to Baha'u'lhih. 
The three great robbers of faith and 
spirituality 

As we tread the path of spiritual pro
gress we must be vigilant lest we are 
robbed of our faith by the forces of 
negation and ungodliness. 

1. The first of these robbers is at
tachment to this world. The Baha'i un
derstanding of detachment is not to re
nounce the world and its affairs; how
ever, anything that becomes a barrier 
between the believer and Baha'u'llah is 
attachment to this world. Love of 
one's self is the most formidable of 
these barriers. The greatest enemy that 
man has is the passion of his own self 
and ego. 

2. The second robber of one's faith 
is bad company. Friendship with the 
ungodly may endanger or destroy one's 
faith. This is Baha'u'llah's ominous 
warning: 

"0 Son of Dust! Beware! Walk not 
with the ungodly and seek not fellow
ship with him, for such companionship 
turneth the radiance of the heart into 
infernal fire. " The word "ungodly" 
should not be misunderstood. An un
godly person may profess belief in 
God, while many who regard them
selves as agnostics or atheists may not 
in reality be ungodly. 

In contrast to this, we receive 
spiritual upliftment when we co~e in 
contact with someone who is on fire 
with the love of Baha'u'llah. The very 
company of such a person increases 
one's faith in God. Baha'u'llah says in 
The Hidden Words: " .. . He that seek-

eth to commune with God, let him be
take himself to the companionship of 
His loved ones; and he that desireth to 
hearken unto the word of God, let him 
give ear to the words of His chosen 
ones. " 

3. The third enemy is gossip and 
backbiting. To find fault in others and 
speak of it will undermine the very 
foundation of our faith in Baha'u'lhih. 
He counsels us in these words: "0 
Emigrants! The tongue I have designed 
for the mention of Me, defile it not 
with detraction. If the fire of self over
come you, remember your own faults 
and not the faults of My creatures, in
asmuch as everyone of you knoweth 
his own self better than he knoweth 
others. " 
A summary of practical suggestions 

In conclusion, let us summarize 
some of the points already mentioned. 
The four steps which are vital in our 
lives are: 

1. The regular reading of the Writ
ings twice a day. This is an act of de
votion to God. To miss reading either 
in the morning or evening is like miss
ing one's food. 

There are many Writings of Baha'
u'llah available in English. The Glean
ings, Tablets of Bahd'u'lldh, and The 
Hidden Words are a few examples. The 
latter is "a marvelous collection of 
gem-like utterances" by Him. 

Let us remember that if one misses 
reading the words of Baha'u'llah in the 
morning due to lack of time and haste, 
it is easy to take a book to one's work, 
and if circumstances permit, to read a 
few passages there so as not to miss 
one's spiritual food. 

Reading the words every morning 
and evening is, as we said, an act of de
votion to God. The study of the Writ
ings, however, is somewhat different 
from this act of devotion. We must 
study the Writings and the history of 
the Faith in order to deepen our under
standing of it. This can be done any
time during the day or night. There are 
now some marvelous collections avail
able, prepared by the Universal House 
of Justice. The following are par
ticularly recommended for study: 
"The Power of Divine Assistance," 
"Excellence in All Things," "Family 
Life," and "The Gift of Teaching." 

2. The recital of one of the three dai
ly obligatory prayers. 

3. Teaching the Cause of God by giv
ing the message of Baha'u'llah to 

others, by making friends and inviting 
them to regular firesides, by travel
teaching, and by praying to be led to 
receptive souls. 

Indeed, the best way to attract peo
ple to the Cause of God, and infinitely 
more effective than any campaign of 
publicity, is to pray earnestly to be led 
to receptive souls. Should there be sin
cerity and perseverance on the part of 
the Baha'i teacher, there is no doubt 
that, as promised by the Founders of 
our Faith, his prayers will be answered 
and many pure souls will be led to the 
Fountain of Truth. 

4. And last, but not least, living the 
life as a true Baha'i. 

Conclusion 
If the individual who has recognized 

the Station of Baha'u'llah perseveres in 
reading the Word of God in the morn
ing and evening every day, if he opens 
his heart to the influences of the Rev
elation of Baha'u'llah, if he recites the 
obligatory prayers in the manner or
dained by Him, if he associates with 
devoted Baha'is who are on fire with 
the Faith and eschews fellowship with 
the ungodly, and if he arises to serve to 
the best of his ability the Cause of 
God, then his love for Baha'u'llah will 
increase day by day and he will be as
sisted from on high to grow in spiri
tuality and faith.-Adib Taherzadeh 
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The world 

_GerlDany proclailDs message of peace 

Increased activity by Spiritual As
semblies in Germany in connection 
with the International Year of Peace 
has led to a number of large and suc
cessful public gatherings in several ma
jor cities. 

About 300 people attended a sym
posium on "Peace Through a New 
Consciousness" sponsored in Mann
heim by the Baha'i Club at the local 
university. A panel of distinguished 
speakers took part including the head 
of the faculty of social work at Heidel
berg, a cultural editor for German 
television, and a political journalist. 

In Dieburg, the. Spiritual Assembly 
sponsored a public ;meeting attended 
by about 200 people whose theme was 
"World Peace-More Than Hope?" 

The mayor of Dieburg, who opened 
the meeting, introduced the principles 
of the Faith to the audience. Two Ba
ha'i speakers, Huschmand Sabet and 
Dr. Ingo Hofmann, were teamed with 
other illustrious participants including 
a physicist from Darmstadt University 
and a member of the German Federal 
Parliament. 

In Wiesbaden, a meeting to com
memorate Human Rights Day was held 
at a concert hall with about 280 at
tending. The session was opened by 
Auxiliary Board member Ingo Hof
mann. 

A member of the city council de
livered a message on behalf of the lord 
mayor of Wiesbaden, praising the Ba
ha'is for their example of working for 
human rights while renouncing the use 
of violence. A former judge of the 
Federal Supreme Court of Germany 
offered a plea for an international 
court of justice; Mrs. Otti Kafer, a rep
resentative of the Baha'i International 
Community in Geneva, Switzerland, 
spoke about the UN's attempts to solve 
grievances in the world; and Baha'i 
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Huschmand Sabet described the need 
for a new World .Order. 

A newspaper in Dormagen carried 
an article reporting on a public meeting 
held last December in that city which 

Swaziland 

Prince Kuzulwandle of Swaziland ac
cepts a copy of the peace statement on 
behalf of the Queenfrom the chairman 
of that country's National Spiritual 

was sponsored by the Spiritual Assem
bly of Dormagen, while another paper, 
this one in Hofheim, reported on the 
presentation of the peace statement to 
the UN Secretary-General. 

Assembly before an audience of about 
5, 000 during the national celebration 
last October 24 of United Nations Day. 



Ivory Coast 

In Felguessi a '11 . 
. ' VI age In Ivory Coast 

where, untd reCentl f h Ba-
h '" y, most 0 t e 

a IS were men, 17 women have em
braced the Faith . 

. Felguessi has been chosen by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly's Develop
ment Committee as the site of a dev~l
opment project. Its active local SpIr
itual Assembly, less than a y.ear old, 
provides a solid base for the fIrst such 
project undertaken by the Baha'is in 
Ivory Coast. 

After beginning with deepening in 
the teachings of the Faith, the project 
will encompass hygiene and nutritional 
education, literacy programs for adults 
and schooling for children, agricultural 
instruction, and general improvement 
in the quality of life, that is, teaching 
the vi11agers to solve their daily prob
lems by seeking local solutions. Help is 
being solicited from aU interested Ba
ha'is in Ivory Coast. 

Belize 

The deputy Prime Minister and Min
ister of Internal Affairs of Belize (sec
ond from left) receives a copy of the 
Universal House of Justice's peace 
statement from Bernice Yorke, vice
chairman of the National Spiritual As-

Sweden 

Pictured are children who attended the 
1984-85 Bahti'{ Winter School in Enko-

l I 
f 

l 

sembly of Belize. Also present at the 
ceremony last October 24, United Na
tions Day, were Erick Wilson (left), 
chairman of the National Spiritual As
sembly, and Counsellor Hidayatu'lldh 
Ahmad{yyih. 

ping, Sweden. 

Malawi 
To commemorate United Nations 

Day, the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Malawi sent a copy of 'Abdu'l
Baha's "Prayer for Mankind" to every 
District Commissioner in the country 
and to the United Nations' resident 
representative. The prayer was pub
lished in the Daily Times of Malawi. 

It truly was a day of unity as prayer 
meetings were held in Blantyre and An
ganjani Vi11age, attended by Baha'is 
and members of other religions includ
ing Christians, Hindus, Muslims and 
Sikhs. 

J(. J(. J(. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Malawi is developing a corps of "mes
sengers," Baha'is trained at two-day 
institutes to visit local Assemblies in 
their own areas. 

The' 'messenger" delivers a message 
from the National Assembly, and the 
local Assembly is urged to reply. Mes
sengers are used to publicize such 
events as deepenings and conferences. 
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Falkland Islands 

Finland 
Owing to a recent change in the law, 

lowering to three the:minimum number 
of children constituting a "religious 
minority" to which instruction in their 
own religion must- be offered, the Ba
ha'i Faith has become a part of the of
ficial school curriculum in government 
schools in Angeli (Lappland), Naantali 
and Salo, Finland. 

A newspaper in Salo conducted an 
interview with a local teacher on in
novations for the new school year, the 
first item being that of the Faith, which 
was identified as a "monotheistic 
faith" now being taught in the "Kes
kustan Ala' Aste" school. 

United Kingdom 
For the first time in 21 years, the 

United Kingdom's Baha'i Summer 
School was held in Northern Ireland, 
with the 1985 session at Eniskillen. 

Among those at the school, whose 
theme was "And I Saw a New Earth," 
were Counsellor Betty Reed, members 
of the National Spiritual Assemblies of 
the United Kingdom and the Republic 
of Ireland, visitors from the World 
Centre, and Baha'is from as far away 
as Canada and Australia. 
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Marshall Islands 

Shown here are some of the youth who 
participated in a National Baha'{ 
Youth Conference held January 3-5 in 
Majuro, Marshall Islands. More than 
30 young people attended the con
ference, which began with a potluck 
dinner for more than 200 children, 
youth and adults. One of the speakers 

G. W. Jewkes (center), governor of the 
Falkland Islands, receives a copy of 
'The Promise of World Peace' from 
Falkland Island Baha'{lvlontana Short 
and Catherine Watson, an American 
pioneer to the Falklands. The presen
tation was made last December 6 at 
Government House in Stanley. The 
governor, who came to the Falklands 
in October 1985 from the British Em
bassy in Chicago, mentioned that he 
and his family had visited the Baha'i 
House of Worship in Wilmette a num-
ber of times. " 

was Virginia Breaks, a Knight of 
Baha'u'llah for the Caroline Islands, 
whose topic was the history of the 
Faith. Already, the various groups of 
youth who attended the conference 
have decided to undertake joint ac
tivities and to become more involved in 
teaching the Faith. 

! 
: I , , 



Nigeria 

Shown is the office staff at the Baha'l' 
National Centre in Lagos, Nigeria. The 
six workers represent the Yoruba, Igbo 
and Ibibio tribes. The man at the far 

Luxembourg 
Members of the Baha'i Youth Com

mittee of Luxembourg took part last 
October in an International Youth 
Year festival sponsored by a govern
ment commission in Diekirch. 

The Baha'is, one of 20 groups in the 
festival, mounted a display board de
picting their social and economic devel
opment project in Western Africa, 
"Youth Help Youth," as well as other 
Baha'i-sponsored development pro
jects throughout the world in educa
tion, communications, agriculture, 
health care and social life. The display 
attracted considerable interest and 
many favorable comments from visi
tors. 

Income from a refreshment stand 
run by Baha'i youth was donated to 
help construction of a school in Africa. 
In the audio-visual hall, the film "Ba
ha'i Education in India" was shown 
many times. 

-

right is the only full-time Assistant on 
duty at the National Centre; the others 
are part-time volunteers, mostly youth. 

Alaska 

Bill Sheffield (center), the governor of 
Alaska, accepts a copy of 'The Prom
ise of World Peace' from two members 
of the National Spiritual Assembly of 

Those who are students travel twice a 
week to the Centre to contribute their 
time and talents. 

Alaska, Rebecca Murphy and Robert 
Putnam. The presentation was made 
last October. 
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Portugal 

Guyana 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Guyana reports that the community 
has exceeded its goal of 3,000 en
roilments, thus attaining a membership 
of two percent of the population. 

The success was due mainly to the ef
forts of local believers, since the arrival 
of international traveling teachers was 
delayed. 

JF..~JF. 

The rallying 6-y of "We cannot fail 
them" is fortifying teaching teams 
moving along the Essequibo Coast and 
Essequibo Islands in Guyana who are 
trying to reach the 3,475 new believers 
in those areas. 

From there, the teams will travel to 
other local communities where the 
largest number of new believers lives, 
to help the Assemblies plan deepening 
activities. 

Cyprus 
The once-isolated group of Baha'is 

in Limassol, Cyprus, has become a 
strong re-formed Assembly and a com
munity uniting- members of seven na
tionalities with equal numbers of child
ren and adults. 

The now-thriving community in
cludes Persian, Bulgarian, British, 
Iraqi, Irish, American and Canadian 
families. 
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Puerto Rico 

'Reporters' (left to right) K. Dean 
Stephens, Brett Smith and Brad Pokor
ny ask questions at a mock press con
ference during a workshop on 'The Use 
of the Press' which was part of a media 
training course held last August 
31-September 2 in San Juan, Puerto 

Austria 
A late-night radio broadcaster in 

Vienna, Austria, recently dedicated an 
entire program to the Baha'is, calling 
them "probably the most peaceful re
ligious community that exists." He 
then played songs from the Dawn-

Pictured are some of the 90 Baha'is 
and their children who attended a Ba
ha'/ Winter School last December 
26-29 in Sao Domingos de Rama, Car
cavelos, Portugal. The school's theme, 
'World Peace, , was based on the peace 
statement by the Universal House of 
Justice, which was broken into sections 
and studied in depth with the help of 
Auxiliary Board member Fernando 
Mesquita. 

Rico. The course was co-sponsored by 
CIRBAL's Amoz Gibson Training 
Centre and the Spiritual Assembly of 
Puerto Rico. Fifty-jour students in
cluding five members of the Spiritual 
Assembly of Puerto Rico attended. 

breakers' album, "Mein Freund," and 
presented an introduction to the Faith. 

The program and its dedication 
came as a complete surprise to the local 
Baha'is. 



Burkina 

The Spiritual Assembly of Sarh, 
Burkina Faso, held a regional teaching 
conference last December that was very 
inspiring for the 80 people who at
tended. 

Auxiliary Board member Gnampa 
Noufou and members of the National 
Spiritual Assembly and National 
Teaching Committee helped organize 
the conference and the 10 days of 
teaching that followed. 

During one of those teaching trips, 
an entire village embraced the Faith. 
An elderly chief, gravely ill, insisted 
that a meeting be held in his presence, 
although he was lying down. He lis
tened carefully to the Message, and 
afterward declared that "anyone en
dowed with reason cannot hesitate to 
accept this religion." 

St. Lucia 
The Baha'is of St. Lucia were one of 

only three groups allowed to make pre
sentations to the Queen of England 
during her recent visit to that country. 

Moses Henry, secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'is of St. Lucia, was invited aboard 
the royal yacht Britannia where he pre
sented to a representative of the Queen 
a beautifully bound edition of The 
Hidden Words of Bahd'u'lIdh, wrap
ped in white silk. 

The Assembly later received a letter 
of thanks and appreciation from the 
Queen. 

Bermuda 
The governor of Bermuda signed the 

Act of Incorporation last August 12 
for the National Spiritual Assembly of 
that country, thus completing an im
portant goal of the Seven Year Plan 
and bringing the number of incorpo
rated National Spiritual Assemblies 
worldwide to 111. 

Kenya 
During one week last August, teach

ing projects in the Bungoma and Embu 
districts of Kenya brought 535 new 
believers into the Faith. 

Twenty lapsed Assemblies were re
formed in Bungoma and seven new As
semblies were established in Embu. 

Hawaii 

On January 16, U.S. Sen. Spark Mat
sunaga (second from right) was pre
sented copies of 'The Promise of 
World Peace' and the 1986 Baha'l' his
tory calendar published by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii to 
commemorate the United Nations In
ternational Year of Peace. Making the 

presentation were (left to right) Bruce 
Dusseault, assistant treasurer of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Ha
waii; Frederick Labib- Wood, treasurer 
of the National Assembly; and Irene 
Chung of the Baha'l' community of 
Koolaupoko. 

------

30, Mayor Faisi oj 
Honolulu, Hawaii (second from right) 
received a copy of 'The Promise of 
World Peace' and the 1986 Baha'l' cal
endar, which is devoted to the peace 

message, from a three-member delega
tion of Bahd,(s from Honolulu. Pic
tured with the mayor are (left to right) 
James Wada, Nathelle Judd and Momi 
Williams. 
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from the Baha'i Publishing Tnlst 

An old friend returns-Updated 
to meet contemporary 

needs ... 
II contains warm, reassuring, and 

inspirational passages from 
the Baha'; writings 

_ provides guidance on topics 
such as 

• Prayer and meditation 

• Health and healing 

• Tests and difficulties 

• Relationships 

• Raising children 

• Death and immortality 
• Unity and peace 
• Understanding the day 

in which we live 

II makes an excellent 
sourcebook for quotations 

at Feast, a companion in 
time of need, and a thoughtful 

gift for seekers of 
any religious background 

II explores the deepest 
questions of life and provides 

the impetus for one handsome new gift edition 
new selections and translations 

164 pages, including index 
421 excerpts from the writings 

to make of life a divine art 

softcover $ 795* 

-Available from Bana·/ Drstflbu[lon 

ServIce. Wllmetre. IL. USA at 

5795 piuS 10% for postage and 

handling (minimum S I 501. 15% 

for overseas cusromers 

Available from 
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WITH HEAVY HEARTS ANNOUNCE MARTYRDOM THREE VALIANT SOULS IRANIAN 
BAHA'f COMMUNITY. MR. SIRRU'LLAH VAHDAT·NIZAMI WAS EXECUTED BY HANGING 
4 MAY 1986 IN TEHERAN. HE HAD BEEN IMPRISONED SINCE 13 FEBRUARY 1984. MR. 
FIDRUS SHABRUKH, 38, WAS EXECUTED BY HANGING 9 MAY 1986 IN ZAHIDAN. HE 
HAD BEEN IMPRISONED FOR A SECOND TIME SINCE 26 SEPTEMBER 1983. BOTH 
THESE FRIENDS HAD BEEN SEVERELY TORTURED MUCH OF THEIR TIME IN PRISON. 
THE THIRD VICTIM, FIFTEEN·YEAR·OLD PAYMAN SUBHANI TOGETHER WITH HIS 
FATHER, RUHU'L·AMIN SUBHANI, WAS TAKEN BY A GROUP OF FANATICS, ENCOUR· 
AGED BY OFFICIAL RELIGIOUS ELEMENTS, TO THE MOUNTAINS, WHERE THEY WERE 
BEATEN AND STONED. BOTH WERE PRESUMED DEAD AND THROWN OVER A CLIFF. 
ACCIDENTALLY A VEHICLE STRAYED INTO THE AREA AND FOUND THEM. THE 
FATHER, BARELY ALIVE, WAS TAKEN TO A HOSPITAL IN TEHERAN WHERE HE IS STILL 
IN SERIOUS CONDITION. THE SON, PAYMAN, WAS DEAD. 
THESE CRIMES AFTER RELATIVELY QUIET PERIOD IN IRAN HAVE CAUSED CONCERN 
SAFETY, WELL·BEING IRANIAN BAHA'f COMMUNITY. URGE SEEK PRESS PUBLICITY, 
INFORM OFFICIALS GOVERNMENTS, SEEK THEIR ADVICE. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
MAY 12,1986 

On the cover: An Indian woman delicately balances a load of bricks to be used in con· 
structing the Mother Temple of the Indian Subcontinent near New Delhi as preparations 
proceed ~oward its public dedication in December. Much of this issue of Baha'i News is 
devoted to news of the lovely lotus·shaped House of Worship whose presence is destined 
to briAg~manifold spiritual bounties to that area of the world. We are indebted to Baha'i 
NeWs India for its splendid special issue of December 1985 from which much of these 
materials are reprinted. The superb photographs are by Mark Sadan. 
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The architect 

'I knew that God would guide me , 
• • • 

Question: Every phase of the con
struction of the Temple must have had 
its own unique challenges in terms of 
architecture, design and engineering. 
Which stage was the most exciting to 
you? 

Answer: I think the design period 
was the most challenging and exciting 
part of the project for me. To design a 
Temple which has cultural roots in the 
rich heritage of India and at the same 
time is compatible with the cardinal 
principle of the BaM'i Faith, that is, 
the unity of religions-this provided a 
most unusual and remarkable chance 
for witnessing the power of BaM'
u'l1Ah's Revelation. I was looking for a 
concept that would be acceptable to the 
people of different religions that 
abound with such a rich diversity in In
dia. I wanted to design something new 
and unique, at the same time not for
eign but familiar in away. 

I visited hundreds of Temples all 
over India, not for architectural guid
ance but to discover a concept that 
would integrate the spiritual heritage 
of this sub-continent. I began without 
preconceptions-in a blank state. I im
agined something that should be new 
and unique while at the same time old, 
familiar and comfortable, as the Ba
ha'i Faith is something which would be 
loved by the people of different relig
ions. People should intuitively find 
some sort of relation to it in their 
hearts. This was the most exciting part 
of the project for me. The rest of the 
challenges were technical matters that 
somehow could be dealt with. 

As I delved deeper and deeper into 
the cultural and architectural heritage 
of India, I became profoundly fasci-

This interview by Ali Merchant of 
Fariburz Sahba, the architect of the 
Baha'i' House of Worship near New 
Delhi, is reprinted from Baha'i News 
India, Vol. 49 (December 1985). 

'I was looking for a concept that 
would be acceptable to the peo
ple of different religions that 
abound with such a rich diver
sity in India. I wanted to design 
something new and unique, at 
the same time not foreign but 
familiar in a way.' 

nated by the task before me. I was con
centrating and praying. I was con
vinced that God would guide me to
ward a such a concept, and it really 
happened. I have told this story before. 
Is it not strange that just by chance I 
had to change my route and go to a dif
ferent place where a pure soul whom I 
had never met before was waiting to 
tell me about the "lotus." And then I 
came across "lotus" wherever I went 
during my travels throughout India in 
search of the answer to my question. 
Certainly "chance" is not the right 
word; I should say "destiny." When I 
think back and remember how I was 
guided step by step by BaM'u'llah, I 
feel so small in the presence of His 
grace. No doubt it was destined that 
the Temple be built in this shape. 

Q: Can you name some of the sig
nificant technical challenges that you 
had to overcome to carryon the pro
ject? 

A: It was a real challenge to translate 
every technical aspect of this highly 
complicated design into a viable one, 
particularly in India where concrete 
technology is not yet well developed. 
This was a major achievement. Many 
professionals were apprehensive 
whether we would be able to construct 
such a building in India, for they knew 
it would be difficult to find the neces
sary resources, technology, skilled 
manpower and equipment. 

We had to do a lot of things here for 
the first time. A unique and complex 
concreting procedure was developed 
for this building. I am not aware of any 
other building which has used such 
methods. Also, many of the materials 
were used for the first time in India, 
for example, white concrete and galva
nized reinforcement for the structure. 
This was made possible by meticulous 
studies, concentrated efforts, quality 
control and supervision. 

You may imagine how difficult it is 
to concrete shells that are only 13 cen
timeters thick and 25 meters high-in 
one continuous operation, around the 
clock, during Monsoon or in peak 
summer season when the temperatures 
soar above 45°C (l13°F). The design 
of the structure is such that there is not 
a single straight line in the building. 
Everything is in curvature, making 
every measurement a complicated pro
cedure. The whole operation had to be 
carried out on the basis of thousands 
of geometric coordinates. Setting out 
of the geometry of thin shells, which 
some time were only six centimeters 
thick, with accuracy and within the 
tolerance required, was a really diffi
cult task. 

Q: How are thefunds being collected 
for the construction of this House of 
Worship? 

A: It is important to tell you that on
ly BaM'is can contribute toward the 
construction costs of the Temple. This 
is regarded as a great privilege and 
bounty for the Baha'is. The National 
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
India has printed a large number of 
coupons valued from Rs.lI- to 
Rs.lOO/- to raise funds from the be
lievers scattered in 40,000 localities. In 
this way we receive contributions from 
allover India. We also receive con
tributions in kind; that is, rice, wheat, 
etc., from villages. Some Baha'i wom-
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en send us their handmade crafts. Ba
ha'is all over the world also contribute 
for the construction of the Temple. 
The amount is not important. What is 
important is that a maximum number 
of Baha'is participate. An Indian 
scholar who visited our site told me, 
"The Taj Mahal was built with the 
power of a king, but you are building 
this majestic edifice with the power of 
love." 

Q: What plans are being made for 
the public dedication of the Temple? 

A: The National Spiritual Assembly 
of the Baha'is of India, in consultation 
with the Universal House of Justice, 
has been working on the dedication ac
tivities for some time. A dedication 
committee has been appointed by the 
National Assembly. All the State 
Teaching Committees have been con
sulted about the date of inauguration. 
A multitude of Baha'is from all over 
India are expected to come to Delhi for 
the ceremony, and we expect a large 
number of Baha'is from all over the 
world as well. We expect people even 
from the tribal areas. A great con
ference is also being planned. In my 
opinion, this will be an historic event, 
as it will not only demonstrate that Ba
ha'is promote the unity of mankind 
but will show this unity in action. We 
shall see Baha'is of all races, colors and 
religious backgrounds. People from all 
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religions will be welcomed at the cele
bration. The most significant aim of 
the Temple is to foster the unity of all 
religions and of mankind. This is the 
fundamental principle of the Baha'i 
Faith. 

Q: You said that this House of Wor
ship is open to all the peoples irrespec
tive of race, caste, religion, class, etc. 
Does this mean that people can prac
tice their traditional forms of worship, 
for instance, Hindus chant their man
tras, Muslims say namaz, Christians 
hold mass, Buddhists use their prayer 
wheels, and so forth? 

A: It is important to note that the 
Baha'is do not have any clergy or 
rituals and the Temple is reserved pure
ly as a place of worship. Tn accordance 
with these principles, there are no ser
mons or rituals, speeches, talks, etc. in 
Baha'i Temples. It is a place for prayer 
and meditation-that means commu
nion between man and his Creator, 
God. Everyone can enter and say his 
prayers but silently. There will be or
ganized regular public services during 
which selections from the Holy Books 
of all religions will be recited or 
chanted. A chorus of singers will chant 
hymns to inspire the soul. 

Q: Some people may ask whether it 
was indeed wise to build such a Temple 
in India. They suggest that we should 
have spent the money on other chari-

table things. What is your comment? 
A: This Temple is being built with 

the money of Baha'is which they give 
absolutely voluntarily without anyone 
asking from them. The money they 
give for the Glory of God is a demon
stration of their love' for Him. They 
believe such a monument will attract 
divine bounties and that the spiritual 
atmosphere it creates will inspire many 
lives. If you dedicate a corner of your 
house, probably a small room, only for 
prayers, you'll have an entirely dif
ferent feeling about that room. Every
one in the house entering that spot feels 
the spiritual nature of that particular 
place. Now imagine the spiritUal sig
nificance of this edifice which has been 
constructed with universal participa
tion of thousands of people from dif
ferent races and religious backgrounds, 
all united in their purpose to achieve 
this lofty goal. It is a concrete embodi
ment of the unity of mankind in ac
tion. The Taj Mahal was built on a 
foundation of love between two per
sons. One can say there was no need 
for that building, for even without that 
monument the love between the King 
and Queen would have been eternal. 
Nonetheless, that majestic tomb sym
bolized the love between Shah Jehan 
and Mumtaz. That is why, even after 
centuries, one feels attracted to that 
building to witness that love. Now im
agine the impact of love created by the 
Baha'i House of Worship. Here, a 
spiritual love between man and God 
manifests the eternal Source of all love. 
If they ask you today in India what is 
the treasure you have from your an
cient culture, the Temples of India are 
the richest treasures. These Temples 
were built by the people out of their 
love for God. Thousands of ancient 
buildings, palaces, cities have been 
destroyed. But most of the Temples 
have survived the ravages of time and 
fortune because they were built in the 
name of God. In my opinion, our 
House of Worship is an expression of 
the love of man for his Creator. 

Here, we Baha'is are building a 
House of hope. It is a sort of invest
ment or saving. It is not the rich people 

". who are giving the money which one 
could distribute among the poor. On 
the contrary, it is largely the poor who 
have supported this project for the 
sake of their appreciation of love, uni
ty and beauty. However poor the peo-



pIe are, still they love to buy a pot of 
flowers and place it in a corner of their 
room. Without love and beauty, man is 
nothing. This Temple symbolizes our 
love for aesthetics, a humble offering 
to our Creator in the most beautiful 
manner we possibly can. You may call 
it a flower in the corner of our hearts. 

Q: Do you think this majestic and 
beautiful structure will increase the 
number of tourists visiting Delhi, both 
from abroad and within the country? 

A: I would say "yes." Baha'i Tem
ples allover the world are a source of 
great attraction for tourists. They are 
known for their splendor and beauty. I 
have no doubt that this building will be 
an important center of attraction for 
domestic and foreign tourists. With 
every passing day we have noticed that 
more and more people come here to see 
the Temple. Many tourists come and 
say they have been fascinated to see it 
from the air while landing in Delhi and 

they want to see what it is. 

Q: Who are the people who have 
made significant contributions toward 
raising this edifice? A task of this di
mension must demand the highest 
form of team spirit, cooperation, love 
and fellowship. What are your com
ments? 

A: First, our contractor's present 
team. They have been with me for the 
past two years and we have struggled 
together in solving the problems of 
translating what we have designed on 
paper. We have the most outstanding 
relations with their engineers at site. 
We work in a team spirit, like a family. 
Our main contractor is Mis. Larsen & 
Toubro, ECC Construction Group. In 
particular, their constructioq manager, 
Mr. 1. Ganguly, and construction en
gineer, Mr. Raju, have contributed a 
lot, not only as contractor but per
sonally as individuals who love this 

Photograph by Mark Sadan 

~uilding, and they are largely respon
sible for the wonderful spirit at the site. 
They also have about 40 engineers and 
supervisors who work with dedication 
and maximum devotion. Together with 
our other contractors and our depart
mental laborers, about 800 workers are 
on the job. 

Second, my assistants, in particular 
Mr. M. Ashraf, Mr. Kamal Fozdar 
and Mr. Sheriar Nooreyezdan wh~ 
have worked with me for many years as 
my family members. Also Mr. E. Hus
saini, Mr. M. Fani, Mr. Saberi and 
others who are a great help to me; I am 
grateful to all of them. The other team 
~hat .has an important share in the pro
Ject IS Mis. Flint & Neill Partnership 
working with us as our structural con: 
suItants. If I were to mention and ack
nowledge my gratitude to all the people 
who have helped me, you would be 
here for hours. 
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The philosophy 

, 
• • .the hearts 

By DR. s. PATTABI RAMAN 
Coordinator of Activities 

• • 

Baha'l House of Worship, New Delhi, India 

• 

One of the most striking endowments that distinguishes 
the human race from the rest of creation is the human spirit, 
and consciousness is one of its unique faculties. This faculty 
enables us not only to contemplate both the immanent and 
transcendent aspects of our own lives and the creation 
around us but also inclines us to reach toward the ultimate 
reality to quench that cosmic thirst in every human being. 

Prayer and meditation are the essential tools that enable 
the human mind to be in close touch with that unknowable 
essence, God. These two tools have been the ubiquitous fea
ture of almost all modes of spiritual discipline whether or 
not it is a part of an institutionalized religion. The ultimate 
test of any civilization has been and will always lie in its 
ability to achieve spiritual success together with social pro
gress. Experience has shown that before any social or hu
manitarian program can truly succeed, the human hearts of 
those involved in it have to be welded with a unity of pur
pose and affection from which will emerge the selfless moti
vation to accomplish the goals. Places of worship, temples, 
churches, synagogues and mosques have provided the neces
sary matrix to serve as collective centers for worship and 
meditation in any given culture throughout the history of 
our civilization. Such acts of collective worship serve to 
channel that spiritual energy that emanates from these cen
ters. The worshipers derive the necessary inspiration to en
able them to discharge their responsibilities befittingly in the 
course of their day-to-day exertions in the field of service. 

It is a firm Baha'i belief that there should be a direct and 
constant interaction between the spiritual forces emanating 
from these centers of worship and the energies consciously 
displayed by those who are administering and serving the 
social and humanitarian institutions. It is in this context that 
the Baha'i perspective on the relationship between worship 
and service becomes at once relevant and indispensable for 
rejuvenating the present social order and for carrying for
ward an ever-advancing civilization. 

The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar (Baha'i House of Worship) rep
resents one of the most outstanding institutions conceived 
by Baha'u'Uah. Its primary function is to provide most ade
quately the essentials of Baha'i worship and service, both of 
which are so vital to the regeneration of humanity. 'Abdu'l
Baha says: 

"Although to outward seeming the Temple is a material 
structure yet it has a spiritual effect. It forgeth the bonds of 
unity from heart to heart: It has a collective centre for men's 
souls . ... It is not only a place of worship but in every re-
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must be welded , 
• • • 

spect it is complete and whole . ... It has a powerful influ
ence in every phase of life. " 

Since prayer, which is essentially a communion between 
man and God, transcends all ritualistic forms and formulae, 
worship at the central Edifice of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will 
be in a serenely spiritual atmosphere with no display of par
ticular symbols of one's faith and devoid of the conglomera
tion of religious services, sectarian observances and rites 
conducted along the traditional lines in temples and mos
ques, and other places of collective worship. For those who 
congregate therein, the Edifice will symbolize the funda
mental verity underlying the Baha'i Faith, that religious 
truth is not absolute but relative, that Divine Revelation is 
not final but progressive. As Shoghi Effendi points out, 
"Theirs will be the conviction that an all-loving and ever
watchful Father who, in the past, and at various stages in 
the evolution of mankind, has sent forth His Prophets as the 
Bearers of His Message and the Manifestations of His Light 
to mankind, cannot at this critical period of their civilization 
withhold from His children the guidance which they sorely 
need amid the darkness which has beset them, and which 
neither the light of science nor that of human intellect and 
wisdom can succeed in dissipating. " 

This institution is destined to playa vital role in the or
ganic life of every community in which it is built and will be 
connected with several subsidiary insitutions or dependen
cies of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar consisting of a hospital, a 
drug dispensary, a school for orphans, a travelers' hospice 
and a university for advanced studies. 

The nexus between worship and service in the Baha'i con
text is succinctly epitomized in the following words of 
Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of our Faith: " ... however 
inspiring the conception of Baha'l worship, as witnessed in 
the central Edifice of this exalted Temple, it cannot be re
garded as the sole, nor even the essential, factor in the part 
which the Mashriqu'I-Adkhcir, as designed by Bahci'u'lIah, 
is destined to play in the organic life of the Bahci'l communi
ty. Divorcedfrom the social, humanitarian, educational and 
scientific pursuits centering around the dependencies of the 
Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, Bahci'l worship, however exalted its 
conception, however passionate infervor, can never hope to 
achieve beyond the meagre and often transitory results pro
duced by the contemplations of the ascetic or the commun
ion of the passive worshiper. It cannot afford lasting satis
faction and benefit to the worshiper himself, much less to 
humanity in general, unless and until translated and trans
fused into that dynamic and disinterested service to the 
cause of humanity which it is the supreme privilege of the 
Dependencies of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to facilitate and 
promote. " 
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The design 

, 
• • .continuing a rich tradition • 

, 
• • 

The Temples of the Baha'i Faith are 
well-known for their architectural 
splendor, and the Mother Temple be
ing constructed in Delhi is only a con
tinuation of this rich tradition. Before 
undertak~ng the design of the Temple, 
the archItect, Mr. Fariburz Sahba, 
traveled extensively in India to study 
the architecture of this land and was 
impressed by the design of the beau
tiful temples, as also the art and relig
ious symbols wherein the lotus invar
iably found an important place. He 
was influenced by this experience, and 
in an attempt to bring out the concept 
of purity, simplicity and freshness of 
the Baha'i Faith,· he conceived the 
Mother Temple in.Delhi in the form of 
a lotus. The Temple would, when com
pleted, give an impression of a half
opened lotus flower, afloat, sur
rounded by its lea.ves. The Baha'i Faith 
is said to embody in itself the nine ma
jor faiths of the world, and in order to 
symbolize this, each component of the 
Temple is repeated nine times. 

The Temple complex, as seen from 
the layout (Fig. 1), consists of the main 
house of worship, the ancillary block 
which houses the reception center, the 
library and the administration building 
as well as the toilet block. The Temple 
proper comprises a basement to ac
commodate the electrical and plumb
ing services and a lotus-shaped super
structure to house the assembly area. 

All around the lotus are walkways 
with beautiful, curved balustrades, 
bridges and stairs which surround the 
nine pools representing the floating 
leaves of the lotus. Apart from serving 
an obvious aesthetic function, the 

This article, "The Flowering of a 
Faith," by S. Naharoy, Jt. General 
Manager (EDP and P&M), Ms. Larsen 
& Toubro ECC Construction Group, is 
reprinted from Baha'i News India, 
Vol. 49 (December 1985). 
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Layout of the Temple: 1. existing Kal
kaji Temple; 2. road to Nehru Palace; 
3. entrance; 4. steps; 5. bridges; 6. 

pools also help ventilate the building. 
The lotus, as seen from the outside, 

has three sets of leaves or petals, all of 
which are made of thin concrete shells. 
The outermost set of nine petals, called 
the "entrance leaves," opens outward 
and forms the nine entrances around 
the outer annular hall. The next set of 
nine petals, called the "outer leaves," 
points inward. Together, the entrance 
and outer leaves cover the outer hall. A 
third set of nine petals, called the "in
ner leaves," appears to be partly clos
ed. Only the tips open out, somewhat 
like a partly opened bud. This portion, 

Fig.2 

Valley or 
re-entranl 

Inner 
lear 

pools; 7. podium; 8. Temple; 9. toilet 
block. 

which rises above the rest, forms the 
main structure housing the central hall. 
Near the top, where the leaves separate 
out, nine radial beams provide the nec
essary lateral support. Since the lotus is 
open at the top, a glass and steel roof 
at the level of the radial beams pro
vides protection from rain and facili
tates the entry of natural light into the 
auditorium. 



Below the entrance leaves and outer 
leaves rise nine massive arches in a 
ring, through each one of which is a 
row of steps leading into the main hall. 

The inner leaves enclose the interior 
dome, a canopy made of criss-crossing 
ribs and shells of intricate pattern. 
When seen from inside, each layer of 
sheHs and ribs, as they rise, disappears 
behind the next lower layer. Some of 
the ribs converge radially and meet at a 
central hub. The radial beams emanat
ing from the inner leaves described 
earlier meet at the center of the build
ing and rest on this hub. A neoprene 
pad is provided between the radial 
beams and the top of the interior dome 
to allow lateral movement caused by 
the effect of temperature changes and 
wind. 

Geometry 
The beautiful concept of the lotus 

(as conceived by the architect) had to 
be converted into definable geometri
cal shapes like spheres, cylinders, tor
roids and cones. From such shapes, the 
surfaces and edges of the petals were 
derived in terms of equations which 
were then used as a basis for structural 
analysis and engineering drawings. The 
resultant geometry was so complex that 
it took the designers more than two 
and one-half years to complete the de
tailed drawings of the Temple. An at
tempt is made here to describe, in sim
ple terms, this complex geometry. 

Entrance leaves and outer leaves 
For both the entrance and outer 

leaves, the shell surfaces on either side 
of the ridge are formed out of parts of 
a number of spheres of different radii 
with their centers located at different 
points inside the building. For the en
trance leaves, there is one set of 
spheres, some of which define the inner 
surfaces and others which define the 
outer surfaces of the shells. The dia
meters of the spheres are so fixed that 
the varying shell thickness required 
from structural consideration, at each 
point, is satisfied. Similarly, for the 
outer leaves, another set of spheres de
fines the inner and outer surfaces of 
the shells. However, for the outer 
leaves, the shell is uniformly 135 mm 
thick toward the bottom and increases 
to 255 mm up to the tip beyond the 
glazing line. 

The entrance leaf is 18.2 m wide at 
the entrance and it rises 7.8 m above 

1. Entrance leaf 4. Arch 
2. Outer leaf 5. Interior dome 
3. Interior dome rib 

shell 

Fig.4 - Section through entrance leaf and interior dome 

10 
1. Podium level 
2. Pool deck level 

6. Interior Ilon~e 
7. Outer I&af 

3. Pool 8. Glazin~ 
6 

4. Bridge 9. Dome ribs 
5. Inner leaf 10. Crown of t:iOi~l'''; 

11. Entrance it::ii 

9 

8 

Fig. 4(A)- Section through inner and outer leaves 

the podium level. The outer leaf is 15.4 
m wide and rises up to 22.5 m above 
the podium. 
The inner leaf 

Each corrugation of the inner leaf 
comprising a cusp (ridge) and a re
entrant (valley) is made up of two tor
roidal surfaces. A torroid is generated 
when a circle of a certain radius, r, is 
rotated around the center of a circle of 
much larger radius, R, as shown in Fig. 
6. A cycle tube is a typical torroid. The 

Fig. 5-Entrance and outer leaves 
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Fig.6-lnner leaf surface 

shaded part of the torroid is a part of 
the inner leaf shell. 

Torroids as shown here, at the nine 
different locations, define the geom
etry of the nine shells of the inner 
leaves. 

The inner leaves rise to an elevation 
of 34.3 m above the inner podium. At 
the lowest level each shell has a maxi
mum width of 14 m. It is uniformly 200 
mm thick. 

The arch 
All around the central hall are nine 

splendid arches placed at angular inter
vals of 40°. The shape of these arches 
is formed out of a,number of plane, 
conical and cylindrical surfaces. The 
intersection of thes'e surfaces provides 
interesting contours and greatly en
hances the beauty of the arches. The 
nine arches bear almost the entire load 
of the superstructure. 

The interior dome 
From the crown of each arch spring 

three ribs. While the central one (the 
dome rib) rises radially toward the cen
tral hub, the other two (the base ribs) 
move away from the central rib and in
tersect with similar base ribs of adja
cent arches, thus forming an intricate 
pattern. From each of these intersec
tions rise other radial ribs, all of which 
meet at the center of the dome. 

Up to a certain height, the space be
tween the ribs is covered by two layers 
of 60 mm thick shells. 

Setting out 
As mentioned earlier, the size, 

shape, thickness and other details of 
the structure were defined by equations 
of various geometrical surfaces and 
their intersections. The working draw
ings thus contained only levels, radii 
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and a number of complex equations. 
These parameters had therefore to be 
converted into a set of dimensions in 
terms of length, breadth, height and 
thickness, easily understood by a site 
engineer or a carpentry foreman. To 
achieve this, a system of coordinates 
along x, y and z axes, for every 400 seg
ment of the Temple, was worked out 
with the help of a computer at IIT, 
Madras. The problem was then further 
simplified by working out lines, levels 
and distances which a carpenter or a re
inforcement fitter could easily compre
hend and then arrive at the surfaces 
and boundaries. 

For example, to arrive at curve AB 
(refer to Fig. 8), point A with coordi
nates XA , Y A' ZA is defined with respect 
to O. AB is then established by a one 
sec. theodolite and the curve AB deter
mined by a stepped template as shown 
in Fig. 8. Accurately made curved tem
plates of required radius are then used 
to check the surface of bottom form
work. Computation of distances, levels 
and offsets and solving geometrical 
problems is a routine job of the site 
engineer. 
Form work 

The design, erection and dismantling 
of the form work for the petals posed 
the most challenging task. 

Not only was the form work difficult 
to align, so as to produce accurately 
the complex, doubly curved surfaces 

Next row of panels 
to be in position 
after concrete 
reaches top of 
lower panel 

Outer form 
panel in position 

Outside 

Arch top 

---
Z _level 

Plumb Tp"'== 
bob 1 Slepped lemplate 

Fig. 8 - Setting out of surfaces 

and their intersections, but also the 
closeness of petals, one fold behind the 
next, caused serious problems of work 
space for fixing form work , reinforce
ment and concreting. For every petal, 
the inner formwork had to be fully fix
ed, from bottom to top, and aligned 
accurately. Once this was done and the 
reinforcement placed in position, a ma
jor problem was the fixing and aligning 
of the curved outer formwork, so as to 
maintain the required thickness of the 
shell, between the inner and outer 
form work during concreting. Also, to 
avoid marks of cold joints on the ex
posed concrete surface, the casting of 
petals was carried out in continuous 
pour, sometimes for a height of 22 m 
and lasting more than 48 hours. To fa
cilitate such placement of concrete and 
simultaneous compaction, the outer 
form work had to be placed one row of 

_--'~ Structural steel 
staging 

Bottom form work 

Inside of inner leaf 

Fig. 7 - Shuttering and staging arrangement for inner leaf 



panels at a time, and as the level of 
concrete rose, the next row of panels 
was fixed. These panels were therefore 
to be fixed in position and aligned ac
curately in the shortest possible time. 

The support system for the outer 
formwork had not only to cater to such 
a provision but also had to be suffi
ciently rigid to resist the pressure of 
concrete, and to carry the platforms 
for the workmen and other construc
tionalloads. 

The inner form work was supported 
on a specially designed steel staging, a 
space frame with radial circumferential 
members. 

From the requirements of the form
work, as described above, it can be 
seen that comparatively large heights 
of concrete would remain unset when a 
tall shell was cast in one continuous 
pour. This aspect posed unique design 
problems, since the load on the form
work accumulated to a considerable 
extent as the level of concrete rose. 

Besides being capable of safely sup
porting these loads, the system had to 
satisfy the rigid specifications of de
flection of the formwork. More than 
150 drawings for the staging and form
work and numerous method state
ments were prepared describing the se
quence of construction in detail so as 
to ensure that the loads on the form
work did not exceed those assumed in 
the design. To carry out the computa
tions for various combinations of load
ing cases, the computer at lIT, Mad
ras, was used. 

A special aspect that demanded con
siderable attention was the architec
tural pattern imparted by the form
work joints on the exposed concrete 
surface. These patterns were to follow 
the longitudes and latitudes of the 
spheres and torroids, and no other 
joints or marks were to be seen on the 
concrete surface. To fulfill this re
quirement, full-scale mock-ups had to 
be erected to study the patterns of 
joints and problems involved while 
erecting the formwork. 
Materials 

The petals of the lotus are in white 
concrete using specially graded dolo
mite aggregates from the Alwar mines 
near Delhi and white silica sand from 
Jaipur. The white cement used is im
ported from Korea. The reinforcement 
used in white concrete, as well as the 
binding wire for it, is entirely galva-

nized so as to prevent the long-term ef
fect of rusting of reinforcement on the 
white color of concrete. No cover 
blocks on the inner surface were per
mitted. Specially designed steel spacers 
were used instead, to keep the rein
forcement in place. To ensure dura
bility and a largely maintenance-free 
structure, all the materials were care
fully chosen. No plastering, painting or 
any other type of surface finish was en
visaged. A lightly brush-hammered, 
exposed concrete surface, with the pat
tern of formwork joints would form 
the final finished surface of the interior 
of the Temple. 

On the exterior, the petals would be 
clad with white marble panels fixed to 
the concrete surface with specially de
signed stainless steel brackets. The 
marble has been quarried from the 
Mount Pentilikon mines of Greece and 
thereafter sent to Italy, where each 
panel was cut to the required size and 
shape before transporting it to the site 
in Delhi. The flooring inside the Tem
ple will be in white marble and the fin
ish of the walkways and stairs of the 
outer podium in red sandstone. 
Quality assurance 

Quality assurance is naturally a very 
important aspect of this project. Tests 
are carried out on all materials to en
sure their adherence to standards and 
specifications. Checking for accuracy 
and quality of workmanship is done at 
each stage of work as specified in the 
method statements. A full-fledged con-

Photograph by Mark Sadan 

crete laboratory carries out the mix de
signs for the various grades of concrete 
as well as exercises strict control over 
the quality of concrete. The tempera
ture of concrete is kept below 30°C 
even during the summer months when 
the temperature reaches as high as 
45°C (ll3°F). This is achieved by add
ing a controlled quantity of ice and by 
pre-cooling the aggregates in air-cooled 
storage bins. 

The Baha'i Temple in New Delhi is 
not only the most complex project ever 
undertaken by ECC, but is also prob
ably one of the most outstanding con
temporary structures in the world. The 
complexity of the structure and the 
very high standards of workmanship 
expected to be achieved demand a dy
namic construction management with a 
high degree of innovativeness, team 
spirit and quality consciousness in the 
staff and workmen. Anticipating prob
lems in advance and solving them 
through trials and mock-ups is an es
sential part of site planning. Further, a 
high emphasis is laid on the completion 
of the project within the stipulated 
time and cost. The resources are plan
ned and the physical progress moni
tored through constant review of 
PERT networks. 

The construction of the project is ex
pected to be completed and the Temple 
dedicated by December 1986. It would 
thereafter serve not only as a Temple 
of worship but also as a model of ex
cellence in design and construction. 
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The Temple in pictures 

Step by step: A wondrous edifice rises 
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To register for India Temple dedication: 

PRE-REGISTRATION FORM 
Please fill out completely and mail wIth two 
passport size photos of each particIpant to: 

DEDICATION COMMITIEE 
P.O. BOX 4365. 
NEW DELHI, INDIA 
to reach it prior to August 31, 1986 

Conditions in Delhi require a ceiling on the number of participants, and registration will be on a first
come first-served basis. Applications without photos will not be processed. 

Name Mr/Mrs/Ms _____________________________ _ 
(Iasl name) (frrst name) 

Address _____________________ (Telephone: ______ _ 

(State PrOVince) (Country) 

(PaSspOrT No) (ot & Place 01 Issue) (Valid uptol (Nationality ) 

Languages Spoken _________ _ Understood _____________ _ 

Family Members Accompanying you: Last Name Frrst Name 

MriMrs/Ms ________________ _ 

(PasspOrT No) ,ot & Place 01 Issue I (Valid uPtol INatlonallty) 

Mr/Mrs/Ms _________________ _ 

(PassporT No ) ,ot & Placeollssuel ,VallduplOI (Nationality) 

Mr/Mrs/Ms· _________________ _ 

(PassporT No ) ,01 ,~Place 01 Issuci (Valid uplol ,Nalionailly) 

Mr/Mrs/Ms _______________ _ 

(PassporT No) ,01 & Place of IssuC) IVal,d uPIO) (Nationality) 

If your passport details are not available at the time of sending thIs form please make sure to send it 
to us latest by October 1, 1 986. 
In order that we proudly demonstrate to the world at large the ethnIC, racIal, and cultural diversity of 
the followers of Baha'u'llah who will assemble here dUring thIs hIstoric dedication, we request you to 
furnish the following information. 
I/We am/are native(s) of ________ I We belong to -----_________ _ 

Any other brief information about you or your family that may be of relevance to the purpose 
mentioned above. _______________________________ _ 

Registration fee for each participant 12 yrs old and over is US $ 40 
Please complete this form and mail it with your Cheque/Bank Draft IM.O. payable to: 

THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'is OF INDIA (DEDICATION). 
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Around the world 

Baha'is in Alaska becoming 'visible' 

Baha'is in Barrow, an Alaskan vil
lage north of the Arctic Circle, have 
become quite visible in their commu
nity, holding important service occupa
tions and volunteering in still other 
community service organizations. 

Included among the Baha'is: 
The assistant fire chief, who trains 

fire squads in North Slope villages; the 
coordinator of the borough drug abuse 
program; the head of the borough 

Japan 

Pictured (left to right) are speakers at 
last year's UN Day observance in Ma
chida, Japan: Kasuo Naito, UNESCO 
representative; Hajime Yukimune, di
rector of the Peace Office of Japan; 
Auxiliary Board member Kimiko 

Uruguay 
In January, Uruguay held a success

ful five-day Baha'i Summer School 
with 93 people from nine localities, as 
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health education program; the local 
technician responsible for all long 
distance communication between Bar
row and the outside world; a highly 
skilled welder; a gunshop owner who 
repairs whaling guns free of charge; 
and a counselor at a treatment center 
for those who are troubled by drug 
abuse. 

In addition, Baha'i volunteers work 
in the city council; in the Barrow Com-

Schwerin; and Tsutomu Mizota, 
UNICEF representative. About 45 Ba
hd'IS and their guests attended the 
event, after which the Bahd'IS of 
Machida hosted a dinner for the par
ticipants. 

well as VISItors from Argentina and 
Brazil, participating. 

mission on Child Abuse and Juvenile 
Delinquency; for the Civil Air Patrol, 
which was organized and is command
ed by a Baha'i; and on radio station 
KBRW, which broadcasts Baha'i pro
grams heard across the North Slope for 
45 minutes each week. 

Many Baha'is in the community 
have learned some of the Inupiaq In
dian language, and one of them, born 
in the village, helps the others with 
their vocabulary. 

* * * Copies of "The Promise of World 
Peace" in English and Chinese were 
presented to the president of the 
Alaska Chinese Association before an 
audience of 350 people attending the 
Association's celebration in February 
of the Chinese New Year. 

In addition to the peace statement, 
the president was given a peace packet 
of special materials and a bouquet of 
flowers. 

* * * 
"Living the Dream," a memorial 

service for Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., 
was held January 1 at a civic arena in 
Anchorage, Alaska. 

During the televised ceremony, Mrs. 
Beth:: Putnam, chairman of the Spir
itual Assembly of Anchorage, present
ed a copy of "The Promise of World 
Peace" to the Rev. Ralph David Aber
nathy, a well-known civil rights 
spokesman in North America: and 
friend of the late Dr. King. 

Baha'is sang in the 6OO-member 
chorus and helped with orchestral ar
rangements, and many Anchorage Ba
ha'is donated their time to committee 
work in tribute to Dr. King. 

The Anchorage Assembly also pre
sented the peace statement to each 
member of the city's Municipal As
sembly at its session January 14, eli
citing many positive comments from 
city legislators. 



Bolivia 
Dr. Julio Garrerr Aillon, the vice

president of Bolivia, received the peace 
statement February 20 from a five
member delegation representing the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Bo
livia. 

Dr. Garrerr expressed appreciation 
for the work the Faith is doing in 
Bolivia. He thanked the Baha'is for 
presenting him "The Promise of 
World Peace," and promised to read it 
carefully. 

On February 26, the vice-president 
wrote an enthusiastic response to the 
statement, quoting liberally from it in a 
two-page letter on peace. He called the 
statement "an interesting document 
which undoubtedly constitutes a con
tribution to the mutually longed
for ... peace for all the peoples of the 
world," adding, "I am in accord with 
the declaration that 'world peace is not 
only possible but inevitable' ... 

"It is important to emphasize those 
concepts related to the union of all the 
nations of the world, where an Interna
tional Executive power, a World Par
liament and a Supreme Tribunal will be 
established, that is to say, a world com
munity .... " 

Sri Lanka 
Nearly 200 representatives of 35 

Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) attended a seminar on the In
ternational Year of Youth sponsored 
last December 15 by the Baha'is of Sri 
Lanka. 

The Chief Guest was the UN's resi
dent representative, who praised the 
role of the Faith and the capacity of 
Baha'i youth. 

Cameroon 
One hundred-fifteen partipants in

cluding 22 men and a dozen children 
from 10 countries and 31 localities 
gathered for a recent Inter-Regional 
Women's Conference in Yaounde, 
Cameroon, whose theme was "Women 
and World Peace." 

Women in government were invited 
to take part in panel discussions, which 
attracted wide media coverage. 

Papua New Guinea 

Dr. Elton Brash, vice-chancellor of the 
University of Papua New Guinea, re
ceives a copy of 'The Promise of 
World Peace' from a Baha'{ represen-

Belize 
The Garden of the Covenant School, 

a pre-school opened less than a year 
ago by Baha'is in Dangringa Town, 
Belize, is already filled to capacity with 
young students in both morning and 
afternoon sessions. The school is oper
ated by three full-time Baha'i teachers 
and one part-time volunteer. 

Among the students, five are Ba
ha'is, the rest mostly Christians. The 
school implements Baha'i principles, 
attracting many non-Baha'i families. 
Lessons cover such topics as the fam
ily, nutrition, and spiritual attributes. 

Nigeria 
Three proclamation events were held 

last October and November in Nigeria, 
resulting in tremendous publicity for 
the Faith in Lagos, He and Bendel 
State. 

At a United Nations book display at 
the National Arts Theatre in Lagos, 
Baha'is put up a table of books and 
posters that were seen by ambassadors 
attending the event. 

At the University of Lagos, Kiser 
Barnes estimated that some 10,000 

tative, Miss Seff Homerang-Leong. 
The following day, Mr. Brash pre
sented the peace statement to the 
members of the University Council. 

people saw the display of the Baha'i 
Publishing Trust at the 10th annual He 
Book Fair. 

And at the Bendel State Trade Fair, 
held October 12-19, the Baha'is set up 
a double booth, distributed about 
1,500 pamphlets, and sold many 
books. Some of the people who paused 
at the booth mentioned that they had 
traveled to Haifa. 

Pakistan 
United Nations Day celebrations 

were held last October in 10 cities in 
Pakistan. Attendance ranged from 
50-70 in the smaller cities to 250 at Ba
ha'i Hall in Karachi. In Islamabad, 
Hyderabad, Nawabshah and Rawal
pindi, more than 100 dignitaries at
tended each of the events, responding 
to personal invitations. 

There was newspaper coverage of all 
the UN Day gatherings, induding 
those held in Tando-Adam, Sahiwal, 
Lahore, Quetta and Peshawar. 
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Hong Kong 
Ba!uj'{ youth from Hong Kong, with 
one of their number disguised as 'Afr. 
Tree, , visit a local children's hospital 
to hand out seedlings to the children 
for planting. The young Bahd'i's also 
provided entertainment and refresh
ments. 

Dominica 

Bahd'{s gathered last November for a 
Unity Feast at the Temple site in Pont 
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Guadeloupe 
The Baha'i community of Guade

loupe held a successful World Religion 
Day conference which was attended by 
about 150 people from several faiths. 

The conference received consider
able publicity on radio and television 
and in newspapers, and the National 
Assembly feels that the proclamation 
effort reached thousands of souls. 

Ecuador 
Teaching in Ecuador has resulted in 

the formation of four new local Spir
itual Assemblies in the Shuara zone. 

Further, it is the Shuara tribe mem
bers themselves who are carrying the 
Message of Baha'u%ih to their own 
people, with occasional support from 
visiting Baha'is. 

Haiti 
The National Teaching Committee 

of Haiti reported in mid-January that 
the results of a special teaching effort 
in that country included the enrol1ment 
of 54 new adult believers, five youth, 
and the formation of eight new local 
Spiritual Assemblies. 



Canada 

On March 26, members of the Ba
ha'i community of Canada presented 
the peace statement to Canadian Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney. 

In a press release given out on that 
date, the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Canada pointed out that in 1,500 
localities in that country, Baha'i com
munities were to present copies of the 
statement to provincial and municipal 
leaders and the general public. 

The group that met with the prime 
minister included a psychiatrist, a bus
inessman, a designer, a translator and 
a Micmac Indian elder. 

Jf. Jf. Jf. 

On March 5, a member of Canada's 
House of Commons, Bill Blaikie of 
Winnipeg, made the first known ref
erence in a national parliament to the 
Universal House of Justice's statement 
on world peace. Mr. Blaikie's com
ments, as recorded in the Hansard, 
Vol. 128, No. 236, were as follows: 

"The Universal House of Justice, 
the supreme governing body of the Ba
ha'i Faith, addressed a statement to the 
people of the world on the theme of 
peace. I have a copy of the message 
which was presented to me by the Ba
ha'i community of East St. Paul, Man
itoba. I recommend it to the Hon. 
Members of the House who are con
cerned about the peace issues, and I 
should like to quote from it briefly: 

" 'Whether peace is to be reached 
only after unimaginable horrors pre
cipitated by humanity's stubborn cling
ing to old patterns of behavior, or is to 
be embraced now by an act of consul
tative will, is the choice before all who 
inhabit the earth.' " 

* * * 
Youth at the Two Wings Baha'i 

Conference, held February 19-20 in 
Canada, received a congratulatory tele
gram from Leticia R. Shahani, assis
tant secretary-general for social and 
economic development, United Na
tions, Vienna (CSDHA). 

The message referred to action taken 
in the 40th session of the UN General 
Assembly to provide suitable follow-up 
to the Year of Youth, and to the guide
lines for same, which make specific 
reference to the equality of men and 
women, inviting governments to imple
ment recommendations relating to the 

improvement of the situation of young 
women. 

Mrs. Shahani's message ends with 
the hope that "open dialogue between 
yo.ung men and women provided by 
thIS conference will be both fruitful 
and successful, and that it will be a 
valuable contribution to the process of 
building a better future for all." 

* * * A local Spiritual Assembly in Can-

The Bahamas 

Pictured at the national Haz{ratu'l
Quds in Nassau are students who took 
part last December 26-29 in the second 

During the meeting in Nassau, Ba
hamas, this winter of the British Com
monwealth Heads of Government, the 
Bahamian Baha'i community, in co
operation with the conference coordi
nator, was able to deliver 1,100 at-

Chile 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Chile recently received approval from 
the government's Ministry of Commu
nications for the "Sociedad Radio
difusor Kalimat Ltd.," the incorpo
rated body under which a new Baha'i 
medium wave radio station is to begin 
broadcasting on 1.160 kHz in La-

ada offered its services as mediator in a 
protracted dispute before the civil 
courts in which the judge felt incapable 
of rendering a decision. 

After meeting with the two parties 
and considering the evidence, the As
sembly proposed a compromise solu
tion that was accepted by both parties 
with only a slight alteration. 

Bahd'{ Winter School to be held in the 
Bahamas. 

tractive literature packets for inclusion 
in the delegates' official pouches. 

Each packet contained a letter of 
welcome, an embossed copy of a 
prayer for unity, and an information 
sheet on the Faith. 

branza, Cautin Province, in central 
Chile. 

Vanuatu 
Three pioneers from New Zealand 

have settled in Vanuatu, filling sup
plementary goals given by the Univer
sal House of Justice at Riq.van 1984 
which called for two New Zealanders 
and two Australians to assist Vanuatu. 
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World Centre 

The Six Year Plan: A further look 

TH E SIX YEAR PLAN 

143·149 
1986·1992 

The Major Objectives 

The major objectives of the Six Year Plan include: carry
ing the healing Message of Baha'u'llah to the generality of 
mankind; greater involvement of the Faith in the life of hu
man society; a worldwide increase in the translation, pro
duction, distribution and use of Baha'i literature; further 
acceleration in the process of the maturation of national and 
local Baha'i communities; greater attention to universal par
ticipation and the spiritual enrichment of individual believ
ers; a wider extension of Baha'i education to children and 
youth and the strengthening of Baha'i family life; and the 
pursuit of projects of social and economic development in 
well-established Baha'i communities. 

• 
Set out below are suggestions for possible ways of achiev

ing the above objectives to act as a basis for consultation 
and a stimulus for thinking. National Assemblies should not 
confine themselves to these points if they feel that there are 
other matters which deserve attention. 
1. Carrying the healing Message oj Bahd'u'/Iah to the gen
erality oj mankind 

• Increase the number of believers from all strata of so
ciety, identifying as goals of the Plan those specific sectors, 
minority groups, tribal peoples, etc. which are at present 
under-represented in the Baha'i community and which will, 
therefore, be given special attention during the Plan. 

• Increase the number of localities where Baha'is reside, 
opening, in the process, virgin states, provinces, islands or 
other major civil sub-divisions of the country. 

• Seize teaching opportunities by planning projects in 
areas where receptivity is found, aiming at large-scale en
rollment and entry by troops where possible. 

• Be alert to opportunities for international collaboration 
with other Baha'i communities in the promotion of the 
Faith through: border teaching projects; the sending of trav
eling teachers; and the teaching of special groups such as 
those temporarily abroad for study or work, particularly 
those from countries which are difficult of access, such as 
China or countries in Eastern Europe. 

• Raise up homefront pioneers and traveling or resident 
teachers to assist in the fulfillment of teaching goals and 
plans. 

• Utilize mass media systems for greater proclamation. 
• Make use of drama and singing in the teaching and 

deepening work and in Baha'i gatherings, where advisable. 
2. Greater involvement oj the Faith in the life oj human 
society 

• Develop the proper understanding and practice of con
sultation among members of the Baha'i community and in 
the work of Baha'i institutions, and foster the spirit of con
sultation in the conduct of human affairs and the resolution 
of conflicts at all levels of society. 

• Foster association with organizations, prominent per
sons and those in authority concerning the promotion of 
peace, world order and allied objectives, with a view to of
fering the Baha'i teachings and insights regarding current 
problems and thought. 

• Train suitable Baha'is to undertake public relations ac
tivities. 

• Foster appreciation of the Faith in scholarly and aca
demic circles by developing Baha'i scholarship, by endeav
oring to have the Faith included in the curricula and text
books of schools and universities, and by other means. 

• Encourage Baha'i youth to move toward the front ranks 
of those professions, trades, arts and crafts necessary to 
human progress. 

• Promote the establishment of Baha'i clubs in univer
sities and similar educational institutions. 

• Foster the practice of the equality of the sexes both in 
the life of the Baha'i community and in society as a whole 
and, for this purpose, hold special conferences and training 
programs for women and for men. 
3. A worldwide increase in the translation, production, dis
tribution and use oj Baha'{ literature 

• Foster the use of Baha'i literature, especially in local 
languages, supplemented as need be by tape recordings and 
visual aids. 

• Improve the distribution of Baha'i literature by taking 
specific steps, such as the establishment of regional depots 
where necessary, and the education oflocal Spiritual Assem
blies in their responsibilities to acquaint the friends with Ba
ha'i literature and ensure its easy availability. 

• Produce greater supplies of Baha'i literature in accord
ance with well-thought-out plans of translation, production 
and distribution. 

• Produce, where required for translations into vernacu
lar languages, simplified versions of the Sacred Scriptures, 
the writings of the Guardian and the statements of the Uni
versal House of Justice. 

• Establish Baha'i lending lioraries. 
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-I ,..,/I'rlt",. d('ce/aation in the process of the maturation of 
/('),-.r!,lftd flt/fional Baha'i communities 

• \.1. 'I'I ~peci fie programs to assist and encourage the de
\l'(.'I," 11'11 Ill' i~olated cent~~s into groups, and groups into 
('1'1",,"I1 I1III'S wllh. local Spmtual. Assemblies, resulting in a 
sIC;I.!" l"ITI'ase 01 such AssemblIes. 
.• :\,1<'1'1 specific goals and programs to consolidate and 
S(I't'II~IIH'1I local Spiritual Assemblies, so that they will: 
. • 11,,1.1 regular meetings with harmonious and produc-

li'l' I."llnsul tation, 
• l'l,'pcrly organize and conduct the work of their Sec-
11'1;\1 ial and Treasury, 
• :\I'I'I,inl and coordinate the work of local committees 

1"1 special aspects of their work, such as teaching, 
"Iild educalion, youth activities, literature distribu
Ihlll, elc., 

• Will Ihe respect and confidence of their local com-
1I11111ilies so that the believers will turn to them for the 
Il'sl,lulion of problems and advice in their services to 
Ihl' Cause, 

• Whl're appropriate, acquire and develop the use of 
1.',';11 Centers, 

• l )I'laill incorporation or equivalent recognition as a 
k~al entity, 

• I'<l'r~'ise their responsibilities in relation to marriages 
,111,1 funerals, 

• :\ I,Iilllain registers of declarations, births, transfers of 
1lll'lIIbership, marriages and deaths. 

• \.1"1'1 specific goals and programs to consolidate com
!llll III I II'S wil It local Spiritual Assemblies so that the believers 
wilt t'l' "II~'IHlraged to: 

• ,\I[l'ml regularly Nineteen Day Feasts and the observ
,11I(I'S of Baha'i Holy Days, and enhance the spiritual 
,llIillity qt:"such gatherings, 

• I'lll's\le local teaching and deepening activities, 
• I''''s[a the realization of the equality of men and 
\\ ,'IIICII, 
• 1','\ dllP local activities for children and youth, 
• SUI'Pllrt the fund, 
• l "nry out extension teaching projects. 

• ['"\t'I,,p the functioning of National Spiritual Assem
l'li~, ,1.i"I'[ing specific plans and programs to: 

• 1IIII'I'llVe their standard of united, productive, loving 
(I 'llsult:1tion, 

• 1'," dllP efficiently functioning national Secretariats, 
• FIIII,lIIee the standard of the functioning of national 

[rl'asuries and promote the goal of financial indepen
,klh:e of the national Baha'i community, 

• "\I'l'llint strong committees to carry out, under the 
~I'lIl.'fal supervision of the National Spiritual Assem
t'h, I he many specialized aspects of the work of the 
\. ',IUSI" including the detailed planning and prompt 
",,,,,'ution of the work necessary to achieve all the 
":1"tlS of the Six Year Plan. 

• \,"!llire, where needed and feasible, national and local 
pr,'~"<r!i,'s, such as ~~iratu 'l-quds, teaching institute~, 
su::::ner s,'hools, Baha I cemetenes, etc. and ensure their 
pr,';"<f ... lre and maintenance, . . . . . 

• ... )~[,lill, where legally pOSSible, offiCial recogmtiOn for 
8.I::,t ': ll1.1rriage and Holy Days and exemption from the 
pJ.\ :::eI1l .,i [axes on Baha'i institutions and their activities. 
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• Ensure the rapid and regular dissemination of news to 
all believers . 

• Hold regular, well-planned and well-run summer and 
winter schools and conferences at costs and in localities 
which will permit the largest attendance. 

• Encourage collaboration between or among local Spir
itual Assemblies in mutually agreed projects. 

• Develop and administer correspondence courses for 
teaching and deepening. 

5. Greater attention to universal participation and the spir
itual enrichment of individual believers 

• Promote universal participation in the life of the Faith 
and an increased sense of their Baha'i identity among child
ren, youth and adults. 

• Encourage, where feasible, the practice of dawn prayer. 
• Encourage individual believers to adopt teaching goals 

for themselves. 
• Carry out activities designed to deepen the believers in 

both a spiritual and intellectual understanding of the Cause. 
• Encourage the believers to make greater use of Baha'i 

literature. 
• Encourage the believers to enhance their command of 

language to assist them to understand the Baha'i writings 
ever more clearly. 

• Develop and foster Baha'i scholarship and lend support 
to the Associations for Baha'i Studies, 

• Foster obedience to the Baha'i laws of personal behav
ior such as abstention from the drinking of alcoholic bever
ages and from the taking of habit-forming drugs, and in
spire the believers to follow the Baha'i way of life, 

6. A wider extension of Baha'i education to children and 
youth, and the strengthening of Baha'lfamily life 

• Encourage the holding of regular classes for the Baha'i 
education of children. 

• Develop systematic lesson plans and other materials for 
the Baha'i education of children. 

• Train believers to teach Baha'i children's classes. 
• Establish a program for the guidance of parents, es

pecially mothers, in the care and training of Baha'i children. 
• Sponsor institutes on Baha'i marriage and family life, 
• Encourage community activities involving Baha'i fam

ilies. 

7. The pursuit of projects of social and economic develop
ment in well-established Baha'l communities 

• Encourage local Spiritual Assemblies and the rank and 
file of the believers to consider ways in which they can ad
vance the social and economic development of their com
munities. 

• Establish tutorial schools and pre-schools where needed 
and feasible. 

• Encourage and sponsor adult literacy programs where 
needed, especially for women. 

• Foster collaboration with other agencies involved in 
social and economic development in areas where Baha'i 
communities can contribute to the work. 



Panama 

Road to House of Worship dedicated 
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On April 25, a sunny afternoon during 
the rainy season, the brand new road 
leading to the Baha'{ House of Wor
ship in Panama City was officially in
augurated as Baha'{s, their friends and 
guests gathered for the ceremony. At 
2:15 p.m. Counsellor Ruth Pringle cut 
a green ribbon held across the entrance 
to the road by two lovely children (a 
boy and girl) dressed in their colorful 
Panamanian costumes. The ribbon
cutting was followed by a devotional 
service at the House of Worship, en
hanced by the presence of the Baha'{ 
Choir, and a brief statement about the 
Faith and its principles with emphasis 
on the promise of peace by Oscar Tor
res, a member of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Panama. Copies of 'The 
Promise of World Peace' were then 
distributed to the guests. 
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Belize 

'Garden of Covenant' pre-school opens 

After five years of hopes and 
dreams, the first Baha'i pre-school and 
first social and economic development 
project in Belize became a reality last 
November 1 with the opening of the 
Garden of the Covenant Baha'i Pre
School in Dangriga. 

The Spiritual Assembly of Dangriga 
had begun thinking about such a 
school in 1980. The first step was to 
improve the facilities of the Regional 
Baha'i Centre in Dangriga to house the 
school. A bathroom was added by the 
friends in Dangriga, but not much else 
took place as the work of the Faith 
demanded all the attention of the only 
functioning all-native Assembly in 
Belize. The idea, however, remained as 
a "seed" in everyone's mind. 

When the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Belize (eCeived news that two 
new pioneers, Mitch and Rita Wag
ener, would be coming to the country 
in June 1985, and word was passed to 
the Spiritual Assembly of Dangriga 
that Rita, a Ugandan, was a trained 
pre-school teacher, minds began to 
click and it appeared that the "seed" 
might soon bear fruit. But there were 
many obstacles to surmount. The Cen
tre needed refurbishing and additions 
to be safely used as a school; applica
tions had to be made to the appropriate 
government ministries, materials ac
quired, and native teachers found and 
trained; and, most important, funds 
were needed to operate the school. 

Since it was decided that the school 
would provide "Montessori-type" 
education and give individualized at
tention to the children, enrollment 
would be kept small-never more than 
IS students morning and 15 afternoon. 
This meant that the $ IO-a-month tui
tion fee ($5 U.S.) that is standard in 
pre-schools would not begin to cover 
the costs of the school itself, snacks, 
materials, teacher salaries, and a salary 
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Since it was decided that the 
school would provide 'Montes
sori-type' education and give in
dividualized attention to the 
children, enrollment would be 
kept small-never more than 15 
students morning and 15 after
noon. 

for Rita Wagener so that she and Mitch 
could stay in Belize and she could serve 
as school coordinator. 

Luckily, Roma Ayman, a Baha'i 
youth, came from Illinois as a traveling 
teacher in August 1985 and said he 
would serve as a catalyst to see if funds 
could be raised for this social and eco
nomic development project of the Spir
itual Assembly of Dangriga. The Beh
rendts, pioneers to Belize from the 

Children enjoy snack time at the Gar
den of the Covenant Bahd'{ Pre-School 

U.S., wrote to Baha'i friends, explain
ing the situation and welcoming any as
sistance. 

Meanwhile, the Spiritual Assembly 
of Dangriga appointed a Pre-School 
Committee consisting of Baha'is and 
non-Baha'i professionals. By Novem
ber 1, after the friends in Dangriga had 
worked for a week to renovate the Cen
tre using funds provided by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly, the school 
was able to open its doors. Teachers 
Rita Wagener, Joyce Garcia and Sylvia 
Thomas and one teacher's aide, Baha'i 
youth Jane Lorenzo, put together ma
terials, and funds were received 
through Roma Ayman and others. 

Enrollment, small in the beginning, 
was soon at capacity as word of the 
school spread throughout the town. 
"Everyone" (even those who hadn't 
known the Baha'is existed in Dangriga) 
was talking about the excellent new 

in Dangriga, Beli~e, which was opened 
in November 1985. 



Recess time is a time for lively games 
and group play at the Garden of the 
Covenant Baha '( Pre-School in Dan
griga, Belize. The school, which open
ed in November 1985 after five years of 
planning, is sponsored by the Spiritual 
Assembly of Dangriga, the only func
tioning all-native Assembly in that 
country. 

pre-school. Children from upper and 
lower classes, from Baha'i and non-Ba
ha'i families, and from near and far 
were happily attending the school, 
learning colors and numbers, how to 
work in groups and independently, 
and, most important, memonzmg 
prayers by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l
Baha. 

Soon the school began to house sem
inars for parents and pre-school teach
ers from the entire town. The children 
were taught to brush their teeth after 
snacks, making the school the first in 
Belize to practice such hygiene. Baha'i 
Holy Days were observed with parties 
at which non-Baha'i parents were pres
ent and helped with refreshments, etc. 
The school was invited to have its 
children perform in town-wide pro
grams. 

As the Faith became more widely 
recognized in the town through the 
work of the school, the wisdom of the 
Universal House of Justice in declaring 

Personal hygiene is an important edu- Dangriga, Belize. Here children learn 
cational component at the Garden of to brush their teeth after snacks. 
the Covenant Baha'I' Pre-School in 

that now i.~ the time to become involv
ed in social and economic development 
became absolutely manifest. The 
House of Justice is pleased with the 
project, and has assured the Assembly 
of its support and prayers. 

Seeing the faces of these lovely 
children looking up adoringly at their 
Baha'i teachers and sweetly intoning 
the verses of Baha'u'llah gave ample 
confirmation that a divine Hand was at 
work in all the long plans, prayers and 

deliberations. 
At the end of April, Rita Wagener 

had to leave to return with her husband 
to Alaska. They had played a major 
role in the establishment of the school, 
and Rita had trained the two native
born teachers to take her place. But the 
school still needs the help of a trained 
person. It is hoped that by next year a 
self-supporting pioneer or a youth do
ing a "year of service" might be able to 
come and offer some assistance. 
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Statistical update 

Mobile Teaching Institutes 

Information provided by the Department of Statistics at the Baha'i World Centre. 
During the second phase of the Seven Year Plan, the Universal House of Justice assigned the goal of acquiring audio

visual Mobile Teaching Institutes to nine national communities in Africa, namely: Central African Republic, Chad, Ma
lawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Tanzania, Transkei, Uganda and Zimbabwe. Eight of these National Spiritual Assemblies have 
acquired their Mobile Institutes, and Rwanda is in the process of purchasing one. 

Mobile Institutes are vehicles that are equipped with audio-visual facilities such as simple cameras, slide projectors, pub
lic address systems, tape recorders and various introductory books and pamphlets. These vehicles are under the sponsorship 
of the National Spiritual Assembly and are often sent to the rural parts of the country to supplement the proclamation and 
consolidation work in a particular region where, for example, a teaching project may be in process. 

All National Assemblies with Mobile Institutes reported that they were a tremendous help in the teaching effort and in 
providing easy access to the remote parts of the country. The first teaching trip of the Mobile Institute in the Central 
African Republic, in the months of April and May 1984, to two of the remotest provinces in the country, was reported to be 
an overwhelming success. The words "La Foi Baha'ie-Institut Mobile" painted on the door made the vehicle a rolling 
proclamation of the Faith. The sight of the van brought cries of "Allah'u' Abha" and "Ya Baha'u'l-Abha" from the 
friends in these ateas who seldom receive visitors. 

In October 1984, the Universal House of Justice encouraged four National Spiritual Assemblies-Canada, the Republic 
of Ireland, the United Kingdom and the United States-to invite a number of youth or young adults to offer a year or two 
of their lives to serviCe to the Faith, in response to the appeal in the message of the House of Justice to the youth dated 3 
January 1984, and a~ part of their participation in the International Year of Youth, by serving, in collaboration with one of 
the native be1iever~ as drivers or administrators of Mobile Teaching Institutes in the countries in Africa. Interested volun
teers from any':national community would be greatly welcomed to participate in this thrilling activity of the Cause. 

The success of the Mobile Institutes has sparked enthusiasm in other countries in Africa, which, as a result, have acquired 
vehicles to use as Mobile Teaching Institutes, and these have been counted as supplementary achievements of the Plan. The 
following countries are in this category: Botswana, Burkina, Cameroon Republic, The Gambia and Kenya. The National 
Spiritual Assembly of Benin is in the process of acquiring a vehicle. 
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Australia 

Effie Baker: A remarkable woman 

The first Australian woman to become a Bahd'{, Effie Baker has also 
been recognized as one of Australia's foremost woman photographers
her work having been shown in national exhibitions. It was as a photog
rapher that she rendered her unique service to the Bahd'i Faith-taking 
the photographs for The Dawn-breakers, the epic early history of the 
Faith. Author Graham Hassall, who is writing a book about Effie, shares 
with us a little of her early life. 

It is still possible to visit the child
hood home in Victoria of Effie Baker, 
and observe the broken ground of the 
gold fields, once covered with miners' 
claims. Not far from Goldsborough 
are weathered but proud monuments 
to "The Welcome Stranger," the 
largest gold nugget found in Australia, 
and to the birthplace of John Flynn
"Flynn of the Inland," who began 
Australia's Flying Doctor Service. 

The fortune-hunters are long gone, 
but the descendants of those who 
stayed are now farmers or small-town 
dwellers, the numerous small ceme
teries in the Bealiba, Dunolly and Mo
laigul Shires bearing silent witness to 
the generations who spent their lives in 
the area. The individuals changed, and 
their occupations changed, but the 
family names remained constant and 
became proud. The Bakers could have 
become one such family. But a number 
of factors conspired to disperse the 
descendants. Effie left Goldsborough 
as a young woman and returned later 
in life, only to finally leave the district 
forever. She was the last of her family 
to live in Dunolly. 

Effie lived two lives. One related to 
her upbringing, family, and her skills 
as an artist and craftswoman, the other 

This article about Effie Baker, the 
first Australian woman to become a 
Bahd'i, is reprinted from Herald of the 
South, Vol. 7 (April 1986), a quarterly 
publication of the National Spiritual 
Assemblies of the BahdYs of Australia 
and New Zealand Inc. 

to her experience as a Baha'i-one of 
Australia's first, and one of the few 
Europeans to have spent an extended 
period living in Haifa and working for 
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Ba
ha'i Faith. 

Euphemia Eleanor Baker was born 
the eldest of 11 children to parents 
John and Margaret, on March 25, 
1880, at Goldsborough. Some of her 
grandparents had arrived in Australia 
in the great migrations of the 19th cen
tury. Her father's father, Captain 
Henry Evans Baker, was born at White 
Hills, Kent, in England, in 1816, and 
had moved to New York. Captaining a 
sea-collier, Henry Baker was in the 
port of Melbourne in 1852 when gold 
fever struck his crew. The prospect of 
making one's fortune on the gold fields 
was so enticing that Captain Baker 
could not find enough men willing to 
leave Melbourne, and thus form a new 
crew. He solved his dilemma by selling 
his boat and joining the rush to inland 
Victoria. 

The captain was thick-set, dark
complexioned, portly and jolly in ap
pearance. He was inventive and tech
nically minded, and on the voyage to 
Australia had even constructed a dy
namo to light his cabin. He is reported 
to have constructed in 1855 the first 
Chilian Mill on the Bendigo gold 
fields-a system in which a horse pull
ed a stone wheel in a circular motion in 
order to crush rock in the quest for 
gold. He had an interest in astronomy, 
and won a silver medal in a Melbourne 
exhibition of 1873. He achieved some 

fame when he was selected to re-polish 
the mirror of the great Cassegrain tele
scope at the Melbourne observatory. In 
1886 a telescope made by Captain 
Baker for the newly opened Oddie Ob
servatory at Ballarat was used for the 
first time. 

Captain Baker's wife, Euphemia 
McLeash, came from Cooper Angus in 
Scotland, although the two were mar
ried in New York. A brother, William 
McLeash, went into partnership with 
Captain Baker on the gold fields. Cap
tain Baker and his partners, Robert 
Dodd, William McLeash and Samuel 
Crozier, discovered and opened Bea
liba Reef (the Queen's Birthday Reef), 
taking a lease on the last day of 1863. 
They soon created a 4 horsepower en
gine on the site and the first crushing 
yielded 77 ounces of gold. At this time, 
the Bakers were probably squatting in 
a calico house next to the mine. 

Another reef, the Goldsborough, 
was discovered in 1865, and Captain 
Baker bought a house near it in 1868. 
Goldsborough had only been estab
lished in 1854, and grew to be a thriv
ing town of 70,000 people. But these 
were living mostly in semi-permanent 
calico huts, the prospectors shifting 
with the rumors of new gold fields. The 
streets were named "Pick," "Shovel," 
"Windlass" and the like, emphasizing 
the town's functional nature. 

Effie's father had been educated at 
Wesley College, Melbourne, from 1868 
to 1869 but had to interrupt his studies 
and return to Goldsborough when 
some people tried to jump the Baker 
claim to the Birthday mine. John 
Baker subsequently worked as a fore
man in the mines at Goldsborough. He 
married Margaret in December 1879 
and in 1880 Effie was born. With John 
and Margaret Baker's family growing, 
Effie, at age six, went to live with her 
grandparents at their home, Cooper 
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Angus, in Ballarat. Although Captain 
Baker died four years later, in 1890, 
while Effie was still a young girl, she 
was already greatly influenced by his 
enthusiasm for science, and for tech
nical instruments. In Ballarat she at
tended Mount Pleasant State School 
and later Granville College. She lived 
at the Mount Pleasant Observatory 
from 1886 until Captain Baker's death, 
and from then on moved between Bal
larat and Goldsborough. 

As a child in Ballarat, Effie studied 
piano, and in 1892 won second and 
third prizes in a music competition. 
Later, she became interested in paint
ing and attended the old Ballarat East 
Art School and then Carew-Smyth's 
Art School. She also attended Beulie 
College. After receiving a thorough 
grounding in art and especially in color 
and composition, she became inter
ested in the new science of photog
raphy and the traditional one of wood
working. Effie learned photography 
after acquiring a quarter-plate camera 
in Ballarat and ~as encouraged in her 
work by her aunt "Feem." Following 
holidays in Pertl). in 1898 and around 
the Ballarat district.in 1899, Effie made 
photograph albums for her parents and 
filled them with tbe photos she had 
taken, developeiL:Hld printed. With the 
help of her family, most of whom 
could either p'aint, draw or play the 
piano, Effie received the best educa
tion possible for a Victorian country 
girl at the turn of the century. 

Some time after completing her edu. 
cation, Effie moved to Black Rock, a 
suburb of Melbourne, to live with her 
aunt Ephemia, a school headmistress 
and one of the first women to obtain 
entrance to the civil service university 
course in Victoria. In the house at 
Black Rock, Effie had a room set aside 
to work in. It was always full of tools, 
materials and projects. She became in
terested in the photography of wild
flowers, which grew profusely in the 
district. She hand-colored her photo
graphs and in 1914 published a book
let, Wildflowers of A ustratia, which 
was an immediate success and went in
to a second edition. This was possibly 
the first book of its kind to be pub
lished in Australia. The booklets were 
printed in Melbourne by T&H Hunter, 
three-color printers. Series One (1914) 
contained seven prints, and Series Two 
(1917) contained six. These were sub-
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sequently printed in a combined edi
tion in about 1922. 

A newspaper article of the time said: 
"The colors of these are faithfully re
produced with exquisite softness 
through the medium of hand-colored 
photographs," and suggested the 
booklet would make an ideal gift for 
Christmas. 

At the time of the outbreak of the 
first World War, Effie began to work 
with wood, in preference to painting 

She hand-colored her photo
graphs and in 1914 published a 
booklet, Wildflowers of Aus
tralia, which was an immediate 
success and went into a second 
edition. This was possibly the 
first book of its kind to be pub
lished in Australia. 

wildflower studies, of which she was 
tired. An arts and crafts society was 
holding a sale of work for the Belgian 
Relief Fund, and Effie contributed, in 
place of paintings, a set of dolls' furni
ture in three-ply wood and upholstered 
in mauve leather. It was greatly ad
mired and Effie was asked to make 
another set for the Christmas sale. 

At this time she conceived the idea of 
toys for children which were typically 
Australian. Her first attempt was a 
small dolls' house, constructed so that 
a child could build it up and take it to 
pieces. Another original design was an 
adaptation of the Biblical version of 
Noah's Ark into a traditional Austral
ian setting, substituting a bark hut for 
the ark and using an Aboriginal man 
and woman and Australian animals. 
Effie also created expanding toys 
which opened on a "lazy tong" or hat
rack system, and on which were placed 
a procession of emus and kangaroos, a 
native boomerang thrower, or flocks 
of geese and fowls. 

Although Effie had become close to 
Wally Watkin, the two had not mar
ried. She' had waited because she felt 
that her grandmother and Aunt Feem 
needed someone to look after them. In 
the meantime, Wally met and married 
another girl. As she didn't marry, Effie 
had to provide her own income, and 
may have done so through selling her 
woodwork and photography. She was 

also fortunate to inherit her grand
parents' house in Ballarat and her 
aunt's house in Black Rock, as well as 
the home in Goldsborough in which 
her parents were living. 

Effie had received a good Methodist 
upbringing. In the early 1920s many 
people were still horrified by the results 
of the war and were looking for solu
tions to the world's problems. Effie's 
two brothers, Jack and Jim, had served 
in the war, so Effie's family could well 
have learned about it from them. Also 
at this time, many people were ques
tioning the role of the established 
churches. It was becoming more com
mon to retain Christian beliefs but to 
move away from regular church atten
dance. 

In 1922 Effie and her friend, Ruby 
Beaver, began attending the lectures of 
Dr. Julia Seaton Seers, a Californian 
who had established that year in Mel
bourne a New Civilization Centre. Ef
fie and Ruby first heard of the Baha'i 
Faith when John Hyde Dunn spoke 
from Dr. Seers' platform late in 1922. 
Effie noticed Hyde Dunn when he was 
in the audience one afternoon and 
turned to Ruby and commented: 
"Look at that white-haired gentleman 
sitting in the audience. What a light 
he's got in his face!" (Hyde Dunn had 
moved to Australia from America with 
his wife, Clara, in 1920. He became a 
traveler for Nestles Milk Company, a 
job that allowed him to earn a living 
and at the same time travel to different 
parts of Australia informing people of 
Baha'i teachings.) 

Speaking at the New Civilization 
Centre, Hyde Dunn opened with a Ba
ha'i prayer, then prefaced his talk with 
a quotation from The Hidden Words 
of Bahd'u'lIdh: "0 Son of Spirit, Free 
thyself from the worldly bond, escape 
from the prison of self, appreciate the 
value of time for it will never come 
again or a like opportunity" (an early 
translation of the passage). 

Effie later recalled the occasion: 
"Hearing this, I thought 'I must 

listen to what this speaker has to say.' 
He then gave the 12 principles given to 
the 'world of mankind for this age' by 
Baha'u'llah. The one that arrested my 
attention was 'investigate truth for 
yourself, don't follow the blind imita
tion of your forefathers.' It suddenly 
dawned upon me: 'Why! 1 was born 
and christened a Christian. My fore-
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bears were Christians for centuries. I 
certainly have never investigated truth 
for myself.' After the principles, Mr. 
Dunn gave a short account of the his
tory of the Baha'i Faith and immedi
ately proved to me that the Bab, the 
forerunner or herald of the coming of 
Baha'u'llah, was the same as John the 
Baptist who proclaimed the coming of 
Jesus the Christ. I went immediately 
and declared myself as accepting the 
Baha'i message." 

She surely could not have imagined 
how her life would change. Could any
one have imagined that within three 
years, she would be living in Haifa? 
Could anyone have imagined that, 
more than this, she would risk her life 
traveling for eight months through 
Persia and Iraq, taking the photos that 
were to be included in Shoghi Effendi's 
translation of The Dawn-breakers? 

Effie Baker was the second Austral
ian to become a Baha'i-Oswald Whit
taker, the first, had met Hyde Dunn in 
Linsmore, NSW, not much earlier in 
1922, when both men happened to be 
there on business. 

Ruby Beaver also became a Baha'i at 
about the same time as Effie-there are 
no exact dates, as there was not at that 
time any formal method of joining. By 
the close of 1922, there were five Ba
ha'is in Australia, three of whom were 
new adherents and at the beginning of 
their understanding of the Baha'i 
teachings. They were very close friends 
with John and Clara Dunn, and, using 
the analogy of the family, became the 
"children" of the Dunns. The new Ba
ha'is were well aware of how depen
dent they were on their "spiritual par
ents" for guidance and sustenance in 
their new faith. The Dunns, who had 
already been Baha'is for a number of 
years, were equal to the task, and the 
community, while small, was from the 
beginning strong in its allegiance to the 
Baha'i cause. 

Effie was of slight build and had 
poor health. Through many years of 
painting, she had developed the habit 
of wetting the brush with her tongue, 
rather than in a container of water, and 
this eventually gave her lead poisoning, 
which contributed to her frail condi
tion. By 1924 her health had deterio
rated, and she was unable to work con
stantly. Perhaps upon medical advice, 
Effie decided to travel and rest, as the 
appropriate course of action. She sold 

Effie Baker, the first Australian wom
an to become a Baha'i, is pictured at a 

the home at Black Rock she had inher
ited from Aunt Feem, and became the 
constant 'companion of the Dunns. Her 
eventful career as a traveler had begun. 

In January 1924, the Dunns, Effie 
and another of the Melbourne Baha'is, 
Miss Hastings, visited Tasmania. By 
April 1924, Effie and the Dunns were 
in Perth, where the second local Spir
itual Assembly in Australia was form-

Baha'i convention in 1934. (Courtesy 
Baha'i Archives of New Zealand) 

ed in July-the first was in Melbourne 
in December 1923. At this time, Mar
tha Root, the foremost Baha'i travel
ing teacher of her time, had arrived in 
Melbourne fr"m China and was pro
vided by the Perth Baha'is with a train 
ticket to Western Australia, then a 
five-day journey. 

After a time together in Perth, the 
Dunns, Effie and Martha returned to 
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Adelaide. From there Effie and Mar
tha crossed the Tasman Sea to Auck
land, then back to Sydney on October 
7, before moving on to public meet
ings, radio talks and newspaper inter
views. While in Auckland, Effie learn
ed of the intention of a group of New 
Zealand BaM'is to make the pilgrim
age to Haifa in the Holy Land. Martha 
Root talked Effie into joining the par
ty, with the promise of meeting them at 
Port Said, Egypt, after her travels 
through Africa. 

On February 9, 1925, the steamer 
Largs Bay left Melbourne, and Effie 
and the New Zealand Baha'is began 

New Zealand 

their journey to the East. Effie's plan 
was to make the pilgrimage for about 
two weeks, spend three months in Lon
don, then travel to America before re
turning home to continue her Baha'i 
work with the Dunns. This plan didn't 
come about. It was II years before Ef
fie returned to Australia. 

Although away from Australia for 
an extended period, Effie was still in
strumental in guiding the infant Aus
tralian Baha'i community. She kept in 
close contact with the friends she had 
made in the years 1922-25, and her let
ters home are full of advice about 
methods of administration and teach-

ing, as well as of insights into the Ba
ha'i Revelation, gained from close con
tact with Shoghi Effendi, various 
learned Persian Baha'is, and many 
other BaM'is who passed through 
Haifa on pilgrimage. 

She returned to Melbourne in Feb
ruary 1936 and lived for different 
periods in Goldsborough, Melbourne 
and Sydney until her death on New 
Year's Day 1968. She charmed audi
ences large and small with many stories 
about her travels, including that epic 
journey through Persia and Iraq in 
1931-32. 

~
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The Right Honorable David Lange, 
prime minister of New Zealand, re
ceives the peace statement of the 
Universal House of Justice from (left 
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to right) Pat Mackay, secretary of the bers Tahana Waipouri- Voykovic and 
National Spiritual Assembly of New Hugh Carden. The presentation was 
Zealand, and National Assembly mem- made last November 22. 



Hawaii 

, 
• • .a dear and devoted believer • • • 

, 

The Hawaii Baha'i community has 
been missing a dear and devoted be
liever since the passing of Georgine Ar
nold Moul on March 21 in Honolulu 
following a long illness. 

Georgine attended Purdue Univer
sity and graduated from the Chicago 
Academy of Fine Arts, where she 
promptly became a faculty member 
while also working as Artist-in-Res
idence for the Maurice L. Rothschild 
apparel store in Chicago, concentrat
ing on fashion illustration. She became 
a Baha'i in 1949 while still in school 
and apprenticed to Mrs. Betty de Arau
jo (then Scheffler) after attending fire
sides at the home of Ruth and Ells
worth Blackwell. Her declaration be
gan a 37-year Baha'i life in which the 
Faith was always her first priority. 

Wisely choosing a similarly devoted 
partner, Georgine married Robert 
"Pat" Moul in Evanston in 1952. Dur
ing the first year of their marriage they 
responded to the Guardian's call for 
pioneers to Alaska for the Ten Year 
Crusade, moving to a new post only 
after the old was secured by new be
lievers: Anchorage in 1953, virgin goal 
city Ketchikan in 1954, and virgin goal 
city Douglas in 1957. They were joined 
in their pioneer efforts by their three 
children-Vicki, Doug and Larry, 
born during the 17 years in Alaska. 

In 1970 they became the first pio
neers to fill a foreign goal for the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii by 
relocating the entire family to Amer
ican Samoa, where they ran a print 
shop and stationery and printing sup
ply store with Georgine as graphic ar
tist, Pat as manager and printer, Vicki 
as clerk, Doug as cameraman and 

This article about the passing of 
Georgine Moul is reprinted from Light 
of the Pacific, the Hawaii Baha'i 
newsletter, No. 188 (March-April 
1986). 
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Larry doing the binding. They re
mained in Samoa for four years before 
Pat's ill health forced them to sell the 
shop and move to Guam, where they 
remained for almost four years. 

In 1978 Pat, Georgine and Larry 
moved to Hawaii (Vicki had married 
by then and has since made them 
grandparents of three handsome boys; 
Doug was also on his own) where Pat 
and Georgine served on the Spiritual 
Assembly of Honolulu until Geor
gine's illness prompted their resigna
tion in the summer of 1985. 

Hawaii has benefited from their 
masterful teamwork in so many re
spects-from their painting and re
decorating of several key rooms at the 
National Haziratu'I-Quds, Georgine's 
responsibilities as Honolulu archivist, 
potluck organizer and supplier of the 
Center's cupboards, her work as assis
tant treasurer, employing her graphics 
skills in an amusing variety of skits and 
charts to promote the Fund, and 
through their work on the National Ba
ha'i Calendar staff, and Georgine's 
many design projects for the Faith, 
notably Aloha Week Parade floats, 
National Calendar designs, book 
jacket designs (two solicited by the 
Hand of the Cause of God William 
Sears), television show backdrops, and 
various posters. 

For the past five years Georgine was 
in charge of the National Baha'i Li
brary, wht!re her business and book
keeping ability transformed the library 
into a six-figure business with a multi
national clientele and the most variety 
and selection of any in the Baha'i 
world. 

Georgine was that rare combination: 
an artist who was also an efficient 
organizer. She was marvelously crea
tive, but never overlooked a detail, 
never forsook a responsibility. Perhaps 
because she took seriously the Guar-

dian's instructions about setting goals 
and making plans (and lists!), Geor
gine could be counted on to remember 
the tasks left undone-from dripping 
taps to thank-you letters-often as
suming these responsibilities herself. 
She sought guidance through prayer 
and research of the Writings before be
ginning any project, and her work re
flected that inspiration and wisdom. 
Her children also demonstrate her 
commitment to Baha'i ideals-each is 
a firm believer, educated as a Baha'i 
from birth. 

She was also a thoughtful friend, 
generously providing hospitality to a 
continual flow of international Baha'i 
travelers as house guests-and remem
bering each Assembly member's birth
day with a home-baked cake and can
dies. 

The body of our talented, hard
working friend was laid to rest in the 
Baha'i "Garden of Light" at Hawaii 
Memorial Park on March 24, follow
ing a brief service of prayers and read
ings, and ending with the following 
cable from the Universal House of Jus
tice: 

"Hearts saddened passing dearly 
loved Georgine Moul. Her devoted ser
vices as pioneer Alaska, Samoa, Guam 
and her contributions to work Ha
waiian Baha'i community add lustre 
her long and devoted record service 
Faith. Offering loving prayers Holy 
Shrines progress her immortal soul. 
Kindly convey Pat Moul and other 
members family heartfelt condo
lences. " 
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The world 

India hosts 'World Peace Conference' 

A "World Peace Conference" spon
sored by the National Spiritual Assem
bly of India was held January 19 in 
New Delhi. 

Planned as an observance of the In
ternational Year of Peace and as a trib
ute to the late Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr., the conference served also as a 
means of introducing the Universal 
House of Justice's peace statement to 
many of India's eminent personages 
and to a large gathering of university 
students. 

The audience of more than 550 over
flowed the Vigyan Bhavan Conference 
Hall, a prestigious site for interna
tional gatherings. 

Guest speakers were welcomed and 
introduced by Mrs: Zena Sorabjee, a 
member of the COl).tinental Board of 
Counsellors for Asia. 

The "Chief .Guest" on the program 
was Dr. Nageridra Singh, president of 
the International Court of Justice. In 
his address, he expressed his deep ap
preciation for the Baha'i peace initia
tives, twice quoting from "The Prom
ise of World Peace." 

He also quoted Dr. S. Radhakrish
nan, a world-renowned philosopher 
and former president of India, who 
said, "The Baha'i Movement is in 
keeping with the great tradition of In
dia." 

Dr. Singh welcomed the active sup
port the Baha'is lend to the United Na
tions and praised the Baha'i teachings 
on non-violence and non-involvement 
in politics. 

A message from UN Secretary-Gen
eral Javier Perez de Cuellar was read 
by Miss Jennifer Haslatt, assistant res
ident representative of the United Na
tions in India. The message said in 
part, "The Baha'is bring to the quest 
for world peace a tradition of charity 
and belief in the underlying elements of 
unity between all systems of faith. 
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'Chief Guest' Dr. Nagendra Singh 
lights a 'lamp of peace and goodwill' to 
open the Bahd'/-sponsored 'World 
Peace Conference' January 19 in New 

Your conference's efforts, undertaken 
in such a spirit, can constitute a valu
able contribution to the International 
Year of Peace." 

Among the other speakers were Jus
tice M.H. Beg, chairman of the Mino
rities Commission of India, who spoke 
of his long friendship with the Baha'is 
whom he said he admired for their cre
ative and highly dynamic programs for 
social and economic development; Dr. 
L.M. Singhvi, senior advocate of the 
Supreme. Court of India, who empha
sized the important role of religion in 
promoting peace; and a Baha'i, Dr. 
S.P. Raman, a developmental psychol
ogist who discussed the Baha'i belief 
that recourse to divine guidance can 
bring about peace and tranquillity. 

During the conference, hundreds of 

Delhi, India. Looking on is Justice 
M.H. Beg, chairman of the Minorities 
Commission of India. More than 550 
people attended the event. 

students entered a Baha'i-sponsored 
essay contest that was announced 
through newspaper ads in Delhi and 
Lucknow. Students were given ma
terials on the Faith for their essays on 
"World Peace Through World Relig
ion," "World Peace Through World 
Education" and "World Peace 
Through World Government." Re
search material included' 'The Promise 
of World Peace." 

More than 400 students submitted 
essays in English or Hindi; three win
ners were given cash prizes, awarded at 
the conference by Dr. Singh. Twenty 
others received secondary prizes. 



Lesotho 

E.M. Pitso (left), secretary to His Ma
jesty Moshoshoe II, King of Lesotho, 
is pictured as he received the peace 
statement from the Universal House of 
Justice last November from Mrs. Jane 
Pokane, chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Lesotho. She 
was accompanied by (left to right) 
Kalman Basin, treasurer of the Na
tional Assembly, and Auxiliary Board 
member Ntsikelelo Masholoqu. The 
king's secretary wrote a warm letter in 
response, on behalf of the king. 

Guatemala 
A summary of the Universal House 

of Justice's peace statement appeared 
January 6-7 in the Guatemalan news
paper Pensa Libre. 

At the bottom of the page was an in
vitation to attend one or all of three 
public meetings on peace, a coupon of
fering free copies of the statement, 
"The Promise of World Peace," and 
an offer for a correspondence course 
on the Faith. 

As of the end of February more than 
100 people had requested either the 
peace statement, the correspondence 
course, or both. 

... ... ... 

The Baha'i community of Guate
mala held a recent public meeting at 
the Hotel Sheraton at which 50 people, 
most of them seekers, were present. 

The topic for discussion was "The 
Year 2000: Nuclear Holocaust or 
World Peace?" Two Baha'i speakers 
gave short talks and then entertained 
many questions and comments. 

... ... ... 

Baha'i classes at the Baha'i Center in 
Huehuetenango, Guatemala, were at
tracting relatively few seekers until 
recently, when a talk on "Equality of 
Rights of Men and Women" was ad
vertised on radio. About 50 Baha'is 
and 75 seekers attended the talk, filling 
the Baha'i Center to capacity. 

Haiti 
The technical-vocational program 

begun in October 1985 at the Allis 
Zunuzi School in Haiti has been quite 
successful. Many local youth are clam
oring for a chance to take part in the 
program, which is aimed at providing 
technical training for youth and job 
opportunities in its own production 
workshop, and helping to set up small 
businesses in the area around the 
school. 

In the first several months the pro-

Costa Rica 

Dr. Luis Alberto Monge Alvarez (left), 
then president of Costa Rica, is pic
tured as he received a copy of the Uni-

gram evolved naturally: a small iron 
and wood workshop was set up in a 
modest building, seven apprentices 
were trained using privately owned 
tools, and soon the workshop was pro
ducing furniture, seedling racks for the 
Pan American Development Founda
tion, a sand sifter for Habitat for 
Humanity, bee-keeping hives and 
frames, and decorative and protective 
ironwork for windows and gates. 

versal House of Justice's peace state
ment last November 6 from Counsellor 
Rodrigo Tomas. 
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United States 

GREA TL Y PLE.ASED ANNOUNCE 
APPOINTMENT DR. WILMA M. 
BRADY AS ADMINISTRA TOR
GENERAL BAHA'! INTERNA
TIONAL COMMUNITY'S OFFICES 
NEW YORK':.SHE HAS BEEN IN
VITED TO BEGIN HER TENURE 
SERVICE AT WORLD CENTRE IN 
SEPTEMBER BEFORE ASSUMING 
HER DUTIES NEW YORK ONE 
MONTH LATER. PROFOUNDLY 
GRA TEFUL BLESSED BEA UTY 
NEW STAGE DEVELOPMENT 
BAHA'! INTERNA TIONAL COM
MUNITY'S OFFICES. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
MAY 26,1986 

Andaman/Nicobar Islands 
The Baha'i Women's Committee of 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands or
ganized a Handicraft Exhibition last 
December in which women from all 
walks of life were encouraged to par
ticipate. 

At the end of the three-day exhibit, 
prize-winning entries were chosen by 
women judges, and prizes were award
ed at a public meeting by the chairman 
of the Social Welfare Board of the is
lands. 
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Gabon 
Over last December's school holiday 

four Baha'i youth from Port Gentil, 
Gabon, undertook a teaching trip to 
Libreville, a lO-hour ferryboat ride 
from home. The youth were accom
panied by Auxiliary Board member 
George Allen. 

With the help of youth and others 
from the Libreville Baha'i community, 
the traveling teachers presented a 
poster exhibit on the Faith at an open 
house celebration at the National Haz
iratu'I-Quds. About 130 people attend
ed the open house which lasted for five 
days. 

Strong ties of friendship were form
ed between the youth of the two com
munities as they took part together in 
deepening classes, visits to families, 
and social outings. Since the teaching 
project ended the youth have contin
ued to correspond with one another, 

are those ·who attended the 
dedication last March of the Instituto 
Baha'I' Jamaliyyih in El Salvador. 
Standing at the left is Soheil Nourani, 
one of the donors of the property, who 

"We Cannot Fail Them," a cam
paign dedicated to the martyrs in the 
Cradle of the Faith which began last 
May in EI Salvador, reports that as of 
October 1985 there were some 1,200 
new enrollments in the Faith in the six 
communities in which daily teaching 
activities were being held. 

strengthening the relationship between 
the two communities. 

Traveling teachers VISItIng Oyem, 
Gabon, mounted an exhibit that was in 
place for three weeks, attracting 15-20 
people a day. As a result, four people 
were enrolled in the Faith. 

Central African Republic 
A Baha'i-sponsored radio program, 

broadcast weekly in the Central Af
rican Republic from 1980 until its sus
pension in March 1984, resumed in Au
gust 1985 with the permission of the 
Head of State. This came about as a re
sult of a Baha'i delegation's visit to the 
President of the country in April 1985. 

spoke to the Salvadorian BahdYs, ex
plaining the history of the five and one
half acre farm on which the Instituto 
stands. 

El Mundo, a daily afternoon news
paper in EI Salvador, has published 15 
pages of the book Call to the Nations 
by Shoghi Effendi. 

The text appeared in five install
ments under the title "The Ordeal of 
Humanity." A Baha'i had sent a chap
ter of the book to the newspaper on the 
occasion of its anniversary. 



Pakistan 

.:In,Unl~eTl Kasrapour (standing at left in 
right photo) explains medical pamph
lets to participants in a Baha'I' Health 
Education Program which was organ
ized in January at the Baha'I' Hall in 
Thatta, Pakistan, as a part of the Na-

Baha'i youth in Pakistan ended a 

tional Spiritual Assembly's 'Faiz{ Pro
ject.' The District Health Office do
nated posters and pamphlets, and the 
Baha'Is dispensed free medical aid to 
about 200 patients over a five-day 

period. Articles about the program ap
peared in the local English- and Urdu
language newspapers. The left photo 
shows the pharmacy section of the 
medical camp. 

National Youth Conference on Janu- Nicaragua 
ary 12 with 12 volunteers for travel .-____________________________ ----, 
teaching, a youth pioneer, and a siz-
able contribution to the International 
Fund. 

Ninety-two youth from 13 communi
ties deliberated on "Youth and World 
Peace," assisted by Counsellor Sabir 
Afaqi. 

'" '" '" 
One hundred-sixty people attended a 

Baha'i Winter School last December 
25-30 in Hyderabad, Pakistan. They 
came from 20 localities and included 
visitors from other countries. 

Classes were held in Urdu, Sindhi 
and Persian to discuss the Universal 
House of Justice's peace statement. 
The opening address was given by 
Counsellor Sabir Afaqi. 

Canary Islands 
On January 5, the first Spiritual As

sembly of Guimar, Tenerife, was form
ed, bringing the number of Assemblies 
in the Canary Islands to 10 and ful
filling the Seven Year Plan goal for the 
Canaries. 

Pictured is a billboard placed by the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Nica
ragua in the Plaza de la Revoluci6n in 
Managua. It is one of two recently 
erected in Nicaragua's capital city to 
mark the International Year of Peace. 

The bright, colorful design is in blue, 
white and yellow, and the message 
reads, The Baha'I' Faith: One God, 
One Religion, One Mankind. Unity: 
Basis for World Peace. ' 
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Ciskei 
Traveling teacher Mrs. Shomais Af

nan visited Ciskei for six days last De
cember, "bringing the Faith to the at
tention of more people than the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly had been 
able to reach in a year," according to 
the National Assembly's report of her 
visit. 

She addressed Baha'is at a confer
ence, discussing the peace statement 
and her travels in Africa; met with the 
National Spiritual Assembly and its 
National Teaching Committee; visited 
a village; and attended a Feast in 
Mdantsane, a large African Township. 

Much of her six-day visit, however, 
was devoted to addressing non-Baha'i 
groups including a women's organiza
tion, a Christian group that cares for 

Taiwan 

David Huang (left), secretary of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Tai
wan, presents a copy of 'The Promise 
of World Peace' to Hsu Sway-teh, the 
mayor of Taipei. The presentation was 

Mali 
A teaching conference last December 

28-29 in Mali brought together 55 par
ticipants including 12 women. Visitors 
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the aged and disabled, and a public 
gathering at a hotel which was attended 
by the mayor and chieftainess. 

An exciting public relations break
through for the Ciskei Assembly was 
made when Mrs. Afnan was invited to 
visit with the Ciskei government for 
two days, along with four local Ba
ha'is. They were given a tour of the 
presidential palace, the Rehabilitation 
Centre, the School for the Blind, a chil
dren's home, a clinic and two hos
pitals. 

During her visit Mrs. Afnan met 
with the country's First Lady, Mrs. 
V.N. Sebe, an occasion that was fav
orably reported, with photos, in sev
eral newspapers. 

made January 25. Later, it was learned 
that the mayor had once visited the Ba
ha'I' House of Worship in Wilmette, Il
linois. 

from Niger, Ivory Coast and Canada 
contributed to the spirit of joy and har
mony at the conference. 

Mrs. Afnan also met with the minis
ter of Foreign Affairs and with several 
other officials in the government and 
health services. 

News of her visit was broadcast by 
Radio Ciskei, and later, a regional 
radio station broadcast in four African 
languages a brief interview with her. 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
Ciskei, in expressing its gratitude for 
her visit, said: "The prestige of the 
Faith advanced by light-years. Her dig
nified yet warm, personal approach 
won the hearts of all with whom she 
came in contact. Hundreds of people, 
but especially those in high-ranking 
positions, not only heard about the 
Faith but learned about it." 

France 

The National Spiritual Assembly of 
France recently received a letter from 
Prime Minister Laurent Fabius ex
pressing his appreciation for the peace 
statement from the Universal House of 
Justice. 

Mr. Fabius affirmed that the ideas 
expressed in the statement were, for the 
most part, in agreement with French 
national policy, which gives special at
tention to the situation of oppressed 
minorities. 

Also, the President of France's Par
liament wrote, "I thank you for having 
sent me this document which will be 
useful to me," while the vice-president 
said he had read the statement "with 
great interest." Other French govern
ment officials have made similar re
sponses. 

Austria 
Ten countries including Hungary 

and Yugoslavia were represented 
among the 320 people who took part in 
the Austrian Baha'i Winter School last 
December 25-January 1. 

The focus of the session was the 
peace statement by the Universal 
House of Justice-in lectures, semi
nars, and a public meeting at which the 
mayor of Althofen spoke, inviting the 
Baha'is to return next year. The suc
cess of the school was crowned by four 
enrollments. 



Guyana 
On February 25, the National Spir

itual Assembly of Guyana presented a 
copy of the peace statement from the 
Universal House of Justice to Presi
dent Hoyte of Guyana. 

The entire membership of the Na
tional Assembly was received for 45 
minutes in the Cabinet Room of the 
presidential offices. 

During the ceremony a statement on 
loyalty to government, signed by all the 
members of the National Assembly, 
was read. 

A distinctive gift of an armillary 
sphere, obtained from the Smithsoniafl 
Institution and representing the earth 
as one country, was given to President 
Hoyte. 

In his response, he referred to the 
plight of the Baha'is in Iran, spoke of 
the assurance of religious freedom in 
Guyana, and of his personal conviction 
of the need for spiritual as well as 
material development for the Guyanese 
people. 

The National Assembly suggested 
that the government of Guyana request 
that the issue of world peace be includ
ed on the agenda of the Conference of 
Heads of State of the Caribbean Com
munity. 

The president then joined the Ba
ha'is in a prayer for the unity of the na
tion. 

Radio pUblicity preceded the event, 
and a major press release resulted in 
the publication of a newspaper article 
with a photograph describing the his
toric occasion. 

Namibia 
One hundred-twenty students from 

all parts of Namibia and South West 
Africa gathered recently for a Baha'i 
Summer School to study the peace 
statement from the Universal House of 
Justice. 

Mrs. Shomais Afnan, a traveling 
teacher, was a source of inspiration, 
while a report by Mrs. Farhadi-Hakim 
about the suffering and sacrifices of 
the friends in Iran moved the Baha'is 
deeply. 

The friends left the school filled with 
enthusiasm and with a determination 
to carry its spirit to their homes to help 
consolidate their local Spiritual Assem
blies. 

Hawaii 

The Hand of the Cause of God Wil
liam Sears (center) attended and spoke 
to a 'Unity Feast by Children' during 
the Hawaii Baha '{ Children's Camp 
iast December 27-30 on Oahu's north. 

Pictured are some of the nearly 100 
people who attended a Hawaii Baha'{ 
Winter School held last December 
27-30 at the National Center in Hono-

Germany 
The year-end Baha'i Winter School 

at Lindlar, Germany, was attended by 
140 students, most of whom were 
youth. 

The curriculum was centered around 
the Universal House of Justice's state-

shore. The camp was sponsored by the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Ha
waii's National Child Education Com
mittee. 

lulu. Speakers at the school included 
the Hand of the Cause of God William 
Sears, Jali/ Mahmoudi and Duane 
Troxel. 

ment, "The Promise of World Peace." 
There was one enrollment among the 

seekers present, and to add to the spirit 
of the session, a Baha'i family decided 
to pioneer to Nicaragua, thereby filling 
a goal of the Seven Year Plan. 
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· WITH HEAVY HEARTS WE ANNOUNCE EXECUTION BY HANGING OF FARID BIHMAR-
01 ON 10 JUNE 1986 IN TEHERAN. HIS FAMILY WERE UNAWARE OF HIS EXECUTION 
AND FOUND OUT ABOUT THIS SAD EVENT A FEW DAYS AFTER HE WAS BURIED BY 
THE AUTHORITIES. MR. BIHMARDI, AGE 46, WAS ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING 
BAHA'IS IN THE CRADLE OF THE FAITH. HE WAS UNDER TORTURE FOR A VERY PRO
LONGED PERIOD OF TIME, BUT HIS ENDURANCE WAS A SOURCE OF ENCOURAGE
MENT TO OTHER BAHA'I PRISONERS WHO WERE WITNESSES TO HIS SUFFERING. 
FIVE OTHER PRISONERS HAVE INDICATED TO THEIR VISITING RELATIVES THAT IT 
MAY BE THE LAST VISIT THEY WILL HAVE, WHICH IMPLIES THEIR IMMINENT EXE
CUTION. YOU MAY APPROACH THE GOVERNMENT AND MEDIA SO THAT IM
MEDIATE ACTION MAY BE TAKEN TO TRY TO AVERT FURTHER CRUELTIES BEING 
METED OUT TO THE INNOCENT BAHA'IS OF IRAN. 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
JUNE 24, 1986 

On the cover. The Baha'i House of Worship of the Indian Sub·continent, which is nearing 
completion on the outskirts of New Delhi, is now free of scaffolding and the huge building 
crane so that one can see the entire edifice with the marble in place. The architect, Fari· 
burz Sahba, is working on the finishing touches to the interior and grounds, and says the 
Temple and its landscaping will be completed in time for the formal dedication cere· 
monies December 23·27. Some 10,000 people are expected to attend those events whose 
climax will be a large public meeting at the Indira Gandhi Indoor Stadium. 
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World Centre 

Auxiliary Boards to undergo changes 

To the Bahd'{s of the World 
Beloved Friends, 

The Six Year Plan has been launched and national Baha'i 
communities throughout the world are engaged in formulat
ing their national goals. On the Day of the Covenant, 26 No

"" vember 1986, a new term of five years will begin for those 
~~ppointed to the Auxiliary Boards. In preparation for that 
event, we find it propitious to announce the following decis
ions. 

As from last RiQvan, Turkey has been transferred from 
the area of responsibility of the Continental Board of Coun
sellors in Asia to that of the Continental Board of Counsel
lors in Europe. Counsellor Ilhan Sezgin is, therefore, a 
member of the European Board of Counsellors. It has also 
been decided to increase the size of the European Auxiliary 
Board for the Protection of the Faith to 36 members, which 
is the same as the number currently authorized for the Prop
agation Board in that continent. 

In view of the growth of the Baha'i community and its 
emergence from obscurity, we have decided to make the fol
lowing further changes in the number of members of the 
Auxiliary Boards, to be effective from 26 November 1986: 

Auxiliary Boards Present 
Number 

AFRICA Protection 81 
Propagation 99 

AMERICAS Protection 54 
Propagation 117 

ASIA Protection 99 
Propagation 117 

AUSTRALASIA Protection 27 
Propagation 36 

EUROPE Protection 36 
Propagation 36 

TOTAL 702 

Total Protection 297 
Total Propagation 405 

Number 
Added 

9 
9 

9 
0 

0 
9 

9 
9 

0 
0 

54 

27 
27 

This further expansion of the institution of the Auxiliary 
Boards reflects the recent increase of the number of Conti
nental Counsellors from 63 to 72 and is required by the 
marked growth in the size of the Baha'i communities, a 
growth which it is confidently expected will accelerate dur
ing the Six Year Plan as the impact of the Faith's emergence 
from obscurity begins to make itself evident in a growing in
terest in its teachings by people in all walks of life. 

It will also assist the vital development in maturity and ex
perience of the National and local Spiritual Assemblies, a 
process which must synchronize with the further develop
ment of the World Centre of the Faith and the advance of 
mankind toward the attainment of the Lesser Peace. Who 
can tell what challenges these burgeoning divine institutions 
will have to face in the years immediately ahead-years 
which may well see the realization of mankind's gravest 
fears and the appearance of the fulfillment of its highest 
hopes. 

Our prayers at the Sacred Threshold are offered on behalf 
of every faithful follower of the Blessed Beauty who is la
boring for the promotion of His Cause. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

New May 25, 1986 
Number 

90 
108 

63 
117 

99 
126 

36 
45 

36 
36 

756 

324 
432 
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~pecial message 

~Dearest friends 
--~~~~~ We shall win 

Dear Lovers of Bahci'u'llcih, 
The Seven Year Plan has just ended in the midst of celestial strains and the 

plaudits of the Divine Concourse, ushering with grace and joy another plan, the Six 
Year Plan (1986-1992), which will pass into history, bearing the name of "Ac
complishment and Triumph." 

All the believers of this planet are asked to rally together, as never before. It will 
be the greatest effort to be accomplished by all of us-wherever we are or will 
choose to go. 

By this time you may have received from your National Spiritual Assembly the 
detailed plan, elaborated by our august body, the Universal House of Justice. When 
I first glanced at the pages, filled with all the objectives we have to attain in such 
short lapse of time, I felt I was looking through the iron gate of an enchanted 
garden, filled with the most precious, divinely created remedies to heal the whole 
world. 

Dearest friends, we shall win. We are laboring on the side of love, harmony, com
passion, humbleness, perseverance, finding joy in working for the Cause of God, 
with passion and sincerity, by being always happy and partaking in this happiness 
with the rest of humanity. 

I have served the Faith of God for many decades, and I am going to hand down 
the secrets of my blessed wife and myself to.all of you. Devote your life to the service 
of the Cause of God. 

The highest station man can aspire to is that of service. 'Abdu'I-Baha selected that 
name for Himself ... it means "Servant of Bah,l." Avoid any form of ambition. 
'Abdu'l-BaM, in a Tablet addressed to the North American believers in 1898, said 
that ambition that is not applied to the service of mankind is an abomination. 

Place always the needs of the Faith far above any personal affair and interest ... 
be always polite, kind and generous. Teach your children to grow up like that; plant 
in them the desire to learn and to love their teachers. Those younger believers who 
will reach the age of 15 this year, will in 1991 become the voting members. How 
many? Shall we say millions! 

My warmest love to you all and my prayers be around you every day. 
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Honduras 

Baha'is in Grand Carnival parade 

For the sixth year in a row, the Baha'Is 
of La Ceiba, Honduras, made a float 
for the Grand Carnival parade held 
May 17. The theme of this year's float 
was 'La Paz Mundial-Unidos Po
demos Lograrla' (World Peace
-United We Can Obtain It). Walking in 
f,gnt of the float were four to five Ba
ha'i youth, each represen'ting a dif
ferent color of humanity, with a 
40-foot-long banner that proclaimed 
world peace and the Baha'i Faith. The 
float itself consisted of two trailers 
hooked together. The first, which was 
lower than the second, displayed a re
volving model of the world covered in 
laminated colored paper. Children in 
costumes representing various coun
tries-Arabia, Germany, Spain, Italy 
and Honduras-sat around and under 
the revolving globe as sound equip
ment on the float continuously played 
a cassette of the song 'We Are the 
World. ' The second trailer displayed a 
large dove of peace, about six feet high 
and 10 feet long, holding the tradi
tional olive branch of peace in -its beak. 
The children seated on this trailer also 
represented many countries including 
Japan, Guatemala, Greece, Costa 
Rica, Honduras and the African con
tinent. Seven of the older children held 
real doves, which they released as the 
float passed in front of the Municipal 
Building where the judges-including 
Jose Azcona, the president of Hon
duras-were standing on the balcony. 
Throughout the parade route, the Ba
ha'is threw buttons into the crowd that 
proclaimed the same message of world 
peace displayed on the float. The Ba
ha'is also had a display stand that day 
in the Central Park of La Ceiba. About 
200,000 people were in the city for the 
parade. The Baha'ifloat was made by 
the local Baha'is and their families and 
friends and financed by the local Ba
ha'i Fund. 

,4L 
""-.::-.- ... --- - - -, 
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W orId Centre 

'Promise' given to 168 heads of state 

Reports received at the Baha'i World 
Centre indicate that to date (June 19) 
168 special copies of "The Promise of 
World Peace" addressed to heads of 
state have been delivered; 142 of these 
have gone to heads of independent 
countries; and of these, 5 I were pre
sented directly by representatives of 
National Spiritual Assemblies and 91 
through intermediaries for the most 
part or through the mail. 

The dynamism which has been put in 
motion by the distribution of the peace 
statement has been manifested in many 
ways, some of which are: 

• The National Spiritual Assembly 
of Reunion held a symposium on peace 
at which they presented the peace state
ment to the heads of their government, 
with excellent media coverage. For the 
first time, representatives of all the ma
jor religions were present, and it was 
reported that "at the time of the first 
prayer, spontaneously, alI present 
stood up, some in tears." 

• In Belize a successful "Peace Ex
hibit" to which Baha'is and non-Ba
ha'is contributed paintings, drawings, 
graphics, sculpture, needlework and 
stained glass, relating to the theme of 
peace, ran for six days. 

• In an interfaith peace service at the 
House of Worship in Germany on the 
anniversary of the Declaration of the 
Bab, a capacity audience listened to ex
quisite choir music and readings on 
peace from Buddhism, Zoroastrian
ism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam and 
the Baha'i Faith. 

• Another interfaith peace service 
organized by a Baha'i was celebrated 
by ministers, pastors, priests, a Bud
dhist monk and other spiritual leaders 
in Colorado together with members of 
the "Great Peace March," and copies 
of "The Promise of World Peace" 
were distributed. 

• In Hong Kong an essay com-
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In Hong Kong an essay competi
tion on the topic of peace involv
ed 15 schools in the Southern 
District, with an award cere
mony involving the media; Ba
ha'is were thereafter asked to 
address a Catholic school on 
peace. 

petition on the topic of peace involved 
15 schools in the Southern District, 
with an award ceremony involving the 
media; Baha'is were thereafter asked 
to address a Catholic school on peace. 

• In Montichiari, Italy, the mayor 
was presented with the peace statement 
at a Peace Exhibition involving more 
than 24 non-Baha'i exhibitor groups, 
and a peace concert was attended by 
more than 700 people; neighboring vil
lages requested Baha'i help to organize 
similar events. 

• From New Caledonia comes a re
port of presentations of the peace 
statement to tribal chiefs who accepted 
news of the Faith with enthusiasm 
when they understood that "progres
sive revelation" neither negated nor 
condemned previous religions, and in
deed their own tribal faith predicted 
the coming of a great "Peacemaker." 

• In New Zealand the well-attended 
Auckland Regional Peace Conference 
organized by Baha'is opened with a 
performance by the high school Maori 
Club and ended with a concert. 

• In Arequipa, Peru, thousands of 
people witnessed the presentation of 
"The Promise of World Peace" to the 
President, who suggested that his wife 
help the Baha'i Women's Committee 
participate in social and economic pro
jects of the nation. 

• A banquet for peace in Bangkok, 
Thailand, was attended by represen-

tatives of international agencies, the 
Sikh community, the World Fellow
ship of Buddhists, and Chulalongkorn 
University, alI of whom received copies 
of "The Promise of World Peace." 
Speakers included a Baha'i who ad
dressed the topic of the peace state
ment, and a professor of philosophy 
from the university. 

• Australia reports another peace ex
position, this time in Atherton, Nor
thern Queensland (see page 6), at
tended by some 6,500 enthusiastic peo
ple, I ,000 of whom attended an inter
national concert in which a wide range 
of cultures was represented; 200 at
tended an alI-day Peace Forum the 
next day. 

• In Mozambique, 35 Baha'is joined 
a Peace March of 4,000 people who 
witnessed the Minister of Foreign Af
fairs, in the presence of the Ministers 
of Education and Culture, and of Jus
tice, receiving the peace statement on 
behalf of the head of state; the presen
tation, which included the reading of a 
Baha'i prayer and a brief statement by 
the National Spiritual Assembly, was 
broadcast live on the national radio 
network and reported in the national 
newspaper.-Office of Public Infor
mation, Haifa 

.......... -------------------------



El Salvador 

Two-day peace seminar big success 

Taking advantage of a VISIt by 
Hooper Dunbar, a Counsellor member 
of the International Teaching Centre, 
the National Spiritual Assembly of EI 
Salvador made plans for a two-day 
seminar June 6-7 on the theme "The 
Promise of World Peace." 
-On Friday evening a public confer

ente was sponsored by the Baha'is at 
the Centro Cultural Salvadoreno. The 
program consisted of two talks, the 
first, on "The Need for World Peace," 
by Dr. Salvador Nelson Garda, dean 
of the law faculty at Jose Matias Del
gado University and president of the 
Lawyers Association, and the second, 
on "The Promise of World Peace," by 
Counsellor Dunbar. 

The talks were separated by a mu
sical presentation on the theme of 
peace by Jan and Marvin Dreyer. The 
program was moderated by Counsellor 
Rodrigo Tomas of Costa Rica. 

Of the 250 people present about 180 
were guests including some well-known 
professional, civic and government 
leaders. The guests were invited to re
turn the following morning to take part 
in 10 simultaneous workshops on "The 
Requisites of World Peace." Each of 
the workshops was to cover one of 10 
designated areas: education, youth, 
women, parents, science, religion, 
human rights and obligations, socio
economic matters, communication, 
and the arts. 

At each table was a Baha'i modera
tor and a specially invited guest au
thority in that field. Included among 
these guests were recognized educators, 
psychologists, women's leaders, and so 
Dn. The moderators were instructed 
110t to push the Baha'i point of view 
:>ut to seek the broadest possible par
icipation and promote harmonious 
:onsultation on what can be done in 
~ach of these areas to promote a peace
iII society and world. 

Among the 100 or so partICIpants 
were about 50 non-Baha'is including 
nine Franciscan nuns as well as repre
sentatives of some six other religious or 
philosophical groups. The two-hour 
consultations were preceded by a brief 
talk and orientation by Counsellor Ar
turo Serrano of Mexico. Although it 
was made clear beforehand that the 
written conclusions of each workshop 
group would be left entirely to the par
ticipants and did not have to agree with 
the BaM'i point of view, almost all of 
them did agree. 

At the close of the program several 
guests asked to speak to the entire au
dience. All insisted that the initiative of 
the Baha'is must not be lost, and that 
there should be study groups formed to 
promote the activities and actions men
tioned in the workshop reports. One 
group declared that a report of the 
meeting should be sent to the Secre
tary-General of the United Nations, 
and one of the youth made an emo
tional appeal to the Baha'is to speak 
out in the schools and universities. 

The seminar and other weekend ac
tivities were blessed by the presence of 
four Counsellors: Mr. Dunbar, Mr. 
Serrano, Mr. Tomas and Dr. Hida
yatu'llah Ahmadiyyeh of Belize. Media 
coverage was good with articles in 
three newspapers with a combined cir
culation of 230,000, several radio inter
views, and 1,000 invitations given out 
(mostly by hand) to selected groups 
and individuals. 

On Sunday, June 8, many of the 
friends traveled with the Counsellors to 
a meeting in Sonsonate, in the heart of 
the area of a direct teaching campaign 
called "We Shall Not Fail Them," 
dedicated to the victims of persecution 
in Iran. There Counsellor Dunbar gave 
an uplifting talk on the history of the 
Faith that heightened everyone's sense 
of the greatness of its Central Figures 

Marvin Dreyer, a longtime member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of El 
Salvador, and his wife Jan sing Bahd'{ 
songs of peace during the first evening 
of a highly successful two-day peace 
seminar June 6-7 sponsored by the Na
tional Assembly. 

and of the importance of the Cause in 
the history of the world. 

The Counsellors also met with the 
friends in the capital area, with the 
Auxiliary Board members and their as
sistants, and had a dinner meeting with 
the National Spiritual Assembly of El 
Salvador. 

One week earlier, a popular com
mercial television channel presented its 
second showing of the video "Mona 
with the Children" with dubbed-in 
Spanish voices. 

Also, at the request and with the 
cooperation of the National Youth 
Committee, the National Assembly has 
sponsored a 13-week "university-type" 
course on the Faith on Sunday morn
ings. These sessions treat such topics as 
"scriptural prophecy," "analysis of 
the peace statement," "spiritual life 
and laws," and "Baha'i history." In
cluded are the taking of attendance, 
homework and exams. The course has 
been well-attended and is most likely 
only the first of such in-depth insti
tutes. 
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Australia 

Peace Expo 'overwhelms' Ath~rton 

After nine months of persistent ef
fort, the Far North Queensland Baha'i 
communities of Herberton, Mareeba, 
Atherton and Eacham, supported by a 
~ost of community organizations and 
mterested individuals, pulled off a 
Peace Exposition in Atherton at the 
end of May, with results that exceeded 
their wildest dreams. 

Six and a half thousand people
representing well over half of Atherton 
Shire's population of 8,500-poured 
through the Exposition venue on the 
weekend of May 24-25. 

On Monday, May 26, the Cairns 
Post described the public response to 
the Expo as "overwhelming." 

The first sight to greet the thousands 
of visitors was the spectacle of more 
than 1 ,500 peace banners hanging in a 
giant display right down the center of 
the 6O-meter-long hall. A floral globe 
of the earth, two meters in diameter 
prepared by the Mareeba Baha'is, wa~ 
the centerpiece of this display. 

More than 120 organizations or 
groups packed the exhibition hall and 
surrounding grounds with peace ex
hibits and international food stalls or 
provided part of the non-stop enter
tainment that ran all day Saturday. 

Such an extraordinary range of ex
hibits had never before been assembled 
in North Queensland and covered 
every aspect of peace. No organization 
involved even peripherally in the peace 
movement or having peace concerns 
was absent. The people attending could 
be seen to come from every and all 
walks of life. Aboriginal involvement 
as entertainers and exhibitors was ex
tensive, and many were present all day 
as visitors. 

The Baha'i exhibit was deliberately 

This report of the Peace Exposition 
held last May in Atherton, Australia, is 
reprinted from the Australian Baha'i 
Bulletin, No. 351 (July 1986). 
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Such an extraordinary range of 
exhibits had never before been 
assembled in North Queensland 
and covered every aspect of 
peace. No organization involved 
even periphera~ly in the peace 
movement or ha-ving peace con
cerns was absent. 

kept to the same s~ale as all others. It 
contained a small video theatre as well 
as a static display and book display. 
Attendance at this exhibit was a steady 
stream through the day. 

The International Concert on Satur
d.ay evening played to a happy, respon
sIve audience of more than 1,000. This 
overflow crowd enjoyed such special 
features as a traditional dance by a 
troupe from Roper River in the North
ern Territory, Papua New Guinean 
dancers, Torres Straight Island dancers 
and many other ethnic performances 
f~om such backgrounds as the Philip
pmes, the West Indies, Yugoslavia 
Spain, Sri Lanka and Japan. Man; 
were impressed by the remarkable 
range of cultures represented. A pro
fessional Australian Bush Dance group 
and children from the local Dance 
Academy kept the balance with excel
lent local acts. 

A Peace Dance organized by Mabel 
Dean, an 81-year-old Baha'i from 
Ravenshoe, involved 20 non-Baha'is 
drawn in as volunteers from her Shire. 
It was a great success and warmed all 
hearts. Georgia PitT," a local Baha'i jazz 
and blues singer, was a tremendous hit 
being called back for encores. The con~ 
cert ended with a special song entitled 
"Peace, Peace, It's Music to Our 
Ears," beautifully written by a talented 
local Baha'i, Michael Knopf. All per
formers and audience joined in this 

song to. bring the concert to a joyful 
conclUSIOn. 
. ~edia prepara.tion before the Expo

SItIOn was extenSIve, funded in part by 
a $2,000 grant from the Federal Gov
er?ment to the Atherton Expo Com
mIttee. There were 20 television ads, 
each of 30 seconds duration. Free tele
vision an radio interviews were also 
granted. Newspaper coverage began 
two months before the event with hun
~r~ds of column inches of free pub
lICIty, cul.minating in a four-page sup
plement lIfted-out in the regional news
paper, The Tablelander. 

The attendance figures mentioned 
above, of more than 4,500 for the Sat
urday exhibits and more than 1,000 for 
the International Concert, should be 
seen in re.lation to the total population 
of the ShIre of Atherton, which is only 
8,500 in all. The fact that we Baha'is 
sponsored and organized the event was 
understood and greatly appreciated by 
all. 

On Sunday some 200 people took 
part in an all-day Peace Forum en
thusiastically contributing to the ~ork
shops conducted by keynote speakers 
Diane Cilento (a well-known film and 
theatre personality), Professor John 
Waiko (first Papua New Guinean pro
fessor at the University of Papua New 
Guinea, Dr. Waiko is now a friend of 
the Faith), Roxanne Terrel, Dr. Lesley 
Clark (a conservationist and local 
government Councillor), and Profes
sor Sirus Naraqi (who spoke on the Ba
ha'i approach to world peace). Forum 
chairman Dr. David Podger particular
ly noted the entirely friendly and re
ceptive atmosphere of the day-long 
gathering. 

The speakers and other contributors 
to the Forum, whether Baha'i or not, 
gen~rally called for a change in the 
basIC values of society so that people 
could become more caring of the world 



lIound them and of each other. Many 
;ensed that this change toward a more 
'esponsible, sharing and caring com
nunity was already under way. 

Mention should be made of the great 
!ncouragement the joint patrons of the 
Exposition, Dr. James and Mrs. Joan 
Wright, gave during the planning 
;tages. The Wrights are a highly re
;pected retired couple, mainstays of 
he Anglican Church and previously 
nissionaries in Africa. Dr. Wright is 
lOW actively investigating the Faith. 

Indeed an event on this scale could 
lOt have succeeded without the wide 
°ange of support that was gradually 
~ained from the public as the Exposi
ion drew nearer. Many business 
louses provided free printing and free 
:quipment. The media gave substantial 
lisCDunts. Most of all, all the many 
:ntertainers performed free as their 
:ontrfuution to peace. At the end the 
~xposition had become a community 
:vent which pulled in even those main
tream organizations such as Lions, 
~pex and Rotary which had been re
lctant when first approached. 

The reaction of the Christian 
hurches was interesting. They were all 
lost cordially invited to be present in 
ny capacity they wished. A Catholic 
'ather came with 10 hand-bell ringers, 
oys from St. Barnabas School. The 
luakers organized a fine display and 
ne fundamentalist group ran a well
resented exhibit. However, in the very 
une issue of the newspaper which car
ed the four-page Exposition supple
ent, a letter appeared from the Min
ters Fraternal urging the community 
)t to support the event in any way. 
Ie letter spoke on behalf of a number 
, major Protestant churches. From 
mments overheard at the Exposition 
d from remarks made directly to Ba
'is, it seems that this attempt increas-
attendance rather than having the 

§ired effect. A number of Christians 
the function told the Expo organiz-
of their intention to write to the 

per disassociating themselves from 
: letter. 
\. commemorative Peace Tree was 
nted in a nearby park by the Expo's 
rons, and a plaque will mark its 
pose for the future. Fireworks, baI
ns, two merry-go-rounds, peace 101-
t a multitude of children's events 
. clowns made the occasion festive. 
,t the opening ceremony the Chi-

A Muslim (left) and a Quaker discuss 
peace issues during the two-day Bahd'(-

nese community performed a dazzling 
Lion Dance drawing a crowd of more 
than 1,000 to hear addresses by the 
Hand of the Cause of God Collis 
Featherstone, the Expo chairman, a 
local government Councillor, and the 
Expo patron. 

The Expo Committee later wrote: 

Trinidad/Tobago 

Pictured are is who gathered 
April 26-27 for the 16th annual Na
tional Bahd'i Convention of Trinidad 
and Tobago held on the campus of the 

sponsored Peace Exposition in A ther
ton, North Queensland, Australia. 

"There was a great spirit of love and 
cooperation amongst the Baha'is dur
ing the arduous months of planning 
and organizing the event. We were al
ways united throughout the project 
and with overflowing hearts look for
ward to a great teaching harvest that 
will soon come." 

University of the West Indies. High
lights included a slide presentation 
from the World Centre and consulta
tion on the Six Year Plan. 
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rerspectlve 

Some thoughts on teaching the Cause 

The Revelation of Baha'u'llah has 
brought us so many wonderful con
cepts. One of these relates to teaching 
the Cause of God. Whereas in non-Ba
ha'i circles, the basic purpose of teach
ing a religion is to increase the mem
bership of a community, in the Faith of 
Baha'u'IIah, teaching the Cause is an 

~ act of devotion to God, and the most 
~_ praiseworthy deed in His sight. 

Baha'u'llah exhorts His followers in 
these words: "Teach ye the Cause of 
God, 0 people of Baha, for God hath 
prescribed unto everyone the duty of 
proclaiming His message, and regard
eth it as the most meritorious of all 
deeds." And 'Abdu'l-Baha states: 
"Teaching the Cause is of the utmost 
importance for it is the head corner
stone of the foundation itself." 

The main purpose of teaching is not 
merely to increase the membership of 
the Baha'i community, although this 
happens as a result. The prime motive 
is that the individual may know Baha
'u'lhih and draw near to Him. 

In the whole of creation there is 
nothing more important than the at
traction of the soul to its God. In the 
physical world we observe the attrac
tion which exists between the earth and 
every object that comes within its 
gravitational pull. The earth tends to 
draw everything to itself and the final 
goal of every object is to reach and rest 
upon it. 

The same law of attraction binds the 
Creator to His Creation. The soul is at
tracted to the worlds of God and if the 
barriers that intervene between the two 

This article on "Teaching the Cause 
of God" by Adib Taherzadeh, a mem
ber of the Continental Board of Coun
sellors in Europe, appeared in the Feb
ruary 1978 issue of the Baha'i Journal, 
a publication of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Bahd'fs of the United 
Kingdom. 
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To live the life as a Baha'i is dif
ferent insofar as the heart is illu
mined with the love of Baha'
u'liah. It is this love that makes 
the difference and that is capa
ble of 'mirroring forth' the 
teachings of Baha'u'liah to 
others. 

are lifted, the individual will reach his 
ultimate destiny. Teaching the Cause 
of God is the very act of removing 
these barriers. When the soul recog
nizes Baha'u'llah, it will reach its 
abode and there is nothing more meri
torious in the sight of God than that 
His servants should be wholly drawn to 
Him. 

The aim of the Baha'i teacher is that 
the Message of God may be glorified 
and that the individual may be enabled 
to embrace His Cause, celebrate His 
praise, and draw nearer to Him. The 
act of teaching, more than anything 
else, evokes the good pleasure of God. 

In one of His Tablets, Bahci'u'IIah 
states that there are two things pleasing 
to God: the tears shed in fear of Him 
and the blood of the martyr spilt in His 
path. But since the latter is not always 
possible, and Baha'u'llah has advised 
His followers not to volunteer to give 
their lives, He has replaced it with 
teaching His Cause. 

We know how exalted is the station 
of those who have accepted martyrdom 
in the path of God. Baha'u'llah in The 
Hidden Words reveals this exalted sta
tion when He proclaims: "0 Son of 
Man! By My beauty! To tinge thy hair 
with thy blood is greater in My sight 
than the creation of the universe and 
the light of both worlds ... " 

And yet so lofty is the station of 
teachers in the sight of God that in 

another Tablet Baha'u'llah states that 
in this Dispensation it is preferable to 
teach with wisdom than to give one's 
life. 

Therefore, we can see that teaching 
has far deeper spiritual significance 
than it appears on the surface. To carry 
out such an act of devotion, which has 
the same merit as laying down one's 
life in the path of God, needs some 
spiritual prerequisites. Without these, 
teaching becomes a mechanical opera
tion producing no effect upon the 
hearers. 

These prerequisites are to be found 
in the Writings of Baha'u'IIah and 
'Abdu'l-Baha. Shoghi Effendi enu
merated some of them in his letter to 
the North American believers, The Ad
vent of Divine Justice (pp. 18-34), a 
year after he gave them their most im
portant plan, the first Seven Year Plan. 

One may summarize these prerequi
sites in one sentence, namely: "living 
the life in accordance with Baha'i 
teachings.' , 

It is also clear in the Writings that 
without these prerequisites the indivi
dual will not succeed in teaching the 
Cause. Baha'u'llah, in one of His 
Tablets, states: "God hath prescribed 
unto everyone the duty of teaching His 
Cause. Whoso ariseth to discharge this' 
duty, must needs, ere he proclaimeth 
His Message, adorn himself with the 
ornament of an upright and praise
worthy character, so that his words 
may attract the hearts of such as are re
ceptive to his call. Without it, he can 
never hope to influence his hear
ers ... " 

This statement of Baha'u'llah is ir
revocable, for He says: "Without it, he 
can never hope to influence his hear
ers. " The word '''never'' is emphatic, 
and rules out any other method. In 
many other Tablets, Baha'u'llah has 
revealed similar statements. 



'Abdu'I-Baha, in one of His Tablets, 
writes: "The aim is this: The intention 
of the teacher must be pure, his heart 
independent, his spirit attracted, his 
thought at peace, his resolution firm, 
his magnanimity exalted and in the 
love of God a shining torch. Should he 
become as such, his sanctified breath 
will even affect the rock; otherwise 
there will be no result whatsoever." 

We note again how emphatic that 
last sentence is: "Otherwise there will 
be no result whatsoever." Here, also, 
there are numerous Tablets of 'Abdu'l
Baha with similar conclusions. 

Shoghi Effendi also has drawn our 
attention to this truth in many of his 
letters. To cite one celebrated passage: 

"Not by the force of numbers, not 
by.:.the mere exposition of a set of new 
and noble principles, not by an orga
niied campaign of teaching-no mat
ter how worldwide and elaborate in its 
character-not even by the staunchness 
of our faith or the exaltation of our en
thusiasm, can we ultimately hope to 
vindicate in the eyes of a critical and 
sceptical age the supreme claim of the 
Abha Revelation. 

"One thing and only one thing will 
unfailingly and alone secure the un
doubted triumph of this sacred Cause, 
namely, the extent to which our own 
inner life and private character mirror 
forth in their manifold aspects the 
splendor of those eternal principles 
proclaimed by Baha'u'lIah." 

In this statement Shoghi Effendi has 
left no room whatsoever for short cir
cuiting or finding an alternative to this 
vital prerequisite for teaching, i.e., 
"living the life." For he says (and let 
lIS note his special emphasis): 

"One thing and only one thing will 
:mfailingly and alone secure the un
ioubted triumph of this sacred Cause, 
tamely, the extent to which our own 
nner life and private character mirror 
"orth in their manifold aspects the 
plendor of those eternal principles 
,roc/aimed by Bahti'u'lltih. " 

The Universal House of Justice re
ently released to the Baha'i world 
ome quotations from the Writings of 
laha'u'lIah, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi 
~ffendi on teaching. The perusal of 
lese makes it clear that teaching be
omes successful when the teacher is 
'holly dedicated to the Cause, and 
dorns himself with the ornament of a 
oodly character and lives in accord-

ance with the teachings of Baha'u'lI:ih. 
There are many people who are not 

Baha'is but who are brought up to live 
a good life in their own traditions. 
They are trained from childhood to be 
courteous, kind and loving. They 
evince many good qualities that are all 
ingrained in them from childhood and 
these have become second nature to 
them. They perform good deeds as a 
matter of course and as a habit. 

Of course such people are praise
worthy, but since they are not endowed 
with the spirit of faith borne by Baha
'u'llah, they are like perfect lamps that 
are not lit. 

To live the life as a Baha'i is dif
ferent insofar as the heart is illumined 
with the love of Baha'u'llah. It is this 
love that makes the difference and that 
is capable of "mirroring forth" the 
teachings of Baha'u'llah to others. 

The question always is: How can we 
begin to live the life as a Baha'i? 

The first step in living the life is to 
fall in love with Baha'u'llah. Without 
this it is impossible to achieve anything 
in this Faith. 

Indeed, the story of every religion is 
written in the language of love. Often 
people recognize Baha'u'llah intellec
tually. This is not sufficient. Not until 
the individual becomes a lover of 
Baha'u'llah can he acquire the spiritual 
capacity for serving the Cause of God 
in this day. 

Teaching the Cau~e needs a purity of 
motive that derives its origin from the 
love that the believer entertains in his 
heart for Baha'u'llah. 

But like most things in this life that 
grow, love for Baha'u'llah also grows 
in one's heart. There is always a begin
ning for this love. 

When an individual embraces the 
Cause of Baha'u'lIah, the spark of 
faith appears in his heart. He then 
takes the first step in his journey of 
love toward Baha'u'llah. The candle of 
the heart is then just lighted. 

But this love must be allowed to 
grow, this light must be allowed to 
become a great fire. Here the indi
vidual must continue his journey of 
love to Baha'u'llah. If he immerses 
himself in the ocean of Baha'u'lIah's 
words, if he opens his heart to the in
fluences of His Revelation, if he asso
ciates with devoted Baha'is who are on 
fire with the Faith, and eschews fellow
ship with the ungodly, and if he arises 

to serve the Cause, then his love for 
Baha'u'llah will increase day by day, 
and he will become a deepened Baha'i. 

Deepening in the Faith is often mis
understood. It is taken' to mean only 
study classes, courses, and taking part 
in intellectual discussions. Often in 
these discussions we inject our own 
ideas, as well as modern theories, into 
the teachings of Baha'u'llah, and make 
the Faith appear as complicated as a 
highly involved scientific theory, 
whereas the study of the Faith is so 
simple that any person with common 
sense, even if he is devoid of education, 
can fully understand its truth, provided 
his heart is pure. If we look at the talks 
of 'Abdu'l-Baha in the Western world 
we notice how in simple language He 
explained some profound subjects. His 
talks ought to become a pattern for our 
teaching work. 

Real deepening occurs when the be
liever reads the Writings with the eyes 
of faith, knowing that he is reading the 
Words of God, not the words of 
man-words that are charged with 
tremendous potency. Deepening also 
takes place when the believer comes in 
contact with someone who is on fire 
with the love of Baha'u'llah. The mere 
company of such a man increases one's 
faith in God. Baha'u'llah states in The 
Hidden Words: 

" ... He that seeketh to commune 
with God, let him betake himself to the 
companionship of His loved ones; and 
he that desireth to hearken unto the 
Word of God, let him give ear to the 
words of His chosen ones." 

This is the reason why many people 
who are not even Baha'is become 
spiritually uplifted when they attend a 
Baha'i meeting in which the unity 
among the believers and their love for 
Baha'u'llah are manifested. This is the 
reason why those who meet a true ser
vant of Baha'u'llah become filled with 
a new spirit. 

In the days of the Bab and Baha
'u'llah, the believers did not have ac
cess to all the Writings, and often did 
not know much about the teachings of 
Baha'u'll:ih. They certainly did not 
have the explicit guidance of Shoghi 
Effendi and the Universal House of 
Justice to enlighten them. But their 
hearts were so filled with the love of 
Baha'u'llah that a great many of them 
laid down their lives in His path. 

One of the best forms of deepening 
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meeting together and imparting their 
knowledge and love of Baha'u'llah to 
each other. For instance, one devoted 
Baha'i who had been in the presence of 
Baha'u'llah, whose heart was filled 
with His love, or had some Tablets 
from Him, could impart his fire and 
faith as well as his knowledge and un
derstanding to others who came in con
tact with him. 

Today, we are so inundated with 
study courses and teaching techniques 
that we tend to make deepening a 
mechanical operation, almost an aca
demic performance. The intellectual 
approach has so clouded the hearts of 
men that the rays of the Sun of Truth 
are unable to shine within. 

What we need, in addition to knowl
edge of the Faith, is to open our hearts 
to the influences of the Revelation of 
Baha'u'lIah, to commune with His 
spirit, rejoice in His Name and es
pecially seek the companionship of His 
true lovers. 

Without the infusion of the spirit of 
faith in our lives, without turning with 
our hearts in humbleness to Baha
'u'llah, we cannot deepen ourselves in 
the Cause, because the knowledge of 
God is first reflected within the heart 
of man, and then his intellect will grasp 
it. This is clear in the Writings. 

So far we have stated that the first 
step in living the life as a Baha'i is to 
turn our hearts to Baha'u'lIah, and to 
allow ourselves to fall in love with 
Him. 

The second step that must follow is 
to carry out His commandments for 
the love of Bahd'u'//dh. Baha'u'llah 
states in the Kitab-i-Aqdas: "Observe 
My commandments for the love of My 
Beauty. " 

But there is one commandment that, 
if carried out, will put us on the road to 
observing the rest, and will gradually 
deepen us in the Faith and lead us to 
"live the life." That commandment is 
'Teaching the Cause, " because teach
ing is an act of devotion to God and the 
most meritorious of all deeds in His 
sight. 

'Abdu'I-Baha states: "If the work of 
delivering the Message be neglected, 
the assistance shall be entirely cut off, 
for it is impossible that the ffiends of 
God can receive assistance unless they 
be engaged in delivering the Message. " 

It follows, therefore, that one of the 
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most vital commandments that we 
have to obey in Our Baha'i lives is that 
of teaching the Cause, for otherwise 
God's assistance will not reach us, and 
without it we can dopothing, including 
living the Baha'i life. 

As we have already quoted from the 
Writings, although teaching the Cause 
of God is the most important step to 
take, it will not bring forth results un
less we exert ourselves to carry out the 
other commandments of Baha'u'llah. 

What we need, in addition to 
knowledge of the Faith, is to 
open our hearts to the influences 
of the Revelation of Baha'
u'lIah, to commune with His 
spirit, rejoice in His Name and 
especially seek1he companion
ship of His true lovers. 

However, should a believer who has 
love for Baha'u'llah in his heart arise 
with purity of motive to teach the 
Cause, this action in itself will un
doubtedly enable him to "mirror 
forth" the teachings and principles of 
our Faith to other people. 

Indeed, it has been proven time and 
again that when Baha'is experience dif
ficulties and problems in their 
lives-problems that seem insoluble-a 
vital remedy that is.capable of relieving 
them of all their difficulties is teaching 
the Cause, provided they arise to teach 
with purity of motive. If a person 
arises to teach the Faith so that his dif
ficulties may vanish, this is not purity 
of motive, it is expediency and selfish 
interest. Such an action has no merit in 
the sight of God. Baha'u'llah has es
tablished the criterion for service to 
His Cause in these words: 

"Observe My commandments for 
the love of My Beauty." 

So far, we have spoken about pre
requisites for teaching. Let us now dis
cuss the work of teaching itself. 

Teaching takes place when a Baha'i 
brings the Message of Baha'u'Il<ih and 
the news of His corning to a soul who is 
not a Baha'i. There are no set methods 
or procedures for teaching. We have 
been given certain principles and cer
tain guidelines by the Author of our 
Faith, by 'Abdu'I-Baha and Shoghi Ef
fendi. These principles and guidelines 

are completely at variance with the 
standards and methods of approach 
that are current in non-Baha'i circles 
engaged in teacNng various ideologies, 
using every expedient measure to influ
ence people, and to make converts. 

The Cause of Baha'u'llah is founded 
on the Truth of God's Revelation, and 
Truth cannot be clothed in expedient 
measures or in false standards. It can
not employ the techniques of salesman
ship and propaganda, of expediency 
and compromise in teaching work. 

In our teaching we present the Mes
sage of Baha'u'llah to the people as 
one would offer a gift to a king. Re
member that our primary purpose in 
teaching is not to increase our num
bers, but rather to bring a soul to its 
God. 

We approach our fellow men with 
feelings of love and humility, and 
above all we take to them the trans
forming power of Bahd'u'//dh and 
nothing of ourselves. Indeed, if we try 
to project ourselves, and impress upon 
the hearer our knowledge and accomp
lishments while teaching the Faith, 
then the power of Baha'u'llah cannot 
reach us. Prayer, to become empty of 
self, is a vital ingredient in teaching 
work. 

In the early days of the Faith in Per
sia, the believers radiated the love of 
Baha'u'llah wherever they went. Those 
who came in contact with them, if they 
were pure in heart, were attracted to 
the Cause, great numbers became Ba
ha'is, and many of them laid down 
their lives in the path of their Lord. 

It is true to say that during the 
Heroic Age of the Faith, the pure in 
heart among the Persian people were 
brought under the shadow of the 
Cause. In this period the gem-like es
sence of that nation embraced the 
Faith. But most of the teachers were 
not knowledgeable people. The majori
ty of the believers were uneducated. 
But they possessed an unshakable faith 
and a passionate love for Baha'u'llah 
and the Bab. In their contact with peo
ple, these heroic souls completely sub
dued their self and ego and therefore 
were able to act as perfect channels for 
the power of Baha'u'I1ah to work 
through them. 

We caught a glimpse of the same 
spirit a few years ago among the native 
believers in Ireland when a number of 
souls carne into contact with the Faith 



in Limerick. They were so struck with 
the awe-inspiring claims of Baha'u'llah 
that they earnestly and increasingly 
pursued the matter until they were en
abled to recognize the station of Baha
'u'lIah, their hearts became filled with 
His love, and they embraced His Faith. 

None of them were scholars or peo
ple of learning; the great majority of 
them had an elementary education, but 
through their faith and their love they 
became deepened in the Faith. One 
could clearly see in their faces and by 
their actions that they had been trans
formed by Baha'u'll<ih into a new crea
tion. They broke away from their old 
habits and put into daily practice the 
laws and teachings of Baha'u'llah. 
,_ The first to notice this tremendous 
change were their friends and fellow 
citizens, many of whom were also 
eager to find out about the Faith. 
There was no publicity, no posters in 
the streets, no public meetings, but 
people were drawn to the Faith because 
they had seen a marvelous transfor
mation in these few souls. 

Many came to investigate. There 
were times when day and night people 
came to hear about the Faith. Night 
after night the large room of the first 
pioneer in that city was filled to capa
city. Soon there was an unprecedented 
entry into the Cause. Many people rec
ognized the truth of the Faith and be
came ardent believers. 

These words of Shoghi Effendi were 
strikingly fulfilled in those days. "One 
thing and only one thing will ... se
cure the undoubted triumph of this sa
cred Cause. Namely, the extent to 
which our own inner life and private 
character mirror forth in their mani
fold aspects the splendor of those eter
nal principles proclaimed by Baha
'u'lhih." These exciting developments 
presented the whole community with a 
~reat challenge-teaching the public. 

For the first time in the history of the 
Faith in Ireland, teaching in the streets 
)f Limerick was approved by the Na
ional Assembly, and this project prov
:d to be successful and became a mem
,rable occasion. It was as a result of 
he first few street teaching efforts in 
hat city that more people embraced 
~e Faith. 
If only we could today emulate that 

we spirit of dedication we could 
ring many souls into the Cause, even 
I a continent that is spiritually as cold 

as Europe. 
Under the loving guidance of the Na

tional and Local Assemblies, the be
lievers in Limerick gathered on a week
end to take part in the first street 
teaching event. For some hours they 
turned their hearts to Baha'u'llah, a 
few prayers were read, then readings 
from the Writings, then talks were 
given about Baha'u'llah, His Revela
tion, His Majesty, His Station, the 
stories of the martyrs and the power of 
His Cause. Hearts were moved and 
tears flowed. 

Having taken part for some hours in 
this spiritual atmosphere, the believers 
then went out in pairs to teach their fel
low men in the streets, full of enthusi
asm and confidence. 

The key to the success of this teach
ing enterprise was one thing and one 
thing alone, namely: that the power of 
Baha'u'llah was aI/owed to playa ma
jor part in it. 

That we must aI/ow the power of 
Baha'u'llah to work for us is one of the 
basic principles of creation. God pours 
out the creative energies of His Revela
tion upon man. But man can only re
ceive these bounties if he opens his 
heart to their influences. This is the 
Covenant of God with man. 

The analogy of a power station illus
trates this: Although the power station 

generating electricity is pouring out its 
energy into the network, not until an 
appliance is connected to it can it re
ceive energy. A lamp will never light, 
even if it is situated next door to the 
power house, unless it is connected. 

We know that man is created and 
sustained through the bounties of God, 
and if it were not for His love and 
grace no creation could come into be
ing. Yet when we examine the Cove
nant of God with man we notice that 
we cannot draw the power of Baha
'u'llah in teaching the Cause or in any 
other field of human endeavor unless 
we turn to Him empty of self. The 
principle is: "Love Me, that I may love 
thee. If thou lovest Me not, My love 
can in no wise reach thee ... " This is 
an irrevocable principle. 

Returning to the story of teaching in 
the streets of Limerick, the believers 
prayed to be led to waiting souls. Some 
pairs who went out to teach their fel
low men were not alone, they took the 
power of Bahd'u'lldh with them. To do 
that, they knew that they must purify 
their hearts and live the life as Baha'is. 

As they walked in the streets, these 
souls were conscious of the presence of 
Baha'u'llah. So their faces glowed with 
love and confidence. 

They spoke about the coming of 
Baha'u'llah in simple terms to some-
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- •• ~ ... ~J ,\.. .. uugnr oe responsive, and 
if the person responded favorably, they 
invited him to a fireside. They did not 
distribute leaflets, but rather ap
proached the person in such a way as to 
enable Baha'u'lhih to win his heart. In 
such an approach there is no room for 
argument or lengthy discussions; the 
interview is very brief. The impact 
upon the hearer occurs through the 
power of Baha'u'lJah. 

It is interesting that some of those 
who became Baha'is through street 
teaching told us that they did not un
derstand anything about the Faith in 
their first encounter with the Baha'is. 
What attracted them were the youth 
who approached them in the streets. 
They saw in their faces a joy and a ra
diance coupled with a confidence they 
had never seen before; they were drawn 
to them and went to their firesides 
every evening until they were con
firmed in the Faith. 

This is what happens when a Baha'i 
teacher submits himself entirely to 
Baha'u'llah and enables Baha'u'lJah to 
attract the souls to His Cause. 

Of course, similar victories have 
been won elsewhere, but if we carefully 
observe, we may notice that in many 
cases teaching work goes forward with 
success and then it slows down. This is 
very sad. 

There is always a reason for this. 
There need not be more than one Ba
ha'i in the town who brings this about 
without ever realizing it. It is a person 
who openly breaks the laws of Baha
'u'llah, acts against His command
ments and brings disgrace to the Faith 
in public. When this happens the 
steady growth of the Faith stops. An
other reason is disunity among the be
lievers. 

Not only has this happened over and 
over again, but Baha'u'llah also con
firms this, stating in one of His Tablets 
that if the believers had acted faithfully 
in accordance with His command
ments, mankind in its entirety would 
have recognized Him and embraced 
His Cause in His days. 

Today the Universal House of Jus
tice has given us the task of fulfilling 
the goals of the Seven Year Plan. Be
cause this body is "the source of all 
good and freed from all error," and is 
under the guidance of the Bab and 
Baha'u'IlAh, all the forces of the world 
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whether constructive or destructive 
will, directly and indirectly, assist us in 
achieving these goals provided we arise 
in the prosecution of the objectives of 
the Plan with determination and with 
hearts filled with the love of Baha
'u'llah. 

So the progress of the Cause is in our 
hands. If we do not open the way for 
Baha'u'llah to act for us, His confir
mations cannot reach us. "Love Me, 
that I may love thee. If thou lovest Me 

Faith endows a human being 
with powers that no earthly 
agency can equal. By the power 
of their faith, the believers have 
overcome seemingly insur
mountable obstacles and won 
memorable victories for the 
Cause of Baha'u'lJah. 

not, My love can in no wise reach 
thee." We may ask ourselves how to 
fall in love with Baha'u'llah. This is en
tirely dependent upon our faith in 
Him. Intellectual recognition of Bahli
'u'llah is not sufficient. The heart must 
become confirmed. 

Acquiring true faith is man's great
est accomplishment. Faith endows a 
human being with powers that no 
earthly agency can equal. By the power 
of their faith, the believers have over
come seemingly insurmountable ob
stacles and won memorable victories 
for the Cause of Baha'u'llah. 

To have faith, a man must banish 
from his heart every trace of vain ima
gination and idle fancy. Let us examine 
the road to the achievement of this ex
alted goal and explore the many pitfalls 
and obstacles which confront the soul 
in its quest. 

There are two focal points of enor
mous power within a human being. 
One is the brain, the center of intellect 
and thought and the storehouse of his 
knowledge and learning. Through the 
agency of this faculty man can mani
fest the unique powers of the rational 
soul that distinguish him from the ani
mal. The intellect is the greatest gift of 
God to man. But since man has free 
will, he may be led by his intellect ei
ther to faith and belief in God, or else 
to disbelief. 

The other focal point is the heart, 

which is the center of warmth and love 
The heart of man falls in love with thl 
world and its own self, but it is also th{ 
habitation wherein God's attributes an 
revealed. Baha'u'll<ih states: 

"0 Son of Being! 
"Thy heart is My home; sanctify it 

for My descent ... " 
It is within the heart of man that the 

spark of faith appears. But this can on
ly happen when the heart becomes 
freed from attachment to the things of 
the world. Baha'u'lIAh declares in The 
Hidden Words: 

"0 Son of Dust! 
"All that is in heaven and earth I 

have ordained for thee, except the hu
man heart, which I have made the 
habitation of My beauty and glory; yet 
thou didst give My home and dwelling 
to another than Me; and whenever the 
manifestation of My holiness sought 
His own abode, a stranger found He 
there, and, homeless, hastened unto 
the sanctuary of the Beloved. Notwith
standing I have concealed thy secret 
and desired not thy shame." 

God has created man in such wise 
that the two focal points in his being, 
namely the mind and the heart, should 
complement each other. The mind 
without the heart illumined by faith 
does not acquire the capacity to inves
tigate, or the language to understand, 
the truth of the Cause of God. Similar 
to the eye when deprived of light, it is 
unable to explore the world of the 
spirit. Instead, it develops its powers in 
the field of materialism and naturally 
rejects the concept of God and reli
gion. Thus it becomes the most effec
tive barrier to the individual's acquisi
tion of faith. 

In such circumstances the heart be
comes filled with love of the world and 
its own self, for it is a characteristic of 
the heart to love. If it is not allowed to 
love God, it will love itself and its 
worldly possessions. And this is one 
significance of the "stranger" that 
Baha'u'lJah refers to in The Hidden 
Words: 

"0 My Friend in word! 
"Ponder awhile. Hast thou ever 

heard that friend and foe should abide 
in one heart? Cast out then the 
stranger, that the Friend may enter His 
home." 

To acquire faith man must cast out 
the "stranger" from his heart. To the 
extent that he succeeds in doing this, he 



will acquire faith. 
Once the spark of faith is ignited 

within the heart it must be allowed to 
grow steadily into a flame, otherwise it 
could die because of attachment to this 
world. 

For instance, when an individual 
reaches a point where he recognizes 
Baha'u'lIcih as a Manifestation of God, 
his heart becomes the recipient of the 
light of God's Faith for this day. If the 
believer immerses himself from the 
start in the ocean of Bahci'u'lIcih's Rev
elation, reads His Writings daily, not 
merely to add to his own knowledge, 
but to receive the food of the spirit, 
seeks the companionship of the 
righteous and arises to serve Him with 
sincerity and detachment, then he may 
~Steadily grow in faith and become a ra
diant and enthusiastic soul. He may 
offtain a deeper understanding of the 
Writings and reach a point where both 
his mind and his heart work together in 
harmony. 

Such a believer will eventually find 
no conflict between the teachings of 
Baha'u'lIcih and his own thinking. He 
will discover many a wisdom hidden in 
the utterances of Baha'u'lIcih and will 
recognize the limitations and short
comings of his own finite mind. 

But if a believer, after having recog
nized Bahci'u'lIcih, fails to follow His 
path, he may soon find himself in con
flict with many aspects of the Faith of 
Bahci'u'lIcih. His intellect may not be 
able to understand the wisdom behind 
many of His teachings, he may indeed 
reject some of His precepts and even
tually lose faith altogether. 

Some people struggle for years to 
overcome this problem, for they long 
to be confirmed in their faith. Often 
such an individual may be helped to ac
quire a true understanding of the Faith 
by those who truly believe in Bahci
'u'lhih and are detached from this 
world. 

But if everything else fails, the only 
remedy for the individual who still has 
a glimmer of faith in his heart, but who 
has doubts about the Cause, is to admit 
that he may be wrong in his assessment 
of the teachings of the Faith, to affirm 
that Baha'u%ih's knowledge is of 
God, and to surrender his feelings and 
thoughts completely to Him. 

Once he submits himself in this way 
and perseveres in doing so with sin
cerity and truthfulness, the channels of 

the grace of God open and his heart be
comes the recipient of the light of true 
knowledge. He will discover, some 
time in his life, either by intuition or 
through prayer and meditation, the an
swer to all his problems and objec
tions. Every trace of conflict will dis
appear from his mind. He will readily 
understand the reasons behind those 
very teachings that previously baffled 
his intellect, and will find many mys
teries enshrined in the utterances of 
Bahci'u'lIcih, mysteries of which he was 
completely unaware in earlier days. 

The following words of Bahci'u'llah 
in The Hidden Words demonstrate that 
not until man submits himself to God 
can he attain to the knowledge of His 
Revelation: 

"0 Son of Dust! 
"Blind thine eyes, that thou mayest 

behold My beauty; stop thine ears, that 
thou mayest hearken unto the sweet 
melody of My voice; empty thyself of 
all learning, that thou mayest partake 
of My knowledge; and sanctify thyself 
from riches, that thou mayest obtain a 
lasting share from the ocean of My 
eternal wealth. Blind thine eyes, that is, 
to all save My beauty; stop thine ears 
to all save My word; empty thyself of 
all learning save the knowledge of Me; 
that with a clear vision, a pure heart 
and an attentive ear thou mayest enter 
the court of My holiness." 

Faith comes to a man or woman 
through submission· to God. The sur
rendering of the self with all its ac
complishments renders the soul free of 
attachment to this mortal world. It 
drives the "stranger" away from the 
heart and enables him to receive the 
"Friend" within its sanctuary. Baha
'u'llah states: 

"0 Son of Man! 
"Humble thyself before Me, that 

may graciously visit thee ... " 
In another passage He reveals: 
"0 Son of Man! 
"If thou lovest Me, turn away from 

thyself; and if thou seekest My pleas
ure, regard not thine own; that thou 
mayest die in Me and I may eternally 
live in thee." 

When man acquires faith in this way 
he must allow his faith to grow and be
come stronger. If one's faith does not 
increase day by day, this is a sign of 
spiritual ill-health, for nothing remains 
stationary in this life. Either one is 
growing, or one is on the decline. 

Baha'u'lIcih in His Tablets has ex
horted His followers, to conduct their 
lives in such wise that their spiritual 
condition may improve daily. 

In conclusion, let me summarize 
some of the points so far mentioned: 

• Teaching is the most meritorious 
of all deeds in the sight of God; it is on 
a par with martyrdom. 

• Without teaching, God's assistance 
will not reach the individual. 

• Teaching the Cause is an act of de
votion to God. 

• The prerequisites for such an act of 
devotion can be summed up as "living 
the life as a Baba.'i." 

• Without this, the believer "can 
never hope to influence his hearers." 

• The first step in living the life is to 
fall in love with Baha'u'lIcih. To do this 
we must acquire faith, then read the 
Words of God, associate with devoted 
Baha'is and eschew fellowship with the 
ungodly. 

• The second step is to engage in 
teaching the Cause with a pure motive 
for the love of Baha'u'lIcih. This act in 
itself will help us to live the life, which 
in turn will make our teaching work 
more effective. 

• We must allow the power of Bahci
'u'llah to work for us in teaching the 
Cause. 

• And last, but not least-indeed the 
most vital action-is that of prayer, 
prayer that we may become empty of 
self and be led to receptive souls. 
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Baha'i co-winner of Media Peace Prize 

A Media Peace Prize, awarded by 
the New Zealand Foundation for Peace 
Studies, was presented this year to 
Dianne Stogre-Power, a member of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of New 
Zealand, and her non-Baha'i partner, 
Robyn Hunt. 

The two radio journalists earned na
tional acclaim by producing a two-part 
documentary on the history of peace
making in New Zealand. 

In the ample publicity surrounding 
the award, Mrs. Power identified her
self as a Baha'i and gave the Faith 
credit as the main influence on her 
thinking. 

The two hour-long episodes of the 
documentary were broadcast last Au
gust. They are uniquely positive, high-

San Marino 

The Captains Regent of San Marino 
receive copies of 'The Promise of 
World Peace' from a delegation of the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Italy 
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lighting New Zealand's important but 
little-known contributions to peace
making. 

Robyn Hunt, a Quaker, was con
cerned that her country had been look
ed at mainly for its participation in 
various wars and neglected for its role 
in peace-making. Mrs. Power, mean
while, was especiaily interested in ex
amining the role women have played in 
New Zealand's peace movement, as 
well as the Maoris' philosophy of non
violence preached by several of their 
prophets, who said that refusing to 
fight was their only weapon. 

The two women tried, according to 
Mrs. Power, to construct from the 
country's historical records "a social 
history with a human face, rather than 

during a ceremony last October 24 at 
the governmental palace in San Ma
rino. 

just dates." 
Mrs. Power's next peace-related pro

ject was to be a program for the Inter
national Year of Peace for use by the 
Continuing Education Unit of Radio 
New Zealand. To her amazement, the 
unit has approved the use of "The 
Promise of World Peace" as the out
line for the program. 

• • • 
An advertising campaign undertaken 

by the Spiritual Assembly of Welling
ton, New Zealand, has brought more 
than a hundred inquiries to the mail 
box with requests for more informa
tion. 

Canada 
The "Two Wings" Conference, held 

last February 21-23 in Toronto, On
tario, was successful "beyond the wild
est imaginations" of the committee in 
charge of the conference for youth on 
the equality of men and women. 

The Cabinet Minister for Youth and 
the lieutenant-governor of Ontario 
opened the conference, which was at
tended by well over 450 young people. 

The non-Baha'i speakers were so 
deeply moved and impressed by the 
youth that they were reluctant to leave. 
Talks were interwoven with artistic im
pressions on the conference theme in 
song, story, dance and graphic arts. 

Ten Indian Nations were represented 
at the event and at least 50 organiza
tions sponsored participants. About 50 
French-Canadian youth, many of them 
non-Baha'is, were surprised and pleas
ed by bi-lingual presentations and con
tinuous translations. 

The entire proceedings were video 
taped. 

\ 
\ 



India 

The Dalai Lama of Tibet (left) is given 
a copy of the Universal House of Jus-

A delegation appointed by the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of India re
cently presented a copy of the Univer
sal House of Justice's peace statement 
to the Dalai Lama of Tibet at Bodh
gaya, India. 

Mrs. Bharti Gandhi, a member of 
the National Spiritual Assembly, and 
Dr. H.M. Munje reported to the Na
tional Assembly that " .... His Holi
ness appreciated the Baha'f Teachings 
and remarked that the timely issuing of 
the peace statement will greatly help in 
molding world opinion in favor of 
peace and international understand
ing." 

• • • 
The State Teaching Committee of 

Orissa, India, has enrolled more than 
8,000 people through its correspon
dence course on the Faith. 

All of the students have been regular 
in their replies. Among them are mem
bers of local Assemblies and some Ba
ha'f youth. A second, higher level, 
course is being prepared to follow the 
present one. 

St. Lucia 
A Baha'i radio program titled "A 

New Day" is heard each Tuesday and 
Friday at 8:25 a.m. in St. Lucia, West 
Indies. 

tice's peace statement at Sarnath, In
dia, by two members of the National 

Brazil 
A panel discussion on "The Promise 

of World Peace" was held January 20 
at the Plenary Hall of the Legislative 
Assembly of the State of Rio Grande 
do Sui, Brazil, in Porto Alegre. 

The meeting, spollfored by the local 
Spiritual Assembly of Porto Alegre in 
the name of the Baha'f International 
Community, drew about 150 people, 
the majority of whom were not Ba
ha'fs. 

Only one of the six panelists was a 
Baha'i-Luis Henrique Beust, an Aux
iliary Board member, who spoke on 
peace and world unity. The panel dis
cussion, mediated by a Baha'f, Dr. 
Farhad Shayani, included a tribute to 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

A newspaper article gave a full ac
count of the event and included a 
photograph which was captioned, 
"Baha'is work for peace." 

J 

• • • 
Although still awaiting an audience 

with the president of that country, the 
National Spiritual Assembly of Brazil 
had by January 15 presented copies of 
the Universal House of Justice's peace 
statement to seven state governors, 19 
mayors and 939 other government of-

Spiritual Assembly of India, Mrs. 
Bharti Gandhi and Dr. H.M. Munje. 

ficials through numerous Baha'i dele
gations. 

Since last October, some 76 articles 
on Baha'i activities related to peace 
have appeared in Brazilian newspapers. 

Ciskei 
Three members of the National Spir

itual Assembly of Ciskei met last No
vember 4 with President L.L. Sebe to 
present him with a copy of the Univer
sal House of Justice's peace statement. 
It marked the first time that the presi
dent, or any high-ranking official in 
the new republic, had received a Baha'i 
delegation. 

The president accepted the specially 
bound volume graciously, and during a 
20-minute interview held the book in 
both hands, never putting it down. 

President Sebe told the Baha'is he is 
grateful and happy to have people in 
his country who are concerned about 
peace, as too many, he said, are in
terested only in material wealth. He 
commented on the fact that the delega
tion consisted of three women, saying 
it was appropriate "because women 
understand peace better than men." 
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Grenada 
News of the presention of the Uni

versal House of Justice's peace state
ment to Sir Paul Scoon, the governor
general of Grenada, was placed along
side page-one coverage of the visit of 
Queen Elizabeth II and the prime min
ister's meeting with President Reagan 
in Grenada's leading newspaper, The 
Voice. 

Participants in the presentation cere
mony, held last October 24, reported 
exciting experiences, with one of them 
calling it "the best day of my life." 

During the presentation, the gover
nor-general asked that everyone pause 
for seven minutes at precisely I p.m. to 

_,' pray for peace. 
~-------------------------------
~Chad 

In Moissala, Chad, the local Spir
itual Assembly has opened the Hakim 
Dispensary to care for the sick. 

Recognizing a need in the villages of 
the sub-prefecture as well, the Assem
bly made plans to open a training 
center for students. More than 100 
people applied for 43 openings; the rest 
were placed on a waiting list for the 
next course. 

Tonga 

Pictured are participants in the 1986 
National Baha'{ Convention held the 
last weekend of April in 'Ohonua, on 
the island of 'Eua, Tonga. This marks 
the first time the Tongan Baha'is have 
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Malaysia 

The head of state of Negri Sembi/an, 
one of the states in West Malaysia 
(center), receives a copy of the peace 
statement from Baha'is acting on be-

Australia 
Some 700 people attended "Trans

ition '86," this year's weekend of 
seminars on rural living held in early 
February and sponsored by the Baha'is 

........ .! -::-."..,..,.' 

- . .,.;.: .. ~,' 
held their Convention on 'Eua. After 
gathering from various island groups 
throughout Tonga, the delegates and 
guests were officially welcomed by the 
police magistrate of 'Eua. 

half of the National Spiritual Assembly 
of Malaysia. The presentation was 
made last November 24. 

of Kentish, Tasmania. 

The major theme of the event was 
peace. An outdoor talk on peace by a 
Tasmanian Baha'i, Anne Stark, kept 
many people listening despite a sudden 
rainstorm that caused it to be moved 
indoors. 

An official of the state government 
was so excited by a display on alterna
tive building methods that he made a 
video tape of the display and said he 
planned to encourage local Councils in 
Tasmania to copy the ideas. 

The Aurora Australis (southern 
lights) also put on quite a display dur
ing the weekend, which seemed to the 
Baha'is to be a reflection in the 
southern sky of their joyous mood at 
the close of the highly successful event. 

Guinea Bissau 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Guinea Bissau (formerly the Gambia) 
has joyously announced the formation 
of seven local Spiritual Assemblies and 
the opening of 23 localities, thus ex
ceeding its goals for the Seven Year 
Plan. Three hundred new believers 
have been enrolled in the Faith. 



Republic of Ireland 
The presentation last October of the 

Universal House of Justice's peace 
statement to Patrick J. Hillery, pres
ident of the Republic of Ireland, has 
been followed by presentations to gov
ernment ministers and members of the 
DaiI and Senate. 

To date, 52 of the 166 members of 
the Dail and 25 of 60 members of the 
Senate have received copies of the doc
ument. In all, some 3,000 copies have 
been given to politicians, organizations 
and leaders of opinion including the at
torney general, two bishops, 200 of the 
country's most prominent business
men, and Irish ambassadors overseas. 
Presently it is being distributed to 

-.'. members of the judiciary, trade and 
- professional organizations, women's 
~'groups, religious leaders, and volun

teer groups. 
"The Promise of World Peace" was 

translated into Irish, becoming the sec
ond piece of Baha'i literature to be 
published in the Irish language. 

On the local level, Baha'is in Ireland 
are turning to "the peoples of the 
world." In preparation for widespread 
distribution of the peace statement, a 
special printing is being undertaken to 
produce it as cheaply as possible. 

Uruguay 

Dr. Julio Marfa Sanguinetti (center), 
the president oj Uruguay, shakes 
hands with youth working at the Ba
ha'i booth at the 8th International 
Book Fair held last September-October 

In addition, national public meetings 
on peace-related topics are being held 
throughout the year. The first of these 
was held March 8, International Wom
en's Day. These meetings will culmi
nate in a Peace Conference later in the 
year. Also, the Association for Baha'i 
Studies for English-Speaking Europe 
plans to hold its first conference this 
year on the general; theme of peace. 

Singapore 

The Hand of the Cause of God Col
lis Featherstone and Mrs. Featherstone 
attended the funeral January 17 of Mr. 
Teo Geok Leng, the first Chinese be
liever of Singapore. At the Baha'i cem
etery in Choa Chu Kang, Mr. Feather
stone recited the Prayer for the Dead. 

That evening, at the Baha'i National 
Centre of Singapore, the Hand of the 
Cause spent two hours with more than 
50 Baha'is from many communities, 
giving them an account of the happen
ings at the World Centre such as the 
meeting of the Hands of the Cause, 
Counsellors and International Teach
ing Centre to lay the foundation for the 
coming Six Year Plan. 

in Montevideo. More than 123,000 
people visited the Fair, among whom 
were 15, 000 who accepted Bahd'i 
pamphlets. 

Hawaii 

On Naw-Ruz, March 21, Dr. Alicia 
Guajardo, a member oj the National 
Spiritual Assembly oj Hawaii, opened 
the session oj the Hawaii State Sena[e 
wirh a Baha'i prayer. Afeanwhile, her 
husband, Roberr McClelland, chair
man oj the National Baha'i Teaching 
Committee, similarly opened [he ses
sion oj the Hawaii House oj Represen
tatives. 

Germany 
On December 5, Federal President 

Richard von Weizsacker became the 
first German head of state to officially 
receive a Baha'i delegation when he 
hosted a one-hour meeting with three 
representatives of the National Spiri
tual Assembly of Germany-Dr. Inge
borg Franken, Dr. Massoud Berdgis 
and Kurt Henseler-at Villa Hammer
schmidt in Bonn. 

A considerable amount of time was 
spent discussing plans for the Interna
tional Year of Peace. Three weeks 
before the meeting, the ~ational As
sembly had sent Mr. Weizsacker a copy 
of the Universal House of Justice's 
peace statement. 

The president expressed great inter
est in the activities of the German Ba
ha'i community during the Year of 
Peace, warmly welcoming the news 
that 100 local Baha'i communities in 
Germany had begun preparing Year of 
Peace activities. 
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World Centre 

Cook Islands Prime Minister pays visit 

IN HUMBLE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BAHA'
U'LLAH'S UNABA TING CONFIRMATIONS, WE IN
FORM FRIENDS EVERYWHERE PRIVATE VISIT TO 
BAHA'i WORLD CENTRE PRIME MINISTER COOK 
ISLANDS SIR THOMAS DAVIS AND LADY DAVIS 3 
AND 4 AUGUST. OCCASION MADE HISTORIC BY 
PRIME MINISTER'S INITIATIVE IN REQUESTING 
CONSULTATION WITH UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF 
JUSTICE REGARDING WORLD PEACE. VISIT ALSO 
MARKED MOST CONCRETE RESPONSE TO DATE 
BY POLITICAL LEADER TO PEACE STATEMENT 
RELEASED TO PEOPLES WORLD LAST OCTOBER. 
DURING CONSULTATIONS WHICH TOOK PLACE 
ON FIRST DAY IN COUNCIL CHAMBER FOLLOW-
1NG PRIME MINISTER'S VISIT SHRINE BAB AND 
ON SECOND DAY AT MANSION BAHJi FOLLOW
ING HIS VISIT SHRINE BAHA'u'LLAH, SIR 
THOMAS DISCUSSED HIS THOUGHTS ABOUT 
WORLD PEACE AND HIS DESIRE FOR PRACTICAL 
ACTION CONSONANT WITH CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES FACING VAST PACIFIC AREA. 
OCCASION ALSO ENABLED LADY DAVIS, LEAD
ING MEMBER COOK ISLANDS NOBILITY AND ONE 
OF FIRST BAHA'IS THAT COUNTRY, TO UNDER
TAKE BRIEF PILGRIMAGE THUS SPIRITUALLY 
ENHANCING TOTAL UNPRECEDENTED EXPERI
ENCE ASSOCIATED WITH VISIT TO WORLD CEN
TRE THESE TWO DISTINGUISHED PERSONS. 
WHILE SIR THOMAS MET WITH US IN COUNCIL 
CHAMBER, LADY DAVIS WAS RECEIVED AT SEAT 
INTERNATIONAL TEACHING CENTRE. PUNC
TUATED BY BANQUET AT SEAT UNIVERSAL 
HOUSE OF JUSTICE, THEIR ACTIVITIES AT 
WORLD CENTRE ENDED WITH LUNCH AT MAZ
RA'IH. SUBSEQUENTLY SIR THOMAS AND LADY 
DAVIS TRAVELED TO JERUSALEM WHERE THEY 
WERE ENTERTAINED BY OFFICIALS GOVERN
MENT ISRAEL. THEY DEPARTED HOLY LAND ON 
MORNING 5 AUGUST. 
ONCE AGAIN ACTION BY LEADER FROM PACIFIC 
OCEAN CALLS TO OUR MINDS ONE OF BAHA'
U'LLAH'S MOST TRENCHANT ASSERTIONS CON
CERNING POWER HIS CAUSE: "SHOULD THEY 
ATTEMPT TO CONCEAL ITS LIGHT ON THE CON
TINENT," HE WROTE, "IT WILL ASSUREDLY 

REAR ITS HEAD IN THE MIDMOST HEART OF THE 
OCEAN AND, RAISING ITS VOICE, PROCLAIM: 'I 
AM THE LIFEGIVER OF THE WORLD!' " 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
AUGUST 7, 1986 
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World Centre 

Response to peace statement gratifying 

News continues to flow into the Ba
ha'i World Centre of successful and 
creative peace conferences, wide
ranging press coverage, and impressive 
evidence of the new spiritual dynamism 
manifested among Baha'is and non
Baha'is alike in the wake of the release 
and distribution of "The Promise of 
World Peace." 

In Australia, Jack Malardy, leader 
of the Karradjarrie Aboriginal people 
of Western Australia, and his wife, Lil
ly, enrolled in the Faith, having been 
close friends for several years with 
members of the Baha'i community of 
Carnarvon. 

Taking advantage of a visit from 
Counsellor Hooper Dunbar, a member 
of the International Teaching Centre, 

The peace statement was presented 
May 12 to the Governor-General oj 
New Zealand, Sir Paul Reeves. Pic
tured (left to right) are Tahana Wai-
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... Jack Malardy, leader of the 
Karradjarrie Aboriginal people 
of Western Australia, and his 
wife, Lilly, enrolled in the Faith, 
having been close friends for 
several years with members of 
the Baha'i community of Car
narvon. 

the National Spiritual Assembly of El 
Salvador hosted a two-day conference 
on "The Promise of World Peace." 

Assisted by Mr. Dunbar and three 
other Counsellors, Dr. Hidayatu'llah 
Ahmadiyyih from Belize, Rodrigo To
mas from Costa Rica and Arturo Ser-

pouri- Voykovic, Tainui Stephens, R. 
Hugh Carden, Ephraim Te Paa, Sir 
Paul Reeves, Harriet Te Paa and Di
anne Stogre Power. 

rano from Mexico, the weekend activi
ties attracted some 250 participants in
cluding well-known professional, civic 
and government leaders. 

Exemplifying the strong emotional 
impact of the conference was a spon
taneous drawing by a student of a 
fountain in which the water was label
ed "light, love, peace" and the foun
tain itself labeled" Baha'i." 

The splendid media coverage includ
ed publication of the audience com
ments. 

The Baha'is in the Faroe Islands 
were delighted to have the entire text of 
the peace statement published in the 
Sosia/urin, the second largest daily 
paper in the Faroes, over a period of 
one week along with photographs of 
the Prime Minister, Atli Dam, accept
ing a copy of the statement from a Ba
ha'i delegation. 

Coincidentally, that particular week 
was devoted to the topic of world peace 
by the Faroese organization, "People 
for Peace." 

Friends in Guinea Bissau (formerly 
The Gambia) persevered for eight 
months before they were able to pre
sent the peace statement to the presi
dent; it was presented through the of
fice of the secretary-general. 

The response of that country's of
ficial community, most of whom are 
Muslims, has been impressive. As part 
of the peace activities, a peace state
ment program for the schools was pre
pared and endorsed by the Minister of 
Education, Youth, Sports and Culture, 
Mrs. Louise Njie. 

Such was the success of the program 
that it is to be continued into the next 
school year. 

The presentation of the peace state
ment to Dr. Helmut Kohl, the Chancel
lor of West Germany, took place on 
July 4. 

During the 4O-minute interview the 



Chancellor proved to be both knowl
edgeable of and favorable toward the 
Baha'i Faith. He also expressed con
cern about the persecutions of Baha'is 
in Iran, and gave assurances of his sup
port. 

The Baha'is of Duisburg have been 
invited to the inauguration ceremony 
November 5-8 of the "Willy Brandt 
Foundation for the Third World." 
With the help of the National Spiritual 
Assembly, famed trumpeter John (Diz
zy) Gillespie has been booked to per
form and will be introduced as the of
ficial contribution of the Baha'i com
munity. 

Further, the National Assembly has 
invited Mr. Gillespie to present "Ba
ha'i Concerts for Peace" in three ma
jor cities in Germany for a week, the 
proceeds to be given to funds of 
UNICEF and a local German charity. 

From Mozambique comes this ex
citing cable about the presentation of 
the peace statement" ... amidst 4,000 
people gathered at official opening 
ceremony of International Year of 
Peace 7th June at Maputo. 

"Present were Ministers of External 
Affairs, Justice, and Education (wife 
of President Samora Machel). Repre
sentatives of 20 embassies present. 

"Speakers were of organizations of 
women, children, workers, youth, 
Christians, Muslims, Baha'is, and the 
Ministers of Defense and of External 
Affairs. 

"Peace message handed over to 
chairman for the president. Complete 
program including Baha'i prayer was 
broadcast live on Radio Mozam
bique. " 

A newspaper clipping from Siamrat 
newspaper, Bangkok, Thailand, an
nounces an essay contest on peace 
sponsored by the Baha'is in coopera
tion with the Coalition for Peace and 
Development and the Office of the 
State University. 

The project was begun last March 
with results to be announced in August 
and a celebration and awards presenta
tion planned in mid-September. 

Theme topics include "Peace and 
Development," "Peace Through Edu
cation," "Religion and Peace," 
"Peace Through World Government," 
"Woman's Role in Peace," and "Is 
Peace a Dream or a Reality?" 

Paddy Lalor (right), M.E.P. and vice
president of the European Parliament, 
receives a copy of 'The Promise of 
World Peace' from Paddy Dawson, 
chairman of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Bray in County Wicklow, Ireland. At 
the meeting called for the purpose, Mr. 

Cameroon 

Thirty-six Bahd '/s from seven localities 
attended this year's Bahd'!' Summer 
School for the French-speaking area of 
Cameroon, December 21-23. Three 
members of the National Spiritual As-

Lalor was guest of honor and spoke to 
an audience of representatives of ma
jor churches, civil authorities, and 
members of organizations such as Am
nesty International. He spoke with 
feeling of the Bahd'(s' quest for peace, 
quoting the words of Bahd'u'lldh. 

sembly and two Auxiliary Board mem
bers presented courses during the ses
sion, which was the first large event to 
be held at the new Regional Baha'I' 
Center in Dschang. 
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Perspective 

On preserving unity in diversity 

The keynote of the Baha'i approach 
to social organization is not uniformi
ty, but unity in diversity. Central to the 
Faith is a system of Teachings and in
stitutions that assures freedom of indi
vidual opinion, protects individual 
rights irrespective of race, color, relig
ion, nationality, class or attitude to
ward the Faith, and encourages the full 
participation of minorities in the life of 
the Baha'i community. In the words of 
Baha'u'llah: "There can be no doubt 
whatever that the peoples of the world, 
of whatever race or religion, derive 
their inspiration from one heavenly 
Source, and are the subjects of one 
God." 1 

The operation of this principle is 
most apparent in the Baha'i attitude 
toward belief itself. As a soul gifted 
with reason, the individual human be
ing is not merely free to investigate 
reality but is responsible to God for do
ing so. In the Kitab-i-Iqan, in de
scribing the qualities of the "true 
seeker," Baha'u'llah sets out the stan
dard of honesty, of ardor and of purity 
of motive that must govern this life
long search for truth. It is only as inner 
confidence begins to form that the soul 
can make that commitment of mind 
and heart we call faith. Consequently, 
no one is compelled to become a Ba
ha'i; he becomes one by discovering 
BaM'u'llcih as the Manifestation of 
God for our age and by freely declaring 
his belief to a Spiritual Assembly. In 

This article, "The Protection of Di
versity in the World Order of Bahd
'u '//ah, " was prepared by the Office of 
Public Information at the Baha'( 
World Centre in Haifa, Israel, and is 
reprinted from the Baha'i Journal, 
Volume 3, No.2 (May 1986), a publi
cation of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of the Baha'is of the United King
dom. 
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the same way. should he for any reason 
lose his faith and cease to regard him
self as a believer, he is equally free to 
withdraw. 

Within the Baha'i community, the 
encouragement of diversity of opinion 
has important implications in the 
realms of both belief and action. The 
Universal House of Justice has pointed 
out that". . . individual interpretation 
is considered the fruit of man's ra
tional power and conducive to a better 
understanding of the teachings, pro
vided that no disputes or arguments 
arise among the friends and the indivi
dual himself understands and makes it 
clear that his views are merely his 
own." 2 This respect for differences in 
viewpoint is by no means limited to the 
views of BaM'is. In the words of BaM
'u'lhih: "Warn ... the beloved of the 
one true God not to view with too crit
ical an eye the sayings and writings of 
men. Let them rather approach such 
sayings and writings in a spirit of open
mindedness and loving sympathy." 3 

Likewise, in the decision-making 
process by which the BaM'i communi
ty conducts its affairs, great value is 
placed on the wide range of opinion 
which believers bring to such consulta
tions. Once every 19 days, at the Feast, 
every member has the opportunity to 
express his or her views or recommen
dations on matters of local, national or 
even international nature. The institu
tion of the Baha'i convention, operat
ing at regional, national and interna
tional levels, offers yet another series 
of opportunities for this frank expres
sion of individual views. The standards 
that govern such activities are clearly 
set forth in the BaM'i writings: 

"The members thereof (i.e., of Ba
M'i Spiritual Assemblies) must take 
counsel together in such wise that no 
occasion for ill-feeling or discord arise. 
This can be attained when every mem-

ber expresseth with absolute freedom 
his own opinion and setteth forth his 
argument. Should anyone oppose, he 
must on no account feel hurt for not 
until matters are fully discussed can the 
right way be revealed. The shining 
spark of truth cometh forth only after 
the clash of differing opinion." 4 

The integrity of these consultative 
processes is further protected by the 
nature of the institutions which exer
cise authority in the Baha'i communi
ty. All decision-making powers in the 
Faith, whether legislative or adminis
trative, have been vested by the Foun
der in institutions that are democrati
cally elected by the body of the believ
ers. The members of these institutions, 
without exception, are chosen by the 
BaM'i community through secret bal
lot, plurality vote, and an electoral 
process free of any form of election
eering, the authority for such provis
ions being clearly expressed in the re
vealed writings themselves.s 

One of the responsibilities which 
BaM'u'llah assigns to the Administra
tive Order thus instituted is the protec
tion of the rights of all persons. The ul
timate guardian of this vital principle is 
the Universal House of Justice itself, 
whose Constitution explicitly sets out 
as its responsibilities "to safeguard the 
personal rights, freedom and initiative 
of individuals." to ensure that "no 
body or institution within the Cause 
abuse its privileges . . .," and "to be 
the exponent and guardian of that Di
vine Justice, which alone can ensure 
the security of, and establish the reign 
of law and order in the world." 6 

The standard of justice for all per
sons, to which reference is made in the 
foregoing, has been summed up by the 
Guardian in a letter to the Iranian be
lievers: 

"The point that I should like to im
press upon their notice is that they 



should have the most scrupulous re
gard to safeguarding the legitimate per
sonal and civil rights of all individuals, 
whatever may be their chosen career or 
station in life, and irrespective of their 
racial, religious or ideological back
grounds. It is not permissible in mat
ters related to such rights to make dis
tinctions and discriminations or show 
preferences. In all transactions and 
dealings that affect basic human rights, 
the standard required of the chosen 
supporters of Baha'u'llah-a standard 
that must claim their unhesitating and 
unreserved acceptance, and which they 
must meticulously and assiduously up
hold-is that they should not make the 
slightest distinction between friend and 
stranger, believer and unbeliever, sup
porter and antagonist." 7 

The same letter makes it clear that 
the rights of persons hostile to the 
Faith, even those who have violated the 
Covenant of BaM'u'Bah, are included. 
Covenant-breakers are those who, 
while claiming to be faithful exponents 
of the Cause of Baha'u'llah, reject the 
authority established in Baha'u'lllih's 
own Writings and seek to divert the 
Faith to their own ends. Their position 
is different, therefore, from that of 
people who are merely opposed to the 
Faith and who, for that reason, may 
seek in some way to harm or suppress 
it. 'Abdu'l-Baha said that the only way 
in which the BaM'i community can 
deal with the fundamental insincerity 
underlying Covenant-breaking is for 
the believers to avoid contact with 
those involved, quite as healthy people 
avoid close contact with persons suf
fering from contagious physical dis
eases.8 This avoidance of unnecessary 
risks must not, however, lead to any 
curtailment of the human rights of any 
person, including a Covenant-breaker: 

" ... the mere fact of disaffection 
or estrangement, or recantation of be
lief can in no way detract from the 
legitimate civil rights of free citizens or 
otherwise impinge upon them, even to 
the extent of the eye of a needle. If the 
friends were to act otherwise it would 
be tantamount to a reversion on their 
part-to the ways of those of a former 
age: they would re-ignite in men's 
breasts the fire of bigotry and intoler
ance; they would cut themselves off 
from the glorious bestowals and boun
ties of this promised Day of God; and 
they would frustrate the full revelation 

of God's grace and favor to men in this 
luminous age." 9 

Most particularly does the Baha'i 
Faith cherish and promote the develop
ment of minorities. The Guardian ex
plained that this nurturing of the di
verse elements which make up the hu
man family is a moral responsibility of 
the community of BaM'u'Bah: 

"Unlike the nations and peoples of 
the earth, be they of the East or of the 
West, democratic or authoritarian, 
communist or capitalist, whether be
longing to the Old W orId or the New, 
who either ignore, trample upon, or ex
tirpate, the racial, religious, or political 
minorities within the sphere of their ju
risdiction, every organized community 
enlisted under the banner of BaM
'u'Bah should feel it to be its first and 
inescapable obligation to nurture, en
courage, and safeguard every minority 
belonging to any faith, race, class, or 
nation within it." 10 

This principle is given practical ex
pression in the provisions governing 
the functioning of BaM'i administra
tive institutions. The passage quoted 
above goes on to state that "in such 
circumstances, as when an equal num
ber of ballots have been cast in an elec
tion, or where the qualifications for 
any office are balanced as between 
the various races, faiths or nationalities 
within the community, priority should 
unhesitatingly be accorded the party 
representing the minority, and this for 
no other reason except to stimulate and 
encourage it. . . ." II 

The great importance which the Ba
ha'i Faith attaches to the diversity of 
human thought and experience should 
not, however, suggest that it encour
ages those extreme forms of individual
ism which imperil the common good. 
On the contrary, the Faith teaches that 
it is by surrendering a degree of per
sonal freedom to a commonly accepted. 
system of laws that the individual helps 
create a social environment that re
turns far greater benefits in terms of 
personal freedom than the investment 
required. In a letter written on his be
half in 1938, the Guardian explained: 

"The Baha'i conception of social life 
is essentially based on the subordina
tion of the individual will to that of so
ciety. It neither suppresses the indivi
dual nor does it exalt him to the point 
of making him an anti-social creature, 
a menace to society. As in everything, 

it follows the 'golden mean.' The only 
way that society can function is for the 
minority to follow the will of the ma
jority." 12 

The Baha'i Administrative Order, 
some of whose principal features are 
outlined in the foregoing, has been de
scribed by the Guardian "not only as 
the nucleus but the very pattern of the 
New W orId Order" 13 envisioned by 
Baha'u'llah. In it one can already be
gin to appreciate the form that the Ba
M'i Commonwealth of the distant fu
ture will assume. Increasingly, as its in
stitutions develop and as the members 
of the Faith are able to apply more ful
ly and intelligently its principles, the 
capacity of this unique system to pro
tect the immense diversity of the family 
of man will be apparent to every fair
minded observer. 
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United Nations 

UN tackles crisis of the homeless 

At the 35th Session of the UN Gen
eral Assembly in 1980, Sri Lanka's 
Prime Minister (and a former Minister 
of Housing) proposed setting aside an 
"international year" for the home
less-a year dedicated to the estimated 
billion people, or a quarter of the 
world's population, who are inade
quately housed and the 100 million 
who have no shelter at all. 

At the 37th Session, a General As
embly resolution designated 1987 as 
the International Year of Shelter for 
the Homeless (IYSH) and, soon after, 
plans were being made for an IYSH 
conference to be held in Nairobi, Ken
ya, in April 1987. An estimated $4.3 
million will be required to carry out the 
IYSH objectives for 1987, almost a 
quarter of which has been pledged by 
Sri Lanka. Others, in both the develop
ing and the developed world, and with 
varying commitments of money and 
enthusiasm, are making plans for the 
Year and beyond. These may include 
local building projects to shelter the 
homeless or, in the instance of the 
United States, the preparation of case 
studies of projects abroad. 

Said Prime Minister R. Premadasa 
in calling for the IYSH: "Housing not 
only provides protection from the ele
ments but also shelters all the factors 
that go to improve the quality of life of 
individuals who form the families. 
Families make up societies and socie
ties constitute the global community." 
Here he was building upon the Univer
sal Declaration of Human Rights' af
firmation of mankind's right "to a 
standard of living adequate for the 
health and well-being of himself and 

This article, "UN faces crisis 0/ 
homeless, " is reprinted/rom The Inter 
Dependent (July/August 1986, Vol
ume 12, No.4), a publication 0/ the 
United Nations Association-U.S.A. 
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'Housing not only provides pro
tection from the elements but 
also shelters all the factors that 
go to improve the quality of life 
of individuals who form the 
families. Families make up so
cieties and societies constitute 
the global community.' 

his family, including food, clothing, 
housing and medical care and neces
sary social services." 

The problems IYSH will address are 
only hinted at by the statistics, over
whelming as they are. By the year 2000, 
the population of the developing coun
tries will be 6.1 billion-nearly twice 
their present population. Of this num
ber, 40 per cent will be living in urban 
areas, and by 2025 the figure will ap
proach 60 per cent. To date, 60 per 
cent of the $2.7 million in pledges for 
national projects during the IYSH have 
been made by developing countries. 
(Only 39 countries have already made 
financial pledges for programs that 
combine research, education and shel
ter projects. The U.S. and USSR have 
not pledged any monies for shelter pro
jects per se, but government agencies 
have designated a number of research 
and education programs as IYSH pro
jects.) 

Before addressing the social, eco
nomic and political forces that are the 
acknowledged causes of homeless ness, 
and even before attempting to devise a 
basic shelter program, each country 
must identify its target population of 
"homeless"-something that may turn 
on local definition. Those considered 
homeless in most developing countries 
are preponderantly families that have 
moved to urban areas in search of food 
and work. Often underemployed, their 

shelter is likely to be a shanty on land 
to which they have no title. In devel
oped countries, a homeless person is 
generally defined as one who has no 
roof overhead, giving little considera
tion to those who lack adequate heat, 
water and sanitation facilities or tenure 
in their place of residence. 

One-third to one-half of those iden
tified as homeless people in the U.S. 
are either mentally ill or have drug or 
alcohol addictions. Such disabilities 
limit employability, and the urban un
employed or underemployed are even 
less likely to be able to afford costly ur
ban housing. Many of the same people 
became homeless when the U.S. Con
gress' Community Mental Health Cen
ters Act introduced the policy of "de
institutionalization," which released 
thousands of disturbed individuals on
to the streets. In 1954 in New York 
state alone "there were more than 
90,000 patients in ... state psychiatric 
hospitals," The New York Post re
ported in July 1986; "now there are 
only 20,000. And of these some 3,000 
are due for release." 

As early as 1982 national govern
ments and non-governmental organiza
tions began designing projects for 
IYSH. Participating NGOs will com
pile documentation and produce films 
and publications about projects in at 
least 20 countries. These case studies
demonstrating effective methods of en
gineering local self-help projects and 
dealing with such matters as technol
ogy transfer and the development of 
educational skills and methods to im
prove access to material and social re
sources-will be shared with partici
pants at the 1987 conference. 

The General Assembly designated 
the United Nations Commission on 
Human Settlements (commonly refer
red to as HABIT AT) to head the IYSH 
program. HABITAT, established in 



1976 and headquartered in Nairobi, 
has set several criteria for the IYSH 
projects. They must (1) "serve that seg
ment of the population which is con
sidered by national definition to have 
an income below the poverty line"; (2) 
"contribute to or result in a clear and 
visible improvement in the shelter or 
neighborhoods of at least some of the 
poor and disadvantaged before 1987"; 
and (3) "either benefit all the nations 
of the poor or contain development 
features in support of the poor which 
can be replicated at least in other loca
tions within the country and preferably 
other nations." 

The hope is that IYSH programs will 
have an effect well beyond 1987. A 
four-stage process is envisioned. The 
first goal is to gain local, national and 
regional recognition of shelter prob
lems. During the second stage, the or
ganizations involved will begin to es
tablish realistic goals and the political 
commitment to make available the nec
essary financial resources. Next, atten
tion will be paid to matters of legisla
tion and attempts made to solve tech
nical and structural problems. The 
final stage is that of choosing and de
veloping appropriate technologies and 
of implementing and maintaining the 
projects contemplated, under way, or 
completed. 

To date, 360 projects have been sub
mitted to HABIT AT as offerings for 
the IYSH. Sri Lanka has already begun 
to implement its national "Million 
Houses Programme" of government
subsidized, community-built perma
nent shelters. As described by HAB
IT AT, the government will give "small 
loans for construction or rehabilitation 
of shelter and essential services, with 
priority determined by the beneficiaries 
themselves." In the developed coun
tries, the general focus is on improving 
and expanding present projects. Can
ada, the Netherlands and France, for 
example, will review the effectiveness 
of existing national programs and leg
islation, and France has plans to set in 
motion or improve 23 shelter projects. 

The United States and the Soviet 
Union will be carrying out research 
projects. Soviet plans are to establish 
national guidelines for the 1986-2000 
period, describing state policies and 
specific targets for building and im
proving apartments and houses. The 
U.S., according to a U.S. Agency for 

The homeless: Their numbers are growing everywhere 

International Development (AID) of
ficial, will be assessing the housing 
needs of 12 countries interested in de
veloping model projects, determining 
the number of housing units and the in
vestment required over the next 15-20 
years. These model projects, which are 
to be funded by the private sector of 
the participating country, will be the 
subject of monographs prepared by the 
U.S. and submitted to the Nairobi con
ference for review. Following the 
theme chosen for the United States' 
observance of the IYSH, "Freeing the 
Spirit of Enterprise, " the monographs 
will explain how to involve, create in
centives for, and expand the role of the 
private sector in such projects. Addi
tional projects that appear under an 
IYSH heading in the budget of the 
USAID Contract and Grant Fund, says 
Howard Sumka of USAID's Office of 
Urban Development, are in fact a part 
of the agency's ongoing research, edu
cation and training programs abroad. 

At home-where, according to the 
Office of Housing and Urban Develop
ment (HUD), two million people, or 
three per cent of the U.S. population, 
are inadequately housed-HUD, in 
conjunction with the IYSH, has been 
organizing a national awards program 
to give recognition to local housing 
projects for the homeless. Awards will 
be given in early September 1987 to 
15-20 shelter projects throughout the 

country. Although these are not cash 
awards, notes Kenneth Burger, the ex
ecutive director of a Morristown, New 
Jersey, shelter, they will be invaluable 
in attracting monies from other 
sources. HUD will be publishing mon
ographs on some of these projects, to 
be submitted to the Nairobi confer
ence. 

In New York City, where some 
40,000 are counted among the home
less, the Housing Department of the 
Mayor's Office was unaware of the 
IYSH conference. For her department, 
said Barbara Paley, 1987 would be just 
another year of struggling with de
creasing federal and state funding for 
the homeless and attempting to carry 
out present programs-a plaint echoed 
by many non-governmental shelter or
ganizations in New York City that are 
increasingly strapped for funds. The 
Housing Department's 1985-86 budget 
of $200 million left no room for 
"IYSH" projects. It will continue to 
maintain some 20 shelters and four 
family centers, some of which include 
rehabilitation centers and other social 
services, and to renovate low-cost city 
housing units. During the past year $14 
million was spent to renovate 3,000 
such units. In comparison, the IYSH's 
hoped-for $4.3 million down payment 
on housing for the homeless seems a 
bargain indeed. 
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Baha'i history 

Story behind the Tablet of Ahmad 
• 

There are two Tablets each bearing 
the name of Al].mad: one in Persian 
and the other in Arabic. The latter is 
the one used throughout the Baha'i 
world, which the beloved Guardian 
characterized as being imbued with a 
special potency. 

The Persian Tablet is quite a long 
one and is written to Al).mad of 
Kashan. Haji Mirza Jam, who was the 
first one to embrace the Bab's Faith in 
Kashan, in whose house the Bab so
journed 1 some days and who was fi
nally martyred in Tihran, had three 
brothers. One was never moved by his 
brother's faith, no matter how much 
the latter endeavored to teach him. He 
remained a Muslim and died as such. 
The second was called Ismai'l, entitled 
by Baha'u'lhih Dhabih 2 (sacrificed) 
and also Anis (companion); the third 
one who went to Baghdad was called 
Ahmad. He remained with the Ancient 
Beauty and had the honor to be among 
those who were chosen by Him as one 
of the companions in His exile to Istan
bul. But unfortunately in the storms of 
tests and trials this Al].mad departed 
from the right path and sided with 
Azal. He then caused much suffering 
for the Blessed Beauty, His family and 
friends. In order to warn this man 
against such evil deeds and the detri
mental consequences for the nascent 
Faith, Baha'u'llah sent him this long 
Persian Tablet full of exhortations, 
elucidations of the divine power and 
advice as to how a true seeker should 
act and behave. Ahmad remained 
heedless, unmoved and unchanged, but 
when he found out that he could no 
more live in Turkey, he returned to 

This article, "A Flame of Fire: The 
Story of the Tablet of AlJmad, " was 
written by the Hand of the Cause of 
God Abu'l-Qdsim Faiz( and appeared 
originally in Baha'i News Nos. 432 and 
433 (March-April 1967). 
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Iraq where he found his old associates 
and resumed his iniquitous life with 
them. One of his worst habits was to 
insult people and curse them in the 
most bitter and vile language. In one of 
his disputes with his evil friends, he 
lashed them with his sharp tongue and 
the victims, to get rid of him, killed 
him one night. 

Selections from this Persian Tablet 
appear in the Gleanings. 3 

AlJmad begins his search 
As to the Al].mad in whose honor the 

well-known Tablet is revealed, he was 
born in Yazd (circa 1805) to a very no
ble and rich family. His father and un
cles were the chieftains of the town, 
but Al).mad even at the age of 14 show
ed a great inclination toward mysticism 
and endeavored to find new paths to 
truth. When he was 15, he had already 
started his investigations during which 
he heard from some of the people that 
there are saints or holy men who know 
special prayers which if read and re
peated so many times and in accord
ance with certain rituals would defi
nitely enable the reader to behold the 
countenance of the Promised Qa'im 
(the Messiah). 

This flared up the fire of his ever
growing longings. He began to practice 
an ascetic life with long prayers, suc
cessive days of fasting and secluding 
himself from people and from the 
world. His parents and relatives never 
approved of such practices, nor did 
they permit him to continue this seclu
sion which was contrary to their ways 
of life and ambition. Such opposition 
could not be tolerated by a man like 
Ahmad who was wholeheartedly 
se~rching and striving to reach his 
heart's desire-reunion with his eternal 
Beloved. Therefore one day early in the 
morning, he made a small bundle of his 
clothes and belongings and under the 
pretext of going to a public bath, de-

parted from his father's home and set 
out on his way to search for God's 
manifestation. 

In a beggar's outfit he roamed from 
village to village, and wherever he 
found a "pir"-spiritualleader-with 
great devotion and rectitude of con
duct he sat at his feet in the hope of 
finding a path to the mysterious worlds 
of truth. He invariably begged such 
people for the special prayer, the read
ing of which would draw him near the 
court of his Beloved. Whenever some
one would suggest to him any practice, 
he was so ardent in his search that he 
would invariably carry out the instruc
tions with absolute sincerity no matter 
how time-consuming or arduous those 
practices were. But all of this was of no 
avail. 

Losing hope and faith in such pur
suits, he made his way to India, a land 
so well known for its mystic teachers 
and hermits with special powers and 
spiritual gifts. He reached Bombay and 
took up residence there, still looking 
for someone to give him a glimpse of 
the glorious court of the Promised 
One. 

He heard that if one would perform 
a specific ablution, put on spotlessly 
clean white garments, prostrate oneself 
and repeat the following verse of the 
Qur'an, "There is no God but God" 
12,000 times, he would definitely attain 
his aim and heart's desire. Not once, 
but several times Al].mad prostrated 
himself for hours to repeat the above
mentioned verse 12,000 times, but still 
found himself in darkness. 

In his dismay he returned to Persia, 
but did not go to his home town of 
Yazd. He settled in the city of Kashan 
and started his own craft of cloth
making in which he was an expert. In 
no time he became a successful busi
nessman; but still in his inmost heart he 
was restlessly searching. 



A stranger points the way 
"Knock, and it shall be opened unto 

you." "Ask, and it shall be given 
you. " No true seeker ever returned 
from His door of mercy deprived or 
unanswered. 

It was in Kashan that the rumors 
about One claiming to be the Promised 
Qa'im were heard by him. Ceaseless in 
his efforts and sincere in his search, 
AlJrnad asked many people in many 
different ways. No one ever gave him a 
clue. 

Then one day an unknown traveler 
arrived in the town and stayed in the 
same inn where AQmad had established 
his successful business. A certain inner 
urge drew AQmad close to this un
known man. In their conversation, the 
traveler was asked about the already 
spreading rumor. "Why do you ask 
this question?" he inquired. "I want to 
know if it is true," was AQffiad's re
joinder. "If it is, I shall follow it, with 
all my might. " 

The traveler, with a smile of triumph 
on his face, instructed him to go to 
Khurasan and find a certain famous 
learned man called Mulla 'Abdu'l 
Khaliq who would tell him the whole 
truth. 

The very next day AQmad was on his 
way to the province of Khurasan. The 
owners of the neighboring shops were 
very much surprised when they did not 
find AQffiad at his work as usual. 
"What passed between him and the un
known traveler?" they asked one an
other, and no one knew the right an
swer. 

Ahmad crossed deserts and moun
tains· on foot, and his heart overflowed 
with joy and longing. Every step he 
took he found himself nearer to the 
time when all his efforts would yield 
the desired fruits-his reunion with his 
Beloved in the search for Whose pres
ence he spared no effort and found no 
sacrifice too great. 

He reached Mashhad, Khurasan, ex
hausted and so ill that he had to stay in 
bed. After two months' struggle to 
overcome his weakness, he mustered 
the last ounces of his strength and 
courage and went directly to the door 
of the desired house. Here are his own 
words as related to his friends and 
companions of these days: "When I 
reached the house, I knocked at the 
door and the servant of the house came 
forth. Holding the door ajar, he asked 

me, 'What do you want?' 'I must see 
your master,' I answered. The man 
went back into the house and then the 
Mulla himself came out. He admitted 
me to his house and when we stood 
face to face I explained to him all that 
had happened to me. When I finished, 
he at once grasped my arm and told 
me, 'Do not say such things here!' and 
he pushed me out of his house. There 
was no end to my sorrows. Heart
broken and utterly astounded I said to 

It was in Kashan that the rumors 
about One claiming to be the 
Promised Qa'im were heard by 
him. Ceaseless in his efforts and 
sincere in his search, Al]mad 
asked many people in many dif
ferent ways. Noone ever gave 
him a clue. 

myself, 'Are all my efforts in vain? To 
whom shall I turn? Whom shall I ap
proach? ... But I will never leave this 
man. I will persist till such time as he 
will open his heart to me and will guide 
me to the right path of God. It is in
cumbent upon the one who searches to 
drain the bitter cup of hardship.' The 
next morning I was at the door of the 
same house. I knocked harder than the 
previous day. This time the Mulla him
self came to the door and the moment 
he opened it, I said, 'I will not go 
away. I will not leave you until you tell 
me the whole truth.' This time he 
found me earnest and true. He became 
sure that I had not been at his door to 
spy or cause difficulties for him and his 
friends. " 

AQmad was then instructed to attend 
the evening prayers at a certain Mos
que where the same Mulla led the con
gregational prayer followed by a long 
sermon. He was told to follow the 
Mulla after the sermon was over. The 
next night AQmad tried his utmost to 
find the Mulla after the prayer and ser
mon, but crowds of people surrounded 
him and AQmad did not have the 
slightest chance even to approach him. 
The next day when the two met again 
AQmad was instructed to go to another 
Mosque at night and a third person 
would be there to show him the way. 
Accordingly AQmad was at the Mos
que at sunset and, as promised, after 

the evening prayers, a certain person 
came to him and beckoned him to fol
low. Without hesitation or fear Ahmad 
followed. Now the three men started to 
walk like shadows in the darkness of 
the night, through narrow and obscure 
lanes. AQffiad, a complete stranger, 
never wavered nor faltered nor fled. 
He took every step with great determi
nation and was ready for any outcome. 

At last they reached a certain house. 
They knocked at the door very gently 
and it was opened immediately. The 
newcomers went in very quickly. They 
passed through a covered passageway, 
reached a small courtyard, climbed a 
few steps and were at the door of an 
upper chamber where a dignified figure 
was seated. The Mulla approached that 
revered personage with great humility 
and absolute reverence and courteously 
whispered, "This is the man I told you 
about," and indicated AQffiad, who 
had been standing at the threshold with 
utter respect and high expectation. 
, 'Welcome. Please come in and be seat
ed, " said the man. AQmad then en
tered the room and sat down on the 
floor. 

The host was no less a person than 
Mulla Sadiq (Truthful), one of the ear
ly believers during the Bab's ministry 
and very distinguished for his erudi
tion, audacity and steadfastness. Dur
ing Baha'u'llah's ministry the same 
Mulla Sadiq displayed such great ardor 
and zeal that he was entitled 'Asdaq 
(the most truthful) by Baha'u'llah.4 
A treasure is found 

AQmad, who for 25 years had been 
wandering in the valley of search and 
had nowhere found even a drop to 
quench his thirst, now found a path to 
the main spring. With parched lips and 
an insatiable longing he drank in the 
sweet scented stream of the verses of 
God through His new Manifestation. 
Three sessions were sufficient and he 
embraced the Faith with all his heart 
and soul. So elated, exalted and over
enthusiastic he looked, that 'Asdaq ex
horted him to return to his family in 
Kashan and insisted that he should not 
mention the Faith to the people, not 
even to his own wife. 

Those days were days of extreme 
danger to the nascent Cause of God. 
The few followers recruited from the 
poor people of the world were forever 
the targets of many atrocities. Even the 
air was imbued with suspicion, spying 
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and slander. Therefore the friends had 
to be very careful, lest the slightest un
wise deed or even a foolish word 
should ignite a never-ending conflagra
tion that would consume the believers 
in its flame. 

'Asdaq, knowing how Al).mad had 
suffered, felt that he had no money to 
go back home; therefore, he gave him 
some small gifts for his family and the 
sum of three tumans ($1) and again ad
vised him to be very wise. Commenting 
upon his return to Kashan, Al).mad has 
said: "When I reached Kashan, every
one asked what had happened that I 
had left everything so abruptly. I told 
them, 'My longing for pilgrimage was 
too great to resist, and I was right.' 
What else could take me away from my 
work, my house and my family except 
that innermost yearning? The instant I 
heard these words from the traveler 
there was no more patience left in me." 

In Kashan he resumed his work, but 
longed to teach the Faith. He heard ru
mors that a certain man by the name of 
Haji Mirza Jani had changed his faith 
and had become the follower of a new 
and obscure religion. Al).mad searched 
for him and when the two found each 
other, there was no end to their joy and 
excitement. They became fast friends, 
constant companions and the first and 
only Babis of that town. 

One day Haji Mirza Jani went to 
Ahmad and with great enthusiasm and 
un"controllable excitement asked him: 
"Would you like to visit the counte
nance of your Lord?" Al).mad's heart 
leapt up. With much joy and ecstasy he 
immediately arose from his seat and 
asked, "How and when?" Haji ex
plained to him how he had arranged 
with the guards to have the Bab in his 
house as a guest for two or three 
nights. Therefore at the appointed 
hour Ahmad went to Haji's house. 
When h~ entered, his eyes fell on a face 
the beauty of which surpassed heaven 
and earth. A young Siyyid was sitting 
with such meekness, grandeur and ma
jesty that one could not help but be
hold the light of God in His counte
nance. Some of the divines and digni
taries of the town were seated on the 
floor around and the servants stood at 
the door. 

One of the Mullas faced the Bab and 
said, "We have heard that a certain 
young man in Shiraz has claimed to be 
the Bab. Is that true?" "Yes," an-
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swered the Bab. "And does he reveal 
verses, too?" said the same man. The 
Bab responded, "And We reveal verses, 
too. " 

Al).mad has further said: "This clear 
and courageous answer was sufficient 
for anyone who had ears to hear and 
eyes to see to find the whole truth im
mediately. His beautiful face and His 
powerful words and presence sufficed 
all things. But when they served tea 
and a cup was offered to the Bab, He 
immediately took it, called the servant 
of the same Mulla. and very graciously 
gave it to him. The day after, the same 
humble servant came to me and with 
great sorrow deplored the stupidity of 
his master. A little explanation as to 
the station of the Bab brought him to 
our fold and our number grew to be 
three." 

This small nucleus started to grow 
and the number of the adherents in
creased. This angered the divines who 
used all their cunning to stop the flow 
of the already powerful stream of life. 
They instigated the cruel ignorant mob 
to plunder, confiscate and kill all those 
who bore the name of the Bab. Every 
day they would go to a house, so en
raged that they would break its doors 
and windows, destroy the building and 
plunder and loot the contents. In the 
evening one would find the bodies of 
people dead in the streets and lanes and 
even scattered over neighboring moun
tains and plains. This continued, and 
Al).mad's house was no exception. Al).
mad then had to hide in a tower for 40 
days and the friends used to take him 
food and provisions. 

Journey to the Abode of Peace 
Finding life unbearable in Kashan 

and hearing that Baghdad had become 
a point of attraction, he decided to go 
there. 

"And God calleth to the Abode of 
Peace (Baghdad) and He guideth 
whom 

He will into the right way." l 

In the darkness of the night, Al).mad 
emerged from his hiding place and 
scaled the walls of the city to make his 
way to Baghdad. He traveled on foot, 
full of love, enthusiasm and eagerness 
to behold the countenance of the One 
Whom God would make manifest. As 
he was walking, he came across an
other man traveling in the same direc
tion. Afraid of being molested further, 
Al).mad tried to ignore the stranger, ut-

tering not a word, but the man per
sisted in walking by his side. Taking 
great care never even to allude to the 
Faith or the purpose of his journey, 
Al).mad and his fellow-traveler reached 
their destination. On arrival in Bagh
dad, they separated and Al).mad imme
diately set out searching for the House 
of Baha'u'llah. When he found the 
House and entered therein, he found, 
to his utter astonishment, that his com
panion was there, too. He then under
stood that his friend was also a Babi 
and had been on his way to attain the 
presence of the Blessed Beauty. 
AlJmad in the presence of Bahd'u'lldh 

It was a breathtaking experience for 
a man like Al).mad who all through his 
life had been searching for this im
mense spiritual Fountainhead. When 
for the first time he glanced at the 
youthful countenance of Baha'u'llah
a face full of charm, freshness of color 
and penetrating powers, he was over
whelmed. He came to his senses only 
through the mirthful remark of the An
cient Beauty, "He becomes a Babi and 
then hides in the tower!" 

Baha'u'llah allowed him to remain 
in Baghdad and have his residence 
close to the House. Al).mad immedi
ately installed his small clothmaking 
machine and was the happiest man in 
the world. What else does one expect? 
To live at the time of the Supreme 
Manifestation of God, adore Him, be 
loved by Him and be so close to Him in 
heart and soul and even in residence. 

When once asked about the events of 
the years he spent in such close prox
imity to Baha'u'llah, with tears in his 
eyes Al).mad said, "How innumerable, 
how great and how immensely mighty 
were the events of those years. Our 
nights were filled with memorable epi
sodes. Joyful and at times sorrowful 
were our experiences, yet beyond the 
power of anyone to describe. For ex
ample 6 one day as the Blessed Beauty 
was walking, a certain government of
ficer approached Him and reported 
that one of His followers had been kill
ed and his body thrown on the river 
bank. The Tongue of Power and Might 
replied, 'No one has killed him. 
Through seventy thousand veils of 
light We showed him the glory of God 
to an extent smaller than a needle's 
eye; therefore, he could not more bear 
the burden of his life and has offered 
himself as a sacrifice.' " 



When the caliph's decree was con
veyed to BaM'u'lhlh and He had to 
leave Baghdad for Istanbul, He left the 
town on the 32nd day after Naw-Ruz 
for the RiQvan Garden. On that same 
day the river overflowed and only on 
the ninth day was it possible for His 
family to join Him in the Garden. The 
river then overflowed a second time, 
and on the 12th day it subsided and all 
went to Him. AQrnad begged Baha
'u'Uah to be amongst His companions 
in exile, but BaM'u'llah did not accede 
to this request. He chose a few people 
and instructed the others to stay to 
teach and protect the Cause, emphasiz
ing that this would be better for the 
Faith of God. At the time of His depar
ture, those who were left behind stood 
in a row and all were so overcome with 
sorrow that they burst into tears. Baha
'u'llah again approached them and 
consoled them, saying, "It is better for 
the Cause. Some of these people who 
accompany me are liable to do mis
chief; therefore I am taking them with 
Myself." One of the friends could 
scarcely control his anguish and sor
row. He addressed the crowd reciting 
this poem of Sa'di: 

"Let us all rise to weep like unto the 
clouds of the Spring Season. On the 
day when lovers are separated from 
their Beloved, one can even hear the 
lamentations of stones. " 

BaM'u'llah then said, "Verily this 
was said for this day." Then He 
mounted His horse and one of the 
friends placed a sack of coins in front 
of the saddle and Baha'u'llah started 
to distribute the coins to the bewailing 
poor who were standing by. When they 
ran to Him and pushed one another, 
He plunged His hand in the sack and 
poured all the coins, saying, "Gather 
them yourselves!" 

Ahmad saw his Beloved disappear 
from his sight headed for an unknown 
destination. Little did he know that He 
was like unto the sun rising toward the 
zenith of might and power. Sad at 
heart and utterly distressed in soul, he 
returned to Baghdad, which to him 
seemed devoid of any attraction. He 
tried to make himself happy by gather
ing the friends and encouraging them 
to disperse and teach the Faith which 
had just been declared. Though active
ly serving the Cause, he was not happy. 
All that could keep him happy was 
nearness to his Beloved. 

The Tablet is revealed 
After a few years AQrnad again left 

his horne and work and set out on foot 
toward Adrianople, the city of his love 
and desire. 

When he reached Istanbul he re
ceived a Tablet from BaM'u'llah, now 
well known as the "Tablet of AI)
mad." He describes receipt of this 
Tablet as follows: "I received the Tab
let of 'The Nightingale of Paradise' 
and reading it again and again, I found 

With this divine amulet in his 
possession-a small piece of 
paper which had been 'invested 
by Baha'u'lhih with a special po
tency and significance,' and clad 
in the simple garments of a men
dicant (beggar), A~mad made 
his way back to Persia. 

that my Beloved desired me to go and 
teach His Cause. Therefore I preferred 
obedience to visiting Him." 

Al).mad was specially commissioned 
to travel through Persia, find the old 
Babi families and convey to them the 
new message of the Lord. Hence such 
glorious reference to the Bab in this 
Tablet. The task was arduous beyond 
description and therefore such exhorta
tions as, "Be thou as a flame of fire to 
My enemies and a river of life eternal 
to My loved ones, and be not of those 
who doubt." The path to be pursued 
by him would be full of blood, thorns 
and hardships to be borne, but fol
lowed by such soul-stirring promises of 
victory as, "And if thou art overtaken 
by affliction in My path, or degrada
tion for My sake, be not thou troubled 
thereby." 

With this divine amulet in his posses
sion-a small piece of paper which had 
been "invested by Baha'u'llah with a 
special potency and significance," and 
clad in the simple garments of a mendi
cant (beggar), AQffiad made his way 
back to Persia. He entered the country 
from the district where the Bab had 
been imprisoned and martyred and 
crossed this region like unto the breeze 
of life. Many of the Babis were thus 
enabled to see the sun then shining 
from Adrianople and even many of the 
Muslims embraced the Faith whole
heartedly. 

'Glad tidings of the nearness of God' 
AQrnad became the embodiment of 

his own Tablet. Such persistence, un
daunted spirit, tenacity and steadfast
ness as his are hardly to be found in 
any annals of the Cause. When he 
found a seeker, although he suffered 
"affliction and degradation," he 
would return again and again to finish 
that which had been left half discussed. 

For example, when he was traveling 
throughout the province of Khurasan, 
he went to the house of a well-known 
Babi family, the head of which was no 
less a person than Furughi 7-one of 
the survivors of the Tabarsi upheaval. 
AQrnad went in and gradually opened 
the subject and in frank, vigorous and 
emphatic terms explained that the One 
to be manifested by God was none 
other than Baha'u'llah Whose light 
was then shining from the horizon of 
the "Remote Prison"-Adrianople. 

Furughi, who had so audaciously 
fought in Tabarsi, started a fight here 
too. The discussion became more in
tense as the hours went by. Furugru 
became quite angry, attacked AQrnad, 
breaking one of his teeth, and threw 
him out of the house. 

AQrnad left broken-hearted; but, un
daunted, he later returned, knocked at 
the door and told them that he would 
not go until such time as the subject 
was fully discussed and some definite 
conclusions reached. 

We must bear in mind that the Babis 
were in such danger that even a piece of 
paper bearing the verses of the Bab 
found in any house was enough for the 
house to be demolished and the inhabi
tants to be sent to prison or even to the 
field of martyrdom. Therefore many 
of the friends hid their books and 
writings in the walls of their houses. 
When AQrnad went to Furughi's house 
for the second time to resume the dis
cussion, he said emphatically that the 
Greatest Name BAHA had often been 
mentioned by the Bab in His writings. 
Furugru challenged the truth of this 
statement. To prove to AQffiad that he 
was wrong, he tore a part of the wall 
down and brought out a bundle con
taining the writings of the Bab, and 
promised not to say a word against the 
explicit texts. Al)mad says, "The very 
first one we opened referred to the 
name of Baha." As promised, Furughi 
and all the members of his family ac
cepted the Faith of Baha'u'llah and 
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became zealous defenders and out
standing in its propagation and pro
tection. 
'A flame of fire' 

After crossing all the lands of Khu
rasan, Alpnad decided to go once more 
to Baghdad and convey the message of 
love and greetings on behalf of Baha
'u'llah to all the friends in that impor
tant city, but unfortunately while on 
the way he again fell sick and could not 
reach Baghdad. In addition to Tihran, 
some of the divines of Kashan recog
nized him and lodged complaints 
against him at the court of the King, 
who was ever ready to inflict hardship 
on the adherents of the new Faith. He 
was consequently arrested and commit
ted to the hands of a certain young of
ficer who was ordered to investigate 
the case and if he was sure that his vic
tim had gone astray, to put him to 
death immediately. 

The young officer did not wish to 
molest Alpnad and therefore insisted 
that he should recant his Faith. Ahmad 
says, "At that moment I was a't the 
height of my faith and enthusiasm, and 
never for one moment even thought of 
recanting." Ever ready to lay down his 
life in the path of the Cause, he served 
with such self-sacrifice that he insisted 
he was not a Babi but a Baha'i, a fol
lower of the Supreme Manifestation. 
He was detained, and while in prison 
heard of the sudden and severe illness 
of the officer's wife. In great fright and 
extreme distress, the officer came to 
AlJ.mad and said, "Should my wife 
recover, I will release you," and after 
three days the young man, heedless of 
the dire consequences to himself, took 
Alpnad to the gate of Tihran and set 
him free. 

'A river of life eternal' 
Released like a bird, he first went to 

the villages where some sifters of wheat 
were Babis. They received him with the 
utmost love and courtesy. They offered 
him hospitality, and he guided them to 
the right path of God and in great re
joicing Al;mad left them and made his 
way to the province of Fars, the capital 
of which was Shiraz. 

He lived in this province for about a 
quarter of a century and became the 
constant companion of the wronged 
and afflicted ones. He ..:onsoled them 
during times of persecution and gave 
them hope and a vision of the ever
widening horizons of victories and tri-
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umphs. 
It was through the old people of this 

district of Persia that this humble ser
vant, the writer, came to hear the dis
tant echoes of a glorious dervish living 
among the villagers and that he had 
been to them as an angel of protection, 
guidance and mercy. Such rumors set 
me to search about him, and I found 
that this admirable individual was our 
precious Alpnad-a name now men
tioned throughout the world with so 
much love and devotion. 

Alpnad received many of the travel
ing teachers who passed through this 
part of Persia and feasted with them in 
his humble abode, mentioning God, 
His Faith and recounting the experi
ence of the many teachers who had 
been in those days quickening many 
souls. 

One of the most touching incidents 
as related by himself was the following: 
"One day a man barely clad and al
most barefooted came to the door of 
my house. He was utterly exhausted 
and worn out. His clothes were stiff 
and brownish with a mixture of dust 
and perspiration. He happened to be 
Haji Mirza Haydar-'Ali. 3 I immedi
ately helped him to take off his clothes. 
I washed them and spread them in the 

sun to dry while he rested, waiting for 
the friends to come for a meeting." 
'Steadfast in My love' 

The years passed by full of eventful 
days, but when the waves of persecu
tion spread all over Persia, the friends 
in their love and admiration for Ah
mad endeavored to protect him again~t 
fatal attacks, and after long consulta
tion they suggested to him that he im
mediately leave that forlorn and for
saken corner of the country for a more 
populated center. Wherever Ahmad 
went, the friends suggested the 'same 
thing to him. He was so well known 
through the length and breadth of the 
country that his mere presence would 
cause agitation among the bigoted 
Muslims whose first arrows would be 
aimed at Alpnad himself. After chang
ing many places of residence many 
times, he settled in Tihran. He never 
wavered, nor was he ever anything but 
that" flame of fire" and "river of life 
eternal." After having lived one cen
tury and always enjoying good health, 
he passed on to the presence of his Be
loved in 1905 in Tihran. 

As to the family of Ahmad, he had 
two children: a son call~d Mirza Mu
hammad and a daughter, Khanum 



Guhar. When AlJ.mad's house was con
fiscated, Mirza Muhammad, his wife 
and children left the city of Kashan for 
Tihran. He, his wife and small daugh
ter died on their way to Tihran. The 
traces of their graves-if any-are lost 
forever. 

There remained only their son, 
Jamal, aged five. The mule drivers who 
used to take food from provinces to 
Tihran, not knowing that Jamal was a 
son of Babis, took pity on the forsaken 
and homeless child, and placing him on 
one of the loads brought him to Tih
ran. In that great capital the child was 
left all alone and no one even told him 
of his glorious ancestry or of the Faith 
in whose path the family had borne so 
many afflictions and untold hardships. 
He was left in this state until his aunt, 
Khanum Guhar,9 also went to Tihnin. 
When AlJ.mad reached the capital, he 
came to know of his grandson whom 
he loved very much. He took him 
under the wings of his own love and 
protection, and Jamal grew to be an 
excellent Baha'i. His most outstanding 
characteristics were his iron determina
tion and his indefatigable energy. 
Nothing could ever deflect this man 
from the straight path of God, though 
to him it had always been narrow and 
strewn with thorns, blood and multi
farious plights and calamities. Toward 
the end of his life, AlJ.mad entrusted 
the original Tablet of AlJ.mad to Jamal 
who in turn, out of the purity of his 
heart and his devotion to the Faith of 
God, offered it as a gift to the Hand of 
the Cause, Trustee of Huquq, the son 
and brother of two illustrious martyrs, 
Jinab-i-Valiyu'lhih Varqa. 10 When 
Jinab-i-Varqa, according to the in
structions of the beloved Guardian, at
tended the opening ceremony of the 
House of Worship in Wilmette during 
the Intercontinental Conference of the 
year nine (1953) he brought this most 
precious Tablet as his offering to the 
archives of the Baha'is of the United 
States. Now the beloved friends in that 
country are the trustees of this great 
gift of God to humanity. 

NOTES 
1. The Dawn-Breakers, pp. 217-222. 
2. Gleanings, No. 115, p. 240. 
3. Gleanings, No. 153, p. 323. 
4. The Dawn-Breakers, p. 100. 
5. Qur'dn 10:25. 
6. God Passes By, p. 136. 
7. One of the members of this family is listed 

with 18 others as "The Apostles of Baha'u'lIah" 
by the beloved Guardian. The list appears in The 
Baha'r World Volume III, p. 80, where the Guar
dian says, "Mirza Mahmud, an indomitable 
spirit and zealous defender of the Faith." 

8. The man who was designated by the beloved 
Master as "The Angel of Mount Carmel." 
9. As to Khanum Guhar, the glorious daughter 

of Ahmad, she was a very active Baha'i. The 
story of such a daring woman's history has been 
only briefly recorded. Such a mirror-like heart is 
rarely to be found. 

For example, during the lifetime of Baha.
'u'llah there were some outstanding teachers who 
were almost worshipped by the friends. One of 
them, who had so many exalted letters from the 
Blessed Perfection, often went to Khanum Gu
har's house and ~he respected him so much as to 
clean his shoes. It seems that such titles and ex
traordinary respect had turned the heads of some 
of them. They thought of assuming an indepen
dent rank in the Faith of God. One such person 
went to Khanum Guhar's house after the Ascen
sion of Baha'u'llah. When the hostess brought 

Peru 

The President of Peru, Dr. Alan Gar
da Perez, receives a copy of the Uni
versal House of Justice's peace state
ment from Ali Bahadori (in light suit), 

tea and sweets and stood at the door with folded 
hands in absolute respect and homage she found 
that the man had not taken any of the refresh
ments. He seemed to be gloomy and pensive. 
Khanum Guhar asked the reason. "I must go to 
the Holy Land," he said, "and see to the affairs 
of the Cause myself. The Faith is left in the 
hands of a young man." He pronounced the last 
phrase with indignation and pride. On hearing 
these words, Khanum Guhar raised her voice, 
saying, "Do you think Baha'u'llah did not know 
Whom to appoint after Himself?" She then en
tered the room and collected the tray of tea and 
sweets and in an emphatic tone ordered the 
haughty and arrogant man to leave the house im
mediately. She then went to the neighboring Ba
ha'i families and advised them to be most careful 
about him until such time as they should receive 
definite instructions from the Most Great 
Branch. 

The following example illustrates her purity of 
heart. She heard that a young girl belonging to a 
Baha'i family was in bed with a severe illness. 
She went to her bedside and prayed to God, say
ing, "0 my Lord, I have had my share of life. 
Please take me and leave this child for her par
ents." That same night Khanum Guhar died and 
the patient became well. 
10. His picture appears among other Hands of 
the Cause appointed by the beloved Guardian in 
The Baha'r World, Volume XII, p. 110. 

a member of the Spiritual Assembly of 
Cayma-Arequipa, during a speCial 
ceremony held March 7 at the Plaza de 
Armas in Arequipa. 
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The world 

Willy Brandt receives peace statement 

Willy Brandt, a former chancellor of 
West Germany, Nobel Peace Prize 
winner and present chairman of Ger
many's Social-Democratic Party, re
ceived the Universal House of Justice's 
peace statement last February 20 at the 
party's headquarters in Bonn during a 
meeting with three members of the 
country's National Spiritual Assembly, 
Chairman Kurt Henseler, Secretary 
Christopher Sprung, and Dr. Ingeborg 
Franken. 

Two members of the German Fed-

Malaysia 
Peace conferences were held in J an

uary in four major cities of Malaysia: 
Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Ipoh and Ku
ching, East Malaysia. 

About 160 people, half of whom 
were not Baha'is, attended the Kuching 
conference, "A Forum on Peace," on 
January 18. The principal speaker was 
Counsellor John Fozdar. Other speak
ers were local non-Baha'i professionals 
including an officer of the United Na
tions Development Program (UNDP) 
in Kuala Lumpur. 

The conference was reported in the 
Sarawak Tribune on January 21. 

Some 300 people attended the con
ference January 26 in Kuala Lumpur 
including government ministers and 
other dignitaries along with 150 Ba
ha'is. 

That meeting was addressed by UN 
officials who praised the Baha'is for 
their early start on activities for the In
ternational Year of Peace. 

Articles about the conference ap
peared in two major English-language 
newspapers, the Straits Times and the 
Star. 
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eral Parliament and an aide to Mr. 
Brandt also attended the 4O-minute 
meeting which was opened with the 
formal presentation of the peace state
ment. 

Mr. Brandt expressed his deep ap
preciation for the statement and prom
ised he would study it carefully. 

Mr. Henseler explained some of the 
main features of the statement and re
viewed the worldwide activities of Ba
ha'is during the International Year of 
Peace, adding that he felt it was most 

Samoa 
A special service was held last Octo

ber 27 at the Baha'i House of Worship 
in Tiapapata, Samoa, to commemorate 
the 40th anniversary of the United Na
tions and to launch the UN Interna
tional Year of Peace. 

Among the notable guests at the ser
vice were His Highness Malietoa Tanu
mafili II and members of his family in
cluding Princess Tooa Salamasina Ma
lietoa; the New Zealand High Commis
sioner; the Chinese ambassador; con
suls from France, the Netherlands, and 
the United States; and other diplomatic 
dignitaries. 

The UN's resident Representative 
was present, as was the UNESCO Rep
resentative and most of the UN per
sonnel in Samoa. The Minister of Edu
cation warmly praised the Baha'is for 
the lovely event, saying it was the only 
service held by a religious organization 
to mark the UN anniversary. 

Sacred writings of many faiths were 
read in five languages by selected 
members of the diplomatic corps, 
prominent members of the Samoan 
community, and UN personnel. Four 
choral pieces were performed by two 
choirs, the Baha'i choir and the re
nowned choir of the Papauta Girls 
School. 

appropriate that this important docu
ment should be given to a Nobel Peace 
Prize winner. 

Mr. Brandt voiced his concern about 
the situation of Baha'is in Iran, and 
agreed with the remark that the peace
ful steadfastness of Baha'is living in 
that country may be regarded as a 
model for peace and tolerance. 

He assured the Baha'is of his sup
port in efforts to bring an end to the 
persecution and to achieve the legal 
recognition of the Faith in Iran. 

At a reception held following the 
program in the ancillary building, 
Counsellor Suhayl 'Ala'i spoke on be
half of the Baha'i community, thank
ing the government, diplomatic corps 
and UN personnel for their participa
tion, as well as the 480 guests of all 
backgrounds, races and religions from 
the three major islands of Samoa. 

In January the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Samoa received a letter 
from the UN written on behalf of the 
Secretary-General which said in part: 

"I wish to thank you most sincerely 
for your cooperation and contribution 
to the commemoration of the 40th an
niversary of the United Nations, mak
ing it a unique and most heartwarming 
manifestation of trust and hope in the 
United Nations." 

Fiji 
Young "graduates" of the Lomai

vuna Baha'i Pre-School in Fiji con
tinue to distinguish themselves each 
year as they take their entrance exami
nations for school. The Lomaivuna 
school has held classes four mornings a 
week at the Baha'i Center throughout 
the past year, with as many as 17 child
ren attending. 



Dominica 
Mary Eugenia Charles, the prime 

minister of Dominica, received the 
peace statement last October 28 from a 
delegation representing that country's 
National Spiritual Assembly. 

The peace statement is being well
received in Dominica. By mid-January, 
some 425 copies had been given to a 
wide range of people including clergy, 
cabinet ministers, permanent secretar
ies, police officials, faculty and stu
dents at the School of Medicine, med
ical professionals. business executives, 
and service organizations. 

* * * 
On Saturday, January 18, the Baha'i 

community of Dominica sponsored its 
fourth World Religion Day observ
ance, held this year in conjunction with 
a tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

Franklyn Baron, Dominica's non
resident ambassador to the United Na
tions and the Organization of Ameri
can States, who, fortunately, happened 
to be on the island, presented the trib
ute to Dr. King. A video tape depicting 
incidents in Dr. King's life also was 
presented. 

The largest audience yet to attend a 
public meeting at the District Baha'i 
Center, most of whom were not Ba
ha'is, filled the meeting hall. 

The event was recorded by a news 
reporter from a radio station and was 
mentioned on national news broad
casts the following day in the morning, 
mid-day and evening. 

Kenya 
The "Women's International Net

work News" for Winter 1986 pub
lished a review of A Baha'{ Programme 
for Mothers, a series of booklets writ
ten by Delane Hein and Deborah 
Christensen, illustrated by Sarah 
Kiunga-Kamau and published by the 
Baha'i Publishing Trust in Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

The article points out that the publi
cation was first released as a complete 
series at Forum '85 during the Interna
tional Women's Conference in Nairobi 
in July 1985 where the booklets on 
"Raising Healthy Children" and 
"Creating a Spiritual Home" were in 
great demand for their practicality and 
easy adaptability to the participants' 
diverse cultures. 

Republic of Ireland 

Twenty-six Iranian Baha'IS recently 
pioneered to the Republic of Ireland 
from refugee camps in Pakistan, arriv-

Lesotho 
His Majesty Moshoeshoe II, the 

King of Lesotho, received the peace 
statement last November through his 
Secretariat. It was presented by Jane 
Pokane, chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly, who was accom
panied by the National Assembly's 
treasurer, Kalman Basin, and Auxil
iary Board member Ntsikelelo Masho
loqu. 

In a letter dated November 29 and 
addressed to the Universal House of 
Justice, the King's secretary, E.M. Pit
so, wrote: 

"On behalf of His Majesty King 
Moshoeshoe II, your wonderful mes
sage has been received by his Sec
retariat. It will remain in his office as 
food for thought for many years to 
come. 

"Your very challenging remarks on 
the evolution of the human race have 
been noted with deep meditation. It is 
our fervent hope that one day, those 
unifying social structures can be 
erected and that the full measure of 
man's destiny on earth, and the innate 
excellency of his reality can be achiev-

ing in Dublin last December 3. They 
are shown here on the steps of the Na
tional Haz(ratu'I-Quds in Dublin. 

ed. 

"It is the kind of hope and promise 
that keeps humanity going, even under 
the most depressing circumstances of 
our times. It is hoped that this message 
will help to sow seeds of peace in the 
hearts of men, whereby solutions can 
be found for every social problem. 

"On behalf of His Majesty King 
Moshoeshoe II, we thank you." 

Australia 
More than 500 young people repre

senting all the states in Australia 
gathered last January in Adelaide for a 
National Baha'i Youth Conference. 

Honored by the participation of the 
Hand of the Cause of God Collis 
Featherstone, the youth were also guid
ed and inspired by a moving message 
from the Universal House of Justice. 

The "Mona" video tape and the re
cent BBC documentary on the Faith 
were shown, and there was high praise 
for the talented young speakers who 
addressed the conference. 
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Trinidad/Tobago 
The Inter-Religious Organization of 

Trinidad and Tobago held a special 
celebration April 4 in Chase Village, 
Chaguanas, in honor of the late Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. 

Members of the Baha'i community 
who attended were Auxiliary Board 
member Laurence Coward, Jean Cow
ard, Bobby Ramsahai and Anne Marie 
Ramsahai. 

After introductions by the chairman, 
Mr. Ramsahai was asked to say a 
prayer, the only non-Hindu prayer on 
the program. 

The Muslim representative read a 
passage from the Qur'an; there was no 
Christian rt:presentative. 

The featured speaker was Mr. De 
Souza, the High Commissioner of In
dia. 

About 150 people attended the event 
which was covered by Trinidad and 
Tobago Television (TTTV) and mem
bers of the press. 

Most of those attending were Hin-

Borneo 
The first all-native local Spiritual 

Assembly of Sabah, northeast Borneo, 
was formed last September. The As
sembly members are of the Duson 
tribe. 

Clinton Bernard, Chief Justice of the 
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, ad
dresses a gathering of religious leaders 
at the annual General Meeting of the 
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dus, and the speakers generally asso
ciated Dr. King with the ideals of In
dia's Mahatma Gandhi. 

• • • 
Members of the BaM'i Society Club 

at the University of the West Indies in 
St. Augustine, Trinidad, proclaimed 
March 16-22 "Baha'i Week" to coin
cide with the university'S 25th anniver
sary celebration. 

Posters on several notice boards on 
campus depicted the theme "The 
Promise of World Peace" and attract
ed students and visitors to special pro
grams held by the Baha'is during the 
week. 

On Thursday, March 20, the video 
"Mona with the Children" was shown 
to a receptive audience and was pre
ceded by a talk by Stephen Burris, a 
member of the BaM'i Society Club. 

Another event was a forum on "The 
Promise of W orId Peace" to which 
various campus clubs were invited to 
present five-minute talks on peace. 
Non-BaM 'is who attended partici
pated avidly, continuing the discussion 
for more than two hours. 

Also during Baha'i Week, the club 
members began distributing copies of 
the peace statement, which has been fa
vorably received. 

Inter-Religious Organization held 
March 13 at the Bahd'{ National Cen
ter in Port of Spain. 

Alaska 
For more than a year the Baha'i 

community of Kotzebue, Alaska, has 
been sponsoring a public fireside on 
radio station KOTZ every Thursday 
morning at 6:30. 

Nearly every visitor to the Baha'i 
community has been asked to help pro
duce the program. Counsellor Lauretta 
King and the "Flying Taylors" did an 
extensive program about the Indigen
ous Council that was to take place a 
couple of weeks after their visit. 

Once, a children's class was held at 
the station with all of the children, 
ranging in age from three to 10 years, 
reciting prayers or reading stories 
about 'Abdu'l-Baha. 

Response to the programs has been 
generally good. Last summer there was 
a campaign by one religious denomina
tion to have both the Baha'is and Mor
mons taken off the air because they 
taught "a false doctrine." 

The result was considerable publicity 
and a general response from the public 
that, if not in favor of the Faith, was at 
least in favor of the station's policy of 
allowing others to air their views. 

The most frequent response to the 
Baha'i program is, "I like the music." 
The local Baha'is have learned from 
comments received that there are peo
ple who listen to the programs in the 
privacy of their homes who, for vari
ous reasons, would not venture out to 
attend a BaM'i fireside. 

Martinique 
Six women's organizations including 

a six-member Baha'i delegation took 
part in a recent conference in Fort de 
France sponsored by the Association 
des Femmes Martiniquaises (Associa
tion of the Women of Martinique). 

The Baha'is were invited by the 
French government's Regional Repre
sentative for Women's Affairs under 
whose patronage the conference was 
held. She had recently received a copy 
of "The Promise of W orId Peace." 

An excerpt from the peace statement 
was read during the conference, at 
which Baha'is were given the floor 
three times, each time receiving an en
thusiastic response. 

The peace statement was also given 
to the heads of organizations at the 
conference. 



Taiwan 

Hsueh Nan-fei (center), the vice-pres
ident of the legislature of Taiwan, who 
presided over the sixth annual Baha'I' 
Humanitarian A wards Dinner last No
vember 23 in Taipei, is shown with 
award recipients Teng Pei-yu and 
Father Jerry Martinson. Miss Pei-yu's 
work in special children's education 

Lee Ten-hui, vice-president of the 
Republic of China, received a copy of 
"The Promise of World Peace" April 
4 from a delegation composed of three 
members of the National Spiritual As
sembly of Taiwan: Saeid Khadivian, 
chairman; David Huang, secretary; 
and Pauline Chiu Chao-che. 

The vice-president expressed his 
sincere appreciation for the document, 
assuring the Baha'is that he would 
study it carefully, as it addresses "an 
issue of vital importance." 

* * * 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

Taiwan has assigned each of its local 
communities the goal of holding public 
meetings, targeting particular groups 
and numbers of people to receive the 
peace statement from the Universal 
House of Justice. 

Over the past several months, Mrs. 
Jan Huang, a pioneer from the United 
States who works at the English-lan
guage radio station, has been asked to 
speak to several universities and clubs, 
and has chosen as her topic "The Path 

was acknowledged, as was Father Mar
tinson's assistance to Vietnamese refu
gees in northern Thailand. Due to the 
recognition of Father Martinson, the 
Vatican's representative to the Repub
lic of China also was present. In al/, 
more than 70 people attended the cere
mony. 

to Peace," based on the peace state
ment. 

Mrs. Huang has spoken to about 350 
people from students to heads of com-

Pictured are participants in a National 
Teaching Conference held last January 
in Tainan, Taiwan. During the confer
ence, 30 people volunteered to join 

David Huang, secretary of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Taiwan, 
lends a hand with the mailing of 'Their 
Crime Is Their Faith, ' an article about 
the persecution of Baha'I's in Iran that 
appeared in the December 1985 issue of 
the Chinese-language Reader's Digest. 
The National Assembly decided to mail 
reprints of the article to prominent 
businessmen and professionals in Tai
wan, and as of March some 25,000 
copies had been sent. Included with 
each reprint is a form that can be 
returned for further information. 

panies, and has received a favorable 
response. Half of the members of one 
group asked for copies of the peace 
statement. 

teaching teams whose plans are to 
travel to five areas to raise up new As
semblies. 
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On the cover: A crowd gathers outside the Civic Auditorium in San Francisco, California, 
before a session of the first Baha'i International Peace Conference which was held August 
28·31 in that West Coast city. The conference, sponsored by the U.S. National Spiritual As· 
sembly, was a big success with some 7,800 people attending, about 800 of whom were not 
Baha'is. A complete report of the conference begins on Page 1. 
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The conference 

'Peace waves' rock San Francisco 

San Francisco, which surviled a 
devastating earthquake in 1906 lO wel
come 'Abdu'lrBaha six years later and 
to witness the birth of the United :\ar 

lions at the dose of World War [I. 
made history again August 28-31 as ,he 
site of the first Baha'1 International 
Peace Conference ever held in :-.iorth 
America. 

That history was written by some 
7,800 people, nearly 800 of whom were 
not Baha'is, who, galvanized by the 
Universal House of Justice's rea-:~ 
statement and guided by the sure har:J 
of the U.S. :-.iational Spiritual :\ssem
bly, gathered at San Francisco'~ Ci\!-: 
Auditorium to celebrate the concept L'r' 
peace and to show by their very pre5-
ence that the goal of a peaceful world :s 
not only attainable but inevitable. 

What they experienced, and 1\ i II no 
doubt convey to others, were fOLlr dal' 
in which the many facets of peace \\ere 
examined, honed and polished b~ .1 

number of remarkably weil-infL,rmeJ 

The Los Angeles Baha'/ Youth Work
shop performs at the first Baha '{ lnter-

,peaka5, panelisb and workshop !ead
~,s while the sheer joy of peace was 
-:~mveyed by an impressile array of su
pab entertainers whose scintillating 
;:-erformances !efl ,heir audiences ap
plauding for more. 

.--\11 of this was accomplished in an 
atmosphere of genuine love and cor
diality by people of widely varying 
-;ocial, cultural, economic and ethnic 
backgrounds from 32 countries whose 
pe3.ceful and accepting deme3.nor gave 
new meaning tl) :he ;>hrase '"unity in 
J:lersity.'" 

It was ac-:()mplisheJ. tOll. largely 
:hrough the untlagging dlnrh l)f vul
unteer task f()r~'e, of Baha'i" in the San 
Francisco are3.-wurking under the 
guidance of the :-.iational .--\ssem
bly-without whose suppurt and dedir 
-::ltion an evem of this siLe and corn
pk\ity \\\,)uld hale bee!] c\trcmely dif
::-:ult to plan and carry llUt. 

The conference began on a high note 
T';ur,d:lY elenlng \\ith a numher l,f 

ethnic groups elegantly expressing the 
concept of unity through the art of 
dance. 

The Baha'is and their guests were 
then welcomed :0 San Francisco by 
Fire Commissioner Henry Berman, 
representing :'vJayor Diane Feinstein 
who had proclaimed August 24-31 
"Peace Week" in the city to comr 
memorate the LJ:-.i Year of Peace and 
the Baha'i-sponsored conference. 

Friday morning's keynote address 
'sa, given by Dr. Ervin Laszlo, editor 
uf the H 'IIrld Enc,vclopedia of Peace 
and a well-known and respected autho
rity in the relatively new fields of .,ys
tems ,~·ienl.:e and world order. 

Dr. Laszlo was introduced by Dr. 
\\'illiam \Iaxwell, a member of the ~a
tional Spiritual .--\ssembly. 

'"I hal e been a~~ed to speak ~ll the 
cjue'lll)[1. '1, Pea-:e Po~sib!e'~' '" Dr. 
Ll'/il) tuld hi~ 3.udience. '"' .:an tell 
VOLI that I'm -:l)[1'.inced that not only is 
pc3"e pl'"ibk. but it i~ necessary -lnd it 
" -:()[J1lng. I am -:onvinced 01 that alter 
bei ng here today ... ' 

'"Among IOU. [ am cOnl'inl.:ed that 
mankind is on the threshold of adult
hood .. , .If this experience here can 
be repeated in the world at large, man
kind indeed will have come of age and 
the prophecy of Baha'u'llah will be ful
filled. 

'" 'f,)\! ,il"l1e l'r' :lll the .:omrnl!nities 
of the world. '" said Dr. Laszlo. '" lorm 
a global -:ommunity committed [l) the 
belief, and lL' lhe conviction. that 
peace will come-that peace requires 
unity-and that that unity is only pos
sible in a global society, Therefore. you 
are committed to the creation of a 
global society. Y\.)U 3.1ready have .:reat
ed a giL)bal ~ociety 3.mong yourselves. 

'"Your example c;ould be a very im
portant factor in the development of a 

national Peace Conference in San global society at large. You shol\ that 
Francisco. this is possible ... , 
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"Shoghi Effendi wrote, and let me 
quote this, 'If long-cherished ideals 
and time-honored institutions, if cer
tain social assumptions and religiom 
formulae haw ceased TO promote the 
welfare of the generality of mankind. if 
they no longer miniqer 111 the need~ llf 

a continually eyohing humanity. Ie: 
them be swept away and relegated 10 

the limbo of obsolescent and forgotten 
doctrines.' Ladies and gentlemen, dear 
friends. it's time to relegate and time 10 

eyolye. Global socie;\ i~ the next qer. 
and it is this step thai could bring with 
it the end to strife and conflict in lhi~ 
immature and intermediate stage. 

"Peace can come al last to human
ity, I am conyinced of that. The insighl 
of the Baha'is. no\\ ~'onfirmed and bol
stered by scientific knowledge, ~hould 
give you the necessary wisdom and the 
necessary courage to be our leaders in 
this great mo\emenl. ... " 

Dr. Laszlo's penetrating remarks 
were followed by a d:amatic and in
spIrIng mul;i-media presental ion. 
"The Promise of \\orid Peace." pro
duced for the ~ational Spiritual A,
sembly by audio-\isual specialiq 
Charles Nolley. 

Friday afternoon and all day Satur
day were devoted to a remarkable 
series of panel discussions and work
shops that delved inlO the myriad as
pects of peace with \'igor and insight 10 

inform and challenge the listener while 
increasing his awareness of the social. 
political and spiritual bases on which a 
lasting peace can and must be built. 

The impressive roster of panelists in
cluded noted educators and authors, 
spiritual leaders and businessmen and 
women, jurists and philosophers, Na
tive Americans, blacks a'nd Hispanics. 

Also taking part in the various 
panels were Counsellor Wilma Brady 
and two members of the National Spir
itual Assembly, Dr. Maxwell and 
Judge Dorothy Nelson. 

Two panel discussions were held on 
Friday and four on Saturday, begin
ning with Friday afternoon's session 
on spiritual renewal (subtitled "The 
Bridge to World Peace") whose panel
ists were Thomas Banyaca, an interna
tionally known Hopi spiritual leader 
and lecturer; Robert Bellah, a pro
fessor at the University of California at 
Berkeley and author of the best-selling 
book, Habits of the Heart; and Dr. 
Brady, who is administrator-general of 
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the Baha'i International Community as 
well as a member of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors in the Americas. 

A panel on social and' economic de
velopment ("Diminishing the Disparity 
Between Rich and Poor: The Release 
of Human Potential") was held later 
that afternoon with panelists Jeff 
Faux, an economist. author and pre"
ident of the Economic Policy Institute 
in Washington, D.C.; Roshan Billi
moria, chairman of the executiw com-

- / 

1'~ , ' i 
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Kevin Locke, a Lakota Sioux Indian. 
performs his renowned hoop dance at 
the Peace Conference. 

minee of the United Nations Non-Go\
ern mental Organizations/Department 
of Public Information and UN rep
resentative for the World Relations De
partment, YWCA of the U.S.; and two 
Baha'is: Phil Lane, an associate pro
fessor and coordinator of the Four 
Worlds Development Project at the 
University of Lethbridge in Alberta. 
Canada; and Falairiza Taafaki, former 
director of the New Era Center for De
velopment in Panchgani, India, who is 
presently studying for a doctoral de
gree at the Center for International 
Education, university of Massachu
setts. 

Saturday's first panel session, which 
dealt with the elimination of racism 
("The Essence of unity"), was, as ex-

pected, lively and pro\·ocative. It fea
tured two non-Baha'i panelists with 
impressive credentials-Dr. C. Eric 
Lincoln, a professor of religion and 
culture at Duke University whose most 
recent book is Race, Religion and the 
Cuntinuing A merican Dilemma, and 
\lotlalepula Chabaku, an exile from 
South Africa who is pastor to three 
lnited Methodist churches near Ashe
boro. !'Iorth Carolina-and two Ba
ha ·is. Dr. Richard Thomas, associate 
;,~ofessor of history and urban affairs 
a: \lichigan State Uni\ ersity in East 
Lansing, and Linda Giardina. an edu
c3.:Jonal consultant from Boston. 

It \\ as followed by a panel on the 
equality of men and women ("A Prere
quisite to Peace") with Riane Eisler, 
coordinator of the Institute for Futures 
Forecasting in Carmel, California, and 
author of The Equal Rights Hand
book: David Loye, co-director of the 
Institute for Futures Forecasting and 
author of The Sphinx and rhe Rain
.'1(1);': and .lack Guillebeaux. deputy 
director of the Federation of Child 
Care Center~ of Alabama and chair
IT.an of the Baha'i So-::ial and Eco
nomic Development Committee. 

Saturday afternoon's first panel was 
or. uni\'ersal education ("The Key to 
an Eyer-Advancing Ciyilization") and 
had as its members Annie Dodge Wau
neka. a Navajo tribal leader and the 
first ~ative American ever to be 
a\\arded the Medal of Freedom; Ce
cilia Burciaga, associate dean of gradu
ate studies and research at Stanford 
LniYersity and co-chairman of the Na
tional Network of Hispanic Women; 
and Dr. Maxwell, who is president of 
the IQ Foundation in Houston, Texas. 

Also presented Saturday afternoon 
was a panel discussion on conflict res
olution ("The Power of Consultative 
Will"). Panelists were Craig Schindler, 
a lawyer, psychologist and co-founder 
of Project Victory, dedicated to non
adyersarial communications and con
fliet resolution; Frank !'lewman, re
tired Justice of the California Supreme 
Court and professor of law at the Uni
\ersity of California at Berkeley; and 
Judge Nelson, who is a member of the 
L.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals and 
treasurer of the National Spiritual As
sembly. 

Held concurrently with the panel 
discussions were 70 workshops, con
ducted by experienced and carefully 

-



Above left: One of the singing Mac
Phersons from Los Angeles. Above: 
Dr. C. Eric Lincoln, one of many dis
tinguished panelists at the Peace Con
ference, is interviewed by a reporter 
from the Voice of America. Below left: 
Drummers from San Francisco's Tai
ko-dojo Japanese Dance Company 

who electrified the audience at the 
Civic Auditorium's main arena Friday 
evening. Below right: The Peace Con
ference's youngest speaker, eight-year
old Nima Masroori of Sunland, Cali
fornia, who had the audience on its 
feet Saturday evening. 
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chosen facilitators, many of which em
phasized group participation to instill 
"take-home" skills for spreading the 
concept that peace is inevitable. 

Because of the great diversity of 
those attending the conference-for 
example, more than 70 Hmong Baha 'is 
came from the Stockton-Fresno area in 
California-workshops were con
ducted in Spanish and Chinese as well 
as in the Hmong and Khmer languages 
of Southeast Asia. 

Meanwhile. the more than 1.000 
children at the conference had their 
own classes, at the Civic Auditorium 
and Hilton Hotel, and special sessions 
and other activities were planned for 
the nearly 800 youth who attended. 

Among those activities were a late
night "race unity dance" on Friday; a 
Saturday afternoon session with Coun
sellor Robert Harris, the Los Angeles 
Baha'i Youth Workshop and other 
guests; and a Saturday night perfor
mance by a jazz group led by \ocalist 
Diane Varga. 

Mr. Harris and Dr. Brady were 
among six Counsellors at the con
ference. The others were Coumellors 
for the Americas Fred Schechter and 
Arturo Serrano, and two members of 
the International Teaching Centre in 
Haifa, Hooper Dunbar and Masu'd 
Khamsi. 

Evening sessions, held in the Civic 
Auditorium's main arena, which can 
accommodate up to 8,000 spectators, 
were meant to entertain, which they 
did with verve, elan and a singular level 
of musicianship. 

A stellar group of performers from 
across the country was assembled to 
present a series of events whose quality 
has not been equaled since the fabled 
Jamaica conference in 1971. 

Sunday morning's closing session, 
the hallmark of which was an eloquent 
and powerful address by Dr. Robert 
Henderson, secretary of the National 
Spiritual Assembly, was entertaining as 
well thanks to exquisite performances 
by two Chinese musicians, Liu Wei
shan and Charles Lee, and san tour vir
tuoso Manoochehr Sadeghi, and a sec
ond multi-media presentation, 
"Highlights of the Conference." 

Transportation between the audi
torium and the half-dozen San Fran
cisco hotels at which attendees were 
housed was on foot, by car or in shuttle 
buses which made round trips every 
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quarter-hour while the conference was 
in session. 

In spite of the rather hectic pace of 
the conference, about 400 Baha'is 
somehow found the time to take part in 
a blood drive sponsored by the city'~ 
Irwin Memorial Blood Bank. 

\1any of them also stopped Ie' 
browse or to buy in the well-stocked 
bookstore and to \'iew a number of 
splendid exhibits in the auditorium ane 
at the Hilton Hotel, among which were 

A 'Wage Peace' balloon floats above 
the crowd at the Civic Auditorium. 

"Peace in the Arts," "Baha'is in 
America," "Children in the United 
Nations," and photographs of the con
struction of the Baha 'j House of Wor
ship in India. 

The local media, most notably news
papers in and around San Francisco, 
took note of the conference, publishing 
a number of items about it, and the 
conference was covered by a broad
caster from the Voice of America who 
filed several hours of reports. 

Also present were several Chinese 
and Spanish journalists. 

Thursday evening's opening session. 
which began with an incomparable 

Sioux hoop dance by Native American 
Baha'j Kevin Locke and included 
dances by African, Chinese, Spanish 
and Russian troupes, marked the intro
duction of the conference theme song. 
"Listen ... ," by Red Grammer, lead 
~inger \\'ith the "Limelighters," \\ho 
\\ rate, he song with his wi fe. Kathy. 

At the close of \1r. Locke's perfor
mance the marvelous stage, designed 
especially for the conference by John 
Kavelin of Los Angeles, was lighted 
and a large blue-and-white two
dimensional globe ascended slo\\ly 
toward the ceiling to thunderom ap
plause while \1r. Locke fashioned a 
smalier globe from his hoops. 

Also on the opening program were 
Harambee. a professional African 
dance !roup from the San Francisco 
area which presented traditional 
Nigerian and Congolese dances; the 
San F,ancisco Chinese Folk Dance As
sociation; Los Lupenos, a professional 
Spani<h dance group from San .Jose: 
and :nt' ~e\'a Dance Ememble whose 
membt'fS live in the San Francisco area 
and perform traditional Russian folk 
dance>. 

Frida~ morning's audience was on 
its feet from the outset, cheering a dy
namic performance by the Los Angeles 
Baha'j Youth Workshop whose mem
bers use dance, mime and vocals to un
derscore the principles of the Faith in
cluding the need for peace and brother
hood. 

Variety was the keynote of Friday 
evening's session in the main arena 
which began with the down home 
country sounds of vocalists Wilford 
Johnson and \1ary Davis, moved to 
comedy and juggling by talented Dana 
Smith and his dog, Sunshine, shifted' 
into high gear with contemporary vo
cals by the fi\'e lovely \1acPhersons, 
then traveled eastward for dynamic 
dancing and drumming by the San 
Francisco Taiko-dojo Japanese Dance 
Company complete with menacing 
dragon. 

The master of ceremonies for that 
session was Phil Lane, a Chick
asaw, Sioux Baha'i from Canada who 
combined a traditional Native Amer
ican pipe ceremony with readings from 
the Baha'i writings. 

If some were wondering how the mu
sic presented to that point could pos
sibly be equaled or surpassed, they had 
their answer Saturday evening when 
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Above: Red Grammer sings the Peace 
Conference theme song. 'Listen ... · 
.\,fr. Grammer. a professional musician 
who is the lead singer with 'The Lime
lighters . • co-authored the song with his 
wife. Kathy. Below lefr: Chinese clas
sical musir:ians Thomas Lee and L IU 

Weishan perform at Sunday morning's 
closing session which also featured an 
address by Dr. Robert Henderson. sec
retary of the U. S . . Vational Spiritual 
Assembly. Below right: For one young 
u({endee ar ihe conff:'rence. rhe T-shirt 
said it all. 
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the Do'a World Music Ensemble ap
peared on stage to open the session. 

For virtuosity, depth of feeling and 
sheer brilliance, the five-member group 
has few peers. Led by co-founders Ken 
laRoche and Randy Armstrong, who 
between them play nearly e\ery mu
sical instrument known to man, Do'a 
also includes saxophonist Charlie Jen
nison, drummer Marty Quinn and 
bassist Volker Naumann. 

Their set ran the gamut from the best 
in Eastern and Western musical tradi
tions, closing with the mO\'ing "One 
World Symphony" which wa~ dedi
cated to the martyrs in I ran and the 
UN's International Year of Peace. 

Next, master of ceremonies \1ike 
Pritchard introduced \ocalim Leslie 
and Kelly, Marva King and Australia's 
Ren Teppano whose upbeat blend of 
contemporary jazz, rock and pop had 
many in the audience standing, sway
ing and applauding enthusiaqicall\. 

They were backed by a quilllel led b~ 
keyboard and computer maqer John 
Barnes and including guitariq Jamie 
Findlay and percussioni~t .Ieff Barne\, 
each of whom took a ~olo turn later in 
the program. 

As if that weren't enough musical 
excitement for one e\'ening, those with 
any excess energy remaining were in
vited to attend a late night jazz session 
at the Hilton Hotel's main ballroom 
emceed by vocalist Diane Varga of Lm 
Angeles. 

Others performing on that program 
were trumpeter George Graham, sax
ophonist Roger Hogan, keyboard 
player Robert Rosario, drummer Rich
ard Marks, bassist George Burbage, 
percussionist Gary Bulkin, and Mr. 
Findlay on guitar. 

Saturday evening abo brought an 
unexpected pleasure-a brief but well
crafted speech on the need for world 
peace, flawlessly delivered in a com
manding voice by Nima Masroori, an 
eight-year-old Baha'i from Sunland, 
California, who is one of several 
youngsters tutored in public speaking 
by Gayle Woolson of Evanston, Illi
nois, 

Nima also spoke to children's classes 
at the conference as did three other 
young members of Mrs. Woolson's 
children's speaking project, 12-year
olds Rachael Palmateer and Diana 
Werle and lO-year-old Saba Firoozi. 

Following the Saturday evening ses-
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Joyfully report outstanding success of Baha'i International Peace Con
ference, August 28-31, 1986, San Francisco, California. Eleven percent of 
7,800 participants non-Baha'i. Withou: exception, non-Baha'i keynote 
speaker and panelists declared highest re~;,ect for Faith, challenged Baha'is 
to be more assertive in distributing "The Promise of World Peace" as well 
as Baha'i teachings. Diversity of perSl'f,' attending included young, old, 
many strata of society, blacks, whites, h:spanics, Chinese, Southeast As
ians, and American Indians. Twent~ -eigr.: .::ountries were represented. Five 
members Continental Board of CoumelicYs. two International Counsellors 
attended. American Indians well represen:ed in every aspect of conference: 
prayers, entertainment, panelists, workst-:0p leaders, planning committee, 
and attendees. Approximately ~e\e;J:y \\ Y'kshops offered and six major 
panel presentations. Concurrent chiidre:", .:onference and youth program 
outstanding success, Slide presellla:ior. ",dapted from "The Promise of 
World Peace" impre<.,si\e in cartur:rJg J :?~,it\ of humankind. celebrating 
promise of peace. Entertainment very hIg'- caliber, crossing cultural expres
sion. Three conference goals met and sur,,,,s~ed: bringing leaders of thought 
together to share ideas regarding attainn~e:lt of world peace: social time for 
conference participants to better kno\\ one another and strengthen bonds of 
love and commitment; sharing of artistic expression through entertainment 
of the inevitability of peace, Crucia: to <.::.::eS5 of conference was planning 
and execution of many facets of e\en: a: ::1e local level: the involvement of 
"grass-roots" Baha'is in this hislO:ic cC':",bration of the promise of world 
reacT, Deerest arrrec'iatieln felr rr:,\ :?-.': ,':?:ed al \\'orld Centre for sue-

\'al/(}nal Spirirua/ Assembly of 
:17(' Baha'IS of rhe Unired Srares 

September 4, 1986 

Spirits uplifted great suece~s far-r::::t:!,,;-:.,: cffech Peace Conference San 
Francisco. Particularly impressed exten: :n\'ohement prominent non-Ba
ha'i thinkers \arious programs grati fie;:: their favorable reactions peace 
statement. Consequent challenges imph wider more intensive exertions 
friends to promote statement. LooI-- (,)r\\::~d l0 actions you will take to ex
ploit new opportunities proclaim Cau'e, A~sure fervent prayers Holy 
Shrines Baha'u'llah may vouchsafe fre;.;-: measure His benediction Amer
ican Baha 'j community. 

sion Mr. Nolley and several of his col-
. leagues worked through the night to 
produce a second audio-visual pro
gram, "Highlights of the Con
ference," which was presented to a 
standing ovation after Dr. Hender
son's address on Sunday morning. 

The audience remained standing as 
the children, led by Mr. Grammer, en
tered the auditorium from their classes 
and gathered on stage to serenade the 
friends with some peace-oriented 
songs. 

The conference ended on that high 
note with many of those present danc-

Photographs of the Peace Conference 
are by Laura Hildreth, Wayne Kessler 

L'nn'ersal House of Justice 
September 8, /986 

ing in the aisles and looking forward, 
no doubt, to 1992 and the conference 
in ~ew York City that will mark the 
centenary of the Ascension of Baha'
u '11ah and celebrate the successful con
el usion of the Six Year Plan. 

-\nd e\'en after the conference itself 
had ended the music played on with a 
fund-raising concert and dance that 
e\ening at the main ballroom of the 
Hilton Hotel at which Leslie and Kel
ley, Persian singer Aghili, Canada's 
Doug Cameron, and Heros Minasion 
and his band helped raise nearly 
S:~,OOO for the various Baha'i Funds. 

and Paul Slaughter. [> 
------------------------------
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Above left: Mitchell Silas gives a dem
onstration of Indian sand painting. 
Above: San tour virtuoso Alanoochehr 
Sadeghi performs. Left: A workshop 
session with Larry Miller of Roswell, 
Georgia. Below left: A worker attends 
to one of about 400 Baha'Is who gave 
blood in a drive sponsored by San 
Francisco's Irwin Alemorial Blood 
Bank. Below: The Do'a World ,\1usic 
Ensemble with members (lef! to right) 
Ken LaRoche. Randy Armsrrong and 
Charlie Jennison. 
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The keynote 

, 
• • mankind is coming of age' • 

Dr. Ervin Laszlo delivers the keynote address. 

I am deeply moved. It is usual to say 
that one is honored and pleased to be 
here, but I can't tell you how deeply I 
feel honored to be among you. I have 
been asked to speak to the question "is 
peace possible?" I can tell you that I'm 
convinced that not only is peace pos
sible, but it is necessary and it is com
ing. I am convinced of that after being 
here today. 

Peace today seems to be a long way 
off-but mankind is coming of age. 
Among you, I am convinced that man
kind is on the threshold of adulthood. 

The keynote address, "Is Peace Pos
sible?" was given August 29 at the first 
Bahd '(International Peace Conference 
in San Francisco, California, by Dr. 
Ervin Laszlo, editor of the World En
cyclopedia of Peace and a well-known 
authority in the fields of systems sci
ence and world order. 
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This has been a demonstration that has 
deeply moved me this morning, seeing 
these young people (the Los Angeles 
Baha'i Youth Workshop-ed.) dance, 
perform-unity in diversity-and see
ing all of you here today. If this ex
perience here can be repeated in the 
world at large, mankind indeed will 
come of age and the prophecy of 
Baha'u'llah will be fulfilled. 

But for peace to come we have to 
have unity, and for unity we have to 
have a society on the level of the world 
as a whole. This is not yet the case. We 
can make it the case, we can move 
toward this global civilization, toward 
a global culture, a global society-but 
whether we move so within our lifetime 
is in our hands. If we can act with in
dividual maturity, with the feeling of 
oneness in our hearts, with the knowl
edge of the necessity of oneness in our 
minds, then a global society will come 

and with it will come global peace. 
We need to act with wisdom. The 

challenge before us is great. The chal
lenge of our time is, I think, greater 
than that before any generation of hu
mans ever in human history. We now 
have the means to create 'a peaceful 
global society. We also have the means 
to destroy ourselves and to destroy the 
life-supporting environment of this 
good planet in a matter of hours, if not 
days. The choice is ours. If we are not 
completelv sunk to foil\' and short
sightedne;s, we shall cr~ate a global 
civilization. This is the prophecy; this, 
I believe, is also the way of evolution in 
nature, evolution in history, and this is 
the topic to which I would like to speak 
today-this remarkable parallelism be
tween the intuitive revealed wisdom 
that you, as Baha'is, share, and the 
newest, latest systems of knowledge 
that come from the empirical sciences. 

This should give you courage, this 
should give you heart, this should give 
you the enthusiasm, the will to be your
self and to lead the way, because many 
of the great teachings, many of the 
writings of these Baha'i prophecies, 
Baha'i revelations, are today on the 
point of being reaffirmed by an en
tirely different route, by the indepen
dently investigated route of science
more precisely, in new branches of sci
ence which are known collectively as 
the sciences of systems, sciences of 
complexity or sciences of evolution. 
Because the wisdom that's conveyed in 
the Baha'i writings is now today, more 
than ever, apropos, more than ever 
timely, and more than ever believable, 
credible to all people regardless of 
what faith they profess. 

This wisdom anticipates by a century 
and a half the emerging knowledge of 
the sciences. Let me cite first some of 
the passages of your Faith and then 
outline some of thest: same processes as 



Dr. Robert Henderson, secretary of the 
U.S. National Spiritual Assembly, ad-

they are understood in the contempo
rary sciences. 

Baha'u'llah said, "The earth is but 
one country and mankind its citizens ... 
The World Order anticipated by 
Baha'u'llah is an Order that, He said. 
shall come to be regarded as "the fair
est fruit of a slowly maturing age." 
Having passed through the stages anal
ogous to the stages of infancy and 
childhood in the life of individuals. 
humanity is now about to come of age. 
It is struggling through the turbulence 
of adolescence to reach, at last, full 
maturity. 

But the step to maturity doesn', 
come smoothly. Already in the middle 
of the last century, Baha'u'lhih fore
saw the strife, the conflict, the suffer
ing that besets our own times. "The 
winds of despair," He wrote, "are. 
alas, blowing from every direction, and 
the strife that divides and afflicts the 
human race is daily increasing. The 
signs of impending convulsions and 
chaos can now be discerned" -and th is 
was a century and a half ago. This evo
lutionary conception of history, and 

dresses the Peace Conference's closing 
session. With him on stage are seven 

this holistic, dynamic conception of so
ciety, with a lag of a century and a 
half, is now being reaffirmed in our 
time. 

This new knowledge from the sci
ences comes perhaps in the nick of time 
to save humanity from the perils of this 
cri tical transition, the transition from 
adolescence to maturity, from disunity 
to unity. The new insights have been 
brought to us first through revelation. 
and are now being brought to us in the 
sciences. Let me say a few words about 
the nature of these scientific insights 
and then show to you how dosely they 
indeed parallel and reaffirm the writ
ings, the beliefs that you all share. 

In this new perspective, society is not 
an arbitrary assemblage of individuals. 
It's not the prey of chance and of acci
dent in its development. It is indeed a 
dynamic system; it is almost like a liv
ing organism. It evolves, it grows. it 
develops. Human society is a social 
and a cultural system. It is made up of 
individual human beings, but together 
all these beings make more than the 
sum of their parts-they make a new 

other members of the National Assem
bly and six Counsellors. 

whole, with its own laws, with its own 
development, and this development to
day influences and, in a crucial sense. 
determines the lives of all of us. 

There are several things we are be
ginning to understand even in these 
slow and careful and plodding methods 
of the sciences that you. perhaps, have 
understood through your beliefs and 
through the revelation of the Baha'i 
Faith for a long time. Among these 
new insights is that the development of 
any complex system undergoes stages. 
and these stages can always be under
stood by the \vay they have evolved in 
the past. If we look back at the evolu
tion of the human species through the 
entire span of recorded history and 
through the entire span of biological 
evolution, which now goes back per
haps three and a half billion years on 
this planet, we can always find reasons. 
we can find the progression, we can 
find how one species evolves, gives 
place to another, how complexity 
grows, how species and organisms be
come more autonomous, more able to 
manage themselves, to manage their 
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environment. And we also come to a 
remarkable new insight: despite the 
widespread belief that nature is but 
tooth and claw-the law of the jun
gle-indeed the jungle, or nature, is a 
remarkably cooperative. remarkably 
symbiotic, unified place because pieces 
live Through symbiosis. live Through 
other species. liw in unity. There is 
nothing that breaks the unity of na
ture-it was only mankind. humanity. 
with its first egotistic splurge of tech
nology. belie\ing that it can get ab(l\e 
nature, that it can create a world en
tirely in its own image. 

~ature always goes harmoniou~l~. 

always creates systems within systems, 
builds systems on top of other systems. 
And as in nature. so in the long run will 
it be in history. We haw built societies 
through small steps; we have built 
them from little tribes, hunting. 
gathering-nomadic tribes, moving 
with their animals. mO\'ing to where 
the crops. where the fruits and the ber
ries, the animals are moving. From 
these little units we have built them to 

settled communities where some people 
grow food. other people administer the 
affairs, some people take care of jm
tice, others engage in the arts; still 
others commit to history, write down 
the experiences that they all undergo 
together. 

We ha\'e built villages into larger 
units, into these great empires of an
tiquity. We have built city-states. We 
have built the more modern empires. 
We have built the medieval societies. 
We have built, finally, nation-states. 
And in all these societies, there have 
been levels within levels, systems 
within systems. 

The lowest level system, the fam
ily-and by lowest I don't mean any 
value judgment, I simply mean the 
most simple, the most basic sys
tem-these most basic systems have 
not disappeared, they have remained 
vital elements: the family, then the 
community; the community that works 
together, that lives together, that prays 
together, it remains a founding block, 
a foundation for all of society, no mat
ter how complex it becomes. 

Society has evolved by bringing these 
units together, by creating larger units, 
by coordinating the diversity of these 
units without losing the diversity. A 
good term that is sometimes used in 
these new sciences is "convergence." 
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Convergence as it has been classically 
used, of course, has meant increasing 
similarity, uniformity. This is not _what 
is meant, and this is not what I would 
like to mean by convergence. By con
\·ergence. I would like to mean what 
the Founders of the Baha'i Faith ha\e 
meant-unity in diversity. The lowest. 
most basic level systems converge on 
the next le\el. Families com'erge by li\
ing together in communities; commu
nities converge among themselws b~ 

We Iiw in a global Village. but 
within this \'illage we are not a 
unified whole. We are still war
ring tribes within the \'illage
and this is the sadness, this is the 
tragedy of the contemporary 
condition of humanity'. This is 
still the stage of adolescence. 

creating natiom: and natiom comergc: 
among themseh es to (reate a global Sl'

ciety. 
But where are we today in this prc'

cess? We ha\e indeed created nation'. 
\\'e have now something like 180 o~ 

perhaps more nation-states in the 
world. each one of them claiming 50\

ereignty, claiming independence from 
the others, claiming that they alone. in
dependently of one another. are the 
masters of their own destiny, that the~ 
are not accountable to any higher au
thority. Nation-building, as Shoghi Ef
fendi pointed out, has now come to an 
end, but humanity is still in the stage of 
adolescence, is still in the stage of na
tion-building. This goes on all over the 
world: new nations try to create their 
own identity; established nations jeal
ously safeguard their own powers, 
their own sovereignty. 

What do we have in the world to
day? We do have, in one sense, a 
global village, because we communi
cate with one another, we interact, we 
ship our goods all over the world, we 
never know when we pick up some
thing in the store where it was 
made-the food we eat could have 
been imported from the other side of 
the world; the products that we belie\e 
in, if you look on the back, have been 
made on the other side of the world. 
We live in a global village, but within 
this village we are not a unified whole. 

We are still warring tribes within the 
\'illage-and this is the sadness, this is 
the tragedy of the contemporary condi
tion of humanity. This is still the stage 
of adolescence. 

This is why we need 10 go beyond 
this stage-because peace cannot come 
in a stage where we are all dependent 
on one another but we do not under
Sland one another. Only conflict can 
result. and instead of interdependence 
\\ e could haw mutual annihilation. 
But interdependence. according to the 
Baha'1 prophecies, and according to 
:he,.:iences of complexity and e\olu
:lon, does lead in time to a new level, iO 

a ne\\ whole, to a new system, higher. 
more complex. more harmonious than 
any that went on before. 

And this is the challenge before us. 
Shall we let our disunity take the upper 
hand and dissolve our interdependence 
Into war, into destruction? Shall we de
,'roy ourseh'es and our em'ironment so 
that only grass and the k'\\est forms of 
iiie on the bottom of the sea would sur
\i\ e: Or shall we let interdendence, our 
mutual dependence on one another. 
lead u~ to maturity, lead us to true trust 
in ea..:h other, 10 underSlanding? 

In the context of evolution as it un-
1 (lIds through history, the next step is a 
society of global unit)'. This society, I 
am com'inced, will come-but when it 
comes, and how it comes, is not pre
determined. We can always explain
and I am talking now as a scientist-we 
can always explain what has gone on in 
the past, logically; we can always find 
reasons for it. But we can never predict 
with one hundred per cent assurance 
the future. And this is what should give 
us encouragement, this is what should 
give us faith, because we do not live in 
a predetermined, fated world_ We live 
in a world that's open to the future, 
What is given 10 us is the general trend, 
the o\'er-all megatrend. the enormous 
new wave that will take us toward this 
global society within which global 
peace will become possible. But how 
we reach it, when we reach it, and even 
if we reach it, provided we do not kill 
oursel\'es with these enormous technol
ogies that are now available, that can 
be acti\'ated at any moment's notice. 
and if we do not do that we no doubt 
will reach that new le\'el which will 
herald the coming of age of humanity. 

There is much that I could tell you 
about the details of these insights, the 



details of how convergence works in 
nature, how it unfolds through history. 
But let me just leave you for now with 
this one assertion, that it is a fact, it is 
reality: any dynamic system, any whole 
that exists in the world always pro
gresses, always evolves toward a higher 
unity. This in a way will happen if we 
are wise enough to survive. And I be
lieve especially, being here today, that 
we are wise enough to survive. 

But let me just say a few words now 
about the unique responsibility that 
you have as members of the Baha'i 
community, a responsibility that I my
self accept as scientist and as humanist, 
but that many more people should ac
cept, whether they base themselves on 
faith or on science. The responsibility 
that you have is a unique one because 
you alone, I think, of all the communi
ties of the world, form a global com
munity committed to the belief, to the 
conviction that peace will come, that 
peace requires unity, and that unity is 
only possible in a global society. 
Therefore, you are committed to the 
creation of a global society. You al
ready have created a global society 
among yourselves. 

Your example could be a very impor
tant factor in the development of a 
global society at large because you 
show that it is possible. And today w~ 
live in turbulent times when the effec: 
of one example like this, a living exam
ple, could spread. Why~ Because. firs: 
of all, we have all the means of ':Olr.

munication at our disposal. Your ex
ample could become known all over 
the world, and it is already becoming 
known. First, it is becoming known 
because it is persecuted, with all the 
deplorable conditions of persecution. 
the worst ones that we can see any
where in the world. But it should also 
become known, in addition, for the 
good it does, for the way you live, for 
the unity that you find among your
selves. This demonstration effect couk 
be a crucial catalyzing force in the 
world because not only do we have the 
means of communication at our dis
posal, we also live in a time that has 
been called variously a time of uncer
tainty, a time of transformation. a time 
of unpredictability. 

This is a time in which people are 
looking for solutions. They are looking 
for meaning; they are looking toward a 
future that they cannot quite see. They 

Keynote speaker Dr. Ervin Laszlo is 
escorted onstage at San Francisco's 
Civic Auditorium arena by Dr. Wil-

Jo not have this conviction, they do 
;10t have the belief. nor do they have 
,he scientific insight that says, "If only 
we can survive, we will create a global 
society with global peace." They think 
the future is unpredictable, is unknow
able. It could be dark; and therefore. 
many young people today are prey to 
pessimism. It's important under these 
circumstances to bring this example to 
'i~ht- to let people know that one can 
live the way you live. 

Perhaps I would like to add a final 
'.\ ord which is a little more somber but 
nonetheless, I believe, encouraging. 
Another thing that we learn, you see, 
from the study of how these compiex 
systems evolve is that they do not do so 
smoothly. Evolution is not like the 
tlight of an arrow. continuous and up
ward-tending. It may be upward-tend
ing, but it is certainly not continuous. 
It is interspersed with peaks and val
leys; it has many jagged discontinui
ties, many painful transitions. We 

• 

liam Maxwell, a member of the U.S. 
National Spiritual Assembly, who in
troduced him to the audience. 

know that from our experience Wl[:: 

our own development. As you move 
from infancy to childhood, from child
hood to adolescence. from adolescence 
to adulthood and then to seniority in 
life, none of these transitions are easy. 
Many of them are beset with crises. 
And when a time is totally calm. totally 
monotonous. and is totally ordered 
and unchanging. it is a sign that a tran
sition is not yet corning. But do not bt 
afraid-we do not have such signs to

day. Our world is full of crises. 
We live in the most exciting age or' 

the greatest challenges in this transition 
from a disunited yet interdependent 
world into one that could be united as 
well as interdependent. This comin~ 
age, when it comes, will be the fruit of 
much effort. much foresight, but it wil: 
also have as a price many crises to pay. 
and, I am afraid, much suffering as 
well. It is up to us to minimize this. But 
we have to be ready for the fact that we 
are facing a transformation-a trans-
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San Francisco Fire Commissioner Hen
ry Berman (second from right), who 
welcomed the Bahd'i's to that city on 
behalf of Mayor Diane Feinstein, is 
greeted after his address by National 

formation that affects all aspects of 
life, that affects human relationships at 
all levels, that affects all institutions of 
society. Nothing can remain the way it 
was if we move to the next level of evo
lution. 

In a contemporary nation-state, the 
institutions of justice, the institutions 
of government, the institutions of the 
economy, of the market did not remain 
unchanged when we created nation
states. In a medieval princedom, in an 
archaic empire all these institutions 
were different. Just as we moved from 
these earlier phases to the present 
phase and changed with it, we will 
move from the present phase into the 
future. 

The differences in your system of 
justice, of administration of democ
racy already show, in contrast to the 
normal, to the dominant mode of 
organization and institutional arrange
ments in society, how great these dif
ferences will be in the future. 

So we will transform ourselves, and 
the transformation will start at home, 
will start in ourselves, the way we relate 
to others, in our values, in our life 
style. It will move on to the way we or
ganize our businesses, our communi
ties, our governments. Everything will 
change, and the change will not be 
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Spiritual Assembly members (left to 
right) Dorothy Nelson. Sao Fouts, Al
berta Deas, Robert Henderson (par
tial(y hidden) and William Davis. 

easy. But it will change because it has 
to change. One thing I think we all 
should remember: we cannot remain as 

Taiwan 

The Universal House of Justice's peace 
statement was presented January 25 to 
Hsu Sway-teh (right), the mayor of 
Taipei, Taiwan, by David Huang, sec
retary of the National Spiritual Assem-

we are. We have created a world com
mitted to change. As it is, I do not 
think it can even survive into the 21st 
century. It will change because it must 
change, and it is up to us to make this 
change into a globally beneficial one. 

Shoghi Effendi wrote, and let me 
quote this, "If long-cherished ideals 
and time-honored institutions, if cer
tain social assumptions and religious 
formulae have ceased to promote the 
welfare of the generality of mankind, if 
they no longer minister to the needs of 
a continually evolving humanity, let 
them be swept away and relegated to 
the limbo of obsolescent and forgotten 
doctrines." Ladies and gentlemen, 
dear friends, it's time to relegate and 
time to evolve. Global society is the 
next step, and it is this step that could 
bring with it the end to strife and con
flict in this immature and intermediate 
stage. 

Peace can come at last to humanity" 
I am convinced of that. The insight of 
the Baha'is, now confirmed and bol
stered by scientific knowledge, should 
give you the necessary wisdom and the 
necessary courage to be our leaders in 
this great movement. Thank you very 
much. 

bly af Taiwan, and his wife, Jan. Also 
presented were Chinese-language 
translations of The Hidden Words and 
The New Garden. 

-



Brazil 

'Physicians for Peace' founded 

On August 6, in the city of Po no 
Alegre, Brazil, the Brazilian Society of 
Physicians for Peace was founded. 

A group of Baha'i physicians, in
spired by the statement from the Uni
versal House of Justice to the peoples 
of the world, "The Promise of World 
Peace," took the initiative to establish 
the Society. 

The foundation ceremony was at
tended by 120 doctors, the presidents 
of the Medical Association and Y1edi
cal Councils, professors at medical uni
versities, and the most outstanding au
thorities in the region in the fields of 
medicine and health. 

Hundreds of cables and letters 
pledging the support of hospitals and 
physicians from all over Brazil were re
ceived, as well as special messages from 
the Brazilian office of the United 1"a
tions Organization and the interna
tional group, "Physicians for the 
Prevention of Nuclear War" (IPP~W) 
whose founders, Drs. lawn and Cha
zov, were awarded the ~obel Pea.:e 
Prize in 1985. 

At the dedication ceremony it was 
stressed that Baha'i physicians had 
been instrumental in establishing the 
Society, and the Universal House at' 
Justice's peace statement was pre
sented as part of an audio-visual pro
gram by Auxiliary Board member Lui~ 
Henrique Beus!. 

The Society aims to awaken medicai 
professionals on a national scale to the 
importance of their contribution ~c 
peace, and intends also to serve as a 
forum for studies on scientific, ethical, 
educational, social and spiritual as
pects of peace and to submit to na
tional and international bodies positive 
proposals to stop the arms race and at

tain a real and lasting peace. 
The Society will act as an organ 0 r' 

the Medical Association for the "Non
Violence Campaign" in the community 

Pictured at the foundation ceremony 
August 6 of the Bra~ilian Society of 
Physicians for Peace in Porto Alegre 
are (left to right) Dr. Flavio Moura 
D'Agosto, president of the Bra~i1ian 

.'.fedical [/niversities; Dr. Gerda Horn 

and the country. offering concepts ot 
:larmony and unity 

:\mong the member, of the Society's 
.-\dministrati ve Council are two Baha': 
doctors and other physi.:ians who are 
friendly toward the Faith. In one of its 
first meetings, the Council approved 
an agenda to work for peace based on 
Baha'i principles. 

It has also been affirmed that the by
laws of the Society should be based on 
the principles of absence of struggle for 
authority, an electoral process without 
candidates, parties or electoral cam
paigns, and for a collegiate administra-

Caleffi, president of the _Hedical Asso
ciation; Dr. Farhad Shayani. a Baha'( 
who is the principal founder of tht! So
ciety; and Dr. Eugenio Alent~, a :'vfedi
cal Council memher from sowhern 
Bra~i! . 

[ion withou: De,.;,';:a: leade"r.::-
It has bee;~ ..:k~:cd ,;)C' :"...t: ::''': ~,-' 

lilian Socier:, or' PhYSICians ~,)r Fea.:;: 
will work for :he ,eliminatll)n ,_,,' ;::,re;~

dices based on race . ..:iass, na,:C'nail::. 
and belief, supporting unity among all 
peoples and forbidding any involve
ment in politi.:al or ideological dis
putes. 

The Soc:e::, has bee;: invited r,c :,)c>r· 
dinate one of the panel sessior;, :i, the 
.. First National Symposium for Peace 
in the Nuclear Era" to be held in Goi
ania, capital .:it!, of the Brazilian State 
of Goias. 
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The world 

Leaders given 'Promise of Peace' 

Al a recem "Forum for P:obie:ns 
Concerning Peace and War" held in 
Florence. Italy, "The Promise of 
\\"orJd Peace" was read :c' a gathering 
of distinguished guests from France, 
Yugoslavia and Italy, representing the 
legal, medical and academic fields. as 
well as some international organiza-

Pakistan 

~ .. ~ ... 
. .;~:\, , ... ,, 
•••••• -!.::!# 

:ions. 
The statement was read by a Baha·:. 

Sharrokh Makhanian, who then p~e

sented copies of the statement to nine 
of the participants who are acknowl
edged leaders in their fields. 

The Forum is an association of 
scholars and professionals from 

INTERNATI01\·\l. YEAR OF PEACE 
1986 ~ 

"YOUTH AND \VORlO PEACE 
Bahaj}oulh {omrniUeeKa 

A Baha'l youth speaks on 'Youth and 
World Peace' at a symposium held 
March 25 af Baha'l Hall in Karachi, 

Pakistan, and organized by the Baha'l 
Youth Committee oj Karachi. 

The Local Youth Committee of Ka- attain it in the outside world. 
rachi, Pakistan, held a symposium on 
"Youth and World Peace" last March 
25 at the Baha'i Hall in Karachi. 

Among the speakers were Senator 
Javed Jabbar, Miss Farah Akhtari, 
Mrs. Seema Nekakhter and the chair
man of the meeting, Riaz Ahmad Shi
razi. 

Sen. Jabbar, the symposium's final 
speaker, said that instead of fantasiz
ing about peace we must be practical 
about it and see that we must bring 
about peace in the home before we can 
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He added that after reading about 
the 12 basic principles of the Faith he 
was pleased to note that "they are al
most identical with the teachings of Is
lam." 

Mr. Shirazi then summed up the pro
ceedings, agreeing with Sen. Jabbar 
that practical measures must be taken 
now to ensure peace and exhorting the 
youth to continue their activities, pro
moting world unity and the establish
ment of international peace. 

. c'ious disciplines whose aims are the 
;:,~oduction and exchange of knowledge 
,';1 :he topics of war and peace. 

Toward this end they promote meet
:ngs, research, the gathering of docu
mentation, and contacts among orga
n:zalions with similar aims. 

i Costa Rica 
The Baha'i community of Costa 

Rica held its second annual Human 
Rights Day celebration last December. 
During the event, awards were given to 
indiyiduals who have distinguished 
themselves in the field of human rights 
in Costa Rica. 

Among the honorees was Demetrio 
Tinoco, a lawyer and writer who was 
the Costa Rican delegate to the first 
meeting of the United !'iations 40 years 
ago. His is the first signature on the 
first document on human rights issued 
by the UN. 

Others honored were the president 
of the University Council of the Costa 
Rican University, a woman who is 
dedicated to the protection of the 
rights of the country's indigenous peo
ple; and the Refugee Commission, a 
government agency that has opened 
doors to more than 200,000 refugees. 

United Kingdom 
The University of Edinburgh's Jour

nal for December 1985 reviewed The 
Phoenix and the Ashes (George Ron
ald, 1985), Geoffrey Nash's analysis of 
the social history of the last two cen
turies in light of the emergence of the 
Baha'j Faith. The reviewer calls the 
book" a careful analysis of conditions 
and backgrounds" and "a thesis lucid
ly presented." 



-

Japan 

The Spiritual Assembly of l.:tsuno
miya, Japan, sponsored a fireside and 
barbecue June 1 at (/tsunomiya Shin-

Colombia 
On January 19, the Baha'l -::om

munity of Barranquilla. Colombia. -::e!
ebrated World Religion Day '.\~th 3. 

public meeting at whi-:h ~eprcscnta[i\c, 
of five of the world's great fcligior.s 
spoke on ,; Religion, :he Sour(e of 
Peace. " 

Besides the Faith, which was repre
sented by Dr. Gustavo Correa, a mem
ber of the :--;a:ional Spir;t'.lal ,~sscmbiy 
of Colombia. speakers were from the 
Hindu, Jewish. Christian and I~lami.: 

faiths. 
The atmos;:::,ere at ::-:e meeu:", \\;is 

cordial. and the hall '·\as filled ,I.-) 

capacity with about 300 ~eople :1[~en-=
ing. 

The moderator was Salvador Rivas, 
a Baha'i from El Salvador who is a stL
dent in Barranquilla. 

Radio and television -::overage of tho 
event has brought news of the Faith tc 
many people in the area. There were no 
less than eight radio interviews in Bar
ranquilla with Dr. Correa alone. :--;ews
paper coverage was also exceptionaL 

rin Park. This was an exciting event for 
the relatively new Baha'( community of 
CrsunomiJ·a. Pictured are most of the 

I Mariana Islands 
The legislature of the Trust Territory 

,)f Guam, in a resolution passed last 
:--;(wember 29, paid unprecedented [rib
'Jle to the Faith, the Universal House 
or Justice, and the document, "The 
Promise of World Peace." 

The resolution of the 18th Guam 
Legislature was sent to the Universal 
House of Justice on March 13 by its 
legislati ve secretary. Sen. Elizabeth p, 
,~rriola. 

The resolution sets forth 11 clauses 
-::escribing the Baha'is' peace effor~s 

and expresses the appreciation of [he 
government of Guam for such efforts. 
It say, in part: 

.. Resolved, thar the 18th Guam Leg
islature, on behalf of the people of 
Guam, recognize the efforts of the peo
::;Ie who embrace the Baha'i Faith to ef-

i fectuate the promise of world peace 
J.nd recognize [he Baha'is for publi
':lzing this cause and encouraging man
kind to work for this worthy and high 
goaL" 

It further resolves that copies of the 

80 people from nine countries in
cluding 50 non-Baha'is who attended 
the event. 

resolution "be transmitted to the :--;a
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba
ha'is of the \Iariana Islands; to :h", 
L:niversai Hlmse of Justice ;[1 Hair-l. 
Israel; to the President of the L'nited 
States; to the Secretary-General of the 
United ~ations; to the Pacific Basin 
Governors' Council; to the Association 
of Pacific lsland Legislators: and to 

the Governor of Guam." 
• • * 

Baha'is in the \'Iariana {slands are 
being encouraged by the :--;arionai Spi~
itual Assembly to volunteer tor hu
manitarian activities such as feeding 
the elderh :1t a local hospitaL \\ork:n~ 
with the handicapped at a Life Skills 
Center, or joining in an island-wide 
fund-raising campaign for primary 
health care to less-developed .:ountries. 

The National Assembly cites the ex
hortation of Shoghi Effendi in The Ad
vent of Divine Justice to take part in 
"social, cultural, humanitarian, char
itable and educational organizations 
and enterprises ... " 
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Israel 

In an eloquent response to the Uni
\ersal House of lustice's peace state
ment. Israeli Prime Minister Shimon 
Peres wrote on February 14. "Peace is 
nor only the behest of prophets and 
sages. Peace is also more than a natural 
and elementary ideal. Peace is a guar
antee that mankind will not perish 
from the earth. It is a promise from 
one generation to the generations to 
come. . L e! u~ hope thal \'our \'ira] 
message will win support and ;ollowers 
)r; all corner~ of the world." 

\1ea~v. hile. a>1 assiqan: :,' Chain; I 

Herzog. the President of l,rae1. re
sponded to receipt of the peace state
ment on February 24, writing on behalf 
of \1r. Herzog that" ... (the message) 
is a penetrating analysis of the prob
lems that afflict humanit~ today" and 
"an impressive and inspirinf', tract for 
0ur time. 

Mexico 
A public meeting \\ as held .I anuary 

12 in \1exico City to formally present 
the lni\ersal House of Justh..'e·s peace 
statement. About 200 people including 
members of the press. uni\ersity pro
fessors, workers for peace and Esper
antists. assembled at a downtown hotel 
to hear a brief history of Baha 'j peace 
statements from the Tablets of Baha'
u 'llah to the kings and rulers of the 
world and up to and including "The 
Promise of World Peace." 

A press conference was held five 
days before the meeting at which three 
topics were discussed: the peace state
ment. the persecution of Baha'is in 
Iran, and the resolution condemning 
those persecutiom apprO\ed last De
cember by the United ~atiom General 
Assembly. 

As a result of the two e\ ents. a num
ber of excellent articles appeared in 
several newspapers. 

Republic of Ireland 
A local Spiritual Assembly whose 

members are Iranian. American. Fin
nish. Dutch and Irish pioneers wa' 
formed last February 16 in County 
Leitrim, Republic of Ireland. It is the 
first Assembly in the county, which 
borders on Northern Ireland. 
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Trinidad/Tobago 

• 
~ . , , . . 

• • 

On .Harch 21, Srephenson Sargeanr. 
[he mayor of Pon of Spain, Trinidad, 
was presenred a copy of 'The Promise 
(!f H 'orld Peace' by two members of 
the Spiritual Assembly of Port (~( 
Spain, Edna Rurh Caverly (center) and 

Hawaii 

Pictured are delegates and guests at the 
23rd National Convention of the Ba
ha'IS of the Hawaiian Islands held in 

Papua New Guinea 
A Baha'i Center was recently opened 

,)j] tilt' main road of Rabaul, Papua 
Ne\\ (juinea. It ha, a sign that bears irs 

• 
* • 

• ,~ 

Julie A braham. The mayor said he sel
dom gets to meet with Baha'Is, adding 
rhat if was a pleasure to receive them. 
He \'oiced his appreciation for the Ba
hd ./~(. concern for peace. 

April. Among the special guests were 
Counsellor Gayle Morrison and three 
Auxiliary Board members. 

name. and i~ allracting favorable at
tention from the public. 



Taiwan 
The "Friendship Forum," an Eng

lish-language conversation class :aught 
by the Baha'is as a service to the com
munity, is one of the socio-economi.:: 
development projects underta;';en b;. 
Baha'is in Taiwan as a response :0 the 
directive from the Universal House of 
Justice. 

Students attend the weekly classes 
for two months. Topics disc~ssed in
clude "What is the purpose of life?" 
and "How can women abolish v,ar?'" 

Each week the students receive a 
paper that provides quotations from 
the Baha'i writings about the topic 
under discussion. The quotations are 
intended to stimulate participants to 
share their ideas. 

Many of the students seek more in
formation about the Faith after the 
classes have ended, attending firesides 
and Holy Day events. Some ha\'e em
braced the Faith, and all have become 
friends of the Faith. 

Mayor 
Taiwan, is pictured as he recei\'ed the 
peace statement last December 17 from 
Auxiliary Board member Jean Wu and 
her husband, Danel Boone. The 
Boones were warmly received 0 .... the 

The first Baha'i Center on the :slar:':: 
of Taiwan, built when Taiwan' 5 firs~ 
pioneers from Iran, Mr. and Mrs. Su
leimani, settled in Tainan in 1956, has 
recently undergone much-needed reno-

Pictured are participants in the 
'Friendship Forum,' an English con
versation class sponsored by the Ba-

mayor, who had been an English stu
dent of theirs, and after the new elec
tion the Boones were invited to sit with 
dignitaries during l'vlayor Yung's out
going ceremony and the instal/ation of 
the new mayor. 

\~tion. Funds for the project were ::1is
ed in part by the friends in Taiwan, 
with the help of a loan from the Lni
versal House of Justice. 

Dr 

ho'fs of Taipei, Taiwan. The conductor 
for this session was Jan Huang (second 
from lefr in front row). 

Some 50 Baha'is attended a National 
Teaching Conference the weekend of 
January 18-19 in Tainan, Taiwan, that 
began with a Unity Feast and ended 
with a FUNd night. 

David Huang, secretary of the "ia
tional Spiritual Assembly, shared the 
historic message from the Lniver,al 
House of Justice announcing the forth
.::oming Six Year Plan. 

Other speakers included Auxiliar:. 
Board member Yip Kin-fook, who 
spoke about how 'Abdu'I-Baba taught 
the Faith; Auxiliary Board member 
Edward Chang, who talked about the 
history of the Faith and the spirit of the 
martyrs; and a member of the National 
Proclamation Committee, who dis
cussed the up.::oming campaign y' 

proclamation. 

During the FLNd night, the !'fiends 
formed groups and took rurns pe:-
forming for each other. At the end of 
each performance, the audience con
tributed to the Fund what they thought 
the show was worth. 
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IN VARDAvARD, A VILLAGE IN OUTSKIRTS KARAJ, NEAR TIHRAN, SIXTEEN·YEAR·OLD 
BOY, MEMBER DEVOTED BAHA'f FAMILY, BfzHAN TALlBf, WAS KILLED A FEW DAYS 
AGO. FANATICAL ELEMENTS IN VILLAGE HAD REPEATEDLY ABUSED THIS FAMILY 
AND OTHER LOCAL FRIENDS. BODY FOUND IN GARDEN WITH EVIDENCE SEVERE IN· 
JURIES THROUGH BRUTAL BEATING. MURDERERS HAD THE BODY HANGED TO SUG· 
GEST SUICIDE. HOWEVER LOCAL GENDARMES WHO ARRIVED ON SCENE AVERRED 
DEATH WAS DUE TO INJURIES. MEMBERS FAMILY COMPLAINED TO LOCAL AUTHORI. 
TIES, BUT THIS RESULTED IN HIS MOTHER BROTHER AND COUSIN BEING HELD IN 
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT IN TIHRAN. ' 
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United States 

South Carolina hosts 'Peace Fest '86' 

Famed jazz trumpeter John Birks 
(Dizzy) Gillespie was the star attraction 
at "Peace Fest '86," a Baha'i-spon
sored conference held September 19-20 
at the Louis G. Gregory Institute near 
Hemingway, South Carolina. 

The conference was held to celebrate 
"Peace Week" in South Carolina as 
proclaimed by Gov. Richard W. Riley. 

About 250 people crowded under a 
tent in the institute's "backyard" for a 
Friday evening jazz concert that fea
tured Mr. Gillespie; Marvin (Doc) Hol
laday on baritone sax; Don Erdman on 
tenor sax; pianist Mike Longo, and 
drummer Jeffrey Morton. 

The festivities continued the fol
lowing day as several inspiring speak
ers addressed a "Peace Forum" at the 
Institute. 

The keynote address was given by 

Jazz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and 
baritone saxophonist Marvin (Doc) 
Holladay perform at 'Peace Fest '86.' 

The conference ended Saturday 
evening with a 'Gospel Jubilee' 
featuring Sam and the Exciting 
Linen Singers, a traveling gospel 
group; soloists Kathy Murray 
and Priscilla Jeanne; and a Ba
ha'i youth choir from Kingstree, 
South Carolina. 

the Rev. McKinley Young, pastor of 
the historic Big Bethel A.M.E. Church 
in Atlanta, Georgia, who urged his lis
teners to continue peace activities and 
quoted the words of Christ, " 'Blessed 
are the peacemakers, for they shall be 
called the children of God.' 

"With peaceful interaction between 
brothers," he said, "we can make a 

Other members of the group were sax
ophonist Don Erdman, pianist Mike 
Longo and drummer Jeffrey Morton. 

better society for everyone." 
The audience then heard a panel dis

cussion entitled "Peace ... More 
Than an End to War," which was 
moderated by Dr. Elise Davis-McFar
land, director of planning and institu
tional research at The Citadel in 
Charleston. 

Panelists were Mrs. Melba Taylor 
Holt, the wife of a Lutheran minister 
and member of "Peace Links-Wom
en Against Nuclear War"; Skip John
son, a feature writer for the Charleston 
News and Courier specializing in relig
ion; Holly Gatling, Pee Dee Bureau 
chief for the Columbia State; Alex
ander Gray, associate director of Caro
lina Peace, co-chairman of the state 
Rainbow Coalition, and editor of the 
Palmetto Post, a weekly black-oriented 
paper in Columbia; and Dr. Roger 
Doost, a doctor of public administra
tion and member of the Spiritual As
sembly of Clemson, South Carolina. 

Speaking later that day were Dr. 
Frederick Clark, an engineer at the In
ternational Paper Corporation in near
by Georgetown; Latta Thomas, a rep
resentative from the governor's office; 
Dr. Leroy Brown, vice-president of 
student services at Midlands Technical 
College in Columbia; and Shiva Ta
vana, the U.S. National Spiritual As
sembly's representative at the United 
Nations in New York City. 

The conference ended Saturday eve
ning with a "Gospel Jubilee" featuring 
Sam and the Exciting Linen Singers, a 
traveling gospel group; soloists Kathy 
Murray and Priscilla Jeanne; and a Ba
ha'i youth choir from Kingstree, South 
Carolina. 
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Malaysia 

'Uncle' Van Kee Leong dead at 86 

Van Kee Leong, the first Baha'i in 
Malaysia, who died June 17 at the age 
of 86, was laid to rest the following day 
in his birthplace, the town of Ipoh. 

The funeral was attended by about 
600 people from all parts of the coun
try and from Singapore. The National 
Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia called 
the show of support from the Baha'i 
community "overwhelming." 

The town of Ipoh, the National As
sembly added, "had not seen a funeral 
procession of such size and dignity for 
a long, long time. As the procession 
crossed the Canning Gardens Road on
to Tambun Road heading toward the 
Chinese Cemetery close by, traffic 
came to a standstill and many in their 
waiting cars wondered what was going 
on. They watched the long procession 
with mixed feelings and amazement as 
they had never seen a Chinese funeral 
procession of such size comprising Chi
nese, Indians and whites, many in deep 
sorrow, walking along behind a hearse 
with such solemn dignity and without 
the usual lantern bearers and profes
sional weepers. A young man who ar
rived at the cemetery late by taxi was 
asked by the driver whether the person 
who had passed away was a 'menteri' 
(a minister). Little did he know that the 
person who had died will be remem
bered much longer in history than any 
minister in this world. A few residents 
of Ipoh who had read the morning 
papers, and who saw the unique pro
cession along Tambun Road were of 
course able to identify that the person 
who had died was that famous car
toonist and Baha'i leader that the 
Straits Times and the Star papers had 
mentioned as a friend of the first Prime 
Minister of Malaysia, Tunku Abdul 
Rahman. But even as that taxi driver, 
they too did not know the station of 
that 86-year-old gentleman and his 
unique position in the future history of 
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PROFOUNDLY GRIEVED INFORM PASSING DEARLY LOVED 
UNCLE Y AN KEE LEONG FIRST BELIEVER MALAYSIA ON 17 
JUNE 1986. COMMUNITY DEEPLY GRIEVED LOSS ITS FIRST, 
FOREMOST TEACHER, INSPIRER, BELOVED FATHER. 
HUMBL Y BESEECH PRAYERS HOLY SHRINES PROGRESS HIS 
SOUL ABHA KINGDOM. 

NA TIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBL Y OF 
THE BAHA'Is OF MALA YSIA 

JUNE 18, 1986 

EXPRESS HEARTFELT SYMPATHY WITH BELOVED FRIENDS 
MALAYSIA PASSING YAN KEE LEONG WHO WILL EVER BE RE
MEMBERED AS FIRST ENLIGHTENED SOUL TO ACCEPT FAITH 
WITHIN COUNTRY. AS DEDICATED SERVANT BLESSED BEAUTY 
HE PROMOTED LIFE-GIVING MESSAGE BAHA'u'LLAH, ESTAB
LISHED HIS SHELTERING INSTITUTIONS, INSPIRED HIS LOVING 
FOLLOWERS AND SET EXAMPLE FOR THE FRIENDS BELONG
ING TO THE GREAT CHINESE RACE BY RAISING FOUNDATION 
DIVINE CIVILIZATION ON EARTH. HIS UNTIRING MANIFOLD 
SERVICES IN SOUTH EAST ASIA UNFORGETTABLE. 
ADVISE HOLD BEFITTING MEMORIAL GATHERINGS IN MALAY
SIA AND SINGAPORE. ASSURE DISTINGUISHED RELATIVES, 
FRIENDS LOVING PRAYERS PROGRESS SOUL ABHA KINGDOM. 

this country and this region." 
A principal speaker at the funeral 

service was Mrs. Shirin Fozdar, who 
brought to Van Kee Leong the message 
of Baha'u'lhih which he accepted on 
December 19, 1953. Other speakers 
were Counsellors Chellie Sundram and 
John Fozdar, both of whom had serv
ed with "Uncle Van Kee," as he was 
affectionately known, on the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia and the 
Continental Board of Counsellors in 
Asia. 

The National Spiritual Assembly's 
tribute to the former Counsellor calls 
him "a foremost teacher of the Faith, 
loving inspirer and a beloved father to 
all of us .... In him we have lost a no
ble exemplar, who though advanced in 
age, left a vivid impression in our 

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
JUNE 19, 1986 

hearts and minds of how service to the 
Cause of God should be our foremost 
goal, and that devotion to Baha'u'llab 
is the only sustenance of our lives." 

On July 19, the National Spiritual 
Assembly of the Baha'is of Singapore 
held a memorial service at the Baha'i 
Center, a notice of which was pub
lished in the Straits Times. About 50 
people, among them old friends and re
lations who remembered and loved 
him, came to pay their respects to Van 
Kee Leong. 

Mr. Leong was born in Selangor on 
November 19, 1899. His life as the son 
of a tin miner; the early death of his 
father; the sufferings his mother 
underwent to raise the family; his early 
education in a Chinese school near 
Kuala Lumpur and later in St. Ed-

sri 



wards, Port Dickson; his conversion to 
Catholicism and his dream of becom
ing a priest; his marriage; his profes
sion as a chemist and dispenser; his 
prominence as an artist and cartoonist 
for local newspapers; his ideals of 
peace and unity; his thirst for spiri
tuality; his participation in world peace 
conferences, and many more details of 
Yan Kee Leong's life before he became 
a BaM'i are vividly recounted by his 
grandson, Henry Ong, in a book entitl
ed Uncle Yankee. 

At the age of 54, Yan Kee Leong be
came the first Baha'i teacher to bring 
the message to his fellow Malaysians. 
Some of his Theosophist friends be
came Baha'is, and at Rigvan 1954 the 

first local Spiritual Assembly in that 
country was formed in Seremban. He 
also taught in Malacca and Kuala 
Lumpur, and the following Rigvan 
local Assemblies were formed in those 
cities too. In 1964, when the first Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia 
was elected, Yan Kee Leong became its 
secretary. He was named an Auxiliary 
Board member the following year, and 
in 1968 was appointed a member of the 
first Continental Board of Counsellors 
for the South East Asian Zone. 

During his 33 years as a Baha'i, Yan 
Kee Leong received many communica
tions from prominent Baha'is all over 
the world, but the one he cherished 

most was a letter from the beloved 
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, assuring 
him of prayers at the Holy Shrines for 
a long life of dedicated service to the 
Cause he loved so much. 

In the evening of his life, when his 
strength was rapidly failing him, he 
made a supreme effort to appear at the 
National Convention of Malaysia on 
April 28 to bid a final farewell to the 
spiritual children he had so lovingly 
and tenderly cared for for so many 
years. Significantly, the Convention 
was held this year at the newly acquired 
Balakong Baha'i Institute, close to the 
village in which Uncle Yan Kee Leong 
was born at the turn of the century. 

The story of Van Kee Leong, Malaysia's first Baha'i 
On December 19, 1953, a Malayan 

Chinese artist named Yan Kee Leong 
signed a card accepting Baha'u'llah 
and His Teachings. Possibly the only 
person aware of the historical signifi
cance of that moment was Mrs. Shirin 
Fozdar, the pioneer who handed him 
the card, the signing of which made 
him the first believer in Malaya (known 
today as West Malaysia). That simple 
act heralded the birth of a new era for 
this country, which has reached the 
mature age of 21 years in 1974, and 
whose national register now lists the 
names of more than 30,000 believers in 
both East and West Malaysia. 

The Baha'i story of Yan Kee Leong 
began when the seed of the Faith was 
first sown in the town of Shantiniketan 
in India in 1949, when he attended a 
World Pacifist Conference as the of
ficial Chinese delegate' from Malaya, 
Chance (or was it fate?) placed him 
next to an eloquent speaker represent
ing a religion called "Baha'i," and he 
recognized in the talk something rhat 
sounded exactly like what he had ceen 
searching for. He immediately sug
gested to the speaker, Mrs. Shirin F oz
dar, that she visit Malaya and lecture 
on the Faith. Although a Roman Cath
olic, Yan Kee Leong had in fact been 
such an earnest seeker that he was at 

This account of the life of Yan Kee 
Leong, the first Baha'{ in Malaysia. 
who died June 17 at the age of 86, first 
appeared in the Malaysian Baha'i 
News,- Vol. 9, No.4 (December 19 73-
July 1974). 

that time the founder of a Society of 
Universal Brotherhood whose aims 
were in line with the teachings of the 
Faith. 

In 1952, Yan Kee Leong was once 
again a delegate from Malaya at an in
ternational gathering, the World Fed
eralist Government Conference in 
Japan. His colleague was Tunku Abdul 
Rahman (who later became Malaysia's 
first Prime Minister). At the con
ference, partly held in Hiroshima, fate 
again placed Yan Kee Leong next to 
another distinguished Baha'i pioneer, 
Agnes Alexander, with whom he later 
kept up a regular correspondence. (Ag
nes Alexander became a Hand of the 
Cause of God in 1957.) 
First pioneers to arrive 

Around the Baha'i world, the first 
Seven Year Plan, inaugurated by the 
beloved Guardian, was in progress, 
and in Bombay, a call for pioneers was 
answered by Dr. and Mrs. K.M. Foz
dar who arrived in Singapore in 1950 as 
the first pioneers to that region. A state 
of emergency existed in Malaya at the 
time, restricting free and easy travel, 
and it was not until three years later, in 
1953, that Yan Kee Leong was able to 
arrange talks for Mrs. Fozdar in Ma
lacca, Seremban and Kuala Lumpur. 
By the end of that tour, he had signed 
himself into history by becoming the 
first Baha'i of Malaya. 

An exciting beginning 
Baha'i records around the world 

have the names of many first believers 
who have since been lost through inac-

tivity, but for "Yankee," as he is pop
ularly called, this was only the begin
ning of an impressive list of firsts. He 
had been an ardent Theosophist, and 
lost no time in passing on his exciting 
discovery to his colleagues, many of 
whom recognized in Baha'u'llah's 
Teachings the culmination of their 
search. 

The Theosophical Society of Serem
ban (Mr. Leong's hometown) closed its 
doors that year as all the members 
became Baha'is. Some of them were 
privileged to serve on the first local 
Spiritual Assembly of Seremban, 
which was also the first Assembly to be 
elected in Malaya, on April 21, 1954. 

Dr. and Mrs. Fozdar then charged 
Yankee with the responsibility of open
ing Malacca and Kuala Lumpur to the 
Faith. He wasted not a moment, and 
Baha'u'llah guided him to the waiting 
souls in both places. By the following 
Rigvan, there were local Spiritual As
semblies in Malacca and Kuala Lum
pur. 

There was no National Spiritual As
sembly in the region at that time, and 
declaration cards were returned to the 
National Spiritual Assembly of India 
and Burma for recording. In 1957, the 
Regional Spiritual Assembly of South 
East Asia was formed, with jurisdic
tion over seven countries in that area, 
and Yan Kee Leong was privileged to 
serve for a time on that body. 
Mass teaching begins 

Yankee was the first Baha'i from 
Malaya to travel teach in the neigh-
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boring countries of Brunei and Sara
wak, doing so at the invitation of John 
and Minou Fozdar, who were pioneer
ing there, and with the help of an in
terpreter, Philip Cheng, he began mass 
teaching among the Ibans (an indigen
ous tribe). Many of the Iban residents 
of the long-houses in up-country vil
lages still remember Yankee's early 
visits. 
The first Iban believer 

Jantom ak Ugo, the first Iban Ba
ha'i, embraced the Faith during Yan
kee's first visit in 1960. He still (1974) 
serves on the Spiritual Assembly of 
Brunei and is active in the Faith. 
First to bring the Message to the Aslis 
(aborigines) in mainland Malaya 

On the mainland of Malaya, Yankee 
was the first Baha'i to take the Faith to 
the aborigines (Asli) in the jungles, re
sponding to a request by the Regional 
Spiritual Assembly. His fondest mem
ory was of the time when the first Asli 
village, in the state of Perak, accepted 
BaM'u'lIah in 1959. This achievement 
is all the more remarkable when one 
realizes that Yankee was not a young 
man at the time, but a good 60 years 
old, and that the Malayan jungle can 
be a nasty place with thick under
growth, criss-crossed with rivers and 
filled with leaches. 

His international activities 
In 1964 the National Spiritual As

sembly of Malaysia came into being, 
and Yan Kee Leong was elected its first 
secretary. By the following year, he 
was appointed an Auxiliary Board 
member, and his travels and projects 
continued with ever-increasing zeal. 
Together with fellow Auxiliary Board 
member Leong Tat Chee, Yan\<ee vis
ited Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan, 
becoming the first Malaysian Baha'is 
to go there. On their return, both these 
stalwarts continued to appeal for 
teachers from Malaysia to help in these 
countries, resulting in a great aware
ness of their needs and culminating in 
our first few pioneers there. 

His service as a Counsel/or 
In 1968, Yankee was appointed a 

member of the first Continental Board 
of Counsellors for South East Asia, 
and has since represented the Board in 
Burma, Vietnam, Laos, Thailand and 
elsewhere. 

Yankee's journeys to the surround
ing countries were not merely in the na-
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ture of visits to encourage the believ
ers. In spite of his age and health, he 
was always in the forefront of active 
teaching efforts. To the mountains of 
up-country Thailand he went with the 
friends, and helped open new commu
nities of tribal believers. In Laos too, 
he traveled to remote regions with the 
pioneers, staying under primitive con
ditions, and helped to bring into the 
Faith members of various Laotian and 
Meo tribes. 

At the request of the Hand of the 
Cause of God Rahmatu'llah Muhahir, 
Yankee visited the Philippines in 1966 
where he had the boundless joy of 
bringing the first Chinese Baha'i into 
the Faith. He was also privileged to 
guide the first Chinese believers of Bur
ma to the Faith during a visit to that 
country in 1972, and it was at his sug
gestion that the National Spiritual As
sembly of Burma formed its first Na
tional Youth Committee, which today 
is a very active group in Burma. 
Singapore and Hong Kong 

When Singapore needed help before 
the formation of her National Assem
bly, Yankee went to help the handful 
of workers there, and together with 
Leong Tat Chee, manned the Baha'i 
Centre, working ceaselessly for many 
months. At RiQvan 1972 he had the 
bounty of being present at the birth of 
the National Spiritual Assembly of Sin
gapore, on which his daughter, Rose 
Ong, was elected chairman and his 
grandson, Henry Ong, served as a 
member. 

In 1971, an intensive 40-day teaching 
campaign was organized in Hong 
Kong, and Yankee, as always, was 
there in the front lines walking up and 
down in the villages in the New Ter
ritories and taking the Message to the 
nearby islands. 

In early 1974, at the request of the 
Board of Counsellors, Yankee spent 
some months in Hong Kong to help in 
the preparation of its first National 
Convention. He was there to help 
usher in the new National Assembly, 
formed at RiQvan 1974 in the presence 
of the beloved Hand of the Cause of 
God Amatu'I-BaM RUQiyyih Khanum. 
Epilogue 

Much has happened in Malaysia in 
these last 21 years since the time when a 
single dedicated believer, undaunted by 
the skepticism of family and friends, 
started the process of sharing his new-

'UNCLE' YAN KEE LEONG 

found Faith with others. Over the 
years, he has had the joy of seeing his 
children become pillars of the country, 
and his grandchildren become active 
Baha'i youth. 

Counsellor Yan Kee Leong, the only 
Chinese member of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors, is presently vis
iting countries where Chinese reside, 
with Vietnam as his first destination, 
and possibly Mauritius next year. 

Seventy-five and young at heart, our 
first believer, beloved Yan Kee Leong, 
is still out there on the front line, an in
spiration for this generation and others 
yet to come.-Shantha Sundram 

------------------------------.s .. --.......... . 



India 

Although the Baha'I' House of Worship near New Delhi, In
dia, is not yet open to the public, its sublime beauty and 
splendid architecture are being noticed and written aboUl in 
journals and periodicals around the world. Last February, 
when the 'Federation International Precontrain' of France, 
one of the most distinguished international engineering 
organizations, held its 10th International Congress In .\ew 
Delhi, interest was so highfo/lowing a slide presentatIOn on 
the Temple that permission was given for about 200 of [he 
engineers from all over the world [0 tour the site. C;omm,en,rs 
such as 'The most beautiful building ever made and Tne 
eighth wonder of the world' are typical of those wriUen by 
the engineers in the Temple Visitors' Book. One. ~f the ~·iS
itors, John P. Allen, is editor-in-chief of the BrillSh maga
zine Construction News, in which a long article abour rhe. 
Temple was published in April 1986. In the Au~~t ISSue oj 
the magazine Delhi Scan, the architecture CritIC, who IS 

7 

himself a well-known architect, wrote, 'This structure is 
perhaps Delhi's most beautiful post-independence building. 
Conceived as an opening lotus and magnificent in its pro
portions, the Baha'I' House of Worship could well be 
Delhi's only candidate for an international award. The con
struction over the past six years has been a labor of love; 
(rhe) fantastically accurate and complicated marble work 
and joinery on the facade should be a textbook lesson in 
perfection to all those behind constructing buildings in 
Delhi.' On August 23, Dr. David Ruhe, a member of the 
Universal House of Justice, and l\1rs. Ruhe visited the Tem
ple. Afterward, they wrote: 'There is no question that this is 
rhe signal feat of the decade for the Faith and the symbol of 
the Cause rhrough Asia. The spirit of the Baha'I' Faith is al
ready strong in the unfinished edifice. How much more so 
when the Holy Word rises in chant and song within this . 
dawning place of the mention of God. ' 
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United States 

Green Lake holds 27th Conference 

Buoyed by the great success of the 
Baha'i International Peace Conference 
in San Francisco, some 969 Baha'is 
gathered September 12-14 at the 27th 
annual Green Lake Baha'i Conference 
at the American Baptist Center in love
ly Green Lake, Wisconsin. 

Morris Tay/or, a Bahti'f from Evans
ton, Illinois, gives one of his two talks 
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Baha'is and their guests heard from 
several notable speakers; took part in 
more than a dozen afternoon work
shops, each of which addressed the 
conference theme, "The Unfolding 
Pattern: The Fourth Epoch," and con
sulted on how best to win the goals of 

at the 27th annual Green Lake (Wis
consin) Bahd'i Conference. 

the Six Year Plan as set forth by the 
Lni\ersal House of Justice. 

The keynote address, "Evidences of 
This New Life," was given by Tony 
Pelle, a member of the National Spir
itual Assembly of the Hawaiian Is
lands. 

Other featured speakers were Coun
sellors Eloy Anello and Robert Harris; 
Dr. Robert Henderson, secretary of the 
L .S. ~ational Spiritual Assembly; 
Ke\in Schuler of the Office of the 
Treasurer at the Baha'i National Cen
ter; and Morris Taylor, a Baha'i from 
E\"anston, Illinois. 

Those at the conference were also 
pleased to welcome Ebenezer Iniyezo, 
\lce-chairman of the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Nigeria. 

Counsellor Anello spoke about the 
Six Year Plan from an international 
perspective, saying that its success on 
that scale depends to a great extent on 
the response of the American Baha'i 
community. 

"One way in which the U.S. Baha'is 
can contribute to the international 
needs of the Faith," he said, "is by 
making use of the ample supply of 
energy and enthusiasm found in our 
youth. " 

Parents of Baha'i youth, he said, 
need to be informed of how a year of 
service to the Faith can be beneficial to 
the personal and spiritual growth as 
well as to the education of their sons 
and daughters. 

Counsellor Harris stressed the ex
citement of being a part of this period 
in history and of witnessing the many 
changes that have brought us to the 
fourth epoch of the Formative Age of 
the Faith. 

Dr. Henderson presented what he 
described as a "family talk" on the im
portance of grassroots activity in the 
growth of the worldwide Baha'i com-

-



munity, reminding his audience of the 
spiritual legacy inherited by the Baha'is 
from the heroic steadfastness of the 
martyrs in Iran. 

"Sometimes," he said, "we see our
selves only in terms of our limitations 
and conflicts. We don't always see the 
magnificence that others see in us; the 
love and unity that others call 'out
standing.' 

"The Peace Conference in San Fran
cisco was the largest public event we've 
ever attempted for Baha'i and non-Ba
ha'i participation. The one statement 
repeated by almost every non-Baha'i 
speaker there was, in essence, 'You 
have the message that mankind needs; 
the problem is, you won't tell any
body!" 

Besides the speakers and workshops, 
two slide programs were presented, the 
first by Mr. Pelle, who delighted every
one with a marvelous set of slides de
picting the building of the newest 
House of Worship in India, the other 
by Ethel and Lacy Crawford from the 
World Centre in Haifa entitled "Vital 
Developments," which illustrated 
some of the exciting events in Baha'i 
history leading up to the fourth epoch 
of the Formative Age. 

Each of the 14 workshop sessions 
dealt with issues relevant to the Six 
Year Plan. Also held was a meeting ex
clusively for youth at which Counsellor 
Harris and Mr. Pelle spoke along with 
two youth-Gilbert Smith, chairman 
of the National Youth Committee, and 
Mark Movagh. 

As at every Green Lake Conference, 
a superb and dedicated group of child
ren's teachers conducted classes for 
every age group. 

There was entertainment too, with 
performances collectively titled "The 
Unfolding Pattern: The Magical Vi
sion. " 

Among the performing artists were 
Anne Atkinson and Ladjamaya Green 
who acted out a dramatic sequence en
titled "Peace"; mime Sharon Davis 
who was accompanied by her husband, 
George, reading about the role of 
women in peace; pianist Mark Ochu; 
singer/guitarist Mark Spittal; dancer 
Michele Broussard; vocalist Cecilia 
Smith, accompanied by pianist Ellen 
Swan Dixon; Jocelyn Boor who pre
sented a poetry reading; Shokouh 
Rezai Davis who chanted Persian po-

-- ~-------

Above: Children at the Green Lake 
Conference offer a skit entitled 'Each 
One Teach One. ' Below: Janet Buck
nell of the Baha'i Publishing Trust in 

etry; and a children's group who 
presented a mime skit entitled "Each 
One Teach One." 

Following the Saturday evening per
formance, many of the friends con
vened"at the Green Lake "cabaret" for 
more music and dancing. Counsellor 

tt 

Wilmette, lIlinois, conducts one of the 
conference's 14 workshops, this one on 
'Special Projects During the Six Year 
Plan. ' 

Harris, who served as emcee, kept 
things moving along with his rich 
repertoire of "true stories," much to 
the delight of everyone present. 

The conference theme song, "Feel It 
in Your Heart," was written by Jerry 
Lerner of Shorewood, Wisconsin. 
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Haiti 

Zunuzi School reaches out to community 

Readers of previous issues of Ti
moun will be familiar with the early 
stages of the Anis Zunuzi Rural De
velopment Project during which Ba
ha'is in Haiti began exploring ways of 
reaching out into the community 
around the school in Lilavois, and later 
the Amelia Collins School in Lian
court. They will recall that Family 
Education Centers set up during the 
pilot phase became focal centers for a 
variety of activities responding to the 
expressed interests and needs of the 
people at the time: a pre-school pro
gram in collaboration with UNICEF, 
daily lunches for the children, parent 
meetings, vaccination clinics, distribu
tion of tree seedlings, women's ac
tivities, and adult literacy classes. 

At the same time, project staff, 
aware of the overwhelming nature of 
the basic problems of the area (lack of 
irrigation, small land size), introduced 
a form of grass-roots organization 
known as "groupements" to combat 
divisiveness and prevailing attitudes of 
resignation and hopelessness. 

We are eager to bring readers of Ti
moun up to date on these activities and 
to share what we have learned from the 
varying successes and difficulties en
countered over the past year, in the 
hope that our experiences may contrib
ute in some way to the growing under
standing and involvement of Baha'is in 
socio-economic development. 

At a time when the Universal House 
of Justice is encouraging small, self
sufficient social and economic develop
ment projects, we realize what a priv-

This report of a Bahd '{-sponsored 
rural development project in Haiti was 
written by project manager Linda Neu
feld and first appeared in the Septem
ber 1986 issue of Timoun, a monthly 
publication of the Ams Zunuz{ Bahd'{ 
School in Lilavois. 
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The most encouraging progress 
... has been seen in the emerg
ing presence of the local Spir
itual Assemblies of Lilavois and 
Liancourt, and in the increasing 
spirit of independence and en
thusiasm of the groupement 
members. 

ilege it is to be one of the few Baha'i 
development projects receiving outside 
financial assistance from the World 
Centre and the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), enabl
ing us to have a full-time staff of five 
and a vehicle. However, within the 
context of the larger project, we have 
sought to promote grass-roots involve
ment and self-sufficiency so that 
groups of rural women and men will 
gain not only short-term material ben
efits, but also the ability to organize 
themselves on a progressive spiritUal 
basis in order to maintai;} and increase 
these material benefits on their own, 
after the external project funds are ter
minated. 

The most encouraging progress in 
this respect has been seen in the emerg
ing presence of the local Spiritual As
semblies of Lilavois and Liancourt, 
and in the increasing spirit of indepen
dence and enthusiasm of the groupe
ment members. The participation of a 
growing number of rural adults and 
youth in these cooperative mini-enter
prises has brought into play new atti
tudes toward progress, and has rein
forced new practices of cooperation, 
planning and service whose effect has 
also been felt in other activities of the 
development project. 
LILAVOIS 

Thanks largely to the patient and 

10Ying encouragement of project ani
mators and the solid reputation already 
established by the Anis Zunuzi School, 
more than 200 people have become in
volved in development activities, de
spite the lack of community organiza
tion in the area or its proximity to the 
large city. 
Groupements (cooperatives) 

In 1984 the first four groupements 
invested a total of $58.40 of their own 
money in small commercial projects. 
They gave themselves names like 
"Sparks," "Union of Lilavois 
Youth," etc. In June 1986 groupe
ments have a total accumulated capital 
of $1,513.00 invested in commercial 
and animal-raising activities. They 
continue to reinvest their earnings, 
each gradually saving toward a 
"mother project" of its choosing 
which will be not only profit-making 
but useful to the community. Many of 
the groupements are considering ani
mal-raising; one, called "La Foi" (The 
Faith), already raises goats. 

During visits to their meetings by 
project animators, and in a series of 
monthly seminars at the Anis Zunuzi 
School, participants improve their con
sultation and management skills and 
deepen their understanding of the spir
itual principles of development such as 
unity, service, work and knowledge, 
using a course prepared by the Project. 

The groupements also evaluate one 
another's progress in quarterly regio
nal meetings, during which they set 
qualitative and quantitative goals for 
the next quarter. 
Tree nursury and grafted fruit trees 

At the Anis Zunuzi School we were 
delighted when a second test showed 
the water in the new well was not sa
line. The well now supplies irrigation 
for 100 grafted trees planted behind the 
school, and for a newly constructed 

---------------------------------
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nursery that produces 80,000 seedlings 
per year. An advance from the Pan
American Development Foundation 
(PADF) covering construction costs 
and the nurseryman's salary will be 
paid back in seedlings which PADF 
then distributes free via local anima
tors in the Lilavois area and in two 
other projects. Our area alone will dis
tribute 4,500 seedlings among 30 farm
ers. 

seven teachers of the Anis Zunuzi 
School to orient them on the develop
ment activities established by the Pro
ject. So far, the Project, though based 
at the school, has functioned parallel 
to school activities, with little interac
tion. Integration is a major goal this 
year so that the school will be able to 
maintain the extension program. 

begun by the PROTOS volunteers, and 
the other began a popular upgrading 
class for local youth and adults. Many 
of the participants are women who 
have had the opportunity of only sev
eral years of schooling. 

The long-range goal of the school is 
that all teachers will participate in com
munity development. However, since 
most activities take place in the late 
afternoon, the other teachers are at 
present unable to take part because of 
the long commuting distance and their 
own attendance at night school. 

These fast-growing hardwood trees 
(nime, lucina, eucalyptus, acacia, etc.) 
are drought-resistant. Since they can be 
planted along with regular crops, to 
provide wind-breaks or shade, and will 
regrow if branches are cut for firewood 
or lumber, poor farmers are interested 
in planting them. This PADF project is 
one of the first to make any headway in 
reforesting this severely eroded coun
try, and we are pleased to be a part of 
their program. Two of their six regio
nal agro-foresters are Baha'is. 

During the seminars, the teachers 
studied the Project courses "Principles 
of Development" and "Community 
Animation," and enjoyed taking part 
in ongoing groupement, parent and lit
eracy activities as field practice. On a 
field trip to Liancourt to attend their 
regional groupement meeting, they 
were thrilled to be met by a marching 
band and parade of more than 100 
groupement members who then pro
ceeded to report and evaluate their ac
tivities during the previous three 
months. 

Pre-school program 
During the 1985/86 school year, 

four pre-school programs functioned 
in the Lilavois area in addition to the 
one at the Anis Zunuzi School itself. 
Two of them are supported by the Spir
itual Assembly of Lilavois. The teach
ers are secondary students of the Anis 
Zunuzi School. 

Teacher orientation 
In consultation with the Anis Zunuzi 

Administrative Council, it was decided 
to offer a three-week seminar for the 

After the seminar, two of the teach
ers were able to add a community ser
vice dimension to their work for the 
1985/86 school year. One of them con
tinued holding an adult literacy class 

Since they began, more than 150 
young children have benefited from 
these well-planned UNICEF-directed 
programs of intellectual, psychomo
toric and social development, supple-

Film documents Anis Zunuzi School's Development Project 
Through a generous grant from an Iranian family living 

in the United States, which was then supplemented by the 
World Centre's Office of Social and Economic Develop
ment, Mark Sadan (of KIVA Films) and Charles Nolley 
(from the Audio-Visual Center of the Baha'is of the U.S.) 
offered their skills and spent an entire week filming in Haiti 
where they documented the work being done at the Anis Zu
nuzi Baha'i School and its extension development projects. 

Behind the scenes, the production was a marvel of closely 
coordinated collaboration at all levels as Counsellor Ruth 
Pringle, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of 
Haiti, the Auxiliary Board members, the school's Adminis
trative Council, the Rural Development Project staff, and 
everyone at the grass-roots bent their energies toward mak
ing the scenes visible evidence of the spiritual, social and 
economic progress taking place. 

Arriving May 18, 1986, the team worked long hours in 
oppressive heat to produce "some of the most exciting foot
age they had ever seen." The purpose of the project is to 
produce one or more video tapes that will be made available 
to Baha'is and possibly to development agencies throughout 
the world. In addition, a large series of professional still 
shots in black and white and color slides were taken by Mr. 
Sadan. 

Not only were there scenes of the students at the Anis Zu
nuzi Baha'i School at work in the classroom and at play on 
the grounds, but also scenes of the community at large; the 
homes; the market; the capital city of Port-au-Prince; and 
even aerial shots of the school and of the impressive moun-

tainous landscape of Haiti. 
In addition, the less understood rural development exten

sion projects of the Baha'is are captured on video tape. 
Everything from the pre-school centers, vaccination pro
gram and literacy classes to the tree nursery and all-impor
tant mini-cooperatives come alive with the enthusiasm that 
the Haitians, Baha'is and non-Baha'is alike, feel toward 
these development projects that bring new hope to their 
lives and help them to improve their own lot. 

When people ask, "What are the Baha'is doing?" by 
means of these video tapes every Baha'i can be proud to 
show the very real achievements of the Faith in Haiti. 

But what of the future? For the 1986-87 school year, 
about half of the budget for the school and extension pro
jects is coming from friends all over the world who con
tribute in the general range of $100-$300 a year. It is indeed 
confirming to see the generous reponse of so many of the 
friends. The hope of everyone involved in the video taping is 
that it will help other national communities in the world
wide Baha'i family's collective endeavor to uplift the spir
itual, social and economic life of the people through the ap
plication of Baha'i principles. In addition, with the cessa
tion by the end of 1986 of funding by the Canadian Interna
tional Development Agency (CIDA), and the need to incor
porate some of the existing programs into the extension 
work of the Anis Zunuzi Baha'i School, it is hoped that a 
trust fund can be established at a level which will place the 
Haitian Baha'i institutional program on a sound financial 
footing for years to come. 
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mented with Baha'i moral education. 
Parents have commented favorably 
about the programs and the changes 
they see in their children. But despite 
many motivational visits and meetings, 
parental support of the centers has 
been much less than we expected from 
their initial enthusiastic requests for a 
center. 

Last summer, parents from the ac
tive women's committee of Liancourt 
spent several days as volunteer anima
tors in the Lilavois area visiting parents 
and renewing to some degree their 
commitment to support their centers 
through small monthly fees, participa
tion in repairs, and parent meetings. 

This past year, however, political 
unrest contributed to irregular atten
dance, and parental support was again 
low. We are presently consulting with 
the Spiritual Assembly, monitors and 
parents to decide the future of these 
centers. The pre-school program will 
probably close temporarily in two or 
three of the outlying centers as we seek 
new strategies to reach larger numbers 
of children and parents. 
Infant care 

This aspect of the UNICEF program 
has been quite successful in the Lila
vois area. Through the Center for 
Special Education, a young Baha'i 
woman who attends secondary classes 
at the Allis Zunuzi School has been 
trained in the care and stimulation of 
infants 0-3 years of age. She now visits' 
41 babies and their mothers, evaluates 
the infants' progress, and suggests ap
propriate games and interaction to the 
mothers. Several group meetings were 
held, at which babies were weighed and 
information shared with the mothers 
about health and nutrition. Through 
these visits, a case of hydrocephalus 
has been detected and directed to treat
ment. A seven-month-old baby was 
aided to sit up, through exercises sug
gested by our infant care worker. 
Health 

Project staff contacted local health 
personnel and transported them to the 
centers to hold regular vaccination 
clinics in which several hundred child
ren have been immunized for the first 
time against diphtheria, pertussis, tet
anus, polio and measles. Vitamin A 
has been given to help prevent loss of 
vision. Much of the success of these 
clinics has been due to the efforts of 
the project staff and monitors in invit-
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ing parents and informing them of the 
importance of immunizing the children. 
Women's activities 

For several months, sessions were 
held at the Anis Zunuzi School and the 
Lehoux Center in which local women 
discussed some aspects of the woman's 
role in health and nutrition, then 
taught each other new skills (embroid
ery, crocheting, sewing, cooking and 
baking). A women's committee was 
formed to direct activities but has not 

Although originally outside the 
Project area, Liancourt has now 
become the most successful of 
the Family Education Centers 
and is being consolidated to 
serve as a model of the interac
tion of \'arious community ser
vices ... 

functioned since the political unrest in 
January and February 1986. Instead, 
the Spiritual Assembly, with Project 
support, has inaugurated a series of 
monthly women's seminars that are at
tracting women from several localities. 
During the first of these seminars, 
women studied quotes about women 
and health, and they brought local 
medicinal plants whose use they ex
plained. 

Literacy 
Adult literacy sessions for about 15 

adults are given at Lehoux by a local 
youth recruited by the Baha'i Project 
and trained by Foster Parents' Plan 
and the Department of Literacy and 
Community Action: 

Animal-raising 
Lilavois residents own very small 

parcels of land or none at all. Water is 
scarce, and city people are buying up 
land to build houses; so, the Project is 
promoting animal-raising to supple
ment income. 

Project animators have shared use
ful information learned at a govern
ment-sponsored seminar on goat-rais
ing and were given two male goats for 
Lilavois and Liancourt to improve the 
strain. 
LIANCOURT 

The development activities in this 
town, two hours' drive from the Allis 
Zunuzi School, began spontaneously 

when Project animators returned to 
Liancourt during their days off. Al
though originally eutside the Project 
area, Liancourt has now become the 
most successful of the Family Educa
tion Centers and is being consolidated 
to serve as a model of the interaction of 
various community services under the 
coordination of the Spiritual Assem
bly. 

Because of the greater density of this 
rural population and its distance from 
the capital, the groupements here are 
more numerous, more mature and 
more oriented toward agriculture and 
community service than in Lilavois. In 
addition to their own group projects, 
regional meetings and seminars, 
groupement members here have con
tributed labor and materials to the 
building of a piggery and tree nursery 
on nearby properties. The active Wom
en's Committee, composed of more 
than 60 members, helps maintain the 
Amelia Collins Baha'i School, the 
center of most activities, which now 
houses a primary class as well as the 
pre-school program. 

Amelia Collins School 
This modest 25-year-old building, 

donated by the Hand of the Cause of 
God Amelia Collins, is now the center 
of most development activities in Lian
court. This year, a Grade One class was 
added to the UNICEF pre-school class. 
The Spiritual Assembly and a project 
animator, with help from parents, 
helped supervise the construction of a 
new classroom. 

Adult learning 
Local youth, inspired by evening ses

sions about development held by pro
ject animator Francisque Francois, de
cided to offer free evening classes in 
French, Spanish and English as weIl as 
drawing, to adults. They also formed 
their own theatre group. Over the last 
year, two devoted members of the 
women's committee have been teach
ing a group of 15 women to read. 
These women received training first at 
a Scheut Fathers' seminar sponsored 
by the Project, and later, through the 
Haitian Center for Research and the 
Promotion of Women, which also do
nated a sewing machine and a stove. 
The women also hold afternoon sewing 
sessions through which many have 
learned to sew their children's clothes. 
Women also bake cakes to seIl locally. 



Tree nursery 

Following the signing of a contract 
between P ADF and the Spiritual As
sembly of Liancourt, a shade house 
was built in 1985; a nursery man was 
hired; and more than 140,000 seedlings 
have been distributed so far. The 
regional PADF coordinator is a Baha'i 
who supervises the work of 10 anima
tors, each of whom distributes 4,500 

seedlings per season. 

Animal-raising 

ing since 1983 when swine fever neces
sitated the elimination of all pigs, the 
"bank account" of many rural peas
ants. The Project also has periodic vac
cination clinics and has helped goat 
owners by offering a quarter-blood 
male goat for breeding purposes. 

Despite many setbacks, groupement 
members persevered in the construc
tion of a piggery. The Project con
tributed cement and bought three pigs 
when the official pig repopulation 
organization failed to come through 
with the expected five pigs. Pig-raising 
is a lucrative and important undertak-

PRESENT AND FUTURE 
Although the Baha'i Faith is not 

taught directly in' Project activities, 

THE LlANCOURT DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

The process of development at a grass-roots level has 
been so successful in Liancourt, a small town some two and 
one-half hours' drive north of the Haitian capital of Port
au-Prince and two hours north from the Anis Zunuzi Baha'i 
School, that it has become the focal point as a model of 
development. 

As the diagram depicts, at the center of the process is the 
local Spiritual Assembly which directs the classes and ac
tivities in the Baha'i School or Family Education Center. 
With support from the development fund, the local Assem
bly coordinates and oversees the "moniteurs" or teachers of 
the pre-school classes and elementary grades, and the secon
dary tutoring which takes place in the Family Education 
Center. 

It also oversees the women's committee which organizes 
literacy classes, sewing and cooking activities for Baha'is 
and non-Baha'is alike, at the Center. Many of these women 
are members of mini-cooperatives or "groupements" who 
use cooking, baking and sewing skills, etc., for their srpall 
commercial enterprises. With the help of a full-time trained 

ACRrn" 
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(dia~ram prepared by Sherif RU5hdv) 

facilitator, the women in these mini-coops are supervised, 
until their coop reaches the point at which it may actually 
employ one or more members and make a profit that can be 
paid out to its members. The facilitator is helped in his work 
by volunteer facilitators and, of course, by means of consul
tation with the local Spiritual Assembly. The mini-coops 
may be based on trade (buying and selling) or agricultural 
production, animal raising or other production-oriented 
projects. They may form associations to facilitate buying or 
selling in quantity, for example. The facilitator helps some 
mini-coops to obtain credit, expertise and/or materials 
from other development agencies. 

As local Spiritual Assemblies mature, this model should 
be useful to propel other Baha'i communities ahead in the 
field of social and economic development.' The Liancourt 
Development Model will be refined and adapted as more ex
perience is gained, but the necessity of having strong func
tioning local Spiritual Assemblies will remain at the core of 
the process. 
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Students upgrade their education at an adult literacy class in Lilavois. 

and a majority of participants are not 
yet Baha'is, they openly attest to the 
influence of the Writings and princi
ples of Baha'u'llah in changing their 
lives. 

Many lent a hand in cleaning up the 
Amelia Collins Baha'i School and re
claiming stolen furniture after looters 
savaged it during recent unrest. In Lila
vois, rich and poor alike have been 
heard to praise the Anis Zunuzi School 
and the Project for material and social 
improvements they have introduced. A 
Liancourt minister who once preached 
against the Faith asked for copies of 
the texts used in a development semi
nar, claiming they were all in conform
ity with his beliefs. A man who used to 
curtail his wife's development activities 
was recently seen helping her decorate 
the Amelia Collins School for a meet
ing. 

Another important development 
over the past year has been the matura-
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tion and growing confidence of the 
local Spiritual Assemblies of Lilavois 
and Liancourt as they begin their role 
in socio-economic development. 

The Project staff recently spent sev
eral days consulting with Canadian 
Project Manager Sherif Rushdy, now 
completing his doctoral thesis in Haiti, 
about the future of the Baha'i develop
ment work in that country. 

As the Spiritual Assemblies of Lila
vois and Liancourt take on more and 
more responsibility for coordinating 
development activities in their areas, a 
model begins to emerge that can serve 
other local communities as they mature 
to the point of initiating small socio
economic development projects. 

Over the next six years it is hoped 
that both the Anis Zunuzi School and 
the Amelia Collins School will serve as 
centers for public seminars on educa
tion and development, and will expand 
their function as training centers for 

local Baha'i development workers, 
youth and women's group leaders, and 
children's teachers. 

The Baha'i National Development 
Committee of Haiti will have to work 
hard to assure the continuation and 
coordination of development activities 
after the Project officially ends and 
non-Baha'i funding ceases. It is plan
ning ways in which to further educate 
the Baha'i community in order to in
crease involvement in this important 
aspect of our growth.-Linda Neufeld 



Ss 

World Centre 

The following information is provided by the Department of Statistics at the Baha'i World Centre. 

Baha'i Social and Economic Development Programs 
As the Faith of Baha'u'lhih has now emerged from obscurity and entered the fourth epoch of the Formative 

Age, a rapidly increasing number of Baha'i communities are pursuing social and economic development ac
tivities. The Seven Year Plan witnessed a ten-fold increase in the number of such programs, including a 75 per
cent rise during the past year. Presently, 1,247 projects are under way, sponsored by 93 national communities. 
Of this total of 93 countries or territories, 27 are in Africa, 29 in the Americas, 18 in Asia, 7 in Australasia and 12 
in Europe. 

World Africa Americas Asia Australasia Europe 

Education 732 169 115 427 13 8 
Tutor1al Schools 558 141 92 317 8 0 
Academic Schools 40 5 11 24 0 0 
Other Projects 134 23 12 86 5 8 

Health & Social Services 78 28 l4 25 2 9 
Radio Stations 5 0 5 0 0 0 
Agriculture & Forestry 74 35 13 20 5 1 
Community Development 358 60 266 12 7 13 

Total 1,247 292 413 484 27 31 

The vast majority of these programs are modest local efforts which apply Baha'i principles to fundamental 
problems facing Baha'is and non-Baha'is alike. Indeed, these humanitarian endeavors may well be viewed as 
precursors of some of the dependencies of future Mashriqu'I-Adhkars. Motivated by the transforming power of 
Baha'u'llah's Revelation, Baha'is increasingly are forging personal commitments to apply these life-giving 
Teachings to the myriad ills afflicting humanity. An ongoing process of Baha'i consultation channels this spir
itual energy through the administrative institutions of the Faith so that activities evolve in ways appropriate to 
changing conditions and foster an interactive process of individual and community change. While these pro
grams address a wide range of locally perceived needs, most focus on the provision of basic education and train
ing for materially impoverished rural peoples in the Third World, where the vast majority of the Faith's adher
ents reside. This pattern, established through actions by hundreds of local Baha'i communities, seems especially 
timely and appropriate since the Universal House of Justice, in "The Promise of World Peace," has advised the 
people of the world that universal education, especially that of women and girls, is among the most important 
means of promoting world peace. 

D 
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Australia 

House of Worship marks its 25th year 

The Baha'i House of Worship is now 
25 years old. The Australian Baha'i 
community entered the Ten Year 
World Crusade not knowing that by its 
end, they would be the proud cus
todians of one of the few Houses of 
Worship in the Baha'i world. In his 
cable to the Australian community in 
April 1953, outlining the country's 
goals for the next 10 years, Shoghi Ef
fendi called for the purchase of a Tem
ple site. 1 A month later, the National 
Spiritual Assembly appealed to the 
community for assistance, saying, 
"this is one of the great goals before 
us. The search for the site will now be 
the responsibility and joy of everyone 
of us. No one, as yet, has any idea 
where this site will be .... " 2 In the 
Ten Year Plan, Shoghi Effendi had 
also called for the acquisition of Tem
ple sites in Frankfurt, New Delhi, 
Rome, Cairo, Stockholm, Toronto, 
Panama City, Baghdad, Kampala,Jo
hannesburg, Santiago,3 and Tehran. 

By March 1954, the Temple site 
committee (Lillian Wyss, Stanley Bol
ton Jr., Meg Degotardi, Glad Parke, 
Greta Lamprill, Jane Routh, and 
Frank Wyss) had secured a site at 
North Balgowlah, and cabled the 
Guardian "purchase secured 4 acres 
temple site." 4 In July, the National 
Spiritual Assembly received a letter of 
congratulations from Shoghi Effendi, 
and the community turned its attention 
to other goals of the plan-expansion 
on the homefront and into the islands 
of the Pacific. 

In Iran, however, the progress of the 
plan was halted by a new outbreak of 

This article about the 25th anniver
sary of the Bahd'fHouse of Worship in 
Mona Vale, Australia, was written by 
Graham Hassal/ and first appeared in 
the Australian Baha'i Bulletin, No. 352 
(September 1986). 
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In the Ten Year Plan, Shoghi 
Effendi had also called for the 
acquisition of Temple sites in 
Frankfurt, New Delhi, Rome, 
Cairo, Stockholm, Toronto, Pa
nama City, Baghdad, Kampala, 
Johannesburg, Santiago, and 
Tehran. 

persecution. Whereas in March 1955 
the Guardian announced that he had 
selected the design by Mason Remey 
for the Tehran Temple, in May, the 
Iranian government announced an 
edict outlawing the Baha'i Faith; the 
National Centre in Tehran was partly 
demolished, the House of the Bab des
ecrated, and Baha'is were attacked. 
Now unable to construct a Temple in 
Tehran, the Guardian asked the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly to prepare 
construction plans by RiQvan 1957, but 
to keep all the plans confidential until 
announced by him. This announce
ment, in the Guardian's Convention 
message for 1957, astonished and ex
cited the Australian community. 

The work of the Temple site commit
tee, thought to be complete, was ex
tended when the original site at North 
Balgowlah was requisitioned by the 
New South Wales Department of Edu
cation. A new search began, and the 
present site, slightly more than seven 
acres, was secured at Mona Vale.5 

The Guardian instructed that the 
Temple be built by 1959. The Hand of 
the Cause of God Amelia Collins made 
an initial donation of $25,000 and the 
Guardian donated $6,000.6 The Tem
ple was designed by Mason Remey, 
and its specifications developed by a 
Sydney architect, John Brogan. Exca
vations began in December 1957, and 

by January 1958 the Temple fund 
stood at 43,000 pounds.6 Later in 1958, 
at the Intercontinental Conference in 
Sydney, Mr. Habib Sabet led an appeal 
for funds, and in about an hour 30,000 
pounds in gifts in pledges was raised.8 

Other donations came from the Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies of Iran, the 
Arabian Peninsula, New Zealand, and 
Alaska, as well as from individuals in 
other countries. 9 

The challenge of constructing a 
building of such unusual design at
tracted the attention of the building in
dustry, the media, and university stu
dents. The Temple construction com
mittee was so pleased with the number 
of people visiting to inspect construc
tion that it erected a large sign post 
showing the basic Baha'i principles. In 
September 1959, a Public Relations 
Committee issued a general press re
lease about the Temple to all news
papers in areas where Baha'is lived. 
Pix Magazine, on April 9, 1960, in
cluded an article on the Temple, and 
on August 7, TCN9 television showed 
three minutes' coverage of it on its 
news. 

Construction did not proceed quite 
as fast as expected, the usual labor 
troubles being one factor, and the tech
nical requirements of the unusual 
building being another. By March 1958 
the foundation walls and one-quarter 
of the floor had been constructed. 
Then for some months, work was con
fined to completing the base and prep
aration of forms for building the 
walls.1O The dome was begun in De
cember 1959, and the dedication ser
vice, planned for April 1961, was post
poned until September 14-17.11 Early in 
1961, the main structure of the dome 
had been completed, 151,000 pounds 
had been spent, and it was estimated 
that 21,000 pounds remained to be 



spent. Meanwhile, the National Spiri
tual Assembly announced that Ru
l}iyyih KMnum would be coming to 
open the Sydney Temple. 12 In April 
1961 the windows were being put in 
place, the steps were poured, and Al
bert Styles was resident as the first 
caretaker. A roster had been made, 
and weekend guiding began. A Temple 
Services committee was appointed, and 
advised the community early: 

"Believers who wish to take part in 
these services are advised that they will 
be expected to ensure that their pro
nunciation and diction are of sufficient 
standard to be in keeping with the dig
nity and the devotional nature of the 
services. If necessary, believers should 
take lessons in voice production, pro
nunciation and reading." 13 

The dedication program spanned 
several days and included public meet
ings, a meeting of the community with 
RUQiyyih KMnum, and dedication 
programs in the Temple and at Anzac 
House in the city. The official opening 
was held on September 14 at the Na
tional Centre, 2 Lang Road, Padding
ton. This was followed by a devotional 
program at Anzac House, dedicated to 
the memory of Clara and Hyde Dunn, 
who brought the Baha'i message to 
Australia. 

At this meeting, representatives of 
Baha'i communities in Australia, New 
Zealand and the South Pacific gave re
ports on the progress of their com
munities to an audience of about 250. 
The following day, a Saturday, a ser
vice was held in the Temple for the first 
time, attended by about 300 people. 
Following a dedication message pre
sented by RUQiyyih Khanum, there 
were readings from Baha'i scriptures 
by Gertrude Blum, Perce Allmond, 
Betty Anderson, Madge Featherstone, 
Hadi Rahmani, Noel Bluett, Beryl Trip 
and the Hand of the Cause of God Col
lis Featherstone. The following day 
two public services were held, attract
ing about 2,000 people. As with the 
previous day, Rul}iyyih Khcinum read 
the dedication message, and several 
Baha'is had the opportunity of reading 
from the scriptures. 

The historic days of dedication at
tracted to the community unprecedent
ed publicity in daily and weekly papers 
and magazines, on television and 
radio, even in the cinema newsreels of 

~ --••• 

Cinesound and Movietone. 
From that moment until the present, 

the Mashriqu'I-Adhktir in Sydney has 
become a focal point, a privilege and a 
responsibility for the Australian Baha'i 
community, rekindling and nourishing 
man's desire to commune with his 
Creator, and attracting unnumbered 
inquirers to the Faith of Baha'u'Uah. 
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United Kingdom 

House of Lords discusses persecutions 

The House met at eleven of the 
clock: The LORD CHANCELLOR on 
the Woolsack. 

Prayers-Read by the Lord Bishop 
of Rochester. 

The Baha'i Minority in Iran 

Lord Molloy: My Lords, I beg leave 
to ask the Question standing in my 
name on the Order Paper. 

The Question was as follows: 
To ask Her Majesty's Government 

whether they will make further repre
sentations to the Government of Iran 
in the light of the recent reports of kill
ing and torturing of members of the 
Baha'i faith in that country. 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, we are 
deeply concerned about the human 
rights situation in Iran, including the 
persecution of minorities such as Ba
ha'is. The United Kingdom co-spon
sored the draft resolution that was 
adopted by the United Nations General 
Assembly in December 1985 calling for 
an end to violations of human rights in 
Iran. We shall continue to express our 
concern at every opportunity. 

Lord Molloy: My Lords, I am very 
grateful to the noble Baroness for that 
reply, and I am sure that the many 
thousands of Britons who are members 
of that minority religion will also be 
grateful for what she has just said. 

Is the noble Baroness not aware that 
for six years there was the most hein
ous campaign against the Baha'i relig-

This discussion of the persecution of 
Baha'is in Iran was conducted June 13, 
1986, in Parliament's House of Lords, 
London, England. It is reported fully 
and without comment; the opinions ex
pressed therein are not necessarily 
those of the Baha'i community in Iran 
or elsewhere. 
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ion involving torture, killing, and all 
kinds of persecution? After representa
tions were made to the UN there was a 
lull but, alas, it has all started again. 
Does the noble Baroness not agree that 
inasmuch as there has been in recent 
months stoning of members of the Ba
ha'i faith, imprisonment, confiscation 
of finances and property, denial of le
gal rights, deprivation of livelihood 
and summary executions, the Govern
ment might now consider making rep· 
resentations not only to the United Na
tions but also to the EC and the British 
Commonwealth of Nations on behalf 
of that honorable though minority re
ligion? 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, we are 
aware of recent press reports of re
newed persecution of the Baha'is in 
Iran. I believe that action taken by all 
international groups, and by the Com
munity partners in particular, can be, 
and is, most effective. We have already 
made representations with our Com
munity partners about human rights 
violations in Iran and we shall certainly 
consider doing so again should the cir
cumstances warrant it. 

Lord Melish: My Lords, is the noble 
Baroness not aware that, in the Ayatol
lah Khomeini, we are dealing with an 
absolute religious maniac? The man is 
stark raving mad. Any representations 
we may make would be an absolute 
waste of time, when one is dealing with 
people like him. Is it not logical to 
assume from all that that it is neces
sary-and I say this for the benefit of 
those who oppose-for Britain to have 
an armed defense, because we are deal
ing with crackpots throughout the 
world? 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, I note 
with interest the noble Lord's remarks. 

Lord Gladwyn: My Lords, what evi
dence is there in the possession of the 
Governmment that the present Iranian 

Government are behind and are sup
porting the activities of revolutionary 
Shi'ite movements in other countries of 
the Middle East and elsewhere? 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, that 
matter is somewhat without the terms 
of the original Question and I am not 
able to give the noble Lord a reply, but 
I will look into it. 

Lord Boston of Faversham: My 
Lords, would the Minister not accept 
that what she has said, particularly in 
answer to the first two questions, is 
very welcome? Will she bear in mind 
that a representative of the United Na
tions Commission on Human Rights 
was appointed to investigate the cir
cumstances of the Baha'is in Iran? Can 
she give the House any information 
about the progress that is being made 
in that investigation? 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, I am 
only aware that the investigation is 
under way; I cannot report back on it. 
With regard to recent press reports 
concerning renewed persecution, our 
own representatives in Tehran have not 
been able to confirm them. It is for 
that reason that it would not be ap
propriate for us to make specific rep
resentations at the moment, although 
we shall continue to express our con
cern about the general situation. But 
we will pursue, and will certainly take 
into consideration, the report of the 
United Nations representative. 

Lord Boston of Faversham: My 
Lords, I am very much obliged. Will 
the Minister consider making a further 
statement to the House about that re
port when further details become avail
able? 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, I am 
not totally familiar with the procedures 
in such a case but I feel sure that if a 
Question were to be put down by the 
noble Lord, then we should be happy 
to answer it. 

• 



Lord Monson: My Lords, does the 
noble Baroness not agree that the state
inspired murder, torture and forced 
conversion of the Baha'is in Iran ac
tually constitutes genocide, as defined 
by the 1948 United Nations convention 
on the prevention and punishment of 
the crime of genocide? 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, I can 
only reply th~t there was considerable 
support for the draft resolution that 
was co-sponsored by the United King
dom in the United Nations in Decem
ber 1985. 

Marshall Islands 

Lord Gladwyn: My Lords, will the 
noble Baroness be so kind as to make a 
reply in writing to the supplementary 
question that I put? 

Baroness Hooper: Certainly, my 
Lords. 

Lord Molloy: My Lords, does the 
noble Baroness not agree that the Ba
ha'is in Iran are suffering from organ
ized government tyranny, and al
though that government might be led 
by a crackpot, will she in no way take 
any notice of that fact? It is an appall
ing policy to say that, because a state 

• 

leader poses as a crackpot, he will re
ceive no condemnation from anyone. I 
hope that the noble Baroness will resist 
any such suggestion. I return to her 
first words in reply to my Question, 
which I know for certain will give so 
much encouragement and hope to the 
Baha'i people in our country and 
throughout the world. 

Baroness Hooper: My Lords, I can 
only repeat that we will continue to ex
press our concern about those viola
tions at every opportunity. 

Baha'ls from more than 20 communi
ties in the Afarshall Islands gathered 
August 23-24 at the Baha'i' National 
Center in Darrit, Majuro, for a Baha'i' 
National Peace Conference. Pictured 
above are many of those who attended 
including Counsellor Richard Benson 
(seated at the far left in the third row). 
On Sunday, the friends heard a num
ber of distinguished guest speakers 
among whom was A.D. Tennekone, 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of 
the Republic of the "Harshall Islands 
(shown speaking in the photo at left 
with Dr. Masao Korean, secretary of 
the National Spiritual Assembly, trans
lating). Other speakers were Mike 
Senko, U.S. liaison officer for the 
Marshall Islands; Alfred Capelle, di
rector of the Catholic schools on A1a
juro, Marshall Islands; and Auxiliary 
Board member Betra J\1ajmeto who 
closed the meeting by relating the guest 
speakers' ideas to the Baha '{teachings 
on peace. 
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Fariburz Sahba fright), chief architect of the Baha'{ House 
of Worship in India, explains elements of the Temple's con
struction to William T. Warden, the Canadian High Com
missioner to India, and ,\1rs. Warden during their visit to 
New Delhi last .\1ay. The magnificent 'Lotus of Bahapur' is 
to be dedicated December 23-27 at a ceremony that is ex
pected to draw thousands of visitors from all over the 

'7 

world, The four-day event, at which the Universal House of 
Justice will be represented by the Hand of the Cause of God 
Amatu'I-Baha RzilJlyyih Khdnum, will end with a large 
public meeting at the Indira Gandhi Indoor Stadium. Head
ing a stellar line-up of musicians and other performing ar
tists scheduled to take part in the dedication is world re
nowned sitar virtuoso Pandit Ravi Shankar, 
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In Memoriam 

Hand of the Cause Zikrullah KhadelD 

As the Hand of the Cause of God 
Zikrullah Khadem often said in re
counting the words of Shoghi Effendi, 
the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith, 
"sorrow and joy embraced" at the Ba
ha'i House of Worship in Wilmette, Il
linois, during a memorial service No
vember 15 for Mr. Khadem who passed 
away two days earlier in Chicago. 

Foundation Hall overflowed with 
those who had come from nearby and 
distant locales to weep for their loss 
and to celebrate his life of sen'ice and 
victory. 

~r. Khadem's wife, Javidukht, and 
their five children offered remarks that 
set a tone of love and appreciation. 
Their uplifting sentiments were echoed 
by the Hand of the Cause of God Wil
liam Sears and representatives of the 
U.S., Canadian and Alaskan Baha'i 
communities. 

Since the National Spiritual Assem
bly was meeting that same weekend 

The Hand of the Cause of God Wi/
liam Sears speaks at a memorial service 
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WITH SORROWFL' L HEARTS A~~OUNCE PASSING IN
DEFA TI GABLE FEARLESS DEFE~DER FAITH DEEPLY LOVED 
HAND CAUSE ZIKRULLAH KHADEM. HIS STERLING SERVICES 
TO THE CAUSE, HIS TOTAL CO~SECRA TION TO TASKS ASSIGN
ED TO HIM BY BELOVED GCARDIAN, HIS OUTSTANDING EF
FORTS AS MEMBER NATIONAL SPIRITCAL ASSEMBLY CRADLE 
FAITH, HIS VALUABLE SOUL-UPLIFTING STIMULATION IM
PARTED BODY BELIEVERS NORTH A\1ERICA, PARTICULARLY 
UNITED STATES BAHA'i CO\1MUNITY, HIS UNTIRING EN
DEA \'ORS THROUGH HIS TALKS A~D WRITINGS IN SAFE
(,LARDING COVENANT AND I~ INSTILLING APPRECIATION 
LO\'E FOR SHOGHI EFFENDI SHED L~D't'I~G LUSTRE OVER 
PERIOD HIS ADMIRABLE STEWARDSHIP CAL'SE GOD. 
OFFERING PRAYERS HOL Y SHRI~ES PROGRESS HIS RADIANT 
SOUL ABHA KINGDOM. URGE HOLD BEFITTING \1EMORIAL 
GA THERINGS HIS NAME A TALL HOCSES OF WORSHIP AS WELL 
AS IN ALL LOCAL BAHA'I CO\1\1C~ITIES. 

with members of the Continental 
Board of Counsellors in the Americas 
and U.S. Auxiliary Board members, all 

for Zikrullah Khadem at the Bahd't' 
House of Worship in Wilmette, Jl/inois. 

{j,\n ERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE 
SOVEMBER 14,1986 

were able to be present at the service to 
pay their respects to a man who was as 
deeply loved for his humility and self
effacement as he was greatly admired 
as a fearless and outspoken champion 
of the Cause of God. 

The funeral service for Mr. Khadem, 
which was held in nearby Skokie, his 
home for the past several years, took 
place Saturday morning before the 
memorial gathering. 

Mr. Khadem had enjoyed vigorous 
health until August, when it was found 
that he had a fatal illness. The illness 
soon confined him to bed, but he re
mained active, dictating letters and 
talks and sharing inspiring details of 
Baha'i history distilled from his pre
cise, scholarly memory. 

Unable to attend the Baha'i Interna
tional Peace Conference held over the 
Labor Day weekend in San Francisco, 
he sent a message to the conference 
that was read to the friends by Mrs. 
Khadem (text is on pages 4-7). 

In October, ~r. Khadem addressed 

-

• 



Pictured are some of the mourners who 
came from far and near to weer -'"or 'ht! 

a letter to the U.S. National Spiritual 
Assembly in which he thank~d ;ts 
members "from the bottom of my 
heart for all the kindnesses that yo\.; 
have ~ho\\n. .[0 me lJ\er the :::'a< ::c' 
years. 

"I am de~ply indebted to our ':'c
loved Guardian," he wrote. ":'~," ~J'

ing sent me :0 the \\'cst tv "\;::-:c,' ::-:c' 
glorious vic:ories of our bdov ~-.: Fa:: :-, 
As I look back over the years, I Gan 0<1-

ly humbly s!.Jpplicate: '0 L:,_~: :::
crease my astonishment in Thec:' .. 

Mr. Khadem was born into a ::bt.:l
guished Baha'i family in Tc;-:~J:l .•. 
1905. His surname, Khadem lin h s-
lish, "one who serves") was besto,,~j 
'JrOn his fat~er. \1frza 'iaswl:a~. ;:~ l 

Tablet frL1m ·.-\bdu'I-Bahi tha: P~].·~": 
his services co the Cause of God. 

\Ir. Khadem 'iened from 19.1l)-A(' J. 

a member of the National Spiriruai-\,
sembly of the Baha'is of Iran, and ·.\a~ 
appointed a Hand of the Cause of G.'d 
by the Guardian in February 1952. 

During the lifetime of the Guardia:;. 
\1r. Khadem was given many ~pecI:'~_' 

assignments :0 travd throughoUL '~e 
world, encourage the friends, promo:e 
and protect the Faith, and help car~~ 
out {he global teaching plans. 

For 17 years, he also received the 

loss of the Hand of (he Cause of God 
Zikrullah Khadem and to celebrate his 

communications from the Guardian 
for distribution to the friends in Iran. 
Other unique services included assist
rng the opening of the doors of pilgrim
age for the Baha'is of Iran, and secur
ing many artifacts of the Cause such as 
the famous sword of \Iulla Husayn. 

-\fter the l'assing L,f the Guardian, 
\Ir. I-.:hadern '.-olllllteered [0 sene as J 

Hand of the Cause in the Western 
Hemisphere. He was thus able to fulfill 
:he prediction the Guardian had made 
in 1940 that he would send \1r. Kha
dem "to rhe West to witness the glori
.lll~ \ idvries of our beloved Faith," as 
: cferred to by \Ir. I-.:hadem in his last 
letter to the National Spiritual 
-\,~ernbly . 

He relocated to the West in 11}60 and 
circlessly pursued the successful com
pierion of the Guardian\ Ten Year 
Crusade, which was -:ulminated in the 
election in 1963 of the Universal House 
.)f Justice. 

:\11'. Khadern', many services to the 
Supreme Body, like those to the Guar· 
jian, were characterized by insram, 
~omplete and exact obedience. 

The House of Justice called upon 
\1f. Khadem to undertake an extreme
ly important and delicate mission, doc-

life vf service und victory at a funeral 
service i\iovember 15 in Skokie, Illinois. 

umenting the details of occurrences in 
every place that was visited by Baha'
u'llah, the Bab, and 'Abdu'l-Baha. 
Mr. Khadem, always precise in writing 
or speaking of details of the Cause, 
painstakingly compiled that informa
tion. 

\1 r. Khadem' s talks were inspira
tional, suffused with contagious love 
for [he Guardian. He was a scholar of 
the Old Testament and was learned in 
recent and ancient religious history. 

:vIr. Khadem also wrote books and 
articles about the Faith in both English 
and Persian. 

Professionally, he was associated for 
man v ye:us with the AnglO-Persian Oil 
Company :15 chief interpreter and di
rector of the Educational Department. 
Later, he became secretary of the Iraqi 
Embassy in Tehran, and meanwhile 
was a successful businessman and en
trepreneur who was fluent in Persian, 
Arabic, English and French. 

Mr. Khadem's death reduces to eight 
the IlLimber vt [h~ living Hands of the 
Cause ,)( God. 

Besides his wife, Mr. Khadem is sur
vived by one brother, one sister, five 
children and 14 grandchildren, all of 
whom are Baha'is. 
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United States 

Mr. Khadem' s Peace Conference message 

This is a Irans,',;': uf uli address in 
'-':,' Hand of rhe l' .. ':;\( ,,: (1(ld Zik'II;
,..:;; A'haden; TO :nt' 5..:il": 'j jlliern,,::/,'liU;' 

Peace Confercnce :n San Fruncisc(I, 
.\fr, j.,:hadem was ,'O(i ill (O alf('nd lhe 
",nference. and .- i;, messagc II;:S r(,,:,,' 
instead by his II fe. A. uxiliary Bourd 
member Ja\'idukh: A'hadem, Oil Safllr
d.::\', A.ugusi 30, 

• 
BelCHed ;',Ie;<>, -\ llah' u' ,-,\ hh;,: 

\1\ llh nl~ po\.):' ~'.~.i;:i~ anJ 111:\ ra~·J., 

p~oblem, 1 don', ~n0\\ \Ihelher l'L t'1C 

able 10 allend lhi' ,','nference, If not. j 

haw asked m\ dea~ \1 ife, who ha~ \:;eer~ 
,(, kind to me, ;,' ::::l.:i :hi~ me<"al''' (l;~ 

my behalf if 1 aT, unable 1(' rr",,'n: 
myself. I ha\ e a~ked her to c'ofl\ey m~ 
loving greetings 1O you all al I hi, 
glorious, historic first International 
Peace Conference, You cannot im
agine how close, ho\\ \ery close you ali 
are to my hean and how \'ery much I 
]o\'e you all. \1 y jedr j riends, allhou!,h 
1 shall not be able ;,' be with you il~ re:
son, you are in m~ thoughts and rray
ers. May Bahci'u'llcih continually sur· 
round you with al: His bountiful bless· 
ings. 

I wish to stan my lalk with lhe beau
tiful quotation lha! Bahci'u'llcih con
firms in His Writings, "Lord, increase 
My astonishment in Thee!" \\'hat a 
glory to be a pan of this historil ,'()n
ference, the firsl Baha'i International 
Peace Conference, 

This conference is convened through 
the National Spiritual Assembly of the 
Baha'is of the enited States, the gov
erning body of the Baha'is of this 
country, under the tutelage of the Su
preme Body of the Faith, the Uni\er~al 
House of Justice, 

In the conferen.:e brochure, in the 
best way possible, they have explained 
the purpose of the conference on the 
from page by quoting from the state
ment on peace from the Uni\'ersal 
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'\\r knoH thaI. according to 
Jesu~ Chri~t, lht, Will of God 
\\ ill he done on earth as it is in 
hea\ pn, .AII ()f naturt'. ac
cording to the Guardian, sent's 
this purpose: to bring mankind 
log{'lher. to call the people to thl' 
Kingdom of God.' 

H()u~e ,>1 .llbtice. I \\ill read a ;oan ,)1 

:md leal t: the rest :(' he qudIed: 
"il.." :iJl r\:·l..l; .. ·Ijc: .... ;..):- ~h(' \\'l)rid: 
.. Till' l.reat Peace ll)\\ard~ w ilkl: 

reuple llt gl)l1d w iIi throughout llK 

,'enturie, hale inc'lined their heart'-. ," 
which seers and poets for count Ie" 
~enerati()n, hale exrre"eJ their \< 
,ion, and tur \\hich from age to age the' 
~acred "cripture~ of mankind ha\'e con
'-lant)::- held the promi,e, i, no\\ at ion§' 
laSl within the reach of the nations, 

"For the first time in history It ;, 

possible for eI ery one to view the entire 
planet, with all its myriad diversified 
peoples, in one perspective. World 
peace is nOl only possible, but in
<.'\itahle, 

So with lhi, heautiful quotation the 
,'onference qarted, I feel "ery hapry 
that I am a pan of it. What else can I 
add to lhe,e heautiful qatement" lh:: 
Program of Peace for the world? 

The very purpo<,e of God, according 
to the Sacred Writings, was to create 
man to know Him and to worship 
Him, which means we must live to
gether in great love and harmony, It 
has been predicted that in this universe, 
one day the whole of mankind would 
hel'ome one family. 

I ver\, much like that beautiful \er<.e 
of Pers-ian poetry, which I'll say in the 
original language. "A br 0 bad 0 mah (\ 
khorshid 0 falak dar karand ta IOh na
ni beh kaf ari 0 beh gheflat nakhori, " 

\<~,," :nean, that "the ,';()lld<., w:nd, 
~~'.,,' .. ;; ... 'Uri and h~a\ en 2.:': \'-. ,.1;-kinf. :l'
":,":1<:', :;~ ,'rde: :hdt mar: :nay ca;'n hi, 
l:\ eiihood and nOl be ignorant. and 
iT,2.nkind ma~ li\ e lOge:her in perft'eI 
:',.::.~;nor.~ , 

This wa~ the purpose of God for 
:-'~2.n from the \ ery beginning which has 
i~, beginning; man ha, alway~ been 
i.'.-,l\ing forward to thi, Great Day, All 
::'c' ;->:()rhel, ha\e sp()l\en ahouI thi, 
-.:: ..: 1;3.', e \u!fered the f,;:ale,[ ,ufk:, 
:c,;' :c' rrerare u, for this Day. to edu
,-.::~ ..;, and bring ahou: io\ e and unity, 

::: :~1;: Bihle \\e read :he heautifll! 
.. ~: ,:;: ::..JIn balah. whom [ne Guardian 
j",';],,;ej a, "the greate,; ,-,f the IsraelI 
;---,'phets": "For unto us a child is 
b"rn, unto us a son is gi\en. And the 
F\ ernment shall be uron His shoulder 
3;;J Hi, name shall he called 'Wonder
,',,:, Coumellor, the \1igh:y God. the 
E\ ::;laqing Father, the Prince of 
Pea.:e,' Of the increase of His gmern
m;:nl and peace there shall be no end, 
upon ;he Throne of Da\id, and upon 
His kingdom to order it. and to estab
lish it with judgment and with justice 
from henceforth fore\'er, The zeal of 
ine Lord of Hosts will perform this." 

In that passage, as well as in all 
s.:;irlUres, it is promised that "the 
Prince of Peace will come" and bring 
:he \\ rwle of mankind into one family, 
"The Prince of Peace, ,. Jesus Christ in 
His second coming, has come 10 the 
\Iorid at the appointed time, Now. 

For everything there is a time. The 
whole universe worked for that end. In 
1844, the Revelation of the Bab 
brought this message of unity to man
J...ind, The countries and territories of 
the \\ orld came close :ogether. The 
fj;q qi;rings of His message, through 
lhe \\0[ld'5 first telegraphic communi
cation, "What hath God wrought?" 
made it clear that "the earth is but one 
country and mankind its citizens. II 



Baha'u'!lah addre"d us, "0 Peo
pie of the \\'0rid~ The :.1berna-:le of :he 
unity of G(l~ has beer ;:,itcheLi~", and 
j, ..:alling all man kine '_' :his ten:." T~e 
message of ;:-eace beg.1:' :n thi' Re\ela
~ lon in 184...l ... : [h the': :,,-' .\.lra[iL)i~ \,.1 f : ~~c 
Exalted Bac By .,ay::::;. "In \1:- pre'-i
ous \Ianifestation," '-\ hen refe~ring to 
the Bab, Baha'u'llah makes :: clear 
that world peace was :he purpose of 
God frcm the incepr;on of the Baha'i 
Dispensation. He edu.:a:ed u, and up
iifted us in . .:'rcter to p~e;:;are us ;',1r :his 
great promi,e of pea~'::' 

:\fr~r mar::. year\; _ ..... HiS R;:\-::3t: ;~~. 

the time was ripe for Him to give this 
program to :r-:e worlLi. He wrore ro :he 
rulers of m,l[1i\ind, e\~-:.'r:eJ them, 1:1J 

warned them that the . .:'nly solu:ion :0 
all the problems of the '.\ orld \\ auld be 
through the unity of mankind whI-:h 
would lay the founda::~'n for the prom
ised peace. H,-'weve~, :,-:::,~, we,:: -lea' :.' 
His:al!. 

:\~ain. the L·ni\.c~~J.. H0U~c '~ J -,'

'j-':;: "'t:nr ,~\:~ ..l",,:.':' ,---;~' :.-:::~':: T ~b,~:" : .... ' _L~ 

,he leader, '.':' [he \\l.'~:J .lnJ t,'iJ t~,:;:7: 
.. irliur ~hc n~~,~ag~ .:~. =-~..1~~ cr _--'''':'~h: '-, 
Baha·~~·l!;.ih. Still. :~-: ·.\~)r\Ci .\j ... :- \" 

ready. 

Hi. 'it'~ \. :.. .. ;: ",\ 

~~r,-l\\;lc. ~~l~ -lI1 ;n[\.?~·· ::'.\ ·.\i~~: BJ.f·:: 
.z':1ah .. hc' ":~l~ i.lr1e :~..;:, :-, . ...: ' ..... 
' .. \. ~ .... ' p., or ~..-,,,(::, ... '_ :-~.-.,'\\_': 

;;~aL'~ : 

.' Prai,c ~"c ~\.) l~l)J. "~.:.H thl.)L.: ~as: _:"-

C"rl'-!\.)r.t?r Jni ,]fl ex:' 
rur ~:1(, ~l)('1~ .~;- ~h(' '.\ 

.\\;;: jt?,-~ 

,: ~lnJ 'i~;;: r-..::--

ti! :r;~~:~ J"'; :-or 1rh~;-",; ~'--... :h:: :-.,~,~ .... 
j;··-... .. ~~~\~r: .li~ ... : ;n:t\· ,....\..> •.• ' • .:";..~' ~~;-.: .,,';-'" 

Ji t , ~ r-? '1 ..... ~, '.1 t CJ - , re ~l -, " 
~d . 's!1 ~l- ~3.r~T: , -ht:ft.' . r~ . , 

I " ";1' "flaii ['('. these ~;'Jlt.~>'" 

..:;;; _ ...... =;1~~;: ··:'linl~l~~ ,." 1f"', )h .. i:, :".>' 

. ~',\ ,t>. l;L~ . "'-: \1 ~,' ',_.'--:,:l'~ P::~h':': 

:;'me. . D(~' :1l.)( V,"": . ~ EU['c1 ['t? nc'c'-.: 

;hl' ai,,): I, '1,)( (hi~ ::-:cl: whicJ-: eh-'" 
ruret<)IJ,' ... Yet du,\': ,ee your kI:'~' 
,lOd rulers lavishing :heir treasu~e~ 
more freel\ on mean, ~'i)r the deqr~:.:· 

;, :'. i!. '(:,"" '~:[/k ~)'. ,ltl(' ,J t' ;!: \ .!' - ? l.l I. 

(',1' 

... fl1ankind 
, ;. 

~. '1~cn ~c ll' \'1r:t~ ~ 'nd~~d ,.lnd .':~IC ··~lrr:-

L~:..H :"l~)j • ..1 ;nar: git'r:- -h:,. 

i·· , 

d~l:~ . ..! _~ :: ... L~. "',> '''" :--1., 

'\\ r:t:n5'" ];'";,.'" \'~lJu ';-Baha, ·ll.~ !rl 

:'-':, \\..-it;r:'!., ·~1:~· ;r.d'\?~~d. r~c"':> -,'''':'r 

,~'.\" ".\'.:'!"? 'n'.:-:1()r~~lll/r.:_: ':",:,,: 

:-\llc'" :1!·<,:-::\.. ">,~l>!ar:J(]lHl ·n~t· ···l~ .... t: 

.:~:'_',.., ... ;' ... ; .... ';l~"L' . 1:::,1' 

. ·,l:. :'~'." ,\ .'., ,'~,: 'c,., \1. .. 

.'.a" .. l nJ\)fnt..~Il~\'U,) ~tfllh)U!h:('n1c;l: t(~ 

','1<: \\ ~,t "f lh'd', P!.iil r.,)C i>":a..:,'. EJ· 
'sard Browne \\;1, blessed :cl ~,:(ei\c 

1nd record it. 

\\:: :.... f1l)\\ t ;1;];. l .... ·~l):- jin~ ft....·, J C'" 

Christ, the Wili of Gl.~d will be done "i. 

eJ.rth J.s it is in he:l\en. ~othing '.\::: 
~~!~'rc~: ... \:[~ .. )u: '~J \\-~1I L~t~ G,' ~ 
fhc:ef'Jrt.', n,)thing ::10 ;;top ,hIS :'C '. 

_·c". '\.1 (.)t nature, .1ccording :l_' ::-:c: 
. ~:- _:l~l:~ )c ... ·. -,:"; ".~ " =-'tl:~I.~':;C: . , ~-

." _::~ .... ~:L1 ~\"'\~C:~~~.?,... . _<~:: ~~~ ;:'t'.,~ 

l:e ~;ng:L!,-)!11 ,1~' (~~\'L! 

'\~diJ'l-Raha, .... -~ SL'[: 'It 3 .. ~~· 
::.1[1. lnaJe .1 .~ l>i: ~,_\ ~he \,\ ~):. ; .. :..

::L'uiar!v :he l'nited 'Slates, It [\~l.'k Hi:-;~ 

::'nnrh, !O 1..~()mC'ie~~ H~s ~rav~!, I!; 1:' 

'~1e ':~1u~\' ... he-;, )y;13~'Jg:Ue-; '~H:C1 ;nlci.i~_· 

'cIa! ~<:ntt?r" He D:\1muigJ.,e~ rile me'· 
\,"~~.~ t1t' ~e;l"':c ~~: ~:~-;: .\'\~r:~. H~ .:;..l._ 
!.:". '~1;"J!"n1c(j. ~~"::'::- '::..! _1~~~ .,'r;, ,~ . 

.'r;:,c: Hi., mat·.:hie", !c'\C \~r. .I:: ',\:" 
',\cr;:' olessed [0 mee: Him. 

He had a great ,\..)\ c [el[ ~i1e \1, :,~, 

particularly America, Here in Califur
nia, He said: "1 hope that advocates ·Y· 
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peace may daily increase ... until the 
whole population shall stand for that 
beneficent outcome. May the men of 
affairs in this democracy uphold the 
standards of international conciliation, 
then may altruistic aims and thoughts 
radiate from this center toward all 
other regions of the earth, and may the 
glory of this accomplishment forever 
halo the history of this country. May 
the first flag of International Peace be 
upraised in this state." (The Promulga
tion oj Universal Peace, pp. 376-77). 

That was in October 1912, more 
than 70 years ago. In 1945, in San 
Francisco, the Charter of the United 
Nations was drawn up and proclaimed. 
Some 40 years ago, when the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights was con
sidered and approved by the United 
Nations, a conference was held, at
tended by international authorities, 
public figures, and well-wishers of 
mankind. The meeting began with 
prayers for peace. The first prayer 
which was said was a Baha'i prayer, 
since the different religions were listed 
in alphabetical order. As "Baha'i" was 
listed first, the first message was 
Baha'u'lIcih's prayer for peace. Actual
ly, that fulfilled the promise of 'Ab
du'l-Baba: the first call for peace came 
from San Francisco and was led by the 
words of Baha'u'llah. 

Following 'Abdu'I-Baha's visit to 
America in 1912, after the first World 
War, President Wilson went to Europe 
and presented his peace proposal with 
its 14 points. He called the nations to 
peace. Most supported him, but not, 
unfortunately, the leaders of America. 
President Wilson passed on in grief be
cause his own countrymen could not 
appreciate his historic contribution. 
His role was a very important one and 
he deserves to be mentioned in this his
toric conference. 

In His Writings, 'Abdu'I-Baha said 
that with this announcement of Presi
dent Wilson's, the Dawn of Peace 
broke upon the world. That was the 
Dawn of Peace before the sunrise. 

Baba'u'lIah's message of peace, first 
announced to Edward Browne, was 
universally proclaimed by President 
Wilson. 'Abdu'l-Baha calls it "Fajr-i
Sulh-i-Azam darakhshid." That 
means: the Dawn of the Great Peace 
has broken. 'Abdu'l-Baha praises him 
for his efforts. According to the belov
ed Guardian, in God Passes By, writ-
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ten in 1944, this "Peace Program 
... stands out as the boldest and nob
lest proposal yet made for the well
being and security of mankind." 

Unknowingly, from the creative 
spirit infused into the world by Baha'
u'lIah's announcement, everyone and 
everything, all of nature, in fact, is 
serving to bring into being the Christ
promised Kingdom of God on earth. 
The rays of the Sun of Reality, the 
Prince of Peace, according to Jesus 

'Baha'u'lhih's message of peace 
has now spread to everlland, to 
all countries, islands and terri
tories. In the United States alone 
there are thousand of localities 
where Baha'is reside and more 
than 1,700 local Spiritual As
semblies. • 

Christ, have been warming the hearts, 
educating man, and germinating the 
seeds to bring mankind to this great 
purpose. This is the will of God, and 
nothing can change it. 

The whole world cannot change it; 
rather, the whole world has no choice 
but to serve this end. Baha 'u 'llah left 
us the blueprint for His new World 
Order and left us 'Abdu'I-Baha to clar
ify it and the Guardian to bring it into 
being. He gave us a new World Order 
for all of mankind. He said, "the old 
world order is being rolled up and a 
new one laid out in its stead. " The new 
order was spread at that time. 

Of course, we as human beings could 
not appreciate or understand it, but it 
infused a new spirit into the world. It 
was irrigated by the suffering and 
blood of the martyrs, thousands of 
them, who are still giving their lives in 
the Cradle of the Faith in Persia, in 
order to bring into being this new Or
der for the world. It is their sacrifice 
that has brought this message out of 
obscurity. 

This World Order of Baha'u'lhih 
was given to us just two years before 
He passed on when His tabernacle was 
pitched up on Mount Carmel. The 
Tablet of Carmel was revealed in which 
Baha'u'llah emphasized that soon the 
Ark of God will sail and the Laws of 
God will flow to the whole world. 

The Supreme Body of the Faith is, 

according to the Baha'i Writings, "the 
source of all good and freed from all 
error. " This means that God protects, 
inspires and guides them in their deci
sions as a body. 

This body came into being in the 
Formative Age of the Faith after the 
passing of the beloved Shoghi Effendi. 
It continued the work that the Guar
dian had started, the strenuous labors 
that he shouldered alone, the labors 
that consumed all his energy and left 
him without a moment's rest through
out his life. 

The World Order of Baha'u'llah. 
that embryo that the Guardian nur
tured, has matured and will come into 
fruition under the care of the Universal 
House of Justice. After the passing of 
the beloved Guardian, the Universal 
House of Justice directed the Baha'is 
of the world, spread the healing mes
sage of Baha'u'lIah, propagated the 
Faith according to the Tablets oj the 
Di\'ine Plan of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and pro
tected His Cause. 

Baha'u'll<ih's message of peace has 
now spread to eyery land, to all coun
tries, islands and territories. In the 
United States alone there are thous
ands of localities where Baha'is reside 
and more than 1,700 local Spiritual As
semblies. 

So now we can see how the Will of 
God has been fulfilled. Baha'u'lllih, 
the Prisoner of 'Akka, the Manifesta
tion of God for this Day, the Prince of 
Peace, alone and unaided, with the 
power of the Word of God as His only 
provision, has transformed the world 
and "has made all things new" accord
ing to the prophecies of the Bible. 

From that first announcement, all of 
creation has served this purpose. His 
teachings of unity, the equality of men 
and women, the abolition of all pre
judices, the unity of science and relig
ion, universal compulsory education, 
and so forth have permeated the minds 
and hearts of all people to prepare the 
way for peace. 

The Universal House of Justice re
printed excerpts from the Messages of 
Baha'u'llah and His Tablets to the 
rulers and leaders of mankind and sent 
copies to current leaders. Many re
sponded positively, whereas when 
Baha'u'llah first addressed them more 
than 100 years ago, no one except 
Queen Victoria of England gave a fa
vorable response. Over this past cen-

-
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tury, the spirit infused into the world 
by His teachings together with the 
ceaseless labors of His followers the 
world over have been at work to pre
pare the way for the Kingdom of God 
promised to us in all Holy Books. 

The time is now ripe to reap the first 
fruits of peace. This year has been de

.elared International Year of Peace for 
all mankind. It is in this year that that 
body, the Universal House of Justice, 
with the inspiration of the Almighty, 
formulated a statement on peace and 
addressed it "To the Peoples of the 
World." 

This message, entitled "The Promise 
of World Peace," has been delivered to 
all the heads of state and leaders of 
thought as well as to the population at 
large. Many have responded very fa
vorably and appreciated the need for a 
united effort to bring about peace in 
the world. Among these was our belov
ed President who has been very sym
pathetic to the tragic plight of the Ba
ha'is in Iran and has voiced his support 
on a number of occasions. 

This show of support by an Amer
ican President was predicted by Baha'
u'llah in His Most Holy Book, the 
Book of Aqdas. Many others, in Eu
rope, in the House of Lords, in the 
House of Commons, in countries 
throughout the world have voiced their 
support and appreciation. Many have 
studied the Baha'i program for peace 
and have said this is the only solution 
to the problems of the world. Others 
have sought the advice and help of Ba
ha'i institutions in their own countries 
for help in their programs of social and 
economic development. 

Many international aid organiza
tions recognize the value of the Baha'i 
approach and cooperate with Baha'i 
institutions to implement educational 
and welfare projects. 

The show of support throughout the 
world is too numerous to discuss in 
detail. I will give you just twO ex
amples. 

I received a letter dated 21 July 1986 
from the Baha'i International Com
munity addressed to some of the Ba
ha'is and National Spiritual Assem
blies. I quote: "On June 2, 1986, the 
Council of the City of Cambridge in 
Massachusetts unanimously passed a 
Resolution encouraging citizens to read 
and study the peace statement issued 
by the Universal House of Justice. The 
Resolution was adopted in response to 

the presentation of the statement to the 
Council, by the local Spiritual Assem
bly .... It not only warmly endorses 
the peace statement, but pays a gen
erous tribute to the leadership of the 
Baha'i community in a range of pro
gressive concerns." What a victory! 

I also want to share with you an ex
cerpt from the following telex, dated 7 
August I 986, from the Universal 
House of Justice: 

"In humble acknowledgement 
Baha'u'llah's unabated confirmations, 
we inform friends everywhere private 
visit to Baha'i World Centre Prime 
~linister Cook Islands Sir Thomas Da
vis and Lady Davis 3 and 4 August. 
Occasion made historic by Prime Min
ister's initiative in requesting consulta
tion with Universal House of Justice 
regarding world peace. 

"Visit also marked most concrete re
sponse to date by political leader to 
peace statement released to peoples 
world last October. During consulta
tions which took place on first day in 
;::ouncil chambers following Prime 
\linister's visit Shrine Bab and on sec
ond day at Mansion Bahji following 
his visit Shrine Baha'u'llah, Sir 
Thomas discussed his thoughts about 
world peace and his desire for practical 
action consonant with challenges and 
opportunities facing vast Pacific 
area .... 

"Once again action by leader from 
Pacific Ocean calls to our minds one of 
Bahci'u'llcih's most trenchant asser
:ions concerning power His Cause: 
'Should they attempt to conceal its 
light on the continent,' He wrote, 'it 
will assuredly rear its head in the mid
most heart of the ocean, and, raising 
its voice, proclaim: I am the Lifegiver 
of the world!' " 

In reference to Baha'u'llah's Tablet 
:0 the Kings, the beloved Guardian 
states, ··Bahci'u'llcih ... warns them 
that' Divine chastisement' will 'assail' 
them' from every direction,' if they re
fuse to heed His counsels, and pro
phesies His 'triumph upon earth' 
though no king be found who would 
turn his face towards Him." 

The Guardian foresees that the kings 
and rulers of the world, out of despera
tion from their own impotence, will 
rurn to the Universal House of Justice 
for. co~nsel. Friends, this is a unique 
perIod III the history of mankind. How 
blessed we are to be able to witness 

" 

these triumphs, these first, sweet, 
precious fruits of victory! 

His Plan is unfolding. This con
ference is another historic step. Thanks 
to the Lord of the Age that we are alive 
and blessed to witness this event where 
we can partake of the first choice fruits 
of the labors, suffering, and sacrifice 
of the Author of this Faith, His 
Prophet-martyred Forerunner, and His 
twin interpreters, together with the 
sacrifices of His lovers all over the 
world whose efforts and very lives are 
offered in His path. 

For my part, as a humble representa
tive of the Cradle of the Faith, from 
that dark corner of the world, I am 
very grateful that I have had the boun
ty to raise my voice on behalf of the 
Baha'is in Iran in this historic con
ference, in this blessed state from 
which 'Abdu'l-Baha predicted the call 
for peace would originate. 

The Baha'is of Iran are suffering day 
and night and have from the beginning 
of this Revelation offered their lives 
that this Faith may emerge from obscu
rity. Now, in the midst of their agony, 
they can be succored by hearing of the 
astounding victories of the Faith 
throughout the world. 

Friends! Do you not behold the pres
ence of our beloved Master, 'Abdu'l
Baha, amongst us? Can you not see 
His overwhelmingly loving and smiling 
countenance? Do you not feel His 
magnetic personality, His gentle de
meanor, His undoubted pleasure as He 
witnesses the fulfillment of His predic
tions? Friends! There is no doubt; He 
is with us! 

"Basha, ta sobheh dowlatash 
bedamad!" "Wait, this is only the 
break of dawn. only the beginning!" 
"Een hameh avazha az shah bovad!" 
"All these melodies descend from the 
King of Glory! " 

Thank you, my beloved Shoghi Ef
fendi! Thank you, that you planned 
for me, your humble servant, to wit
ness all these victories and the glory of 
this historic occasion! 
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Canada 

Association's 11th annual Conference 

The II th annual Conference of the 
Association for Baha'i Studies, held 
August 20-24 at the University of 
Western Ontario in London, Ontario, 
Canada, was the largest such gathering 
to date with about 2,000 adults taking 
part. 

Planned as a response to the request 
by the Universal House of Justice that 
each national Baha'i community spon
sor at least one major event to mark 
the United Nations International Year 
of Peace, the Conference focused on 
the theme "Beyond the Quest for 
Peace: Creating a New World Order" 
and was organized according to a num
ber of aspects of the peace statement 
addressed last year to the peoples of 
the world by the House of Justice. 

The opening session, "The Promise 
of World Peace," was keynoted by the 
Hand of the Cause of God Amatu'l
Baha Rul).iyyih Khanum, who was fol
lowed by youth speakers Helen, John 
and Amelia Danesh of New Zealand, 
addressing the theme "Youth: A Dy
namic Peaceful Force." 

The opening session ended with the 
winner of the Association's essay com
petition in _the high school category, 
Kenneth Sooley (a 15-year-old non-Ba
ha'i from Newfoundland) presenting 
his paper, "Peace Through Mutual 
Understanding," after which Amatu'l
Baha Rul).iyyih Khanum presented him 
and the other two winners, Nancy 
Ward in the university category and 
Paul Hanley in the general category, 
with their awards. 

The second plenary session was high
lighted by the annual Hasan Balyuzi 
Lecture, given this year by Counsellor 
Adib Taherzadeh on "The Human 
Soul. " 

Following this, the Conference was 
broken into a number of simultaneous 
sessions at which papers were pre
sented on the themes "Strategies for 
World Peace," "Dynamics of World 
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Peace," and "The Socio-Politics of 
Peace." A workshop was also given on 
"Preparing the Successful Paper: 
What Every Writer Should Know" by 
Dr. Betty J. Fisher, general editor of 
the U.S. Baha'i Publishing Trust, and 
her assistant editor, Richard Hill. 

Friday evening featured a banquet 
for dignitaries in the Great Hall of the 
university, followed by a Concert for 
Peace which included diverse perform
ances by Conference guest Dr. Ervin 
Laszlo of the Club of Rome (an ac
complished pianist), Gordi Munro, the 
Tahirih Choir, the Do'a World Music 
Ensemble, Nancy Ward, and the One 
Planet, One People Please singers. 

Saturday morning's session was cen
tered on "Peace and the New World 
Order" with presentations by Dr. 
Laszlo ("Science and Prophecy: 
Humankind's Path to Peace in a 
Global Society") and Dr. Hossain Da
nesh, secretary of the National Spir
itual Assembly of Canada ("Creating a 
New World Order: The Baha'i Para
digm"). 

Saturday afternoon saw Professor 
Ross Woodman of the University of 
Western Ontario give his presentation 
on "The End of the World: Whatever 
Happened?" It was followed by a Na
tive American peace pipe ceremony, in 
which Amatu'I-Baha Rul).iyyih Kha
num, Dr. and Mrs. Laszlo, and other 
dignitaries took part. 

Saturday evening focused on 
"Women and Peace" with papers by 
noted Jungian analyst Marion Wood
man, Bahiyyih Nakhjavani, Greg 
Dahl, Nancy Ward and Dr. Jane Faily. 

Sunday morning's final session of
fered a peace forum with Dr. Laszlo, 
Professor Woodman, Mrs. Woodman, 
Dr. Danesh and Ms. Nakhjavani par
ticipating as panelists. Following this, 
Amatu'l-Baha Rul).iyyih Khanum ad
dressed the conference briefly, and 'Ali 

:--:akhja\·ani, a member of the Univer
sal House of Justice, delivered a mov
ing talk on the theme of peace. 

The finale of the conference saw the 
children enter the hall and perform a 
"peace chant," which was followed by 
musical and slide presentations. 

The annual meeting of the Associa
tion was held Sunday afternoon, and 
that evening a special gathering was ar
ranged for the Persian-speaking Ba
ha'is with addresses by Amatu'I-BaM 
Rul).iyyih Khanum and \1r. Nakhja
vani. 

In addition to the main Conference, 
a large number of ancillary events took 
place including a conference on peace 
for young people ages 12-15, a child
ren's peace conference for 6-to-11 year 
olds, and a nursery peace conference 
for those younger than six years. 

An exciting aspect of these confer
ences was the participation in them by 
speakers from the main Conference in
cluding Amatu'l-Baha Rul).iyyih KM
num, Counsellor Taherzadeh, and Dr. 
Laszlo. 

The peace conference for young peo
ple was singularly blessed by the par
ticipation of the Hand of the Cause of 
God 'Ali-Muhammad Varqa who 
showered love on his young audience 
and visibly increased their love of 
learning about the Faith and the solu
tions it offers for the ills of humanity. 

On the Wednesday and Thursday 
preceding the main Conference, eight 
more auxiliary gatherings of agencies 
and affiliates of the Association for 
Baha'i Studies were held. These includ
ed the Baha'i International Health 
Agency, the Baha'i Education Insti
tute, the Baha'i Institute for Environ
mental Design, the Baha'i Family Insti
tute, a conference for those in the legal 
profession, and conferences on cultu
ral minorities, the arts, and agricul
ture. 

&I 

• 
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Puerto Rico 

Amoz Gibson Centre gains recognition 

In a lush tropical setting 15 minutes' 
drive from Arecibo, Puerto Rico, a 
vital new educational facility has come 
into being. Situated on a five-acre hill
side farm, the Amoz Gibson Training 
Centre was established in 1982 and is 
operated by CIRBAL, an international 
Baha'i field agency for development 
media. The centre provides practical, 
"hands-on" training in appropriate 
media and technology for the spiritual, 
social and economic development of 
people the world over. 

Within easy reach of all the Amer
icas, the training centre shares space 
with CIRBAL's Broadcast Division, 
which oversees the planning and con
struction of Baha'i radio stations 
throughout the world. These highly 
successful radio operations have been 
featured in professional journals be
cause of their unique emphasis on local 
participation and management, and 
their innovative educational and cul
tural programming. Radio stations 
currently exist in Ecuador, Peru, Bo
livia, Panama and the United States, 
with others under construction in addi
tional Latin American countries and in 
Africa. They are staffed by members 
of the local community, many of 
whom received their training at the 
Amoz Gibson Centre. Several articles 
about Baha'i radio stations have ap
peared in earlier Development Com
munication Reports (see Nos. 40, 42 

This article, "Training Broadcast
ers: The Amoz Gibson Training Cen
tre," is reprinted from the Summer 
1986 issue of Development Communi
cation Report (No. 54), which is pub
lished quarterly by the U.S. Academy 
for Educational Development. It was 
written by Randie Gottlieb, adminis
trator of the Amoz Gibson Centre, 
who received her doctorate in Media 
and Instructional Development from 
Boston University. 

Eht. 

In the classroom, a wide range 
of instructional methods is em
ployed, from traditional lectures 
to role playing, mock interviews, 
audio-visual presentations, 
panel discussions, independent 
projects, workshops, and self
administered exams. 

and 44). 
Baha'i radio stations are bases for 

education and community service. In 
the Andes, these stations have become 
the most popular in the region. When 
the station at Lake Titicaca, Peru, 
stopped broadcasting for a week while 
awaiting parts for its transmitter, 
campesinos went to the city to demon
strate, thinking the government had 
taken the station off the air. In Bolivia, 
thousands of villagers walked for days 
to attend festivities associated with the 
anniversary of Radio Baha'i, 
Course offerings 

Originally established to prepare vol
unteer workers for these stations, the 
centre began with a three-week, 140-
hour radio broadcasting course. The 
course, now offered annually, is orga
nized around an intensive, six-day-per
week schedule covering the fundamen
tals of educational and cultural broad
casting, programming and production, 
legal and technical topics, and man
agement. In the classroom, a wide 
range of instructional methods is em
ployed, from traditional lectures to 
role playing, mock interviews, audio
visual presentations, panel discussions, 
independent projects, workshops, and 
self-administered exams. Throughout 
the course, students are immersed in a 
multi-cultural environment designed to 
foster a spirit of cooperation and ser
vice, in addition to providing instruc-

tion in specific knowledge and skills. 
An expanding curriculum 

In response to rapidly expanding 
media opportunities and the corres
ponding need for skilled volunteers, 
the curriculum has evolved to become 
an integrated program in Development 
Communication with six to eight train
ing sessions held each year. The pro
gram is intensive and practical, de
signed to prepare students for all 
communications-related aspects of 
project management including tech
nical maintenance and the training of 
others. The curriculum is divided into 
five broad areas; hardware, software, 
human development, international ser
vice, and participatory media theory 
and practice-all presented from a Ba
ha'i perspective. 

Academic offerings range from 
weekend workshops to month-long 
courses in communication manage
ment, broadcast engineering, graphic 
arts, radio programming and produc
tion, photography, script-writing and 
announcing, silk-screening, journal
ism, and exhibit design. 
Special training 

Courses have also been designed to 
meet the needs of special groups, like 
that given for the future staff of the 
Baha'i radio station recently con
structed in rural Panama. Instructors 
for this course were challenged to de
velop new teaching methods approp
riate for the Guaymi Indian partici
pants, who had little formal schooling 
and no experience with even the most 
basic audio production equipment. In 
one session, students learned to pro
duce "oral scripts," in which picto
graphs are organized into an outline 
that then serves as a guide for a radio 
interview or presentation. In the eve
nings, the Guaymis alternated between 
studying and sharing beautiful exam
ples of their folk tales, traditional 
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music, and dance. During the final 
course eval!lation, they commented 
that the two-week session had taught 
them "what radio really is and what it 
can be-for education, for our culture, 
for teaching humanity .... " 

tional "Script-writing, Programming 
and Production Workshop" conduct
ed for staff members and managers 
from three Baha'i radio stations in 
South America, that was held in Puno, 
Peru, during that same year. 

tre has brought in students from more 
than 25 developing nations including 
members of national Baha'i adminis
tratiw bodies, non-literate villagers, 
uni\ersity professors, young people in
\estigating career possibilities, and 
~orth Americans who train to serve 
abroad as volunteer workers and as 
consultants to the local project staff. 
Classes are conducted in both English 

Occasionally, the centre sponsors 
off-campus activities such as a 14-
country media training trip through the 
Caribbean in 1984, and an interna-

As one of the very few institutions 
that offers training for media trainers 
as well as for local participants in a 
media project, the Amoz Gibson Cen-

Gibson Centre offers communications program 
rich in field experience, community' development 

The Development Communication program at the Amoz 
Gibson Centre in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, offers tools for the 
achievement of a dynamic coherence between the spiritual 
and practical requirements of life on earth-an integral part 
of the Baha'i concept of the unity of mankind and a neces
sary ingredient of world peace. Through direct participation 
in radio and other media projects in Baha'i communities the 
world over, the Centre offers a program rich in field exper
ience-linking communications philosophy, organization 
and human resource management to the technology approp
riate to extend the benefits of community development to 
society as a whole. Development Communication seeks to 
establish both "new bases for human happiness" and "new 
instrumentalities toward this end." ('Abdu'l-Baha, The 
Secret oj Divine Civilization) 

One such instrumentality is Radio Baha'i Ecuador, a 
radio station established in 1977 to serve the rural indig
enous population around Otavalo. Staffed by local volun
teers, it was the first to transmit in the native language of 
the region, broadcasting traditional Andean music, uplift
ing prayers and passages, community news, questions and 
answers on nutrition and agriculture, presentations de
signed to improve the condition of women, and special 
classes for children. One of the most popular daily features 
is "EI Noticiero Local," affectionately called "La Vaca 
Perdida" (The Lost Cow) by the staff, since it provides a 
forum for villagers to transmit messages they deem impor
tant, free of charge. Radio personnel conduct field surveys 
of listener needs and preferences, create and edit their own 
programs, and operate and maintain the equipment. 

Baha'i radio stations are bases for universal educa
tion-blending material, human and spiritual elements. In 
the Andes, these stations have become the most popular in 
the region. When the station at Lake Titicaca (Peru) stop
ped broadcasting for a week while awaiting parts for its 
transmitter, campesinos went to the city to demonstrate, 
thinking that the government had taken the station off the 
air. In Bolivia, thousands of villagers walked for days to at
tend festivities associated with the anniversary of Radio Ba
ha'i. In Ecuador, doctors from a rural health center re
turned to the station to ask that their announcement offer
ing free eye care be discontinued, as the response was so 
overwhelming they couldn't handle the number of cases. 
Through messages of inspiration and guidance, respect for 
the dignity and value of the indigenous culture, and focus 
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on the needs of the local population, the Baha'i stations 
have become a positiw force for grassroots development, 
and a vital part of the communities they serve. 

In response to the need for training volunteer workers for 
the various radio operations, the Amoz Gibson Centre was 
established in 1982 by CIRBAL, an international Baha'i 
field agency for dewlopment media. Since that time, the 
Centre's student body has ranged from non-literate indig
enous Baha'is to university professors from more than 25 
developing nations, as well as North Americans who learn 
to serve abroad as volunteer teachers of the Native popula
tion. Within easy reach of all the Americas, the Centre 
shares space with CIRBAL's Broadcast Division, which 
oversees the planning and construction of Baha'i radio sta
tions throughout the world. The Centre's affiliations in
clude stations in Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Panama, Liberia, 
Chile and the United States. 

The Development Communication program is intensive 
and practical, designed to prepare students for all aspects of 
project functioning including management, programming 
and production, technical maintenance, and training of 
others. The program is divided into five broad curricular 
areas: hardware, software, human development, interna
tional service, and participatory media theory and prac
tice-alI presented from a Baha'i perspective. Some offer
ings are specialized (Radio Production Laboratory, Broad
cast Engineering, Photography Workshop), while others cut 
across several areas of the curriculum (Introduction to 
Development Media, Community Radio Broadcasting, 
Development Communication). 

"The scientific and technological advances occurring in 
this unusually blessed century," the Universal House of 
Justice stated in The Promise oj World Peace, "portend a 
great surge forward in the social evolution of the planet, 
and indicate the means by which the practical problems of 
humanity may be solved." Development, the House of Jus
tice points out, is largely dependent upon natural stirrings at 
the grassroots, from which it should receive its driving force 
rather than by imposition of plans from above. The purpose 
of the Development Communication program at the Amoz 
Gibson Centre is to help these grassroots efforts: promoting 
education in science and technology, training in the tech
niques and tools of communication, and respect for the 
spiritual nature of human progress. 



and Spanish-many times on a fully bi
lingual basis. The centre is presently 
consulting with several universities 
about the possibility of offering joint 
degree programs. a step that will allow 
eligible students to receive college 
credit for courses taken at the Arecibo 
campus. 

The centre has attracted a highly 
qualified faculty with extensive media 
and international experience including 
the executive producer of a national 
radio education project in Kenya; a 
doctor of education specializing in 
cross-cultural communication and 
media; the manager of a rural black 
community-service radio station; and a 
well-known South American TV and 
film producer who now heads National 

Colombia 

.. ", 

Radio and Television in Peru. 

Staff and faculty are, for the most 
part, volunteers, contributing their ex
pertise to a "boot-strap" operation 
whose facilities have been built grad
ually, financed by proceeds from 
course tuitions. Much of the equip
ment and educational materials were 
acquired through donations. 

With its emphasis on appropriate 
media and technology, the Amoz Gib
son Centre also hosts an ongoing pro
gram of research and development. In 
conjunction with CIRBAL's Broadcast 
Division, faculty members have pio
neered inventions ranging from solar
powered community radio to low-cost 
12-volt power for lighting and small 
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Representatives of the Christian, Hin
du, Jewish, Muslim and Bahd 'r faiths 

to celebrate World Religion 
Day this year in Barranquilla, Colom-

appliances in rural homes. The centre 
makes extensive use of this alternate 
energy system to power everything 
from the ceiling fans in classrooms to 
the computer in the office. 

For the Baha'is, development is 
largely dependent upon needs at the 
grassroots, from which it should re
ceive its driving force, rather than by 
imposition of plans from above. The 
purpose of the Development Commu
nication program at the Amoz Gibson 
Centre is to help these grassroots ef
forts-promoting education in science 
and technology, training in the tech
niques and tools of communication, 
and promoting respect for the spiritual 
foundation of human progress. 

< , 
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bia. Representing the Faith 
tavo Correa (far right). 
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World Centre 

Solving the problems of mankind 

BetlermenT of life 
The Universal House of Justice is aware of the magnitude 

of the problems that the Baha'i communities face, but as the 
response to the Message of Baha'u'llah increases and as the 
Baha'i community throughout the world shows its ability to 
overcome these problems, the attention of men and women 
in every stratum of society will increasingly be drawn to the 
Faith. The most urgent need now-so late is the hour-is 
for the BaM'is to spread the Message, while they are still 
able to do so, to the largest possible number of their fellow 
human beings, simultaneously expanding and consolidating 
the Baha'i community as quickly as they can with the re
sources at their disposal. As mankind passes through the 
darkest phase of its history, the Baha'i community will have 
to face not only entry by troops, which it is now experienc-
ing, but, before too long, mass com'ersion. . 

The first step in the reconstruction of human society IS for 
individuals to accept Baha'u'llah as the Manifestation of 
God for this age and to begin to strive, as well as they can, 
to follow His Teachings in their individual and in their com
munallives. Conversion is but the first step, yet it is the es
sential one. Without it, no amount of expertise or scientifi
cally based knowledge will have a lasting effect, because the 
fundamental motivating and sustaining power will be lack
ing. 

As the BaM'i community grows it will acquire experts in 
numerous fields-both by Baha'is becoming experts and by 
experts becoming BaM'is. As these experts bring their 
knowledge and skill)o the service of the community and, 
even more as thev transform their various disciplines by 
bringing t~ bear upon them the light of the Divine Teach
ings, problem after problem now disrupting so~iety will be 
answered. In such developments they should stflve to make 
the utmost use of non-Baha'i resources and should collabo
rate fully with non-BaM'is who are working in the same 
fields. Such collaboration will, in the long run, be of far 
more benefit than any attempt now to treat such scientific 
endeavors as specifically Baha'i projects operating under 
Baha'i institutions and financed by investment of BaM'i 
funds. 

Paralleling this process, BaM'i institutional life will also 
be developing, and as it does so the Assemblies will draw in
creasingly upon scientific and expert knowledge-whether 
of Baha'is or of non-Baha'is-to assist in solving the prob-

These excerpts from letters written on behalf of the Uni
versal House of Justice concerning the work of Baha'{s in 
solving the problems of mankind appeared in the Australian 
Baha'i Bulletin, No. 353 (Oct(lber 1986). 
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lems of their communities. 
In time, great Baha'j institutions of learning, great inter

national and national projects for the betterment of human 
life will be inaugurated and flourish. 

The Baha'i work for the reconstruction of human society 
can thus been seen to comprise three streams: the most fun
damental is the spreading of the Word of God, the winning 
of the allegiance of eyer greater numbers of men and women 
to the Cause of Baha 'u 'llah and the establishment of the Ba
ha'i Administrati\'e Order; concurrent with this is the con
tribution to human ad\ancement and to the progress of the 
Baha'i community made by individual BaM'is in the pursuit 
of their daily work; and then there are the projects and insti
tutions for human advancement launched and operated by 
Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies as their resources grow and the 
range of their activities expands. It is for the Universal 
House of Justice to direct the energies of the believers in 
these various channels and to make known what activities 
are timely and ha\'e priority. (From a letter dated August 
21, 1977) 

The path to world unifY 
Concerning the transition from the present system of na

tional sovereignty to a system of world government, the 
House of Justice fully agrees ... that the Baha'is must do 
all in their power to promote this transition. This requires 
several related activities, all of which are goals of the pres
ent Seven Year Plan. One is the establishment as rapidly as 
possible of firmly grounded, efficiently functioning local 
Spiritual Assemblies in every part of the world, so that seek
ers everywhere will have a point of reference to which they 
can turn for guidance and for the Teachings of the Faith. A 
second is the deepening of the believers, of all ages, in their 
understanding of and obedience to the Teachings. A third is 
the proclamation of the Faith to all strata of society, and in 
particular to those in authority and to leaders of thought so 
that those who hold the direction of peoples in their hands 
will learn accurately about the nature and tenets of the Faith 
and will grow to respect it and implement its principles. A 
fourth is the promotion of Baha'i scholarship, so that an in
creasing number of believers wiII be able to analyze the 
problems of mankind in every field and to show how the 
Teachings solve them. A fifth is the development of rela
tions between the Baha'i International Community and the 
United Nations both directly and with the highest UN insti
tutions and at a grass-roots level in areas of rural develop
ment, education, etc. 

As you are no doubt aware, the Guardian indicated that 
the development of mankind from its present chaotic condi-



tion to the stage of the Baha'i World Commonwealth would 
be a long and gradual one. The coming into existence of a 
World Authority and the initiation of the Lesser Peace is 
one major transformation in this process, and will be fol
lowed by other stages of the development of the Faith as 
outlined by Shoghi Effendi in his writings. Undoubtedly, as 
these developments are taking place, the counsel the institu-

Germany 

The Baha'i' Publishing Trusts of Germany and India were 
represented October 1-6 at the International Book Fair in 
Frankfurt, Germany, whose theme was 'India-Change in 
Continuity. ' The latter's booth was especia/ly eye-catching 
because of the model of the House of Worship in New Del
hi. Surrounded by large-sized photographs showing various 
stages of construction of the building, and by literature pro
duced by the Baha'{ Publishing Trust of India, the booth at
tracted about 6,000 visitors, hundreds of whom were in
formed about the edifice and about the Faith. Many visitors 
expressed their concern for the persecuted Baha'{s in Iran 
and their hope that the cruelties inflicted upon them would 
soon end. Of course, the model of the House of Worship at
tracted the a[{ention of architects and architecture histo
rians who accepted information about the building with 
special delight. Journalists from Germany, India, England, 
Israel and other countries also received information about 
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tions of the Faith can give to governments, the pattern of 
world administration offered by the Baha'i community and 
the great humanitarian projects which will be launched un
der the aegis of the Universal House of Justice will exercise 
a great influence on the course of progress. (From a letter 
dated January 19, 1983) 

the House of Worship and the Faith, which was given to 
them in a folder with photos and short descriptions. On Fri
day morning, under the headline 'Baha'{-German and In
dian-at the Book Fair, ' the local paper in Hofheim, the 
town in which the European House of Worship is located, 
published an article with a photo of the India Temple de
scribing parallels between the two Houses of Worship. 
Those visitors who seemed especially interested were given 
copies of the Universal House of Justice's peace statement. 
Among those who visited the German Publishing Trust's 
booth was West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl. Com
pared to book fairs of the past few years, the number of 
people who knew of the Faith and longed for more detailed 
information was greatly increased. Personal experiences 
and friendships with Baha'is proved to be a most important 
factor for creating a positive attitude toward the Faith. 
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The world 

Jamaicans receive peace statement 

"The Promise of \Vorld Peace" has 
been widely distributed throughout Ja
maica. So far 12 ministers of go\ern
ment have received it, as well as mem
bers of the Senate. 

Newspapers have carried photos of 
presentations of the peace statement to 
the Governor-General, Sir Florizel 
Glasspole, and to the Minister of State 
in the Ministry of Industry and Com
merce. The presentation to Prime Min
ister Edward Seaga was broadcast on 
national television. 

Many other dignitaries have received 
the statement including the Chief Jm
tice of the Supreme Court, the presi
dent of the Court of Appeals, the chief 
of staff of the Defense Force, the com
missioner and acting commissioner of 
police, and the vice-chancellor of the 
University of the West Indies. 

Nigeria 

~~ , 

Baha'is in Nigeria celebrated Naw-Ruz 
with a football (soccer) match as the 
'Brilliant Stars' of /badan, Oyo State, 
hosted the 'Baha'I' Peace Makers' from 
Bendel State. The referee (center, hold
ing ball) was Dr. Akanni Bankole, a 
Baha'I' who operates a veterinary clinic 
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On October 25, 1985. a 13-nation 
L~ !\10del Assembly in Kingston clos
ed with a pre~entation of the peact" 
statement to the assembled delegates. 
On that occasion, the president of the 
U~ Association of Jamaica and the 
vice-president of the World Federation 
of UN Associations were given copies 
of "The Promise of World Peace." 

* * * 
A three-member delegation I.:'ompos

ed of members of the ~ational Spir
itual Assembly of Jamaica met laq 
February with 10 executive members of 
the Jamaica Council of Churches at the 
Council headquarters in Kingston to 
present copies of the peace statement. 

Mr. Elias Zohoori, secretary of the 
National Assembly, read a letter from 
that body explaining the purpose of the 
meeting, praising the unifying role of 

in /badan. About 300 people watched 
the 'friendly match,' publici!)' far 
which included 60 posters, and many 
youth were attracted to the Faith when 
rhe teams were organized. Team mem
bers included Bahd'ls, Chrisrians and 
.Muslims. 

the Council of Churches. and expres~
in,§: appreciation for the freedom of 
~eligion on the island. 

The peace message was then pre
,enled to the Council president with 
t\\O books for the Council library, 8a
hd'( World Fairh and Gleanings from 
rhe Writings of Bahd 'u 'lldh. 

Boliyia 
In ;;:,"pon,e t0 an in\jtation from Ihe 

'-'l1unrry's Mini5try of Foreign Affair, 
and Religions. the National Spiritual 
Assembly of Bolivia has appointed 
\1rs. Ana de Albarracin to the Boli\'ian 
Commission for the International Year 
of Peace. 

The Year of Peace was inaugurated 
in Bolivia last !\1arch 10 in the presence 
of the entire diplomatic corps, minis
ters of government, members of the 
armed forces and the Catholic Church, 
and the Boli\'ian Commission of which 
the Baha'i community is considered a 
member. 

Baha'i principles have been gra
ciously accepted by the commission, 
and quotes from the writings were in
cluded in its "Plan of Action," a con
sensus document outlining its philos
ophy and aims. 

Cyprus 
A children' s fireside last December 

22 in Nicosia, Cyprus, was attended by 
20 delighted parents who watched as a 
number of beautifully costumed child
ren presented passages from the Baha'i 
writings and prayers relating to the 
principles of the Faith. 

Each of the youngsters had a card 
hung around his or her neck with a 
"principle" lettered on it. As each card 
was read aloud, it was hung on a tree. 

Songs were presented in English and 
Greek, affecting a greater harmony 
than that of the music alone. 

-



Thailand 
'Together for World Peace' are rhe 
members of the Continental Board of 
Counsel/ors in Asia at their meering 
last March 24-3/ in Bangkok. Thai
land. Seated (left (O right) are Dr. 
Perin Olyai, Sdbir Afdql; Rose Ong, 
Dr. Iraj Ayman, Zena Sorabjee. Zab/~ 
hu'l/dh Gulmuhammadi and .... fichi
toshi Zenimoto. Standing (left to right) 
are Vicente Samaniego, Dr. John Fo:.
dar, Dr. Che//ie Sundram, Burham 'd
Din AfsMn, S. Nagaratnam, K. H. 
Payman, .... [as/h Rawhdnf, Bijan Fa
reed and Ruhul/dh Mumta:.( 

Germany 
Eleven-year-old Gunter :\le:c. 'on 

of ~tr. and ~trs. Werner :\leyer. ;':0-

neers from Canada to Osnabruck. Ger
many, won the 1986 national Ger:T.Jn
language reading competition for :-.00-

German children. 
After having only l~ months 0:' .:1-

struction in the German languJ2?e, 
Gunter won in his category at the ,:Jte 

Vanuatu 

Haziratu'l
on Tanna Island in Vanualu, builr by 
local Bahd'ls and opened in April 1986 

level by reading an essay on peace by 
'Abdu'I-Baha which he found in a Ger
man Baha'i book, Frieden (Peace). 

One month later, in May, Gunter 
entered the national competition where 
he successfully competed against IO 
other students, some of whom had 
been living in Germany for four to five 
years. 

just prior to the annual National Con
vention of the Bahd'is of Vanuatu, 
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The jury, Gunter's father wrote, was 
taken by surprise: " ... they expected a 
nice children's story, but instead lis
tened to a difficult text with meaning 
and power which they (themselves) 
barely understood!" Some of the 
judges, he added, even took notes. 

The ~leyers' younger son, now in 
second grade, also reads and speaks 
German. The .\leyers .:redit the .:hild
ren's performance to their belief in the 
value of education. and .:ount it as a 
-:ontirmation for pioneers everywher.=. 

,. ,. ,. 

Sixty people attended the first Con
ference on Teaching the Chinese spon
sored by the Far East Teaching Com
mittee of Germany and held March 1 at 
Langenhain . 

. -\ttendees learned about the geOl!
[aphy. history, religior. and m~de;n 
,>oeiery of China and ~~:-:,ultec. )n or
pan unities for [eaehm2? CJ.inese peop'le 
living in Germany. 

On February 27 , the ~Veisbadener 
Kurier published an article on the Ba
ha'i Home for the Aged. the first de
pendency of the \lother Temple of Eu
rope. 

The ani.:le. based 0" an inrenie\\' 
with Baha 'is at the ~ational Center in 
Langenhain, Germany. is accompanied 
by a photograph of the House of Wor
ship, 
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United Nations 
An impressive account of youth ac

tivities in Baha'i communities all over 
the world in support of the Interna
tional Year of Youth, compiled by the 
Baha'i International Community of
fice in New York City, was forwarded 
last May to the United Nations head
quarters. 

An edited version of the report will 
appear in a UN publication recounting 
activities of non-governmental organi
zations during IYY. 

The activities of Baha'is on five con
tinents reflect a wide variety of observ
ances by the Baha'i world community 
of the IYY theme, "Participation, De
velopment, Peace." They range from 
humanitarian service and social work 
to educational campaigns, ecological 
efforts and the production of literature 
and special materials. 

The BIC report points out that the 
message of January 3, 1984, from the 

Canary Islands 

The first local Spiritual Assembly of 
Guimar, Tenerife, the largest of the 
Canary Islands, wasformed in January 
1986. Pictured are its members (stand
ing left to right) Horst Schmoller, Na
tascha Schmoller, Odilia Palmer (pio-
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Universal House of Justice to all Ba
ha'i youth urged them to "conscious 
participation in the affairs of the 
world" and called upon them to "aid 
the realization of. .. aspirations for a 
world without war." 

Baha'i youth in more than 50 coun
tries held IYY activities. In 22 of them, 
the Baha'is collaborated with govern
ment agencies or other non-Baha'i 
groups to sponsor events. 

A small sampling will serve to show 
the many and varied activities cited in 
the BIC's report: 

In Africa, there was aid to the 
drought-stricken, care for the sick and 
elderly, and tree-planting in Chad; 
youth tutored school children in Bots
wana and Zambia; and youth dramas 
entitled "Peace or Sword" were pre
sented in three regions of Zaire. 

In the Americas, Baha'i Interna-

neer from the U.S.), Heidrun Schmol
ler and Aladin Alai, and (seated left to 
right) Elsy Alvarado Rodriguez, Agus
tin Rodriguez, Mahnaz Neheedin Her
rera and Manual Herrera. 

tional Youth Conferences were held in 
Argentina, Belize, Canada, El Salva
dor. Jamaica, Peru (giving rise to eight 
national and international youth pro
jec:s), the United States (with vouth 
from 42 countries attending) and Ha
waii (with youth from 20 countries and 
islands in the Pacific). 

In Chile, Colombia, S1. Lucia and 
Venezuela, school-related projects 
su('n as tutoring, sponsoring educa
tional programs and holding contests 
all emphasized the IYY theme of "Par
ticipation, Development, Peace." 

In Asia, youth from 24 countries at
tended an Asian Baha'i Youth Con
ference in New Delhi, India; another 
conference was held in Thailand; an 
island-wide school competition on IYY 
themes was conducted in Taiwan; and 
a \ariety of medical services were 
rendered by Baha'i youth in both India 
and Pakistan through rural "camps" 
wni('h offered free medical treatment 
to villagers. 

In Australasia, Baha'i youth con
ferences and rallies were held in Kiri
bati, Guam, Australia, New Zealand 
and Tuvalu. 

Sixteen countries in Europe held sig
nificant programs induding projects 
for charitable, altruistic and humani
tarian organizations. 

In Antwerp, Belgium, 1,452 youth 
from 45 countries attended an IYY 
conference; in Greece, youth volun
teers visited orphanages and homes for 
the elderly, planted trees, cleaned a sec
tion of a forest, and joined in activities 
of the Ministry of Youth; in Iceland, 
Baha'i youth published a special mag
azine for IYY; In Ireland, young peo
ple volunteered to join the Mobile 
Teaching Institutes in African coun
tries; in the Netherlands, youth raised 
funds for a hospital boat project in 
South America, while Sweden hosted 
three international youth summer 
schools featuring studies on peace. 

Meanwhile, the Landegg Conference 
Centre in Switzerland hosted an IYY 
conference whose participants included 
Swiss non-governmental organiza
tions. 

One unique contribution (among 
many) by Baha'i youth in the United 
Kingdom was the distribution of one 
and one-half million copies of the UN 
Declaration of Human Rights to secon
dary school students in England. 



Alaska 
Dewey Ehling of Anchorage, Alas

ka, was honored last February for his 
dedication to the youth of his commu
nity as the fourth recipient of th:! an
nual Honor Kempton Award for Ser
vice to Humanity given by the Baha'is 
of Alaska. 

Mr. Ehling is the conductor of the 
Anchorage Youth Symphony and the 
Anchorage Community Chorus. In ad
dition, he is artistic director of the 
Alaska Festival of ~Iusic, director of 
the Alaska Fine Arts Camp, and direc
tor of music for the Anchorage School 
District. 

Tod Jones. chairman of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Alaska, pre
sented an inscribed plaque to Mr. Eh
ling who responded with sincere ap
preciation and ended his acceptance 
speech with the prayer. "Blessed Is the 
Spot. .. 

Spain 
A press conference held January 25 

in Palma de Yfallorca to launch the 
peace statement in the Balearic Islands 
had impressive results. 

Six newspapers and three radio sta
tions were represented as the Spiritual 
Assembly of \Iallorca publicy present
ed "The Promise of World Peace." 

Articles appeared in both the Eng
lish- and Spanish-language papers. re
flecting the high le\el of intere~t 

created by the press conference. 
Two lovely "Peace" posters have 

been printed in large quantity to help 
the Baha'i community of the Balearic 
Islands proclaim the message of peace 
throughout 1986. 

India 
A. Manisegaran, a traveling teacher 

from Kuala Lumpur, \falaysia, visited 
India's Tamil :--.Iadu State for II day~ 
last January and February, presenting 
the Universal House of Justice's peace 
statement to 22 prominent people in 
Madras and five in Pondicherry. 

He made hundreds contacts with in
tluential people throughout the state 
including writers; journalists: profes
sionals in the cinema, radio and tele
vision; artists; performers; civil of
ficials in culture and development; and 
businessmen and bankers. 

United Kingdom 

The Baha'" Publishing Trust of the 
United Kingdom was represented fur 
the first time last April with a booth at 
the prestigious London Book Fair held 
at the Barbican Centre. The book fair 
is one of the largest ill the world, and 
provided many excellent opportunities 
to proclaim the Faith to publishers. 
book sellers, authors and v isirors from 
overseas. A Iso, because of an error in 
[he catalll!! which is used as a map il! 

Belgium 
More than 60,000 copies of "The 

Promise of World Peace" have been 
distributed within Belgium to about 
five per cent of the country's popula
tion. 

King Baudoin I received the ,tate
ment by mail. while presentations ha\e 
been made in person or by mail to local 
and national politicians, professor.;. 
iawyers, physicians, clergy and more 
than 2,000 members of the media. 

The impression of enhanced prestige 
and status for the Faith has been prov
ed by greatly heightened interest in the 
Baha'i booth at the annual Interna
tional Book Fair in Brussels. 

* * * 
A local Spiritual ASSembly has been 

formed in Eupen, Belgium, the first 
Assembly to be formed in the German
speaking part of that country. Pioneers 

;p 

• 

guide visitors around the fair, the entry 
for a well-known Jewish publisher was 
also shown as the Baha'( booth num
ber, resulting in a large number of Jew
ish authors, media people and educa
turs from all Ol'er the world visiting the 
Baha '/ booth 'by mistake. ' An aflrac
tive phutograph of the Shrine of the 
Bab drew considerable comment and 
led (() many requests for literature and 
further in/ormation about the Faith. 

from Germany and two Iranians from 
Pakistan have joined the community, 
which will continue its strong efforts to 
teach the local population. 

* * * 
A radio station manager in Malines. 

Belgium. invited two Baha'is to speak 
about the Faith on an hour-long pro
gram last December I. The two spoke 
about Baha'i principles, social laws. 
community life, and the need for peace 
in the world. 

Dominican Republic 
The Barahona Area Project, begun 

last June in the Dominican RepUblic, is 
bringing in many new believers who 
are, in turn, teaching the Cause. At the 
end of one month of teaching, .there 
were about 1,500 new Baha'is in some 
24 localities. 
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On the cover: Among the highlights of the annual Baha'i Summer School held last July in 
Filipstad, Sweden, was a celebration of the 90th birthday of the Hand of the Cause of God 
Ugo. ~iachery (center). About 140 people including Counsellor Ursula Muhlschlegel and 
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IImsts, a professional violinist and opera singer, and the first Baha'i chorus in Sweden. 
Afterward, Dr. Giachery spoke movingly of his great love for two Swedes, Charles Lind· 
bergh and Oag Hammarskjold, sang a few bars of '0 Sole Mio,' and danced a jig! 
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World Centre 

The following information is provided by the Department of Statistics at the Baha'{ World Centre. 

Worldwide presentations of 'The Promise of World Peace' 
"The Promise of W~rId Peace" has been presented to the leaders of 154 independent nations, and 32 dependent 

territories, and to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

Independent Nations Dependent Territories Total 
Continent Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Presentations 
(United Nations) 1 
Africa 12 33 5 2 52 
Americas 22 10 5 3 40 
Asia 6 27 1 2 36 
Australasia 8 1 7 3 19 
Europe 5 29 2 2 38 
World 54 100 20 12 186 

Some presentations were a part of public ceremomes: President Reagan received the peace statement at the an
nual White House Human Rights Day observance in Washington; and Prince Khuzulwandle of Swaziland accepted 
the statement on behalf of Her Majesty Indlovukazi at a United Nations Day celebration attended by 5,000 people 
including all the Cabinet ministers, principal secretaries, and diplomats in Swaziland. The majority of the presenta
tions, however, were made in personal meetings in which the National Spiritual Assembly delegation was able to ex
plain to the Head of State or his representative the Baha'i concept of the means for achieving peace; these meetings 
were characterized in such terms as "friendly," "very positive," and "marked by respect." The following map 
shows progress toward presenting the peace statement to the leaders of all nations . 

• 

IIDirec~ Pregen~a~ion ~Indirec~ Pregen~o~ion 

Wide dissemination of the peace statement has been a central part of Baha'i peace education activities. It has 
been translated into 62 languages and published in 153 editions and printings, and is helping to define perceptions 
of the nature of peace as it reaches the diverse peoples of the world. Many communities have published all or part 
of the peace statement in major newspapers in order to make it available to their fellow citizens. After a press con
ference about the peace statement was held in Papua New Guinea, the Baha'is were surprised to find the complete 
text of the statement published in Niuguini News, a major newspaper. It was presented in five sections and illus
trated with pictures. The National Spiritual Assemblies of Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria reported that the formal 
presentation of the peace statement was a major national news story; at the request of the President of Benin, the 
Baha'is there explained the peace statement to the media at a press conference arranged by the President's chief of 
protocol. The statement also appeared in numerous college newspapers in the United States. 
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Background 

Baha'i development activities 

The Baha'i world is embarking on a 
new and thrilling stage of its evolution 
through the message of the Universal 
House of Justice that calls the Baha'is 
to greater in\'olvement in the develop
ment of the social and economic life of 
peoples. 

To respond to this critical challenge, 
implying as it does both the growing 
maturity of Baha'i institutions and the 
responsibility borne by the followers of 
Baha'u'llah to ameliorate the condi
tion of mankind, Baha'is must prepare 
themselves with a clear understanding 
of the relevant teachings of the Faith. 
What is "Baha'i development"? What 
is its relationship to other Baha'i acti\'i
ty? What is the role of our institutions 
in carrying it out? 

As the inherent potentialities of the 
Cause to order human affairs become 
more manifest, the familiar elements 
of Baha'i belief reveal new aspects and 
greater significances. The unique and 
vital power of the Faith to improve the 
lot of mankind is demonstrated in the 
development activities already under 
way around the Baha'i world. 

Development activities are a natural 
and essential part of Baha'i life, for 
Baha'u'llah has clearly stated that the 
material well-being of the world, as 
well as its spiritual salvation, are in the 
hands of the Manifestations of God: 
"The religion of God and His divine 

This overview of [he history of Ba
ha'i'development activities is the first 
in a series of articles on that topic by 
Holly Vick, a former pioneer to Kenya 
and Nigeria who now works in the Of
fice of Social and Economic Develop
ment at the Baha'i World Cenrre in 
Haifa, Israel .. \frs. Vick, who has a de
gree in African languages, liTerature 
and hisTor.v, is writing a book on Ba
ha'i social and economic developmenT 
that is to be published this year. 
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The goal toward which we are 
striving, the focus of all Baha'j 
activity of whatever kind, is the 
establishment of a world civiliza
tion in which mankind achieves 
the station of spiritual maturity 
which Baha'u'lJah has ordained 
for us. 

law are the most potent instruments 
and the surest of all means for the 
dawning of the light of unity amongst 
men. The progress of the world, the 
development of nations, the tranquil
lity of peoples, and the peace of all 
who dwell on earth are among the prin
ciples and ordinances of God." 1 

All Baha'i development activities are 
an effort to obey the laws and teach
ings of Baha'u'llah. Baha'is establish 
schools and training programs because 
education is compulsory and indispen
sable to human progress; they organize 
literacy classes because daily reading of 
the Word of God is an obligation; they 
promote indigenous culture because 
unity in diversity is an important Ba
ha'i teaching. Although the laws of the 
Baha'i Faith provide for the establish
ment of educational institutions and 
community storehouses, the promo
tion of agriculture and technology and 
other means of material progress, Ba
ha'is recognize these to be only one 
aspect of development. 

The goal toward which we are striv
ing, the focus of all Baha'i activity of 
whatever kind, is the establishment of 
a world civilization in which mankind 
achieves the station of spiritual matu
rity which Baha'u'llah has ordained 
for us. Development, for Baha'is, is a 
divinely guided process which must 
"effect a transformation in the whole 
character of mankind, a transforma-

:lc'n that shall manifest itself, both out
\\ a~dly and inwardly, that shall affect 
Do:h its inner life and external condi
tions." : 

\1aterial development alone is not 
~L:~'ficient; people must also learn to be 
united, to prefer their neighbor to 
themselves, to acquire moral virtues. 
The inner transformation of a commu
nity is the ultimate objecti\'e of any Ba
ha'i development project, for "until 
the heavenly civilization is founded, no 
result will be forthcoming from ma-
t erial ci \·ilization." 3 -

When a Baha'i community builds a 
~\:hool, we ask, "Has this effort caused 
the community to work together? Has 
it created a desire to serve others? Has 
it given the community a sense of ac
complishment? Has it been conducive 
to the preservation of human honor?" 
If a Baha'i project causes disagreement 
in a community, creates a sense of de
pendence or inferiority, or engenders 
greed or materialism, that project has 
been a failure. 'Abdu'I-Baha has stated 
this principle, "whatsoever thing is ar
ranged in harmony and with love and 
purity of motive, its result is light, and 
should the least trace of estrangement 
prevail, the result shall be darkness 
upon darkness." 4 

The Universal House of Justice has 
written that the primary consideration 
in planning a project must be "what it 
may bring in the form of strength, 
hope and spiritual upliftment of the 
Baha'is, as well as the beneficial in
fluence its implementation and final 
accomplishment might exert." 5 Ba
ha'is believe that material progress and 
spiritual growth must be a part of the 
same process; the laws that Baha'u'lhih 
has re\'ealed which relate development 
activities to the individual and the com
munity are evidence that this is possi
ble. 



The Mashriqu 'I-Adhkar 
According to the Baha'i teachings, 

worship of God and service to human
ity are complementary activities, and 
neither is satisfactory without the 
other. At the heart of every Baha'i 
community will stand a House of Wor
ship, surrounded by dependencies ded
icated to the social, humanitarian, 
educational and scientific advancement 
of mankind. This new institution is the 
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar-"The Dawning 
Place of the Mention of God. " 

Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of the 
Baha'i Faith, has written that the 
dynamic interaction of the component 
of worship and the component of ser
vice are essential to the creative power 
of the House of Worship.6 The spir
itual impulse of the worshiper is trans
formed into action through service in 
the schools, clinics and other institu
tions; and the work of these social ser
vices is purified and vitalized by the 
spiritual forces emanating from the 
Temple. A process of continual human 
advancement is set in motion as each 
believer, while striving to perfect him
self, devotes his energy to the good of 
the community under the direction of 
the local Spiritual Assembly. 

The House of Worship will provide 
the daily and practical means for carry
ing forward an ever-advancing civiliza
tion in Baha'i communities of the fu
ture; for the present, it provides an ex
ample of the integration of spiritual 
and material development which Ba
ha'is must strive to understand and ap
ply in their lives and their development 
plans. 
The pattern for future society 

The Baha'i Administrative Order is 
the structure created by Baha' u'llah 
for the process of transforming hu
manity. It is the indispensable founda
tion of Baha'i development activity, as 
Shoghi Effendi has clearly stated: 

"(T)he Spirit breathed by Baha'
u'IIah upon the world, which is mani
festing itself with varying degrees of in
tensity through the efforts consciously 
displayed by His avowed supporters 
and indirectly through certain humani
tarian organizations, can never per
meate and exercise an abiding influ
ence upon mankind unless and until it 
incarnates itself in a visible Order. 
which would bear His name, wholly 
identify itself with His principles, and 
function in conformity with His 

Students at the Rabbani Baha'i School 
(background) in Gwalior, India, help 

Jaws." , 

As they have labored over the past 
60 years to erect a network of about 
30,000 local Spiritual Assemblies and 
143 National Spiritual Assemblies sup
porting the Universal House of Justice, 
Baha'is have been motivated by the be
lief that these institutions were . 'the 
pattern for future society," I and' 'the 
potent sources of the progress of 
man." ~ Development, in both the ma
terial and transcendent sense, is the re
sponsibility of the Spiritual Assembly, 
and the emergence of development as a 
focus of Baha'i activity illuminates, for 
the first time, the concrete and prac
tical way in which local Assemblies can 
begin to achieve their exalted destiny. 

The laws and principles that govern 
the local Spiritual Assembly are, we 
now recognize, the essential elements 
of successful Baha'i development. The 
right of every individual to express his 
opinion, the spiritual law of individual 
initiative and the principle of organic 
growth, and the reliance of Baha'i in
stitutions on spiritual tea\.:hings and di
vine bestowals are all aspects of Baha'i 
administrative functioning that equip 
the local Spiritual Assembly for devel
opment activities. "It is the ideal in
strument to make spiritual laws fun\.:
tion properly in the material affairs of 
the world." 10 

The local Spiritual Assembly is an 
effective community organization 

with a harvest as part of their weI/
rounded school program. 

which operates at the first level of 
human society. The participation of all 
members of the community is guaran
teed by the annual election in which all 
adult members vote for those who will 
serve on the local Assembly by secret 
ballot; through the principle of consul
tation, which upholds the right and ob
ligation of free expression; and 
through the institution of the Nineteen 
Day Feast, which provides a forum for 
frank and open discussion by the whole 
community. There is a great emphasis 
in Baha'i community life upon coop
eration and equality of opportunity. It 
is because this community organization 
has been established and is developing 
all over the world that Baha'is are able 
to insist that the initiative and driving 
force for our development projects 
must come from the grassroots. 

This essential requirement, that Ba
ha'i development projects "grow from 
the grassroots, and not be imposed 
from the top," I: is one that distin
guishes our efforts from most other de
velopment work. While many develop
ment specialists try to involve commu
nity members to ensure the success of 
their development activities, the roles 
are reversed in the Baha'i context. 
Local Baha'i communities decide that 
they want to do something for their vil
lage, plan how to do it, and seek the 
help of experts when they decide it is 
necessary. 
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It is a principle of BaM'i belief that 
true progress for a community, as well 
as for an individual, must come from 
within: "All that which ye potentially 
possess, however, can be manifested 
only as a result of your own voli
tion." 12 Although this principle may 
seem to limit the tangible results of our 
efforts and narrow the role of the be
lievers from developed countries, it 
places Baha'i development activities on 
a firm spiritual foundation. It means 
our development projects take shape as 
an expression of the faith of the local 
Baha'is; they are initiated by believers 
who are motivated by their love for 
Baha'u'liah to apply His teachings to 
the daily life of their communities, and 
are carried out as an act of devotion by 
the same people they are intended to 
serve. 

Local Spiritual Assemblies have at
tained the capacity for self-initiated 
development activities, or are evolving 
toward it, through a process of organic 
growth that is a characteristic of the 
Baha'i Cause. The Universal House of 
1 ustice described this process in 1968: 
"The Baha'i World Community, 
growing like a healthy new body, de
velops new cells, new organs, new 
functions and powers as it presses on to 
its maturity." 13 

In this critical period of growth, Na
tional Spiritual Assemblies are to fos-

A view of the New Garden Bahd'l kin
dergarten which serves village children 
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ter the emergence of the new function 
of development activity by making 
local Assemblies aware of the needs 
and possibilities, offering encourage
ment, and guiding and coordinating 
their activities. Many National Spir
itual Assemblies have devoted great en
ergies during the Seven Year Plan to 
the encouragement of self-sufficient 
local Assemblies. These Assemblies, 
which have successfully built active 
and united Baha'i communities, are 

The spiritual impulse of the wor
shiper is transformed into action 
through service in the schools, 
clinics and other institutions; 
and the work of these social ser
vices is purified and vitalized b)' 
the spiritual forces emanating 
from the Temple. 

prepared to turn their attention toward 
the needs of their villages and towns. 
The development activities that are 
now being undertaken by the Baha'i 
community are simple and small in 
scale because they "are a natural stage 
in the growth of the community." 14 

As Baha'i Assemblies grow in capacity 
and in understanding of their mission, 
the scope of Baha'i endeavors in the 

at Agarta/a, Tripura, in northeastern 
India. 

field of social and economic develop
ment will widen. 

The BaM'i Assemblies that stand 
poised to carry out development work 
around the world bring to their task 
not only their skills in community 
organization, but also a strength and 
power that is given to them by God. 
"The glances of God are directed to
wards this Assembly." 15 "From them 
the spirit of life streameth in every 
direction." 16 This spiritual power, 
which comes to Assemblies through 
their obedience to Baha'i law, is a nec
essary ingredient of development pro
jects. 

To improve a water supply or begin 
a program of health education are 
straightforward tasks, but how can 
these be done in such a way that the 
beneficiaries gain confidence, self-re
spect and dignity? The ultimate inten
tion of Baha'i development is to set an 
example of service to humanity, purity 
of motive, moral virtue and coopera
tion that will influence the whole social 
order. Baha'is are confident of success 
not because we are spiritually vain, but 
because we rely on Baha'u'llah. The 
transforming power of the Cause of 
God ennobles and uplifts the Baha'is, 
inspires and confirms our institutions, 
and will, we believe, work through us 
to rehabilitate the fortunes of man
kind. 

Baha'i development, it is clear, is a 
new creation, something quite dif
ferent from most activities that are 
called development. The agents of Ba
ha'i development are simple and sin
cere believers, not specialists; the re
sources we employ are devotion and 
self-sacrifice, not international money 
and manpower; and we are striving not 
merely to build schools, clinics or rural 
schemes, but to light "the lamp" of 
"material development" with the light 
"of divine virtues and susceptibili
ties." 1- Baha'is must "avoid the 
danger of indiscriminate action" by 
striving to understand and implement 
the clear definition of Baha'i develop
ment given by the Universal House of 
lustice: 

"The steps to be taken must neces
sarily begin in the Baha'i community 
itself, with the friends endeavoring, 
through their application of spiritual 
principles, their rectitude of conduct 
and the practice of the art of consulta
tion, to uplift themselves and thus be-

• 



come self-sufficient and self-reliant. 
Moreover, these exertions will conduce 
to the preservation of human honor, so 
desired by BaM'u'IIah. In the process 
and as a consequence, the friends will 
undoubtedly extend the benefits of 
their efforts to society as a whole, until 
all mankind achieves the progress in
tended by the Lord of the Age." 18 

The proof that this ambitious pre
scription is truly workable lies in the 
record of Baha'i development, span
ning almost 100 years, first in Iran and 
now allover the world. Further articles 
in this series will describe the develop
ment activities of the Baha'is in Iran, 
the role of social and economic devel
opment in the consolidation of local 
Spiritual Assemblies, BaM'i efforts in 
education and rural development, and 
the work of the Baha'i radio stations. 

Author's note: The author wishes to 
acknowledge the contribution of Dr. 
David Ruhe and Hassan Sabri, who 
shared with her their vision of Baha'i 
development as an "entity of a new 
creation. " 
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Above: A group of indigenous musi
cians performs during 'Nucanchic 
Tono' (Our Music), the annual music 
festival sponsored by Radio Baha'( in 

• 

Otavalo, Ecuador. Below: A view of 
the main building of Radio Baha'{ on 
the shores of Lake Titicaca near Puno, 
Peru. r.-----------------------------------, 
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United States 

'The Thank-You-Jesus Lady' 

The U.S. Baha'I' Publishing Trust is 
pleased to announce the results of a 
""Titing competition about youth un
dertaken in honor of the International 
Year of Youth. The winning entry is a 
story entitled "The Thank- You-Jesus 
Lady" by Dawn Garrotl of Zanesville, 
Ohio. 

The story recounts a minority teach
ing experience in the southern U.S. 
Miss Sadie, the protagonist, has been 
waiting a long time to hear about the 
return of Christ. Her young friend, 
Angie, helps her prepare for the vis
itors she anticipates. As they scurry to 
get ready for the unknown guests, Miss 
Sadie counts her blessings, even in the 
midst of adverse conditions of heat and 
poverty. 

Mrs. Garrott, aUihor of the winning 
entry, is a full-time Wife and mother 
and part-time freelance writer. She is a 
graduate of Tufts University with a 
B.A. in early childhood education and 
psychology. As the contest winner, she 
received a $50 gift cerllficate from the 
Publishing Trust and her story was 
published in the August 1986 issue of 
The American Baba 'j. 

The purpose of the writing contest 
was to explore the challenges, opportu
nities and destiny of youth today and 
to inspire youth and adults to engage in 
creative thinking and writing about 
these issues. Both fiction and non-fic
tion submissions were welcomed. A u
thors were asked to submit stories that 
reflected realistic situations and Bahd'l' 
values without being moralistic in tone. 
In all, there were 19 entries in the con
test. Now we present the winning en
try, Dawn Garrott's 'The Thank-You
Jesus Lady. " 

• 
"Angela, honey!" called Miss Sadie, 

sticking her head out of the shack's 
from doorway. 

"Here I am," Angie answered. She 
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hurried up the rickety porch steps, her 
rows of shon braids bouncing, un
wilted by the afternoon heat. She'd 
had her dress, used, for her eighth 
birthday almost a year before; al
though it was now too small, the sug
gestion of color which clung to it after 
many washings complemented the deep 
brown of her skin. 

Miss Sadie said, "When I was pray
in', the Lord put it in my mind we're 
goin' to have comp·ny." A delighted 
smile beamed from her fat face. "Do 
me a kindness, honey. Roll three of 
them big market melons under the 
porch to cool off." 

"Yes, ma 'am!" Angie scurried 
around to the garden by the side of the 
isolated cabin, her bare feet slapping 
up dust. All the watermelons she 
thumped sounded ready, so she started 
with the biggest. 

"You 01' melon you," she panted as 
she pushed, "you're goin' to make 
folks happy. She's never wrong 'bout 
things like this." 

Like a heavy black whirlwind, Miss 
Sadie swept through the three rooms of 
her home. She covered the sofa's holes 
with plumped-up, threadbare pillows. 
She moved geraniums potted in coffee 
cans to decorate the top of the oil 
heater that dominated the living room. 

Giving the heater a friendly thump, 
she said, "You're purely a mercy in 
winter when I can get me some fuel. 
Thank you, Jesus!" 

She squeezed into the tiny bedroom 
and wrestled the bed aside so she could 
open the door fully. If need be, folks 
could sit on the edge of the sagging 
bed. 

"I wonder who all's comin', Lord," 
she said when she had caught her 
breath. "I ain't questionin', I'm just 
wonderin'. This is Your house and I'm 
pleased and grateful to 'bide here. 
Thank you, Jesus!" 

:\ngie brushed dust off her legs and 
fee: outside the front door and stood 
grinning at Miss Sadie, eyes shining 
wi:h excitement. 

"\1y, my, ain't you fast!" marveled 
\1iss Sadie. "That Moses, he's goin' to 
bring fish. You take this and meet 
him." She held out a change purse to 
the girl, who pocketed it carefully and 
darred away. 

:\ngie met Moses coming from the 
ri\er with two sloshing buckets hang
ing from his hands. He had on red sus
penders to hold up his droopy trousers, 
one knee of which was adorned by a 
three-cornered tear. Sweat made rivu
lets of the creases in his face. Like 
Angie, he was barefoot and dust-cov
ered. 

Setting the buckets down, he smiled. 
"How's Miss Sadie's angel?" he ask
ed. 

'"I'm fine, thank you," she mum
bled bashfully, studying her toes. 

A splash from a bucket drew her at
tention. Her eyes widened. "Them 
buckets are full!" she exclaimed. 

"Had me some luck," Moses said 
modestly. "How many does she 
want?" 

Angie replied, "She said to buy 
e\'er)1hin' you got." 

It was Moses' turn to be surprised. 
He scratched his gray-white hair with 
blunt fingers and asked, "What's she 
goin' to do with so many fish, girl?" 

"She's got comp'ny comin'." 
"\\'ho all's comin'?" 
Angie answered simply, "The Lord, 

He's the one to ask." 
Moses took the shabby purse she 

held out and opened it. Staring. at .the 
$1 bill that made itself at home InSIde. 
he thought of the tobacco he cr~\"ed; .. 

"This is all she's got, ain't I nght. 
he asked. 

Angie nodded. 
He snapped the purse shut and re--



turned it without touching the money. 
"Chile, that Miss Sadie, she's crazy. 
Thank-you-Jesus, thank-you-Jesus all 
the time. She 'bout froze to death in 
that house last winter, ain't I right?" 

Angie nodded again. 
"An' she's got the wastin' sickness 

chewin' at her vitals, eatin' up her in
sides, ain't I right?" 

This time, when Angie nodded, tears 
glistened in her eyes. 

"This here God of hers, He done 
gone an' forgot all about her, ain't I 
right?" 

"No," said Angie with quiet respect. 
"You're wrong 'bout that one thing." 
With that she reached for a pail han
dle. 

"Well, she learnt you your manners, 
girl," said ~foses. "Here, l' Il carry 
that. " 

Miss Sadie greeted them by the back 
steps, the pig-slop pail at her feet, a 
sharp knife in one hand. "My, my, 
Moses! You're 'bout the best there is at 
fishin' ," she said happily. "You all got 
to stop an' eat with me." 

He shuffled his feet in pleased em
barrassment, then dug out his jack
knife to help clean the catch. Angie sat 
on a step, listening while they talked. 

Miss Sadie said, "The Lord, He's 
after you, Moses. You're welcome at 
church any time." 

When he smiled but shook his head 
no, she added, "You're just one little 
ai' lost lamb." 

"Baa! Baa~" he bleated. Angie near
ly fell off the step, laughing. He and 
Miss Sadie laughed too, but soon he 
said seriouslv, "This Lord you're 
talkin' 'bout: he's a white God. He 
don't care nothin' 'bout niggers. Any
how, you all can't teach this 01' dog 
new tricks." 

Miss Sadie's joyous laugh burst 
forth again. "You sure are confused," 
she said. "First you're a lamb, now 
you're a dog!" 

When thev had finished, she heaved 
herself to her feet and admired the 
cleaned fish. "Ain't they purty! See 
them different kinds? The Lord, He 
throwed them all into the same river 
and they done fine together. They're 
just fish, and we're His chiIlun. Thank 
you, Jesus!" 

Moses shook his head as Miss Sadie 
took the fish into the house. "I wish't 
it was true," he said. 

After washing in water Angie pump-

ed for him, he shambled to the shady 
front porch and lay down, spreading 
his handkerchief over his face. 
"Thank-you-Jesus, thank-you-Jesus," 
he muttered. "She's crazy, that 
woman. She's wonderful crazy." 

Miss Sadie wedged herself into the 
kitchen. "Now ain't this here bottle
gas a blessin'," she rumbled, dolloping 
huge spoons full of lard into her two 
frying pans. "I used to 'bout cook to 
death in summer with that 01' coal 
stove. Lord, you sure is kind. Thank 
you, Jesus!" 

She stacked the fried fish on news
papers covering every flat place in the 
miserably hot kitchen. After pouring 
the fat back into its storage can, she 
carried the pans out so Angie could 
scrub them in steaming, soapy water 
set by the back steps. 

When the p<.'l.ns were clean and dry, 
she heaped them with the delicately 
browned fish, and finished by covering 
the food with newspapers to keep off 
the flies, saying, "Ain't it wonderful, 
Angela, honey? I ain't got roaches to 
worry me. Thank you, Jesus!" 

"I seen 'em headed up the road with 
their travelin' bags, lookin' for a white 
kitchen," said Angie. 

She was rewarded by a rich chuckle, 
but Miss Sadie interrupted herself: 
"Lord, chile, I 'most forgot." 

She tore off a piece of paper and 
handed Angie a fragrant, cooling fish 
with it. "Eat now, 'cause you'll be run
nin' an' fetchin' when folks come. Get 
\Ioses to cut you some melon when he 
wakes hisself. I got to rest." 

Stretching out wearily on her bed in 
the dreadful heat, Miss Sadie dreamed 
a strange dream. She swam beneath 
warm, blue-green water with others 
like herself. When she became used to 

it, she noticed that they were part of a 
multitude of many different kinds, all 
swimming in the same direction, ever 
closer together. 

Suddenly, streams of light from 
somewhere above flowed through the 
water. She felt the unmistakable touch 
of a net against her side. Before she 
could panic, a wonderful voice spoke: 
., I still fish." 

She wanted the dream to continue so 
she could see what happened, but 
Moses' voice woke her. From the 
porch, he called urgently, "Miss Sadie! 
Miss Sadie! We got us some trouble 
here. " 

" 

Struggling to her feet, she came out, 
smoothing her hair and dress on the 
way. She, Moses and Angie watched a 
husky white youth get out of a van that 
had stopped on the dirt road by the 
path leading to the shack. 

He returned Miss Sadie's tentative 
wave, then slid open the vehicle's win
dowless side door. 

"Can you read that writin' on the 
door, chile?" Miss Sadie whispered to 
Angie. 

"Yes, ma'am," she replied. "It 
says, 'Bah-hey-Faith-youth-can-move
the-world.' " 

Although puzzled, the girl fairly vi
brated with excitement. But it was fear 
that shook Moses. His body bore scars 
from a savage, unprovoked beating by 
drunken white men. Nothing would 
have suited him better than to quietly 
disappear, yet he stood by his friends. 

"For what You send us, thank you, 
Jesus," Miss Sadie said quietly. 

A young black woman in jeans 
climbed from the van, followed by an 
Oriental youth wearing a wrinkle-free 
business suit. Together, they and the 
driver carefully lifted out a wheelchair. 

Miss Sadie caught her breath, for the 
person whose contorted body filled the 
chair strongly reminded her of her 
long-dead grandmother. No matter 
that the girl's skin was bronze, and her 
black hair straight; it had something to 
do with her eyes, and the peacefulness 
in which she wrapped herself like a 
blanket. 

It was Granny who had told Miss Sa
die repeatedly, "Jesus has returned-I 
know it in my heart and soul. One day 
someone's comin' down the lovin' 
road to tell you, an' that day will be a 
day fit for rejoicin'!" 

As the group slowly approached the 
shack, the girl called, "We have 
something to share with you." 

Understanding swept over Miss Sa
die, and with her widest smile, she re
sponded, "I know-I been waiting on 
you a long, long time. Thank you, Je
sus! " 
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Viewpoint 

Muslims and religious liberty 

Though Muslims are bound bv the 
Koran's basic teaching, traditional 
Muslim theology has not always fit the 
Koran's spirit of religious liberty. The 
Islamic world, though relatively toler
ant of other religious beliefs, has vio
lated, and here and there still ignores, 
rights of conscience. 

But these violations do not mean 
that the Koran authorizes them. To the 
best of my knowledge, the Koran 
stresses religious liberty more emphati
cally and with less ambiguity than any 
of the other revealed texts. 
The Koran's basic principles 

From a Koranic perspective, relig
ious liberty is founded on the divinely 
ordered nature of man. Man is not a 
being among many others. He is excep
tional. He cannot be reduced to his 
body because man, before everything 
else, is a spirit, a spirit that has been 
given the power to conceive the Abso
lute. If man has this privileged position 
inside the creation, it is because God 
"breathed into him something of His 
spirit" (Koran, XXXII, 9). 

On the level of the spirit, all per
sons-Muslim, Jew, Christian, what
ever their physical or intellectual abil
ities-are equal. They have the same 
"breath" of God in them, and by vir
tue of this "breath" they have the abil
ity to ascend to Him and to respond 
freely to His call. They have the same 

This artic/e, "What Muslims Really 
Believe About Religious Liberty, " is 
reprinted with permission from 
LIBERTY, a magazine of religious 
freedom, c 1986, and is taken from an 
address made to the Second World 
Congress on Religious Liberty held 
September 3-6, 1984, in Rome. The au
thor, Mohamed Taibi, is a professor of 
letters and human sciences at the Uni
versity of Tunis and has written several 
historical and cultural works. 
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According to the Koran, even 
God refrains from overpowering 
man against his will. Faith is a 
gift from God, Who warmly in
vites man to respond to His call. 
Man can accept or refuse it .... 
He can be misled. He can make 
the wrong choice. 

dignity and sacredness, qualities that 
entitle them to the right of self-deter
mination. 

From the Koranic perspective, it's 
absolutely necessary that none be forc
ed into any religious practice. 

Says the Koran: "Let there be no 
compulsion in religion: Truth stands 
out clear from Error" (Koran, 11,256). 

This verse has been used to reprove 
Jewish and Christian converts to Islam 
in Medina, who were coercing their 
children to convert to the new faith. 
Faith, to be true and reliable, needs to 
be so free and voluntary that even par
ents must refrain from interfering with 
it. The very nature of faith, as stressed 
in the basic text of Islam, is to be a vol
untary act born out of conviction and 
freedom. 

According to the Koran, even God 
refrains from overpowering man 
against his will. Faith is a gift from 
God, Who warmly invites man to re
spond to His call. Man can accept or 
refuse it. Man's condition has some
thing tragic in it. He can be misled. He 
can make the wrong choice. 

Even in this situation, the messen
ger, whose mission is to convey God's 
call, is warned to respect man's free
dom and God's mystery. "If it had 
been thy Lord's Will, they would all 
have believed-all who are on the 
earth! Wilt thou then compel mankind, 
against their will, to believe!" (Koran, 

X, 99). In his translation and com
mentary of the Koran, A. Yusuf Ali 
comments on this verse: "Men of Faith 
must not be impatient or angry if they 
have to contend against Unfaith, and 
most important of all, they must guard 
against the temptation of forcing 
Faith, i.e., imposing it on others by 
physical compulsion, or any other 
forms of compulsion such as social 
pressure, or inducements held out by 
wealth or position, or other ... ad
vantages. Forced faith is no faith" 
(\'OJ. 1, p. 510). 

The apostle's mission is strictly re
stricted to advise and warn. He is to 
convey a message and to admonish 
without compelling. He is ordered: 
"Admonish, for thou art but an ad
monisher. Thou hast no authority to 
compel them" (Koran, LXXXVIII, 21, 
22). 

God has set man truly and tragically 
free. What God wants is, in full-con
science and freedom, a willing and obe
dient response to His call. This re
sponse is at the very meaning of the 
Arabic word Islam. 

To be a true Muslim, you must live 
in courteous dialogue with all peoples 
of other faiths and ideologies and must 
submit to God. We have duties toward 
others. We are not isles of loneliness. 
Courtesy and respect, as recommended 
by the Koran, must be enlarged to all 
men, believers and unbelievers. 
Dhimmis and apostates 

Unfortunately, the Koran's spirit of 
toleration and courtesy has not always 
been the rule, especially for dhimmis 
(religious minorities inside the Islamic 
empire during medieval times) and 
apostates. 

Though at times the dhimmis have 
not been prevented from following the 
religion of their choice, from worship
ing, or organizing their communities in 
accordance to their own law (in some 
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cases, especially in the beginning, their 
situation improved by the Islamic con
quest, and they held positions of prom
inence in the court), the situation be
gan to seriously worsen after the reign 
of al-Mutawakkil (AR 232-2471 A:D: 
847-861), Discrimination-especially 
in the matter of dress-became openly 
humiliating, The oppression culminat
ed in Egypt during the reign of al
Hakim (386-411/996-1021), who may 
have been insane. 

In evaluating the past we must recall 
that in the medieval mentality it was 
not a virtue to consider all human be
ings as equal. How could one consider 
truth and evil equal, or true believers 
and heretics equal? In the medieval 
context of war, hostilities, and treach
ery, discrimination and even oppres
sion, have always been promoted by 
the theologians, despite the Koran's 
teaching that believers should respect 
the dignity of the nonbeliever and al
low him religious freedom. 

In the case also of apostates from 
Islam, traditional theology did not 
stick to the Koran's spirit. Though 
conversion to Islam must be without 
coercion, it is practically impossible, 
once inside Islam, to get out. Conver
sion to another religion is considered 
treason, and the apostate faces the 
death penalty. Traditional theologians 
rely on the precedent of the first calif 
of Islam, Abu Bah (11-13/632-634), 
who fought against tribes that rejected 
his authority after the prophet's death 
and refused to pay him taxes. The calif 
likened their rebellion to apostasy, us
ing the authority of this hadith (a say
ing of the prophet) to justify such ac
tion: "Anyone who changes his relig
ion must be put to death." 

Yet I do not know of any application 
of this law in Islamic history. In the 
700s in Egypt, however, the Islamists 
almost enforced this law against Copts 
who converted to Islam to marry ~1us
lim girls and then returned to their 
former religion when the marriages 
didn't work out. 

This hadith, upon which rests the 
penalty of death, is mixed with rebel
lion and highway robbery in the tradi
tion books. During the prophet's life 
and shortly after, the "apostates" kill
ed were without exception those who, 
as a consequence of their "apostasy," 
had turned their weapons against the 
Muslims, still a small and vulnerable 

community. In these circumstances, 
the death penalty appears to be an act 
of self-defense. Undoubtedly for that 
reason the Hanafi school of figh does 
not condemn the woman apostate to 
death, "because women, contrary to 
men, are not fit for war." 

The hadith authorizing the death 
penalty is not, according to the tradi
tional system of hadith, binding. Also, 
in my opinion, we have many good 
reasons to consider it a forgery. It may 
have been forged under the influence 
of Leviticus 24: 16 and Deuteronomy 
13, where the apostate is stoned to 

death. If not directly, this influence 
might have come into Islam through 
converts from Judaism and Christian
ity. 

In any case, this hadith is at variance 
with the Koran, which does not men
tion the death penalty for apostates. 
During the life of the prophet, cases of 
apostasy occurred, and several Koranic 
verses deal with them. In all, the pun
ishment for the unrepentant apostate is 
left to God's judgment and to the 
afterlife. In all the cases mentioned in 
the Koran and by commentators, the 
questions concern either timeservers 
who turned their coats according to the 
circumstances, or people attracted to 
the faith of Jews or Christians, the 
"People of the Book" (Koran, II, 109; 
III, 99-1(0). Always taking into ac
count the special situation, the Koran 
recommends the attitude to adopt, but 
never threatens death for the apostate. 
The Koran's authority 

From a Muslim perspective, the 
Koran recognizes, authenticates, and 
perfects all previous revelations. It 
does not permit the individual at the 
convenience of the moment to change 
his religion as he changes his coat, say
ing: "If anyone desires a religion other 
than Islam (submission to God), never 
will it be accepted of him; and in the 
Hereafter he will be in the ranks of 
those who have lost (all spiritual 
good)" (Koran, III, 85). Accordingly, 
apostates are warned: those who 
choose apostasy, after being convinced 
in their innermost thoughts that Islam 
is the truth, are unjust and bereaved of 
God's guidance, with all the conse
quences that follow. "How shall God 
guide those who reject faith after they 
accepted it and bore witness that the 
Apostle was true, and that Clear Signs 
had come to them? But God guides not 

a people unjust" (Koran, III, 86; see 
also III, 87-91). If by fear, weakness, 
or timeserving, they fall into apostasy, 
their loss will be their own, and the 
punishment will be hard in the here
after: "And if any of you turn back 
from their faith and die in unbelief, 
their works will bear no fruit in this life 
and in the Hereafter; they will be com
panions of the Fire and will abide 
therein" (Koran, II, 217). The apos
tates lay themselves open to "the curse 
of God, of His angels, and of all man
kind" (Koran, III, 87), "except for 
those that repent after that, and make 
amends; for verily God is Oft-Forgiv
ing, most Merciful" (Koran, III, 89). 
"God will not forgive" those who per
sist in apostasy (Koran, XL VII, 34). 

The Koran also denounces the at
titude of the "People of the Book" 
who pressured new converts to re
nounce Islam: "Say: '0 People of the 
Book! Why obstruct ye those who be
lieve, from the path of God, seeking to 
make it crooked, while ye yourselves 
witness (to God's Covenant)? But God 
is not unmindful of all that ye do' " 
(Koran, III, 99). 

The polemics between Islam and the 
old religions were sharp. In this atmo
sphere the Koran urged those who es
poused Islam to stick to their new faith 
tiII death, to close their ranks, and to 
refuse to listen to those who strove to 
render them apostates. They were also 
reminded of their former state of dis
union, when they were "on the brink 
of the Pit of Fire," and they were ex
horted to be a people "inviting to all 
that is good" in order to ensure their 
final salvation. 

Thus, unceasingly and by all means, 
the Koran strives to raise the Muslim's 
spirit and prevent him from falling into 
apostasy. There is no mention in the 
Koran of any kind of penalty, includ
ing death, for apostates. To use the 
Arab technical term, no hadd is speci
fied in this matter. 

Indeed, Muslims are authorized to 
take up arms only in self-defense, when 
they are attacked, and when their faith 
is seriously jeopardized. In such cases, 
"fighting is prescribed," even if they 
"dislike it" (Koran, II, 216), and even 
if it occurs during the sacred month of 
Pilgrimage (Koran, II, 217; II, 190-
194). Muslims are urged not to yield 
when their conscience is at stake and to 
take up arms against those who will not 
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"cease fighting you until they turn you 
back from your faith if they can" 
(Koran, II, 217). 

Summary 
The question of religious liberty 

within Islam is not new. The Koran 
deals with it at length. It argues, warns, 
advises, but never resorts to the argu
ment of the sword, because that argu
ment is meaningless in matters of faith. 

charity. It is not a tolerant concession 
toward those who are misled. It is a 
fundamental right for everyone. To 
claim it for myself implies ipso facto 
that I am disposed to claim it for mv 
neighbor too. -

in full consciousness. 

From a Muslim perspective and on 
the basis of the Koran, religious liberty 
is fundamentally an act of respect for 
God's sovereignty. It is respect for the 
mystery of God's plan for man, to 
whom He has given the terrible privi
lege of building his destiny on earth 
and for the hereafter. To respect man's 
freedom is to respect God's plan. To be 
a true Muslim is to submit to this plan. Religious liberty is not an act of 

But religious liberty is not neces
sarily indifference. My right and my 
duty is to be a witness, by fair means, 
of my own faith, and to convey God's 
call. Ultimately, it is up to each man to 
respond or to reject this call, freely and 

World Centre 

Seeking letters from the Guardian 

To Sarional Spirirual Assemblies 
Dear Bahd '/ Friends, 

As you are no doubt aware, the World Centre maintains a 
collection of letters written by and on behalf of the Guar
dian. For the most part Shoghi Effendi did not keep copies 
of his letters, and the task of collecting them was begun by 
the Hands of the Cause, and has been continued by the Uni
versal House of Justice, which has appealed to both the 
friends and institutions on a number of occasions to send to 
the World Centre the originals or photocopies of any such 
letters they received. 

During a period of 36 years the Guardian guided the pro
gress of the Faith, interpreted its Sacred Texts, and made 
statements which are of inestimable value to the House of 
Justice through his correspondence with believers and Ba
ha'i institutions. This correspondence provides a body of 
guidance and is a vital link between the twin institutions of 
the Guardianship and the Universal House of Justice. 

At the World Centre recent work on the Guardian's cor
respondence has shown that he answered a minimum of 
24,678 letters from the western believers alone. The collec
tion of letters to western believers comprises 11,014, rep
resenting replies to 12,270 of the incoming letters mentioned 
above, as Shoghi Effendi sometimes sent only one letter in 
reply to several from the same source. This means that some 
50 per cent of letters known to have been written by him or 
on his behalf to the non-Persian-speaking Baha'i communi
ty are not in the collection. These figures do not include 
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other letters written on the Guardian's own initiative, and 
not in response to an incoming letter. 

To trace as many as possible of the missing letters and 
bring them into the collections of the World Centre are 
therefore of vital importance, requiring a universal effort. 
You will be hearing shortly from the Archives Office, which 
will send you detailed information about the letters which 
are being sought, and will provide you with directions and 
suggestions, approved by us, for a concerted campaign to 
trace as many letters as possible. Due to the great impor
tance of this work we have requested the International 
Teaching Centre to assist by forwarding the same informa
tion to Counsellors in each continent. They will request 
members of the Auxiliary Boards to lend their assistance in 
this task. We are requesting each National Spiritual Assem
bly to publicize this project as widely as possible, and to ap
point a coordinating committee to handle the project and to 
correspond directly with the Archives Office. 

It is now 29 years since the passing of the Guardian. Some 
of the letters sought were addressed to believers who wrote 
to him during the early years of his ministry, and who pass
ed away even before 1957. Many letters were addressed to 
others who are now well past middle age, and may also have 
passed away. Time is advancing and it is our hope that this 
search will be pursued vigorously in all countries, with the 
goal of saving as many letters as possible. 

With loving Baha'i greetings, 
The Universal House of Justice 

November 13, 1986 



Peru 

Radio Baha'i survives flooding 

Last winter's torrential rains in the 
area around Puno, Peru, caused un
precedentedflooding by Lake Titicaca, 
inundating entire villages and 9,(}()() of 
the 11,000 square meters comprising 
Radio Baha'{ in Puno and the Muhajir 
Baha'{ Institute. But despite the flood
ing, Radio Baha'{ remained on the air 
although three other radio stations in 
the Puno area were forced to shut 
down. At Rirjvan the challenge was to 
re-elect the 406 local Spiritual Assem
blies in the Puno area (more than half 
of all the Assemblies in Peru) by pain
stakingly finding where many of the 
disaster-struck Baha'is had relocated. 
The challenge was met as more than 
400 Assemblies were re-elected, thanks 
in large part to the work of indigenous 
Indian believers who devoted many 
hours to the task. Now that the waters 
of Lake Titicaca have begun to recede, 
the lvluhajir Institute has come up out 
of some three feet of water and re
cent(v held its first Baha'{ teacher 
training institute since the rains de
scended last winter. Now the re-filling 
of land and repair of buildings has 
begun, with most of the work done vol
untarily by the local listening com
munity which held two town meetings 
(last April and July) to organize them
selves in coming to the aid of Radio 
Baha'{ of Lake Titicaca, which was 
recentlv extolled in a local newspaper, 
Los A;des, as the most popular station 
in the area. Top photo: The main 
building of Radio Bahd'{ was acces
sible only by boat following last year's 
torrential rains. Bottom photo: Volun
teers prepare to help re-elect the 406 
local Spiritual Assemblies in the Puna 
area. 
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The world 

Thailand gets children's library 

The first public library for childrer; 
in Thailand was dedicated April 2. 
1 Y86. "International Children', 800f 
Day." at the Santitham Education In
stitute in Yasothon. 

Cuba 

.t" !,. - ! 

I ... ..-, 
~ 

~, 
'(' 

Pictured are the members of the /'1,0-

tional Spiritual Assembly of the Ba-
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Funds for establishing the librar~ 

were donated by the Baha'is of Chi
.:ago. Illinois, as that community', 
contribution to the International Year 
of Peace. The library, the first of two 

ha'is of Cuba who were elected at Ricj
van 1986. 

that are planned, is called Santitham 
~o. I. "Santitham" means "peace" in 
the Thai language. 

Library authorities in Thailand and 
the deputy go\ernor of Yasothon, who 
officiated at the opening ceremony, 
said that the library, with its 1,000-
book collection, is the only public li
brary for children in the country. 

:\. mobile unit will carry reading ma
terials to children in \'illages around 
Yasothon who otherwise would have 
no access to suitable books. 

\1embers of the Baha'j community 
of Bangkok have pro\'ided funds for 
one of the Santitham School's teachers 
to take a training course in librarian
ship for children. Help in organizing 
the library came from professionals in 
the Thai government and from Srina
karinwirot Cniversity. 

* * * 
Since mid-1984, when one man at 

the Khao-i-Dang Refugee Center in 
Thailand was given some Baha'i litera
ture in Chinese and later enrolled in the 
Faith, the Baha'is in that country have 
been actively engaged in teaching the 
Faith to refugees from Cambodia, 
Laos and Vietnam at several camps in 
Thailand. One of the gratifying results 
of their teaching work has been the dis
covery of Baha'is who had enrolled 
years earlier in their home countries. 

According to a report to the Indo
Chinese Refugee Committee of the Na
tional Spiritual Assembly of Thailand 
by camp workers who are international 
employees of relief agencies, about 
1,000 people from five refugee camps 
had enrolled in the Faith by the end of 
1985. 

These new friends celebrate every 
Feast and Holy Day, and hold regular 
deepenings for the community. The 
local Assemblies meet regularly to plan 
teaching and service activities. 

-



United States 

In :\-farch 1985, when the local Fund 
was at a low ebb, the Spiritual Assem
bly of White Plains, an attractive city 
of 50,000 about 18 miles north of :--.lew 
York City, embarked on a bold plan to 
present a "peace tree" to the city, have 
a formal dedication program, and pre
sent the peace statement to the mayor. 

Carrying out such a plan, the Assem
bly reasoned, would help to accom
plish three of its goals: distributing the 
peace statement; proclaiming 1986 the 
International Year of Peace; and in
forming every resident in White Plains 
of the existence of the Faith before the 
close of 142 B.E. 

The White Plains Beautification 
Foundation was contact~d to see if an 
individual or the city would donate a 
spot for planting the tree. 

One member of the Foundation's 
Board of Directors responded fa
vorably to the proposal but pointed out 
that if the city were to donate land, the 
tree would have to meet certain speci
fications and be professionally 
planted. 

After learning that a tree conform
ing to city specifications would cost 
5350, the Assembly proceeded, in spite 
of its lack of funds, to step two: the 
presentation of a formal proposal to 
the Beautification Foundation, which 
quickly accepted it and offered to pur
sue the search for an appropriate site 
with the city or private owners of suit
able property. 

When a plot of land was found and 
offered, the Assembly could hardly be
lieve its good fortune- the site was on 
a large green in front of the YWCA, a 
few hundred feet north of the cente:::r of 
the city, across the street from the main 
e:::ntrance to Pace University, and with
in a few feet of a bus stop nee:::ding shel
re:::r and a place to sit. 

Benches were priced, and the Assem
blv was told that a granite bench with 
ca~ved lettering, which the Y\\·C\ 
preferred, would cost $600. The city, 
which wanted a teak bench, had to first 
find out who owned the property. 

After researching the matter, it was 
decided that the city did indeed own 
the::: property, and the Assembly's order 
for a granite bench was canceled only 
minutes before the carver put chisel to 
stone. 

The teak bench brought the over-all 

.:ost of the project including tree, 
copies of the peace statement, pam
phlets, postage, etc., to $1,200. 

A flyer explaining the Assembly's 
proposal, the city's response to it, and 
the cost was prepared and sent to about 
200 individuals, Groups and Assem
blies in eastern New York State. Con
tributions soon began to come in, the 
total of which amounted to 51,185. 

Given a choice for the dedication 
ceremony of any day during the Me
morial Day weekend, the mayor of 
White Plains chose noon on May 23, 
the anniversary of the Declaration of 
the Bab. 

On that day some 70 people gathered 
on the green near a large banner made 
by a Baha'i artist and his father which 
proclaimed the event to passersby. 

A 14-foot sapling, destined in com-

Taiwan 

Two children's classes in Hsin-ying, 
Taiwan, made banners for (he 'Peace 
Ribbon' exhibited during the Peace Ex
position last April in Australia. At (he 

About 30 women attended a recent 
seminar hosted by the National Baha'i 
Women's Committee of Taiwan, Re
public of China, the first such national 
gathering for women since 1979 when 
Amatu'I-Baha Ru~iyyih Khanum came 
to speak at a National Women's Con
ference. 

7 

ing generations to grow into a giant red 
oak, was planted in front of an elegant 
six-foot-Iong teakwood bench that 
bears the inscription "Tree of Peace
J986-Baha'i Community.·' 

Among those attending were the 
mayor, several city councilmen, board 
members of the Beautification Foun
dation and the YWCA, and depart
ment heads of the city's Parks and 
Public Works commissions. 

The two youngest contributors to the 
Tree of Peace Fund cut the white satin 
ribbon to dedicate the tree, after which 
the air rang with songs of peace sung 
with great enthusiasm. 

After the program, the mayor tap
ped one Baha'i on the arm and said, 
"This was a beautiful event. I have on
ly one regret, and that is that it was not 
video taped." 

left in the third row is A uxiliary Board 
member Jean Wu; her husband, Danel 
Boone, is at the right. 

The seminar, held at the Taipei Ba
ha'i Center, covered topics that provid
e:::d practical and inspirational informa
tion on the Baha'i outlook toward 
dating, marriage, birth control, and 
family life. There was a program out
side the Center for the children for 
which some men provided assistance. 
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United Kingdom 

There is one local Spiritual Assembly 
in the Outer Hebrides Islands off the 

Philippines 

Billy Olander, a young Bahd'i who is 
pioneering with his family in the Phil
ippines, looks for information about 
the Faith in the orange teaching book
let to share with one of his new-found 
friends, an Aeta (Negrito) youngster 

Pictured is a group of new Bahd 'IS who 
were enrolled in the Faith during a 
teaching campaign last year among Ne
gritos in the provinces of Tarlac and 
Pampanga in the Philippines. With 
them are pioneers Katherine Reed 

14 January 1987/Baha'j News 

northeastern coast of Scotland. The 
community, on the island of Lewis, in-

who recently declared her belief ir. 
Bahd'u'lldh. More than 250 Negritos 
have since been enrolled in the Faith in 
the provinces of Tarlac, Pampangc 
and Bataan. 

(back row holding baby) and Kurt 
Olander (back row third from right). 
In June-July 1986, more than 250 
Negritos were enrolled in the Faith 
with 11 localities opened and five new 
Assemblies formed. 

eludes 16 adults and 10 £hildren. 

For the Assembly to meet, some 
members must travel 120 kilometers 
(about 75 miles) by road, plus one hour 
hy ferry, to the new Baha'i Center in 
Stornoway. 

Recently the Baha'is in Stornoway 
were asked to revive a defunct youth 
club. They gladly took up the challenge 
and, at the same time, started another 
club for school-age children. 

Still a third club has now been orga
nized to make available inter-club ac
tivities. The clubs meet regularly, prac
tice tolerance, make decisions demo
cratically, and try to apply the prin
ciples of the Faith. 

The Baha'is feel that their effort is 
helping them to reach out to the com
munity at large, thus helping to alle
\"iate social problems caused by preju
dices of race, religion and class. 

Uganda 

Dr. Samson Kissekka, the Prime 
\1inister of Uganda, was presented a 
copy of "The Promise of World 
Peace" last April 7 by four representa
tives of the National Spiritual Assem
bly of Uganda, George Olinga, Moses 
Senoga, Sosipateri Isimai and Edith 
Senoga. 

Although the meeting lasted only 15 
minutes, it was warm and cordial with 
much laughter and hand-shaking. 

The Baha'is thanked Dr. Kissekka 
for his efforts to restore law and order 
in Uganda, and he spoke to them of 
their duty to help in the recovery of the 
nation, and of his personal feelings 
about religion. 

In addition to the peace statement, 
the Prime Minister was given copies of 
Gieaningsfrom the Writings of Bahd'
u'lldh and The Earth Is But One Coun
try. 

Bahamas 
Arnold Wells, the first Bahamian 

BaM·i, died February 15. He was re
nowned for his steadfast devotion to 
the Faith. A lovely funeral service was 
held February 22 at the BaM'i Na
tional Center in Nassau. 

-



Zaire 
Last March, the state Minister of So

cial Affairs of Kivu, Zaire, accompa
nied by the governor of the region, vis
ited the Baha'i Pygmy Project in the 
Bayabda area. 

The governor, after meeting the Ba
ha'i group, experienced first-hand the 
accomplishments of one of the pupils 
in the literacy program, and was, he 
said, very surprised that "a Bayanda 
could write." 

The minister spoke to the Bayanda 
friends at the Baha'i Center after a 
guided tour of their newly cultivated 
fields and new, orderly and roomy 
homes. Addressing them in French, 
which was translated into Swahili by a 
Baha'i, he said he was their brother 
and that they were all citizens of Zaire, 
so it was his task to improve the condi
tion of the Bayanda. He said he had 
visited the Bayanda in all parts of the 
country but that these were the first to 
have cultivated fields and built suitable 
homes, and also the first to have learn
ed to read and write. 

He said, "You must take your new 
Faith, your new knowledge to your fel
low tribesmen in other parts of the 
country. The government stands ready 
to help you." 

Zaire's national radio network 
broadcast the news that the authorities 
were strongly impressed by the work 
the Baha'is have accomplished without 
fanfare. 

Australia 
Last April, the Committee for the 

International Year of Peace in Too
woomba, Queensland, Australia, 
hosted a peace concert and supper. 

The event was chaired by Mrs. Ira 
Williams, a Baha'i from Toowoomba. 
and the featured speaker was the Hon. 
Bill Hayden, Australia's minister for 
foreign affairs. 

Mr. Hayden spoke highly of the Ba
ha'is, saying they deserve the support 
of the Australian community. 

As a gesrure of thanks for his efforts 
on behalf of the Baha'is in Iran and his 
support for Iranian Baha'i refugees, 
Mr. Hayden and his wife were pre
sented flowers on behalf of five local 
Persian Baha'is. 

Suriname 

.,.-- .. ~ 

~ 
Last May 29, members of the news 
media in Suriname attended a showing 
of a video tape of Congressional hear
ings into the persecution of Baha'is in 
[ran and an interview by Barbara WaI
ters on the ABC- TV program '20/20' 
on the same topic. Afterward, a dinner 
was held at the home of .Hyriam Mar
rero, an American pioneer to Suri
name, which was co-hosted by Akhtar 

India 
The Indore Institute, a Baha'I-oper

ated vocational school for tribal wom
en, was featured at a government 
workshop sponsored by the Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Research 
in New Delhi, India. 

The Faith was represented at the 
workshop, held in February 1986, by 
Dr. Tahirih Vajdi of the National 
Spiritual Assembly and Mrs. Janak 
Kulari Palta, who is project coordi
nator of the Faizi Vocational Institute 
at Indore. 

\1rs. Palta exhibited items made by 
local women such as embroidery, tail
oring and bead work. 

When Dr. T.S. Murthy, director of 
the Madhya Pradesh Council of Sci
ence and Technology, visited the In
stitute, he said, "I do not have suf
ficient words in my vocabulary to 
praise this work ... .In fact, you have 
adopted these women." 

When he asked Mrs. Palta for the 
secret of her success,- she replied, 

",- --"<: 

Yazdani, a member of the National 
Spiritual Assembly of Suriname, and 
two Auxiliary Board members, Terry 
Madison and Marijke van Lith. Mem
bers of local newspapers, radio and TV 
stations were invited, and the director 
of Suriname Television, .'vIr. F. Pengel, 
and his wife graciously accepted the in
vitation. 

"Baha'u'lIah, His teachings, and my 
love for both." 

* * * 
A question about the Baha'i House 

of Worship in New Delhi, India, 
stumped contestants on a recent tele
vision quiz show in the Punjab. 

When no one could answer the ques
tion, a photograph of the Temple was 
shown and the announcer explained 
the purpose of the House of Worship 
and connected it to the Faith. 

Samoa 
The winners of the Peace Year essay 

and poster contest sponsored by the 
Baha'is of American Samoa were an
nounced last February 21 in the Samoa 
News. 

An extensive article reported on the 
awards ceremony at which Counsellor 
Suhayl 'Ala'i spoke. Among those at
tending was the lieutenant governor of 
American Samoa. 
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Kenya 

Norway 
All of the professors at the Univer

sity of Oslo, Norway (about 600), three 
bishops of the Church of Norway and 
two bishops of the country's Catholic 
Church have received copies of "The 
Promise of World Peace." 

Papua New Guinea 
The University of Technology at 

Lae, Papua New Guinea, has a Baha'i 
group called Unitech Club which, in 
addition to holding firesides and deep
ening classes, has presented the peace 
statement to the vice-chancellor of the 
university. A report of the presenta
tion, accompanied by a photograph, 
appeared in the university magazine. 

• • • 
The National Spiritual Assembly of 

the Baha'is of Papua New Guinea has 
achieved its goal of self-sufficiency. It 
has returned monies advanced from 
the International Fund and has begun 
making its own contributions to that 
same Fund. 
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As of !v1arch 1986, 7,000 copies of 
the peace statement had been mailed to 
high schools, teacher training colleges. 
and peace and humanitarian organiza· 
tions in Norway. 

Mauritius 

Pictured are Baha'is who attended a 
deepening institute August 15-16 aT a 
beach in Belle-Mare, Mauritius. Twen
(v-nine Baha'IS from five communiTies 
came TO siudy The book Consulta-

His Excellency Daniel T. Arap Moi 
(fourth from left), the President of the 
Republic of Kenya, is pictured as he re
ceived a copy last May 14 of 'The 
Promise of ri 'orld Peace.' With Mr . 
. \1oi are (left to right) Counsellor Thel
ma Khelghati; Samuel Obura, an Aux
iliary Board member and head of the 
Bahd'/ delegation; Barnabas Kipkorir, 
secretary of the National Youth Com
mirree of Kenya; Counsellor Peter Vu
rll'a; Auxiliary Board member John 
Peter Kagira; Catherine Mboya, a 
member of {he Spiritual Assemb(l' of 
\airobi; Mehra;. Ehsani; and Bona
ren{ura Wafula, secretary of the Na
lional Spiritual Assembly of Kenya. 

SiX1Y women attended the annual 
Baha'i National Women's Conference 
of I-.:enya held last February 15-16 at 
the Baha'i Center in Nakuru. Some 
had traveled all night to attend. 

The conference theme was "peace." 
Counsellor Thelma Khelghati spoke on 
peace in the family, and Adam Robarts 
presented a slide program which inter
preted \'isually . 'The Promise of World 
Peace ... 

Women displayed their handicrafts, 
pottery and produce at the conference 
to help pay their travel expenses and to 
contribute to the National Fund. 

tion-A Universal Lamp for 
by John KolsToe and TO hear a talk on 
spiriTual enrichment by Roddy Lutch
ma.va. 

,-



----------------------------.............. .. 
Ecuador 

Mrs. Hedye Berdjis-Kamranpour, a 
pioneer from Germany to Quito, Ecua
dor, and her parents, Dr. '\fassoud 
Berdjis and Hermine Mayer-Berdjis, 
who were visiting their daughter, were 
given an 'appointment June 2- to see 
the German ambassador to Ecuador. 

During the meeting, the family pre
sented the ambassador, Dr. Hoff, with 
a leather-bound German edition of the 
peace statement. 

Dr. Hoff had previously received the 
peace statement from Hans-J urgen 
Thimm, a pioneer from Germany to 

Haiti, and mentioned that he had read 
it and been deeply impressed by its con
tents. 

When Dr. Hoff asked if there were 
any Baha'is in Ecuador, Mrs. Berdjis
Kamranpour told him about her com
munity, Radio Baha'i, and develop
ment projects, and he was quite sur
prised to hear of them. 

Dr. Hoff also inquired about the 
situation of the Baha'IS in Iran. Dr. 
Berdjis gave him information about 
them and expressed the gratitude of all 
Baha'IS to the German government for 
its support. 

Pakistan 

Local docrors, Bahd'{ youth 
(two of whom are shown here), dis
pensedfree medicine to about 400 or so 

Iceland 

I Roses freshly cur from rhe gardens ar 
{he Bahli '/ House of Wonhip in Wil
meue, f/linois. represenring s,vmbol
ically rhe 189 red roses presenred {() rhe 
Bahd'l:' of rhe L'nired Srares ar rha( 
country's ,'1ational Convention las ( 
April, graced (he (ahle ar u celehra(ion 
Ocroher 19 in Reykj{/\'ik, Icelund, oj" 
[he unnil"ersury (!( (ht! Binh of rht! Brlb. 
nit! roses were hrou[!hr 11.1' .·~rlene 
Jt!nnrich (,eutt!d a( left) (1m! her hus
band, !\en, 0/ l!"I1me{{e \\'ho I,'erc' on 

l 
\ 

villagers from the areu in and around 
Jangh-Shahi, Pakistun, during a recent 
one-day medical camp. 

the first leg of a month-long teaching 
trip to Europe via Iceland. Pictured 
with Mrs. Jennrich are the hostess, 
Elsu Jonsson (center), and Liesel Beck
er, u long-time pioneer to Iceland from 
Germany. One pioneer, after pressing 
her face close to the roses, looked up 
(earJitily and said, 'Oh, my dear, thank 
rou.' This IS as clase as I may el'er ger 
ro (he House ot' WrJr~hip . . (Pharo by 
":en Jenflril'!/J 

Bahamas 
The first local Spiritual Assembly on 

the island of San Salvador was formed 
January 17, fulfilling one of the goals 
of the Seven Year Plan for the Baha
mas. 

During the weekend of January 
17-19, five traveling teachers including 
three member, of the "lational Spiri
tual Assembly went to San Salvador to 
help the seven-member Baha'i Group 
rrociaim the Faith, 

Within twO hours, five people had 
declared their acceptance of Baha'
u'llah. Since two were adults. a local 
Assembly was promptly formed. 

About 50 people attended a public 
meeting arranged by the Baha'is that 
weekend. ~ational Assembly members 
Michael Horton and Gadville Newton 
spoke, and two videos, "Mona with 
the Children" and "Ark of·Destiny," 
were shown. 
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